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ROYAL CO~1l\nSSION ON LOCAL TAXATION. 

THB QUEEN, has beon, pleased to issue a Commission, under lIer Majesty's Royal 
Sign Manual, to the following effeot :-, . 
VIOTO!UA. R. 

~ictoria, by tl,J.e grace of God of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland 
" Queen, Defllnder of the Faith, 

. «0 Our right trusty and ,well-beloved Councillqr A.le~nder Hugh, Baron Balfaur 
o.f Burlei~h, Our ,Seoretary for that part of Our 'united Kin~dom of Great lJritain 
and Ireland called Scotland, Vice-President of the Committee of Council on Education 
in Scotland, Chairman; Our trusty and well-beloved Frederick Archibald Vaughan 
Campbell, Esquire (commonly called Viscount. ~mlyn); Our right trusty and well
beloved Councillor John Blair Balfour; Our right trusty and well-beloved Councillor 
Sir John Tomlinson Hibbert, Knight Commander of Our most. honourable Order of 
the Bath; Our right trusty and' wall-beloved Councillor Charles Beilby Stuart
W~rtley; and Our trusty and well-beloved Sir Edward Walter Ha~ilton, Knight 
Commander of Our most honourable Order of the Bath; Assistant Secretary to the 

• Commissioners of Our Treasury for Great Britain and' Ireland; Sir Alfred. Milner, 
Knight Commander of Our mo~t honourable Order of tjIe Bath, Chairma)l of the 
Oommissioners of Our Inland Revenue; Cornelius Neale Dalton, Esquire, 'CompaniQn 
of Our most honourable Order of the Bath, one of the Assistant Secretaries to the 
Local Government Board; CharleB Alfred Cri!Jps, Esquire, one' Of'Ollf Counsel learned 
in the Law; Harcourt Everard Clare, Esquire, Town Clerk of pur City of Liverpool; 
Thomas Henry Elliott, Esquire, Secr~tary to the- Board of Agriculture; Arthur 
O;Connor, Esquire; Edward Orford Smith, Esquire, Town Clerk of Our City . of 
BirtJ:iingham; James Stuart, Esquire; and John Lloyd Wharton, Esquire, greeting! 

~lJtrta!S We have 'lee~ed it expedient that a Commission should forthwith issue 
, to inquire into the prese: ,t system under which taxation is raised for local purposes 
and report whethor all liinds of real and personal property contribute equitably to such 
taxaticilD, and, if not. what alterations in the law are desirable in order to secure that 
result: 

~oin know I1t. that We, reposing great trust 'and confidence in your knowledge and 
ability, have authorised and appQinted, and do by these Presents authorise and appoint, 
YQu, the said Alexander Hug~, BaroD. Balfour of Burleigh; Fraderick Archibald 
Vaughan Campi;lelJ, commonly called Viscount Emlyn; John Blair Balfour; Sir John 
TOlnlinson Hibbert; Charles Beilby Stuart-Wortley; Sir Edward Walter Hamilton; 
Sir ~lfred Milner; Cornelius Naale Dalton; Charlet! Alfred Cripps; Haroourt Everard 
Clare; Thomas Henry ~11iott; Arthur O'Connor; Edward Orford Smith; James 

, Stuart, and John LIoy" ,rharton to be Our Commissioners for the purposes of the said 
inquiry 

glib for the} ~er effeoting the purposes of this Our Commission We do by these 
Presents give an' 61'8nt unto you, or any liTe or more of you, full power to call before 
you such pers~' MI you ~hall judge likely to afford you any infO. rmation uplln the 
subject of thi lr Commission; and also to call for, have BOOess to, and examine all 

, :II)a 
II 8Uoo. Wt, I A 2 

• 
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8u"h b:lOkll, dooumeuts. registers, and racords a~ may afford yon tile fllUe5t information 
on the subject; and to inquire of lind concarning the premises by all other lawful 

• ways and meals whatsoever. 

2In1l We do by these l'resents authorise and empower yoft, or any five or more of 
you, liD yisit and personally inspect such places as yon may deem it expedient so to 
inspect fot' the more effectual carrying out of the purposes aforesaid. 

!allll We do by these Presents will aud ordain that this Our Oommission shall continue 
in full force and virtue; and that you Our said Commissioners. or any five or more of 
YOll, may from time to time proceed in the execution thereof and of every matter and 
thi!lg therein contained although the same be not continued from time to time by 
ndjournment. 

Xln'll We do further ordain that you, or any five or more of you, have liberty to 
report your prooeedings under this Our Oommission from time to time if you shall 
judge it expedient so to do., 

SInlY Our ,further will and pleasure is that YOll do, with as little delay as possible, 
report to Us, under your hands and seals, or under t.he hands and seals of any five or 
more of you, your opinion upon the matters herein submitted for your consideration. 

Given at Our Court at. Saint James's, the fifteenth day of August, 1896, in the 
SinietJ, yea.r of Our Reign. 

By Her Majesty's Command, 
. (Signed) LANSDOWNE. 
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ROYAL COMMISSION ON LOCAL TAXATION. 

VlO'l'ORIA R. 

il1ictorfa, by the Grace of God of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and. 
Ireland Queen, Defender of the Faith, 

QJ:O Our trusty and well-beloved George Herbert Murray, Esquire, Compauion 
of Our Most Honourable Order of the Bath, greeting! 

~1)trtil5 We did by Warrant under Our Royal Sign ~Ianual, bearing dete the 
fifteenth day of August one thousand eight hundred and ninety-six, appoint Our right 
trusty and well-beloved Councillor, Alexander Hugh, Baron Balfour of Burleigh, 
together with the several gentlemen therein mentioned, or any five or more of them, to 
be Our Commissioners to inquire into the present system under which taxation is raised . . 
for local purposes, and report whether all kiuds of real and personal property contribute 
equitably to such taxation, and, if not, what alterations in the law are desirable in 
order to secure that result: 

Xlnll whereas one of Our Commissioners so appointed, namely, Our trusty and 
well-beloved Sir Alfred Milner, Knight Commander of Our Most Honourable Order 
of the Bath, hath. ot}. being appointed Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony 
of the Cape of Good Hope with its Territories and Dependencies, humbly tendered unto 
Us his resignation of his appointment as one of Our said Commissiollers: 

.:f}.ow know !?t, that We, reposing great confidence in you, do by these presents 
nppoint you, the said George Herbert Murray, to be one of Our Commissioners for the 
purposes aforesaid in the room of the said Sir Alfred Milner, resigned, in addition to 
lind together with the other Commissioners whom We have already appointed. 

Given at Our Court at Saint James's, the third day of April 1897, in the 
sixtieth year of Our Reign. 

By Her Majesty's Command, 

. George Herbert Murray, Esq., C.B., 
To be Ito Member of the Royal Commission 

on Local Taxation. 

(Signed) M. W. RIDLEY . 



ROYAl, COMMISSION ON LOCAL TAXATION. 

FIRST REPORT. 

TO THE QUEEN'S MOST EXOELI,ENT MAJESTY. 

MAY IT PLEASE Yow MAJESTY: 

1/ We. the undersigned Commissioners, appointed on August 15. 1896, to inquire 
in. to the present srstem under whioh taxation is raised for local purposes, and to 
re p()rt whether 31 kinds of real and personal property contribute equitably to suoh 
ta xation. and, if not, what alterations in the law are desirable in order to secure that 
ri! ,sttlt, humbly submit to Your Majesty the following considerations:-

. i 

I.-Introduotofoy. 

2. Although we have not .yet completed our inquiry; we have arrived at the 
';! ionclusion that an alteration in the law for the purpose of obtaining a uniform basis 
.1: If valuation in England and Wales is Il. neoessary preliminary to any revision of the 
e ,xisting B]BtElm of -Local Taxation; and as such an alteration is independent of any 
1.·ecommendations which we may ultimately make on the general questions referred to 
11S, we have thought it desirable to makeit the subject of an Interim Report, and we 
humbly submit these conclusions to Your Majesty at the present time. . . . . ~ 

3. In March 1898 we submitted to Your ,Majesty a volume containing the evidence of 
!lertain witnesses who have been examined by the Commission, and alao two volumes 

. containing information which has been supplied to us by certain Government Depart
,menta, and by. Witnesses who have appeared before us.* We now present a further 
I volume. mainly containing the evidence of Witnesses representing Local Authorities in 
;~ondon and Memoranda prepared by tb.em. At the present time we desire to 
j postpone making auy comments or criticisms upon this information, except so far as 
it refers to the special subjects dealt withJn this report. 

II.--:History oj the Law affecting Valuation. 

4. The valuation upon which the larger portion of local rates is raised under the 
·e~ing.system in England and Wales, is that made for the purposes of the rate 
which is commonly known as the Poor Rate. 'fhe sums raised by this rate are, how-

. ever, expehdedoJl a number of purposes unconneoted with the relief of the poor by 
Spending Authorities other than the Poor Law Authorities. Such Spending Autho
rities issue demands or '.' precepts" upon the Guardians or Overseers for the various 
amounts they require, as do also some other Authorities, in certain cases, who make 
their own valuations.tTwo v,aluations of the Bame property may be made for the 
purposes of raising Imperial Taxes, namely, one for the Income Tax, and one for the Land 
'fax, and, in addition, three valuations may be made for the purposes of raising local rates, 
n.amely, one for the Poor Rate, one for the County Rate, and one for the Borough Rate. 

.• 5. For the purposes of the Poor Rate the rating area is the Parish, and the area 
over which the Valuation is made is that of the Poor Law Union. 

• Parliamentary Papers, 0.-8763, C.-8764, and C.-8765 re'pect.ively, of 1898. 
t Generally speaking, the following Spending Authorities ouisid. the Metropolis issue precepts on the 

. ~ Guardians or Overseers, which are met from the Bums raised as POOl' Rates:-
CoonI:)' and Borough Authorities; the Receiver for the Metropolitan PoliCe District; Highway Board. 

whose powers have been contill1l0d under Se~tion 25 (1) of the Local Government Act, 1894; Burial Board~: 
RW'BI District Councils for Highway and other purp ...... ; School Boards; Parish Councils and Pari.h 
'Meetings; Commissioners of Baths and l',Tatlhhouaes·; Commissioners of Free Public Libraries; Conservators 
of Commons; Urban Distr!.ct Councils for School Attendance Cammittee Expenses. 

But certain 'expenses or -the following All'th"orities are in some cases met from a separate rate levied by the 
Overseers :-County and Borough Authoriti~s ; Rural District Councils (separate rates for special expenses are 
generally made and for genf!ral expenses in certain cases only) ,; Burial Boards; School Boards; Ul'ban 
llistrict Council. for SchooL Attendance Committee Expenses. Expenses under the Lighting and Watching 
Act of 1833 are .Iso payabl. out of " s.pa .... te mte . 
. The followiog Spending Anthorities outside the Metropolis in addition to the Guardian. levy their rates 

direct:-
Highway Authorities in rural pariahe., whose powers have been continued under section 25 (1) of the 

Local Government Act, 1894 (in certain cases only); Urban Authoritie. (Highway Rate4! •. certain ...... 
General Di.trict Rate, Water Rate, and Private Improvement Rate); Rural District COllnoU. (Water Rate 
.... d Private Improvement Rale). 
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ROYAL COllMISSION ON LOCA.L 1·A.XA.1·JON: 

6. After the dissolution of the monasteries in the reign of Henry VII r. in 1535-6 and 
1539 and up to tbe year 1597, the parish was recognised, in the Acts making provision 

• for the relief of the poor, as a suitable area for the collection and expenditure 
of monies received from persons charitably disposed to give to t.bis purpose. During 
tbis period it was found necessary to gradually apply some compulsion .. to tbose able 
.. to furtber tbis charitable work," and in 1552 by 5 & 6 Ed. VI. the bishop was 
empowered to put some pressure upon them. In 1562, in the o reign of Elizabeth, the 
bishop was enabled to bind any person who obstinately'refused to give according to 
his sbility, to appear at the next general sessions, and the Justices had power, if he 
would not then be persuaded to extend his charity towards the poor of the parish 
where he dwelt, to tax him according to their discretion, and if he then made default, 
to commit him to prison. 

Again, by 14 Eliz. c. 5. .. If any person or persons being able to further ihis 
" charitable work, will obstinately refuse to give towards the help and relief of the 
" said poor people, or do wijfully discourage others from so charitable a deed," he 
was t.o be brought befor~ the Justices to show cause, and to abide their order, and 
on default he might be committed to the next gaol. 

At length, by the Acts of Elizabeth of 1597 and 1601, compulsion was wholly 
established, and assessments were to be made in the area of the parish for the purpose 
of levying rates for the relief of its poor. 

7. The prominence thus given to the parish led to the question as to who was, and 
who was not, liable to assessment in the parish. 

In 1589, Jeffrey's case came before the Queen's Bench. Jeffrey objected to pay a 
tax towards the repair of Hailsham Chnrch, on the ground that he resided at 
Chiddingley, and though owning andoccnpying land in Hailsham was not an 
inhabitant there. The Court decided that .. although the house wherein Jeffrey dwelt 
.. be in another parish, yet forasmuch as he had lands in tbe parish of Hailsham in bis 
" proper possession and manurance, he is in law parochianus de Hailsham. For the 
.. place where he lies, sleeps, or eats, doth not make him a parishioner only; but also 
" forasmuoh as he manures lands in Hailsham, and by that is resident upon it; that 
.. makes him a parishioner of Hailsham also as to this purpose. If in this case 
.. Jeffrey should not be charged to the reparation of the church of Hailsham, f('r 
" those lands whioh he himself ocoupies there, no person would be charged for them. 
" upon which great inconvenience would ensue; for one who inhabits in the next 
." town, may ocoupy the greatest part of the lands in another town; and so churches 
" in these days will come to ruin." 

The Court also laid down that "When there is a farmer of the same lands, the 
.. lessor who receives rent for them shall not be charged for them in respect of his 
.. rent, because there is an inhabitant and parishioner who may be charged; and thE' 
" receipt of the rent doth not make the lesso1' a parishioner." 

8. The Act of 1597 provided for the raisiug by the Overseers" weekly or otherwiso 
.. (by taxation of every inhabitant. and every occupier of lands in the said parish, III 
" such competent sum and sums of money as they shall tbink fit) a convenient stock 
.. of flax, hemp, wool, thread, iron, and other necessary ware and stuff to set the poor 
.. on work, and also competent sums of money, for, and towards the necessary relief of 
" the lame, impotent, old, blind, and such other among them being poor, aud not able 
.. to work, . . . to be gathered out of the same parish, according to the ability of 

0" the said pa~sh." 

9. Thus the precedent in J effrey'so case was followed by the use of the words .. hv 
" taxation of every inhabitant and every oocupier of lands i!l the said parish." • 

But the Act did not determine the basis upon which inhabitants, and occupiers, 
whether resident or non-residtmt within the parish, were to be taxed, mentioned no 
property in respect of which they were to be assessed, and provided no machinery 
for making assessments. 

10. Upon the interpretation of the Act a conference of Judges in 1597 or 1598 
came to 20 resolutions, and they laid down, in Resolutions 18 and 19, that" parsons, 
" or vicars, &c. be bound (as inhabitants) to the relief of the poor, as well as others 
.. that inhabit within the parish," . . .. everyone that hath tithes impropriate, coal 

." mines, or lands in manual occupation, &0. is ohargeahle. And so for such as have 
" saleable·woods, proportioning the same to an annual benefit." 



HlBTORY Or~THE'LAW AFFECTI!tG VALUATION. 9 

11. The famous Act of Elizabeth in 1601 practically embodied, with few alterations, 43 Eliz. c. 2. 
the provisions of the Act of 1597, but it defined more specifically the persons liable to 
be taxed. It was probably framed with the intention of incorporating the definitioml 
of the Judges in order to prevent any evasion. 

12. The Act, however, drew a distinction between the occupier of certain properties R. fl. The Hull 
in the parish, and the inhabitant there.· Dock Company, 

Overseers were enabled to .. raise weekly or otherwise (by taxation of every inhabitant, 3 B. & C. 525 . 
.. parson, vicar, and other, and of evf1rJ' occupier of lands, housea, tithes impropriate 
.. or propriationR of tithes, coal mines, or saleable underwoods in the said parish, in 
•• such competent sum and sums of money, as they shall think fit) a convenient stock 
.. of flax, hemp, wool, thread, iron, and other necessary ware and stuff to set the POOl' 
.. on work, and also competent sums of money, for, and towards the necessary relief 
". of the lame, impotent, old, blind, and such other among them being poor and not 
.. able to work"; and also for the putting out of the children of parents thought 
unable to help and maintain them to be apprentices, .. to be gathered out of the same 
.. parish, according to the ability of the same parish," and to do and execute all other 
things, as well for the disposing of the said stock, as otherwise concerning the premises, 
as to them should seem convenient. 

If any persons found .themselves .. grieved with any Sess or Tax," or other act 43 Eli •. c. :: s.6. 
done by the Overseers or other persons, "it shall be lawful for the Justices of Peace, 
.. at their General QuartE'r Sessions, or the greater number of them, to take such order 
.. therein as to them shall be thought convenient; and the same to conclude and bind 
.. all the said parties." 

13. This Act, like others which preceded it, gave no directions for the guidance of R. u The Hull Dock 

the Overseers as to the method or system by which assessments were to be made or ~::pany, 3 B. & c. 
rates collected. R. u. Lumsdft;ne, 

It merely directed that occupiers of certain specified properties in the parish, as ~ol& &D~2~:~; 
distinguished from inhabitants there, were to be taxed (which has been interpreted as R. u. Christophe"o. 

meaning upon the basis of the annual benefit arising from the property situated in the ~~ ~:l!:~;,!: 
parish); and also that every inhabitant,parson, vicar, and other was to be taxed, but See al,. Dall.O.', 

. t f ·fi d b· . Country Juse .. , not In respec 0 any specl e su Jectl!. 1742 p. 186. 

It is to be observed that the Statute did not say definitely that inhabitants ' 
were to be taxed according to their ability, as was the case in the Hue-and-Cry 27 Eli •• c, 13. 
Act, previously passed in the same reign (1585), but that sums of money were" to 
.. be gathered out of the same parish, according to the ability of the same parish." 
However, it appE'ars to ha.ve bep,n generally agreed that the intention of the ,Act was 
that inhabitants were to be taxed according to some standard of ability, and the 
Courts inferred the intention to tax them in respect of some other kinds of property 
than ·those expressly mentioned in connexion with occupiers. 

14. In Dalton's" Conntry Justice," in 1635, the principle of measuring ability not only Dalton', Country 
by the amount of income, but by family circumstances and expenses connected with Justice, 1635, 
them, was referred to, but such an elaborate system of enforcing the principle on ~ 94·

l 
C b 

whioh the law of rating has been said to have been based, namely, that the burden of rn:h? 'it,~~s er· 
mainta.ining the poor is to be borne by the parish according to its ability, regard p.478. ' 
lleing had ad statum et jacuUates of the ratepayers, does not appear to have been .R v. White, 
generally attempted. Indeed the Act provided no machinery for such a purpose. 4

C
T.R

I 
.77

t
l
h
· L 

D 1 'C J t·" .. I th . h ·d . ast e on e "' a ton s .. ountry ns Ice says: n ese taxatIons t ere must consl erati::m and Practice of 
.. be had, first to equality, and then to estates. Equality, that men be equally rated Rating, 8rd ed., 
.. with their neighbours, and according to an equal proportion. Estates, that lLen p.4;;5. . 
.r be rated according to their known yearly value of their lands, farms, or occupyings, <tinan;.:~to~y 
.. and not by estimation, supposition, or report. Also herein the charge of family. ~ng;;:d p.6;.10 
.. rE'tinue, and countenance IS in some measure to be rt.'garded; for if one valued at : 
" 5ooZ. in goods hath but himself and his wife, and another estimated at l,OOOl • 
.. hath wife and many ohildren, &c., the first man by reason is to be rated as much 
.. as the other, and so of lands. Tamen qUa!r8 what the law is in such cases." 

• Abbott (Chief Justice) in R. ". Tbe Hull Dock Company (3 B. & C. 625) said :-" Unuer tbe Stlltuta 
.. of Elizabeth there wa. no word applicable to per.ronal properly; and it was only on the ground of his 
.. being an inbabitant tbat any owner of personal property could be rated for tbat property, be ... u •• there 
...... no word in that Statute IA> include him, except the word inhabitant. Under tbat Statute, therefore, 
.1 there was neccssurily .. distinction between residents and non-residents, becau~e the resident would be r-ateablc 
U for hie personalty witJlin the place, the non-resident not. The distinction, however, UDder that Statnte 
.. applie,1 only 10 those kind. of property which tbe Statute did notspecifj; for the occupier of lands, bouses, &c., 
U BIld wbate,'er \he Statute enumerated, 'W88 rateable whether he were resjdent or not." See aha R. v. 
Nicholson, 12 EB8' 330. R .... North CUITJ', • B. & C. 963. 

:.=;: Ii: 88600. B 
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10 ROYAL, COMMISSION ON,' ".LOCAL TAXATJON: . . . 
15. In 1633, with the view of obtaining an interpretation of the Act, 38 questions 

were addressed to the Judge of Assize," among which were the following:-
• Qu. 18.-" Whether the tax for the relief of the poor upon the Statute of 43 Eliz. 
" c. 2. shall be made by ability, or occupation of lands, or bOllh; and whether the 
.. visible ability in the parish where he lives, or general ability wheresoever; and 
" whether his rent received within the parish where he lives shall -be accounted 
" visible ability, and whether he sball be taxed for them only, and for any rent 
" received from otber parishioners; and what shall be said visible ability? n 

Eesol.-" The land within ·each parish is to be taxed to the charges in the first 
" place equally and indifi'erently, but there may be an addition for the personal 
" :visible ability of the parishioners within that parish, according to good discretion, 
" wherein if there be any· mistaking, the Sessions &c. or the Justices must judge 
" between them.'" ' 

Qu. 19.-" Whether snops, salt pits, sheds, profits of a market, &c. be taxable to 
" the poor, as well as lands, coal mines, expressed in the Statute 43 Eliz." 

ReBol.-" All things which are real, and a yearly revenue, must be taxed to the 
poor.", , ' . ' 

16. In the same ye.ar, Sir Anthony Earby's case was tried at the Lincoln Assizes, 
and it was laid down tbat 1-" Such assessments ought to be made ·according to 
" the visible estates of thjl inhabitants there, both real and personal,. and that no 
" inhabitant there is to' be taxed by them to contribute to the relief of the poor in 
" regard of any estate he hath elsewhere in any other town or place. but only in 
" regard of the visible estate he hath in the town where he doth dwell, and not for 
" any other land which he hath in any other place or town." 

It was also decided that" by the words and meaning of the Statute of 43 Elizabeth, 
" c. 2, they are to assess t.he occupiers of land, and not the lessor who received the 
.. rents, the occupiers of the land being by law only to pay the assessment, unless it 
" be specially provided for" as to this payment between him ./l}lq.his lessor." 

17. The principles thus laid down, though increasing the prominence of the parish 
as a rating area, limited the .wide wording of tbe Act of 1601. Taxable capacity was 
to be measured by the visible properties both real and personal of the inhabitants 
wit.hin the parish, and only within the parish. ' 

18. The question whether the taxation of inhabitants was to be extended to ability 
arising from all kinds of personal property, or limited to the case of visible or tangible 
property ,easily cognisable, such as stock-in-trade, gave rise to considerable legal 
controversy. t ' 

19. But the Courts were against the wider interpretation, and the principles they 
lald down generally were that non-residents could not be rated in respect of personal 
property in the parish; that the property to be assessed must be local, visible, and 
productive; that it must consist only of the surplus left after deducting debts; 
that it mllst be rated according to the profit produced; and that its nature must be 
distinctly specified. Consequently, such subjects as wages, pensions, easements, profits 
derived from labour and talent, profits from money invested or lent elsewhere, and 
furniture were exempt. It may be stated generally that the personal property coming 
within the definition referred to was practically limited to stock-in-trade, though isolated 
attfilllpts were made to assess other classes of personal property from time to time in 
some localities.i It is difficult to see how t,his could have been otherwise, as the Overseers 

• In Dalton'tl "Country Justice )I there is the following note :-" The Authority of the following Resolutions 
,. is not great; for some country gentleman coming to Sir Robert Heath, when Chief Justice in the 
" Circuits, put to him these sevel'al Queries, to which he su'hscribed his own opinion, then brought the 
" 'same into Sergeant's Inn Hall, and proposed the same to the rest of the Judges; but they dift'eling in 
" opinioD from him in many things, they never came to a Resolution, aDd so were no more than his private 
" opinion; which 80me clerk getting, hath published the same, n.· Justice Twisden declared in the Court of 
" King's Bench in Easter Term, 28 Car. II., as I heard and observed. And afterward. in Michaelmas 
.. Term, 28 Car. II., n gentleman of the Bar using these Resolutions, the third, fourth, and eighth questions 
" touching putting out Apprentices, as an Authority to his purpose, Justice Twisden said: 'Why do you 
U 'use that as an Authority which all the J udp:es di.sclaim~d ?) " . 

t SeeR. v. Canterbury, 4 Burr. 2290; 1 Bott. Nos. 162 and 163. R,.,.Ringwood,Cowper326. R,t'. Andover, 
Cowper 650." R, ,,; Lumsdaine, 10 A. and E. 167; 2 P.and D. 219. R .... Christopherson, 16 Q.B.D. 7; 53 
L.T.804. 

:t: Parliamentary Paper 486 of 1843, Part I., p. 21. Enrby'. Cnse, 2 Bulstrode 354; 1 Bott. No. 135. 
R. v. Hull Dock Company, 3 B. and C. 625. R . .,. Sbepherd, 1 B. aDd A. 109. R. fJ. Macdonold, 12 Ell8t 
324. R. v. White, 4 T.R. 7n. R. v. ShalJleel, 4 Burr. 2001. R .... Dursley, 6 T.R. 53. R. ... Startifant, 
7 T.R. 60. R. v. The Underlnk.rs of tbe Aire and Calder Navigation, 2 B. and C. 713. R .... Lumsdaine 
10 A. and E. 167; 2 P. and D. 219. R. fJ. Christoph.rsoD, 16 Q.B.D. 7; 53 L.T. 80<1. 
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had no inquisitorial powers conferred npon them by the Act of Elizabeth to enable 
them to obtain the information necessary to assess property other than of a visible 
and tangible nature or such as was easily cognisltble. 

20. No attempt appears to have been made between the erid of the reign of 
Queen Elizabeth and the reign of Queen Anne to rate generally in respect of personal 
property.· 

21. The first authoritative instancElilf an attempt to rate personal property was not R ". Barkiug, 
until 1706. A case came before the Courts in which it was held that a farmer was 2 Lord &ymoml 
not taxable for his stock, t but that a trade~man was taxable for his stock-in-trade. ~80.. f L rd 
It does not appear tbat this decision was ever generally acted upon, and the law P:;:r, ~50 0 S 

thus remained until 1775, when Lord Mansfield denied that personal property had 01' 1850, or 
ever been R~BesBed to ,the poor rate under the Act of Elizabeth. In his judg- House or Com
mont, in the caBe of R. 'IJ. Ringwood, Lord Mansfield said: .. In general, I believe ;;,;;~r;~~6 p 4 
" neither here nor in any other part of the kingdom is pe~sona1, property taxed to the • '.' . 
.. poor. . . . . Are the hops and the malt, and the bOller, to be rated at so much R. ". Whitney 
" for each, or is the trader to be rated for the gross sum which his whole stock would 5 Burr. 2634. ' 
.. sell for 1 If the justioes had cbnsidered they would have found out the BonBe of R. ". Ringwood, 
" not rating it at all, especially when it appears that mankind, as it were wit.h one Cowper 326. 
" universal consent, refrained from rating it, tho difficuities attending it are too 
.. great, and so the Justices should have found them. As to the authorities which 
.. have been cited, they are very loose indeed, and even if they were less so, one 
" would not pay them much deference, especially as they differ, and the rules they 
.. lay down have not been calTied into execution for 100 years." But, in the case of 
R. v. Andover, in 1777, the learned judge somewha.t modified his opinion, and R. v. Andover, 
stated that .. some prrsonal property may be ra.teable, but it must be local-visible Cowper 550 • 
.. within the parish. The general question is too extravagant. It would be material 
" to state what has been the custom of rating. If the usage should be to take in 
" stock-in-trade, there ;would be very good right to support it." 

22. In 1777 a cltse came up with the finding that it had been usual in Bradford-on
Avon to ratr. persons for their stock-in-trade, and the Courts confirmed the order of 
S~ssions, and the rate stoo d good.t 

R. ". Hill, 
Cowper 613. 
See also R. 11. 
Rodd, Cald. 147. 

23. The law continued as laid down by Lord Mansfield until the time of Lord n. v. White, 4 r.R. 

Kenyon. when it, was held in cases brought up from Poole in 1792, Dursley in 1794, r2~. Dursl.y. 
and Darlington in 1795. that stock-in-trade was liable to be assessed, even without R6 T.RD, 5";, .. . . v. aruDgtoD, 
evidence of usage. 6 T.R, 468. 

24. But, notwithstanding these decisions, the practice of rating in respect of stock-in- S~ G. C. J,ewi.·s 
trade never became a general one, although it is said to have obtained in a good e;t)u~e, :0"" 
many parishes in certain parts of the country, mainly in the south, and west of ~50 o~ ;85~per, 
England, where woollen and cloth industries existed. or Hou"e of Com-

l'he Poor Law CommiRsioners in 1840 stated that" for a century and a hall: after the mons Paper • 
.. pas!!ing of the Statute (43 Eliz. c. 2.) the liability of inhabitants to be rated for ~22 of1s: 0• p. 4 . 
.. yersonal property was not agitated. . . • The tax, as yet, has never been imposed C~:per n55,;;,er, 
.. ' oil thi'l parishes in the greater part of England Rnd Wales, and is practically unknown . 
.. in the districts whioh have become tho great modern seats of manufactures." A.nd 
also that ," There is good reason to believe that there is no parish in the kingd~m 
.. in which the ovorsel3rs have ever been able fully to carry out the law. The 
.. instances which have come to our knowledge of IIottempts to carry it out, have been 
" instances of compromisc."§ 

25. Again" in their Report on Local Taxation in 1843 they slLid: "The practice of Padiame.tary 
.. rating stock-in-trade never prevailed in the greater part of England and Wales. Paper,486of1843 

Part I., p. 22. 
-----------------------

• Sr. Sir G. C. Low •• •• evidence, House of Lord. Paper, 150 of 1850, or Hous. of Commo". Paper, 622 
of i850. 1'1" 8, 4. R.~. t'. nnl'kiug, 2 Lord &ymond 1280. R.~. Rin~wocid, Cowper 326. 

t In Viner's Ahl'itigm{mt, titlo "Poor," 426, it is snid ., A farmer is Dot t6 be tax'd to tho Poor for his 
u Necf~ssury Stock at~col'ding to the Lands he holds; but if he has a. Superaabundant Stock, i.e. more than the 
I. )nnd rl'quires, he shan he tnx'd for that. Just. Cnse Law 233. cites BJack9 263. 264." 

t In a noto to R.". Rudd (17~2) (Csld. 147-156) CRldecott .. ~·s:-"Th.re are not wanting authorities 
II of a ret't"llt n~ well as a more early d:lte, to show tlmt stock-in"trade is rateable to the PO<lI"; but there is no 
(. ell'ar Bnd express authority, either of more ancient or modern times, in the instance of anyone trade, 
u udj\l(lgiD~ the stock in that particular trade to be liable; except in those places in which an uKe<Pe to D&<;eSS 

" sUl'h stock has ~en proved; though in many boroughs the stock in all trades has, immemorially and even 
U from the very dote ot' the atutute, .j.3 Eliz., been iii point of fact rated." 

& lloport of Poor Law Commi •• ioners on the Ex!"'diency of Dn Alteration nf the Law in respeet to Lhe rating 
of 8took in 'l'rad~. (P,U'linmentarl Pnper, H~ of HHO.) 
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12 ROY AI. COMMISSION ON LOCAL TAXATION: 

.' It was, with comparatively few exceptions, confined to the old clothing districts 
:' of the s('uth. and west of England. It gained grouud just BS the stock of the 
" wool staplers and clothiers increased, so as to make it an objeot with tbe farmers 
co and other ratepayers, who still constitu!;ed It majority in their parishes, to bring so 
.. considerable a property within the rate. They succeeded by degrees, and thero 
co followed upon their sucoess a more improvident practioe in giving relief than had 
" ever prevailed before in England . . . When tbe praotice of rating stock-in
" trade was fully established in this district, the ancient staple trade rapidly declined 
.. there and withdrew itself still more rapidly into the northern clothing districts, 
.. where no such burden was ever cast upon the trade."" . 

26. The difficulties of taxation according to 'ability were many and various and 
multiplied as the wealth of the country increased more by manufacture aud commerce 
than by agriculture. The dnctrine made a struggle from time to time and was 
defeated by events of which ease in migration and mobility of capital would form 
important factors. 

No rich man would live in a parish where the rates were high, if he was to be 
assessed upon the basis of tbe whole of his income though occupying only a small 
tenement therein, and the consequences of driving sucb men from a district would 
naturally be harmful. Neither as Lord Chief Justice Hale sa.id, would tradesmen 
.. whose estates lie principa.lly in their stocks" endure them to be searched" to make 
.. them contributary to raise any considerable stock for the poor."t Consequently the 
annual value of immovable property, such as land and houses, within the parish, 
though perhaps not. always a sa.tisfactory standard for estimating ability, came to 
be selected as the most practicable basis for assessing both occupiers and inhabitants to 
local rates.t 

27. The Parochial Assessments Act, 1836, referred only to .. hereditaments" and 
'made no provision for rating stock - in - trade. But it was decided in the case of 
R. '/I. Lumsdaine (1839) that the silence of tbe Act did not amount to a repeal of the 
law that stock-iIr-trade should be the subject of assessment. 

Lord Denman, C.J., said: .. It is not i~probable that the Legislature intended to' 
" altlll' the law upon the subject of rating persona.lty; but I am clearly of opinion tha.t 
.. the intention has not been carried into effect." . 

Littledale, J., also said: .. The Statute of 43 Elizabeth, c. 2. s. I, embraces. two 
" classes of persons subject to taxation; occupiers of real property, and inhabitants in 
.. respect of personal property. Hitherto, rates upon the .latter class have been in 
.. practice confined to stock-in-trade and shipping; but on future occasions other 
.. kinds of personal property may, perhaps, be rated, and be held rateable." 

28. This decision created such dissatisfaction amongst the manufacturing and 
commercial classes that in 1840 an Act was passed" to exempt, until the thirty-first 
" day of December, one thousandcight hundred and forty-one, inhabitants of parishes, 
.. townshipd, and villages from liability to be rated as such, in respect of stock-in
.. trade or other property, to the relief of the poor." It provided that co it shall not be 
.. laWful for the overseers of any parish, township, or village to tax any inhabitant 
" thereof, as such inhabitant, in respect of his ability derived from, tbe profits of 
". stock-in· trade or any other property, for or towards the relief of the poor; Provided 
.. always, that nothing in this Act contained shall in anywise affect the liability of any 
" parson or vicar, or of any occupier of lands, houses, tithes impropriate, propriations 
" of tithes, coal mines, or saleable underwoods, to be ta xed under the provisions of 
" the said Acts for and towards the relief of the poor." 

• Tho Commissioners state that the following principle was frequently adopte<1 in town. in the west 
of England for valuing personaity, namely, that of adding to the rental of the premis"" some per-centage, 
usually within the extreme. of Ii and of 4 per cent. upon the l'AIltai or rateable value of the shop, or factory, 
or warehouse, or other premises occupied, but that this rule did not apply to money out at interest when that 
was rnted. 

t Referring to the Act of Eli •. (43 Eliz. c. 2.), Lord Chief Justice Hale said :-" Those places, where 
" there are most Poor, consist for the most part of rl'rades~men, whose Estates lie principally in their 
" Stocks, which they will not endure to be searched into to make them contributary to mise any consider~ 
" able stock for the Poor, nor indeed so much as to the ordinary Contributions. But they lay all the mtes to 
" the Poor upon the Rents of LWld. and Hous .. which alono without the help of the Stocks are not able to 
" l'aise a Stock for the POllr, although it is very plain tbn! Stocks are as well hy Law rateable as Lands, both 
" to the relief, nnd raising a Stock for the Poor." (" A Discourse tooching Provision for the Poor,') by Lord 
Chief J usLi .. Hale, 16M3, Chap. II., pp. 20, In.) 

tFor list of properties now nteabl. see App. (Part I.) to Vol. I of Minutes of EvidenCil, pp. 26-28. J!'or 
exempted properties audproperties subject to exceptional rating, see ibid., pp. 28-31, 46, 60, 53. For 
contributiol!8 in respect of Crown Wld Government property in Iiea of rates, see ibid., p. so. 
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This Aot has been kept in force by the Expiring Laws Continuance Acts. 

29. During the yoo1'8 subsequent to 16m, although County and Hundred r~tes con
tinued to be levied, the procedure and custom under the Poor Rate formed the basis' 
to which the assessment of other rates tended to assimilate. This process continued 

. until 1843 when the Poor Law Commissioners reported that .. We believe, therefore, 
.. that it may be generally affirmed that the whole of our 10011.1 taxation is imposed 
.. either by law, or by usages regardless of the law, on the same basis as the Poor's 
II Rate.". ' • 

. 30. In ] 834 the Poor Law Amendment Act was passed. This Act provided for 4 & 5 Will. IV. 
the grouping of parishes into districts, called Poor Law Unions, with a view to the c.76. 
establishment of workhouses and to securing more efficient administration connected 
with the relief of the poor. The expenses of Poor 1,aw administration of the various 
parishes within a Union became a common charge upon the whole Union, the individual 
parishes contributing according to their rateable values. 'l'hese Unions were formed 
without respect to county, borough, or even parish boundaries, a polioy which 
possibly might have been modified if the future importance of oounty and borough 
rates could have been foreseen. 

31. Two years later the Parochial Assessments Act became law, whioh thus defined 6 & 7 Will. IV. 
the standard by which the value of properties for rating purposes should be determined. c. 96. s. 1 • 
.. No rate for the relief of the poor in England and Wales shall be allowed by any 
" just.ices or be of any force which shall not be made upon an estimate of the net 
" Dnnual value of the several hereditaments rated thereunto, that is to say, of the rent 
'.' at which the same might reasonably be expeoted to let from year to yoor, freo of 
.. all usual tenants rates and taxes, and tithe oommutation rentcharge, if any, and 

• II deduoting therefrom t.he probable average annual cost of the repairs, insurance, and 
II other expenses, if any,' necessary to maintain them in a state to command such rent." 

'32. The Act contained no· provision for compulsorily securing new valuations; it 
laid down no scale of deductions for the purpose of determining the rateable, as 
distinguished from the gross, value of properties, and left the Overseers with large 
discl'etional'Y powers . 

. 33. The difficulties of applying the principle of rental value to oertain classes of 
properties and commercial and industrial undertakings, which are seldom if ever let 
or sold, are apparent, and particularly the difficulty of estimating the rental value in. 
each pal'ish of properties extending over a number of ·parishes, such as railway lines Vige ... , 19,410-8, 
and stations, tramways, waterworks and water mains, gasworks and,gas mains, docks, 19,441-3. 
electric light installations, and telephones. 

Properties of this nature had of course never been heard of at the time when the 6 & 7 Will. IV. 
parish was seleoted as the most suitable area for the purposes of assessment and the ·c. 96. • 
levying of rates, and some of these were not in existence at the time of the passing 2\t326 Vlct. 
oi the Parochial Assessments Act, 1836, or even of the Union Assessment Committee c. .. 
Act, 1862. 

34. Previous to, and at the time of the passing of the Poor Law Amendment Act in 4 & 5 Will. IV. 
1834., and the Parochial Assessments Act in 1836, different systems of valuation were c. 76. . 
adopted in various parishes within one county, and the levying of rates for county 6 ~67 w~u. IV. 
purposes llpon those valuations consequently produced inequalities as between, the c. .•. . 
different parishes. ' 

35. The Poor Law Commissioners in their Report in 1843 state that from the year Parliamentary 
1739, when it was settled that the County Rate might be assessed by County Justices Paper, _ 
on parishes in proportion to the total value of the rateable property in each parish ~~~ ef 1~4~O 
respectively, a strong motive was given for under-valuation of the parish property, .,'. 
so that .. while the proportions between the several contributors to the Poor Rate 
.. within the parish should be undisturbed, the pl'oportion of the whole parish as 
.. compared with all other .parishes in the county should be as much as possible 
.. diminished." 

The pl'3ctice of parishes undervaluing their property is stated to have gained ground 
everywhere, and wa~ extended when all parishes and places within counties were 
expressly included by an Act in 1815, prescribing the valuation to the POOl' Rate as a 55 Geo. III. Co 51 
basis in ordinary cases for the assessment of the county rate, although the justices in 

• Parliamenlary Paper, 486 ef 1843, Part I., page 25. Also see Sir G. C. Lewis'. evidence House 
of Lords Paper, 150 of 1850, or House oCCommollll Paper, 622 of 1850. 
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the same Act were, when disoontented with the. valuation, empowered to make a 
searching inquiry into it~ correotness, and in oertain cases to appoint and pay valuers. 

In 1834 valuations nearly 10l' years old were used in many oounties." , 

36. Between 1826 and 1840 the Poor Rate valuation was fixed a.s the valuation for 
. the County Rate for lunatic asylums, the County Rate for shire halls, the County and 
Distriot Constables' Rate, the Borough Jta~, Rnd the Borough Watoh Rate. . 

• 
37. In addition to the .inequalities arising from the levying of oounty rates upon 

parishes whose valuations were not made on a uniform basis, similar inequalities 
might ooour in connexion, with the levying of municipal rates over several parishes 

5 & 6 Will. I\". within'the municipal area. Accordingly the Municipal Corporations Acts, 1835 and ::,::46 Viet c. 50. 1882, gave Borough Authorities power to make an independent valuation, if they 
thought fit, for the raising of Borough Ratfls, but they seldom exercise this right, 
and the Oounty Rates Act, 1.8£12, gave .a County Rate Committee power to fix: the 
basis or standard for the purJ?ose of defermin~ng the contribution of eaoh parish for 
county purp?ses. The County, Rate Basis co?tains only the assessable value of eaoh 
parish, and not of the several rateable heredIj,aments. If, therefore, the County Rate 

15 It 15 Vict. 
c.81. 
51 & 62 Vict. 
c, 41. s. GR. 

Committee makes au independent valuation' of any parish, and increases the total 
valuation of- the parish, the ratepayers in the parish, as a whole, and not necessarily 
the occupiers only of t.he propsrties which ha"e been the cause of the total valuation of 
the parish blling increased, bear the increased contribution to the county rates, the 
value of iudividu)il properties as appearing in the Valuation List being unaltered. 

25 & 26 Vict. 38. In 1862 the Union Asse'ssment Committee Act was passed by which the 
c.103.. ' appointment of an Assessmept Committee:in each Poor Law Union was secured in 
~.7 3~ 2~ V,ct. 'ord?r thll:t superv:ision might .be exercised over the val~ation o~ properties in t~e. several 
.la & 44 Vict. c. 7. parIshes In a U nlOU. But stIll no statutory ~oale of deductIOns for determInIng the 

. rateable value was laid down, nor any provision made for the re-valuation 'of properties. 
This Act, no doubt, provided machinery for obtaining uniformity in valuation for the 
Poor Rate within a Union to a considerable extent, but, as some of its provisions are 
not obligatory, there i~ no uniform system adopted by the Authorities of the'different 
Unions, anQ.,consequently, the certainty· of levying an equal County Rate, or an equal 
Borough or Urhan District Rate, if the Borough' or Urban District is situated in 
more than one Union; has never been generally seoured. 

39. Various attempts were, however, made in Bills brought into the House of 
Commons in 1867, 1869, 1873. 1876, 1877, 1878, and 1~79, to promote uniformity in 
valuation and to lay down it scale of maximum deductions to he allowed from the 
gross value of different cbases of properties for the purpose of ascertaining the rateable 
values. But these Billst were withdrawn at, various stages, except the Valuation 
(Metropolis) Act, '1869, which became law, lind embodied a scale of maximum 
deductions for the Metropolis. 

III.- System of Yal1tuticn for the PU1'POSt'S of the Poor Rate and the Oollection tlwl'eof. 

~PJl- (l'art J.) to 40. The general law as to the valuation of property for the purposes of rating is 
Vol. I. of "lin. of for the most part contained in the Union Assessment Acts, 1862 to 1880. These Acts 
~v., No. r., are in force in their entirety throughout Englaud and Wales, with the exception of 
!;~2!';;~t, c.lO~, ~he Admi~ist,rative ,County of Londont aud the following ten places, namely, the 
17 &28 Viol. c, 39. mcorporatlOns of Kmgston-on-Hull, Plymouth, and Southampton, the parishes of 
13"" 44 Viet. c. 7. Alverstoke, Barrow-in-Furness,§ Birmingham, East Stonehouse, Liverpool, and Stoke 

Damerel, and the township of Manchester, being parishes under separate Boards of 
Guardians. 

s2& 33V;ct. c. 67. Parts of these Act~ are in. force in the Administrative County of Lon don,t but the 
~7 Viot. c. o. law in London differs from that in the rest of the country to the extent to which it 

is modified by the Valuation (Metropolis) Acts: (See paragraph8 75 to 103.) 

• House of Commons Paper, 542 of 1834, p. vii, . 
t See pRl'agrapbs 125 to l3~. . 
t The hamlet of Penge in the Administrative Couutyof London, being in the Croydon Union and not 

in a Metropolitan Union, does not come under' tlle special pro\~isions of the Valuation (Metropolis) AcLq. 
Croydon Union is partly Wit.bin the County of Surrey, partly within the County Borough of' Croydon, and 
pn.rtly within the Oounty of London. ' 

§ Since thi!:J information wns supplied by the Local Government Board an or.lcr bas been issued by the 
Bonrd consenting to the application of t.be Board of Guardians of the parish of Bl1.rrow·in-Furne~, in which 
" loca\ Act is in force, for the inclusion of the parish in the Union A ... 'essment Acts, 1862 to 1!j80. [See 
27th Annu"l Report of the Local Government Board, 1897-98, p. xcviii.] 



V+!.UATION 1I'OR POOIl, RATE •. 

In the ten places referred to above. the only general provisions dealing expressly 6 & 7 Will. IV. 
with th.e subject of valuation for the purposes of rating are those contained in the e. 96. . 1 
Parochial Assessments Act, 1836, and the Poor Law Amendment Acts of 1848 and i~:~~~~~~'~ I~~' 
1868. I .• . 

The Uniop. Assessment Committee Acts, 1862 and 1864, are in operation in every 25&26Viet.e.103. 
Union formed under the Poor Law Amendment Act, 1834. Unions, or Incorporations 27&28Vict. c. 39. 
outside the Administrative County of London focmed under LocaLA.cts may, upon 4 ~65 WH!. IV. 
the application of the GuardianS', and 'with the consent @f the Local Government ~i; ,; 26 Viet 
Board, be included in the Acts, and a parish, outside the ~dministrative County, c. 103. s. 4!; •• 

of I,ondon not within II union of parishes !Day in a similar manner be inchlded. 43 &1 44 Viet .•. 7 . 
• 

41. A Parish is a place for which a separa~ Poor Rate is. or can be made, and for 
which a separate overseer is or can be appoiJ1ted. A Poor Law Union is usually 
an aggregation of parishes (though occasionally a single parish) formed; nnder the 
Poor Law Amendment Act of 18::l4, for purposes oC administration connected with 
the relief of the poor, and for which' there is a Sepa1'ate Board of Guardians. 
There are 647 Poor Law Unions in England and Wales, and the following Table 
shows the number, population, and rateable value o~ _he Unions situated i.n one, two, 
three, or more than three Administrative Counties, or ,in one or. more Administrative 
Counties and one or more County Boroughs. 

I , 
Population I Rateable Value -- i No. of Unions. i , , in 1891. at Lady nay 1898. 

- , ! , 
I .. 

I £ 
In I County· • · · 457 17,600,734 113,905,828 
ParJly in!! COllntles· . - 161 9,409,831 46,766,349 

" 3 
" · - 2'6 1,845,439 10,562,856 

" 4 
" 

. . · 2 126,71;7 705,910 

" 
5 " · · 1 17,170 I 121,1l0 

I 
._---

Totsl • · 647 28,999,431 I 172,062,05~ 
" , - _.--

But of thll 161 Unions situated in two Administra,tive:,Counties, or partly in an See App. A. p. -17. 
Administrative County and partly in a County Borough, there are 85 in which the . 
rateable .value of the smaller part in no case reaches 25 per cent., and in whioh it 
averages only 9'6 per cent., of the total rateable value of the Union. 

,42. The Authority in 0. Poor Law Union whioh controls and supervises the 
valuation of rateable properties within it is a Committee of the Board of Guardians 
called the Assessment Committee. The duty .of making the valuations in the varioua 
parishes in the Union, and also of making and collecting the rates, is entrusted to the 
overseers, who are unpaid, and to assistant overseers, who are paid·. But paid Collectors 
may, with the sanotion of the Local Government Board, be appointed by the Guardians. 
:Assessment Committees frequently issue regulations or orders to the overseers with 
regard to th~ methods to be observed in making valuations, 

43: 'fne Board of Guardians, who are the administrative body of a Union, are 56'& 57 Viet. 
elected by the parochial electors to represent the various_parishes in the Union. In Ct' 73 .... 20,24 
rural parishes Guardians, as such, are not elected, but the District Councillors are the 3). 
Guardians for such parishes. Thfl term of office of a Guardian' is three years. 
Usually one third of the Board go out of office each year, but the County Council may 
direct, on the npplicl!.tion of a Boa1'd of Guardians, that all members of the Board 
should retire together evory third year. In London it is everywhere the rule that 
Guardians retire altogether every third year. 

44. An Assessment Committee, outside the Metropolis, is elected each year by lI5 & 26 Viet. 
the Board of Guardians, the authority of such Committee extending over every c. 103. 58. 2, 7. 
p8ri~h comprised in the union. The Assessment Committee must comprise not 
less than six nor more than twelve members. No provision is made to ensure that the 
members of the Assessment Committee should J:flpresent all parts of a. Poor Law Union. 
Where any Union is co·extensive with a Municipal Borough, the clerk to the Guardians 
must, upon the appointment of the Assessment Committee, if directed by the Board lI;'; & 26 Vict. 
of Guardians to do so, transmit in writing to the Town Council the names of the persons c. 103. s. 3. 

• The term co County," .. here used, includes botb on Administrative C<llUIcil8lld to COlUlty Borough. 

·B4 
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25 & 26 Vict. 
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31 & 32 Vict. 
c. 1:12 .•• 38. 

25 & 26 Vict. 
c. 103. ss. 16, 26. 
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appointed, and the Council, may thereupon, if they think :fit, appoint from themselves 
persons, not exceeding in number those appointed by the Guardians, to form part 

• of the Assessment. Committee. * 
45. The appointment of overseers before the Local Government Act 'of 1894 was 

made by the Justices usually, but not necessarily, from the names chosen at a vestl'Y 
meeting of the parish. Assistant overseers were appointed by the Justices on the 
nomination of the vestry, or ill the case of a poll being demanded, of the ratepayers, 
except in. the case of cartain Unions where the power of the appointment of assistant 
overseers, or of rate collectors, had been vested in the Guardians by the Local 
Government Board. By the Locnl Government Act of 1894, in rural parishes, the 
power and duty of appointing overseers of the poor, and the power of appointing 
and revoking the appointment of assistant overseers, was transferred to the Parish 
Council, or to the Parish Meeting if there was no Parish Uouncil. These provisions 
were DOt extended to urban parishes, but in parisheB situated within a borough or 
other urban district, or within the administrative county of London, similar powers 
may, by order of the Local Government Board, be conferred on the Council (in London, 
the Sanitary Authority) of the district, or some other representative body within the 
district·t 

46. For the purpose of ascertaining the value of rateable properties in a parish, 
the overseers in each parish, within three months after the appointment of the 
Assessment Committee, were required by the Union Assessment Committee Act, 1862, 
to make a List, called the Valuation List, of all the rateable hereditaments in· each 
parish, showing their gross estimated rental, and also their rateable value. U;nlesB 
the overseers thought that the valuation then last acted upon in assessing the rate 
for the relief of the poor correctly showed the full annual rateable value of all such 
hereditamcnts, they were directed to reVoi.se such valuation. 

The overseers were also directed to make. Supplemental. Lists showing any additions 
to, or alterations in, the rateable value of the property of the parish as might take place 
from time to time. They may also enter in the rate book any house or other 
building newly occupied or not entered as such in the Valuation List in force, and 
require the occupier to pay a proportionate part of the current rate provided they 
forward to the Assessment Committee a Supplemental List with refex:ence to such 
house or building. The Assessment Uommittee were empowered to order the overseers 
or SOme other person, with the consent of the Board of Guardians, from time to time 
to make a new valuation of aU the rateable hereditaments ill a parish, and a new 
Valuation List in substitution for the existing list, or a Supplemental List in substi
tution for any part of the existing list or in addition thereto. There is. however, 
no statutory period :fixed for making new Valuation Lists outside the Metropolis, 
and in some cases complete new lists have not been made for a great many years, 
not even perhaps since the. time of the passing of the Union Assessment Committee 
Act. Mr. Rotton, Q.C., the Legal Adviser to the Local Government Board, referring 
to tbis subject, said :-

.. There is no necessary time nt which a Valuation List is to be made. Immediately 
.. after the Union Assessment Committee Act. 1862, a Valuation List had to be 
.. prepared, and there is notbing to prevent that Valuation List, with alterations which 
" the altered circumstances require, going on until the present time. It is the duty 
.. of the OVflrseers whenever any alteration takes place in the value or the distribution 
" of property, to send in a Supplemental or a Substitutional List, and the Assess
.. ment Committee, either without complaint from outside or upon the comJllaint of 
.. any ratepayer, may require the overseers to send in a partial, that is to say, a 
II Supplemental or Substitutional List, or to make 8 new list; or they may appoint a 
.. person to make a new list, but if they do not choose to do so, and if nobody moves 
.. them to do so, it may go on, and the old list which was settled ·io 186a, might 
j. be -the list at the present time." 

• The number of Boroughs in England Bnd Wales which are co-extensive with Poor Law Unions i. only 
e!even County Borough. and five non·County Borough. (see App. A, Table IV., p. 49). 

t The number of such Authorities upon wholjl the power of appointing overseers was conferred by the 
Local Government Board in 1894-95 was 5tH, in 1895-96 it was £14, in 1896-97 it was 107, and in 1897-98 
it was 36. The number of Authoriti .. upon whom the power of appointing and revoking the appointmenl 
of ... sistant oyerseers was conferred by the Board in i895·-96 was 532, in 1896-97 it was 229, and in 1897-98 
It wa. 63. [See Annual Reports of Local Goyernment Board for 1894-95 (p.Wi), 1895-96 (po xliii), 1896-97 
(p. xlvii), and 1897-9~ (po xl).] The totnl number of Municipal Boroughs, Urban Diotricts, and Sanitary 
Autborities in tbe Oouoty of London exilltiog at the end of the yenr 1896-97 was 1,124. [S ... Local Taxation 
Returns for 1896-97, Parts III. (pp. iv and xxiv) and IV. (p. iii).] . 
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47. The Assessment Committee may require the overseers, assistant overseers, and 25 & 26 Yict. 
My other persons baving the custody of any books of assessment of any taxes or ~:1?3(1~~~) to 
rates, Parhamentary or Parochial, or of the valuations of any parish, or having the 'Yol: I. of JlIi~. of 
collection or management of any such taxes or rates, to make returns of all such I~v .• No.· I .• P~r. 4-
part,iculal's as they may direct in relation to Illuch taxes. rates. or valuations. or any 
property included therein. They may call upon the persous having the custody of any 
such book!! t.o make copies or extr/I.Cts therefrom. and may require the attendancl' of 
such persons. and the production of books and other documents. and may examine such RotloD. 193-4. 
persons. provided that no valuations or assessments shall be produced which by any 
provision of law are not suffered to be made public. Rut the overseers, whose duty Rotto •• 26-32, 
it is to make the valuation lists in the first instanct'. have no access to such informa. 27~-6. 
tion. neither have they or the Assessment Committee power to obtain information from 
ownel's or oCllupiers; 

48. If Gross .estirnated rental." is defined by the Union Assessment Committee Act 25 & 26 Viet. 
of 1862 to be ". the rent at which the hereditameut might reasonably be expel·ted to •. 10~ .• 15 • 
.. let from· year to year. free .of all usual tenants rate. and taxes. and tithe uommu-
.. tation rentcharge. if any." But this section is not to repeal or interfere with 
the provisions contained in Section 1 of the Parochial Assessments Act, 1836, defining 
the net annual value of the hereditaments to be rated as foliows* :-

"No rate for the relief of the poor in England and WaIf'S shan be allowed by any 6 & 7 WiD. IV. 
" justices, or be ornny force. which shall not be made upon an estimate of the net e. 96 •. 1. 
" annual value of the several hereditaments rated thereunto; that is to say. of the 
" rent at which the same migh~ reasonably be expected to let from year to ~ ear, free 
" of all usual tenants rates and ta.xes, and tithe commutation rentcharge, if any, and 
" deducting therefrom the probable average ar;,nual cost of the repairs. insurance. and 
" other expenses. if any. necessary to maintain them in II. state to command snch rent." 

49. After the Valuation Lists for eaoh parish. whether new or supplementaJ. have 25 & 2R \,iet. 
been prepared by the overseers, they are Signed by them. and depollited in the respeotive c. 103 ••. 17. 
parishes for 14 days. Public notic~ is given of the existence of this list, and during 
the period named all persons assessed 01' liable to be assessed to the poor rate l,f the 
parish ha~e the right of inspecting or taking copies of such list. ~'he overseers then 
Bend the lists to the Assessment Committee and any overseer or other ratepayer within 
the Union can inspect or take copies of any of the lists so transmitted. 

50. Any Overseer or Overseers of any parish in a. Union who shall have re&son to 25 & 26 Viet. 
think that such parish is aggrieved by the Valuation List of any parish wi:hin such e. 103 .•• 18. 

Union. or any per80n who may feel himlOelf aggri;)\'ed by any Valuation List on the 
ground of unfairness or incorreetness in the valuation of any hereditaments included 
therein, or on the ground of the omission of any rateable hereditament from such list, 
may at any time after the deposit of the list, and before the expiration of 28 days after 
the notice of the deposit, give to the Committee and to the Overseers a noticl' in 
writing of his objection. specifying the grounds thereof; and where the ground of 
any objection refers to the valuation 01' omis9ion of' the property of II person other 
than the person objecting, similar notice must be given to such person. 

~ . 
51. The Assessment Committee must hold such meetings as they may think necessary 26 & 26 Viet. 

after 28 days' notice bas been ~iven to the overseers (who are required to publi~h the e. 103 .•. 19. 
6ame in the several parishes), to hear and determine objectiouy to the Valuation List. 

. 52. The Committee may, whether any-objeotion be or be not made_ to a VaJuation 25 & 26 Viet. 
List. and either before or after any meeting for hearing objections. make alterations e. 103. os. 20, 21. 
ond auuitions in the vaJuation list. They may alao. with the consent of the Guardians. 
appoint a person to survey and value the rateable properties comprised in or omitted 
fl'om the list. Where the Committee makes any alteration in the Valuation List. it ill 
rs.deposited. in the parish to which it relates, for inspection, and the Committee must 
appoint a dsy, not less tba.n seven days or more than 14 days from the time of the 
re-deposit, for hearing any objections to tllO Valuation List as altered . 
. _._--_.-_ .. - _ ... -- ._-------------

• To illustrate the .« ... 1 of tb ••• provisions, it may be said roughly that if the landlord bea.. tbe cost of 
tho repairs, &c.. the rent which the teuRnt might be expected to pay rep ..... Dts the gr"". estimated reo .... l. 
and a deduction in respect of ,ueh coat is mad", from the gro!8 estimated rental in order to arrive at the nec 
or ra .... ble "tUue. If. OD the otber hand. tbe property i. held under a lease wbereby tbe tannnt, and noc 
Ibe landlord. b .... tbe COlt of repair •• &C •• IheD the reDt would approximately rep ..... nt tbe rateable va'u •• 
antI aD ndditiOD kI it must be '1'aUe 10 arrive at the gross •• timated reDtaI. 1& appears, however. tba' tbiB 
principle is not alway. eXactly obSl'I'ved in practice. 

C 
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25 & 26 Vict. 53 .. When"aValuation, List ill fiD:I!'Py ~ppro:ved, l?yth~:A.~S~~8~!l~_t Com~itteel Il1lder 
e. 103 .... 20,23, the han<)s of three o~ ~he, memb",rs, l~, becomes, tb.,f/ Valuat~on. -LIst.lD ~orce, subject. to 
24, ill. .lllterat~ol).liI, ~d II;ddl~lOns; rna.de by anyS;~pple¥1Ell.\tal V"I!lJi."~lpn, LlSts~ T,~e V a~ ua tiol1-

List of, eac~ pa9sP. l~ kept In~he Bp~r~;room or. 80~1l ,0~1ie£ placE) appomtedby thll 
GuardiaD.!!, l¥:\~lS, ?pen to ,the lDspectiqn, o~ any ratepayer, on pay~en~ of Is., a~~ a 
f)erl,i!if!d~C9PY lB, doe~!e~e«;l. tJ>, al!-4,PFe!*lr,ved by" th.e ov:er~~r~ of, 811eh p~lBh. 

.<11 & 32 Vict. 
c. 122 .•. 30, 

25 & 26 Viet. 
c. Hi3 .•. 32. 

54. If the 'overs~ers- of,: any parish eonsidef eitller that their own parish is over~ 
valiled,or'tlIa't'aIiy'other p~sh'itit'h9 'Union' is l1nder~valued; in the ValuatioQ. List, 
they 'may; with th~ c()]i~ent(jflthe- Vestry or' the Authoritl ceirercising the powers ot 
the Vestry. t and; after gIvln~ Gue notiee; IIpp~1l1 against tha~ aluatillD List til Qua:rter 
Sessions'~ ',' . (,~ -·""t'·-· ,.-. "\' , :" .. 1 .;' ~-, ,-: " • (I' .,. 

2.5 & 26 Vict. 55. The Court of Qu~ Sessions may, at the hearing of the app.el!l. ponfirm. or 
c. 103 .• e. 32, 33. cOl;rect ~he li~t, or may upon the application of. thl!appellant or resptliident adjourn 

the appeal, an.d order 'a eUTv.ey' or valuation' of any ,of the parishes in respect of 
which the'aPPE!al i8',inade~an$l appoint a person tcf make "such surveyor valuation. 
The· person 'sli'appointeli-'can, >ivith', or withotlt 'allsistantll,.ll!lter'bpon '-,and survey, 
measure;, atlll vl4lle"alI, the pfopl!i"tiesliable,to,blfassesslid to: the Poor Rates withil1 
the parish' or'petilihEn!(liMmtiO~ed"in 'the in·der.;· ~. the"Tesultsoc' the' 811rve1 and 
valuation hav.e been:rep&-tell.·ta'the Quarter· SI!SRiOD~; ;the: CJb1'Irt "then "liears and 

25 &; 26 Vict, 
c. 103 .•. 34. 

determines',4he, appeal." ~l'-t_~, " : '" "r .' , " ' '; , 

,56~.Th~C~#~~IC~~(t ~~st~r ~1l1iy·Bm.'v,e;v: ¥~;~ ~a:N~¥qn'B,~'bro,~te{are.t9 b(deeme4 
costs In t~f! appeal. ~niJ., ~ld~ . the ' ~ven~,' thereof, . and:the ' Court, lU. detel'mlmng th~ 
appeal. m~y"ol'~~fo, th~cos~ ,tlQ b~ pind by ei~'her th~ ~pl?el1a!l~ or respondent acco::diD~ 
~o tb~lr,d~~sr~o~~ B~~[~f,erd'a?y,,6J?penall,8 .,m,ad:e" tlt;';';t:\ie g,r~li.nd.'~hat ·t~e'pa~sh l~ 
over. valued. 'alld: ls(,dilter}1:~~~~ip. fa:vojjr :(j~ .t1J,e: iippl!n,ant!,th~ q~.llry, l~, t? a,scertal'ri ~h'l 
costa of the appe1lant,Cand to tlrder 'tnJ Guardians: of· the 'Union contaInmg the parish 
to paythecostB of. the app!)UaQtrs o1J,t 0( th,eif CQIWUOn fund; , , '. '. 

43 Eli<. c. 2 .•. 6.57 . Under various Statti~s ape~~ou aggneved by, a Tate. made fol' ,th8.1'elief of' th~ 
17 Gt'O. II. c. 38. poo.,r.' ma,j' JtI1peal 'to 8~ssj(j. II,S". ;'jir~'f1. 'sioii'c be. ilij m:~cle. for D.' o~~c. ,~ . t._ o. !'e ~v.~n) to'pa.rties 
~·14Geo. III. c. 23. mterest~d •. , ~:~n the';'t!!-~I!t!~n. tlIl!.~ -appe.Jl.~n~,~h?s .to -.ral!!~ JB lll~llte~ ,to ,one 
•. 6. of ,va!u~,t)nll.h~"'~!.a'ppe.~'to,~P~.cm~·S7~slflnB' ~:B~~ If"he' 'Wlshes~oJ:lIJ~e ~be1l 
12 & 13 Viet. questIOns,· suchse ~1~~1..a¥.nt~ ~ ,b\!ratild!.d,(3fe.?t lU't~~, ratei &c., he mustappea1 at 
~. 45. a.L once to Qua.rter Ses81ons.Itlie appeaIsto :SpeCial SesslODS' he 'C'an ' ,afferwards appeal 
:.'~~ ':.~: IV. 1;Q Q~I.r.terSesaion~;.by ,gh;i~g, .withhd44~ys! .. notjc~. i:p. wti~ng; 'o.f ,b.i!1~tentiQl;l:' to 
Castle on the La... appeal. 'iBefol'$i. any-, ~p!!al ,)8 ,~ea.~d, 91', ,ar,Y' ,S'p1watOl/ ,Quartltll Ses~10nB,agamsj;. a pp.p.~ 
and Practice of rate f9r:ali.j: paoril!h'UI,whillQ the Un~n:A,~s~~smli!tt4pt3Iipply;,ljhe_appellaIl.t must giVE) 
Rating, 3rd ell., 21 daiYs(:QQLlce.-,m, writing. tdi,tlu) ,AS~8JM~~ IGom~~~te!li a~4 I\tapa lae groun.ds of t~~ 
'1" 560pa~.~7i. to appeiU.:. And:;nQ . pefs6u,~~:&pP;El!!1' tq, a.n:ll' : S,es,l~~Qnjll agam~t" 11>. pOQr, rate, ma~lJ:l 
v~r. I~ of Mi2ntee e,o.nfonnllly ,"Itllh the: ''fah4atMi3 ~litl!l~' 'appr.oVllil ,hy ~$8:Coml,l11ttjll!, un,less' behatt gl:ven 
of Evidence, noti~ ~-1;hp.m;gf..0bjecU,qn againsJi $.e li1!1;., .e.nd,4a~.iaj~d tp ohtltin.;sucB,re)iet in the 
;'0. I.,Par~. 36-'1. matteraB:he: dlleHll! just .. :A.ftern9ti~ -given at'-sny tillj!~,;in-theinatlner preslll'ihed,by 
!73~ ~ij i,ct. the Aot;:Qf 18(\2'with.:rt(~p~~:toobjllctiollll,;-:t~ QQ~jtte& ar~ requirea,,:t~)hear, ·thl! 
. ... objection. with Ml-, P()W.~~:tP: ~aU"fpf' a,n.<lJ 1!-;I;l1§1l,4,t~l!.Jis1i" althoug~ the sa,me h~ been 

12 & 13 Vict. 
c. 45. SR. 9,1I. 
Male, 11,974-6. 

approved of, and if tney amend the list they must give notice of the amendment to 
the '<!v~lieers;wh~ ar~' there~poiitoal!ter their .Ctrrlle!lt rate accordingly • 'The'parties 
by 'consent'and'by oJ'der of a:lly;Judge of, 'the' HIgh 'Court'may at any time after notice 
of .apPeaI'tOSeseions,'and befu~e con~in1l~'of;the appeal, state $.a facts of the case 
m the fo~, of a Special Case for the opini?n of the High Court and agree to enter 

, <," , , , ' I ~ " . ' , , • 

• 'rile Loc~l G;'.v"rn~;,n!A.ct' oi' ,1894,'Sectioll 6 cW (c:)(i.);'tr.n~rerred to ihe Parish Council ina rurai 
pBnel! tli"pow.r.;"dutle.~ "iid'liObilitres ot /1verfteete with ~gai-d to appeal;; or objections' by them in reepect of 
theV'ahwtion LiB1l, .... "l'peal,.in reapeutof- the 'P90" 'rat<:, "", tllll;cQunty rate, o~,th, b •• ie of, the CCQU~y rate; 
.... d in .. ruroJ pari.1j wbere! Ihere 10 no, Pari." ,C,ounci\, tho same, poweromar. be ,conferred on the. Pm'ish 
~ee~il!g bit,heCoWjt~ ':Co~D~il on ,~h" applicl',t!Q":o~ s~~~ ~,:~.ing. [.S"ll\iol1i 111, (10)].' Ill' ~ri~h .. situate 
w,thu, a borci)lglt or 'other tIrb~n dl~clct, or WIthIn file :A.dlDllll.tmtive County of London,llIm,lar powertl 
may, by order of the Loc&l"Govern'ment Boord, b. conferred on:the Conncil (in London, the Sanitary Authority), 
of the dIstrict, or ,0Ille.Lo~bt~ rep_n.tsl4v!"bocb~ ,wit!>,ill tqe, di!ltri.ct V;;~ctiol\;,33 (l)"(6l\l.,, '.fh,e .nll'll"e, of. 
such. Auth9riti~8. to .~49~ \'at:i9~8 p~~er8_ .o~ Qv.~~~~ __ we~~ .. ~.r~sf~rre_d. hi ~h~ .Local G1?v~rDmeD!. Board in 
~~~I~r) ':t"d Ir~9;f:8i1:.8~6!r jt.~Il;"!lD' J See" An?uall!e~rts ot, Loca! ~ov~r,!~e~t B~ for 1896-97 
"t. By :lho 'Loal! Government :Act; 1894, I\!I. 6 (1) (a),; '19, (4). thepo ... er. of tile vestry areJn a nlral paTisb 

po"'!e."iilg 1'. P~rish :Co11Dcil 'transferred to the Pari.h Counci); a]!d ,in ... rurlll parisn without a pariah Council 
a ......... nsl.rred, !O}h~,P,.rish'l\i:~et!ng.·; ~Y Sec~on~ aif'V), '(6l,'and ~4,i~ an U,:bail or Met,,?p0!itan l' .... ish 
the.e powtrs maY' be cbnferfed upon the ConnClI'(i1l LOndon, the Sali. 't8r1, Authonty) Of the'd,strict, or 80me 
other reptesentlllive body wilhia the district, bi order of the Local Government Board. ", " 

• ,,' ,"1'; • ",.' n~ \ .,';-. '"{'"'' "I . 

. . .".'r, 



j'uitgniimt . m 'ooDfonrutywi'tn' the decision 'at SesSion'S. 'Such judgment,' 1(' 'entered, 
.shall. have the same etfe~t asa judgment at,~l'ssions up~n 11-11 appe~ dulJ entered Bnd 
continued. 'On a question of fac~ the deCI810n o! QuarteJ: Se~s)Ons.lsfinal. But: 
Quarter Ses~ions ma, state a c:ase for the opinion ?f. the" High, Coprt~n . ~nypoin.t of 
'law, or practICe thattI!ay be ~al~e.d. ruthougli there IS no power to compel the SeSSIOns 
to state such case agalDstth81r WIsh. 

, .5$. The I)vei'S6efIJ oonsider, the demands made .upon tliem .by the:various;Spending 
cAuthoritieli. and, thttn, calculatlbhow, much inthepOlUid Will bb Bullicient to produce 
the sum required. ' 'l'he rate bOok:.i1l then., prepa.ted, ana. the. ,rate caleuhlted, lipon the 
net annual value of each property in ocaupation in ,1;lie parish ,iIJ accordance with the 
Valuation ~ist. • In comp~tin g the alIio~~t of contributJoI\s totpeCom,moJ!-Fund by the 25 & 26 Viet. 

"several parishes In the Umon, the Fuardl8JlS are ,requmid tots'ke t;h~ an'nqsl rateable c.l03 ••• 30. 

value from t~~ Valuation Lists f~r:theti:me bei~ la~.tly appjoY~ll, . l,J~f?re th/l ~ate can ~~:-B,l:::.5. 
'be. enforced It ~ust beallpwed »y tw.o qr more Justices and public llotlCe given of the Vulliwny, 7201. 
rate. ,The rate IS uS\lally made half-yearly. 

'. 
, 59; With iegard tathe coliectimiof rates, ,t.lle 'Ov"et~, allsilit'6nt: ovElfSeerS, or 
,oollectors, prepare and serve!tipOn tlie .ratepayers .d~aBd~nOtJe~peCifYi'e.g,tpe'llfuouDt 
due, the rateabl& value ,oft'&e 'premises, ,and tnf!tate In. *he:polln{ldue; hi 're~peet 
thereof. and other particulars.· 'l'he col~ection is, SUbBiit{Uen:~y Jmli'de'by1:i1'ie'evereeers, 
:assi'9tant, ove,rseers. oreoll~ctors .cjallingfo~ the, ril.~, :or .~eee~ving,it.,t~r?u'g~ 'th~ post. 
Generally, the Poor. Rate 18 ~ltec~ll b:a.1f~yeIlHya.iid,~~e, 1I1~~way:andSaIi1t'ar1ltate 
yearly. "',,, , , ' . " ,,', ,1 ", -,' 

, But there are numetous 'eltCeptioDs to, this, ~Iler.u. tiIls • .J owing .,to 'tim, fact :that 43 Eliz. c. 2 ... 2. 
overseerll have the powllr to make Ii, Foor"Rate ,at ,any..'liime.;I1:nd,;uhio.:.ol'ring.to the 17~Geo. II. c. 3S . 
. op1mltion (lflocal, Acts. ,A: .. ~atepayer!. ilau.,bes~~ned.;,bf,f()lI'.e . the m.a.gistrate f9r ~4' ~eo. nt. c. 170 
·non-payment of ra.tes, an (1, a dIstress Wartaut can,oe.18sued ,and hla'goods .and Clhattels s. 12. 
seized. and in default the Justices Inay issue a warrant of commitment. 12 & 13 Vint. ~. 14 

.. ~!' &2. 
60. G9nerally it is only occupie~ of rate~bieprop~rtie" wh? :,are ,liable, t':l ,'P!lyrates, 3:1 & 33 Viet.e.-U 

. and raws are ,not payabl!! ?W ullocllupied propllf,p,r., " ,An, OCCUpIer ;iJ!; not"lll!obJ~ to pay "2~3 V' d 

,rates due from the, prevlOu,s' occ~p~nt~~, th~ premises." ,An,owf\er 18. not, .liable !S, I_f3.
,ct

, e, _l 

unles,8 r,ated under Acts :Whlc,h glvea. dlscret,lO!lary.pow,er ,~lOCal ::Authon,Lies, to 38& 39Viet.c, 65 
assess. ~he ownerll \If dwe1l~gso~ sIDall, v!Uup and to col,lect, ~he ,ratp ~~oll?:~llE~IIl :instead s.m. 
o~.ffom the pccupier. ,'Thill,~yste~,isp9Pjllafly knt\'IVj\ M1fl\t. of. Cfill)1pouIl~ing, a;nd 
uuder it ,the owner l!I.ay be,rated ll!s}~(L of the Qc.Cupier •• l(lt4elj, bIl1gr"eJllenn /A" by 
'compulsory order. of tqe Loc~I l.¥~h~gty, .. p'u~,¥.t.t;hijl ~1l •. a.,pel".ceI?tag6 d.edllPtionlrom 
the rate is made by way of COmInlSSlOD t9 t,he o.wner. and, if .heagrees to pa,r,the, rates 
whether the tenements areouciIpied or hot, a. fui"ther dedu'c~ion may be lI.lIowed. oil 

, 'J . •. " " '. ; ," t •• 

-By the Poor, Itoto .i ... .;....eat .indcoll8jlr"';'. Aetj 1869,;tne OI:cul'ier:ofa~y ......... bhl h .. dililmen~ let 10 3:1 & 33 Viet. 
him ior a term not • ., .. eding three month. is entit1t!d to d.duct the amount puia 'by'hi,...iIl 'resPect-of anv e. 4.1. ... 1,2. 
,l'oor RBt', ....... d upoll .such heredita'l'""'t ~"Otn Jher~nt due, "" """t'uing.Ane: to· t"I'I!i1~e">,'!II\1..~!'lry, 'such 
l>"YlIIent .~ n vRlid di,e~.rg. ~f Ihe ~ntt,o ,the. ex~n: of,Jh~, ,rat\l'l"-E~~\ ;B¥tL.~q ,~uch occupier.sha)1 be 

'eompellcd "" \I.y 110 ·th~ o".r~e1'S at 6ns 'timu '01: Withl'n fOIlr 'weeks ,a grttlitet' aMount Of th~ 'rate t1.80 ",Juld 
bo-doo Cor ODe quarter. of the ,year:. .' ,.. " "." , .. , ,.... :' . , • . , 

By ""etions 3 and 4. eOIDPo,unding in r ... pe~.t~f th~ Poor, ~Ie lin~ludi!,g ~~~, o~b~r.'pu,'po"!'&I,ch8r{!Cable Ibid.,,,, 3,4. ond 
thereon) i. allowed where the .a\enble .\llue6f- tJill henid~n\.nts' does. not· ,,"'e.;d 'in J,oDd~n, :!ul.; in 20. 
Liverpool, ~al., in Msnchester and BirOlin~ 101. } and.iIl otht!l''j>l/lic:l!S 111.' 'If lb~ ';¢Dei- ~!!,,,,es' to .'piIy lhe 
!'tIte whether the h •• ..,ditamenle ar~ "",!upied,.or i po,t" the .o.~~ 1( .... (~),.~t. to p .. r.'M} mll'Y. Bullj.cI. to 
the control of the v.stry [ ... (tJ Jpotno,,! to par. ,64j!, ~\low " ll<>tI"/'~io" n~t .~cqedlog ~. pe" cent, on .'he mt •• 

Or the ve.t.,. [ .... It) (ootnole /.0 par. S4J !Day oroer.the uwoer lo berated in.tead of th.occupier, and 
tlu~n- ~ - . . '. -.> ";,.' ~'. ~'," 

(a) the OV6rseers mUlt allow an ab.lement of 15 per cent. from the amount of the rate~. 
(b) tho owner may give notice. that he is willing to b. raled whether the )Ie~dilamenll! be occupied or not, 

and theit t~e .,VAts"" 1Il1lst aUtn'r "lIn·the. deduction not<iXlleedilig' IlI'por .... 1. . " , 
Section 13 ~vp, the owuers lb.! p.ayiag the rates the 1I81De right ,C!f,ppea\ agllin!Ottbe 'valuation: 1I.t and th. 82 & 33 Viet. 

~oorn8tesaslf~he1we."t~e.~.upl~ I I." ;"":. '-. _" ....... ,':.._ I ,-,', "~l" (,; _'1"1 -,.,,;. 0- ... , • c.4j.s.13. 
By 45 & 46 V,et. e. 50. th_ proVlSlorio were ."tended 10 th. Bor!,ug~ ),l.~1I! ,,~n~,:w'''I'eb Rale in ....." 45 & 46 VIr!. 

where au o.'der referring to the Poor Rate was mad •• ither before or after tli. commenoeme1lt of .ueh Act. c. 50 .••. 1-1i aud 
A. regorda the. GeneralllistrioC Ra1:e,eolli~undiD~ 'iii large."clti,,·iiDinoriiiignsi • .-rie!juenfly ''egulated by 197 (5). 

local Aell!. But In other urban areas the provloions ot'tbe Public Health Act, 1!l7-S, '8j>ply. '.. . . 38 " 39 Viet 
Undo:r thi' Act [aeetion 211 (1) (a)] ·the own~ Instead C!f \be oconpier ma), ' .. ~ 'the bption'of the Urban e. li5. s. 211: 

A uthOrlly he rated- , .;, , ' , " .. 
Wh .... the rateable ,,.Iu. d ...... ot exceed' 101., ... whe .. premi .... are' :Ji,t "08k11, 01' iiWntb\y, or ID Sepalllie 
, aptlftment-, or where the reli ... become payable .. aM ooll<KIted ,lit lih ... 1er.-periods Ihan IjUi"'terly. 

, When 'he option i. exercised, tb. owne. i. to be ....... ed at Rot 1_ tli&n ,\Yo-lhird.llohilOre Iluin four.fil\h. 
or the net aunual ""lue j and .if' ~'_t be iR rMp.~t <If .fAlri.1n~n4it,,\"..bi.t~ ... _n~i~ tIr 'nol, it thar L. 
oue half of the amouDt at wbich .t _uld be it \b. rate ......, le,'ieol GO awl 'pal. h7 ". ''''''''P.et.' " 
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15 & 16 Viet. 
c. 81. s. 21. 
51 &. 52 Viet. 
c. 41. 58. 3,68. 

61 & 52 Viet. 
c. 41. BS. 1, 3,81, 
34, 100. 

.SI &. 52 ViC't. 
c. 41. ss. 32, 33. 

20 !lOYAL .~OM&UBSI0N 'ON LOCAL TAXATION :. 

, IV.-Systetm of ValuaUon for the Purposes of the OQW1l,ty Rate and tlle OollecUon thereof. 
61. The County Council, under the County Rates. .Act, 1852, and the Local 

Government Act, 1888, may order a rate . to be made and levied by the overseer3 in 
the .Administrative County for the purpose of meeting a defiCiency in the County Fund, 
either on the whole .Administrative County for. general purposes, or on smaller are8.l! 
liable for special purposes . 

. 62 . .Admmistrative Counties arid County Boroughs arelmias in which elective bodies 
called County Councils and the Councils of County Boroughs have been charged by the 
Local Government ·.Act of 1888 with the duties of administration formerly vested in 
County or Borough justices or Quarter Sessions.-

Rixty-onet County Boroughs were created under the Local Government .Act of 1888, 
of whicl:. 15 are in Lancashire. They consist of Boroughs which at the time of the 
passing of the .Act were counties of themselveR, or had a popUlation of not less than 
50,000 .. Generall.v speaking the powers conferrtld on County Councils were conferred 
on Oouncils of County Boroughs in addition to their municipal powers. 

For ~ome,purpo~es a County Borough may have to contribute toward the .expAnses 
incnrred by the Council of t4e County in which the Borough is deemed to be situated, 
Buch as the costs of Assizes and Sessions if, none are held within the Borough, or of the 

. plllice where there is one police. force for a Borough Rnd ·County. When it is 
necessary to as('ertain the rateable val\le of a County and CO\lnty Borough for the 
purpose of calculat.ing any contribut,jon or 'payment, a valuation may be made by a joint 
assessment committee of the County and Borough Councils. 

"'pp. (part I.) to 63. An assessment committee of the County Council, called the County Rflte Basis 
Volo I. oHlin. Committee, fixes the basis for the purpose of determinin.g' the contribution of each 
~ Et:p 39 parish for county purpo~es. The basis contains therefore only the assessable value of 
i~~ito~. 1;~::a.· each .parish, and. not that of the ~ever~l rateable ~ereditaments. The Committee may 
l5 & 16 Viet. c. 81. adopt the valuatIon oE the GuardIans ill the several Poor Law Unions, OJ," may make 8 
••• 2.11. new valuation of a parish within the county as often as thoy think fit, and appoint 

persons for this purpose, with power at all reasonable times t() enter unon lands and 
ot·her pruperties liable to be assessed toward the County Rate, in order t~ ascertain the 

15 & 16Yi.t. e.IH, value at which the B8me ought to be charged. But if this valuation exceeds that 
•. 11. returned by the parochial officers, and no successful appeal is made, the cost of the 

valuation must be borne by the place revalued. Quarter Sessions on an unsuccessful 
15 &16Vict. c. 81. appeal in such a case are required to make a similar order. 'l'he County Council may 
•. 20. from time to time direct the County Rate Basis Committee to revise any existing basis. 

lor the purpose of meeting any partial changes whioh moOy have taken place. 

15 & 16Vic!.c. 81. 
•• G. 

27 & 28 Vict. c. 39. 
6.9. 

64. "The full and fair annual value" for the purpose of preparing the basis or 
standard is t.aken to mean .. the net anuual vulue of any property as the same is or 
" may be required by law to·be estimated for the purpose of assessing the rates for the 
.. relief of th e poor." . 

The Clerk of every Union .Assessment Committee must fiend annually in December 
to the County Council a copy of the totals of the' gross estimated rental and rateable 
value of the property included ill the Valuation Lists in force in each parish. 

IG & 16 Vict. c. 81. 65. The Council has power to call f01' returns of parochial valuations, for the 
~'. 5, .7. • valuations of the Commissioners of Taxes, for the production of a~y documents relating 
ol & 02 V,ct. o. 41. to the value of any property, and they may summon and eX:J,mloe any person. The 
M~:'i~'!{d .. valuation of the Commissioners of Taxeg, which is founded on the rent actually paid, is 
App. (pdt II.) tofrequenLly made. use of by County Authorities for the purpose of determining the 
Vol. J. of Min. of County Rate b&Sls.· • 
Ev., No. XIX., . . . 
Par. 4. 66. If the amount of the annual value of the property in any parish dift'ers from 
1511< 16 Viet. c. 81. that in the last basis or standard, It copy of the new basis or standard of the Countv 
1.13. Rate must be sent to the overseers of every parish in the county for the inspeotion O'f 

the vestry and the ratepayers. . 

: .. • In .ome e ...... ~he Administrative county i. identical with the Geographical county of the ""me name, but in 
: the majority of cases t.lle two differ more or less, e.g., where the Geographical county contains one or more 
county boroug~8, and in ~he 8p~cio.l cases of SUBsex, Suifo]k, Li,ncolnsbire, Y ork~hjre, Cambridgeshire, 

rNOl'tho.mptollslurc, HampshIre, Mlddle!ex, b'1Irrey, and Kent. Also JD the case where _ &D tn'ban dilStrict is 
situatetl .in two or more Geographical counties it forms part of that Administratirn county alone which has 

,the name of the Geographical county in which the greater part of the population of the district, Recording to 
Ipe Cen.us of 1881, is included. [General Report on Ceo""s of England and Wales, 1891 (C. 7222 of 1893).] 

t 'Tbe DllmlJel' is now 64, 6rilllsby, NewPQrt (l\{OI).), alld Oxford having beeu added to tbelist. . 
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67. After'giving notioe of the time within whioh objecHoDll to the basis way be 15&16Vict. c.81. 
made! aud after the expiration of that time, the Committee proceed to hear objections. s. ~i . 

. 68. When any new basis has been finally corrected and approved by the Committee, '15 & 16 Viet. c. 81. 
they must lay it before the County Council at their next quarterly meeting, aud the .... 15, 16. 
Counoil must give. publio notioe that. they will consider it at their next quarterly 
meeting. At this meeting they consider it, and must alter and amend it, or allow 
and confirm it, or they may refer it bac~ to the Committee for consideration, in which 
case the Committee ha.ve aU the powers they had in the first instance. Any amendment 
made is subsequently considered by the Council, but. before they can IIllow or confirm 
it, the place with re8pect to which the amendment has been made must have at least 
14 days' notice of it from thE! Assessment Committee. When the Council have finally 
allowed and confirmed the basis, printed oopies are sent to the members of the Council, . 
and overseers, and others charged with the levy of the County Rate. . ' 

69. Appeals against the basis or standard oan be made by overseers'" and inhabitants 15 & 16Vict. e. "". 
'on the ground that 0. parish orplac!, is rated at more or less than its full and fair ..... 17,18,22. 
annual value, or boca use a parish is omitted from the basis or standard. Quarter 
Sessions may, upon the application of the appellant or respondent, order a valuation to 
be made of any of the parishes or pal'ts of parishes in respect of which the appeal is 
made, and may appoint a person for the purpose, such person' having full power to 
enter upon the lands or other properties liable to be assessed to the County Rate. An 
overseer or other inhabitant can "Iso appeal against a rate made upon the basis or 
standard. -

In those Counties in which a joint Committee of representatives of County. arid 61 &52Vict. c.41. 
County Borough Councils has been formed for the purpose of ascertaining the rateable s. 33 (2). 
value of their respective aroas (see paragraph 62), Buch Committee has, for that purpose, 
all the powers and jurisdiction of Quarter Sessions and of a Committee of J uBtices 
appointed under the County Rates Act, 1852, and its amending Acts.. • 

70. After the' valuations for county contributions have been settled, the Finance AI'P' (Part n.) to 
Committee of the Council recommends to the Council the contributions that should be Vol. 1. of Min. of 
levied for the purpose of discharging the deficit. on the general and special accounts. ~v"f7' XVII., 
The Council thpn proceell to make a rate for this purpose, the deficit being divided 1;~ IS·Viet. e. 81. 
among the parishes liable to contribute in proportion to their rateable value according ss. 21, 26, 30, 31, 
to the county rate basis. The contributions are obtaine:l by the issue of precepts to 32. • •. 
the Gtiardians of the various Unions for the amounts required, which they must pay 516~ol6~fCt'.C.4\' 
Ollt of the Poor Rate to the County Treasurer, but in certain cases the precepts are issued s. . 
to tho ovorseers, who lovy a separate rate. • . 

V.-Systcm oj Valuation/or the Purposes of the BQ1'ougk Rate and ~he Collection thel·eoj. 

71. The Council of a Borough may order a rate to be made within it for the purpose 45 & 46 Viet. e. (,0. 
of meeting a deficiency in the Borough Fund. The Councils generally adopt the s. 144 (2), (5), (6), 
valuation made for the purposes of the last poor rate, though they may ordor an g)' 1'23 d 
independent valuation to be made. For this purpose the Oouncils may order for their A~;:(P=rt I"t'.) h 
inspection, or for the purpose of taking copies, books of assessments of any rates or taxes, v.,l, 1. of Min. of 
Parliamentary or Parochial, on any property and the valuation by which the assessment Ev., No. I., P ...... 
is made, in the hands of the overseers, and may order copies to be made by the clerk 5, 6. 
to the Commissionerd of each district of the total amount assessed in each parish in 
respeot of any tax payable to the Crown, and the total amouut of the valuation of the 
property on which that assessment was made. 

72. By warrant of the Council the overseers and such persons as they select may 45 & 46 Viet. c. 50, 
enter on, view, and examine any land chargeable. to the Borough Rate in order to s. 114. (8). 
ascertain the annual value at which it ought to be charged; but no 8uoh entry shall 
be made unless 14 days' notice has been given to the overseers and to the persons on 
whose land the entry is to be made. 

73. Contributions to the Borough Rate by the several parishes in the borough are 4'; & ·16 Viot .•. 50. 
determiued by the Council according t~ their several rateable values, and the Uouncil sS; 144(4),145 (I), 
may order the oven;eers to pay such contributions out of the Poor Rate. But where. at !: (3t I IT , 
the oommencement of the Municipal Corporations Act the Counoil were authorised by Vol. J ,4r Mi~! or 
law to colleot and were ·colleoting the Borough Rate, it retained such power. From Ev., No. Ill., 

Table B • 

• See note (.) to (1"1'. 64. 

C3 
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information. handed in by Mr. W. J. JeevElson behalf of the Association of Munioipal 
Corporations, it appears that while' the Counoil generally employs collectors for the 
oollection of the Municipal rates which .are not oollected with the Poor ItatA, the 
Borough, Watoh, and Library rates are' ~ore usually collected by the overseers in 
accordance with the precepts serveq v.pon them .. There are, however, exceptions, Qnd 
in a few cases the Poor Rate appears t,o be collected by the porporation,. and in other!! 
the w~ole of the ratlls appear to be collected by the Overseers and the collectors 
employed by the Guardians. The Borough Rate, wheu not colleoted with the POOl' 
Rate, but by the Corporation with the General' District Rate,' is generally colleoted 
anIlUally. Reference ~as already been made to th,e systeI¥0f compounding ill respect 
of the Borough Rate In the footnote tp par. 60. . ' 

. .' " 
45 & 46 Viet. c. 50. 74. An appeal can be made to Quarter Sessions by the overseers'" on the grounds 
s. 144 (9). that their parish is aggrieved owing to the proportions assessed as the contributions of 
. the respective parishes being unequal, or because some parish is omitted, or on aooount 
45&46Vi~t.c. 50. ?f any otherjust cause of ~omplaint.: Any per~onmay appeal,lIg~inst II Borough Rate 
s. 146 (2). 111 the same mauner as agaInst a Pqf>r Rate. " ,. .... 

\ , ' . 

. Vj,,..,..System of Va/;uation and thp Oo~~ec~i~" of ~(J,te8 in. rfi6, O'i'U'fty o/f.ondan. 

7S. The parishes within the'Metropolitan area· have been :grouped. for. two distinct 
purposes, namely, Poor J~aw and Sanitary. The first grouping was carried out under 

4 & 5 Will. IV. the .Poor Law .!mendment Act of 1834, eaoh gronp being known as a Poor .Law Union 
c. 76. and having an eleoted :aoard of Guardians, though certain of the larger, parishes 

rem,ained independent Poor ,Law Areas. , The 19!? parishes in, the .A,dministrative 
COtlDty of. London (of which 112arecqntained, in,the City of, London) are grouped 
into 30,.Poor .Law Unions or ParislWB under separate ~ol;lrds of Guar,dians.t ,The 
a'l'range~ent of, the. parishes for. sanitary pmposes,was prescribed by the.Metropolis 

18 & 19 Viet. • Management Aot,.1855, and did, not: ~n many cases cOP'Jlspond with. that adopted for 
:~ 1!O~9 Viet. Poor Law purposes. On this occasion also the larger parishes (including all those 
e,33. being separate pOOl: law areas and ot11ers, besides) were cOl!stituted separate sanitary 
50 &.51 Viet. areas under the control of' the Vestry, the smaller ones, only 'outside the City of 
e.17. London being grouped and put under the bontrol of the District Boardse\eeted from 
~~llte'13,29!-6. the vestries of the oonstitl\ent' parishes. The number of' Sanitary 'Authorities oreated 
V~I.·iI.~~·Min. of by the Act and its amending Acts was 42. It will thus' be seen that two parishes in 
Ev., No. IX., the same union might each form part of separate sanitary areas or' be ' independent 
Pal'. 1. sanitary areas. of themselves. 'i", ':,"" .".' , , 

,.' r 

25 & 26 Viet. 76. In 1882 the Union Assessment Committee Act provided for the establishment of 
e.103. an Assessment Committee in each Union for the purpose of creating uniformity in 
32&33Viet.e.6i. valuation throughout each Union. This was followel). in 1869 by the Valuation 
s.5. (Metropolis) Act, which applied only to parishes and nnionswithin the Metropolitan i nlter,7096-10l. Poor Law area (which is the ,whole county, except Pange), and ,the remaining portion 
snd':ip~~~126-9; of,the oount:y,namely Pen~e, is govevned ~y.thesame;Aotsasthe rest ,of t~ecountry. 
Vol. II. of Min. of The VahiatlOn (MetropolIs) Act ,prescl'lbed regulations as to tha appo;mtmen.,. of 
Ev., No. I., Par. 5. Assessment Committees in 'parishes not included in any Union. .Theseiregul~tionB 
Leete, 13,246; and were as follows:- '. , 
App. t<> Vol. II. of 
Min. of Ev., Where 'in any parish which is noHncluded in any Union formed under the Poor 
~o. IV., Par .. 1. Law Amendment Act, 1834, and its amending . Acts, there is for the time being • 
t:.tlf'l~~,6Ji;;~o Vestry, elected ,according t~ the provisions o£ ~he Metropolis Management Act, 1855. 
-9. " but nd ASEessment CommIttee under the Umon Assessment Acts, 1862 and IS64o, 
Hill., 19,715-20, the a.ppointment of the Assessment Committee IS' determined as follows·:-
~~f1flg:i8!:it~· ;Where·.in any such palish there is a.Boardof,Guardians, having power, under ~y 
and'App; to' local Act to a.ssessor make the poor rates, .the 'Guardians· appoint the Aesessment 
Vol. II. of Min. 0 ·Oommittee; .. i·.' " , .' .. .i: ,.....' .• ,; 

~v., ~o·tx:·, Where any two of such parishes are unjted ullder.'a.lQcalAct.fo~. the purpose of 
Drs. , • making the poor rate, the Guardians for the united parishes elected in pursuance 

of the P~or Law Amendment Act, 1834, and its amending Acts, appoint the 
Committile . . .. .,,' .'.. '..'. . 

. " "- ~ 
In cases other than those bef,ore mElJ1tion~q;tb~,Ve.stry makethe apll?~t)Dent~ 

• See note. (.) to por. 5",. , .' . ,,:,: '.. ,,' .. , 
t The hamlet of Penge, in the Administmtive County of- Londoli,being in 'the Croydon· Union anel lIot 

in a Metropolitan Union'; does not come under tfe special provisions of u)e-ValuatioD (M~trovclis) Acts. 
Cl'Oyc\on Union is partly within the COl\~ty of ,S,urrey, partlY; within the County Borough of Croydu", and 
partly withill th~ County of London. 

t ' 



VALUATION IN OQUN'£Y OF LONDON, 

In thjl County of Lon~9n #lere are 16) Un~o¥s ~n~hi!lh the Guardians apppill-~ the 
Committees under the Union Assessment dommittee Act,1862, and 14 separate parishes 
ill YThich either the Guardian~ .or the "Vestry elect the Committee,B. ' 
, ( , , , ,.. . 

77. Section 83 (1), (6), of the l,ocal.GQvernment :Act- of 1894 gave powers, to the 56 & 67 Viet. c.73. 
L, ocal Government Board :to: confer upon the, Sanitary Authorities the appointment of H

A
arper'Vl2,525 ;'and 

d . t t th' t' f' . 'f' pp. to ol.1l.ofM,., overseers a.n aB818 an ov.erseers, e revoca Ion 0 appbmtment' 0 asslStant ov~rseers, of Eo., No. I., Par. 5. 
any powers, duties. or liabilities of overseers, and any 'Powers, duties, 01' liabilities of C

D
utter,1096-101 . 

. h '1 d't A,' • , bli h d b h L d C ewey, IS,lllh'lO, a paris counOl; an I appears <!'om a return pu s e y t e, on ou ounty 13,039-41. 
Council- that tho appointment of overseers has been transferred to the Vestries of I ... t.,13,246, 13.291 
3:>' parishes, .aud the app~intment and, rElvocation of appointment of assIstant overseers :at ;~.dot~in~of 
tOf the VestrlehB of

b 
10 ptrarlshsfEos. Idt hads beenh.poAinted ouht that, ~herfe the; ahPpofintm?nt ~.jig~;8,~rd~:· 2. 

o overseers as een .an erre un er t IS ot, to t e vestries 0 parlS es ormmg·18,708-19. 
leparate sanitary areas a.nd, in which the Vestries appoint the Assessment Committ'3e. Hill., App. to Vol. II. 

such Vestries have the' eOn,trol both of the' preparation of the valuation lists and of ~o~cr.,O~!7·h. 
their revision. 

78. The object of the :v alulltion (Metropolis) Act. 1869. was to provide a valuation 32 & 83 Viet. c. 67. 
which should be uniform throughout London, and should serve as the basis for 
Imperial and Local taxation alike. The Act incorporates some of the provisions: of 
tbe Union Assessment Committee Acts of 1862 and 1864. The main features of the 
Act are as follows l- ' , 

79. A new Vaiiiation Pflt,for each parish, -must be : made quinquennially by the 1I2 &33 Viet.c. 67. 
Overseers, such list after approval by th~ Asses,sment Committee coming intq force on .s. 43, 46 (I), (2), 
the 6th of April in the year succeeding that in ·which· it is made, and lasting for five ~~~' ~:~, tI) «J' 
;years, subject to any alteratioDs that may be made by any Supplemental.or Provisional (9)' (Hi) lp/,' 
Lists. In each ,of ,the first four years. of. this period a Supplemental List is, if necessary, (P~rt I.)·to Vol. I. 
to be made out in the same form and under the same regulations as the valuation list, of Min. of Ev., 
showing all the alterations which have taken place during the preceding 12 months No. I., Par. 15. 
ill any of the matters stateq., in the ValuatiOll List. 'But if no alteration has taken 
place which makes a Supple)llental List necessary j the overseers must send a certificate 
to that effect to theABBessment Committee in place Qf, such a list. A Provisional 
List may be made by the overseers, in:the Course of any year, and must be m'ade by 
them on the writt'3n requisition of the' Assessment Committee, or of any ratepayer in 
~l1e Union, or of the Sur,v6,for of Taxes, showirig the gross and rateable values 6f 
"ny properties which have iucreased or decreased in villue from any cause in the course 
of 8uch yellr. A copy of the Provisional List must be served by the clerk of the 
.,Assessment Committee upon the Surveyor of 'Taxes and upon the occupier of any 
hereditament affected by the list, who may )llake objection thereto. AProvisiciual'List, 
during the time it is in force, forms part of the Valuation List. Upon a Provisional 
List coming into operation, the overseers, make such entries in the rate book' for the 
then current Poor Rate as will bring the rate into conformity with the list and 
oharge the occupier of the hereditament with a proper proportion of the then current 
Poor Rate. Although Surveyors of Taxes have no statutory powers to attend ,the Male, 11,809-11, 
meetings of the Assessment Committees, 'except with reference to objections made by 11,929. 
them. to a ProvlsioMI' List, they' are' frequently present by the courtesy of those 
bodies. ' '" ' 

8.0. It is stated that, owing tq" section.45 of, the Act, which makes the, Valuation Male, 11991. 
List conclusive evidence of the fact that all rateable property is included therein,' " 
there is no power to bring into a Provisional or Supplemental List properties or parts 
of properties altogether omitted from the Quinquennial List. It has alBo been pointed HB"per, ApI" to 
out that, although the Act makes it possible to alter ,the gross and rateable values of ;oI.JI. t Miu. of 
any properties which, haveincre&sed or decreased in value from any oause during the D:-;'.;·13~:~J;3. 
quinquennial period, in practice Buch alterations (except in cases where new buildings 13,osi-4, b,l~ 
have been erscted) are mainly, confined to' deareases in value, owing partly to the 7, 13,Hl1-8. 
Valuation Authorities not receiving information of the increases in value, and partly 
to the fact that it must be proved to the satisfaction of the Courts that the increase 
in value has taken place during the previous year, that is, the year ending'April 5th. 

81. Provisional Lists do not aft"ect the value on which any rate is made or sum is 32 & 33 Viel. c. 6i. 
assessed, or contribution required, whioh is made, assessed, or required on the total of •. 47 (6), (11). 
the gross or rateable value of parishes or Unions. The pl'ocedure for hearing 

• No. 383 Cif 1898. 
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objections to the Provisional IJist is the same as that for hearing 1)bjections to. a 
Valuation List. • 

3:.1 & 33 Viet. c. 6';: 82." Gross value" is defined as "the annual rent which a tenant might reasonably 
s.4. " be expected, taking one year with another, to pay for an hereditament, if :the tenant 

" undertook to pay all usual tenant's rates and taxes, and tithe commutation rent
" charge, if. any, and if the landlord undertook to bear the cost of the repairs and 
" insurance, and the other expenses, if any, necessary to maintain the hereditament 
•• in a state to command that rent."· . 

"Rnteable value" is defined as "the gross value after deducting thercfrom the 
" probable annual average cost of the repairs, insurance, and other expenses as 
" aforesaid." 

~25~ 3a~Xi.t. e. 67: 83. A maximum rate of deductions is prescribE'd applicable to various classes ·of 
Scbedule ITr. propertl which is not to be exceeded when calculating the rateable value of pro-
Cntter,7076-9. perties. The maximum deductions appear to be invariably allowed, and Mr. Harper, 
~:!;~:"i~~~~::';' , Assistant Valuer to the London County Council, states that "as 'a matter of practice, 
"f'd "fPP./" voj IIi- "not only overseers and Assessment Committees, but also the Court of Quarter 
p'~'~4" ~:ii .. .::;,' " Sessiona, the ultimate authority as to facts, take that scale as if the word' maximum' 
~,6:<!4' 12,795. " were not in it, and they use those ·maximum rates of deduction ·as if they were to. 
D:~e~~ra:o~~.9~;;~; " be the rate of deduction." It has also been pointed outt tha.t, owing to. these 
~'f5N at~/pP/o maximum per-centage deductions beillg made, no matter how large a proportion the 
~.:N~.h . .';;"~~. value of the site may.be as compared with the total .value of the property, a certain 
Tagg, .la,5S8 -;4», ineq uality may be created as between property and property, and also as between 
:::~:;::2. i:~;:!'ble, districts contribut.ing to a common charge on t,he basis of rateable value.t 
20,691-707. 
Male, 11,799-802, 84. In calculating the gross value of property held under a repairing lease it appears 
~~'~::~o ~·;f;.':26· to have become the. practice of nearly all the Metropolitan Assessment Committees 
":'9Il-6, i2,477-80,' to add 10 per cent. to the rent reserved in cases where the agreement has been 
,,:,~APPi i' V~.l~. made within the preceding five years, where no premium has been paid, and where no 
~.r. ~ 0 De;:;,.. o .. , money has been expended by the lessee on improvements, but in ordor to arrive at 
:::~:tt~;8:~~2. the rateable value the maximum deduction allowed by the .Act is wade. 
:;2 ~8 Vict. c. 67. 85. The overseers must make and sign IL Valuation List of their parish in duplicate, 
:~d 46'(~~' and deposit a copy in the place in such parish in which rate books are deposited or kept 

. before the 1st of June. To this copy any person liable to be assessed within the 
parish has access. The other copy they must send to the Surveyor of Taxes of 
the district. The Surveyor of Taxes must insert what he considers to be the amount 

32 & 33 Vict. 
c. 67 .... 11, 14,15. 
25 & 26 Vict. 
c. 103. SS. 11l-21. 

• 

of the gross value of the hereditaments comprised in the list, and transmit it within 
28 days of l'eceiving it to the Assessment Committee for revision. .An objection may 
be made by any overseer or overseers of any parish in any union who shall have reason 
to think that such parish is aggrieved by the Valuation List of any parish within 
such union, or by any porson who may feel himself aggrieved by any valuation list . 
After the Committee have heard and determined such objections to the list it must 
be sent back to the overseers and re-deposited. Objections can then be made to the 
alterations wade by the Committee in the list, a copy of which, after finalll,pproval by 
the Assessment Comm'ittee, is sent to the' overseers to be deposited in the place in which 
the rate books of the parish are kept, notice being given of such deposit and of the 
time and mode of making appeals. 

~atp:f' ~Pli.to f . In the case of parishes not in ·union there appears to be an absence of the same 
, E~' N~ 01 10.0 means of checking the preparation of the Valuation Lists of such pari3hes by the 
Pu;~5, 2;'(6) (1). overseers of other parishes, or otherwiso. . 

32 & 33 Vict. c. 67. 86. In cases where an hereditament is newly inserted in a Valuation List or the 
s.9 (I), (2). gross or rateablevnluA of an hereditament already in the list is raised, the OVE'rseers, 

immediately after the deposit or re-deposit of the list, must serve on the occupier a 
notice of the gross and rateable value inserted in tho list. 

• s;. AJlp. to Vol. II. of Minutes oj Evidence, Harper, No. r, Scbedule II. 
t Gomlne, /1797-801; nnd Part II. of App. No. xxvn. Par. 6 c (p. 244) and -.roble 12 (p. 296). Ct..rk, 

12,055-8. Harper, 12,110-4, 12,189, 12,196--7, 12,280-312, 12,367--69, 12,526-9; IlIld App. to Vol. II. of 
Min. of Ev., No. I, Par. 15, nnel Schedule III. Vallance, 12,813-7. W. H. B. Castle,13,728. Viger", 
19,OU4-8, 19,626-9, 19,696-7. Co.teIloc, 19,978,20,056-63, 20,06S-82, 20,204-6. 

l For instance, if a hereditament consisting of 0. BJDall house OD a valuable site has the same U gross ,-Blue ". 
8S ODe consisting of a large house on a less valuable site, the same deduction is allowed from the 'I gross 'Value" 
of each hereditament, though, if the houses are similRr in all respect! other than si1.e, the ave~ooe cost of 
repfLir;;, insuraDce, &6., in the latter C&t:'8 must b~ largel', tbSJ;l iq the former. 

. , 
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'·87. A Surveyor· of Taxes and any ratepayer in the.parish may inspect, copy, and 32&33Vicl.e.St. 
object to a Valuation List which relates to his district or parish. s. 12. 

88. Wl)en a Surveyor of Taxes gives notice of objection or appeal, the amount' 32& 88 Vie •• c. 67. 
specified in the notice as being in his judgment the gross valne of any hereditament s.53. 
is to be inserted in the Valuation List by the Assessment Committee or Sessions, Male, 11,931-8. 
unless itis proved to their satisfaction that such amount ought not to be inserted. 

89. It" appears to be generally acc'epted that the opinion and experience of the 
Survt1yor of Taxes in the . process of preparing ihe Valuation List are of advantage. 
and numerous witnesses have suggested that power should be given him to attend 
every meeting of overseers and the Assessment Committee held for valuation purposes.* 

90. In every year in which a new Valuation List is made, or in the month of 32&33Vict.c.67. 
March preceding any such year, every person who is liable to be charged with any os. 55, 56. 
rate or tax must make. when required. to the overseers of his parish such a 
statement or return as a person chargeable under the Income Tax Acts is bound to 
make. For this purpose. the Surveyor of Taxes sends to the overseers of each parish 
in. his district printed forms and notices to be served on the persons required to 'make 
a return. The return should be made to the overseers within 21 days of the service. 
and must be then sent by them together with the Valuation Lil!t to the Surveyor of 
Taxes, and by the Surveyor of Taxes to the Assessment Committee. though it appears 
that this provision is not strictly enforced. Mr. Harper, Assistant Valuer to the 
London County Council, who put in a copy of the form at present inuse.t pointed out R. Clark 
that it is not suitable to very large and important classes of property which are not 12,030-3. 
let or occupied in the same way as house property. and that it gives to such property 
owners no opportunity of furnishing the overl!eel'S or Assessing Authorities with any HW'p.r. 12,100. 
of those particulars which are necessary for the asseHsment of their undertakings. 

91. An Assessment Committee may require any owner or occupier of any heredita- 32&3~Vict.e.6". 
ment. within 14 days, to send a return showing the rent payable or receivable in n. 57, 61. 
respect thereof. and also other particulars; and the Guardians may. upon the application 
of the Assessment Committee. aplloint some competent person to assist the Committee 
in tIte valuation of the hereditaments in the union. 

92. Owners and occupiers are not bound to furnish returns in respect of Provisional Harper. 12,200. 
and Supplemental Lists. Tagg. 18.593. 

93. An appeal can be made to Special Sessions against the decision of the Assess- 32&33Viet.c.67. 
ment Committee on an objection made with respect to the unfairness or incorrectness ... 19,20. 
of the valuation of any hereditament included in the list by any ratepayer and by any 
overseert of a parish. so far as respects the Valuation List of their parish. and any 
Surveyor of Taxes. so far as respects the Valuation List of any parish in the Petty 
Sessional Division. The justices have not power to hear an appeal touching any 
matter with respect to which notice of appeal to Quarter Sessions has been served. 
Neither can they hear any appeal touching any part, or alter any part. of the Valuation 
List, except the part relating to the value of an, hereditament. A decision of the justices 
and an alteration by them of the value of an hereditament in the Valuation List only 
affeds the rights of the ratepayers of the parish amongst themselves. and cannot of 
itself in any way alter the totals of the gross or rateable value of the list as settled 
by the Assessment Committee. though it may form a reason for an appeal against 
such total to Quarter Sessions and a Superior Court. The justices must hold Special 32 & 33 Viet. e. 67. 
Sessions at any time after the 30th November in each year to enable them to os. 18.42 (10). 
determine all appeals before the following January. . 

94. With l'egard to appeals -to Quarter Sessions, an appeal can be made 32 & 33 Viet. c. 67. 
by any ratepayer, any Surveyor of Taxes. or any overseer: (with the consent of the ~'13':'52V' 41 
vestryt of his parish), who feels aggrieved by any decision of the Assessment Com- :.42 (10).'et. c. . 
mittee, on an objection made before them, to which he was a party. or by any Harper. 12,224-
decision of Special Sessions. whether he was a party or not; and by any Assessment 32; and App. to ______________________________ ~_.~ ___ Vol. II. or Mi ... 

• 1 B ~ of Ev., No. I., 
Outter, 7072-3. Mal., 11,7~8, 11,811, 11,861-3. 11,927-30, 1 .939. arpel', 1.,143; .... d App. P .... 31 Bnd 

to Vol. II. of Min. of Ev., No. I •• Par. ij. Vallance, 12,675-9. 12,il~~ Dewey, App. to Vol. II. of Min. Sc~u1e IV. 
orE •. , No. I1r.. Par. 4. Loote, 13,2R2-3; and App. to Vol. II. of Min. of Ev .• No. IV., P ...... 3,9. Tftgg, 
1~,487; and App. to Vol. II. of Min. of E,· .• ·No. VIII., Par. 9. Huxtable, 20.587-90, 20.633, 2O.ijIi7-9. 
Wagou.ft", 20,7!15-9. 20,88S. Bill .... aUo Vigore, 19,61>8-63. 

1 See App. to Vol. II. of Minutl>JI of Evidence, No. I .. Schedl11e L 
See Par. 77 .... d footnotes to 1'ar. 64-

B 98MlO. D 
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Committee, any overseers* (with the consent of their vestry),'" any ratf'payer, and 
any body of persons authorised by law to levy rates, or reqUIre contributions payable 

• out of rates, who may feel aggrieved by the total gross value of any parish, the total 
rateable value of any parish, or because there is no approved Valuation List. 

32 & 33 Viet. The Justices in Quarter Sessions may, upon the application of any of the parties 
c. 67 .• S. 36, S8. to an appeal, appoint some proper person to make a valuation of the hereditament, 

provided that the applicant give security for the costs of such valuation; and the 
person so appointed may at all reasonable times, with or without assistants, enter 
upon the hereditaments and may do thereon all acts nec.essary for completing the 
valuation. 

32 & 33 Viet. c. 67. 95. Notice of appeal either to Special or Quarter Sessions, specifying the ~orrection 
s.33. which the appellant desires to have made in the Valuation List, must be served in 

writing within a prescribed time on the clerk to the Assessment Committee, on the 
Surveyor of Taxes where the gross value is disputed, and on a third party when his 
assessment is disputed. 

32 ... 33 Viet, e. 67. There is no appeal from the decision of the Assessment Committee in the case 
s, 47. of a Provisional List, but if, when the next revisi.on of the Valuation List takes place, 

the value of the hereditament, as stated in the Provisional List, is reduced on appeal, 
the amount of rate or tax which has been overpaid has to be refunded. 

32& 33Y;et.e.67. By conS<lnt and by order of any Judge of the High Court, the parties may, after 
~ 4~. 11 896-7 notice of appeal to Quarter Sessions has been given, state the facts of the case in the 
a.", . form of a Special Case for the opinion of, the, High Court; or appeals from the 

deciRion of Quarter Sessions on points of law may 'be made within three months. 
82 & 33 Viet. c. 67. 96. If any alteration in the Valuation List is made in consequence of any appeal, 
•. 41. notice must be sent to the overseers and Surveyors of Taxes who must alter , their lists. 
32 & 33 V' t 67 97. The Valuation List for the time being in force is conclusive evidence of the 
s.45. 'c. c. . gross and rateable value of the hereditaments included in it for the purpose of the 

following rates and taxes;-
. The tax on houses levied under the House Tax 'Act and the Acts therein incor-

~4: ity~et. e3:6. porated or referred to. Any tax assessed in pursuance of the Income Tax Acts on any 
~nd ame~~in~ . lands, tenements, and hereditaments, in all cases where the tax is charged on the gross 
Act... value and not on the profits. The county rate, the metropolitan police rate, the church 

rate, the highway rate, the poor rate, the rates in the City of London, and every other 
rate, assessment, and contribution levied, made and required in the Metropolis on the 
basis of value. t 

R. Cbrk, 12,018. The Act' does not make tha Valuation List applicable to the Land Tax. 
98. In most parishes all the i'ates are collected by the same staff, but there are 

still a few cases in which the overseers collect the poor rate, and thEJ vestry the general 
rate. The rates are generally made and c<,>llected either guarterIy or half-yearly.! 

32&33Viet.c,41. The provisions as to compounding contained in sections 3 and 4 of the Poor Rate 
ss, 3,4, .nd 20. Assessment and Collection Act, 1869, wltich have been referred to in the footnote to 

paragraph 60, extend in the Metropolis to every rate made by the overseers, and 
47 Viet, e. 5. s. 2. chargeable upon the same property as the poor rate. And where the owner or lessee is 

liable to be assessed for any rate or tax in the place of the occupier or tenant, such 
owner or lessee has the right of objection and appeal. 

11'" 12Vict,e.163. Rates are not payable on unoccupied property, except in the case of the "City 
s.177. Half-Rates" under the City of London Sewers Act, 1848.§ 

99. Mr. Gomme, Statistical Officer of the London County Council, states that the 
Act has had the effect of bringing up the assessment of the Metropolis to a much 
higher standard than that existing in the rest of the country. II Other ~witnesses, 

• See Pill'. 77 and footnotes to Pill'. 54. , 
t The following Spending Authorities in the Metropolis issue precepts on the Overseers or Authorities dis

chargin(; the duties of Overseers :-Boards of Guardians Rnd other Poor Law Authorities, lteceiver for 
Metropolitan Police District, and Commissioners of Public Libraries, Baths and Wash-houses, &c. (whose 
demand. are payable out of the Poor Rate), and the Vestries .nd District Boards (whose demands are payable 
out of tbe General, Sewers, and Lighting Rates). 'rhe Precepts of the London School Board are issued to the 
Vestries and District Boards and to the Schedule C. places under the Metropolis ManRoo-ement Act, 1855, 
and are payable out of the General Rnte. The Precepts of the London County Council are issued to the 
Boards of Guardians and are payable out of the Poor Rute. + Dewey, 13,058-60, 13,076-7, 13,210-11; and App. to Vol. II. of Min. of Ev., No. III" Pill's. 10, 18. Leete, 
13,265, 18,314-43; and App. to Vol. II. of Min. of Ev., No, IV., Par. 16. Togg 18,507-11, 18,615, 18,1138; 
and App. to Vol. II. nf Mm. of Ev., No. VIII., Par. 14. Hills, 19,711; o.nd App. to Vol. II. of'Min. of Ev., 
No. lX" P .... 5. 

§ Gomme, App. (part II.) to Vol. I. of Min. of Ev., No. XXVII., page 238. Leete, 13,408. 
II Gomme, App. (part n.) to Vol. I. of Min. of Ev., No. XXVII., Par. 10, S .. aha Referene,," to P .... 129. 
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although advising the amendment of the .Act in certain details, have recommended 
that the general principles should be extended to the rest of the country.* 

100. It has bee!l pointed out that, although 72'6 per cent. of the rates in the Metropolis 
Bre raised by a common rate, the County Rates Act of 1852 is not in force except in. 
the Hamlet of Penge,t BDd consequently the London County Council has no locus standi 
in the preparation of tbe Valuation Lists of the whole of the Metropolitan Poor T,awarea 
included in the County.t But it seeml!'to be generally agreed that the Conferences of 
representRtives of the various Metropolitan Assessment Authorities promoted by the 
Council before each quinquennial valuation year, with a View to the consideration· of 
pending questions of assessment procedure and practice, have· tended to secure greater 
uniformity.§ The Council also examines the Valuation Lists of the various pari6hes 
when deposited and make informal suggestions as to alterations in the assessment of 
properties not considered to be correctly set down in the lists. These suggestions have 
been accompanied by an offer to attend the Assessment Committee to discuss such cases 
if invited to do so, and thil! offer has been accepted in the majority of instances. In 
casllS in which important points of principle might arise, the Council, in ita capacity as 
a ratepayer, has served formal notice of objection in order to preserve a IOCU8 standi fot' 
appealing to Quarter Sessions, though no such points were raised and no appeals were 
taken to Sessions. 

Harper, 19,20l-4. 
19.231,12,267-9. 
12,4-91-6, 12.503-4. 
12.515-25. 
VRUance. 12.8.57. 
But .'l(!e alao Leete. 
13,413-5. 

Harper, 12.159-68. 
12,251-7. Dewey. 
13,068-9. 

101. Since 1893 the L(lndon County Council have had under their consideration a Harper, 12,101. 

Bill to consolidatA and amend the enactments relating to the valuation and assessment ~;':~~' :;':~;-s, 
of rateable property in London. The Bill was introduced into the House of Commons 12:180'.. •• b.Hi ..... oo; 
in 1893 and again in 1894 and 1896 by members of the Council who were also Memhers :r~t:'~ft~;o~o~Ii. 
of Parliament. The effect of the Bill, if passed, would be to obtain legislative endorse- Par. 34. Valianoc, ' 

ment of the position at present occupied by the Council as an intermediary between ::,~:~.Dr..'?~ 
the various Assessing .Authorities in the MetropoliS. 18;.84-9. 'l'.~g: 

. 18,695-719. 

102. The Metropolitan Common Poor Fund was established by Act of Parliament in 
1867. Certain charges in connexion with the poor law administration in the 
Metropolis are paid for out of the Common Poor Fund to which the Poor Law 
Authorities contribute on the basis of rateable value, thus making the richer districts 
contribute towards the relief of the poor in the poorer ones. 

30 & 31 Vict. c. 6. 
Cntter,70S5. Gnmmc, 
App. (Part II.) to 
Vol. I. of Min. of Ev •• 
No. XXVll., Pars. 
" and Gb. I-ecte. 
13,333-6, 13,.'361-8. 

103. The Equalisation Fund provided for by the London (Equalisation of Rates) 57 & 58 Viet .. e. 53. 
Act, 1894, iR formed by calculating what would be due from each parish in respect of Local Taxation 
a rllte of 6d. in the £, on its rateable value, and redistributing the amount according re~)r~. (~~n~~_. 
to the population of tho sanitary districts in the Metropolis. Where the contribution ;:rt rv~' I, 

to the Fund is more than the grant payable out of the Fund, the difference is raised 
from the parishes by the London County Council by means of a special county con-
tribution levied as part of the poor rate, but where the contribution to the Fund is less 
thlln the grant payable, the difference is paid over to the Sanitary Authority to be 
applied in lIid of their expenses under the Public Health (London) Act, 1891, and in 
reapecL of lighting and street expenses. It will thus be seen that expenditure for 
these purposes, equal to the amount of an annual rate of 6d. in the £ levied equally over 
the county, is borne by the several parishes according to their rateable value, but 
expendod in the areas of the Sanitary Authorities in proportion to their population. II 

• Rotton,244. Pnhmd, 2295. Humphreys.Da,·ie., 4223-5. Cutter, 7069-71, 7080-1,7094-101,7104-7, 
7114. Mnle, 11,788-91, 1I,84:l-5. R. Clark, 12,059-62, 12,067. Dowey, 13,173,13,192-3, 13,199-202. 
Vigel'8, 19,1.)50-7. 

t Sre footnote to Pal'llgl'nph 75. 
t Gumrne. ApI'. (Part II.) 10 Vol. I. of Min. of Ev., No. XXVII., TRble 11 (p. 294). Hurper, 12,14!h52, 

12,182-4, 12,:!60-6, 12,513-4, 12,5:18-4. Valhwoo, 12,695. Dewey, 13,004. 
§ Mnle, 11.8·1<1-11, 11,916-9. Hn."..., 12,123, 12,144, 12,IJ3-5, 12.191-5; and App. to Vol. II. of 

Min. of E\"., No. I., Pars. 29 to 33. V.llanel', 12,704-9. Dewey, 13,065; and ApI'. to Vol. II. of MiD. of 
Ev., No. Ill., POI". 2. 8, 6. Ll'('te, 13,2-l!l-.5I, ao(1 ApI'. 10 Vol. II. of Min. of Ev., No. IV., Par. 13. 
Tu::!';.t. 1~,4~~-nu. 18~:i2~17; nud App. to Vol. II. of A,lin. of Ev., No. V[II., Par. 12. Hills, 10,760-3. 

II &or at.., Gumme, !!74i-5l, 87M-70, 901,';-81; and ApI" (ParI II ) In Vol. I. of Min. of Ev ,No. XXVII 
Pal' •. 4 and 6 b, Dewe~·, 13,051-6, 13,109-15; I\ml ApI" 10 Vol. II. of MiD. of Ev., No. III., I'ar. 17. Leete. 
13,328~1:l, 1:1,3H-.H, 1:1.-116-31; and App. to Vol. II. of Min. of Ev., No. IV., Pa",. 27-l18. Tagg, 18,56.;; 
and ApI" to Vol. II. of Min. of Ev., No. VIII., Par. 23. Hill .. 19,725-43, 19,~07-17, 19,8~9-3~; aDd App. 
to Vol. II. of Min, of Ev., No. L ..... , Par. 1:1. 
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28 ROYAL COMMISSION ON LOCAL TAXATION: 

Vll.-System of Valuation for the Purpose80f the Inoome Ta.ll (Schedule ..4..) and 
Inhabited House Duty. .. . 

5 & 6 Vict: c.35. 104. The valuation of property for Income Tax purposes is (except in the Metropolis, 
A"damendlDg where under the Valuation (Metropolis) Act, 1869, the assessments follow those of the 
a::a3Vict.c.67. Union Assessment Committee) in the hands of Local Commissioners' appointed from 

;; & 6 Virt. o. 35. 
s.60. 

the 'body of Land Tax Commissioners. They appoint Assessors whose duties consist in 
procuring returns from occupiers as to the amount of rent actually paid, and in 
framing a list of the properties liable to be assessed. A copy of the Poor .Rate Valuat.ion 
is first obtained, and from this the forms are issued to the occupiers. It is upon these 
returns that the assessments to Schedule A. are made up. Should the occnpier fail to 
make a return of his rent. or of the annual value of the property occupied, thll Local 
Commissioners make an estimated assessment, generally based on the gross value shown 
in the last Poor Rate, though they are not in any way bound to accept this valuation, 
and may make an independent onll, based on what they consider to be the 'true annual 
value. Notices of Ilssessment are then issued, against which an appeal may be made. 
Such appeals are heard by the Local Commissioners, the Surveyor of Taxes attending 
on behalf of the Crown. If the appellant is dissatisfied with the decision of the 
Commissioners he may claim to have a valuer appointed whose valuation is binding. 

105. A new valuation is made every five years, and is adopted by law as the basis 
of the assessments for each of the four succeeding years. 

The annual value is defined to be·the rent if the property is let at rackrent on an 
agreement made within the seven years preceding, or, if the property is not ~o let, then 
on the rackrent at which it is worth to be let by the year. 

~7 & 58 Vict. c. 30. The Finanr.e Act of 1894 authorised an aHowance in respect of repairs of one eighth 
• 35. in the case of lands . (including farmhouses and buildings). In the case of houses and 

buildings other than those assessed.with lands, where thll owner is occupier or assess
able as landlord, or where he does the repairs, a deduction of one sixth if! allowed. 
Where a tenant is occupier and does the repairs, such· deduction is made-not 
exceeding in any case one sixth of the assessment-as may be sufficient to reduce the 
assessment to the rent actually paid. . . 

These deductionR are made for the purposes of' collection, i.e., they are not tsken 
into account in arriving at the assessable valu!!, but are a subsequent deduction in 
calculating the duty to be collected. 

14& 10 Vict. c. 36. 106. Assessments for Inhabited House Duty are determined by the same Authorities 
and in the same manner, but no deduction is allowed for repairs. * 

VIII.-S!Jatem of Valtuztirm for the Purposes of the Land Taa:. 

107. For Land Tax purposes each parish or place of sepat;ate assessment is practically 
an independent area with a fixed quota which the local Land l'ax Commissiollers are 
charged with the duty of raising every year by a yearly assessment upon the pro
perties iIi the parish which have not been exonerated. The quota was fixed in 1798, 
and has to be raised by an equal ponnd rat.e on the annual value of the properties 
assessed. 

Until the Finance Act, 1896, there was no direotion to the IJand Tax Commissioners 
38 Geo. Ill. c. o. as to the basis of valuation which they should adopt. They were simply to make the 
•. 4. assessments "with as mnch equality and indifference as is possible." The rate was 
4~ Geo. lIT. c.lI 1$. not to eyceed 48 I'n the pound s 180 4. • 

~&~()Vic!.c.28. By t?e Finance Act of 18~6 the rate C9,nnot exceed one shilling or be less than one 
'031 (2), 32 (2). penny ID the pound on the lDcome tax: assessment. In the former case the excess of 

the quota over what would be produced by the shilling rate is written off for the year; 
in the latter any surplus which is raised by the penny rate is applied in redeeming 
part of the quota. 'the practical result of these provisions i& that, in parishes which 

• Mr. G. Prior Goldney, the City Remembrancer, whG gave evidenoo on behalf of the Corporation of the 
City of London, comploined that, os the result of the present system of levying the Inhabited House Duty in 
the City, large wnrehoul3es aDd offices, which contain ample residentialaccommodatioD t are left unoccupit?<! to 
avoid t~e duty which would atlneh to the ,,·hole of the preDlises if a part was thus occupied; and th.t this 
WBS an mconvenience to those who would like to have 0. few clerks living on the pl'emises either for tha sake 
of pro~ction or for business purposes. He wao stated that many clerks with Jarge fa.milies aod small salaries 
would b. very glad to live, at "moderate renlnl, in the large and healthy "ooms at the top of such premises 
instead of having to travel to the subul'bs. He 8\1~gested that property occupied for business purposes and alro 
occupiod a. a rc.idenee, thoul'h in tbe Bame oeeuDation, should be distinguished. Goldner, 10,058, 10,070-4, 
10,076. .. • -
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are .affected by 'them, the annual value of the Income Tax assessment has to be 
adopted for JJand Tax purposes. • 

Any pel'!!on who ill aggrieved ~y ~n assessment fo~ !'an? Tax 011 his property ha$ a 
·right of appeal toJ;he local Oomm18s1oner3. whose declSlon 18 final. 

l • 

IX.-Obj8lltions to the present System of Valuation outside the Oounty of Londrm. 

108. The witnesses who have given information to us have unanimously concurred 
in the view that uniformity, equality, simplicity, and economy should exist under any 
system adopted for the valuation of properties. 

109. They have agreed, and we entirely concur in their opinion, thllt these conditions 
are greatly wanting under the systems which now exist in the different Valuation 
Areas throughout the couutry outside the Metropolis, though there is some difference 
of opinion as to thtl precise mode by which such conditions should be secured. A 
general desire has been expressed by most of the witnesses, and in a number of 
resolutions which have been ferwarded to us by l:'ublio Bodies, that it is desirable to 
have one Valuation Autherity, and one cystem of arriving at valuations fer the whele 
fating arel!. over whioh oommen rates are raised; that upen such valuatien all rates 
and taxes, beth fer Lecal and Imperial purposes, .sheuld be charged and levied; and, 
further, that, if possible, provision sheuld be made to obtain uniformity in valuatien 
througheut the whele country.* 

110. We have already shown that it is possible, eutside the Metropolis, fer five Botton. 84-90., 
independent valuatiens for the purpese of raising rates and taxes to exist contem- 2uG-9. 
por~neously in the same area, namely, one fer the peor rate, one fer the ceunty rate, 
one for the borough rat,l, one for the income tax, and one for the lImd tax. The 
number of Valuatien Authorities for local purposes in England and Wales, includillg 
the cerporations of municipal boroughs (who, however, frequently accept the Poer Law 
Valuation), is over 1,000. 

111. Outside the Metropolis there is no neoessary time at which a Valuation Liut is 
to be made, and it is pessible fer the same liot to be in operatien fer a very leng 
period.t There is no. uniform system ef, or scale fer, making deductions for arriving 
at the rateable values of varieus classes of preperties, the amounts allowed freQuently 
varying to a oonsiderable extent.t There is no uniferm system ef cempounding 
adepted.§ TherA is no. guarantee that Union AS8essment Committees are fairly 
representative of all interests within their areas, and it has been alleged that pr.rticular 
olasses of preperty are sometimes over-valued or under-valued according to the 
interest whICh the members of an Assessment Authority may have in bringing about 
-------------~--- .. -----

• Rotton, 224-7,242-4,302. Dawe, 1139--42, 1294, 1314-5,1341-2; and App. (Part II.) to Vol. I. of 
Min. of Ev., No. 1., l'or. I~. R. E. ~'o", 1493-4. Jeeves, 1609, 1691-7; and Apl" (part II.) to Vol. I. 
of-Min. of Ev., No. IV., Pars. 10, 11. Cripp_, 2050-1, 2056. Soneroft Holmes, 2752-3, 2801. Cle~ver, 
3965-6,8961,4037. Humpbreys.Davie" 4226, 4237-9, 427~. Peace, 4679-85,4709. Cobbold, 5379-84. 
Theobald, 5550. County l.:ounciJ.Association, App. (Part II.) to Vol. I. of Min. of E •. , No. XVII., P&:'.29. 
Hulton, 5809-12, 6000, 6010-1, 6049-56. Merri6eld, 6074 ; and App. (Port II.) to Vol. r. of Min. of Ev., 
No. XIX., Pars. I, 17, 18. Knocker, 6225-7, 6264-6; and App. (Part II.) to Vol. I. of Min. of Ev., No. XX., 
Par. II. Swainson,6387. Harris, 6306-410; and App. (Part H.) to Vol. I. of Min. of Ev., No. XXII., Pare. 
1,7. Watkins, 6632. Horn, 68!11-4, 6~!l~-97, 6929, 6945-9. E. H. Davie., 6994-8. Cutter, 7070-2, 7osa, 
7()~6, 7094. VulliulI1y, 7128, 7182-94. E"e, 7695. Pell, 7926-7, 7937, 7999. Rowlandson, 9975-7,9980. 
Jeffrey., 11,169, 11,171-4, 11,222. P. R. Smitb, 11,533-6. Payne,II,600. 

t Rotton, 14-7, 1~9, 192, 202-3, 221-2,2·18. Dawe, 1119, 1123-4, 1288-40, 1419-21. R. E. Fox, App. 
(Part II.) to Vol. I. of Min. of E,..., No. II., PM. 3. Jee,.. .. , 1616--7. Cleaver, 3918. Nortb, 4516-l:!, 
4.,20-32.' Hett, 4554-6, 4099-606. Peace,4668-71. Cobbold, 5241-6. Duffield, 5408-7. Hulton, 5764, 
6007, 603~-45. Mel'rifield, 6077. Harris, 6394; and App. (Part II.) to Vol. L of Min. ot Ev., No. XXII., 
l'ar.7. lIorn,6900-4. Eve,7696-7. Pell,7900-1. 

t Rotton, 89, 40,195-6. Jeeves, 1593-600; and App. (Par~ II.) to Vol. I. of Min. of Ev., No. IV., Table I. 
Cripps, 20:13-5; Rnd App. (Part II.) to Vol. 1. of Min. of Ev., No. VI., Para. 13, 14. Poland, 2228-9. 
C1eover, 3!1!11, 4307. Hett, 4561. Peace,4709-1O. Cobbold, 5278-88; aUlI App. (Part II.) to Vol. I. of 
Min. 01 E"., No. XV., P ..... 5, 13, 21-9, and Sob. II. Hulton, 5766, 5771-2, 6832,5915. Merrifield 
6072-.'1, 60~8-0; and App. (Part II.) to Vol. I. of Min. of Ev., No. XIX., PM. 16. Norton, 644<H!, 6469-70: 
Horn. 6920, 69!!!. E. H. Davies, 6994-8. Clltler, 707~-83. See aI/IO App. D., p. 58. 

\ Dawe, 1183, 1157-62, 1204, 1231-2, 1275, 1329; and App. (Part 11.) to Vol. I. of MiD. of Ev., No. I., 
}'IU'!!. 10, 11, 31. R. E. ~'ox, 1471-3, 1514-5; and App. (Part II.) to Vol. I. of Min. of Ev., No. II., 
Para. 6, 7, 13, 16. J~.ves, 1618-20, 1689-90, 17M I Rnd App. (Part II.) to Vol. I, of liIin. of Ev.,No. IV., 
Par, 19. Cripps,2022. Vulliamy, 7130-6. 
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Rotton.38. Cripps. 
20050-1. Morse, ~!18. 
Crompton, WlIH'.4f1SI-'1. 
1\1100,1, tsMI-f.. Cobbold, 
1\2.'1U-l:lI. E. H. Daviu, 
6U88-9. Livelley,D3.'m. 
JcITI'Sp!, 11,171. P. R, 
NllIiLh. 11.MI-2. 

Rotton, 191-2, 
195-6,250-1. 
Dawe, 1200. 
Jeffreys, 11,167-8. 

Rotton, 38~ 

suoh a result.... There is no statutory power for Assessment Committees to ascertain 
from owners and occupiers of property the amount of rent paid and othel' particulars,t 
and Assessment Committees have not the advantage, as is the case in the Metropolis, 
of the experience and knowledge of the Surveyors of 'faxes.! 

112. As between Parishes and Parishes, Unions and Unions, Counties Bnd Counties, 
there is no uniformity in the system adopted for valua.tion. Consequently there is 
ITllquently considerable inequaHty in the valuation of properties of the same 
character in different districts; and also in the relative amount of rates paid by 
occupiers in different parishes in the same Poor Law Union. Indeed under the 
present system of levying Coun~ and Union rates it is to the interest of Assessment 
Committees to have a low valuation, and this result could be obtained, by under
valuing, by neglecting to revalue, or by making large deductions from gross nlues of 
properties. 

113. Where separate valuations are made by different Authorities in the same 
area, if the valuations are identical, trouble and expense are incurred to no purpose. 
If the valuations are not identical, obviously there must be some want of equity in 
the distribution of charge among the ratepayers. 

114. On the other hand, in the case of separate valuations not being made, for in
stance, where the Council of a County, or of a Borough, situate in more than one Poor 
Law Union, adopts for the purpose of County or Borough rates the Valuations made 
by Union Assessment Committees, inequalities are even more likely to occur, since the 
valuations are made by separate Authorities who are entirely independent, both as to 
the time for making and revising the list8, and as to the system for determining gross 
and rateable value. We have been informed that variations in these respects actually 
occur, and indeed it is olear that the.A uthorities of the smaller areas have a positive 
interest in keeping their valuation low, so as to reduce their contribution to~ards 
common expenditure. 

115. In ~ppendix B. (p. 50) to this Report we have given in some detail extracts from 
the evidence of certain witnesses representing County anti Borough AuthOrities, and 
also of witnesses representing large commercial interests, demonstrating some of the 
inequalities and anomalies which result from the present system. 

116. A general opinion has been expressed that the Courts of Sessions a~ not 
satisfactory tribunals for hearing rating a.ppeals having referenoe to special classes 
of property, such as railways, callaIs, mines, tramways, docks, &c .. and that a special 
Authority, with a constitution analogous to that of the Railway Commission, and 
consisting of members with a special knowledge of rating questions and of law, 
lVould have more time to devote to the subject, and would be more fitted to consider 
oomplex and technical questions at a less cost to the parties concerned, It is also 
thought that greater uniformity in decisions would be therebysecured.§ 

• Rotton, 38, 95-7, 304-11. R. E. Fox, App. (Part II.) to Vol. I.of MiD. of Ev., No. II., Par. 11. 
Cripps, 2007-8, 2011-6; and App. (Part. II.) to Vol. I. of Min. of Ev., No. V., Pars. 10, 11,36. Sancroft 
Holmes, App. (Part II.) to Vol. 1. of Min. of Ev.,No. X., Par. 5. Cle8ver, 3959-60. Humphreys-Davies, 
4174, 4179-81, 4316, 4352, 4433; hut see also t,810. C. H. Fox, 4459. D. Howard, 4500-1. Morse, 
4727-40, 4830-9,.4879, 4931-3. Adamson, 513440. KDocker, 6178-9.5, 6227-32, 6235-7, 6249-.51, 
6258-62; Bnd App. (Part II.) to Vol. I. of Min. of Ev., No. XX., Pars. 4,6,7. SwaiDsoD, 6293; aod App. 
(Part II.) to Vol. I. ofMio. of Ev., No. XXI., Pars. 3, 4,9. Vulliamy,7202-.5. Pell, 7911-5, 7921, 8024. 
Peterson, 8257-61. Gepp, 8560. Jeffreys, 11,167-70. P. R. Smith, 11,372, 11,380, 11,422. PRYDe, 
11,639-40. KenDedy, 18,8,54-9,18,87$-8. MaoDersSmith, 18,986-94, 18,999-19,004. McLeorl,19.292-304, 
19,330-49. But contra Bee HOI'n, 6964-72. Cutter, 710tl-1,~. Clare Sewell-Read, 10,825-6. 

t Poland, 2291. Ratcliffe Ellis,2574-6. Saneroft Holmes, 2758-9. Cleaver, 3938-41, 3969. North, 
4519. Peace,4673. Cutter, 7074-7. 

:j: Cleaver,3961. Peace, 4672, 4709. Morse,4953. Theobald,5550. Hulton, 5768-70, 5943-51, 6000-6, 
6009, 602S. Me""ifield,6078. Horn, 6884, 6888-97,6947. E. H. Davies,7010-5. Cutter, T07:!. Vulliamy, 
7185-7. Pell, 7924, 7999, S024. Gepp, 8515-6, 8560-5; and App. (Part II.) to Vol. I. of MiD. of Ev., 
No. XXV., Pars. 14, 15. Jeffreys, 11,170-2. P. R. Smith,l1,342-6, 11,372, 11,422-3, 11,472-6. Payne, 
n,60n.. S. M. Howard, 11,718-20. 

§ D. Howard, 4502-4. Morse, 4737-45, 4778-804, 4893-7, 4953. Crompton, 4968-73. Adamson, 
50S7-9. Hulton, 6011, 6049~56; aDd App. (Port 11.) to Vol. I. of Min. of Ev., No. XVIII., Pars. 5-7. 
Merrifield, 6067, 6(173, 6129; and App. (Part n.) to Vol. I. of Min. of Ev., No. XIX., Pars. 17, IS. Eve, 
7702, 7726-8 .. Jones, 9111-2, 9145, 9184-6, 9275-8; aod App. (Part II.) to Vol. I. of MiD. of Ev., 
No. XXVIII., Pars. 18-8. Livesey, App. (Part II.) to Vol. I. of MiD. of Ev., No. XXIX., Par. 31. C. C_ 
Smith, 9395; DOd App. (part II.) to Vol, I. of Min. of Ev., No. XXX., Par. 8. Clare Sewell Rend, 10,396. 
P. R. Smit.h; 11,380, 11,431-6, 11,528-32. PaYDe, 11,610. S. M. Howard, 11,721-.5, 11,745; and 
App. (Part II.) to Vol. I. of Min, of Ev., No. XXXIX., Par. 23 (2). Male,l1,977. Vallance, 12,003-5. 
Dewey,13,060. Vigers, 19.377, 19,410-29. 
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X.-Objections to tt.e present System 'oj Valuation in tlle Oounty oj London. 

117. With reference to the working of the Valuation (Metropolis) Act, it will be' 
seen that some of the chief points of complaint made against the present system 
outside the Metropolis have been met to a certain extent by the providions of 
this A ct, which secures one valuation serving as the basis for both Imp!lrial and Local See Pars. 711, 79, 
~'axation, a re-valuation of all properties once every five years with powtjr of revision 85,90,91,97. 
during the intermediate period, a. scalll" of maximum deductions for the purpose of 
arriving at the rateable value, and the furnishing of returns similar to those obtained 
under the Income Tax Acts from owners and occupiers. The association of the See Pars. 79, 85, 
Surveyor of Taxes with the valuation is also provided for by the Act. The advantages 87-90,94-6. 
of these provisions have been recogni~ed by various witnesses, who, as already s~ted 
in paragraph 99, have recommended their extension to the other parts of the country. 

118. But these provisions are said not to have secured all that could be desired 
in the direction of a uniform and equitable system of valuation. It has been repre-
sented to us, as we have already stated, that, although the London County Council See Par. 100. 
has promoted conferences of representatives of the various Assessment Authorities 
with the view of producing uniformity of assessment procedure and practice, there is 
no Central Authority having statutory power to control the work of these Authorities; 
that there is no power to bring into a Provisional List properties or parts of pro- See Par. 80. 
perties altogether omitted from the Quinquennial List, the occupiers ef such properties 
conseqliently escaping for some time their share of local burdens; that the scale of 
maximum deductions appears to be generally regarded as the scale of actual deduc- Seel'ar. 83_ 
tiona, and consequently that property of which the value of the site forms a large 
proportion of the total value, is more liberally dealt with than property in which the 
value of the site forms only a small proportion; that. the form at present in use for the See Par. 90. 
purposes of the return made by the occupiers is not suitable to some very large and 
Important classes of property; that there is no power to obtain returns from occupiers See Par. S2. 
for the purposes of Provisional and Supplemental Lists; and. that the preparation of the 
Valuation Lists of parishes not in union does not appear to be subject to thE! check of 
overseers of other parishes, as is the caBe in parishes forming part of a Poor Law Union. See Par. 80. 

119. It has also been pointed out to us that where the powers of overseers have been See Par. n 
transferred under section 33 (1) of the Local Government Act of 1894 to the Vestries 
of parishes forming separate Sanitary Areas, and in which the Vestries appoint the 
Assessment Committee, such Vestries have the control both of the preparation of 
the Valuation Lists and of their revision. Attention has been drawn to. the incon- See Pal'. ~4. 
sistency of adding 10 per cent. to the rent reserved in certain CRses of property held 
under repairing leases to ootain the gross value, and of allowing the full maximum 
deduction from the gross value thus arrived at in order to obtain the rateable nlue 
of Buch properties. It has also been suggested that it would be advisable for the .'{ee Par. ~9. 
Surveyor of Taxes to have statutory powel's to attend all meetings of the Assessment 
Authol'ities held for valuati on purposes. 

• . n.-Attempts made to imp1'O'IJ6 the System oj Valuation. 

120. The defects in the system of valuation to which we have alluded have been 
recognised for a number of years, and, in addition to the Aets of Parliament which 
have beet! passed dealing with questions of valuation, various attempts have been made 
by the Legislature to remedy them, and to obtain uniformity in assessment throughout 
areas over which rates commou to such areas were levied. The Valuation (Metropolis) 32 & 33 Vicl. 
Act passed in 1869 embodied a number of suggestions which had been made in various c. 61. 
Bills brought into Parliament, the most important of such suggestions heing those to 
which reference has already been made in paragraph 117. Although the application 
of similar provisions to the rest of England and Wales have been recommended at 
various periods by Royal Commissions and by Select Committees of the Houses· of 
Parliament, and have also bl'en included in several Bills brought into the Honse of 
Commons, such provisions have not as yet received the sanction of the Legislature, 
nearly all the Bills beine: withdrawn after the first or second reading. 

. - . 
121. In AprillS50 a Bill introduced into the House of Commons by Mr. (afterwards' 

Sir) George Cornewall Lewis and Sir George Grey "for establishing one uniform mode 
.. of rating for the relief of the poor in England, and of assessing County rates," 
proposed that an Assessment Board should be formed in each County in England and 
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Hansard, 3. I., 
Vol. 110, Col. I, 
nud Vol. HI, 
Cols.I-3. 

Ho .... of Lord. 
Paper, 150 of 
1 S50, or House of 
Commone Paper, 
622 of 1850, 
questions 16,106. 

Hou ... of Loma 
l'kper, 150 of 
18S0, or Honoo of 
Commons Paper, 
622 of 18.50. 
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Wales composed of Justices of the Peace for the supervision and control of valuations. 
The authority of the Board was to extend over every city, county of a city, county of a 

• town, and Borough within the county, provision being made that the mayor of a 
borough should be entitled to act as a member of the Board in relation to such 
matters as the approval of any list for any parish or place situated within the Borough, 
or the hearillg or determining of objections thereto, and the making of alterations and 
insertions. Provision was made for the Board to appoint valuers, surveyors, and other 
officers with power to enter upon any lands, houses, or other properLies for the purpose 
of making valuations; and for the Board to obtain information from officials in charge 
of documents relating to the assessments of rates and taxes. Provisions were also 
made for the making of Valuation Lists by the overseers in each parish in the county, 
for their deposit for public inspection, for the making and hearing of objections, and for 
themaking of new or Supplemental Valuation Lists from time to time. Further, where 
it appeared to the Board that any question of law was involved in any objection to a 
Valuation List, 01' arose on the hearing of stich objection, the Board might either before, 
or upon the hearing of the objection, authorise the person objecting to appeal to Quarter 
Sessions, and might certify any facts which were proved or admitted before the Board, 
or which had been aSCilrtained by them. '£he Poor rate, County rate, nnd Borough 
rate were to be levied according to the net annual value of the property in the Valuation . 
List. The.A.ssessment Board was directed to send a yearly report to one of the 
Secretaries of State containing information of thell' proceedings, and giving the tot.o.l 
net annual value of the rateable property in each parish according to the Valuation List 
in force as approved by the Board. 

122. This Bill did not go beyond the first reading, but the same Session Lord 
Portman moved in the House of Lords for the appointment of a Select Committee, 
" to take into consideration the state of the Law affecting Parochial assel!!lments." He 
stated that "his object was to have an uniformity of ratinl! on all the property of the 
" country," and to secure" one rate and assessment for all the 'local taxation, instead of 
.. continuing the endless varieties of rating in the same parish, for the many wants 
" thereof." -

123. The Committee was appo~ted and Mr. ( afterwards Sir) George Cornewall Lewis, 
who was the first witness called by the Committee, referring to the Bill introduced 
that session, said: "I may state that one of the objects which the Bill, which is now 
" before the House of Commons, has in view, is as far as possible to secure a nniform 
" rating of all species of property up to the full valne. I need not tell the COl!!mittee 
.. that any attempt to secure the rating of property np to its full value is extremely 
" difficult; there is always an unwillingness to set down the full value of anything, 
" from an apprehension that it will lead to increased taxation; there is a constSl1t 
.. struggle to keep the assessment of property below its full value, partly with reference 
" to other classes of property in the same parish, and partly with reference to the 
" county rate; because if one parish can keep down its rating below that of another 
" parish, although it may be rated fairly as between all persons in the parish, it gains 
" in the county rate, if other pari$hes are rated up to the full value. Therefore there 
" is a constant disposition to keep the assesp.ment for local rates beiow the full value; 
" and one of the objects which this Bill has in view is as far as possible to secure a 
.. uniform rating up to the real value of the rateable hereditament." 

The witness further said: "We have never recognised the principle of having one 
.. valuation for all the different rates. If that principle were once admitted, the 
" inducement to have an accurate and complete valuation would be at its maximum, 
" because then you would know that whatever charge might be imposed, it would be 
" imposed upon that valuation; whereas if there is one assessment for one rate, and 
" another assessment for another rate, and an amended assessment for a third rate, no 
.. one cares much abont making a.ny assessment perfect. This is one defect of the 
" present system of valnation." 

124. The Committee made, among others, tbe following recommendations :-
"That the Magistrates at Quarter SessioDs shall divide Counties int.o District-s, and 

II appoint Committees of J.fagistrates to examine the assessments of Parishes in each 
" Distriot, and shall appoint District Surveyors to assist them (if necessary) in 
" ascertaining the correctness of such asse~sments. That the Ratepayers in Vestry in 
" every Parish be directed to appoint a Committee to assist the Overseer to make the 
.. Assessment in their Parish. If One-third or more in value of the ratepayers apply 
.. to Justices in Special Petty Sessions for a 8urveyor, the Justices shall appoint one 
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.. to a6sist the Committee. That within one Month after notice has been ginn that the 

.. Overseer has ~igned the assessment, any ratepayer may appeal therefrom. That such 

.. assessment, after the appeals are decided, shall be fixed for One Year. The Justices' 

.. a.cting in each Union, whether resident therein or not, shall hoid a Special Sessions 

.. once a year, with power to adjourn the same, for the purpose of hearing appeals, and 
" examining the assessments of every Parish within each Union, in order to ascertain 
.. whether the said assessments are ~ade on an uniform principle, and on an equal 
" relative valuation; and the said Justices may, if they shall think fit, call in the 
" a~sistance of the Surveyor for the district appointed by the Quarter Sessions. That 
.. the assessment shall not be thereafter altered, except on cause shown in cases of value 
.. to Justiceii in such Special Petty Sessions, or in cases of law to Justices in Qua,ter 
.. Sessions. That the Auditor 6ha11 not pass the accounts of the Offi<.:ers of any Parish 
" wherein the assessment has been alt.ered contrary to this law. That the ratepayers 
" in Vestry shall appoint in each year, after the year wherein such assessment hM been 
.. made, a committee to examine and take measures to correct, according to law, the 
.. assessment of the Parish. Iudividuals may apply for alterations to Overseer, who 
.. shall lay the application before the committee· of Vestry, and if acceded to, the 
.. Overseer, or the party interested, shll11 state the cause to tht' J usticfls; if refused 
.. by the committee of Vestry. the iudividual may appeal." 

In IS52 the County Rates Act was passed (see paragraphs 61 to 70), and then no 15 & 16 Viet. c.~I. 
further action was taken by the Legislature to deal with the question of valuation until the 25 /;,.26 Viet. 
passing of the Union Assessment Acts in 1862 and IS€4 to which reference has been ~7 ~;8 Viet c "n 
fully made 1n Section III. of the Report, paragraphs 40 to 60. . ., •. 

125. Five years after the passing of the Union Assessment Act, IS6:.!, a Bill was 25 & 26 Vict. 
introduced into the House ·of Commons by Mr. Ward Hunt, Secretary to the Treasury, e. 103. 
" to provide for a common basis of value for the purposes of Government and Local 
.. Taxation, and to promote uniformity in the assessment of rateable property in 
" ]~ngland." 

126. The main feature of this Bill was the suggested establishment of a County 
Yeluation Board in every county to direct and snpervise in certain ml>tters the 
proceodings of the Union Assessment Committees which had been created under the 
Act. of IS62. The Board was to consist of two members elected annually by each 
Assessment Committee from their own body, a member of each 'I.'own Council of a 
Borough having a separate Court of Qnarter Sessions, or else one of the magistrates of 
the Borough, with power to form committees to do the necessary work. The Board 
we:oe to frame a scale of maximum deductions and draw up instructions respecting 
their application, which should be binding on the Assessment Committees and overseers 
in the county. They were also to examine the Valuation Lists when approved by the 
Assessment Committees, and alter them if their instructions had been improperly 
carried out, and hlld power to summon the o-verseers al)d others before them and to call 
for returns. The Board could also, if they thought fit, divide the county into districts 
for the purpose of appeals, and appoint an assessor ~rrillter) to hear and determine 
them, aud alter the lists if necessary. '£be Valuati'l.Jto,List was to be conclusive for 
pOOl' rate, county rate, borough rate, and every other' rate levied on the same basis, 
lind also for certain taxes. Every Valuation List was to be revised annually. 
Provisional Lists were, if necessary. to be made at intervals, and a new one was to 
be madfl triennially. Occupiers were to make returns triennially, and they might also 
be obtained by the Assessment Committee from both owners and occupiers, but, if 
demanded by the Surveyor of Taxes, the collection of such returns was compulsory. 
The Overseers were to make two copies of the Valuation List, one of which was to be 
forwarded to the Surveyor of Taxes who might give notice of objections and appll31s. 
'1'he amount of gross value of a property specified by Surveyors of Taxes in snch notice 
was to he inserted i~ the Valuation List, unle~s proved to be wl·ong. 

It was also provided that where a Borough was situated in more than one County, 
ever.v Union of which any part was situated in the Borough should, for the purpose of 
the Bill, be deemed to be in the C'>unty in which at the time of the pa~sing of the Bill 
tho large.t part in value of the Borough was situated. and where a Union or Parish 
was in more than one County it was to be deemed to be in the County in which the 
largest part in mlue was situated. The Bill did not apply to the Yetropolis. 

127. Mr. Ward Hunt when inti-oducing the Bill drew attention to the hardships ~.n ... rd, 3.~ 
imposed upon ratepay£rs in having to appeal against several valuations, and to the '.?1.185,Col,.2J2, 
advDntages of having one valuation for all purposes within the area of a county. HI! 2~3. 
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pointed out that the Bill proposed to make use of the existing machinery, and that the 
functions of the Boards of Guardians and of Poor Law Officers were not to be disturbed . 

. The County Valuation Board would chiefly. be concerned with matters relating to the 
scale of deductions. This Bill was read a second time and committed to a Select 
Committee, bllt was subsequently withdrawn. 

HouseoflJommoD. 128 . .A Select Committee of the House of Commons appointed in 1868 to inquire 
Paper, 342 of into the assessment and collection.of poor rate3 and other local rates and taxes in 
186S, Heprint.ed England and Wales, made the following observations in their report; _ 
Ma.v 1873, Par. 2. 

"Your Committee . . . _ . assume that Parliament will, as soon as practicable, 
" pass some measure, which, in their opinion, is much required, for the purpose of 
" establishing a common basis for the assessment of looal rates and taxes, to secure an 
" accurate account both of a~l property to be assessed, and of the annual value on which 
" the assessment is to ·be made, so that the rating shall be equal on all the contributories 
.. to local charges to the extent to which they are to.be taxed." 

Hansard, 3 •. , 129. In 1869 the Valuation (Metropolis) Act was passed which embodied several of 
Vol. 194,CoI.170. the provisions contained in Mr. Ward Hunt's Bill of 1867. Mr. Goschen, the Chief 

Commissioner of the Poor Law Board, in moving for leave to bring in the Bill said 
that its object and scope was to provide .. that where there was a common charge 
" there should be a uniform assessment co-extensive with the area of that charge." 
Reference has already been made t9 the main features of this Act in Section Vr., 
paragraphs 75 to 103. . 

We have been informed that the effect of this Act has been to Stlcure uniformity 
to a considerable extent in the systems adopted by the various Assessment Committees 
within the Metropolis." 

Han"'l'd, 3 •. , 130. In the same year Mr. Goschen introduced a Bill which did not apply to the 
Vol. 191, Col. 185. Metropolis, .. to provide for a common basis of value for the purposes of government 

" and local taxation, and to promote uniformity in the assessment of rateable property 
" in England." This Bill resembled, as regarded the constitution and powers of 
County Valuation Boards and generally as to its otber provisions, the Bill introduced . 
by Mr. Ward Hunt in 1867 .. The Valuation Boards were to determine the per
centage or rate of deductions to be made from the gross value in calculating the 
rateable. valuA of hereditaments,. and were. to be,guided by the amounts given in a 
Schedule annexed to the Bill, the limits of which were not to be exceeded, and that 
appeals were to be made to the County Court Judge .of the district. The Bill was 

IIouse of Common. 
Paper, 353 of 18'10, 
l'ar.5. 

:12 & 33 Viet. 
". 67. 

HaDsn.rd, 8 B., 
Vol. 215, Col •. 
\503-6. 

withdrawn in July 1869 without debate. 
131. A Select Committee of the House of. Commons, appointed in 1870 to inquire 

whether it was expedient that the payment of local rates should be divided between 
owners and occupiers, referring to the question of uniformity in assessment and 
collection of rates, resolved ;-

"That the great variety 'of ratE's levied by different Authorities, even in the same 
.. area, on different assessments, with different deductions, and by different collectors, 
.. has produced great confusion and expense; and that, in any change of the law as 
" regards local taxation, uniformity and simplicity of assessment and collection, as 
" well as of economy of management, ought to be secured as far as possible." 

132. In 1873, a Bill was introduced by Mr. Stansfeld to .. provide for uniformity in 
" the valuation of property for the purposes of rates and taxes," which recited that it 
was expedient to extend the Valuation (Metropolis) Act to the rest of England. The 
provisions of the Bill were in many respects similar to those contained in the 
Valuation (Met.ropolis) Act, providing for a quinquennialre-valuation, annual revision, 
and Provisional Lists, the making of returns by owners and occupiers, a maximum 
scale of deductions, and for certain powers to be given to Surveyors of Taxes. The 
Valuation List was to be conclusive for the 'purposes of all local rates and certain 
taxes. 

133. Mr. Stansfeld in introducing the Bill, pointed out that the valuation made by 
the Union Assessment Committees did not bind the County Authorities, and could 
not be accept~d as the basis both for all rates and taxes, owing to the great want 
of uniformity whieh existed, due to the different systems adopted by the various 
Valuation Authorities for ascertaining the rateable values. Mr. Stansfeld further pointed 
out that what was desired was to obtain uniformity of gross valuation, and uniformity 

• Rotton,244. Poland, 2291-6. Humphreys-Davies, 4223-6. Cutter, 7070-83, 7086-7,7094-5,7\0·1-7, 
7114. Pell, 7897-9, 7922, 7937-8. Se. also .References to Par. 90. 
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of cleduct~on' for the. pu~poses of arriving at the rateable value, not ouly as between 
every parIsh and umon In the county, but as between the various counties, in order 
that one basis of valuation for rates and taxes might be secured. This Bill was also 
withdrawn. 

134. In each of the years 1876, 1877, 1878, and 1879, Mr. Sclater-Booth, the 
President of the Local GoverJlment Board. introduced a Bill to consolidate and amend 
the laws relatiug to the valuation of '}X"operty for the purposes of rates and taxes, 
but thl'Y were all withdrawn. Many of the provisions in these Hills were of a similar 
character to those contaiued in the Valuation (Metropolis) Act, and introduced in 
Mr. Stansfeld's Bill in 187.3, already referred. to. In the Bill of 1876, provision was 
made for a Committee of the Quarter Sessions of a county to supervise, with a view to 
the County Rate, the totals of the gross and rateable value of the Valuation Lists of 
the various parishes in the county. The Committee were given power to make 
objections. to or appeal against a Valuation List. This provision for the establish
ment of a Uommitt.ee of Supervision was omitted in the Bill of 1877. 

135. When introducing his Bill of 1877, Mr. Sclater-Booth said that he relied a Hausard, 3 ". 
good deal in submitting the measure to the House ·upon the absurdity of the present VoL 232, Col;, 
system by which the same description of property was valued by different Authorities 2M, 20~, 209. 
upon different principles or bases of ·valuation. He then expressed the opinioI:; that 
the area of a Union wa~ sufficiently large to be administereq for the purpose of 
valuation, that the Guardians had carried out their work of valuation with justice 
and accuracy, and that he saw no ground for taking' away their duties connected with 
valuation, or for entrusting these duties to a body representing the larger but uncertain 
IIrea of a County. He thought that a county authority could not have the same 
minute knowledge of the detailed circumstances of different localities and would fail 
to give satisfaction. 

136. Sir Waltl'lr Barttelot, on the other band, stated that a very large practical HaD""rd, 3 s., . 
experienctJ had shown him that the rates in different Unions, although adjoining, were Vol. 232, Col. 213. 
far from being eq~al, and, in order that they might be placed upon a fair and reasonable 
footing. there should be some fresh general valuation made throughout the counties. 

137. Iu 1878, on the proposal for the Valuation Bill of that YAar to go to Com- Hallsard, a-•.• 
mittee, Mr. Sclater-Booth said that the first object was to secure one valuation instead Vol. 2'10, Col. 
of having properties valued by several Authorities, and secondly, to secure uuiformity ~1~52~~~Vol.213 
in the charge for the County Rate, a step which, in his opinion. would pave the WIly o. . 
for other administrative reforms. He stated that the Government believed that a 
great, although not a complete, approach towards uniformity would be achieved by 
the provisions as to oounty supervision in the Bill. Amendments were moved to the 
Bills of 1877 and 1878 to the effect that the quostion of valuation should be postponed 
until after the County Boards had been established. as the Bill ought to follow a 
County Government Bill and not precede it. Mr. Sclater-4Jooth, however, expressed 
the opinion that the passing of the Valuation Bill would advance the prospects of 
passing a Bill to establish County Boards, and several clauses of the 1878 Bill were 
passet). through Committee before it was withdrawn. The Bill of 1879 was substantially 
the same as that of 1878. 

138. In the Sessions of 1878 and 1879 Bills were introduced by Mr. Sclater-Booth, 
to establish County Boards in England for certain administrative purposes connected 
with county business, which were also withdrawn. Among other provision!:! in the 
later Bill, the powers, functions and duties of the justices in Quarter Sessions in 
'relation to preparing a basis or standard for, and the making, assessing. levying, and 
collecting any oounty rate, or hundred rate, were to be transferred to the County 
Hoard. In the Valuation Hills of the sarno Sessions, it was provided that where a 
County Board had reason to believe that an Assessment Committee, in revising the 
Valuation List of any parish in the county, had adopted a different scale of deductions 
or principle of valuation to that defined by the Act, or in use in another parish in 
the County, or tha.t the total of the gross or rateable value in a Valua.tion List for a 
parish in the county was too high or too low, the Board might require the AsseEament 
Committee to revise the list, and if necessary. might direct a valuation of the parish, 
or any class of hereditaments therein. to be made by a valuer appointed by the 
Asse~sment Committee and approved by the Board. 

139. The objections which were raised to the Bills introduced by Mr. Sclater-Booth 
in 1~77 and 1878, that the creatioD of a CounLy Authority for dea.ling w~h questions 
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affecting valuation should follow, and not precede, an Act creating a system of Couuty 
Local Government, have since been removed by the passing of the Local GO"l"ernment 
Act of 1888, which created representative Councils. in the areas of A.dministrativo 
Counties, and in County Boronghs. 

140. Further, among the reasons urged by Mr. Sclater-Boothwhen introducing his 
Bills in 1877 and 1878 in favour of retaining the areas of Unions for the purposes of 
valuation was the following :-That as the Boards of Guardians were the A.uthorities 
entrusted with the spending of the greater portion of the ratepayers' money, and 
with the more detailed m!lnagement of their local affairs, they should also be entrusted 
with the vuluation and assc~sment of properties in respect of which local rates were 
raised. 

141. But; for some years a considerable change has been taking place in the relative 
amounts raised by the County, the Poor Law, and the Borough Authorities .. 

The following figures show that in the last 17 years the amount of rates raised by 
the County and Borough Authorities has much increased compared with the am'Junt 
of those raised by the Poor Law Authorities. 

Thus in 1879-80 the total amount of rates raised by County and Borough Autho
rities outside the Metropolis was 5,495,9441. or 10'0 per cent. less than the amount 
so raised by Poor Law Authorities, viz., 6,107,8051., whereas in 1896-97, the County and 
Borough Authorities raised 11,537,947l., or 72'7 per cent. more than the total sum 
(6,681,3321.) raised by the Poor Law Authorities. It should also be noted that of the 
8,803,7271. raised by rates by Boroug'h Authorities in 1896-7 the Councils of County 
Boroughs were responsible for 6,457,5001. 

TABLE showing the AMOUNTS of RATES raised by POOR LA.W, COU!iTY, BOROUOJl:, aud other 
LOCAL AUTHORITIES in ENGLAND and WALES (excluding the Metropolis) in 1879-80 
and 1896-97. 

------------.------------------.~-----

Authorities. 1B79-80. 

£ £ 
Poor Law A.uthorities 6,107,H05 I 6,681,332 
:~orougb Authorities:- i 

County Boroughs - 1 3 93~ 113 {' 6,457,500· 
Other than County Boroughs I J ' I, \ 2,346,227· 

County Authorities - I I,55S,S3It I 2,734,220t 
Other Local A.uthorities - 5,226,576 I 9,032,9~2 

• Total • .c l--l~O~5-i~~52~ 

XU.-Objections to the present Syaip,m of the Collection of Rates. 

142. The collection of separate rates and taxes is' frequently made in the same 
area at diflerent periods, by different collectors appointed by, and acting under the 
instructions of, different Spending Authorities. 

143. Thus within the areas of Boroughs and Urban Districts outside the Metropolis, 
separate collections are made for Imperial Taxes, for tho Poor Rate, and the General 
District Rate.t 

·For instance, in the caso of a Borough with five parishes there will be a set of 
collectors for the Poor Rate in each parish, auother set of collectors employed by the 
Corporation to go o,er tbe same areas to collect the Municipal rates which are not 
collected with the Poor Rate, and also the collectors for the J mperial taxes. 

• Excluding contributions to School Boards. 
• t includin" 91,'1621. and 1~5,6W;I. raised by the Receiver for the MetJ'opoJitan Police District in extra

Metropolitan Districts. 
~ Dawe, App. (Pal'tII.) to Vol. I. of Min of E,".,Na. I., Pur,. 13-15. R. E. Fa", App. (Purt Ii) to Vol. I. 

of Min. of Ev., No. II" Pal'. 2 •. Jeeves, App. (Part II.) to Vol. I. of Min. of Ev., No. IV., P.". lO. Cripps, 
App. (Part JI.) to Vol.!' of Min of Ev., No. VI., Pars. 26-30. N orton, 6~o2-4. 
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144. We have recoived numerous complaint!! of the preseut system, both from 
witnesses who have appeal..ld before us, aud from Puulic Bodies, 'who have bent 
resolutions condemning it on the ground that it entails unnecessary trouble, expense, 
and inconvenience to the Authorities concerned, particularly in urban centres, and 
also to the ratepayers. Many of them have suggested that all rates and taxes in 
each area should be collected simultaneously by the same collector upon one demand 
note, under the direction of one Authority.· In the Appendix to this report the App. c., p. 5,';' 
evidence of certain witnesses is giverl 'demonstrating the inconvenience frequently 
entailed by the existiug system. and showing that a considerable BBvillg to the 
ratepayers can be effected by a reduction in the number of collecting Authorities. 

XIII.-Attempts made to improve tkB System of Oolleotion. 

1<15. The defects and inconveniences referred to have at various times been pointed 
out by Select Committees of the House of Commons, and attempts have been made to 
remedy them by legislation. 

146. The Select Commit~ee of the House of Commons appointed in 1868 to inquire H()use()fCommons 
into the assessment and collection of poor rates, and other local rates and taxes in Paper. S42.of 
England and Waled, reported with reference to the collection of rates as follows :- ~~~' 1~~~~led 

147 ... At present . • . . the greatest diversity of procedure exists, both under Par.6. 
" the general Acts and numerous local Acts now in force. In some places the Poor 
" Rate is made and collected separately from a Borough Rate, or other rate; in others 
.. it includes one or both of such rates; other rates are in like manner made 
.. separately or in combinatiQn. In some parishes there are several rate books, in 
.. others but one, with several qistinct rates entered in it. Nor is there Rny certain 
.. time for which rates are to be assessed; in some parishes they are made yearly, in 
.. others half yearly, in others three times, and in others quarterly; and rate& for 
.. dilferent purposes are made at different periods; nor is there any law tending to 
., ensure the several rates being assessed at the Bame time, or for the same period, in 
.. the same parish. ~l'he collection of the rates, when made, is also carried on without 
" any uniformity of system; sometimes one collectol', in some place8, collects several 
" rates in the same district; in other places different collectors are employed to collect 
" the rates separately in the same district. N 01' is there any well-defined period or 
" rule for the collection of the rates, for accounting for arrears, or for enforcing 
" their payment. In some places thE' overseer of the poor collects the poor rates and 
.. other rates with them; and in others stipendiary assistant overseers or collectors are 
.. employed, and are remunerated either by a commission or a fixed salary." 

" This confused state of things manifestly entails upon the local officers, who have Par. i. 
" io undertake tho duty of making or collecting rates, a great deal of unnecessary 
.. trouble and expense, which your Committee think might be obviated by a more 
.. comprehensive and complete system." 

" To provide for a careful and regular collection of the rates, that duty should be Par. 13. 
" erttrn~ted to one or more paid collectors, who should be allowed a per-centage on 
.. the rate collected, or 8 salary • . . . . • They should also be required to 
.. discharge the duty of ascertaining all improvements in the condition of the premises 
" rendering a re-asses~ment necessary, and inquire into all changes in the ownership 
" and occupation of the premises, and to report thereon, from time to time, to 
.. ihe overseers, or to the Authority by whom the assessment roll may be prepared . 
.. Upon these reports a supplemental rate could be made as required, so as to charge 
" each ratepayer with his proper quota for any part of the year for which he might 
.. be liable. Thus the rate book would be continually revised, and an accuratfl register 
.. of the improved value of each property and of every change in itll oocupation would 
" be kept up." 
-----------------------------

• Rotton, 2-12-3. Dawe. App. (Part II.) to Vol. I. of Min. of Ev., No. I., Par •• 20-22. R. E. Fox,. 
1493-4; and A pp. (Part II.) to VoL t. of Min. of Ev., No. II., Pal'. 1. Jeev .. , 16U-2'; and App. (Purt II.) 
to Vol. I. of Min. of }~v., No. IV., P ...... 14-5. J. H. Ellis, App. (Part II.) to Vol. I. of Mi;' of Ev., 
No. V., Pn". 6, 7. Cl'ipp" 2023..;J2; nnd App. (Part II.) to Vol. I. of Min. 01' Ev., No. VI., Pars. SI, 35 .• 
eh~vl3r, 3055. NOl'lh,4527. Uett, 4564. Peace, 4G~5. CnhlJold,5843. Knocker, 6221, 62H5-6. Swaiuson 
li,~14. HUl'l'i., 6:mS-7; lind App. (I>art II.) to Vol. I. of MiD. uf Ev., No. XXII., Par. 6. Norton, 6452-4: 
tlt.SU-Il. Horo, 68~t~ _ 6928, 6~a6;7. Vul\jamy,.7128, 7182. C. C. Smith, App. (ParI. II.) to Vol. I. of 
MID. of. E,·., No. XXX., Par. 1". ragl!', 18,624 ..... 
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148. Among ,the resolutions passed by the Committee were the follow~ng;-

That every Local Authority entitled to raisea!}y money by means of local rates 
should make a requisition on the, overseer or other proper officer for the 
whole amount required to be paid, so far as the same can be estimated, for the 
period of one year, commencing at a fixed period. 

That such requisition should state the amounts which may be required for the 
several purposes, if more than one, for which rates are authorised by law 
to be made. 

'l'hat the overseer should, on receipt of all the requisitions made on him fOl' the 
year, make one consolidated rate sufficient to satisfy all such requisitions. 

That a Demand Note should be left with each ratepayer, on the rate being 
made, stating the amount of the requisitions, the l'atein the pound for each 
purpose, and the period for which the rate is made, the rateable value- of the 
premisos, the amount of the rate thereon, and of each payment. 

That every change in the ownership and occupation of premises should be 
reported by the collecting officer to the overeeer, and every increase in the 
value of the premises should be reported to the Assessment Committee. 

That the Commissioners for the AssesRment of Imperial Taxes should deliver yearly 
to the overseer, or other proper officer, a schedule of the taxes to be collected 
from taxpayers in the parish (except the assessment of the Special CommissIOners 
of the Income Tax). . - . 

149. Again, in 18~0, the Report of the Select Committee of the House of Commons 
on Loc!lJl Taxation contained the following references to the subject of the collection 
of rates;- ' 

That the great variety of rates levied by different Authorities, even in the same 
area, on different assessments, with different deductions, and by different 
collectors, has produced great confusion and expense; and tha~, in any change 
of the law a,s regards local taxation, uniformity and Himplicity of assessment 
and collection, as well as of economy of management, ought to be secured as far 
as possible. " 

That the consolidation into one rate of all local rates collected within the same 
area is a matter of great importance; and roU!' Committee concur in the 
Resolution of the Select Committee on Poor Rares Assessment, 1868, which 
recommended one consolidated rate, viz.; "that a demaud note should be left 
" with each ratepayer, on the rate being maue, stilting the amount of the 
" requisItions, the rate in the ponnd for each purpose, and the period for which 
" the rate is made, the rateable value of the premises, the amount of the rato 
" thereon, and of each paymeut" of the instalments of the rates. 

150. In 1873 Mr. Stansfel<l, the President of the Local Government Board, brought 
in a Bill, which was subsequently withdrawn, to amend the law respecting the collection 
and making of rates, and to provide for a consolidated rate. ' The provisions of the 
Bill did not apply to the Metropolis. The Bill provided that all Local Authorities 
should serve precepts on the overseers of parishes before the' commencement of each 
rating year, requiring the overseers to raise and pay them the sums specified by them 
for their requirements at such times and in such instalments as was desired. After 
the commencement of the rating year, the overseers were to cause an annual rate 
called the local rate, to be assessed and made, snfficient to' raise the, sums required 
to satisfy all the precepts received by them, and for all other expense~ payable out 
of the poor rate. 

The local rate was to be assessed, made, and levied at !ill equal rate in the £, 
subject to certain deductions, on the full rateable value stated in the Valuation List 
for the parish of every rateable property comprised in the list. Before the levy of 
the rate or first instalment of the rate became payable, the overseers were to serve on 
every occupier Hable to pay such rate a demand note stating-' 

(1.) The amount of the fund to be raised by the local rate. 
(2.) The amount in the £ of such rate. , 
(3.) The approximate amount in the £ required in respect of each precept. 
(4.) The amount to be paid during the ensuing'year by the oocupier: . 
(5.) 'J~he manuer and time of paying such amount. 
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. 'XIV.-Suggested A1'eaB for the Pwrposes of Valuation. 

151. The following suggestions have been made by witnesses, the majority of whoru 
represent Local Authorities, for the creation of one Valuation Authority, upon whose 
valuations all rates and taxes should be levied :-, ' 

(1.) That there should be a Valuation Authority in each Geographical* County.t 
(2.) 'l'hat there. should be a Valuatio.n Authority in each Administrative County, 

and also m each County Borough.; 
(3.) 'rhat the existing Union Authorities should be retained, and, perhaps, made 

more representative; and that a Central, Authority should be created in 
each county to supervise the valuations of the various 'Union Authorities 
within it.§ 

(4.) That the existing Union Authorities should be retained, and made representative 
of the chief rating Authorities in the county, and also of the Inland 
Revenue Authorities. II 

152. It is unfortunate that, owing to some Poor Law Unions being situated in more 
than one Administ.rative County, and to others being situated partly within and 
partly without the areas of Boroughs, it is impossible to suggest any scheme which 
willm all cases secure that the area of each Spending Authority shall be conterminous 
with the areas of one or more Valuation Authorities or be wholly comprised in the 
area of one Valuation Authority. 

153. Thus,if the Poor Law Unions were accepted as the areas for valuation for 
all purposes, the County Authorities would levy tbeir rates on the Unions or portions 
of Unions situated in their respective CountiEls, and it would 'therefore be possible 
to have two or more rates made by the various County Authorities levied over 
different portions of the same Union. 

154. Again if Geographical or Administrative Counties were taken as the areas 
for valuation for all purposes, then the rates would be levied in portions of Unions 
situated in two or more Counties upon the valuation made by the Valuation Authu
rities of the respective'Counties. Consequently, the Poor Rate within the areas of such 
Unions would be levied upon two, or perhaps more, valuations. 

155. And if Administrative Counties were taken as the areas, then in case of a 
County Borough, the part of a Union situated within the Borough would be subject 
to the valuation of the Borough Authority for all purposes; and the part situated 
outside the Borough would be subject to the valuation of the County Authority. 
Thus the Poor Rate within the areas of such Unions would be levied upon two, or 
perhaps more, valuations. 

156. On the other hand, if the areas of Geographical Counties or Administrative 
Counties and also County Borou~hs were selected, uniformity would be seoured 
throughout suoh Counties, ana also throughout Boroughs situated in more than one 
Union, and would exist in a much larger portion of the country than at present. 
Consequently the relative burdens borne by the ratepayers in those districts would 
be :tI\.ore equitable. 

• The term Geographical Oounty in tbis and the succeeding paragraph. me.an. t.he area composed of tbe 
Administrative County and thOBO County Borou~hs (if any) with which it sbare. in the di.tribution of the 
monies paid out of the Local Taxation Account uIld.r the Local Government Act, 18B8. (See footnote t·) to 
Par. Ill!.) 

t Joeves, 1699-1706. County Council. Association, App. (Part II.) to Vol. I. of Min. of Ev., No. XVII., 
Pars. 15, 16. Hulton, 5758-75, 5~2a-31, 5913-8, 5971-2, 5982, 6000-12, 6027-9; and ApI'. (Part II.) 
to Vol. I. of Min. of Ev., No. XVIII., Pars. 1-4. Viger., 19,432-4, 19,437, 19,440, 19,664-7. 

t Dawe, 1141-2, 1147-50, 1155, .1219-20, 1235, 1278-9, 1293, 1350-1, 1422.3; and App. (Part II.) to 
Yol. I. of Min. of Ev., No. I., P ...... 24-6, 29. Sft:>cro!t Holmes, 2760-6. D. Howard,4500-3. Morse, 
4830-6,4893-7. Crompton,4967-75. N,)rton,6452-{;8. Watkin$,6637-9. 

§ Orippa, 2071-3. l:obbold, 52 I !!-25, 5309-12. Duffield, :1422, 05473. Merrifield, 6062-8, 6{)72-4, 
6078, 6081-7, 6112-2~; and App. tPart II.) to Vol. I. of Min. of Ev., No. XIX., Pars. 11-5. Gapp, ~515-11, 
8520; and App. tPort II.) to Vol. I. of Min. of Ev., No. XXV., Par. 13. Clare Sewell Read, 1O,3~5-7. 
Tagg, IR,589-90. 18,603-9, 18,61 I, 18,640-50,18,655-65,18,765-78; and ApI'. \(I Vol. II. of Min. of Ev., 
No. VIlL, Par. 25. See 0110 references to Par. Ill. 

n R. E. Fo", 1495-6. Joeves, 1589-92,1691-8; and ApI" (Part n.) to Vol. I. of MiD. of Ev., No. IV., 
Par.IS. Cripps, App. (Pan II.) to Vol. J. of Min. of Ev., No. VI., Par. 36. Poland, 2450. CI •••• r.3961. 
Humphrevs.Davies, 4207-10,435:1. Peace, !6~3, 47011. H .... ris, 63!15-410; nnd App. (Part II.) to VoL I 
of Min. ot' E •. , No. XXII., Pars. 2, 3. Born, 6~!11-3, 6890, 6~41-4. ,E .. H. naTi"" 7010-5 Vulliowy, 
'Tl26-7, 7137, 7183. Pell,7921-4. Jell' .. "ys, 11,170-2, 11,223-31. P. R. ~mllb, 11,~O4-16, 11,433, 11,·.11;4.. 
71, l1,643~1. S. M. lIo ...... -d. 11,702-4. S"" also foolnoto tn 10 Par. 11 I, p. 30. 

E4 

See Appendix A. 
'fabl •• I. 10 Y., 
PI'. 47 to 60. 
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157. We entirely concur in the 8ug~esti?nB which have been so f~equently made that 
.iu is desirable to have only one valuatLOn In each area on ,vhich rates and taxes for all 
purposes should be raised. Such a ~yste~ wo~d ~inimise expe.nse, trouble, and incon. 
venience, a.nd would further result In unIformity In the valuatlOn of the same classes 
of property throughout the same area. 

158. This object could not be obtained .by allowing the Union Authority to fix •. ~ 
valuation binding on the County Authonty a~ there would be no machinery for 
l!~curing a uniform valuation in the. different Unions in a County, unless the conati. 
1,ution of the present Union Authonty was altered and made representative' .also, of 
the County Authority. or unless the County Authority had supervisory powers over the 
valuations made by the Union Authorities within' the County; Moreover. it would be 
to the interest of t,he Union Authority to make the valuation in each Union area as 
low as possible, if the same valuation was taken as the basis for County and Imperial 
charges. 

]'oland,24". 159. It is obvious that, for the purpose of securing a uniform valuation, the selection 
(',,'mptoll, 4'74 f h I h' h . t'bl 'th th ill' t d . . Y;g.rs, 19,481, 19.489. 0 t e argest area w I~ IS compa I • e WI. • e e Clen ~n accurate performance of 
1',620, 19,64S, 19 .•• 4. the work connected With the valuatlOn WithIn the area, IS the most likely to attain 

the end we have in view. 

160. Putting on one side the suggestion of a Central Government Department, 
which we do not think desirable, the question arises whether it would be. advisable to 
create a Valuation Authority in each County. 

161. The Geographical County, being the largest area over which local rates are at 
pre~ent raised, would be, theoretically, the most desirable area to adopt for the 
purposes of valuation. But we think that the County Boroughs, which were made 
separate administrative counties by the Local Government Act of 188S,should be 
separate areas for the purposes of valuation. Weare of opinion that this would be in 
accordance with the spirit of that Act, and that it would be advisable, having regard 
to the fact that very few of the County Councils and Couaty Borough Councils have 
taken advantage of Section 33 of the J"ocal Government Act, 1888, which provides 
for the formation of a joint committee of such Authoritir.s for the purpose of 
settling a valuation upon which any common payments or contributions may be 
calculated. 

162. The Administrative County, therefore, is the area which we consider should be 
adopted for the purposes of one uniform valuation, except in the case of Lancas"bire, 
to which reference will presently be made, but we think that the County Council and 
the County Borough Councilor Councils in a Geographical County should have power 
to combine under a joint County Authority consti tuted on the 'same principle a" a joint 
committee under th~ JJocal Government Act, 188~, and to a~opt a uniform valuation 
for the Geographical County. 

163. In the exceptional case of Lancashire, however, which containa no less than 15 
County Boroughs, we think that the area of the Administrative County would not be 
II suitable one, and that one Valuation Authority for Lancashire should act for the 
whole County. Evidence has been given as to the success which has attended the 
operation of the County Rate Committee in that County. and of the harmony wbich 
exists between the representatives of the urban and rural districts.* 

XV.-Recommendations. 

]64. We therefore suggest that the following scheme for the purpose of securing 
greatar uniformity in valuation throughout England and Willes outside the Metropolis 
should be adopted, and that the same principles should be applied within the Metropolis 
with the necessary modifications:- -

(1.) That there should be only olle V&luation Authority in each County, and the 
Valuation List of that Authority should be the basis on which rates and taxes for all 
purposes should be raised. 

(2.) That, except in the County of Lancaster, a Valuation Authority should be 
created in each Administrative County, and in each County Borough, but that power 

• County Counoilo A .. ociatio •. , App. tPot't II.) to Vol. I. of Min. of Ev., No. XVII .. Par. 16. HnltoD, 
~758-70. 5773-5,6913,5971-2,6000-12; Bud App. (Part II,) to Vol. I. of JIIi •. of Ev.,No. XVIII, Par. I. 
Vii".' 19,HQ. ,. , .. 
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sholJld be given to 8t;ly County Council and the Councils of the County Boroughs in 
any County to adopt the area of the Geographical County. . 

(3.) That in Lancashire the Geographical County should ~e taken a8 the Valuation 
area . 

. (4.) That the Valuation Authority should consist :-' 
. (i.) In a Geographical County, of members appointed by the County Council nnd 

by the Councils of County-Boroughs. 
(ii.) In an Administrative County, of members appointed by the County Council. 

{iii.) In a County Borough, of members appointed by the County Borough Council. 

(5.) That the Valuation Authority should have power to divide the area within its 
jurisdiction into convenient districts which might or might not conform to Union 
Areas. In eaoh district a Committee should be constituted composed of members of the 
Valuation Authority and of representatives of Boards of Guardians, Borough Councils, 
and Urban Distriot Councils within the district. 

(6.) 'l'hat the Valuation Authority should issue instructions to the District Committees 
for their guidance in preparing the Valuation List. 

(7.) That the Valuation List should be prepared, whenever praoticable, by Professional 
Surveyors. 

(8.) That every property should be valued once during a period not exceeding five 
y~ars, and that provision should be made for the making of Provisional and Supplementnl 
lJISts. . 

(9.) That a representative of the Board of Iuland Revenue should have the right to 
attend meetings of the Valuation Authority and of the District Committees, and also 
have the same powers as they now have in the Metropolis. 

(10.) That legislation should provide for the establishment of a maximum scale of 
dednctions. 

(It.) That legislation should provide for compulsory returns from owners and 
oocupiers of rent paid and other particulars. 

(12.) That the Valuation List so prepared, as herein-before suggested, should be 
submitted to the District Committee; notice being given to any ratepayer the 
val uation of whose property it is propose<i to increase, or to include for the first time 
in the List. 

(13.) That the District Committee should conside~ the lists and revise them if thought 
necessary, and, aftor hearing any objections made against them, should then submit 
them to the Valuati(ln Authority. 

(14.) That the Valuation Authority should ta.ke such steps as they may think 
necessary to ascertain if their instructions have been carried out, and, subject to any 
alterations they may think fit to make, should finally approve of the lists and cause 
them to be printed and published, such lists, subject to appeals, to be the accepted 
valuation for all purposes, whether Local or Imperial. 

(15.) That notice should be given to any ratepayer the valuation of whose property 
'the Valuation Authority proposes to increase, or to include for the first time in the 
J.ist; and any such ratepayer should have the right to give a notice of objection, and 
the Valuation Authority p.hould hear such objection. 

(16.) That appeals from the lists as finaUyapproved hy the Valuation Authority 
should be to Quarter Sessions, and that the jurisdiction of Special Sessions should be. 
abolished. 

(17., That special properties such as railways, canals, mines, tramways, docks, 
telephones, and 1l8S, water, and electrio light works should be valued in the .first 
instanoe by a valuer appointed by the Valuation Authority, objections being heard by 
that Authority, and appeals lying to the Railway Commission, or a Special Tribunal 
created for that purpose. 

165. As regards the colleotion of rates we recommend:-
(1.) That the oollection of all rates in BOl'Pughs should be made by the BOl'ongh 

Councils, and in Urban Districts by the Guardians. 
(2.) That all rates should. as far as practicable, be levied on one Demand Note, 

specifying the rateable value of the premises, the rate in the pound, and the amount 
of rates payable for each purpose, and the period for which the rato is 'made, 

B 9UOO. F 

• 
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(3.) That the powers of the Overseers and Vestry under the Poor Rate Assessment 
and. Collection Act, 1869, and the powers of Urban Authorities under the Public Health 
Act, 1875, with regard to Compounding, should in all cases btl vested in the Rate 
Collecting Authorit;y. . 

All which we humbly submit for Your Majesty's gracious consideration .. 

(Signed) BALFOUR OF BURLEIGH (CltaVrman). ·C. A. CRIPPS. 
CAWDOR. 
J. B. BALFOUR. 
JOHN T. HIBBERT. 

"C. B. STUART WORTLEY. 
E. W. HAMILTON. 
G. H. MURRAY. 
C. N. DALTON. 

ARTHUR WILSON FOX, 
Secretary. 

T. LLEWELYN DAVIES, 
.ABsistant Secretary. 

HARCOURT E. CLARE. 
tT. H. ELLIOTT. 
ARTHUR O'CONNOR. 
EDWARD ORFORD HMITH. 
JAMES STUART. 
.JOHN L. WHARTON. 

16th December 1898. 

Reservation by Mr. C. B. Stuart Wortley. 
While agreeing generally with this Report and Recommendations, I desire to make 

the following reservation :-
As regards the Recommendations contained in paragraph 165 (1) so far as they 

concern Municipal Boroughs, it seems to me that the law may very well be left as it is, 
seeing that it .enables Town Councils, if they can convince the Local Government Board, 
to take the collection of rates into their own hands. 

(Signed) C. B. STUART WORTLEY. 

Reservations by Mr. C. A. Cripps. 
In agreeing generally with the above Report and Recommendations I desire to make 

the following resf'rvations :-
1. That umformity in the Assessment of rateable property in the Metropolis has 

been substantially secured under the provisions of the Valuation (Metropolis) 
Act, 1869, and that it is not desirable to amend those provisions until the 
questions connected with Local Government in the Metropolitan Are'a have been 
determined. 

2. That in urban districts rates should not be collected by Guardians, but by the 
Valuation Authority or the Urban Authority. 

3. Thut the powers of the Overseers and Vestry under the Poor Rate Assessment 
and Collection Act, 1869, and the powers of Urban Authorities under the 
Public Health Alit, 1875, with regard to compounding, should be vested, not 
in the Rate-collecting Authority, but jn the Valuation Authority. 

, ,-.. ' .. 

• 

(Signed) O. A. CRIPPS. 

• 811bject to the observations contained in the subioined resen8tionl':. 
t Subject to tb() ob~crvu.tions cOJJ.taincd in the suhjoiued memorandum . 
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Memorandum. by Mr. T. H. Elliott. 
Although I am in entire agreement with the views expressed in the foregoing 

Report; with regard to the defects and inconveniences which at present attend the 
valuation of property for the purposes of rating and taxation, I greatly regret that 
I find myself unable to concur with my colleagues in the conclusions at which they 
have arrived as to the means by which improvement can most readily be effected. 

The proposal to vest in Valuation Authorities appointed by County Councils and 
the Councils of County Boroughs, acting either singly or in comhination, the control 
of the business of valuation in their respective administrative areas would, I venture 
to think, be attended with considerable practical difficulty. 

The magnitude and variety of the work to be accomplished in the majority of 
cases admittedly render its suh-division a matter of necessity, so far liS regards the 
preparation of the Valuation Lists and the hearing of objections thereto, and it is 
recommended that this necessary sub-division of labour should be effected by the 
appointment of District Committees by the Valuation Authorities f01" Counties and 
County Boroughs. The Valuation Authorities -themselves would issue instructions for 
the guidance of the District Committees, revise the Valuation Lists submitted by the 
District Committees, and hear objections to those Lists by individual ratepayers. 

Such an arrangement seems to me little likely to commend itself to the approval 
of any class of Local Authority, othor than those by whom the powers of control 
are to be exercised. 

It has for many years past been urged that some of the powers of control at present 
exercised by the Local Government Board should be transferred to County Councils, 
[,nd in IS89 a Provisional Order for this purpose was prepared in conformity with 
Section 10 of the Local Government Act, !iiSS, and presented for confirmation to 
Parliament. It failed, however, to secure approval, and was withdrawn. The debate 
IVhich took pl&ce in the House of Commons on the proposal made in the Educa.tion 
Bill of 1896 with regard to the creation of County Ed ucation Authorities served to 
show that the objections felt in non-County Boroughs to County Council control have 
increased rather than abated, _ and more recently a COillmitttle of Euquiry, sitting under 
the Chairmanship of Sir John Hibbert, reported (C. 8999) that" 'l'he ho~tility of tbe 
.. non-County Boroughs aud of the majority of the Urban Councils to the transfer of 
.. any further powers to the County Councils . . . . .. were declared. . . . . . to 
.. be stronger e\'en than they were in 1889," and the Committee found as a fact tha.t 
.. the relations between t,he several Authorities are not suoh as to render devolution 
.. possible at the present moment." 

I believe that equally strong objeotions would be entertained to any proposal to 
place under the control of County Councils, the valuation of property within the limits 
of non-County Bi.Jroughs and Urban and Rur"l Districts, and that these objections 
would be fatal to the Parliamentary success of any measure in which .hat principle 
was embodied. 

A similar difficulty of very great magnitude would attend the application- of the 
schem9 to London. . The work of valuation in the M.etropolis is at present conducted 
by 30 Assessment Committees, and any proposal to vest in the London County 
Council the appointment of these Committeea and the revision of the Valuation Lists 
prepared by them would be likely to give rise to the liveliest opposition. 

Apart, however, from objections of this class, I venture to think that the control 
by County Councils of ~uch a matter as the vnluation of all the rateable property in 
their respective areas would be attended with distinct drawbacks, lind t,hat the 
objeot in view, viz., the authoritative and accurate valuation of each hereditament 
once and for all. could be more efficiently and easily accomplished by other means. 

Under a system of County Council control, there would, as I venture to think, be 
no suffioient guarantee for a high standard of looal knowledge and practical ability 
on the part of those by whom the Valuation Lists would be revised and settled. In 
the formation of the necessary District Committees it would be difficult to {lnli~t the 
services of the men of the greatest capacity for the work. The Committl'es would 
possess a purely subordinate status, they would be required to act in conformity with 
the instructions of the County Valuation Authority, and their decisions would be 
subject·to review by that body. Service upon the District Committees would therefore 
not carry with it much responsibility or presti~~, and I ;,bould doubt whether men of 
the requisite cMmcter and calibre would be willing to accept the office. 

F2 
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It would, moreover, be diffioult to secure on the part of a County Valuation 
AuthorIty that knuwledge of special classes of propcrty which would be essential for 
the proper discharge of its functions. Under the existing system the members of the 
various Assessm'ent Committees acting in a large County comprising agricultural, 
mining, residential, and industrial properties are much more likely, as a body, to be 
well acquainted with the special characteristics of the class of property predominating 
in their respective districts than a single body appointed, however fairly and judiciously, 
for the whole County .. 

I should perhaps attach the less weight to the objections which I have ahove ven
tured to urge as against a system of County Council control, if it were not that experience 
of other systems of valuation now actually in operation suggests that by the adoption of 
certain safeguards, satisfactory assessments can be obtained in much smaller valuation 
areas. 

Three systems of valuation are in force, the general results of which, apart from 
possible amendments,in points of detail, have been recognised as satisfactory. These 
systems are-

1. The valuation of property for the purposes of the Income Tax (Schedules ~. 
and B.), in England and Wales. 

2. The valuation of property for aU purposes in Scotland. 
3 .. The valuation of property for all purposes in the Metropolis. 

In all these systems, comparatively small areas may exist as independent valuation 
areas, but, by means of the powers given to the Surveyors of Taxes, assessments 
are obtained which are sufficiently satisfactory to justify their acceptance for purposes: 
of Imperial taxation, and it is to be remembered, in this cbnnexion; that whereas the 
unduly low valuation of any particular property affects only the distribution of the 
amount to be raised in a rating area, an actual loss of revenue usually occurs when 
such a valuation is accepted for Imperial purposes. The Surveyors of Taxes havs 
therefore speCIal reasons for vigilance, inasmuch as the amount of revenue collec ted in 
their respective districts depends upon their success in securing satisfactory assess
ments. 

The assessment to Income Tax (Schedule A.) has long been recognised as a good 
and substantially accurate standard of the gross value of property in England and 
Wales at the present time. It differs considerably from the Gross Estimated Rental 
as ascertained by the Union Assessment Committees, the difference being small or 
large according to the practice of the Committees, ... and it is the result of the work of 
no fewer than 651 sepal'ate bodies of Income Tax Commissioners who on all questions 
of value are the final authority for assessing property of the gross value of 179,OOO,OOOl. 

The case of Scotland is equally strong as regards the effect of the intervention of .I 

the Surveyors of Taxes. Under the Lands Valuation Acts, separate Valuation Rolls, 
are made up in 33 Counties and 85 Burghs. In 24 Counties and 43 Burghs the . 
Surveyor of Taxes has been appointed to 'prepare the Valuation Roll, subject to 
appeals to the local magistrates, and so far as these Counties and Burghs are 

, concerned, the Inland Revenue Department thoroughly approvl' of the system as do 
Trevor,17,48S-IJO. the Scottish people themselves. It is again to be noted that the areas for which 

separate valuation authorities may exist under the Scottish system are in some cases 
small, and there are instances in which Burghs with populations, of 743, 719, and 

lIfale, 11,790-1. 
Clark, 12,006. 
lIfale, 11,843-5. 
Clark, 12,059-62. 

1,315, act independently in regard to all questions of valuation. 
The third system in which generally satisfactory assessments have been obtained is 

that in force in the Metropolis, and it was suggested to the Commission by the two 
Surveyors of 'faxes who were examined on the subject that the Metropolitan System 
should be extended to the country generally, the opportunity being taken to make 
certain amendments in it which experience had proved to be necessary. 

Neither of these witnesstls proposed the consolidation into one large administrative 
area for valuation purposes of the 30 districts into which the Metropolis is nt present 
divided, nor expressed the view that such division was detrimental to the equitable 
and easy working of the system. . 

The conclusion which I would suggest should be drawn from the information 
available as to the working of these three systems is, that if full powers and influence 
were given to the Surveyors of Taxes, and if provision were made for the periodical 
re-valuation of property, and for the supply of returns of rent and other information by 

• In 1806-~7 the gross n.n!'ual value of property r.",,1i Bnd assessed under Schedule A. in England and 
'Wale. (e .. cludmg tu. Metropolis) was for th. Poor RBle, 132,492,3791., Bnd for Income Tax, 138,760,1681. 
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owners and occupiers, satisfactory aSStlssments might be secured, whilst at the same 
time tho local knowledge and experipnce of the present A.asessment Committees lind 
their officers would continue to be available. 

It would, however, be reasonable and necessary to make further special provision 
for the protection of the interests of the County as a whole, and I would suggest 
that if, as is apparently the case, the Inland Revenue Authorities are satisfied that 
Imperial interests are sufficiently safe~arded by the powers and status possessed by 
their Surveyor under the systems above referred to, the County interests would 
equally be secured by provisions which would confer upon the County Council the 
right to nominate a representative with powers similar to thuse of Surveyors of Taxes. 

Although, as I have above ventured to indicate, I believe that a UStlful admiuistra
tive reform might be accomplished without any radical change either in thf) authorities 
to whom the business of valuation is entrusted, or the areas over which their juris
diction extends, I fully recognise that the claim of the Borough Authorities to be 
entrusted with the work is a ... ery strong one, by reason of the enormous iucrease of 
the expenditure for which thoy are responsible (see paragraph 141 of the Report), 
and I think there is much to be said for the limitat.ion of the duties of the Guardiaua 
in urban distriots to those immediately connected with the relief of the poor, following 
the analogous case of School Boards. Under both these heads of public service. special 
qualifications are caUed for, which are not necessarily those required for work such 
as that which it falls to Assessment Committees to undertake. and I look in the 
future to the concentration of business of that class in the hands of the Borough or 
District Councils. 

'I'his was th.e 'view expressed to the Commission by Mr. R. H. Dawe, the Town 
Clerk of Hull, and one of the representatives of the Association of Municipal 
Corporations. .. ~oc~l Govern~ent Areas.:' Mr., Dawe said. "and not. POur Law Areas ApI>. (Part 1.1.) 10 

.. should be the districts for which ValuatlOn Lists spould be formed:' Vol. r. of MID. ,·1 
'I'he Local Government Acts of 1888 and 1894 have resulted in the establishment Ev., p. 6. 

of three classes of Local Authoritieil-not, as I would submit, of necessity subordinate 
the one to the other. but with duties varying according to the extent and character of 
the areas over which they have control, viz. :-

1. County Councils. 
2. Councils of County and Non.County Boroughs, and of Urban and Rural 

Districts. 
3. Parish Councils and Parish Meetings. 

It is to Committees appointed by the second and not to the first of these classes to 
which I would suggest that either singly, or in the smaller cases in combination, the 
business of Valuation, aided by the representaLives of the Crown and (except in the 
cllse of the County Boronghs) of the Connty, should eventually be entrusted. 

In Rural Districts such a change would be but a small one by reason of tho fact 
that the duties of the Guardians are now performed by Rural District Councillors. and 
in such cases the experience of existing members and officers of the present Assessment 
Committees could easily be secured. 

In ~he case of County and non-County Boroughs and Urban Districts more precise 
Pl'otJcction of existing interests WOuld be requisite. and, inter alia, it would, I think, 
be desirable to enact th:lt Guardians for parishes or Ilreas in the Borough or 
District who are members of the existing Assessment Committee of the Union should 
be B.u officio members. of the new Asse~sment Committees so loug as they were willing 
to serve and held 'office as Guardians. The interests of existing officers should, of 
oourse, be fully secured, and provision as to compensation made in the event 
of the loss of emolument. . 

In any scheme which would thus, as I venture to think, bring valuation business 
into line with the new order of Local Government, as settled in the Acts of 1888 
and 1894, it would be necessary tha.t a system of grouping small Boroughs and Urban 
and Rural Districts ~hould be extensively resorted to. In many cases, the resulting 
Valuation Area would. be prhctically identical with thu existing Poor Law Union 
Area, but in no ca.se should the Valuation Area extend over more than one County. 
In some instances the Valuation Area formed by the grouping of the sreaU Borou~h:, 
Ilnd Distriots would be much larger than a single existing Poor Law area. and this 
might., perhaps, facilitate that enlargement a.nd consolidation of existing Union 
Areas. which ih the opinion of many students of POOl' Law questions might ill Diany 
cases be effected with much advantage from more tha.n one point of view. The task 
of grouping would natura.lly devolve upon the Local Government Board, who have 
beon entl'usted with Bimilal' funotions under the Local Government Acts of 1888 and 

Fa 
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1894. and the minimum limit of population of each Valuation Area might, perhaps, 
be fixed at 20,000. 

• Whether the existing Union areas be retained, or District areas adopted on lines 
such as are above proposed, it would, I think, be desirable that Parliament, or the 
Local Government Board by order, should indicate more clearly the principles to be 
followed by the Assessment Committees in arriving at the gross estimated rental and 
net rateable values, prescribing, iJn,tel' a,Zia, tbe maximum rates of deduction to be 
allowed from the gross in' order to arrive at the net value of rateable property. In 
other words my view would be that those matters in regard to which my colleagues 
propose that instructions should be issued to the District Committees by Valuation 
Authorities appointed by County Councils and County Borough Councils should form 
the subject, either of legislative enactment, or of a Departmental Order having the 
force of law. 

It would, in addition, be desirable that Assessment Committees should be given a 
wider discretion as to the means by which they may obtain Valuation Lists for the 
various Parishes in their Districts. I do not think that they should necessarily have 
recourse to the overseers in the first instance. 

I also attach the greatest importallce to the retention of a judieal tribunal as the 
final Court of Appeal, and alike from the point of view of speed and efficiency I regard 
the introduction of County Authorities as an intermediate tribunal between the District 
Committee and either Special or Quarter Sessions as unsatisfactory. 

The witnesses who appeared. before the Commission to give evidence as to the 
working of the Metropolitan and Scottish systems of valuation made many useful 
suggestions as to amendments which they considered might with advantage be made 
when opportunity offered. In the case of London many of these am'endments have 
been embodied in the London Valuation and Assessment Bill introduced into the House 
of Commons by Mr. Cohen, M.P.; and Mr. James Stuart, M.P., in 1806. It appears 
to me that the evidence before 'the Commission goes to show that the working of 
the systems in question has been satisfactory, but I should not wi8h to be regarded as 
diEsenting from the suggestions thus made for the amendment of the law which, I 
venture to think, are well worthy of consideration in connexion with any new legislation 
which may be undertaken on the subject. ' 

I desire to add that I submit the foregoing observations with the greatest diffidence 
and respect to those of my colleagues wiLh whom I find myself unabJe to agree. '£he 
problem which presents itself is, however, admittedly a delicate and difficult one, and 
it may not .be undesirable or disadvantageous that more than one solution should 
be presented for consideration. 

(Signed) T. H. ELLIOTT. 
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APPENDIX A.* 
[.-TABLII showing the NUMBER, POPULA'rION in 1891, and RATlIABLE VALUE at LADY 

DAY 1898, of POOR LAW UNIONS hi ENGLAND and WALliS situated in one, two, three, 
or more than three ADMINISTRATIVE COUNTIlIS, or in one or more ADMINISTRATIVl! 
COUNTIES and one or more COUNTY BOROUGHS with the sum of the RA.TIIABL·~ VALUES 
of the smaller parts in all eases where the UNION is so divided into two or threl' 
parts. 

I 

A.-GIINERAL SUMMARY • . 

Poor Lnw Unions. No. of UnioDi. Population in ]891. I 
Rateable Value at 
Lady Day 1898. 

£ 
In one Administrative Conntyor County Borought • 457 17,600,734 113.905,628 
Partly in two Administrstive Countie., or partly in 

an Administrative County and partly in a County 
46,766,349 Borough . - . . - 161 9,409,331 

Partly in three Administrative Oountie., or partly 
in two Administrative Counties and partly in one 
Connty Borough, or partly in one Administrati"l"e 
County and partly in two Connty Boroughs - 26 1,845,439 10,562,356 

Partly in four Administrative Oounties, or partly in 
three Administrative Connties and partly in one 
County Borough - - - - 2 126,757 705,910 

Partly in five Administrative Countie8 - - I 17,170 121,110 

Totait - - - . 647 28,999,431 172,062,:J53 

B.-POOR LAW UNIONS partly in. two ADMINISTRATIVE COUNTIES, or partly in an 
. ADMINIsrRATIVII COUNTY and partly in a COUNTY BOROUGH. 

----

I 
Bum of Rateable Valued of separate 

Para. T-.ltai Rateable 
Number ------; 

I Value. 
• of Poor Larger Pans. Smaller Parts. I 

I 
Law I 

Union •• 
I 

I Per- Pel"- I I Per· Amount. centage • Amount. centage" Amount. 
ccntag~_ 

~- _ .... _----- . -
Il 

I 
Il Il 

• Total number of UoioD., :-
(G., Partly in twoAdlUinistrativeCountiel \10 18,89U,SOO 77·S 8.873,387 22·S 17,193,987 100-0 
(6.) Of which the part containing the 

I · higher rateable value it in an Ad· 
miniltrath'e County. and the other rart in a County Borougb • 13 8,708,410 59·9 2,479,400 40·1 6.187,810 100'0 

(c.) 0 which the purt containil)g the I 
higher rateable value ia in a County , 
Borou~h. t\Dd the other part in an I i 23,384.552 AdmiDllStrativc County .. - 38 17,016,418 72-8 6,858,189 27·2 100'0 ---. 

Total - . 161 84,055,428 72·8 12,710,926 27'2 ! 46,766,". 100'0 
I , ; I , 

I • UDiou~ in whicb the ratooble .,alue of the i I I 
smaller part docs not amount to J5 per eent. I i of the total :- , 

(G.) Partly in two Administrative Cotwties 66 8,999,i91 89·1 1,098,199 1 10'9 10,0110,420 100'0 
(It.) Of which the part oontaiaing the 

hifd!er raleable .alue is in aD Ad- I ! mwiatralive County. and the other 
part In n eouaty lIoroul(b . - 4 348,188 91·6 I 31,9"8 I 8·4 31'0,116 100' (J 

(c.) Of which tho part containing tho ! I higher rateable vahle it in a COlwty 

I 
I Dorough. and the other put .in au I 

Adminimati.., County - 15 7,618.464 I 9~l'O 668,74S I 8·0 i 8.3-17,209 100'0 

Tolol - - 85 I 11,018,&731 90" I 1,799,879 9·6 18,817 .US 100'0 , 
-------_._------ .- - ---- - ---~-- -- --- - - -

• Tables I., n., llI..IV., and V" haVIb been furnished by the Local Governmeot Board. Tobles J.o, I. c. have been 
oumpill-d from the Lotai Government Board Order, No. 38.976, dated 30th f)Cptemher 1898. 

t Axcludiug Scilly 1s1,~a, witb B population of 1,911104 a rllteabla value of 3.789/. 

F4 

App. A. 
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..\pP. A. C.-POOR LAW UNIONS partly in three ADMINISTRATIVE COUNTIES, or partiyin two 

ABMINTSTRATIVE COUNTIES and partly in one COUNTY BOROUGH, or partly in one 
• ADMINISTRATIVE COUNTY and partly in two COUNTY BOROUGHS. 

BUill of Rateable Values of soparate 
Parts. 

. Total Rateable 
Number 

-- of Foor Largest Parts. Smaller.Parts. 
Vnlue. 

L." 
UnioDI. / Pu- A· /.PU- Amount. I Pe.. . Amount. centage. mount, centage-. eentage. , . 

• 
" :Il :Il 

1. Total number of UnioDs - - - 96 - - - - 10,562,856 -:. Unions jo which the r.lteabllJ value of two, 
of the three parts do Dot together amount 
to 25 per cent. of tbe total .. 7 2,020J4G4, 89'8 229,669 10'2 2,250,138 100'0 

-

II.-TAllLE showing the NUMBER, POPULATION, and RATEABLE VALUE of POOR LAW 
UNIONS in ENGLAND and WALES situated partly within and partly without BOROUGHS.* 

-
No. of UnioDs. Population Rateable Valne at 

in IBn. Lady Day 1898. 

Unions pA.rtly within-
£ 

(a) Coun ty Boronghs - - - . - 61 7,892,583 37,129,967 
(h) !Q'on·County Boroughs . - . - . 193 6,902,641 . 38,632,217 -Total - - - . - - 254 14,795,224 76,762,184 

-
• In thilJ statement the particulars III to J.7 UlnoDs which are partly WIthin and partly WithOUt. County Boroughs as well as 

non-County Dor:.ugbs have b«*!ll included under County Boroughs only. 

In.-TABLE showing the POPULATION and RATEABLE VALUE of each of the BOROUGHS 
in ENGLAND and WALES situated i!l more than one POOR LAW UNION. 

PopUlation Ratea.ble Population 
. Rateable 

Names of Boroughs. Value at Lady N a.mes of Boroughs. Vnlueat Lady in 181H. Day 1898. in 1891. 
J)81 1898. 

----
IN 2 U "IONS :- IN 3 UNIONS :-

County Boroughs:- £ ,Cou.ty BO"oughs:-
Brighton - - - 115,873 781,022 Birmiagham· - - 478,113 2,297,543 
Great Yarmouth - 49,334 186,511 Canterbury . - 23,062 111,457 Uosting'· - _ 63,072 445,498 Li,'erpool· - - 629,548 3,905,991 
Kiugston-upon-Hull· _ 200,472 878,637 , MJl.DChf!stcr - - 005,368 2,941,124 
N<'ttin~ham - - 213,877 926,l'87 Oxford - - 45,742 331,955 
Sheffield - - 324,243 1,273,213 
Southrnnpton" - - 82,126 419,991 Non-County Borotlgh. - - --------Non- County Eoro"!llu :- Total for BoroughS} 

1,681,833 9,588,370 Denbigh - . 6,412 82,177 in 8 UnioDs .. 
Hyde - - - ~O,670 116,082 

IN 4 U ~"ONS :.-Lewes - - 10,997 53,104 
Morley· - - 21,068 fl5,H3 Cormly Eorol,tu" :-Rochester - - 2'3,290 110,082 
Tunbridge Wells· - 27,953 237,702 Leeds . . 367,505 1,523,763 
Wcllhpool - - 6,601 40,159 

-------- Non-County EMoughs - - -Total for Borough. } 
1,178,688 5,5~6,308 

_. 
in 2 Unions. .. GRAN)) TOTAL - 3,228,226. 16,698,441 

• 'fhel'o Boroughs have been extended since the Cenllua of 1$91. The popuIRtion given in these easel is that according to 
the CeDIOJ of 18Ul, of the Borougha and tho addf'd areM togethtor. The rateable valU$ j. that of the extended Boro~lgh'. 
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IV.- ·TAIILB showing the POPULATION a.nd RATBABLB V ALUB of each of the BOROUGHS 
in ENOL.UO nnd W A!.ES that are co-extenmve with a POOl!. LAW UNION or 
UNIONS. • 

I 
.-

Names of Bol'Oogbl. Population Ra .... bl. VaI.e at 
in 1891. Lad" Day 189 •. 

County Bot'tJUflM :- ' . I 1; 
Barrow·in .. Furnesa - - 51,712 231,676 
Bradford - - - 216,361 1,149,038 
BO"",I· - . - 2119,280 1,444,2i9 

'" 
Devonportt . - - 64,803 215,894 
Exeter . - - 37,404 202.918 
lpewieh - - - 57,360 247,803 
Leicester·. - - - - 174,624 769,796 
Norwich - - - 100,970 353,612 
Plymouth· - - R8,905 I 418,343 
Portsmouth - ~ - . 159,278 I 740,46-1 
Reading - - - 60,054 320,481 

Non-Connty B<n"ough. :-- I I Bury St. Edmunds - : I 16,630 58,462 
Cambridge - - 36,9~3 229,485 
Chichester· .. - - 10,IlIS 49,958 
Colcheoter - - - 34,559 143,005 
Gmveoend· - 23,876 107,828 

Total . - - 1,413,614 -I 6,682,942 -

NOTa.-Thil ltatemeD.t is ucluain of the Boroughs 01 AccriogtoD, JJacup. HMliogdm, and RawteD~tan, "hie:' togt!thcr fUnD 
the HuiiDgden Union. - .- A • 

• S"e Dote (.) to Table III. ~ 
t TWo Dorough 01" ""leaded from 9th N ••• 1898. 

·\~.-TABLB showing the POPULATION in 1891 and the RATBABLB VALUE ~t.Lady Day 
1898 of all the COUNTY BORouoBB in ENGLANn and WALES. 

CoIIIIl;U and CoDbly BolO"!! .... 

J:.IJIICIJIAi,.." 

:n 
B 

nrhn\'·in-Futne88 
lackborn 

1I0lwDt - -
B ood. -
I10mley - -
Bllr1 -
Liverpool- -
Manch .. ler 
Oldham - · 
P .... ton -
ltochdale · St. Helells· 
Salford - -
Wigan . 

-
-
-
-
-
-
-

rorA" w'R. 
Dnulford . · 
Halif"," - -
Hudder.ft~ld · l.eod. . 
~h.ffi.ld -

l"orA., E.R. 
Kingston npon-Hull· 
Yort - • 

,. 

· · · - · -
- · · - · · - --
· --- --

- --
· -

· 
· -

-· -

I Rateable 
Population I Value at 

1 i.9! ... Lady Day 
o • i !t198. 

.£ 
" 

51,712 231,576 
120,064 449,400 
115,002 473,486 

49,217 472,910 
87,016 852,:,176 
67,212 252.197 

629,548 3,90.S,991 
60.5,368 2,941,424 
1:!I,463 436,311 
lOi,573 365,645 
71,401 29~,589 
72,413 333,234 

198,139 889,621 
55,013 189,911 

216,361 1,149,038 
89,~32 375,081 
905,420 440,IlVa 

367,60. 1,523,763 
324,243 1,273,213 

!!OO,472 871'1,637 
67,841 2S8,I91 

~ Rateable 

CouDtiea and CouDty BoroughS. PopulatioD VaJue at 

in 1891. Lady Day 
UJ98. 

I 
I" 
i 

.£ York., N.R. I 
Middleoborough - . 75,532" 328,27(). 

Staffordshire. 
Hanley - - 64,946 197,949 
Walsall - - - 71,789 243,216 
West Bromwich. - - 59,538 207,990 
Wolverhampton - - 82,662 339.197 

Clie.llire. 

Dirk.nhead" - - 99,857 520.,978 
Chesler - . - 37,105 194,6H2 
~toekpor$ . . - 70,263 284,156 

Df!1JOn8Air,. I 
Devotlportt : , 54,80:l 215,~!l4 -
Exeter 37,404 202,918 - -
Plymouth· . - - 88,9005 418,348 

Durha",. 

Gateshead - - - 85,592 
I 

317,231 
South Shields . - 78,391 324,5u7 
Sunderland· . • . 131,872 619,005 

• Tb .. Borough. haYe been u.wndt"d ,moe the C!lellllWl 011891. 'J'be popalatiOll f(lveo Ul these ca&eI 18 that aooonilng to the 
danlu, of 1891 of the Boroughe aDd added area ~elber. The rateable value ill these CIL"i('.tI ill that of the ex&eDded Boroughs.. 

t Tho 80r0ugh. of Bollon w •• ateo4oo from 30th September 1898.lWd DefOlllJOn from 9th. N01'ember 1898. 

E ge~oo. G 

ARp. A. 
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---.-. -
Rateable Rateable 

·Counties and County Boroughs. 
Population Value a.t COiluue. and County Boroughs. Population Value at 

in 1891. Lady Day i. 18~1. Lady Day 
1898. 1898 • 

. 
Gloru:e8ter.hire. 

£ Kent. £ 

B.istol· 0 0 . 289,280. 1,444,279 CBnterbllry - 0 ,23,062 111,457 
Gloucester· 0 0 - 39,531 l76,043 

Leieestersl,ire. , 
LincolnaAire. Leicester· - - . . 174,624 769,796 

GrimBoy 0 0 - 51,934 196,.112 • 
Lincoln - 0 0 41,491 169,173 M onmouth./tire .. 

Newp!'rt - - • '\, 54,707 814,452 
Norfolk. .. 

Gr •• t Yarmouth - - '49,334' 186,511 
NorthamptOOlhire. 

, 

Norwich 0 - 0 . '100,970' 853,612 
Northampton 0 0 61,012 220,608 

Hamp.1<ire. 
, 

Portsmouth· 0 159,278 740,464 Northumberland. 
0 

Southampton· 0 0 ,82.,126 419,991 N ewcostle-upon.Tyne . 186,300 1,066,494 
, 

SU88e;t, East. N ottinV hat1U1<i~e. 
Brighton - 0 - 115,873 781,022 Nottingham · - 213,877 926,987 
Hostings· - 0 68,072 445,498 

WarunckBhire. 
Ozfordahire~ 

Oxford 
, 

46,~42 331,955 - 0 0 

Birmingham· 
, 

2,297,543 - 0 478,113 
Coventry • 0 52,724 205,883 Somera.tahire. 

JiVor ... ter.hire. .. 0- Bath ., , 0 61,844 303,864 

Dudley - - 0 45,740 135,035 Suffolk,. Eaal. Worcester 0 0 42,908 189,840 
Ipswich = · . 67,360 247,808 

Berkshire. - · - ... _- .. 
Reading , - . - 60,054 320,481 " Surrey. 

Croydon - 0 

,Der6ymirt. 
. 102,696 ' 73'1',602. 

Derby - 0 - 94,146 430,822 GlamorganaMre. . . _ .. -

ElIlem. CardiJf - - - 128,915 1,000.401 
Swansea, • - 90,349 349,487 

West Ham - - 204,903 1,009,495 
1 

• See note * at foot of previous page. 

" 

APPENnIX B. 

STATEMENTS ~F ClllirAtN WITNESSES 1I.t!l'ERRiNG' TO THE DISADVANTAGES OF "rHE EXISTING 

SYSTEM OF VALUATION.' 

1, Mr. Cobbold, Clerk to the Assessment Committee of the Samford Union, Suffolk, made 
. the following statement. showing that considerable variations' exist in the valuations of th .. 
County and Union Authorities in respect of the same properties, and that, if 8i seplLl'8te valuation 
for the County rate had not been made, the burden of County rate would have been distribnted 
unequa.1lyamong the parishes in different Unions in the County, owing to the different systems 
adopted by the Assessment Committees for ascertaining the rateable value of properties. 
" "I~I December last ~ compiled 8i Schedule of deducti~ns' from the gross es~im"te~ rental to 

arnve at the rateable vs.Iue a.1lowed by the severs.I Umon Assessment CommIttees m Suffolk; 
" this shows a considerable divergence of practice, in fact Iio two Unions are alike."· : 

• FO!dedIlCti~DB allow~ by MseR8ment Committee" in SutYolk, .nd alao by c~rtain A8Sess~eDt Committee.. in. J.anezuhire. 
Yorkltlhlro. Nottingham, LIDcoJn,.Warwiok, GlaeuorgBo,t Kenf, Northumberland. statrord,. DevOUt Norfolk, Cambridge. Euex. 
SU'IP, aDd Hanta, 'N pp. G8 to tio. 
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.. In preparing the ne\\' Coullty Rate basis for Suffolk, the system adopted W88 to obteill a I"olturn 
.. of the totels of th .. property tax &S8essmellts for, each parish, showillg ~ 

An.B. 

(1) The tota.! rent or annual va.!ueullder Schedule A. 
Cobbold, App. 

(2) The tota.! rent or allnual value of house property separately 88Sessed. 
: (3) The toW amounts of tithe renteharge. 

4) The tota.! relit or ~ual value of wind and water mills, and manufactories sep&:t'ately 
assessed. . 

, (Part n.) to 
Vol. I. of 
Min. of EY., 
No. XV., 
Par. IS. 

(5) Total annual value of m&llors; and· as to railways, canals, gas and water works, the total 
Union mteable value in each parielf." . 

" The deductions all.)wed by tbe County Rate Basis Committee were 'the same throughout the Par. 23. 

" (',Qunty, except in cases requiring exceptional treatmellt;but were different to those in allY Union 
" in the eounty, and were' as follows :.-

Houses, 20 per cent. 
I:...nd with or without houses and buildinge, 12i per cent. 
Ti the rentebarge, 15 per cent. 
lIlills, manufactories, and waterworks, 25 per cent. 
Ruilways, &c. None; the Union rateabie va.lue being teken. 

"Upon comparing the Union rateable values with the County rate basis I find great differences, Par. 24 . 
.. in fact the assessments do not agree. In the Samford Union the totel Union or poor law 
" rateable valueupoll which the poor rate (including the 'amount required for County rate) is 
.. levied ia 3,689l. less than the o.nnual value upon which· iIle County rate is levied. In somo 
.. parishes the Uuion rateable value is more than the County value, in some less as much a.. 500l . 
.. (nearly) each way:' .. ,. .. .,., 

"Then we have the property ,tax assessments upon which the income tsx "nd, inhabited hOI1l<c Par. 25. 
" duty are _ess"d, and we find we have a third_annua.! or rateable value which, does not agree 
.1 with either the U nio)J. or County rateable value." • , 

.. This is not asta~ of things founer in Suffoik ';nly. I have reason to believe it prevails very Par. 96 • 
.. generally throughout the country, imd I consider it points most conclusively to the need of one 
.. uniform baRis of 8.S!!cssmen't f91' taxation for aU locoJ. purposes." 

.. An attempt, so fill 118 Union rateable values are concerned, was made ill Suffolk, in view of the P"".97 • 
.. passing of the Agricultural Rates Act, to frame one uniform basis of assessment throughout the 
.. County; each County Council appointed eight representatives, and invited each Board of 
.. Guardians to appoint, and they did appoint, representatives to meet the County Council'" 
.. representatives, anq in the result they framed not only a scale of deductions but a set of in"truc-
.. tions for the guidance of the several Union AsseSRment Committees in makingasse .... ments 
.. which they were recommended to adopt. At this conference a resolution was adopted in 
.. favour of only One baliis of assessment I'or County Rate, Poor Law, and all other purposes . 
.. Upon this resolution being submitted to the Suffolk Joint Committee they adopted a similar 
.. resolution, but extended it to Imperial taxation. Since then, upon the initiative of the Suffolk 
" Joint Committee, the Coullty Councils' Association have adopted a similar resolution, and several 
.. County Councils hav~ expressed themselves in favour thereof, and others have the matter under 
.. collsideration, while I have heard of only two County Councils having decided to take no action 
" in tho ma.tter," 

.. I think we have here a practicoJ. suggestion 'which might be followed up, namely, that County Par. S~ • 
.. . CouncilSHhould be empowered to fix a binding scale of deductions, and that they should be able 
" to do this through· a committee, and that there should be power to place on such committee a 
" limited number of representatives appointed by the Ullion Assessment CommitteeB. In this way 
.. it would be possible to get 80m" degree of uniformity and equity as between union and 
... union in the matter of their assessments, and possibly the double a.sseosment for Union and 
.. County rate purposes might be avoided." 

.. I believe such an uniform sca.!e of ' deductions would be an improvement in the present system. Por. 29 • 

.. It would also be an advantage if some degree of ·pernlanellcy in assessments could be secured." 
2. In the neighbouring county of Norfolk· it appears from a return of the valuation for the 

County rate basis for 11197 furnished by Mr. Bancroft Holmes, II> witness representing the Norfolk 
Chamber of Agriculture, that in Hs Unions it exceeded the valuation at Lady nay 1897 for the 
Poor Rate by 225,42H. or 15'5 per cent .. In 18 of these UniollS the excess varied from 10 per 
cellt. to 34'9 per cent. while in one case the County basis was less than the Poor Rate Valuation 
by 4'1 per cent. . 

'3. 'It was stated in the report of the Commitf.ce on Loce.l Taxation to the Norfolk Chamber of App. (Part H.) 

Agriculture that the County Valuation is based on Schedule A.; that it was revised four times in :.vc::ri ~ 
the 20 years ending in 1895; and that County Rates may, and have been, levied npon a basit! IX~ P.r.~t o. 
1000e !\Ome years previously. ' 
, ,4. lIlr. ::;ane,roft H~lmes, referring to the want of uniformity in valuation, says:- San.lOft 

Ho)mee~ App . 
.. To obtain a uuiform assessment is m&llifestly impossible, unless it is made under the direction (Part II.) to 

.. and control of some one central authority .. The present system enables each Union Assessment Vol. I. of M;o • 

.. Committee to interpret the law as seems best in its own eyes; appeals may be anq are taken, ~~: No. x.· 

.. but in consequenClll of ,the expense, are not common. and when adjndiested npon, show most 
" varying results.. The Act of 1894 deprived the Asseesment Committee of their qumti judicial 

element in taking aw .. y the magistrates 1I-ho ... t 88 tie officio members, and the danger now .. ri_ 

G2 
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" that hhe Committee may be formed of persons having little qualifir.ation for ilie position ... there 
.. is a growing feeling that- the matter of assessment, being one of such hign import&nce, should be . 

. ;, placed in the ha~ds of a stronger, ~ore j.ud!cia~, and l.ess partial ?ody than ~t presen~. It. is 
.. practically impossible to get a committee which IS not liable to be mfluenced In.lts decldlon .oy 
" neNonal considerations; it is not desirable that neighbours should be called upon to fix each 
.. ~tber's assessments; it is extremely unpleasant in some cases for ratepayers to be ealled upon to 

" make pnblic- the sittings of committee being open-facts in connexion with their affairs which 
" they ma.y desire should be kept priva.te. It is a matter, also, of great importance that the ratepaye1'8 
" generally should feel satisfied that the matter of making assessments is invariably in the hands 
" of those who are certain to act with absolute justice and impartiality. The absurdity of there 
" being, as at present, possibly four different assessments on one and the same properly needs no . 
" demonstration, ilie waste of time and money involved in making county, union, property tax, and. 
" land tax assessments is very considerable, the confusion and friction which ellllU" is lIS intolerable 
CI Wi it is unnecessary. II . 

5. MI'. P. R. Smiili, rating agent to ilie Great Western Railway Company, gave the following 
figures showing that in 1894 the gross assessments to Schedule' A. in eight Poor Law Unions in 
Somersetshh-e were in excess of the gross value for County Ra.te purposes by 121,526l., or 7 . 8 
per cent. 

Gross Value for GlOtlS AB8e8loo 
Poor Law Unio)J. County Rate ments to 

Purposes. Schedale A. 
I 

.£ .£ 
A1:bridge . . · · · 984,G21 427,5IS 
Bedminster . . . - - 275.561 282,512 
Bridgwatcr ~ - · · · 268,768 284,052 
Chard . . . - . · 162,617 167,719 
Duh'crton . . . · · · 86,583 48,787 
Wellington . - . . · 100,316 111,85< 
Wens . . - · · 161,964 182,77S: 
Yeovil . . . . - 179,819 181,001 

Total - · - 1,56:;,24.9 1,686,775 

Again, in the Uxbridge Union (Middlesex) in five parishes the gross est,imated rental jn 110 
ratin"s ... fixed by the Union Assessment Committee in 1895 amounted to 7,0161.38. The gross . 
nss~ments for the purposes of Schedule A. amounted to 9,589l. 88., being 2,573l. 5s., or 36 . 7 pel' 
cent. higher ilian the Poor Rete valuation. 

Mr. Jeffreys, M.P., who is a member of various local bodies in Hampshire, sta.ted:-
" I think they (the Assessment Committees) do the work 38 fairly as they can, but I should 

" like to say that the Assessment Committees often have no particular knowledge of the subject. 
" You know how an Assessment Committee is formed, people are pitchforked into it, not because 
" tbey know much about the business, but because they happen to be members of the Boal-d of' 
"Guardians." He concurred with the suggestion that the present system in various ways tends' 
mtber to put a premium upon each man getting down the assessment of his own particular parish, 
aud cOI1~idered it to be a thoroughly bad ~ystem. -

He also said, "I happen to haye been on two Boards of Guardians, and I know how very 
" differently the Assessment is conducted in the one Union as compared with the other, and yet 
" these two· Unions are adjacent;' and" I think what we want more than anything else~ is' 
U uniformity of assessment." 

6. Again, in Sussex, Mr. Merrifield, Clerk of the Peace. and of the Councils of the Counties 
of East and West Su .. ex, who gave evidence on behalf of the County Council,,' Association, has 
given the Valuations in the different Unions in East Sussex in 1895. In the 14 Unions the total 
Valuation came to l,617,080l. for the Poor Rete Valuation, and to l,758,700l. for the County' 
Rete Valuation, the former boing 141,620/. or 8 per cent. lower than the latter. The per-centage 
of the decrease of the Poor Rate Valuation compared with the County Rete Valuation in tho 
Unions, varied from 2! to 21 per cent. , 

7. Referring to the difficulty of taking the Poor Law Valuation for the County Rate basis, 
Mr. Merrifield says :-

" Where there is no reason to suppose that the actual rent paid is not the measure of ilill annual 
"Yalue, it should be the basis of the gross estimated rental column, but a comparison of that 
" figure in the poor rate assessment with the rental as appearing by the property tax assessment, 
" which is founned on the rent actually paid, will show that there are wide differences between 
" them, differencCl! great as between parish and parish in a Union, often greater still as between 
" parishes in different Unions. Consequently, in preparing the County rate basis, the object of 
,. which is that the parishes may be fairly and equally assessessed inter 8e to the county rates, it 
" is, certainly, in some counties, quite impossiblo to take the poor rate a. .... e .. ment as the basis of 
" the county rate. The county mte basis committee is therefore obliged to avail itself of the 
" second alternative in section 6 of the County Retes Act (15 & 16 Vict. Co 81.), which defines 
" , {ulland rail' annual value' os meaning the' net annual value as ilie same is or may be required 
" ' by law ,to be estimatedJur ilie purpose of _ing the rates for the r~lief of ilie poor: ~t. is, 
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.. -no doubt, in recognition of the untrustworthineAS of the poor rate 8B8essment that the County 
" Rates Act of 1~52 by 'section 7 authorises the County rate b&.is Committe" t.\, ob; ·ill the 
" property tax assessments, which a1'8 based on actual rent.l, and ill the counties wit" wl.ieb lll,lll 
" conversant this is inv~riably dou~." 

8. In the Borough of .Kingston-on-Hull ther<:. are tw,p Poor Law Unions.· One, the Kingston
"pon-Hull Incorporation for the PoOOr, colllprisin~ _the united pari.hes of Holy Trinity and St. 
Mary, and which, not being subject to the operation of the Union Assessment Committee Act of 
1862, has no valuation list, and the othel!. ~ Sculcoates.Union, of which nine parishes are situated 
within the Borough. Mr. Dawe, Town Clerk of Kingston-on-Hull, aays :- -

" The lIext point i. the absence of all guarantees that property shall be assessed upon the s .. me 
.. basi. within the t .... o Uoions. -It is obvious that uniformity in assessment is essential to fairness 
" in rating; alld that being so, there should be one assessing Authority for the whole area. over 
.. which one and the same rate may be levied. The question whether the valuations in a district 
.. nre high or low is comparatively immaterial, so long as they are uniform; but if in one part of a 
.. Borough the o .. qessment i9 put, say, at 25 per cent. above its true ratea.ble value, and in tbe 
.. other part of the Borough at 25 per cent. below its true rateable value, the "esult will be that a 
.. corporation rate, which should be an equal rate in the £ over the whole Borough, will place 
" upon the ratepayers in the highly assessed district a burden of 66 i per cent. more than in the 
" dIstrict where it is under assessed." . , 

"The grea.test grievance which the ratepayer suft'ers is in the inequality which the syst<lm 
" entails, for in some cases it more than doubles his poor rate. I find for instance that during the 
" last seven years the poor rate in the parishes in the Sculcoates Union within the Borougb, 
.. instead of being equal, has in the same year varie<;l from nearly 80 per cent. to over 140 per 
" cent., whilst in the case of the borough and watch rate the variations have been so high as 
" 100 per cent., and the totals of all the rates levied by the overseers has varied as much as 40 per 
It cent." 

9. 'l'here is no separate valuation Jist made by the Town Council in Hull. Mr. Dawe stated that 
tllough it was felt that there was plenty of room for a ~eparate valuation list he had never advised 
tile making of one mainly on the ground that it was very desirable to have one valuation list for 
tile same area.. 

10. According to Tables prep81'ed by Mr. Dawe showing in the nine parishes the rates in the £ 
paid in respect of certain rates in the Sculcoates Union situated within the Borough of Kingston
on-Hull, the rates in the £ for the poor rate varied f"om lB. 4d. to 2s. 6d. in 1896; for the Borough 
and School Board Rates 9d. to lB.4d. ; and for the Watch Rate 3d. to tid. In the Kingston-on-Hull 
Union the Poor Rate amounte,i to Is. 7d. in the £, . the Borough aDd School Board Rate to 
Is. ld. in the.£, and the Watch Rate to 4d. in the £. 

11. Mr. Jeevps, the Town Clerk of St. Helen's,'ga.'I'e ligures, compiled by the Association of 
Municipal Corporations, .howing the amounts levied in the £ in respect of certain rates in numerous 
Horoughs. In a number of cases the rates in the £ levied in diHerent parishes in the same 
Union in respect of the poor rate and also of other rates show considerable variations. 

12. In the Borough of Tunbridge Wells (Kent). ~hich is situated in two UDions, namply, the 
Tonbridge and the Ticehurst Unions, all "ates are b/l.Sed upon the valuation Jist for poor law 
purposes settled by the Ass8Slilllent Committees of the tw,! Unions. The deductions allowed by the 
Assessment Committee in these Unions vary. Mr. Cripps. the Town Clerk of the Borough. g,we 
the following instances showin~ the difference in the. r .. tea.ble values of premises in the Borough, 
the gross values of which were IdentiCl\1 due to the v~~iation in the methods adopted by the two 
Assessment Comn.ittees. 

TUNBBIDOB U KIO •• 

2, C ... Ue Street .. 
18, Monson Road -
34, JI .. 

:Itt,,, .. 
~, Hlj<h 81"",1 -
),\, Cbapel Place .. 
19. Gouda Station Road. 
10, Mouot Pleoasaut Road 
51 and S, Higb 5""01 -

G1'08II Rateable 
lleDt. Value. 

Il 
515 
80 
85 
40 
45 
55 
60 
65 

140. 

R. •• 
2q 0 
24 0 
51S 0 
33 0 
86 0 
.4 0 
48 0 
51 0 

1911 0 

I', Nevill Street 
14, u 
8. ,,-
I, .." 
88. FraQI Road 
3, Nevill Street 
4. ,. 
50, .. 
I. Ye Palttiles 

'l'IClmUR8T UIUON. 

Gro .. 
RenL 

Il 
25 
30 
35 
40 .. 
55 
6U 
45 

140 

ltateable 
Value. 

Il •. 
91 10 
25 10 
29 10 
84 0 
88 0 
~5 0 
51 0 
M 0 

206 0 - I 
.. __ .-----------'----'-----'-----------'----"---

App,B • 

Dowe. A.pp. 
(Part II.) to 
Vol. I. of MiD. 
of Ev., No. I., 
Par. 15. 

Par. 17 • 

Par. 21. and 
Tabl.lV. 

DB"e, 1123-~. 

Dawe, App. 
(Part II.) to 
Vol. t. oj Mill. 
f)f Rv" No. I., 
Table IV. 

App. (Pari I I.) 
to Vol. I. of 
Min. of Ev.,X o. 
Ill., T.bl. D. 

Cripps, App. 
(Part 11.) to 
Vol. I. of Mill. 
of Ev .• No. VI, 
Pan. 3. 10, 13, 
14. 

The averoge rate in the £ for the poor rate for the five yea.rs 1893-97 in the Tonbridge Union Pan. Il&Dd 23. 

was Is. 6!d., and in the Ticehurst Union 1 .. 9id. 
13. Mr. Swain!1On, the Borough Treasurer of Bolton, has shown that the valuation of the Borough 

of Bolton for County Rate purposes c~nsidprably exceeds the valuation for Ponr Law purpoees in 
the Boroul(h. He stated that. generally speaking, no thorough re-valuation of mills and other large 
properties for Poor taw purpoS6l! bad takep place fulo-iU or 30 yeal1l, 8Jld ~~at important c~ I1f 

03 

S ..... iD8GD, 
App. (Part n.) 
to Vol. I. of 
MiD. of By.", 
No. XXI., Po ... 
5 ... d6, 
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,APP. B. property were not 8I!Bessed at their proper vaJ.?e., He, thus showed the discrepancy between the 
valuation of the 1l0rough of Bolton and the. basIS for ,the, County Rate,;- .,.,; '; , . . 

The rateable "aJ.ue of the 'Borough for rating ;purpbses :- , 
.P 

, FinanciaJ. year, 1896-97 • 
Ditto '11l91-92 

'- 460,396 
422,327 

.. .. 

Mean for the period 1891-92 to 1896-97 - • 441,361 

The IIBsessment of thel3orough as fixed by the LanCaBhire County 
, Rate Joint Committee in 1891 -' - .'" , - -, 457,022 

14. A number of complaints have also been receive!! from witnesses that the, differenCes in the 
systems adopted by Assessment Committees in, vlirious part.s of the eountry produce great 
inequaiities in the valuations of the same classes' of property., 'The following evidence of several 
witnesses representing large commercial intere,ts may be quoted as examples. 

AdamsoD, 
5 176. See al.o 
)iJ)Tie, 4858. 
4965. 

Crompton, 
4976-7,5000. 

Livesey, App. 
(Par< II.) to 
Vol. I. of Min. 
o~ Kv .. No. 
XXIX. I'"". 8. 

Pilr.22. 

Par. 28. 

ApT-.lPo", II.) 
tn Vol. 1. of 
Min. nfEv., Yo. 
XXX .• Par. S. 

JODes.9183 
and App. (Pari 
II.) In Vol.l. 
of Mib. of E" .• 
No. XXVIII., 
Par. 8. 

P. R. Smith. 
11,551-S. 

RawlilYe Ellilr 
App. (Po ... n.) 
to Vpl.l. or 
Min. of Xv., 
N • .,. VIlI. 
Pat's. 81 4. 

~5. Mr. Adamson, whogave evidence on b~half of the Lond6n'Cbamber of Comm~rce, said 
that the ~ievance was not due to the amoun~ of rates raised, butto the, syste'!l ot asseesment. 

16. Mr: Crompton,who aJ.so represented the Chamber, said that the main point of objection to 
the present system, apart f"om the question of the conetitutio)l of Assess~n~ Committees, is the 
uncertainty and want of princ~ple. ' , 

17. Mr. Livesey, Chairman of'the South Metropolitan Ga.q Company, referrlng to the system of 
vaJ.llingthe properties of gas companies, stated in,a memorandum prepared for the Commission:-'-

• . I '; • . ,. \., • . 

" The present system of rating public eompanies tends to excessive assessments, especially in the 
" case Qf gas companies. The: system is so. uuintelligible that, none of the Assessment Committees 
" even pretend to under~tand it; and, in the event of an appe'l\ to the Sessions, unless the chairman 
" isexpenenced in rating, CaBes, it is as unintelligible '!.)ld confusing to the Court as it is to the 
" Assessment Committees. 'fhe result is unequal and Uncertain assessments." . 

" To. .show the inequaJity of this system, two gas companies supply the parish of Lewisham. The 
" rating surveyor advising the Assessment Committee settled with the Crystal Palace District GIlS 
.. Company at a rateable value of 4 per cent. on the ,receipt.s for glIB in the parish, and the same 
.. surveYDt' at the same time claimed a rateable value of 21 per cent. reduC<ld on appeal to tbe 
.. Committee to 16! per cent. on the receipt~ of the South Metropolitan G-dS Company. This was in 
.. 1895, on the 1894 figures in both CaBes. The price of gas of the Crystal PaJace District Company 
" was 2 •. 8d. per 1,000 feet, and that of the South Metropolitan was 28. 4d. per 1.000. The first
" named company paid 148. 8 . 66d. per ton for its coals, and the last-named 10., 6 . 56d.-the net 
.. cost of the former, after deducting the receipts for residuals, was 48. 9 . 84d. per ton, and that 
.. of the latter. was lB. 4 . 34d. I have always found that a low net cost for coal means a high 
" assessment," . . 

.. It is one of the defects of the present system that the better a company serves the 
.. coru;umers the higher it is assessed.' The profit per 1,000 feet was 9ld. for the Crystal 
" Palace and Uid. for the South Metropolitan. If 4 per cent. was right with a profit Df 9kd. per 
.. 1,000, 5 per cent., not 21 per cent., would be right for a profit Dr llid. per 1,000. The receipt.s 
" of the Cry2tal Palace Company in, the pari.qh were 1I7,8()ut. and the Company was assessed at 
.. 1,51al. Those of the South Metropolitan we)'e 31,7001., and the same rating surveyor claimed 
"6,650l. ,A, system that permit. such glaring ineqnaJ.ities cannot be other than unsatisfactory a.nd 
" Wl'O~g:' 

18. Mr. Crowther Smith,secretary to the Southampton Gas Light a.nd Coke Company, who WIIB 
for 36 years Clerk t~the Guardians of the Southampton lncor!'Qration,stated: 

U My experience proves that the present mode of 88SElIIsing public companies to the local rates is 
.. most uncertain, unjust, and enormously expensive." , 

19. Mr. Jones, Engineer and 'Gener.J Manager of the Commercial GlIB Company, said that the 
u .one great point which the gas companies wish to arrive at is that there should be a uniform 
" and simple lJ)ethod of Ass_ment," and that u the result of the present syste'!l is to create the 
" greatest possible inequaJties, and occasionaJ.ly to inflict hard!!hips.", . 

20. Mr. p, R. Smith, the rating agent to the Great Western Railway Company, said that the 
l·ailway companies have more to complain about as regards the system of arriving at the mteablo 
'vaJ.ue than as to the total result . 

. 21. Mr. Rateliffe Ellis, Solicitor and Secretary to tile Mining .AssOciation of Gre3t Britain, who 
gave evic:)ence on behalf of that body, stated that a number of. different methods of ascertaining 
the rateable vaJ.ue of mines exists throughout the, country .. Referring to the rating in respect of 
cnllieries in two adjacent Unions in Lancashire, the Leigh Union and the Wigllll Union, Mr. 
Ratcliffe Ellis said that, though they work ullder practioally the same conoitions, the mines being 
cnmmel'cially of. the same value and eompeting in the ."I!lll mnrkets, the methods of ascertaining 
the rateable vaJ.ue of the collieries are entirel.,. different. u This absence of uniformity," he said 
" in thE> different C6unties .and .the different Union~;the Mining Association considers to be most 
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... llnBatisfactory, and that in order to secure eql1&Jity,of rating both' as between collieries inter 8tl 

.. and as between mines and other classes of property, some provision should: be made hy 
", Parliament, prescribing some uniform mop.~ of rating." , ,,' " 

He showed thM; whilatin the Wigan Union the assessment of the mines belonging to the Wigan 
Coa.l and Iron 'Company, Ltd.; amounted to 5' GSd. 'per ton on the gross get, based Oil 1896 assess
ments, that of the mines belonging to the same' Company situated in the LeigbCnion amounted to 
G • 33d. per ton, and he added that" Formerly the aSsessment in the Leigh Union, in this case, was 
" Id. per ton more, the total amount being aJlout 7 • 33d. r appealed against this 8saessment to the 
.. Committee on behalf of the Company last year, and they reduced it to the present amo\lnt." 
The 8B8essable value of eo&l mines in the Leigh .Union was: estimated, at between 60,0001. and 
70,0001., and in the Wigan Union at about double that amount, whilst the output in the year 1894 
of the collieries which were the subject of the appeal amounted to 230,000 tons. .. When the 
.. difference between the two unions ,was 1 td., that represented a difference in the rateable value 
" for the same output of 1,677!. 18. sa. in the Leigh Union over what it w~lIld have been in the 
': Wigan Union. The difference sincetha' asseSllment was reduced in the Leigh Union would be 
.. 7181. 158. I shOUld think that r am putting a moderate estimate upon the total of the mtcs
" poor-rate and district and the like-at 48. in the £, so that it would make an annual difference 
" in the former case of 335l. 118. 4,i; per annum, and in the latter CMe of 1431. 158. per annum. 
" This comparison, I think, is a fairly typical one, and would apply to ihe whole of the 
" collieries in each union, and I have very little doubt that t.he same inequality prevails in other 
.. places, and must continue until some uniform metl>od is fixed by the Legislature for the rating of 
"~ -

APPENDIX C. 

STATEMENTS or CERTAIN WITNESSES REFERRING TO THE DISADVANTAGES OF 'rHE EXISTING 
SY~TEM OF COLLECTION, 

1. 'l'he statements of the following witnes.ges show that, in cases wbere several independent 
collootions previously took place,.. considerable saving to the Ratepayers 'has been effected, by .. 
I'e-organisation of the system:-

S. Mv. J e9ves, Town Clerk, of St. Helens, mid :_ 
.. Until 1893 in St. Helens, the Borough of which I am Town Clerk, we had tour townships, with 

" each a. set of overseers, and an asoismnt overseer, each of whom laid and collected a poor ra.te, and 
.. the Corporation laid and collected rates for their own purposes.", " , , 

.. By an, Act obtained, in ,that year nll- the townships., were amalgamated, a.nd the_ Oorporation 
.. ohtained the powers of the Vestry, and of appointment ofo:vl!rseers and assistant overseer 
.. and rate collectors, together with authority to use one rate book and one demand note for all 
"rates. Four m~bers of the Finance Committee are appointed, overBeers, who in practice, 
.. though not by statutory provision, are a,lso made responsible for ~"-e collection of the corporation 
" rates; the services of one only of the assistant overseers was retained. and he and the staff 
,; already engaged in the layhig and coI1ectionof the corpol'ation ~tes were constituted the Rating 
o D,)pariment to take eharge of all overseer's work, ond of the laying and collection of all rates. 
o This staff has been found to be amply sufficient for the work. The work of the overseers has 
.. been better done, as attested, (J(I to the mting 'Il14tterB by the Clerk of the Guardians and the 
"District Auditor, both in the matter of the valuation lists and, of the collecting; and,_ as 
" attested, (J(I to ths 'l'e{JistTation worTo by the fact that the per-centago of errors in the overseel'i/ 
.. liB,ts, as shown after revision, is now only between 3 and 4 per cent." . 

" ,Moreover, there has been effected a saYing of upwards of' 7001. per year, 0'1' about equal to a 
" rate of two-thirds of a penny in the £, made up as tollows 1-

"Rating work:- £ 
" Remuneration of assistant overlleera • •• 250 
.. Expenses for offices, those of the corporation being used. • • 80 

-- 330 
" Registration Expe'l\BeJl :-

" Remuneration of 8.8IIistant overseers . ' • 270, 
, .. Printing of oYertleers lists by obtaining tenders - • • • _ - 50 

" Printing of overseers lists by obtaining furthertendsl'l in cllnnectiou withtb4;l 
, burgess roll and parliamentary rel!'ister • • _ • '. 60 ' 

~ --'- 380 

£710 -G4: 

Al"P. n . 

A ••• C. -

.reeveB. App. 
(PIU't n.)' • 
Vol. I. of Min. 
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" That is to say, the saving is larger than the present total expenditure hi respect of overseers' 
" work and of corporation rates." . ', 

/. In the matter of assessments, too, when the overseers of the one townsbip came to go into the 
" existing valuation lists considerable variance Was found; in one case tbe work had been kept 
" fairly up to date by ~upplementallists alterin!\" a'laessments as the value had, gone up, in other 
" cases, in "arying degrees, such Supplemental lists had been more or less carelessly done. The 
" net result ha. been a considerable increase in the town.~hip assessment, wbich is a complete 
" answer to those who say that the assessment would be put down tore~uce the Borough 
" contribution to the Union. The ~teres~ of the Boro?gh in keeping up for its own purposes the 
" assessment are far too great for thIs. ]i urther, as an Instance of looseness of supervision, it was 
" found that for two years 8Jl assistant overseer had drawn remuneration for work not done." 

3. Mr. J eeves, on behalf of the As:'~ci~tion of Municipal Corpo~~ions, give figures showing 
for about 140 Boroughs the AuthOrItIes who collect the rates, the amount of rates coIiected, 
and the cost of coIlection. The cost of collection in proportion to the amonnts raised in 
the different districts greatly varies, but the cost incurred by the Borou3hAuthoritieA appears to 
be generaIly less than that incurred by the Poor Law Authorities. Thus, in 106 Boroughs in 
which it is poSsible to make a comparison, the Corporations collected in 1896, 3,051,1301., at a cost 
of 32,77G/., or 1'07 per cent., whilst in the 'same Boroughs the overseers collected 1,863,348l. at a 
cost of 41,657/., 01' 2'24 per cent. 

C,ipp', App. 4. Again, referring tt) the 130Nugh .,.of Tunbridge WeIls, which i. situated pnl'lly ID the 
~~r::!!i\'t:'in. Tonbridge Union (Kent) and partly in the Ticehurst Union (Kent and Sussex), Mr. Cripps, the 
of Ev., No. rI., Town Clerk, says :-

~:'. !~. .. The General District Ra~ is collected by the Corporation. A collector is appointed by them, 
.. who receives a remuneratIOn of i per1!ent. The amount ~ollected averages about 27,0001. per 
.. annum, and the collector's remuneration, amounts to 2001. per annum." 

Par. 27. "The Borough Rate is also collected by the Corporation, by the same collector and at a like 
"commission. The amount collected averages about 5,OOOl. per annum, 8Jld the coIlector's 
.. remuneration amounts to 401. per annum." 

P.r. 28. "The Water Rate is alsO coIIected by the COI-poratioD, by the same collector 8Jld at a like 
"commission. The amount collected averages about 10,000/. pe.r annum-, and ~he collector's 
" remuneration amounts to 751. per anntrm/' , 

I'.,. 2~. "Poor Rate in the Parish of Tunbridge' Wells within the Tonbridge Union is collected by' 

Par. 80. 

Par. 81 .. 

"the collector appointed by the Board of Guardians to the Tonbridge Union, under the 
"powers conferred' upon them by .an order of the Local Goyernment Board. The amonnt 
" collected averages about 14,000l. per 8Jlnurn. The collector's remuneration amounts to 3501. per 
If annum," 

.. Poor Rate in the Parish of Broadwater Down in the TicehurSt Union is coll~cted by a collector 
" appointed by the Board of Guardians '0£ the Ticehurst Union, under the powel'S conferred upon 
" them by an order of the Local Government Board. The amount collected averages about 1,700l . 
.. per annum. The collector's remuneration amounts to 601. per annum.'" ' , 

"Thus the cost to the Corporation of collecting 42,0001. per ~nnum, is 3151., and the cost to the 
" Guardians of collecting 16,000/. per 8Jlnum is 4101." 

"If the poor rates were collected by the Corporation a saving would be effected of about 3001. 
" per annum, which, with other incidenta.! savings, such as printing and stationery, would amount 
.. to a permanent saving equivalent to a id. rate per annum." 

"Under the powers conferred by section 189 of the Tunbridge WeIls Improvement Act, 1890, 
" the general district rate. the borough rate, and the water rate are all kept in one bock, are all 
" collected together by one dem8Jld note, and rcceipts are given by the collector on one and the 
u 8ame form." 

.. I produce a specimen sheet of the rate book in use, a. Specimen of the d.mand note, and a 
" specimen of the receipl;. .. • 

" The effect of the alteration has been that the ratepayers in Tunbridge Wells are troubled with 
" two collections'- of Corporation rates only per annum, wherea.~ formerly there were eight 
.. collections, i.e., two collections of the Itelleral district rate, two coIlections of the Borough rate, 
" and four collections of the water rate." 

.. The only rates· in Tunbridge Wells which are not now collected at one a.nd the same time are 
" the poor ratelj'Jevied in the two Unions." ; , 

Dawe, App. ~. Again, Mr. Dawe, Town Clerk of Kingston-upon-Hull, said :-
(Part II.) to 
Vol. 1. of Mi.. " The parochial system of making and collecting, rates is wasteful, inasmuch as there is a separate 
of .; •. , No.1., "~ting establishment with separate officers fot each of the ten parishes within the Borough. The 
Par. so. " dIfference between the precepts served ,upon the overseers and the sums levied (being mainly 

" attributable to the cost of collection) amounts in the caseof the Scul.oates Union to 4,2191.138. 8d • 
•• and of the Kingston-upon-HuIl Union to 1,935l. 18 •. 6d., whereas the cost of collecting the 

• Sue pp. 66 Ilnd 6'1' I,)f Part 11. of App. to Vol. 1. of MlUutes of Evidence. 
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DISADVANTAGES OF EXISTING SYStEM OF COLLECTION. 5'1' 
, . 

.. general district &Ild highway rate in the Borough amounted only to 1,5001.; and under a proper Aft, a. 

.. system, the bulk of the cost of the Parochial Authorities might be saved." , 
.. The expense Of ten rating establishments &Ild a double set of collecto"'; takes out of the pockets 

.. of the people considerably more than what it brings into the treasury of the Loc .. l Authorities. 

.. The harassed ratepayer has the annoyance of a double collection of rates, and this becomes a 

.. grievance when he re1iects that he haa to pay for the .. nnoyance, to wbich be is bound to submit. 

.. 'Though vexation is not, strictly speaking, expense, it is certainly eqniv8J.cnt to the expense 

.. • at which evell' man would be willing ~ redeem himself from it.' " 
" I tbink that expenses in the collection of rates might be further reduced by serving the Da_. APr . 

.. de~and notes. th.rough .the P":"t, and by allowing a rebate or discount to the ratepayers who pay (Part nJ tc 
,. their rates within a given time at the town hall. Tbere are thousands of ratepayers in the ~0i:' N~ 
" Borough who either come to the town hall or pass close by, or who bave members of their ~R.M. • 
" families or servants wbo could, without the slighest inconvenience, call at the treasurer's office 
" and pay their rates, or, failing this, could send their money through the post at a cost of 2d., 
" yet under the. present ",stern they are obliged to contribute about 1,5001. a year, or nearly id. 
" in tb.e £, in salaries jlo collectors for that which they could easily do themselves. Provision 
" should, of course, be· made for the transfer to the councils I)f all the existing officers and 
" collectors who desire to be so transferred, for compensation to those who prefer not to take office, 
" and for vesting in the councils all future apPQinliments." 

TABLE SHOWING the COST OF COLLECTION of RATES falling upon' each rate in the BOROUGH OF Table 
KINGSTON·WON-HuLL, for the year ended March 1896. 

(See Minutes of Evidence, Vol. I .. Quuti0n8 1264-74.) 

} 
Vnions. 

Rates collected by Overs6ers-Cost of collection 
falling upon Bates. Raa colloc~ed Total Coat of 

by Corporahon . '-----;------,---,---.. ---- Co.. r I collection ot ,- I I - 0 co.. Rat &1' leetion faUing ee ling 
Poor. s!t.O:~;o~J. Watch. Total. u~n Rates. upon Ralel. 

B B Bill 
Soulr . .,ate& (portion oompl'iled in [' } 

Borough of KingstoD upon-Hull).. :a,878 154 1,188 4.190 1,.500 6,651 

Hull· • • • ·1 __ --__ • __ 1-----~8-5---1-----37.-6--1-----9-31---:---------~-------.-
II II 

Total for Borougb of Kingston- ! 
upcm-Hull • i 9,B78 789 i 1,594 5,151 I I,SOO 6,651 

6. Mr. Harris, the Clerk to the Cardiff Union Assessment Committee, who advocated that there 
8hould be in each Poor L!>w Union a Valuation Authority composed of representatives of tl;e 
Boards of Guardians, !>nd of the chief Spending Authorities in the Union, and that this Authority 
should collect all rates within the area, said :--

" Their substitution for collecting purposes would afford ratepayers tbe great convenience of a 
" well-known oentral and eonveniently situated office where full information could be obtained as 
.. .to all rates and assessments; it would produce a substantial saving in expense (in Cardiff Union 
.. !>bout 2,OOOl. a year out of 6,OUOI.), avoid a Jr.ultiplicity of b!>lances in tbe hand. of different 
.. rating authorities, conduce to greater efficiency and to prevention of defalcations, and if the 
" suggestion of precepts being made for fixed rates in the pound is adopted, would produce 
" unitorrnity of rates over the &rea of each Spending Authority, and in any case avoid apparent 
.. differences in rates, and cause them to be shown accurately." 

• CoatS dsfrayed out of other fund •. 

E 98500. H 
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APPENDIXD. 

TABLE sh""'ing th~ DEDUCTION. from the GRO.. ~mIllATED RmIT.lL for RBPAllIB. IN.",.."o., and other 
Enu8ES to arnve a.t the BATBABLE VALUE of vanoWl CUSSES of lIEREDlTA.ltBNT8 allowed by oertain UNIOl!l' 
.AssES8IlBNT OmD!.l'rl'FE8 in EHG~n. and WALEs. 

(Compiled'rom. table. handed ... by Mr. W. J. Jeev ... Town Olerk 0' St. Hele,.,. and Mr • ..4. P. Oobbold (J/er'" w tJIe 
SamfO'1'd Union. ASBUsment Committee, and /rom, w,./rwmation obtained from the CWrkB to cerla.m UtHotI 
..4 .... """' .. t 0""",",_). 

A.-UNIONS (.MAINLY RURAL) IN THIll' EASTERN COUNTIES. 

CllUIses 

of 

Hereditaments. 

Union Afu~esllment Committees and Scales of Deductions. 

EA.ar St1PJ'OL1t. . 

I I' I Mutlord 
. Hartis- I. and 

Blything. Hone. 'I IpsWIch. Lot·' 
m ..... 'I wog. ... land. . 

. 

Flomes- WlUIg-
~te. Samford. Stow.a,b. f rd 
0- 0 • 

Wood
bridge. 

--------~-----------• 3 Not ... • 2t, 2, 'Sf 2l 2t It08' 2t Land without buildings -
ceeding 
&d.per ~ 
acre. •• Land and buildings - . .. 7t - - 21to7j I - - 6 to I. ... - 7t 

Farm houses, land, and" build .. m_ 

C2f 

1=1 
Not exceeding 1001. rental · [5 

r 20 to 1 15 to 20 .. 10 to 15 a F..xceedjng 1001. and Dot 12! SO 25 i 10 l' to 17! .. 10to 15 
exceeding 2001. 

acd 
with- with· J 5 to 10 I; .10 Exceroin~ soni. not 10 
o~t out J 15 

12 to 171 .. 7tt. 12! 5 
exceedmg 3001. · I laDd. land. Exceeding 8001. · 10 L 10 10 to 15 .. 5to 10 5 

HOUBeS and shops · , 
20 10 to 30 - 10 and 15 to 20 10 to 15 10 to 20 .. 10 to 25 71 to 111 

• 1 
upwards. 

Cottage. • · - 15 to 85 20 to,30 20 20 to 25 10 to 20 10 to 20 .. 15 to 25 -:Hilla and facroriea · .!WiDd.35. Not ex- - 20 to 83 sOli - is. to 40 .. 39-fD 50 ~. Steam, ceeding , 
sat· bOo 

Woods· . · · - 21 2t - - .. - -
Allotmenttl' . · · - - - 21 to 5 - - 10 to 20 .. - -
MaItings and brickyards · - - - 10 - - 10 to 15 .. - -
<Gas bouses - - , - - - 10 - - - .. SO -

(ccmUnued) 
. 

Union Atlsessment Committees and Scales of DeductioDs. 

CIa."Ises WEST SWI'OIJ[. NOIlPOLE. 
CAK. 

EssEX. 
BaIDGB. 

of ----
Horeditamentll. Mitlord 

Colford .• Milden- Ris- Sud- Tbingoe Dep- and Thet- :Uew. Biller-
hall. bridge.d bury •• wade. Laun- ford.b IDwokel. ica,.. 

ditclL 

Land without buildiDga - _~I ___ ~ __ --------~---• .. - Is. per 1 to 5 - 21 to 5 7t 2f 21 3 

Land and buildings - _ 
.Farm houses, land, and build

iOg&-
Not exceeding 1001. rental -

RxceedinB' 1001. and not 
exceeding 2001. 

Erceedin~ 2001. and not 
esceeding 8001. 

Exceeding sool. 

Houses Rnd shops 
-COtmg.. • 
Mills and f'actoriCA · i 

Woods - -
Allotmt:nta -
:Maltings and brickyards 

-Gus houses - -

, 
I 
I 

• I 
• I 

acre. 

10 20 to 25. 
on the 

'i houses 
and 

buildings 5 to 15 
:; and a 

further 
5 per 

5 cent. on 
forms. 

10to20 120to25 IOto25 
so 20t025 15 to 36' 

80 to 40 I 25 and Not ex
upwards. ceeding 
! i 50. 

15 
.5 
25 

• 71 

10t025 121 
SOtoS5 80 
30 to 50 lIi1Je, 50. 

Fac-
I tories. 

2l '" 5 i l~i 
2!t051 7i 

10 

10 l~·~~t;}' 10 
2<)0 • 

aCrell, 

~o. 

20 
95 

Not ex
ceedint 

35. 

15 
OS 
30 

15 

1" 
15 to 95 

Nil. 
S 

10 to 25 
10 to 95 

:1" - - -!! - - 171to12! .. i - - - - 25 12! 

____ ~--~~--~------~----~------~'------~----------~L-----~----~------~.-----.--__ _ 
4. RangeR from 2t per cent. on bare land to about Iii per cent. on old thatched cottages. 
h. A portion of tlus union ill in West Suffolk. 
c. Rangt:fI from 10 to 25 per cent. in the case of buildings, and 7d. an acre for bare lond. 
d. A pllrtion of tbiH union is in Ef.fIex. 
e. Farnll not up.eeding 50 aeteM', 2s. to 2s. 6c1. per acre; ]()O Bcrea. Is. 9d. to 21. per acre i 200 acrE'S, Is. 6d. to !.t. fJd. per acre. 

;&nd eXClt!e<iing 200 ftCrcs. 11. 3d. to 18. 6d. per acl'o. 
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ROYAL COMMISSION ON LOCAL TAXATION. 

THE QUEEN has beon pleased to issue a Commission, under Her Majesty's Royal 
Sign Manual, to the following effect :-. . . 
VIOTORI.A. R. 

~ittoria, by the grace of God Qf the United Kingdom of Great Britain' and Ireland 
Queen, Defender of the Faith, 

Q!:O Our right trusty and well-beloved pouncillor Alexander Hugh, Baron Balfour 
of Burleigh, Our Secretary for that part of Our United Kingdom of Great Britain 
and Ireland called Scotland, Vice-President of the Committee of Council on Education 
in Sootland, Chairman; Our trusty and well-beloved Frederiok Archibald Vaughan 
Campbell, Esquire (oommonly called Visoount Emlyn); Our right trusty and well
beloved Councillor John Blair Balfour; Our right trusty Bnd well-beloved Counoillor 
Sir John Tomlinson Hibbert, Knight Commander of Our most honourable Order of 
the Bath; Our right trusty lind well-beloved Councillor Charles Beilby Stuart· 
Wortley; and Our trusty and well·beloved Sir Edward Walter Hamilton, Knight 
Commander of Our most honourable Order of. the Bath, Assistant Secretary to the 
Commissioners of Our Treasury fOl' Great Britain and Ireland; Sir Alfred Milner, 
Knight Commander of Our most honourable Order of the Bath, Chairman of the 
Commissioners of Our Inland Revenue; Cornelius Neale Dalton, Esquire, Companion 
of Our most honourable Order of the Bath, one of the Assistant Secretaries to tlie 
Local Government Board; Charles Alfred Cripps, Esquire, one of Our Counsel learned 
in the Law; Harcourt Everard Clare, Esquire, Town Clerk of Our City of Liverpool; 
Thomas Henry Elliott, Esquire, Secretary to the Board of Agriculture; Arthur' 
O'Connor, Esquire; Edward Orford Smith, Esquire, Town Clerk of 0111' City oj 
Birmingham; James Stuart, Esquire; and John Lloyd Wharton,. Esquire, greeting! 

etlJtrta~ We have deemed it expedient that a Commission should forthwith issue , 
to inquire into the present system undet' which taxation is raised for local purposes 
and report whethor all kinds of real and personal property oontribute equitably to such 
taxation, and, if not, what alterations in the law are desirable in order to seoure that 
result: -

;Bow know pt. that We, reposing great trust and oonfidenoe in your knowledge and 
ability, have authorised and appointed. and do by these Presents authorise Bnd appoint, 
you, the said Alexander Hugh, Baron Balfour of Burleigh; Frederick Archibald 
Vaughan Campbell, commonly oalled Viscount Emlyn; John BlairBalfour; Sir John 
Tomlinson Hibbert; Charles B~lby Stuart· Wortley; Sir Edward Walter Hamilton; 
Sit' Alfred Milner; Cornelius Neale Dalton; Charles Alfred Cripps; Haroourt Everard 
Clare; Thomas Henry Elliott; Arthur' O'Connor; Edward ,Orford Smith; James 
Stuart, and John Lloyd Wharton to be Our Commissioners for the purposes of the said 
inquiry; 

!Clnb for the better effecting the purposes of this Our Commission We do by these 
Presents give and grant unto you, or any five or more of you, full power to call before 
you such persons as you shall judge likely to afford you any information upon the 
subjeot of this Our Commission; and also to oall for, have aocellS to, and examine all 

I VSf8e, WI. A 2 
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such. bookd, documents. registers, and records as may afford you the fullest information 
on the subject; and to inquire of and concerning the premises by all other lawful 
ways and means whatsoever. 

gul)' We do by these Presents authorise and empower you, or any five or more of 
you, t;o 'risit and personally inspect such places as you may deem it expedient so to 
inspect tor the more e1l'ectual carrying out of the purposes aforesaid. 

!anl)' We do by these Presents will and ordain that this Our Commission shall continue 
in full force and vii,tue; and that you Our said Commissioners,' or any five or more of 
you, may from time to time proceed in the exe~ution thereof and of every matter and 
thing therein contai,ned, although the same be not continued from time to time by 
adjournment. 

gub We do further ordain that you, or any five or more of you, have liberty to 

report your proclljlpings un,d,er thjs Our Co~mifsion ,fr01ll ,time.,fo ,time if you shall 
judge it expedient so to do. 

gnl)' Our further will and pleasure is that YOll do, with as, little delay as possible. 
repol't to Us. under your hauds and seals, or under the hands and seals of any five or 
more of you, your opinion upon the matters herein submitted for your consideration. 

, Giyen at Oqr ,Court at Saint James's, the ,fifteenth day of August, 1896, in the 
.,Sixuieth year of Our Reign. ' 

By Her Majesty's Command, 
(Signed) LANSDOW NE . 

• 
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ROYAL COMMISSION ON LOCAL TAXATION. 

VIOTOBIJ. R. 

tliidorta, by the Grace of God of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and 
Ireland Queen, Defender of the Faith, 

Ql:o Our trusty and well-beloved George Herbert Murray, Esquire, Companion 
of Our Most Honourable Order of the Bath, greeting! 

~fJtrta5 We did by Warrant under Our Royal Sign Manual, bearing date the 
fifteenth day of August one thousand eight hundred and ninety-six, appoint Our right 
trusty and well-beloved Councillor, Alexander Hugh, Baron Balfour of Burleigh, 
together with the several gentlemen therein mentioned, or any five or more of them, to 
be Our Commissioners to inquire into the present system under which taxation is raised 
for local purposes, and report whether all kinds of real and personal property contribute 
equitably liP such taxation, and, if not, what alterations in the law are desirable in 
order to secure that result: 

2lnb whereas one of Our Commissioners so appointed, namely, Our trusty and 
well-beloved Sir Alfred Milner, Knight Commander of Our Most Honourable Order 
of thfl Bath, hath. on being appointed Governor and Commander-in-Chief of the Colony 
of the Cape of Good Hope with its Territories and Dependencies, humbly tendered unto 
Us his resignation of his appointment as one of Our said Commissioners: 

;Bow know I1t, that We, reposing great confidence in you, do by these presents 
appoint you, the said George Herbert Murray, to be one of Our Commissioners for the 
purposes aforesaid in the room of the said Sir Alfred Milner, resigned, in addition to 
and together with the other Commissioners whom We have already appointed. 

Given at Our Cow-t at Saint James's, the third day of April 1897, in the 
sixtieth year of Our Reign. 

By Her Majesty's Command, 

George Herbert Murray, Esq., C.B., 
To he a Member of the Royal Commission 

on Looal Taxation. 

(Signed) M. W. RIDLEY. 



:ROYAL·COMMISSI~N ON LOCAL TAXATION. 

SECOND REPORT. , . 

TO THE QUEEN'S MOST EXCELLENT MAJESTY, 

MAY IT PLlWIB YOUR MAJESTY: 

1. Since the commencement of the inquiry entrusted to us in accordance with 
the Commission issued by Your Majesty on August 15, 1896, we have made enquirieH 
into the system by whioh tithe rentcharge is valued for the purpose of levying local 
rates, and we, the undersigned Commissioners, consider that it is desirable to submit to 
Your Majesty the information we have acquired, and the conclusions we have arrived 
at, independently of any further recommendations we may have to make upon this 
and the other subjects still under our consideration. 

I.-The Origin oj Tithes. 

2, 'l'ithes have been describlld· as the tenth part of the increase yearly arising upon 
lands and on the personal industry of the inhabitants of the parish.... P1UlIimore'. B,,1 .. , ... 

"Of common right, tithes were to be paid for such things only as do yield a ';oa! ....... Snd ed., Vol, 

1 b h f G d 
n 11 .• p.llliO. 

" year y increase y t e act 0 0, 

An estate· in tithes is no more than a "title to a share or portion of the produce Bacon's Abr. 
" after it shall have been separated from the general mass, For tithe is payable . af the Law, 
". . . not in respect of the land, but of the person; it is not an estate in the 5th .d., 17118, 
'I db' h d' 'f h f' . h II h . d Vol. VI., Art. on • an, ut a rig t to a etermmate proportIOn 0 t e rUlt.s Wit ate 1D ustry Tythes p 709 . 

.. and expense .that have been bestowed in bringing them forward and collecting , 
.. them," Tithes. were estimated, not on the rental, but on the produce of the land, n. Bock Porter, 

"'!'ithes are incorporeal hereditaments, and as such they, or the rentcharges 1l,046-.'l1 • 
.. substituted fol' them, are land within section 2, subsection 10, of the Settled l"and 
" Act. 1882. Where they belong to laymen they are subject to the incidents of 45&46Vicl,c, S8 . 
.. other freehold property, and descend to the heir-at-law, but not to the heir, 
.. accordin~ to the oustom of any district or manor; they are subject to dower and 
" tenanoy by the courtesy; they can be settled, willed, or leased; and are assets for 
.. payment of debtB."t 

3. They are of very ancient origin, and it is known that 'they existed at the Anglo. 
Saxon period. Edgar was the first king to enforce by law the payment of tithes,! but, 
evell" at the date of the Conquest, it is by no means certain that their payment was 
altogether general or compulsory.§ 

4. They were devoted to· the maintenanoe of the church's fabric. II the use of the 
bi~hop and of the incumhent, and also, to some extent, to the feeding of the poor 
and the entertainment of strangers. 

'l'he monasteries and other spiritual corporations acquired many advowsons from 
patrons of churches, and with the licence of the king and the consent of the bishop 

• 

• SI.ph.n. Commentaries on the Laws of England, 1895, 12th ed., Vol. II., Book IV., Part 2., p. 718. 

i .. 'rhe Law of Tith .. anti Tith. Rentcharg •. "-Fl. F. Studd. 2nd ed, pp. Ii, 6. 
I< Ancient Foots and Fiction. concerning Chureh ... and Tith .... "-S.lbornG. 2.d ed., pp. 106, 216 . 
.. 'rh. Law of Tithes and Tithe Rentcharge."-E. F. Studd. 2nd ed., pp. 1.2. PhiJIimore's Ecc1 .. iastical 

Law, 2nd ed., Vol. II .• p. 1147, says :-The payment of tith.s was compelled by eccl.siastical censures, 
enforced by tho writ de e.t'r.anulJu"icato capiefl.do:. . . • • • . . . • statutory authority for their 
poymont was I[iven first by :17 H.n. VIII. c. 20, and 82 Hen. Vill. c. 7, and th.n hy 2 & 8 Ed. VI. c. 13. 

II The burden of repairing the church, originally the duty of Ih. bishop. and by Ih. Caoon Law imposed 
upon the rector, or other recipi.nt of the tithe and other ecclesiastical revenue of the parish, was, so far ... 
that part of the church i. coucerned which was appropriated to the use of the people-the ""v. of Ih. church 
-caBt in very early tim .. on the parishione .... whii. the per. of the chureh appropriated to the priest-the 
obancel-was ~D.rally l.fl to h. repaired by the po-n, thODllh som.times bT custom transferred to Ihe 
pariBbion.rs.-t Parliamentary Paper, 486 of 1843, Part I., p. 10. J 
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8 ROYAL COMMISSION ON "LOCAL' TAXATfON : 

" appropriated" the benefices to themselves, and applied the endowments to their own 
purposes. They u?-dertook the repair of the ch~rch's fabric, disp~nsed charity, and 

• deputed one of theIr own body to perform the serVIces of the church In the parishes of 
which they had become the 'rectors 01'" parsons. This deputy was called 8 'l!icariu8, 
or vicar; hence the distinction between rectorial and vicarial tithes. 

5. By 15 Rich.ard II. c. 6, it wan provide~ tha~ upon th~ appropriation of pari~h 
churches, the dIOcesan of the place IIhould ordalll, accordmg to the value of such 
churches, a convenient sum of money of the fruits and profits of the same churches, 
to be paid and distributed yearly by thos6 that should have the said churches in proper 
use, and by their successors, to the poor parishioners of the said churches, in aid of 
their living and sustenance for ever; and also that the vicar should be well and 
sufficiently endowed. ' I' - (' 

6. When the mon~steries a;nd. ot~~r religious ho?-ses were !lisaolved ~ thll ,reign 
of Henry VIII., the :' approprIatIOns were, vested In the Crown, and many were 
granted at different times, to ,religious found8.tioJ;l~ and, corporations; and also to 
subjects who became lay rectors or "impropriator~," as distinguished from the original 
" appropriators," who were spiritual. ' , ' 

7. By 4 Hen. IV. c. 12., the vicar was made independent of the appropriator as 
regards his stipend and the security of his tenure as vicar. The Act provided 'that in 
every church appropriated there should be a secular person. tpat, is D\>t'a member 
of any religious house, ordained vicar perpetual, canonically instituted and inducted, 
convenably endowed by the discretion of the ordinary to do divine service and inform 
the people, and to keep hospitality.. , " 

8. The endowments granted to vicars were usually aport,ion,Of. the ,glebe belonging 
to the parsonage, and. a share, ()f. the, ,tithes. They Were not, ,h\>wever, of a uniform 
character, and some vIcarages were more liberally endowed than others. Titheswhich 
in some parishes belonged to the vicar, in others belonged to the recto;r or parson. 
The distinction between rectorial and vicarial tithes, therefore, did not, depend on the 
nature of the tithElable produce, but it appears that the, appropriators generally 
assigned the tithes which were most difficult to collect, the result being that there was 
in practice, a. certain amount of uniformity in the assignments. This is the reason, 
it is stated, that small or privy tithes are usually vicarial, and great tithes rectorial. 
The distinction between great and small tithes,is one arising from the nature, - and 
not from the quantity, of the titheabh.' pl'oduce.t ' 

n.-The Starutory bia1:rility oj the ]'lICWIT/,bent to be a88es~ed to t'he Poor Rate. 
, ! 

,9. By Magna Carta the king granted to God and confirmed" that the Englisli 
" Church shall be free and enjoy all her rights in their integrity and her liberties 
"untouched," . . •. " No clerk shall be amerced for his lay tenement except 
" after phe manner of the other persons aforesaid, and, not according t~ the value of 
" his ecclesiastical benefice." . ~ 

f 
10. Eoclesiastical persons, prior to and during the reign of Elizabeth, were; by the" 

Common Law, considered exempt from tolls, pontage, &c.,·and not subject to general! 
charges imposed on subjects as to highways, &0., unless charged by Statute, either i~ 
express or general terms.t 

11. Such was the recognized law at the time when the'Statutes of Elizabeth having 
reference to rating were passed. It was afterwards held during t~e reign ~f Charles Ilt 

.. Phillimore'. Ecclesiastical Law, 2nd ed., Vol. II., p. 1148 :-Tithes, with regard to the several kinds oJ 
natures, were divided into praedial, mixt, and personal. _ ' f 

Pr/U!dial tithes were such as arise merely and immediately from j,he ground, 'as grain of all sorts, hay, woo~ 
f111its, h~rbs. ~ 

Mixt tithes were those which ariso not immediately from the ground, but from things immediately 
nourishecl on the ground, as by means of goods depnstured thereupoD, or otherwise nourished "'ith the, fmil 
thereof, ns colts, calves, lambs, chickens, milk, cheese, eggs. . ... 

Personal tithes were snch profits as do arise· by the bfJDost labour and industry of m8ll, employing him~ 
in" some personal work, artifiee, or negotiation,' being ·the tenth ,part of the clear gain, aftor'charges deducted.j r " The Law of Tithes Rnd Tithe Rentch .... ge."-E. F. Stlldd. 2nd ed., P' Ii. " , t 

t PhHlimorc's Ecclesiastical L.w, 2nd ed., Vol. I •• pp. 477-8·; 000 ICe Vol.' II.;"p. '1373. &e nl«J 
Godolpbin's Abl'idgmeut of tbe Ecclcsinstioal L.w, 1680, pp, 193--4, " . ,,' , , 
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that ecclesiastical persons were liable to all pnblic charges imposed by Act of Webb".Batche-
Parliament. * lour (1673). 

1 Vent. 273; 3 Keb. 

h . h .. . . 1.76• 607. 
12. The support of t e poor was III t e earlIest times a parochial concern. bemg Parliamentary 

cOllDected with the maintenance of the Church. The Church rate was for a long Paper. 486 of 
period the only parochial tax. and. subsequently. the only parochial taxeB were the 1~43. Part I .• 
Church Rate and the Poor Rate.t It is stated in the Report of the Poor Law Com- pp. 10. 11. 
missioners in 1843 that before 1536 "the relief of the poor had been a legal charge, 
.. but undefined in amonnt. on the revenue~ of the secular clergy. aided by. the 
.. many exclusively charitable foundations. and by the regular alms of the monasteries 
" and religious houses. collegiate churches. hospitals. and cathedrals ... 

13. In 1535-6, the year of the suppression of the smaller monasteries and about three 27 lIell. VIII. 
years before the suppression of the larger ones. the Act of 27 Hen. VIII.c. 25 was c. 28. 
passed dealing with the establishment of the poor. and providing for the gathering and 3\~ell. VIII. 
procuring of "such charitable and voluntary alms of the good Christian people," ~7 Hen. VIII. 
for the purposes of poor relief. The Act enacted that ~. all the governors and c. 25. 
.. ministers of every of the same cities, shires. towns. hundreds, wapentakes. lathes, 
.. rapes. ridings. tithings; hamlets. and parishes, as well. within liberties as without, 
.. shall not only succour, find, and keep all and every of the same poor people. by 
" way of voluntary and charitable alms, . . . but also to cause and compel all 
" and every the said sturdy vagabonds and valiant beggars to be set and kept to 
" continual labour, in such wise as by their said labours they and every of them may 
" get their own livings with the continual labour of their own hands." The parson 
or Borne other honest man in a parish was to keep accounts to show receipte and 
expenditure, but the books were to be in the custody of two' or three of the 
constables and churchwardens or of some other indifferent man by their consents. 
Preachers, parsons, vicars, and curates, as well in their sermons. collacions, bidding 
of beads, as in the time of confession and making of wills, were to exhort, move, stir. 
and provoke people to be liberal for these purposes. 

14. Bnt "voluntary and oh'aritable alms" we.re found insuffioient ·to meet the 1 Ed. VI. Co 3. 
incre~sing difficulty of providing for the poor. Various Statutes dealing with the 3 & 4 Ed. Vr. Co 16. 
maintenance of the poor and of vagabonds, and with the collection of alms, were passed. 5 & 6 Ed. YI. c. ~ 
By an Act of 1552 collectors were required to " gently ask and demand of every man, 
" and woman, what. they of their charity, will be contented to give weekly toward 
.. tha I·alief of the poor." And if any .. able to further this charitable work" 
obstinately or frowardly refused, he might be summoned by the Bishop, who would. 
according to his discretion, " take order for the reformation thereof." 

15. In the following reigns further compulsion was gradually introduced. In 1555 2 ~ 3 P. & M. 
parishioners of wealthy parishes in cities and corporate towns were to be moved. c.;). 
induced, or persuaded" to contribute somewhat, according to their ability, towards 

• 4 'fhat an Act of this King for repairing of the lIighwnys appoints, that such persons as keep Carts Trin. Anno, 
" Dnd lIol'si!.'1, &c., ~hould send them at cwrtain times to assist in the repairing of the Ways, not having a 26 Chao II. 
II reasonable exr.use, ond that warning WRS given to the Parishioners of the Parish whereof the Plaintitr in King's Bench. 
« Willi 1'ar.on. to send in their Carts; and that the Plaintiff omitting to do it; a Justice of Peace made a 14& 15H .... VII[. 
" Warn .. t t. the Defendant, to distrain him according to the AuthOl·ity givell by the Act, &C. It was c.6 • 
•• alleged for the Plnintill',. . . • . That Clergymen we .. e not obliged by this Act; for Ecclesiastical 2 &; 3 P. &; M. c. S. 
" rcrsou. hnvo ahvuys hOO Immuniti .. from sucb charges, as I'ontage, Mn ...... "". &c .• and shall 1I0t be 14 Cba. II. c. U. 
te comprehended by the general word, Parishioners," 22 Chao II. Co 12. 

C",ia (.'o.lIra.-" The Clergy are liable to nil public charges imposed by Act of Parliament; amllhst h.th 
.. boon resolved. a. Hale ""id, upon debate before all the Judge.... [Webb v.Batcbeloul" (1673), 1 Vent. 273; 
3 Kob. 476, 507. See ,,/0. Hopkins' case (1672). 3 Kob. 255.] 

It " •• provide!\ by 14 Chao II. c. 6 that. if wbat W88 done toward. meD<ling the highway. by the loan 
of wngoDR or CB1'ta, os:~n, horsos, or other cattle, and by able men was not sufficient, Surveyors of Highways 
~honltt h"y ASRe8smeut9 " upon every Inbabito.nt rau~d to the Poor, aDd upon every Occu!lier of Lands, Houses, 
" Tit.hes. Impl'oprillte or Appropriate, Portions of Tithes, Ooal Mines, and other Mines, sa.leable Undcrwoods, 
" Stock, Goods, or other personal Estate, not being Household-stuff, within tho said Parish," which Assess .. 
menta were not to elceed u the BUlD of Six pence in the pound in any ODe year, Decol'ding to the re.l 
" vnlno of tbe .. we, and Twenty pounds in Monoy. Goods, Stock. or otbor personal Estate, shall be mtoo 
" equally to Twenty shillings a year in I,and." And it was again provided by 22 ChB. II. c. 12 that 
AsSt!tiSwlJnts for the repair of the highways might be mode and levied U UpOD all and everv the inhabitants, 
tc ownf'nI, Rnd occupier' of lands, house:J, tenemeuts, and hereditaments, or any personal esta&o usually 
•• ratable to tho poor. oJ 

t The rate next to th" Church Rate in antiquity was the Sewers' Rate. "The districts within which 
" it is nU5e\i are entirely arbitrary, and have 01) legn' relation &0 any other ch"n or ecclesiall§tical divisious." 
(Parliamentary Pllper, 4~6 of 1~43. Part I. p. 11.) 
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10 ROYAL COIDlISSION ON LOCAL TA.X.iI..TION: 

" the weekly relief" of the poor in other pari.shes. In 1562 it was provided that 
if any person of his froward or wilful mind obstinately refused to give weekly fOI 
the relief of the poor according to his ability, the bishop was to bind him to appeax 
at the next General Sessions, and at the said Sessions the justices there were tc 
charitably and gently persuade and move the said obstinate person to extend hi! 
charity towards the relief of the poor of the parish where he dwelt. If he would not 
be persuaded, the justices, with the churchwardens, might tax him according to theu 
good .discretion. On default, he might be committed to prison until he paid thE 
sum so taxed, with arrears. In 1572 the poor were to be settled and numbered, and 
after. the numbering, the county justices and town magistrates" shall by their gooe 
.. discretions tax and assess all and every the inhabitants dwelling in all and everJ 
" city, borough, t<>wn, village, hamlet and place . . . to such weekly charge 81 

" they and every of them shall weekly contribute towards the relief of the said pOOl 
" people; and the names of all such inhabitants taxed shall also enter into the saie 
.. register book, together with their taxatioI!; and also shall . . . appoint or f('~ 
"collectors. • and also shall appoint overseers of the said poor people." Ii 
". =y person or persons being' able to further this charitable work," did " obstinatel~ 
" refuse to give towards the help and relief of the said poor people," or did "wilfulll 
.. discourage others from so charitable a deed," he was to be brought before thE 
justices to show cause, and to abide their order, and, on default, he might be committed 
to the next gaol for the shire. The Act also imposed a rate for conveyance of the pOOl 
from parish to parish, and for the relief of vagabonds in prison. 

16. In 1597 the important Act of 39 Eliz. c. 3. made the burden of relieving thE 
poor within the parish wholly compulsory. The Act provided for the raising by tlu 
overseers, ., weekly or otherwise (by taxation of every inhabitant and every occupiel 
.. of lands in the said parish, in such competent sum and sums of money as they shal 
.. think fit) a convenient stock of fiax, hemp, wool, thread, iron, and other necessaI') 
.. ware and stuff to set the poor on work, and also competent sums of money, for. 
" and towards the necessary relief of the laine, impotent, old, bli1!d, and such othel 
" among them being poor, and not able to work, . . . to be gathered out oj 
" the same parish, according to the ability of the said parish." Distress might bE 
levied on anyone refusing to contribute, and, in default of distress, it was lawful fOI 
the Justices of the Peace to commit him to prison. 

17. The Act thus provided that every inhabitant, and also every occupier of land! 
in the parish was to be taxed, but it was not laid down that taxation was to be upo~ 
the basis of the ability of the occupier or inhabitant, but that competent sums oj 
money were to be c. gathered out of the same parish, according to the ability oj 
" the said parish." No directions were given to the overseers 88 to the actual basif 
upon which taxation was to be raised, nor in respect of what properties, nor as to the 
manner in which rates were to be levied or collected. Further, the parson or vicM 
was not specially mentioned in the Act. 

18. Upon the interpretation of this Act a conference of Judges in 1597 or 1598, 
camEl to 20 resolutions, and they laid down in resolutions 18 and 19 that .. parsons, 
" or vicars, &c. he bound (as inhabitants) to the relief of the poor, as well as others 
" that inhabit within the parish," '. • . "every one that hath tithes impropriate, 
" coal mines, or lands in manual occupation, &c. is chargeablto. And 80 for such 
.. as have saleable woods, proportioning the same to an annual benefit." : 

19. In 1601 the famous Act of 43 Eliz. c. 2 defined more specifically than the 
Act of 1597 the persons liable to be taxed. I 

By this Act the overseers were enabled to "raise weekly or otherwise (by taxation 
" of every inhabitant, parson, vicar, and other, and of every occupier of lands; 
" houses, tithes impropriate or propriations of tithes, coal mines, or saleable under. 
" woods in tho said parish, in such competent sum and sums of money,as they shall 
" think fit) a convenient stock of fiax, hemp, wool, thread, iron, and other necessari 
.. ware and stuff to set the poor on work. and also competent sums of money, for~ 
.. and towards the necessary relief of the lame, impotent, old, blind, 8.Jld such othel! 
" among them being poor, and not able to work;" and also for the putting out of 
the children of parents thought unable to help and maintain them to be apprenticesl 
.. to be gathered out of the same parish, according to the ability of the same parish,' I 
and to do and execute all othor things, as well for the disposing ot the said stock, 
88 otherwise concerning the premises, as to tht'm shall seem convenient. I , 

f 
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20. The Act directed that parsons and vicars should be taxed, not specially in R. fl. Chri.topher
respect of tithes, but as inhabitants wit4in the parish. Parsons and vicars were ~n, 16 Q.B.D. 
especially mentioned among inhabitants as subject to be taxed, probably to prevent ~i':! i:; 804 
any suggestion that the clergy were exempt. In the Hue and Cry Act (1585) 27 Eli •. c. '13. 
taxation was expressly stated to be according to the ability of the inhabitants, but Atkins ". Davis, 
under the Act of 1601, althoug~ ~he ability of ~he i~habitant, parson, vicar, &c., was ial!: ~~:;. 
not expressly stated, but the abilIty of the pansh, It appears to have been generally 1 T.R 7~~' 
agreed that the intention of the Act was that inhabitants were to be. taxed according R . .,. G"",~, 
to some standard of ability, ·and the Courts inferred the intention to tax them in 7 B. and C. 60. 
respect of property other th~n that specifically mentioned in the Act. * On the other :T"n. ~":~' 
hand, owners of tithes severed from the benefice were not to escape taxation, such .. . 
tithes being expressly mentioned in the Act. They were to be treated as other 
occupiers and rated according to their respective means arising in the parish, that is, 
upon ihe basis of the annual benefit arising from their property situated in the parish. 

21. The view has been constantly put forward that the express mention in the The Smelting
Act o.f Elizabeth of tit.he~ impropriate or propriation~ of tithes in connenon with ~::n .!':'~. 
occupiers, and the omission of any reference to tithes not severed from the Rich~;;lD 3 
benefice, was evidence of the intention of the Act to exclude those kinds of tithes Burr. 1341' • 
not specifically named from dirllct liability to assessment, and that, therefore, the (1762). 
inoumbent was liable to be rated only as an inhabitant according to his ability, and ~org,,:: v. L R 
not specially in respect of tithes not severed from the benefice. This view receives :; rit;,. ';'&4;' ., 
Bupport from the fact that the express mention of the words" coal mines and ealeable 40 L .• T., M.C. 202 
" underwoods" was held to exclude all other kinds of mines and woods from its (1871). 
oporaticn until the passing of the Rating Act of 1874.t 37 <~ 38

3
Vict. c. ,",,"%. s. . 

22. With reference to the construction of the Act, Mr. Meadows White, solicitor H,ll1se of Lords 
to the Tithe Commissioners and to the Ecclesiastical Commissioners, when giving Paper, 150 of f 
evidence before the Select Committee of the House of Lords, appointed in 1850 b~~;,.:~;r;:;:ro 
to consil'ler the Laws relating to Parochial Assessments, said:- 622 of 1850, ' 

Ie As I read the Poor Laws, in which I have had some little experience, I do not pp. :la9, 340. 
Ie think that. originally it was the intention of the' framer of the Act of Elizabeth to 
" rate spiritual tithes at all: there is an arialogy to that in regard to the sewers' 
.. rate, which was first enacted in the 23rd Henry 8th: under that Aot spiritual,tithes 
.. have never been rated: impropriations of tithes have always been rated; but they 
.. were property which, as your Lordships are aware, before the dissolution of 
.. monasteries, was charged with that hospitality whioh was, in fact, the Poor Law of 
.. the day; when they were granted out again, there was· a clause in the Acts of 
Ie Dissolution that t.he grantees should maintain that hospitality, and doubtless, when 
.. that came to be a legal statutable charge, extending the power and enforcing the 
" obligation .of maintaining the poor, it was intended that all property which before 
Ie bore the burden, should continue to bear it, and that the parties who were possessed 
.. of that property should be the persons assessed: in the 43rd of Elizabeth, it will be 
" found, that there are enumerated • propriations and impropriations of tithes,' and 
.. there are also enumerated parsons and vicars as inhabitants, .whose ability is to be 
.. the test of their contribution." 

23~ If the incumbent had been classed as an occnpier, and had been rateable 
directly in respect of tithes not severed from the benefice, he would, in many cases, 
have been rated practically in respect of the whole of his available resources, but, if he 
had been rated on the basis of an inhabitant, and rated solely according to his ability, 
he would have been rated not unequally with the other inhabitants of the parish. 
Having regard to the unremunerative nature of his calling, and the many parochial 
claims made upon him, a comparison of his ability with theirs would probably have 
operated considerably to hia advantage. 

24. But t.he difficulties of rating inhabitants according to their ability were apparent. 
The Act of Elizabeth provided no machinery for making inquisitorial inquiries into 
theil' means, nor is it likely that such a system would ever have been tolerated. 

• In R. t'. Christophen;on, 1885 (16 Q. B. D. 7; 53 Law Time. Rep. ~04) Cotton, L .• T., said .. Under the 
c, Act of Elizabeth a person might be rateable undor two heads, either as inhabitant, parson, viaar, or other, 
" or 88 occupit.·r of Cl'rtain specified hereditaments, and the sum of money to be raised was to be raised in 
.. each parish according to the ability of the same, that is, of the parish. That provillion appears to me to 
U ilwoh'c thnt the persons rated nm~t be rated accordiug to their respecti'f'e means arising in the parish!' 

t HOlls. of Lords Paper, ISlI of IMOO, or House of Commons Paper, 622 of l!lSO, Willis, Q. 2157-11, aud 
momorau,\uw hu"t!c'<i in by witneas, p. 2M9. Ste alSQ evidence of the Ven. Archdcacoll floroey, Q. 2000-1, 
:!OS7. Castle on tho La ... and Practice of Ruting, 3rd ed., p. 4,,3. Castl~, 13,986. 
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Moreover, so long as the parish was the area for the purposes of assessment and of 
levying rates, taxation by ability would not be a feasible method. Therefore aU that 
could be done in practice was to measure the ability of inhabitants by property within 
the parish of a visible or tangible kind easily cognisable. This was not necessarily limited 
to real property. but it came by the force of circumstances to be mainly real property. 

25. In the case of the incumbent his property. namely tithes received in kind, was 
easily cognisable, and the value easily estimated by the over~eers. A practice 
.therefore arose of rating the incumbent in respect of this class of property, not because 
he was liahle to be rated specially in respect of tithes under the Act of Elizabeth, as 
were oocupiers of tithes severed from the benefice, but 1!ecause it was found to be the 
easiest and most feasible method of assessing him. Thus, as the Poor Law Com
missioners said in 1843. the ability of the incumbent" was recognised as being usually 
derived from tithes." 

26. Attempts were made in the 18th century in certain parishes to rate in respect 
of all classes of personal property. Such 'property was not, however, held rateable 
without evidence of usage until 1792-3 .... and. even after that. the practice is said to 
have been a very limitp,d one.t 

27. '.!.'he case of the incumbent was therefore one of hardship. His ability came 
to be measured by his cognisable property of tithes, and he was thus dealt with 
upon the sa.me basis as the owner of tithes severed from the benefice, who performed 
none of the services of the church, who could live anywhere he might select, and was 
free to pursue any remunerative calling he chose. In addition, the incumbent was 
rateable in respect of the annua.l value of the house in which he lived, and of his 
glebe, if he had any and occupied it. On the other hand, inhabitants possessing many 
other classes of property escaped taxation in respect of it, for the annua.l value of the 
houses in which they lived was talcen BS the sole measure of their ability. 

1II.-The Assessment of Tit/!es from 1601 to 1840. 

28. Little is known of the method by which the incumbent was assessed, if he was 
assessed at all, for some time after the passing of the Act of Elizabeth. 

29. In Dalton's" Counf;ry Justice," in 1742, nearly 150 years after the passing of 
the Act of Elizabeth, it is stated that "every clergyman is to be rated for his glebe 
" and tithe aocording to their yearly value, so long as they are in his own occupation, 
" because the statute charges every occupier of tithes, &c., and the clergy are con
" tained in these general words unless particularly excepted." 

30. Though this statement may point to the conclusion tbat the practice of rating 
the clergy in respect of their tithes probably prevailed to a considerable extent at that 
time, the construction placed by Dalton upon the Act of Elizabeth appears to have been 
erroneous, and not warranted by any known legal decisions. Referring to this passage, 
Lord Justice Lindley, the present Master of the Rolls. said, "There is undoubtedly 
" some confusion here, because the only occupiers of tithes mentioned in the Statute 
"lLre the occupiers of tithes impropriate or pl'opriations of tithes." 

31. It is stated in Phillimore's Ecclesiastical Law that "it has been long holden, 
Phillimore's Ecele· ., though the law at iiI'st was uncertain, that incumbents of benefices are liable to the 
.iastical rdlW, " rate for the relief of the poor according to 43 Eliz. c. 2.:j: These rates have been 
2nd ed .• Vol. II., "imposed on them, not only in respect of their glebes, but also in respect of tithes, 
p. 1373. " even tithes of fish, and apparently even oblations§ and pensions."11 

In the case of R. 'II. Carlyon,§ 1789, Lord Kenyon, C.J., said, "Then it is said that 
It. ". Carlyon, "' only property which is visible should be rated; but I think that is carrying the rule 
3 T.It.385; 2.Eag. " of exemptioll too far; for oblations and other offerings which constitute the rectorial 
alld Yo. 389. " or vicarial dues are rateable." Upon this statement. Cotton, L.J., remarked in the 

case of R. 'II. Christopherson (1885) ~hat he could find no case where a parson had 
been held so rateable, and, if he was so, it must be on the same principle as that on 

. which he was rateable in respect of tithes, namely that these were matters visible and 
tangible by the overseers.~ . 

------
• R. 11. White, 4 T. R. 771. R. 11. Dursley, 6 T. R. 53. R. ". Darlington, 6 T. R. 468. 
t Parliamentary Paper, 148 of 1840. }>arliamenlary Paper, 486 of 1843, Part r., pp. 21-2. House of 

Lords Paper, 150 of 1850, or House of Commons Paper, 622 of 1850, pp. 3, 4. 
t 'See Parson of Paneras quoted in Hopkins' case in 1672, 3 Keb. 255. R. t·. Turner (1718), I Su". 77; 

1 liott. No. 147 (1827 ad.). R. 11. Bartlett, 16 Viner's Abr. 427. 
§ R .... Carlyon, (1789), 3 T. R. 385; 2 Eag. and Yo. 339. 
II Lowndes tI. Horne (177~), 2 W. Bl..,k 1204; I Bott. No. 175; 2 Eag. and Yo. 341. 
,. R. v. Christopher"on, 16 Q.B.D. 7; 53 Law Times Rep. ~04. Se~ also EsdaiJe II, The A.s.ssmen~ 

{:omIjlittee or the City of l;.ondon U~iQn, III Q.l.l.D.431. , '-\.' ., 
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32. Although the eases of R. fl. Skingle, 1718, and R. fl. Lambeth, 1722, were cited R .... Skiugle 
in argument in the case of R. fl. Christopherson, with the object of showing that at H)';~il~ 5t Bu~Jo 
least in the early part of the eighteenth century the incumbent was rated as an I Bott: No.":'4!1' 
occupier of tithes, the judgment of all the Lords Justices in that case proceeded Comyns 265; , 
upon the· ground that .. parsons have been rated in respect of tithes, bllt not as 1 Eag. and Yo. 
occupiers" ; but, looking to the nature of the case and the decisions, the general it3• La beLh 
words of tho Statute received some limitation with regard to the profits for which the (i7~'2) l~tra. 52S 
parson was rateable, and these profits vpre held only to include tithes or payments 1 Bott: No. 149; 
substituted for. them. The Court pointed out that, since the passing of the Act of Fortescue'. ~ 
Elizabeth (4~ Eliz. c. 2.), all the decisions, "had gone on the footing that his ability ~~~~ :\ra~~ 
.. from certam sources must be looked to. ' p.319. 

Thelle sources were said by Lindley, L.J., the present Master of the Rolls, to be 
tithes. " It seems to me that they (parsons) were held to be rateable in respect of 
" tithes, because tithes formed the visible means of the parson which the overseers 
.. oould see and estimate. I cannot find that the parson was ever rated as such in 
.. respect of anything but tithes or. payments substituted for them, and perhaps, if 
" Lord Kenyon is correct, for oblations and other such offerings." 

Lord Justice Cotton, in the same caSA, stated the liability of the parson as follows :
" The parson is especially mentioned among the inhabitants as subject to the rate, 
" probably to prevent any suggestion that the clergy were exempt. And with regard 
" to the question for what hEl is rateable, it is expressly laid down by Littledale,. J., in 
.. R. fl. Boldero, that the statute of Elizabeth makes the parson rateable as such in R .•• Boldero, 
.. respect of profit which he receives from the pal'ish as 1'arson. In respect of glebe 4 H. & C. 467 • 
.. in his occupation he would, of course, be rateable as an occupier as any other 
.. occupier is rateable in respect of land occupied by him. With regard to his 
" rateability as an inhabitant, the question is whether, looking to the nature of the 
" case, and the decisions, the general words of the statute must not receive some 
.. limitation witb regard to the profits for which tho parson is rateable."* 

33. But whatever the legal liability of incumbents was in respect of the assessment 
of tithes, it was stated by the Rev. R. Jones, a Tithe Commissioner, that they were 
frequently not assessed at all, even as late as 1838. When such assessments were 
made, the methods greatly varied in different parts of the country. 

In many instanoes the farmers paid a money composition in lieu of tithes, and also 
paid the rates, and, as at that time the farmers chiefly levied the rates in rural 
districts, their interest was to assess the tithe as low as possible. 

24. The Rev. R. Jones, in a pamphlet published in 
tithe should be assessed to the Poor's Rate,t says :-

1838 on the manner in which 

"The modes of rating whioh oonvenience, convention, or other circumstances have 
co established in different districts of the country, are multiplied and various . 
" Over a very large proportion of England the tithe has never been rated a& all. Till 
co lately this praotice of omitting the tithe from the assessment prevailed more genel'ally 
.. still, tlnd when at length householders and others insisted that the tithe should appear 

• Lnrd Justice CoUon SI>ld (53 L. T. 807) co It .bows that inhabitants, .. sucb, were liable to be rBted in 
" .. espect of th.t which was visible and tangible which the overseers could get at. Parsons have been rated 
u in ro~oot of tithes, but Dot as occupiers, for the only occupiers of tithes mentioned in 43 Eliz. c. 2 are 
U occupiers of tithes impropriate and propriations of tithf's which had. been taken from the parsons. Bot 
" tithl'& were the ostonsible and tu.ngible means of support of the parson, because when they were paid in kind, 
.. Ihe,'o was a tenth 10 which he was entitled which was the tangible and visihle property which he had for 
U his support," 

Sir }o'"rre,' (now Lorn) He1'8OheU, who was coonsel for the appellants (the Assessment Committee), in 
R. fl. Chri.topherson, argued that the Poor Rate Exemption Act (3 & 4 Vict. Co 89) which gave legal sanction 
to the p''8Ctioo of exempting personal property from the poor rate, expressly leaves untouched any liability ()f 
the .plll'8Oll under 43 Eli •. c. 2. Hi. liability under that statute being reserved by the Poor Rate Exemption 
Act, he ''tlm"in8 liahle in respect of his personal ability to contribute as rector of the parish, that is to 66y' in 
respeQt of any sums received by him, forming port of the annual value of his rectory. "There is nothing 
.. in the word. of the Statute of Elizabeth to confine the liability of the parson or vicar to tenements or 
.. hemdit.monls occupied by him ••• " There is nothing in the statute of Elizabeth to wan'8ut any 
" distinction, 8S fRr as the rector is concerned, between Bny emolument of his benefice which is :} tenement, 
co &1ld any emolument which i. no!." [R.~. Toms (17~O), Doug. ~Ol.J [RBnn p. fi9kin (17.112), Cl\ld. 
196.J 

t t)haw .nu Sons, pp. 31 and 32. 
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.. in the rate-book, the occupiers of the land very generally paid the tithe (1 rate) them. 
',' selves, and. had a direct interest in rating the tithe as low as possible . . . There 
" still remained a comparatively small class of cases in which the clergyman was assessed 
" and paid his own rates; but even of this comparatively small class of' cases a large 
" propOl!tioll were assessed on conventional usages, utterly int'onsistent with the notion 
" that any legal principle of rating was present to the mind of either party." 

35. Again, the Rev. C. A. Stevens, a well·known authority OJ! the subject of tithes, 
stated in 1879 :-

App. (Part n.) to ". Previously to the commutation, the total amount of the tithes in a parish was in most 
Vol. I. of Min. of " cases as much unknown to anyone except the titheowner himself, and as much a 
EV·2~~·l"'(VI., .. subject of estimate as the gross produce of the land. In nearly two-thirds of the cases 
~~; •. 43..6. " the farmers agreed with the titheowner to pay him a money composition on the plan of 

" their paying all rates. Thus no question of total amount of tithes and modes of 
" assessment could arise. The farmers levied the whole rate among themselves. In the 
" remaining cases where tithe was taken' in kind, very different practices seem to have 
"prevailed. In somei.districts they were not rated at all. In others he was charged 
" with a fifth, a sixth, or an eighth of the whole rate of the parish. In some place6 in 
" later years a valuer was called in, and the titheowner was rated with reference to 
.. his supposed gross income. When rates were levied, as they generally were, at 
" half rents, or two-thirds rents in some cases at least the titheowner was rated at an 

House of Lords 
Paper, 150 of 
1850, or Hou •• of 
Commons Paper, 
622 of 1850, I.l. 16. 

~. tI. J oddren, 
1 B. &A. 403. 

" aliquot reduction." 
36. Also, Sir George Cornewall Lewis, when a witness before the Select Committee 

of the House of Lords on the Laws relating to Parochial Assessments, said :-
" I am aware that before the Tithe Commutation Act, the practice as to rating tithe 

n 'varied considerably. In some cases the rate upon the tithe was paid by the occupier, 
" and no rate at all was imposed upon the clergyman." 

37. In 1830 an important case having reference to the rating of tithes, namely 
R. 'II •• Toddrell, came before the Courts, and it was decided that the ,titheowner was 
rateable only for that proportion of the value of his tithe which tIle rent received by 
the landlord for all the land in the parish bore to the whole annual value of such 
land, including the profits of the tenant. .. If the rent is one.half or two-thirds of 
" the total annual profit or value of land, the rate on all other property should be 
" one-half or two-thirds of its annual value." 

R • .,. Capel, Effect appears to have been given to this decision' in a number of cases until after 
12 A. & E. 382. the decision in the case of R. 'II. Capel in 1840. 

6 & 7 Will. IV. 
c. 71. ss. 17, 81, 
82. 
54 Vict. c. 8. 

51 Vict. c. 8. 
ss.l, 2, 4, 6. 

N.-The object of the Tithe Act, 1836, a;nd its eject upon Incwnlbents. 

38. By the Tithe Act, 1836, an agreed rentcharge, instead of a tithe in kind, received 
legal sanction. The titheowners' remedy, in case of non-payment of the rentcharge 
by the occupier, was, up .to the passing of the Tithe Act, 1891, to recover it by 
distress from him, or, in default of sufficient distress, by taking possession of the land 
out of which it issued. But the Tithe Act, 1891, provided that the landowner, instead 
of the occupier, should be immediately liable for the payment of the tithe rentcharge, 
and it is now recoverable in the County Court. 

U7WIIl.rv .•. 7t. 39. The Tithe Act of 1836 provided tb.atthe tithes be commuted either voluntarily by 
P"",....,..Ap •. ("",m.) b . d' . d 
to VoL I •• r Min. or Ev.. thetitheowners and landowners of· the parish, su J' ect to certam con ItlOns an No,XXlV .. par,as.et8tq. 

6 & 7 Will. lV. 
c. 71. s. 37. 

restrictions, or else compulsorily by the Tithe Commissioners, the Act in the latter 
case directing the mode of conversion to be as follows :-

(1.) To find the clear average annual value of the tithes of each parish, after making 
all just deductions on account of the expenses of collecting, preparing for sale, and 
marketing, where such tithes had been taken in kind, during the seven years preceding 
Christmas 1835. 

In estimating this, no deductions were 8.llowed on account of any rates,. charges, or 
assessments to which the tithes were liable, and where the tithes had been compounded 
for on the basis of the tithe-payers paying the rates, the Commissioners were directed 
to make such additions to the composition as would be the equivalent of the rates 
paid.'" . 

• Peterson. App. (Part II.) to Vol. I. of Min. of Ev., No. XXIV., pars 58-62. S.evens, App. (Part IL) 
. to Vol. I. of Min. of Ev. No. XXVI.B., par 58. De Bock Porter, 11,024-31. AI •• evident'" of Sir 
G. Cornewnll Lewis, Select Committee of House of Lords on Parochial Assessments; Honse of Lords Paper, 
IpO o~ 1850, or Hou.e of Commons Paper 622 of 1850, Q. 17. The Tithe Ac:S, 6th cd., G. P. Leach, p. u. 
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(2.) To apportion the Bmount upon the lands of the several landowners, having 6'" '1 WiU. IV. 
regard to the average titheable produce and productive 'quality of the lands. c. 71. ss. 54, 55. 

(3.) To ascertain how much corn could be purchased with such amount, o;ne-third to f1 & '1 'WilL IV. 
be laid out in wheat, one-third in barley, and one-third in oats, at the average pric!, Con. s. 57. 
ascertained by the weekly official returns for the same seven years. 

(4.) To make annually payable a 8um of money 'equal in value to the same number U!Will.IV.e.r. ... f. 

f b h 1 f h t b I d t t · 1 d' h . l' 7 w,n.lv. Al Voc' o us e SOW ea, ar ey, an oa 8 respec lve y, accor mg to t elr severa prIces as 0. ... ",IL 

h b th f th th 1 t ta o d d blish d '3HV ...... ,. ...... 8 own y e averages 0 e seven years en as ascer me an pu e. 

40. The obj~ct of the Tithe .Act, 1836, was stated in the Poor Law Commissioners' Parliamentary 
Report on Local Taxation in 1843, as follows:- Paper, 486 of 

1843, Part I., 
U It was quite clearly understood at that time (the time of the passing of the p.102 • 

.. Commutation .Acts) that there was to be assured to the titheowners, lay and clerical, 

.. an income as nea1'ly as possible equivalent in real value to their then revenue, 

.. to be rendered, by the provisions as to averages, independent as far as possible 
" even of fluctuations in the value of money. With this assurance of a certain 
.. revenue, the titheowner abandoned his prospect of increased revenue from improving 
.. cultivation . . .. . But little, if any attention was paid to the operation upon 
" the rentcharge of increasing taxes, as being capable, while they improved improvable 
" incomes, of.nlmost annihilating, in the very same process, a fixed* income." 

41. The report of the Select Committee on Tithe (Rentcharges), 1881, stated that, HouseofCommon! 
.. The Tithe Commutation .Act (1836) was founded upon the principle that a corn rent Paper, 34??f . 
.. payable in money and permanent in quantity, though fluctuating in value, should lSS1, pp. Ill, Xl • 

.. be substituted for all tithe, which was theretofore payable either to ecclesiastical or 
.. to lay persons." 

42. With reference to the question of rates, the .Act provided that .. every rent- 6'" 7 Will. IV • 
.. charge payable aB aforesaid instead of tithes shall be subject to all parliamentary, c 71. s. 69 . 
.. parochial, and county and other rates, charges, and assessments, in like manner :e Lamplugh u • 
.. as the tithes commuted for such rentcharge have heretofore been subject." . 22°Q.~:D. 462. 

The words "in like manner as the tithes commuted for such rentcharge have 
.. heretofore been subject" appear to have been inserted in order to insure that no 
fresh liability in respect of assessment should be imposed upon titheowners; 

43. With regard to this section, the report of the Poor Law Commissioners on Parliamentary 
Local Taxation in 1843, states that it was then alleged that, at the time of the passing Paper, 486 oj' 
of the Tithe .Act. "there waR a distinct understanding in Parliament that the tithe- 18~3. Part I., 
U owners, in consideration of their acceptance of a fixed* instead of an improvable p. 00 • 
.. income. were to be secured against any variation in the mode of taxation which 
" then prevailed," and that it was the object of section 69 to give effect to this 
understanding. The lflgal position of the incumbent under the :A.ct of Elizabeth was 
therefore left unaltered • 

• 
44 . .At the time of the passing of the Tithe Act in 1836 it had in many cases Peterson. App. 

ceased to be the practice for titheowners to take the tithe in kind, ()wing to the (Part II.) ~ 
expense and inconvenience which it entailed. and also to the bad feeling it frequently ~oi I. of Min. 
engendered between titheowners and tithepayers. In fact, probably the chief advantage ~o. ~IV. 
which the clergy contemplated would be derived iTom the Act was the assurance of a par.48. ' 
more stahle revenue recoverable by a process less calculated to cause dissension than Hons.of Common! 
that which had previously obtained. But for some time befor!J the passing of the .Act, i;I:r'Q41!9~~ 
many of the clergy. in order to maintain friendly relations with their parishioners, had Hous'eofCom';'on, 
made considerable sacrifices rather than take any proceedings calculated to create Paper, 340 of 
ill.feeling. Mr. (afterwards Sir) James Caird stated in 1881 before the Select 18SI, Q. 189. 
Committee of the House of Commons on Tiihe (Rentcharges) : .. It was certainly to 
" the credit of the Church, and that was fully stated by all the great statesmen who 
" entered into this subject previous to 1836, and in 1836, and they all of ·them said 
.. that the Church had been extremely lenient in every way in her exaction of tithe." 

• See footaote (~ to pal'llgl'llph 81. 
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6 ,,\ 'i Will. IV. • 
e. r.6 .•. 1. 

R. tI. Lnmsdnine, 
10 A. & E. 160; 
10 Q.B.D. 157; 
2 P. & D. 219. 

R. tI. J oddrell, 
1 B. '& A. 403. 

16 ROYAL COMMISSION ON LOCAL TAXATION: 

V.-The fl.ffect Of the Parochial Asse8sments Act, 1836, upon Incumbents. 

45. In the same year as the Tithe Act the Parochial Assessments Act was passed for 
the purpose of establishing "one uniform mode of rating for the relief of the poor 
" throughout England and Wales," and it enacted that .. no rate for the relief of the 
" poor in England and Wales sha~l be allowed by any justices, or be of any force, 
n which shall not be made upon an estimate of the net annual value of the several 
" hereditaments rated thereunto; that is to say, of the rent at which the same might. 
n reasonably be expected to let from year to year, free of all usual tenants rates and 
" taxes, and tithe commutation rentcharge, if any, and deducting therefrom tho 
" probable average annual cost of the repair~, insurance, and other ex.penses, if any, 
" necessary to maintain them in a state to command such rent: provided always, that 
" nothing herein contained shall be construed to alter or affect the principles or 
" different relative liabilities (if any) according to which different kinds of heredita
" menis are now by law rateable." 

The Act was explained by Lord Denman in 1839 in the case of R. 'II. Lumsdaine as 
follows :-" The object of this Act does not appear to have been to introduce any new 
principle of rating, but to aflirmthat which had already been established by decisions 
of this court." 

46. The proviso in section 1 of the Act was inserted as Ii com l'romise* at the 
instance of the clergy, after much controversy, in order to preserve the benefits 
accruing to them from the decision in R. 'II. Joddrell which they were afraid the 
provisions of the Act having reference to the basis of assessment would nullify. 

47. In 1838, before the case of R. 'II. Capel, the Rev. R. Jones, a Tithe Commis
sioner, referring to the effect of the Parochial Assessments Act, 183(j, t1pOn the method 
of rating tithe rentcharge, and to some circulal's of instructions issued by the Poor 
Law Commissioners in 1837, wrote as followst :- . 

" When the time came that Mr. Powlett Scrope's Act was to be put in motion, the 
" Poor Law Commislioners, iuto whose hands the general superintendence of the 
" measure naturally and properly fell, issued some circular letters of instruction on 
" the subject to the Guardians of Unions and Parish Officers. Such a circular 
.. appeared on the 19th September, 1837;, and in it the following passage occurred:-

" 'As respects the relative proportion in which Lands and Tithes are to be rated, 
" , it is to be observed that this question has, previously to the Parochial Assessments 
" 'Act, been frequently the subject of legal controversy, and it is understood that the 
" , proviso at the end of the first Section of the Parochial Assesments Act is intended 
" 'to preserve to the Tithe Owner the benefit of the decision in the case of the 
" , King 'II. Joddrell, (1 B. and A. 403): " 

" , That case decides that any profit accruing to the Occupiers of Land after payment 
" 'of rent and necessary outgoings beyond that which would repay the expense of 
" 'cultivating lands; and which would compensate for the Farmer's trouble and 
" 'labour, and superint.endence, ought to be included in tne Assessment; and that 
" 'when (as might be done before the passing of the Assessments Act) a profit so 
" , accl'uing to the Occupier was omitted in the Rate, a proportionate remission should 
.. ~ be made to the Tithe Owner in l'ating the Tithes.' " 

" • The Parochial Assessments Act, however, which prescribes the Rent which might 
.. 'l'easonably be expected to be obtained, to be the criterion for estimating rateable 
.. 'hereditaments generally. appears generally to exclude, in making of the estimate, 
" 'the consideration of such an Occupier's profit as is referred to in the case.' " 

" , But if after the estimate is made of rateable hereditaments (including the tithe 
" , according to the Parochial Assessments Act) there should appear to be a profit 
" 'accruing to the Occupier, of the kind described in the case, as that profit will not be 

• See evidence of the Rev. R. Jones, a Tithe Commissioner, who was a party to drawing the Proviso 
[House of Lords Paper, 150 of 1850, or House of Commons Paper, 622 of 1850, Questions 1821-4]. Jllso 
CllIItle on the Law and Practice of Rating, 8rd cd., p. 453. 

t Pamphlet published in 1888 on the manner in which tithe .ltould be assessed to the Poor'. Rate 
(Shaw & Sons), pp. 39 to 41. 

f Oireular Letter to Guardians of Unions olld Parishes, BIld to the OhurchwlU'dens and Overseers of 
Parishes and Townshipe, doted 10th September 1837. 
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.. 'rated under the Parochial Assessments Act, the Tithe Owner would appear to be 

.. 'entitled to a deduction proportionate to that profit.' " 
.. After the appearance of this circular, nothing seemed necessary to secure to the 

.. clergy the full benefit of the law as it stood. But of the persons employed to make 

.. the valuations under the new Act many did not understand, many showed themselves 
II extremely unwilling to execute, the law as thus oxplained to them, and, in spite of 
... the restraining proviso in the Act, proceeded to rate the tithe (ordinarily, for the 
" first time) at its extreme value. From that time to the present, my own table, as 
" ecclesiastical Tithe Commissioner, has ·been covered with letters from the clergy, 
". . . . . . complaining that the conventions and usages on which tithe had . 
.. ordinarily been rated were broken up; that their position in the rate book was worse 
II than it had been." 

48. In 1850 Mr. Jones, when giving evidence before the Select Committee of the House of Lords 
House of Lords on the Laws relating to Parochial Assessments, on being /l:sked Paper, 150 of 
whether he thought that the titheowner was assessed higher in 1850 than before the ~50, 0'fc., 
passing of the Parochial Assessments Act, replied: "I can only answer that question P:;;0622 :t,!,on. 
" by appealing to the eternal complaints and wailings of the titheowners, who every lS5O, Q. 1925 • 
.. year of my life say. so, and say it very emphatically indeed." Also, when giving 
evidence in 1846 before the Select Committee of the House of Lords on the Burdens Hou •• ofOommons 
on Land, Mr. Jones said that he had never heard of one instance where the clergyman Paper, 411 of 
was fairly rated compared with other occupiers, and he added, " The clergy are hoping 1846, (~. 4928-0. 
" to get some modification of Mr. Powlett Scrope's Act, and they are all lying by for 
"that. I have heard them constantly state that they hope something will bo done 
II for them j and I know that otherwise many appeals would have taken place." 

49. Mr. (afterwards Sir) George Cornewall Lewis also stated to the Select Committee House of Lords 
of the House of Lordn on the Laws relating to Parochial Assessments, "There is no Paper, 150 of 
" d?ubt that this Act ~the Tithe ~ct, 1836) has op.erated very con~iderab!y to ~he ~(~,?~~fC.mmo\l' 
" dIsadvantage of the tltheowner WIth respect to ratmg, and that IS a pomt whIch raper 622 of 
.. I an:: desirous of mentioning to the Committee. It has acted injuriously to the 1950, 'Q. 16. 
h titheowner in this manner: it has exhibited the entire amount of his tithe in a 
" public and authentic form; and, therefore, the tithe commutation being known 
" and ascertained, the overseer has put down the titheowner in the rate book at 
" that full alllount; but, being himself generally a farmer, he rates other farmers in 
.. the parish at an alllount less than the net annual value. That practice certainly gives 
" to occupiers of land within the parish an advantage in comparison with the 
.. titheowner." 

50. The poslLion of the clergy with reference to rating after the passing of the Tithe 
Act" 1836, and the Parochial Assessments Act, 1836, was· thus stated by the Rev. 
C. A.Stevens, in a pamphlet written in 1879:-

c; But on commutation, the actual amount of the titheowner's receipts bacame for the Sleven., App. 
" first time known, and so became assessable under the Parochial Assessment Act at Vii Hi) ~;. f 
.. that known full value, • • . . But the full value of land remained unknown, E~' Noo x..~~i °B 

" while for want of access to tho Property Tax Assessment (refused by the Com- p. 207, par. 44: ., 
.. missioners, though not- by law), no one could prove the land was under-W!sessed. 
" eVjln with regard to actual rent, at all. From that time the titheowner has been 
.. fair game. Parishioners have not failed to secure their advantage of under-
" assessment at his expeuse, and assessment committees have cheerfully aided them . 
.. As Sir R. Phillimore said in 1856, the principle of the new law has been rigorously 
.. applied to the titheowner, while that of the old law has belln continued in practice 
.. with respect to the occupiers of land." 

51. Four years after the passing of the Parochial Assessments Act in 1836, the R. II. Capol, 12 A. 
impOl·tant case of R. v. Capel was brought before the Courts with the object of raising & E. 3~2. 
the question to what extent the interests of tithe owners were protected by the 
proviso in scction 1. It was also contended that tithes were not .. hereditaments" 
within tho meaning of the Act. 

As it WIIS assumed ill the caSe that th.) titheowner was rateable as an occupier 
of t,it.hflS, the general question of the precise liability of the incumbent undel' the Aot 
of Elizabeth was not raised. 

52. The Court held that under section 1 of the Parochial Assessments Act, the 
vicar of a parish, receiving composition for small tithes, was to be rated on such 
receipt in the slime way as the oocupier of land, that is, on the sum for whioh the 
saIne would let free frow tenant's rates and taxes and ecclesiastj~l dues. 

I 9~S99. c 
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Lord Denman, in giving judgment, said :-" It cannot be questioned that the words 
" used in tile enacting part of the Statute are large enough to embrace titbes. 
" • Hereditaments' is the division under which a lawyer would class tithes: the 
" expressed object of the statute is to break down distinctions, and establish uniformity 
" of rating; and the rule which it propounds is thus far applicable to tithes that they 
" are demisable at a yearly rent. It is indeed true tbat many of the deductions 
" required to be allowed from the rateable (~gross) value are not commonly, and 
" others perhaps cannot be, 'incident to tithes. But, as they are incident to other 
" hereditaments, the expression of all such deductions was necessary, and indicates no 
.. intention to exclude any species of hereditaments," and he further added" that the 
" titheholder had ne'\'"er been rateable on any principle different from the landholder" ; 
that viewing "the decisions according to their avowed intention, and not with II> 

" minute reference to particular expressions, we find no variety in the principles of 
" rating," and" that R. v. Joddrell does not convince us that there was any difference 
.. in ,the legal liabilities of the titheowner and occupier of land." 

53. The causes which led to the hearing of R. v. Capel are thus described by the 
Poor Law Commissioners in their Report on Local Taxation in 1843:-

"In the year 1830 the case of the Kilng v. !odbell was decided, and from some 
.. expressions in the judgment of the Court, as reported, it was inferred, though it 
" appears to us that such an inference could hardly have been made by those who 
" had read the previous statement of the case with care, that the effect of the decision 
I' was, that the ordinary profits of farmers are rateable."* 

" Still upon this inference the clergy claimed, and in numerous instances obtained, for 
.. a few years, a reduction in the proportion at which their tithes were rated, as 
" compared with the scale of assessment of all the other property in the parish, it 
" being in such cases admitted that when the farmers were rated only upon their net 
I' rental, omitting the farmers' proper profits, the parson was entitled to have a 
'I deduction made from the net value of his tithe in the same proportion that the 
" farmers' profits bore to the net rent of their farms." 

" The claim which the clerical titheowners urged was not generally admitted; but 
" when the Parochial Assessments Act was passing through the House of Lords in 
'I ·1836, it was represented on their behalf that the declaration contained in the bill 
" that' no rate should be valid unless made upon the net annu'!.l value of the several 
" 'hereditaments rated thereunto,-that. is to say, at the rent at which t.he same 
" • might reasonably be expected to let from year to year,' &0., would repeal t.hat 
" operation which they attributed to the decision in R. v. !odbel!. It was conceded 
" that if they had any legal ground for their claim, it ought not to be interfered 
" with; on the other hand it was not admitted that they really had any such legal 
" ground for their claim; but with a view not to prejudice either the claim of t.he 
" clergy or the adverse claims of the landowners, a proviso was inserted in the Bill in 
" these words :-' Provided always, that nothing herein contained shall be construed 
" 'to alter or affect the principles, or different relative liabilities (if any) according 
" , to which different kinds -of hereditaments are now by law rateable.' "t 

• But see extract from circular letter of instructions, dated 19th September 1837, issued by the Poor 
u.w Commissioners to gunrdians and parish officer .. p. 16, par. 47. 

t In a pap.r of 1879, the R .... C. A. St.vens states it wns expressly" to save the principle of the Act 
" of Elizabeth from being infringed, that the Duke of Richmond, on the remonstrance of the Archbishop of 
" Canterbury, engaged to introduce, in the Parochial Assessment Bill, the proviso, 'That nothing h~rein 
" 'contained shall be supposed to alter or affect the principles or proportion according to which the different 
U 'kinds of hereditaments may now by law be rateable.' The words in italics, recorded in the JtIirt'OT of 
U Parliament, were, it is not known how, altered in the Act by the substitution of the words' different relative 
" liabilities,' which the court, in 1840, held to be meaningless. But the rccOf'd oj the intention remains." 

"The agreed language was, by some unknown means, altered, and the Queen's Bench, in R. v. Capel, was 
" obliged to hold tha.t the Act, os its wording stood, did not secure equality in the manner intended, i.e., by a 
.. proportionate reduction of the rateable tithe value. While tbe remedy which remained to the tithe·owner, 
• lIS the judgment in R .... Lumsdaine decided, of having the omitted portion of land profits brought under 
" the rote, WllS immed~tely and arhitrarily, though only from year to year, taken away by the passing of the 
" Inha.bitants' Exemptlon Act." 

" That the intention of Parliament ill this proviso wns to 'maint.ain una.lterfl.d, the principle ruready 
.. , established by law as to the proportionate liability of tho two hereditaments' • and the benefit to the tithe
" 'owner of the decision in R. v. Jodd"ell,' and other la.nd cases, is c"'tain: From the pledge given by the 
" Duke of Richmond on the part· of Government in the House of Lords. From distinct assertions of the 
ee Poor La.w Commissioners, in two successive circulars; and from dil'ect teRtimony. From Mr .. Shaw Lefevre's 
.. abortive Bill of 1838, confessedly designed to cancel the effect of the provioo. From the terms of 
.. Mr. Law Hodges' Bill, 1841, which, reciting both the proviso and the Iuhabitants' Exemption Act, aimed at 
U ensuring a proportionate reduction to restore just treatment to the titheowner:' 

Mr. Steven. alBa quotes part of a letter written to Sir Robert Peel in 1840 by the Rev. R. Jon.., B Tith. 
Oommissioner, which states: "The proviso was the result of a stout conflict, Bntl a deliberate compromise, 
.. which made it moraIlv impossible that any p.rson concerned either in opposing or conducting Mr. Scrope' • 
.. Bill in the House of Lords should not fully understand the object." 
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" After the passing of the Act doubts were generally entertained as to the effect of 
" this proviso, and, in order to prevent unnecessary litigation. a case was chosen for 
.. the purpose of raising and trying the question in the Court of Queen's Bench. The 
.. titheowners and landowners, on the recommendation of the Poor Law Commissioners, 
.. and of the Rev. Mr. Jones,.one of the Tithe Commissioners, agreed very generally 
" to forego the prosecution of· the then pending or impending appeals until the 
.. decision in this case was obtained. The case so chosen was- that of The Q'UOO'/I V. 
.. Oapel, clerk (1840). The Court of Queen's Bench at length, upon a carefully drawn R. ". Capel, 
.. caso, and nfter ample argument, gave tltei.r decision against the claim of the tithe- 12 A. & E. 8S2. 
"owner. They decided that the rule of rating which the Parochial Assessments Act 
.. propounded was applicable to tithes, and that the proviso did not support the 
.. claim of the titheowner to be exempted from the general rule laid down by the Act . 
.. This decision of the Court of Queen's Bench has, as yet, been acquiesced in by the 
" tithe-owners, but with an understanding either that their claim, in connexion with 
" the rating of tithe, is to be brought under the consideration of the Legislature, and 
" it wus with this view, and at ~heir instance, that the Acta for exempting stock-in-trade 
" from the Poor's Rate have been made only temporary instead of permanent Acts." 

54. The effect of the decision in the case of R. 'II. Capol upon the incumbent was R. ". (''''pel, 
serious. The actual value of th~ rentc~:ge was easllyascertainable ~t~r the Tithe ~~.! ~llii. 
Act, 1836, and he was held by thiS case liaole to be rated under the prOVISIons of the ollin of Ev· 
Parochial ARBessments Act, which were not suitable to such a property, on a basis No. XV. ., 
which resulted in his contributing upon a high percentage of gross value. 

VI.-Ths Practice and Method of assessing Tithe BenteM.rge from 1840 to 1858. 
55. On whatever basis the taxation in respect of tithes had previously been legally R. ". Capel, 

made, the titheownor, subsequent to the decision in R. 'II. Capel in 1840 upon the 12 A. & ~. 38Z. 
construction of the Parochial Assessments Act, 1836, was rated .upon the basis of .an :~: Will. IV. 
occupier of his own rentcharge, and the Courts in estimating the amount of tithe . . 
rentcharge upon which rates could legally be levied, followed the analogy of the 
basis on which occupiers of land were rated, and uniformly held that the principle to 
be applied to tithe rentcharge was to find the amount of the rent at which the same 
might reasonably be expected to let from year to year. . 

56. After the decision in the case of R. v. Capel the Poor Law Commissioners issued 
a letter on September 16th, 1840, explaining the method by which the rateable value 
of tithe rentcharge should be ascertained. * . 

'1'he gross annual value was described as "the gross amount of the commutation 
" rentcharge, including the sum allotted for rates and taxes." 

The Commissioners proceeded to say that the net annual value was founded OJ:!; the 
supposed rent which might be realised by the letting of the rateable hereditament, and 
that the rent which a tenant would consent to pay for the rentcharge, supposing the 
rontoharge to be let, .. would obviously be a sum which would remunerate him for the 
" trouble of colleotion and insure him against all risks of loss of rentohargo itself, 
" and of loss of interest incurred by the obligation to ad"ance rent, and by 
.. occasional delays in recovering the rentoharge, and against all inoidental expenses 
" incurred in enforcing his rights." 

With regard to deductions, the Commissioners stated that they should be made in 
respeot of rates and taxes for which the tenant is liable, ecclesiastical dues, and 
expenses of repairing the ohancel in cases where the titheowner w:as liable for that 
expense. 

They quoted the deductions allowed from the gross annual value to the incumbent of 
the parish in the case of R. 'II. Capel as an example, as follows ;- . 

£ 8. d. 
Gross annual. value of tithe oompositions, estimated at 660 0 0 

Ded'UCtiom :-
- 1. For the compensation of a lessee undertaking to collect £ 8. d. 

the tithe composition, and to pay a fixed net rent to the 
titheowner. - '. - 37 5 0 

2. For usual tenant's rates aud taxes } 82 15 0 
3. For ecolesiastical dues • 

Total deductions • 

Leaving a net annual 'IIalllB, or rateable val'U8 of 

120 0 0 

-£540 0 0 

• }'urthcr InstructioD .. l Lolrer 10 Chw'Chwnrdons and Overs<'Crs on tho Rilting of Tithes, dated 16th 
S"ptomiler 1840. (Official Circuhlr, No. 8, issued 25th September 1~40.) 
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The Commissioners added that deductions for instalments ,of payments to Queen 
Anne's Bounty for advances for improvement of the living were not allowed, nor 
expenses of providing for the performance of 'the duties of incumbency, as for a 
curate's salary. 

No deductions therefore were allowed for personal services, or for curates, or for 
tenant's profits, except in so far as the element of tenant's profits was included in the 
sum allowed for the cost of collection. 

VII.-Tke efflJ()t of the Poor Rate Ezemption Aot, 1840, upon InC!Vlnbents. 
57. At the time of the passing of the :Parochial Assessments Act, 1836, rating in 

respect of stock-in-trade was of rare occurrence. The Act made no provision for its 
assessment, and prescribed "a rule of rating generally inapplicable to personal 
"property." But in the case of R. 'II. Lumsdaine (1839) it was decided. that, whatever 
the intentions of the Act may have been, it did not repeal the law that personal property 
should be the subject of assessment. In the course of his judgment, Mr. Justice 
JJittledale said that, though the practice had been confined to the case of stock-in-trade 
and shipping, " on future occasions other kinds of personal property may perhaps be 
.. rated and be held rateable." 

58. This decision was the signal for a considerable agitation among the manufacturing 
and commercial classes. In consequence, an Act was passed in 1840 " to exempt, 
". . ., . inhabitants of parishes, townships, and villages from liability 
.. to be rated as such, in respect of stock-in-trade or other property, to the relief 
.. of the poor." It recited the provisions of 43 Eliz. c. 2, and 14 Chao II. C. 12, and 
" stated that "It has been held that inhabitants of parishes, townships, and villages, 
" as such inhabitants, are liable, in respect of their ability derived from the profits 
" of stock-in-trade and of other property, to be taxed for and towardlf the relief of 
" the poor, and it is expedient to repeal the liability of inhabitants, as such, to be so 
.. taxed." 

59. It provided that" it shall not be lawful for the overseers of any parish, township, 
" or village to tax any inhabitant thereof as such inhabitant, in respect of his ability 
.. derived from the profits of sto.ck-in-trade or any other property, for or towards the 
" relief of the poor: Provided always, that nothing in this Act contained shall in 
" anywise affect the liability of any parson or vicar, or of any occupier of lands, 
U houses, tithes impropriate, propriations of tithes, coal mines, or saleable underwoods, 
II to be taxed under the provisions of the said Acts for and towards the relief of the 
U poor." 

, 60. Without the proviso limiting its operation, the Act would probably huve 
exempted all inhabitants who were occupiers of rateable hereditaments. The occupiers 
of property mentioned in the Statute of Elizabeth were, therefore, excepted, and also 
the parson or vicar who was not expressly mentioned among the occupiers in that 
Act. This was no doubt done to prevent the inconvenient results which would have 
arisen in many 1?arishes if the parsons or vicars had escaped the payment of rates in 
respect of tithes III accordance with the practice which had grown up since the passing 
of the Act of Elizabeth. Parsons or vicars were, therefore, singled out for exceptional 
treatment. They were not exempted as inhabitants from taxation "in respect of 
" their ability derived from the profits of stock-in-trade and of other property," neither 
were they treated as occupiers and exempted on the ground that they were not 
occupiers of the kind of tithes referred to in connexion with occupiers in the Act of 
Elizabeth, namely tithes impropriate or propriations of tithes, but they were classed 
with, though not as, occupiers, and specially excepted from the operation of the Act. . 

lL •. C .. lyon,8T.a.... But, though the Act took special precautions to deny them relief as inhabitants 
~~~r:J:'~" under the Act of Elizabeth, it apparently did not affect their liability to be rated in 
i~:c~~!.!;;'::!;,n. '6 that capacity under the provisions of that Act. If this is so, they are still liable to 
i;,!:~; 6Il Low Time. be rated in respect of their ability derived from tithes or other property in the parisll, 

which would include such property as oblations and other offerings. 

Parliamentary 
Paper, 486 of 
1843, Part I., 
pp.98-9. 
R. tI. Capel, 
12 A. &; E. 3~2. 

A further result of exempting the owners of stock-in-trade from liability to pay 
rates in respect of such propertv -was to increase the liability of othel' ratepayers, 
including the owners of tithes.· " .. . 

61. The clerical titheowners made a strong protest at the time oC the passing of the 
Aot. The Poor Law Commissioners stated in 1843 that, though the titheowners had 
up to that timj) acquiesoed in the decision of R. 'II. Capel, it was with the understanding 
that tJJ.eir claim in con!l!l~p~ with the rating of tithe was to be brought under the 
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oonsideration of the Legislature, "and it was with this view, and at their inetanoe, that 
.. the Aots for exempting stock-in-trade from the poor's rate have baen made only 
.. temporary instead of permanent Aots." ' 

62, Mr. Coode, Assistant Secretary to the Poor Law Commissioners, when giving 
evidence before the Select Committee of the House of Lords on the Burdens on Land, ' 
1846, referring to the passing of the P"or Rate Exemption Act, ]840, and the 3 & 4 Vid. c 59_ 
attitude of the clergy towards it, said :_ HOl188otOommollS 

.. What took place was this: the Parochial Assessment Act made no reference to r;ra,rQ~~~;!-6 
.. stock-in-trade, and it directed that a nluation should be made with reference to 3000. ' 
.. the rent that could be obtained for the rateable hereditaments. Now, as stock-in-' 
.. trade was not considered capable of being let fol' a rent such as that described in the 
.. Act, it was inferred that the rating of stock-in-trade was not contemplated by that 
.. stat1lte; and upon being applied to on behalf of various parishes, the Poor Law Corn-
u missione1'8 stated, that they considered that the terms of the statute led to the 
.. conclusion that the rating of stock-in-trade was not intended to be carried out. The 
.. question was, however, tried in the case of the Queen 'II. Lumsden. The Court 
.. decided that stock-in-trade was still liable, upon which there was a very great 
.. clamour in all parts of the country. It became known, for the first time, in 
.. Lancashire aud other manufacturing places, that their stock-in-trade was liable; 
.~ hence there was very great clamour, and Sir Robert Peel made some strong 
II observations upon the Government for not bringing in a Bill immediately upon the 
II promulgation of that decisioniio set the question at rest. Upon which the 
II Government, who had certainly been advised by the Poor Law Commissioners to take 
II some ~teps to prevent the mischief which they saw would result from the rating 
" of personal property in the manufacturing districts, gave directions to the Poor 
II Law Commissioners to prepare that Bill, which wa.s prepared a.ccordingly." 

Mr. Coode was then asked why the Bill was made altemporary one, and he'replied:
" Because there were then various matters ill question, especially the rates of the 
•• clergy and the titheowners in reEpect of their tithe, and in order not to prejudice 
II those pending questions the Bill was made annual, the Government at the time 
II contemplating, I believe, a general dealing with the subject." 

VIII.-The position of I'Mumbenta aft87 1836. 
63. After the passing of, the Paroohial .Assessments Act in 1836, and the Poor 6 & 'T Will.:IV. 

Rate .Exemption Act in 1840, and after the decision in the case of R. v. Capel, c. 96. 
the argument that they should only be assessed under the Act of Elizabeth as !3&Et:'~\t 89 . 
.. inhabitants" on the basis of their ability to pay, and not specially in respect of . , . 
tithes 8S" occupiers," does not appear to have been seriously pressed by the clerical 
titheownerlt OP ~heir representatives. The Poor Rate Exemption Aot had struok 8 & 4 Viet, c. B9. 
the final blow at rating on the basis of ability, and, though not admitting their -
liability to be rated specially in respect of tithes, theyacoepted the inevitable, and 
came to the Courts to endeavour to obtain a just method whereby they might he R. v. Capel, 
assessed on the footing of occupiers of tithe rentcharge, in accordance with the 12 A. & E. 3S2. 
pl'ovisions of section 1 of tl:e Parochial Assessments Act, 1836. 

64. In the case of R. 'II. Goodchild, in 1858, although the question before the R. v. Goodchild, 
Cours was not with reference to the rateability of tithe rentcharge in the hands of an E., B. & E. 1 ; 
incumbent under the Act of Elizabeth, Coleridge, J., treated their position ss settled 27 L,J., M.C. 238. 
for all practical purposes. He said :-" It is not an open question whether tithe 
.. rentcharge in the hands of a spiritual incumbent makes him rateable at all in 
II respect thereof under the Statute of Elizabeth. • • • We are aware of ingenious 
II theories, which, howe'l'er, have been at all events started too late to influence us." 

65. Referring to the position of clerical tithe-owners under the present system 
of vllluing tithe rentcharge, the following question was put to Mr. Castle, Q.C., when 
giving evidence before this Commission:-

"You rost the elise of the owner of the tithe rentcha.rge mainly on equitable 01111.10, 14099. 
co considerations, and not on legal oonsiderations 1 " ' 

And he replied:-
.. Yes. I think there has been such a long course of deoisions that you could not 

.. attempt to upset them in a Court of Law, but the Legislature might give relief." • 

• , See GI.D .. Land-Rental, Tithes, and Titho Rentcbarge."-C_ A. Stevens, M.A. (P. S. King, Westminster) 
p.38. Pamphlet pubhsbed in lij38 on the manner in which tithe should he assessed to the Poor's Rato, by 
the Be,'. R. Jones (Shaw & Sono), p. 36. St.,·ens, App. (Part II.) to Vol. I of Min. of :tJv., p. 202, pa1'. 27. 
Kennedy. IH,~51. Lodwick Ellis, 18,903. Manners Smith, 19,005-11. ¥1'1I07, 19,159. Bue.ee GUo, 
MarpheJ'1joD, 14,130-6.' 
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IX.--Phe Practice atniJ, Metlwd of assessing Tithe RentohargB after 1858. 
66. The impossibility of an equitable application of the Parochial Assessments Act, 

1836, if strictly construed, to the case of tithe rentcharge not severed from a benefice 
was admitted by' Coleridge, J., in the CRse of R. 'IJ. Goodchild (1858), who said that" if 
.. we were required to draw the terms of the proposition into strict accordance, it ought 
" to have been held that the statute did not apply to the case of tithe rentcharge at all, 
.. because if so interpreted, the titheowner would be placed in a different condition 
"fromevery other ratepayer, and not be allowed deductions the same in principle as 
" those allowed to every other occupier." 

The learned judge, referring to the method to bendopted in applying the principle 
of the.Act to tithe rentcharge, said :-" In rating the titheowner the Parochial 
" Assessments Act mnst be complied with, but as the language of the Act is literally 
" applicable, if all its particulars be looked to, only, to corporeal hereditaments, it is 
" necessary in the assessment of the titheowner to proceed by analogy, which analogy 

," must be, as large and liberal as is necessary to effectuate substantial equality in 
" the, assessment, and at the same time compatible with the maintenance of the 
" prin(liple." 

"It is obvious that of the allowances and deductions specified in the first sectiQn of 
" the Act, some, such as 'tithe commutation rentcharges,' 'repairs,'" insurance' are 
" wholly inapplicable to the case of a rate on the titheowner as such. It is certain, 
" ~lso, that the titheowner, as such, is commonly subject to other charges and out
" 'goings which have no existence with reg-ard to land, and yet fall within the same 
" principle as those specified in the Act when' that object is to get at the net value 
" which must be the subject of the rate. If, therefore, the statute applies to a raj,e 
" on the ~theowner, 'and,' if equality among all the contributors to the rate must be 
" pursued, both which propositions are incontestable,. it is only by considering the 
" deductions and allowances specified in the Act as applicable to one great class of 
"property, and not as a complete enunciation of all, and by applying these 
" analogically to other classes, that the statute can have its proper effect given to it." 

67 . .Also, Crompton, J., in delivering judgment; said :-" The principle on which 
" we think the assessment should be made 'is, that the rentcharge is to be assessed, 
" like all other .property, according to what it might reasonably be expected to let 
" for ,from, year to year. And in deciding upon such amount, the nature of the 
" ,property is to be regarded, and it is to be considered whether a profit can be looked 
.. ,to or expected, aa,in the case of farms; and whether in each particular case, 
" anything over the expenses for collecting, and the allowances for bad debts and law 
" expenses would be necessary to induce a tenant to take it. . . . • .And we 
" think that this is a question of fact to be determined according to the circumstances 
.. of each, par~cular case; the rule in every case being, that the amount must be 
.. asceljtained as that at which a tenant might reasonably be expected to take from 
" yel\r to year." 

68. Again, in Phillimore's Ecclesiastical Law, it is stated, " Many of the deductions 
" specified in this section are inapplicable to tithe rentcharge; while a tithe owner is 
" subject to other' charges and outgoings which are not mentioned in this section. 
" The' exceptions contained in this section must. therefore, be taken as instances 
" applicable to one class of property, and applied by analogy to other classes of 
" property.'! ' 

69. ~ otwithstanding the illlipplicability of the deductions named in section 1 of the 
Parochial Assessments Act to the case of tithe rentcbarge, and the elasticity contemplated 
by' the wording of that section', With a view to arrive at the rateable value of the 
hereditament, a narrow scope for deduction was established by the Courts. 

R. f!. Goodchild, 70. After the cases of R. 'IJ. Goodchild, R. 'IJ. Lamh, and R. 'IJ. Hawkins, commonly 
It. 1J. Lamb,. known 'as the Hackney cases (1858); which raised the question liS to what deductions 
~. "B Ha!"Ekl~~ should be allowed in determining the rateable value of tithe rentcharge, the Poor Law 
2i'L.J., M:O:238. :So~~' issued a letter, dated September .4th, 1858, pointin~ out t~e effect of the 

deCISIons.· They stated that the cases had been brought" WIth the VIew, on the part 
" of 'the Appellants, of obtaining a more satisfactory exposition of the true mode 
" t)f estimating the rateable value of that hereditament than had previously existed." 

• ,Circular Letter 'to Churchwordeps and OVe!"".I'S 'of the Poor aD the Rating of Tithe Rontchar!,c, dated 
4th Septelllbor 181)8. ' , 

• 
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After a detailed review of the decisions in these CBses, the Commissioners explained 
that after the annual value of the rentcharge for the current year had been ascertained, 
deductions in respect of the following items should be made:- " 

A. The annual amount chargeable on the rateable value for Tenants' rates and taxes. 
B. An annual average percentage

(a.) for the costs of collection, 
(b.) for legal process, and 
(G.) for losses. 

C. The proportionate charge for the Ecolesiastical dues alld fees, and an average sum 
for the annual cost of repairing the Chancel. 

.0. A reasonable sum for a curate's salary if in your parish a cUrate is employed 
to supply necessary aid to the minister, and not as his substitute. 

E. If the parish has been legally divided, and the tithes have been severed, or a 
fixed rent charged upon the living in behalf of the new distriot. deduct the 
amount payable to the minister of that district. ' 

Deductions were not allowed in respect of land tax, of personal services of the 
incumbent, of providing fol' the duties of the incumbency, or of money paid annually 
to Queen Anne's Bounty for liquidation of principal and interest of a mortgage debt 
borrowed for the purpose of rebuilding or repairing the residence. 

71. Subsequently the Board submitted this letter for the consideration of the Law 
Officel·s of the Crown, and, in con sequence of their opinion, they issued a furtjler 
lotter on May 9th, 1859.'" ' 

They quoted the opinion of Counsel as follows:-
.. We understand by 'Gross estimated Rental' mentioned in the Schedule to the 

.. Parochial Assessment Act, the Rent at which the property might be expected to be 
" let free of Tenant's Rates and Taxes, and Tithe Commutation Rent Charge, the 
" Tenant taking these burthens upon himself, and we suppose that in practice the 
" column is usually filled up, so far as regards Corporeal Hereditaments, with figures 
" expreRsing or appro"ximating to the Conventional or Rack Rent, on a tenancy from 
" year to year. After making the deduction therefrom of average repairs, &c., the 
.. rateable v .. lue of auch property is· arrived at." 

" Applying the liberal analogy prescribed by the judgment in the cases referred to, 
" to Incorporeal Hereditaments, it appears to us to be' inaccurate, where the' Gross 
" Rental of other property is stated in the mode which we have supposed, to treat the 
" amount of the Annual Rent Charge as the Gross estimated Rental, and that the figure 
" in the cohlmn of 'Gross estimated Rental' should be the amount atwhich the Rent 
.. Charge might be let to a Tenant, taking upon himself the Tenant's taxes, 'and' all 
" the risks of losses, law expenses, &c." , 

"In fairness to the owner of the Tithe Rent Charge, we think that his Gross Rental 
" ought to be stated in a manner analogous to that in which the Grosd Rental of 
" Corporeal Hereditaments is stated in the same assessment." 

As regards the allowance on account of Curate's salary, Counsel stated that .. There 
.. may be a doubt whether Curates' Salaries, where allowable as a deduction, should 
.. be deduoted be!ol·e the Gross Rental is stated, or ajteTWaf'ds. According to analogy 
.. we are inclined to think that they should be first deducted, and that the Gross Rental 
" is tIre Rent receivable from u. Tenant, minus the necessary Curates' Stipends." 

The Commissioners then proceeded to state that the deductions A, B, C, D, referred 
to in tlleir letter of September 4, 1858, must be allowed from the annual value of the 
rontcharge for the current year, but that E should be read as follows :-

"The amount payable to the minister of a distriot, if the parish has been legally 
" divided, llnd the tithes have been aotually or virtually severed, aud an amount 
.. charged upon the living in behalf of such minister." , 

'l'hey further added (F) that a reasonable Bum for Tenants' profits was to be allowed 
under certain circumstances. 

72. The Court in the Hackney cases refused to allow deductions for the personal R. ". Goodchild, 
services of the incumbent, and pointed out that the amount of the r"ntcharge is not E., B. & E. 1; 
either increased or decreased by his services or that of his curate, the value of the ~l L.J., ~.c. 283. 
occnpation not being dependent on whether the services are performed or not, and Sb:~r:;'~ i..it. 
that" conseq uontly, deductions should not be allowed in respect of expenses which are 2 Q.B.503. 
not necessary to maintain the subject matter in 8 state to command the rent. In the 

. '" ,,_._. _ .... ---- .. ---'-._._---_._--------------_. ------
• Oil",,1 ... kt·te.' to Cbur<:bwardeos DJld 000 ... ""." of die Poor on die Roling 0 Titbeo, daced Odl Moy 1859. 
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wordy of the Poor Law Commissioners in a letter of Septemb"lr 16, 1840,* "There 
.. are many payments of ecclesiastical titheowners consequent upon the receipt of 
" tithe, but which, not being necessary to maintain the value of the tithe, do not appear 

' .. to constitute subjects for deduction for (~ from) the gross value of their tithe." 

R. fl. Hawkins, 73. On the other hand, Mr. Bovill (afterwards Chief Justice), during his argument 
E., B. & E. 1; in the uaSEl of R. v. Hawkins, said :_U.As to personal services, the question in every 
27 L.J., M.O. 248. " case is what would a tenant give? .And it is clear he would not give so much 

" where he would have to perform cFlrtain duties himself, or get another to perform 
.. them for him. These services are necessary to enable the subject-matter to command 
.. the rent. If the minister does not do the duty from some physical infirmity, a 
.. curatE> mus~ be employed, and his salary would have to be deducted, and that 
.. diminishes the sum receivable in respect of the rentcharge. In principle, therefore, 
.. a reduction for the personal services of the minister ought to be allowed." 

Frend ... The 74. Subsequent to the Hackney cases, in the case of Frend v. The Churchwardens 
~lT~:'w:~~~ns of Tolleshunt Knights (1859), it was held that the minister of a district chap!'l, part 
Kni;h,: 1 E. & E. of whose endowment consisted in a rentcharge granted under the powers of several 
75S; statutes by the incumbent of the mother church out of all his rectory, with powers of 
28 L .• T., M.O. IG9. dish'ess and entry in the event of non-payment, waR not liable to be rated in respect 

. of this rentcharge, thoqgh, if he had exercised his power of entry and possessed 
himself of the tithes, he would have been rateable. 

Lawren"." fl. Over- In the case of Lawrence v. The Overseers of Tolleshunt Knights (1862) it was 
K:;t~ TclleshuDt held that the incumbent of the mother church was rateable in respect of the whole 
2 B. &, S. 533; rentoharge received by him, without deduction for the amount compulsorily paid over 
31 L.J., M.O. 148. by him to the minister of the district church. 

R. fl. Sherrord, 75. In 1867 the Courts further limited the deduetions, and in the case of R. tI. 
L.R.2 Q.B. 503. Sherford, the Court of Queen's BelLch, acting on the de<lision of the House of Lords in 
Jones II. The the case of Jones'll. The Mel'Sey Docks, which was to the effect tliat all property capable 
~HI: ltocks443' of beneficial occupation is to be assessed to the poor rate, irrespectively of the amount 
35 i.J:, :.':i 1. ' of remunerative value to the particular occupier; held that. as regards the deduction i 

for curate's salary, the case of R. 'II. Goodchild was overruled, and that such a 
deduction could no longer be allowed. I 

i 

St. Asapb, Dean and 
ChApter tI. LtBnrha.io.dr· 
yn.Mocbnnnt (Over
~rIJ), L.R. 1 Q,1J. Int. 

, De Bock Forier.ll,lOO. 

76. Ten years after this -decision, Mr. Sclater Booth, the President of the Local I 
Government Board, in clauses in the Valuation Bills introduced by him in 1876, 1877, 
1878, and 1879, which Bills were subsequently dropped, provided that a aeduction 
should be made in respect of the payment to a curate. The clause in the Bill of 1879 
was as follows :-" The gross value of tithe commutation rentcharge shall mean the 
•• yearly rent which a tenant might reason~bly be expected, taking one year with 
" another, to pay for such rentcharge, if the tenant thereof were deemed to under., 
" take to pay all tenants'· rates and taxes payable in respect of the tithe rentcharge, 
" and also all tenths, first fruits, synodals, and other ecclesiastical dues payable by . 
.. the ecclesiastical person entitied to the tithe rentcharge in respect of the benefice 
.. to which the rentcharge belongs, and where the owner of the rentcharge is liable i 
.. as such owner to bear the costs of the repairs of a chancel, the costs of thll~ 
.. repairs and insurance of that chancel. Where the person entitled to th6 rentchargej 
" is so entitled as the incumbent of an ecclesiastical benefice, and the circumstauces 
., of that benefice are such that, in addition to tho personal services rendered byl 
.. the incumbent, the employment of any curate or curates is required by the bishopi 

. " of the diocese, or is otherwise necessary for the due pel'form;;tnce of the duties of 
.. the benefice, there shall be deducted, in calculating the rateable value of such renh 
" charge, the salary of the curate or curates actually employed and paid out of such, 
" rentcharge." :, 

77 . .As recently as 1897 a deduction for chancei repairs was disallowed in the case 
of the Dean and Chapter of St . .Asaph v. the Overseers of Llanrhaiadr-yn-Mochnant on 
the ground that it would not be incumbent upon the tenant of a titho rentcharge to 
do such repairs. Mr. De Bock Porter, Secretary to the Ecclesiastical Commissioners,i 
observing that the obligation is one which it is impossible to avoid, characterises this 
decision aD a " gross injustice." . I 

------------- --I , 
• Furtllp.r Instruction.l LeIter to Churchwardens and Overs".,,'. on 'he Rating of Tithe., d.ted 16th S.p-

tember IMO. (Official Circular, No.8, issued 25th Sept.mbel· 1840.) I 
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78: The Courts have held that the following ,deductions should be made from the 
groBs value of ~ithe rentchargeto determine the rateable value*:-
, ' I. The expenses of collecting. the rentcharge, including therein law expenses to 
'enforce payment and losses by ultImate non-payment. 

II. First fruits, tenths and other ecclesiastical due3. t 
III. A deduction in respect of the profit which a tenant might reasonably consider 

to be an adequate inducement to take a demise of the rentcharge in caSIlS where the 
existence of such necessitv can be demoDsttated to Quarter Sessions. 

IV. All usual tenants' ;ates and taxes, including:-
(1.) Poor rates, including county, highway, and echool board rates. 
(2.~ Income tax under Schedule B.t 
(3. General rate under Metropolis Management Act, 1855. 
(4. Lighting rate. 
(5.) General district rate under the Publio Health Act, 1875. 
(6.) Rate for public libraries and museums. 

But the following deductions have not been allowed :
(1.) Landlord's property tax. 

(11.\ Land tax. 
(III.) Liability to repair the chancel of the parish church. 
(IV.) The personal services of the parson or vicar. 
(V.) Paymentl! to curates. 

(YI.) Payments to daughter churches. 
(VII.) Pensions to retired incumbents. 

(VIII.) Sums paid to the Governors of Queen Anne's Bounty in liquidation of loans 
contracted by the existing or by a former incumbent. . 

Theobald, 5597. 
79. The actual amounts now allowed as deductions from the gross value are the Peterson, 8265. 

usual rates and taxes, ecclesiastical dues, and a sum, frequently as little as 5 per cent., De .Bock Porter, 
to cover expenses of collection, legal expenses, losses, a.nd tenant's profits. In some !?~8~ ;Iils'f t~~· 
cases an allQwance of only 2t per cent., in addition to the rates and taxes, is made. ofE~.; N~.oXV •. 

80. Mil. De Bock Porter, Secretary to the Ecclesiastical Commissioners. states that De Bock Porler, 
the tithes are" closely rated," that the assessment on tithes is very "closely made," 10,979, IO,981Hi. 
and that. it is really "very tight on tithe because the amounts are so easily 
.. ascertallla ble." § 

X.-ImpoBitio-n. of Rate8 for new pUrp08e8 since the Tithe Act, 1836. 
81. Tithe renwharge is not only valued upon a high percentage of the gross value, Parliamentary 

but it has been made subject to rates for a large number of new purposes,1I the Paper, 486 ~£ 
expenditure of such rates having no effect ,in the direction of improving the property. 181~1 PartI., 
This, it is argued, is contrary to the principle of the agreement made in 1836. p.. 

The report of the Poor Law Commissionel's of 1843, referring to this Bubject, says:- P Ii I 
" But his rentchal'ge being from that time (the passing of the Tithe Act, 1836) a fixed P:;':"'4

e;S"':.r 
.. income,' which cannot be improved by any further improvements in the land, it 1843, 'Part I., 
.. becomes after this time inconsistent with that principle which regulates taxation by p. 101. 
" the benefit ilerivable from a tax, that he should be forced to contribute, as tithe-
.. owner, to any new rate, or to any addition to those old rates, which may be imposed 
.. for the improvement of property." 

• R .... Jotldrell, 1 H. & A. 403. R. ". Capel, 12 A. & E. 3B2. R." Goodchild, R. t'. Lamb, R. ". 
Hnwkill., E., B. & K 1; 27 L . .T., M.e. 233. R. ... Sherford, L.R. 2 Q.B. 508. Wheeler". :Dunnington, 
1 B. & 8. 701l. ']<'rend fl. The Churchwarden. of Tolleshunt Knights, 1 E. & E. 753 ; 28 L.J., M.O. 169. 
L.wren.e fl. The Ov ..... eer. of Toll.shunt Knights, 2 B. & S. 533; :>1 L . .T., M.O. H8. 1St. As.ph ... 
Llanrh.i.d .... yn.Mochn.nl, L.R. 1 Q.B. 511. &ting hy F.rrad.y, p. 152. Law of Tithes and Tithe 
Rentehar\1e. 2.d ed., E. F. Studd, p. 116. Tho Principles of Rating, 2nd ed., Boyle and Humphreys·Dnvies, 
p.530. rho Tithe Acto, 6th ed., G. P. Lench, p. xxxii. 

t 1u 0. Jet.ter wl'ittt'n hy the Poor Illnv (JommiSRioners to the churchwardens and ovel'fleers on September 16, 
1840, it i •• tAted :-" But ecclesiBltical du ... payable by the titheowner, were decided by the ... me case CR. fl • 

.. Joddrelll to be a subject of deduction, inasmuch .8 they diminish the ability of the titheowner in respect of 
,. which be is by tbe statute of Elizabeth ratf'.able.'~ They also considered that for the same rMSOn an allowance 
.hould be made Ibr chancel ,·opain. 

t s •• Penfold on Roting, Rlh ed., A. Glen, pp. 285-6. 
§ S .. a/", Theobald, 6550. Peterson, 8257-61. Gepp, 8514 ... 7. Manners Smith, 18,9!l6-94, 18,9911-

19,1lO4. McLeod, 19,292-3W, 19,380-49; also App. to Vol. II. of Minotes of Evideo .. , No. XV. 
II .... 01· 1\ Btatemt'll~ "howing the pllrpoRe8 £01' which new or additional local taxation has been 8uthOl';scd hy 

l'ul'li"",ent to be rnised ill England and Wul"" since the year 1860. ree pp. 5-1 to 76 of App.(Pnrt I.) to Vol.l 
or Minl1tt"ti of Evidenc(>. 

, "The fluctuRtions in the amount of the rentcharge effected by the l'sriations ju the avetRgcs 1U"e Dot a 
u materid eon6idel'fttion in the p1'fl~nt qU8t1ition." 

I 88'~P. J) , 
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Hoa ••• r Lords Protests on behalf of the clergy were made by witnesses before .the Select Committee 
Paper, 150 of of the House of Lords on the Laws relating to Parochial Assessments in 1850, against 
~850, or Hpuse of. the imposition of rates for new purposes after the passing .of. the Tithe .Act of 1836. 
6;;';;f"~~50~p·r, Archdeacon Burney asserted that w~en the ar~lI;ngem.ent was made ~or the clergy to'e 
Q. 2043, 2050. have lion unimprovable property they· did not.antIClpate Increased taxatIOn., ' 
no Bock Porter. Mr. De Bock Porter also says :-" I do not think a tithe ought to have additional 
10,991>--6.1I.0!6-7. "burdenl! laid on it because the tithe ·rentch.arge does not profit from many of the 
See ol,o Theobald, 
5553. .. additional burdens." 
Pct~rSOD. 8244. 
Loldwick Ellis. 18,908. 

It &; 4 WiJlYV. Co 00. 
B.t ]5 ,·jet. c. 1\0. 
SS &; 39 Viet. Co 65. 
Rotton, 173-6. 
'l'heobald,I\600-12. 
)'l'tclson. 82-".; aud 
A"p'- t.Pt.II.) to 
Vo .1. or Mln.or :Bv., 
No. XXIV .. purs. U6-7. 

App. t.> VoL n. 
of Min. of E,,'. 
No. XV. 

XI.-Ereemptw'lUi made by the Legislature in favollll' ~f Tithe anel Tithe Bentcharge. 

82. 'l'he exceptional nature of the titheowner't\ property 'has been, recognised by 
exceptio~al t:reatment in :he Lighting and Watching Acts, 1833 and 1?51,.and. also in 
the PublIc Health Act, 1875. .'. . . ' 

The latter Act enacts in section 211(1) (b) :-' "The owner Of ~ny t.ithes, or of 
.. any tithe commutation rentcharge, or the occupier' of any land used as .arable 
" meadow or pasture ground only, or as woodlands market gardens, or nur/:lery 
.. grounds • . . . shall be itssessed in J;'espect of the ,same in the.,p,~opor'~ion of 
.. one-fourth part only of such net allnual value ~hereof.'; .,'. J 

i J 

XII.-Effect of the Agricultural Rates :Act, 1896, on 7Uheowners • 

. 83. Relief waS not given in respect of tithe rentcharge, as in the cMeof.land, b:y 
the Agricultural Rates.Act of 1896, and i~ has been a matter of complaint that, in 
the event .of the imposition of additional rates, or of the increase of existing, 0Iles, 
the rates upon tithe rentcharge would be great!,r than they would have been if the 
Act had not been passed, because the Government contribution is)ixed' at' a definite 
amount.- " . ., , , 

XIII.--Thti Olaims put forward ~ behalf of Incumbents f(Y)' alteratiollsin the S!lstem of 
valuing Tithe Ren/charge. 

84. The witnesses representing the case of the clerical titheowners· have strongly' 
urged that tithe rentcharge not severed from the benefiae is not at present assessed 
upon the rent at which the hereditament could be let from year to year: . They have 
pointed out that such rentcharge cannot be earned unless the services of the church 
are performed; that the obligation to render services df.'tracts from the lettable value 
of the benefice, and that no bypothetical tenant would take a lease of the tithe 
rentcharge at the amount at which it is accustomed to be valued, while he had 
also to pay for the maintenance of the services of the church. 

85. The position of the cleric!!l titheowner with regard to payment of rates may 
according to views which have been expressed i1). arguments in the Courts of law, 
and by witnesses before this Commission, be stated as follows :- . ' 

He has property in tithe rentcharge only so long as he occupi~s the po~ition ,0£ 
parson (for which he has qualified by a considerable expenditure of capital), performs. 
the services incidentaltheret(), resides ill. the parish, and is of good behaviour. He 
receives the tithe rentcharge in consideration of hi& performing the necessary' services . 
.I t is the income he is paid so loll.g as h& performs them. If he had n0t been rated 
speciaily. in I'espect of tithes, but treated as other ill.habitants, such as luwyers and 
doctors, he would he rated in respect of the rent of the house he occupieR, subject 
to certain deductions, and would then be rated, roughly speaking, on . the tenth of 
his income. But he has not entR.red upon such profitable professions, lind is rated 
not only in respect of the occupation of his house, which is frequently larger 
than his requirements, but is also rated in respect of his glebe land, if he has anY' 
in his own occupation, and of the whole of the rllst of his professional income' 
derived from tithes. He pays not up.on any basis measuring his ability. but;' 
upon the whole of bis receipts payable in cash or in kind, in respect of tho services 
which he contracts to render. ' 

---------~~~-----

• Theobald, 5525, 5541, 5558. n. J. Dovie., 5661-75. Boscawen, 10,893, 10,898; nnd App. (Part II.), 
to Vol. I. of Min. ot' Ev., No. XXXV., par. 21. De Bock Porter, 10,999, 11,105-6, 11,111-;;. Kennedy, 
18,785, 18,~I7. l;odwick Ellis, 18,925-7, 18,975. Ma,>n.,.. Smith, 19,005. 
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86. But if he is to be ra.teda~ an 'occupier of his tithe rontqharge, he is then, it is Gepp,4527. 
urged, not treated in accordance with the principles applied to the case of an Peterson, 8451-3, 

,occupier of agricultural land, for he is assessed on a basis nearer akin to the gross ~~~~;~.n 10 186 
than to the lettable value. He is not assessed in accordance with the principles laid' ". 
down in the Parochial Assessments Act, 1836, because, as has been shown, some of the 
deductions referred to in that Act· do not apply to his case, and he is not allowed 
other deductions which, it is suggested, should in fairness be made. 

87. It'has been pointed out that before>taking a fa~m and agreeing to pay the gross Peterson, App. 
rental, a tenant makes a calculation of the rate of interest he is likely to obtain (r;:'II.)/~ VoU 
upon his invested capital, and that he expecta to socure It. larger sum than if it had ~o ~~. v., 
remained in an ordinary investment, because he would look for a fair remuneration pat'~. B1M'!9.' Se. 
for his personal services or supervision, which he withdraws from othel' remunerative also De Bock 
employment. In the case of tithe rentcharge, although it has been decideilby the Porter,ll,04~I. 
Courts that the letting value should be the basis for the purposes of assessment, 
no allowance is made for the personal services of the occupier, or for other matters 
which it is asserted it would be necessary to take into consideration if the true letting 
value were to be ascertained. 

88. The witnesses who have appeared before us, though unanimous in their request 
for relief in connexion with the present system of valuing tithe rentcharge not severed 
from. the benefice, have differed as to the precise means by which this' should be 
effected. 

Mr. Boscawen, lLP., Mr. Peterson, Secretary and Solicitor to the Tithe Rentcharge 
. Owners' Union, and the Rev. E. F. Gepp, a member of the Council of the Tithe 
Rentcharge Owners' Union, urged that, in addition to the existing doductions, 
allowances should be made for the professional services of the clerical titheowner a.nd 
for the stipends of necessary cilrates. 

In ad'dition, Mr. Boscawen and Mr. Peterson advocated deductions for' sums paid to 
the incumbents of district churches, and for pensions to retired incumbents.* 

A deduction was also claimed for chancel repairs. DcBOC'.k Pm-tor, 10,078, 
lO,II8'J. 11,100, ll,lOJ!. 

1>9. With regard to a deduction for personal services, most witnesses agree that. having Davi.s,5718-9. 
regard to the fact tbat tithe l'entchargo has been for so long the subject of assessment, it Gepp. 8550, .8558 
is not possiblo for incumbents to claim total exemption. 1:leveralhave suggested that a ~a~I" SmIth, 
fixed sum of 150l., such as would be paid to a stipendiary curate, representing the ' . 
minimum cost of the services which the incumbent is under legal obligation 
to render, should be deducted from the gross value, as a rough-and-ready method of 
making ,some allowance. 

90. Others consi)ier that a certain percentage deduction should be allowed. Peterson, 8417-8, 
Mr. Peterson, Secretary and Solicitor to the Tithe Rentcharge Owners' Union, cxpressed ~~~~ 852' 8 
the opinion that, if a percentage deduction is made for personal services, it should >.... • 

be at least 30 per cent., but he considered' that a deduction of 45 or 50 per cent. 
would have to be given to induce anyone to take a lease of a tithe rentcharge not 
severed from the benefice. Mr. Boscawen, M.P., thought that 30 per cent. would be a Boscawen,IO,OOS 
very small deduction to make if a rentcharge. were leased with all its obligations, 
burdens, and outgoings. 

. 91. The Rev. E. F. Gepp, who has Leen for many year.i chairman of the Dunmow 
Board of Guardians, and of the Assessment Committee, informed us that he thought 
nn allowance of 25 per cent. in the case of rectorial tithes, and of 30 per cent. in the 
case of vica-rial tithes, should be made to represent all deductions. Upon this point 
he gave the following evidence :-" I will tell you what the praotice of the Dunmow Gel'P, 8~53 • 
. " Union .is; it is not a legal system, but it has not worked unfairly, nor do I 
... oomphun. Some years ago, they agreed to take the gross average annual value of 
" the year, and from that to deduct 20 per oent. in the oase of rl'lctorial tithes, and 
.. ~5 per oent. in the oase of vicnrial tithe, to represent all deductions-not, of course 
.. mcome tax or land tax-but all deductions which the tithe was liable to, as between 
•• the titheowner and the Assessment Committee. That was a fair and liberal allow
-" ance at that time-I think it was 20 yeal'S ago, or something of that sort-but 

• Pe"'t'son, 8274, 82~3-9, 8298; and AI'P. (Part n.) 10 Vol. I. of Min. or Ev., No. XXIV., par •. S~9. 
G"pp, !l525-7, 8550, 85IH-2. llo5C8wen, 10,896-9, 10.~-H, 10,919-31: and AI'P, (l'art II.) \0 Vol. I. or 
JIlin. of Ev., No. XXXV., pan. 28-32. Kennedy, 18,806-8, 18,846, 18,851. Lodwick Ellis, 18,903-li, 
18,975. Munn.,.. ~milh, 19,009, 19,~O. Ba' ... also Polaud, 2500-1. Theobalrl, 5644. De Bock Pc>rter, 
lI,OOQ-4,lI,013-7. Molloy, 19,204-5. 
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Lodwick EIJi!, 18,9M-D, 
Manners Smith, lU,014-7. 
Molloy, HI,HS. 

Thl!Obald.15MI. 
Plltel'8on. MiO-I. 
GtlPP.sr.~. 
Lodwick Bllia.lS,oo.'J, 
lR,976. 
Mnnne" Smith. 19,013. 
19.023. 

Costl. on the Law 
and Practice: of 
Rating, 3rd ed., 
p. 441. 

Peterson, 8420-9, 
H265; App. 
(Part II.) to Vol. I. 
of Min. of Ev., 
pp.148-9. 
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" considering how much the tithe since then has been reducec1 in value, and ·the 
" still greater extent to which tho land has been reduced, that 20 per cent. and 
,; 25 per cent. do not so fairly represent the outgoings as they did then. I tried 
" to get that altered, but the .A.ssessment Committee turned a deaf ear to us; I asked 
" for 25 per cent. and 30 per cent. instead of 20 per cent. and 25 p~r cent." 

92. Several witnesses suggested that the principIa of the Income Tax Acts should be 
applied to the assessment of tithe rentcharge in the hands of an incumbent, and that 
an abatement should be allowad from the gross value in cases where it did not exceed a 
certain' sum. 

93. But Mr. Peterson, Mr. Gepp, and several other witn.esses, stated that if 
tithe rentcharge had been included within the scope of. the Agricultural Ratee Act, 1896, 
the grievance which is now felt by clerical titheowners would have been substantially 
and practically met. 

XIV.-The presswre of the present Law upon Imumbents. 

94. Although the question of the basis upon which the rateable value of tithe 
rentcharge should be calculated has given rise to considerable discussion ever since 
the passing of the Parochial Assessments Act in 1836, it haa never been denied by 
such a high suthorityas Sir George Cornewall Lewis, nor by the Poor Law Commis. 
sioners in 1843, nor by Mr. De Bock Porter, the Secretary to the Ecclesiastical 
Commissioners, who gave evidence before this Commission., that the clergy suffer 
injustice in one form oz' another in this matter. Though Bome undoubted grievances 
have existed for :nany years, and, though continual agitation haa been carried on by 
and on behalf of the clergy, no measures for their relief have bllen adopted. On the 
contrary, their position. has gradually been rendered worse, owing to the passing of 
certain Acts of Parliament and also to decisions of the Courts. 

95 ... The present law," says Mr. ·Castle. Q.C., .. is no doubt very oppressive in 
" some cases, for, if a parson or vicar had been rated according to his ability, then 
" he would have been entitled to deduct his necessar'Y expenses from his inoome, 
" especially where he has necessarily provided a curate, &c. ; •. .' There may 
" have been great justice in rating an appl'opriator of tithes, who drew an income 
" from the parish-for which he made no return-on the full value of his tithes; but 
" 'the law presses hardly where a parson has to perform his ecclesiastical duties and. 
" often to pay for the aid of a curate, and otherwise devote not only his labour, 
" but some pl>rt of his income to the benefit of the parish." 

96. We do not think that any useful purp08~ can be served by discussing in ,detail 
the decisions of the Courts since the passing of the Parochial Assessment~ Act in 1836, 
with regard to the method by which tithe rentcharge not severed from a benefice is valued, 
because we are of opinion that section 1 of that Act is inapplicable to this class of 
property. ' , . 

97. Such a rentcharge cannot be let, and never has been'let, so far as we are aware, 
on an ordinary business footing, that. is, to a tenant who seeks to secure a fair rate 
of interest on money invested, and, at the same time, has to provide fol' the 
necessary services and duties incidental to the holding of a benefice. We therefore 
think that it is useless to endeavour to arrive at any satisfactory solution' of this 
question by attempting to draw analogies for the purpose of applying the principles 
and provisions of an Act designed for properties of an entirely diffel'ent character. 

98. We have already shown that t.he Courts at the outset admitted the inapplicability 
of the Act, and stated that, if they were required to comply strictly with its actual 
terms, the clerical titheowner would be, placed in a different position to other ratepayers, 
and that it would be necessary to proceed by drawing a large and liberal analogy. 

99. But it was found impossible to proceed by analogy in assessing tithe rent
charge not severed from the benefice, upon the basis of the rental value to a hypothetical 
tenant as applied to oconpiers of land. The Conrts endeavonred to apply all Act which 
was inapplicable, and they found the legal difficulties too great. 

R, •• Good<hild. 100. It is true they have decided that a deduction should be made in respect of the 
~t~~;f.."l.l; 27L..T.. profit which II tenant might reasonably consider an adequate inducement to take II 
~~~;~~~.~.:'n~oUwIr. demise of II rentcharge, where the existence of such a necessity can be demonstrated 
;.::;:.:~"t'j'."t'8~.'Q,. , to Quarter Sessions. But, in throwing the burden upon the incumbent of proving 
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what a tenant would give for a property, which is in fact never let, before he can 
obtain any deduction beyond the present allowances, it is apparent that he cannot look 
to the Courts for a liberal interpretation of the present law in the case of hiB 
exceptional class of property. 

101. We have .shown that under the Act of Eliz!l.beth (43 Eliz. c. 2) owners of tithes R. t. Christopher. 
severed from the benefice were to be rated as occupiers. and that owners of tithes not ~n, 16 9·.8·U. 7 ; 
severed from the benefice were to be Tated as inhabitants; that both classes of tithe· Ii! L~~l'imes 
owners came to be rated on the same foopipg; and that incumbents therefore became p. • 
rateable in respect of their tithes, which frequentl.v formed the larger portion, or even 
the whole, of their incomes, while the ability of other ratepayers came to be measured 

. only by the annnal rental value of the houses or land they occupied. We have also 
I!hown that when ilt length the Legislatnre by the Parochial Assessments Act, 1836, 
provided a basis upon which hereditaments should be valued, the Courty held that tithe 
rentcharge not severed from the benefice shonld be assessed upon the same principle 
as land, that is upon its letting value as laid down in the Act. It has further been 
pointed out that a strict legal application of this principle to a property of such an 
exceptional character, has resulted in its being assllssed almost on the gross value, and 
to the same extent as tithes severed from the benefice to which no service9 or other 
obliga~ions are attached. 

102. We know of no other class of ratepayers whose basis of assessment results in App. to Vol. II. 
the contribution of 80 large a proportion of income towards local taxation. of ~inutes of 

EVIdence, 
103. Since 1836 tithe rentcharge has decreased in value to the extent of over 30 per Nos. XV. & XVI. 

cent. During this period the Oourts have gradually deprived the incumbent of 
deductions which at one time were allowed in ascertaining the rateable value. More· 
OVer, many rates for new purposes have been placed upon tithe rentcharge, which 
cannot have any effect in the direction of imprOVing that property. and the incumbent 
cannot shift the incidence upon others, according to the circumstances of supply and 
demand. The operation of the Agricultural Rates Act, 1896, in districts where rates 
have increased, reductions in assessments, and the under Valuation, - of agricultural 
land, have, it is said, in some caStlS, thrown additional burdens upon incumbents. 

XV.-OoncZ'/I,swns. 

104. The conclusions at which we have arrived are:-
I. That the representations made to the Oommission on behalf of the owners of 

tithe rentcharge not severed from the benefice have shown that the burden 
of local taxation upon such owners is unduly onerous, and that sufficient 
allowance is not made for tha fact that the persons entitled to the rent· 
charge are under a legal obligation to render services and to perform duties 
in return therefor. 

II. That the case of the ownE>rs of tithe rentcharge not severed from the benefice 
is based on the ground, which we consider to have boen fully established, 
that the present law, as interpreted by thE> Courts, works nnjustly and places 
those owners ill a much less favourable position than other owners who are 
also occupiers of rateable property. 

III. That there exists an exceptionally acute feeling of dissatisfaction with regard 
to the hardship of the law as it stands. 

IV. That, ill view of all the circumstances, although incumbents are not entitled to 
be wholly relieved from liability to be assessed to local rates in respect 
of tithe rentcharge-indead, such a claim has not generally been made by 

• The Rev. E. F. Gepl', who h ... been for many yea". Chairman of the DonDlow Board of Guardians 
[Esses] and of the AssessmeDt Committee, saye :-" I wish to point out that although tithe reotcharge has 
h ahvnys beon ....... d at its full value, land hao not, in my experience, been .imilarly treated. On the 
.. contrary, it has been rated on the whole at much below its proper valne. The reason for lbis i. that 
" the value of the rent.harge i. known, and the ..... iIDlent made accortlingly. • . . The nssesslDent 
" committees are oomposed almost entirely of those whose interest it is to depreciate lb. value of tho land. 
u. . • My own Vice .. ChaimJan of the Dunmow U uiou, a farmer, told me that if tbo asse.~mcnt committee 
.. pllt tbe land at ita proper value, he dare not show his roo. in Bishop Stortford market." (Gepp, 8560; 
App. (l'arnL) to Vol. I. of Minutes of Evid.n .... No. XXV., par. 13. See also Peterson, R25i-6l; App. 
(p .... t 11.) to Vol. I. of Minutes of Evidence, No. XXIV., pars. 90-2. Kennedy, 18,35'1-9. 18,87~. 
Mannors Smith, 1~,986-D4, 18,999-10,004. Mer'Bod, 19,292-304, 19,330- 49. BuI ... _ Clare Sowell 
Read, 10,326) 
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. w'itnc~se~ whoha ve app~a:r~d' b~f~~e us-' yet, 'pendm"g . the rinal recommenda
tiollS of the Commission on this and the other matters referred to us, the case 
of the parochial iricumbent owning tithe rentcharge not severed from the 
benefice may properly be met by some special measure of relief. . 

All which we humbly submit for Your ;Majesty's gracious consideratioll. 

(Signed) .BALFOUR OF BURLEIGH (C1.airman). 
CAWDOR. 

-JOHN T. HIBBERT. 
CHARLES B. STUART WOR'j:'LEY, 
E. W. HAMILTON. 

-G. H. MURRAY. 

ARTHUR WILSON FOX, 
Secretary. 

T. LLEWELYN DAVIES. 
.A.llItiBtant Secreta/ry. 

C. N. DALTON. 
·C. A. CRIPPS. 
HARCOURT E .. CLAR~. 
T. H. ELLIOTT. 

. EPW.4.RD .OlWQRtl.I)M:(TH. 
.' JOHN L. WHARTON. , . 

I " . 

loth Jatiua:ry, 1899 • 
,. . 

.. 
Addendum by Sir J. T. Hibbert, Mr. G. H. Murray, 

and Mr., C. 4. OripJls. . 

We desire to add that, in our opinion, the inequality which exists to the detriment of 
the owners of tithe rentcharge not severed from the benefice is due to the fact that, in 
ascertaining the rateable value of ~uch tithe rentcharge, sufficient deductions. fro~. the 
gross value have not been allowed; and that it is necessary, in o:r:der to place the 
owners of such tithe rentcharge on a footing of equality with the owners or occupiers 
of other rateable property, to provide by legislation for the allowance of further 
deductions from the gross value, and in such deductions to recognise the liability, 
which is imposed on the owners of such tithe l'entcharge, to render certain services as a 
condition of enjoying their emoluments. 

(Signed) C. A. CRIPPS. 
JOHN 'l~ HIBBER T. 
G. H. MURRAY. 

Memorandum by Mr. J. B. Balfour.' 

I regret that I am unable to concur in the suggestion that, pending the final recom. 
mendations of the Commission on Rating in respect of Tithe Rentcharge and the other 
matters referred to it, the case of the parochial Incumbent owning Tithe Rentcharge 
not severed from the Benefice may properly be met by some special measure of relief. 

No special measure of relief is indicated in the Report, but ilo far as I can see, the 
relief suggested could only be given either (1) by a grant from Exchequer; or (2) by 
a reduction of the local rates payable in respect of Tithe Rentcharge .. The former 
of these would, in my judgment, be open to the objections frequently and,'as I think, 
justly urged against the making of grants out of public funds towards paying the local 
rates of particular classes, and t.he latter would, in my view, be objectionable because 
the loss resulting from the reduction of the rates payable in respect of the Tithe 
Rentcharge, would require to be made good by the other ratepayers in the area of 
~ssessment, whose case has not yet peen considered and reported upon" These rate
payers would naturaJly complain of this. It seems to me that it would be bt'tter 
that the case of all the different classes of ratepayers should be considered and 
reported upon at the same time. 

(Signed) J. B. BALFOUR. . 

• See 111 .. tht, subjoined addendum. 
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Report by Mr. ArthUr O'Connor. 

TO THE QUEEN'S MOST EXCELLEN'l' MAJESTY. , . 
MAY IT PLEASB YOUR MAJESTY: 

1. I regret to find myself unable to concur with the majority of the Commissioners 
in the conclusions set out in their Second Report, or to assent to the statement of the 
case on which thoseyonclusions purport to be founded. 

2. It appears to me to be amply established by the evidence taken by. the 
Commission, that the undue burden in the matter of rates which now presses upon 
the owners of tithe reutcharge, whether severed from the benefice or not, arises, 
not frOIl) '.' the system by which tit.he rentcharge is valued for the purpose of lovying 
" IpclI-l raws," but from tho exclusion of ,this form of agricultural property in 'land 
from the relief which has been afforded to other agricultural interests. 

Further, I am unable to recognise any ground of history, law. or expediency, for 
making a distinction in the matter of rating between tithe rentcharges themselves, 
accordipg as they happen to be in the hands of clerioal or of lay occupiers . 
. Thll only difference between them, in fact, is that where severed' from the benence, 

they' are ,in actual individual Qwnel'ship, and where not severed. they form a kind of 
trust fund to secure the performance of certain services. ' 

3. Tithes were a E!pecies of inoorporeal hereditament originally the property of the 
church exclusively. 

In the reign of Henry VIII., on the dissolution of the monastBries and the 
confiscation of the monastio property, the tithes included in that property were taken 
by the Crown. 

Parliamentary sanction' was thon obtained for grants by the Crown. made or 
to 'be made' by Letters Patent, of My part of the property of the monasteries; and 
under such grants tithes came into lay hands. But they did not on that account 
cease to be "land" in the legal sense (they are" land" for the purpose of settle III '11 ~ 
under the Settled I,and Act, 1882); and in respect of conveyance or descent they 
have always been dealt with as other hereditaments. 

The tithes which remained in the hands of the church, though not subject to the 
same rules of descent and alienation, nevertheless remained like the others an interest 
in land. . 

The Acts passed for the commutation of tithes affected tithes in the hands of 
laymen as well as those belonging to the church. The liability to the payment of 
poor rate which attached to the one class of tithes as well as to the other before 
the date of the Commutation Act (1836), still attaches to the tithe rentcharges in the 
hands of lay and clerical owners alike . 

.. 4. In respect of other rates they have been recognised as being on the same 
footing with other forms of agricultural property. 

Under the Lighting and Watching Act of 1833 (3 & 4 Will. IV. c. 90. s. 3S), and 
the Pliblio Health Act of ]848 (11 &; 12 Vict. c. 6S. s. 88) •. as amended by 14 & 15 
Viot. c. 50; and under the Publio Health Act of 1875 (38 & 39 Vict. c. 55. s. 211), 
S8 amended by 53 & 54 Vict. c. 17, they are expressly classed with land used as 
arable, meadow, or pastUl'G. woodlapds, orchards, market gardens, or, nursery grounds, 
lands covered with water, or used a8 a canal or towing path. or railway; and rated' 
like all these at a fourth of the net annual vallie. They are also, like these, assessed 
to land 1./l.X. 

5. Like other agricultural intcrest.q, tithe rent charge has suffered from the fall 
in the price of the agricultural productions on which it was caloulated. ,This it is 
which furnishes the true explanation of tho pressure which has been experienced 
by many of the clergy, and not the" system of valuation for the purposes of rating." 

But while the tithe rentcharge has shared in thn generol agricultural distress, it 
hos ·not been admitted to a share of the relief which has been afforded to other 
agricultural interests under the Agricultllrnl Ratos Act, 1896. For such exclusion 
I oan see no good ground. A.t the same time witness after witness assured the 
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Commission t.hat the extension to the tithe rentcharge of the benefit of the Act 
referred to would satisfy the class for which they spflke. 

Such a measure would moreover be unattended by the obvious disadvantages 
which would most probably beset any special measure of relief which might be 
proposed to remedy the grievance. 

6. I am, therefore, of opinion that the case of hardship which has admittedly 
been made out would be, naturally, sufficiently, and prudently met by the extension 
to tithe rentcharge of the provisions of the Agricultural Rates Act, 1896. 

My respect for the judgment of the other members of the Commission constrains' 
me to add some of the reasons why I cannot associate myself with the Report at 
large. 

7. (a.) Part II. of till) Report is headed" The Statutory LiahilUy oj the Incumbent 
" to be assessed to the Poor Rate," and consists of paragraphs numbered 9 to 27. 

It appears to me to amount to an implication, whether intended or not, that from, 
early times till the beginning of the 17th century the incumbent was not under any 
such liability. 

To this implication I cannot subscribe. I believe it to be in clear contradiction of 
history, statute, and recorded legal decisions (888 Note I.). 

(b.) Paragraph 9 consists of two short extracts from Magna Charta, removed from' 
their context, and calculated to produce very different impressions when read in 
connexion with matter relat.ing to liability to poor rate, and when taken in their 
original association. 

The best way to show this is to place the extracts and the original text in juxta-
position, thus:- • 

Paragmph 9 :-
By MagDa Charta the KiDg granted to God BUd 

confirm.d-
. .. That the EDglish Church shall be free Bnd 

. eujoy all her rights in their iuwgrity and her 
liberties untouched.'· 

" No clerk ,hall be amerced for hi. lay tene
ment eXCf'pt aftpr the manner of the other 
persons aforesaid, and not according to the value 
of ma ecclesiasticn.l benefice. JJ 

Actual ",ora. of Magna Charta. 

(I.) Quod Anglicau.. Ecclesi.. Jibe... sit, et h.beat 
jura OU& integra et libertates 81U18 ill ....... at itB 
volumu8 ob,ervan quod &pparet ex eo quod liber
tatem electionum, que madma, et magis necessa.ria 
reputetur ecclesire Anglicanm, mera et spontanea 
volnntate, Bnte discordiam inter nos et Barones 
nostro8 motam, concessimus et charta nostra con. 
fil'IDamus et eam ohtiuuimUB a Domino Papa 
Innocentio Tertio con6rmari. 

[xx. 9.] Liber homo non amereietnr pro p"rvo deticto, 
nisi secundum modum delicti; et pro magna delicto 
nmercietur secllndum ID8f:oitndinem delicti, salvo 
tenemento suo, et mercator eadem modo, salva 
mercandiy. sua, &c. 

[xxi.] Cf)miteR et Harouen non amercientur nisi per. 
Pares 8UOS et Don nisi secundum modum. delicti. 

[xxii. 10.] NuUus clericus 8mercietur de Iwco tene
mento 8UO, nisi secundum modum aliorum prre. 
dictorum, et non secundum q u&ntitatem benefieii 
8ui ecclesiastici. 

It will be seen that neither of these extra.cts really refers to the matter in connexion 
with which it is cited. • 

The firBt relates to freedom from intrusion of the Crown upon the libel'ty of elections, 
&c.; the second to amercements for delicta, or fines for offences, and in no way to the 
payment of taxes or rates. 

(c) Paragraph 10 states, that" Ecclesiastical persons prior to and during the reign 
" of Elizabeth, were, by the Common Law, considered exempt from toils, pontage, 
.. &c., and not subject to general charges imposed on subjects as to highways, &c., 
.. unless charged by Statute, either in express or general term~." 

Now, as regards tolls, pontage, murage, &0. the immunity simply consisted in this, 
that when actually engaged in his duty as parson, vicar, or curate, the ecclesiastic was 
not liable to pay toll at bridge or city gate, or highway. .As regards the latter portion 
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of the paragraph, it will be enough to recall the fact that the clergy were heid liable 
as inhabitants under the Statute of Bridges in 153(}-Sl (22 Henry VIII. c. 5.). • 

'fhe point, ~owever, as to special. mention is. again b~ought up in para~aph ~7, 
which deals with the Statute 39 Ehz. c. 3.,. eVIdently With reference to this earlIer 
passage. 

Paragraph 11. "Sueh was the recognized law at the time when the Statutes of 
.. Elizabeth having reference to ra~ing were passed. It was afterward~ held during 
.. the reign of Charles II., that ecclesiastical persons were liable to all public charges 
.. imposed by Act of Parliament." . 

I cannot understand the object of inserting these paragraphs 9, 10, and n, unless 
they are to be read as suggesting that Jv: Magna Charta, and by Common Law, the 
clergy were not liable to be ass(lssed to the poor rate, or any other rate, until the 
time of Charles IL, u111ess specially mentioned. . 

But such a position can be clearly shown to be wrong. 
It is admitted ,in paragraph 12 of the Report, that ti1l1535-6 relief of the poor had 

been a legal charge on the revenues of the eecular clergy, aided by charitable 
foundations and the alms of religious houses. 

In 1562-3 justices and churchwardens were empowered to rate those who would not 
contribute. 

In 1572 provision was made by statute for the registration (by the justices) of the 
inhabitants for the purpose of rating for poor relief; for the appointment of overseers 
of settled poor persons; and for the employment of rate-collectors. 

In these statutes the clergy were not specially mentioned. 
In 1585, twelve years before the first of the two great statutes of Elizabeth, that of 

1597 (in which also the clergy were not specially mentioned), it was held in a 
celebrated case (Parson of Pancras case) that a parson was bound to contribute to the 
poor rate. Chief Justice Hale, in giving judgment in a later case (IIopkins case. 3 
Keble 255), said that the decision on this point in the formel" was arrived at after 
oonsultation, a.nd "so it had been agreed by all the judges of England in Sergeant's 
.. Inn in the Parson of Panrras case, and they ara also contributory to many other 
.. charges notwithstanding Magna Charta. Quod ecclesia sit libera, as to Highways, 
" &Q." 

This, then, and not what ILppears to be suggested in parograpb 11 of the Report, was 
the recognised law as to the" Statutory Liability of the Incumbent to be IIssessed to 
the Poor Rate," when in 1597 overseers were (by 39 Eliz. c. 3) appointed to collect a tax 
from every inhabitant and occupier of lands in each parish for the relief. of afHioted 
and decrepit poor, according to the ability of the parish. [AS to "inhabitant" see Note 
II. hereto.] 

It is stated in paragraph 17 of the Report that no directions were given to the 
overseers as to the actual basis upon which or the properties in respect of which 
taxation was to be raised. But this is just what might be expected. .At that time 
no one thought of any other basis than that of the value of real or immovable property. 

Paragraph 17 further says that" the parson or vicar was not specially mentioned 
.. in the Act." No, he was not; but why sbould he be 1 He was necessarily nn 

"iuhabitant occupier. At tha,t time no person would have thought of claiming exemp
tions. The matter had long been settled. And indeed it was not till 75 years later, 
viz., in 1672. that the point was first definitely taken and decided against the parson in 
the case of Webb '/J. Batohelour. (1 Ventris, 273.) • 

(d.) Immediately after the passing of the Act of 1597 the Juilges held a conference 
011 its terms and provisions, and drew up certain resolu tions (chiefly relating to rogues) 
which appear to have been intended partly as a kind of definition clause, and partly as 
an agreed set of rules for the administration of the Act. In one of these rul"s it is said 
that ... Parsons or vicars, &c. be bound (as inhabitants) to the relief of the poor, as well as 
•• others that inhabit . within the parish." The words" parson, vicar, and oth(?r" are 
reproduced in the great Act of 1601 [43 Elill. c. 2], probably in deference to the judges 
and possibly (in view of the Pancras Parson's case) to prevent any suggestion that the 
riergy were exompt; but most certainly not to alter the existiQg law. 

I am therefore driven to dissent from the proposition in paragraph 25 of the 
Itl'port, that, because tithes were more easily cognisable and estimated by overseers, 
whereas personal property was difficult to trace, .. a practioo therefore arose of ratinD' 
.. the incumbent in respect of this class of property, not because he tDaB liabl6 to be rated 
" specially in respect of tithes under the Act of Elizabeth, as were occupiers of 
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" tit,hes severed from the. benefice, but because it was found po be the, easiest. lind. most 
" feasible method of assessing him/' , '. ' , .. '. " 

It is not, in fact, accurate to say that .. a practice therefore arose." From the 
beginning the parsonJ:tad ,been. liable like ~he res,t of the owners of landed property. 
The other tithe-owners were specially mentIOned only because after the impropriation 
of tithes many occupiers oftithss did not. dwe~l or pos,sessllny other property'in 
the Pl¥"ish from which the tithes were drawn. .'. . .' . 

The case would really appear to be sufficiently plain. Yet in Par,!; ITI. of the Report 
(paragraph 28) occur the words :- . '. '.' , . 

"28. Little is known of the method by whi()h the incumbent was asses'sed; if he 
was assessed at all, for some time after the passing of the Act 'of Elizabeth." .' . .' . 

. '. . 
(e,) Paragraph 29 consists of a quotation from Dalton's Country Justice (edition 

of 1742), viz. :-" Every clergyman is to b~ rated for his glebe and tithe according 
" to their yearly value, so long as they are in his own oCCUpation, beoause the statute 
.. charges every oceupier bf tithes, &c., and the clergy are, contained in these general 
" words unless particularly excepted." . ' 

This quotation is followed by this ,comment.. "Though tl,tis statement may point 
" to the conclusion that the practice' of rating the clergy in respect of their tithes 
.. probably prevailedt~ aconside~able extent at that, time,the construction, placed 
" by Dalton upon the Act of Ehzabeth appears to have been' erroneous,' and not 
" warranted by any known legal deoisions." '. , 

The comment is made without any distinct ground being alleged for it; and also In 
face of the fact that in no less than four ca.ses cited in". the Report itself, 'and all 
anterior to the edition of 1742, [viz.; R. 'V. Bartlett (7 Anne) 16 Viner's Abridgment, 
427; R. 'II. Turner (4 Geo. I.) 1 Str. 77; .~. 'V. Skingle (4 Geo. I.) 1 Str.l90; and R. 'V. 

Lambeth (8 Geo. 1.) 1 Str. 525] the lIabihty of tbe parson to' be rated m respect of 
his tithes is laid down in express terms. . 

(I.) The remaining portion of Part ill. of the Report. is in great part. made up 
of obiter dicta of judges, and of an argument of a learned counsel in a case in which 
he was not successful (paragraph 32, note). . 

The unusual course of putting forward as more or less authoritative the arguments 
of counsel which did not ultimately prevail is adopted again in paragraphs 51 and 73. 

(g.) This Part III. is headed" The Assessment of Tithes from 1601 to 1840," 
snd shows, what cannot, of course,' be iquilstioned, . that in the t\normous number of 
parishes existing throughout the country different practices prevailed as to the assess
ment of tithes as of other forms of property, and that irregularities presented great 
diversity, as ilTegularities are wont to do. . 

(k.) Part IV. of the Report, on "The object of the ~ithe Act, 1836, and its 
.. effect upon Incumbents," shows:-

(1) that lay and clerical tithe-owners were under the Act treated alike; and 
(2) that the legal position of the incumbent under the Act of Elizabeth was left 

unaltered. 

(Te.) Part V. of the Report. on" The effect of the Parochial Assessments Act, 1836, 
" upon Incumbents," explains that although the Act referred to did not introduce 
any neW' principle of rating, the owners of tithe rentchargewhose property is exactly 
known, can be rated to the full, while the other ratepayers are frequently under 
assessed. The blot here pointed out, however, is not the over-assessment of the 
tithe-owner, but thEi under-assessment of his fellow ratepayers, and this blot has been 
already ab!1ndantlyprovided for in the recommendations contained in the Commission's 
First Report (On Valuation). 

(l.) Par:ts VI., Vil., VIIl., and X. do not call for comment, as they do not contain 
anything which substantially advances any particular view. .' 

(m.) Part IX., on " The Practice and Method of assessing Tithe Rentcharge lifter 
1858," (paragraphs 66 to 80) is concerned chiefly with-. ' 

(1) the decisiolls in the cases of R. 'V. Goodchild, R. 'II. Lamb, and R. 'V. Hawkins, 
collectively known as the Haokney cases, in which was considered the 
question of deductillns to be made in the ,8S1!1essment of tithe rentcharge not 
severed from the benefice; : . 

(2) the Cir9ull!rS of the Poor Law Commissioners founded upon these decisions ;' and 
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(3) the opinion of the law officers as to the exact point in the calculation at which 
curates' salaries were to be deducted. 

But as the Hackney cases were, as regards the deduction of the curate's salary, 
over-ruled in the latter case of 1;1.. 11. Sherford (L.R. 2 Q.B. 503), it is not necessary 
to offer any observations upon thi~ part of the Report.' _ . . 

('710.) Part XI. is headed, .. Exemp~QIls made by the Legislature in favour of Tithe 
.. and Tithe Rentcharge!' 

.. 82. The exceptional nature of the tithe-owner's property has been recognised by 
.. exceptional treatment in the Lighting and Watching Acts, 1833 and 1851, and also 
.. in the Public Health Act, 1875." 

.. The latter Act enacts in section 211 (1) (b) :-' The owner of any tithes, or of 
... any tithe commutation rentcharge, or the occupier of any land used as arable 
... meadow or pasture ground only, or as woodlands market gardens or nursery 
" • grounds • . . shall be ,aEs08sed in respect of the same in the proportion of 
... one·fourth part only of such net annual value thereof.' " 

A reference to the Acts cited will show that so far from the exceptional nature of 
the tithe-owner's property being recognised by exceptional treatment, the very object 
of the statutes was just the reverse. They secure· that the owner of tithes or tithe 
rentcharge shall be dealt with in the slime manner as the owners of other agricultural 
landed property [866 pal'agraph 4 above]. 

I am pleased to find myself in agreement with Part XII., and pal'agraph 93 of 
Part XIII. of .the Report of the majority of my colleagues. These deal with the 
hal'dship involved in the exclusion of the tithe rentcharge from the benefit of the 
Agricultural Rates .Act, and the concurrence of testimony of the witnesses who 
have appeared before us in favour of their inclusion' as a practical method of dealing 

. with the grievance complained of. 

All which I humbly submit for your Majesty's gracious consideration. 

11 th Jan'UOlf"lJ 1899. (Signed) ARTHUR O'CONNOR. 

NOTE 1. 
GoTee' B Institutes, Part ft., p. 649, 

And the Levite (to whom tithes were assigned) shall come, and the si;mnger, the ~~:·i!·.~o~n 
fatherlesse and the widow which lire within thy gates shall eat and be filled. the true u •• 

whereto tithea 
ohoold be 
employed. 

NOTE II. 

llihabitant.-There is no reason to suppose that in the st.atutes of Elizabeth, or of 
Henry VIII., the word inhabitant is taken in a varying sense, Pi' that the definition of 
the term supplied by Sir Edward Coke in his Institutes (Part II., pp. 702-3), Statute of 
Bridges, does not represent its true significance :~ 

" (1.) The persons to be charged by this Act are comprehended under this only 
word (inhabitants); which word is needful to be explained, being the 
largest word of the kind. First, although a man be dwelling in an 
house or a foraigne county. riding, city, or towne corporate, yet, if he 
hath lands or tenements in his own possession and manurance in the 
county, riding, city, or towne corporate, where the decayed bridge is, he 
is sn inhabitant, both· where his person dwelleth, and where he hath 
lande and tenements in his owne possession within this statute. 

Nota, l:abitatio dicitur ab habendo, quia, qui propriis manibus et 
. Bumptibus possidet, et habet, ibi habitare dicitur. 

.. (3.) 
• • • • • 

Ere,n termini.-Every person that dwelleth in any shire, riding, city, or towne 
corporate, though he hath, but a personal residence, yet is said in law to 
be an inhabitant, or a dweller there, as servants, &0. But the statute 
exteudeth not to them, but to such as be householders." 

E 2 
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Metnorandum by Mr. J. Stuart. 
, 

I regret I am unable to agree with the Report or its conolusions. laBBCooiat.! myself 
with the historical portions of the memorandum of Mr. Arthur O'Connor, and with 
the criticisms made on the Report in that memorandum. 

Considering the terms of reference to the Commission, I think it undesirable t'J 
recommend relief to ono class of ratepayers without reporting with respect to other 
classes at the Bame time. . 

The Report does not state the sources from whioh it proposes that relief should be 
given to those with whom it deals, namely, the owners of tithe rentcharge not severed 
from the benefice. That relief, if given from public funds, must be given by means 
of money provided either by the general taxpayers or by the other ratepayers of the 
district. It will thus be either a relief to a special class, similar to that embodied in 
the Agrioultural Rates Act, 1896, the propriety of whose fiscal polioy is still under dis
cussion, or it will add to the burdens of other ratepayers, whose oase is not yet taken 
into oonsideration. 

It is impo~sible to sh.ut one's eyes to ~he faot that what the beneficed clergy really 
suft'er from IS the fall III the value of tithe, and not from the rates, exoept in so far 
as those, like any other outgoing, form a charge on their gross income. 

The relief sought is really an addition by the nation to the funds of the Churoh of 
England, and would more fittingly be made a oharge on the revenue of the Eoclesiastical 
Commissioners. 

Indeed, so far as ratell are concerned, the position of the beneficed clergy has in 
general been oonsiderably improved since the period when tithes were commuted. At 
that time the rates of a large proportion of the beneficed olergy (probably of three-' 
quarters of the whole) were paid by the owner or occupier, and deduoted before the 
payment to the clergyman was made. When the commutation took plaoe the amount 
of the rates as they then were was added to the net tithe, which had hitherto been 
paid to the clergyman, and the future payment of rates was left to be made by him 
direot. As in general in oountry districts the rates have fallen considerably since 
that time, the clergy have been proportionately benefited. Take the oase of a living 
where the net income before oommutation was 1,0001., rates having been paid by 
the landlord at lOs. in the pound (or 500[. in all), as was not infrequent in rural 
districts at the period of tithe oommutation. The inoumbent of the time received a 
total of 1,5001. of oOlIlmuted tithe, and had to pay the rates himself direot in future. 
This sum of 1,500t. has become, by the fall in the value of tithe to about two-thirds,. 
a reduced sum of 1,0OOl., and on this the present rates are probably about 28. 6d. in 
the llouud, or 1251. The present clergyman receives thus a net Sl1m of 8751.; and, 

. finding his net inoome reduced below that of his predecessor by the amount of the 
rates, he may blame the rates for that reduction, if he does not go very deeply into 
the matter, but nevertheless the reduction is clearly due to other causes. Yet this oase 
is not very dissimilar, so far as the proportion of the amounts involved is conoerned, 
to a considerable number of other oases, and its prinoiple applies in greater or less 
exten t to nll. 

It is farther to be remembered that every beneficed clergyman in aooepting his 
living has done so with the knowledge that the income he thus aooepted was not 
the total amount at any time of the commuted tithe, but was that sum diminished 
by the full amount of the rates thereon. 

13th Janua'l"Jj 1899, 
(Signed) JAMES STUART. 

<Em _ .t 
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BOYAL COMMISSION ON LOCAL TAXATION, 

FINAL REPOR.T-SCOTLAND. 

TO THE KING'S MOST EXCELLENT MAJESTY. 

MAr IT PLEASE YOUR MAJESTY: 

IN accordance with the inteiltion expressed in our Final Reporh for England 
and Wales* we now present the conclusions at which we have arrived with regard to 
Local Taxation in Scotland. 

The evidence which we have taken, and certain memoranda which have been put 
before US, have already been issued, and the information spec;.ially relating to Scotland 
is contained in Volumes I., III., and IV.* 

CHAPTER I. 

VALUATION ANn RATES. 

Although the Statutes under which the principal rates in Scotland are levied are Origin of Poor 
of comparatively recent date, yet, in order to understand the present system, Rate. 
it is necessary to refer briefly to earlier lpgislation on the subject. When provi-
sion for the poor was first mad" a legal obligation by an Act passed by the Scots 
Parliament in 1579,t the imposition of an assessment was authorised for that purpose. 
Under tbat Statnte the assessment was to be raised from" the whole inhabitants 
" within the parish, according to the estimation of their substance, without exception 
" of persons." 1.'he poor had previously been maintained almost wholly by charitable 
contributions, and there was so much dislike to making the contributions compulsory 
that the practice did not become general. In consequence of the distress occasioned 
towards the end of the seventeenth century by a succession of bad harvests, the Privy 
Council issued certain Proclamationst directing the more rigorous enforcement of the 
law, and prescribing in more detail the method by which the assessment was to be 
levied. 

Notwithstanding these provisions, compulsory assessments for relieving the poor 
were, until the middle of the eighteenth century, only occasionally resorted to and 
were regarded merely as an expedient to be employed in particular circumstances 
and for a limited time. 

The first of the Proolamations referred to was issued in 1692, and it directed that Ellrly instances of 
the a~sessment in landward parishes (i.e., parishes not in burghs) was to be cast Division of Rates 
.. the olle-half upon the heritors, and the other half upon the- householders of the betdwoeen O~e", , . h" an CCUpler5 • • pans. 

'l'be Act of 1579 still remained in force, and the co-existence of provisions for 
levying the assessment, which were not altogether oonsistent with eaoh other, led 
to some dispute. There was also much speculation as to how far it was the intention 
of the Privy Couucil. in framing the Proolamation, to follow the method prescribed 
by a Statute of 166:~, providing for the employment of vagabonds and autborising 
tho imposition of an assessment for that purpose, one-half leviable from the heritors, 
and the other half from the .. tenants and possessors according to their means and 
substanoe." Although these disputes were to some extent settled by the Courts. 
many different systems of levying the aSSelisment for the poor prevailod. It is only 
necessary, however, to state generally the lines upon which they nsually prooeeded . 

• See Lilt't of Report.A, EvideDoo, &e~, l1'pra. 
t Some of the proviaionl of thi. Aot were evidontly borrowed from an Ellglisb Statute of Ij<l\'ep lean earlior 
: Tho.e Proclamations were subsequently ratilled by Parliameili. 

I &8606. A 
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The heritors* were assessed in respect of their lands and heritages within the 
parish, whether they resided there or not. In the apportionment of the assessment 
between them the real or the valued rentt of the property might be taken, but the 
IIssessment might not be imposed partly on the one and partly on the other. Where 
the valned rent was adopted house property was not snbjeeted to the rate, and where 
the assessment was levied acoording to the real rent it was customary to allow to 
proprietors of houses a deduction for repairs. 

It would appear that aU inhabitants were liable in the other half of the asse.~ment, 
and that they were to be assessed in proportion to the amount of their means and 
substance. In the application of this principle the rents might he taken as a fair 
measure of each individual's means and substance, or a direot estimate might be 
made; but whichever methcd was adopted, it was to bo applied uniformly throughout 
the parish. 

The plan of apportioning the assessment according to rental was obviously the 
simpler of the two, and tho Court intimated an opinion that it was preferable. But 
iu parishes containing different classes of property (e.g., partly agricultural and partly 
l'esidential or commercial) it was felt that the rents did not bear a sufficiently constnnt 
relation to means and substance, and with a view to making the assessment conform 
more nearly to tI,is principle 1\ plan was sometimos adopted of dividing the property 
into classes, according to the purposes for which it waH used, and levying different 
rates of assessment upon the occupiers of each class. 

When rent was not taken as tho basis, but an estimate of the means and substance 
of each inhabitant was made, the assessors might include stocks, shares, mortgages, 
ships, stock-in-trade, and other descriptions of personal property, wherE\ver situated, 
but not landed estate in Scotland (for which the proprietor was liablo as heritor). 
Wages and salaries were also included, but incomes of small amount were frequentl y , 
exempted. Inhabitants assessed as such in more than one landward parish were 
liable in each parish in respect of their whole means and substance. 

Heritors living in the parish in which their property was situated were liable in both 
the hcritors' and inhabitants' shares of the assessment. 

The second Proclamation, issned in 1693, commands the magi~tl'atos in Burghs to 
raise the necessary funds for the poor in acoordance with established usage and in 
such II way" as may be most effectual to reach all the inhabitants." In consequence, 
the method of assessment in one burgh nearly always differed to some extent from that 
in another_ In some the proprietors were a~sessed according to the rents of their 
property, in some the occupiers, and in others the assessment was divided between 
these classes. The whole inhabitants were sometimes assessed according to their 
means and substance, and in some instances the cost of relief was paid out of tho 
general funds of the burgh. 

The Poor Law Commission of 1844 contended that this variety in the methods 
for raising poor law assessments had considerahle advantages, and reported that they 
were not prepared to recommend any alteration. 'rho Poor Law Amendment Act of 
1845, which followed upon the report of this Commission ani! established the Board 
of Supervision (now the Local GQvernment Board) and Parochial Boards (now Parish 
Councils), accordingly sanctioned the continuance of nearly all the thon existing 
methods. 

Under that Statute the assessment might be imposed-
(a.) One-hali on owners and the other half on tenants or occupants of lands 

and heritagest according to their annual value.§ For the purpose of 
levying the latter half, the lands and heritages might he classified and 
different rates of assessment imposed. 

(b.) One-half on owners according to the annual value§ of their lanus a.nd 
heritages,t and the other half on inhabitants. according to means Imd 
substance . 

• Feual's and proprietors were oRSlCSsetl along with tho heritors in some parishes, but not in others (,vee 
Poor Law Ioqniry, Scotland, Purt VII., 1844, pp. 181-2). Superiors were held not liable 10' contribut.o ns 
hcritors in respect of their feu duties (Parish of North I..eith 1,', l\b.gistrat(~s ot' :t1dinhul'g11, No\,. 12, lS33). 

t The "valued rent" was a valuation made originally in the yenr 1643, ami rectified in the reign Of 
CharleS' II., after whieh it l'emaioed llnalterc{L In later years it bcctuuc yery incqnitnhJe, 1I101"e EllSpcciuUy 
as many new classes of property had then come into existence, and the pmct.ico ~celUs to nave been tlwJ'c4 
fore to nse if, only where it formed at all a fair ba.qiR, ami to m:tkc Do rOllgl} c.stim:&tc of tho reall oC'nt wTwre it 
did not.· 

t See footnote (t) on p. 5. 
~ 'l'h~t is, the net valuation (see p. 6). 
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(c.) As an equal percentage upon the annual value'" of lands and heritages.t 
and upon means and substance. 

(d.) According to local Acts or established usage. 
In course of time. however. the inconvenience of asses8in~ upon means and substance 

Jccame intolerable.' No machinery had been provided for ascertaining the incomes 
luf the inhabitants, and the growing volume of personal property in stocks, shares, 
. &0., combined with tho increasing mobility of tho population, rendered the task more 
difficult year by year. The system was, in consequence, gradually abandoned either 
voluntarily or in accordance with statutory onactment, although it did not entirely 
cease to exist until 1880. ~ Assessments previously sanctioned on the ground of 
established usage have also been prohibited during the continuance of the Agricultural 
Uatcs, &c. Act. 1896, and assessments for the poor are now everywhere levied in 
proportien to the annual value of the lands and heritages within ·the parish, one·half 
of the total sum required being payable by the owners and the other half by the 
occupiers.§ There were still, however, in 1900 five parishes in which the revenue 
ubtained from voluntary centributions and Imperial Grants was sufficient to provide 
for the poor and no Poor Rate was consequently levied. 

Assessments for burghal purposes were in ancient times imposed according to the 
amount of property or an estimate of the trade and merchandise of each inhabitant, 
but the custom was largely noglected during the eighteenth century. Local Acts ha.d, 
however, permitted voluntary assessments in many burghs for police, imprOVements, 
:lnd similar purposes, and in 1833 a general adoptive Statute enabled burghs to 
establish a police force, and, for that purpose, to levy an assessment upon tenants 
and occupiers according to rental. 

In accord:mce 'lvith a recommendation of the. Royal Commission on Municipal 
Corporations in Scotla.nd (1835). an assessment for the' cost of prisons was in 1839 
authoriseLl to be levied on the net annual value of immovable propert,yli within each 
burgh, but in this case one·half of the amount levied upon each property was to be 
paid by the tenants or occupants and one, half by the proprietors.~ 

Later 8tatutes. authorising burgh assessments, also adopted the rental value of 
immovablo proporty as the basis of apportioning the charge. Of such assessments, 
while the majority in number are divided between owners and ·occupiers, the more 
important are charged wholly on occupiers. 

County assessments date from ~ the seventeenth cllntury. and have almost invariably 
hecn impos~d according to some estimate of the rental value of immovable property. 
A t first the .. valued rent" was taken as the basis, and when this became inequitable, 
the reall'ent of the property assessed was adopted. 

The owners were generally made liable for the payment of the ratc. though in some 
cases moieties of the sum charged against each property were levied from the owner 
and occllpier respectively. 

With the establishment in 1890 of, popularly elected authorities for the adminis
tration of county affairs, a change was effected in the method of charging those 
county rates which. had previously been levied wholly from owners. The Local 
Government Act of 1889 provided that so long as those rates did not increase they 
should- continue to be levied from owners, and that auy increase above an average 
rato in the £ to be determined for each rate, and for each county over the period 
of 10 years, ending at Whitsunday 1889,·· should be dividecl equally between owners 
and OCCIl pierRo 

It will thlls be scen. that, although the means and sul>stance of the ratepayers were 
an important considoration iu the 8cottish rating system in the earlier part of the 
nineteenth century and continued to form the basi8 in some pisces as late as 1880, 
rated !ll'll now levied on the annual value of lands and heritages only. 

• TIII\t i!l., lb{~ nC't "l1htation (.tee p. 6). 
t 8" footllote (t) ou I'n~tJ 5. 
t ·~·h. IN .. i,b in which th. system continued until 1880 was Greenock, which, .since 1845, had been 

U~,!;t':'IslUg ou meaDS and 8uhstonce under the clftuse reIating to established usag~. Asseasmenu upon meaus 
"ltd t1ub~tnm·t.' Wt're aboli~l\L'd hy Stafute in 1~61 in all parisbt!s in which the lIystem bad been adopted under 
l'lllU~t' (b) or (r) "oo\"(> and "'as then in foret'. 

§ SUhjl·(·t to the pro\"isiom~ of the Agricultural Rntetl!, &c. Act, 1896, as to ".hich, lee p, 8. 
" h Propt·rty "wn~ to include houses, !lhOl'.!t, wnrehou~s, mills, manufactories cellars gardeo!!, ya.rds, Bnd 

nil huihlings and pcrt,inenbl thereof. ' , 
~ The whole amouut might be ('harged to the tenants or occuoants who) wp.re, in that CUCf entitled to 

dt~duct. llllC half from their rent. -
•• In the fixing ~f ~he a"("r~~~ any portion of the rates which bad been Rpplied to the payment of interest 

or l~"lu\~'Il\("n' of pnnclpal of borrowed O1o11ey was to be omitted, BDd rates sufficient to pay the priooipal 
(\Uti. lott'rest of money bOl'fOwed.beEore ItJ90 wt"l'ft, eo long os Dt>CCSBQl"y, to be raised £rom owners. 
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ROYAL COMMISSION ON LOCAL TAXATION: 

Certain properties are exempt'" by common law or Statute (as to which Bee pp. 24 and 
25), but with these exceptions all lands and heritages capable of bentlficial occupation, 
that is to say, of yielding a rent in excess of the necessary outgoings, are rateable. 

There is not t.he same unifOI·mity with regard to the persons liable for the payment 
of rates. For some rates the owner is liable, for others the occupier, whilst all 
parochial ratest and some others are divided between owners and occupiers, and are, 
as a general rule, collected separately from each .of those parties.! 

To rates leviable upon "owners" or "proprietors" all persons are liable who 
are in the actual receipt of the rents and profits of lands and heritages. Tenants 
holding upon leases of more than 21 years' duration, or, if the property be minerals, 
of more than 31 years, are deemed to be. the proprietors, but have a right of relief 
against the actual proprietors to the extent of tb.at proportion of the owner's rates as 
corresponds to the proportion borne by the rent to the valuation. Tenantg holding 
under leases of shorter duration are taken t~ be the proprietors of any erections or 
structural improvements made by them, except in the case of certain agricultural and 
mineral properties. Superiors are not liable in respect of their feus. 

Where premises are sub·let it appears that the tenant's or occupier'S rates are 
charged upon the principal tenant, leaving him to seek relief from his sub-tenant. 

In the case of subjects let for less than a year, or with a rental of less than 4l. 
per annum, the occupiers' rates may be charged upon the owners, who generally have 
the power of recovering from the occupiers the amounts paid.§ Occupiers' rates 
cannot, of course, be collected in respect of unoccupied property. 

According to the latest information available, 57 per cent. of the total amount of 
rates was raised in respect of occupancy, and 43 per cent. in respect of ownership. 

The valuation upon which rates are raised is determined partly by the Valuation 
Act of 1854, and its amending Statutes, and partly by the Poor JJaw Act of 1845. 
A gross value is first of all fixed under the former Statutes, and this value forms the 
basis upon which ail rates are levied, but for Parochial rates deductions from the gross 
value are allowed under the Act of 1845 for certain outgoings. . 

The gross value is simply the rent actually paid in all cases in which the lands 
nnd heritages are "bon4 fide let for a yearly rent conditioned as the fair annual 
" value thereof, without grassum or consideration otller than the rent," and were not 
let upon leases of over 21 years, or, in the case of minerals, 31 years. A considerable 
proportion of rateable properties form the subject of contracts of this deecription, 
and the adoption of the rent paid as the measure of' rateability in these cases entirely 
avoids the introduction of hypothetical considerations. 

Where these conditions are not, however, fulfilled, as, for inslance
(1) in the case of long leases; or 
{2) where there is some consideration in addition to the rent, as, e.g., with many 

licensed premises, 
it is obvious that the rent paid need not represent the true value; aud where property 
is in the occupation of the owner, or is unlet, the test of rent is not available. The 
Ae't, accordingly directs that in these cases an e~timate shall be made of the rent at 
whicli, one yeax with another, the premises might. in their actual state be reasonably 
expected to let from year to year.1I 
. 1'here, is, of course, more room for speculation in the application of this rule, 
but it will be observed that the value is still to be determined' by circumstances 
which, although absent in the case of the property to be valued, are frequently 
met with in other cases. Accordingly, where possible, the value of the premises in 
question is determined by reference to the rents actually paid for sufficiently similar 
properties which are let on the terms implied by the Statute .. 

• 

If comparisons of this description are not available, recourse is sometimes had 
to a method known as the "contractors' principle," under which the valuation is, 

• Some properties formerly ex.mpt have now he.n mude Iiahle by Statute, e.g., unlet shootings and deer 
orest!!, Bnd ndvertiding statioDs. 

I Certain eeclesinstie&l ... e .. ments are borne by the heritors, hut we qo not prop""e to deru with these. 
But in tbe eusa of soma of the rate. whicb are divided in this wuy, tha whole of the rote may, under 

cCl'toiu conditions, be levied fl'om the occupier, who may then deduct the oW:Jer's proportion from his rent. 
§ ~'Ol' the rates levied under Lb. Burgb Police (Scotlanu) Act, 1892, the owner. are, wh.n charg.d with 

the occupiers.' rates in r"spect of premises under 41., alhJwed a discount of 10 per cent.~ bot they mal recover 
the full amount from the occupiers. 

II The lurms of tj,e Stlltut~ were BimilA" to Ihose previously adopted in the Parochial A.. ...... m.nlB Act, 
1~36, fur England. 
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determined by taking a percentage upon (a) the value of the site, and (b) the 
Bum it would cost to erect the building. This method has been sanctioned by the 
Court in particular cases, and the valuation of railway stations, dep6ts, &c. is, under 
Statute, carried out on t,bo "contractors' principle." It must not be forgottan, 
however, that, except in t.he case of railway stations, &c., the rtlsults obtained by 
~his method are not conclusive, but meroly prima, .facie evidence of value, and that 
other methods of estimating the rent at which the premi~e~ might reasonably be 
expected to let are also valid: 

For instance, 'tleither of the two methods indicated is followed in the case of an VnIllntiou bosed 
increasingly important claRs of properties such as railways, tramways, canals, gas 0" Profits. 
and water works, and nearly all premises extending into more than one rating area . 

. On the one hand, these Froperties are seldom, if eve:r, let, and a comparison with 
similar properties is not therefore available; whilst, on the other, the application 

.... of the contracto!'s' principle migbt not bring out their true value, inasmuch as they 
partake of the n:.lture of monopolies. A. system is consequently 'adopted whereby 
the gross receipts of the undertakings, les3 certain deductions for working expenses, 
tenants' profits, and interest on capital, &c., are taken as the value for rating 
purposes. The system is more fully described in Chapter V.; and it is only neces
sary here to point out that whilst, in the case of hnsiness premioes which are valued 
upon the other methods mentioned, the valuation is only indirectly dependent upon 
the revenue actually accruing to the parties interested in the premife3, and is not 
therefore so liable to flnctuate with short periods of prosperity or depression; 
in the case of the properties valued on the profits principle, the valuation is wholly 
dependent upon the fortuncs of the undertaking, and varies with every change in 
its condition. 

The Valuation Authorities in Counties (inclnding the Police Burghs situated therein) 
are the County Councils, and in Royal and Parliamentary Burghs the Town Councils. 
Each of these Authorities appoints, as occasion requires, an Assessor or A.ssessors 
who may be the Officers of Inland Revenue for the district, in which case the cost 
of the valuation is defrayed by the Treasury; or any other fit and proper person,· 
when the cost falls upon the locality. In any case the Inland Revenue Officeril are 
bound to· assist the Valuation Authority. More than half ill valne of the rateable 
properties in Scotland (apart from the railways, &c. to be prescntly mentioned) are 
thus in fact valued by officers of the Central Government. 

The Assessors are required to value aU lands and heritages (except railways, canals, 
&c., which are valued by an Asselsor appointed by the Crown) within their area, 
and to make up a Valuation Roll annnally.t For this purpose they may call for 
returns as to rent and other particulars from owners and occupiers, and, where 
Inland Revenue Officers are the Assessors, they may enter and inspect the premises 
to be valued. 

The Roll is to contain a list of all the properties valued, the yearly rent or value 
of each of them, the names of the proprietors and tenants, and, if the premises be 
sub-let, the names of the occnpiers as well as those of the principal tenants. Where 
pr6Inises are in the occupation of the owner, he is entered hoth as owner and occupier. 

On the completion of the Roll, it is forwarded by the Assessor to the County or 
Town Clerk (as the case may be), who furnishes the Clerks of the several Parish 
Councils with copies ot those portions of the Roll whioh relate to the respective 
parishes; whilst with the County or Town Clerk, the Roll is to be open to inspection. 

V .. luation Autho
rities and the 
appointment of 
Afo~essol'S. 

Valuation Roll. 

Provision is ma:le for notice being given to the parties interested in any properties ObjcclioDll and 
as to an alteration in the valuation of those properties, and for any person who Appeals. 
cOIIRiders himself aggrieved by the valuations contained in the Roll to obtain 
redress by complaint to the Assessor, or by appeal to the Valuation Authority or its 

• An Assessor may not, howe.er, be • Sheriff Clol'k,. Counly Clerk, or n Collector of l'oor Rates, BUU hs 
must no\ be employed aa a factor for heritable property, or as a land agent, in the County or Burgh for 
which he may be the Assessor. , 

t "Laud. aud heritngea" are defined by tho Valuation Act to extend to omd include all lauds, ho ..... , 
fI,\laotings, aud deer fUfetit'5, fisbingl'l, wood.~ copse and underwood trom which revenue i:t uctually derived, 
ferries, piers, harbours, quo.yl:l, wha.rf~ docks, eu.no.~, ruUways, mines, minerals, qUaJ.'rie::J, coolworksJ WlIoterwol'ks, 
factorictt and all building'S Bnd pertinenttt; thoreof, and all machinery fixed or attached to any lands or 
heritages. The de1inition is noS. exhaustive, nor does the Act make the properties entered in the Ro!l 
liable to local rat... It moy be at.ted generally, however, that all rateable pl'Opel'ty is entered in the VoIuntiOll 
Roll, and that, with rew ea."ptions, all propert1 ontered in the Roll is rateablu. 

A3 
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Comm~tLee. or thereafter to the LalJas Valuation Appeal Court, which consists of two 
.ludges of 'tho Court of 'Session. The Local Assessors may also appeal to the Lanas 

• V"iU3.tion Appeal Court against the decision of the Valuation Authority. 

Valuation of rail
WllYS, &c. by 
Ruilway Assessor. 

Valul\tion Roll. 
form the hasis for 
0.11 l(){'nl assess
m~!1ts. 

DeducLionR to 
arrive at Net 
Value for Para· . 
chial Rates. 

No Supplementary 
Valuation Roll 
can ue made. 

Sl,ending Autho
lities and separate 
Uates, 

All railways and canals are valued by the special Assessor of .Railways and Canals 
appointed by the Crown on the recommendatIon of the Secretary for Scotland; I1Ild 
any Local Au.thori~y, 41r. any gas, water,. or other company haying. any continuouR 
lands and herItages hable to be assessee] m more than one pansh, county, or burgh 
may request that such properties shall be valued by ~he same ~ssessor. A Yaluation 
Roll is to be made up annually for these propertIes, showmg the yearly rent or 
value of the portions situated in each rating area, and in order to obtain the neces· 
eary informaiion, the Railway Assessor may r~quire the attendanc~. of any pers.ons 
as witnesses, and may call upon the compames. or Local AuthorItIes for detaIled 
statements, books, &c. respecting the properties to be valued. 

,The Railway Assessor's Valuation Roll is to he open to inspection, and copies of 
every entry in which the companies or Local Authorities appear are to be sent to 
them. If aggrieved, they may apply to the Assessor for redress. or they may appeal 
to the Lord Ordinary, 01', in certain cases, to the Sheriff of the County. Any parish, 
county, or burgh having an interest in the Valuation Roll may appeal in the same 
way. 

Finally, the Railway Assessor is to furnish tne County and Town Clerks with 
certified copies of so much of his Valuation Roll as relates to their areas, which details 
are then to be copied into the ordinary Valuation Rolls for the respective Counties 
and Burghs. 

As thus made up the C:>unty and Burgh Valuation Rolls form the basis of all 
assessments for local purposes and are final and conclusive. Where the Inland Hevenuo 
Officel's act as Assessors, the valuations contained in the Roll are also conclusive for 
Lhe purposes of Imperial Taxation. 

It must be remembered, however, that the valuations contained in the Roll are the 
yearly rents or gross values of the soveral lands and heritages, and that for Parocnial 
rates, which are levied upon a net valuation,. deductions are allowed by the P(lrish 
Oouncils for" the probable annual average cost of the repairs, insurance, and other 
" expenses, jf any, necessary to maintain such lands and heritages in their actual state. 
h and 'all 'rates, taxes, and public charges payable in respect of the same." Each 
Parish. Council determines for its own area the amount of the deductions to be 
allowed, and the percentages deducted for similar classes of property in different 
parishes vary considerahly. 

The Valuation Authority has nO.power (unless under a local Act) to make up a 
Supplemen~ary Valuation Roll for subjects acquiring a value after the ordinary Roll 
ie completed, but under section 346 of the Burgh Police (Scotland) Act, 1892, an 
occupier entering upon premises' during the course of a year may he ch'arged, whether 
his name appear in the Valuation Roll or not, with a proportion of the current Burgh 
General Assessment. 

'The principal Spending Authorities are Parish Councils; School Boards, Co~ty 
Councils, and Town Councils; but for some purposes the Spending Authority consists 
of a Committee appointed by on'e or more of these hodies, as, for instance, the 
provision of Public Librarie~, expenditure upon which is incurred by a Committee of 
the Town Councilor Parish Council, and Highways and Public Health for which the 
Spending Authority is in most counties a District Committee, composed of members 
of the County and Parish Councils. The control of l'olice expenditure in counties 
is vested in a Standing Joint Committee of the County Council and the Commissioners 
of Supply.* 

To meet the expenditure incurred by these Authorities a large number of separate 
rates mo,y be levied, which, as a rule, are named according to the purposes for which 
they nre required. 'fhe County and Burgh General Assessments and the County 
,General Purposes Rate are, however, important exceptions to this rule. In . the 
Memorandum furnished by the Scottish Office there is a. tabular, Statement of the 
various rates leviable. ~'he following Table shows the more important rates, the 

• Commissioners of Supply were formerly the Administrativo Authorities in CouDlies, but llOOrly all their 
functions weI" transferred to the County Ccuncila in 1889. To appoint members to the Standing Joint 
Uomwittec lind to act as Land Tax Commissioners are now the only duties left to tbem. 
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Spending Authorities for whom the rates are levied, and the purposes to whioh they 
are applied:-

Principal Bate •. 

1. Poor Rote } Parochial 
2. School Rate 
3. Bl'tl'J2:h General AS!feBsment 
4. Public Health Rate. . • 

5. Lunatic Asylums Rate 

6. Rand. Rntc 

7. Counly Police Rute 

S. Couhty Geneml Aseessment 

Spending Authorities. 

{I Parish Council 
• School Board 

... Town Council . -
Town CouDcil· Rnd County Council 

or District Committee. 
- District' Lunacy Board elected by 

pounty, Town, ond· PBrish 
CouDcils. 

... Town Council and County Road 
Board (a Committee of tho 
County Council) 01' District 
Committee. 

Standing Joint Committee of County 
Council nnel Commissioners of 

. Supply. 
County Council 

9, Connty General Purpo,e8 Rate - County Council -

Purposes. 

nelie! of Poor. 
Education. 
Police, Streets, Sanitation,' &.c. 
Sanitation, &c. 

Provision. ond maintenance of 
lunatic asylums. 

Road. und Bridg... • 

Police. 

Salaries of officia.ls, upk(),ep of 
buildings, &c. 

Purposes for which specinl rc,tes 
are not scpnrn.tely leviable. 

The sreas over which rates are levied are, as a rule, conterminous with the areas 
of the SpenqiDg Authorities. Whilst, however, the area of levy never extends bey.ond 
that of tho Spending Authority, it may be only a portion of the latter, c.g., Burgh 
Special Sewer Rates may be imposed by II Town Council upon separate drainage 
districts within the Burgh. 

The Authoritie~ responsible for the levying and collection of the rates are the Parish 
Councils, the County Councils. and the Town Councils. As a general rule, each of 

. these Authorities employs 1\ separate staff, and each ratepayer in Royal and Parlia
mentary Burghs, and in the rural areas of Counties has therefore to pay his rates 
to two collectors, and in Police Burghs to three collectors.-

School Rates are, with one or two exceptions, collected by the Parish Councils. 

For the Burgh General Assessment and other rates leviable under the Burgh Police 
(Scotland) Act, 1892,t and also for the Public Health Rate, the Sewer Rate, the Light 
Railway~ Rato, the Public Parks Rate, the Housing of Working Classes Rate, and the 
Small Dwellings Acqui8ition Rate, certain properties in Burghs and Police Burghs are 
&8sessed at one·fourth of their full annual value.t It was considered that these 
properties, derived less benefit from the expenditure out of these rates than did other 
properties, .and that they were. therefore, entitled to an abatement in respect of them. 
~'he provision applies both to occupiers' rates and also to owners' rates in cases in which 
part of a rate is charged upon owners, but it does not extend to non-burghal areas. 
The following are the properties referred to :-

All lands and premi8es used exclusively as a canal or basin of a canal, or towing 
phth for the Slime, or aB a railway or tramway, constructed under tho powerB 
of any Act of Parliament for public conveyanco (excepting the stations, dep6ts, 
and buildings, which shall be asseseable to the same extent as other lauds and 
premises within the Burgh) and all bridgel\, frontages, and ferries not being 
privllte property. 

All tho underground gas and watorpipes, or underground works of any gas or 
water company or corforation. • 

Salmon fishings, and al woodland, tlrable, meadow, or pasture ground, or other 
ground nsed for nurseries, market gardens, 01' for agricultural purposes. 

Roforcncohas already been made to the system of classification for the occupiers' 
shal'e of t,lw Parochial Rates. Under the Poor IJ[lw Act of 1845, l'arish Councils may 
cla~sify tho lauds ami heritages according to the purposes for which they are used, 

• Po~er WI\'''' ~"en by the Local Government Act of 1894 for Local Authorities to 110"1"00 to Ii consolidation 
of their rn.te-collcct-in:! hlM'hinery, but this provision bas only been utilised in a few CRSes. 

t These are the General Improvement RAte, and a special 85SCS..~ment to pay tIle damage occasioned, by riots. 
t Thl'l nl1r~h (i('oeMl AS"~O&ID1ent is payable by occupi<"J"!'l, whilst tht' other rates to which this provi!ion 

appli •• 8'"0 payahle partly hy o .. nen Bnd partly by occupi ..... 
A 4 

R,t-ing Ar .... · 

CoUection of 
Rates. 

Differential 
Rating~ 

Cln~sitiC8tion of 
1 )roperties for 
Rates. 

• 
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and, subject to the concurrence of ~he Local Governmen~ Board, may levy different.j 
rates of Ilssessment upon the occupIers of the property In each class. In parishes" 
in which assessments upon means and substance were abolished by the Poor Law Act·· 
of ·1861, a scheme of classification is compulsory. During the continuance of the~ 
Agricultural Rates, &c. (Scotland) Act, 1896, no scheme of classification can remain in 
force as to which the Secret,ary for Scotland has not certified that "the rates leviable' 
" on the occupiers of 'agricultural lands and heritages in plU'suance of the classification 
" are less than, or liS nearly as may be the same as, the rates which would be 
" leviable .on such occupiers in terms pf this Act",· and 110. parish can adopt a new 
scheme of classification. . 

The basis of this system differs from that of the system just described in connexion 
with burghal rates, for in this case the ~~atements are confined to occupiers' rates, 
and are made 011 the ground that the abIlIty of some classes of occupiers is less in 
proportion to the annual value of the property occupied than it is in the case of other 
classes of occupiers.t 

By the Agricultural Rates, &c. (Scotiand) Act of 1896, which came into operation 
in 1897, occupiers of agricultu~allands and heritages;i.e., "lands and heritages used 
I' Jor agricultural or pastoraL purposes only, or as market gardens, orchards,. or 
" allotments," are assessed to county rates on three-eighths of the anllual value 
appearing in the Valuation Roll, that is to say, they are relieved of five-eighths of 
their rates. 

In the case of Parish Council rates, in parishes where there was no classification 
under the Poor Law Act of 1845, or in which the classification was not .. certified" 
by the Secretary for Scotland, similar relief is given to occupiers of agricultural lands 
and heritages, the annual valuil being that upon which the parochial rates are levied 
namely, after the d~ductions. in p'ursual!ce of section 3~ of the .Act of 1845. I~ 
parishes where a certIfied classIficatIon eXlSts, no further rehef was gIven to agricultural 
occupiers. 

The deficiency caused by these abatements in county and parochial rates was made 
good from Imperial sources, a fixed sum, which is practically equivalent to five-eighths 
of the county and parochial rates levied from agricultural occupiers in 1895-96,t being 
distributed amongst County and Parish Councils in proportion to the estimated amount 
of the rates so raised.§ 

The Act gave no relief or grant in respect of burgh rates on agricultural land. 
The operation of the Act was originally limited to five years, but by the Agri

cultural Rates Act, 1896, &c. Continuance Act of 1001, it was continued for a further 
period of four years, i.e., to 31st March 1906. 

• Owing largely to this provision the number of classified pa.ishes fell from 162 in 1895-6 to 97 in 1896-7. 
t The late :Sir John Skelton h .. referred to the system uf c1assincation as "8 rough method of adjusting 

" tj:J.e a.c'.sessmeut to the (taxable o ..... pncity' of the ratepayer." The system is discussed at greater lCDgth in our, 
Report for Englaml alld Walcs (Cd. 688), pp. 36-·7. 

t In respect of pnrochin] rates in classified parishes the sum Wah equivalent to fii'e-eighths of the rotcs 
which would have been levied from ogricultural occupiers had there been nO scheme of classification. 

§ This Act differs in some important respects from its English analogue. 1n England, the whole of the 
rates to which the Agricultural Rates Act, 1896, applies, are paid by the occupiers, and· the Act provided 
for their exemption to the extent bf one~halt' of those raLes, but confined the exemption to the land, leaving 
the buildings conne('-ted with the land assessable at their full annual valuee In Scotland, however, where the 
rates to wbich tbe Agricnltural Rates, &<0. (ScotJaml) Act., 1896, applies, are divided botween owners and 
oecupiers, the exemption wns confined to the occupiers' share of the rales, but the amount of tho exemption 
WIlS tix6ll at five-t·ighths of the occnpiers' rates, and was given not only in respect of the Innd, but of the 
buildings .Iso. . 

Alf the grant gil'cn to Seotland from Imperial funds was at first a fixed sum dependent on the amount of the 
Euglish grant, and not, fLS in England, on the amount of rates raised from land npart fl'Om the buildings COD
np<lted with it, tbere was no nece,sity to .epar.1e buildin~ from hmd for the purposes of determining the 
extf'nt ·of the excmptiop, and of distributing t,he grant. The extent of the exemption was determined partly 
by the sum nvailBble for distribution and partly by tho exemption customarily allowed in tbose parishes which 
were tben cl ... iiied under the Poor Law Act of 18-!5. It WIl8 subsequently found thnt tho extent of lhe 
exemption allowed to the agricultural occupie.· was greater than the Bum avoilablo (lICcording to the revised 
English figures) for distribution, but the discrepancy was rectifi~d by thegrl\Dt of an additional sum from 
Imperilll sources by the Local Taxation Account (Scotland) Act, 1898, . 

• 
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CHAPTER II 

SUBVENTIONS. 

Parliament has for many years voted money -in aid of certain items of expenditure 
incurred by Local Authorities. Under the re-organised scheme of Local Government 
and Taxation which came into force in,l<8!l8-90, some of the more important grants 
ceased to be made from the Votes but were charged upon certain revenues which, 
although continuing to be imposed and collected by the Imperial Authority, were 
given over to looal purposes. The principal grants still voted-those for Education 
_re referred to elsewhere.· Those oeasing to be voted by Parliament were the grants 
for roads, police, pauper lunatics, and poor law medical relief. The amount of these 
grants was, to a lat'go extent, dependent upon the expenditure incurred. 

Thd re·arrange_ 
wen, of Ihe •• b
l"entions in 
1888-90. 

The grant for the maintenance of roads was first made in 1882-83, ,and from Amounts of the 
1884-85 to 1886-87 it amounted to 35,0001. per annum. This amount was increased discontinued 
to 70,OOOl. jn 1887-88, the last year in which' the grant was voted by Parliament. grants. 
The other discontinued grants were voted for the last time in 1889-90 and amounted 
in that year to-

Polioe'(pay, &C.) - -
Maintenance of pauper lunatics 
Poor law medical relief 

£ 
154,034 

91,322 
19,981 

265,337 

The total amount of the four discontinued grants was, therefore, about 335,000/. 
The revenues surrendered hy the Government are paid into the Local Taxation The subventions 

(Scotland) Account, and distributed in accordance with statutory provisions amongst n~w t .. sl ~~roug:h 
the various Local Authorities by order of the Secretary for Sootland. The payments ~S~ot?a":d) axatlon 
into and out of the Account are, shortly, as follows. Further details will be foundA""o~nt. 
in the Memorandum prepared by the Soottish Office printed on pp. 76 to 111. 

The revenues from which the Account is fed are- Revenue, payable 
1. The Death Duty Grant, originally 11 ler cent. of one-half of the Probate int~ the

b 
Accouut 

Duties [Probate Duties (Scotland an Ireland) Act, 1888, s. 1], and now ::':n~ ~f·l;~~:" 
II oorresponding sum out of the Estate Duty derived from personal property 
(Finanoe Aot, 1894. s. 19.). 

2. The Local 'raxation Lioence Dutiest collected in Scotland. and the penalties 
reoovered in respect of the duties. [Looal Government (Scotland) Act, 1889, 
s.20.) 

The discontinued grants were charged against the foregoing revenues. 
S. The Looal Taxation (Customs and Excise) Duties which consist of 11 per cent. 

of the produce of 3d. per barrel from the Beer Duty, and an additional duty 
of 6d. a gallon upon spirits (Cnstoms and Inland Revenue Act, 1890, BS. 4, 
6, 7). . 

The allocation of the Death Duty Grant and the Local Taxation (Oustoms and 
Excise) Duties between England, Scotland, and Ireland, was based upon the general 
oontributions of the three countries (as caloulated in 1888) to the Imperial Exchequer, 
under 19 hich arrangement 80 per oent. was assigned to England, 11 per cent. to 
Sootland, and !J per cent. to Ireland. 

}'or the purpose of relieving the occupiers of agricultural lands and heritages from Payment" into the 
8 portion of the hUl'den of local taxation, and for certain other purposes, additional account lInder 
Bums were plaoed to the credit of the Local Taxation Account in 1896 and 1898. t~el~~~ft;men: 
This arrangement was a temporary one, and in the absence of further legislation ~lief of aa~~~_e 
would have ceased at the end of 1901-2, but by the Agrioultural Rates Act, 1896, &0., turaloccupiers, 

and other 
• &e pp. 62-67. purposes. 
t Consiating of the liconces for the sale of intoxicating liquors for consumption on or off' the premisee; 

licences for dealers in beer, Ipirits. wine, sweets, game, tobacco, and plate, and for appraisers, auctioneer&, 
bawkers, house agents, and pawnbrokers; dog, guo, carriage, and light locomotive licences; and licences for 
killing game, for armorial bsarings, and for mal. servanl8. The licences to vendors of intOxicating liquors 
produce rather more thoo one-halt of the total receipls from all th .... liCt'ncee. 

I '8606. B 



AmollDts paid into 
the Account in 
1890-91 and 
1900-1. 
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Continuanoe Aot of 1901, the grants will now be oontinued until 1905-6. These 
sums were-- • 

4. A further grant out of the prooeeds of the Estate Duty derived in Sootland from 
pel'sonal property, consisting of a fixed sum equal to eleven-eightieths of the 
amount payable to the Looal Taxation (England) Aooount under the Agricul
tural Rates Act, 1896. [Agricnltural Rates, &c. (Scotland) Act, 1896, s. S(l)]. 

5. A fixed sum from the Consolidated Fund equivalent to the difference between the 
amount of the preceding item and seven-sixteenths of the total amount raised 
by county and parochial rates in Scotland from the owners and oocupiers of 
agrioultural lands and heritages during 1895-96. [Local Taxation Account 
(Scotland) Act, 189!:!, s. 1(1)]. -

When the Agricultural Rates, &0. (Scotland) Aot was passed in 1896 it was decided 
to give to Scotland an equivalent grant to that given by the analogous Act for 
England, and, in the calculation, to adopt .the same proportion as that governing the 
allooation of the Death Duty grant and the Customs and Excise Duties. In 1898, 
however, it was provided that the gront to Sootland should no longer be determined 
upon this method, but should represent one-half of the rates actually levied upon 
agricuitural land (apart from the buildings attached to it) in the year 1895-90. No 
separate valuation of the land apart from the buildings was made in Scotland as was 
done in England, and for the purpose of calculating the amount due upon this 
principle it was estimated that buildings represented one-eighth and the land itself 
seven-eighths of the total annual value of both land and buildings, and the grant was, 
therefore, fixed at seven-sixteenths of the rates.1evied upon both land and buildings in 
1895-96. The concession of this principle involved an additional grant from central 
funds and this was charged not against any particular item of revenue, as was the 
grant under the 1896 Act, but upon the Consolidated Fund. . 

'I.'he amount paid into the Local Taxation Account under each head in' the years 
1890-91* and 1900-1, was as follows:-

Sources of Revenue. 

1. Death Duty grant 
2. Local Taxation Licence Duties 
3. Local Taxation (Customs and Excise) Duties 
4. Grant from Estate Duty under Agricultural 

Rates, &c. (Scotland) Act, 1896. 
5. Grant from Consolidated Fund under Local 

Taxation Account (Scotland) Act, 1898. 

Total 

1890-91. 

£, 
265,604 
322,432 
143,052 

I 
-----1 

730,9S8 
, , 
! 

1900-1. 

£ 
300,oill 
370,533 
174,449 
182,5U9t 

97,626t 

1,125,208 

It will be seen from this Table that, under the re-arrangement of 1888-90. the 
Government gave over to Scotland at the commencement of the new system more 
than twice the amount of the discontinu·ed grants. Since that time the lIums paid into 
the ·Local Taxation Account have fluctuated to some extent, but in 1900-1 they were 
considerably in excess of those for 1890-1. 

Provision was When t.hese re-arrangements were first made a large proportion (upwards of 
originally 10adO SOO,QOOl.) of the money passing through the Acoount was applied to the abolition of 
for defraying from school fees, but when a grant from the Exchequer was given for that purpose to 
the Account the . E 
cost of the aboli-· elementary schools In ngland and Wales in 1891, a corresponding grant was 
tion of sohool fees,. allocated to Sootland. This change made availabJe for other purposes almost the 
but the coat i. w hole of the sum hitherto paid from the Scottish Looal Taxation Account in relief 
now pJincipally of school fees.§ Provision. was made for the application of this money in the 
bvorne upon th. Education and Local Taxation Account (Scotland) Act of 1892. otes. 

• This year is selected as being the first in which the fiDsncial re·sl'rangement of 1888-90 became completely 
operative. 

t Includea a repaym.nt of 101. by a Parish Council. \ 
t In consequence of adjustments of the amount payahle to the Local Taxation (England) Account, under 

the Agricultural Rate. Act, 1896, the amouut payable to the Local Taxation (Scotland) Account fl"'lm the 
Consolidated Fund was increased in -1900-1 by 4611. Part of this increase, viz., 287/., is uot included in the 
a"COlint for I\ioo-I, but will b. included in that for 1901-2. • 

§ A small part i. still devoted to thi. purpose, in addition to· the Voted Fee Granl of 10.. per child in 
average attenciance. It' the combined grunts ~ iOBufficit'nt to provide 128. per child, the deficiency is made 
~oou from 8 Snpplement.arv Vot.e. . . 
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The services to which the money paid int.o the Local Taxation Account is devoterl, 
the Authorities to whom it is paid, the method of distribution, and the amount appro
priated to each service. in 1900-1, are as follows :-

• 

8uYicef and Anthoriti. to whom 
PaYJRentl .re made. 

Payment. out of the Death Duty 
(han' (Fi""""" Act, 1a94) and 

Lrwl Tnzation Liceneu. 

I. Highlands and Island. l-'1'ant 
(County Council. in High
lands and Islands •• 

t. Contribnlion to coat of roads. 
(Road Autborities.) 

3. Contribution to co.t of pay 
and clothing of police. 

(Police Authorities.) 

... UontributioD to cost of Poor 
Law Medical Relief. 

(Pari.h Councils.) 

6. Contribution to C08t of m8in~ 
tenBnce uf pauper lunatics 
(P .... i.h Councils.) 

6. ContributioD 10 cost of Se
condary Education. 

(Scotcb EducatioD De
partment.) 

7. Contribution to cost of Uni
vel'llllle.. (Glasgow, Abe .. -
deeD, Edinburgh, . ood St. 
Andl'en-'s U niversi lies.) 

Method of Distribution. 

. . 
. 

In proportion to grants paid out 
of· Excllequer to Commie~ 
sione"8 of Sopply and Coonty 
Road Truetees in 1888-89. 

In proportion to cost of mainte
DaDce of rbada maintained out 
of pu bUc rates. 

In proportion to co.t of pay and 
clothing of police, provided 
luch e:J:penditllre baa received 
tbe .ooctioD of tbe Secretary 
for Scotland. 

Half Ih~ cost of trained sick 
nursing is first charged agaiDst 
the ~ant, and the residue is 
distributed in proportion to 
,·ouched. espenditure OD medical 
J·eljer. 

In proportion to expend.iture on 
maintenance Dot exceeding 81. 
per lunatic per week. 

Under O"dinooce of University 
Commiasionera. 

Total Amount 
appropriated 

in 1900-). 

10,000 

35,000 

Whether 
(a) Total Amonot 

appropriated and (6) Sum. 
f't'Cei'fed by the nnous 

Authorities arc ft s:ed 
or vary from year 

to year, 

(a) and (6) ~·ix.d. 

(a) Fixed. 
(6) Varies. 

155,000 I (a) Fixed. 
(6) Varies. 

20,012 I (a) Fixed. 
1 (6) Variel. 

115,615 (a) Fixed. 
(6) Varies. 

60,000 (a) ll'ixed. 

eo,ooo I (a) and (b) Fixed. 

l. The principal parI of Ihis amount i. usually applied toward. the co"t of maintainiDg road.. The grants 
governing the diRtributioD were for the mainttoDaDce of' roods and for the cost of'the pay and elothin~ 
of the police. The former graDt ambunted to 70,0001. for tbe w hoi. of Scotland, the di.tribation 
being 'he .. me 88 that for the existing roads grant, and tbe latter consisted of half the pay and 
clothing of the police. The counties baving a share iD the Higblands and Islands Grant, are Argyll. 
Caithness, Inverness, Orkney, Ross Bnd Cromarty, Shetland, and Sutherland j the grauts to thMb 
DOunli .. lor roada aDd police, iD 18811-89, amounted to about 15,0001. 

2. For this purpo!8 the term" road u- hal in burghs a limited n,eaniog. 

4. The grallt i. llxed at 20,000/. per annum. The small additional amount distributed in 1900-1, 
coDli.".lof part of 00 Un"peDt balance .... maining at the end uf 1899-1900. Certain regulations have 
to be complied with and a minimum 8IpE"l1diture npon medical relief incurred before a parish can 
participate in the grOOL For this purpose the expenditure OD madical relief include. the sums sp~nt 
upon approved salaries of Poor Law Medical Officers, on medicines and medical appliances, aud on 
subscriptions to Hospitals and Infirmaries under Section 67 of the Poor Law Act of 1840. <Jut of 
876 parishes in Scollood, 797 received B .bare of the graol in 1899-1900. 

II. The grant i. 6:1<Od al 115,5001. per anDom. The .mail addilion~1 amoont distributed in 19\J1)...1. 
co.si.ted of part of.an un.pent balooce remaining at th. end of J899-1!lOO. 

6. The granl ·i. administered in aooord8nce with minutea submitted to Parli&IDonL 

t. A further grant of 42,000/. is Toted anoually by ParliameDt. 

112 

Payments out of 
the Account-in 
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Serricel :md Authorities to wbom 
Paymeutd are made. 

8. Contribution in 'relief of 
p&rOChial rate8. (Parish 
Councils.) 

9. Payment to Cattle Pleuro-
pneumonia . Account. 
(Board of Agriculture.) 

10. Contnbution in reliet of 
County and BW'gh rates, 
&co (County and Town 
Councils.) 

11. Relier of school fees. 
(Scotch Education De

p~rtment.) 

Method of Distribution. 

Half the grant in proportion to 
valuation, &lld h&1l in propor
tion to population. 

Half the grant in proportion to 
valuation, and h&1l in propor_ 
tion to population. 

Total Amonnt 
appropriated 

in 1900-1. 

£ 
50,000 

3,000 

~46,933 

45,191 

Totall"'yments oot of Death Duty Gr&llt (Finance Act, 1894) and } 670,751 
Local Tazatioll Licences· • - _ . • , 1..:..-----1 

PfJytMnta Oflt of the Local TfJ:E(J· 
non (emto"" and Ezcise) 
Dunes. 

12. Police superonnuotien. (Police 
Authoritie •. ) 

To each authority is given a !!Ium 
equal to the deductions from 
the eonstol>les' pay and the 
amount expended on pensions 
during the preceding year, and 
the residue is distributed ac
cording to the number of 
efficient men in eacb force. 

13, Reli.f of school fees. (Scotch -
Education Department.) 

14. Medical officers and SBnitary 
inspectors. (County and 
Town Councils.) 

In proportion to expenditure UpOD 

approved salaries and travelling 
expenses. 

15. Relief of County Rnd Burgh In prQPortion to valuation 
rates, or ro Technical Edu-
cation. (County and Town 
Council •. } 

Total payments out of Local Taxation (Customs and Excise) Duties 

Notes. 

8. The grant may be applied ro the reduction of any parochial rates. 

£ 
40,000 

40,000 

15,000 

79,449 

174,449 

Whether 
(4) Total~ .... 

appropriated and (6) SUIU 
recelved by the MOIUI 

Authorities are bed 
or very from :year 

to year. 
, 

(a) Fixed. 
(6) Varies. 

(fJ) Varies. 

(a) and (6) Varies. 

(fJ) Varies. 

(a.) Fixed. 
(6.) Varies. 

(fJ.) Fixed. 

(a.) Fixed. 
(6.) Varies. 

(a) and (6.) Vsrieo_ 

!i. The amount of this payment depends upon the state of the Cattle Pleuro.pneumonia Account for Great 
Britain. Eighty-eight per cent. of any deficit on that account is charged against the Local Taxation 

. Account for England and 12 per cent. against the Local Taxation (Scotland) Account. 
10. This grant, together with th .. four preceding on .. and a portion (25,0001.) of the graut for pauper 

lunatics, are the grants which were suhstituted for the Scottioh School Fee Grant when that grant 
was placed upon the Votes, and the amount of the contribution in relief of County, &c ... taB is the 
relrldue of a sum equal ro the Fee Grant for the year, after the deduction of the other payments 
referred to. In 1900-1 the Fee Grant was 314,9331. (see Estimates), and the other payments 
amounting to 168,0001. the grant in relief of County and Burgh ra,es, &c., WBO therefore 146,9331. 
A ,man part of this grant is each year devotsd ro other purpose. than the relief of rates. 

II. 'fhis is the residue of the neath Duty GTant and the Local Taxation Licences.' The grant is in 
addition to tho som voted by Parliament for thereHef of school f .... and is administered in accordan ... 
with the provisions of the Scotch Education Code annually submittad to Parliament. 

13. The grant may not exceed 40,0001., hut the full amount h&8 heen given each year since the Customs 
and Excise Duties were transferred. As ,to its ullitnate disposal, see not .. to aimil&r gran~ from 
Death and Licence Duti ... 

1~. Thi. is the residUA of the Customs and Excise Doties. Of the Grant for 1898-9 ~he latest year lor 
which the fillures as ro the dispo ... l of the grant by Loc:al Authorities are available, 24 per """t. 
was devotad to the relief of rl¢,s and 76 per cent. to Technical Education. 



Servicell a.nd Autboritjea to wholD 
l'aymentl are mad&. 

PfJ",..,." out of E,ta', Duty 
Grant under Agricultural 
Rat •• , oj-e. Act, 1896. 

16. BurgbLand Tauelief. (Com
missioner. of Inland Re
venue and Connei1s of 
certain Burgbs.) 

17. Contribution to Congested Dis
tricts in Highlands and 
Islands of Scotland. (Con
gosled Districts Board.) 

18. Contribution (or the relief 
of agricultural occupiers. 
(County aud Parish 
Couucils.) 

FINn BEPOBT--8COTLAND. 

Method of DistributiOD. 

•• 
To Commiasioners of Inland Re. 

venue the amount of Land Tax 
payable by Burgbs and to 
Councils of Burghs in respect 
of whicb tbe Land Tax haa been 
redeemed a sum equal to the 
annual BDlount of 8uch re
demptions. 

III proportion to tbe estimated 
amouut of .be rates raised 
from 8j(ricultural occupiers in 
1895-96. 

Total Amount 
appropriated 
in 1900-1. 

£ I 

13 

Whether 
(a) Tola! Amon'" 

appropriated and (6) Su.., 
receind b1 the MOll. 

Authoribee are bed. 
or Yary ""m pM 

to ,.ear. 

7,990 (a) and (6.) Fixed. 

16,000 (a.) Fixed. 

159,637 (a) and (6.) Fixed 

Total payments· out of Estate Duty Graut under Agricultural Rates, } 182,627 
&c. (Scotland) Act, 1896 • - - - - -

PaY"lell/, out of Sum derived 
irom COII.olidated Fund. 

19. Contribution for tbe relief 
of agricultural occupiers. 
(County and Parish 
Councils.) 

20. Contribution to cost of pay 
and clotbing of police. 
(Police Authorities.) 

In proportion to the estimated 
amount of the rates raised 
from agricultural occupie1's in 
1895-96. 

In proportion to cost of pay and 
clothing of polic~, provided 
8uch expenditure has receh'ed 
the sanction of the Secretary 
for Scotland. 

.i 
20,000 

I 

25,000 

(a) and (6.) Fixed. 

(a.) Fixed. 
(6.) Varies. 

:al. Marine Superintendence .- 15,000 

37,626 

(a.) Fixed. 

(a.) Fixed. 
(Scotch Fisbery Board.) 

211. Contribution to Secondary or -
Technical(including Agricul
turnl) Education. (Scotch 

• 

Education Department.) 

Total payments out of 8um derived from Consolidated Fund 97,626 
1-----1 

1,125,453 Total payment.! out of LocnI Tuation (Sootland) Accouut . 

Not ••• 
16. The amount payable to Commissioners of Inlaud Revenuo i. 6,9511., and tbe amount payahle to Burgbs 

I. 1,0391. 
17. Tbe gront is applied to the improvement of th. CongeBIed Districts in the Higbland. and Islands, the 

purp .... upon which the money may be spent being enumerated in tb. Congested Districts (Scotland) 
Act, 1897. 

18. After providing for the payments for the Burgh Laod T ... relief and to the Congested Districts Board, i. 
will be ..,en that the amouut available for the relief of agricultural occupiers under the Agricultural 
Rates, &c. (Scotland) Act, 1896, was 182,5091. minus 22,9901., or 159,5191. The amount actually 
distributed was, however, 118/. more than the amount available, the excess ooDsistingof the balance 
betw •• n an over-payment of 4611. in the year and a deduction of 3431. on account of an over-payment 
in 1899-1900. Of the total of this graut and the supplementarl' grant lNo. 19) from the Consoli
dated Fund, County Conncils received 69,882/. and Parish Councilo 109,7551. 

19. It was found that the sum given to County and Parish Council. under the Agricultural Rates, &c. Act, 
1896, w,," insufficient to compenaa .. for the relief Riven to agricultural occupien by that Act, and 
this sum of 20,0001. was given with a .iew to correcHng the anomaly. (See preceding note as to 
distribution between County and Parish Councils.) 

20. The expenditure upon police ha.ing grown considerably ain .. 1889, the original gran. of 155,0001. had 
brcome insufficient to meet one-half of the cost of pay and clothing, and the additional· sum of 
25,000/. was given in conoequenos. 

21. The grant i. expended upon the provision and maintenance of veaselo for marine 61lperintendence and 
otberwi .. enforcing the Scottish S ... Fisherie. Laws. 

n. The grant ia administered in accordance with minutes submitted to Parliament. 2871. of the gran, for 
1~1 is not included in the amount shown in the Table. (See footnote t on page 10.) 

Ba 

Paymenl.l ouo of 
the AC4!OUn' in 
1~1. 
• 
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It will be seen from the Table that of the 22 sepamte grants made from the Looal The grants .re 
mainly fixed 
grants. 

• Taxation Aooount, 18 consist of fixed Bnnual sums, whilst only 4 vary in IIIllOunt 
from year to year. 

Summary of 
/!I'IIIlt. payabl. 
from the Account 
in separate parts. 

This problem i. 
similar to that 
which arises in 
Engl&nd, and 
• hould be dealt 
with on unifonn 
lines. 

In the case of certain services, the grant is charged partly to the sum payable to 
the Account nnder one Act and partly to that payable under another. The total BUma 
paid from the Account in these cases are shown iu the folIowing Table :-

• .-----
Total Amount 

Servicel. A 'Ppropriated 
in 1900-1. 

£ 
Contribution to cost <if p.y and clothing of police' 180,000 
Contribution to SC9tch Education Department for 177,075 

Secondary and Technical (including Agricultural) 
EduCatiou. t I 

Relief ~f •• hool fee. : . - -. - • - 85,191 
Contli~ution for the ~elief of agriCultural occupiers - 179,637 

-
.' Not inclnrling the grant of 40,0001. for polioe 8uperannuatioo; 
t [ncluding the grant or. 79,4491., which! 1D8.1 be applied either to Ihe reli~f of County aod Burgh rates, or to Technical 

ltduea.tion. I i , 

CHAPTER III. 

How RELIEF TO LOCAL RATES IN SCOTLAND SHOULD BE PROVIDED. 

The problem which presente itself under this head does not differ in any essential 
particular from that which we have already discussed in our Report with respect to 
England and Wales, and, as in that case, we are not unanimous in the conclusions 
at which we have arrived with regard to it . 

It is evidently extremely desirable' I\S a part of any permauent settlement of the 
Local Taxation question, to establish ou as simpl" II basis as pos~ible some principle 
which would enable us to treat England and IScotland on an equal and uniform footing. 
But not only is the question surrounded with difficulties and points of lossible 
controvE'rsy, but also it is obvious that the treatment of Scotland must depen on the 
solution given to the financial question for the United Kingdom g-enerally. 

The .,mender of Those of us who attach primary importance to the diversification of the mode in 
::~~~":!'~=l 'flVhiclh 101cal expenditure is d~fralyed, and who advoc~te the surrender and appropriation 
purposes i. de- or oca purposes of partleu ar revenues, espeCIally of taxes upon non-rateable 
sirable, or, alterna- -property, see no reason for any departure in the case of Scotland from the vie\!!! 
tiv~ly, ... i.~.uce which they have already expressed on the subject. Under such a scheme, local mtes 
~hOul~hbe cfvenli in :::!cotland would be supplemented by a substantial contribution from the Death 
'{:'d F:nd~nso - Duties on personalty, by trading and establishment licences increased and extended 

as suggested (page 21) in our FiDal Report for England and Wales, by surtaxes on 
beer and spirits, by the Inhahited House Duty, and possibly by taxation of posters 
and advertisements, and of pleasure horses and bicycles, as suggested by our Chairman 
in his" Separate Recommendations" (pages 71-2 l. 

If, however. it were decided,. as some of us would prefer, that the assistance to be 
given to Local Taxation should be by Pleans of fixed amounts charged upon' the 

. Consolidated Fund, the arrangement would be applicable to Scotland as welI as to 

. England and Wales, and the only question would be how to fix the respective amounts, 
regard being had to due proporti0D: between the two countries. 

Under either pro- 'fhis question of proportion also arised, but not to the same extent in connerion with ::. t:: :,u:!ion the proposals put. forward for the as~ignment of particular revenues iu aid of local 
proporiion to be finance. Imposts such as trading and establishment licences; the Inhabited House 
allocated to Duty, and ·the taxation of posters and advertisements are capable of easy and accurate 
England an~ S;"'t- allocation to the country ill which they are collected, but the Estate Duties. on per
landre.pecttvel· 'sonoJty and:th$ ~urtaxes on beer and Hpirits cannot be assigned with any great 
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accuracy to the particular localities from which they are derived and their af-portion
rn.ent on the basis of origin must depend on elaborate calculations based more 01' less 
upon hypothetical considerations. . 

At the present time the allocation of the sllrr~~dered. rev~!Jues derived from the Pra .... n.t basi. "f 
Estate Duties on personalty and the Beer and SplTlt Duties IS, as we have already alloC&I1on o.f 
explained based upon the general contributions to the Exchequer of the three ~state Du;~ .and 
countries '(a~ calculated in 1888), ~nd under this arrangement 11 per cent. of the D~~.:~d pE;~:'" 
whole is allocated to Scotland as agalDst 80 per cent. to England and Walus. tion would be a 

This proportion appe&rs to us to do substantial justice as between the two countries .better basi •• 
at the present time, but in view of the complexity and obscurity of the calculations 
made in 1888, we consider that the populations of the two countries constitute a bettor 
and simpler measure of their respective claims. 

It has bee~ suggested that the actual expenditure upon such services at;l poor relief Populatlon would 
and police should be taken a8 the basis of apportionment, but it must be remembered al~ be a better 
that the law and practice of Sootland differs from that of England to some extent with ~i;,:::~n p:~n_ 
regard to both these services, and stil~ more so ~s to other matters; !l'nd aithough it reUef, police, &0. 
might appear that the burden of national servI~es except, perhaps, In the matter of 
eduoation, is lighter in Scotland than in England and Wales, we are not sure that 
this would be a valid reason as between the two countries for reducing the amount of 
assistance to Scotland, especially if it is remembered that as regards a17ility, Scotland 
probably has relatively less resourCElS than England; though here again, a satisfactory 
statistical measure could hardly be devised. We conclude, therefore, in favour of a 
population basis as the simplest and fairest, i.e., that the payments to the Scottish 
Local Ta.xation Acoount should bear to the payments to the English Aocount, the 
proportion which the population of f::lootland bears to that of England. 

In this connexion the following Table compiled from the Preliminary Report on 
the Census of 1901 (Cd. 616) will be of interest. 
~.-'-- .... --.--~-----.. -- ._.- .-~----.~--------c---------~ 

____ IS~I:. ___ I_~~ .. _~O_'.;--__ _ 
1881. 

Population. P 1 · Proportion I p' Proportion 
opo. ktlOo.. per Cent. opnlatioD. per Cent. 

-------.. I
l'topnrtion 
per Ceot. 

En~land and Wales -I 25,974,000 74'5 I 29,002,000 78'-4 

~;:;:::d 1 __ ~:_I_~~_::m_IOO_~ .In J ::~~~~:: _ -----i------I---~g-:.~--
76'S I 32,526,000 
10'7 4,4;2,000 
12'5 I 4,457,000 

TotAl _~~,~H5,O_O_0_1 ~~o I, 37,733,000 I 100'0 100'0 
I 

41,455,000 

It will be seen from this Table that, if population were adopted as a test of the 
proportions in which either fi:r;ed amounts charged upon the Uonsolidated Fund or 
revenues of a general character. such as the Estate DutieK on personalty, or the 
surtaxes on beer and spirits, should be distributed as between England and Wales, 
Scotland. and Ireland, the result would be that Ireland would be placed in a slig'htly 
more favourable pOllition than at present, as compared with England and Wales, 
whereas the position of Scotland relatively to the two other countries would be prac
tically unaltered-a conclusion which would prohably be regarded as not inoonsistent 
wi th the equities of the caso. 

CHAPTER IV_ 

How EXCHEQUER CONTRIBUTIONS SHOULD BB DISTRIBUTBD. 

We now pass to consider the distribution of the amounts which would be paid into 
the Scottish Local 'l'llxation Acoount under the proposals made in the preceding 
chapter, 

The same services which we regard as national in England should, on the same 
grounds, be so treatad in Scotland. They are :-

(1) Poor Relief, including Lunatic Asylums; 
12) Police; 

B4 

Population of 
England, Scotlancl 
and Ireland. 

'l'he PI'OPOl"l iOD 
allocated to Sea\
land would be 
much the Bame 
whether present; 
basis of allocation 
or population basil 
b. adopted. 

The sen-ices 
regarded a. 
D8tionRI .... d to 
which assistance 
should bs given. 



&lation of total 
proposed grant to 
expenditure upon 
national services. 
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(3) Education, Elementary, Secondary, and Technical ; 
(4) Main Roads; 
(5) Sanitary Inspection; 

and all of these services should be liberally assisted from the grant. In addition, 
historical and practical reasons justify, in our opinion, the continuance of the system 
whereby the Local Taxation Account provides for a few miscellaneous Rervices which, 
though they are not administered by locally elected bodies and do not impose any 
charge upo~ the rates, are nevertheless national in character. 

Under either of the schemes propounded in the preceding chapter, the Scottish 
grant would work out at somewhat more than one-half the expenditure upon natiooal 
services, so far as can be calculated. In Scotland, however, a larger proportion of the 
existing contributions passing through the Local Taxation Account is applied to 
educational purposes than in England, and when provision has been made, as we think 
it should be, for the continuance and slight increase of such of those grants as are 
devoted to education as well as the continuance of the miscellaneous grants, it will 
be found that the remainder of' the grant is approximately one-half of the total 
expenditure upon the national services, exclusive of education. 

Occupiers of agri. We think that the provision contained in the Agricultural Rates, &c. (Scotland) Act, 
h.~uralla.':.!"u;::':" 189.6 (which has been co~tinued. to 1906 hyan Act of 1901), whereby the occupier o( 
par~ exempted agnculturallands I\Ild hentages IS exempted from the payment of rates upon five-eighths 
from tbe payment of the annual value of those properties, should be continued. The argument that 
of ratea and th.e persons should contribute to local expenditure in proportion to their ability applies n6. 
:;:.st o~ the ::li:fd less to Scotland than to England, and we think it clear that the ability of the occupier 
fo::fe~': .. :t, b; of agricultural lands and heritages is much smaller in proportion to the annual value" 
paid out of tbe of those properties than is the case with other ratepayers. The agricultural. owner 
Estate Duties on does not. however, enjoy, and we do not propose that he should be gt'anted, anI such 
personalty. exemption. In Scotland, as in England and Wales, we think that in order to avoid 

1.'be addit;ona! 
moneys sbould be 
distributed with 
due regard to tbe 
effect upon local 
Rdmin~tration. 
Tbe propoeals 
made in the case 
of England and 
Wales. 

Those proposals 
might, it is thought, 
be extended to 
Scotland. 

Police grant sbould 
be one-half of 
whole net cost of 
police. 

the accentuation of the complaints I!nd the increase of the burden of other classes of 
ratepayers, the cost of the relief thus given should be paid out of the produce of the 
Estate Duties on personalty until it is found practicable to finally establish the system 
of Local Taxation on a sound and equitable footing. J' . 

In the distribution of the additional moneys w'hich would be available in aid of loc ' 
expenditure if the propo~ls referred to in Chapter III. are carried into effect, ii 
is of extreme importance that the effect upon local administration especially in regar . 
to the relief of the poor should be kept in view. In our Report for England and Wales i 

some of us have placed on record our objections to a scheme of block grants to be given 
to Boards of Guardians, and based, not on selected items of expenditure, but OD.' 

calculations made from the rateable value, population and expenditure in each union" 
and have recommended that the increased moneys,'whicb it is suggested should be 
made available in aid of local expenditure on Poor Law services, should be specifically 
based upon the payments ma-de to Poor Law officers, and upon the number of children 
required to be maintained and educated, and of sick and infirm persons in the charge 
of the Poor Law authorities. It has also been proposed that new and extended 
grants should be made towards the accommodation and maintenance of 'paupeil 
lunatics. . I 

. Those of us who are associated with these proposals slle no sufficient reason to 
suppose that the general principles upon ~hich they are ~ased are not capable of 
application t~' Scotland, b~t ~t the same t~me they: recogmse that thoe:e ~eml;>ers ?f 
the CommisslOn who are IntImately acquamted WIth Poor Law admmlstratlOn m 
Scotland, speak with great weight on the question, and that a scheme of distribution 
on lines such as those indicated in the Separate Recommendations appended hereto· may 
possibly be more feasible and less open to objection on administrative grounds than 
might be the case in England and Wales.. ' I, 

The next grant to be considered is that in aid of the expenditure on police, and, as 
in the case of England and Wales, it is .proposed that ~ .an alternative to the scheme 
of distribution propounded by our ChaIrman, the eXlstmg grant of one-half of the 
cost of the pay and clothing of the police should be extended to cover one-half of the 
whole net cost of the police and police stations in the financial year preceding 
legislation revising the present system. 

• See p. 31. 
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• • 
The. grant which we have recommended in our Report for England and Wales The di.t.ribotlob of 

shonld b" madA towards the provision of Bsylum accommodation for pauper lunatics ~e Lunatic 
receives support, not only from ilIe English Lunacy Commissioners, but from the ";:!.":'mC:;.~ 
General Board of Lunacy for Scotland. '1'he distribution of such a grant in Scotland culties. I. 

offers somE! slight difficulty chiefly owing to the fact that in certain cases the Distriot 
Lunacy Boards do not provide asylum accommodation themselves. 'but merely arrange 
for the accommodation of the patients from their districts in Royal Asylums which are 
more or less of a. private character. In these casBS the cha.rge for the support of the 
patients is paid direct to the Governors cI.the Royal Asylums by the Parish Councils, 
and includes the cost of both accommodation and maintenance. 

In order not only to meet thifl difficulty, but also to make further provision in the But these may be 
cases referred to for the more equitable distribution of the burden imposed by tills removed by an 
service, we are of opinion that the sysj;em of defraying the cost of asylum accommoda- ~e:-dment;:,f thi 
tion in lunacy districts which do not possess asylums of their own should be =':t;;:~:re::.t 
assimilated, 80 far as possible, to the system in force in districts which have such of asylum &eCom
asylums. With this object, provision should be made for setting out the cost of ~ad~tion in certain 
aocommodation apart from the cost of maintenance in all contraots made between d,str.ctII. 
District Lunacy Boards and the Governors of Royal Asylums with regard to the 
support of pauper patients. The charges in respect of accommodation should then be 
made payable by the District Lunacy Board, who would obtain the necessary funds 
from the County and Burgh AuthoritieR as in the casa of those Boards which provide 
asylum acoommodation themselves; whilst the cost of maintenance would continue to 
be charged direot to the parishes from which the patients are sent. 

If this were done, the charges for the accommodation of pauper patients in Royal 
Asylums would be spread over much larger areas ,than at present, and the A~ylums 
Grant could be paid to the County and Burgh Authorities, to be applied towards 
meeting the precepts of the District Lunacy Boards. In the case of Parochial Asylums 
the Fant would be paid to the Parish Councils concerned. 

With a few and unimportant exceptions, all public highways are controlled either by Grant for main 
the County or the Burgh Authorities, no distinction being made between main roads ra!,d~. A Com
and roads of· a more local character. It would, therefore, be necessary, before DOt 'dss'te°n iugge'htedh 

. th d' t'b' ft' 'd f th' f' dO. rmID. W .e attemptmg ,e IS r:1 utJOn 0 a gran m aloe mamtenance 0 m31n roa s ,to ore mainroaus. 
determine the roads whioh should be so classed, and, for this pnrpose, we think that 
a small expert Commission, similar to that whioh we suggested for England, should 
also be appointed in Sootland. The consideration of the distribution of the grant, 
might well await the result of this inquiry. ' 

The total grant suggested for tais service is 140,Oool., or about one-seventh of the The tote.\ .. mount 
oorresponding grant suggested for England and Wales, and it would supersede not of grant. 
only the grant of 35,000l. now made towards theoostof roads. but also that of 10,0001. 
oontributed to the County Councils in the Highlands and Islands of Scotland, and 
whioh is chiefly applied to the same purpose. The extreme poverty of these counties 
would doubtless require to be taken into consideration in the scheme of distribution. 

A grant of not less than one-half of the cost of sanitary inspection should, we Grant for saniu.ry 
think. be made and distributed as at present, viz., in proportion to expenditure upon inspection. 
appr9.ved salaries of medical officers and sanitary inspectors, and their' travelling 
expenses. One-half of the present expenditure amounts to about 19,oool. 

We now oome to the Eduoation Grants passing through the Local Taxation Aooount. Grant far .. oon
There are; at present, three grants in aid of seoondary. technioal, and agrioultural dary a~d tecbnicaJ 
eduoation,'and in 1900 a Bill was introduced into Parliament for the purpose of :~':"~.~~ ::u~d 
bringing them all into one common fund. "Local Higher Eduoation Committees" were Sco:hnE~ucatirn 
to be formed, and the grants W1:lre to be administered in accordance with the provisions Department. 
of the Bill, partly by those Committees, and partly by the Scotch Education Depart-
ment. Some such arrangement as this seems highly desirable for the administration 
of th(l increased revenues whioh could be made available in aid of higher education 
if the proposals made in Chapter III. are carried into eRect. The Scotch Education 
Department would, in this Vi'ay. be able to ensure the distribution of the money on 
more equitable prinoiples, and to prooure the best results. 

The prinoipal grant to make good the abolition of sohool fees, amounting to lOa. Supplementary 
per soholar, is oharged upon the votes, and the two sums paid from the Local 'faxation S~b:: F':"tb Gti.an, 
Account for the same objeot enab.le the Voted Grant to be.in~reased to about 128. per ~:ted'G';;...t, ~ 
scholar. One of these sums vanes from year to year, prmclpally 'on account of the diHtributed at tho 

J 98606. C 



nte of 12 •. per 
scholar. 
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• 
varying yield of the Death Duties and Looal Taxation lioences, and in 1897 the 
Government undertook to maintain the oombined -grants from the Votes .and the 
Looal Taxation Aooount at an amount suffioient tt permit of a total grant of 12,. 
per soholar by means, if necessary, of a supplementary Parliamentary Vote. In 
1899-1900 and 1900-1, however, the amount available from the Looal Taxation 
Aooount was more than suffioient to meet the extra payment of 28. per soholar. We 
are of opinion that the amount payable from the Looal 'raxation Aocount should 
consist of a fixed sum of 65,000l. per annum, and that the arrangement made in 1897 
for the maintenance of the grant at 128. per scholar should be continued. 

These proposals It will now have been seen that our proposals involve the re-arrangement of the 
involve a re- more important grants at present passing through the Looal Taxation Acoount. Those 
s:"t"~i.m;:~!.the grants differ from their ~nglish equivalents in some. respeotS, the c~ief distinot~on bein~ 
Objects of the that they are oharged dlreot upon the Looal TaxatlOn Acoount, WIthout the mterposi. 
existing grants. tion of anything like the English County Exohequer Contribution Aooounts. As in 

Nngland, however, their prinoipal objeot was improvement in the administration of 
national servioes, and it is no doubt true that, to a oerte.in extent, that objeot has 
been attained. . . -

The grants should 
be paid direct to 
the Authorities 
administering the 
services, and 
provision should 
be made for thO' 
distribution of a 
8um to Counties 
and Burghe in aid 
of their general 
expenditure. 
Approximate 
amount ofthis 
grant. 

Incressed powers 
of control should 
be given to the 
G6vernment De
partments con
cerned in the ad_ 
ministration of the 
serrlces 88sisted. 

All rates should 
be levied. upon the 
Det value, which 
.hould be deter
mined by the 
V.luatio~ Autho
rity and entered in 
the Valuation 
Roll. 

With regard to procedUre, we propose, as in the case of England and Wales, that 
any grants to be made to Looal Authorities in respeot of specifio servioes should 
oontinue to be paid out of the Looal Taxation Aooount for Scotland direct to the 
authorities who undertake the servioes, and the majority of us think that the amounts 
to be paid into that Aooount should be suffioient not merely to provide for th~ speoified 
grants, but also to enable a sum to be plaoed at the disposal of Countoy Counoils and 
the Counoils of Royal and Parliamentary Burghs in aid of their general expenditure 
and partioularly that on the housing of the working olasses, the provision of open 
spaoes and reoreation grounds, rifle ranges, and other objeots of nation!!.l importance. 

For the purposes of our RepJrtfor England and Wale., the amount of these" Iree 
balanoes," was planed at I,OOO,OOO!., and, if a sum proportionate to the population of 
the two countries respectively were provided for SO.:Jtland, the amount available for 
the purposes in question would be approximately 138,0001. 

It would, of course, be neceasary under our proposals to plaoe in the hands of the 
Central Authority additional powers with regard to the regulation and superintendence 
of the national services. The oheeks already exeroised Itt'e, no doubt, considerable, 
but we suggest that the Centra.!. Authority should be invested with the power of 
withholding the whole or a proportion of any grant to any Local Authority in the 
event of non-compliance with such regulations as might be framed. Further than 
this it is unneoessary for Ul -to go. The various' Departments oonoerned, and the 
oompetent officera at their command, are well aoquainted with the oonditions under 
which these national services are administered and with the best methods to be 
followed, and there is no doubt that they would be in a better posmon to lay down 
and enforce uniforml'y suoh regulations as would produoe a considerable and permaoent 
improvement in admmistrdotion, if effeot were to be given to our proposals. 

;CHAPl'ER V. 

RBCOMMB!IIDATIONS CONCER~ING THB RAISING or LOCAI.1R.!.TBS. (' 

Apart from the questions disoussed in the preoeding chapters, there are oertain 
amendments we deem to be necessary io the present system of raising local rates, and 
we shall now proceed to set them out, separating those relating to valuation from 
those referring to other rating matters. 

(a.) Valuation. 

One of the peculiarities of the Scnttish Rating System is that, whilst parochial 
rates are levied upon the net value of the properties rated, other rates are levied 
upon the gross value. The Poor Law Act of 1845, whioh established the paroohial 
system, did not affect oounty and burgh assessments, many of whioh were then levied 
upon the" real rent" without deduction. Again, the object of the Valuation Aot was 
merely to establish a uniform gross value for all rates, and the powers of Parochial 
Boards to make deduotions for repairs, &0. -from the values determined under the Act 
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were exprel\llly preservQd. The dual basis has thus continued' to the present time, 
and it causes lIDluch unnecessary 'lpnfusion both to ratepayers. and Local Authorit{es. 
If all rates were levied UJ'On tht! same valut, the rating' system would be greatly 
simplified and more thoroughly understood, and we suggest that the net value, being, 
as we think, the fairer to all ciasil/ls of ratepayers, should be the value adopted both 
for owners' and for oocupiers' rates. If this were done, the present system of obtain .. 
ing the net value could not, of oourse, be oontinued, for, as the county and burgh 
contributions would be detaPmined by the results, the Parish Councils would' have a 
direct inducement to make the deductions.SB large as possible. Moreover, the County 
and Burgh Authorities, who perform the primary duties of valuation, are more 
qualified to arrive at this net value than the Parish Councils, and if they were charged 
with the duty of making the necessary deductions from the gross value, greater 
equality would be obtained throughout the country. We accordingly recommend that 
the Valuation Authorities should determine the net value as well as the gross value, 
and ,that both amounts should be entered in the Valuation Roll. 

In order to guide these Authorities in c,arrying out this additional duty, we suggest Maximum .cal. of 
that a maximum scale of deductions should be fixed by Parliament, but at the same ded:ctid'ns should 
time wish it to .be borne in mind that the deductions specified in the scale ebould not ~""'li~e~ 
be regarded as those to be allowed in every case, but should be aocepted simply as . 
the limits beyond which no further deduction could be given. A maximum scale of 
deductions is already in force in London, and we have also recommended the provision 
of a similar scale for the rest of England and Wales.-

The County and Burgh Valuation Authorities, who value all properties, except Surveyors of 
railways and certain other large undertakings, appear on the whole to perform their Tax~. should be
work in a very satisfactory manner, and we do not thin~ that they should in any way ':l:U::'~: ~do 
be superseded. It seems to us, however, that the appomtment of Surveyors of Taxes .... ors wherever 
as Llluds Valuation Assessors in those Counties and Burghs in which they are not now possible. 
appomted, would not only result in a reduction of the total cost of valuation, but 
would also bring about greater uniformity in the methods adopted, and we therefore 
suggest that, this coul'se should be followed, so far as possible, whenever a vacanoy 
occurs. 

'l'he ab.ence of IIny proviEion for bringing into the Valuation Roll property Valuation Autho
acquiring a value after the completion of the Roll is, it is stated, a cause of con- riti ••• hGuld have 
siderable loss to the rating authority. That property enhanced in value by the power 10 make up 
ere·ction of nlW buildings or the structural improvement of old ones should escape ita v~op~emRo~?' 
fair share of local burdens for a oonsiderable period, appears to us to he inequitable. Ihe :id~'t. of ~ 
In England aLd Wales the Valuation Authorities have the option of making up year. 
Supplementary Valuation Lists, and thl! power to charge the properties entered therein 
'With a proportion of tbe current rates. In order that some contribution may be 
obtained from the properties we have mentioned, lie think that similar powers should 
be given to the Scottish Valuation Authoritie~. though, if preFared at all, the Supple-
melJtary Valuation Roll should be made up before 15th March in each year, and be 

. subject to the same conditions 8S in the oase of the Annual Valuation Roll, the parties 
interested being entitled to the .same notices and rights of appeal. 

Attention .was drawn 'by ~e Select Committee of !he House of Commons on Rat~g Sugge.ted altera
and ValuatIOn (Scotland) ID 1890 to the short mterval allowed to the ValuatIOn tiona with regard 
Authorities between the receipt of the A nnual Valuation Roll from the Assessor (viz., io date ~nd pi ..... 
the 8th of September) and the date before which their Appeal Court must be held forlsldJDlf Coouty 
(viz., the 16th of September), and the Committee also stated that. inconvenience arises ~oIu.~~~ App.al 
from there being no power to adjourn those Courts from one place to another. We Courts. 
endorse the recommendation of that Committee that section 8 of the Valuation Act 
should be amended by substituting" twenty.fifth .. for "fifteenth," and inserting the 
words" from place to place" after" from time to time." 

A further point to which the Select Committee attached some importance was the '.rhe I.ando Valua
desirability of an alteration in the constitution of the Lands Valuation Appeal Court. tiOD Appeal. Court 
As is shown in Chapter I., appeals from decisions of the County and Burgh V aluation :):oul~ c~ns,.t if 
Appeal Courts are heard by two Judges of the Court of Seasion, whilst appeals from Ih~o::rtg;s_ 
valuations made by the AsseRBor of Railways and Canals are determined by but one sion and should 
Judge of the saIDe Court, and in neither case is there an appeal to a higher tribunal. hear oil Voluatinn 
It appears to us desirable that all valuation appeals should be brought before the Appeals. 

• Sea }'irst Report, pp. 24, 31, and 41, and Finol Report for England and Wales p. 52. 
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sll-me trib1plal, and":e agre~ with the Select Committee in. recommending that thai 
tribun.al should conBis~ of, tlireA J udgef of. t~e Co~ of Session. The decltri~n of thE 
majorIty of these"Judges would be the deCISIon of the CdUrt, and the uncertamty and 
inconvenience which'now arise iii the event of the two Judges of the Lands Valuation 
At>;eal Court ditferin~ in opinion would be avoided. . 

10 .. rt.o.io eases ;'. It appears that there is, at pre~ent, no ,provision for supplying the Railway Assessor 
&he Railway with counsel in the cases. coming before the Appeal c.ou,t, and he is consequently at 
Asees:,'>r .h.O~d be SODle disadvantage as compared with the other side, for whom Bome of the leadmg 
c:'i~~:f w.t members of the Har are frequently engaged. We are of opinion that this disarlvantage 
,. should be removed, and that the Railway Assessor should be empowered to employ 

counsel in any case in which the f!!ecretary for Scotland approves, and that the cost 
incurred should be met in the same way as the other expenses of the Assessor's office, 
whiCh are paid by the various railway and other cOIp.panies whose undertakings are 
valued by the Assessor. 

The valuation of . 
railways. 

In Ohapter I. we gave a brief account of the various methods adopted in the 
valuation of rate~ble properties. Except where the valuation is determined by the 
rent actually paId for the property, those methods have no statutory foundation, and 
are merely adopted and sanctioned by the Courts in the absence of a tenancy of the 
character contemplated by the Statute of 1854. We do not propose, however, to 
enter into greater detail with regard to these method!>, except in the case of railways, 
as to the valuation of which we have certain recommendations to make. These 
properties are valued upon the profits principle. This principle is the most complicated 
of those now in use, but, as all the more important properties which are so val ned are, 
valued by the Railway Assessor, a greater amount of uniformity is thereby secured: 
than is at present found in. England. 

Present method or Mr. Munro, the late .Asses~or of Railways and Canals, informed us that the method 
VIIluing railways. adopted for the valuation of railways at the passing of· the Act of 1854, and since 

adhered to; has heen to take the gross revenue of each company for' the preceding 
year, and to make certain deductions therefrom, the balance being the /1Umulo or total 
valuation for rating purposes.· The deductions are:-

(1) Working EflJpBnSBS, including therein .. one-half of the expenses incurred in 
.. maintaining or repairing the permanent way,"t but not including" the 
" cost of rer,airs of stations, engine-houses, workshops, wharfs, docks, 
.. depllts, &c. ' 

(2) Tl'/MITbts' Allowl1R!C68.-(a.) Working Stock anul Plam,t.-25 per cent. upon the 
estimated present valne of the working stock an,d plant, the items for which 
the allowance is made and the percentages allowed in. respect of each being 
ae follows :-

Tenants' profits 
Depreciation -
Interest . . -

- . 
Per cent. 

12 
b 
5 

Accidents and incidents and tenants' 
and Parliamentary expenses 

proportion. of law charg:es 
3 

25 

For the purposes of this deduction a valuation of the working stock and 
plant was made immediately after the passmg of the Valuation ,Act of 1854, 
and since then the valuation thus obtained has been annually increased by 
75 per cent. of the sum shown in the published accounts of each company, 
as expended upon additional working' stock and plant during the preceding 
year. 

(b.l Locomotwe Machim,Bry, Station Furniture, ~c. - 25 per cent. on 
the value of locomotive workshop machinery and tools, office and station 
fUl'niture and plant, horse and car.ing plant, telegraj)h instruments,. and 
saoks, the value being taken from statements supplied by the companies. 
This allowance is made up in the same way as that for working stock and 
plant . 

• Munro, Appendix (Part I.) to Vol. I. of Minutes of Evideo.e, No. V. 
t •• P • .rmaoeot way" is defioed by sectioo 2 of 80 &. 31 Vict. c. 80 as .. the line or lines of railway, bridges 

U under and· over the same, viaducts, tunnels, fences, and ditches along the said linea, signals and apparatus 
.. I connected therewith." 
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(c.) Stores.-l0 p~r fent. for interest'1md detenon!AlOn on the va.lue of 
general and 10c~mot1ve stores on hand. , ill .. . . .'. .. 

(d.) FloQ,Wng Oapital.-5 per cent. "'for interest ~n 1m ~timited sum for 
floating capital necessm'y~o carry on the business. • • " • 

(e.) Plain, I1TTIpl(Y!Jed in Wwking S,naU ~.-This reQuction refers to the 
working by the larger companies of lines belonging ia. other ,smaller CQ£.

panies, and consistS' of 18 per cent.'*Upon the value of the plant employed i4 
the working.· , .0' . ' 

(f.) 'l"rader,' WagonB.-An abllotement is given in Tespect of earnings 
accruing to each compan:y; from l1'affic carried in plant belonging to traders.t 

The following Table shows the- actual amount of deductions allowed from th4I Rec.ip~ 
total receipts of the Caledonian Railway in arriving at the valuation for the year =C;~~:!ii::d 
1901-2 :- ' of Caledonian 

• -- Amount. Percentage of 
Total Receipts . 

£ 
Total Re .. eipt. . . . . - 4,122,51>4 100'0 

Ded"ct-Working ExpeD~e" (including one'" I 
half maintenance of I,ermanent way). 1,963,592 47'S 

I 
I -----'--

Net Re\"enue 2,108,962 
! 

52'4 

neduct-Tenants' Allowances;- i i 

1. 10 r •• pect of wo,'king stock aud plant, , 1,848,758 i 82'7 
locomotive workshop machinery, station I furnitu .... &c. (being 25 per cent. upon I 
5,895,087l.). I I 

2. J n r .. poct of stores, lIoating capitol, 132,252 I 3'2 
traders' wagons, &c. i 

Total Value . - --s77,952-1---U;:S-, , 

The total receipts and working expenses are for the year ending 31st July 1900, 
this being the year upon which the valuation for 1901-2 was based. It will be 
Been from the Table that 47·6 per cent. of the gross receipts was deducted on account 
of working expenses, and 35·9 per cent. on account of tenants' allowances, leaving 
16' I) per cent. of the gross revenue as the total value of the undertaking. The 
percentages fer the North British Railway were substantially the same. 

Railway for 
1901-2. 

The total value having been ascertained, II sum equal to 5 per cent. of the capital A\I01'aUon of total 
value of the stations, wharfs, docks, depOts, &c. (including the solum) is deducted, value of rai\~ay. 
and the balance divided proportionately among the parishes, counties, and burghs, and :reen vanouo 
other rating areas, accordin g to the lineal measurement of the portion of the line aDdn~aI~i~D of 
situated therein. Single and double lines are treated in the same way, but triple stotion .. &C. 
and quadruple lines are counted as of twice the length of single ones. To the 
proportion of the line valuation thus allotted' to each rating area is added a sum 
equal"to 5 per cent. of the capital value of any stations, wharfs, docks, depOts, &c. 
within that area.~ 

The valuation of all sidings is based on the capital value in the same way as ValuatioD of 
stations, and under the term .. sidings" are included all lines used for loading and sidiDgo. 

• Owing to the account! Dot .ho,,·ing separately the actual cost of working these IiDes, the Amonnt CaDDot 
b. deducted from the expense. of the working companr, and the expedient i. adopted of including the cost of 
working theliues .. eXI'Onditure, and the remuneration received as receipt!, of tbe working company. Ai 
deduction i. then made in reopeat of the profits which it may be <apeeted the larger oompaniea will make by 
the arrangement.. 

t This pl""t is compoaod almost entirely of coal and iron wagons, And the ...... ipts therefrom are included 
In the groaa revenue on which the valuation i. booed. A separate doduction h.. always been claimed and 
allowed in reopect of those earning .. 00 the ground that a leasing company would be entitled to a trada prodt 
for the;,- trouble io controlliog and supervising the traffic, in addition to the usual aUowances on stock o .. ned 
by Ibe company. The amount of th. earnings is estima.ed from the total mineral receipt! of the company, 
and a comparison of the Dumber of WBgOna belonging to the oompany and to traden respeatively and 
12 per ceDI. upon the sum BO eetimated is the amoon' of the aba.ement. 

t 17 &; 18 Viet. G. 91. 8. 22; II ... 9 Viet. 0. 83.8.45; 80 ... 31 Viet. c. 80. s. 4, 0; 57 & 58 Vict. c.58. 
a. 45 (2). 
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unloading good:!! fc:i~lltandi!g r~o~ for tr~ins, and :fl/r shun~g and marshalling -' i 
Act, alliitle: ~t~ .. ails ~xfept ~hose w:ich are kept olear and' used fo.". the passage ~ 
the tra1fib. ,," , '. I , 

Proportion of ' Th~ portion of 1lhe Caledonipn Railway Complny's system which is situated i 
total val!'e of Scotland was valued' at 642,870l. for the year 1901-2, and of this sum 269 909l. ~ 
CaledonIan and -' ".n t d to h . & d 3 ' . , N th B 'f h ' Jg 0 per ceDt., was"auoca e t e statIOns, c., an 72,9611., or 58'0 per cent 
&i~waysr:.:ocat;d '0 J.he lines. , In the oase of the North B'fitish.Railwat the corresponding peroentage 
to atations and were 33'9- PElt oent. and' 66 . 1. per cent. respectIvely. f" 

lin .. respectiltely. ' 
The deductio.. ,W e ~o not propose to discuss the deductions no~ 'made for working expenses anI 
Bhould be detar- tena~ts a~owanoes. In :r;nany ca~es these deduQ,tl(~nl! are based upon hypothetic8 
~~a~d::'mis, IIIbnsideratlOns and are hIghly debatable, and we thmlC that the Railway OommissiOl 
sion or the Conrt or tpe Court of Session should be given the power to vary them as occasion requires. 
of Se .. ion.' ~ut the present syste~ of. distribu~ng the value .of the line amongst the variou if:: .h~:id"{,:he rating areas throughwhlCh It passes IS not, we think, altogether satisfactory. W, 
apportioned have already recommended that the Irish system of apportionment .. according to th, 
between the number of train-miles run in each area, should be applied td 1!lngland and w, 
various rating would also apply the same system to Scotland. There can be no doubt'tbat th, 
=:::IT~~:"~o train-mileage system produces more p.quitable results than the distribution accordin! 
not line-mileage. to line-mileage, for it discriminates between those portions of the line upon whicl 

Division of Rates 
between Owners 
and Occupie .. 
Bh~ld continue. 

" Ster~otyped ., 
connly rates 
ehonld be di ridod. 

the traffic is small and which are, therefore, of small value, on the one hand, and thl 
busier and more valuable portions of the line on the other. It has been urged tha: 
this system would be too complicated in Scotland, owing to the system of throug! 
workings between the Scottil!h and English companies, but we fail to see that anJ 
insurmountable difficulty would arise. The receipts by the owning company for thE 
use of its line should be included in the gross revenue taken for the purposes oj 
the valuation, and no distinction need then be made between the trains of OUI 
oompany and those of another. 

(b.) OtTIM Rating Q:uestioU8. 

Perhaps the mOllt important distinction between the Scottish and English rating 
systems is that, whilst in England the occupier is almost invariably liable for the pay
ment of the whole rate, in Scotland 'the majority of rates are, as is shown in Chapter I., 
divided between the occupiers and their immediate landlords. Notwithstanding this 
distinction, we are inclined to think that th~ final incidence of the rates in Scotland 
does not differ in any important respect from that in England. In fact, no transfer 
from occupiers to owners or from owners to ocoupiers of the whole or any part of 
the liability for the payment of rates can have much effect upon their final incidence, 
so long as contracts are respected. But the system of securing some direct payment 
from owners has its advantages over the somewhat simpler method of making the 
occupiers responsible for 1;he entire charge. In the first place, the fallacy that oWllers 
do not bear any part of the burden of local taxation does not obtain much credence 
ifa part of the charge is levied directly upon them; and, in the second place, thili 
plan increases the volume of wealth upon which the local authoritiee may draw 
directly, and the burden of any unforeseen increase in the rates is consequently more 
lightly borne. On the other hand, it may be doubted how far it is prudent to 
combine a direct charge upon owners '!ith entirely democratic government in local 
affairs. 

But balancing these considerations, one against the other, and bearing in minq 
that, as with the English method, the arrangement in Scotland has its origin far 
back in the history of local taxation, we see no reason to suggest auy alterations ot 
primary importance in the system of dividing the rates, which is now in force in 
Sootland. All parties are tboroughly aocustomed to Me present system, and we are 
of the opinion that. a change of any magnitude is entirely uncalled for. No demand 
for it has been formulated to us, and it would be ridiculous to make proposals 
merely for the sake of a uniformity which is not desired, and which could not be 
carried out without a great deal of annoyance and unnecessary confusion, in view of 
the necessity for exempting existing contracts. A few amendments in detail are, 
however, desirable. , 

The system in force for the division of county rates is considerably complicated 
by the provisions contained in the Local Government Act of 1889 for the levying 
of some of the rates, up to a oertain amount in the':S, upon owners only. These parts 
of the oounty rates are known as the "stereotyped» ur "average" rates, and it appears 
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that, grouI!ing th~ vario~ ra~s ib which the ."pro~~;io~l appl:io' .the .. stereotyped" 
rates are highesV"In Bute, and m.one of the' Police Dlstpcn of CalMss:w'be»e the, 
slightly exceed 44. in the £. In Ineniess, Nairn, and Suth~r1lMld, ~ey Aie'between 
3d. and 44.; while in some counties they are only slightly in .#lx~ss of ] d. in tie .£. 
In most counties the full amount of the .stereotyped ra.tes is, levied each year, Qut m 
some tho:l eXl?enditure upon the sen,tces to 'whioh those rates.m-e appljed does nAJII; • 
entail a rate In the £ of as muoh as the stereotype<f rate, The total produoe of the. 
stereotyped rates in 1898-9 wall-.112,249Z., and if this sum be divided by the aggreg\te 
owners' assessable rental for al1, Scottish ,cpunties (amounting to about \4,Ooo,OOOZ.) 
the result is an average rate of' aqQut 2d. in the £. Therefore, if these rates were 
now divided equally between owhez's. and occupiers ,the result would be a shifting, on 
the average, of a rate of ld. itt the £. There is no doubt that the abolition of th6< 
complicated system now in force would be of great advantage in simplifying calcula
tions for levying rates, in cheapening prooedure, and in making the division between 
owner and occupier more readily understood by the ratepayers, and we consider that 
the transfer of the small burden from owners to occupiers which the change would 
entail should not "Prevent so desirable an improvement being effected. It should be 
pointed out that there would be few cases, if any, in which the additional burden 
thrown upon oocupiers would not be wholly discounted if the other recommendations 
of the Commission be passed into law. 

Although both parochial rates and county rates are, in general terms, divided Parochi&! rate. 
equally between owners' and occupiers, yet the calculation of the rate in the £ to should ~ divided 
be levied upon each class is made upon different methods. In the ·case of parochial ::~ ':ate""i:e t~~ 
rates, one moiety of the total sum required is raised from owners, and one moiety (less £ DpOD owners 
the agricultural grant during the continuance of the Agricultura.l Rates, &c. Act) and occupiers. 
from occupiers. As unoccupied property is assessed for the owners' rate, but not 
for the occupiers' rate, it follows that the rate in the £ levied upon occupiers is 
frequently greater than that levied upon owners.· 

On the other hand, in the case of those county rates which are divided between 
owners and occupiers, the same rate in the £ iR levied upon both classes, irrespective 
of whether the amount produoed by the occupiers' rate will equal that produced by 
the owners' rate. 

The co·existence of the two systems leads to a good deal of confusion and mis· 
un(lerstanding, and we urge the substitution of the county system for that in force 
with regard to paroohial rates. The change would be a slight concession to occupiers, 
and would, to some extent, balanoe the abolition of the stereotyped rate. 

'l'he olassification of properties for the oocupiers' share of parochial rates is another Olassification of 
peouliarityof the Soottish rating system, but, except in regard to agricultural land, occupi~r.I fo&. ' 
Its importance is gradually diminishing. In some parishes the schemes preViously P~g': ~ii 1 
in foroe have been superseded by the Agricultural Rates, &c. Act. In nearly all the • ou ona. 
other classified parishes it is entirely in the discretion of the Parish Councils to 
abandon existing schemes, but in the event of their abolition the provisions of the 
Agrioultural Rates, &0. Act, with regard to the rating of alP'icultural lands and 
heritages, would still remain in force. Apart from the parishes lD which the schemes 
were suspended by that Act, the number of classified parishes is s'teadily declining, 
and olJj; of 871 parishes which levied assessments in 1900 only 77 were olassified. 

There is much to be said in favour of this system as a meanl! of distributing the 
burden more in aocordance with the ability of the occupiers. But there are many 
practical difficulties in the way of making it compulsory, and serious anomalies would 
arise from the great variation in the proportion of the different classes of property 
in different parishes. Except with regard to agricultural lands and heritages, with 
which we have dealt ill a previous chapter, we do not, therefore, make any recom
mendation upon this question, preferring to leave it in the hands of the Parish 
Councils who are familiar with the partioular oircumstances of their areas and the 
demands of the ratepayers for schemes of this nature . 

. <?ur I!'ttention haa been ~l.rawn to t~e fact that, whilst undergr~und gas and water ~ndergroDnd 
plpmg In Burghs I\Dd Police Burghs 18 rated at one·quarter of Its annual value for piping should be 
Police and Publio Health purposes, it is rated in full elsewhere. We are of opinion ....... ad al.on .. 
that the argument upon which the differential treatment of this class of property :: 0~.1lI 
under the Burgh Police and Publio Health Aots is based is equally applicable .. DO. 

• Thi. dioccepancy is further in.reaaed during the conlinulWce of the Agricultural Rates, &c" Act in the 
.. ent of an in ........ in the loW amounl required by the Parish COllDciL 
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lherever t¥ l2Win:lis. sitiated, and"we think the.. the r'\,tes in rura~ area" whioh~ 
corres~na. JO £M~ ~Vl~le under j;h, Acts named Ithould only be "Vied upon one~ 
quarter of tnelliflualYvalue of this description of'property. j 
. II ..," • • I 

Consolidation of We have already alluded to, the large number of rates which are now separately 
ra., and of, Itlfiable. and, toth~ quplicatioll. of rate-colleoti:d'g machinery. This system involves. 
rate-collecting <lmuch unnecessa;;r detail and eipense, apd we think that from every point of view 

. ~hinery. it fa desirable that there should be but one local rate i.o each area and one authority 
charged with its collection. An arrangement of this nature was embodied in the 
Irish Local 'Government Act. of 1898, and it has cotlsiderably simplified the levying 
and collecting machinery of the Irish Local AutTrorities. The London Government 
.... ct of lEj99 accomplished a similar reform. in the Metropolis. ' 

In Scotland we would make the County and 'I'own Councils the CollAOting Authorities' 
The Parish Councils would then issue precepts for the amount,<; they require to the' 
County Councils or the rrown Councils of Royal and Parliamentary Burghs, whilst the: 
County Councils would in the case of the Police Burghs issue precepts to the Townil 
Councils of those Burghs, not only for the sums required for their-own purposes, but! 
alao for the sum required from the Burgh ratepayers for t.he purpoAes of the PariRh 
Couucil. One rate would then be levied and collected by each County or Town' 
Council to cover the requirements of the different Local Authorities, and separate, 
accounts would be kept and separate demand notes prepared by the Councils for each' 
rating area, or, in the case of overlapping areas, for each part. The Councils' collectol"$i 
should be required to attend in each parish or other convenient centre on specified 
days to receive the payments of ratepayers who prefer to pay in this way rather tha!.l f 
through the post. And finally we think it desirable that the demand note issued tb ' 
the ratepayers by the Collecting Authority should specify the rateable value UpOIl 
which the rate is charged, the period for which it is made, the total rate in the £ 
levied ~nd amount payable, and the. approximatel:ate in the £ required by eack_ 
AuthOrIty, and for each of the more Important servICes. A statement of the rates in, 
the £ for the preueding year would also he of much advantage, for it would enable! 
each ratepa.yer to see which services were causing an increase or decrease in the. 
amount he has to pay. I, 

Exemption of Unoccupied property is entered in the Valuation Roll in the owner's name onlyJ
UD"""upied pro- • and occupiers' ratl's cannot. of course, be charged againRt it. * The owners of suchl 
perty. • ,. property are also exempt from the Sheriff Court House Rate in Burghs, t but from nOl'; 

other rates wholly or partly chargeable upon owners. .: 

Exemp"on on The rating authorities may, in certain cases, grant exemption from parochial and 
igrowalool poverty. county ratest on the gronnd of poverty, and 8imilar provisions are contained in 

.". .. several of the statutes§ under which burgh rates are leviable. 

Exemption of 
Crown property 
and contributions 
in li~1I of rates. 

Lands and heritages occupied by or for the purposes of the Crown are not rateable, 
on the ground that the. Crown is not mentioned in the rating statutes. But this 
exemption is hardly more than a technicality, for fnll contributions in lieu of rates are 
now given in reapect of such property out of a special Parliamentary Vote,1I and the 
only point in connexion with local taxation upon which it differs from rateable property I 
is that the valuation is made by a Government valuer and not by the County and 
Burgh Valuation Aufhoritles. No contribution is, however, given in respect of propertyl 
occnpied for the purposes of the police or the administration of justice-to which thel 
exemption has been held to extend-on the ground that such property,is not maill-i 
tained at the cost of the Exchequer. Lighthouses, and Volunteer and Militia Store-·) 
housEls are in a similar position, except that these properties have been specially 
exempted by Statute. 'If . i 

• Where, h~wever, aD occupier enters upon premises daring the course of a year, h~ may, under the 
Burgh Police Act, be chnrged with a proportion of the current burgb general ..... sment, whether hiB name 
be in thB Valuation Roll or not. . 

8 & 9 Vict. e. 33, s. 42; 5£" 53 Viet. c. 50, B. 62 (4). ! 1
~&~V~L~am \ 

.<lee, e.g., 55 & 55 Vict. c. 54, BS. 843, 359; 50 & 51 Viet. c. 38, ss. 133, 134, 136, .'. 
I The changes in the attitude of the Government on this que.tion are shown in a T ...... ury Memorandum -

to be included in the Appendix to the English Report. 
'V 17 & 18 Vict. c. 106, s. 36; 26 & 27 Vict. e. 6J, a 26; 57 & 58 Viet. c. 60, B. 7al. On the other. 

hand, a limited ,'ate.bility has been placed by Statute upon property acquired nnder the Telegraph Act, 186H; 
(al & 32 Viet. c. 110, s. 2~) ; but as the contributions in lieu of rates are now given upon the full value in i 
this case, the provision is of no practical importance. Moreover, even in the absence of the contribution, the-, 
provioion would have little value, for no means exist whereby payment of the rates could be enforced. 

I 
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, No doubt appears ever to have ~~isted witl rtgard 'to 'he rateability of parochial Local pu~lic 
propert1, such a8 poor hObses an .• registrars' and inspe~t00rs' 0m:c~,. 'but oot.het..local. ::;:e;;;, ,.mostly 
public property "'as fr~quent1y held to be exempt. until Its ra1iea~lity was <estibllshed 
by the House of TJords In the Mersey Dock~ Cases 10 186S.* Under~abbd sewers"aud ' 
public parb, roads, and bridges are, however, still apparentt,. exe!Dpt, as W()1l 88 

property occupied by the police or for the administration or justice as ah·ead.. ' 
mentioned. All burial grounds are specially exempt by 8tatute.t ' 

The following exemptions have also been granted by Statute, but various qualTfi-
cations frequently accompany them :- • 

(1) All churches, chapels, meeting houses and premises exclusively appropriated to 
publio religious worship are exempt.t ' 

(2) 'rhe minister of a parish is exempt from the poor rate, but not from other rates, 
in respect of his manse and glebe.l 

(3) Voluntary sohoolrooms, offices and playgrounds are exempt.§ 
(4) Societies established exclusively for purposes of science, literature, or the fine 

arts are not liable either as occupiers or owners. II 
(5) Sunday and ragged schools may be exempted from occupiers' rates by the 

authority levying them.,. 
(6) Mines and quarries are not to be assessed nnless worked during some part 

of the year to whioh the aSsessment applies."'''' 
A town council may wholly or partially exempt any po.rtion of tbe burgh for a 

delinite period from any of the assessments leviable under the Burgh. Police Act, 
on the ground of such portion .. being newly included witbin the boundaries, or its 
.. not being built upon, or upon any other ground."t-t 

And lastly, by many local Acts, lands and premises held for charitable purposes are 
exempt. 

All exempted properties should be entered in the Valuation Roll.U 

Vorious exemp .. 
tiono gfIlnted by 
S.ol •• 

Weare strongly opposed to any extension of the system of exempting certain No further 
classcs of property from liabilil;y to local rates, but, 'as a general rule, we are not exemplicns .boul.! 

PrepnI'ed to suggest the withdrawal of such exemptions aa havo already been b. gr.u~d, ond
k

_, 

d W Id h ' • II f t th f . d eeme\e .... wor .... grante . e wou , owever, specla y re er 0 e case 0 cemetenes manage as at .. p:-ofitohould 
profit-making concerns, which obtain the benefit of the exemption granted to all "bq.ra,ed. . 
burial-grounds in 1874. For the most part cemeteries worked at a profit have come 
into existence since 1874. We doubt if it was the intention of the Legislature to 
inolude them within the scope of the exemption, and we see no good reason for 
the continuance of the present praotice. We do, however, consider that in the 
vnluation of such properties due allowance should be made for the fact that the 
value of the property is exhausted by use. 

Und~r the Local Government (Scotland) Act, 1894, and the Public Health (Scotland) SpeciRi districts 
Act, 1897, specinl districts may be formed in any oounty for the supply of water, or oh0n!d be oon
for drainage, lighting, scavenging, t.he provision of bath a, &c., and at the present \e~'~ous if 
time .~ew diatt:icts are frequently f0r.m~d 9uiteinde,ptlndently o~ th~se already in p.'" •. 
existenoe. It IS clear that the multIplIcation of rating areas, dI1fermg only to a 
slight extent from one another, must create unneoessary work for the Valuation, .Ad. 
ministrlltive, and Rating Authorities, and we consider that it would be a great 
convenience and result in a saving to local funds if the districts oreated for the 
various speoial purposes were made oonterminous wherever this is practically possible. 
We also agree with the suggestion of some witnesses that properly sntheniicated 
plans of apeoial districts should be prepared and . made available to all parties 
concerned. 

'!'he railway companies complain that they do not at present receive adequat'O 
notice of the intention to fOI'm tbese districts. The large number of parishes through 

• 11 H.L.C. 443; 3 III. (B.L.) 102. II 1; & 7 Viet ••. 36, s. 1. 
t 87 " 38 Viet. e. 20. " 32" 33 Viet. c. 40, s. 1. 
t Forbes, 1830,13, D. 341. 1 Mucq. 106. •• 17" 18 Viet. c. 91, s. 42. 
§ 00" 61 Viot. o. 62, s. 3. tt 55 &; 56 Viet. c. 55, s. 373 (3). 
tt Pal'h.h chur('hes IU~, 110Wl'YC'r, ('xeluded 00 the ground that they cannot be valned in accorcianee 'ft'ith 

the Y mllutioll A r.f. 

1 9@6U6. ·n 
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which railways usuany pass makes it somewhat difficult fur the companies to keep1 
themsel'o\es "informed fIIB <to what propositions are being made, and,> tn this respect,: 
their, position ispecnliar. We 9.re of opinion that it would not be unreasonable tol 
require the insertion of a short notice of such proposals in the "Edinburgh 
<i.azette," which notice woilld no doubt be useful to other persons as well as to 

.railway companies. 
, . 
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Separate Recommendations by Lord Balfour of Burleigh 
and Lord Blair \lalfour. 

N N A L Y SIS. 

r.-THE DISTRIBUTION OF EXCHEQUER CONTRIBUTIONS. 

Scotti.h Subventions should be di.tribuwd upon same broad principles as English Su1)ventions. 
Chief features of scbeme of distribution proposed for England • 
The services regarded IS national, and to which assistnnce should be given 
Expenditure upon national services, and allocation of total grant between them· 
Grants .hould be fixeol. for" period of· years - - - - -

Page 

- 31 
31 
31 
32 
32 

Occupiers of agricultural lands nnd heritages should be partially exempted from the paymeut of rates 
Definition of "assessable value" under these proposals 

- 32 
32 
32 
32 

POOl' Relief Grant. Equalisation and economy should be tho main considerations in its distribution 
The smaliness of the administrative units callses great inequalities in the p:)Or rates, and makes 

equalisation even more necessary than in England. 
The principlea of" ability" and" necessity" should be maintained, with slight modifications - 33 
The grant tc each parish should be a prescribed proportion of the expenditure, the proportion being 33 

greater in the poorer parishes BDd slDnller in the richer palishes. 
The proportion should also be greater in so'f .. r os the expenditnre is indisputably economical, nod smaller 34 

88 it becomes more extravagant. 
The scale of percentages suggested - -
IlluBtration of the metbod of calculating the grunts 
The I'OOson for certain features of the scale 
Full elfect of the proposals 
Poor parisb .. will receive larger granta per inhabitant 

require 8 smaller rate than extrll"agant parishes. 

34 
- 35 
- 3.5 

tban rich parishes, and economical parishes will 
36 
36 

The equity of tbeBe principles; - 36 
The high proportion of the expenditure which would be given ID ccrtaiD hypothetical case. is not 36 

incompatible with economy. 
The granta Bbould nowbere fall below the present Pauper Lunacy and Medical Relief Grants _ 37 
Results of proposals compared with exiating system in certain CASes· - - . 3';" 
Total amount of Poor Relief Grant, and elfect upon the proposals of tbe adoption of Det value as the 39 

hllsi. for all mtes. 
In the distribution of the Police Grant, equalisation may be carried tc a greater eJ<tent than witb the 30 

Poor Relief Grant. 
Propoaals alreBAly made for the distribution of the EDglish Poli ... G .... nt - - - - 39 
Each Police A.uthority should receive a grant equal tc (1) the diffe .. ence between the p .. oducts of 18. 2d. 39 

per inhabitant and a Id. rate upon the ...... sable value, and (2) one-half of its expenditure aMve 
is_ 2d. per inhabitant. 

General I'esult of this scheme -
Illu.tratioD sbowing bow the grant would be calculated 
Full elfect of tho scheme in all....... - -
Total amount of Police Grant , 
The di.tribnt.ion of the Lunatic Asylums funnt on the lines of" ability" 

difficulti ... 

- 40 
- 40 

and "necessity" offers some 

40 
40 
41 

But theMe moy b~ removed by an amendment of th~ existing system of meeting the cost of asylum 41 
nccommodation in certain districts. 

How the grant to onch authority should then be calculated 
Grant for Main Roads. A Commission suggested to determine which are main roads • 
Total amount of gr.nt 

41 
41 
41 

Grant for Sanitary Inspection 
Grant for Secondary and Technical 

Department. 

41 
Education should be di.lributed by !'cotcb Education 42 

Amendment of grants tc Neces8itcus School Board. and to sOIall schools i. desirabl. 42 
Supplementary School Fee Grant should, with the Voted 6MDt, be distributed at tbe rate of 12 •. per 42 

scholar. 
These propOtl3ls il1\"oh"e a Te-arrangement of the S('otti:!h Grants. Objects oE the existing grants 
Objections to somt~ of tho existing grants - _ .. .. -
Advantngea of our proposals.. .. .. _ 

42 

Ohjection~ to stereotyping tho grants to ceI·tI,in items or expenditure 
The existing Pauper Lunutics Ornot bas not equalised tht'! burden or pauper lunacy, and wbilst it. hILS 

unnecessarily int'n'lINf'tl the num'be-r of R.~ylum pRticntll in ~ome districts, it has not rulequately 
encoUl'Rgf'd ""yluw tn'"tment in the poorer di!!!triets. 

- 43 
43 
43 
43 

Opinion of l\r r. 'W. P"llIwy, General Superiutendellt of POOl', &8 to desimhility and possibility of equali!\iog 44 
Ihe Poor Rat •• 

Inc ... ased PO''''''' of coutrol should be gi"~n to th~ Government Departments concerned in the 44 
administrat ion of the ~eniees as~i8ted. 

I\.n dnrirnl Audit "Jslrm should be e.tablished for 811\oe81 account. • H. 
D3 
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IL-TBE VALUA.TION OF RAILWAYS AND CORPORATION WATERWORKS. 

(II.) R=WAYS: 

There should be ;, statutory definition of the term" undertaking" 88 used in the Valuation 115 
Acl. • 

The tenant.' working stock and plant should be re.alued periodically. Suggested amendment 45 
in present methoc] of ascertaining value for intermediate years. 

A deduction for depreciation should b. continued, but that for expenditure upon renewals 46 
should cease, and the amount of that expenditure should b. added to the value of tbe 
tenants' stock. 

- 46 Tbe deduclion for occupiers' income tax should...... -

Summary of proposals with regard to deductions 46 

The actual amount of tbe pereentages alloWl!d should be determined by the Railway Com- 47 
mission or the Court of Session. 

Stations should be valueii at not I ... thau 3 per cent. upon their capital value, but the 47 
percentage sbould vary above that figure accOrding to Ihe value of the line per train mile. 

(6.) CORPORATION WArERWOBKS: 

Exceptional circumstances to be considered in the valnation of Corpomtion Waterworks 

Existing method of valuing Corporation Waterworks 

The quostion of trade profit. in relation to tbe valuation 

The gross revenue is a wrong starting point ond sbould b. modi6ed 

" Profits principle" and" contractors' rent ~J principle uot inconsistent'in these cases 

DeductioDs for tenants' interest, &c. 

Allocation of total vaJue 

Determination of net value of properties valued by Railway Assessor 

- 47 

47 

- 47 

- 47 

48 

48 

- 48 

48 

• 48 
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Separate Recommendations by Lord Balfour of Burleigh 
and Lord Blair Balfour. 

I.-THE DISTRIBUTION OF EXCHEQUER CONTRIBUTIONS. 

. We are unable to concur in the belief expressed by our colleagues in Chapter IV. 
\ that the same general principles which they have advocated for the distribution of 

the Exchequer Grants in Englaud could be made applicable to the case of Scotland. 
Weare of opinion that such a course would be open to all, and more than all, the 
objections which we have pointed out in our separate recommendations for England, 
and we adhere to the following proposals which are substantially those contained 
in the Draft Report on Scotland as originally submitted to the Commission by the 
Chairman. 

In considering the distribution of the sum which would be paid into the Scottish ~cottish Bubv.n· 
Local Taxation Account under the proposals made in Chapter III., we naturally revert tI.ODS. should be 

h .. 1 h d' . . d t' th d' I f th dIStrIbuted upon to t e prmClp es we a m VIew m our recommen a IOns as to e Isposa 0 e same broad prio. 
English subventions. The broad principles upon which those recommendations ~I'e dples as English 
based are, we think, equally applicable to S~otland, notwithstanding that the ScottIsh subventions. 
local taxation system differs in many respects from that in force in England. Owing, 
however, to these differences, and to some extent to historical, economic, and practical 
considerations, considerable modifications are necessary in the detailed application of 
the principles. 

It will be remembered that the chief features of the English proposals are :- Chief features of 

(1.) That the contribut.ions from the Exchequer should be confined to expenditure sbch~me of distr~. 
. 1 . d" . dIll utIOn proposeu upon natIOn a serVICes a mllllstere oca y; for Engla.nd. 

(2.) That they should form a liheral proportion of such expendit,ura, but should 
not in the total exceed one-half of it ; 

(3.) That they should be fixed in amount for a period of years; and 
(4.) That in the distribution of the money, strict regard should be paid to the 

requirements of the Local Authorities in the discharge of their duties as 
administrators of national services, and also to the abilitv of the various 
districts to meet their obligations in respect of those services. 

We agree with OUl' colleagues that the services which are regarded by us as national 
in the case of England should also be so treated in Scotland. These are :

(1.) Poor Relief, including Lunatic Asylums. 
(2.) Police. • 
(3.) Education, Elementary, Secondary, and Technical. 
(4.) Main Roads. 
(5.) Sanitary Inspection. 

But a part of the existing subventions is applied to certain other definite services 
which are not locally administered. and the importance of making provision for these 
services appears to us to be ample justification for the continuance of those grants. 
Moreover, a larger proportion of the existing contributions passing through the Local 
Taxation Account is applied to educational purposes in Scotland than in England, and, 
as we deprecate any curtailment of the existing educational facilities, we consider it 
hi~y desirable that the amount of the subventions devoted to this service should nQt 
be a.iminished, but should, in fact, be somewhat increased. After providing for 
this increase, as well a8 for the miscellaneous grants, the Exchequer Contributions 
would (whether given in the form of assigned revenues or grants from the Consolidated 
Fund) amount approximately to one.half of the expenditure upon the nationai services, 
omitting education. 

The services re
garded as national ~ 
and to which 
assistanoe should 
be giveD, 



Expenditure upon 
nationa.l services, 
and allocation of 
total grant bet,,·e.n 
them. 

Grants should be 
fixed ror·a period 
tf yearo. 

Oc,,"piel's of 
agricultural lands 
and beritages 
.hould be partiaUy 
exewpted trom the 
payment or rntes. 

Definition 6f 
U assessable value" 
under these 
proposal •. 

Poor relief gran t. 
Equalb:atioJ1 and 
eeooDOlY should bo 
the main consider· 
ations in its distri
buticD. 

TIle .mallne.s of 
the administl'ative 
units causel great 
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The net expendi~ure upon tbe more import-ant national services, i.e., the gross 
expenditure less receipts.in-aid from local sonrces, and the amount which ~houlr1, we. 
think, be given in aid of each service are:- ' 
------,-~--------------;----~-.- -- ---- ---------· I' Amount 01 II Service!. EZR~lIditure. Propo!lt'd Grant. 

--------------- ------- -- -.-------1 

I Poor Rolief 
Lunatic Asylums 
Police 
Main Roads 
Sanitary Inspection 
Education :-

Technical and Seconuary 
Supplementary Fee Grant 

M.iscellaneous :
Universities -
Congested Districts Board 
Marine Superintendence 
Burgh Land Tax Relief • 

Total Grant 

£ 
1,050,000 

100,000· 
530,000 

a7,400 

£ 
,528,000 

65,000 
290,000 
140,000 
19,000 

, 
1100,000 

65,000 

30,000 
15,000 
J5,OOO I 

1 ___ 8_'~1 
1,375,OOOt 

~ 
The amount of each of these grants as well as the total grant should be fixed for 

a period of years, and the balance of expenditure thrown upon the rates. The burdef 
of any increase in the expenditnre would thus fall entirely upon the locality iii 
which it was incurred. - 'i 

The proposed grants wonld take the plac~ of all the existing gra~t~, includini 
those under the Agricultural Rates, &c. (Scotland) Act, 1896, and the Local Taxation 
Acconnt (Scotland) Act, 1898, but at the same time we think that the provision 
contained in tbe former Act, whereby the occupier,of agricultural lands and heritages 
is exempted from the payment of rAtes upon five-eighths of the annual value of 
those properties, should be continued. The argllment that persons should contribute 
in proportion to their ability applies no less to Scotland than to England, an4 
we think it clear that the ability of the occupier of agricultllrallands and heritages it 
much smaller in proportion to tbe annual value of tbose properties tban is the case 
wiLh other ratepayers. The agricultural owner does not, however, enjoy, and we do 
not propose that Ilfl should bu granted, any such exemption. . t 

Inasmuch, therefore, as one· half of the rate in the £ (the owner's half) is levied upon 
the full valuation, and tbe other half upon the same valuation, less five-eighths of the 
value of agricultural lands and heritages, the assessable value of each rating area 
or the measure of the resources on which the rale collector dt'awe, is the gross 
valuation, less five-sixteenths of the value of agricultural property, tbe fraction five
eighths being reduced to five-sixteenths, because the exemption applit's to one-half 
(the occupier's half) of the rates only. It will be seen later on that we propose to 
adopt assessable value in this sense as the measure of ability of each rating area.t /; 

~ 
In the distribution of the grant tor poor relief, equity, economy, anl administrative 

improvement should be kept constafttly in view. So long as t,he' burden of the 
necessary expenditure upon national services falls with greater severity upon on~ 
district than another it is difficult to insist upon general administrative reforms 
without making constant additional calls upon tho Central Government for monetary 
assistance. From every point of view, therefore, the object is to devise the best means 
of equalising the burden of poor relief with due regard to economy. 

I 
Poor relief is a parochial service, i.e., - though parishes may combiue for certain 

purposes, there is no general system of grouping (suoh as English Poor Law Unions), 
and the parish still remains the administrative unit. . On an average the Scottis~ 

• Thi. is the amount of a.sessments raised by District Lunney Boards. The expenditure upon Royal and 
farochial Asylums is not readily ascertninable. . ; 

t It hus nlr •• dy been reccmlllended in the E!lglish Rcport thnt the whole of the expenditure incurred bj 
the Board of Agriculture iu connoction with the Diseases of Animals Acts should be defrayed from the Vote., 
and that the payment now made [,oom the English nnd Scottish Loc." T,xntion Account. to the Cattie PleuNI> 
'Pneumonia Account for Great Britaiu should ceose. ~ 

~ See footnoto • on p. 33. 
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.rish, though larger than the English parish, ia much smaller both in extent and in inoqllalill ... m the 
'pulation than the English Union. Consequently one Scottish parish may by some poor rates, B.nd . 
rtunate circumstance have within its boundaries an amount of rsteable property :::'~:"m~:~~.:;~n 
It of all proportion to its !,Jeeds, while another may be composed of property which S&ry tha~ in 
presents a taxable o.apacitl'inadequate for the barest needs of civilisation. For EJ:gland. 
stance, th~ parish of Temph\ in Midlothian has a. gross valuation of over <HZ. to 
ch inhabitant, whilst Barvas,. iii. Ross and Cromarty, has only 98. pel' inhabitant, 
Id a penny rate wiU therefore produce nearly 100 times as much per inhabita.nt in 
lmpl!l as 'it will in Barvas. • 

Owing to these 'and other circumstances, thE' inequalities in the poor rlloos in 
:otland a.re far greater than iii. England, and a soheme of equalisation is, therefore. 
uch "more ntlcessary. But the wide divergencies in natural advantages and in 
e administrative l'equirements of the various parishes renders it more diffioult 

seoure the Ba~e amount of ·uniformity as was found possible in England, and 
lualisation :must, therefore, proceed by degrees. 

The: precise methods recommended wi~h this object in England cannot be 
'nvenientl1 applied in the more extreme circumstances of ScottIsh pari~hcs, and 
9 therefot:e proposE! a moderate scheme, which will effectually l'arry out thfl same 
~inciples of giving more assistance to the poorer distl'icts and putting a premium Iipon 
:onomy, though it will not result in so thorough an equalisation of the local 
Irdens as our English proposals. 

We still propose that the ability of the various Pllrishes should be tested by their 
Isessahle value,· and that their requirement~ should be measured partly by population 
Id partly by the oxpenditure actually incutTed.t The grant should in every parish 
IDBIst of a prescribed proportion of the expenditure, but the proportion should be 
fferent in different parishes. In t,he first place, in order to give larger sums t,o the 
)orer parishes, the grant should bear a higher proportion to the expenditure in those 
Il'ishes where the assessable value is small as compared with the population, and a 
WeI' proportion where the assessable value is great.. For instltnce. if one parish has 
I assessable value of £5 pOI' inhabitant, the grant it receives should form a larger 
~oportion of its exilsnditllre than in the case of a parish with an assessable value of 
15 pBr inhabitant. By this means a considerable equalisation will be effected. For 
lstance. suppose both parishes spend 8s. 44. per inhabitant npon poor relief. Without 

• We have 8uggeswii. elsewhere (pp.18 nnd 2a) that all ratesahoultl be levied upon the net annual value of the 
'opl'rties rRted, aud also that, in the case of the mtes which.. are divided bdween owners and occupiers, the rate in 
,0 £, leviable upon owners should o.lways be the same as that upon occupiers. If etf'ect be given to these 
'oposo.l., the rate ill the £ leviable upon eadl of the two classes would be 8.lII.ccl'tained b~v dividing 
,e amowlt to be mised by the StUU or one and three-eight.hs of tho net annual value of agricultural property, 
Itl t.wice the net RODUW value of other properties; or, put in another way, the total rate in the £, 
.iable upon .nch property (one.half of wbich would bo pay.Me by the owner and one-half by the 
~cupier) would Uf' almert'llined by dividing the &mounL to be raised by one-half of the annual values 
'eviously used, i.e., by the sum of (L& + 2) = {.~ths of the Bonual value of agril!ultural property aDd the 
IOual valuo of other pl'Opel'ties. The assessable value for tbe purpose of ealculnting the rate in the £ to 
I levied would thereroro bo the full annual value of oil prop.r,ie. Ie.. .....ths 01' the annual value of 
;riculturoJ laud. ond herituge •• 
An example will enable the proc .. s to he seen more cl.arly. We will suppo.e that £500 is required 

Dm a pariah in whicb the vWuation is made up 81 follows:-

Agricultural landa aud heritoge9 
Otber rateable prop.rties • 

Total valuation .. 

£ 
:1,200 
7,800 

11,000 

I tho c .... of the agricultural landS and heritage.. .. the Ownera would be rated upon tbe ruJl annual value, 
•• , £3,2i!O, whilst the occupiers would only be roted upon Itho of the fuJI annual valuo, viz., .£ 1,200. And 
, the CD80 of the otber rateable properties the owners would be rated upon £7,800, and the occupiers would 
.0 be rated opon £7,~00. Tho rote in the .£ leviable upon each of the two cl .. ,e. would be-

£500 
£(3,200 + 1,2(0) + (7,800 + 7,800) 

,64. in the £, whil.t the total rate in the .£ leviable npon each property would be-
£500 , h' h I £500 

.£ (3,2UO t I.~UO) + (,800; 7,800) w IC equ •• .£10,000 

.. 18. in tbe £. Tbe .. "'e .... bl. vnllle of the parish l., ther.to ..... £10,000; tbnt i.., Ihe full annual voJue of 
1 rateubl. propertie,. (£Il,onO) less ,',ths of tb. nnnual value of agriculturall"n,l. and heritage. (£1,000). 
t By expelluiturc we mean t.he ~xpenditure of the financial year prec~ing It''gisJatioD, ,. slandardised ~ 

I ~he manuer p ..... cribod in the Iri.h Local Government Act, 1~911 (sec. 49). 

The principle. of 
II ability "nr:.d 
u necessity" shonlJ 
be maintain;:~, 
wit,h slight morlifi. 
cations. 

The grant to each 
parish should be a 
pre:!cribed pro
portion of tho ex:
penditure, the 
proportion beil'g 
greater in th~ 
poorer parisbt,~ 
a.nd smaller jn the 
richer pSJ'ishe:,. 
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any grants the rates'" required would' be 18, Sd. and 6~d; respectively; but ifa graqj: 
o( 60 por cent. of its expAnditure be given to the poorer p:lrish, and one of only 20 i>6f 
cent. to th" richer, the rates required would be Sd. and 51d. , 

The proportion But this plan would not, of itself, dis(lriminate betwdel! neccssar, expenditure and, 
should ~so he expenditure for which. there is less justification. t.e f it would treat economy 
'heater lUd~~ far. os and extravagance in the same way. To avoid this we suggest, i~ the. second 
~n~";~::hl~ ure I. place, that the expenditure' pe( inhabitant,sh.0~:1ld' be th.!J test ~f economy I$d 
economical "nel extravagance, and that each parish should reCeIve a larger prd'Jl0rtlon 01 that paIt 
smaller ... it be- of its expenditure which is indisputably economical, and a progressh'e}y ~aller 
comestIDore ext ...... proportion of each additional shilling of expenditure pel' inhabitant. Expenditure 
vags.n. up to 28. per inhabitant is necessary in noarly every parish, and should be assisted 

The Scale of 
Percentages 
s1lggested. 

as liberally as possible, baving regard totbe ability of tbe locality. Expenditur6"~bovl! 
28. per inhabitant is, undoubtedly necessary in many localitias, and may also bi 
assisted, though less freely. We therefore propose that the proportion given to each 
parish of each shilling of expenditure per inhabitant above 28. should be 1Jwo pel' 
cent. less than the proportion given of the preceding shilling. Thus, if th~ exp. etI~iturl\ 
in a parish be 38. (3d. per inhabitant, and. 40 per cent. be given of the ·lirst 28., that 
parish would receive 38 pl'r cent. of the third shilling and 36 per Ct\JlC. of the last 
sixpence per inhabitant. If its expenditure be I5s. per inhabitant it wouHl:in additiOl\ 
to the 40 per cent. of the first 28., receive as per cent. of the third shflling, 36 pe~' 
cent. of the fourth shilling, and so on, until of the last shilling per inhabitant it woul . 
only receive 14 per cent. But where a l)arish spends more than 208. per inhabitant· 
we think it proper that no grant should be given in respect of the excess, and that th~ 
whole burden of that part of the expenditure should be thrown upon the locality. 

After carefully considering the circumstances of the various parishes throughout th'l! 
whole of Scotland, we recommend that the grants should be determined by th4 
following Scale:- . 

Should receive Grants equiyalent to the under-mentioned Percentages or their Expenditure i 
. 'witb!n the folloTfing Amonnts per lnbabitant-

, 

d Parishes with the " .; .; .; :! .; " ~ 
.; .; .; .; .; .; .; .; I .; ~ ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ :':! ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - - - M· _ 

l! 
under-mentioned ASIlCS8!lble ... , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,~ ~ 

, , , 
Ii '" \1 
'" iii .' Values Iler Inbabitaott-· • .- "' 

.; "' .; " .; " .. .; .; .; • ~ ~ ;! i ~ ~ '" ~ ~ ~ 0 '" :'.l '" ~ ~ :'.l 

~,t 
... ,I: M M M - -• ~ § 

.; ~ , , , , , , , • , • • , • , 
'" 0 -. 

Per cent. 

£1 and under - - 72 70 69 66 64 62 60 58 56 54 52 50 48 46 44 42 40 38 36 
Over £ 1 Bod up to I. 2 - 68 66 64 62 60 58 56 54 52 50 48 46 44 42 40 3. 86 84 3!t' .. • .. 8 - 64 62 '0 58 56 54 52 50 48 46 4. 42 40 88 36 S. 32 30 23' .. S 

" • - 60 58 56 54 52 _0 48 46 44 42 40 88 36 34 82 30 28 2. '4, 

" • .. 5 - 50 54 52 50 48 46 44 .2 40 3S 36 3. 3' 30 28 26 U 22 20j 

" 
5 

" 
6 - 52 50 48 46 44 42 40 38 3. 34 32 80 2R 26 24 22 20 18 16 ! 
7 48 46 44 '2 40 3S S6 34 32 30 28 26 2' 22 20 18 16 14 ~2 ,. -.. 6 " .. 7 .. 8 - •• .. 40 38 36 34 S2 80 28 26 24 22 20 IS 10 14 12 10 8 , 

.. 8 .. 9 - 40 38 .. 34 8' 30 '8 26 24 22 20 18 16 14 12 ID 8 • 

;1 
.. g 

" 
)0 - 36 84 S2 80 28 26 24 22 20 18 16 14 12 10 8 6 4 2 

.. 10 .. 11 - U 82 SO 28 26 24 22 20 18 10 14 \9 10 8 6 4 2 -.. 1\ 
" 

I. - 82 80 28 26 24 22 20 18 I. 14 12 10 8 6 II 2 - -
,. I. .. 18 - 80 28 2. 2. 22 20 18 16 I' 12 10 8 6 4 • - - -

IS . -14 - 28 26 24 .2 20 18 16 14 12 10 ft 6 4 2 - -, - -
" " 

" 
14 .. 15- . .6 24 22 20 18 16 14 12- 10 8 6 • 2 - - - - - -I , 

.. 15 " 
16 - 2f 22 20 18 \6 " 12 10 8 6 II • - - - - - - -

16 17 - 22 20 18 16 14 10 10 8 6 II 2 - - - - - - - - , 

" " .. 17 " 
18 - 20 18 I. 14 12 10 8 • 4 2 - - - - - - - - -.. 18 " I" - 18 16 14 12 10 8 6 4 ~ - - - - - - - - - -

10 6 4 2 .. 19 .. 20 - 16 14 12 8 - - - - - - - - - - -
• Here And throughout this Chapter, the rates mentioned are .obtamed by dlvldlDg the amouut ,to be 

raised in 'any district by. the" assessable value" of that district, and 'are therefore the full rntes in the ;£ 
.Ioviabl. upon each preperty, one-balf of wbich would be payable by the owner ond one-half by: the occupier, 
who in the case of 8adcult.ural lands and heritages, would only poy the rates upon three-eighths of the 
11et ~nuu81 value of those properties. No account ie, however, taken of losses due to empties, arrears, &c., 
Bnd consequently the rates actually required might be a little higher in the £ than those shown. 

t It might he desirable, in the application of this Scale, to vary the percentages for each lOs. of ..... "' .. ble 
value per inhabitaut. The Scale would then commence with 74 per cent., 72 per cent., &c., for parishes with 
au BSsessahle value of lOot. and unde .. per inh(\bitant, and the downward steps in each column would consist of 
one-half tbe amounts at pre.ent deducted. It might even be desirable, in tbe case of tbe poorest parishes" I .. 
.. ary tbe percentages with each 5,. of asseS88ble value per inhabitant. 

, 
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, . 
The application of this Scale is very simple, .as will be seen fr?m.the '(ollowing JIlu~tration Df,b' 

illnstration. The parish of Lanark has a population of 8,103, accordmg to the Oensns me:,lO'! of CIllct,~ 
of 1901. Its assessable value per head of that population was 4l. 16,. 2d. in 1900 lutIng tho grant •. 
(rather less thall the average for the whole of Scotland), and its expenditure per head of 
the Sl¥De population was 68.7' 5d. in 1899-1900 (rather more than the average for the 
whole 'Of Scotland). 1n the above ScaleJIlEl series of percentages, commencing with 56 
;n the Iaft hand column would be &pplicable to this parish, and the grant per inhabitant 
wOl,lld b. as folloW!! :-

•• 

• • 
,56 per cent. of first two shillings of expenditure per inhabitant 
54 " " third shilling of expenditure per inhabitant -
52 " fourth .. .. .. 
50 .. fifth " .. " 
lJ:~ .. expenditure between five and Bix shillings per inhabi-

r .' tant., viz~, 7' Sd. - - • -

"I • • to 

Grant pel" 
Inhabitant.-

- 13·44d. 
- 6·48d. 
- 6' 24d. 
- 6·OOd. 

- 3·60d. 

35·76d • 

; As the population is 8,103, and the grant per inhabitant would be 2s. 11' 7Gd., 
; the total grant would be 1,2071. 

Glancing- down the columns of the above Scale, it will be observed that the The reason for 
percentages first of all 'decrease by four for each increase of 11. in the assessable certain features 
value per inhabitant, and then by two; of the Scale. 

If the assessable values per inhabitant in parishes A and Bare 11. and 2l. respectively, 
and in parishes X and Y 19'. and 20l. respectivllly, then B differs from A, and Y 
diffors from X, by the Bame amount (ll.) of assessable value per inhabitant; but the 

. advantage which parish B possesses over parish A is much greater proportionately than 
the advantage possessed by parish Y over parish X. The difference between the grants 
to parishes A and B should, therefore, we think, be greater than the difference between 
the grants to parishes X and Y, and, as will be seen from the first column of the 
Table, the percentages are accordingly made to differ by four in the one case (where 
they are 72 per cent. and 68 per cent.) and by only two in the other (where they are 
18 per cent. and 16 per cent.). ' 

In other words parish A would require a rate of 28. in the £, to raise 28. per 
inhabitant, whilst parish B wonld' raise an equal amount per inhabitant with a rate of 
18. in the £', or one· half the amount required in parish A, and as the difference in the 
rates would be large, so the difference in the grants should be considerable. On the 
other hand,. parishes X and Y could each raise 28. per inhabitant with rates of l' 26d. 
and l' 20d. in the £, respeotively, and as the difference in the rates would be small, 
so Bhould the difference in the grants be small. 

It;will also be observed not only that the Scale gives no grant to any parish in 
respeot of its expenditure over 208. per inhabitant, but that the wealthier parishes 
would receive no grant in respect; of Bome parts of their expenditure below that 
amount. ;For instance, parishes having an assessable value of over 12l. per inhabitant 
would get nothing in respect of their expenditnre over 168. per inhabitant, and where 
the assessable value is upwards of In per inhabitant" nothing would be received 
in respect of expenditure over lIB. per inhabitant. A high expenditure in these 
parishes is not usually as necessary as it may be in the voorel' parishes; and even if it 
should be neoessary in a few oases, the bnrden it imposes is comparatively small. 
Even B? large an expenditure as 20s. per inhabitant would, without any . assistance 
at ~ll, Involve a rate of only Is. in the £ where the assessable value IS 20'. per 
inhabit,ant. 

• The grants per inhabitant Cor complete shillings would always be the .,me for parish •• coming 
"'itbin the sam. limit .. of "",,_ble ula. pili; iD\labitant. 

E2 



Full effeot of the 
proposala. 

36 ROYAL COMMISSION ON LOCAL TAXATION: 

, 
The effeet. of the proposal is shown 

hYP'?thetical cases ranging between the 
economy and liberality :-

• 

I 
in the following Table, which embraces 
extI'emes of poverty and wealth, and of' 

• 

............................. ... ~.~:.~~.~~.~~ y. ~"hl\~i~~.t ............... ~ . • -- ..............• 

2<. I 4.. I s.. 12~. I 16.. I. :!O •• 

. , 
{Grant perinhahitant -- h. :"Sd. 2 •. g'Sd. Sa, 4' Id. 7 •. 6·5d. .98. fj'od. lOs. ll·Sd. 

£1 Rata ill :£ required to meet remainder of 6'7d. la. 2''9d. 2&. '1'9d. 4.9. 5'Sd. 6 •• 7·Od. 98" 0·2d. 
expenditure.· 

. , 
{Grant per inhabitant· - - la.4'3d. .28. 7o gd. 58. O· 2d.' 'is. Q'7d. 8s. gOlld. 10,. 2 ''2d. 

1l £2 Rate in :£ required to meet remainder of a·ad. S'Od. h.5'9d. 2<. S·6d. 3., "3d. ... la·.d. 

:i\ expenditure.· 
lB. S'4d. 6,. 'i !Od. { Grant podnhabitant - -'- 2" S'Od. "0 S'4d. 71.11·M. 98. 4'6d. 

] " £3 Rate in £ required to meet remWuder of 2·9d. 6·Od. Is. 1'2d. h. 9·'1d. 2,. 'I '4d. 3". 6'Sd. 
.:I, expenditure.· 
k , r Grant per inhabitant - • - Is. 2·4d. 2,. 4'jd. ... 4·6d. 68. 1'2d. ' 1 •. 6 -Od. SS.,7'Pd. Q.' : Ao: .s4 ~ Rate in :£ required to meet remainder of 2'.d. 5·od. 10·9d. Is. S ·7d. 2 •• ]'5d. b;IO'3d, 
m l e-xpenditure.* 0 

••. fo·'sd. ~ { Grant per inhabitant" " - h,I,.d. 2 •. 2'2d, 4" O·7d. .S..7'4d. 7s. 9'4d. 

.!! 
, £5 Rate in It fl;!quired to meet remaindeT of S·ld. .·4d. 9·Sd. lB. S·Dd. Is. f)·9d. 2 •. a'3d. 

-" expenditure.· • , 

I {Grant porfnhabitant - • - S·6d. 1I.4'6d. 2 •• 5·5d. 8s.2'6d. 3 •. 7'9<1. 38. 9'4d. 
.s10 Rate in :£ required to meet remainder of I'Sd. S·ld. 6'Od. IO'Sd. ]s. 2-' Sd. b.7'Sd . 

oCI expenditure.· 
S·Sd. 7'Od, IO'3d. 10·6d. { Grant per inhabitant - - • IO·Od. 1O·6d. 

£20 Rate in I! required to meet remainder of l·od. 2·ld. 4'3d. .'7d. 9·ld. l1'5d, 
exPf;Dditurc .• 

Poor parishes ",ill By the aid of this Table the general effect of the proposals can be seen at a glance. 
;~~~~e ~:;'1~~ahi- If, for example, a parish has an assessable value of 4l, per inhabitant, and spends upon 
tunt. than rich poor relief 88. per inhabitant, it would receive a grant of 48. 4'6d. per inhabitant, and 
parishes, nnd would require a rate of 10' 9d, in the £-5id, on ownerH and 5~d, on occupiers 
ccn~omica~ -to meet its expenditure over and above the amount of the grant, The more 
psrls.hes wdl

all
• liberal treatment accorded to the poorer parishes will be seen by glancing down 

reqUIre 8 sm r f th 1 . . b f hi h h . h b' tid'" h rule thon exlrava- . any 0 e co umns, In eac 0 W c t e graut per In a ltan a ways nDlms es 
gunt pari.heo. as the assessable value per inhabitant increases. Similarly the more advantageous 

position in which tbe economical parishes would be placed, can readily be allcer
tained by following the figures across the columns, when it will be seen that, although 
economical parisbes receive a smaller amount per inbabitant than parishes with 
a higher expenditure per inhabitant. yet the rate in the £, which would still have to 

The equity of 
these principles. 

The high propor, 
tion of the expcn .. 
ultUl"e which 
would be giveD in 
celtnin bypoth.ti. 
csl ~es it! not 
in(lompatible with 
economy. 

be levied, is always considerably smaller: 
The highest grants per inhabitant would, of course~ be given to the poorer 

parishes whose expenditure is high in proportion to population, If a parish with 
an aesessable value of only H. per inbabitant spends 128, per inhabitant upon poor 
relief, it would receive a grant of 7 8. 6~d. per inhabitant, or- 62' 8 per cent. of 
its expenditure, but this high grant could not·, we tbink, encourage extravagance, 
for a rate of 48,6id, in the;£ would still he required. On the other hand, improve
ments in administration in the poorest parishes are frequently retarded owing 
to the heavy burden which the necessary expenditure upon them would entail, 
and whilst the grants per'inhabitant to these parisbes would be smaller than those 
given to parishes of equal ability whose expenditure is greater, yet, they would 
represent a greater proportion of the expenditure actually incmrred. 

For instance, if the expenditure had been only 48, per inhabitant in the previous 
illustration, the grant would have been 28, 9' 8d, per inhabitant, or 70' 5 per cent. of 
the expenditure, 

All the richer parishes would be treated much more sparingly, though the general 
effect would be similar to that in the case of the poorer parishes .. 

In certain hypothetical cases in which the assessable value per inhabitant and 
expenditure per inhabitant are very low, the grants under the Scale might be equiv8-
lent to as much as 72 por cent. of the expenditure, but it is improbable that this 
would aotually occur, as there are only about a dozen parishes in Scotland in which 
the assessa.ble value per inhabitant does not amount to }.Z., and in these cases an 
expenditure much in excess of the minimum is usually required, and is reasonable, 
W here, however, the grant is approaching to 72 per cent, of the expenditure, the 
extreme liberality is easily defensible, for the rate in the £ which would still be left 

• • See footnote· on p. 34. 
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10 he raised in the locality would always hi far in excedS of that requ'red, in the 
rwealthier localities, and would thus he a powerful inducement to economy. Iu the 
12 parishes in which the assessable value is below ll. pt'r inbabitant. the rates 
required would range between about 18. 6d. and 38. Gd. in the £, notwithstanding the 
high proportion of their expenditure. which would be defrayed from the gra.nts. 

Moreover, the application of the proposed Scale in a few of the wealthier parishes The grants should 
would result in a reduction of the grants 1\0"1' given and, consoquently, an increase in Dowherefall belo .... 
the rates in the £ levied. From the point of view of equity only. this course is tho present Paufer 
perfoctly defensible, for the present rates in t.hese parishes are invariably much lower iU~?C~ aRdr f 
than the average, and the increase necessitated by the reduction of the grants would be a:a~:. C Ie 
very small. But we do not lose sight of the fact that effective control of Poor 
Relief administration is mor!' easily secllred by the Central Governmeut if accompanied 
by financial inducements, and we think it essential that the grants should nowhere 
be reduced to such an extent as to weaken the control already exercised. In order. 
therefore, that this may not occur, we suggest that in no parish should the grant be 
less than the amount at present received from the Pauper Lunacy and Medical Relief 
Grants. The3e grants procn,e for the Central Authority a certain influence in regard 
to the administration of Poor Relief, which is not the case with the other grants now 
given, and the retention of the present amounts as a minimum would be of much 
assistance to the Local Government Board in its difficult task of supervising the 
work of the numerous bodies to which the administration is now entrusted. This 
provision would, a~ already stated, only operate in a few of the wealthier parishes. 

With regard to the parishes having an assessable value of more than 201. per 
inhabitant, of which there are ahout eight, we would also suggest that the amount of 
the grants should be the same as at present received from the Pauper Lunacy and 
Medical Relief Grants, but in the one or two parishes in which nothing is received 
from t;hes€' grants, the amount of the future grants might be determined by the same 
percentages as are proposed for parishes with assessable values of over 191. and up to 
201. per inhabitant. 

We will now compare the results of the proposals in a few 
position uuder the existing system of distribution. 

actual cases with the Results of propo
sals compared 
with o_xistiug 
system in certain 

The parish of Ettrick in Selkirk, which is almost wholly agricultural, has an CMes. 

assessable value of nearly 201. per inhabitant, and is, in this respect, one of the 
wealthiest parishes in Scotiand. Its expenditure upon Poor Relief is equal to 
98. 4,d. per inhabitant, an amount which is considera.bly above the average for the 
whole of Scotland, but which, owing to the high assessable value, would involve a 
rat,e of less than 6d. in the £, even if it received no assistance from central funds 
what9ver. Notwithstanding these circumstances it receives gra.nts (including those 
under the Agricultural Rares, &c. Act) from the Local Taxation Account, amounting 
in the' a~gregnte to more than one-half of its expenditure, and representing 58. Id. 
pOl' inlmhitant-one of the largost amounts, if not the largest amount, throughout 
8cotbnd. Of the total it appears that about one-quarter, or 10. 2<l. per inhabitant, 
is derived from the" grant in relief of parochial rate~," and with this and the other 
grants tho roor Rate is reduced to lese than 3d. in the t. 

The parish of Old Monkland (Lanark), which is partIy within the burgh of 
Contbriuge. has. leRs than one· quarter of the assessable value per inhabitant 
possossed by Ettrick, and administers it~ Poor Relief much more economically, 
having all l'xponditur" equl11 to only 4~. 2d. per inhabitl1ut, or less than one-half of 
the amount Sp011t in Ettrick. But notwithstnllding the more restricted resources 
and groatl'r economy in Old Monkland, tho parish only receive:> grants amounting 
to 8d. per inhabitant, a sum which is only just over one-half of thu amount granted to 
Ettrick under the Lead of .. relief of rates" alone, and is left with a rate of I:l~d. in 
the £. 

E 3 
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• 
These detlsils are . summarised in t'he .followiD,g ,Table, in which the effect of ouI\ 

proposals is also shown :-
.. • • 

I 
• 

ASRe8snble EJl:pcnditure Prclent Position. .uture Poaitioo. 
.Popula- Value upnn Poor , 

(1900) Relief 

&'·1-- I 
Pariah. tion per Head (\899-1900) Amount Grants Gm.nt8 . 

of per Head of of Grants per Head £ of 
per Head Rate 111 

(1901). (OPUlalion Population (1899- of of ~ 
(1901). (1901).; 1900). Population. required GrADu. PopulatioD.' required. 

£ I. I. d. Il 8. d. 8. d. £ s. d. •• d. 
Ettrick (6elkirk) - . ~31 19 11 9 , 84 5 1 0 2t 15 011 0 Gi 
Old Monk111I1d (Lanark) • 53,2SB 4 15 4 2 1,670 0 8 0 8f 6,000 . 2 3 0 4t 

It will be seen that although the grants to Ettrick would be decreased to lId. per 
inhabitant by the Bcheme, and those to Old Monldand would be increased to 2,. 3d. 
per inhabitant, yet the rate in the £ left to be raised in the former parish would only 
be slightly in excess of that left to the latter, a rasult .which is due to the more 
expensive administration in Ettrick. In the interest of economy it is desirable that 
the ,burden of this expense should be felt by·the locality. 

In the following Table similar details are shown for two agricultural parishes whose 
expetiditure in proportion to their populati~n is nearly 'the same :-

Asse8$able Expenditure I Present Position. Future Position. 
Popula- Value uI)on Poor 

(1900) Relief 
Pariah. tion per Head (1899-1900) Amount Grants Rate in A I Gran .. Rate in of pcr Head of of Grants per Head mount II ad 

(1901). £ of per e £ Population I·opulation (1899- of of , (\901). (1901). , 1900). Population. required. Grant •. iPopulation. requIred. 

! -_. 
Il s. s. d. £ •• d. s. d. £ s. d. s. d. 

Glcnhueket (Aberdeen) - 403 4 9 7 7 41 2 0 1 3 76 3 11 o 10 

Sonthend (Argyll) - 732 11 6 8 1 136 3 9 0 4! 79 2 2 0 6} 

Southend, the richer parish, now obtains 38. 9d. per inhabitant from the grants aml, 
consequently, provides for its poor wiuh a rate of no more than 4!a. In the £. 
Glenbucket, the poorer pa.rish, rl3ceives only 28. per inhabit-ant and requires a rate 
of Is. 3d. in the £, or more than three times as much as Southend. Our propo~als 
would considerably reduce this inequality, for whilst the rate in Southend would 
become 6~d. in the £, that in Glenbucket would be reduced to IOd. . 

The. next Table gives the same details for an agricultural parish in Dumfries, 
and one of the prinCipal parishes in the Isle of Skye :-

I AsRessable Expenditure Prescnt Position. I Future PositioJL I 

Popula- Value upon Poor 
'(1900) Relief . 

Parish. tion pcr Head (i899-1900) Amount Grants Rate in Amount Granls 
Bate !o 

(1901). of per Head of of Grants per Head Il of per Head 
£ Population l>opulation (1899- of of 

(1901). (1901). lUOO). Population. required. Grants. Population. required. 

-
£ •. s .. d. £ s. d. s . d. £ 8. d. •• d. 

l'ortree (Inverllcss) . 2,'198 2 16 7 2 2;2 I 11 1 IOl 599 4 3 1 o~ 

Rutton, (Dumfries) . 6G3 11 10 7 8 I" 811 0 Si 66 s 0 0 5} , 

III these ca.ses the expenditure per inhabitant is again almost the same, each' parish 
spending a sum equal "to rather more than 78. per inhabitant. Hutton, the parish in 
Dumfries is, however, over four times better off in a~sessable value per inhabitant 
than l~ortree in Skye, but the grants per inhabitant are more than twice as much in 
Hutton as they are in POl·tree, tlIe rate in the £ in Portree being, under this system 
of distribution, more ·~han six times as great as it is in Hutton. 
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.j 
• Our proposals will eiec~ i considerable alteration in: th~lll' conoitions, alftl by givinO' 

f· t.h,e larger gr~nt per inhabitant, ~d the poortr parish, thera~ in the £ in that parish 
, Will th<l;D be little more than tWle,c thg amount of the rate In the wealthier parish. 

The proposoo ,grant to Por,tree. IS equal -to .31beut, ,60 per cent. of its expenditure 
upon POOL' rehef, ~nd we thmk It would. Qe ImpolitIC to go beyond that proportion 
in this case, although the rate in the £ left to the pariah is still rather high. 

Finally, we give a Table showing the corresponding figures for the five parishes in 
Scotland having a popUlation of over ·100,000. These are, of course, urban parishes 
und they would all appear to be econom.i&al in their expenditure, They at present 
receive very small grants in proportion to population, and would obtain more ample 
assistance under our proposals. In no case would the proposed grants leave a rate 
of as much as 7d. in' the £. 

-_ .. , "." ~ .. -'~'I~~'--------' .. "'-'.-

I 
Aflscll':J.ble Expenditure 

Value DJlon Poor 1----------, 
Present P(1fi1itioo. Future POlritiOD. 

l'nrillb. 
PopulnA (1900) lWlief 

tiOQ Iller HCl1d (IS99-1900) Amount Grnnlc; Rate iD AmouDt I Grants R te' _ I of per Head of of GraDts per }lend l)('f H~ad a In 
(190.). l'opulation l)opuilltion (1899- of ~ of (If .. I (1901). (I~OI). 1900). PopUlation. requlI'Cd. Grants. I Population, required. 

It. s, ' s. d. £. . , d •. d, £. s, d, ., d . 
Glallgow (Lllmlrk) 57J,M19 G 6 • 9 24,989 o 10 0 7! 62,552 2 2 u S 
Govan (I.o.uRrk) - - 331,443 5 8 4 I 11,472 0 8 0 7, 31,823 2 0 0 4t 
Ediuburgh (Ediuburgb) 303,594 8 • 4 7 13,9J8 011 0 5' 26,222 I 9 0 • , 
»ondce (]torfar) 163,619 5 '0 5 7 8,882 I I' o 10. 22,5J3 2 9 0 :t Aberdeen (Abc-rdt:cn .. ,I 153,.U7 • IG 811 5,3J2 0 8 0 8 16,461 2 2 0 

}(iocnrdille). 

---------.~ ._-- -.~-.-- .-.~ -------_. -- .. -- _. -'- . __ .-

So far as we have been able to ascertain, the total grant under these proposals would Total amouut. of 
work ont at about 528,000£" but it must be borne in mind when considering the Poor R"liefG":\Dt, 
proposals that so far as the valuation is concerned, we have only had at our disposal "~~~:f: ~r:~ the 
statistics relating to gross values. If, as we have suggested elsewhere,'" the net value ~doption of net

e 

of rateable properties should be made the basis for all local taxation, it is possible value lIS the bnsi. 
that. although the principles advocated would not be in any way affected, slight fo,' all rate,_ 
amendments might be raquired in the various figures which we have recommended 
for adoption, which would also to some extent affect the total amount of the grant, 
It is true that statistics relating to the net valuation of parishes under the Poor Law 
Act of 1845 already exist, but the methods upon which those valuations are constructed 
vary so considerably that tile results f01'm II very imperfect basis from which to draw 
important conclusions such as we have just indicate.!. 

The next grant to be considered jij that in nit:! of ex~enditure 011 Police. This In the distribution 
service is controlled by the County and Burgh Authorities, and tile inequalities in of tlie Polic~ . 
the resources and requirements of the rating areas are consequently much less extreme ~:;;D~:~81~"':Jt~on 
than in the case of Poor Relief. It is, therefore, possible to adhere more closely" !!' .. e.tor :;~t. 0 

to the plan 'l'l'e proposed for the distribution of the Police Grant in England, and th~n wit~ the 
it is also desirable to do 80, as the result of this plan has a more thoroughly equalising Poor Retief Grant. 
tendency than the modified scheme it has been necessary for us to adopt for the Poor 
Uelief Grant in Scotland. 

It will be remembered that the English Police G,~allt was to be distributed by Proposal, a1 .. eady 
giving to each authority the difference between the minimum expenditure, for which ~ad~:or. the r d, 
it was found that the service could be efficiently perforllled, and which wa3 taken at ~~!:;;.;:t~~Ii~ e 
18. 4d. per inhabitant, and - the pl:odnce of a standard rate of lid. in the £ upon Gr~n. 
the assessable value. In addition to this, a further sum, equal to one-half of the ' 
expenditure incurred in excess of the minimum, was to be distributed from the grant. 

The only modifications which we think necessary in the application of this arrange- EachPolioeAuthority 
ment to the Scottish Police Grant, are that the minimulD expenditure should be :!:l~u(:';Vt~: graut 
taken at lB. 2.l. per illhabitant, lind the standard rate at 1d. in the £. These d;8'erence botweenlho 

changrs may be justifiod on various grounds, but chiefly because the average cosb of k';:'~i:n~f':'~ ~i.r.' 
the Scottish Police is lower than that of the :English forces, and because the assessablo rate upon the ....... 

valuo, which we propose to adopt in Scotland, represents 1\ greater pl'Oportion of the :~: bJ~u:i i.'.d.~~.u_ 
fllll valuation than the assessable value adopWd fo], England. dim .. above h, Sd, 
___ ~. __ ~._ per inhabitant. 

• See p. 18. 
E4 
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Our pl'o~osal i~. th~refore; that the grant to eaoh Police Authorll;y sflo~la be' a' fixe( 
sum cousisttng of :- ' • 

(1.) Thil difference between the minimnJll' expendi-tUircl, i.e .. the produce of Is. 2d 
pAr inhabitant, and the produce of 1\ 1 .... rat.e <on the as~essable value, aud 

(2.) One-half of the expenditure in excess ~f Is. 2d. per inhabitant. 

The reElult of this scheme would be that the Police .A uthOl'ltles which conlin! 
their exnenditure to the minimum' would never need more taan a Id. rate; whil! 
the burden of expenditure beyond that limit would be assisted liberally, bllt as thl 
!?1'ant would be a fixed sum, a stimulus to economy would still be retained. Moreover 
thoTough effect would be given to the fundamental principles of ability and necessity, 

The following calculation of the grant to tho County of Lanark will serve as al 
oxample:-

The population of the police area of Lanark is 365,477, and the mlDllnum 
expendit,uro at Is. 2d. per inhabitant is. therefore - _ _ 

Its assessable value id 1,745,0931., and a Id. rate wonld, therefoTo, produce-

The first part of the grant is, therefore .• 

The net expenditure of the police authority is 32,466l., which is in 
excess of the minimum expenditure (21,319l.) by 

One-half of the excess, which forms the second part of the grant is, 
therefore . 

And adding the first part, viz, 

The total grant would be 

£ 

21.3H 
7.271 

14,04E 

11,147 

5.574 
14,048 

19,622 

The Police Authority of the County of Lana.rk would thus receive a grant equal 
to 60'4; per cent. of its expenditure, and would require a rate of l!d. in the £ for 
police purposes; 

From the following Ta.ble the full effect of the scheme will be seen at a glance. 
So far as we have been able to ascertain, the I3xpenditure of the various Police 
Authorities is everywhere within the limits of this Table, and in no case does .the 
assessable value per inhabitant of the police areas exceed 10l. 

Expenditure per Inhabitant. 

- ·-:~~:~-'r-:-:d~'-··I··-~~:'~~~·-

... {Grant per inha.bitant - - - . Il·5d. Is,7·5d. 2&.7·5d. .. £210., Proportion of p,xpenditure met by grant - .. 82'1% 65% 5S'3% S Rate in £ requir!:!d to meet remainuer of expenditure- l·Od. 4'2d. 9'Od, :a 
" '" {Grant per inhabitant • • - • 9·Od. is, ';·Od. 2., 5·Od. " .... 

£5 Proportion of expenditure met by grant - • 64'3% S6oj% 53'7% .. 
'" Rate in .£ required to meet remainder or expenditure- l·ad. 2·6d. 5·Od. '" '" ~ {Grant per inhabitant • • • - 6·5d. is, 2' 5d. 2 •• 2··5d. .. £710 •. PropOl'tion of expenditure met by grant • . 46'4°/. 4S'3°io 49'11,0 .. 

. :;; . Rllte in £ -required 1.0 meet remainder of expenditure- l·Od. 2·ld . g'7 . .. 
~ 
~ 

{Grant por inhabitant - • • . 4'Od, is.O·Od. 2 •. 0·Od . .. 
~ 

28'6% 44'4% ~ £10 Proportion of expenditure met by gran t - . 40'0% -< 
RI1.tc in £ required to meet rewainder or expenditure. l·Od. I·Sd. g·Od. 

-

Total amount of .As the average net expenditure upon pOlice throughout the whole of Scotland 
Police Grant. appears to be rather less than 2s. 6d. per inhabitant, and the average assessable 

value por inhabitant about 51. 18s., it will be seen from this Table that the grant 

• See footnote· on p. 114. 
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would av~rage about ii. 4ft, per-in1!.~bitsnt, OF 290,0001. in alL \ In the event, however, 
of ~he adoption of the ~et Y!'-lueas 'th~, bas~s for all_rates, all these figures would be 
SUbJ80t to the same quahficatiQns we made wIth regard,to the Poor Relief Grant. 

, --
A grant towarq,s the pr~vidion of asylQm acco~modation for pauper lunatics r80eives The distribution 

support both frq,m the English Lunacy Commissioners and the General Board of of the Lunatic 
Lunacy for Scotland. The distribution of such a grant in Scotland upon the AS~~l1n;~ Gr"';t 
prin<:iples of .. ~bility ", ,anc:l .. Decessit,Y " ,offers some slight difficulty chiefly owing ~:bil~tyl~":,,~ 
to the fact that 1n certam· cases the' District Lunacy Boards do not provide asylum "necessitv" offen 
accommodation themselves, but merely arrange for the accommodation of the patients some difficulties. 
from their districts in Royal Asylums which are more or less of a private character. 
In these cases the charge for the support of the. patients is paid direct to tne 
Governors of' the Royal Asylums by the Parish, Councils, and in'cludes the cost of 
both accommodation and maintenance. 

In order not only to meet this d~fficu1ty" bu~ al~o to ~ake further provision in the But tb ... may be 
cases referred to for the more eqUitable dlstnbutlOn or the burden Imposed by this removed by All 

semce, we are of opinion tbat tbe system of defraying the cost of asylum accommo- a~e~dment of tbe 
dation in Lunacy Districts which do not possess asylums of their own should be ::;::::: :bstemst°f 
assimilated, so far as possible, to tbe system in force in Distriots which have such of ... ylllm :"''';;m
asylums. With this object provision sho1;lld be ma:de for setting out the cost of ~od~tion in certain 
accommodation apart from the cost of malDtenance lD all contracts made between dIStrIct., 
District Lunacy Boards and the Governors of Royal Asylums with regard to the 
support of pauper patients. The charges in respeot of acoommodation should then be 
made payable by the Distrir.t Lunacy Board who would obtain the necessary funds 
from the County and :Burgh Authorities asiu the case of those Boards which provide 
asylum accommodation themselves; whilst the cost of maintenance would continue to 
be oharged direot to the parishes from which the patients are sent. 

If this were dQne, the charges for the accommodation of pauper patients in Royal 
Asylums would be spread over much larger areas than at present, and the asylums 
grant could be paid to the County and Burgh Authorities to be applied towards 
meeting the precepts of the District Lunacy Boards. In the case of Parochial Asylums 
the grant would be paid to the Parish Councils concerned. 

For the distribution of the total grant we make precisely the same recommendations How 'the grant 
as we did for Engla.nd, viz., that each County, Burgh, or Parish Council should receive to .ach allthority 
8 fixE'd sum equal to the difference between the produce of a td. ra.te upon its assessable ~~Ol1l!::r b. 
value and the produce of 6d. per inha.hita.nt. c. cu • 

With a few and unimportant exceptions all publio highways are cOlltrolled either by Grant for Main 
tbe County or the Burgh Authorities. no distinction being ma.de between main roads R?"'!s, A Com
and roads of a more 1001101 character. It would, therefore, be necessary, before ::: .,;,~ .. ~ 
attempting the distribution of a grant in aid of the maintena.nce of main roads. to are m.r:~~. I 
determine the roads which should be so classed, and for this purpose we t.hink that a 
small expert Commission, similar to that which we suggested for England, should also 
be appointed in Sootland. The oonsideration of the distribution of the grant might 
well await the result of this inquiry, but we would suggest that no plan should 
be ftnally adopted which does not take adequately into consideration the ability 
of the districts liable to provide the balanoe of the expenditure. 

The total grant suggested for this service is 140,OOOZ., or about one-seventh of the Total am~un' of 
corresponding grant suggested for England and W!Ues, and it would supersede not grant. 
only the grant of 35,0001. now made towards the cost of roads, but also tbat of 
10,0001. contributed to the County Councils in the Highlands and Islands of Scotland, 
and whioh is chiefly applied to the same purpose. Espeoially, we think, should the 
extreme poverty of these counties be taken into consideration in the scheme of 
distribution. 

The proposed ~ant of 19,000/. in aid of Sanitary Inspection should be distributed· Grant for Sanitary 
as at present, VIZ., in proportion to expenditure upon approved salaries of medical In_pectio ... 
officers and sanitary inspectors and their travelling expenses. The sunl named 
represents about one-half of the present expenditure. and, as with the other grants, 
both the total amount and the amount payable to each authority shonld be fixed 
BUms. 

I 8860l1. 11' 
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42. ROYAL COMMISSION ON LOCAL TAXATION:' . . . -- - -;;" .~ ~ . 
We now come to the Education GTants passing through the LQcal 'I:axatlon Account. 

There are at present threll' grants in aid of Secondary, Technical, and Agricultural 
Education. and in 1900 a Bill was introduced into Parliament for the purpose of 
bringing them all into one common. fund. "Local Higher Education Committees" 
were to be formed and the grante were to. be administered in accordance with the 
provisions of the Bill partly by thofle ComlDlttees a.nd partly by the:- Scotch Education 
Department. Some such arrangement as thifl seems highly desirable for the adminis
tration of the increased and fixed sum of 200,~l. which we now propose should be 
granted in aid of higher education. The Scotch Education Department would, by this 
means, be able to ensure the distribution of the money on more equitable prinoiples 
and to procure the best results. 

As regards primary education, we do not desire to suggest any alteration in the 
amount or distribution of the main Educational Grants paid out of the Parliamentary 
Y ote. 'I'he portion of the Agricultural Grant which goes in aid of school rates 
would of course disappear, but the agricultural occupier would continue to be rated 
at three·eighths of the net annual value of his lands and heritages as under the 
Agricultural Rates Act. Under these circumstances it will evidently. be necessary 
to amend the system of grants to Necessitous School Boards under section 67 of the 
Education Act of 1872 and section 1 of the Education Act of 1897,* by substituting 
assessable value (as defined on pp. 32-3) for rateable value as the measure of ability for 
the purpose of those grants. This would at once prevent any serious burden being 
thrown on the agricultural districts by our proposals. But, with a view to relieve 
further all heavily rated districts, urban and rural alike, we also recommend (as was 
suggested for England) that the 4d. step in the sliding scale under the Act of 1897 
should be increased to 5d. And further. we think that it would be opportune to 
extend to Scotland another small privilege which was given in 1890 to schools in 
thinly populated districts in England. 

The greater comparative burden involved by the maintenance of small schools 
among a widely scattered population has been already recognised in 1876, when 
grants were instituted both in England and Scotland OIl. the following scale :-

£ 
For each school where the population within two miles does not exceed 200 15 
For each school where the popUlation within two miles exceeds 200, but 

does not exceed 300 ,-. - 10 
In England a further grant of 10l. (in addition to the above) was given in 18\)0 

to every school where the population within two miles does not exceed 500. This 
provision was not at the time extended to Scotland, but we recommend that it should 
now be so extended, and we are satisfied that this measure will meet a real ditIicnlty. 
As with the original grants, the additional amounts required for these purposes should 
be charged on the Votes. 

The principal grant to make good the abolition of school fees, amounting to 108. 
per scholar, is also charged upon the votes, and the two sums paid from the Local 
'faxation Account for the' same object enable the Voted Grant to be increased to 
about 128. pB'l' scholar. One of those sums varies from .year to year, principally on 
account of the varyillg yield of the Death Duties and Local Taxation Licences, and 
in 1897 the Government undertook to maintain the combined Grants from the Votes 
and the Local 1.'axation Account at an amount sutIicient to permit of a total grant 
of 128. per scholar, by means, if necessary, of a Supplementary Parliamentary Vote. 
In 189~-1900 and I~00-1, however, the amount available from the Local1.'axation 
Account was more than sufficient to meet the extra payment of 28. per scholar. We 
are of opinion that .the amount payable from the Local Taxation Account should 
consist of a fixed Bum of 65,OOOl. per annum, and that the arrangement made in 1897 
for the maintenance of the grant at 128. per scholar should be continued. 

It will now have been seen that our proposals involve the re-arrangement of the 
more important grants at present passing through the Local Taxation Account. 
Those grants differ from their English equivalents in some respects. the chief 

• Section 67 of the Education Act of 1872 provides that where a rate of 3d. in the .£ on the rateable valne 
of a pariah or burgh is levied and d08l not produce 7 •. 6d. per child io average attendance, a graot equal te the 
diflerenee is made from the Parliamentary Vote; and s.ction 1 of the Act of 1897 iocreasos the 7 •. 6d. per 
child by 4d per child (up to a maximum of 16s. 6d. per child) for each Id. i!! the .£ by which the rate actually 
levie!\ exeeed& 3d. 
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distinction being that they are charged direct upon me Local Taxation Account; 
without the interposition of anything like the English County Exchequer Contribution 
Accounts. As in England, however, their principal object was improvement in the 
administration of national services, and it is norioubt true that, to a certain extent, 
that object bas been attained. Moreover, tbe Highlands and Islands Grant, the 
metbod upon which it was distributed during the first two years of its existence,* 
and tbe grant to the Congested Districts Board bear witness that at any rate one 
principle to which we attacb. importance, viz., the adjustment of tbe burden to the 
ability of localities, has received more rt!t:ognition in Scotland than upon the otber 
side of tbe border. . 

Under these circumstances it is somewhat anomalous that at least three of the Objections 10 
present grants are still dist~huted, wholly or in part, in direct proportion to valuation. ",,~e. of th. 
This system undoubtedly results in the granting of greater relief to wealtby districts eXlstIDI! grants. 
than to poorer districts, and we trust that it will not again be adopted in. any 
amendment or extension of the grants. Moreover, tbe tbree grants referred to are 
not appropriated to any specific purpose, and may consequently be applied to services 
which are not in any sense of n national character. Weare strongly of opinion that 
this form of assistance to the rates should cease, and that the Imperial aid should bil 
strictly ear-marked to National Services. These grants were objected to on bebalf of 
the County Councils Association by Mr. Renshaw,t anrl Mr. Patten MacDougall, a 
member of the Local Government Board for Scotland, expressed the opinion that 
they do not tend to the beRt administration.t 

We believe that the redistribution of the Imperial Subventions upon the lines we Advantage. n£ 
have indicated, even apart from what appears to us its manifeBt fairness,' would our propoBBlo. 
have far-reaching results upon the economic conllition of the poorer localities, and 
would especially be a more effective and less costly means of securing the best forms 
of administration, than the present method of giving various grants for particular 
branohes of the grAat National Services. 

To confine the grants to certain unvarying items of expenditure is apt to tie the Objection. to 
hands of the Central Authority, and to prevent the necessary elasticity in administration ,"'reotypiog ~e 
which natural variations in the circumstances of different districts and periodical ~r&nts r certai,;; 
changes in public opinion demand. Nor is this the only objection which can be urged ~::.s 0 expen • 
against such grants, for, in enforcing any improvements which involve expenditure, 
no matter how essential those improvements may be, the Central Authority is bound 
to meet with greater opposition in poor districts than in wealthier districts, and that 
opposition, although it may be reduced by pB'I' capita grants, or grants in proportion 
to expenditure, will not be entirely removed until both districts are placed upon an 
equal footing', and the burden of the expenditure is, so far as possible, equalised. 

We have much evidence in support of this view. One of the largest grants ]lOW given The exioting • 
is that towards the maintenance of pauper lunatics, which is distributed in proportion ~:~unatJrs 
to the expenditure on maintenance, not exceeding 88. per lunatic per week. N otwith- equaIL....t t~:1 
standing this grant, the General Board of Lunacy for Scotland inform us that, " The bu~den of pauper 

." burden of pauper lunacy falls very unequally upon the various counties of Scotland, lun~y,. &ad 
.. the reason being that while asylum treatment is of the same kind, and equally whilst It h'f 
.. expensive to all, the assessable rental upon which the burden f.all~ varies greatly"; in~~! 
and again that .. even with the Government contribution now given, the present number of 88ylum 
.. burden of maintaining the insane poor in asylums bears much more heavily on many p~ti • ."ts i!, BOm~ 
.. of the poorer districts than the burden which was borne bv the wealthier districts dio:n~to, If. ~I"; 
.. before the Government grant in-aid was first given."· These statements are =~co~~: BOYlnm 
sUPP.Orted by a oomparison of the burden actually falling upon certain counties,§ and treatmenl in the 
similar figures were also furnished by the Local Government Board for Scotland. II poorer distriets. 
Moreover, whilst the Board state that, generally speaking. the grant has caused 
an unnecessary acoumulation of inmates in asylums, and .. the relief to local rates 
.. has in this way proved to be by no means commensurate wit.h the amount of the 

-------~~~-

.. This method will be found on pago 75 n£ the EIl~lisb Report. It consisted in gi .iug grants of .pecified 
amounUJ per inhabitant 10 each parish. the amounts bemg higher in parishes with a low valuation per inhabitan:G 
than in th""" where the valuation per inhabitant was higb. 

t Rensbaw, 14.363-4; and llemo .• p"". 83-5 (Vol. IlI., p. 1(1). 
PatteD Ma~Doug.lI, 1~,1l7, 18,077, &c.; IUId Memo., par. 14 (Vol. III. p. 286). 

§ S." Vol. IV. of Minute. n£ Evidence, p. 192, pu:. 33; and p. 197, pu:. 16. 
\I See Vol. Ill. of MinuteB n£ Evidence, pp. 300 to 304. 
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.. grant, if, indeed, it has actually rehaved the rates a' all";" yilt they add that the 
heavy burden entailed by ~he maintenance ;)f the insane in the poorer districts .. has 
.. stood in the way of the removal of patients to asylums in cases where that mode 
.. of care was called for in the patients' interests."· 

And lastly, it is argued by the Board that, " If it be admitted that all the insane 
u poor who require lisylum treatment, whether in their own interests or in those of the 
" public, are entitled to such treatment . . . it would further that end if special 
.. consideration. we~e given to those !iistri?ts on which ~he burden of maintaining 
.. pauper lunatics ill asylums falls so heaVIly as to constitute a bar to that mode .of 
.. cal'e in cases calling for it."t . . 

Opinion of Mr. W. We may also refer to the Report made by Mr. W. Penney, General Superintendent 
Penney, General of Poor for the Northern Highland District,! to the Local Government Board for 
Superintendent of Scotland in June 1900.§ In that Report the following ·passage occurs :_U Another Poor, 88 to 
deeirability .. point which has long caused anxiety is the unequal pressure of the Poor Rate 
aDd possibility .. assessment. Tht' miserably poor parish of Walls. in Shetland, has to pay nearly 
of equalising the .. 128. in the. pound as a Poor Rate, while many much wealthier parishes escape 
Poor Rate. 

Increased powers 
of control should 
be given to the 
Government 
Departments 
concerned in the 
administration of 
the sen Ices 
assisted 

An eJlicient audit 
eystem should b,e 
eotablished for oll 
local accounts. 

• 

U with less than half the number of pence. The poorer a parish is the more it suffers 
.. in this respect, with the inevitable result that the able-bodied men are driven from 
.. it to work in ~ess heavily-taxed districts, only returning when health and etrength 
.. alike fail. 

" I hope it may yet be found possible to impose an equal Poor Rate on all parishes; 
.. the poorer would be greatly relieved, and the wealthier would not feel it. It 
" ought not to be • beyond the wit of man' so to regulate the expenditure in eacb 
.. parish, and by each Parish Council, as to prevent the anticipated prodigality whicb J 
" is, I understand, at present the chief objection to the scheme." .~ , 

It would, of course, be necessary under our proposals to place in the hands of the j 
Central Authority additional powers with regard to the regulation and superintendence 
of the National Services. The checks already exercised are, no doubt, considerable, 
but, in order that the altered form of some of the grants might not withdraw the 
pecuniary inducement to the best forms of administration, we suggest that the Central 
Authority should be invested with the power of withholding the whole or a proportion 
of the grant to any Local Authority in the event of non·compliance with such regula
tions as might be framed. The payment of a fixed proportion of the grant might, for 
instance, be made conditional upon the proper treatment of those classes of paupers 
for whom it is desirable, and sometimes essential, that special accommodation should 
be provided. Further than this it is unnecessary for us to go. . The various Depart
ments concerned, and the competent officers at their command, are well acquainted 
with the conditions nnder which these National Services are administered and with the 
best methods to be foHowed, and there is no doubt that, if the burden were equalist>d, 
they would be in a better position to lay down and enforce uniformly such regula
tions as would produce a considerable and permanent improvemen~ in administration. 

And lastly, as a further safeguard, we would recommend the establishment of an 
efficient audit system, where it does not exist, for the accounts of all Local Authorities 
in aid of whose expenditure Imperial grants would be given. The accounts of County 
and Parish Councils are already subject to audit under the Looal Government Acts 
of 1888 and 1894. Those of District Lunacy Boards are still, we understand, not 
brought under the audit provisions of those Acts, and we think that the extension 
of the system to the accounts of these bodies would be advantageous. 

By the Town Councils (Scotland) Act of 1900, the Secretary for Scotland, as in 
the case of County and Parish Councils, was empow~red to appoint Auditors of Burgh 
accounts. The question seems to arise whether the time may not be approachill~ when 
the system of audit by Government Auditors giving their whole time to their official 
duties, as in England and Ireland, should be applied to Scotland . 

• Se. Vol. IV., p. 192, par. 35.· 
1 See Vol. IV. of lI!.inntes of Evidence, p. 192, par, 33; and p. 197, par. 16. 
t Mr. Penney has sinee been tranafemod to the Southern Highla.nd District. 
§ S .. ~ixth Annual Report of Local Government Board for Scotl .... d (Cd. 701), p. 15. 
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II.-THE VALUATION OF RAILWAYS ANP CORPORATION WATERWORKS. 

Whilst we concur in the opinion expressed by our colleagues as to the desirability 
of allocating the total valuation of Scottish railways between the various rating 
areas upon th~ hasis of ~rain mileage! w~ .desit'e to make some further l'ecommend~tions 
upon the subject of railway valuatIon, and also to suggest some amendments In the 
present syotem of valuing waterworks owned by Corporations. 

(a. )-Ra.ilways. 

It has been brought to our notice that there is a difficulty in determining whether There .nould be 
some subjects belonging til or leased by a rail way com pany really form part of its a statutory deft
undertaking, and, in consequence, some doubt arises as to whether they should be nition of t~e term 
included in the Railway Assessor's Valuation Roll, or in those of the Local Assessors. : uoc:~k~g" 
There llave been numerous judicial decisions upon the question, but, so far from v..i:ati;~ Ac~. 
establishing a clear and intelligible rule, they have created many anomalies, and still 
leave room for doubt in certain cases. The question was considered by the Select Com-
mittlles upon Valuation of 1865 and 1890, and both Committees were of opinion that 
the term " undertaking" should be defined by Parliament. We cordially agrell with 
them, and would recommend that the definition should be upon the lines suggested 
by Mr. Munro. That suggestion, which received the support of the Committee of 1890, 
is as follows:- . 

" The word 'undertaking' used in the Act 17 & 18 Vict. c. 91, and Acts amending 
.. the same, in relation to the valuation of railways and canals in Scotland, shall mean 
.. all lunds and heritages belonging to, or leased by, each railway or canal company, 
.. including the permanent way as defined by section 2 of the Valuation Act, 30 & 31 Vict. 
II c. 80, canals, ferries and all erections used a& stations, offices, waiting-rooms, hotels, 
.. platforms, loading banks, sheds, stores, stables, workshops, gasworks, wharves, 
.. dooks, basins, dep6ts, railway sidings, and all other houses, erections, works and 
" places of businE'ss used for the traffic purposes of such company, or in conntlction 
" with the management, working. or maintenance of the railway or canal, or any 
.. part thereof, and all lands, buildings, privileges, and others within, or adjoining 
.. to, or abutting upon any of the works herein-before mentioned, let to or used by or 
.. for the convenience of persons using the railway or canal, including such erections 
.. as may be placed thereon by oocupiers; the following subjects amongst others being 
II held to come under this interpretation, namely, hotels sanctioned by statute as 
.. station hotels, refreshment rooms, bookstalls, cab-stands, advertising spaces, dep6t 
.. ground, warehouses, stores, sheds, offices, stables, and the slopes and banks of canals 
.. or railways; but declaring that the said word' undertaking' shall not include any 
" dwelling-house or garden, or other accommodation occupied in connection there
" with, nor shall it include offices or places of business leased and occupied by railway 
.. or canal companies, as separate subjects, and used AS booking or goods or parcel 
" l'eceiving offices, or us stables, or for ·any like purpose, wheTe such are not situated 
.. within or adjoining to the under laking as herein-before defined." 

The deductions made from the gross revenue are, as is shown on page 20, grouped The leoanto' 
under two JUain heads, viz., working expenses and tenants' allowances. working ,took ••• 

In the calculation of the more important of the ttlnants' allowances, i.II., those for pIa::' .~ould.:. 
the tenants' working stock and plant. there are two distinct operations, the ascertsin- :Uy ne S::~e.~ 
ment of the value of the stock and plant, and the· applioation thereto of various am";dmeot in ! 

percentages, each representing certain returns which the tenant would expect from his J.resen~ '."ethod 01 
capital invested in that stock and plant. ce.rtainlDg .vaIu~ 

for mtermedlate 
There has been only one valuation of the oompanies' stocks since the Aot of 1854 y ....... 

was passed, and we think not only that a revaluation is urgently needeu, but also that 
it should be repeated periodically, say every 10 years. For the intervening years, we 
would also suggest some amendments in the present system of estimating the valuation 
of the companies' stocks. The hypothetical tenant is at present allowed a deduction 
of l.i per cent. from the value of his stock for depreoiation. Whilst expressing no 
opinion as to the amouut of the peroentage, we do not think, for reasons which we 

Fa 
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will explain later on, that this allowance should be discontinued, but it seems to us 
illogical that a corresponding reduction should not be made year by year in the 
e!timat~d value of the stock. If, in the COUTse of a year the depreciatiolJ in respect of 
a wagon worth 100l. amounts to 5Z., and jf that 5Z. is allowpd to the tenant as a 
deduction, it is clear that the value of that wagon is, and should be taken to be, only 
951. next year. We accordingly suggest that, in etltimating the value of the tenant's 
stock in the. intermediate years, the value for the prec.eding year should be firs~ of 
all reduced by the same amount that is allowed as a deduction for depreciation. It if 
true that an attempt is now made to take the depreciation into account by adding t<J 
the preceding year's valuation not the entire expenditure upon additional stock bUl 
only 75 per cent. of that expenditure. We thlnk, however, that this method is too 
crude, for we fail to see why the other 25 per cent. of the expenditure upon additional 
'stock should necessarily be equivalent to the depreciatioIJ ooourring in the previously 
existing stock,* and, moreover, such expenditure may and does vary from year to yeal 
to a considerable extent, and the proportion it bears to the value of the previously 
existing stock varies between one company and another. If, however, the valuation 
should be first of all reduced in the manner suggested, it would follow that the full 
cost of additional stock should be added each year instead of merely 75 per cent. of it. 

A deduction for With regard to the deductions from the gross revenue, it is frequ~ntly contended 
depreciation that, imder the preselJt system, the depreciation of the tenants' working stock and 
should be con· plant is allowed for twice over, once under the head of tenants' allowance~, and 
tinned, but that f. , 
for expenditure again in the name 0 "repaIrs and renewals,' the whole expenditure upon which is 
upon renewals included in the working expensest; loud in support of this contention it is argued that, 
""ould cease, and owing to the invariable practice of renewing worn-out stock by other stock of greater 
,be ,,:,~=nf that working capacity, more costly, and wi~h all the latest impro~e.ments, th~ repairs and 
:h!':td be added renewals leave the stock, aH a whole, 1U a more valuable conditIOn than It was before. 
to the value of the Whilst we admit that thera is some force in this argument, we do not think that' the 
tenants' stock. proper way of correcting the anomaly is to withdraw the allowance for depreciation. 

ne deductiOl! for 
Dccupiers' income 
tax ahould """"". 

;ummary nf pro
I08als with regald 
° deduction .. 
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No amount of repairing alone will arrest the depreciation which is taking place, and 
. although the practice in regard to renewals may have that effect, we think it would 
be more in accordance with t,he general principles of railway valuation if expenditure 
upon renewals were treated in the same way as expenditure upon additional stock, 
and added to the preceding year's valuation of the tenants' working stock and plant,! 
The deduction for renewals under the head of working expenses would then, of couroo, 
cease, whilst that for repairs would be continued as at present. 

There is but one other deduction to which we would refer, and that is, occupiers' 
income tax, which is allowed for under the head of working expenses, and is calcu
lated at the current rate per £ of the income tax on the amount of the tenants' 
allowances for profits, interest, and depreciation for the previous year. We do not 
think tha~ this is a proper subject of deduction. If there is any argument in support 
of it, it is merely that the percentages allowed for trade profits, interest, and depre
ciation are insufficient, and if this is the case, those percentages should be increased; 
but if not, the deduction should be withdrawn. 

Our proposals with regard to the deductions are, therefore, briefly as follows§ :
(1.) A periodical revaluation of the working stock and plant. 
(2.) In estimating the value of the working stock and plant in intermediate years, 

take the figure for the preceding year, and-
(a) reduce it by the same amount that is allowed as a deduction for 

depreciation; 
(b) add the whole expenditure upon additional stock, instead of only 

75 pei cent. of that expenditure as at present; 
(c) add the expenditure upon renewals . 

• It appesrsth.t the deduction for depreciation of working stock and plant allowed to tbe Caledonian 
Railway Oompany in tbo valuation for 1901-2 amounted to 251,131l., whilst 25 per cent. of the expenditure 

• upon additional working stock and plant only .. mounted to about 107,0001. Tbe correepondiug figures f('r the 
Nortb British Railway for the ssme year were 255,9331. and 50,0001. respectively. 

t The expenditure upon "repairs and renewals" includes the cost of replacing each worn-out coach, 
wagon, &C. by .. new one, but does not include the cost of additional coacbes, wagons, &c. 

t If, as is generally agreed, the effect of the expenditure upon renewals is not only to arrest depreciation 
but also to improve the value of the stock, it will reBdily be seen that under no circumstances ""oDld the 
actua1 amount allowed for depreciation exceed the av~ annUAl amount expended upon renewal .. 

§ If, as we bave suggested elsewhere, the net value should be adopted for all rates, we would, for the ... ke 
ofuniformity,furth .. suggest tbat the whole coot of maintainiug tbe permanent way .bould be deducted .. fter 
tbe grot!8 .... Iue has been fixed, I\Ild not, as at present, ODe-half ""fore IU\d one-half afterwards. 
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(3.) Continue the deduction for repairs under, 'jVorking e:x.'}1eDJ!es, but discontixaue 
that for renewals. . 

(4.) Discontinue the deduction for occupiers' inc6me tax. 

We do not propose to discuss the various percentages which now determine the TheactuaIamOllD1 
amount of the tenants' allowances. Those percentages are purely hypothetical figur~B, of theopercentag ... 
highly debatable at all times, and liable to hecome inequitable with each change in ~:~ s~o~d:: 
commercial prosperity or depression. In order, therefore, that these changes may be Railw~~Oo.!mi&-e 
adequately considered, we suggest that the Railway Commis~ion or t~e Court of Session Blon or .tha Conrt 
should be given the power to vary the pancentages as occasIOn reqUIres. of 8.881on. 

On the question of the valuation of the ~tations, &c. Mr. J ackaon, the Assessor of Stations should ha 
Railways and Ca~als, has drawn our attentlOn.to the. fact that t~e total valuation of valued at not I .... 
the Highland RaIlway for the year 1901-2 was lUsuffiClent to prOVIde for the statutory than 3th~r een~tal 

. tal f th ti· & d h . upon air capl 5 per cent. on the capl value 0 e sta ons, c., an t at lU consequence no valua bat the 
annual value could be assigned to the lines themselves. Such a result appears to us perce~tage should 
to be very inequitable, and was probably not contemplated when the allowance to vary ahove t~al 
the stations was increased from 3, per cent. to 5 per cent. upon their value in 1867. fitogu

th
", lICCOal rdiDf~th 

. f h ta' h _ .... f th l' . I I' e v ne 0 e The profitable occupatIOn ~ t e s tIona as s1!c ap ...... rO,m e lUes II! c ear y Imp.os- lioeper or.ln mile. 
sible, anti whatever fluctuatIOns there may be In the valuatlon of the whole undertaking 
should, we t,hink, be shared to some extent by both. At the same time we consider 
that, as the stations usually occupy important positions, they should, at least as regards 
the portion of the value attributable to their sites, be assessed at no less a Bum than 
the adjacent properties. 

We accordingly suggest that from the total valuation of each undertaking there 
should be allotted to the stations, &c., a minimum sum equal to. 3 per cent. upon their 
capital value, so long as the total valuation is sufficient for that pnrpose; and that 
the percentage should vary above that minimum with the resulting valuation of the 
line per train mile run. 

(b.) Corporation Waterworks. 

Though there are still in Scotland a few private ondertakings for the -supply of Exceptional 
water, the waterworks for most of the larger burghs are now owned by the Corpora- circumstance".,o 
tiona, and the valuation of the latter presents numerous difficulties which do not arise b. conoida!ed If 
in the case of the fornler. First, the Statutes under which the waterworka have been g'e VB:~:~~n 0 
acquired or constructed usually prohibit the Corporations from making a profit; that w~~r.lVork •. 
is to say, the water rates levied by the Corporations must as nearly as possible eq\lal 
the am0unt required to defray the working expenses and the debt charge in con-
neotion with the undertakings. Secondly, the debt charge, which thus has to be 
defrayed out of the rates, includes not only the interest on outstanding debt but also 
the sums which the Corporations are under a statutory obligation to set aside in order 
to ]layoff, within a prescribed period, the capital borrowed in connection with the 
undertakings. And, lastly, when the Corporations undertook the provision of the 
water supply, they first of all lUvariably acquired the private undertakings then in 
existenoe, though those undertakings have since been enlarged or replaced by other 
works. Moreover, the payment to the shareholders of the private undertakings usually 
took. the form of annuities, and when these annuities are not perpetual (as, however, 
they frequently are), the sums required for their redemption are also obtained from 
the water rate. 

Under these circum~ta1'J.ces the valuation of Corporation waterworks is now made Exiscing method 
up by deduoting from the gross reoeipts from each undertaking ;- of :valuing Corpo-

1. The whole of the working charges. ration wa ....... 
2. Five per cent. for interest upon floating capital, the amount of such capital work •. 

being estimated at one-half of the working charges. 
3. Seven·aud·a-half per cent. for interest, depreciation and risks on value of meters 

and plant. 
The total valuation so arrived at is distributed between the various areas in which' 

the undertll:king is situated, in proportion to the structural value of the works in each. 

As these undertakings are prohibited from making a profit, it is, prima fade, some- 'rha qUeotiOD of 
who t anomalous that they should be valued upon what is called the profits principle. trade profit. in 
It may he pointed out that the effect of this prohibition is simply to leave in the relatio~ to the 
pockets of the ratepayers the profits that might otherwise be mllode, and that one valoa'" • .., 
necessary modification in the application of the principle required on this ground is the ' 

F. 
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disallOWlloncE' of any dlduction from the gross receipts "for trade profits. a restriotion 
whioh the Court has already imposed. It is, however, interesting to observe that, 
under these circnmstanoes, the re'sulting valuation of these nndertakings differs in one 
important respeot from the, valuation of those (whether waterworks, railways, or any 
other properties) of oommercial oompanies, whioh are valued upon the same prinoiple, 
and which do produce a profit. In the latter oase, as the allowance for trade profits 
is a fixed amount, the fluctuations in the prosperity or depression of the undertakings 
are thrown into the valuation of the rateable portion of it; whereas in the case of 
Corporation waterworks, the revenues from which oontain no profits, the valuation of 
the rateable portions is not liable to fluotuations from those causes. 

Apart from this question, however, it appears to us that the present system of 
making the gross revenues the starting point is open to considerable objection, in so 
far that, on the one hand, they contain sums raised for tha extinction of debt, and on 
the other hand they d~ not oontain interest upo.n debt which ha~ been already repaid. 

We regard the portIOn of the water rates ralBed for and applied to the extinotion of 
debt, whether incurred in rpspect of the ,existing works or of works now abandoned, 
as practioally analogous to sums applied by the owners of a private undertaking to the 
redemption of a mortgage on their property, and it is as illogical to assume that they 
enhance the value of the waterworks as it would be to maintain that the owners of the 
private undertakings could, in the face of competition, raise the price of their products 
1U order to provide the sums required for the redemption of the mortgage. In other 
wordR this part of the water rates is raised for the aoqwiBition of the undertaking 
and, being quite distinct from the part raised by the Corporation as trader or tenant, 
should not be included in the revenues from which the valuation is deduced. But, 00 
the other hand, we think that the additional amount which would have been raised to 
meet the interest on the debt, had no part of it been repaid, should be added to those 
revenues. The application of the sinking fund is merely converting the Corporation 
into its own landlord, and we see no reason why this operation should effect any 
alteration in the rent the Corporation as tenant would be willing to pay. 

We would include in the sums so added the interest upon debt incurred in respect of 
works now abandoned, for the aoquisition of those works has conferred a BOrt of 
monopoly value upon the existing undertakings. The position of the Corporation in 
tnis respect is, in fact, very similar to that of the holder of a public-house license, and 
we have already expressed the opinion, in onr Report for England and Wales (p. 53), 
that the additional value given to a property by reason of the occupier having a speoial 
privilege to oarry on his trade, ought to be fully considered in ascertaining the rateable 
value. 

It may be observed that, although the coursll we suggest would be as nearly as may 
be in accordance with the profits principle, it would be substa~tially equivalent to 
taking a percentage upon the cost of construotion, the. two principles being, in the 
exceptional ciroumstances of these undertakings, not inconsistent. 

As with railways, the -percentages determining the deductions to be made for 
tenants' interest, &0. should be fixed by, the Railway Commission or the Court of 
Session. It appears that under a decision of the Lands Valuation Appeal Court the 
Bame deductions for maintenance and repairs are made before fixing the gross value, 
and again when determining the rateable value. If the prinoiples we have laid down 
be adopted, this deduction should be made only once. 

We see no reason for any alteration in the present method of distributing the total 
valuation between the various rating areas. 

With reference to the reoommendation in Chapter V. that all rating should in 
future be upon net value. which should be fixed by the Valuation Authorities, we 
desire to express the opinion that the Assessor of Railways and Omals should 
determine the net value as well as the gross in the case of all properties valued 
by him. 

BALFOUR OF BURLEIGH. 
J. B. BALFOUR. 
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REPORT BY SIR EDWARD HAMILTON AND SIR GEORGE. MURRAY. 

TO THE KING'S MOST EXCELLENT MAJESTY. 
t. 

MAY IT PLUSB YOUR MAJBSTY: 

WB agree with the views expressed by our colleagues in Chapters I., n., 
and V.; and 3S regards the Distribution of Exchequer Grants, we concur generally 
with the r~commendationi! of the Chairman. whose opinion on Scottish Administration 
is entitled to special weight. 
, In these ciroumijtance~, we think it unnecessary to deal, on our own IIccount, 
Btlparately and at longth, with the oase of. Local Taxation in Scotland. But it must be 
understood that, in abstaining froma. full explanation of ollr own viewB, we do not 
oommit ourselves to any arrangements which may be found to be inoonsi~tent with the 
principles laid down in our Final Report on England and Wales. 

'fhe main principles to which we refer, and to which we att'lch great importance 
are :-
, (1.) That the only local expenditure to which the State ought to contribute is 

expenditure which is incurred by Local Authorities more in the interests of the 
oommunity at large t,han in those of their own locality, and whioh may thuB 
be deemed to be onerous; 

\2.) That the contribution should take the form of a fixed grant for a specified 
period; 

(3.) 'fhat the fixed grant should constitute a charge on the Consolidated Fund; . 
(4.) That the distribution of the grant should be made on the principles of 

.. necessity" and" ability," with a view to ~qualising burthens and promoting 
Bound administra.tion ; 

(5.) That for rates for national purposes agricultural lond should be classified, and 
the ocoupier should receive differential treatment. 

ALL WHICH WE HUMBLY SUBMIT FOR YOUR MAJESTY's GRACIOU~ CONSIDBRATION. 

E. W. HAMILTON. \. 
G. H. MURRAY. 

lOth April, 1902. 

• REPORT ON URBAN RATING AND SITE VALUES, .BY 
LORD BALFOUR OF BURLEIGH, LORD BLAIR BALFOUR. 

SIR EDWARD HAMILTON. SIR GEORGE MURRAY, AND 
MR. JAMES STUART. 

The oonolusions spt forth in our Separate Report on Urban Rating and Site Values Introduetory. 
in Enghmd and Wales· should, in our opinion, be applied to Scotland Without any 
modification in prinoiple. But a few words are necessary on certain points of detail, 
beoause the law and custom relative to the tenure of land in Scotland are in some 
respectN difflll'ent from those in England. It must be remembered also that a con-
siderable part of the rates ill Scotiand are already divided between oocupiers and 
.. owners," and the proposals whioh have been put forward on this suhject in Scotland 
differ ~omewhat from the English schemes discus"ed in our former Report. 

• s .. pp. 149 to 176 of Final Roport for England and Wales. 
I 88&08. G 
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Buildi'llg ,Lease. of heritable pl'operty in Scottish burghs are oomparatively rare. 
The various interests arise most commonly as follows :-

(1.) .A, the original landowner, .. feus" the lanel to B, a builder or speCUlator, 
i.e., he grants the land to B subject to the payment of a fixed perpetuai 
snnuity called a feu duty. The relation thus created between A and B if 
by Scots law a feudal relation. A is called the .. ~uperior" and B the 
.. vaasal " ;' but, on the other hand, so long aa B pays the feu duty and 
observes the other stipulations of the feu charter,' he is the proprietor 01 

owner of the land, and oonsequently if the land inoreases in "alue aftel 
the date of the feu grant, that increase, as well as the entire value of the 
building, belongs to him. The value of ~he superior's interest is Dnly slightly 
increased by the improvement of the security which he has for his feu duty 
and other prestations due under the feu grant. Economically this system 
is identical in effect with the chief rent system common in the north 01 
England. 

(2.) The builder, having erected a house, sells it subject to the feu duty and any 
other prestations to which it may have been liable in his hands. . 

(3.) The purchaser, who thus becomes the proprietor and vassal, may either occupy 
the house himself or let it. ' 

(4.) If the property is let, the letting is usually annual, from Whitsunday to 
Whitsunday, but it may' be for any other period. 

The above conditious are the simplest and most common, but other possible 
modifications should be noticed:- ' 

(fl.) In addition to the feu duty, certain payments may become due to the superior 
on the entry of a. new vassal or proprietor, or at fixed periods. These 
payments, which are known as feudal casualties, have been simplified and 
restricted by recent legislation., A common example is the liability to pay 
an extra year's feu duty every 19th year, or at some similar interval. , 

(b.) Instead of selling outright for a lump Bum, the proprietor of a building feu 
may either (1) suhfen where subinfeudation is not prohibited by the titles, 
or(2) sell the feu subject to payment of a fixed perpetual annuity charged on 
the property called a ground annual. If he subfeus, he retains an interest 
in the property called a mid-superiority and receives payment of the feu 
duties payable hy the sub-vassal, which would in the ordinary case be larger 
than those payable by the vassal to the over-superior. 

Ground annuals are stipulated for in building feus wheresubinfeudation. 
is validly prohibited by the titles, and it is found more advantageous ,to 
dispose of the land in lots in consideration of an annual rent or ground' 
annual than for a price immediately payable. Althouth the practical resul~ 
of a feu grant and a ground annual may be much the Slime, they are, ill 
their nature distinct. By a feu grant an annual return from land is secured 
by the reservation of an intermediate feudal superiority, while the object 
of a contract of ground annual is to secure a similar yearly return without 
creating a new fee, or feudal estate. 

lO.) Sales and mortgages of feu duties and ground annuals are frequent. 
The system under which certain rates are divided half and half between owner and 

occupier is explained elsewhere (p. 4). It may be ob~erved that a considerable part of 
urban rates are not divided, but charged wholly on the occupier. 

Further, the system of division operates in practice for the most part only batween 
the occupier who is a yearly tenant and his immediate landlord. The person having a 
right to a feu duty or ground annual is not, therefore, directly rated, though we think 
it clear that a share of the rates falls on him indirectly, in accordance with thE! laws 
of incidence. The rates are payable by the vassal-first, because it is customary to 
stipulate in the titles that they shall be payable by him, and secondly, because, apart 
from stipulation, the rates would be payable by him as the proprietor of the land. " 

Some of the witnesses who appeared bafore'the Commission advocated the taxation 
of ground values in an extreme form, but none of them propounded any definite 
detailed scheme. Bills have, however, been introduced into Parliament, advoca.ting 
a land value assessment charged upon owners exolusively, with right of proportionate 
deduction from ground annuals and feu duties, regardless of contracts. These pro
posals are open to a.ll the criticisms which we urged against such schemes as that 
of Mr. Fletcher Moulton in regard to England. 
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The rating of feu duties fixed under existing contracts would be a peculiarly 
objectionable and indefensible breach of contract. 

For the reasons explained in the former Report, we conclude that a separate Recou8Ildation. 
valuation of sites, apart from the structures upon them, should be made, a1)d a rate 
proportioned to the site value alone should be levied for urban improvement purposes 
1U the larger burghs. It should be divided equally between occupiers and owners. 
All existing contracts should be absolutely respected, but, in the case of future 
contracts, the owner should be entitled tq .deduct from any rent, feu duty or ground 
annual payahle to a superior, the amount of the rate in the £ upon the value which 
'attaches to the site at the date when the contract is made.: a like right of deduction 
being given to any intermediate parties against their !luperiors. The rate should 
apply to unoccupied proplU"ty and uncovered land under the conditions laid down for 
England. 

BALFOUt~ OF BURLEIGH. 
J. B. BALFOUR 
E. W. HAMILTON. 
G. H. MURRAY 
JAMES STUART. 

REPORT BY HIS HONOUR JUDGE O'CONNOR, K.C. 

TO THE KING'S MOST EXCELLENT MAJESTY. 

MAY IT PLEASE Y OUB MAJESTY: 

The evidence which has been submitted to this CDmmission by witnesses from 
Sootland in no Wfl.Y invalidates, but in many rtlspects oonfirms and illustrates, the 
views and the prinoiple which I have endeavoured to set forth in a separate Report 
relating to England andWales.~ 

That principle is applicable to every country alike, and to every modifioation 
of social and administrative conditions. .As :England belongs to the people of that 
country, so Scotland belongs to the people of Scotland; and if the consent of the 
majority for the time being, under the name of existing law, secures to a section 
only of the oommnnity an endowment which embraces all the land of the country, 
urbau. and rural, the plainest diotates of equity would seem to require that that 
endowment should at any rate be oharged with whatever may be necessary to defray 
the oost of the general needs of the oommunity. 

The oonolusion which I draw from this prinoiple is the answer to the question 
referred to this Commission. It is that in Scotland, as in England, while services 
looally administered for the benefit of individuals (as gas and water supply) should be 
paid for by the individuals served; and while general. publio IUlrvioes should be 
provided for out of the general public resouroes, the local publio servioes, properly 
sf)·oalled, should be defrayed out of the looal fund represented by the value of the 
land of Lhe locality. 

For the general publio services locally administered there should be paid from the 
Imperial Revenue to Sootland whatever sum may be found necessary to seoure for the 
same servioes the sawe degree of oompleteness and effioiency &s is reoognised to bA 
prop'erly required in England . 

• 
• See pp. 177 to 184 of Fin.r Report for England and Walee. 
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But, lIs~he circumstances and the administrative systems of the two countries arA 
not alike, it is neither ne(les~ary nor desirable to strain after any rigid uniformity in 
the distribution of thll two funds. The Scotti~1J. a~thorities, local and central, may be 

. tnisted to know best how the resources at their disposal may be most advantageously 
applied,-For,this reason,[ should prefer to associate myself with the I:!ecommendation~ 
of th~Chair~an rath,er. than with. the terms of Ohapter IV. of thl!, Report of the 
majonty of the Comml~sloners. . 

The contribution from the Imperial Revenue should, I think, in the 'interest of, 
economy, be an amount fixed for a certain term of years, and should be cha.rged on the 
Oonsolidated Fund. , 
The~ystem -of. appropriated tax revenue should be altogether abandoned, and the 

,Loc!>l Taxation Accounts brought to an end. 

ALL WHICH I HUMBLY SUBMIT FOR YOUR MAJESTY'S GRACIOUS CONSIDERATION. 

ARTHUR. O'CONNOR. 

10th April, 1902. 
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, 
I.-MEMORANDA UPON THE PRINCIPAL SERVICES LOCALLY ADMINISTERED. 

PART I.-POOR RELIEF, &0. 

(1.) Poor Relief. 

The Scottish Poor Law system has it.s foundation in an Act passed in 1579, 24 years 
before the accession of James VI. of Scotland to the English throne. Numerous 
statutes relating to the suppression of strong and idle beg~ars, and- the licensing of 
the sick and impotent poor to beg, had been previously passed, and provision had 
also been made for the sustenance of the aged. and. infirm po,:,r in each parish by 
means of a fund supported by voluntary contributlOns. But It was not until the 
passing of the Act of 1579 that aged and impotent poor persons were given a 
legal right to relief. Amongst other provisions that Act directed magistrates in towns 
and justices in landward parishes to prepare a list of the poor born within the parish, 
or dwelling or having their most common resort therein during the previous seven, 
years, and, according to their discretion, to raise by taxation the funds necessary. 
to sustain such poor persons. Overseers and collectors were to be appointed, andj 
persons refusing to contribute or discouraglng others from so doing might be; 
imprisoned. The overseers mie:ht set to work such of the persons relieved as werri! 
able to work, and children might be apprenticed. j 

Further provision was also made for the punishment of strong and idle beggllrsJ 
The Act was, however, largely neglected, and, in consequence, other statutes were' 
paased at various later datas, giving additional powers to the authorities, and directing' 
them to carry out the provisions of the earlier statutes., This intermittent action of 
Parliament continued for upwards of a century, and finally between 1692 and 1698 
certain proclamations, which were given the force of law, were issued by the Privy 
Council with much the same object. . 

The provisions of the Act of 1579 had, in the meantime, undergone various 
modifications. In 1597, the powers given to justices in landward parishes were 
transferred to the Kirk SessioDs (a body somewhat similar in its constitution to the 
old parish Vestries in England); and, although in 1661 a temporary return to relief 
by justices was made, in 1672 the Kirk Sessions were again entrusted with the 
duties of administering the law. At the same time the heritors were associated with 
the Kirk Sessions for this purpose; but they selqom took any part in the administra
tion, unless an assessment was levied. Moreover, the stringency of the law as to the 
treatment . ~f vagabonds. had been increased more than once, but many of the 
enactments on this subject do not appear ever to have been put into force. 

For many yeare The eighteenth and the earlier part of the nineteenth centuries were not marked 
compulsory ~.s- by any Poor Law legislation of importance. Notwithstanding various provisions 1:'::: .:,~re ~:.- which had been made for raising by assessment funds for the relief of the poor, this 
did ';ot beco':' method appears for many years to have been but seldom adppted, for there was a 
gene .... 1 until after prevalent opinion that it tended to encourage pauperism and to discourage thrift. 
the com?,eDcement The system was, in fact, looked upon as an evil which ought, if possible, to bA 
of ~e moeteenoh avoided, and, in consequence, the poor continued to be for the most part supported 
cen Dry. by voluntary contributions, such as church door oollections and mortifications 

(u., charitable bequest~). Begging was also stili authorised, but various limitations 
were attached to the practioe in mlUlY parishes. Towards .the end of this period, 
however, assessments became more frequent. and in 1844 it was stated that .. there 
.. is now hardly any considerable town or populous parish in Scotland in which au 
.. assessment is not either in existence, or in contemplation."· 

Oircumstance In the statutes upon which the Scottish Poor Law system was thus founded the 
leadi~g to the right to relief was never conferred upon able-bodied persons. It is true that in 
BPPoln{men::"of ~e practice such persons had occasionally been assisted from the Poor Law f1lIlds, but 
~=mi8:'n :'011'), their wants were as a. rule provided by voluntary agencies. The expediency of this 
18.3. 

• Report of Poor Law Inquiry Commiasion of 18H, p. "it 
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arrangement, as well as the general sufficiency of the Poor Laws for the requirements 
of the times, were frequently questioned during the periods of bad· harvests and trade 
depre88ion which occurred towards the end of the eighteenth century and during 
the early part of the nineteenth; and this agitation, coupled with the prominence 
which had been given to Poor Law matters in England and Ireland by the Acts of 
1834 and 1838, and thf' inquiries which preceded those Acts, led to the appointment 
uf a Commission in 1843 to make a .. full inquiry into the practical operation of the 
" laws which provide for the relief of the poor in Scotland." 

On the Report of this Commission the Poor Law (Scotland) Act of 1845 was Establishment 
passed. Among the more important provisions of this Act were the establishment 01 Boa':".of 
of a central Poor Law Authority. known as the Board of Supervision for the relief of ~uPP.ili-StB and 
the poor, and the creation of Parochial Boards in each palish, to whom were andOoth:r p;:rds, 
transferred all the powers and duties of magistrates or heritors and Kirk Session, visions of the 
or ,other authorities in connexion with the administration of the Poor Laws. The Poor Law Act of 
Act also made provision for the levying of assessments where they were required, for 1845. 
the erection of poor-houses, for the appointment of inspectors of poor, for the 
removal of lunatics to asylums, and for the combination of parishes for Poor Relief 
purposes. 

The P!ll"ochial Boards in burghal parishes CODsisted of owners or occupiers of lands Constitution of 
and heritages the annual value of which exceeded a certain amount, and of nominees Parochial Board •• 
of the magistrates and Kirk Session. In non-burghal parishes they consisted of the 
Dwners of lands and heritages of the yearly value of 20/. and upwards,' the provost 
IIoIld bailies of any Royal Burgh in the parish. t4e Kirk Session, and certain other 
members elected from amongst the ratepayers. 

By the Local Government (Scotland) Act of 1894, however, the Parochial Boards Parochial Boards 
were replaced by Parish Councils consisting wholly of ·elected members, the qualifica- ~pl~d ~y Parish 
tion for electors and councillors being the same as that for County and Town Council Qo~~i1s:, n1:r4. 
electors, who are, in etrect, the Parliamentary electors with the addition of peers and O:;ciTI'o':: and 
women. 'rhe councillors hold office for three years. and the elections take 'Place at Electors. 
the same time as thoae for County and Town Councils.* Councillors may not hold 
office under the Council or its committees, or be interested in any of their contracts. 

By the same Act the BOl\rd of Supervision was superseded by the Local Government Board of Super
Board. which consists of the :Secretary for Scotland (who is President of the Board), vision superseded 
the Solicitor-General for Scotland, the Under Secretary for Scotland, and three paid by r:;I~yem 
members appointed by the Crown, who are respectively the Vice-President, the Legal ':':~. coO::tu-
Member. and the Medical Member. tion oflatter. 

Whilst, therefore, the oharaoter of the atiministering authorities has varied consider- The parish baa 
ably. t.he parish has remained the administrative area from the earliest times. always been the ad
Ar.oording to the 1901 Census the average popUlation of the Scottish parish is rather min~trati!e area. 
more than 5,000, but in this respect the parishes vary greatly. Whilst Glasgow, Val:r~ng slZe-of 
Govan, Edinburgh, Dundtoe, and Aberdeen have each a population of upwards of parIS .... 
150.000 (Glasgow parish containing 571,569 persons), there are eight parishes in 
which the population is less than 200 (Lyne, in Peebles, having but 98), and 126 
parishes with a population of less than 500. 

In their Report of 1844 the Poor Law Commissioners discussed at great length The right to reli"f 
the question of extending the right to relief to able-bodied persons reduoed to in Scotland has 
destitution through want of employment. The majority were strongly opposed to the ::~b:d.e,,
extension, !1'nd a provision was inserted in the Po~r Law Act the effect of which, able-bodied ;""r, 
although disputed for some years, was finally deCIded by the House of Lords to who are provided 
prohibit the relief of the able-bodied poor from the poor rates.t In this important for in other ways. 
r.espect the =Scottish Poor Laws differ from those of England and Ireland, which 
proceed upon tbe principle that all destitute persons, whether able· bodied or impotent, 
should be entitled to relief. At the same time, it has been pointed out that, although 
relief in Scotland is confined to the poor who are both destitute and disabled, yet 
.. if a person is really destitute, no long period would elapse before he also became 
.. disabled from want of food," and the Poor l,aw Authorities have now been informed 
that .. in the case of a person really destitute the Inspeotor should not carry a;he 
.. letter of the law to an extreme." i 

• One-third of tho Town Councillors resi~, and a new election is held each year, but it is only-with every 
third elecuon that a Parish Council election 18 held. 

t But women with children depeuding on them are, although thomselv,," abU,-bodied, entitled to relief, as 
also are orphan. and deserted children. 

t Minute of Board of lSupervision, dated 12th December 1878. 
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, 
The destitute poor who are not, recognised by the Poor Laws (amongst which, 

class are the able-bodied vagrants) are left to apply to charitable agencies forj 
.assistance, and in their Report .on the Relief of the Able-bodied Unemployed (1894), 
the Board of Supervision state that "it is a matter of great satisfaction to observe! 
" the liberal and benevolent spirit with which the demands npon them have been: 
"·met.'" Persons who have fallen into temporary difficulties frequently receive aid 
from the church collections, a portion (6,549l. in 1899-1900) of which is still applied 
by the Kirk Sessions to the relief of the poor. Able-bodied vagrants are sometimes 
@hllitered in police offices, but more often in cheap common lodging houses which 
private phibnthropy has liberally provided. The Scottish Police take a census twice 
a 'year of the number of vagrants, beggars, migratory poor, &c.* on tramp within: 
each county and burgh. On two Sunday nights in June and December 1900 the: 
numbers were:-

In. prisons or police ooUs - - I 
In houses of refuge, hospitals, and poor's 

houses. 
In r.ommon lodging and other 'houses 
In public parks, gardens, or streets, outhonses, 

sheds, barns;' or about pits, blick or otht>r 
works. - . 

Total 

24th Jun(>. 

280 
438 

3,8411 
3,728 

2Srd December. 

278 
493 

3,629 
2,467 

----1----·--
S,295t " 6,867 

. , 
The poor persons entitled to relief may, therefore, be shortly described as all whQ! 

are disabled from working either by age or bodily infirmity, widows or deserte~ 
wives burdened with infant children, and children under 14. Such persons mayj 
obtain relief in . any parish in which they may be )lntil the parish to which they are 
chargeable is ascertai)Jed. A pauper is chargeabJeto the parish in which he wa/li 
bon., but a lIettleme·nt in any other parish can be acquired by three years! continuouol 
residence therein without begging or receiving or applying for parochial relief. A: 
settlement so acquired cannot be retained unless the pauper resides continuously fo~ 
at least one year and a day out of any subsequent period of four years. In the absenceJ 
of. these tests, and with regard to women and children, the parish of chargeability 
has to be determined by other means laid down by the laws of settlement.§ 

Provision is made in the Poor Law Act for appeal. to the sheriff by a person who is 
refused relief, and to the Local Government Board by a person who considers that the" 
relief granted him is inadequate. 

Thll powers and duties of the Local Government Board in connexion with Poor Relief 
are considerable. It meets, and has its offices. in Edinburgh, and submits an annual 
report to Parliament. The Board may inquire into the management of tht' poor in 
every parish or burgh in Scotland, and for this purpose four General Superintendents 
of Poor are attached to the Board. They may also require returns, answers to 
questions, the production of books, &c., and may summon witnesses. The Board 
may further appoint one of its own members or certain other persons to hold Rpecial 
inquiries in any part of Sootland. Any of the Bdard's officers may be authorised by 
the Board to attend the meetings of Parish Councils. The number of councillors for 
each parish is fixed by the County and Town Counoils, but is suhjE'ct to the approval 
of the Board, whl.ch also has numerous duties in connexion with the elections. ~'he 
Board prescribes certain of the duties to bfl performed by inspectors of poor, and 
may suspend or dismiss those officers. A scheme of classification of lands and 
heritages for assessment purposes (BBB pp. 7, 8) has to be approved by the Board before 
adoption, but the power to adc>pt such schemes is suspended during the continuance 
of the Agricultural [tates, &c. (Scotland) Act, 1896. The power to combine parishes 

~ Under the Burgh Police (Scotland) Act, 1892, beggars, ng .... nts, and idle poor persons found in 
burgh!! may be apprehended, and ngrant ~gRra, if convIcted, may be imprisoned. County Councils may, 
undor the Local Government (Scotland) Act, 1~~9, frame byelaws tor tbe prevention of vagrancy. 

I The numher of ,vagrants reli.v6d by Pa .. ish Council$ on 15thMny 1900 was 137. 
The period of seven years laid down by-the Act of 1579 was altered to three y.1ll'8 by an Act of 1672, and 

to five y ..... by the Poor Law' Act of 1845. • 
6 Poor periODS born in England or Ireland, ana not having ac;quil"ed a settlement or resid~ for fh'e years 

in Scotland, Dlay be removed to those couDtri~. 
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for Poor Law purposes was conferred upon the Board by . the Poor Law ~ct of ]845, 
but by the Local Government Acts of 1889 and 1894 wider powers with reference to 
'the alteration, division, and combination of pariehes for all purposes have been given 
to the Secretary for Scotland. 

Parish Councils are required to keep a roll of the poor, and, for the purpose of i'o~.~ amI duti~. 
revising and adjusting the roll and the paupers' allowances, thev must. hold two ?f i'amh ~oun~ll. 

1 . h M d N b b' • d b h L I In connexlOn WIth genera meetmgs eac year- ay an ovem er elng suggeste y t e oca Poor Relief 
Government Board as the most convenient months for these meetings. But occasional . 
poor, who may not be enter~d upon this'roll, may also be given relief. Th!' Parish 
Councils may hold such other meetings a,s they think well, but are bound to hold (lne 
in December for the purpose of electing a chairman and for other matters, and 
another in July to deal with finance. 'rhey must raise by assessment so much of the 
funds necessary for the relief of the poor as are not provided by voluntary contri bu· 
tions, Government grants, &c •• and they may appoint committees for. variOlls purposes, 
but no oommittee has the power of raising money by rate or loan. 

All property and debts of the Parochial Boards were transferred to the Parish Audit of P8I'i.h 
Councils, whose accounts are audited by auditorR appointed by the Local Government Council ""COllot., 
Board and paid by the Councils. The cost of relieving pO(lr persons may be recovered andt refcovl~rYI'I?rf 10 

C 'j f j' l' bl f th' . f h . h cos 0 re I. 0 by the ounci S rom re atlves la e 01' ell' support, or rom ot er pariS es to relatives, .tc. 
which they are chargeable. 

The lunatio poor must be maintained in asylums, lunatic wards of poor·houses, or Meiliods or relicv. 
other establishmenta legally authorised to receive lunatic patients, or be provided for iDglunstic poor, 
in such other. manner as the General B(larci of Commissioners in Lunacy mar approve. ordmarYII~ooldr.'rnnd 
'r h d' I' f b d' h' f h pauper c I r ,. J.n the casEl of t e or mary poor, re Ie may e grante elt er lD or out 0 t e 
poor.house, in money or in kind. Medicines, medical attendance, olothing, &c. must 
be provided, and inspectors of poor must be appointed for the diatribution and 
Huperintendence of the relief. The system of boariling.out pauper ohildren has been 
in practice in Scotland for nearly a century, and has attained considerable proportions 
and Ruccess. 

The inspector, who is often also the collector of poor rates, acts in accordance DuliesofIDspcctor 
with instructions received from the Parish Councils and the Local Government Board. of Poor. 
He has the custody of, and is 1'Ilsponsible for, all boob, accounts, &c. relative to 
the management or relief of the poor. Applications for relief are made to him, and 
he is to make himself acquainted with the circumstances of the applicants. He 
keeps a register of all the rocipients of relief, showing the amounts paid to each, 
and of all those whose applications have been refused, with the grounds of refusal in 
each case, and he is required to visit periodically the homes of the poor in receipt 
of relief. 

Poor.houses may be built and maintained (1) by any parish- having a population of Parish CORneil •. 
more than 5,000, or (2) by groups of cuntiguous parishes which have agreed to combine maYd,.~nder ce~dln 
f h M f h . . . . f con Itlons, pro .. e 
or POOl'· ouse purposes. oney or t e erectIOn, enlargement, or repalnng 0 a pOOl .. h'," •••. 

poor-house may be borrowed by l'arish Councils on the security of future rates. Sums Borrowing powel· •• 
80 borrowed must not exceed three times the amount of the rates raised for t,he 
relief of tht' poor during the preceding year, and must be repaid with interest within 
30 yeln'R. No new loan may be raised until the former one has been repaid, but this 
restriction does not apply to parishes of over 100,000 inhabitants, whose outstanding 
debt for poor.house purposes at any time must not, however, exceed the amount 
mentioned above.t 

The mn.nngement of each poor.house is delegated to a house committee, which, in Poor·house. al'o 
the cuso of 1\ parish poor·house, is a committee of the Parish Coullcil, and, in tho case m~agedrbrl oor.· 
f b·· h . . f th b" '1IIlteo' 0 t I. o 1\ com IIlntlOl'l poor· Ollse, IS composcd of ropresentatlves rom e com mmg PlII'ish Councils 

I'nri~hf'8, tho numb"r for euch parish bcinO" dotermined hy thc contmct of combina· ooncerned. 
tiun. ] n thcoo contract~ provision iM als~ lIlu,le for a,pportioning the puor·hollse lIIel~od of meeting 
cxpcmlituro hetwclJll the varinu8 puri8h.ls. As a rule, a curtain number uf shares cost I~I c .... of 

I .1' . d I. • h .'. h b' d) oombmahon 1'",.. or Wu$ IS 1l"51gne to QUeu purt~ (on tho baSIS of populatlOll or ot 01' aSls agt'ce on house .. 
Rnd tho cost (If tho buildings und ropuirs theretu, und the cst.a.bli~hmcnt chlL~cs 
(i.e., sularies and board of the bouse governor, matron, and servants, &c.). is appor· 
tioned in proportion to the number of shares or beds held by each. 

• lot'ludiut; ill tbh; term group~ of pllrisbes which hove beeD combined for all Poor Law purposes. 
t The sunction of the Local Government Board is nl'Ce.!SllTY to the rab:ing of n. IO:lD if 1hc out. .. tandiog 

dobt or. Parish Council for all I'nrposes eXCIled. one· fifth 01' lb. net aDD<,a1 value of til. land. Rnd heritages 
in the pari.b. 

t 9860d. 11 
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For the woo of "maintenance" (i.e., food, olothing, fuel, lighting, &0.) each 
parish is charged the approximate amount required for jte own paupers, the 
caloulationbeing usually based ,on the average cost per pauper per day and the 
aggregate number of days spent in the poor-house by those paupers. 

Parish Councils pos~essing poor-houses "may receive and accommodate in them poor 
personR from other parishes, and cbarge such rates for their maintenance as may 
be approved by tbe Local Government Board. Tbey must ,also frame rules and 
regulations (which are subject to approval by the Board) fdr the management of the 
poor-houses, and provide proper m~dical attendance and medicine. " " 

Obso,'vat,ons of '1'he sanction of the Local Government Board nas to bo 'sought in connexion with tbe 
Loc .. l Govel'nn:;~nt more important matters concerning the provision and management of poor-houseu, 
Uonrd on necessIty d' 1895 h B d' d' . I t P . h C '1' h' h h h of poor.house test an lD t e oar Issue a Cll'ClU ar 0 arlS ounCI s, In w 1C t ey say t at 
in certain ca,es. .. tbe necessity of a test, in certain cases at leas,t, is now generally acknowledged, 

Ftatistics of poor~ 
house accr.mmoda. 
tion .. 

•• and the only practically effective test that can be applied is the offer of indoor 
"relief. While outdoor relief is, and has been, the rule in Scotland, prolonged 
" experience satisfied the bodies to whom the administration "of tbe Poor Law was 
.. entrlJsted, that, without the right, to use a poor-house, they were powerless to 
" check the growth of pauperism." A.nd they add, "The inmates of" a poor-house 
.. may be broadly divided into two classes :-, 

" (1.) The test class; 
' .. (2.) The aged, the sick,and the infirm. 
,. It is obvious that the treatment of ,the two classes sbould be conducted o~ 

" widely different principles. 
" A.s regardB the first class, strict discipline and deterrent administration are needed 

" to make the test effective, 'and to secure order and decent conduct. 
"As regards the second, the Foor-house should be looked upon rather as a 'house 

" 'of refuge for the destitute,' and the inmates should receive liberal and sympa. 
" tbetic treatment." 

Tbe following statistics, with reference to the provision of poor-house accommo
dation, are given in the last annual Report of the Local Government Board :"-

"Tbe number of parishes baving poor-houses, eitber singly or in combination, 
" is 483, with an aggregate popUlation of 3,236,989, according to the Oensus of 1891. 
" There are 65 poor-houses at pre$ent in operation, the accommodation in which is 
" sufficient for 15,509 inmates. The population of the parishes that possess a right, 
" in terms of the 65th section of tbe,Act of 1845, to send paupers to the poor-hol/ses 
" belonging to .othel'parish!ls is 742,638. The total population of the parisbes to 
" which poor-house accommodation is tbus at present available amounts to 3,979,627. 
" The total population of the parishes to which poor"house, accommodation is still 
" not available is 46,020." 

The number of inmates of the poor,houses on tbree dates in 1900 was-
1st January. - - 11,348 
15th May . - 9,868 
1st July 9,732 

aud from these figures and those for precedingyeara wbich are given in the Local 
Government Board Report, it appears that acoommodation for about 4,000 additional 
persons is always available. 

Numbel'ofpaupers During ,tbe last 30 years there bas bEeD a considerable diminntion in the total 
1,ao deCI'OMed number of pauPllrs relieved as well as in th"lir proportion to lJopulation. In 1868,* the 
during I."t year of hiO'hest recorde, d pauperism, they numbered 136,231, or 41 per 1,000 ,Qf ao yeal'S. ,.., 
j Huperis", population; in 1900, the number was only 99,016, 01' 23 per 1,000. But the number 
.tatistic.. of lunatic poor, who are included in these figures, more tban doubled during tbe same 

period, tbe' increase being 'from 5,790, or l' 8 pel' 1,000 of population, to 13,166, or 
3'1 per 1,000. . 

Rather more than one-third of the total number of paupers in 1900 were dependents, 
and of the remaind~r (excluding h~lIat,jcs) :-

• 22,260, or 43' 26 per cent., were 65 years of age and upwards. 
3,994, or 7' 76 per cent., were orphan and deserted children, and 

25,206, or 48' 98 per cent., were between the ages of (say) 14 and 65, 

51,460 

==~~------------~--~--• Tho1lgures rolate to a certain day in the m~nth of,May, 



POOR RELIEF. 

'fhe total number of sane poor relieved was 20 per 1,000 of population, 17'7 per 
1,000 of popUlation receiving outdoor relief and 2'3 per 1,000 being relieved in 
poor-houses. The proportion of indoor paupera to popUlation has not varied greatly 
since 1868, and the reduction in the total pauperism is chiefly due to the reduction 
in the proportion of outdoor paupers to population. In the same year there were 
6,143 pauper children and of these 5,446, or 89 per cent., were boarded out. 

Grants from the Local Taxation Account are made to Parish Councils in respect of Grants from LQcal 
their E'xpenditure on medical relief to the poor and on pauper lunatics. Under the Taxation Account. 
Education and Local Taxation Account Kct, 1892, the Agricultural Rat03s, &c., Act, 
1896, . and the Local Taxation Account Act, 1898, the Councils also receive further 
grants from the Local Taxation Acoount. The total amounts and bases of distribu-
tion of these grants, and the conditions attaohing to participation in those for medical 
relief and. lunatios, are referred to elsewhere. * 

(2.) tUnatic Asylums. 

Until the' year 1857 the proVision of lunatio asylums was principally left to Asylum accommo· 
voluntary agencies. The Poor Law Commissioners of ,1843 drew attention to the dation before 185'''. 
inadequacy of the available accommodation but madc no recommendation on the 
subject .. 

The provision of asylum accommodation was first made compulsory by the Lunacy Unde .. the Lunney 
Act of 1857, to which' additions and amendments have been made by subsequent Act of 1857. 
Btatu~es. The existin.g ~ystem of administration is fuUy stated in the memorandum ~n~:tll:~::;Ji'iJcd 
~upphed tc the Com.mls310n by the General Board of Lunacy.t district., for each 

1$y the Act of 1857 '8/ General Board of Lunacy was established and the whole of of which a Dist~i<t 
Scotland was divided into lunacy districts, which have been altered from time to time, Lun~y ~onrd IS 

Rnd of which there were 27 in 1901. These districts consist of eingle counties, groups "(,pomte . 
of counties, single parishcs, or groups of parishes; For each district a District 
Lunacy Board is elected annually, generally by the County lind Town Councils 
of whose areBS the district consists, but if the district consists of one parish or 
combination, the Parish Council may, if the Board of Lunaoy think fit, be appointed 
to be the District Board. 

The District Boards are responsible for the provision of asylum accommodation, and Duties of District 
may acquire and manage a~ylums of their own (therc are now 16 asylums managed Lunacy Ronrd •. 
by District Boal'ds), or may enter into contracts with other asylum~ for the maintenance 
of the panper lunatics from their district. 

Besides the asylums managed by these Boards there are five Royal asylums and Royal ~nd 
three Parochial asylums receiving pauper patients. Royal asylums are those which P"r~ehlal 
had been established by voluntsry agencies before the Act. of 1857 was passed. and Asy ums. 
which have still retained their private character. District Boards are required to 
utilisc the available accommodation in these asylums before proceeding to erect others. 
Parochial asylums are managed by the Parish Councils chiefly for the patients of 
their own parishes, but patients from other parishes are also received into thl'DI. 

The selection of paf,ients for asylum treatment rest~ mainly with the Parish Councils, Parish Cou!'cil. 
who, In cases where they consider buoh treatment unnecessarv, may with the approval ::,e resl'0~slble for 

of the Ge~e~al Board of I:ounac~, m~intain the patients i~ iunatlC wardsnf poor- ofe:ua~:r~'::'a~~c., 
houses, trrunmg schools ~or ImbeCIle chIldren, 01' private dweUlDgs. who may bemnin-

'fbe cxtent to which each mode 0,£ accommodation is resorted to may be seen from taine~ elsewhere 
the followjng figures giving the number of pauperlunatics on 1st January 11101 :_ than In asylums. 

ln Royal asylums - - - 2,402, or 17'S per cent. 
In district asylums 6,601, or 49'1 .. 
In parochial asylums _ 544, or 4'0 .. 
In lunatic wards of poor-houses 1,045, or 7' 8 .. 
In private dwellings - - 2,669, or 19' R " 
In u'ainillg schools. 197, or l' 5 .. 

• 
13,458, or 100 

" 
• See MemorRndum on the Local Taxation (Scotland) Account prepou-ed for the Commi .. ioD by the Scolli.b 

Office, iHfM. . 
t Vol. IV. of Min. of Bv., pp. 18810197. 
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Method of meeting . The expenses of District Lunacy Boards in providing, furnishing and repairing 
co.t of District district asylums are charged against t;he Counties and Royal and Parliamentary 
A.~luma. Dnd off Burghs within their districts in proportion to the valuation of lands and heritages 
",.mtenanceo . hAt· I . d t t th I· h patients therein. In eac . separate ra e IS eVle 0 mee ese expenses. n countIes t e rate 

is charged upon owners up to thl\ average of the 10 years 1880-9, and any excess is 
divided equally between owners and occupiers. * The whole rate is so divided in 
burghs. 

'l'he cost of maintaining the patients, apart from the cosL of the buildings, is payable 
out of the Poor Rate by the parishes to which they are chaJ:geable. 

Method of meet ina Where asylums have been provided by District Boards the cost of the buildings is 
coat of BCoommo-" thus spread evenly over the whole district, but in those districts in which the patients 
da,!on and 0\ aro maintained in asylums which do not belong to the District Board, the rates 
:~:rte.::::, m charged to the Parish Councils by the Asylum Authorities include the cost of 

. accommodation as well as of maintenance. In these cases, therefore, the charges for 
asylum accommodation are not distributed evenly over the district, but fallon the 
parochial rates in accordance with the number of lunatics chargeable. 

Rorrowing power~ District Boards may borrow without limit for asylum purposes; provided that thE 
f~r asylum pur- debt be extinguished witJ:.in 30 years. Parish Councils may also borrow money for 
poses. thl3 provision of accommodation for lunatics, but the sanction of the Local Government 

Board is necessary if the Council's outstanding dcbt for all purposes exceeds one-fifth 
of the net annual value of the parish. 

Po\vers and duties 
of General Board 
of Lunacy. 

Early provision. 
with regard to 
police adminis
tration .. 

County polic~ 
forces. 

Police rate in 
counties. 

The General Board of Lunacy supervises the whole administration. Amongst their 
I!Umerous duties they det&rmine when additional asylum accommodation is necessary, 
and may requirc the District Boards to provide it, and they make mIllS and regulations 
for the management of asylums. The Eoard's approval of all plans for the erection 
or alteratiolL of District and Parochial asylums is necessary, and they have certain 
powers with reference to the charges made by the Asylum Authorities for the 
maintonance of patients. The Commissioners inspect all asylums and establishments 
for pauper lunatics twice B year, and officers of the Board visit and report UDon all 
lunatics in private dwellings. .. • 

PART H.-POLICE. 

A short account of the early provisions respecting the maintenance of prisons and 
police forces il! contained in the R6port upon Local Taxation in Scotland by the 
late Sir John Skelton (C. 7575, pp. xxvii to xxix). In Counties the first regular 
police force was founded ill 1839, but the existing organisation was not established 
until 1857. 

During the early part of the nineteenth century police forces in many Burghs 
were established under local Acts, and general provisions applicable to Burghs were 
contained in Statutes of 1&l3 and 1850. These were superseded by the General 
Police Act of 1862, which, in its turn, has been superseded by the Burgh Police Act 
of 1892.t For many years the Burghs bore a large share of the burden of 
maintaining prisons, but since 1877 all prisons have been vested in the Government 
and their cost charged to Imperial funds. 

In Counties the administration of the Police Actt is placed. in the hands of a 
Standing Joint Committee of the County Council and the Commissioners of Supply, 
upon whom is thrown the duty of maintaining a sufficient police force for the County, 
in accordance with rules made by the Secretary for Scotland for the government, 
pay, .clothing, and accoutrements and necessaries of the constables. The Act requires 
the appointment of a Chief Constable, who is to appoint the other constables, specifieR 
the duties to be performed by the constables. and authorises the levy of an- annual 
assessment, cailed the Police Assessment, to defray the expenses of the police, and to 
provide sufficient funds for all the purposes of the Act. The rate is one of those 
fonnerly payable by owners only, and still falls on owners tp the extent of the average 

• Aa to debt incurred before 1890, .ee footnote •• on p. 3. 
t It may be noted that the Statutes referring to police administmtion in hurghs have always i'ro\"ided Cor 

certain sanitu .. y operations. Theae will, however, be dealt with und ... the head of Public Health and Public 
Works. 

i 4~ & 49 Viet. c. Uf. 
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lolice fate for the 10 years preceding 1889 .but any increase above the average is 
~ow payable equaIly by owners and occupiers. It may be levier1 whoIly upon the 
lccupier, who is entitled to deduct the ownerB' share from his rent. 

l'he ConnLy may he divided into districts for police purposes, in wilicl. case the DiYis~ou of 
lxpenditure is to be classed under two hoads-general expenditure lind local expendi. ~un~I" into . 
,uro-the former' to be defrayed by a rate levied uniformly throughout the countv, :~~.e:.c0r pollee 
md the latter by each district separately.* • o. 

Certain Burghs are consolidated for palice purposes with the County in which Con80lidatioD of 
ihey are situated or which they adjoin. t These consist of such BW'gh'; of 20,000 ..,rt •• n barllhs . 
nhabitants and upwards as elect to remain in the County for police purposes, Burghs WI~~ counti,,:, for 
lVith a population l'f between 7,000 and 20,000. which did not maintain a separate po Ice p"rpo"", 
)olice fcrce at the date of the passing of the Burgh Poli('e (Scotland) Act, 1892,f and 
Lli Burghs with a population of less than 7,000 (except Renfrew and LerwiCk). 

In these cnses the contribution by the Burgh for the cost of the police may be C.leul.tion of 
:aloulated and levied in one of the following ways :-. b.urg": eontribll· 

(1.) In the case of Royal and Parliamentary Burghs the amount required for police lion. ,n th ••• 
purposes may be apportioned between th6 County and Burghs in proportion """'a. 
to valuation, tbe part required from the Burghs being payable by the Towll 
Councils out of the police rate, or, if there is no police rate, out of any other 
rate imposed and levied therein, 01" O'Jt of the common good of the Burghs. 

(2.) In the case of Police Burghs the County Council may assess the lands ap.d 
heritages therein as in any other part of the County. 

(3.) The Burgh or Police Burgh may be \'egarded as a separate di~tric~ of the 
County, ann the amount required from the 'fown Council calculated in the 
same way as the amount due from any other district of a County, and levied 
as part of the Burgh General Assessment. 

In Burghs lind Police Burghs not policed by the County, the Town Council is BUl'gb police 
~esponsible for the maintRnance of the force, and appoints the Chief Constable who f."" ... 
lIIay hold certain other offices in the Burgh. 'rhe appointment of the other constables 
rests with him, but is subjecli to such regulations as may be framed by the Secretary 
ror Scotland. The duties of the Chief Constable and constables are laid down in 
,he Burgh Police Act, and the expenditure is to be defrayed from the Burgh 
[}aneral Assessment. 

The same person may be appointed as Chief Constable for two or more adjoining 
iJounties, Burgbs, or Counties and Burghs. Both County and Burgh police forces 
Il'e inspected by an Inspector appointed and paid by the Cl"own, and the payment of 
;he grants from tbe Local Taxation Account for pay and clothing and for superallnua
;ion are dependent upon his report. l'he details of the distribution of these grants 
Ire fully set out in the Memorandum on the Local Taxation (Scotland) Account 
?repared for the Commission by the Scottish Office (sed infra). 

PART III.-EDUCATION. 

(1.) Elementary Eciucation. 

Inspection f 

Government 
graots, &e. 

In ScotIar.d, 8chools giving publio education, not always wholly of an' elementary Early provisions 
~haraoter. have existed in every parish, and have been supportsd by compulsory aseess· for pub~e edoca· 
ments, sillcp. 1696. and to some extent even from earlier dates, the central control tlcn. 
:80 far as nny existed) having been exercised by the Scottish Church. The schoolmaster 

• 20 &; 21 Viet. c. 72. os. 58-60. 
t 62 &; 53 Vict. e. 50, •. 13. 55 & 56 Viet. c. 55 ••. 78. 
t S""tion 72 of Ih. Police (Seolland) Aet, 1857, permitted any burgh Dot haviug a police •• tabli,hm.n! 10 20 I< 21 V;ct. c. :~. 

"lopt 'One within six months, and section 61 of the same Act Pf'rmits allY bur~h to agree to consolidate ,8. til, 63, 72. 
'heir police with the county police, and, under certain coodition$, to subsequently abandon t.he agrf.'emcot. 'II, & 26 Viet. c. 1",1 
If no agreement, the burgh poli('C may be consolidated with the county police hv order of His Majesty in :l.. 1~4. V' 
Uouncil, if 80 desi~d by tbe m~isll'8te8 aDd town council (section 63 of Act of i~7). Under sectidn H4 ~.\3.~a lct. c, st). 
,t \h. General Police ami lmpro ... ·m.ut Aet of 1862, ooly Much borg"" as had a population of 7,000 and 
ilpwnNs could maintail' coD~tablf'5 jn terms of that Act, and l'Iection 13 o! the l,ocal Government Act. of 1889 
lran.r.rred thft Q,lmiui,tration of polioe io aU bUI·~b. bal'ing a popul;1lion 01;.1 ... than 7,000 to the coDoly 
~OUDCiJ. 
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I ncome of School 
Boards. 

A ... ·ernge school 
rutes. 
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always had a freehold ad vitam. aut culpam, and waS 'bound to' be provided with a! 
house and garden at the expense of the heritors; his position was considerablyl 
improved by an Act of 1~03; and by an Act, of 1861 his salary. w~s raised to a: 
minimum of 35l. and a ma:~nmum of ,801. By thIS Act also the exammatlOn of. school'! 
masters was transferred from the Presbyteries to the Universities;. they were no 10ngeI:. 
required to sign the formula of the Church of Scotland, and were answerable for thein 
conduct, not to the Church but to the sheriff. _ 

The early Government grants for education from 1833 onwards were generally 
extended to Scotland,' and Scottish education was under the charge of the !lame 
Committ~e of the Privy Council which supet:vised English schools. In 1872 a separate' 
Scotch Education Department was constituted, and in 1885 the Secretary for Scotland, 
was made Vice-President, and the separation of the administration )rom that o~ 
England practically eomp1eted.' '. ' I 

In 1872 there was passed the great Scottis~ Education Act, which followed, but inj 
some respects went further than, the English Act passed two years before. In
Scotland, Scbool Boards were constituted in every burgh and parish without exception.': 
1.'he School Boards took over' not only the old parish schools but a.lso the burgh 
scbools, in which the education was professedly of a: secondary chal'scter; and no' 
restriction was placed on the range of, education which might be provided in the 
State-aided schools 01' on the clasB of childreri to whom, they should be open. Unifor~ 
compulsory attendance was adopted from the start ('without varying local byelaws)! 
and was more !trictly enforced under Acts of 1878 and 1883. ' /' 
T~e main Parl~am~ntary Vote fo~ Public ~d~c:ation, Sc?t}and, has gene~ally folIo we ; 

the hnes of the English Vote, and IS now dIstributed maIDJY on the basIs, of averag. j 
attendance, subject to the approval of the .inspector and the Department. Scotlanq I 
led the way with the partial abolition in 1886 of the system of payment by resul~ ! 
(which was entirely put an end to in 1899), and the abolition of fees and introduction' 
of Free Education in 1889. The money for this last purpose was originally provided 
for out of the sums assigned to the Local Taxation Account (License Duties and 
Probate Duty Grant), but since 1892 a sum corresponding to the English Fee GranU 
lias been placed on the Yote, at first 11 per cent. of tbe English grant, but now lOs' 
per child in average attendance, or in ccrtai'n circumstances a. larger snm. The gran 
$.ctually distributed amounts to 128. per child, and it has been arranged ,that thesu 
required to provide tbe additional 28. per child shall be made up partly from the Vo 
and partly from the moneyavailabje in the Local 'l'exation Account, as the ea 
may be. " ' ' 

The extreme disparity of the local resources available in different parts of Scotlan 
has led to various special provisiol19 for tbe assistance of necessitous districts., 
Grants are made to neaessit&)us ~chool Board~ on the same lines as in England. 
Further, there are various provisions in tbe Scottish Code giving favourable terms to, 
the poorer Highland' parishes, and a small special Bum is voted and distributed, in. 
accordance with Minutes of the Scotch Education Department of 1888 and 1895; 
which provide for associating the Government inspector with the local managers, in, 
order to save a few Highland schools from insolvency. 

The condition that the Parliamentary Grant to any Bchool should not exceed thei 
income of the school from other sources, which was repealed in England in 1876, sti1l1 
applies to Scotland, but was never applicable to the specified Highland counties. , 

Very roughly, Scottish School Boards have an annual income, excluding loans, ofl 
some 2,000,000/. for all purposes including th(lse of Higber Education. Rather more' 
than 1,000,0001. comes from Government grants in one shape or another, and rather' 
more than 900,0001. 'falls upon the rates; tbe balance being made up of miscellaneous ,. 
local l'ecei pts. ' ' 

The average rates have been as follows in i'eeent year9:-

- 1897-98. 1898-99. 1899-1900, 

,--_._-- -

d. d. d. 
1 n lIutgb~ • • • • 10'61 10-32 10'91 . 

.. Pari.hes ubd Scllooi Districts • • - 8 12$ 8'46 8'74 

-I 
I 

Total • • 9·28 9·25 I 9'66 
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Tbe variations from the average In parf,iQular distriots are, however, very consider. Range of ... 1 .. , 
~ble. aM shown in the, following Table :- and. number .f 

--~-' 

Burghl. Pari.bol. 
- panshcs and 

burghs having 
rates within 

, certain limits. I 
~ Equi\"81ent to a Bate of 

I I 
Numben. Percentage. 

AlICllmeut per " 
Numben. Percentage. 

I I 18~8, 11899.: 11100, 1898, I 1899, 1~1 
hi 

1898,,1899, I 1900. I 1898. 1 1899• /19OU. 

--- i 
)f 2., and above - - ~ - - II 14 9' 1'2 1'5 1'0 
" 16. and below 2.. - 21 21 22 ,36'8 36'8 38'6 140 l-l1 139115'3 15'4 15'1 
II Od. 

" 
h. - l!2 lIi 19 38'6 33'31 33 '3 203 223 239 22'2 24'4 26'0 

.,6d. .. 9d. - III ,15 12 21'1 26'4 21'1 360 340 347 39'3 37'1 37'A 
.. 3d. .. Gd. " 2 2 4 3'5 :l'o '7'0 193 18~ 176 21'1 20'2 19'2 
" Id. .. 3d. - - - - -' -" - e 13 8 0'9 1-4 0'9 

--~-----~ - -----~ ~ -q7 67 ,57- - 'T"" 915 1116 918 - - -
CIlISIIification . - - - - - - 5 4 2 - - ------- --,- -------, ---Total . . 57 57 ·57 -' -' "- 920 920 920 - - -, 

(2.) lIigher Eduoatipn, (Secop.dary and Technical). 
, It has already been noted that the National system of Education in Scotland lVas Provision of 

lever limited to the Elementary branch. In the Parish Schools it was usual to teach education before 
;ome Latin, and pupils: often pass'ld direct from these schools to the University. The 1672. 
3urgh Schools, which were managed by Public Authorities and partly supported from 
,he public funds of the Burghs, supplied a Secondary Education of a more or less 
lomplete charaoter. And besides these there were Endowed Schools and other Voluntary 
lchools in which higher education was given. 

Under the Act of 1872, eleven of the Burgh Schools, now placed under the manage- Higber class 
nent of the Sohool Board, were scheduled as Higher; Class Schools. The School schools, . 
30ard were empowered, subject to the approval of the Department, to ,convert any of 
;he sohools under their management into Higher Class' ,Public Schools and an Act of 
l878 authorised the application, of the School Fund for the· purp9ses of these. schools. 
rhe Educational EridowIl)ents of Scotland vi'ere ov6'thauled. by a Special Oommission 
Ippointed in 1882, and in 1886 a system of complete inspection of all Higher Class 
30hools WRS set on foot, togother with II system of .examination for the grant of 
'Leaving Certifioates." This system embraced Burgh Schools under School Board 
nanagement, Endowed Sohools (under a governing body constituted under a scheme 
lrepared by the Commissioners) and ,Voluntary Schools (under any other form of 
nanagement). Under the Aot of 1872, Higher Class Schools do not participate in the 
lrdinary ,Parliamentary grant. Some· of the schools earned grants from the Science and 
lrt Department. But substantial grants in aid were not obtained until lately, wheu 
• considerable portion, of the funds which have become available from the Local 
L'axation Aocount have been direoted to the support of Higher Class Schools. In 
1900 there were 95 Higher Class Schools, of which 32 were under the management 
If Sch901 Boards, 25' were endowed' schools, and the remainder under voluntary 
nRn8~ement. Two schbols (Fettes and George Heriot's Hospital School) which do 
lOt claim grants are included in these numbers, but there are a few schools of similar 
Itanding which are not examined or inspected by the Department. 

lligher Education is by no means confined to :Higher Class schools. As already Higher depart
~xplained, the Schools aided under the Day-School. Code are not restricted to purely menls cf Stale
,lementary teaohing. Numbers of these schools have higher department.s. in whicb aided schools. 
,he instruotion of scholars who have marked the completion of a primary education 
ly obtaining the .. Merit Certificate" is carried. furthel·, aud by the Codo of 189H 
lig-her rates of grants on the avera!te attendanco a~ these depart.meuts were introduced, 
1I\1'tly by commuting a portion of the Science and Art Vote to this PUl·POSG. 

In some of these higher departmeDts, recognised under a special chapter of the Codo 
IS IIigher Grade Sci~nce or Commercial Departments, the curriculum approximates 
-0 that of the Higher Class Schools, but is of a more practical character. In the 
lthers the provision varies widely. Generally speaking, the instruction, while it is 
iuffieiently advanced to be plaoed here under the head of Higher Eduoation, is adapteil 
-0 a class of pupils who do not I\li\uaUy remain at school after they are fifteen years 
If age and is therefore more or less limited in its scope. 

H4 
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The third important field of Higher Education, and especially of Technical Educa~ 
tion, is found in the r.lasRes hitherto conducted partly under the Evening Continuatiod' 
School Code, and aided from the Parliamentary Vote; and partly under thl3 Scienc~ 
.and Art Directorv and aided from the Vote for Science and Art. To these must b~ 
added Central Institutions, such as Technical Colleges, Agricultural Colleges, Naviga
tion Schools, &c., at which Technical Ed:ucati?n is c~rried to the higheRt point .. All 
the above are now embraced by the ContmuatlOn Class Oode of 1901, under which a 
single set of regulations was introduced applicable to all classes for the further 
instruction of those who have left; school. ~'he classes are graded according io the 
practical purpose which they serve, and the grants are paid on the average attendal~ce 
of students at rates varying according to the grade of the class attended, except in. 
the case of those Ceniral Institutions, for which special conditions are provided bi 
Minute of the Department. One scction of the Continuation Classes is concerned. 
with instruction of an elementary kind, and therefore does not fall to be considered.l 
here, but the financial cost of the elementary and higher branches respectively cannot: 
at present be accurately separated, as the Code is for the first time in operation during', 
the present year. 

In connexion with the Technical Institutions referred to above, it p1ny perhaps 
here be mentioned that Scotland anticipated England in obtaining a Technicallnstruci! 
tion Act in 1887, empowering School Boards to provide and maint.ain ~'echnical 
Schools ont of the School Fnnd. But t,his power has been little acted upon: the; 
institutions above mentioned are established under special management, and ar~ 
sufficiently supp'orted from other sources than the school·rate. 4 

The main lines ~f organisation of Hig~er ~d~cation. have noW bep;n .indicated. If 
order to form an 1dea of the extent to whlCh In 1tS varIOUS branches It IS a burden on 
local resources, it is necessary, first, to speak of the grants annually pain for Higher 
Education from Imperiall!'unds and from the Local Taxation Account. , 

The first of these to be mentioned is the portion of the total grant under the Daj 
School Code, that goes t.o the higher departments which we have included under 
the head of Higher Education. The principal grant for these higher department" 
amounted in the year ended 31st August 1901 to 45,4831. ~he proportion of the 
total Fee Grant and Aid [Grant which was paid on the average attendance of £chola1', 
at such departments is 6,6751. R~ughly, therefore, the total amount paid under th, 
Day School Code for Higher Education, lUay lie stated as 52,0001 . 

• 
A grant for instruction in Scionce and Art has for many years been annuallv vote~. 

by Parliament. and was administered hy the Science and Art Departmcnt, b~t by J 
minute of July 1897, the administration was transferred to the Scotch Educat.iod 
Department. Since then by successive minutes and changes in the Codes, the 
application of this Vote has been co·ordinated with that of the principal Parliamentary 
Vote, with the obj~ct of promoting unity and definiteness of aim in the curricula of 
the various schools and centres aided therefrom. The total Vote amounted in 1901 
to 73,8581. A portion is spent on grants for Drawing under the Day School Code; 
a small sum on Training Colleges; and the remainder goes to Higher Education. Of 
this, about 12,0001. is spent on grants to Higher Class Schools under the minute of 
24th August 1900, and the rest, together witn the amount hitherto paid under the 
Evening School Code constitutes the funds spent on grants under the Continuation 
Class Code. 

The grants derived from the Local Taxation Account are three in number:-
(a.) The "Residue Grant" for Technical 1!:ducation or the relief of rates. 

Particulars as to the origin and mode of distribution of this grant are 
given in the Memorandum on the Local Taxation (Scotland) Account, 
prepared for the Commission by the Scottish Office, i?lfra. For the year 
1899-l!)OO, the sum at the disposal of the Local Authorities (with the 
addition of contrihutions undtlr Section 2(5)c of the Education and Local 
Taxation Account (Scotland) Act Hl92, Bank Interest, &c.) amouoted 
altogether to 72,527 t., and the amount expended on Technical }~duclttion 
was 54,1361. Of the latter sum 13,9371. was handed over to tho 
Secondary Eduoation Committees (see below) to be allocated hy them. 

(h.) A grant of 60,0001. for Secondary Education under the Education and Local 
, Taxation Account (Scotland) Act 1892 (see the Memorandum on tl:e 

Local Taxation (Scotland) Account, prepared for the Commission bv the 
f:lcottish Office, in/l·a.) A small portion of this grant (for the year i900-
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1901,4,7001.) is spent on the examination and inspection of Higher Class 
Schools. The remainder under the Department's Minute of June 1897, is 
distributed in aid of Secondary Education through specially constituted 
committees. Each county, each of the five principal burghs, and the parish 
of Govan is represented by a committee. These form schemes for the 
distribution within their district of the sum allocated to them by the 
Department, the amount of which above a minimum of 200l. is fixed by 
the Department having regard to the population of the district. 

(c.) .A. grant not exceeding 37,OOOl. undel' the Act of 1898 (se6 the Memorandum (c.) The Secondary 
quoted above) for tbe purposes of Secondary and Technical (including and Te~hnicol 
Agricultural) Education. In terms of the Department's Minute of Ed'lcat.on grant. 
27 April 1899, the sum available for the year 1899-1900 was allocated 
as follows:-

In8pection of Higher Class Schools and Leaving 
Certificate Examinations -

Agricultural Education 
Reserve Fuud 
Grants to Higher Class Schools (under para. 3 of 

£ 

2,000 
2,000 
7,659 

the Minute) - 25,450 

£37,109 

The grants under paragraph 3 of the Minute are distributeu by the Department 
with the help of the Secondary Education Committees by such means and on lIuch 
terms as to prevent the grant.s merely going to diminish the contribution to the school 
from rates or endowments. 

It remains to examine the total annual income for higher tlducation of each of the 
three clasRos of school or centre in which it is provided, and to estimate so far as 
possible the proportion of such income, which is derived from local taxation. 
Statistics cannot be obtained for precisely the same period in all cases, and to some 
extent are not available at all owing to the short tiqle that some of the recent changes 
hBYe been in operation. But the fol1owin~ figuros wilJ give an idea of the relative 
amount of income derived from various Bourcea in each case :-

I.-Higher Class Schools. 

(i.) Grant under the Minute of 24th August, 1:)00 

(ii.) Grants from the Local Taxation Account: 
(a.) By Secondary Education Committees -
(b.) By Technical Education Committees -
(c.) By the Department under the Minute of 27th 

April, IS9\} - - - -

(iii.) (I!.) Endowments 
(b.) Feel! 

(iv.) Ratl's (including £11,409 required for repaYlD()nt of 
building loans) - - - -

£ 
11,909 

24,000 
666 

25,450 

33,331 
85,381 

23,007 

~rotal Income - 203,744 

The above figures are taken from Returns for the year 1900-1, except those vf the 
Technical Education Grant, which are for the year 1899-1900. The endowments and 
f~cs of two schools which Jo not claim grants are not includod. 

I 98606. I 

Income of schools 
for B!gh~r 
Education. 



• Buro;arics, &c. 

Conclusion. 
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H.-Higher DepaTt'TIUJnlB of Schools 'lLndeT the Day School Code. 

As the majority of the Higher Departments have not accounts separate from those 
of the Elementary Departments with which they are connectec1, the income of such 
departments, as distinct from the income of the whole school t.o whioh they belong, 
can only be very roughly estimated and analysed. . 

(L) The grants under the Oode amount to about -
(ii.) The grants from the Local Taxation Account shown 

by the latest returns were: 
, (a.) By Secondary Education Committees 

, (b.) By Technical Education Committees 
The remaining incom() is made up of: 

(iii.) Endowments and fees. 
(iv.) Rates (and in a very few 'cases Voluntary Contribu

tions.) 

£ 
52,000 

26,503 
2,020 

The total income of schools under the Day-School Code from endowments is about 
9,0001., and from School Fees about 23,000l. The greater part of the former sum 
belongs to schools having higher departments, and may be regarded as applied to 
Hig-her Education, though not, for the most pllrt, in such a manner as to diminish the 
charge made upon the rates for the purpose; of the laUer sum between 2,0001. and 
3,0001. is probably paid by scholars in higher. departments. All expenditure not met 
-by such forms of income falls upon the rates. 

IlL-Continuation ClaJises. 

As the results of the first year's operation of the Continuation Class Code are not 
yet known, it is only possible now to say that the grants under this Code are estimated 
at 95,0001. and that, under the terms of the Code, the income from other sources must 
be not leSB than one-third of this amollnt (i.e. about 32,0001.), and may be .much more. 
About 10,000l. of this local contribution will be supplied by the contributions from 
the Technical EducaticJD Grant. There is thus left a balance of not less than 22,0001. 
to be supplied from the rates (or, in the case of the few voluntary schools, from 
voluntary contributions). But, as already mentioned, one section of the classes is of 
an elementary type, and what proportion of the grant, and of the rate may be said 
to be applied to Higher Education cannot be stated until the comparative attendance 
at the several grades of classes has been ascertained. 

It must here be remarked that the total expenditure upon Higher Education in 
Scotland is not limited to expenditure from the sources indicated above. Over 50,OOOl. 
is annually paid in bursaries and scholarships under the educational endowments 
schemes, and this amount. is inoreased by about S,OOOl. under the sohemes of the 
Secondary and Technical Education Committees. The opportunities afforded by the 
number of such payments in Scotland is an important feature ,n the national system of 
education. 

To conclude, the tolal amount raised by school rate in Scotland cannot at present be 
definitely apportioned between Elementary and Higher Eduoation. A general idea 
has belln given of the comparative expenditure on Higher Education il'om Imperial 
funds and local sources respeotively.In estimating the extent to which Higher 
Eduoation is a direct burden on local taxation, the grants obtained froni the Local 
Taxation Account must be included with the sums raised from the rat.es, inasmuch a3 
the former either might be spent on the relief of rates by the authorities l'e8ponsible 
for their allocation or else correspond to sums whioh in England are devoted to the 
relief of rates. 

(3.) Reformatories and Industrial Schools. 
, 

Reformatories and Industrial Schools in Scotland are inspected by the eame 
Inspeotor a8 in England . 

. Local Authorities have no power to establish Reformatori.es, but County and ':I.'own 
Councils may I with the sanction of the Secretary for Scotland, contribute to any 
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Reformatory which has been certified by him. There are at present sev&n of these 
in.titutions in Scotland,· and part of the expenses are borne upon a Parliamentary 
Vote, the grant being 68. iI. week per inma te, or 48. a week after the offender has 
completed three years' detention and attained 16 years of age. Parents may be 
compelled to contribute, if of sufficient ability, and their contributions are paid into 
the .Exchequer in relief of the voted grant. 

Industrial Schools, of which there are 33 in Scotland, are also controlled by Industrial S.choo!.. 
Voluntary Managers,'" for, although Sch!,l~l Boards have the power to establish and 
maintain certified Indu~trial Schools, this power has not been exercised. School 
Boards and County and ~'own Councils may contribute towards the expense of 
maintaining Industrial Schools, and Parish Councils may contribute towards the 
maintenance of children detained on their application. There is also a Parliamentary 
Vote from which a grant is made at the rate of 58 a week per inmate for schools 
certified before March 1st 1872, and 3s. 6d. for schools certified since that date, 
though in certain cases the rates are 2s., 3s., and 6s. per week. Parents of sufli cient 
ability are required to contribute, an(l their contributions are payable to the Exchequer. 
In certain cases Parish Councils' must also refund to the Exchequer the cost of 
maintaining children chargeable to the parish. 

Day Industrial Schools may be established and maintained by School Boards, and D~y Industrial 
those Boards and County or Town Councils may contribute. There are at present Schools. 
four of these schools, three of which are undEll' the control of the Glasgow Juvenile 
Delinquency Board, and the fourth is managed by the Edinburgh School Board. 
'£he Parliamentary Grant does not exceed Is. per week, and the parental contributions 
are payable to the School Aut.hority. 

The gross expenditure upon Reformatories and Industrial Schools in Scotland in Finance of. 
1900, and the revenues derived from the EXllhequer and Local Authorities respectively RefoTDlatones, &c. 
were :-

-
• E"'penditure . Gro< 

Tr .... 
Pay 

nry Allowaac.. • 
ments by Local Anthoritie. 

---_ .. 

. . -. • -- . -
. 

ReformatClnes. Industrlnl School!, Day Induatrial 
Schools. 

£ £ £ 
15,150 82,680 5,083 
10,384 64,413 1,182 
2,652 12,692 3,795 

. 

There are sundry other receipts from voluntary subscriptions, &c. Part of the sums 
)laid by the Treasury are, as already stated, recovered from parents and Parish 
Councils. 

PART IV.-PUBLlC llEAL1'1l AND PUBLId WORKS. 

The ~umerous services included under this head account for CtlUsiderably more t~an Financial impor-' 
one mOle~y: of the total e~penditure of LocalAuthorit~es in Scotland .. Of th~se services :i:d:~.se",c •• 
the prOVISion of roads lS not only the oldest, but IS also the servtce whlch, at the 
present time, casts the gl'eatest burdon upon the rates. 

Sanitary works and regulations tire of comparatively recent Origin, and may be 8~i.l L.·~,.bl"'H 
to have commenced in Burghs with an adoptive Act of 1833, and elaewhere With re'p,·cttn.g ..... " 
the temporary Removal of Nuisances Act of 1846. They have received conSlderable tar, mal",r •. 

nttention from Parliament during the last 10 years, for the Public Health ~tatutes 
were codified, extended, and adapted. to existing forms of 10081 government In 1897, 

• 0,,8 Re£orw~tory and two Industrial Sebool. aN controlled by the GI.sso" Juvenile Delinquency Board 
whi.h wao •• c..bliohed in It!401 Dnder a Local Act. 

III 
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and the Burgh Police Acts under which certain sanitary operations in Burghs, sucb 
as paving, lighting, clt:'ansing, sewerage, supplying with water, and improvement! 
generally, have from their commencement been provided for, were consolidated and 
extended by a Statute of 1892.* In 1894 the adoption of certain of thl') provisiOn! 
of the Act of 1892 was made possible in non-burghal areas. 

In Burghs the Burghal Authorities have always administered not only the service! 
provided for under the Police Acts, but also such other sanitary matters as have 
from time to time received legislative recognition under the Nuisances Removal, Public 
Health, and other Acts. In non-burghal areas the sanitary laws were, for upward! 
of 40 years, administered by the Parochial Authorities, but by the Local Government 
Act, 1889, nearly the whole of the POWEll'S of these Authorities in connexiou with 
sani tary matters wei'e transferred to the newly created County Councils and District 
Committees. The Parochial Authorities still retain, however, the administration 01 
Durial Ground~ and Vaccination, and under the Local Government Act of 189<1. they 
were charged with certain other duties, but these have not, at present, resulted i~ 
financial transactions of any magnitude. 

Part of the expenditure upon Public Health is incurred upon fhe framing and 
enforcement of sanitary regulations in connexion with such matters as the abatement 
of nuisances, the preventIOn of infectious diseases and of diseases of animals, the 
cleanliness of bakehouses, the purity of foods and drugs, the supervision of lodging-
houses, of new dwellings, of dairies, and of slaughter-houses, and the sanitary require
mcnts of factories and workshops, and it is not possible to analyse this part of it 
exhaustively. - - J-

There are also cer~ain undertakings carried on by Municipalities and other Locn 
Authorities which nre more or ieHs reproductive, and, under ordinary circumsta.nces: 
impose no charge, or only a small one, upon the rates. Such undertakings are of 
variol}s kinds, but the most important are waterworks, gasworks, tramways, olectric 
lighting works, markets, dwellings, baths, and slaughter-houses. The main object 
of this chapter is, however, to give a short account of the administration of those 
public works which involve a considerable outlay and are not in any direct sense 
remunerative, and are mainly responsible for the increasing burden of the sanitary 
sud public health rates. I 

As is shown in Chapter II. of the Report, grants are given from the Local Taxation 
Account towards the cost of roads and the eypenditure upon medical officers' and 
sanitary inspectors salaries and expenses. A part of the grants in aid of County and 
-Burgh rates generally must also be regarded as a contribution towards the sanitary 
matters administered by those Authorities.. , 

'rhe rates from which most of the expenditure upon Public Health and Publio 
Works is defrayed are the Burgh General Assessment and the Public Health Rate. 
The former is chargeable' wholly upon occupiers, whilst the latter is di l'ided equally 
between owners and occupiers. The differential rating provisions described on page 7 
apply to both rates. The Burgh General Assessment is limited to 2R. in the £, and 
the Public Health Rate in Counties is limited to Is. in the £. There is no limit to 
the Public Health Rate in Burghs or Police. Burghs.t 

Rood oomimstru- There is no liability ,at common law for t1e maintenance of public highways in 
~ioll befo,:" Ibi Scotland. Road legislation of a general character dates from the year 1617, the 
"~~';'e~~c:;:~e:,.thc justices of the peace being appointed the Iload Authority. The system of personal 
p service, knGwn as " statute labour," was introduced in 1669. The sheriff and justices 

were the administoring Authority, and the tenants and cottars were called upon to 
clo the work. When the labour thus provided was insufficiem the heritors of the 
shire, including the burghs, were to stant themeelves, the maximum rate being lOs. 
Scots in each 100l. of valued rent, and when the stent was not sufficient tolls might 
be levied at bridges, causeways, and ferries. This system was gradually abolished, 
partly by Local, County, and Burgh Acts, partly by an adoptive Statute of 181.5, and 
tinally by the Roads and Bridges Act of 1878. 

• This Statute do .. not apply to Edinburgh, Glasgo ... , Aberdeen, Dundee, or Greenock, all of which 
have pl'ivate AclS, bul it is open to those Burghs to adopt the :!I.et in whole or in part. 

1 The former limit to the Public Health Rate was repealed by the Burgh Sewers" .... , Drainage, and Water 
Supply (Scotland) Act, 1901, which comes iuto operation on 15th May, 1902, but here and throughout Ibis 
chapter the provisions of that A.ct B'" referred to WI being now in fore. 
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During the eighteenth century many new roads wr.re constructed under Turnpike 
Acts. and maintained by the levying of tolls, the surplus revenne from which W~6 
devoted to the extinction of the debt incurred for the construction of the roads, 
~'hese roads were merged into the general system by the Loc~1 Acts and the Act of 
1878. Certain military and parliamenbry roads constructed entirely, or in part" by 
the Government during the latter part of the eighteenth and mulier years of the 
nineteenth centuries were similarly dealt with by an Act of 1863. The Act of 187s 
permitted some of the local Acts to continue in force, but those remaining were 
repealed by the Act of 1889, and, with a.few unimportant exception~, all road~ are 
now managed by the County and Burgh Authorities in accordance with the Ronds 
and Bridges Act, 1878, as amended by the Local Government Act, 1889, and certain 
oLheI' statutes. 

Under the Act of 1878, Road Tnlstees were appointed for each County (including 
therein all Police Burghs with a population of less than 5,000), this body consisting 
of the Commissioners of Supply (except factors and those deriving their qualification 
from burgh lands), together with representatives of certain Corporations and Incor· 
porat~d Companies, and of the PariEhes and the Police Burghs included in the area 
administered by the Trustees. The Trustees appointed from their own number a 
County Roa.d Board, and, except in certain of the smaller Counties, District 
Committees. 

This organisation was retained, so far as possible, under the 1889 scheme of local Exi.tiog rut",ini. 
government. The County Road Trustees are replaced by the County Council, who ~ratioo o.f roo.d. 
continue to appoint the County Road Board, but the members of the District 10 couolles. 
Committees are determined by Statute instead of being selected, subject to certain 
restrictions, by the supervising Authority. 

The County Council is the p~ramount Road Authority in each County, and is 
responsible for the raising of all money required for highway purposes, whether by 
rate or by loan. On the recommendation of the County Road Board they have the 
power of taking over or abandoning any ro:td within the County, unless, on appeal by 
three ratepayers, the Sheriff otherwise determines. 

The County Road Board is a committee <\f not more than 30 members of the 
County Council, and is appointsd for one year. They have all the powers of the 
County Council in connexion with road matters except that of raising money, and 
such other powers as the Council expressly reserve. Subject to the approval of the 
Council aUlI the Standing Joint Committee of the Council and Commissioners of 
::3upply, the Board may provide for the construction of new roads. All the Counties 
exoept eight are divided into districts in which the highways are administered by 
District Committees. These Committees consist ,of the County Councillors for the 
electoral divisions included in the district (excepting representatives of Police Burghs 
which manage their own roads), and one representative of each Parish Council wholly 
or partly within the district. 

Road Surveyora. whose salari"ls are subject to the approval of the County Council, 
may be appointed by the District Committees. 'rhese Surveyors are required to 
submit to the District Committee an annual report, estimates, &c., upon which the 
Commit,teo reports to the County Road Board, whose decision in regard to the matters 
contained iu the reports, &c. is final. Roads may be closed for repairs by ordeI' of 
the Road Board or District Committee, subject to compliance with certain formalities. 

In Counties not divided into districts one representative from each Parish Council 
wholly or partly in the County sits with the County Council, which, as thus constituted, 
is charged wit,h the powers and dutiea of District Committees. 

AssCEsments for the mana!!ement and repair of the roads and the construction of RoAd .... te. in 
new roads in each district, together with a proportion of the general expensec, are couoti .. . 
charged upon the district, and divided equally between owners and occupier.. Prior 
to 1890 (wben the TJocai Government Act of the previous year came into force) 
aSSl1ssments for the constructiou of new roads were charged upon owners alone, and 
might, in the option of the Connty Road Trllstees, be thrown uniformly over the 
whole County . Until the debt ib connetion with these roads is extinguished, the 
assessments required for that purpose continno to be levied in the same manner. 

13 
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A Parish Council* lDay repair and maintain all or any of the publio way/!, not 
controlled by t.he County Authorities,. and the expenses al'e defl'ayed out of the special 
parish rate. t 

Under the general Police Acts and certain local Acts, a large number of Burgh 
Authorities had obtained control of their roads some years before the Roads and 
Bridges Act of 1878 was passed. That Act piaced in the hands of the Burgh 
Authorities the cont,rol of the highwayst in all Royal and Parliamentary Burghs and 
in all Police Burghs with a population of over 5,000; but it allowed any burgh or 
Police Burgh, with a population of less than 10,000, to devolve the managemenf of 
its highways upon the County. Where this has been done, the Town Council is 
permitted to nominate a member of the District Committee, or,' if the County is not 
divided into districts, of the County Council. . 

The control of the highwayst within Police Burghs is now, however, mainly 
governed by the Roads and Streets in Police Burghs (Scotland) Act, 1891, under 
which any such Burgh may Imderlake the management and maintenance of its 
highways, or the Council of the County in which it is situated may require it to do 
so. The terms of the transfer are to be arranged between the -Town and County 
Councils, or, failing agreement, to be settled by the Sheriff. On the other hand, 
if a Police Burgh does not undertake the management and - maintenance of its 
highways, it may claim annually flom the County. Councilor District Committee a 
contribution towardR the expense of managing and maintaining such streets and roads 
within the Burgh as are maintained by the Town CQuncil. 

It will thus be seen that whilst some Burghs and Police Burghs may have entire 
control of the whole of their streets, others may be within the Cormty or County 
district for highway purpoSe~, though having control over such streets within their 
area 3S have not been taken over by the County Council. . 

With regard to highways, the Town Council has all the, powers possessed by a 
County Council, and the Town Council may cause all or any of the streets, foot 
pavements, and footpaths which are maintained by them to be raised, lowered, 
altered, &0. The Council may require certain private streets to be properly levelled, 
paved, &c. and must thereafter maintain such streets themselves, and they may, upon 
application by certain. interested persons, take over any private street which has been 
made, paved, &c. to the satisfaction of the Council. They may also require the 
provision of foot pavements by the owners of adjoining lands or premises, and 
must then maintain the pavements themselves. 

Rate. from which In Burghs and Police Burghs tbe expendituro upon roads maint,1ined under the 
burgh ~oad expen· Burgh Police Act is defrayed from the Burgh General Assessment. If incurred un~er 
d,ture 18 met. the Roads and Bridges A.ct, it may, whether it be for the maintenance and repair of 

existing roa~s or for the oonstruction of new roads, be raised as a separate Roads 
Rate or as part of' the Burgh' General Assessment, which latter IDa.ybe increased 
beyond the statutory limit to the extent neceseary' to meet the 'expenditure so 
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incurred. . 

Bridges are as a rule .constructed and maintained by the same A1;lthoriti~8 as roads, 
and the expenditure is met from the saine assessments. 

The powers and duties in connexion with-
(1) Lighting, . 
(2) Scavenging and removal of house refuse. 
(3) The provisiorl: and maintenance of 'publii; baths (\r bathi~g places, wllsh· 

., . houses, and drying grounds, . .' 
are in Burghs and Police Burghs conferred' by the Burgh 'Police Act, 1892, upon the 
Town Councils. In non-hurghal areas these operations can only be carried out by 
the formation of "spec~a1 districts" under the Local Government Act, 1894. The 

~ In tb. case or parishes partly withiu a burgh or pollee burgh, these power. are conferred upon the 
U Landward CommIttee" onlv. . 

t Other expenditure is aiso charged to this rate, which i. let led along with the Poor Rale, and limited 
to 6d. in the £, 

t Jo'or the put'poses or the noRds and Bridges Aot, 1878, and the Road. IIDd Streets in Police Burghs 
Act, 1891, the term" highways" do •• not include lIDy street or road which ia .ested in the Local Authority 

. of lIDy burgh or police burgh. . .. 



PUBLIC HE4I.TH AND PUBLIC, WORKB. 
. , , 

provisions for the formatioDi of districts for the different purposes are very similar, 
~nd, before referring to them, it will be convenient to deal with the powers and 
luties of Town Councils in connexion with all the above purposes. 

Town Counoils are required to make provision for lighting all the streets within Puwers and 
~heir area, and may also light such other places as, in .their J'udgment, seems necessary. dc"'les ,olf T?"'hn 

h I 'd th th li ht h . ounel s Wit rhey may t emse ves proVI e. e ~as or 0 er g.', or t ey may enter mto oontracts regard to ligbting. 
tor tho supply. If the Council deSire to oontract with t.he owners of works authorised 
by Parliament, and the price and other oQAditions of the supply be not agreed upon, 
the, must be settled by, arbitration in aocordance with the. Lands Clauses Aots. 
Dommon stairs or passages or private courts, &c. are to be lighted by the owners, or, if 
.nsuffioiently lighted, the Counoil may light them and oharge the owners with the 
lost. In all cases, however, the owners may recover the cost from the occupiers.'" 

The duties of scavenging and watering the street& and' removing house refuse in Powers and 
Irban areas are also imposed upon thaTown Counoils, who may either do the work duties .of 'I'?wn 
lireotly or through oontractors, and may provide lands, &0., for the treatment and ~~:~l~~ :~~~en"
iisposal of the dust and ~eflJse: The .Co.uncil . may erect and maintain publio ing, &e" and 0 

lonveniences, and may provIde, either Wlthm theIr area or a reasonable distance. baths. 
;herefrom, public baths, wash-houses, drying grounds, &c.t 

Expenditure by Town Councils upon lighting, scavenging, and baths, &c., is Lighting, &c" 
,harged to the Burgh General Assessment. expenditure, 

"Special districts" for any or all of the three purposes mentioned above can be Formation or 
'ormed in non-burghal areas ,by the District Cl)mmittees upon requisition by the" special districts" 

f h . h I f for ligbtin~ I:'arish Councils or by not ewer t an ten pans e ectors o· any landward parish scavenging, and 
)1' landward part of a parish. 1'hese district·s may consist of the parish or parishes, provision of bat~s 
)1' any part thereof, from which the application is received, and the District Committee 
Day appoint a sub-committee, consisting wholly or partly' of Parish Councillors of the 
3arishes concerned, for carrying out the purposes for which the di5trict is formed. 
l'he expenses are defrayed from a Special District Rate which is limited to 9d. in the 
£ and levied along with and as an .addition to the Public.Healt,h Rate. 

Drainage and sewerage in Burghs and Polioe Burghs 0.1'& provided for in both the Drainage and 
Burgh Police Act. 1892, and the Public Health Act, 1897. All sewers and drains •• ewerage in 
lxcept private drains and oertain others, are vested in the Town Councils, who roay burgbs, 
lurchase or oonstruct such other sewers and drains as may be necessary within thcir 
li8trict, or, if for disposing of the sewage, without their district, and must keep all the 
,ewers properly cleansed. Some Bur~hs and Police Burghs are divided into districts 
'or sewerage purposes, but certain restrictions have now been placed upon the adoption 
'f this plan, and the tendency is towards making each Burgh and Police Burgh one 
lewerage district. 

Sewerage and drainage expenses are charged to a Sewer Rate levied in the same 
nIlnnor as the Publio Health Rate.! 

In Burghs and Polico Burghs a water supply might formerly have been provided by Watel' .nrply in 
,ho Burgh Authorities in accordance with the provisions of the Burgh Police Act or burghs, 
,ho Public lIealih Acts. Since 1897, however, the Burgh Authoritie~ have been 
'Qmpelled to proceed nnder the former Act, as the provisions of the Publie Health 
~ct of 1897, with regard to this servioe, were not extended to urban areas, thougl: tho 
3urgh Sewerage, Drainage, and Water Supply Aot, of 1901 enables those authorities 
,0 again proceed under the Public Health Act. 

Town Councils are required to maintain all existing sources from whieh wah,r is 
,btained gratuitously s(o long as the water is not dangerous or injurious to health or 
mtit for dietetic purposes. They may oontract for the supply of water on such terms 
.8 may be agreed or settled by arbitration, or they may provide a sufficient supply 
hemselves if no waterworks company or Water Commissioners having works estal>
idhed are prepared to provide it. Where a supply is provided by tho Council the 
Iwnera of h01lses and tenements may lay service pipes, and may be oompelled to de BO, 

• 55 & 56 Vict. c, 55, ss. 99 to 105. 
t 55 & 56 Viot. c. 55, os, 107 to 112 and 309 to 314. 
t The combined Sewer Rnd Water Rat .. are limited to 4 •. in tbe £; unle •• permission to e.cecd that Iomit 

I given by the Local Go,'ernment Board. 
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·bu~ the, water Rupplied must not be used for other than domestic and ordinary; 
purpoRes unless, by agreement with the Council. The expenditure incurred by Tow~ 
Councils in connexion witb water supplies is defrayed from a Special Water Assessment' 
levied in tbe same manner as the'Public Health Rate.* 

Sewerage and IT nder the Public Health Act the sewerage and water supply districts in noo-burghal 
wp.ter supply in ArellS may be either the whole area of a District' Committee or a Special Drainage or 
llon-burgbalareas. W'ater Supply District. Special Districts may be formed, altered, or combined by a 

District Committee on its own initiative, or at the reque~t of a Parish Council, or not 
fewer than ten ratepayers, but the decision of the Committee is subject to appeal 
to the Sheriff. Sub-committees for the control of the sewers and drains and the 
water supply in Special Districts are appointed as in the case of other SpeciaL 
Districts. 

'rhr.: provision of 
plp-asure grounds, 
parks, &c. 

Housing ~f tbe 
working c)ae:seB. 

The expenses incurred by a District Committee upon these purposes are defrayed 
from the Public Health Rate. In the case of Special Districts the expenditure is 
met by a separate Sewer or Water Supply Rate levied by the County Council in the 
same manner as the Public Health Rate, but the amount of the two rates taken 
together is limited to 38. in the £, unless permission to exceed that limit is given by 
the Local Government Board. " 

If, however, an application to adopt the Public Health Act, 1891, be made to the 
County Council by a District Committee and the Council by resolution accede to thE 
application, the expenses incurred by a District Committee for water supply may bE 
met from an assessment, called the Domestic Water Rate, levied in the same manner. 
as. near as may be, as the Public Health Rate upon all lands and heritages within thE 
district which shall have been supplied with water at such rate in the £ as may be 
sufficient, when supplemented by the Public Water Rate, if any, to defray such 
expenses. The levy of a Public Water Rate is also in the discretion of the Count}' 
Council, and it may be charged upon all lands and heritages within the district, 
at a rate not exceeding 3d. in the £. No par~ of these rates may be charged upon 
Special Water Supply DiBtric~s in which a sufficient supply of water has been obtained~ 
and is maintained, nor may the Domestic and Public Water Rates together exceed the' 

_limit prescribed for the Water' Supply Rate referred to in the preceding paragraph. . 
. Dist,riet Committees and Town Councils may combine for the purposes of Drainag~ 
and Water Supply. ' 

Under the Burgh Police Act, Town Councils may provide pleasure or recrel\tio~ 
grounds either within the Burgh or at not more than two miles from the Burg· 
boundary: A resolution of the intention to provide such grounds must be agreed t 
and confirmed by two-thirds of the Councillors present at the meetings at which the 
question is raised, and any such resolution shall not be carried iato effect if opposed 
by a majority of the householders. 

The Council may also expend money upon the maintenance of commons, parks, 
or open spaces, and. for defending' public rights therein. Under the Public Parks 
Act, 1878, Town Councils may acquire land compulaorily (under the LlInds Clauses 
Acts) for the provision of public patks and pleasure grounds, whether within or without 
t.heir district. 'fhe expenditure of Town Councils under these heads may be met from 
the Burgh General Assessment or the Public Health Rate. 

In non-burghal areas recreation grounds may be provided by Parish Councils or 
Landward Committees at the charge of the Special Parish Rate, which is limited to 
Gd. in the £. . 

The expense of providing dwellings for the working classes does not, of course, fall 
entirely upon the rates, but a passing reference may be made to the powers given 
to Local Authorities under the Housing of the Working Classes Act, 1890. That 
--------------

• The com hiDed Sewer and Wator Rates are limited to 41. in the £. unles.. permission to exceed that limit .. 
i. g;'·en by tbe Local Governmeut Board. For tbe Water Rate tbe annual value of all quarries and 
Dlanufaotories is to be held to be one~fourth of their annual value. Similar relief is granted to ShOP8, nnles .. " 
ill special circumstances the Town Council see CRuse to charge the ordinary rates, am appeal against such: 
decision lying to the Sheriff. Disputes as to the lands and pl'emises falling under the above exceptions may 
be .. Itled by the :;berilf-&ubstilute wilb power of appeal 10 tbe Sheriff, whose decision is finaL It is 
provi.ded, howevel', that where any of these subjects were before 1892 llSSes~ed on the aDnual value either 
under any general or local Police Act, the Public He.1Lh Acts, or tbe Local Government Act of 1889, and 
money was narrowed on the security of these llssessmenf!l, such sul1jects shaH be liable to tie 8~scs~ed on tb" 
annual volue until sucb hon-owed moneys ba,'e been .. paid. 



PUBI.IC HEALTH AND Pl'BI.IC WORKS. 

,,)t is divided into three parts and the authorities charged with its administration 
re the Town Councils and District Committees, though the latter authorities have no 
,ower to act under Part I. 

Parts I. lind II. relate primarily to the improvement of unhealthy areas and the 
.t'molition of unhealthy dwelling· houses respectively, fhough power is also given to 
ebuild working-class dwellings upon the vacant land, or to sell or let the land for 
he same purpose. Under Part III. the Local Authorities may provide 10dO'ing-houses 
eparate houses, or cottages with gardell~ for. ~e working classes. '" , 

The expcndi~ur~ under the Act, so far a!l"lt IS ~ot met from rents, &c., is defrayed 
rom a rate levled.iD the Bame manner as the Public Health Rate, except that in non
lurghal areas it is only levied within the parish or parishes in respec~ of which the 
xpenditure is incurred. 

'l'emporary or pel'manent hospitals for infectious diseases and houses of reception HOilpitals, 
or com'alescents from infectious diseases, or for persons who have been exposed to mortuarie.l, <le. 

afection, may be pt:0vided by Town Councils an~ District. Commit~ees, and two or 
aore Local Authorities may agree or may be re9.~lIred to umte for thiS purpose. The 
nstitutions may be built by the Local Authorities themselves, or may be hired from 
Ither persolls, but the approval of the Local G?vernment Board must first of all be 
Ibtained. Infectious cases may also be prOVided for by agreement with persons 
laving the management of suitable institutions. The Local Authorities may employ 
lurses to attend infectious cases at the patients' homes, and provide medical attend-
mce, &c. Carriages for the conveyance of infectious cases and mortuaries may 
llso be provided. The expenditure incurred is charged upon the Public Health Rate. 

Burial grounds may be provided and maintained by Parish Councils of parishes BU"ial groUDda. 
mtside the limits of Parliamentary Burglts, and the Town Councils of Parliamentary . 
Burghs comprehending .more than on.e ~aris~ or pa~ts of ~ore ~han one .parish. If a 
Parliamentary Burgh lIes wholly wlthm one pansh which IS also In part land-
~ard, thc sheriff may determine whether the Town Council or the Parish Council 
Ihall be the Burial Authority. Burial Authorities may unite to provide joint burial 
srounds, and ~nder certain ci~cumstances th~ Sheriii' may compel a Burial Authority to 
~rovide a burial grouud. Bunal grounds whICh are dangerous to health may be closed, 
and proposed burial grounds may be forbidden by order of the King in Council. So 
Ear as the cost of maintenance is not met by burial fees it is charged to an assessment 
levied in the same manner as the Poor Rate. 

Public libraries may be established by Parish and Town Councils. If part of a Public libraries. 
parish consists of the whole or any part of a Burgh or Police Burgh, the authority 
in the non-burghal area is the Landward CommittelJ. The !'ublic Libraries Act can 
only be adopted on the initiative of the householders, and a mll:iority in favour of its 
adoption is necessary before the Act can be pllt into force. The Councils may appro-
priate and acquire land, and erect and equip buildings suitable for public libl'ariee, 
public museums, schools for science, &c., and· are required to appoint annually a 
Committee of Management, half from their own number and half from the house-
holders. A special rate is leviable, and this may not in any year exceed ld. in the 
£, or such smaller sum as the householders may determine. In Burghs or Police 
Burghs- the rate is levied in the same manner as the Burgh General Assessment, and 
elsewhere as the Poor Rate. . 

----_._ •. _--
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ROYAL COMMISSION ON LOCAL TAXATION: 

JI.-Rl}VENUE AND EXPENDITURfi: OF LOCAL AUTHORITIES. 

The following figures relate to the year 1899-1900, the latest year for which complet~ 
statistics have been published. 

'.I.'he gross 'rentaL of the whole ·of Scotland was 27,784,0001-, of which rather more 
tbal'I5,800,000l. was in burghal areas, . and. nearly 12,000,0001. ill landward aroas 
excluding Police Burghs, 

The revenue, excluding receipts from loans, was-' 

-- I Amount. I 
[ 

£ 
From nssessmeut - - · · 4,~99,248 
From Imperial subventions and payments · 1,965,038 
From tolls, dues, fees, and fines · · 1,111,824 
From miscellaneous sources . · 3,4.0.,282 

-
Total . · · 11,080,392 

, 

This 4,599,2481.., received from 
Authorities :-

assessments, was raised 

Burghal Authorities:
Burghs, for-

Water supply purposes 
All other purposes • 

Harbours and ports 

Per cent. 

41-5 
17·-8 . 
10-0 
30'.7 

-
100-0 

, 

by the following 

£ 
308,459 

1;731,800 
. 522 

Total •. 2,040,781 

Landward Authorities :
County Councils, for

Water supply purposes 
All other purposes 

District Fishery Boards • 

Total 

.. 

Parochial Authorities (comprising the whole area of Scotland, 
burghal and landward) :-

Parish Councils, for-
Poor Law purposes • 
Education 
All other purposes • 

Heritors for ecclesiastical purposes 

Total 

78,175 
681,813 
12,785 

772,773 

84] ,91)6 
·869,105 

34,122 
40,501 

1,785,694 

Total for all assessments • £4,599,248 

Amount of owners' The rates raised in respect of ownership and of occupancy were-
and' occupiers' 
rates. 

Looal Authorilies. 

Burgh Authorities . · 
County Councils· . . . 
District Fishery Buard. . · 
Parish Councils (including School Rate). 
Rariton for Ecclesin.stica.l purposes 
Harbours and Ports . -

Total · 
---,-

I 
I 

. · 
· - · 

- · . · 
· 

- · 

Total Amount of In respect 

I 
In reapeet 

AosoesmeoL of Ownenbip. of Occupancy. 

£ £ £ 
2,040,259 520,963 1,519.296 

759,988 494,213 265,775 
12.78.5 12,7~'; -

1,745,193 928,155 817,038 
40,501 40,501 -

522 268 254 ----- -
4,~99,248 1,996,885 2,602,363 • 

.-
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The average rate per £ of assessment, ascertained by dividing the total amount of Average rate in £. 
all assessmenta collectild by the gross valuation of the country, was 38. :1' 7 d. 

The gross expenditure (including debt charges) of Local Authorities amounted io Gro .. expenditure 
11,103,0001., and was principally incurred upon the following purposes:- upo~ princi~l. 

Poor relief (including cost of collection of school rate) • 
Providing and building, &c., of diRtrict asylums 

£ sern ... admiA ••• 
tered by Local 

1,123,644 Authorities. 
101,,083 

Education ... 
Public librsrMs 
Police • 
Roads and bridges 
Sanitll tion :-

Sewers and drains 
Water supply • 
Hospitals 
Generlll sanitary operations 

Clellnsing streets and courts 
Burial grounds 
Dwelling.house improvements • 
Public baths :md wash.houses 
.Public parks • 
Public lighting 
Private lighting 
General burgh improvements 
Harbours and ports, &c. 
Tramways 
Other expenditure . -

. , 

Total 

• 

2,138,216 
28,372 

526,709 
864,581 

18J ,983 
726,464 
:204,505 
122,578 
353,368 

59,545 
86,607 
42,719 

130,945 
215,317 

1,783,820 
82,587 

924,619 
533,487 
868,533 

----
• £11,102,682 

The outstanding leans of Local Authorities amounted to 42,638,0001., bu~ tbl~ sum Outstanding loan •. 
does not include intermiuable annuities, the capitalised value of wbich is estimated at 
over 5,OOO,OOOl. 

Of the 42,638,000l. outstanding loans, 10,929,0001. had been incurred 011 account of 
harbours and porta,8,269,OOOl. on account of water supplies, and 4,647,0001. on account 
of educatiou. Burghill Authorities were responsible for 35,440,OOOl. of the outstanding 
101lns. 

The outstanding loans were equivalent to 11. lOs. 8d. per £ of gross rental if spread 
over the whole of Scotland, but Burghal Authorities were in debt to the extent of at 
least 2l. 4s. 9d. per £ of gross rental, whilst the outstanding loans in non-burghal areas 
may be taken to be less than 68. per £ of gross rental. The outstanding debt in urban 
areas does not, however, fall entirely upon the rates, as it is, to a large extent, n 
charge upon the revenues derived from such undertakings as harbours, gasworks, 
tramways, &c. 
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III.-_MJ:MORANDUM ON THE LOCAL TAXATION (SCOTLAND) ACCOUNT 
(PR1i:PARED FOR TlIE COJfMISSION BY THE SCOTTISH OFFICE). 

. -

PART 1. 

INTRODUC'fORY. 

By the Local Government Act, 1888, and the Probate Duties (Scotland and Ireland) 
Act of the same year, Local Taxation Accounts were directed to b3 opened for England 
and Scotland respectively at the Bank of England, and for Ireland at the Bank of 
Ireland, and to these Accounts the Commissioners of Inland Revenue were directed 
to transfer, iIi 1888-89 one-third, and iIi subsequent years one-half, of the revenue 
derived in the United Kingdom from the Probate Duty, the amount so transferred 
(called the Probate Duty Grant) being allocated to the three Accounts in the pro
portions 80 per cent., 11 per cent., and 9 per cent." These moneys became applicable 
to certain specified local purposes in the three countries; the duty of administering the 
Scottish Account being placed upon the Secretary for Scotland. ' 

One of the objects in view, in opening these Local Taxation Acconnts, was to 
rcmove from the Estimates, in the case at least of England and Scotland, certain 
Grants in Aid for police, pauper lunatics, and other local purposes which were then 
voted annually by Parliament, effecting thereby a clear separation in the National 
Accounts of moneys raised respectively for Imperial and Local services, and obviating 
that duplication of expenditure which inevitably occurred under the Grants in Aid 
system through the Grants being classed, firstly, os Imperial Expenditure in the 
Imperial Budget, and, secondly, as local expenditure in the Local Budgets.t As regards 
England the votes hitherto taken for the Grants in Aid were discontinued in 1889-90; 
the Grants became chargeable on the County and County Borough Exchequer Con
tribution Accounts (to which the sums paid out of the Local Taxation Account were 
tl'ansferred); and, in addition to the Probate Duty Grant, the Commissioners of. 
Inland Revenue were directed to credit the Local Taxation Account, as from 1889-90, : 
with the proceeds of certain licence duties exigible from, or in respect of, publicans, 
game dealers, tobacco dealers, dogs, guns, carriages. &c, &c., in England, and referred 
to in the Local Government Act, 1888, as Local Taxation Licences. .A. grant of the 
proceeds of the corresponding licence duties collected by the Inland Revenue authorities. 
in Scotland was only made to the Local Taxation (Scotland) Account a year later •. 
i.e., as from 1890--91, pursuant to Section 20 of the Local Government (Scotland) Act, 
1889, but in the meantime Scotland continued to receive the voted Grants in Aid for 
police, pauper lunatics, and poor law medical relief, which had ceased in the case of 
England in the. preceding year. 

Included in the Local Taxation Licences which the Local Government Act, 1888, 
had assigned to local purposes in England were certain proposed new duties in respect 
of trade carts, locomotives, horses, mules, and horse dealers, a Bill providing for the. 
collection of which was duly brought in by the Chancellor of the Exchequer. This 
Bill, however, failed to become law,; and tho revenues of the County and County 
Borough Councils :hav~ng in consequence fallen short of their expectations, it was 
urged that Parliament should do something to make good the deficiency.§ To remove 
any cause of complaint on this account, and at the same time to enable local authorities, 

• The percentages 80, 11, and 9.were bnsed on tbe general contributions of tbe three countries (as calculated 
in 1888) to the Imperial Exchequer. The general contrihutiou of Ireland worked out to only 8'7 per cent., 
but, as the poorest country of the. thl'ee, it WM allowed to share on the basis of a 9 per cent. contribution. 
1£ the principle of handing back to each conntry in proportion to Ihe amount contribnted by it to the Proba.te 
Duty alone had been followed, the percentages allotted to the three accounts would have been: England, 85 per 
cent.; Scotland, 10 per cent.; and Ireland, Ii per cent. Vide Mr. Goschen'. Budget Speech, 18!1S, Hansard, 
Vol. 324, col. 301. 

t It may be noted in this connexion that, by the creatian of a Local Loans Fund in 1887, loans ...wed by the 
State for local services had been clearly s.perated in tbe National Acconnts from loans raised for Imperial 
services. , 

t In consequence of this the proposed new licences were omitted from the list of Local Taxation Licences 
scheduled to the Local Government (Scotland) Act, 1ll~9. Cpo with schedule in English Act of preceding 
year. . 

§ It w .. estimated thot tbe new duties would produce in Gre.t Britain, ahout 840,0001. a year. Vide House 
ofl)ommon. Return, No. 123, of 188~. C. MIt! [1888] put the Scotch share at 74,000/. 
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by the grant qf an Imperial subsidy, to deal effectively with the question of police 
superannuation, the Government in 1890· introduced and passe'd a measuro assigning 53 Vict. Co 8. 
for local purposes to England, Scotland, and Ireland, in the same proportions as the 8. 7, 
Probate Duty Grant, certain additional duties of Customs and Excise on spirits;and 
a portion of the existing duties on beer. 

More recent Acts, passed in 18S6 and l898,t have assigned further portions of the 59 & 6OVict. 
revenue from Imperial taxation to local purposes, the occasion for this being the c. 37. . 
necessity, in the opinion of the Govern~cnt, for affording some relief to the burden ~15~62VICt. 
of local taxation falling on the agricultural occupier. The nature of this legislation . 
will be explained in more detail in a subsequent part of this Memorandum.! For :he 
present it is only necessary to add that the various duties payable into the Local 
Taxation (Scotland) Account are transferred to it by the Commissioners of Inlar.d 
Revenue and Customs at frequent intervals during the year, and that an account of 
the receipts and expenditure is furnished quarterly by the Secretary for Scotland to tl:e 
Comptroller and Auditor-General, by whom it is audited as a public account in 
accordance with Section 24 (1) of the Local Government (Scotland) Act, 1889. 

• See Budget Speech, 1890, HaDsard, Vol. 343, col •. 730-736, for rull statemeDt of Government policy. 
Tb. propos .. l., 80 far .s they contemplated the appropriation of part of the Dew grsDt by the local authoriti .. to 
tbe formation of a CompeDsation Fund for reducing by purchase the number of existing public.hou.e licenc .. , 
failed to become law. 

t These Act .• were to expire on 31 March 1902, but have beeD CODtinced for four yearo mor. by 
1 Edw. VII. c. 13. 

t See pp. 107-9. 
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PART 

DEVELOPMENT OF 

The following Table traces the course of legislation in regard to the Local Taxation 
------.-------'~--.------------------------~----~--------------------------------~------,--

I

I Payments into Local Taxalion, (Scotland) Ace,unt.-Year. l'nymellts out of Local Taxation (Scotland) Account.* 

____ 1~. __ ~ _______________ ~2~. ______________ ~----------------~8·~--------------1 

1888 .. 89 
(lst year). 

1889-90 
(2nd year). 

1890-91 
(3rd year) 

ell 
~tb8 of Clne-tllird 01 tGtal proceeds 

of Probate DUtj(~8 • - =155,151 

ell 
n'uths 0' one-llalj of totnl proeeed.6 

OfPl'Obote Duties - ... =249,084 

I. Probate and Licence Dulie8. 

ell 
(1.) Tn\-ths of one-half of Probate 

•• d. 

8 a 

•• d. 

2 6 

.. J 
Duty - .. _ 265,503 10 4. 

(2.) Proceeds of licences specified 
iu Nchedule to Local Govern-
ment (Scotland) Act, 1889 .. 822,432 16 10 

Total o £587,986 f 9 

II. Custorll" and Ezrl'§D Dutil!. 

ell •• !!. 
(I.) fi'wtbs of proceeds of (!crtoln 

excise duties on beer and 
spirits Rssigned to Locul 
Government putpO:RCS .. 

(2 ) Do. Customs do... 
120,429 9 6 
22,628 6 8 

Total .. 11£143,051 15 ! 

ell s, d. 
(I.) nelie! 01 rate. in Itighland. and 

. Islands _ ... _ 30,000 0 0 
(2.) Coot of rondo . . 70,000 0 0 
(8.) Residue to'Wardfll cost of manage .. 

ment of parochial boards, cost 
of pauper lunatics, &c. 0 55,157 8 8 

Total o £155,157 8 8 

(1.) Reliefof rates in Highland! and 
Islands 0 0 0 

(2.) Cost of roads 0 -
(3.) Residue towarda relief of school 

fe .. 0 0 0 0 

Total 

I. 

(I.) !relief of rates in Highlands and 
Islands .. .. ... 

(2.) Cost of ronds .. -

(8.) Co,t of police pay and clothing 0 

(<C,) Cost of poor law medical relief 

(5.) Cost of pauper lnnatics -

(6.) Residne-Rclief ofechooUees 0 

. 

ell ., d. 

80,000 0 0 
85,000 0 0 

184,084 2 6 -·---1 
=== 

oil .. d. 

10,000 0 0 

35,000 0 0 

155,000 0 0 

10,000 0 0 

90,500 0 0 

277,486 7 2 

Total .. ;£587,936 1 9 
=--0= 

II. 

(I.) Police luperannnaliOll 0 -

(2.) Relief ofa.booUe.. • • 

(3.) Cost of medical officeN and 
sanitary inspectors .. -

(<C.) Resblue-Relief of rates,. or 
Technical Education .. 

oil I. d. 
40,000 0 0 

40,000 0 0 

15,000 0 0 

48,051 15 a 

Total .. 'In,o.n 15 S 

* The payments illto ond out of the Account 08 recorded throughout this tnble I\t"O the payment. in Nipect of each Govern
ment financial year ending 81st March. 'J'he tinal iDltrument payable by the lbland Revenue for aDJ' year on account of 

abate aDII other duticB is Dot usually IlScertained Ilild paid avor till June, fuUr t'Wrb months after tho aIo .. of the year. . 
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n. 

ACCOUIIT, 1888-1901. 

(Scotland) Account, and shows how it h!\s developed since established iD 1888 :-
. '0 -,----------------;---------------- --- -~ 

Acta bDder which PaymeDti made. Remarks. 

____________ ~.~. ____________ ~----------------~5~.------------------

Probate Duties (Scotland and Ireland) Act, 1888, 
1i1 and 62 Viet. 0.60 (Preamble, and RII. 1 
aod2). 

Probate Dotie!! (Scotlaad and Inland) Act, 1888, 
lil " 69 Vict. o. 60. 8. 1 (a), and Local Go
vernment (Scotland) Act. 1889, 52 & 58 Viet. 
c. GO, 8. 19. 

Local Government (Scotland) Act, 1889, 59 & 58 
Viot. o. ~O, M. 90-2!i1. 

(''u8toma and Inland Revenue Aot. ]890, 58 Viot. 
c. 8, 8. 7, I,ocal Tuatioo (CUBtoml aDd Ex .. 
(lise) Act, 181i10, &8 & 54 Viet. o. 60, 8. 9. and 
I'oliol.!' (Scotland) Act, 1890, (,8 &; 34 Vict. 
c. 67, s. 17. 

In addition to the contributions from the Local Tantil)u (Scotland) Ao. 
, count, tbe follo"ing grantll in aid of local expenditure wer~ provided by 

Votes of Parliament. in this year; viz:- . 

(1.) Co.t otpolice pay, &C. • 
(9.) COlt of maintaining pauper lunatics 
(8.) eoat of poor law medical relief 

Total 

• 151,281 
- 89,070 
- 19,982 

£260,334 

=---
(Yide Appropriution Account. for 188B-9, pp. 196, 28". and .fl!2.) 
The Vote hitherto taken for the grant toward. COlt (If disturnpiked road!l 

was abolished, the g.rant beooming a oharge ag"1n8t tbe Local rr..xation 
(ScotlKad) AcaounL 

The following grants in aid wer" o1so provided by V(ltl!'.f of Pal'lian,enl j 
viz.:-

(1.) Cost ofpolicB pay. &0. _ 
(2.) COlt of maintaining pauper lunaties 
(8.) Cost of poor law medical relief 

Total -

/l 
154,034 
91,892 
19,981 

- ,e265,SS7 
:== 

(Vide Appropriation Account. for 1889-90, pp. 190, 280. and 484.) 
In deference to 8cottisb opinion. Parliament directed tbat the Scotch 

mare of the Probate Duty Gront ahould in the main b'e dcooled to 
relief of School Fees, instead of (81 in England) to relil!lf of Local 
Taxation;t 

In this year the grants.in aid of cost of police. &C .• &c., c ... ~I~ed -to be 
provided by Votell of Parliament, and became cbargel!i atgniost tbe Locat 
Taxation (Scotland) Account. The increased charge UgttiDst the 
account was, 'however, mnre than met by tJ)e trander ·to it of the 
proceedJ of certain Excile licence duties under s. 20 of the Local 
Government Acr. 

Certain additiooal dutiea of CUBtoms aod Exeise imroiJed on 81)irits, and 
a proportion of the existing duties on beer, were ,,160 lWsigned to local 
Ir0vernwent purposes, 11 per cent. of the proceeds going to the Local 
Taxation (Scotland) Account in terms of •• 7 or the Customs and 
Inland Reveoue Act, 1"90. This moncy WAS appropriated as directed 
io •• a DC the Local Tau.&iOD (Cwtoms and E:rcise) Act, 1890. 

t See apoecbetl of Lord Ad",ooate io Hoole of CommON, 8th April 1889, and of Secretary fot' Seotlan4 (Molquis of r~othiaD) 
in H(lua<! of LorU. lat AuguR 188&. , 

K4 
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Year. 

1. 

1891-99 
(4th 1eBr). 

1892-98 
(5th year). 

18911--9' 
(.thy_). 

ROYAL COMMISSION ON LOCAL TAXATION: 

I 
Faymentl into Local Taxation (Scotland) Account. 

D. 

I. Probate and Licence Dutiu. 
I! •. d. 

(I.) iJTIth. of ODe-half of Probate 
, 809,230 10 6 Duty ~ ... ... 

(s.) Proceeds of licences speoified 
in acbedule to Local Govern
ment (Scotland) Act, 1889 - 327,299 1 4 

ToW .. £686,529 11 10 

11. Custom and Eicite Datiu. 
£ ._ d. 

(1.) ....... th. of prOOeBd. or certain 
- -Excise duties on beer and 

spirits assigned to Local 
Govornment purposes .. 

(s.) Do. CUllom. do. -
129,870 e 6 
28,658 0 0 

Total • .eUa,42a 9 6 

I. Probate and Liemce Dulin. 
£ •. d. 

(1.) ....... th. of OD&-haIf of Probate 
- -])uty.. ... .. .. '68,783" 4 11 

(2.) Proceeds of Ii ...... specified 
in schedule to Local Govern· 
meD' (Scotlaud) Act - 829,7U 10 8 

ToW - £598,517 15 7 

II. C .. , .... and Ezcio. DvIi ... 
I! •. d. 

(1.) ,y"th' of proceeds of certain 
- -Excise dutiea on beer and 

&pirits assigned to ]'"ocal 
Government purpolea ... 197,564 18 3 

(2.) Do. Customo do. - 21,146 18 10 

ToW 

1. Probat, tmd Licmc, Datiu. 
.e •. d . 

(1.) .,1,I"th. of one-hBlf of Probata 
-Duty. ... • ... 259,936 10 4 

(2.) Proceeds of licences speci&ed 
in schedlile to Local Govem~ 

(1.) 

(2.) 

ment (Scotland) Act, 18t'9 • 838,680 151 4 

Total - :£598,617 2 8 

11. C,utOrM and E~eil, Dutil •. 

~tb8 of proceede of certain 
- Excise duti81 on beer and 

spirits assigned tn Local 
Government purposes ... 

Do. Customs do. .. 

.e I. d. 

117,458 " 7 
21,977 • I 

---I 
Total • £ 149,480 18 8 

Paymenu out of Local Taution (Scotland) Account. 

8. 

I. 

(1.) Relief of ra.tes in HighJandi ana. 
I! •• d. 

lolauds _ _ _ 
10,000 0 0 

(I.) eo" of road, - - 85,000 0 0 
(8.) Coo. of police pay, &.. _ 155,000 0 0 
(.f.) Cost of poor law medical relief ... 20,000 0 0 
(5.) Colt of pauper IUDatics ... 90,500 0 0 
(6.) Residue-Relief of Bchool feeB ... 826.029 11 10 -Total - - .e6'6,599 11 10 

II. 

I! •• d. 
(1.) Police laperannuatioD ... - 40,UO) 0 0 
(2.) Relief of school (ees - - 40,000 0 0 
(8.) Colt of medical offieera aud 

unitary inspectors - - 15,000 0 0 
(4.) Residue - Relief of rat .. or 

tec1mioal education - - 5S,423 9 6 

Total - - £153,'23 9 6 

I. 

.e I. d. 
(1.) Reliet of rates in Highlands and 

Islands ... _ ... 10,000 0 0 
(2.) Cos. of roods - - 85,000 0 ~ 
(3.) Cost of polie~ pay, &c~ - 155,000 f' 0 
(4.) Poor law medical relief • 20,000 0 .0 
(6.) Pauper lunatics,. ~0,5001'l) .. } 115500 

Do. (additIonal), ... a,oool. ' 0 0 

(6.) Secondary education .. ..' 60.000 
(7.) Universities of Scotland . .. 80,000 

0 0 
0 0 

(8.) Parochial board. (retief of ralAs) 60,000 0 0 
(9.) Counties, burghs, and police 

burghs (relief of rates. &c.) .. 
(10.) Ralauce-Relicf of school fees-

ToW -
U. 

(1.) Police Buperac.nuation . 
(2.) Relief of school fees . 
(3.) C<.st of medical officers 

sanitary inspectors .. 
(4.) :Residue - Relief of .. tea 

technical education .. 

ToW 

L 

.. 

--
and -

or -
-

100,000 0 0 
18,017 15 7 

::8593,511 15 7 

.e •. d . 
40,000 0 0 
40,000 0 0 

15,000 0 0 

54,811 17 1 -------
£149,811 17 1 

I. d. 
(I.) lIelief of rates in Highlands aud 

Islands ... . .. 10,000 0 0 
(I.) Cost of roads ... . 35,000 0 0 
(8.) Cost of police pay, &e. .. 155,000 0 ° 
(4.) Poor law medical relief . ~O,OOO 0 0 
(5.) Pauper lunatics. 90,500l. ...} 115 500 0 0 

Do. (additional). B5,OOOl. ) 
(6.) SecQDdMyeducation • .. 60,000 0 0 
(7.) Universities of Scotland ~ 30,000 0 0 
(8.) Parochial boards (relief of rates) 50,000 0 0 
(9.) Countios. bur¢ls, and police 

burghs (relief of rates, &0.) ... I07,fi60 0 0 
(10.) BaluDce-RoIiefohchooifees- 10,357 9 8 

Total 

u. 

(I.) Police superannuation ... 
(s.) Relief of ocbool te.. -
(S.) Cos. 0' medioal ofBcera 

sanitary inspeetOl"8 ~ 

- oE693,'17 2 8 

and 

is 8. d . 
40,000 ° 0 
40,000 0 0 

(4:.) Residue - Belief of ratea or 
tecboical education ~ 

J,5,OOO 0 0 

54,430 13 8 

Total .. iU49,4.30 13 8 

, 
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--;----------------.-

I R~ mark .. Actl under .... hicb P.,menll made. 

4. ____ _ 

YUle '.pro (1800-91) 

Viti. 'llJ1"a (18DU-91). 

5. 

-I--------·~ 

; By the Elem~Dtary Education Aot, 1891 (54 &; 55 "jet. e. 56), provl!lton 
, .... all made for payment out of money. voted by Parliament of a Fee 

GraDt in aid of the COlt: of elementary edllcation in England and Walel 
at tbe ra.le of 10 •. a year for eBcb child-nol less than throe Dor more 
thalle~5 yeat'S of age-in average attendance in public elementary 
IChool!'1. This raised the question of an '~F..quivftJent to grant for 8Mt
land. For the year 1891-92 the EogliAh grant was 806 .. 225/., and on the 
aualogy pt the probate duty /l1'llDt apportioomt'nt, Scotland Nceived • 
80m equal approximately to 'll-A-th8 of tbis "mOdut, ,·iz .• 110,0001., which 
was provided on the Supplementary Estimates for 1891-92 (Clus VII., 
$). A large filUm from the Loc.al TustioD (Scotland) Account having 
been already devotod to the &eeing of educillion in Scotland, it was 
decided, aa 8 temp01'8.ry expedient, to allocate the 110,000/. thus 
bt.-coming available among count~cs, burgh" and police burghs acclording 
to valuation, to be applied io relief of local rates. t.hn seUlemeot of the 
tnaUer OD 8 more permanent bLI;.is being postponed till the following 
,.ear. 

I-----~··-----------,--------------------

I 

. : 

AM IIpecified. abOTe for 1890-91, and in addition 
the Education and Low) Taxation Account 
(Scotla.d) Act, 18'2 (56 " 56 Viet. c. 51). 

A!lspcC'liJit'd aboye for 1890-91 • 

I The Education and Local Taxation Account (Scotland) A.ct, 1892. PUlled 
in tbi. ,.ear bad th~ eft'ect of transfp.rriog to the Public Education 

I (Scothmd) Vote the mAiD charge fa1lin~ on tbe Local TAxation (Scot-
I hmd) Account in fe!J»ect of elementary education. It enacted that a 
\ }I'ce Grant, to be fisetl with I'(Jference to the amouot of thc Engliflh 

I 
Fec Grant for the year. llbould be voted (or Scotland "noually, and 
thut out of tbe l'CAiauo of the Sco~cb Ilh!Irc of th~ Probate aod Licence 
dutiea which, under s. 22 (6) of the Local Government (Scotln.nd) 

I 
Act, :889, bad hitherto been devoted to relief of Bchool feeR, 1'1 $II", 
eq,uu tu 'he Scotch Fee arant for the year flhould be appropri~ted ~ 
iudicated in Col. 3. On referring to that column it will be seen tbat 
the additioDal grant for pauper lunatics, togdber with the (our neW' 
grfints immediately foUowiDI(, es.actly amuunt to 965,000/., this beiDI( 
the amount of the Scutch Fee Grant (as calculated nt -lr~th8 of the 
estimated Englillh Fee Grant) for 189S-93. The halance of 18,0171. 15.,. 7d. 
wa .. paid over to the Snotch Education Departmeot, as on addition to the 
voted Fee Grant, in RCcordance with s. 2 (6) of tho Dew Act. 

By thiB importlmt re-a.rrangement tile Scotch t:bare of tbe Probate Uuty 
Grant became, to a large nteot, applicable (as io England) in relit:f of 
loeal burdenB on realty as originally contemplated by the Govemment. 
while tile pnt in relief of Scbool Fees ceaeed to be depend~nt on 
revenues which were liable to irregular fluctuations an(1 bad DO relation to 
educational requirement&. 

--.--~-'-.---------r-----------------

A.lo 11;92-98 

A. in 1890-91 • 

I 9860",. 

The Scotch Fee GraDt foJ' 1898-9-1, as calculated at -Btbs of the eFtimatfd 
Itnglish Fee Grant, "'all 272.660/. 
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~.--~~-------------------,---------------------~ 

I 
Payments into Local Taxation (Scotland) Account. Year. 

I. 

1894-U 
(ith year). 

1895-96 
(8th ye",). 

2. 

I T. Probau a.nd Licence Duliea. 

& •• d. 
(1.) mths of Probate (or Estate) 

Duty Grant - • '. 235,404 13 2 
(2.) Proceeds of licences flpecific>d in 

flchedule to Local Gt)vernmcnt 
(Scotland) Act, 1889 - 835,658 7 4 

Total- - :£571,058 0 G 

II. Customs and Errue Dulies. 

£ II. d. 
(1.) rn tha of proceeds of certain 

Excise duties CD' be~r Bnd 
spirits 88signed to Local 
Government purposes 123,715 2 6 

21,385 11 5 (8.) Do. Customs do. -

Total - ;8145,100 14 11 

I 1. Probate and Licence Dutiu. 

I (I.) 1:\rnths of Probate (or Estate) :£ •. d. 
Duty Grant • - - 269,357 17 8 

(2.) Proceed" of licences Mpccified in 

(I.) 

(2.) 

schedulc to Local Government 
(Scotland) Act, 1889 - 842,153 12 5 

Total -£611,511 10 1 --------------
II. C1uloms.nd E.rci.e. 

~tbs or proceeds of cClrtain 
- -&cise duties on beer and 

spirit. a8Signed to Local 
Government pUrpOIe8 

Do. Customs do. -

j\ s. d. 

180,744 18 9 
29,317 7 5 

Payments out of Local Tu.ation (Scotland) Account. 

8. 

I. 

(1.) Relief of ratea in Highlands 8,nd 
Islands - _ _ 

£ •. d. 

(2. ~ Cost of raade 

(8.) Cost of police pay~ &0. -

(4.) Poor law medical relief 

10,000 0 0 

35,000 0 0 

- )55,000 0 0 

- 20,000 0 0 

(5.) Pauper lunatics, 90,5001. _} 
Do. (additional) IIS,tiOO 

95,000/. 
o 0 

(6.) Secondary educat\Qn 

(7.) Univenitiea of Scotland 

• 60,000 0 0 

- 30,000 0 0 

(8.) Parish councils (relief of rates) - 50,000 0 0 

(9.) Counties, burghs, aDd police 
burghB (relief of rates •• &c.) - 95,558 0 '6 

l'ofal - - 571,058 0 6 

II. 
II •• d. 

(1.) Police superannuation - - 40,000 0 0 

(S.) Relief of schonl feel - - 40,000 0 0 

(s.) Cattle Pleul'O-pneumonia: Acoount 10,800 0 0 

(4.) Cost of medical oOicer. and sani-
tary inspectoftl - - - 15,000 0 0 

(5.) Residne-Rellef of rates or tech-
nical education .. - 89,300 14 11 

Total - - .£lt5,IOO 14 11 

I. 

£ •. d. 
(1.) Relief of rates in Highlands and 

Islands - .. - 10,000 0 0 
(2.) Cost of roads - - - 35,000 0 0 

(8.) COlt of police pay, &c. - - 15S,OOO 0 0 

(4.) Poor law medical relief - - 20,000 0 0 , 
(5.) Pa\1per In,natios, 90,500/. -} 

Do. (additional).. 115,500 
25,OOoL. 

o 0 

(6.) Secondary education - - 60,000 0 0 

(7.) Universities of Scotland - - 30,000 0 0 

(8.) Pariah councils (relief of n.tes) - 50,000 0 0 
(9.) Counties, burghs, und police ! 

burg?s (relief of ratel, &c.) • 132,344 0 0 : 

(10.) Balance-Relief of school fees 3,667 10 1 j 

Total 

II. 

(1.) Police 8uperannuation 

(2.) Relief l)f school fees 

- :£611,511 10 1 I 

:& •• d. 
- 40,000 0 0 

- 40,000 0 0 

(3.) Cattle Pleuro-pneumowa Aecount 19,800 0 0 

(4.) Cost ofmedioal officers and sani-
tary iDllpecton - - -

(5.) Re!<tidue-Rt'lief of rate" or tech-
nical education - _.. 38,26B 5 7 I 

15,000 0 0 

I Totll - £-15-8-,06-2-5--7 Total - .01$1&3,069 5 7 • f _._.L ____________________ -'--____ . ________________ --L..O:\ , 
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-_._--_._----
Am QIlder which Paymenta'made. 

•• 

.0\, in 1892-99, ud in addition tbe P\DADoe Act. 
le8 •• 61 A; 58 Viet. c. aD, •• 19. 

As in 1890-91, and in 'addition tbe Diseaaes of 
Animol. Aot, 189 •• 67 ..t 58 Viet. o. 57 J Ii. 18. 

A. in 1894-95 -

As in 18U4-95. 

Remark .. 

s . 

The Probate Duty being abolished as a .eJlW'llte tax and meJll'ed in the De'" 
Rstate Duty by tbe Finaoce Act of this year" tbe Act (8. 19) prescribed 

1 the manner in which the Probate Outy 6mnt to local purposes should in 
futUftl be calculated.. 

The Ss;gtch Fee Grant for the year was 986,0001. (ale Etitimates, page 873), 
80 tha.~ 88 explained above in CODnection with the 1892-93 ACCOUDt,. 
10m of 121,0001. might, if available. have been distributed among counties. 
burgh .. aDd police burghs. Owing to a tiilliog off in the revenue from 
probate (or estate) duty. the lum available was only 9S,5.'iSI. 0.1. 6d. 

The Local TazntioD (Scotland) Account had beeu" liable !lince tbe paSiing 

I 
of the ContagioUB ·Disease! (Animals) Act, 1890, to.prOVide 12 per ceut. 
of the deficiency arising in any rear on the Cattle Pleilro-pneumonia 
Account (Great Britain). ThiA hability was continued by the Diseases 

, of Animala Act. 1894. The firat claim was made ID 1tI94-95, and the 
amount (10,800l.) "'8. charged agaiost tbe Customs and Excise Dllties 

I 

punllant to Section 2 of the Looal'l'gation (Cl18toms and ExcUse) Act, 
1890. 

ITb . e Scotch Fee Grant for the ;rear. as calculated at t,lths of the e!timated 
English Fee Grant, wu 297,34'l. 

The question baring been roised of Scotland's claim to a. like proportion of 
a 8um of 30,000l. voted for England on the Supplemontary Eltnnates lor 
the year, Treuul'Y agreed to take steps to obtain a grant of j!th& olthat 
sum for Scotland in the following year. 

__ .. _____ ._--L.I ____ _ 
.L 2 
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Year. 

1. 

1896-97 
(9tb yen,). 

1897-98 
(lOth year). 

• 
ROYAL COMMISSION ON LOCAL TAXATION: 

I[ Payments into Local Taxation (Scotland). Ac.count. 

2. 

I. p,.o~ale and Licence Duliu. 

6. d. 
(1.) mtbs of Probate (or Estate) 

Duty Grant .. .. .. 
i (2.) P!'Oeeed~ oC licences specified in 
I schedule to Local Government 

253,428 9 9 

I (Scotland) Act, 1889 347.255 6 '1 

Total .. ;£600,683 15 4 

I 

I 
i 

II. Clutt'nM and Ezcise Duh·es. 

(1.) f.hrtbll of proceeds of eertain 
l!Ixcise duties on beer and 
spiritS assigned to Local 
Government purposes -

(2.) Do. Customs do... -

£ •. d. 

134,456 19 7 
23,016 .. 2 

Total - £157,478 .s 9 

Ill. E.1a14 Duty [Agricu//ural Ral .. , te., Act]. 

£ •. d. 
(1.) Moths of grant to England under 

Agricultnral Rates Act, 1896 

Payments out of Loonl Taxation (Scutisod) Aceoll1l.t. 

8. 

1. 

•• d. 
(I.) Belief of .... , .. in IIighlands and 

Itlan~~ a a .. 10,000 0 0 
(2.) COlt of roads . ~ _ 35,000 0 0 
(3.) Cost of police pay, &c. .. _ 155,OUO 0 0 
(4.) Poor law medical relief .. .. 20,000 0 0 
(5.) Pauper lunaticl, 90,5001. _} 

Do. (additional), 115,500 0 0 
25,000/. .. 

(6.) Secondary edl1catioD.. - 60,000 0 0 
(7.) Universitie. of Scotlaod.. .. 30,000 0 0 
(8.) Parish council. (telief of ratea) .. 50,000 0 0 
(9.) Counties, burghs, and police 

burghs (relief of rates) .. 125,183 15 " 

Total - :£600,683 15 , 

n. 
(1.) Police superunuatioD _ .. 
(2.) Relief of school fees .. -
(3.) Cattle Plelll'O-pneumonia. Account 
(4.) Cost of medical offieera and sani-

tary inBpectol'8 .. .. -
(5.) Residue-Belief oCratee or tech-

nical edueatioD. - .... 

/I. •• d. 
40,000 0 0 
40,000 0 0 
14,400 0 0 

15,000 G 0 

48,073 8 9 

Total - :£157,473 3 9 

I 

I 
(half·year) - - - 91,629 19 1 Carried forward t<J 1ear 1897-9~ - 91,629 19 I 

I 
I 
I 

1. Probal. aftd LicetlCe Dutiu. 
II. •• tl. , 

I 
i 
I 

(1.) ~\rths of Probah (or Estate) 
Duty Grant - .. - 285,641 13 10 

(s.) ProceedM of licences specified in 
schedulo to Local Government 
(Scotland) Act, 1889 . - 351,619 1 1 

: 

I 

------
To'al- .. :£637,327 0 11 

11. ClUtOJld and ErcUe Dutiu. 

So s. d. 
(1.) ~ths of proceeds of certain 

ExciMe duties on beer and 

Government purposes _ 18S,62{'1 - 4 a 
I 

flpirits assigned to Local 

(2.) Do. Customs do. - - 22,926 19' 8 

I Total -£161,547 S II 

Ill. E&tate Duty [Agricultural Rates, te., .dct]. 

• ... d. 
(1.) iA-tbs of Grant to Rngland under 

Agricultural Rates Act, 1896 183,303 9 3· 

To'al -11.183.303 9 81 
:.=:.=.::.== 

I. 
/I. s. d. 

(I.) Relief of rates in Highlands and 
Islands .. - - - 10,000 8 0 

(2.) Cost of roads - - - 35,000 0 0 
(3.) Cost of police pa,., &c. · 155,000 0 0 
(4.) Poor law medical relief' . - 20,000 0 0 
(;i.) Pauper lunatics, 90,5001. 

-}115,50a Do. (additional), 0 0 
25,0001. 

(6.) Secondary education . - 60,000 0 0 
(1.) Universities of Scotland .. · 30,OOU U 0 
(8.) Parish councils (relief or rates) - 50,000 0 0 
(9.) Counties, burgbs, aDd police 

burgbs (relief of rate8) - 145,625 0 0 
(10.) Balance-Relief of school fees 16,202 011 

Total • £637,327 0 II 

II. 

(I.) Police superannuation - -
(20) Relief of school fees .... 
(3.) CaUle Pleuro-pneumonia Account 
(4.) Cost of medical officers and sani. 

tary inspectors.. .. .. 
(5.) Residue-Relief of rates or tech. 

nical education.. - .. 

£ 
-40,000 
4U.000 

7,800 

15,000 

58,747 

.. do 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

0 0 

811 
----

Total .. :£161,547 S 11 

III. 
11.. •. d. 

(I.) 13argh land tax - - - 7,989 19 10 
(2.) Congested districts in lIighlauds 

15,000 0 0 and Islands of Scotland -
(3.) County and pnriRh councils-Be-

lief of rates on agncultnral 
occupier - - - 160.313 9 5 

Total .. .. £lU,30a 9 3 

• It ,\'tlll be notIced that tbt.ll amount IS rather more than double th~ balf-yearly payment 10 advance made 10 the preceding 
year. The $1,629/. 19 •• ld. was ~ approximate &Ul9UDt BUbject to later moditicatioD: 

\ 

• 



MEMOB.!.NDtnI: 011 TilE LOCAL TAX.TION (SCOrL.!.ND) ACCOUII'I'. 85 

Act8 otadel' which Payments made. 

4. 

I 

A. in 1894-9~. 

Agric:llt\1rnl USte8, aB. (S.:otllLlld) Act, 1896, 
59 11k 60 Viot. o. 87. 

AI in (8904-95 

AI in 1894415. 

A. in 1896-9; 

Remarks. 

•• 

10 tbi. year a change was introduced in the method of CODlputill@' the voted 
Scotch Fee Grant. According to s. 1 (1) of the Education and Local 
Ta.xatioD AccouDt (Scotland) Act. 1892, the SC(joteb F~e Grant wu to be 
loch amount as Parliamenc Plight determine, ., baving regard to thl: 
.~ amount of tbe fee grant (for England and Wales) under the Elementary 
.. KdUCo.tiOD Act. 1891!' 'fhe English grlUll wall, ptmluant to the 189: 
Act, based on an a.llowance of 1u •. for each day schollll'iu average attend. 
nnce at the elCIDeotary schoo... aDd the Scotch Itr&nt. on the analogy of 
!obe Probate 1>uty Grant apportionment, waa at tbe outset fixed at *ths 
of tbe English grant. But from 1896-97 the Tre:l!.'uryagreed to cD!~U1u.te 
the Scotch (like the English) Grant on the basi3 of a p9.yment of lUa. per 
child. The Scotch grtlot for 1896-97, so computed. ,,&I 303.6091., but 
wu iocreased, in acoordanee with tbe agreement alluded to nnder 189S-96, 
by a SlIppiemt"ntary Vota of ., 1 ~51. (being *tb" of a Supplementary 
Vote to Eoglaod in 1895-96), which raised the Scotch Fee Grant foJr 
189~97 to gO? ,7341. As in 1894-95. the Fee Grant excced\.'Cl the amount 
available for distribution under Section 2 of tbe 1892 Act. 

[Note.-Treasury 8ubsequentJy agreed. on the representation of tbe Scotch 
Education Department, to make tbe alteration in the method of computiog 

, the Seoteh jI'ee Grant rEtrospeetive to 18!J2-93, the first year of the grant. 
Thi. brought out a 8UOI due to Scothmt\ of 23,f!iSl., which WlUt placed 011 

the Scoteh Education Estimales of 1898-99 tLnd 1899-1900.] 

AJthough paid into the Local Taxation (Scotland) Account in 1896-97. 
thj" Dum of 91,6991. 19". Id. was really nD advance half-yearly payment 
in respect of. and fell to be distributed in, the following year, 

The voted Scotch F~ Grant for this year was S10,6Z51. 

TUs WR." the fir",t ) ear of tbe eft"ective operation of lhe Agricultoral Rates 
&c. (Sct)tiaod) Act, 1896. Eo,::land htUl 1'eCl'oiv(!d under au Aot passed 
in the 8Ilme Se!llion a grant out of the Estllte }JUt1 equal to one--balf of 
the local rJ.te!I raised. from agricultural lands io 1895-96,.00 Scolltmd,OD. 
the usual" lIOuivalent" basi' l receiYed -!ttM of that amou.nt. Tbo Scotch 
Gr::.nt was aplIlied. "'I iOllieat ... t\ in CuI. S, 

[N,lle.-·"he .\cts. IUl'n,iultet'i Wt<1"e only to opernte fur 6,·u"ears commeoc
iu~ It!l97-9S. bllt han been coutiuu~ for four yt:&r8 by 1 Iidw. VU ... 13 
(1901).] 

L 3 



86 aOYAL COHOIISSION ON LOCAL TAXATION; 

-------------- -
Year. Payments into Local Taxation (Scotland) ACCOUDt. I Payments ont of Local Taxation (Scotland) Account. 

_---'1~. __ __1___ I. a. 

1O~'l-99 
(I Jth year.) 

I. Probate aJUI. Licence Duel. 

(1.) &,b. of Probate (or Estate) 
Uaty Graut .. .. .. 

(2.~ Procefit8 of Lic~ee. lpeei6ed 
ill flcbedule to Local Govel'D
ment (Scotland) Act. 1889 -

l!- •• 
291,9'18 )i 

359,2U 15 

d. 

0 

2 

I 

I. 

1\ •• d. 
(I.) aelief of ...... in H;ghluule and 

I.lands 0 0 0 10,000 0 0 

(2_) Cost 01 lOnds 0 o , 
0 35,000 0 0 

(8.) ~ of police pay, &c. 0 0 165,000 0 0 

( •• ) Poor La", medical relief 0 0 20,000 0 0 

(5.) Pauper 1unaticl, 90,5ool ... 
:} 115,500 0 0 Do. (additional) 25,0001. 

(6.) Secondary ed .... lion - . 60,000 0 0 

('I.) Universities of ScotIa.nd .. .. 30,000 0 0 

(8.) PwbCouneila-relief ofratel_ 6.0,000 0 0 

(9.) Cattle Pleura-pnenmonia At-" 
count_ .. _ .. 8,400 0 0 

(10.) Countiea, burghs, &c. (relief 
of rates, &c.).. .. .. 161.919 0 0' 

I (11 .. ) Balance-Relief of school fees 5,370 12 2 -------- ' 
Tolal .. £651.191 1:2 2 

I I. CUIlIOWl and E.rcise Dgtie6. 

(1.) +,hrths of proceedl of certain 
.ij;s:eise Duties on beer and 
spirits usigned to Local 
Government purposes - -

(2.) Do. Customs do. -

:£ II. d. 

·143,604 1 3 
22,588 1 6 

Total - :£166,192 2 9 

lII. E"a'" Duty r AgriCldturai Rate., te. 
(Seolhind) Acl. 1896]. 

It •• d. 
lrAlhl of grunt to Eugland under 

.Agricultural Rates Aet, 1896 - 188,303 9 3 

Total - 0 £183,808 9 8 . 

IV. Cun . wlida'ed FundlLocal Ta.raticm dccot'lI' 
(Scotland) Act, 1898]~ 

II •• d. 
.Alldi:ionfl I grant towanls rt!liet of 

I'f.(rieult ural lutea, &c. (half lear) 48,554 18 0 

'rotal .. £651,191 IS 2 

II. 

(I.) Pollce iuperaDouatinn 

(2.) aelief of ocl!ool fees 

(a.) :Medical officers and sanitary 
inspectors - -_ 

(4.) Counties, burghs, &e. (relief of 
local rates or teehoiea1 educa-

:£ •. d. 
40.000 0 0 

40,000 0 0 

15,01)0 0 0 

tion) - - - - r1,192 9 9 

Total - £166,192 2 9 

IlL 

(I.) Burgh land t.u .. lief 

(2.) Congested distriets in BighlancU 
nod Islands of Scotland -

t8 6. d. 
'1,989 19 10 

15,000 O· 0 

(8.) Connty IUd parieb connci1s
Rdief of rates on agricultural 
occupier . - • 1150,318 9 S 

Total - 0 £183,303 9 3 

IV. 

l!- •• II. 
Amount carried forward. olD 1898-

1900 - 0 0 0 45,554 18' 0 



JlBMOaAJroUM ON THB LOCAL TAXATION (IICOTUllD) ACCOUNT. .87 

A ... uncle. which Paymeuto made. 

4. 

All in ]8V4· 95, with the addition 01 the Local 
Tantion Account (Scotland) Act, 1898, II. I, 
provr.o. 

All in 1894-05. but (!Objeot to modification by 
provi(llo in Aot of 1898, 88 81Eplained in Dext 
column. 

All in 1896-97. 

Local Taxation Aeeouut (Seotlud) Aot, 1898, 
61 I; 61 Viet. o. ~6. 

. ------~ ------~---

Remark .. 

o. 

The TOted Scotch Fee GraDt for the Year was 335.3121. 
In virtue of tbe proviso in the .Act of '1898. referred to in JlrecetllDg column, 

any suma paTable to the Cattle PJeuro-Pneumonia Account out of the 
JAJoal Taxation (Scotland) Account became. from this yenr, chargeable 
agaiDst the grant to CGoutieR, burghs, &e., under section 9 (a) of the 
Education and Local Tuation Account (Scotland) Act" 1892, instead of, 
u formerly, against the residue of the Cu8tom~ and Excise Duties. Tbe 
c, unholy alliance" between technical education and IlwiDe {ever WDS thus 
dissolved. 

Note.-The Act of 1698, RS passed, would have e:J:pi~d at close of financial 
year 1901-2, but it has heon continued for four yeare more by 1 Edw. VII • 
•• 18. (1901). 

Althougb paid ioto the Local Taxation (Scotland) AceoUDt in 1898-99, thill 
lum of 4-8.65.fl. 1ft... WIUI really an advance half·yearly payment in respect 
of, IIUld feU to be dislributed io, the foUowing y6J\l' • 

L4 
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Year. 

l. 

1899-1900 
( 12th year.) 

, 

I 
I 

I 
I 

nOYAL COMM.ISSION ON I.OCAL TAXATION ~ 

l"ayment& into Local TaxatioD (Scotland) Aocount. 

~. 

I. Probate and Licence J)utie., 

ths of Probate (or Estate) 
oty Grant .. .. .. 

roceeds of Licences spet.oified 
in 8cbeduie to Local Govern
mf'nt (Scotland) Aot, 1889 .. 

(I.) "t 
( •• ) P 

Total 

I. •. d. 

328,503 16 11 

864.665 18 6 

::£698,169 15 5 

II. Cut01ll6 and Ezci" DUtiC6. 

(1.) Tl' , 'ntbs of proceeds of certain 
ExciRe Duties on beer and 
rcpirits 8esigned to Local 
Government purpottles 

(2.) Do. CUAtolD8 do. 

'Iotal 

I! •• d. 

156,151 10 5 
:25,848 12 7 

:£182,600 3 0 
=== 

L II. E,ta'. Drttg [Agricultural Rata, (re. 
(Scotland) Act, 1896]. 

I! ., d. 
iA-tll1l of grant to Enl:land undn 

'cultural Rates Act. 1896 *182,9&0 'T 9 Agn 

IV. 

Addit 
ogl' 

Total aluas,gsa 1 9 

COI .. olid4ted Fund [Local Ta.ration AUOIInt 
(S .. ,14ftd) A.', 1898]. 

ional grant townrda relief of 
icnltural ratel, &0. 

Total 

i! s. d. 

97,'62 11 6 

i!91.459 17 6 

I 
I 

Pa7"lents out of Local Taxation (Scotland) Account. 

I. 

I. 

(1.) Relief of rates in Highlands 8IId 
Islands .. _ .... 

(2.) Co,t of roads • 

(8.) Cost of poli,,!, par. &c. 

£ •. d, 

10,000 0 0 
36,000 0 0 

165,000 0 0 

10,000 0 0 (4.) Poor Law medical relief. • 

(5.) Pauper IUDatics, 90,5001 . .. 
Do. (additional),26,OOOI. 

(6.) Secondaty education _ 
:}IU.500 0 0 

60,000 0 0 

(1.) Universiti .. ofScol1and 

(8.) Psri,h councils ( ... lief of rates) 

(9.) Cattle PJeuro-pneumonia Ac-
count - .... 

(10.) Counties, burgIl1, &0. (relief of 
I ratee, &e.) .. .. 

(11.) Balanoe-ReHei of school fe .. 

80,000 0 0 

60,000 0 0 

4,560 0 0 

149,0'/8 0 0 
64,036 15 & 

Total - .693,169 IS 5 

n. 

(1.) Police supemunoation 

(2.) :Relief of school feeR 

(3.) Medieal officer. aDd sanitary 
inspectors ... .. 

(4.) Connties, burghs, &C. (relief of 
loeal rate8 or technir.al educa
tion) 

i! •• d. 
40,000 0 0 

40,000 0 0 

15.000 0 0 

87,600 3 0 

Total .. £182,600 8 0 

III. 

-It •• d. 
(1.) Burgh land tax relief 7,989 19 10 

(2.) Con~ested districte: in Highlands 
and Islands of Scotland.. 15,000 0 0 

(8.) County and parish eouncila-: 

(\.) 

(2.) 

(3.) 

(4.) 

Relief of rates on agricultural 
occupier 1160,313 9- 5 

Total • =183.303 9 3 

. IV. 

A ddition61 contribution in relief 
of ~cultura1 rates .. . 

Additlon61 eountribution to o08t 
of pay and clothing of police -

Manne lIoupcrintendence (Fisher
ie~) 

Residue to Secondary or Techni. 
cal (including Agricultural) 
EdUcatiOD 

Total 

£ •. d. 

20,000 0 0 

25,000 0 0 

15,oon 0 0 

§37.109 16 0 

£97,109 16 0 

---. ....!.-.--.-----------~~-~-----------I 



IIEIiOIlAIiDUIl Olll THE LOCAL TAXATJO~ (1!C()l'UIID) ACCOUNT. 89 

Acts UDCIe< whicb Papaeuts made .. 

•• 

A. ill I&eS-99 

.1..10 189S-99. 

As in 1896-97. 

Loeal Taxation Accouut (Scotlaod) Aat, 1898, 
el I::: 61 VioL Co 66.: 

I 88801." 

lCemnra. 

5. 

The TOted Scotch l!'ee Graa.t for lhe year was :n 8,6331. 

.. 

• The grant uudol' the Agricultural Rates. &0. (ScotJaud) Act, 1896. WDS 
reduced hJ' a lum of 3"31. I •. sd .• as compared ... itb the preceding 1au. 
in OODSAqueoce of a reduction in the total English gruDt followiug Db sn 
o.ltemtioD of rating areas. An equivalent increaKe was, however~ made 
iu the payment to the l.ocal TlXstioD (Scotland) Account under the 
Local Taxation Account (Scotland) Act, 1898. (S811 below,) . 

t 1'here was an over PlIgrMlll under this head ot Usl. I •• 6d. This aroile 
from tbe faot that the reduction referred to above Wll8 DOt notified to 
Scottish Office unb1 after Lbe grant for 1899-1900 had berm iSSDC:l. The 
over payment was rectifieil in distributing the VolRt lor 1900-19()1. 

:t This'\'fM the first yeu of the effectiYe operatioIl of the 189t1 Act. The 
purposP I')f the Aut WftI to ma!le up tloe Scotch grant. under tbe Act ot 
1896. to onp-balf of the tl\tal rates levied OD. agriculturnl/a'ftu in 1895-96. 
Bbtl to proyido for \he dititributiOD of the additiooal 8um. 'rhe total 
amount of rates levied Oll agricultural /mIds dJld Mritagu W&8 certified 
at 640,94.\1., but of tbil!l it \1111.' c!l.limated that ooly se't'eo-eigblbs related 
tn land.. The &-utah grant. th.r'f'fore. worked out to one·bali of RYeD.

eighths of 640.94.')/. """ 2M.41St. S •. ad. and this i,. tUf'I \!Ium payuble 
anoually to the Local TantioD (Scotla.od) Account under tile two Actl!. 

§ There was an tntder P"YfM'lt UDder thill head of S431. h. Gd. This w .. 
made good. ill followiDg 1"1'. See t abo", 
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Year 

1. 

19OO-19Dl 
(l8th ye •• ). 

I 
IlOYAL COMMISSION ON LOCAL TAXATION, 

I Psyinestl into Local Tuation (Scotla.d) Account. 

I 2. 

I. P.'obute and Licence Duties. 

•. d. 

(1.) ,'Atbs of Probate (or Elltste) 
Duty Grant - - - - 300,091 0 10 

. (2.) Proceeds of licence. specified in 
SChedule to Local Government 
(Scotland) Act, 1889 - - 370,533 3 8 

Total 

J I • . Cual.fJJM and EJ:ci~e Dutie!. 

(I.) -,lroltrths of proceeds of cetUib £ .. d. 
Excise Dnties on beer and spirits 
ussigncd to Local Government 
purposes - - - - 150,395 5 6 

(2.) Do. CU8t01D8 do. - - 24,053 9 11 

Total .. £.174,448 15 5 

III. Estate Duty [Agricultural Ratu, te. 
(Scol/aod) .dct, 1896]. 

P8)"~8Ilts out of Local Taxation (Scotland) Acooont. 

i s. 

.£ •. d. 

(1.) Relief 01 ratea in Highll.nda and 
Islands .. - .. _ _ 10,000 0 0 

(2.) COlt of row - - - _ 85,000 0 0 

(8.) Coil. of police pay, &c. - _ 155,000 0 0 

(4.) Poor law medical relief - • 10,000 0 0 
(5.) Pauper lunRtiea, 90,5001. } 

Do. (additional), 25,0001. : 115,500 0 0 
(6.) Secondary education .. _ 
(7.) Unive1'llitiea of Scotland _ .. 

(8.) Pariah Connclls-Relief of rate. 
(9.) Cattle Pleuro-pneumonia account 
(10.) Coaatiee, blll'ghB, &C. (relief of 

rate .. &c.) - _ _ _ 

(11.) Balance-Relief Qr school fees 

60,000 
80,000 

50,000 

3,000 

146,938 

"5,191 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

4 I 

Total - £670,624 4 1 

U. 
£ •• d. 

(1.) Follce snperllDuuatioD - - 40,000 0 0 
(2:) Relief of Behool fees - - 40,000 0 0 
(S.) Modical officers and 'Boitary 

inspectors - - - 15,000 0 0 
(t.) CountiC8, burgbs, &e. (relief of 

local rates or tecllnieal cdllcn~iop) _ 79,448 15 5 

Total .. :£174,448 15 5 

III. 

tAw. of grant to El'IgIaDd under :£. •• 
Agricultural Rates Act, 189t; - -182,499 :; 

~. (1.) Burgh land ta1 relief 

(2.) Congested districts in Highlands 

:£ s. d. 
7,989 19 10 

Total • £182,499 5 9 

IV. ComolidtJted ,Futld [Local Ta.rtJtum 
.dcc ... t (Scot/om/) .dct, 1898]. 

Additional grant towards relief of £ $. d. 
agricultural ratcp, &c. - - :t9i,626 13 G 

Total - .£97,6'6 18 6 

a.nd Islands of Scotland .. .. 15,000 0 0 
(8.) County and parish councils

Relief of rates OD. agricultural 
occupier ... - ~ .. - tU9,621 6 5 

-----
Total .. :£182,617 6 a· 

IV • 

(1.) Additional contributiOD in relief 
of agricultural rates - - ... 

(2.) AdditioDal contribution to cost 
of P"Y and clotbing of Police .. 

(3.) Marine superintendence (Fish_ 
eries).. .. .. .. - ~ 

(4.)" Residue to Secondary or Tech
nical (inCluding Agricultural) Edll~ 
cation... - '- -

II __ n. 
90,000 0 0 

25.000 O· 0 

15,000 0 0 

§S7,795 19 0 

Total .. £97.795 19 0 

..,..._.--:... ... " _= .. ~. ~----_-__ ~= __ -__ ......... ,'---_ - ____________ ..l..-



llEMORANDUM ON THE LoCAL 'fAXATI.:l1l (SC01'IAND) ACCOUNT. (11 

Actl UDder which PaYIDeuti made. 

4. 

AI ID 1898-98 

A. ID 189e-97 

As io un-li'GO. 

Remark .. 

5. 

The ... Ied Scotch Fe. GraD' (or the year " .. 814,938L 

•• 

• A farther reduction occurred iD the amouDt teeeJVAble onder Bead In. 
conaequent on a redaction in the English Graot. Tilis reduction wall 
DOt noti6ed to Scottish Office, however. until the cloae of f.oaocia11eu~ 
"hon tho agricultural ..... groDt hod already been ioouod. 

tIn i.au.in2 thit grant it was aslameel that the total sum payabJe to the 
Local TuatioD. (Scotland) Account for 1900-1901 wowd be 18:1,9601. 
7.s. 9do as in the preceding year. On tbis assumption the grant payable 
iD relief of agricultural rates for tbe year uuder the 1896 Act. worked 
out to - £159,970 9 11 
but thilt had to he dimiDilhed by tbe ooer payment 
made ill 1899-1900 of _ - _ _ _ U3 1 G 

making ·tbe sum iunable 15'9,627 6 5 
Thit again wu increaaed by a small 10m ~d to 
lhe oredit oftbe grou~ riL • - - - . 9 10 • 

making the sum actually issued - :8159,636 16 7 

but for the sake of simplicity tMs 91. 101. 2d. is eJ:cluded from Cols. Z 
IIIld. 8, As the 81lIIl eventuall, paid into tbo Local Tantion (ScotJaod) 
Account for the year was 0011182.'99/. 51. 9d. lUll ~t the llSSumed 
flgnre of 182,96ol. ·7 •. 9d., there was an Oler il8ue: in the year odei' 
Read Ill. 01.611. 2,. 

lA IlUm 0' 98il. 6, wOO owing f .... m th .. Consolld ... d i'oDd al th. c10 .. 
of the fio8ooi81 year. 

§Like tbe residlle ODder Head III. of the Aceounl C.E8 Dote t lbo.e). the 
payml'Dt for Secondary Kdueaboo, b~1 under Head IV., was issued OD 
tbe ueomption that tbe total BUDl payable into the aceouut unclei' 
Head IV. would be the same as io the precediog year. On tb.isasmmp
,ion tb6t residue for the year wortled out to 37,452i. 17 •. &d., but it had 
to be increased by 343/. b. 6d. in relpeet of the under paymt'DI ill 
1899-1900, making the SUID payable 3~,'1951. 196. In eoueqaewoe of 
the reductiOD of tbe Bum paid ioto &be Acoount under Bead III. an 
equivalent inCI'ftUle of 4611. S •• fen Ie be made under Head IV. Only 
1731. 161. of this was received wiUlia the ,ear, leaYi.og 2811 • .... still 
duo. Wben latter awn U;. received. .. fmther amoUD' of 4S11. II. will be 
payable 88 residue in respect of 19oo...J9Gl. 
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PART IT.
SUMMARY of the foregoing ACCOUNTS 

Paymt!dtB into Loeal T~tiOD Accounts. I 

I. Probate Dut, GraDt • · · 
Lo:!al Tc.uCOD Licences · · 

1I. Cuetom. Duties · -
ExoiBe J)utiM · · · 

III. :K!ltate Duty (Agriculto.l'al Bateo 
, (SootlaDd) Act, 1896). 

IV. Consolidated Fllnd (Looal Taxation 
(Seotlaud) Act, 1898). 

TOTAL · · 

PuymeD 18 ou' 0/ Local Taxation ACCOunts.! 

ds Gran. . lIigblsn 

Boada 1\1 ainteD8Dct · 
· · · 

· · 
I Boards (Co •• 01 Parochia 

&c.}. 
Management, 

Police E ~a1 and Clothing 

w Medical Belief Poor La 

Lunatics Pauper 

Parish C ounoils 

. 

COl1DlieB , Burghll, &C. 
· 

· · -
· 

· · -
· · 

· · · 

:Medico! Oft{eer. a~d Sanitary Inapectors · 
Residue (Custo .... and E&~i .. ) · · 

and 'fax · · -Burgh L 

County 
tural 

Seconda.ry 

CouDoils, III •• , BeUef of Agricul. 
Rates. 

Education · · 

U~i"n ill .. of Scotland · 
f School Feel · · Belief 0 

Cattle P 

.Police S 

Congest 

leuro-pnenmonia Aecouot 

uperannuation · · 
ed District. in Highlands 
•• bland 

M:uine SupErintendence (Fillherift) 

" . 

· 
· 
· 
· 

aDd 

· 
e Half-yearly Payment8 uuder Acts AdVaJl( 

of 18. 6 and 18118. 

TOTALI · · 
-._-_. 

. 

1888-89.! 1889·90. 1890-91.j 1891-92·1 1892-98.! 

I! I! I! £ I! 
155,167 249,084 265,504 309,231 268,788 

- - 822,432 321,299 S29,735 

- - 22,622 23,553 21,747 

- - 120,430 129,870 127,565 

- - - - -
- - - - -

155,157 2.49,084 730,988 789,953 742,830 

1888-89·1 1889'90.j 1890-91.j 1891-92.! 1892-93. 

/I. /I. II I! I! 
80,000 30,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 

70,000 85,000 35,000 35,000 35,000 

55,157 - - - -
t t 155,000 165,000 155,000 

t t 20,000 10,000 20~OOO 

t t 90,500 90~600 115,500 

- - - - 50,000 

- - - l 100,000 

- - 15,000 16,000 15,000 

- - 48,059 58,423 64,312 

- - - - -
- - - - -
- - - - 60,000 

- - - - 80,000 

- 184,084 31'1,436 3EG,OaO 58,018 

- - - - -
- - 40,000 40.000 40,000 

- - - - -
- - - - -
- - - - -

155,167 249,084 730,988 789,:531742,830 

* The sum of 2871. 68. mentioned in marginal Dote. OD preceding page is Inclo.ded 
t Provid.ed by Vote of Parliament in thiS1tar. See" Remarks It oollltDD, p. 79. 

189S-94·1 1894-95. 

I! i-
259,936 235,405 

833,581 835,653 

21,978 21,886 

127,453 123 ... 715 

- -
- -

742,948 716,159 

189S-94. 1894-95. 

I! I! 
10,000 10,000 

35,000 36,000 

- -
Ui5,OOO 156,000 

20,000 20,000 

115,500 115,500 

50~OOO 50,000 

107,660 95,li58 

15,000 15,000 

54,.31 39,301 

- -
- -
60,000 60,000 

SO,OOO 30,000 

50,3$1 40,000 

- 10,800 

40,000 40,000 

_. .-

- -
- -

742,948 716,159 
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continued, 

for the TIIAIIS 1588-1901. 

1@9S-96·11896-97., 18n_98·11898-99·11899-1900·11900-1901., TOTAL. , Payolents Into Local TasatioD ACCCIlIIII. 

I/, " I/, .s I/, I/, II 

269~$58 958,429 985,648 291,979 328,504 
t. 

800,091 3,467,109 J. Probate Duty Graut. 

3-'"2,15' 847,255 351,679 3S9,213 364,666 370,538 3,784,200 Local Taxation Licences. 

22,317 13,01ti 22,927 22,688 25,849 24,0.53 252,036 n. 'CustOIIUI DutieB. 

130,145 184,4-57 138.620 143,604 156,751 150,395 1,463,605 Excise Duties. 

- 91,630 183.803 183,308 . 182 .. 960 182,499 823,695 III. Estate Dllty (Agt'!cultllral Rate 

I 243,922 
(Scotland) Act, 1896). - - - 4~,555 9;~.53 ·97,914 IV. COD!OOlidatcd Fond (Local Tantio 

- --- . ------- (ScotIIlDd) Act, 1898) • 

• 
D 

76',574 849,787 982,177 1,049,242 1,156,183 1,125,485 10,054,567 TouI.. 

1895-96.11896-97.11897-98.11898-119.1 1899-1900.11900-1901.1 TOTAL. 1 Paym.Dt. out of Local TaXlltiOD A,oo •• t,. 

I/, " " i- II " II 
10,000 10,000 10.000 10,000 10,000 lOJO~O 170,000 Highlands Grant. 

35,000 sS,OOO 35,000 85,000 85,000 35,000 490,000 Roadtl Maintenance. 

- - - - - - 55,157 Parochial Boards (Cost 
&r..). 

of Mn!lagement, 

55,000 155,000 155,000 155,000 180,000 180,000 1,755,000 Police Pay and Clothiu6• 

SO,OOO 20,000 20,000 SO,OOO Stl,ODO 2n,ooo 220,000 Poor Law Medical Relief. 

15,500 115,500 115,500 II5,SOil 115,500 115,500 1,220,500 Pauper Lt1nati~s. 

50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000 450,000 Parish Councils. 

32,3·14 125,lB' 145,625 161,912 "9,078 146,938 1,164,289 Counties, Bllrghs. &c. 

15,000 15,000 15,000 15,00(1 1.5,000 15,000 165,000 Medical Officers aud Si\uitary Iuspectol:S. 
-

38,269 48,073 58,747 71,192 87,600 79,448 837,841 Residue (CllStOms and E!C.cise). 

- - 7,990 7,990 7,990 7J99O 31,960 Hurgh Land Tax. 

- - 160,313 160,318 180,313 179,627 680,566 County Council .. &c.: 
tural Rate •• 

Belief ('If Agl'icul~ 

80,000 60,000 60,000 60,000 97,110 97,796 614,906 Secondary Edllcfttion. 

80,000 80,000 80,000 80,000 30,000 30,000 270,000 Univllrsities of Scotland. 

43,668 40,000 56,201 45,380 104,037 SS,191 1,390,403 ltelief of School Fees. 

Ir,sOO 14,400 '1,800 8,400 4,560 8,000 68,760 Cattle Pleuru-pneumollia Account. 

40,OUO 40,000 4O,('()O 40,000 40,000 401000 440,000 Police Superanuo .. tion. 

- - 15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000 60,000 Congested Districts ;0 Highlands aud 
Island •. - - - - 15,000 15,000 30,000 Marine Superintendence (Fisherib") 

- 91,630 - oC8,S55 - - 140,185 Advance Balf-yearly Payments UDder Actt 
of 1896 and lb98. - . 

64,574 849,787 982,177 1,049,242 1,156,183 1,125,485 10,054,567 TOTALS. 

-_._---------
t: A Kraut of 1111,0001. for relief 01 rates in couDties, burghll!', aDd polioe burgh! 'W88 providOO. by Vote of Parliament in 

1891-9M. S .. p. SI. 
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PART III. 

HISTORICAL NOTES UPON THE SEVERAL GRANTS PAYABLE' OUT, br.!rUE LOCAL TAXATioN 
(SCCTLAND) ACCOUNT. 

(1.) HIGHLANDS GBANT. 

(ffluin and Amownt.-The grant in l'elief of local taxation in the Highlands and Islands of 
Scotland (i.e., the connties of Argyll, Invernes." Ross and Cromarty, Sutherland, Caithness, Orkney, 
and Shetland) originated in 1888-89, when a sum of 30,000l. was allotted to that pnrpose by the 
Probat-e Duties (Scotland and Ireland) Act, 1888, Section 2. The grant was Continued at the same 
amount in 1889-90 by Section 19 (1) of the Local Government (ScoUand),Act, 1889, but it was 
objected in Parliament- that any exceptional relief to the highland counties should properly 
constitute an Imperial charge, and sbould not be met out of moneys 8ssigned for the benefit 
of Scotland generally, and, the grant was' accordingly reduced from 18~0-91 onwards (vide 
Section 22 (1) of the Local Government (Scotland) Act, 1889) to 10,000t. per ann\lm. 

MotU of Di8tn-ibutA.on.-'In the firattwo'years of the grant, viz.,1888-89 and 1889-90, the 
money available WII.S distributed !LCcording to a scheme approved by the Secretary for Sco~land. 
In brief, this scheme provided-·.. " ""', , , " " 

(a) that 2,000t. should he handed over to' the Scotch Education Dep&rtment to he administered 
by them for behoof of necessitous school boards in the highlands and islands, subject to 
the provisions of Clause 7 of a Minute of the Committee of Council on Education in 
Scotland, dated 21st December 1888; -

(b) that the balance of 28,000t. should be allocated among the parochial ,boards, in the highland 
counties, the parishes being divided into four classes according to the ratio oI rental to 
population in each (viz." Class I. containing ,parishes with average rentals not exceeding 
ll. 128. per head; Class Il, with averagerentaIs from It. 128. to 3t.; CloBs III., with 
average rentals from 3l. ,to 6t.; and Class IV., ,with average rentals exceeding 6l.), and a 
higher or lower rate of grant being paid according to the class in which a parish was placed. 
Thus, parishes in Class L got Is. 8id. per head of population ; Class II. parishes got 

·18. 8d. per head; CIMs III. parishes got lB. 6d. per hend; and Class IV. parishes 16. 3d. 
per head. 

From 1890-91, inclush'e,' the grant (lO,OOOl.) , has, in accordance with Section 22 (I) of the 
Local, Government (Scotland) Act, 1889, been, disttibuted among the county councils of the 
Highland counties in proportion to the grants paid OUG of Exchequer' to, the Commissioners of 
Supply and County Road Trustees of each such county (excluding the burghs therein) during the 
financial year ending 31st March 1889. The 8ums annually payable to the several counties are 
8S follows :-

Argyll 
Caithness 
Inverness 
Orkney -
'Ross and c'romarty 
Shetland ' 
Sutherland 

Total 

£ ,8. d. 
- 3,089' 1 8 

952 c 3 7 
- 2,768 8 7 

372 8 4 
- 1,859: 6 3 

204, 4 9 
7540 6 10 

£10,000 0 0 

Application of Grant by Oou.:uy aOOncilB.-S~ctio. 22(1) of the Local Government (S~tland) 
Act, 1889, directs each county council to apply its share of the grant to t.he relief of local taxation 
in tlte county (excluding the burghs therein). , Tha~ en~tment is roqdified by Section 4 of the 

54 & 56 Viet; Western Highlands and Islandll (ScOtland) Act, 18111, whieb enables a county council to apply its 
e.58. share in aid' of the construction and maintenaitce of piers, &c.· The returns, C.--6583 (1892), 

C. 7516 (1894), C. 7826.(1895), C. 8218 (1896), and C. 8574 (1899). show tha.t the ~nt for the 
.ix years, 1890-96 has been mainly applied by th~ several ~unti~ .towards the cost of mainte
nance of roads. This is also true of the years 1896-1901, m whIch, as'shown by the County 
Abetracts of Accounts, approximately nine-tenths of the 'total grant was appropriated in aid of 
road expenditure, and the balance in aid of other rates. It may be noted that the road mainte-
nance rar.e is levied equally from owners and occupiers. - , . ....: '.' 

(2.) ROAnS GRANT. 

Origitn of Grant.-This grant originated in 1882-83, when a sum of 250.000l. was voted by 
Parliament to relieve the chat'ge falling upon local rates, in connenon with the maintenance of 
t"Oad., consequent upon the compulsory abolition of tolls. In Scotland the_abolition of tons had . 

• 8 •• prooeeding. in Oommitt •• on Local Go"ernment (Sootland) Bill, 1889. 
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been' going on since 1863, in the first instance under. ,the provisions of Ioca,l Acts, and la.tterlY. in 
consequence of the passing of the Roads and Bridges (Scotlsnd) Act, 1878, by Section 33 of whi~h 
tho exaction of tolls and statute. labour W&B directed. to he discontinued, &B from 1st June 1883, in 
all counties in which abolition had not already taken plac~. [See Mr. Dodson's speech, 11th August 
1882, Hansard, cclxxiii., p. 1,577.J . 

A mount 0/ (hwnt and Mods of Distribution.-Of the 250,000l. voted :in ] 882-83, a SUm of 
30,OOOl. 'waS allotted to Scotlsnd. The method of distribution adopted WM to give to each roa.d 
authority entitled to participate one-fourth of the cost of maintaining, during the year ended 
Whit Sunday 1882, roads disturnpiked since 1860. This exhll.usted only 20,487l. of the Scotch 
share of the grant, and a balsnce of 9,513l. "W88'e.cCordingly surrendered to the Exchequer. . . , 

Next y.ar-1883-8t--:.the Scotch share W&B reduced. to 25,OOOl., and the mode of distribution 
W&B at the same time somewhat modified. It had been objected that the principle adopted in the 
preceding year, wholly excluding, &Bit did, 'from 'participation, roads disturnpiked prior to 1860, 
and excluding also districts which had nev~ possessed turnpike roads (but which, it W88 urged, 
had .an eq ual cl"i~ to relief), operated Bome~ha~ unequally. The regulations were accordingly 
modIfied so as to glve- . . ' 

(a) to counties, districts, and burghs containing roads disturnpiked since 1850, one-fourth of 
the cost of maintenance of such roads ; . 

(b) to counties, distript8, . and ; burghs which had never possessed turnpikes, a proportion of 
the total' charge falling upon publ~c rates in respect of the maintenance of their roads 
corresponding to tho ... tio ~hich the total grant paid to. disturnpiked road authorities 
bore to .the cost of m~iptaining ovt of public rates all the roads under the control of 
these authllrities. 

The total·sUm allocated under these regulations was 23,882l., BO that 1,1181. was surrendered 
to Exchequer. . . ...' '. . . ' 

In framing the Estimate for 188'-85 it became necessary'to consider what effect the pro"ision 
in Section 33 of the Roads and Bridges (Scotland) Act, 1878, already aUuded to, would have 
upon. the number and p.mQUl\t' of the claims upon the grant. It W88 estimated that the total 
additlonal expenaiture' clsimed' on would be 'about 88,0001., reqUiring (on the basis of a con
tribution of one-fourth) a.ri addition to the Scotch grant of 22,0001. But, by Treasury minute 
(2082--K4) of 5th ]t'ebruary 1884, the total annual grant for Great Britain had been limited· to 
250,000l., and an increase of 22,OOOl. could not therefore be gh-en to Scotland, without unduly 
cncroa.ching on the English share of the gt'IIJIt. Eventually the total grant was re-apportioned 
between the two coun~ries on the baai. of popu1ation qualified by coo..ide ... ation of the mileage 
of roads per-head. On the basis of popUlation alone Scotland would have received] 21 per cent., 
but in' view or the higher mileage of ' roads pe~ head in that country, its sba.reo was fixed at,14 per 
cent., or 3S,OOOl.. At·this point a furtheI' modification of the rules governing the distribution of 
tho grant among ·the road authoritiesbeca.me necessary. It was no lunger ,possible to pay 
one-fourth of the ,cost of maintaining disturnpiked roads. The new regulation. then framed by 
the Home Secretary, and continued by tbe Secretary for Scotland, who took over the admiui~tration 
uf the grant in 1885-86, are as follows :-

"The following regulations, subject to any modifications required to meet exceptional 
.. cases will, till further notice, govern the distribution of the grant for each financial year, 
n ending at or before Whit Sunday. 

"To each county, district, and burgh forming a separate. district for roed-rating purposes, 
.. for TOacU maintained Ol~t oj public Tates, a. sum bearing the same proportion to the total 
" amount of the grant &B the cost of the materials and labour employed in the maintenance 
.. of such roads, during the financial year ending as above, bears to the total cost of the 
" materials and labour employed in the maintenance of roads maintained out of public 
" rates. in all the counties, districts. and burghs in Scotland, during the ssid financial 
," year. . 

" In tho application of this minute to burghs, 'road' slillll not include a street or other 
" l'Oad within a burgh, except in so far &B the same i. part of a highway which Wru! Buhae
" quent to 1850, a turnpike road, 01' a county road maintained by statute. labour or out of 
" the rates le~ied under a. County Road Act." 

These r~gul"tionswere stereotyped by Section 22 (2) of..thQ r..oc..i Government (Scotland) Act, 
1889, ... d can only be altered by statute. 

The amount of the grant· remained at 3S,000l. down to 1887-88, when a supplementary vote 
of 35,tlOOI. WM teken in accordll.Oce with' Budget arrangements,· raising the totnl vote for t.hat 
year to 70,0001. In the following year, 1888-89, the grant became a charge on the Local 
Taxation (Srotland) Account, and was again 70,OOOl. From 1~89-90, inclusive, it has been 
regularly 35.0UOl. 

Sl<!tisi;"8 a9 to Dist .. ibution. - The following table shows the Ilwoher of road authorities 
.participating, the total admitted el<p~nditure on which the allocation of the grant hRli been h88ed, 

• Vid. Yr. Gos.h.n's Dodget Speech, 21st April 1887. Hansard. Vol. S13, 0018. 14S3-4. This additionalsllm 
or 3'),0001. was gi\'on to Sootland, and a sum of 245,0001. to} E~land for rood purposes. in anticipation of the 
f"~""' tl'l\l1~f.r 9f t~o CIII',·jagoT ... , to the I_I "ut.hoo·jti ... 1!Ild~ tho lJo<ml Go.crJlm,u~ ~o\l!. 
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•• 'd to 801M the aggregate sums pM the county and burgh road authorities reopectively from the 
commencement of the grant :- . 

Number of Road Authorities Amount of Expenditore upon Amount of Grant paid. participating in Grant. which Grant allowed. 

Year of Grant. 

I 
OoUDty Borgb •. County Burgh •• County Burgh •• Districls. Districts. Districts. 

£ oil :I! oil 
1882-~a - . · 61 50 67,496 14,452 16,874 3,613 
1888-8' - · · 98 61 84,100 • 21,025 2,857 
18@4-85 · . - 184 95 • • 30,521 4.1478 
1885-86 - - - 133 94 317,814 46,292 30,550 4,450 
1886-87 - - · 133 .5 825,449 46,252 80,645 4,355 
1887-88 - - 184 9. 316,075 65,622 59,497 10,503 
It'tiS-89 - - · 132 •• 812,908 50,805 60,222 9,778 
1889-90 . · - 130 9. 815,917 52,486 80,026 4,974 
1890-91 - - - 134 99 324,597 50,487 80,198 4,807 
1891-92 - · · 125 III 823,209 54,456 29,951 5,049 
1692-93 · - - 124 105 845,256 56,646 80,061 4,983 
1898-94 - - - 124 119 858,488 t 78,487 28,979 t 6,021 
1894-95 · - - 123 139 857,657 77,877 28,742 6,258 
1895-96 - - · 123 148 354,839 79.099 28,620 6,880 
1896-97 - . - 123 US 372,945 83,548 98.594 6,406 
1897-98 - - - 128 148 369,71" 87,666 28,292 6,708 
1898-99 - - - 122 

I 
152- 879.624 100,234 21,688 7,811 

1899-19GO - · - 12' ISS 892,007 100.389 91.867 1,133 
1900-1901 - - · II. ISS SSi6,826 106,885 27,573 '1,427 . 

-. . 
As these statistics show, the grant, which was to begin with at the rate of 58. per £. of the 

expenditure on disturnpiked roads only, dropped to 2 •. per £. when the area. of distribution and 
the class of roads entitled to participate were widened by the regulations of 1884.-85, since which 
date, owing to the gradua.! growth of expenditure, it has further fallen to lB. Sd, per £, It may 
be added that the l'oad rate, iu relief of which the grant is applied, is levied equaJIy from owners 
and occupiers. 

(3.) POLICE PAY AND Cr.OTHING GRANT. 

20 & 21 Viot, Origim, of Grant and Oonditions Regulating Distribution. - The institution of this grant 
o. 72. followed directly on the passing of the Police (Scotland) Act, 1857, which had for it. object the 

securing of a more efficient system of police throughout Scotland It. similar Act had been passed 
. for England in the preceding year (19 & 20 Vict. c. 69). The Act of 1857 (Section 1) required 
the Commissioners of Supply of each county (other than the counties of Orkney and Shetland, 
which were excluded by Section 76) to establish a sufficient police force for their respective 
counties as frum 15th March 1858, nnd authorised the levy of a rate upon owners for the purpose 

3&4 Will.IV. (Section 29). Burghs which had not a.!ready set up police forces, under the Burgh Police Acts 
c. 46. .. then in operation, wel'e empowel'ed to establish such fOI'ces within six months, failing which they 
13 :a U VW1l_ would be policed as part of the county in which they were situated (Section 72). Rules with 
c.. respect to the govemment, pay, clothing, &c, of the police were ordered to be mnde (Section 3) by 

the Secretn.ry of State (now Secretary for Scotland), a system of ilJspection .was established 
(Section 65), a.nd provision was made for the payment to each force of an annual grant towards 
the coat of pay and clothing, subject to the force heing certified efficient by the flecretary of State 
(Section 66); but (Section 67) no grant was allowed to be paid to " burgh with less than 5,000 
popUlation which maintn.ined a separate force.. If the certificate of efficiency is withheld in any 
case, the county or burgh affected forfeits its right to sbare in the grant, but a statement of the 
grounds for withholding the certificate, and of the observations of the police authority thereon, 
has to be laid before Parliament. 

In view of t,he growing charge for the annual contribution, the Treasury, by Minute dated 
7th August 1876, directed that no grant .hould thenceforward be payable out of voted money 
towards the expenses of any police force unlese the Secretal"y of State ('/tow Secretary for Scotland) 
certified that the number of men belonging thereto for whom a contribution wa.s claimed had not 
been in excess of the number required for maintenance of the pea.ee in the dist.rict of the police 
authority rendering the claim, and that the scale of pay and coat of clothing were rea.sonable and 
proper, The gront is accordingly refused in respect of all increases in numbers, pay, and clothing 
expenditure, which have not received the sanction of the Secretary for Scotland. .. 

The fOl'egoing conditions were continued and stereotyped by Sections 22 (3) and 23 of the 
Local Government (Scotland) Act, 1889. 

The Scottish police forces are now governed by the before-descrihed Act of 1857; by the Local 
Government (Scotland) Act, 1889, which transferred the control of the county police to the county 
coullcils and standing joint committees thereby constituted, and ~t same time (Sec. 13) vested in 

• Expenditure on which grant allocated cannot be ascertained from old Home Oftice papers. 
t Provioions of Roads and Streets in Police Burllhs (Scotland) Aot, 1891, enabling polioe burghs to take oTer 

management or their roads fl:om the county authontie., began to bave elfect in this year, 
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the county authorities the police administration in hurghs with less than 7,000 population (el<cept 
Lerwick and Renfrew); by the Burgh Poli~. (Scotland) Act, 189:2. which consolidated and amen:led 
the previous enactments relating to burgh police: and by the Police (Scotland) Act, 1890, which 
established a system of police superannuation-more particularly referred to below in connexion 
with the Exchequer Grant for that purpose. 

A report hy His Majesty's Inspector of Constabulary with respect to the county and burgh 
police forces is annually laid before Parliament. ' . 

Amownt of Grant.-Tho amount of the annual grant was origina.lly fixed at a sum not 
exceeding one-fourth of the cost of the pulice pay and clothing (sec. 66 of 1857 Act), but this limit 
was suspended by 37 &; 38 Vict. c. 58 (1874) and subsequent Acte, the proportion from 1874 
onwards being raised to one-half. 

The first Vote for the grant in 1858-59 amounted to 25,9501., representing a police expenditure 
of nearly 104,000t. In 1874, the expenditure in respect of which a grant WII8 payable had increased 
to 21O,896l., and the raising of the proportional contribution to one-balf therefore required a grallt 
of upwards of 105,OOOl. From 1874 the expenditure grew steadily, and in 1889-90, the lastye ..... 
in which provision was made for,the grant by a Vote of Parliament, the expenditure in'respect of 
which a contribution was payable had reached a totaJ of 308,06Sl., necessitating a grant of 154,034l. 
The Local Government (Scotland) Act. 1889, section 22 (3) in making the grant from 1890-91 
onwards, a charge on the Local Taxation (Scotland) Account fixed the total grant at 155,OOOl. 
But the expenditure ou which the contribution was payable still continued to grow, and in 1897-98 
had risen to 368,849l., the pro rata contlibution falling grsdua.lly in consequence from lOs. per £ 
to 88. 5d. per £. The opportunity was therefore taken, in appropliating the additional moneys 
made available fOl' local purposes under the Local Taxation Account (Scotland) Act, 1898, to 
increase the total grant by 25,COOI. per annum. That Act was only to operate during the three 
years 1899-1902, but, has been continued for four y.!8.rs more by the Act 1 Edw. VII. c. 13. 

Statistics a.8 to Distribution.-The following table shows the apportionment of the total grant 
between county forces a.nd burgh forces, and the rate per £ of expenditure at which it bas been 
allocated ~ince 1889-90. the lust year in- which the grant was provided by Vote of Parliament.:-

I 
I 
I 

889-90 
890-91 
891-99 

1892-98 
1898-tK 
lR94-95 
1895-96 
1898-97 
I 
I 
I 
I 

897-98 
898-99 
899-1900 
9Oo-IUOI 
-. 

Yunr ~f Grout. 

· · -- - -. · - . 
. . 
- · · -
- -

· . 
· 

- · . · 
· - -- --- -· . . · -. -

Aggregate Amount or Share (If Grant l'Uid to Rnte of Grant 
-Expenditu1"C .._---- l,er £ of ou which Graut WIIS 

I Dj,.tributed. Counties. Burghs. Expenditure. 

/! il /! s. d. 
80a,OGA 62,000 92,034 10 0 
318,240 59.880 95,120 9 

~ 1192,250 60.6~5 94,375 9 
389,220 .';7,319 97,681 9 1* 
35U,I21 56,141 98.859 8 lot 
355,058 55,176 99,824- 8 9 
362.349 55,888 99,112 8 7 
889,451 ';4,912 100,088 8 5 
369,849 55,808 99,192 H 5 
378,200 55826 99,674- S 2f 
388,992 64,729 115,271 " 5 
390,26' I 

64,834 115,666 9 2( 

The claims on the grant are audited by the King's a.nd Lord Treasul"flr's Remembrancer, 
Edinburgh, who certifies tbe amount at which they have been allowed to the Secretary for 
Scotland. 

Incidence of ~tief-Prior to the p .... ing of the Local Government (Scotland) Act, 1889, the 
wbol~ sum paid to the counties went in relief of the owners, who alone were liable for the county 
police rate. By secti9n 27 (4) of that Act all "av&ro.ge" rate for police purposes was struck on 
the basis of the rates of tl,e preceding 10 years, a.nd it was enacted that any subsequent increase in 
the rate should be divided equally between owners and occupiers. In counties where such an 
increase bas OCCUlTed, and the increase is due to an increase of the expenditure on police pay and 
clothing, it may be said that the occupier now participRtes in the relief afforded by the grant. But. 
the proportion going to occupiers in this way is relatively small. In burghs, the relief goes wholly 
to the occupiers, who pay the Police Rate. 

(4.) POOR LAw MEDICAL RELIEF GRANT. 

Origin and ObjtlCt of Grant-The first grant for 1'oor Law Medical Relief, amounting to 3rd Annual 
10,000t., WIIS voteq in, 184.7. Tbe POOl' Law (Scotland) Act, 1845, 8 & 9 Vict. c. 83. s. 6Q, had Report; of 
required parochilll boards .. out of the funds raised for the relief o~ the poor, to provide for B"",d of 
.. medicines, medical attendance, nutritious diet, cordials, and clothing for such poor in such ~~n 
.. maoner and to sucb .. n extent as may seem equitable and expedient." The grant W$S intended ~ 3" pp. 
partly to relieve the charge falling on the rates, partly to increase the efficiency of the supplY of . . 
medical relief.-

r 88606. N 
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.t1mownt of Grant.-Up to 1882 the annual grant amounted to 10,OOOl. In 1882 it WI08 

,·aised to 20,OOOl., and was continued at that amount by section 22 (4) of the Local Government 
(ScotlllJld) Act, 1889, which tr .. nsferred the charge to the Local Taxation (Scotland) Account 108 

from 1890-91. 

Regulations as to Distribution.-Inquiry made in ]846 and 1847, showed that the expendi
ture on Poor Law Medical llillief, in a large majority of parishes, was most inadequate. Thus, 
the expenditure was found to have amounted in 1845-46 to only 4,056l., aDd in 1846-47 to 12,8791. 
It was felt that to allocate the ne,v grant simply in proportion to 6xpenditure would not meet 
.the' case. There was a strong probability that, in many parisbes, in the absencie of suitable 
conditions, the' grant would merely be applied pro tanto in reduction of tbe existing charge on 
the locality, with the result that the inadequacy in the relief given would continue. The regula
tions drawn up for the distribution therefore required, as a condition of participation in the grant 
of any year, th .. t a certain minimum amount of expenditure on roor Law Medical Relief should 
have occurred in the parish in the year preceding the distribution. For the purpose of ascer
taining this minimum the parishes were divided into seven classes, according to density of 
population, and an average rate of expenditure per' head was then fixed for each class, so as to 
bring out an aggregate minimum expenditure for the whole of Scotland approximately equal to 
twice. the Government Grant. The following Table summarises the results:-

Approximate Popu1a.tion Minimum E:s:penditnre Total AmoUDt of 
Class. per Square Mile per Bead on Medieal Minimum Expenditure Belief which will qualify for 

according to 1841 C-eDJIus. Share of GrauL for each Class. 

d. oS 
I. Ito 25 2 per head 2,182 

11. 26 to 50 It! .. J,920 
III. 61 to 100 1+3 .. 2,694 
IV. 101 to 200 It! .. 51.74.9 

V. 201 to 400 Iff .. ~.403 
VI. 4(0) ro 1,000 '* .. 1,704-

VII. 1,001 aDd upwards It! .. 5.686 

Total - - oS 19,8Sd 

Each parish received R8 its share of the first annual grant a sum equsl to one-half of the minimum 
expenditure ascertained for it according to the above scheme. Edinburgh and Glasgow, in viow of 
the excepLional number of casual poor coming upon tbem for relief, were treatsd exceptionally in 
making the dis~ribution> being placed in the highest class. In subsequent yeal'!1 the 6ame 
apportionment was followed, but, when a parish f .. ned to comply wi~h the condition as to 
minimum. expenditure, the share which it would otherwise have received was distributed among 
the parishes which had so .complied in proportion to their actual expenditure on medical relief. 

It was further provided, 8.. ;. condition of participation, that all parishes should appoint legslly 
qualified medical officers, at fixed salaries, to attend the poor; that theRe officers should be bound 
to obey all the rule.. and regulations made by the Board of Supervillion for their guidance and 
approvod by one of Her Majesty's Secretsri"" of State, and should be liable to dismissal by thc 
Board of Supervision in the event of their failing, or being found incompetent, to discbarge the 
duties of their office. 

In 1882, on the grant being increased to 20,UOOl., it was considered that the apportionment fixed 
in 1848 had, in view of changes' in popul .. tion and' expenditure, ceased to bs equitable, and the 
principle of simply allocating the total grant in proportion to the vouched expenditure on medical 
relief of. the participating parishes was introduced. The conditions laid down in 1848 with 
regar.:! to minimum expenditure, &c., in each parish were, however, still maintained. 

In 1885 the rule defining" medical relief," for the purpose of participation in the grant, was 
altered 80 as to include trained sick nursing in poor-houses, and the grant became uistributable M 

follows :-(1) Half the cost of trained sick-nursing was allowed as a first charge against the grant, 
and then (2) the balance was distribnted pro rata on tho basis of the vouched expenditure of the 
respective parishes on medical relief. 

Section 22 (4) of the Local Government (Scotland) Act, 1889, in making the grant, from 
1890-91 onwards, a charge on the Local Taxation (Scotland) Account, enacted that until Parliament 
otherwise determined, the grant should be distributed according to the like scale and regulations 
as nearly as might be, as in the financial year ending 31st March 1889. Copies of the regulations 
as thus stereotyped, appear in the Handbook of the Rules,. Instructions, &0., issued by tbe Local 
Govel'nment Board for Scotland [8ee pp. 98;105 and 248-9 of 1897 edition]. A Bill has, however, been 
introduced by the Government in the present Session by wbich it is provided that the grant shall 
be distributed" in such manner and aecording to such scale and regulations lUI may be from time 
" to time prescribed by order of the Local Government Board for Scotland with the approval of the 
" Secretary for Scotland, provided tha.t a copy of every such, order shall be laid before both Houses 
" of Parliament sO soon as may be after it is made." If this Bill becomes law, the Secretary for 
Scotland will be enabled to modify the existing regulations in certain respects in which tbey are 
recognised to be out of date (e.g., as regards the condition relating to minimum expenditure). 
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Btatu,tic8 a8 to Dist...w..tion.-The following Table shows the rate per £. of expenditure at 
which the grant has been distribnted in recent years :-

Number of Expendituro Grant p<r'&. 
Year of G I'IIDL J!ari.hee participating OD which Alloeation of Expenditnre on 

in Grant. bose4 Medical Relief. . 
.& •• d • 

1890.-91 · · · 19. 40,614· V '* 1891-92 . . . 3.91 ·U,217 9 ~ 1892-98 · · · 804 43.847 9 • 18~8-94 · · · 79. 4!i,S45 8 at 18_6 · . · 796 4.,281 8 ., 
1895-9. · · · 798 ",732 8 2' 
189.-97 · · · 794 48,067 8 It 
IS97-98 · · · '98 49,468 7 10 
1898-99 · · · 799 50,099 7 9 
1899-1900 · - · 79. 50,822 7 ~t 190D-1901 . . - 797 50,I37t 7 I 

Full details of the allocation appear in the annual reports of the Loca.I Government (Scotland) 
Jloard [formerly .Board of Supervision], upon w:hose certificate the grant is annually distributed by 
the Secretary for Scotland. 

IncitUnce of Re1ief·-The grant relieves the poor raw, which is levied equally from owners am! 
occupiers. 

(5:) PAUPER LUNATICS GRANT. 

Origin of Gmnt.-This grant originated in 1875. Similnr grants we!'e at the same time giv~ 
to England and Ireland. 

Amount of Grant.-Commeneing in 1875 at 59,48:31., the granL grew till in 1869-90-the last 
year in which a Vote of Parliament wa.s taken for tho service-it had reached a total of 91,3221. 
In 1890-91 it became a charge on the Local Taxation (ScotJand) Account, pursuant to section 22 
(5) of the JAlcal Government (Scotland) Act, 1889, and was fixed at 90,5001. per annum. By 
section 2 (3) of the Education and Local Taxation Account (Scotland) Act, 1892, the grant was 
increased, as from 1892-93 inclusive, to 115,5001. 

MotU of .DiBtributimt.-While the grant was provided for by Vote of Parliament, i.e., from 1875 
to 1890-the rule was to pay to' the partici~ting parishes one-half of the net cost of maintenance, 
not exceeding 88. per week, of each pauper lunlltic. The net cost of maintenance was taken as 
the actual ch .... ge on the rates in respect of the lunatic, after deducting sums recovered or recoverablo 
from relatives. 

In 1890-91, when the grant WBA fixerl at 90,5001., it became necessary to slightly modify the 
above rule, as a contribution of one·half could no longer be maintained. It was accordingly 
provided, by regulations nppro"ed by. the Secretary for Scotland on lOth June 1890, that the fixed 
grant of 90,500t. should be distributed at such rate per £. of expenditure on maintenance not 
exceeding 88. per lunatic per week, as should exhaust, or a.s nearly as might be, exha~st the grant. 
A complete copy of theee regula.tions will be found in the Handbook of Rules, &c., issued by the 
Loca.I Government Bo .... rd for Scotland [see pp. 2.411-251 of 1897 edition]. 

Statiatics WI to Diatribution.-The following figures summarise the results of recent 
qistributions :-

Number of Total Colt Expenditure Amoubt . Rate of GraDt 
, admissible per S. rinanaial Year. Puiahu of' UDder Scheme of of admitted 

participating. Maintenance. 01 GranL Kxpendtture. ParticipatioD. 

I 

· I Il j! £ •• d. 
1889-90 · . 819 211,S86 182,644 91,322 10 0 
]890-91 - · · I 817 216,659 188.9615 90,500 9 1 
1891-91 · · 8.0 223.85) lVB,SiS 90,500 9 • 18911· 98 · · - 6.2 280,84" 199,193 115,500 II rt 1898-9. · - · 817 988.681 202,846 115,500 II 
189C-95 - · · 818 288,~lI5 iOS.08i1! 115,500 

II U 1895-9. · · · 820 947,Ml7 111,886 ll5,500 10 10 
1896-91 - · - 8Ui' 958,0&1 216,905 115,500 10 
1897-98 · - · 817 261,498 2251,5193 IIS,SOD 10 S 
1898-59 · - 811 170,930 280,511 116,500 10 01 
1899-1900 · - - 814 SSS,045 5139,78S 115,600 9 8 
1000-1901 · · · US 297,118 "7,845 116,600 9 4: 

• Tbi. amount iDcluded • awn 0' 1,94il for trained Mck.nuning in poorhOUlel, upon whiob. a grallt or 97IL W8I paid. 
t Tbia iacluded 6,&971. for trained .\u'kooDnnins. OD ,..bio~ a grant of i~798l. was paid. 

N2 
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Details of the alloc&tion are given in the Annual Reports of the Local Government (Scotland) 
Board, on whose certificate the grant is annually di.tribut.ed by the Secretary for Scotland. 
Statistics relative to the growth in the number of pauper Illnatic.q are given in the reports of the 
General Board of Lunacy for Scotland, laid annually before Parliament. 

IMid.nc. of Reluf.-The grant relieves the poor rate, whicb is levied equally from owners and 
occupiers. 

, 
(6.) SECONDARY EDUCATION GRANT. 

An annual grant of 60,0001., commencing in 1892-93, was allotted for the purpose of Secondary 
Education by section 2 (1) of the Education and Local Taxation Account (Scotland) Act, 1892. 
The grant is administered by tbe Scotch Education Department, subject to Minutes of that 
Department submitted to Parliament, the Minute. now in force being dated 10th June 1897 and 
30tbApril 1900 . 

.A. further sum exceeding 37,0001. per annum became available for the purposes of secondary 
or technical (including agricultural) education in Scotland, pursuant to seetlon 2 (4) of the Local 
Taxation Account (Scotland) Act, 1 S98. This Act, as passed, was to operate only for the three 
years 1899-1902, but has been contiriued for r.mr years mOl'e by the Act 1 Edw. VII, c. 13 (1901). 
Minutes by the Scotch Education Department providing for the distribution of this suw were issued 
in April and June 1899 (8ee C. 9275 and C. 9356). . . 

(7.) UNIVERsITIFS (SCOTLAND) GRANT. 

Under the Educlltion and Local Taxation Account (Scotland) Act, 1892, section 2 (2), an annual 
sum of 30,0001., commencing in 1892-93, was allotted for distrihution among the Universities of 
Scotland in such manner, and subject to such conditions, as might be set forth in Ordinances 
of the Commissioners uuder the Universities (Scotland) Act, 1889. In addition to this sum, a 
grant-in-aid of 42,0001. is payable annually to the Scotch Universities pursuant to section 25 of . 
the Universities (Scotland) Act, 1889. The latter grant, which commenced in 1890-91, i. provided 
by anoual VOt9 of Parliament. It represents an increase of fully 16,0001. a year on the sums 
formerly voted in aid of the Scottish Universities (see footnote to page 363 of the Civil Service 
Estimates for 1890-91). 

Ordinance,; were made by the University Commissioners, allocating the above grants, 88 

follows:- ' 

Share of Annual Grant. 

No. of Ordinance. Dnte. ~ame of University. Payable from Payable from 
Local Ta:utioD Annual 

(ScotlaDd) Vote of Par-, 
Aooount. liament. 

, 
II. II, 

{XXV. - 5th June 1893 - Glasgow - - - 8,700 12J.80 
H. C. 151 (1898) - XXVI. - .. - Aberdeen . - - - 6,000 8.400 

XXVII. - • - Edinburgh - - 10,800 16,120 
II. C. 6 (1894) - XLVI. 8rd February 1894 - St. Andrews - - 4,500 6,800 

Total - - £ 80,000 42.000 

, -

(8.) PARISH COUNcILS (RELIEF OF RATES). 

An annual sum of 50,0001., commencing in 1892-93, was appropriated for distribution among 
parish councils by selltion 2 (4)· of the Education and Local Taxation Account (Scotland) Act, 
1892. The grant is diRtributable in proportion to the valuation and population of the respective 
parishe$, i.e., the share of a parish is first ascertained on the basis of valuation alone, and then 
on the basis of popUlation alone, the parish council receiving the mean between the two amounts. 
In other words, half of the total grn.nt is allocated on the basi. of valuation, and half on the basis 
of population. The va.1uations adopted for the purpose of the di.~tribution are those annually 
ascertained pursuant to the Lands Valuation (Scotland) Act, 1854, while the populations taken 
are those ascertained at the decennial census preceding the distribution. 

The grant for 1900-1901 was distributed on the basis of a total ascertained valuation of 
28,490,2521. and a total population of 4,025,647. Each pat'ish received a grant at the rate of about 
17 •. tid. for every 1,0001. of valuation plUB a grant at the rate of 61.48. for every 1,000 of population. 

The grant is applicable in relief of any rates levied by the parieh councils. These rates are all 
levied equally from owners and occupiers. 

.(9.) GRANT TO COUNTIES, BURGHS, AND POLICE BURGHS [SECTION 2 (5) OF 1~92 ACT]. 

As explained in the marginal remarks at p. 81 8Up'M, the Secretary for Scotland is empowered 
as from 1892-93 to distribute nnoually, under section 2, subsections (1) to (5), of the Education 
and Local Taxation Account (Scotland) Act, 1892, out of the Scotch share of the probate and 
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licence du~ies assigned to local purposes, a Rum equal to the fee grant voted to Scotland for the 
year. The RUms distribu~able under subsections (1) to (4) are fixed, and amount to 165,OOOl. per 
annum. The sum th .. t may be distributed under subsection (5) is, therefore (subject to the 
revenue from the probate duty grant and licences proving sufficinnt) equal to thc aDlount of 
the Scotch fee grant for the year min'U8 165,OOOl, , 

From 1898-99 a further factor enters into the calculation, the proviso appended to section 2 
of the Local Taxation Account (Scotland) A~t,. 1898,· requiri!,g that claims on the part of the 
IJattIe Pleuro·Pneumollla Account (Great Brltam), unfler sectlOn 18 of the Diseases of Anima.1s 
Act, 1894, shall in future be charged against this grant instead of, as formerly, a .... inst the residue 
available under section 2 (iii) of the Lo\!!).\ TKxation (Customs and Excise) "Act, 1890. The 
amounts 80 charged in 1898-99, J 899-1900, ann 1900-1901 were respectively·8,400l., 4,560l., 
and 3,OOI)l. t 

Thc grant i. distrihuteble, as in the case of the grant to parish couDcil. referred to above, 
on the bRsis of valuation and population, and is applicable, in terms of section 2 (5) of the 
1892 Act, a, follows:-

(a,) In relief of local rates levied by tbe county, burgh, and police burgh aut,horities respectively. 
(b,) In aid of the expenses incurred, or to be incurred, under any statutolY power vested 

in thorn. 
(c.) Under any scheme of public utili~y approved by tbe Secretary for Scotland, 
Tho following Table shows the annual amount of the grant from the outset, the proportions 

paid respectively to counties, burghs, and police bur"hs, and the manner in wbich tbe money 
hns been applied:-

-----

Year. 

9-98 
8-94 
4-95 

IB" 
18. 
189 
IBS 
18" 
)89 
1"9 
189 
190 

:1-96 
0-97 
7-98 
8-99 
9-1900 
0-1901 

. 

· 
· 

· 
· 
· 

'total -

-

· 
· · 

· 
· · 

· 
· · · · · 

· 
· 

-----

I 
I 

Share or Grant paid to , Amount of GraDt applied 
I 

I Total 

I 
Parliamentnry 

I 
(0) (6) (c) 

Police Under Retum" 
Counties. Burghs. Grabt. To Reli.'o' In Aid of Schemes of 

Burghs. 

I 
Statutor,r Public giYi"ll Details. 

Rates. Expenses. 

I Utility. 

':'588 1 

.a II. II. II. II. II 
42,157 10,255 100,000 98,156 350 1,494 C.-7826 
45,918 51,a3S 11,104- 107,660 105,464 252 1,944 C.-81118 
89,5221 45.696 10,840 9.,558l j 93,072 1,186 1,350 C.-8574 
54,214 63,660 14,470 182,a.. 127,590 1,982 8,592 C.-857' 
liO,667 60,652 IB,975 185,184: § § § 
59,086 70,228 16,361 145,625 § 

~ I 65,218 78,826 18,868 161,912 § 
59,556 72.465 17,052 149,0'18 § ~ 58,946 71,S19 16,868 146,983 § § 

479,720& 661,712 1 128,198 ',164,289 

(10.) POLICK SUPERANNUATION GRANi. 

O,';gin oj Grallt.-This grant commenced in 1890-91. 
F'or many years thero had been a growing demand for the establishment, in the interests of, 25.1; 26 Viet. 

the groater efficiellcy of tbe police service, of a compulsory system of police superannuation in o. 101. 
Scotland. Certain powers were, indeed, already possessed by police authorities. In burghs a 20.1; 21 'Viol. 
retiring allowance might be made pursuant to. section 121 of the Police and Improvement e. '12. 

, (Scotland) Act. 1862, while county police authorities were empowered, by section 52 of the 
Police (Scotland) Act, 1857, to pay a gratuity or lump sum down to a constable on reti~elDent. 
BlAt tbe payments mad. under these provi"ions were iu fact small; no constable could claim a 
pension 88 1\ matter of statutory right, and numerous instances occurred of m~.n being retained 
on tbe effective strength of police forces ~eyond an age at which" they were fitted for active 
".rvice, at a low rate of pay whicb wa.s rcally in the nature of pension. The current of promotion 
WtlS thereby stopped, a less satisfactory class of recruit was attracted to the service, and tbe 
general efficiency of the constabulary was correspondingly impaired. 

Several attempts were made to rem'edy this state of things by legislation (vide the Police Bills 53 Viet .•. 3. -
of 1882-117), Lut the ra.t~payers shrank from facing the necessary cost, and it was only in 1890 53 & M Viet. 
that the Government was able to deal effectively with the matter. In that year a .bare of 0. 60. 
cel'Wn duties of custom. and excise on be.r and "pirits was assigned for local purposes to 53.1; 54 Viet. 
Scotland, pursuant to section 7 of the Custom. and Inland Revenue Act, 1890, and tbe opportunity o. fIl. I 
WM taken [vide .edion 2 (i) of the Loca.\l'axation (Customs and Excise) Act, 1890] to appropriate 
a sum of 40,OOOl. per RnnUUI in aid of tbe establishment of police pension funds. The Polic" 
(Scotlllnd) Act, 1890, wbich followed in the same session, provided inter alia for the setting up of 
a pension fund for each police force, a. from lot April 1891, for the distribntion of the annual 
grant of 4.0,000l., for the making of deductions a~ tbe rate of 2, per cent. from the pay of the 

.. ------!..--~. ---~--.------ - .- ------

• Thi. Act, which. as passed, Wall to t"xpir", OD Slat March 1902, has been oontinued for rour years more by 
1 Ed",. VII. c. 13 (11101). 

t Partioulars of the Revenue and Expenditure of the Cattle Pleuro·Pneumonia Aooount ... ilI b, f.,.,eu in tbe 
Appropriation A.ocounts laid aunually before Pu-lio.ment. 

; 8 .. marginal note ...,.... at pp. as and 85. § Nat _tained after 1895-96. 
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constables and for th .. payment of thes.. and other miscellanoous receipts into the funds. It 
also "r~ibGd scales 'of pensions, &c., and the 'conditions under which these pensions should 
be awarded. Orkney and Shetland were regarded as excludoo from the Act, as they did not 
P088esS police forces within the meaning of the Police (Scotland) Act, 18&7. (See notes on Police 
Pay Grant, p. 96.) 

. The pension funds are guaranteed by the rates levied for police purposes in the counties 
and. burghs. 

Regulati07l8 as to DisthilJUtion of /hant.-The first annual grant was distributed, in accordance 
with section 17. (1) (a) of the Police (Scotland) Act, 1890, in proportion to the number of efficient 
men in the several police forees during the police year ending 15th Mal'Ch 1891. In subse
quent years the grant became distributable in manner provided by section 17 (1) (b) (c) of 
the .A ct, viz. ;-
, (1.) Each force was to receive out of the grant for any Government financial year ending 

31st March a sum .equal to the rateable deductions made from the pay of constables 
during the local police ye .. r ending on 15th March preceding the close of the Government 

. financial year. ' 
(2.) The residue was then to be allocated in proportion to the payments out of the several funds 
. for pensions, allowances, and gratuities during the police year mentioned. 
This method of distribution was, however, found to be not entirely satisfactory. In the first 

year in which it operated (1891-92) the residue available under the second head exceeded 32,0001. 
Many funds had no payments for pensions, &c., and were, therefore, altogether excluded from 
participation in this residue. Moreover, those funds which did participate had an aggregate 
expenditure for the year of only 5,4831., and consequently had the amount of their payments 
returned nearly six-fold This surplus payment in excess of the immediate claims on the funds, 
although in the natural course of things it must decrease annually as the pension list grew, was 
likely to be' very large for some years to come; it was obviously in the nature of a provision 
for future liabilities, and these liabilitie~ were as surely maturing in the force., which did not 
participate in the residue as in those which did. 

In, these circumstances the Secretary for Scotland, after consultation with the Government 
actua.ry, made regulations under the powerd given him by section 17 (I) of the Police (Scotland) 
Act, 1890, providing that out of, the residue in future there should be paid to each fund in the 
first instance a Bum equal to its expenditure on pensions, &c. siuring the police year, and that 
the balance should then be alloClloted among all the funds according to the number of efficient 
men in the respective forces. At the same time a modification ofa minor nature was made in 
regard to the allocation of the first part of the grant under sedion 17 (1) (b). 

Two years later, i.e., on 14th March 1895, a further alteration of the regulations was made 
so as to enable the distribution of the grant for any Government financial year to be based on 
p.arli~lars relating to the local police year ending 15th March preceding the beginning (instead 
of "enil" as formerly) of the Government financial year. This accelerated the distribution of each 
annual grant by about a year" and meant a corresponding gain in interest to the funds. 

The regulations of 14th March 1895 are still in force. 
Before a police force can share in the grant 'for any year the Secretary for Scotland must 

certify, pursuant to section 17 (2) of tho 1890 Act, that it has been maintained in a state of 
efficiency, and that its pellsion fund has been satisfactorily administered during the precedinG' 

. police year: The withholding of that certificate means forfeiture of the grant, but a statement 
. ofthc grounds on which the certificate is withheld, and of any observations which the police 

, authority may desire to make thereon, must be laid before Parliament, as in the ease of the grant 
towards the pay and clothing of police. . 

Sta.tisties as to 'Pension Funds.-Statistics as to the revenUe and expenditure of the pension 
funds, t.be number and amount of the annual pensions awarded, &c., down to 15th March 1895, 
are given· in a Return made to the House of Commons in 1896. Later, and more complete 
statistics, covering the whole period from 1st April 1891, when the pension funds were constituted 
down to 15th March 1900, will be found among the Appendices to the Select Committee Report on 
the Police Superannuation (Scotland) Bill, 1901. At 15th March 1900 the funds amountOO, in the 
aggregate, to upwal'ds of 426,000Z., of '\'fhich, about 380,0001. was invested in trust seeurities; 
there were in all 421 constables on the pension list, while the widows and children of five more 
constables were in receipt of statutory allowances from the funds. The actual paymentS for 
pensions, &c., in the police year 1899-1900, amounted to 27,S071. made up thus:-

Pensions to Constables, &e. 
Gratuities to Constables, &c. 
Other payments 

Total 

'£ 
- 18,883 

6,450 
2,4740 

- £27,807 

Statistics of the revenue and expenditure of the funds appear annually in the Local Taxation 
(Scotland) Returns. 

R.C. Bill. l''T'Op08ed .tJmeruJmwnt of 1890 .dct.-Bills were introduced in the Commons by private members 
No. 6811897} in 1 &97 and 1898, with the object of assimilating the pension provisions of the Police (Scotland) 
No.18 1898). Act, 1890 .to those in the English Police Act of same year. This would have enabloo the Scotch . . 
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constable to get hie maximum pension of two-thirds pay after 26 years approved service instead 
of 34 year. as at present. The Bills were not supported by the Governmellt, and failed to becume 
law. A third Bill with the ll3IJle object W8l! introduced in 1901, and was remitted to a Select H. C. Bill 
Committee, who reported, after hearing the evidence of actuarial experts and othel'!! that the ~0-J ~1601). 
charge which would be thereby thrown on the rates was so great HS to preclude them recom- La:. C: RePort 
mending that the Bill should be p388e<l.. (190lJ.J 

It may be added that the Police Re.":rvi~ts (Allowance.) ~ct, 1900, ~as enabled Police Authorities 
to pay certain A1lowanoos and GratUlti~ m respect. of Pohce Reservlsts called out for permaneut 
service, and further that a Bil~ ha~ been ~ntrodu~ed In the present Session to enable military service H.C.fl.. 
in such a case to count as Bel"V1Ce lor polIce. peD810n purposes. 106 of 1902 . 

•• 
(11.) RELU;F OF SCHOOL FEES. 

In supplement to the provision made for the relief of school fees on the Vote for Public Educa
tion (Scotland), an annual sum of 40,000/. is paid over to the Scotch Education Department out 
of Scotland's share of the Customs and Excise Duties,· together with any balance available under 
section 2 (6) of the E,lllcation and Local Taxation Aecollnt (Scotland) Act, 1892, after satisfying 
other claims on the Probate and Licence Duties. The sums so paid over are admirustered by the 
Scotch EduClttion Department subject to the provisions of the Scotch Education Code annually 
submitted to Parliament. 

The voted Scotch fee grant supplemented as above ie sufficient to pay a fee graut at the rate of 
128. per head of average attendance. [See HOIl86 of Commons Return, No. 224 of 1899, and 
Anuu,,1 Estimates for Public E~llcation (Scotland).] 

(12.) SANITARY OFFICERS GRANT. 

With the object of secming a more efl'ec~ive sauitary administration in the rural districts of 
Scotland, the Local Government (Scotland) Act, 1889, section 52, made compulsory the appoint
ment of duly qualified medical officers and sanitary inspectors far every county, and in the 
foHowing ycar, by the. Local Taxation (Customs and Excise) Act, 1890, section 2 (iii) (a), an 
annual sum of 15,000/. was allotted, out of the Scotch share of the Customs and Excise Duties, for 
the purpose of 8Il8isting local autborities (burghal as well as county), iu providing an efficient 
sauitary service. The grant was directed to be distrihuted "iu such manner and according to 
such scale and regulations as may be prescribed by the Secretary for Scotland." 

Regulations for distributiug the grant on the basis of approved sala.ries were confirmed by the 46th Report 
Secretary for Scotland on 22nd August 1890, but these were subsequently modified (15th June of Boord.of 
1891), so as to allow the travelling expeuses of couuty officers to rauk also in the distribution. Supervls!on 
Complete copies of the regulations and relative conditions to be observed are containetl iu ·tho ~~a~~;il';" 
Report of the Hoard of Supervision for 1!S90-91. Further modifications made in JUlJe 189U App. 50-i;~. 
required local authorities to submit all proposed alterations of approved salaries to the Local 
Government Board for sa.nction, aud to send immedia.te intimation to the Board of the appoint-
ment, resignation, or death of a medical officer Or saruta.ry inspector. 

One of the priucipa.l conditions attached to participation in the grant laid down that, in the 47t,h Repor, 
case of a county medical officer (certaiu small insular couuties being however excepted), no grant or Ho.,·J.of 
should be paid if tho officer was allowed to engage in private practice. This condition, although Sup:rv!Olon, 
it had received the .. unanimous approval of scientific .... nitary opiuion," evoked in some quarters p. xx. 
a good deal of hostile criticism, it being contended tbat in view of the provision in section 52 (1) 
of the Local Government (Scotland) Act, 1889, to the effect that private prar.tice .hould not be 
engaged in "without the expre.'IS written consent of the council," the matter was primarily for 
the decision of the couuty councils. Accepting this view, the Secretary for Scotland (Sir George 
Trevelyan) in M~y 1893, while stating that he shared the opinion of his predecessor that county ~8th Ho ort 
medical officers should, as a general rule, not engage in private practice, directed intimation to be of Boar:t' of 
made that in futlll'O failure to comply with the condition should uot necessarily debar a county Suporvisio •. 
from participating in the contribution. This· question has, however, heen recently again under App.12(H21. 
cOl}sideration, and the Secretary for Scotland (Lord Balfour of Burleigh) has intimated that in the 
light of the fUliher experience th .. t has been gained, he is now fully convinced that county medical 
otlicers should not be .. Uowed to engage in general, private practice, although he does not hold so 
strong an opinion with reg-.. rd to their engaging in COn8u.lting practi.ce with the statlltory consent 
of the county council. -

Tho following figures show the total expenditure upon which the grant hail been distributed 
from 1890-91 to date. and the rate per £ of the contributiou:--
------- -~ 

YB",., Amount of Expenditure on "Rato per £ 
which Grant allocated. of Contribution. 

-------- ------
I; s. d. 

1890-9\ · - - 16,491* )8 2' 
IH91-99 . - - 29,164 10 3~ 
1892-98 · . · 38,758 8 lOt , IH9S-94 - . - 85,839 8 4 
1894-96 - . - 36,957 • It , INOa-96 - . · 37.476 8 0 
1896-97 · . · 87.948 8 ~ . 1891-98 - - - 87,400 8 
1898-99 . . · 38,249 7 lot 
1899-1800 - - · 38,861 7 8 

I 
--_.---- ---
• Part of year only. 

N4 
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The' counties receive approxim .. tely two-thirds, the burghs one-third of the tributed. 
FuU details relative to the .. Uocation are publisbed in the annual repor!.. of the Local Govern
ment Board for Scotland upon whose certificate the Secretary for Scotland distributes the grant. 

Incidence of Rdiej.-The grant relieves rates which, both in counties and burghs, are levied 
equally from owners and occupiers'. . 

(13.) RESIDUE GRANT (CUSTOMS AND EXCISE DUTIES). 

This grant originated in 1890-91. It is distributed among counties, burghs, aud police burghs, 
on the basis of vulnation, and is applicabre in relief of rate., or, in the option of the participating 
auLhorities, m .. y be appropriated in whole or in part to technical education. 

Amount.-The amount of the gr.tnt "aries annually with the produce of the Customs and 
Excise Duties assigned to local purposes. Ii; is the balance of the Scotch sh ... e ot' these duties 
left over after paying the fixed grants, amounting to 95,0001., specified in section 2 of the Local 
Taxation (Customs and Excise) Act, 1890 U" to 1898-99 this balance w ... q liable to be reduced 
in the event of a deficiency arising, on the Cattle Pleuro-Pneumonia Account (Great Britain), 
12 per cent. of any such deficiency being made a chltrge upon it pursuant to the Dise ... es of 
Animals Acts. But, recognising the inexpedienoy of having a grant, which was largely devoted' 
by local authorities to the' organising of a systel11 of technical education, liable to erratic demands 
arising out of the prevalence of Cattle and Swine Disease, the Government inserted n proviso in 
the Locnl Taxation Account (Scotland) Bill of 1898-which in due course becal11e law-trans
ferring the liability to meet such charges from the residue grant to the grant under section 2 (5) 
of the Education and Local Taxation Account (Scotland) Act, 1892. (See page 101 8upra.) 

Basi8 of DistTibution.-As already noted, the grant is distributed on the basis of valuation. 
For this it was proposed to substitute, by a proviso inserted in the Billof 1898 already referred 
to, distribution on the joint basis of valuation and population, as in the case of the grants under 
section 2 (4) and (5) of the above-mentioned Act of 1892. In con,equence, however, of opposition 
in Parliament, the proviso was withdrawn. , 

In proceeding to allocate the first grant a question arose as to the valuations to be adopted for 
the purpose. Section 2 (iii) (b) of the Loc .. 1 Taxation (Customs and Excise) Act, 1890, had 
directed that the distribution should be based on the valuations of the counties, burghs, and police 
burghs, .. as ascertained by the Secretary for Scotland at the date of the distribution." The 
Secreta.ry for Scotland had been generally advised that the valua.tions taken should be those 
appearing on the County and Burgh Valuation Rolls for the year, 118 made up pursuant to the 
Lands Valuation (Scotland) Acts. A difficulty occurred in applying this rule to counties, the 
boundarie. of which had been altered, for general administrative purposes, by the Boundary 
Commission constituted under section 45 of the Local Government (Scotland) Act, 188!!. '£hese 
counties (or, at any rate, those of them which bad heen increased by the changes of area) claimed 
to have the alterations given effect to in allocating, their share of the grant. But section 95 of 
the last-mentioned Act ha.:i provided inter alia that nothing done in pursuance of the Act should 

-be held to alter" the limits within which the Valuation Roll for a County . i. made up." 
It was contended on behalf of the counties concerned that this provision, taken in connexion 
with the context, was merely intended to save existing arrangements in regard to electoral areas 
for Parliamentary purposes. The Scotch Law Officers, however, advised otherwise, and the 
alterations of area were consequently ignored in making the distribution. An amending clause 
was inserted in the Local Govern/llenl. (Scotland) Bill, introduced in April 1895, but the Bill failed 
to become law before the dissolution which occurred in the following summer. 

Statiatics tl8 to Distribution.-'l'l,e subjoined 'J.' .. bles show the amount of the grant from the 
outset, the shares of the counties, burghs, and police burghs respectively, and the manner in -which, 
under the discretionary power referred to above, these shares have been appropriated;-

(1) AMOUNT OF GRANT. 
1 • 

Scotch Share I Balanee left af .. ~ I Pnvments to Residue Distributed 
y""". of Cugtoms and E.ci.e deductiDg Fixed Grnnm

l 
Cattle ·Plcuro.Pneu- under Section 2 (iii.) 

" Duties. (95,000/.). mODia Account. (b) of 1890 Act. 

I. Il Il Il 
1890-91 - - - - 14!J,052 48,062 - 48,059 
1891-9.1 ,- - - 158,428 58,423 - 58,428 
1892-98 - - - - 149,312 54,812 I - 54.312 
1898-94 - - - - 149,481 54,431 - 54,4S1 
IS94-95 - . - - 145,101 50,101 lo,sob .89,801 , 
1895-96 - - - - 153,062 58,069 19.800 -88,269 
)896-97 - - - - 157,473 62,418 14,400 , 48,078 
1897-98 . . - - 161,547 6e,54~ 7,800 .'i8,147 
1898-99 - - - 166,192 71,192 - 71,192 
lS99-1900 - - - 182,600 87,600 - 87,600 . 
1900-1901 - - - , 174,448 79,448 - "19,448 

, 
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(:l) STATEMEKT oi,owing how GRA~T appropri.,ted by LOCAL AUTHORITIES. 

Share 

of Grant. 

Applied 10 

Technical 
Education,' 

Relief 
of Rlltes. 

Parliamentary 
Uet'lrn!'! givirg 

DetaiLt. 

-------------;----f-----f--------

1891-92 

1892-98 

1894-95 

1895-06 

'1896-97 

1897-88 

1898-99 

1899-1900 -

1900-1901 

I Couotiep. _ ·t nnrghA 
l'olic-e Burghl! 

T.t .1, 

{

COuDtiep. -
~ Burghs 

Police Burgh , 
oIa T.t 

{

c.oODtiell . 
• Burgbs 

Police Burgh • 
T.t al. 

{

Counties . 
.. Burghs. 

l'olice Burgh , 
al. "Fot 

{
couutie~ 

.. Burgbs 
Police BurgI 

-
" 

Tot Ills 

{ 
Countie!l -

.. Burghs 
Police Burgh • 

-

To tal. 

{ 

Countip.8 -
- Burghs 

Police Burgh , 
. 

To lau 

{

Counties -
.. Burgbs 

Police Burgb • -
T. lau 

{ 

COUDti8f -
.. Burgbs 

Police Burgh , -
To falll 

{

Counties 
.. Burgh!! 

Police Burgh 

- -, 
aU Tot 

- -{

Counties 
.. Hurgbs 

l'ulicl! Burg bo 

T. lola 

. 

-

-

-

00 

- · 
- --- -
· · 
· · -
· -
- -
- : I - - ! 

- -i 
I 
I - : I 

-
: I -

· : I 
- -
· -

-
- · -
- -

-
: I -

-
I 
I · 

: I - - I - - I 

£ 
23,238 
20,409 

4.405 

·VJ,rMl 

27.358 
26 ..... 
4,63' 

sg.4i3 

25.287 
24,722 

4,8S8 

54.31e 

25.122 
24,888 

4.426 

ij4,-r~1 

17.858 
18,072 
3,871 .-

."J9/'ffl1 

17,100 
17.810 
3,352 

3lI.269 

21,025 
22,664 

4,380& 

I 

------
48lJ73 

25.896 
27,439 

5,419 

,'SS,]47 _ 

:n,0I9 
88,449 

6.724 

--

, 

£ 
16.184 
10,mm 

293 

~6,567 

23,074 
11,477 

.0. 

Si,lS; 

22,019 
10,789 

757 

83,564 

21.761 
12,840 

817 

SS,,~lg 

16,127 
11 .. :50 
1,023 

2l1,60fJ 

15.72t. 
11,812 

1,295 

~,s.'J~ 

19.951 
11,145 

1,50:; 

Sf,601 

25,16' 
18,060 

1.963 

45,1&4 

29,306 
21.772 

2,695 

I 
, 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I!. 
7,054 

10,319 
4,112. 

'i1, ~~5 

4,279 
1.,959 
..,O~8 

'l3,266 

3.218 
13,934 
3,5UG 

i(}.7"~" 

3,361 
12,043 

:1,609 

19,013 

1,731 
6,622 
2,348 

UJ,iQ! 

1.375 
5,998 
2,057 

9,."oiO 

1,074 
11,519 

2,8i9 

1$.J,72 

135 
9,8;2 
3,456 

19,56,'1 

1,653 
lI,S77 

4,029 

I 

I 
I 
I 

I , 
i 

I 

I 
, 

I 
I 
I 
I 

} 
C. 6583 aDd 

C. 67.7 

} 

} 

} 

} 

1 
J 

} 

} 

} 

C. iM6 

C. 782. 

C.821.8 

C.8574 

C.8574 

H.C.368 
(1898). 

H.C.17. 
(1900). 

H.C.140 
.(1901). 

, --- - I 71,19'1 53,fi."I.'1 I 17.859 

i ! i 
37,591 } 

I 
I - - I '11.571 [Not It..llCcrtained.) I 

- · I 8.43S : I 
- · 87,600 - i -

· · 83,602 } I 
· · 38,128 [Not aacertuined.] - - 7,718 I 

I 
- I · · 79.#'1 - _. 

I 

(u.) BUROH LAND TAX. 

• 

According to the historical aCcoUllts given of the Burgh Land Tt1.>t it represents a plY'pOItiun of 
an annual sub.idy, raised in Scotland from very early times, for the service of the Scottish Kiugs. 
Thi$ subsidy came to be known after the Union of Scotland alld England as the Lond Tu. 

In oonsideration of certain exclusive privileges of carryiug on foreign trod., which hnd hEen 
conferred on tbem h.v Royal CharteN, dating back to Dllvid I. of Scotland (1124),llnd dilly ratified 
by the Scottish Parliamont, the Roy.1 Burghs undertook collectively to pay one-8L"th part of thl' 
Allbsidy in question, amounting in recent times to abont 8,OOU/. per annum. These privileges the 
R~yn.J. Burghs were empowered to communicllte, and did communicate. to BIlI·gh. of R.gality and 
Barony. and the ll\tt~r in consequence became bound to contl'ibut~ 2011/_. towar<ls the annu:;.1 
pnyment of 8.000l. 

I 08606. o 
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The Convention ot Burghs from very early times nlloeated the quotas respectlvely payable hy 
the contributing bnrghs onnccount of the tax. '.rhe last allocation, made in 1805 sfter Cltreful 
inquiry into thc eircu1l1Rtnn<'o. and trade of each burgh, remains still in force. These quotas may 
be ".tented .. ,or ns"es.,ed UIJOO the inhabitant.. of the re.'pective burgh. on the basis of their trade 
profits and personal estate, ... , well as the rents of thei .. houoes. 

Quite a disproportionate expense. was incurred in the collection of this small tax; its incidence 
was most vexatious; and the burghs strongly felt that, as the monopoly of foreign trade had long 
been abolished, they ought in equity to be relieved of the pa.yment. Failing that, it was urged, 
as a minor reform, that something should be done to cheapen and simplify the collection, and 
equalise the incidence of the tax, and a Bill to effect this~as introduced in 1895, but failed to 
becomc law, 

By the Agricultural Rates, &C. (Scotland)- Act, lS96, the payment of the tax during the con· 
tinuance of the Act-i.e., during the 5 years 1897-1902"-wRs made a charge on the Local 
Taxation (Scotland) Account. Provision was also p,ade tor payment from that Account, to the 
burghs which had redeemed part of their respective!quot .... WI allocated in 1805, of a sum eqoa.! to 
the annual amount so redeemnd. The payments ma.de under these provisions in 1897-98 were:-

1 

i £ ~ L 
(a) To the Inland Revenue 'in respect of the portion of tax 

unredeemed - '- - • _ -
(b)' To butghs in respect of annua.l amount redeemed 

Total -

6,951 1 
1,038 18 

3 
7 

- £7,989 19 10 

Full details ot these pa.yments a.re given in Il. Return to Parliament, C. 9173, pp. 4-5, of 1899 

(15.) COllGESTED DlllTRICTS- GRANT. 

Thebnckward economic condition of the' highlands and i~lands of Scotland, and the poverty of 
a large proportion of the inhabitants, have on various occasions been the subject of consideration 
in Parliament, and of investigation by Royal (1ommissions; and speciaJ measures, both of a 
legislative and administrative no;ture, have from time,to time been adopted for the amelioration of 
these collditions. ' 

Among legislative me .... ures h,-ay be ",entioned the Crofters' Holdings Act of 1886. which aimed 
at giving security of tenure, fair rents, compensation for improvements, and other advantages to 
the crofter. By the same Act (section 32), the Fishery Board was empowered to advance loans 
on favourable tcrms to fi"l/ermen in crofting pari.hes for- the purpose of enabling them to obtain 
fishing boats and gear, and nearly 30.0001. was lent under this head during 1888-90. The pro
visions in the Probate Duties (Scotland and Ireland) Act, 1881l, ~nd the LocaJ Government 
(Scotland) Act, 1889, with respect to the Highlands Grnnt (.ee p. 94 ttUpra), may aJso be referred to 
as manifesting the recognitiol\ by Parliament of the abnormal pressure of" local taxation in the 
highlands and island., and the ,claims of the !'&tepayers to exceptionaJ relie£. , ' 

Administrative eflorts for improving the lot of the people, have mainly taken the direction of 
constructing, or aiding in constructing. Iightliouses, piers, and harbours; providing facilities by 
means of telegraphic extensions and impro\'ed rail and steamer communi rations, for t.ransporting 
fish and other produce to the southern markets; aiding emigration and colonisation; and the 
making of special grants to highland :chools. 

In Vecember 1889 .. RoyaJ Commlssion was appointed to report whether in view of the 
prevailing destitution and consequent discontent .. mong the population "any measures can be 
.. adopted to remedy' these evils by developing' the naturaJ resources of ,the districts in question 
.. or otherwise." Two reportE! by this Commission followed in July and December 1890, making 
a series of recommendations, and. for the execution of works in furtherance of these recom
mendations, annual Rums were placed on the Estimates' in 1891-98 [8e. Vote for Highlands and 
Islands of Scotland (Public Works and Communications)], t~e administration of these moneys 
being entrusted to the Scottish Office. A memorandum by the Under Secretary for Scotland (Sir 
Colin Scott Moncrieff), descriptive of the work done during the.e years, with relative tables of 
expenditure appear. as an Appendix to the First Report of the Congested Districts (Scotland) 
BOllrd (8ee Appendix I., pp.S-12). The total expenditure shown to have taken place in 1891-98, 
..part from subsidies to railw .. y companies,t is 192,0631. 

To carry on the work thus begun, and to initiate and organise operations in (lther directions for 
the welfare of the Highlands, a Congested Districts Board w ... constituted under the Congested 
Districts (Scotland) Act, 1897.' , ' 

By Section 4 (2) of the AgriculturaJ Rates, &0. (Scotland) Act, 1896, an annuaJ sum of 15,0001., 
to commence in 1897-l'J8, and continue for five years, had been appropriated, out of the moneys 
becoming available under that Act, for the improvement of the congested districts in the highlands 
nnd islands. This sum, together with "any sums, not exceeding 20,0001. &nnuaJly. voted by 

• The Act of 1896 has been continued to 3lat March 1906 by the <l.et. 1 Ed". VII. o. 13 (1901). 
t •. g.-A Rl'ant 01 45.000/. if ... made to the Highland Railway Company in 1897-98 (Bee Supplementary 

Esthul\tes for that year) in aid of the constrllction of a rai\way extension from Strome Ferq to Kyle. and Of 
certain .Iubsidiary piers. 
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Par1ia.ment,"· was directed to be carried to tbe Congested Districh (Scotland) Fund, es4bli.hed 
under the A.ct of 1897. and the fund was ordered to be applied to til" aiding and developing of 60'" 61 Vict. 
agriculture, dairy farmiug, breeding liv~ stock, 'providing land for enla.rgement of holdings, aiding c. 53 •• s. 3, ·1. 
migration, aiding and developing fisheries and mdustries connected therewith, erecting fishermen's 
dwellings, providing or improving harbours, and sundry other purposes "pecified in section 4 of 
the Act. 

A Bill to enable the Congested Districts Board to apply a portion of the fund" not exr.eeding H. L. B.88 
.. one· fifth thereof in further providing for the practical instruction of, or for such otber purposes {l899j • 
.. 88 may appear to be of benefit to, the. inM.bitants of the said disttict," WIIS introduced by tho 
Government in 1899, but did not become law. 

As already mentioned, the annual paymenn c.f 15,OOOl., whicb is made from tbe Local Taxa.tion 
(Scotla.nd) Acoount, only continues for five yea.rs,t beginning in 1897-98. Section 3 (2) of the 1897 
Act contemplated that the annual vote of 20,OOOl. to the Congested Districts Fund should run 
concurrently with the 15,OOOl. contribution. and for a like period. But in view of the fact that 
1\ vote exceeding 20,OOOl. had been taken for the year 1897 -98, under the title "Highlands and 
Islands of Scotland (Public Works and Communications)," for purpos,,, similar to those to which 
the Congested Districts Fund was applica.ble, the sta.tutol'y vote of 20,0001. for the service of the 
Congested Distticts Board was only commenced in 1&98-99. 

The Congestod Districts (Scotland) Board reports annually to Pariio.llIent in pursuance of 
8f)ctiOIl 9 of the 1897 Act, 

(16.) AGRICULTURAL RA'US GMNT. 

The Hoyal Commission on Agricultural Depression having drawn attention, in thei,' Second 
Report dated February 1896, to the severity of ·the prevailing agricultural distress and 1.0 the 
urgent need "f something being done to mitigate this by lightening the excessive burden oft.xation 
on land, the Government, in connexion with the Budget arrangements for 1896-97, announced their 
intention of initiating a. grant in reli~f of the loca\rates falling on the agricultural occupier, and 
a Bill was in due course introduced (April 1896) to cnrry out this intention lIS l'e!,>'I1rds England. 
The Bill provided that, as from 1897 -91S, the occupier of agricultural lands, u.s therein defined. 
should pay only one-half of the rate charged upon the occupier of other classes of subjects, and 
iu respect of the deficieDGY thereb,. caused in the produce of the rates, an annual sum to be 
calculated on the basis I)f the rates actually levied in 1895-96, was directed to be paid into the 
English Local Taxation Account .. out of the proceeds of tbe Estate Duty derived in England from 
persona.! property," and to be distributed among the rating authorities. As introduced, the Bill 
was intended to be permanent, but, in deference to strong representations in Parliament, its con· 
tinu"nce was eventually limited to five years, i.e., 1897-1902.t 

Later in the Session a Bill, likewise limited in its duration to five years, t was brought in 
providing for payment of an .. equivalent" grant into the. Local 'T!>Xation (Scotland) Account, "out 
of the proceed. of the Estate Duty derived in Scotland from personal property."t A. in the case 
of tho earlier grants from Probate Duty, &e., in 1888 nnd 1890, the Scotch" equivalent" was fixed 
lit eleyen-eightie~B of the Englisp Gro.nt. The Scotch Bill in due course became law . 

. In framing " seheme for tha appropriation of the Scotch Grant, it became necessary to take 
into consideration the difference between the English and Scoteh rating systems. In England 
t.he rate. relieved were leviltble wholly from the occupier, while in Scotland the parochial rates 
to the extent of one.half', and the county rates to the e~tel)t of about three-fifths, were leviable 
from the owner. _ But notwithstanding th" division of the burderi between owners and occupiers 
in the latter case, it was intended that, in ScotlanJ as in England, only the occupier should be 
relieved, and this restriction made it posoible, ond even expedient, that part of the Scoteh 
"equivalent" grant ahould be devoted t" purposes other .. than the Telief of the "griculturlll 
raoop"yer. . 

Calculation. made in oonnexion with the proposals in the English Bill dlOw(·d that the sum 
required for the annual grant to Enl(land would probably aIDount to about J ,560,0001., and on .this 
..... umption the Scotch" equivalent" of eleven-eightieths worked. uut to 214,5001. :From this was 
set aside (1) a. sum, ~stimated at 7,0001. per annum, for payment of the Burgh Land Tax, (2) a sum 
of 15,OOOl. per anuum for the improvement of the congested districts in the highlands and islands, 
leaving (3; a balance .availaWe of 192,500/. _ This balance, it was estimated, would be sufficient to 
pay to each county "nd parish rating authority in Scotland a. sum equal to five.eighths of the 
a.mount of rates levied, in 11S95-96 from occupiers of .. "gricultural lands and heritages." .The 
Scotch Rating Act. therefore, enacted that, -1\8 from 1897-98, the agricultural occupier in Scotland 
should, in respoet 0,£ parochial and county rates, be only rated upon three-eighths of the annual 
value of the lands and herit.ages occupied by him [the annual value, in the case of p"rochial rates 

-c--,---,----------. - '.--. .',' - , 
• In 'bis oonnexioD. 100 romarka at. p&gCl94· ..... pN. a.s to. making allyexcopt.ional reliof t.o the HighlWJds all 

Imporial eharr;:c. . I' 

t Tho period hl\..ot bNtn c~tcnticd for four years by tho Al~t ll!:dw. VB. c. 13. (1901). 
t Referring ton the J1;U~li8h BiU which had just passed the third reading. the Lord Advncata. in asking leave to 

introduce the Scotch Bill. said, "' I .pprehend .. bat tbe prinoipla of the Bill was to attewpt.tbe partial redreaa !)f tbe 
iuequlity existing between persona.lty and realty in the matw of local taxation and the application (\f tbat relief 
tiO the o\aaa of roalt.y whioh-sutTers most frorn the undue impact ef ta~lltiOD, namely. agriculta.rallan<l." [Vide 
,. l'lIrliom.nt .... l Debateo," Vol. 42. 001_ 5~.J 

02 

C.7981. 

59 &0 60 'V irt. 
c.16. 

59& 60V;et. 
c.37. . 
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heine: the 7I.t v:l]ue ascertained after the usua.! deductions for cost. of repairs, &0., had been made 
pursuant to sec~ion 37 of the Poor Law (Scotland) Act. 1845], and tha~ the balance ILvailable 
as abo,e (es~imated a~ 192,5001.) should be distributed among the ra~ing allthorities in prol'0r~1011 
to the deficiency thereby cau.ed in t,he produce of each rat-. 

The posi~bn of accounts as es~imated in advance, and the actual resulls as fin"lIy ascert·ained 
after close inquiry and calculation, are s.t out in the following table :-

Actqal Amount -- Estimated Amount. .. 
finally ascertained. 

£ 

I 
£ 

~n81ish Grant . 
~ . . · 1,560,000 1,333,116 

. i Scoteh Grant (nibs) . - · 214,500 I 183,308 

, 

! Arprf)prmted thus :-
I 

I 
(I.) Burgh La.nd Tux . - · 7,ouO 7,990 

(2.) Congested Districts . . · 15,000 15,000 

I (3.) Agricultural Rate, Reli.r . . - 192,500 160,313 

I 
. 

214,500 183,303 

. -
The snm actually reqUired to make up five-eIghths of .the amount raISed fNm the agricultural 

occupier in Scotland in 1895-96 wa. ascertained to be 181,3011~, or thereby, beillg 21,OOOl. in 
excess of the .. moun~ (160,3131.) actually available. In other words owing to the over-estimate 
C'f the English Grant and conRequent reduction of the Scoooh Grant, it W!LS only posssible to pay 
a contribution slightly exceeding 118. per £. of the rates raised from the agricultural occupier in 
1895-96, instead of 12 •. 6d. per £. (i.e., five-eighths) .... originally conte~plated. 

Two years later (1898) the principle was conceded that the sums payable to Scotland and 
Ireland should not be a fixed proportion of the English grant (i.e., ttths and -pths) but should be 
taken, as in England, at one·half of the total rates on agricultUl'alland, whether levied from the 
owner or the occupier. For the purpose of determining the Scotch grant under thes'l altered 
conditions the total amount of rates raised in Scotland in 1895-96, in respect of county and 
parish rates, and the proportion thereof bome by agricnltural subjects were ascertained to be a. 
follows :-. 

Total Amount AmoQDt raised in respect of Agricultural Lands Bnd 
railled from Owners Heritages. 

- and Occupiers in 
1895-96. --;;:m Owners. I. ~'rom Occupier •• I Tottil. 

£ II II /I 
County rates . . - 684,088 173,142 113,O55 986,197 

l'u.ritlb rates . . . . 1.589,180 177,710 177,038 354,148 

I 
-Total . . . 2,273,218 350,859 290,098 640,945 

. 
The amuunt 640,9451. represented the proportIOn of the rates fallIng on agncultural lands and 

heritages, ie, on agricultural lands, together with the buildings thereon, and it was estimated that 
these buildings ropresen~e.t one-eighth of, the ~otaJ "unual value of the agriculturaJ . lands and 
heritages. In other words, only seven-eighths of the amount, 640,945L, actually fell on agri
cultural lands, and the Scotch grant, being taken like the English grant as "qual to one-ha.!f of 
the rates levied on agriCUltural lands, therefore worked out 'IS follows :-

£ 
Seven·sixteenths 0f 641l,9451. - = 280,413 
Deduct"':"'Amount alrcady payuble to the Local Taxation 

(Scotland) Account pursuant to the 1896 Act, viz, - 183,303, 

s •. d.. 
5 3 

9 3 
----

Balance due to Scotland 97,109 16 0 

Sectioll 1 ,1) of the Local Taxation Account (Scotland) Act, 1898, provided for this balance 
being paid annually into the Local Taxation (ScoUulld) Account" out of the Consolidated Fund 
'of the UniLecl· Killguum," . .during .. the cootinUllnce of the Agricultural R,,~e", &0. (Scotland) Act, 

.9 & qo Vict. 189(;. 'I'he effect of the Act., as construed wi~h the H!96 Act. WWl that the total Scoteh grant. 
0.37. which in IH9i-98 and 1898-99 was 183,3031. 98. 3d., was raised for each of the three yeatS 

189Q-1902* to 280,4131: 58. 3d. Ou~ of the increase, 20,000[. was a.ppropriated 8S a~ additionai 

01 & 62 Viot. 
c. b6. 

--'-r'he AcL 1 Edw. VII. c. 13 (1901) conlinues Lbe Aets of 1896 and 1898 in lor,," till 31.t March WOO. . 
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gr.m~ in relief of the agricultura.l occupiers in Scotland, raising the grant for that purpose, for the 
three years 1899-1902· to 180,:nal. per annUDl, .. sum which, as shown ahove, &pproximawly 
e1ual.led five-eighths of the &gliculturdl occupiers' share of ihe raw' in 1895-96. The .remainder 
of the additional 8um of 97,IOOl 16s. W/UI devoted to sundry other purposes specified in the 1898 
Act. (See p. 811 Hupra.)t 

Oomplew detsils of the allocation of the fh .. t annual grant in relief of the a"ncult.urILl occupier 
(amount 160,313l.) are given in the Parliamentary Return C. 9173 (1899). 0 

(17.) MAliINE SUPERINTENDENCE. 

Frequent complaints having been made th&t adequaw Dleasures were not taken, in the inwrests 
of the fisheries, for policing the coasts of Scotland, and enforcing obedience to the ses fisheries 
laws, it was d~cided to set aside, out of the additional gra.nt made to Scotland under the Local 
Taxation Account (Scotland) Act, 1898, an annual sumoC 15,OOOl. for the purpose of organiRing 
an efficient nlarine police service. Unless the Act of 1898 is continued, the ,sum will only be 
available for three yea .. , i.e., 1899-1902.· 

The opportunity was taken to remove from the Vow for the Scotch Fishel'y Board the provision 
hitherto made for marine superinwndence and purchase of \,e.qsel. under sub-heads G. and K. of 
the Vow. The amounts so provided for tbese purposes and the amounts actually expended during 
the three year. 1896-99 were a. follows:-

I 1898-97. 189;"-98. 1898-99; 

-
I I I 

Amount Amouot Amount Amount Amount Amount 
Voted. Expended. Voted. Expended. Voted. El:pended. 

I 
.. _----.---- - -------- -------- -, 

I .e .e £. £. .e !!. 
G.-Marinc lIupuinhmdcDuc . , 

9,J;J39 2,'786 5,339 4,26'1 6,079 6,386 

: I K.-PnrchlifS of VC8llCllJ - - - 8,500 5,866 8,725 4.284 ----_. 
Totlll - - - i 2,839 2.786 18,839 10,133 9,804 10,670 

I . 

• Tho .lot t Ed ... VII. c. 13 (1901) oontinue. the Acts of 1896 .... d 1898 in force till3lat March 1906. 
t It should b~ noted tb~t iu conaequence of changes in the amount of the English Agricultural Rates' Grant 

~wlnp: to »ltel"&tlona of rating "roilS. tbe amoun~ of the Sootoh c;Trant under the 1836 Act h~ been alightly reduced 
lU Ib'jl1-1900 aud Bt1b:l!equeut YtlRTta. but there 111, • oorrespondmg IDcrease in the amoun' received under the 1898 
Act" t.", t.he 8um received under· t.h ... wo Acta rema.Ws constant at 280.'U3l. &I. U. . 
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PART IV. 

SCHEDULE OP Acrs. 

The following Table gives a complete list of the Acta relating to the Local Taxation (Scotland) 
Account. and indicates their purpose, so far -ail afferting that Account. 

'Xidtlo of Act. I PUrP~leJ, 110 far 88 afF~ctin~ :Local Taxation (Scotland) Account. 

--------------~~-------, 

(1.) Probate Dutios (Scotland and 51 &. 52 Viet. c. 60 .. 
IrelRDd) A .. , 1888. 

I 
(Ii.) LoealGoveriune.t (Scotl .. d) Act, 69 & 5~ Vicl c, in .' 

16811,18. 19-21. 

(8.) CIlItom8 and Inland Revenue Act, 53 Viet. c. 8 
1890,8.1. 

(4.) Local Taxation (Col!lOms and 63 & 54 Viet. Co 60 -
!;sci .. ) Aet, 1890, 

(5.) Police (Scotland) Act,1890, s, 17 6S & 54 Vict. c. 67 • 

, , 

(8.) Weltern Highlands and Islands 54 & 55 Viot. c. 58 • 
(Seotland) Act, 1891, 8. 4. 

(7.) Edncnrion and Local Taxation 55" 56 Vio •. c. 61 
Aecount (Scotland) Act. 1,892. 

(8.) Technicai In.truction Amendment 55 & 56 Viet. c. 63 a 

(Sootiand) Act, 1892. 

(9.) Finance Act. 1894, 8. 19 - 57 & 58 Viet. c. 30, .. 

(10.) Dise&6ei of Animal. Act, 1894, 57" 58 Viet. Co 57 .. 
1:1. 18. 

ell) Local Government (Sootland) 57 & 58 Vicl. c. 58 • 
A.ct,1894. 

, ________ .. ___ .---.~ ------.- ---I 

E8tab~he8 Acoount ~d provides rpr tbe transfer thereto 
annually of the Beotch sbare of the Probate Duty Grant 
(being.J.l per cent. of the whole Grant), aud for the diBtribu .. 
tiOIl thereof for 1888-89. . 

ProvideII' . for· tlu", di!liribution of tho· Scotch libare of PrObate 
. Doty for 1889-t10, for the tmusfer to the Account in 1890-01 
and future yean .of the proceedt of certain Excise licence 
duties, and for tbe dilttribution of such dutiea, and of the 
Scotch share of Probate Dnty. from and after 311t March 
1890. 

Provides for the transfer to the AccouDt of B proportion of 
certaio duties of Costoms and Excise OD beer aDd spirits. 

Provides for the appropriatioD of the CuatoDlB and Excise Duties 
assigned to local government purposes by the immediately 
preceding Act (No. (8)]. 

Prescribes basis of distribution of Police Superannuation Grant 
_(s.17). [Note.-The provisions of Section 17 (I) (b) aod 
(c), have been modified by rep]atioDS under Sectiun 1'1 (6) 
dated 14th March ~895, vide H.C. Hi of 1895.] 

Authorisea application of Bjghlaad Grant (10.0001.) in aid of 
COD!5tru.ction or maioteu8D('e of works under Act. 

Provides fOT the future lLpplication of the reBidru of the Probate 
and Licence Duties hitherto devoted to relief of school feel! in 
tenns of Section 22 (6) of the Local Governmont (Scotland) 
Act. 1889. 

De6nC8 powers. of local authorities in matter of contributioD8 to 
tecbtlical education under Section 2 (iii.) (b) of Local Ta.xation. 
(Culiiitoma aud Exciae) Act, 1890. 

In abolishing the Probate Duty, and merging it in the Dew 
Estate Duty, makes the necessary provision for calculating 
the Probate Daty Grant for the fnture. 

An Act to consolidate the Contagiou. Diseases (Animals) Acts, 
1878 to 1898. Re-enacta with certain &ligbt modificatioDs the 
provisions in the Contagious Diseases (Animals) Act8 of 1890, -
1899 and 1898 aftectiog the Local Taxation (Scot!and) 
Account. 

As modified thesc provisions direct that if in 8ny year the 
money voted by Parliament to defrny the expen&e& of execut
iug tb(· Act in Great Britain, 8upplementfld by the net receiptR 
for carcaSe8 of slaughtered animals, should prove inlufBll.ient 
for the pllrpGse,·12 percent. of the deficiency is 10 be advanced. 
frOID the Local Ttu:ation (Scotland) Accouut, aud 88 per cent. 
from the EUlClish Local Taxation Account. The 1IUDl: to be 
voted annually for the purpose of the Act i8 not to en.eed 
160,0001., of which not more than 20,0001. may be allotted to 
Ireland. Of the 8UID (not to excP.ed 140,0001.) voted. to Great. 
Britain not more tha.n 60.0001. may be speci6clllly appro
priated to lltampinfl out swine fever. 

AdvlLDCes made from the Local Taxation Accounts. 8S above. 
may be I'epaid if tho Treasury) at the end of any financial 
year, is satisfied tbat t.he Cattle Pleuro·PnenmoDia Account is 
in p08session of a balance whicb will Dot be required. for the 
purpose 01 the Diseases of Animals Act. 

Inter alia provides for election of pariah councils in place of 
eIis~ing parochial bourde, and alten defuritioD' of II Police 
Burgh." (Soct.54.) 

* Not •• -The Proba.te and Beer and Spirit Dutiel Rssigned to Local Government· purposel are paid into the English, Scotiisb. 
and Irish.Local 'l'u.xation Accoun" in the proportions 80 per cent., 11 per cent .• and 9 per cent. respectively. Auy deficiency, 011 
the otber 'hand, arising on the Pleuro~Pneumouia Account (which relates to Grtat Britain ouly) ball to be made up from rhe 
English and Scottiath Local Taxation Accounts, ItDd hence the percentRges 80 .and 11 are proporhonateJy increased" England 
pro,idw,; '8 per cent. fWd ScotJllIld 18 per c'!nt. • .. • .' 
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TltI. of Acl· 

(12.) AgricultlltaJ Rates. "c. (Scot .. I f.9 .. 6~ Viet. n. 31 
land) Acr. IH91l. 

(18.) Cong~Afed Di!ltrictl!l (Scotland) 
Act, 1897. 

I 

60 "61 Viet. c. 53 • 
t. 

(14.) Local TaxDtion Account 
laud) Act. I M98. 

(SCo'·161 & ~2 Vici. c. 50 

(16.) Police Belervilll (Allowancee) 63 Viet. c. 9 
AC~ 1900. 

ConuouonBe Act, 1901 . 

PUtPOI!I~ 10 fur al atl'ecting-Local Taxstion (Scotlaud) AccouDt. 

Provide!!l inter alia for payment into the Local Taxation (Scot~ 
land) Account of 11/80tb. of tbe Agricultural Rate. Belief 
Grant made to .l!:u~Jand. and for the appropriation of tbe lIum 
to the relief o/ogncultural occupier's rates in Scotland,-and to 
other purpose,.. Act to continue in force till 31st March no! 
(five years). 

! CODltitotes II Congested Districts Board for Scotland, and pro-

I 
vide. inter alia for the application of the aooual grant of 
15,0001. from the Low Taxation (Scotland) Account, appro. 

, printed til the improvement "f congested districts under the 
Act 011896. [No. (12) supra.) 

Provides (1) for pnymout of a supplementary grant to ScOtJDot 
11081 to make up the grant onder tbe Act of 1896 [No. (12) 
MJ.pra J to one-half of the total rafl's raised from agricultural 
lands In Scotland 10 1895-96, and (2) for the appropriation of 
the additional graut to sundry purposes. Act to continue in 
force ti1131st March 1902 (three years). 

Authorises grant of certain allowances and gratui,iel out of 
Police Fundi in J'(lspect of Police Reservilts called out.on 
permanent aenice. 

.Extends periods of contioll8.occ of Acts of 1896 and 1898 till 
31&t March 1906. 

(16.) A,.ncoltural nate. Act, 1896, &C.,,'I Ed ... VII. c. 18 

. ---. - --_.. ------'--------------
SCOTTI!H OPPlCE, 

January 1902. 
P. B. MOODIE. 
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ROYAL COMMISSION ON LOCAl. TAXA'fION. 

FINAt REPORT.-IRELAND. 

TO THE KING'S MOST EXCELLENT MAJESTY. 

lIlAy IT PLEASE Yoan MAJESTY: 
•• 

We have already presented a special Report* dealing with the question of Valuation 
in Ireland. We now humbly lay before Your Majesty the couclusions at which we 
have arrived with regard to the general question of Local Taxation in that country. 
As explained iu our Final Report for Enghmd and Wales,t we were unable to carry 
-out our intention of visiting Dublin, hut the evidence which we heard iu London from 
IriRh witnesses will be f.mnd in Volume V.j 

CHA.PTER 1. 

RATES A~D RA'rIXG AREAS • 

.A full account of the various Local Rates leviabl" in Ireland before the passing or 
the Local Government (Ireland) Act. 1898.§ the areas over which they were levied, the 
persons and properties liable, and the purposes for which the rates were raised, will be 
found in the Memorandum supplied to the Commission hy the Irish Local Govern
m.;nt Board in 1897.11 It is not necessary to repeat here t.he information there available; 
but in order to make clear the changes brought about by that Act, a very short 
llCcount of the most important rlAtes leviable under the old system will be usefuL 

Old System. 

The Grand .lury Cess was levied by t.he Grand Juries. and was,ronghly, analogous Grand Jury (o~ 
to the .. County" Rate in England. 1'he amount to b3 raised for General County County) c ..... 
purposes was levied as an equal poundage rate over the whole County, but some 
~harges were levied separately off Baronies and Half-Baronies, and for certain 
Special Expenses off Parisl,es or Townlands.. . 

The rate was made twice a ye!\r on the np.t annual value of the rateable property in 
the aren, and was payable by the occupi"r. For although the Landlord and Tenant 
Act of 1870, authorised the or-cupier under future tenancies to deduct from his rent 
one-half of the rate in the £ in respect of each pound of rent paid by him, no provision 
e'fpressly providing for this division of the rate was inserted, and landlords were 
allowed t:. contract out of their liahility to pay half the Cess. Thi8 provision 
remained, therefore, almost inoperative, and the Cess was paid in nearly all cases 
wholly by the tenant. Under the provieions of the sam" Act, in cases ·where the 
valuation waB at or under 41., the whole of the rate wus payable by the immediate 
les$or. 

In the cllse of the Cities of Belfast, Dublin, Cork, Limerick, and Waterford, and ot 
many mnnicipal towns, the whole or part of the fiscal jU"isdiction of the Grund 
,) ury had b"en transferred to their governing Bodies. 

llesides the gAneral expenses ot the County organisation, the most important services 
for which Grand Jnries were authorised to raise monllY, were :-Roads and Bridges, 
Lunatic .Asylums; County Infirmaries; Hospitals; Reformatory aud Industrial Schools; 
and Guarantees for Railways. An Account of the system of admiuistration and 
cost of these serviced will be found in the Appendix."* 

Next in importance to the County· Cess was the Poor Rate.tt This rate. as It,s Poor Rate. 
name implies, was originally raised for the pnrpose of Poor Relief, although since 
183R.tt when a Poor Rate was first authorised to be raiRed in IrE'land, the cost of 
the administration ot' many other local services had been thrown upun it. 

• Cd. 078-1~(l2. t Cd. li3S-19tJ1. t Cd. 383-i900. ~ 61 & 62 Vier.. c. 37. 
II See C. 8iO! of 1898. ,. 33 & 3! Vic •. e. 46. •• See p. 31. 

tt A 8hort history of th~ Irish Poor La,. Sp¢em and organisation i~ given in the Appendix, pp. 33-88. 
H I & 2 "ier. c. uf>. 
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The charges for which the Poor Rate was levied were divided into 'two parts, those 
leviable over the Union at large, and those leviable separately over each electoral 
division in the Union. The Union charges were levied as an equal poundage rate 
ovel" the whole Union, being apportioned among the electoral divisions according 
to rateable value, and the Electoral Division charges were levied separately off each 
electoral division. . 

The Guardians made 'the rate once a year on the net annual value of the rateable 
property in the Union. Subject to certain exceptions, the rate was paya'ble in the 
Drst place by the occupier, but he was authorised to deduct from liis rent one-half 
of the poundage rate for each pound of rent paid by him, provided that the 
deduction should not exceed one-half of the total amount of the rate. Any 
contracts to the contrary were expressly forbidden.* The immediate lessor was 
. given a like right of deduction against the superior landlord, if any. 

The Poor Rate, like the County Cess, was payable since 1843 by the immediate lessor' 
in the case of hoidings valued at and under 4l. 

~esides the Relief of .the Poor, the Poor Rate was drawn upon for expenses 
under the Medical Charities, Vaccination and Dispensary Houses Acts, the Public 
Health Acts, and the Labourers' Acts, and other minor services. 

Municipal .Rate<. In addition to. the County Cess and the Poor Rate,. rates for the purposes .of 
Municipal administration were levied in 120 towns in Ireland. We shall gi.ve 
below further details as to these rates, which were not· materially affected by the 
Loca+ Government Act of 1898. 

Changes effected 
by tho Local 
Government Act, 
189S. 

Owners and 
Occupiers and 
the Agricultural 
Grant. 

P7'esent System. 

In a .. Memorllndumt as to the effect of the Local Government (Ireland) Act, 1~98, 
on Local Taxation," prepared for this Commission by Sir Henry Robinson, K.C.B., 
Vice-President of the Local Government Bo,!-rd for Ireland, the changes recently 
introduced are fully described. 

Of these changes the most important, so far as they can be summarised in a 
senten<;e, are that repl"esentative Councils have been established in every Adminis
trative County and in every Urban and Rural District: and to these Councils the 
powers and duties o£ the Grand Juries (except in connexion with judicial proceedings) 
have been transferred, as well as some of the powers previously exercised by Boards of 
Guardians. 

As regards Local Taxation, County Cess has been abolished and the rates existing 
under the system established in 1898 fall under two heads only:-

I.-The new' Poor Rate. 
H.-Municipal Rates. 

From tbe latter rates the charges for .paving, lighting, sewerage and municipal 
administration in towns are defrayed, and to these we shall return late~they are of 
1l0mparaLively small impol"tance in Ireland. From the new Poor Rate all other 
local charges are defrayed, not merely the expense of Poor Relief, but also all County 
expenditul"e and all Rural District expenditure. 

Following on the Agricultural Rates Acts of 1896 for England and Scotland, assist
ance to the rates on agricultural land was given in Ireland, on a similal" but not 
identical plan, by means of the Agricultural Grant under the Act of 1898. At the 
same time advantage was taken of this opportunity to abolish the 8ystem of division 
of rates between .)wner and occupier. With unimportant exceptionst the new Poor 
Rate is wholly payable by the occupier and contracts to the contrary are declared void. 
But it was provided that the ex.emption o£ owners from the direct payment of rat.es 
and the concentration of the whole charge on occupiers should not involve any increased 
immediate burden on the latter. . 

With regard to tenancies of Agricultural Land, the amount (,£ the Agricultural 
. Grant (representing half the" standard rate .. on Agricultural Land in the year 1896-7, 

i.e., including both County Cess and Poor Rate but omitting certain" excluded" IJr 

• Thi. proyision was repealed by section 12 of the Poor Law Act or 1849. 
+ See Cd. 888 of 1900, p. 169, et .eq. 
! Wher. (a) 8 lIouRe is let in fopam!. apartmenlll or lodging. and (b) til. landlord of a properly exempt 

from rnting on w!count of its public or charitable lla.ture is rated on half th~ rent received &om'the propertYt 
the l'aLe i!' made 1\8 hel't,ltofore on the immediate lessor. . 
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.. separaoo" charges), is deducted from the rates chargeable in respect of that land.* 
Consequently in the normal cases in which the Poor Ra.te was divided between 
owner and occupier but the County Cess was wholly paid by the occupier, the landlord 
gained by his exemption from the half of tite Poor Rate which he formerly paid, 
and the tenant obtain<ld the benefit of the Agricultural Grant in respect of County 
Cess. 

With regard t<> property other than land, where the tenant had been entiEled to 
deduct balf of the rates, he was compensated for the fact that in future he was 
to pay the whole of the rates by a reqijction of his rent representing a sum equal to 
half the produce of the standard rate in the standard year. More peculiar circumstanceS 
were met by special equitable adjustments. 

The Poor Rate is levied throughout Ireland. In all Rural Districts it is collected Collection oftbe 
by the Couuty Councils, who retain the amount required to meet their own expenditure, Poor Rate. 
but transfer to the Guardians of each Union and the Council of each Rural District the 
sums raised to meet the expenditure of each of these bodies respectively. In 311 
Urban DiRtriCts (other than County Boroughs) the Urban District Council collects 
the Poor Rate and hands over to the County Council the sums raised to mef)t both 
County-at. large charges and Union cbarges. In County Boroughs the Borough Council 
collects the Poor Rate. and hands' over to the Guardians the sums raised to meet 
Union charges. The necessary adjustments are made in the case of overlapping areas. 

There are two sets of collectors-Collectors for Rural Districts and Oollectors for 
Urban Districts., ~ 

The Rural Collectors are appointed by the County Councils with the approval anrl 
under the terllls and conditions of an Order of the Local Government Board.t To 
each Collector is assigned a district. There is no rule as to ~ize or valuation, but 
a8 II mattor of practice there are about two collectors for a Rural District. 

The Collectors must keep, offices for collection purposes within their district, at 
which they attend on Market Days and other specified times; a gOIJd many payments 
are also made by post. Every fortnight the collectors must .lodge the amount 
collected'to the credit of the County Fund and they must either attend at th8 County 
Council to have their books examined. or, if the Council so direct, at 1;he office of 
the Rural DiHtrict in which they collect. In such cases the County Council pay the 
Clerk of tho Rural District a fee for checking the books. CollectorR are paid by 
poundage fees and are not bound to devote their whole time to their work. 

Urban Collectors are app.:>inted by the Urban Councils and collect all rates 
within the Urban Distl'icts, i.e., Town Rates, Sanitary Rates, Poor Rates, &c., and 
the Urban Council remit to the County Council the amount collected each half-year 
on their behalf. 

The part of the new Poor Rate required to meet County charges is raised off the Distribution of 
whole (Jounty, the part required to meet Union charges off the Union, and the part the Poor Rate. 
required to meet Rural District charges off the Rural District. The 8ums required to 
meet certain" separate charges" are also in some cases rai.ed off smaller areas within 
the Rural District. 

The County charge i8 ascertained as follows :-10 the first place, frolll the estimated 
County expenditure the estimated receipts (including Government Grants belonging 
to' the County other than the Agricultural Grant) are deducted. The balance iii 
apportioned over the rateable property in the county in proportion to its ratE-able 
value, but the fixed Agricultural Grant in respect of County charges is deducted 
from the amount to be levied off agricultural land. 

A similar course is followed with regard to the Union charges, thll Rural District 
charges and the Urban charges (if any). The" separate charges" are also levied off 

• "Agricultural land" means every hereditamont entered 8S land. in the Valuation List, which is DOt. part 
of 8 railway or canal, and which was not, at the commencement of tbo Act, si.tuate within an Urban Djstrict. 
The exact process "bereby the" standard rate H Watl ascertained is de..ororibed on pp. 15-16 of the Report 
of .he Local Government Boerd for Ireland for 1898-9 (C. 9480 of 19(0). The" excluded cbarge." 
(nO\v described Q:5 "sepal"ate chargee .') were as follows:- . 

(1.) Exp.nse. in relotion to additional constabulary (i .•. , beyond the regular quotn of men fixed by' the 
Constebulary Acta for any pI"".). 

(2.) Compell8lltion for criminal injurie •. 
(3.) Railway and barbour cbarges. 
(4.) N uviGRtion cbarges. 
(.i.) Public Health ."penses (except those und.", ibA Labourers' Acts). 
t Sf!f! poge 74 of tbe AunjlBI Report of the Local Government Board fOl'Ireland for 1899--1000 (Cd. 338 

of 1Il0I). . 
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the appropriatfl area, which may be either the whole or part of a Rural District, but 
in this case there is no Agricultural Grant to be deducted. " 

It will be observed tha~ agricultural land is not rated at a half, as in England; 
but it is rated in full, subject to deduction of the amount of the Agricultural Grant. 
That Grant is a fixed sum amounting to half the rates raiEed off agricultural land 
(not including buildings) in the standard year 1896-1/7 ; and consequently so long as 
in any distri('.t the rate in the .£ remains the same as in the standard year, land will 
in fact be rated at half. If, however, the rate in the £. comes to exceed the rate in 
the fltandard year, the land will contribute towards such excess in proportion to its 
full rateahle value. On the other hand, if in any place the rate in the £. falls below 
the rate in the standard year, land will then, in effect, pay on less than half its value. 

With regard to Union charges, another important change effected by the Act of 
1898 was the abolition of rILting by electoral divisions. All the Guardians' expeuditure 
is now a charge on the Union-at-Iarge. . 

In Rural Districts there is no differential rate for Public Health Services such as 
th~ "Special Expenses" rate in England, but agricultural land and railways are 
rated in full for such services except in so far as the former is relieved by the 
Agricultural Grant . 
. Over and aboV'e the Poor Rate special Municipall'ates are raised by County Borough 

Councils: other Municipal Borough Councils, other Urban District Counciis, and the 
Town Commissioners of Towns not Urhap Districts. 

The powers of these bodies in regard to raising Municipal Rates have not been 
substantially altered by the Local Government Act, except that provision has been 
made for consolidating with the Poor Rate any Municipal Rates levied on an exactly 
similar basis. Accordingly we may refer 10 ~he exhaustive statement furnished tl} 
us by the Local Government Board in 1897 which shows the extraordinary variety 
and complexity of the rating arrangements in towns, * Rates are raised under several 
general statutes and under a large number of local Acts. They are all based on the 
same Valuation as the Poor ·Rate (no other Valuatio:a existing in Ireland), but they 
differ considerably in the proportions in which rates are imposed on different kinds of 
property. 

The Borough Rate which may be levied in the eleven Municipal Boroughs under 
the Municipal Corporations Act, 1840, is levied uniformly over all properties. But 
ior expenditure on public works and improvements a system of Differential Rating 
similar to that in force in England is generally adopted so as to relieve agricultural 
lands anG. other properties which arll presumed to receive less benefit from the expen· 
oiture. Thus rates under tbe 'rowns Improvement Act, 1 ti54, and unoer tbe Public 
Health Acts are in nearly every case levied' on the same differential scale which is 
adopted for tbe General District Rate in England, i.e., tbe following properties, are 
rated at one·fourth of their net annual value :-. ' 

(1.) Land used as arable, meadow, or pasture ground only. 
(2.) Land used as woodlands; market gardens, ~r nursery grounds. 
(3.) Land covered with water and used as a. caual, and any towing-path to the same. 
(4.) Railways (i.e:, the lines, but not the stations). 
O~her more or leES similar scales of differential rating have been adopted in 

particular places. . 
As regarcls tbe cost of roads in Urban Districts, the necessary sums were raised 

on a differential basis before 1&98 in those cases in which the Urban Sanitary 
Authorities bad been constituted Road Authorities under section 206 of the Pl1blic 
Health Act, 1878. In otber Urban Districts such expenses were raised as part of the 
County Cess upon the full net annual value of the rateable property, and it is one 
of the important changes introduced into Urban Rating by the Local Government 
Act that, in these Urban Districts, lands, railways, and canals are now asslIssed to· the 
expenditure on this service at only one-fourth of their valuation. 

In Belfast a system exists which de.erves special mention, by which the rates are 
graduated according to the value of the hereditament. 

Under various local Acts, t hereditaments of the annual value of 20l. and under are 
assessed to the Police Rate (which in addition to 1;be payment of ~he Constabulary, 
includes the interest and repayment of loans, tbe cost of lighting, fire brigade, and 
other miscellaneous services) at half the amount of the rate on hereditaments above 

• See C. 8,764 of 1898, pp. 174-225. 
t 8 & 9 Vict. ClIp. exlii., 16 & 17 Vi.t. cop. cxiv.,27 & 28 Viet. cap. e'll:eviii. 
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2OZ. annual value. 'Pile value of property in Belfast· of 20l. annual value and under 
was in 1.898, 508,6901., out of a total valuati')n of l,059,OOOl. 

All Municipal Rates are now to be p~id by the occupier" with the SBme exceptious Di~.ion of Muni
as in the case of the Poor Rate and subJect always to equItable regard for existing cipal Rates 
contracts. But a rate made under a local Act in any County Borough may still be betw!",n O~ners 
made upon the landlord or imme~iate lessor, "if the council of that borough by and \Ir.cnplers. 
" a majority of not less than two-thuds of the members present at a meeting specially 
" summoned for the purpose so resolve." All the County Boroughs, with the 
exception of Londonderry, have passed's'uch a reBolution. . 

CHAPTER II. 

3UBVENTIONS. 

There are two very important services which impose a ,heavy burden on Local Th._ cost of 
Taxation in England and Scotland, but to which in Ireland the ratepayer practically !:'rlmara :dll!Ca-. 
does not contribu.te, and which are not administered by Irish Local Public Authorities ¥;.,~:.~ fal~ Ice III 
-Primary Education and Police. Almost the whole cost of these services is defrayed :"holly on Psrlia .. 
from Parliamentary Votes, and in any financial comparison between the constituent m_ntsryVote •. 
parts of tht> Unit.ed Kingdom they must be constantly borne in mind. The main dat(J, 
respecting the finance of these servioes will be found in the Appendix* ; and as the sums 
voted fill' .them do not directly enter into the local budgets, we shall not here go into 
further details on the subject.t We accordinglY.EaBs to the direct relief afforded to 
local ratepayers through the medium of the Local Taxation Account; and we begin 
with B brief survey of the manner in which that Account has been built up. 

The system by which assistance was given to ratepayers by means or Voted Grants Old systom of 
in Aid (other than the Police and Education Votes) was in operation in Ireland, as Gt'a~ts-in-Aid 
in the rest of the United Kingdom, before the year 1888. But when the system was .~ontn~ed~:: t 

in that year abolishE'd as regards England and Scotland, and the Local 'l'axation 1~~8~ 11 0 

Licenses were a·signed to the Local Authorities in lieu of the old Grants, no similar 
change was made in Ireland. From 1888 to 1898 the Grants-in-Aid of the maintenanco 
of Pauper Lunatics, Poor Law Medical Officers, and other specific items of Local 
Administration in Ireland continued to be voted, and the proceeds of Excise Licences 
in Ireland continued to be paid into the Exohequer. Inasmuch however, as England 
and Scotland gained by the re-arrangement, a compensatory Exchequer Contribution of 
40,Ooot. a year for Ireland was at first voted and in 1891 charged on the Consolidated 
Fund. It wiil be seen that this contribution continues to be paid, although the circum-
stances under which it originated have been altogether altered. 

The other feature of Mr. Goschen's reorganisation of 1888 was the assignmeut to the 'fh" Death Duty 
Local Taxation A ccounts of a Death Duty Grant, consisting at first of half! the Gront. 
proceeds of the Probate Duty and sincll 18!)4 of a correspouding sum out of tho 
proceQd,; of the Estate Duty. Of this revenue Ireland r~ceiv()d ~.nd continues tc 
receive tho prescribed share based on her assumed contribution to General Imperial 
Rovenue. viz., 9 por cent. of the toLal for the United Kingdom, 01' ."lIths of the sharo 
nssignell to England and Wales. . 

Similarly, when in 1890 the Beer and Spirit Surtaxes were assigned to Local Beer aDd Spirit 
Authorities, Ireland received 9 per emt. of thc proceeds of tho Surtaxes in the United Surtaxes. 
Kiugdom. 

Wbon. ill 11>96 a furthlll' large grant was malIc in aid of Agricnltural ratepayers in Agricultural 
England, tbo corresponding grant to Ireland was at first calculatod at '"(fths of tho Grant. 
English share. Hut this arrangement proved only temporary, and two years later 
Irish Local ~'inal1ce was wholly reorganised by the Local Government Act; of 1898. 

• s .. p. 44-4R. 
t Other misctlllanl'ous Grants by the State more or less dirf'ctly in oid of J.,ocal Taxation in Ireland at'E! ill 

connection with Reformatol"ips aud Industria.l Scho-oL~, Tec.~hnical Instruction; D~ases of Aniwo!s, IJublin 
HospitalA And Inth'maritl!, Valuation Otfice, Light Railways (Acts of IS~3, !!:oiS9, and 1895) Harbours and 
Inland N 8vi~tion. 

t In 18~S-ll. one·lhh-d only. 
i 98611. 
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That Act, in the first place, gave Ireland an Agricultural grant, not based on any 
proportion of the English grant, but equivalent to one-half of the rates on Agricultural 
18l1d in Ireland-a change which meant an almost five-fold lj1ultiplication of the Irish 
grant. This sum was not charged on any Assigned Revenue, but direct on the Consoli-
dated Fund. ' 

But this was not all. The system of Voted Grants-in-Aid (which. as above
mentioned, had been continued in Ireland after its abolition in England in 1888). was 
abolished, and in lieu thereof the Act provided fresh funds to be administered through 
the Local Taxation Account. It was desired to give to Ireland the benefit of such of 
the License Duties known in Great Britain as Local Taxation Licenstl Duties as were 
levied in Ireland, but instead of assigning those Duties to the Local Taxation Account 
(as had been dona in Grpat Britain) there was made payable in each year to the Irish 
Local Taxation Account from the Exchequer a sum equal to the yield of the License 
Duties in Ireland in the preceding year. And to this was added a lump sum of 79,0001. 
a year, also charged on the Consolidated Fund. 

We now proceed to recapitulate the result of theBe arrangements, adding also a 
statement of the purposes to which each grant .is applied, and the manner in which it 
is allocated among the different Lllcal Authorities. 

The Irish Local' Taxation Account was established under the Probate Duties (Scotland . 
8l1d Ireland) Act, 1888,* and is operated upon by the Lord Lieutenant. 

I.-The Death Duty Grant. 

Under section 1 of the above Act there is paid into the Account by the Commis
sioners of Inland Revenue the Irish proportion (9 per cent.) Qf half the proceeds of the 
Probate Dnty (now a corresponding sum out of the Estate Duty under the Finance Act, 
1894). , 

Under section 5 of the Land Purchase Act, 1891,t the grant is first paid into the 
Land Purchase Guarantee Fund, and so far as not required for meeting charges on that 
Fund, is transferred to the Loc .. l Taxation Account. ' 

8action 3 of the Act provided for the apportionment of the grant as follows :-
(1.) 5,0001. to be paid to the Royal Dublin Society for the improvement of the 

breed of horses and cattle. 
(2.) One-half of the balance to be distnbuted among the Boards of Guardians 

in proportion to the sums expended by them respectively during the year 
ending 29th September 1887, on the salaries, remuneration, and super
annuation allowances of the officers of the union in connexion with, the 
relief of the poor, or under the Act 14 & 15 Vict. cap. 68. (Poor Relief 
(Ireland) Act, 1851). 

(3.) The remain'ing half of the bala.nce to be distributed among the Road 
Authorities in Ireland in proportion to the sums expended by them, out of 
any cess or rate, on roads and bridges during the year ending 31st December 
~~. . 

II.-The Beer and Spirit Surta.res. 

Under the Local Taxation (Customs and Excise) Act, 1890,t the Irish share (9 per 
cent.) of the produce of these surtaxes is paid into the Local Taxation Account. 
Out of this grant 78,OOOt: per annum was set aside, and under the ari'angoment 
made in 1890 was, paid to the Commissioners of National Education, and by them 
applied in aid of National Schools. But under section 15 of the Agricultural and 
Technical Instruction (Ireland) Act, 1899,§ this sum was diverted from the Commis
sioners of National Education, (for whom, however, Parliament provides an equivalent 
under the Public Education Vote) and placed at the disposal of the Department 
of Agriculture and Technical Instrnction. It forms part of the general endowment of 
that 'Departmlmt, the applicat,ion of which is provided for in section 16 of the Act. 

The residue of this grant is paid to the Intermediate Education Board, and by 
them applied in aid of Intermediate Schools, under a scheme approved by the Lord 
Lieutenant and the Treasury. This residue has fluctuated in amount, but on the whole 
has largely increased since 1890. 

• 51 & 52 Viet. c. UO. 
t,63 & 54 Vicl. c. 60. 

t 54 & S5 Vict. c 48. 
§ 62 & 63 Viet. Co 50. 
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IlL-The EuhequM' Oontrihutilm oj £40,000 a year. 

UndAr section !j of the Land Purchase Act, 1891,* the l!]xchequer Contribution of 
40,OOOl. a year is charged on the Consolidated :Fnnd, and in the first place paid into 
t he Land Purchase Huarantee Fund. It was then carried to a reeerve fund, until a 
RUIn of 200,0001. had accumulated. This result WitS attained in 1896, and since then 
the' contribution has hEen paid into the Local 'l'axation Account, and is allocated 
hetween Counties and County Boroughs in proportion to .the amounts rec~ived from the 
Death Duty Grant. In the Counties it ~~ applied towards the provision of labourers' 
eotta~es. 

IV.-Produce of J.Acense Duties and additional sum· of £79,000 a year. 

IT nder section 51:1 of the Local Government, Act, 1898, t the grants for the following 
purposes ceased to be paid out of annual Parliamentary Votes, but are now paid from 
the Local Taxation Account, viz. ;-

(a.) One half of the salaries of medical officer.; of workhouses and dispensaries; 
(b.) One half of the cost of medicines and medical appliances in workhouses and 

dispensaries; 
(c.) The whole of the salaries of schoolmasters and schooimistresses in the work

houses; 
(d.) One half of the salaries of sanitary officort!; 
(e.) One half of th~ maintenance of pauper lunatics in lunatic asylums, not exceeding 

48. a week per head. This is by far the largest item. 
Certain new grants were at th" same time made payable from the Local Taxation 

Account, viz. ;- . 
(.f.) One·half of the salary of the. trained nurs" in each workhonse; 
(g.) One-half of the excess over 6d. in the £ of a rate levied by a County Council 

in any area for the purpose of meeting a railway or harbour guarantee given 
before the passing of the Local Government Act; 

(II.) A sum not exceeding 28. a week per head in aid of the maintenance of chronic 
and harmless lunatics in an auxiliary lunatic asylum. No payments under 
this head have yet been made. 

'fo provide for all these grants there is paid to the Local Taxation Acconnt from 
the Consolidated Fund in every year, first an amount equal to the proceeds of the 
Local License Duties in the preceding financial year; 'and, secondly, a fixed annual 
Sl!1ll of 79,0001. 

If thesa funds arc insufficient, the grants are to be proportionately abated as 
directed by the Lord Lieutenant, and if they are more than sufficient, the excess is 
to be accumulated and applied to meet any future deficiency; and, subject thereto, to 
bo applied in such manner as Parliament directs. 

'fhe Local Taxation License Duties in Ireland, enumerated in thE' Third Schedule 
to the J"ocal Government Act, are the same as those assigned to the Local Taxation 
Acoount in Groat Britain, with the important exceptions of the Establishment License 
Dutit)s (for male sorvants, carriages, and armorial bearings), and the Dog License 
Duty,'whioh are not levied ill Ireland. It should be noteci that a purely local Dog 
License Duty is levie.l in Ireland under a special Act.! 

V.-The Agricultural Grant. 

Under section 48 of the Local Government Act there is paid yearly from the 
Consolidated Fund to the Local Taxation Account a fixed sum of 72i,6551. This Bum, 
which represented one-half of the rates levied in respet't of agricultural land outside 
Boroughs aud Urhau Distriots in the standard year 1896-7 (omitting the" excluded 

. -- --.- ._----------------------------
• 54 & 55 Vit'!o c. 4~. t 61 & 62 Vict. e. 37. 

t Under the Dog. Regulation (Ireland) Act,I&65 (28 &; 29 Vict. C. 50), nnd the Petty Session. Clerks 
(Irdllnd) A'-~t, HUH (44'" 45 Vict. c. HI), thf:! proceeds frolll the sale of Ilog license..~, after dedllctiog' the cost 
of collection Rod certllin sums for tilt ... rt:'lDunerution and superannuation of Petty Sessbns Clerks (who coHeet 
thu Duty) arc paid over to tho County Couucils, Borough Councils, and other Town Authorit.iee. The rate of 
the duty i. 2 •. a year fur each dog. The total yield ror the y .... r 1900 was 41,1331. and 14,0841. w ... paid over 
to th. Local Authorities. 

B2 
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chllrges "), is paid over to the County Councils and by them applied in relief of ,the 
new general poor rate on agricultural land. * 

The following ~'ahle gives a brief survey of the working of all these arrangements 
for the Jast complete financial year for which figures are available ;_ 

LOCAL TAXATION (IRELAND) ACCOUNT, 1900-01. 

~orE.-Thifi Account abows the receipts and payments in "e6pect of the financial year 1900-01, not those aetnaHy made 
,durmg the year. • 

RBCBIP'I'8. 

From .Ihsrytled Ra:enues: ..... 

l'elltb Duty Gmntt 

Beer and Spirit Surtaxes -

F"Qm Exchequer:

Exchequer Contribution -

23G.545 

142,731 

Authority to whom Paid. 

J

(a.) noya} Dublin Society ~ 
(b.) County and ,Couoty 

Borough CouncIls (for 
Boards of Guardia.ns). 

l<e.) County, County Borough, 
and Urban District 
Councils. . 

{

Cd,) Department of Agriculture 
(h.) Intermediate Education 

Board. 

40,000 District CuuDcjls). 
{

County Councils (for Rural 

County Borough CounclIa .. 

EXPENDITUllB. 

Purpose to which Applied. 

Horae and Ctmle Breeding _ 
Poor Relief _ _ 

Road maintenance 

Technical Education, &C. _ 
Intermediate Schoola -

-

ProMOD of Labouren' Cottages .. 

I Amount. 

II. 
5,000 

115,630 

116,015 

78,000 
&4,731 

36.841t 

Agricultural Grant - - ?'27,655 County Councils - - In aid of the ne.w General Poor 727,655 
Rate OD AgricuJtural Land .. 

Equivalent of Licence 
Dunes. 

Additional Sum - -

Total 

208.086 

79,000 

1,434,0) '1 

• r 
r County and County Borough J 

Councils (for Boords of 
GUBrdian.), l 

l
couuty Councils (for RUral} 

District Councils), County 
Boroughs lind U tban 
District Councils .. • 

County CouBoils - -{ 

Salaries of Medical Offi.cers of I 
Workhouses and Dispensaries. I 

Costs of Medicine and Medical 
Applianc... I 

Salaries of Schoolllla8tera alld -
Schoolmistresses in the ",. ork
housel. 

SnJaries of Trained liurses in 
Workhouses. 

Salaries of Sanitary Officen under I 
the Public Health Act. 

o I 
Maintenance of Pauper Lunatics in I 

AsyJums. 
In aid of Railway aocl Harbour: 

GQaraotees. 

55,07; 

18,935 

8,99S 

1,143 

160,282 

12.288 

Total - - I 1,416,9';3 

-~----- ----'-------~-"-. --------'-, ---

CHAPTER m. 

THE AMOUNT AND DISTRIBUTION OF SUBVENTIONS. 

Having set out the system under which the funds required for the administration 
of lucal services in Ireland are provided, we must now consider what changes are 
desirable in order to place Irish Local Taxation upon a similar footing to that which 
we had in view in framing our recommendations for England and Scotland. 

In its· broader aspects the question presents the same difficulties and raises the 
same controvemies, and it is ullnect'ssary for us to repeat the arguments upon which 

.., l!'or further detail. lUi to the Agricultural Grant, cr. pp. 6-8. 

t The Il'ieh share of the rev~nue assigned under section 19 of t;he l!'inance Act, 1894, and paid into the Land 
Jlurrh:!Sc Guarar.we Fund WBI - 245.529 

Deducting the sum required for ~be purpolies of that fuod 8,984 

There remniued the balance of 236,545 

to be paid over to the Looal 'l'axatioD Account. 
l' Tllough this amount ill applicable towards the cOst of providing labourer:t' cottnges, H~J09)1. was not IIcluaJly paid over to 

the Rural District Councils, but W1U! held in reserve. 
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our oonclusions are based. THey will be found fully set out in our English Report 
and apply, in our opinion, with equal force to Irclanu. 

It is true that the circumstances of Local Government in Ireland Ilnd the 
economic condition of the hish population are somewhat different, but we nevertheless 
see no reMon why the same principles which we have' suggest.ed for England and 
Scotland should not be applied to Ireland. It is important to bear in mind, however, 
that so recently 8.8 1898 the local taxation system in Ireland was amended in many 
particulars by the Local Government Act. The arrangements of that Act should, we 
think, be disturbed as little as possible, They formed part of a broad scheme for 
the reorganisation of Local Government and have not only proved generally acceptable 
to the Irish people, but have also been instrumental in securing a greatel' populnr 
interest in local affairs. 

When dealing with England and Scotland our main contentioll was that there Funds for local -
is not sufficient diversification in the method of rai~ing' funds for local purposes, and porpoaesshoul: b., 

we recommended an extension of the system of assigned revenues already in for~e. :::&:i':":::'~;J 
It was suggested that local funds might be supplemented by the Beer and Spirit revenues. 
Surtaxes (as at present), by additional sums from the Estate Duties on Personalty, 
and by the Local Taxation Licences, which, it was pointed out, are capable of 
considerable development. For England we suggested that the amount of the assigned 
revenues thus placed at the disposal of Local Authoritips should be determined with 
reference to the proportion whioh the State might fairly be called upon to contribute 
of the expenditnre upon certain national services locally administered. In dealing 
with Scotland, on the other hand, we relied more upon a population basis of distribution, 
as this appeared to adequately provide for tbe requirements of the locally administered 
national services of that part of the Kingdom. 

Owing to the greater poverty of Ireland as compared with England and In determining 
Scotland, and to the fact that certain national services locally administered in the amount of the 
England and Scotland are centrally administered in Ireland and paid for from ~::::'::e~ ~~. 
Imperial Funds, the popUlation test would, we think, scarcely be a fair flne to apply e~penditur~ upon 
to Ireland for the purpose of ascertaining the total amount of the subventions which national .. r.vi•ees 

that country should receive. It would appear to be the better plan to take, so In,:,,~y :d~~"t 
far as possible, as Was done in England, the proportion 'which the State may fairly ::sidser:~ Ie 
be called upon to contribute of the expenditure on the several national services . 
looally administered for which subventions are recommended. 

The Beer and Spirit Duties are at present distributed between the three countries How the amount 
in a proportion which was supposed to represent, at the time it was chosen, their respec- of ~.e Bee~ and I 
tive contributions to the general revenues of the United Kingdom. This basis appears SCI~t;'::I':..!r.,:~ 
to do substantial justioe at the present time, but iu view of the oomplexity of the :h~uld he eolell. 
calculations UpOll which the proportions are based, we suggest that, whenever the lated. 
present system of subventions is revised, the simpler and fairer method would be to 
take, in this case, the population basis. This method was recommended for Scotland, 
and it would have the effect of slightly increasing Ireland's share of the duties, a 
result which, in all probahility, would not be cODsidered inequitable. 'fhe proportion 
allocated to Ireland at the present time is 9 per oent. of the total yield of the duties, 
and it appears that upon the basis of population the proportion would be increased 
to somewhat less than 11 per oent. 

The Local T&xation License Duties can be easily allocated to . the areas of How the am.oullt 
colJeotion and no questiou, therefore, arises as to their distribution between England, of thuLoeal rax.· 
Scotland, and Ireland. But in the case of the Death Duties dprived from personalty, . ~:':; .. ~~'::D •• th 
localisation with any degree of fairness is impossible; and, as it is to this branch of Duties to be allo
the assigned revenues that we look for supplementing the Licence Duties in order cared to Ireland 
to provide the amount necesAary for paying the grants recommpnded below, we ;:~Id b. ealcn-
suggest that the, amount payable from the Death Dnties to Ireland should be . 
Butliciflnt for that purpose, and shoilid be fixed for a period of years. 

The present system whereby the Imperial subventions are paid into the Local Local Taxation 
Ta.ution Account, and distributed therefrom by the Lord Lieutenant in accordanoe Ace~unt should 
with regulations prescribed by Parliament, should be ('ontinued. contluue. 

The national services for which grante were recommended ill England and The national 
Sootland were:- . ",,"ieee to which 

(1.) Poor Relief, including Lunatic Asylums. . 
(2.) Police. 
(3.) Education, Elementary, Secondary, and Technical. 

Ba 

assistance .bould 
be given. 
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(4.) Main Roads. 
(5.) Sanitary Inspection. 

, For reasons which it is unnecessary for' us to discuss, Police and Elem~ntary 
Education are not locally administered and no provision n~ed therefore be made fol'" 
them. With regard to 'I.'echnical and Intermediate Education we suggest that 
whatever share Ireland may get from the Beer and Spirit Duties, should continue 
to he applied to these objects and to be administered .by the Department of Agriculture 
and Intermediate Education Board. 

The grants in aid of certain items o~ Poor Relief Expenditure now given from the 
Local Taxation Account should, we think, be continued. It is very desirable that each 
Union should be equipped with a compet.ent staff of officers Md that proper provision 
should he made for pauper lunatics (both in asylums and elsewhere), and there can be 
no douht t.hat tbe grants have had a comiderable influence in the attainment of those 
ends. Sundry amendments would no doubt be required in the method upon ·which the 
grants for Union Officers are calculated; but it is unnecessary for us to go into these 
details, which could easily be settled by the framers of a.ny measure for giving effect 
to onr proposals. 

1.. addition, we wouid suggest that new grants analogo~ to'those recommended 
for Eugland should also be given with sur:h modifications a~ may be necessary to 
adapt t.bem to the circumstances of Irish Local Government. These would include 
grants for the maintenance of the sick and infirm, the maintenance and education of 
Poor Law children, and the provision of asylum accommodation for pauper lunatics 
lind imbeciles. These grants would afford substantial relief to the ratepayers in 
respect of the' local service which is more national in its character than any other, 
and would be a powerful agent in securing efficient administration and reforms 
which are urgently required in the poverty-stricken districts of the West. 

As in the case of England and Scotland, we suggest that a grant should be 
given towards the upkeep of main roads 'and that a small Commission should be 
constituted to determine the roads to be entered in this category. 

It is also desirable that provision should be made for the continuance or the grants 
for Sanitary Officers, the provision of Labourers' Cottages, in 'aid of Railway and 
Harbour Guarantees, and in connexion with Horse and Cattle breeding. It is alwaY$ 
difficult to discontinue grants once given, and these ohject~, whicb are specially 
important in Ireland, appear to be sl1cb as may properly be' assisted from Imperial 
Funds . 

.And finally after provision has been madfl for aU these grants, we would place at 
the disposal ~f County and County Borough Gouncils a sum, to be applied to such 
matters of public concern as they tl.ink desirable. For Scotland we suggested that 
this" free balance," should be ahout £138,000, and we think that a similar sum ~hould 
l:;,~ IDl)de available to Local, Auihorities in Ireland .. The grants for the specific items 
of flxpenfliture should be charged on the non-localisable revenues, so far as these will 
go, and then uFon the other revenues paid to the Local Taxation Account. The 
residue, which woUld be the "free balance," would then be .distributedaccording to 
the amount of the licences collected in each area. , 

We have already· expressed the opinion that the provisions of the Local Government 
Act of 18\18 should be di~turbed as little a8 possible. Amongst those provisions 
were the arrangements for the partial relief of agricultural ratepayers from the 
burdens of Local Taxation, and especially with regard to this part of the Act we 
think that there is no justification for interference. These arrangements were analogous 
to those contained in the English and Scottish Agricultural Hates Acts; but whilst 
the operation of those Acts was limited to a period of years, it is clear that the 
legislature did not intend the arrangements contained in the Irish Local Government 
.Act to be temporary, for they were unaccompanied by any limit of time. We 
nccordingly conclude that, until, such time as the question of Local Taxation is 
reorganised throughout the whole of the United Kingdom, no withdrawal or 
interference with the relief now accorded to the agricultural ratepayer is justifiable. 
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MISCELLANEOUS RATING QUEeTIONS. 

(1. )-Ezemptiofl8. 
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Exemptions from rateability are very extensive in Ireland. Practically all claeses Wide ranae of 
of property which are exempt in England are also exempt in Ireland (nota.bly cburche~ exemptiOl:' .. 
and chapel~ under the Act 3 & 4 Will. IV. c. 30, and properties occupied by literary, 
scientific, and fine art societies under 6 & 7 Vict, c.36). In addition to this. in Ireland, 
all properties are exempt which arc "of a puhlic natnre, .01' used for charitable 

, purposes" (section 2 of 'the Valuation Act, 1854·, follOWing section 63 of the Poor 
Relief Act, 1838, andsection8 12 and 16 of the Valuation Act, 1852). 

Where, however, 'a rent is paid to an owner iIi respect of any such exempted Rating of half
hereditamlJDt, half that rent iR rated. '1'he owner has obviously 110 claim to El.!are rents. 
in the exemption gi'Ven 011 the ground of tbe charitable natnre of the occupation; and, 
consequently, wbbn the rates were divided half and half between owner and occupier, 
it was thought right to impose half r,he 'rates on the owner in respect of his rent. 
Later (under section 2 of tbe Valuation Act, 1854), exactly the same re~ult was 
attained by imposing the full rates upon half thtl rent; and this arrangemeut has 
been expressly continued by section 52 (1) of the Local Government Act, 1898. 

In Ireland, as elsewhere, property occupied by or for the Crown is not legally Crown property, 
rateable. But this point is now scarcely of more thantecbnical importance, since 
Government property is valued like other similar property, and Lhe Government 
makes a contribution equal to the full rates on that, valuation (less the half rent, in 
cases wbere the Government occupies I)roperty as a tenant) .. 

Apart from this, no exact or l'xhaustive definition has ever been given of the terms Other puhlic or 
"public" and "charitable" as employed in the statutes,. and t.he whole matter is charitable 
involved in obscurity and confusion. property, 

Certain kinds of property belonging to lOllal public autborities are exempt, but 
other kinds art) not. ThuB, workhouses, lunatic asylnms, and county infirmaries are 
exempt; but, generally speaking, municipal offices, gasworks, and waierworks are not. 

National Schools are all exempt, and Industrial and Reformatory Schools; in some 
cases Intermediate ·Schools also, where tbey appear to come nnder tbe somewhat wide 
conception of a charitable trust. University Colleges are not generally exempt. 
Hospitals are exempt, but an attempt is made to rate their paying dtlpartments 
~epal'ately. l\fonastel'ie~, convents, and religious homes aud asylums are generally 
exempt; and in one caso a court went so far as to exempt the residences of persons 
carrying OD 8 charitable work. 

Such evidence as we have received upon this subject is unfavourable t() i the 
principle of exemptions, but at t,he same time indicates. the practical difficulty of 
dealing with the matter. 'I.'he Chairman of tbe Dublin County Council gave us 
some. forcible illustrations of tbe anomaliel:! to wbich the system leads, and urged tbat 
exemption sbould be COD fined to places of. worship, and to such charitable and 
philantbropic institutions as are exclusively for the benefit of the taxable area in 
whicb thoy are situate.· Mr. l?ield, M.P .• t snpported this view, and the Collector· 
General of Rates for tbe City of. Dublin urged that exemptions should be abelished, 
exoept, perhaps, in the case of plaoes of worsbip, charity schools, and institutions 
entirl1ly depending on voluntary subsoriptions.t 

We entirely agree in tha general tendency of this evidence, and are strongly of Recommenciati,,,s, 
opinion that exemptions are not defensible in principle, and cannot bo made fair or 
consistent in practice. Wo tbereforo recpmmend, in tbe first place, without hesitation, 
tbat aU proper,ty occupied by Local Public Autborities sbould bo made rateable, as it is 
in Englund. Sucb a measure would inflict no hardship on anyone, and would do away 
wit,h sueh an anomaly as that p()inted out to us by Mr. O'Neill, tbat an asylnm serving 
sevoml counties should oontribute notbing to the cost of the roads in the district 
where it is sir.uatf'. It is also very clear that revenne-producing IIIHlertakings. such 
as docks, ought to contribute towards the rates. 

• O'Noill, 25,128-6~. and 25,17~-80. t }""ield, 2-tJR~5. ! Dawson, 23,tiiO. 
B-1 
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As regards charitable institutions, tbe case is much more difficult. Any drastic 
abrogation of existing rights would hardly be fair, and would certainly he impracticable 
under t,be circumstances; but we recommend that every opportunity should be taken 
aB regal'ds the future to curtail rather than extend the system. 

(2.)- Valtuation of Special Prop&rties. 

. (a.) Railways.-Railways are not as a rule the subject of contract between landlord 
and tenant, and no I'<1Dt of the character contemplated in the Valuation Act of 1852 

. therefore exists. But for the purpose of estimating the net annual value, a tenancy is 
assumed, and an endeavour is made to ascertain, from the profits actually earned, 
what rent the tenant might be expected to give. . 
. Each railway is valued as a whole, and the total valuation is then divided up 
amongst the various rating areas. In determining the total value of each railway, 
the gross receipts from passenger, goods, and mineral traffic, and from othet' sources 
are first ascertained, and from these are deducted the expenses of earning them, such 
as the maintenance of way, works, and stations, locomotive power. carriage and 
wagon repairs, traffic expenses and general charges. The result is the net revenue 
divisible between landlord and tenant. . 

From this amount deductions are made for,-
.(1.) Renewal of permanent way (taken at 30l. per mile of single line), 
(2.) Renewal of fixed plant at 10 per cent. on existing capital value, 
(3.) The rates upon the undertaking, . 

and for the returns which it is assumed the tenant would expect from the capital he 
requires to carry on the undertaking, namely-

(1.) The following percentages on value of rolling stock,
(a.) For trade profits 10 per cent. 
(b.) For interest 5 per cent. 
(c.) For renewals 2t per cent. 

(2.) Trade profits and interest at 15 per ('ent. on value of stores, implements, and 
station furniture. , 

(3.) Trade profits and interest at 15 per cent. on floating cash. 
The balance* is taken to be the total net annual value of the railway. In allocating 

this total between the various rating areas, a lIum equal to four per cent. upon the 
existing capital value of stations, gatehouses, and other buildings is allotted to the 
areas in which they are situated, and the remainder of the valuation is apportioned 
according to the number of train miles run in each area. . 

This was the system of apportionment we recommended for application in England 
and Wales. It was initiated in Ireland by Mr. Barton, the Commissioner of Valuation, 
and is thus described by him :-

"The IIlain line and the branches are divided into sections in each of which the 
... traffic may be assumed to be fairly uniform throughout. These sections generally 
" begin and end at junctions and ceutres of traffic. Haviug fixed these, the number 
.. of train miles (goods and passenger) run over each during two months of typ'cal 
" traffic in the preceding year is ascertained. This is closely examined, and jf it is 
" considered ihat, owing to abnormal circumstances, the figures for any district do 
" not represent the average traffic in that district, an adjustment is made. 'l'he total 
" sum remaining after the station valuations are deducted is then divided up amongst 
.. these sections in proportion to their train mileage. Each sum thus apportioned is 
.. divided by the number of perches or yards in the section; and a rate per perch or 
" yard arrived at. The number of perches or yards of each 8eCltion in each rating IIrea 
" having heen ascertained, the value of each is calculated at their respective rates, and 
" these, added together, give the valuation of the railway in the area." 

We do not desire to recommond any alteration in this system of distribution, which 
appeal'S to work satisfactorily. • 

(b.) Li/JlJ'l/'sed Premise8.-We understand that in the valuation of licensed premises in 
Ireland the value of the license has not hitherto been taken into account. On this 
subject we need only repeat, as stated in our Report relating to England ~nd Wales 
(Cd. 638, p. 53), that we concur iu the principle that the additional value given to 
n building br rf.ason of the occupier having a special privilege to carryon his trade, 
ought to be fully taken into conRideration in ascertaining what rent the hypothetical 

, • .As .. rule the calculations are b ... ed upon .. three years' average. 
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tenant would be willing to pay for the building with the privilege attached, and 
unfetttlred by any agreement with the owner. 

We understand that the general re·valuation lately undertaken in Belfast by
)J r. Barton haM boen conducted on this principle. 

(c.) Shooting Right,.-It was brought to our notice that, lilthough fishing rights are 
rated in Ireland, shooting rights are not rated. We do not approve of this exelllPtion, 
and we think that shooting rights should be assessed for local rates . 

• 
(3.)-Valuation AJi1Ieal$. 

As pointed out in OUI' Report on Valuation in Ireland (Cd. 973, p. 4), ratepayers 
may appeal against the original valuation of the lands or hereditaments in rtlspect o.f 
which they are rated ta the Commissioner of Valuation, and from hi~ del1ision to the 
Courts of Quarter Sessions. We think that it is q llestionable whether cases in which 
no point of law arises should be taken beyond the appeal to the Commissioner of 
Valuation. 

ALL WBlell WE HUMBLY SUBMIT FOR YOUR MAJESTY'S GRACIOUS CONSIDERATION. 

-BALFOUR OF BURLEIGH, CI,airman. 
CAWDOR. 

-J. B. BALFOUR. 
JOHN T. HIBBERT. 
CHARLES B. SruART WORTLEY. 

'iE. W. HAMILTON. 
to. H. MURRAY. 

C. N. DALTON. 

C. A. CRIPPS. 
HARCOURT E. CLARE. 
T. H. ELLIOTT. 

tARTHUR O·CO~NOR. 
EDWARD ORFORD SMl'l'H. 
JAMES STUART. 
JOHN L. WHARTON. 

11th. April 1902. 

ARTHUR WILSON Fox, 
Secretary. 

T. LLEWELYN DAVIES, 

A8sistant Secretary. 

------------------- -----------------
• E1:('opt Rio' to (,liltpler UT., and Rubject 1o the observations conlained in the S""parate Rcc('IoDunentiations 

(po!!,," 19 to 2.). 
t .'xe,·pl a._ to CI"'I'Le" III., anti lubj .. 1 to the Mcmo",,,,\um on pug" 27. 
f .Subject 10 the obsermtioDS contained in the Memorandum on pol!" 2~. 

i 98611. c 
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Separate Recommendations by Lord Balfour of Burleigh and 
X.ord l3lair Balfour on the Amount and Distribution of 

Exchequer Contributions. 

THE AMOUNT AND 'DISTRIBUTION or SUBVENTIONS. 

In proc~eding to formulate our recommendations, we are bound to bear in mind thnt I .. ish Local 
hish Local Government was .thoroughly reorganised less than four years ago. Government 
Accordingly, even if the finanoial arrangements of the Act of 1898 are not in all h ... bef" 
respec~s satisfactory, we feel that there iii! considerable weight in the contention that :~~;!~sed. 
it would be unwise and impracticable immediately to uproot them. It is in any case 
necessary that the Government of the day, which alone has the means to survey Irish 
administration as a whole, should exercise a free discretion as to the time at which, 
and tbe extent to which, any further reforms should be introduced. At the same time, 
niter a careful study of the evidence, we cannot but think that the hardships and dis
advantages involved in the prcsent system of Local Taxation in Ireland, are not less 
severe than in, Great Britain; and we feel bound to indicate, as we have done for' 
England and Scotland, the general lines on which imprClvement may be sought, but 
we shall not attempt to prescribe any scheme in detail. 

It will have been seen that the arrangements for feeding the Irish Local Taxation Finanr ... 
Account have reached a singular degree of anomaly and complexity. We consider ~ Lo<;al 
that in future the Subventions to be given to Ireland should eith~r consist wholly of A~~:~~: 
Assigned Revenues, selected in the same manner as in England and Scotland, or elsB . 
should be a single fixed lump ~um charged on the Consolidated Fund. 

The questions of the amount to be thus provided, and its su bsequent dis~ribution, r ..... nt 
which have to be considered in the case of Ireland, are as important, and, if possible, subventions 
more difficult than in England or Scotland. It will have been observed that by the are large in 
legislation of 1898, the sums payable in aid of Irish Local. Taxation were doubled. amount. 
Ireland now receives larger Subventions, in proportion to population, than England 
or Scotland, besides having nearly the whole cost of Police and Education defrayed 
from l>arliamentary Votes, and of the remaining services which we agree to class as 
National, Ireland already receives more than half the cost. But notwithstanding 
,this, the burden of Local Taxation in Ireland is still heavy in proportion to the 
rosources of the country, as the following rough survey shows. 

In round figures, the population of Irelllnd (1901) is 4,457,000, and the rateable But the 
value is 15,200,000/., or 31. 88. 2d. per inhabitant. Eut three-fifths of the value is pressure o! 
agricultural land, and the" assessable value" in the sense of the English Agricultural ~o~~:o:ahon 
Rates Act" that is, taking into account land at only one-half its value and other ~~g ::~~r: 
property in full, is 21. 108. per inhabitant; whereas the average assesSable value in poverty of 
England and Wales is over 51. per inhabitant. Thus it would appear that England the country. 
is twice as rich in looally taxable ability as measured by this test in proportion to 
population. In Scotland the corresponding figure is not very easy to ascertain, but 
would bc nearer to ,51. than 4l. per inhabitant. 

But, in makiu~ any comparison with Great Britain, it must be remembered that, 
while the valuatIOn in England and Scotland is somewhat irregular, that of Ireland 
is, by general agreement, actually in a considerable degree erroneous, in some places 
more, in others less. 

But after making every allowance for defects of valuation, it remains true that 
Irehmd is much poorer than England in general, and parts of the West reaoh extreme 
depths of poverty, 108. " assessable value" per inhabitant being about the minimum in 
any Union, as compared with 21. lOs. in l~ngland. The minimum is not lower than in 
a few Scottish parishes, but the general average is certainly higher in Scotland. 

The proportion of agrioultural lllnd in Irellmd is very large, and consequently the Large pro
Agrioultural Grant is relatively of great importance, nearly a third of all Irish rates pow!'n and 
(except municipal rates). In some local government areas 90 per cent. of the ratea.ble yarrng f 
propert,y is agricultura.l hnrl. 'Wbat is also remarkable is that the purely agricultural t:~~t:ral 
uuions are bOlh the richest anu the poorest; if we lUay use the expressions" rich" land. 
and" poor" to douote a high or low proportion of rateable value 00 population; a 
pl'Oportion which is, we think, fur the purpose of Local Taxation, the fairest measure 

C3 
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of wealtb, because nothing but immovable property caD be tax,ed by Local Authorities. 
Tbi;; is largely due to the fact that the people are huddlea together on the small 
poor, arable hol~ings in t~e West, while tbe. rich grass lands in other parta support a 
comparatively thin populaulOn. 

The average rural rates in Ireland are higher in the £, perbaps, by one-third, than 
in 'England or Scotland. This is certainly due to some considerable extent to under
valuation in Ireland, but to. what extent cannot be accurately stated. The general 
ability of the average rural ratepayer is probably less in Ireland than in either of 
the other countries. 

'fhe distribution of , the burden in Ireland is very unequal; the prosperous grazing 
counties have little to complain of, but some, of the Congested Districts bear a burden 
which has no parallel in England, though it is equalled or exceeded in a few 1)£ the 
Highland and Island parishes in Scotland. ,The Agricultural Grant did sometblDg to 
relieve this, but the high rates on buildings which remain nius~ be a very serious 
hindrance to improvements. The urban ratepayers receive at present comparatively 
little assistance. '. ' 

The Local Taxation Returns for Ireland .for' 1899-i900 now give, a survey of the 
varying pressure of rates in diflerent parts of the country under ,the new regime, 
together with some indication of the causes to which such vllria1ions are due. In 
1899-1900 the total rate in the £ levied in rur~l districts varied greatly in different 
parts of Ireland. In Armagh, Down, Fermanagh, Tyrone, Meath, Queen's County, 
and Bome' other counties, it was between 2s. 6tJ. and 4s. (These figures are the rates 
on property other than agricultural land, the rate on agricultural land being rather 
more than half as much.) IIi' some' parts of Donegal, Mayo, Galway, Clare, Cork, and 
Kerry, the rate rises to 7 s., 8s., and even 9s. in the £. , 

If we attempt to analyse these results, there comes first the portion of the rate 
required for County charges, which axe largely" onerous" and whioh probably do not 
present ,muoh temptation to extravagance. 'fhis ,rate was 7d. in Kildare, 8d. in 
Tipperary, 9d. in Dublin, Carlow, Meath, King's Co., and Queen's . Co. On the 
other hllnd it was lB. 6d. in ~alw8v, 18. 7d. in Kerry, and 28. 2d. in Donegal. , ," ,. . . 

In Kerry this large rate is par~ly dUEl to exoeptional railway guarantees, which, under 
normal oircumstanoes, shou14 perhaps be reokoned as a beneficial 'looal charge-but 
in Galway and still more in Donegal, it does not seem that the high rate is due to 
either exceptional "beneficial" outlay or to extravag,ant administration. The oause 
seems to lie rather in the fact' that the rateable value per inhabitan~ in Donegal is 
about ll. 15s., w~ile' in Meath, by way of oontrast, it is over ~l. 

The rate for UDion charges (Guardians' expenditure) is more difficult to deal with, 
because the ques,tion of administration is here more important. , 

Glenties Union, on the Atlantio coast of Donegal, is an extreme oase of poverty. It 
had,in 1891.110 pqpulation of 34,219. wbioh has probably slightly diminished. sinoe. 
Reckoned on the 1891 figurlil" its rateable value per inhabitant was 138. only. The 
rate for' Union ·charges ,amounted in 1899-1900 to 38. 4d. in the £, although the 
Guardians' expenditure was less 1;han 2s. 6d. per inhabitant, i.e" was economical to a 
degree, which is very seldom, if eyer, exceeded ip. England. Out·relief in Glenties is 
almost negligible, and is certainly far below the ~verages either in Ireland or England. 

The oase Qf Castletown (Cork) with a Guardians' rate of 3s. 8d., ,in the £ seems to 
be substantially simiiar; but the high, rates of some of the Unions in the South-west 
are;Iio 'doubt due hot merely to, their poverty, but also'in part to expenditure which 
might' be' 'considered excessive or unwise. It appears also that in the Sout1l. the 
vahiation isc()Dsiderabljr further below the proper level than in the North. . 

Passing to the low-rated Unions, Armagh and Downpatriok require a Guardians' 
rate 'of only 6d. in the £-...this being due, not to "great wealth, but to very economioal 
administration (out-relief here again being almost negligible) combined with moderate 
wealth. 

On the other hand, lJunshaughlin, in Meath (a prosperous grazing district), geta 01F 
with a rato of Ud. in the £, because. while the administration is .very expensive, the 
resouroes of the Union are exoeptionally ample. (See Table on page 24.) 

The rate for Rllral Distriot Charges, varies also greatly, and while it is high in 
the poverty -stricken parts of Donegal, it is often also high in suburban distriots, 
by reason of the considerable improvement services ulldertaken there. 

The oircumstances of the Congested Districts are, more fully described in the 
followillg statement, which i~ compiled from the eviden~ of Mr. W. ~. Micks, formt'rly 
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Poor Law Inspector and Secretary to the Congested Districts .13oard, and now Ii mt'mber 
of the Local Government Board. (Vol. V. of Evidence, &c., Cd. 383 of 1900, 
. Questions 26,823-27,001.). ' 

In the Congested Distriots there are two classes mainly, the poor and the destitute. 
There are hardly any resident gentry; there are a very few traders and officials; b~t 
nearly all the inhabitants are either poor or on the verge of poverty. In these districts, 
which are the very poorest in Ireland, the taxation is by far the highest; but the local 
resourceS' are so low that even with It high rate of taxation the indispensable needs ot 
the locality cannot be properly met ..• 

The valuation, of course, is so low on this poor land that a sufficient amount is not 
raised to keep the Poor Law infirmaries and other Poor Law buildings in anything 
like as effioient a state as they ought to be in. The workhouses and infirmaries in 
most of the Congested Distriots, owing to the poverty of the people, are necessarily in a 
worse condition than the infirmaries and Poor I,aw institutions elsewhere in Ireland. 

For instance, in Annagarry district, in Donegal, the rates recently amounted to 
10a.6d. in the £. [This was before Union rating had been introduced by the Act of 
1898.] The valuation in this district is by no means too low. The district is almost 
a oontinuous sheet of rock; there are little patches of potatoes taken in between the 
rooks and cultivated anyhow. 

In the LJongested Districts very little is spent on out-relief (though there is a good 
deal in other parts of Ireland). In some Unions t.here are very few cases of out·door 
relief, and in many Unious in 'Donegal there is not a single case. Moreover, the~e are 
very few in-door paupers. The people are very. helpful to one another-the poor 
mainly support the destitute; The expenditure is not oocasioned by profusion of any 
kind. The workhouses are really hospitals rather than workhouses in the ordinary 
sense. 'I' he workhouse in a Congested District is necessary as a provision for the 
SICk, and there. are not enough hospitals. The fittings are very bad, old wooden beds' 
and straw bedding being used for the sick. The nursing is inefficient, and the dietary 
for the sick and infirm is very poor. The charge for salaries is moderate-a great 
many of tho officers are insufficiently paid. 

We now pass to the existing grants paid from the Local 'l'axation Account. The Existng 
Beer and Spirit Surtaxes, as has been seen, are devoted to Education-Agricultural, grants fMm ; 
Technical, and Intermediate. Funds must undoubtedly cOlltinue to be provided for Lot' COAl Tax .... 

t 
lh .. h' h h L .l 1 A h .. . d d I h· Ion ccoun. '. ese serVICes, m w IC t e new oua ut orltles are, we un erstan , a so s owmg 
an acti,'e and increasing interest. But, as the money thus provided only affects local 
budgets quite indirectly, we need not go into details on the ~ubject of diB~ribution. 

Of the other grants now made from the Local Taxation Account, the oldest are Gra~t for 
those for Pauper Lunatics, Medical Officers and Medicines, Workhouse School mffidical 
'reachers, and Sanitary Officers. We have no doubt that these items are well selected, 0 cera, &c. 
and that the grants have done much good. But they are open to critioism in one 
point, and that a very important one-that. they pay no regard to the varying ability 
of the several Unions, and consequently fail to give a.dequate relief where it is most 
needed. This point was emphasised in a letter which the Irish Poor Law Board 
addressed to the Lord Lieutenant on 5th iDeCllmber 1867. when the grants were first 
instituted. .TheBoard proposed that the· grant, for Medical Officers and Sehoul 
Teachers should be distributed "in such a way as to allow that portion of the 
.. expenditure within the scope of the grant whioh was not covered by it, to result in 
.. a uniform average union poundage throughout all the unions in the oountry." Thus, 
" each union, instead of receiving a fixed proportion of its own medical and educa· 
.. tional expenditure. would receive 8uoh a Bum as would reduce its expenditure on 
.. those pur~oses to a /lum equivalent to an average union poundage slightly abpve 1d • 
.. in the £.' .. The advantage of thl! change," they observed. "would be to afford 
" more assistance from the grant to unions which staud greatly in need of it; and to 
.. avoid the anomaly of givillg disproportionatel" large sums to unions which do not 
" stand in need of assistance so much, if at aU.' They added that, .. it would appear 
.. to be rational to apply the grant with some regard to the degree of necessity for 
.. assistance existing in each union," and that "the material benefit which will be 
.. seen to accrue to the highly rated unions from the change proposed, and the greatly , 
.. increased faoilities which will be thereby afforded for improving the existing/ ---. • 
" medical and educational arrangements in those unione, are the objects which tbl' 
,,_ Commj~sioners have in view," 

/ 
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'l'his proposal .was not c!lrrie,d ~nto effec~ at (,he time, but we entirely ~oncur. in ~ha 
pnnciples thus laid down, and aeSlre, as will be seen; to recommend their applicatIOn 
on a wider scale. 

Next there is the .Death Duty Grant, which is distributed in equal moieties 
between Guardians and Road. Authorities, but in each case in proportion to the 
expenditure of 14 years ago. This arrangement has 110W become unfair in more ways 
than one und it can hardly be disputed that it ought to be revised. The grants 
are of an unsatisfactory and makeshift character, because they pay no regard to the 
varying needs of different Unions, and do very little' to encourage improved 
·administration. It may be enough to state, aij regards the Guardians' moiety, that 
while, if spread over Ireland I'qually, it would give about 6d. per inhabitant, some 
of the most necessitous Unions reccive much less, e.g., Swineford, in Mayo, receives 
onl.¥' about 2£d. perinhabitallt. \vhile richer Unions often receive more than the IIverage, 
e.g., Rathkeale, Croom, Kilmallock, and Dunshaughlin (which art! all above the average 
in rateable value) receivll Is., Is. Id., 18. ~d., !lnd Is. 4d. per inhabitant respectively. 
Belfast Union gets less than 3d. per inhabitant. 

Lastly there is the Agricultural Grant, which is equal to half tho rates on agricultural 
land in the standard year. Apart from the political importance of this measure as an 
essential part of a large reorga.nisation, it is clear that it ha~ done much to relieve Irish 
ratepayers from a burden which was without doubt in many cases unduly heavy. But 
here also it seems to us tha.t in the distribution too little regard was paid to the 
varying reqnirements of different districts, and of course the grant did nothing to 
help the towns. 

If WI' now attempt to survey the total effect of the subventions thus distributed, 
we do not think it can be considered satisfactory. The following Table gives a. few 
cases to illustrate the inequaliti~s which have arisen between Unions:-

Rateabl. E.r:pendi- Present Grants-in-Aid of Union Chargcs, . I Rate in ,i.e ~ 1899-1900. 
Value 

for Uuion 
Population t .... • Charges on 

(1901) . Agri· Death Other Total Prescot Grants. Heredilameuta 
UniC'D. in (1900) pe,' cultural Duty Grants other than 

per' Grant-in- from the A£!:ultonJ 
1891. Inbabit.nt I Inhabitant Aid or Grant to Local d for Guard- Per Union ians.. Taxation AmOllDt. Inhabitant. the Year 

(1891). (1891). Charges. Account. 1899-1900 • 
. 

£ s. •• d. £ £ I £ •• d . 8. d. 
Olen ties (Donegal) - 34,219 o 13 2 3 1,059 689 4110 2,128 1 3 3 4 
Oughterard (Galway) 18,975 o 17 211 921 464 307 I 1,692 1 9 3 0 
Swineford (Mayo) · 48,261 o 17 2 1 2,123 554 390 8,007 1 3 2 10 
Clifden (Galway) · 20,569 o 18 3 9 1,020 599 336 1,955 1 II 2 10 
Castletown (Cork) - 12,389 1 0 3 8 710 370 217 1,297 2 1 3 l! 
Caherciveen (Kerry) - 23,854 1 :I 4 0 1,296 573 324 2,193 1 10 3 l! 
llelf ... t (Antrim and 390,OOOt 3 4 3 9 l!45 3,980 3,469 8,29i 0 5 I 4 

Down). 
Navae (Meath) . - 16,099 3 19 10 10 .3,579 704 303 4,586 6 S 1 8 
Kilmallock (Lilaerick 28,168 4 14 10 2 6,104 1,628 683 8,415 6 0 1 9 

and Cork). 
2,677 679 355 3,711 Croom (Limerick) · 12,639 5 l! 10 '1 611 1 6 

Delvin (Westmeath) - 9,366 514 '1 3 . 1,718 480 197 2,345 5 0 1 0 
Celbridge (Kildare and 14,656 7 5 10 0 2,123 690 407 3,220 4 5 1 3 

Dublin). . 
DunshaugWin (Meath) 8,593 12 6 11 5 2,383 604 303 3,290 '1 6 011 

Especial attention should be called to the contrast between the richest Union and the 
poorest Union in Ireland; Dunshaughlin, in Meath, which consists of valuable grazing 
farms, appears to be the richest Union; Glenties on the west coast of Donegal is the 
poorest .. The gTants made in aid of Union charges in Glenties were greatly increased 
by the audition of the Agricultura.l Grant, but even now they only amount to Is. 3d. 
per inhabitant. In Dunshaughlin they amollnt to 78. 6d. 

Consequently, as above stated, though Glenties is abnormally economical (even apart 
from the fact that the bulk of its popUlation is exceptionally poor) it requires a rate for 
Union charges of 38. 4d. in the £. Dunshaughlin, where the real need for poor relief 
is probably ·not very large, spen<~9 nearly five times as much in proportion to population 

• Expenditure mcaDS grQSI total eltpeOllitu~ or Guu.rdil\us except oltp~Dditure out uf IloaD' and less L')cal Receipts (U UniOA 
'ld "), 

fOLE,tilQllted to tbo middle of 1901. 
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as Glel1ties, but requires a rate of 11.1. only. Dunshaughlin, it will be seen, receives 
grants more than three times as great in proportion to population as the total expenditure 
of Glenti98. Other districts show inequalities, similar in kind, though seldom so extreme 
in degree. And, as a rule, the urban Unions get comparatively little assistance, as 
may be seen in the caSB of Belfast. 

The circumstances which we have thus briefly indicated point ,with irresistible force A redistri
to the desirability of a redistribution of the. aid to local taxation given from the bution ~f 
Imperial Excbequer. With regard to most of the existing grants, such a proposal ~\l~ve~tl~i 
would meet, we believe, with ready' ~oncurrence. .But the case of the'Agricnltural" .. If a e. 
Grant, which is by far the largest item, may appear at first sight more doubtful, 
and needs careful consideration: 

In the provisions of the Irish Local Government Act, 1898, as to the AgrlC·I.lJtural 
GI'ant, there is no limit of time, and consequently it might be supposed that any 
modification of the whole arrangement would be a sort of breach of faith. We think 
it is pos~ible to draw some distinction. 

The feature of the Act, which was of the nature of a. barga.in. and which is irrevocable, 
wa. this: that, whereas landlords had hitherto paid half' the Poor Rate, they should 
in future be relieved of that liability. 'fhis relief was given for various reaRons, but 
more especially in considera.tion of the risks which a more representative system of 
local government in Ireland would undoubtedly bIing to them. Consequently, all 
rates in rural districts (as well ItS most urban rates) are to be henceforth paid by 
occupiers. and this arrangement is admittedly beyond alteration. 

At the same time it was provided by the Local Government Act that the rates in respect The Agricul
of agricultumlland should be relieved to the extent of the Agricultural Grant. We do ~ural Grant 
not oonsider that it is desirable or practicable to depart from the general policy of tha.t :~~~:':'~le 
grant; but we do not think it can be assumed that the arrangements as to the aggregate, endowment 
and especially tue distribution of the grant, are fixed to tbe ll\st penny for all time. o~ p~rticular 
Indeed, demands have already been made for the increase of the grant, in order to dlstncio, 
bring it up to date. And, while the distribution is not in our opinion satisfactory at 
present, it may, owing to various possible changes in local finance, become grossly 
absurd. For instance, if the valuation of. any district was considerably increased or 
diminished-as it. probably should be in some cases-the rate in the £, would be 
altered, and the Agricultural Grant, based on the standard year, 18~6-7, might become 
very anomalous. A,co)'lsiderable increase of buildings or railways might have a similar 
effect, or such a result might follow from changes in administration. Thus, if a union 
which has hitherto. been very profuse in poor relief were to change its policy;, it is not 
outside the bounds of prl\cticaJ pORsibility that the Agricultural Grant might be enough 
to cover more than the whole charge on the land. Or, if the other subventions in any 
district were varied, tht' rate would vary, and the Agricultural Grant would again 
become anomalous. Again, if it is held impossible to vary the distribution of the 
Agricultural Grant, it would seem equally impossible to alter the distribution of any 
other grant, for the effeot on the ratepayers would be just the same. 

Now, we are of opinion that. as be~ween ratepayers, the relief afforded to the occupier of But the eIl

agricultural land by the Local Government Act was equitable, and Ahould be continued, empti~,1Jf 
on Lhe ground that the ability as measured by the occupation of land is less than the th~ ag:;
ability represented by the occupation of other property of equal annual value. We there- ~:~~~yer 
fore propose that henceforth, as at present, the ra.te on agricultural land should be in each should be 
area less than the rate on other property by half the standard rate. If the position continuect. 
of the agriculturist be thus safeguarded, we hope that this further proposition may be 
admitted, viz., that the Agricultural Grant ought not to be regarded as an inalienable 
endowment of partioular districts and particular ratepayers, but that equitable revision 
from time to bme, as fairness and administrative policy d~mand, is legitimate and 
necessary. 

We conclude that, in spite of the exceptional assistance rendered by Parliamentary Summary. 
Votes to the two great national services of Police and Education, and in spite of the 
liberality of the financial provisions oi the Local Government Act, the question of Local 
Taxation in Ireland is not yet on a satisfactory footing. Though comparisons a.re very 
difficult, and will alwl\ys remain difficult so long as the law of valuation and the 
cirou1Dstances under which valuation has to be carried out rema.in different, it 
is probable that tlle Irish ratepa.yer, not mainly through his own fault, is still as 
heavily burdened 8,S the English or Scottish ratepayer, and if further assistance is to be 

• 98611. D 
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given in Grea:t Britain-. as we unanimously thin~ it sheuld ~e-we de not think it 
. possible to resist the claim of ~I'eland to.a s~aller simultaneous mcr~ase. In partIcular, 

we are convinced that the ~atm'l' que~tlOn m the We;,t o.f Irelan~ 1.8 grave and urgent, 
and we think that the Imperial ParlIament would be wise 111 recognIsmg that exceptional 
measures in remedying this eld and grievous evil would be well justified. Ind",ed, in 
periods of distress, the need has mere than ence proved itself too streng to be gainsaid. 
and too often tho peorer districts, after years of almost hopeless struggle aO'ainst 
bankruptcy, have been delu~ed ~ith public money in a manner both wasteful. and 
demoralising. One main object of the systematic and orderly relief which we urge 
would be that irregular doles might in future be dispensed with, to the great gain of the 
self-respect of the people. At the same time we desire to record our convictien that the 
piecemeal aD;d casual chara.cter of. the actioll taken by. ~a:liamen~ has resulted in giving 
ample; and, mdeed, exceSSive, rehef to. the wealthy districts whICh are, comparathrely, 
well able to bear their ewn burdens. 

In the Scottish Report we have stated that as between England and Scotland 
population alford~ the fairest measure for determ~ing t?e propor~ien of. the grants to 
be assigned to each country. But we do not thmk thIS cencluslOn can be applied 
without modification to Ireland. However, difficult it may be to establish satisfactory 
statistical criteria, the comparative poverty ef Ireland is a palpable fact, and in eur 
epinien it is a National duty to assist in b;ringing the efficiency of Irish Local Government 
up to a proper level, witheut imposing on the backward localities a deadweight crushing 
to enterprise and development. This seems to us by far the best way of remedying 
any grievance which is in.olved by the necessary incorp:>ration ef the poorer and 

. predominantly agricultural country in the financial system adopted primarily to meet 
the needs of its richer and predominantly industrial neighbours. We should, therefore. 
start with the preposition that, in fairness, the assistance given to Irish Local Taxation 
might be somewhat b:rger than merely in proportion to populatien. Bllt, en the 
ether hand, we must once more recall that in respect to Police and Education, exceptional 
liberality has already been shown by Parliament, and that Irish ratepayers, as such, 
have no burden for these great services. For the present, this arrangement saems to. 
us to do reasonable justice between the countries, so far as Local Taxation is cODcernej, 
but if and when an increa~e in English and Scottish Subventions is feund practicable 
we think a moderate increase will also be justifiable in Ireland. Indeed, it might be 
urged that some such incre!:lse is necessary to counterbalance the increased charge en 
Irish taxpayers, involved by the proposed enlargement ef the English and Scottish 
Subventions. At the same time we shonld be very reluctant. to agree to any such 
increase if the money were to be poured eut in the indiscriminate manner which has 
hitherto. been the rule. We think that a small addition of, say, I25,OO:>l. a year to the 
Irish Lecal Taxation Account. making I,550,OOOl. in all, would make practicable a 
redistribution which weuld remedy all pressing evils. and would do substantial justice 
without putting any undue pressure on the districts which have been hitherto treated 
·with excessive liberality; and it would be only on condition of its being applied as 
part of a large scheme for. equalisation of burdens and the promotion ef sound 
administration, that Parliament could be asked to make a g:ant. 

Recommen· We accordingly recommend-
elations. (1.) That, when the reorganisation ·of Lecal Taxation fer the United Kingdom 

can be taken in hand, the sum paid to the Irish Local Taxation Account 
should be increased to a mederate extent. 

(2.) That 150,OOOl. sh'ould be provided fer Technical and SAcondary Education, ef 
which 85,OOOl. should be paid to the Department of Agriculture, &c., 
and 65,OOOl. to the Intermediate Education Board. Out of the former 
sum the Department ef Agriculture should provide fer the continnance ef 
the grant of 5,OOOl. for horse and cattle breeding now paid to the Royal 
Dublin Society from the Local Taxation Account. . 

(3.) That all ether existing grants from the Local Taxation Account should, lio 
far as concerns their present form, he abolished. 

(4.) That the eccupiers of Agricultural Land should continue to enjoy the 
exemption conferred on them by the I/ocal Government Act, i.e., that tne 
rate on such land should be less than the rate en ether property in Elaoh 
area by half the amount of the" standard rate." 

(5.) That thEl whele available balance iu the Local Taxation Account should 
be divided among the Local Authorities in Ireland on a scheme framed 
on t.he general lines of .. Necessity" and .. Ability." 
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It remains to explain the meaning of this last proposition somewhat more fully. 
It can best be illustrated by a reference to the detailed schemes included in the 
Reports for England and Scotland. We do not indeed expect that either of those 
schemes would exactly fit the very different circumstances of Ireland. :But we are 
confident that a suitable scheme could be framed which would embody the same principles 
in a manner appropriate to Ireland. Those principles are that regard should he paid 
on the one hand to the" Necessity" f9r expenditure in each oistrict, and on the other 
hand to the" Ability" of the district to contribute towards that expenditure. The 
"Necessity" should be measured par~y by the population of the district and partly by 
the expenditure actually incurred. The" Ability" should be measured by the value 
of the property in tbe district which is locally taxable, due allowance being made for 
the exemption granted to agricultural land. The grants for each service should be 
fixed for a term of years so as to bring home to the Local Authorities their responsibility 
for economical administration; and they should be framed on the one hand so as to 
give more to the poorer and less to the richer districts; and on the other hand so as 
to provide for a larger proportion of expenditure which is indisputably necessary, and 
Ii less proportion of expenditure IV hich inay' be excessive or unWise. The rtjsults of 
this system are, on the side of equity, to equalise the burdens in all localities except 
where extravagance entails an exceptionally heavy charge; and on the side of policy, . 
to discourage extravagance in wealthy districts and to make possible the levelling up 
of administration in backward districts to a proper pitch of efficiency. For this 
purpose fllll control over the application of the grants Rhould be vested in the Local 
Government Board. Arrangements should also be made for continuing the system 
whereby the Local Taxation Grants are at present in part hypothecated for the: 
purpose of the Land Purchase Guarantee Fund. 

BALFOUR OF BURLEIGH. 

J. B. BALFOUR. 

Memorandum by Sir Edward Hamilton and Sir Geor~e Murray 

We concur in the .. Separate Recommendations" of Lord Balfour of Burleigh and 
Lord Blair Balfour; but we desire to racord our strong opinion that the State Contri
bution in aid of Local Taxation in Ireland should take the form of a fixed grant 
charged on the Consol.dated Fund. We have explained fully elsewhere the general 
grounds for this opinion, and we need only note here that the Irish LOllal Taxation 
Acoount (unlike the Engl;sh Account) is already fed m&inly from the Consolidated 
Fund. Certain fragments of Revenue are, however, still diverted to that Account frOID 
the Exohequer under Acts of 1888 and 1890, and. this diversIty of method inevitably 
produces great confuSIOn and inconvenience. 

E. W. HAMILTON. 

G. R. MURRAY. 
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Memorandum by His Honour Judge O'Connor, X.C. 

The fundamenml economic principle which appears to furnish a solution of the 
problem involved in the Terms of Reference to this Commission, and which I have 
indicated in a separate Report on England and Wales,· applies as well to the case of 
Ireland. as to that of Great Britain. For, as England belongs to the people of 
England, and the land of Scotland to the people who inhabit it; so the land of Ireland 
is the ~eat asset of the inhabitants of that country at large. 

Their existence depends upon the industrial output from it. The protected separate 
occupat,ion of different parts of its surface is necessary for the safety of industry. and 
for the due reward of labour; but the ownership of it amounts to an endowment 
under the law of a section only of the community, and such ownership is reasonably 
and equitably chargeable with the cost of thc public services. 

In the application of this principle it makes no difference that there is now in 
progress in Ireland a process of transfer of ownership to the quondam occupying 
tenants; for with the ownership will be transferred also the equitable liability to 
furnish, in proportion to valuation, whatever may be necessary for the general and 
local needs of the community. 

Whilst, therefore, as in England and in Scotland, services locally administered for 
the -benefit of individuals (as refuse-removal and gas and water supply) should be paid 
for by the individuals served, without regard to the sources of their incomes; and 
whilst the general public services should be provided for out of the general public 
resources; the local public services, properly so-called, should be defrayed out of the 
local fund represented by the value of the land of the locality. 

I!'or the general public services locally adminiRtered there should he paid from the 
Imperial Revenue whatever sum may be found necessary to secure for the same 
services in Ireland the same degree of completeness and efficiency as is recognised to 
be properly required in England and in Scotland. . 

'1'here is, however, one very important fact which it is necessary to bear in mind in 
considering the respective claims of England, Scotland, and Ireland to assistance from 
the Central Exchequer in aid of local requirements. It is the fact that for a hundred 
years there haR been an unbroken stream of fiscal remittances from h·eland to England 
which haH by no means been countervailed by public expenditure in the former 
country. There has never in all that time been expended in Ireland from the Imperial 
Exchequer a single pound sterling which had not previously been drawn ,from that 
country by taxation. 

This continual drain Ireland did, though with difficulty, sustain without collapse 
whilst the Com laws favoured agricultural interests; but since the repeal of those laws 
the economic results have been more and more plainly evidenced in every decade. 

It must al80 be borne in mind that the process above referred to of land-purchase 
by the existing tenants involves successive advances of many millions sterling to the 
previous owners, which money will generally not be spent in Ireland, but will entail 
for its repayment, during the next 60 years, or more, a further economic drain from 
Ireland to Great Britain. 

This established financial current always in one direction tends, of Gourse, to the 
continual impoverishment of Ireland, I!-nd to the increase of wealth in Great Britain. 

Further, it is to be remembered that of the money so diverted from Ireland to Great 
Britain much is spent on the employment of . productive industry, whereas the 
a.dministrative expenditure in Ireland is almost absolutely unproduccive. 

In view of these facts, the amount or the proportion of expenditure on the educational 
and police serVlces in Ireland is a matter of secondary importance. 

I desire to express my general concurrence with the separate Recommendations of 
. Lord Balfour of Burleigh and Lord Blair Balfour; and also with ,the opinion 
expressed by Sir Edward Hamilton and Sir George Murray that the State contribution 
in aid of Local Tuatioll in Ireland should take the form of a fixed grant charged upon 
the Consolidated Fund. ' 

ARTHUR O'CONNOR. 

., &. Uti, 638-1[001, ~.177, 



REPOR·r ON URBAN BATING AND SITE V ALVES BY LOR!) BALJ!OUR OF BURLEIGH, ETC. !9 

REPORT O~ URBAN· HATING AND SITE VALUES BY LORD BALFOUR 
OF BURLEIGH, LORD BLAIR BALFOUR, SIR EDWARD HAMILTON, 
SIR GEORGE MURRAY, AND MR. JAMES STUART. 

TO THE KING'!'\ ¥OST EXCELLENT MAJESTY: 

MAY IT PLEASE YOUR MAJESTY: 

Urban property in Ireland is mainly held on leasehold tenures. 
In Belfast and the neighbourhood, and in a few other towns, land has been, and is, Urban 

generally granted for building on a perpetual, or practically perpetual, tenure.· Tn tenure •. 
Dublin 99 years is a common term, as m England, but building leases for both longer 
and shorter terms (such as 150 years and 60 years) are by no means unknown. Leases 
for lives are st·ill in existence in some parts. In some of the smaller towns buildings 
appear to have been erected' on very short leases, and indeed, sometimes, it is stated, 
without any lease at all. 

Many Borough Corporations (notably Dublin and Belfast) are large owners of land 
and ground rents. 

Occnpiers appear to hold on very varied conditions, but, on the whole, predominantly 
for short terms. There are often several middlemen between thE> occupier and the 
freeholder. 

The system by which the Poor Rate and, generally, also Municipal Rates were divided Divisioll ot 
between owner and occupier waR abolished by the Local Government Act, 1898. rates between 
But it was enacted by section 53 (1) that this provision should not apply to a rate own ... and 
under a local Act in any County Borough, if the Council of that Borough by a occupIer •. 
majority of not less than two-thirds of the members present at a meeting specially 
summoned for the purpose so resolve. 

Resolutions to this effect have been passed, we understand, in all the six County Recommen. 
Boroughs exctlpt Londonderry, and certain rates Will accordingly continue to be dations. 
cbarged on the landlords in those Boroughs. We think that advantage should . 
be taken of this circumstance to empower the Councils of those Boroughs to levy a 
limited Site VaIue Rate under the conditions laid down for England in the Separate 
Report on Urban Rating and Site Values.t All existing contracts Rhould be strictly 
respeoted, but, subject to this, one-half of the rate should henceforth be charged 
on owners. AR we h3ve argued at length elsewhere, we are satisfied that the rating 
of Site Value (including the value of unoocupied houses and -land) would not only 
result in a more equitable distribution of the charge for public improvements, but 
would also, by lightening the burdens on buildings, contribute to the solution of the 
housing problem, which is, we believe, not less urgent in the 'Irish cities than 
.(' lsew here. 

ALL WHICH WE HUMBLY SUBMIT FOR YOUR }!AJESTY'S GRACIOUS CONSIDERATION. 

BALFOUR OF BURLEIGH. 

J. B. BALFOl1R. 

E. W. HAMILTON. 

G. H. MURRAY. 

JAMES STUART. 
11th April 1902. 

• fJ. Sir :S. Black, 23,973; Mr. M. O'Hrien, 23,590; ~(r. Barton, 27,276. 
t Crl. 63t'-1901, p. 149 .f «'1' 
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APPENDIX TO REPORT. 

1. POdB RILlY. 

The Histwy oj POOT ReZie! be/OTe 1838. 

General and systematic provision for the relief of the Poor was not made in Ireland 
until 1838, a very muoh latElr date than in England and Scoiland. 

In 1703 and 1735 Acts* were passed for erecting workhouses in Dublin and Cork, Earlylegislation 
the expenses connected therewith being thrown on the respective localities. These ~cmaine~ largely 
workhouses were intended for the repression of mendicancy and vagabondism and moperatlve. 
for the reception and maintenance of foundlings. Further Acts,t passed during 
the reign of Geo. III., recognised the principle of compulsory assessment for the 
country generally, but they appear to have been largely inoperative, partly owing to 
insufficient provision being made for carrying them into etrect, and partly to the fact 
that they depended largely upon voluntary contributions. With regard to one of 
these Acts, passed in 1772, .. for badging sUllh Poor as shall be found unable to 
" support themselves by labour," and providing for the establishment of workhouses 
in every county at large and county of a city or town, Sir George Nicholls observes 
in his" History of the Irish Poor Law"t:-" Like many other Irish enactments, the 
" present does not appear to have been carried into etrect, except in a very few 
II instances . . It possessed, however, so much of a general character, and 
" seemed to hold out suoh a promise of efficiency. . that it was for a time 
.. relied upon, and upward of half a oentury elapsed before anything further was 
" attempted for the relief of the Poor in Ireland." 

In 1801 the Union of Great Britain and Ireland took etreot,§ and three years later A Select Com
a Select Committee of the House' of Commons, appointed to make inquiry respecting mittee in 18~ 
the Poor of Ireland, reported" that the adoption of a general system of provision for :~o~ed ~l~r 
" the Poor of Ireland, by way of parish rate, . as in England, .or in auy similar the Eniiis~nsystem 
.. manner, would be highly injurious to the country, and would not produce any real of Poor Relief. 
II or permanent advantage even to the lower class of people who must be the objects 
.. of such support." . 

The following year (1805) an Actll was passed for promoting the establishment The establisbment 
of dispensaries for giving medical aid and relief to the poor. For this purpose Grand o! medi",,;1 d 
Juries were empowered to raise, from the County at large, a sum equal in amount ?i'f::::r::s an 
to the SUlliS received by the Governors of the county infirmary from private m . 
subscriptions or donations. A further Act, for regulating and increasing the 
efficiency of infirmaries and hospitals was passed in 1806. 

Tlm necessity for attending to the lunatic and insane poor now became pressing, Provision of 
and in 1817*" the Lord Lieutenant was empowered to direct that such asylums for asylu?", tor the 
the lunatic poor should be established .in such districts as he should deem expedient. lunatlc poor. 
The Grand Juries were required to present such sums of money as were requisite 
for the erection and maintenance of these asylums. After the introduction into 
Ireland of a regular Poor Law organisation the care of' the insane poor still continued 
to be l\ County charge, and an account of the system of administration is given on 
page 39. 

In 1819 another Select Committe~ of the House of Commons inquired into the Ireland l'8l1Ulined 
oonditiqp of tho Irish Poor, and in 1823 and i830 further Committees were appointed. without any 
No important lo~iHlation followed the Reports of these Committees, and Ireland ~egnliU!·rmtiif 
still remainod without Bny regular systom of l'oor Relief supported liy compulsory 1~~. le un 
assessmont. 

• :I Anne c. 19. 9 Goo. II. c. 25. 
T II & J2 Ow. III. c. 15. 11 & 12 Geo. Ill. c. 30. 13 & 14 Goo. III. c. 24. 

t Nicholls'" History of tb. Irish Poor Law, 1~56." . § 39 & 40 Geo. ill. c. 67. 
II 45 Goo.llI. c. 111. 'f 46 Geo. III. c. 9~. •• 67 Geo.ill. c. 106. 
• 98Ul. E 
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~. ~ & 2 Vict. e .. 56. 2 Viet. c. 1.. t 10 & al Viet, e. 90. 35 &; 36 Vict. c. (j9. 
t 80 ~ 40 Viet. e. 50., . ' . § 61 & 62 Vict. c. ~7. 

II The Unioll- was adopted. os the area for rating purposes in England in preference to the Parish in 
186fi, and in London ill lR67. 28 & 29 Vi"t. e. 79.; 30 & 31 Vict. c. 6. 

-,rJ & 2- Vict. II. 56. •• 10 & 11 Vict. c. 31. 
tt Special Government .s.istanc~ Was also given:.durin[1; the fRmine yes ... In 1848 Treasury Grsnts in 

aid of rates were mnde to the exttmt of,. 1.14,{){j~1 .. Th~ Br,itish ,SeHef Association also contributed funds 
.mounting tp 146,2531., . Under the provisions· of I:! Vict. c. 24. a snm of 421,9901. wps levied in 1849 and 1850 
overllle .whole of '1~lnnc4 h)' two fates, of .f;d. and 2d. re"l'ectively, in aid of the, distr~.ed Unioos, in thQ 
~o\l~h ,and Weat;, '. ,. , 
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Asectiollof,this Act.* known as the "Gregory Clause." rendered occupiers· of 
more than a quarter of an acre inflligible ·for relief. but this 'restriction was removed; 
so far as indoor relief was concerned. by the Poor Relief Act of . 1862t which also 
increased the powers of the Guardians in sevetai directions. especially inrega.rd to 
the sick poor. " 

The distress in Ireland in 1879-80. 1882. and 1886. laid a great strain upon the 
Poor Law organisation which was met by speciallegislation;t giving increased powerS 
of relief to distressed Unions and providing for other exceptional assistance . 

. Additional Duties of Board8 of Guardians. 

In addition to' their original duties of, locally administering the Poor Laws, the The I.'oo~ Law 
Union organisation was, utilised for the administration of varions local government organ

f
l8Bt:;:n was 

services. and .additional dutieswel'e thrown llpoll. . the BOllrds ~ Guardians. Nearly ::.1:in~tratioD 
all ,these. duties were however transferred by the Local Government Act of 1898 of various services 
either to the recently created Rllral District Councils or to other ·bodies. and the other than Poor 

dutie~ ?f B?ards of (,}~ardians ,are. now mainly con~n.edto purposes oUl~)oor Law ~e!~~::!:.:o:~w 
AdmlDlstratlOn. the obJect for whICh, they were ol'lgmally' erea~d, Their powers been transferred 
of making and collecting the Poor Rate, which had been ·:held 'since, 1838, were also to other bodies. 
U·ansferred. " , 

Of the additional duties 'connected with the relief'of thd poor,'the powers which the 
Guardians still possess in connexion with Medical Charities and Dispensarios, 
Emigration; ,and Seed Supplyeall for special desoription. . 

In 1851, 'the system' of 'medical relief &fI'orded .through dispensaries; w~ich llad Mediealebariues. 
been, up to that .time, supplied ,by means of private subscriptions ana aided 'by 
grants from tho County rates waR transferred to the Poor Law organisation. Under 
the Medical. Charities Act§ of that year, Di~pl\nsaryDistricts were formed, e:nd' the 
management of' the institutions was placed in: the hands of dommittees,' cottlposed 
partly of Gu.wiliaris and partly of qualified 'ratepnyei'S. elected each year by the 
Guardians. ,. '", , 

. The Committees appointed . their own medicltJ an~. other pfflGers; ,aud co~tr~lle~ 
generally the administration of medical relief within their districts, but the regulation 
and payment of salaries, and the duty of hiring and maintaining suitable premises, 
and of providing medicines" and,.othel'·"requiaites." .w.nSJ ,vested in the Boards of 
Guardians. 

Further facilities for providing Dispensary Hi>us~8. and "Dwellin"gHous!lS for Medical 
,Officers of Dispensary Districts were given by the Dispensary ;Houses (Irels,nd) ,4.ct, 
1879.11 under which the Local Governmellt Board may. issue .c.ertificates enabling a 
Board of Guardians or . owner of . .land ,to .apply to the, Commissioners of Public 
Works for a loan for these purposes.. Since thlj passing of. the .Actto. the 31s.t. ¥arch 
1900. such certificates had been issued to).73 :Qispensary Districts.. , 

Under the Act of le98~ the entire management of ;Dispensary Dis~ot\l ,was 
transferred to the Guardians. . . 

The provisioDs of the Irish Poor Relief Acts. permitted Boards of Guardians. subject Emigration . 
. to the consent of the Looal Government Board. to spend money to assist emigl'ation,** 
but in reoent years this power has only been exercised to a very small extent. 

Under the Seed Supply (Ireland) Act. 1880tt provision was made for the loan of money Seed Supply. 
to Boards of Guardians for ihe purpose of supplying l!eed potatoes and other seeds to 
be sold to occupiers and cultivators of land. who were. through" poverty. unable to 
procure a snpply for themselves. The net amount of the loans advanced undel"this 
Statute to the BOlU"ds of GUludians of 153 Unions was 598.3061 .•.. of which the sum of 
588.9121. was repaid by the Unions. The balance of 9.394l. remaining unpaid by 
nine Unions was extinguished by the Public Works Loans Act. 1899 (62 & 63 Vict. 
0.31), the debts having been deemed free grants from Parliament.ttFurther 'Seed 
Potatoes Supply Acts 'were 'Passed in 18~O, '1:891. and 1895,§§ and under ~heseActs 
loans were advanced amounting to 283.7211. ' , 

• 10& 11 Vict.c.,31 ... JO .. , • " t 26.& 26.Vic&..o. 83 .. 1 

l ,43 Viet. o. 4. ; 43,& 4\l Vwl. c. 14,~.; 46 & 47 Viet. Co 24.; ~9 ill 5Q Viet. Co 17.. ._ 
§ 14 & In Viet. e. 68. II 42 & 43 Viet. c. 25. ,. 61 &62 Viet. c. 37. s.3O . 

•• 12 &: 13 '·iet ... 104. s.26. . tt 43 Viet. e 'I. 
USe. 28th Report of the Loca1 Government Board, Cd. SSS- 1901. 

~§ 64 & 60 Viet ... 1 and 7. 08 &; S9 Viet. e. 2. 
E2 
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Similar powers were given to Boards of Guardians by the Seed Supply and Potato 
Spraying (Ireland) Act, 1898,* and they were also enabled to borrow for the purpose 
of providing spraying machines and spraying material. The loans sanctioned under tbis 
Act amounted in the year 1899-1900 to 69,044l. for the supply of stled potatoes and oats, 
and to 5,9571. for the purchase of spraying machines and materials, making a total of 
75,OOll. In certain cases portions of the loans were refunded, and 35,716l. has been 
repaid under section ,2 (2) of the Act. 

The OO'fl,Btitution of Boards of Guardians- Mstho!ls of Election, 9-c. 

The Boards of Guardians constitute~ under the Acts of 1838 and 1839t were 
composed partly of elected and partly of ~-officio Guardians. A property qualifica
tion was a condition of eligibility for the office of Guardians. 

The Justices of the Peace formed the sz-efficio element provided that their number 
did not exceed one-third of the elected members, but subsequent legislation removed 
this restriction and considerably increased the ~-officio element in the Boards.! 

The electors defined by the original Act consisted of occupiers and owners of 
property, to whom votes were given, varying in number according to the value of the 
property occupied or owned. 

Under the Local Government Act, 1898, a property qualification as a condition of 
eligibility is no longer necessary, and the BrD-Ojficio element in the old'sense of the word 
entirely disappears. • 

The electors now consist of Parliamentary electors and those persons who, 
but for being peers or women or being registered as Parliamentary electors elsewhere, 
would be entitled to be entered on the Parliamentary register.§ Any Local Govern
ment elector for the district, or any person who, during the whole of the 12 months 
preceding the election, has resided and continues to reside in the district, including 
women, is qualified to be a Guardian, except a minister of religion. Guardians .are 
now elected triennially. Voting is by ballot, and each voter has one vote for each of any 
number of persons to be elected in the division. Except in Boroughs and other 
Urban districts there is no election of Guardians as IJUCh, but each Rural District 
Councillor is the Guardian for his own electoral division. 

The Oontrol of the Local GO'IJernment Board. 

The work of the Boards of Guardians is regulated by the Irish Local Government 
Board, which was oijtablished in 1872, II absorbing, as already stated, the Irish Poor 
Law Commission. The Board consists of a President, who is the Chief Secretary to 
the Lord Lieutenant for the time being, a Vice· President, and three Commissioners, 
one of whom is the Under-Secretary to the Lord Lieutenant for the time being. Under 
Section 102 of the Local Government Act of 1898 an additional Commissioner has 
been appointed for a. period not exceeding five years. By means of General Orders the 
Board regulates the procedure and meetings of Guardians, the mode of administering 
relief, the management of workhouses, and various other matters. Their consent is 
necessary before the Guardians can borrow money, and hefore any considerable expen
diture can be undertaken. The Board appoints Inspectors who are authorised to 
attend meetings of the Guardians and to supervise the administration of relief, and the 
appointment and dismissal of Union Officers are subject to the Board's approval. 
The Board is the authority for forming Unions, for alteripg a.nd aajusting boundaries, 
and for determining the number of Guardians to he elected in each Union. The 
acoounts of each Union are audited by officers appointed by the Board who have 
power, subject to appeal, to disallow and surcharge illegal payments. Finally the Board 
has, if the Guardia.ns do not meet regularly, or if theya.re guilty of default in the 
execution of their duties, in the last resort, the power to dissolve a Board of Guar
dians and to place the management of the atrairs of the Union in the hands of 
paid officers. The power was used 38 times du!'ing t.he famine years 1847-9, and 
from time to time in subsequent years. The last occasion on which a Board of Guar
dians was dissolved was in October 1898. }'rom Octoher 1898 to January 1899 the 
business of the Clogher Union was administered by paid officers. 

The Local Gpvemment Board has also supervising and controlling powers under 
the Medical Charities Acts. 

• 61 & 62 Viet. e. 50. t 1 &:) Viet. e.1l6. 2 Viet. c. 1. 
~ 10 Viet. c. 31. ~. 10. 12 & 13 Viet. c. 104. s. 7. § 61 Viet. e. 2. " 3S & 36 Viet. e.69 • 
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EzpentJdure upon Relief of the Poor* and NUITrWerB Relieved. 

The 130 Unions, into which Ireland had been divided, were all in operation in 1846, E>:penditure of 
and during t.hat year tho expenditure upon Poor Relief was 435,OOll. It reached' itll Board~ of 
highest point during. the famine year 18:l.8-9,t and then gradually decreased until ?~~dlan. ~no 
1859; since then it has shown a more or less steady increase in spite of many Huctua- d~or &Iro~ &:c~t-
tions.'rhe following Table shows the total expenditure of Boards of Guardians upon ' 
Poor Relief, the amount of such expenditure attributable to the cost of In-door and 
Out-door Relief; the expenditure unall(' the Medical Charities, Vaccination, and 
Dispensary Houses .Acts; and the average daily number in receipt of In-door and Out-
door Relief respectively. . 

--
Expenditure 00. Poor Belief. Expenditore 

under the 
,A"erage. Daily Number 

in Receipt of 
Medical 

Year. Other E,,- Total Ex-
Cbaritie •• 

Ib-door Relief Out4oor pendituN in l'enditure on 
Vaccina.tioD 

In-door Out.door (Maintenance cODDexioD with 'he Relief of 
and Oispen-

... d Clo'hipg). nelle', the Belief of tho Poor.1I 
sary Housel 

Reliet. Rehe£ Ibe Poor.l Aots. 

-
£ £ £ £ £ I 1852-3 - - 446,030 4,920 334,768 785,718 88,440 - -lR57-8 - 266,070 3,135 187,973 457,178 92,725 - -

1~62-3 - - 380,737 18,372 206,872 605,981 109,206 55,6\0 6,2ij3 
1867-8 - 436,842 44,785 225,929 707.556 121,965 53,017 14,940 
1872-3 - - 446,760 91 t lD4 252,646 79U,560 139,170 45,753 27,509 
1877-8 - 449,634 110,415 285,559 845,608 144,912 401,676 33,517 
1882-3 - - 470,922 186,064 385,859 1,042,845 159,405 50,569 58,835 
1887-8 - 369,197 201,152 279,903 850,252 158,996 ~.~! 61;,506 
1892-3 - - 352,638 188,:;66 316,706 857,910 ItH,569 41,.582 ,59,137 
1~97-8 - 407,611 216,170 357,552 981,:133 168,034 43,194 57,133 
1898-9 - - 402,353 213,864 391,203 1,007,420 174,344 44,170 64,Ou4 
1899-1900 . 407,005 200,053 338,041 945,099 162,766 43,480 .';S,OIZ 

It will be seen that, as regards In-door Relief, the cost, and the numbers relieved snow 
little change during the period covered by the Table, but that a considera hIe increase 
has taken place in the cost of Out-door Relief and in the average daily number relieved. 
The increase in Out Relief has been less marketl in recent years, particularly as regards 
the number in receipt of relief, which is almost the same in 1899-1900 as it was in 
1882-3. Tho proportion of Out-door Paupers to population seems to be rather lower 
than in England and Wales. -

EUM'luer Contributions in aid of POOl' Law Expenditure. ~ 

. In 1846, when the first grant-in-aid of Poor Law expenditure was given in England, Grant for edue.
the Uuion organisation in Ireland had only just come into full operation, and it was tional and medical 
not until 1867 that a similar grant was given in Ireland to provide for the cost of the purpo.e •• 
salaries of the teaohers in the workhouses and for half the cost of the salaries of union 
lllediPal officers and of medicines and medical appliances. The necessary sum was voted 
annually until 31st March 1899, and was administered by the Irish Local Government 
Board, who paid over to the Boards of Guardians the amount due in each union. 
Since that date the grant for this purpose ceased to be paid out of the annual votes, 
and is now paid out of the Irish Local Taxation Account to the Counoils of the Counties 
or County .Boronghs in which the Unions are situated, but the amounts due to the 
Boards of Guaruians are separately applied in aid of the expenditure in each Union. 
The total amount of this grant on account of expenditure during the yoar ended 
31st March 1900 was 75,878l. 

• Up to Slot Mareh 1899, tho ""pendilure upon the Relief of tho Poor formsd a part only of the total 
ezpenditure of Bo .... d. of Guardian., \.ho had been empowered to deal wilh Public H wlh and other 
miocelianeou. services, qui'" apart from Poor Relicf. Under the Local Gov.mment Act, the admiuisLration 
of these mal"'", baa been transferred to othcr bodies and the details of ouch expenditure havo bee .. olf.illed 
from tbiB summary, 

t '£2,177,651. 
: Inoludin;,: the expenditure upon the Saluri •• and a.tions of Poor Law Otliwrs. 
[I Including expenditure oul of loans. 
§ Including Ih090 maintained in Hospital III.litulions aud District Schools, 
, S •• 0/." PRges 9-1:.1. 
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3S RC.l!AL COAlllisiliON' ON LOCAL 'tAXATION: 

Di.tribution of the In 1888 a further contribution in· aid of Poor Relief was given to Ireland, con
"uDrdians' nhare sisting of half the balance (after deducting the sum of 5,0001. to be paid to the Royal 
of the Death Dublin Society} of the Irish share of the Probate Duty Grant. This 'grant, which is 
Duty Grant. charged on the Local Taxation Account, is distl'ibuted among the Boards of Guardians 

in proportion to the sums expended by them during the year Elllded 29th September 
1887 on the salaries, remuneration, and superannuation allowances of the officers of the 
Union, in connexion with the relief of the poor. Up to the 31st March 1899, it was 
paid direct to the Boards of Guardians, but, under the Local Government Act, it is 
now paid to the County and County Borough'Councils, and· by them is applied in 
aid of the Poor Relief expenditure in each Union.' The amount· paid in respect of 
the financial year, 1899-1900, was 126,4431. .' , 

Graut-in-aid of 
saJaries of trained 
IIUrses in work
houses. 

Receipts of 
Guardians, 
excluding loans, 
sud amount falling 
on the local rates 
and the Agricul . 
tural Grllllt. 

Borrowing powers 
und loan trsosac
tionl' or Boards 
of {Tuardians. 

The only other grant-in-aid of Poor Law expenditure (apart from the relief afforded 
goneraily to local rates .bythe AgricultureJ Gra~t;8ee pp. 6-8) is under section 58 of 
the Local Government Act, which provided for the payment from the Locp.1 Taxation 
Account to the County and County Borough',Councils of one-half of the salary of one 
trained nurile in each workhouse. The first payment for this purpose, in 1900-01, 
amounteq. to 1,1431. " 

., 
Financial. S'IIIYTIITTU1II·U. 

,In the year 1!l99-1900, the first year under the present system, the total receipts of 
the Guardians, excluding receipts fruJll Loans, were as follows :-. ... .. 

~rotal receipts of Guardians (excluding Loans) 

Deducting-
(a.) Grants-in-Aid from the Local Taxation 

Account~ 

For Medical aI:ci Educational Pur-

£ 

lIoses - 7~,878 

iGu~rdia.ns' por~ipnof Death DlJty 
.• OJ' Grant -' . - . ~.126,443 

,202,321 
(b.) Miscellaneous Receipts to Union Fund - 38,859 

£ 
1,177,584 

241,180 

tltere. remains '0 .- £936,404 

falling on the Local Rates and the Agricultural Grant, which represents an average rate 
of Is. 3td. in the £, calculated on . the net annual value (14,852,5081.). But this sum 
(936,4041.) includes the Guardians' share of the Agricultural Grant (316,7301.), which 
leaves 619,6741. falling on the local 'rates. '. " ' 

• The powers of the Guardians to raisa loans under. the Poor Law Acts, and under the 
Dispensary Houses Act,.were somewhat enlarged ,by a provision in the Local G9vern
ment Act of 1898,"'. and it was epacted that .future loans should be repaid within 
.such period, not ex.ceeding sixty years, as the Guardians, with the sanction; of 
the Local Government Board, might deterll).ine, It was also enacted that the total 
debt should not exceed one-fourth of the valuation of the Union" except under a 
Provisiona,I .. Orderof. -the Local Government .Board, who may extend the power of 
borrowing to double this amount.. .'.. ' . ' 

.. . 
'l'he large liabilities incurred by Boards of Guardians before 1899. under the Public 

Health Acts Rlld Lebourers Acts, were transferred by the Local Government Act to 
tlle District Councils, and the amount of loans due by the Guardians on .the 31st 
March 1900, was 220,2021., of which 112,1461. was under the DispepsarY Houses Act 
and 73,0511. for improvements and additions to workhouse buildings. 

• 61 & 62 Viet. c. 87 ••. 61. 
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2. LUNATIC.AS.n,Ul\tB.· 

Provision for the care of the Lunatic "Podr ill Ireland was first made by Acts Fonnation of 
passed in 1806,. 1817, and 'in ] 820.· These' Acts, were, however, repealed and thn Asylum Dbtricl, 
Act pa8sed in 1821t may be re;"arded as the beginning' of modern legislation on'this for tb~ cnre of tho 
subject in Ireland .. It provid~dfor 'the' formation of asylum districts and 'for the LunatIc Poor. 
erection and establishment of hrnatic.' asylums for each district. The asyluni district 
might be a county. or .mi~ht· Nclude lIwo 0'1" more. comities, I but in: no' case might a 
part only of a courity' b,e incl*ded ,in a dist~ct;' There are lit 'present 23 district 
asylums in Ireland. ' . , , 

The administ.rativo responsibility a.nd managElment.oflunatic asylums was,under the Old ~y.8tem.of 
Act of 1821 and various, amending Acts, divided amongst three bodies, .each of which ~~!mst~a:~on, 
was under the general control of the Lord Lieutenant. B~a~: :f Co:trol. 

The" Commissioners of Genera.l Control and Correspondence," commonly known as the Local Board, 
the Board of, Control,.whiclL was appoi~ted, by, the Lord Lieutenant, were entrusted of Governors, an,l 
with the pro1Jisio71 of afJCOmnnodation for the lunatio poor ; and all works in connexion tbe In.spectors of 
with the provision of land fOl', a.nd the erection of, new asylums, and for the LunatICS, 
enlargement or restoration of existing asylums were carried out. under their direction. 

The Local Bpards of Governors, who were appointed annually for each asylum by 
the Lord Li~utenant, had the entire management of the general infernal administration 
of the asylums, such as the maintenance and clothing'of the patients, in accordance with 
uniform rules laid down. by the ILord. Lieutenaljt, Tbey .lIppointed 1he officials, other 
than the resident medical superintendent, who was appointed by the Lord Lieutenant. 
The appointment of c~rtain of the higher officers had, however, toreceive.his approval 
and the salaries a.nd ullowancesof all officials were regulated by him. :. 

The Inspectors of Lunatics, appointed by the Lord :r.ieutenant, visited and. inquired 
into the condition and treatmeut of all lunatics in asylums and workhouses, and also 
exeroised certain administrative functions in regard to district Il-sylums, such as the 
framing of'estimlltes, the approval of pensions. the regulation. 6£ scales of, diet, the 
fixing of hours of meals; rising, retiring, &c" anci also certain duties in connexion with 
the audit of accounts. 

This system of administration was considerably altered by the Local Govflr~lllent Present sy~tem of 
.Act of 1898. The duty of providing and maintaining sufficient accommodation for administration. 
the lunatic poor, as well as the responsibility for their clothing and maintenance, was ~o,::~::~to~~I. 
transferred to the County Councils, acting through a Committee. The Board of Control County Councils 
~as abolished, .. but the duties of ,the Inspectors of Lunatics with regard to inquiring u?~er tbe sup"!" 
mto tho care and treatment of lunatics were not altered by' the Act. Large powers of L~lon of the~o"l 
supervision and control are vested in the Lord Lieutenant, and the Local Government t~:~~:~~:~ern. 
Board are entrusted with the regulation and audit of accounts, and the sanctioning of ment Board. 
loans for building purposes. 

·1'he numbers of ·this Committee, which holds Qffice for three years (the same period Conslituti~n of 
as the County Council), may be fixed by the Lord Lieutenant, and one-fourth of its ~i" CommIttees 01 

number may be persons not members of the Conncil, of whom half may be appointed snagement. 
by the Lord Lieutenant and half by the Council. Although it is subject to the 
general oontrol of the Council as respects finance, it may act without its acts being 
confirmed. 

In cases in which a lunatio asylum district comprises two or more counties a Joint Joint Com?Iittm 

Committee is appointed, the combined counties being represented thereon in proportion II: be appOtled '" 
to the expenses defrayed by each. The expenses' are divided in the ·proportion of ,the !.;1::8d~st~~1 
number of lunatics in the asylum from eaoh oounty acoording to the average for the comprising two or 
three years before each triennial eleotion. ,more counties. 

Auxiliary lunatic asylums may be provided for ohronic and harmless lunatics, and Provi.sion of 
if this aower is oxerci~~d in any county lunatics in that county may 110 longer be Bllxihary lunatic 

d .' kh' d 'b he' d B d asylums for boar e out III war ouses un el' contract etwcen t e ommlttees an oar s of cbronic nnd tUrI' 
Guardians. Workhouses or other suitablo buil!iillgS may be taKen over for the }lUrpOSe less lunatics. ' 
of conversion into auxiliary asylums. So far, stops have only been taken to establish 
one such auxiliary asylum by tho conversion of the Y oughal Industrial School Buildings 
for the purpose, but sufficient time has not yet elRpsed to enable the legal provision for 
the establishment of suoh asylums to be generally ltoVailed of . 

. ~~~------~.~----------~ 
• i6 Goo, fll. c. 05. 67 Goo. IlI.~. 106, . I Geo. IV. 0, 08, t 1 &: 2 Goo. IV. c. 33. 
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Power. of Grsnd 
Juries in regard 
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transferred to 
County CounciL!. 

40 ROYAL COMMISSION ON I.oCAL TAUTION: 

The expenditure upon the provision of asylums and the maintenance of lunatics· 
(formerly defrayed from the County Cess or the corresponding rate in towns) is now in 
Counties a County-at-large charge on the New Poor Rate; and in County Boroughs 
generally on the Borough Rate; but towards the expenditure upon maintenance a 
Government grant is given (formerly an Annual Parliamentary Vote) from the Irish 
Local Taxation Account. of one-half the net weekly cost of each lunatic (not exceeding 
48. per week). Provision is also made for a grant from the same source towards the 
cost of maintenance of chronic and harmless lunatics in auxiliary asylums. This grant 
is not to exceed 28. per week for each lunatic. It will be noticed that, under these 
arrangements, the charge, both for the provision and up-keep of buildings and for the 
maintenance of the inmates, is spread equally over the whole county. In Ireland, 
there is no system such as that existing in England and Scotland for recovering the 
cost of the maintenance of pauper lunatics from the Poor Law Areas to which they 
are chargeable. 

The amount contributed for each of the years from 1891 to 1900-1901, from the 
local rates and from the Parliamentary Grant respectively, is shown in the following 
Table, together with the daily average number of lunatics resident, and the average 
rate in the £ of the amount falling on the local rates:- . 

Amount of the Contribution towards the Provision of Asylums and the Maintenance . 
of Lunatica in the Di.trict Asylums of Ireland. Average 

Daily Rate in J! on 

From Locsl Rate •• From Average Rateable Value 
Year·t 

Parliamentary Cost of Number of Amount 
Maintenance Boildiogl Total. 

(including (Interest and Total. Grant for resident. faUiog on 
flUpMkeep of 

Repayment Buildings ") of Loans). Maintenance. Local Rates. 

1. I. S. 4. 5. 6. 1. 8. 

£ £ £ £ £ d. 
1891 146,351 31,343 177,694 Il1,990 289,684 11,644 0'0 
1892 148,042 32,812 180.854 112,050 292,904 

I 
11,958 3'0 

1893 152,838 30,035 182,873 119,721 302,594 12,307 3'1 
1894 153,001 29,705 182,706 129,449 312,155 12,605 3'1 
1891; 164,881 39,443 204,324 126,266 330,590 , 13,082 3'4 
1896 176,585 41,734 218,319 130,653 348,972 13,735 3'6 
1897 183,816 46,222 230,038 137,511 367,549 14,340 3'8 
1898 216,742 , 62,203 278,945 143,653 422,598 15,019 4'6 

1899-1~~ 211,902 50,799 262,701 153,467 416,168 15,785 4'3 
1900-1901 203,376 96,624 300,000 160,282 460,282 16,283 4'8 

Since 1898 the amount shown above as falling on local rates has been relieved by 
the proportion of the Agricultural Grant in aid of County charges attributable to this 
service. . 

3. COUNTY INFIRMARIES AND FEVER HOSPITALS. 

Public infirmaries were first established in Ireland in 1765 by an Act of the Irish 
Parliament,; which provided for contributions by Grand Juries in aid of these 
institutions, but later these contributions became for II time.a charge upon Imperial 
funds. In 1836, however, by the Grand Jury (Ireland) Act of that year, Grand 
Juries were empowered either tl;!emselves to erect ·and maintain, or to contribute 
towards the erection and maintenance of, county fever hospitals. '1'hey could also 
contribute towards the support· of any existing fever hospital or county infirmary. 

• The expenditure upon lunatirs and idiots iD workhouses forms part of the 'general expenditure upon 
Poor Relier. • 

t Prior to 1899-1900 the" maintenance JI year ended on the 31st December, &lId the U cost of buildings U 

yeaI' on the 31st March, 80 that ill the case of, Eay, 1891 the figures for" maintenance" refer to the calendar 
year 1891, and those for the" cost of bUilding. " to the year ended 31st March 1892. The Ilgures for 1899-
1900 and 19UO-1901 for both purposes reler to the year. ended 31st March. 

t I> Geo. HI. c. 20. 
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• 
The County Councils now possess these powers, which bave been"extended, and 3 

County Council may, if tbey think fit, contribute towards the" rebuilding or 
enlargement or erection on a new site of lIUY connty infirmary (a~ distinct from a 
fever hospital) 01' towards the re-open ing of a closed count.y infirmary, a sl1m 
not exceeding one-third of the total sum actually contributed from private sources for 
any of these purposes, 

Provision was also made' for the continuance of the contribution formerly made hy 
the Grand J uri .. s and a County Conncil " shall allJlually contribute towards any !Jounty 
" infirmary or fever hospital _ , , ,'.. a sum not less than was so contributed 
.. OUti of I.he County Cess in the standard fi.n~ncial year, or any less minimum 
" which the Local Government Board sanction." A County Council may contribute 
up to 1,400l. pel' annum in the case of any county infirmary and up 10 500t. a year 
to a fever hospital •. 

The control and management of both fever hospitals and county infirmaries is Management by 
placed in the hands of Joint Committees appointed triennially, provision being made Joint Committee .. 
for the representation of the County Councils upon the governiug bodies of the 
infirmaries and hospitals towards which they contribute. 

Expenditure on this service is a county-at-large charge on the new Poor Rate. In 
1899-1900, the county expenditure under this head amounted to 34,0211. 

"4. PUBLIC WORKS ANIi PUBLIC HULTS. 

Before 1898 all the services grouped under this wide heading were administered by Reorganisation 
the following authorities :- of .Y!'t~ o~ 

( ) G J . d" . C bd' "d d . B . h""h' admInIstration. 1. rand m'Ies a mmlstermg ounty areas su IVI e Into arODIes w 1C In Pres.ntauthoriti •• 
some cases formed the area of charge. are-

(2.) Town authorities of various types" * 
(3.) Boards of Guardians acting as Sanitary Authorities in Rural Districts. 

The most important change introduced by the Local Government Act, 1898, Count"y Councils. 
was the creation of County Oouncils elected on a representative and popular basis. 
To these Councils all the administrative powers of Grand Juries were transferred, 
and Bome other powers added. There are 33 OlJunty Councils which exercise 
jurisdiction over the whole of Ireland, exclusive of the six County Boroughs. 

Dublin, Belfast, Cork, Londonderry, Waterford, and Limerick were at the Bame time County Borough 
created County Boroughs on the English model, i.B., roughly speaking, their Councils Cooncils. 
combine the functions of Counties aud Municipalities. 

All towns which were" Urban Sanitary Districts" under the Puhlic Health Acts Otherl!rbllll • 
before 1898 have become" Urban Districts," and other Districts have been added, so Distriot Councils. 
that there are now 90 Urban District Councils (including the County Boroughs 
and all other Boroughs). There are also 29 small towns whi('h are not Urban 
District!;, but have a separate municipal organisation, though for many purposes they 
form part of the Rural Districts in which they are situate. 

All the Urban Districts together contain, however, not much more than a quarter of Rural District 
the popUlation, and iess than a quarter of the valuation of II·eland. The rest of the Councils. 
country is divided into 213 Rural Districts, each under a District Council, which takes 
ovpr the functions hitherto performed hy the Guardians in relation to Public Health. 

The Rural Distl'iot Councillors are elected 011 the sume franchise as County Council
lors, and ~orve also 3S Guardians fo\' their Diskicts. 

RUI,\1 District Counoils may appoint special Public Hoolth COIDIDittoos for special 
parts of their Distriots. 

• Th.,". wore 120 town. it) Ireland under municipal governmeot in 180d. Eleven or the principal towns, 
includill~ Dublin, Belfast, Cork, Limerick, Londonderry, aod Waterford, were governed uode.' the provisions 
of the Munioip.1 ('O .. po .... tioh. (h ... land) Act of 1840 (3 & 4 Viet. c. I O~); !lO smalle. towns under the 
'fowns Improvement (Ireland) Act of l~H (17 & 18 Viet. c. 103); six under the Lighting of Town. ACl 
of IR28 (9 Geo. IV. c. ij~); 12 under Special Act., .... d Corrickfergu. was governed by MUllicipai Comm;'· 
aionOl'S unde .. the MUllicipai ('011"' .... tion. (Irslond) Act of 1843 (6 &: 7 Viot. c. 93). 

i 986\1. ]I' 
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Eoadi . 

. Of the 'p~blic Works carried out by the~e Authorities one of the most important is 
the making and maintenance of roads. 

Before t,he passing of the Local Government Act, the construction and repair of mail 
or post roads* was undertaken by the Grand Juries, a~d the expenses were paid 
for out of the ':County :Cess. Half the .I/omount was leVIed off the County-at-Iarge. 
and the remainder off ,~he separate baronies, through which the road ran. The Grand 
Jury'aiso undertook the construction and maintenance of t]:te other roads within the 
county, but these ·were entirely a ,!>aronial charge, and the am()unt spent in each 
barony was levied off that barony.'. , , 

There were, however; at the ·time of. the passing of the Local Government Act, 
34 towns which maintained their own roads to the exclusion of the Grand Juries under 
powers conferred upon them by local Acts or transfelTed to them under section 206 of 
the Public Health Act, 1878. " " , 

·l'resent system of _ 
ndministration by 
County, and 
County Borough 
Councils, and 
Urban District 
Councils. 

Under the LocalGovernment'Act~1~98',the x:oaa authorities,in Ireland now o.re-
(1) County Councils and County Borough Councils. . " 
t2) llr~an District COUDl)ils (including the non-Qounty ;Bor;ough Councils). 
The six Coun:ty. Boroughs have entire 'control of alMhe roads within their respectivE 

areas, the expenditure being defrayed out of the Municipal Rates. 
Metbod of levying 
the expenditure 
on main roads, 

For the rest of Ireland the County Councils were empowered to determine thE 
.. main" roads in each county.t One half of the expenses of main roads is levied oB 
the County·at-Iarge and the rAinaindilr! off the Urban' and Rural Districts in which the 
road is situate. 

an!lon district Roads other than" main" roads are, in Urban Districts, under the entire control 
roads. of; the Urban District Councils; and, their cost is levied as part of the Urban Rates.~ 

In Rural Districts these roads are constructed and maintained by the County Councils, 
,and their ,cos~ is a charge !Upon that part of the new poor rate which, is levied as a 
district charge. A County Council may, however, charge the cost of expensive struc
tural alterations, such as the filling up of hollows or lower~ng of 1!.iHs. to the whole 
county or the particul~r district at their discretion. ,. . 

U,banDi.',iotConnoils Any Urban District Council may·' undertake the maintenance of that part of a main 
lIIay undertake tb8 
mo .. le.a .. e.fth.. road which is within, their district upon such terms as may be agre!)d upon with the 
part 01 a m"in ron.d 
d~!~~~withinth'ir County Couucil, or, in default of agreement, be fixed by.the Local Government Board. 
CI.ssification of The practice as to the classification of roads differs greatly in different counties, 
roads into ma.in . and in 14 lIut of the 33 Counties it has been decided that none of the roads shall be 
and district roads. deemed main Toads. ' ' 
rowers of Rurul The power of the Rural District Councils in regat'd to roads is limited to making 
District Councils proposalll, and it 'is provided that, without the consent of the Local Governmem 
in regard to Board, a County Council shall not approve of any expenditure on roads proposed by 
;lift~ic~i!:~~n a Rural District Council' which shall exceed by more than one-fourth the average 

, expenditure on the roads during the three, years previous to the passing of the Act. 
The Board may, however, fix a new limit for any particular road or any particular 
year. On the other hand the County COllncils cannot increase the amount proposed to . 

. be spent by the District Councils on the roads within their districts. In addition to 
the power. of limiting expenditure, the sanction of the Local Government Board is 
necessary to the appointmen.t and salaries of county surveyors and assistant surveyors. 
Except in these particulars, the Central Authority has no control over road 
. administration. § . 

.. These roads w~re prescribed fo b~ ronds, "&:long whi~h ~is :Majesty's maiJ~ shOUld be carried pt, mail 
carri8-O'es," , " . ' , . . 

t This WtlS'to be dODO 'by B general c1E'clmtion, against which Urban and Uura1 Districts were given an 
~pp.QI .(s.e section· S .of the Act). Everv ro~d which was 8t, tbe ti!\le of .the p.ssing of the Act maintained 
partly 01' wholly at the expense of the County-at.mrgo 'Was to be a .main rood unlc~ the Council otherwise 
.decla.red.. County Councils .may make new declarations at i:qtervaJs C?f not less . tha~ ~ve yeurs, and ~ny ne,v 
road may be declared n. "roam" road·, . ,j . 

:t: The LOCHl GO'rcrnment Act nllcred considerably the incidence of the road ··rote 1n most of t.he ·urban 
"district.s, fol' thA 60 towns, which undl!r. t.he Act obtained for the first time the power of maintaining their own 
road~J bad previously paid their share or the road expenditure III the form of eounty celSS, which was le,·jl.'d os 
Iln e1ua1 pounuage rate upon. lunds and buHding1$, whereas under section 46 (2) of the Act· such expentliture in 
urban districts i~ n(·w defrayed out oi'"ihe l!ute foi:'· the cost of pl\ving and cleansing tbe streets, which is h"'"ied 
upon l\ differentia! bal:litt, lunds, railways, Rnd cunals being generally assessed upon ,~ncwrou .. th of their ,':Ih!utiOlI 
only. . " 
. l SeeVot V. of Min. of Ev. (Cd,; 38~1900) Sir H. Robinsoll,23,409. 

, ".. .' , , . 
'l1 " .' . 



. A PPENDrX TO ltEI'oil'r.' , 

Bridges are a parte road in which they ~re situated, and the expense of their lIIethod of levyin,l 
construction and maintenance may be levied' either off the whole c,mnty or off the the expenditure 
district. In practice, the building of important bridges has been always made a connty on bridges. 
cbarge, the Tepair of them afterwards usually falling'on tbe district. 

A part of the Death Duty Grant, under tbe Probate Duties (Scotland and Ireland) 
Act, 1888,· is paid out of the Irish Local '!'axlltion Account towards the cost' of roads 
(S88 p. 10). In 1899-1900, 99,51ll. was distribut?d .among tl~e County Councils and 
27,5331. among the County Bor~mgh an~.Urban DIstrIct CouncIls. 

, Railway 'and Tramway an'a. Piei' (llna. Harbour Guarantees. 

Grant in aid of 
the cost of rood 
main~ance. \ 

In sume dii\tricts a charge ha~, been thrown, upon the local rates in copnexiou'with Charge. thrown 
the provision of Railway and Tramway communication and, the construction of Piers upon ~he local . 
and Harbours for fishing purposes. rn~es m conno:x!oll 

. . ( ) 1883 d . wIth the provISIon , The Tramway and PublIc Compames Ireland Act, ,t empowere Grand ,JurIes of Railway and 
to charge barouies or parts of baronies in. perpetuity, or for a term, with interest not Tramway commD
exceeding 5 per cent. on the guaranteed capital required for the constructioJl of a nicstioD ~Dd t~e 
line of railwav.; So long as the line is in use and efficiently maintained the Treasury, ~,DlltrUC~On ot 
may repay to the districts one-half t,he guarantee paid by them, 'but such contributiou Ii:~o~~rs. 
must 'not exceed, 2 per cent. ou the capital.. ' ..' 

The Piers and Harbours constructed bythe,Commissiouers of Public Works were 
vested in t.he Grand, Juries by the Grand Jury Act of 1853,§ and they were empowered 
to borrow money for the purpose of providing ~uch works in future. Tl),e interest 
on, and repayment of, tbe loans, as well as the cost of tbe maintenance and repairs of 
the harbours and piol's, formed a charge upon ,the County Cess. 

Under the Local Government Act aJl these powers have been transferred to the Grant in aid nf 
Cou,nty COllDcilsll and relief is ginn to those districts where the charge for a railway slIch charges. 
or harbour guarantee is very peavy. Section 58 (4) provides for a grant out of the 
Irish Local Taxation Account of one-half of the excess over 6d. in the.£ of a rate 
levied in any area to meet a guarantee. A rate for this purpose is an exception to the 
general provisions of tbe Act fixing the areas for rating pm'poses, and it is specially 
J?rovided that Buch a rate" may be raised as heretofore off any area though less than 
a district or union," (SElction 57 (2).) . , .' . ' 

The total charge upon thll' local rates for guarantees was, in 1899':'1900, about 
120,0001. The charge only occurs in certain counties, and varies greatly in amount, 
being especially heavy in Clare, Kerry, and Leitrim. 

P!lhlic Health. 

The Sanitary Authorities are charged, priplli.p~ny under the Irish Public Health Acts,~ Expenditure upc' 
with the makiug of regulations and their enforcement by inspection in rel!al'd to many Sanitary Iuspec· 

b ' h 'J tion. su Jects, Rue as thEl regulation of buildings; lodging-houses. and olfensi\'e trades, Grant in aid 0' 
nnd the prevl'ntion of nuisances and ,infectious diseases. l!Jxpenditure nnder this •• laries of 
head is generally in the form of ~alaries, offioe accommodation, legal tlxpenses, &c .. Sanitnry Officer,. 
A grant of balf tbtl cost of the salaries of Sanitary Officers was proviol1s1y paid 
to the Sanitary Authorities in aid of such expenditure out of the annual Parlia-
mentarv Votes. Under the Local Government Act it is now paid from the Irish 
Local Taxation Acco~nt. 

It should be noted that under section 15 of the Publio Health Act of 1896,·" the 
Local Government Board hilS power to enforce the performance of dutil's in case 
of default by a 10cIIl Autbority. 

The largest part of tbe expenditure of Hnnit!lry Authorities is in connexiou with 
water supply and sewerage. But it must be rememhered that the cost of the supply 
of water (and also of gas) for private pllrpose~ is mostly defrayed by special 
charges, and does not fall on tbe ordinary rates. . 

• 51 & 52 Viet. c. 60. t 46 & 47 Vict, c.43, 
t The gunrnnte~ was clividet.l among the areas on apportioned parts of tile capital. Provision W&s made 

fol' the representation on th~ mR"Hgemf'ut of the "line of the baTOni~ or parts of haronies charged with such 
gunraotoo. In addition, tbe dislri<.'ts. were n.>quired on defl\ult of the promoters to complete and Vlork the 
line nt their own cost. 

§ 16 &. 17 Vict. <'. 1:16, , 
11 The Coull:cil~ mRy also take over Bny wlu'jDe work constructed by the Congested District'! Boaru or nndel' 

!.he Raihvny. A~t of IS!I6 (59 & 60 Vict. c. ~4,). . 
,. 41 & 012 VICt. c. 52; 42 & 43 Viet. c, 57; 47 & 48 Viet. c. 77; 52 & 53 Viet, c. 61l: 53 & ,;.1 Vict. c. 59; 

59 & 60 Viet, e, 54 . 
•• 59.t 60 Vicl. c. HI. 
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Sewerage and 
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Scavenging and 
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Housing of Ihe 
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Acts,. 

M;"ceIlmeou8 
services. 

The c091 01 
Prima.ry EduCll
don is almost. 
wholly dem.yed . 
from Y oles of 
Parliament. 

BOYAL COMMISSION ON LOCAL TAXATION: 

Under tbo Publio Health Aot of 1878 all tbe existing sewers (with a few exceptions) 
were vested in tbeSanitary Authorities, and tbey are authoriRed topurcbase, oonstruct, 
maintain, and cleanse tbe sewors within their district. They are also to purify and 

. dispose of the sewage, and for this purpose they are empoweretl to construct, purchase, 
01' contract for the llse of sewag~ disposal works witbin or outside their district. . 

Tbe same Act enabled Sanitary Authorities to undertake or contract for tbe removal 
of. house refuse and the cleansing and watering of streets; and provides that if tbey 
do not tbemselves undertake or contract for the removal of bouse refuse, &c., they 
may make byelaws imposing tbe duty on the occupier of tbe premises. 

Under the Housing of the 'Working Classes Aots, 1890-96,* certain powers are 
conferred on Urban. Sanitary Anthoriti.es in relatio!l to the olearing of unhealthy areas 
or unbealthy dwelhngs and t,be erectIOn of lodgmg-houses for the working classes. 
'1'he loans sanctioned bv tbe Local Government Board in .oonnexion with houses for 
·the working classes residillg in towns amounted, at tbe end of the financial year 
1899-1900, to 375,] 65Z. . 

Some of tbese powers have been oonferred upon the Rural Sanitary Aut.borities but 
in rural distriots this tiervioe is principally administered under a ~pecial series of Aotst 
-tbe Labourers (Ireland) Acts-under whicb Rural Sanitary Authorities (formerly the 
Boards of Guardians, now the Rural District Councils) are empowered to provide 
house accommodation and allotments for agrioultural labourers. 

All sohemes made under the Aots require to be oonfirmed by the Local Government 
Board, and, if their Order be appealed against, by the I"ord Lieutenant in Council. 
The LoC',a1 Govemment Board also has power to enforoe the execution of the Acts where 
necessary. 

From tbe inception of the Acts to tbe 31st Maroh 1901,17,166 cottages had been 
authorised, 14,689 had been constructed, of which 14,548 were actually let. During the 
same period tbe total amount of loans sanotioned by tbe Treasury is 2,051,3741 . 

. The rent obtained from the cottages is not sufficient to meet the cost of building and 
maintenance, and the balance of the expenditure falls upon tbe looal rate8,t but the 
greater part of tbe Excbequer Contribution of 40,oool. a year is applied in aid of this 
expenditure (see page 11). 

Urban and Rural Distriot Counoils act as Burial Boards for their distriots, and are 
aiso tbe Authorities for dealing with tbe provision -QI Parks and Open Spaces and 
the establishment of Publio Batbs and Washhouses and otber misoellaneous services. 

5. EDucAuoN. 

(a.) Primary Education. 

National Eduoation in Ireland imposes praotically no cbarge on Local 'l'axation 
proper, except expenses iuourred in enforcing tbe Compulsory Clauses of tbe Irish 
Education Act. 1892. But it seems neoessary to refer briefly to the amounts and 
principles of State expenditure on Irish Education, since tbe servioe is one wbioh in 
England and, Scotland must be regarded as a" local purpose," and tile State expenditure 
upon it is to somB extent parallel in tbe three countries. Moreover, part of the 
subventions passing through ~he Irish Local Taxation Account was, until very recently, 
devoted to Elementary Education,. and a part is still devoted to Intermediate and 
Technical Education. 

The main feature wbioh distinguishes the eduoational finance of Ireland from that of 
England and Sootland is that (exoept as regards tbe original provision and, to some 
extent, the upkeep of certain of the sohool buildings) almost the entire cost of Primary 
Education is borne ou Parliamentary Votes. 

The cost of Primary Education oonsists of-
(1.) Provision, improvement, and upkeep of school buildings, &". 
t2.) Maintenance of schools, salaries of teaobers, grants to training colleges, supply 

of books and ~chool apparatus, &0. 
-.-5-a-&-6-4-=Y=i:-ct-. -c.-=7=0:-. ; 56 & 57 Vict. c. 33; 57'& 58 Vict. c. 55 ; 59 & 60 Viet. e. 11.· 

t 46 & 47 Viet. c. 60.; 48 & 49 Vict. c. 77. ; 49 & 50 Viet. c. ~9.; 54 & 55 Viel. e.11; 55 Vicl. c. 7 • 
.. The Labourers Acts pl'O~ided thai an area of charge should be defined in any impro,"ement schewe. and 

in that area a ,·"t. not to exceed Is. io the £ in any 00. year could b. imposed for the purposea of the Acts. 
The raLe Wa@ levied by the Guardians as pal't of the Pour ltatc. An important cha.nge wns mac1e, however, by 
tne Local Government Act, and the expenditure of the Rural District Councils uodel" these Acts is now levied 
equKlly os a Di.tricl charge olf the whole RUI'a1 District. 
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Of Irish N atiol1al Schools nearly one half are .. Vested," i.e., vested either in the TIoe pro"i.ion 
Commissionera for National Education, or in Trustees: the remainder are "Non. of school •• 
Vested:" ;, 

W'ith regard to Schools vested in 'rrustees, the Government contribute3 as a rule 
two, thirds of the co~t of their ociginal provision, and also makes gl'oots for enlargement 
and improvement. 

And with regard to schools vested in the National Board, the Government pays 
two-thirds of the cost of the original provision in most cases, and the entire cost in 
the case of the Model Schools; also the whole cost of repairs (from the Vote for Public 
Works, &c.). 

The whole cost of the provision of Non-Vested Schools is borne locally by voluntary 
subscriptions. 

It should be mentioned here also that the Government pays half the cost of erecting 
teachers' houses in connexion with Vested Schools provided the whole cost does not 
exceed 2001. The Government also contributes half the repayment of a loan to build 
a residence in connexion with either a Vested or N on-Vested School provided the total 
loan dees not exceed 2501. 

With regard to the maintenance of schools, the original iIftention of the Government The mointenAnce 
8eemS to have been to insist in all cases on. local support, but this soon proved of school •. 
impracticable. - At present, almost the whole cost is provided from the Public 
Education Vote in one form or Imother, anlil on somewhat val'ying principles as 
regards different classes of schools.. There was, however, a Rum of 71,373l. subscribed 
from loca\. sources in 1900-1 for the erection and improvement of school premises, 
and a sum of 77,9931. towards incomes of teachers, repairs, &c. 

Compulsory sohool attendance is only enforced at present in certain places. 
Before 1890 the main Government contribution was the ordinary grant for National 

Schools under Subhead E. of the Vote for Public Education, providing for salaries of 
teaohers, monitors, &c., partir on fixed scalel'! and partly by " results fees." 

In 1890 a ~um of 78,000. out of the Beer and Spirit Surtaxes was assigned for 
the purpose of as~isting education, i.e., mainly increasing teachers' salaries. In 1899, 
this sum of 78,0001. was transferred to the. new Department of Agriculture; but a 
similar amount was given under the Yote for 'Public Education as an addition to the 
ordinary grant under Subhead E., in lieu of the formcr contribution under the Local 
Taxation Act, 1890. 

Meanwhile in 1892, following the English precedent, school fees were almost entirely The Fee Grant. 
abolished, and a new grant given under Subhead I. of the Vote for Public Education, 
which was first fixed at 9 per cent. of the School grant for the three Kingdoms, hut 
was subsequently turned into a capitation grant of lOs. on the average attendance. 

Books and other sohool equipments are provided free at the starting of a school, 
but the ~tock is maintained at the cost of the local managers. , 

The Taachers' Pension Fund was very largely endowed from Irish Church Funds 
(l,30U,OOOl.), and receives also a yearly grant of 18,0001. from the Vote. 

The only contribution from the rates towarcls the cost of education in Ireland was 
made between the years 1875 and 1900, und~r the following oircumstances. By the 
National School Teachers Actt Guardians were empowered to contribute from the Poor The system of 
Rates a SUID equal to half the grant at that time given by the State in the shape of con~ributory 
.. resu1ts fees." Subsequently It was arranged that the Commissioners of National '{,D~h ~as been 
Education out of the portion of the Beer and Spirits Surtaxea assigned to them should DO. e . 
relieve the Guardians by recouping to them so much as would hwe been paid directly 
to tbe Teaohers, bad tbe schools been in non-contributory Unions. These provisions, 
however, never had a very extended operation. In 1899-1900 only 25 Unions (out of 
160) oontributed in this manner, and their contributions came to 25,3251., of which 
16,6801. was reoouped, 80 that the net charge on the rates was 8,6371. From 1st April 
1900, the system of re~ults fees was aboliRhed, anu the contributions by the Guardians 
came to an end. 

There being no school rate in h..iand, the State contribution is considerably higher 
than. in England or Scotlaud in proportion to the number of children in average 
attentlance. But the proportion of children in a,erage attendance to the whole 
popUlation i~ low in Ireland, and in other respects the total expenditure on Education 
seems to be less than the average in Great Britain. Thus the Education Grant.s in 
Ireland are not much larger, in proportion to population, than in England or 
Sootland. , 

• S .. Sixteenth r"'port 01' the Commission .... of National Educ.t.iOIl, lS-n. t 3ij & 39 Vict. c. 06. 
Fa 
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ROYAL COIOlISSION ON LOCU TAXATION; 

Under the Public Health Act of lS78 all the existing sa weI's (with a few exceptions) 
were vested in the Sanitary Authorities, and they are authorised to}lurchase, construct, 
maintain, and cleanse the sewers within their district. They are also to purify and 

. dispose of the sewage, and for this purpose they are empowered to construct, purchase, 
01' contract fol' the use of sewag~ disposal wOl'ks within or outside their di~trict. . 

The same Act enabled Sanitary Authorities to undertake or contract for the removal 
of. house refuse and the cleansing and watering of streets; and provides that if they 
do not themselves undertake or contract for the removal of house refuse, &c., they 
may make byelaws imposing the duty on the occupier of the premises. 

Under the Housing of the Working Classes Acts, 1890-96,* certain powers are 
conferred on Urban Sanitary Authorities in relation to the clearing of unhealthy areas 
or unhealthy dwellings and the erection of lodging-houses for the working classes. 
'l'he loans sanctioned bv the Local Government Board in .connexion with houses for 
the working classes residing in towns amounted, at the end of the financial year 
1899-1900, to 375,] 65Z. . 

Some of these powers have been conferred upon the Rural Sanitary Authorities but 
in rural districts this tiervice is principally administered under a ~pecial series of Actst 
-the Labourers (Irilland) Acts-under which Rural Sanitary A uthorities (formerly the 
Hoards of Guardians, now the Rural District Councils) are empowered to provide 
house accommodation and allotments for agricultural labourers. 

All schomes made under the Acts require to be confirmed by tne Local Government 
Board, and, if their Order be appealed against, by the ]~ord Lieutenant in Conncil. 
The LoC".a1 Government Board also has power to enforce the execution of the Acts where 
necessary. 

From the inception of the Acts to the 31st March 1901,17,166 cottages had been 
authorisfJd, 14,689 had been constructed, of which 14,548 were actually let. During the 
same period the total amount of loans sanctioned by the Treasury is 2,051,374l • 

. The rent obtained from the cottages is not sufficient to meet the cost of building and 
maintenanct'!, and the balance of the expenditure falls upon the local rate~,t but the 
greater par~ of the Exchequer Oontribution of 40,OOOl. a year is applied in aid of this 
expenditure (Bee page 11). 

Urban and Rural District Counci1s act as Burial Boards for their districtR, and are 
also the Authorities for dealing witlt the provision -of Parks and Open Spaces and 
the establishment of Public Baths and Washhouses and other miscellaneous services. 

5. EDUCAtION. 

(a.) Priml1ll'lI Education. 

National Education in freland imposes practically no charge ou Local '!'axation 
propel', except expenses iucurred in enforcing the Compulsory Clauses of the Irish 
Education Act. 1892. But it seems necessary to refer briefly to the amouuts and 
principles of State expenditure on Irish Education, since the service is one which in 
England and, Scotland must be regarded as a" local purpose," and the State expenditure 
upon it is to some extent parallel iu the three countries. Moreover, part of the 
subventions passing through ~he Irish Local Taxation Account was, until very recently, 
devoted to Elementary Education: and a part is still devoted to Intermediate and 
Technical Education. 

The main feature which distinguishes the educational finance of Ireland from that of 
England and Scotland is that (except as regards the original provision and, to some 
extent, the upkeep of certain of the school buildings) almost the entire cost of Primary 
Education is borne on Parliamentary Votes. 

The cost of Primary Education consists of-
(1.) Provision, improvement, and upkeep of school buildings, &". 
(2.) Maintenance of schools, salaries of t~achers, grants to training colleges, supply 

of books and school apparatus, &c. 
-------=~-=~ ~'--------~-----

.53 & 64 Vict. c. 70. ; 56 & 57 Vict. c. 33; 57'& 58 Vict. c. 55; 59 & 60 Viet. c. 11. 
t 46 & 47 Viet. c. 60.; 48 & 49 Vict. c. 77. ; 49 & 50 Viet. e. 69.; 54 & 55 Vict. e. 71; 55 Vict. c_ 7. 
"!' The Labourers Acts pl'o"ided that an area of charge should be defined in any impro,gemeot scheme, and 

in that aroa a "ate not to e"ceed lB. in the £ in anyone year could be imposed for the purposes of the Acts. 
'l'he ra.Le waf! levied by the Guardians as part of the POul' Hate. An inlportant change was made, however, by 
t.ue Local Government Act, and the expenditure of the Rural District Councils under these Acts is now levied 
equ.lly as a District charge olI the whole Rural District. 
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Of Irish National Schools nearly one half are" Vested," -i.e., vested either in the The pro\'ision 
Commissionera for National Edu(Jation. or in Trustees: the remainder are "Non. of scbool •• 
Vested:" • 

W'ith regard to Schools vested in Trustees, the Government contribute3 as a rule 
two· thirds of the co.t of their otiginal provision, and also makes gl'oots for enlargement 
and improvement. 

And with regard to schools vested in the National Board, the Government pays 
two-thirds of the cost of the original provision in most cases, and the entire cost in 
the case of the Model Schools; also the whole cost of repairs (from the Vote fot Public 
Works, &c.). 

The whole cost of the provision of Non-Vested Schools is borne locally by volunta.ry 
subscriptions. 

It should be mentio1).ed here also that the Government pays half the cost of erecting 
teachers' houses in connexion with Vested Schools provided the whole cost does not 
exceed 200l. The Government also contributes half the repayment of a loan to build 
a residence in connexion with either a Vested or Non-Vested S(Jhool provided the total 
loan dees not exceed 250l. 

With regard to the maintenance of schools, the original intention of the Government The maintenAnce 
seems to have been to insist in all cases 01). local support, but this soon proved of Bchool •. 
impracticable. * At present, almost the whole cost is provided from tho Public 
Education \Tote in one form or another, and on somewhat varying principles as 
regards different classes of schools.. There was, however, a sum of 71,373l. subscribed 
from local sources in 1900-1 for the erection and improvement of school premises, 
and a sum of 77,993l. towards incomes of teachers, repairs, &c. 

Compulsory sohool attendance is only enforced at present in certain places. 
Before 1890 the main Government contribution was thE! ordinary grant for National 

Schools under Subhead E. of the Vote for Public Education, providing for salaries of 
teachers. monitors, &c., partly on fixed scales and par~ly by " results fees." 

In 1890 a ~um of 78,000l. out of the Beer and Spirit Surtaxes was assigned for 
the purpose of as~isting education, i.e., mainly increasing teachers' salaries. In 1899, 
this sum of 78,0001. W8.S transferred to the new Department of Agriculture; but a 
similar amount was given under the \:ote for 'Public Education as an addition to t.he 
ordinary grant under Subhead E., in lieu of the former contribution under the Local 
Taxation Act, 1890. 

Meanwhile in 1892, following the English precedent, school fees were almost entirely The }'ee Grant. 
abolished, and a new grant given under Subhead I. of the Vote for Public Education, 
which was first fixed at 9 per cent. of the School grant for the three Kingdoms, but 
was subsequently turnecl into a capitation grant of lOs. on the average attendance. 

Books and other school equipments are provided free at the starting of a school, 
but the Htock is maintained at the cost of the local managers. . 

'1'he T~achers' Pension Fund was very largely endowed from Irish Churoh Funds 
(1,30U,OOOl.), and receives also a yoarly grant of 18,0001. from the Vote. 

The only contribution from the rates towards the cost of education in Ireland was 
made between the years 1875 and 1900, under the following circumstances. By the 
National School Teachers Actt Guardians were empowered to contribute from the Poor The sy.tem of 
Rates a BUID equal to half the grant at tha t time given by the Sta.te in the shape of con~ributory 
.. resu1ts fees." Subsequently it was arranged that t,he ()ommissioners of National '{,n~h~" been 
Eduoation OUt of the portion of the Beer and 8pirite Surtaxe8 assigned to them should a 0 • e . 
relieve the Guardians by recoupiug to them so much as would h'We been paid directly 
to the Teaohers, had the schools been in non-contributory Unions. These provisions, 
however, never had a very extended operation. In 1899-L900 only 25 Unions (out of 
160) contributed in this manner, and their contributions came to 25,325l., of which 
16,68&/. was recouped, so that the net charge on the rates was 8,637l. Fr!;>m let April 
1900, the system of re~ults fees was aboliRhed, anu the contributions by the Guardians 
came to an end. 

There being no school rate in h"land, the State contribution is considerably higher 
than in England or Scotland in proportion to the number of children in average 
attendance. But the proportion of children in ""erage attendance to the whole 
popUlation it! low in Ireland, and iIi other respects the total expenditure on Education 
seems to be less than the average in Great Britain. Thus the Education Grant.s in 
Ireland are not much larger, in proportion to population, than in England or 
Scotland. . 

• See Si:oleenth r"'port of the Commission .... of N.tioual EducatiOll, 1841. t 311 & 39 Vict. c. 06. 
Fa 
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46 ROYAL COMMISSION ON I.OeAL TAXATION: 

. lb.) Intermediate Education. 

B? au Act of 1878 a Board was appoiuted to promote Intermediate Secular 
Education in Ireland. The purposes of the Act are thus defiued :-

(1.) "Providiug" for the payment of prizes and· exhibitions, and the giving of 
" certificates to students" ; and 

(2.) "Providing for the payment, to managers of schools complying WIth the pre-
. " scribed conditions, of fees 8ependent on the results of public examinations 

" of students." . 
.l!'or these purposes the income arising from 1,000,0001., part of the Irish Church 

Surplus, was placed at the disposal of the Beard. 
In 1890 a further endowment was provided, viz., the residue of the Irish share of 

·the Beer and ~pirit Surtaxes (after deduction of the 78,0001. then assigned to 
Elementary Education and now transferred to the' Department of Agriculture). The 
amount of this residue varies, of course, from year to year .. For the year 1898-9 it 
was 54,1751., and for 1899-1900, 71,4001. . 

The scheme of payment, which was approved by the Lord Lieutenant and the 
Treasury, included- . 

(1) Results fees to managers to schools, calculated on the .. passes" of individual 
students; 

. (2) RewBrds to students based on a competitive examim~tion. 
i'he members of the Intermediate Education Board were appointed in 1898 under a 

special Commission from the Lord Lieutenant to enquire into the working of the 
system. They made recommendations for the modification of certain details including 
additional inspection; 9.nd, these reoommendations were ratified by an Aot of 1900 
(63 and 64 Vict. c. 43.). " 

(c.) Technical EducatWn. 

The Technical Instruction Act of 1889 applied to Ireland, and tho authorities for 
administering it are now County, Town and District Councils (61 &; 62 Vict. c. 37. s, 7.)
The rates for this purpose a.re limited to ld. in the £. 

By an .Act of 1899 (62 & 63 Vict. c. 50.) the whole service (including the part 
previously administered by the Science and Art Department) was placed. in the charge 
of the new Department of Agriculture and Technical Instruction. 'rhe funds placed 
at the disposal of that Department are derived from various sources and include 
78,000l. froni the Beer and Spirit Surtaxes, besides certain sums from annna.! Votes. 
An annual sum of 55,OOOl. is specially set apart for Technical Instruction, and is to be 
apportioned among the Counties and County Boroughs. Other sums are applicable to 
agriculture, fisheries, &c. 

The disposition of these funds is mostly subject to the concurrence of the Board of 
Technical Instruction or the Agricultural Board; two bodies which were created under 
the Act, and are, to a.large'extent, representative of the Local Authorities. 

The Act provides that .. the Department shall not, in the absence of special 
,co considerations, apply or approve of the, applicatiou of money under this 
" section.. • .. to schemes in respect of which aid is not given out of money 
" provided by local authorities or from other local sources." 

(d.) Reformatory and Industrial Schools. 
, 

Reformatory and . In 1868 the Reformatory Schools Act (<11 & 32 Vict. c. 59) and the Industrial 
Industri.alSehool.: Schools Act l3l. Viet .. c. 25) ,empowered the Grand Juries and the Councils of 
~:~P::,~:of~o':! Dublin. Cork, and Limerick to make arrangements with the directors or managers of 
mt .. and from lIDy .Reformatory or Industrial Schooi for the reception. of such childreu, as are 
Parliament"'r ordered to be sent to these schools, and to raise the money necessary for ,their 
Vote. re"l'ectlvely. maintenance from the local rates. Under a later Act (44 & 45 Vict. c. 59) they might 

',contribute.towards,the cost of .building Reformatory Schools. . 
Under the Local Government Act these powers passed to the County and County 

Borough Councils. . 
The expenditure upon .these. schools is largely met by a direct Parliamentary 

Vote, amounting ,to 68. per head per week for cbildrenin Reformatories, and 5 •. for 
children in Industrial Schools. 

Besides small receipts from other sources the "amounts received from the Treasury 
and tPII Local Rates respectively in the years 1~98. 1899, and 1900 we~ 

... 



A1'PJ!:.'IDIX TO RlIPORT. 

• RRORlilATOBY 'SCHOOLS • 

,I 1898. 1899. 19ot. 

£ £ " "', 
8,8911 a,9i5 
6,688 4,WI' 

From Parliamentary, Vote 11,219 
" 'Local Rares 4,222 

-------------------~~~-------
Total ,- ~I £; , 13,441 14,483 13,113 

•• 
• 

INDUSTRIAL SpHOOLS. 

, I 1898. 1899. ~o_. ___ _ 
-----------------------------~~--------~1_~~------1 

From Parliamentary Vote 
" Local RaIe9 -

£ 
'101,225' 

41,261 

£ 
100,524 ' 

55,478 

£ 
97,853 
41,944 ----------------------

Total £ '142,486 156,002 139,797 

6. ~OUCE. 

(a.) The Boyal Irish OOllstalrulary, 

The earliest Police Force (so-called) established in the Unftea Kingdqm was that The cas,. of thc 
Bet up in Dublin in 1786 by the Irish Statute, 26 Geo. HI.,' cap. 24. But all the ~oY"i..fl~h . 
forces which haa been established in Ireland at earlier dates were in 1836 cOllsolidated m:~ly ;ef;!y~l 
into one force called the Constabulary of Ireland, the present title having been from Vote •. 
conferred in 1867. 

The cost of the force was charged primarily on the Consolidated Fund, but a 
moiety was recovered out of the County Cess, according to the ,numbers stationed in 
each county. In 1846 the whole cost of the normal force ,was made oha1'geable on 
the Consolidated Fund,'" and in 1854 the charge waS transferred to Votes of 
Pal'liament·t , 

When, however, a special f01'oe of extra Police is required.in any:looality, one-half 
of the cost may be recovered from that locality. Special contrit>utions are also made 
by the Boroughs of Belfast and Londonderry. 

These and other incidental receipts!,re Ilpprppriated in aid of the Vote. 
'l'he cost of resident magistrates was charged to this Vote until 1871-72, when it 

was transferred to the Vote for ,County Court Officers, &0. . 
'l'he following Table shows the expenditure for a series of years and the Bouroes from 

which it was defrayed 0;-, 

COST of the IRISH CONSTABULARY • 
. 

.. Net charge Charged to I Net charge Ch,nged to 

Year ending Total COlt. to the Local Rates r ea.r eDdwg Total Cool. to the Local Rates 
'Imperial or otherwise Impe-rial or otherwise 

Exchequer.· recovered. E~chequer.* recovered .. 

£ £ £ £ £ £ 
31st March 1876 1,038,473 1,000,797 37.676 31st March 1&90 1,412,680 1,842,651 70,029 

., .. 1~81 1,169,032 1,140,768 28,264 " " 
1891 1,424,530 1,357,289 67,241 .. " 

18~2 1,295,~40 1,259,519 86,321 .. " 
1892 1,421,008 1,362,348 58,660 

" " 1883 1,573,209 1,488,392 84,~17 
" " 

1893 1,409,180 1,342,768 66,412 

" " 
18~4 1,4~9,125 1,294,892 134,233 

" " 
1894 1,896,078 1,356,580 39,498 

" .. 1885 1,407,222 1,31)4,7U7 1U2,515 
" " 1895 1,402,077 1,354,449 47,62& 

" " 
lS86 1,387,169 1,286,498 100,671 " " 

1896 1,404,261 1,364,341 39,920 .. " 1887 1,421,~55 1,365,470 56,385 " " ,1897 1,404,728 1,369,294 35,434 

" " 
1888 1,410,454 1,359,266 51,188 

" " 1898 1,375,469 1,342,228 33,240 .. .. ISS!) 1,412,946 1,318,790 94,156 
" " 1899 1,362,654 1,336,102 26,55~ 

• Not IDGludlQg sum. obarged on other Votu for buddlDgs, &c. 

• See Report of Devon Commistrion on tbe Occupation of Land in Ireland (1845) and Sir R. Pecl'. speech 
00 27th January 1846 (Hansard LXXXIII., pp. 238, &c.), , 

t Sft 6 Will. IV., c. 13; 9 & 10 Viet., c. 97; 17 & 18 n~t., c. 94. F 4 
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ROYAL COMMISSION ON LOCAL TAXATION :-APPENDIX TO'REPORT • 

• (b.) The IhibUn Metropolitan Police. 

Thi8 force WIIS also established under the Act of 1836. The district which it guards 
is over 36 square miles, and includes six neighbouring townships, be3ides the .City of 
Dublin. 

The cost of the force is charged upon a Parliamentary Vote, but considerable 
sums are recovered from the locality, and appropriated in aid of the Vote, including 
II Pblice Rate of 8d. in the £ levied through the whole district.· 

The produce of this rate in 1899-1900 was 35,1661. In addition, there are paid to 
Police Funds the proceeds of duties on Carriages, Publicans' Licences, and Pedlars' and 
Chimney Sweepers' Certificates. The cost of the Dublin Police Courts is charged 
against the Vote, and the fines, fees, and penalties imposed are credited thereto. 'l'he 
duty on Pawnbrokl'rs' Licences, formerly paid to Police Funds, was transferred to the 
Local Authorities by gection 67 of the Local Government Act 1898. 

The ft)llowing Table shows the gross cost of the force, and the local receipts 
available to meat it; the balance falls on the Exchequer :-

DUBLIN METROPOLITAN POLlOE. 

Year. I Expenditure I Re:ceiptl. Year. I Expenditure. I Bec3ipl8. 

i 
£ £ 1£ £ . 

1868-69 94,994 41,413 1884-85 146,492 51,412 
1~69-70 95,139 41,587 1885-86 144,511 51,926 
1870-71 97,393 44,522 1886-87 147,095 49,406 
1871-72 97,786 44,381 1887-88 145,996 49,280 
1872-73 102,7fi6 46,285 1~88-89 144,568 55,269 
187~74 135,118 48,813 1889-90 143,740 50,713 
1874-75 135,096 52,906 1890-91 142,874 53,201 
1875-76 132,032 63,905 1~91-9~ 142,949 50,!J50 
1876-77 134,248 52,774 1892-93 142,213 49,39~ 
1877-78 134,823 56,178 189~94 142,386 . 51,IOU 
1878-79 137,300 56,068 1894-95 143,127 52,505 
1~79-80 137,3S4 62,338 1895-96 141,502 51,2t2 
1880-81 136,164 53,893 . 1896-97 144,758 52,661 
1881-82 136,9S7 52,477 1897-98 144,199 53.446 
1882-83 167,640 50,794 1~98-99 145,257 62,324 
1883-84 154,907 52,823 

(c.) Prisons. 

'I.'he cost of the maintenance of Co un ty and Borough gaols and bridewells in 
Ireland was a charge upon the County Cess until 1877, when the PrisoDs Service was 
taken over by the Central. Government and the cost defrayed out of the annual 
Parliamentary Votes. Some small expenses, sl1ch as the cost of conveyance of 
prisoners before committal, and of the conveyance of juveniles from prisons to 
reformatories, are still paid by the County Councils, but the principal charge remaining 
on the local rates is for annuities to former prison officers. The sum required for 
this purpose, which is a gradually diminishing one, is a county.at-Iar~e charge on the 
new Poor Rate levied by the County Councils. 

• Se. the Acts 6 & 7 WHI. IV., e. 29 and 1 Viet. Co 25. 
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4 ROYAL COIolMfSSION O~T LOCAL TAXATION: 

I.-·NEMORANDA UPON THE PRINCIPAL SERVICES LOCALLY ADMhHSTERED. 

I.-POOR RELIEF, &0. 

(a.) POOR RELIEF • 

Although provlSlon for relieving persons unable to maintain themselves has been 
made to some extent from the very earliest times, it was not until the end of the 
16th century that the organisation of poor relief and the creation of a local fund 
wherelTith to defray the necessary expenses were made compulsory by StatntP.. By 
IOn Act passed in 1597,* overseers were to be appointed for setting the poor to work 
and for relieving the lame, impotent, &c., in each Parish and the necessary funds 
were to be raised by the taxation of every inhabitant and every occupier of lands in the 
Parish. 

This Act was superseded four years later (in 1601) by the Actt which, although 
altered in many important respect.s by subsequent St3tutes, is still the basis of our 
Poor Law. 

The Act contained similar provisions to those enacted in 1597. Overseers of the 
poor were to be appointed annually in each parish, the number varying from two to 
four according to the size of the parish, Ilnd anyone so appointed and refusing to 
serve, unless for special reasons, such as sickness, &c., was liable to a penalty. 
Thil churchwardens were to act in conjunction with the overseers, and the body thus 
formed was charged with the duties of setting the poor to work, of relieving the 
lame, impotent, old, biind, and 'others not able to work, and of raiSing by taxation! 
the necessary stock and sums of money. It was also provided that, if, in the opinion 
of the justices of the peace, a parish was not able to maintain its own poor, other 
parishes in the same hundred or county, or any of the inhabitants of such parishes, 
might be assessed to the relief of the poor in that parish. 

The Parish was thus made the Area of administration and the churchwardens and 
overseers the administering Authority. 

Enlargement It has been stated that this Act .. was at first largely neglected, more especially 
of Poor La". " in the northern parts of the kingdom, as the preambles of numerous Acts of Parliament 
::-':''':'i::~~ "sufficiently prove."§ In 1830 Charles 1. appointed I\, Commission to inquire into 
workhou.... and enforce the administration of the law. But, towards the end of the 17th century, 

when it got inh) lull operation, it was found that in many cases t·he parish was too 
small in area for the purpose of efficient and economical administration, and many 
special Act.~ were passed for forming unions of parishes and for amending the law in 
other respects. A general Actll was also passed in 1723 which, inter alia, gave powers 
to the churchwardens and overseers to purchase or hire houses wherein to maintain . 
and employ the poor, and, in the case of small parishes, to unite for this purpose. 

Evils of old 
Poor Law a 
century ago. 

Owing to the want of proper regulations and management the provisions of the Act 
of 1723 did not prove satisfactory, and in 1782 the adoptive Statute, known a8 Gilbert's 
Act,'\[ enabled parishes to exonerate churchwardens and overseers from the duty of 
reliedng the poor, and to restrict their duties to the collection of rates and the 
accounting for the same. Thereupon the justices of the district were to appoint 
visitors and guardians, to whom, with such justices, the entire management and 
control of the pilor was transferred. The parishes were then required to provide 
a proper workhouse, and any parishes not more than 10 miles from the workhouse 
might unito for this purpose. 

The ena of the eighteenth and the beginning of the nineteenth century was a period 
of exceptional distress, the conditions under which relief was given were much relaxed, 
and the evils of demoralisation and extravagance increased to an Nl:treme extent. 

• 39 Eli •. c. 3. t 43 Eliz. c. 2. 
t The metilOds upon which the rates were to be IU1d are DOW levied are referred to in the First Report or 

the Conlllli ... ion, C. !l141 (I'P. 14--19), and in the Final Report, Cd. 638 (pp. 2-6). 
§ "History of the En~li,h Poor Law," by T. Mackay, p. 333. Compare also" Early History of Poor 

Relief," by :.li88 Leonard. II 9 Geo. 1. c. 7. ,. 22 Ueo. Ill. c. 83. 
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According to Mr. Goschen's Report on Local Taxation· the expenditure upon pc.or 
relief rose from 4,078,OOOl. in 1802-3 to 6,911,0001. iiI 1817, and to 7,871,000l. 
in 1818. From this date it decreased considerably until 1824, when the amount 
expended was 5,737,0001., but again reached seven millions in 1832-two years before 
the passing of the Poor Law Amendment Act of 1834. t 

The enormous increase in the earlier years of the century led to the appoimment in Tho Poor 
1817 of a Select Committee to consider and report upon the Poor Laws. The Select L~w. Com
Vestry Act of 1819,t which provided Borne remedy for the extravagance and mis- m~~~oo, 
government of overseers, was one resllh of the appointment of this Committee. But I . 
the thorough reform in administration and the reduction of the undue burden of the 
poor rates was not effectively accomplished until some years later. A Commission 
was appointed in 1832 " to make II diligent and full inquiry into the practical operation 
.. of the laws for the relief of the poor in England and Walee."§ 

Sir George Nicholls says that, at this period" The laws for the relief of the poor 
" had always continued to be essentially based upon the 43rd of Elizabeth. The 
.. parish was considered respollsible for relieving all who were destitute through age 
" or infirmity, and for setting to work all able-bodied persons who declared that they 
.. were unable t.o find it for themselves, or, in the words of the Act, 'had no means 
.. • to maintain them and used no daily trade of life to get their living by.' "II 

The Commissioners reported in 1834" that "in the greater part of the districts which Principles of 
" we have been able to examine, the fund, which the 43rd of Elizabeth directed to reform. 
.. be employed in setting to work children and persons capable of labour, hut using no 
.. daily trade, and in the necessary relief of the impotent, is applied to purposes 
.. opposed to the letter, and still more to the spirit of that Law, and destructive to the 
" morals of the most numerous class, and to the welfare of all"; and amongst the 
most important of their reoommendations were those t) the effect that out-door relief 
to able-bodied persons should cease, that a Central Board should be appointed to 
control the administration of the Poor Laws amI to frame and enforce regulations for 
the government. of workhouses, and that the Central Board should be empowered to 
unite parishes for the provision and management of workhouses, and to prescribe a 
complete, clenr, and uniform system of accountF. 

Effect was given to these recommendations in the Poor Law Amendment Act of Poor Law 
the same year** (1834), as to which Sir George Nicholls, says, " The Act is avowedly Amemlmen! 
.. based on the principle that no one should be suffered to perish through the want Act, 1834 • 
.. of what is necessary for sllstaining life; but, at the same time, that if he be 
co Rupported at tno expense of the public, he must be content to receive such support 
•• on the tcrm8 deemod most consistent with the public welfare."tt 

A Ceutra.! 13oarcl, known as the Poor Law Commissioners, was appointed, and the 
Assistant Commissioners made a tour of inspectiou of the whole country and group9d 
the parishes into Uninns as appeared 1110st convenient. In the grouping the general 
idea was to take a marke~ town as a centre and to unite the surrounding parishes the 
inhabitants of which resorted to its market, suoh a centre being supposed to be 
convenient for the attenllance of Guardians anll Parish Officers. Single parishes were, 
in some cases, cODstituted separate Unions·tt 

In each of the Unions thus constituted it was enacted that a Board of Guardians 
sh~uld be elected to whom tho oru"ring, giving,<Lnd directing of all relief to the poor 
of any parish was to be transferreu, tbe Overseers' powers as r€gards relief being 
restricted to cases of sndden and ur~e"t necessity. 

Unions whir.h had already been formed under earlier Acts, whether general or local, 
were not abolished by the Act of 1834,§§ but all of them have now disappeared. 

A .. Common Fund" was created for each Union to which the several parishes 
contributedlill for the erection and. maintenance of workhouses, but each parish 
-------- -~------ -~-- ~~-~-~~~~~~~~-~~~~~-~~-

• Honse of Commons P"per No. 47U of l~i(),' or "I'I,rlnt Xll. !!Ol of 1893, p. 69. 

•• History of tho En~li!"h PU:lr LH.w," by ~il' G(-'or~t.>. Nicholls, Vol. 11., p. 2J7. ~ 
4 & 5 Will. I V. c. i6. t 59 Geu. 111. c. 12 • 

I U History of tho Englhdl l'»oor L'lW," by ,s;r Geor,:.!e ~ichol1~, VoL II., p. 231. 
~r l')(lor Lu,w CoulIuh,slouors, First Report uf 1M3 1. [Hcprintell, 1"1)-1, from the Paper (H.C. 347), oI'Jl"retl, 

by the House ofCommoll~, to he Printed, 12 Augu:!tt l:,t-\.')] p. 1:': • 
. •• 4 & Ii Will. IV. c. 76. 
ft "Hi~tory of the English Poor Law," by Sir GtlOl'h'tl NichollSy Vol. 11., p. 286. 
tt "Local Government and Taxation in ElIgland Bnd 'Vales," by R. S. Wright aDu Henl'Y HobhouSE-. 

2nd Edition, p. 9. §§ 4 & "Will. 1 V. c. 71;. 
1111 It was prescribc<l by .. 2~ of .he Act (If I~H t".t Iho contribntioos of the respective parishe, should Le 

in proportion to the poor rdu~t expenditure mcurrcd by tmch, au average of three years being taken, but in 
1~61 .. tea!,>l. valu. was substitl\ted as the basi. of cootributioo to the commoq fuod. (24 & 25 Vict. Co 55.) 
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continu(,d to bear the cost incurred in maintaiuing Its own poor., .With the consent 
of the Guardians, however, the whole of the cost of poor relief in the Union might 
be raised by a common rate over the respective parishes, but it is stated that this 
was only agreed to in one Union, namely, Docking, in Norfolk.* 

The existence of the Poor Law Commission was limited by the Act to a period of 
five years, but was prolonged by successive Acts.t In 1847 it was reconstituted as the 
Poor Law Board,t and this again merged in the Local Government Board in 1871.§ 

The effect of the eweeping changes which were mads in 11'34 is well illustrated 
by the figures of expenditure for the years 1833 to 1837. The amounts were 
as followsll :-

1833 -
1834 
1835 -
1836 
1837 

Expencli ture for poor 
relief. 

£ 
6,790,800 
6,317,255 

- 5,526,418 
4,717,630 

- 4,044,741 

Since the passing of the Poor Law Amendment Act of 1834~ no legislation of 
primary importauce has taken place, such statutes as deal with the subject having 
been directed to amendments in details or to the extension of the powers and duties 
of the Boards of Guardians and the Central Authority. This brief sketch may serve 
to show how the poor law has developed during the last three centuries from 
Parochial administration by Overseers with no Central control to Union administl'a
tion by Boards of Guardians subject to extensive powers of organisation and control 
by the Local Government Board. 

The most financially important of these amending stat.utes is, perhaps, the Union 
Chargeability Act of 1865,-· which threw the whole cost of relieving the poor in each 
Union upon the" common fund" of that Union, which, as already stateu, was then 
raised from the constituent parishes upon the basis of rateable value. The only 
expenditure directly connected with the administration of the poor law which is 
still chargeable to individual Parishes in a Union is the expenditure of overseers 
(including the salaries of parish rate-collectors and 88sistant overseers) and the special 
expenses of contested elections of Guardians. 

Under various statutes the Local Gover!lment Board is empowered to dissolve or 
alter the boundaries of existing Unions, and to constitute new ones, and with the 
consent of the Guardians, the Board may also combine two or more Unions for any 
poor law purposes. Unde!: the Local Government Act, 1888,tt the Local Govern
ment Board or a County Council may, in the case of a Union situated in more than one 
County, divide it for out-relief purposes, whilbt leaving it as one Union for in-door 
relief.U By the Local Government Act of 1894,§§ County Councils may, subject 
to the approval of the Local Government Board, alter the boundaries of Unions 
in certain cases. 

The number of Unions or Parishes under separate Boards of Guardians is 647, and 
there are somewhat Over 15,000 Parishes. There is thus an average of rather more 
than 23 parishes to each Union. . 

'l'he Guardians are elected by the parochial electors to represent the various urban 
Parishes in the Union. In Rural parishes Guardians, as such, are not elected, but the 
District Councillors are the Guardians .for such parishes.JIJI The term of office of a 
~----------~-'~~--...,------' 

• "History of the English Poor Law," by T. Mackay, p. 357. 
t 2 & 3 Viet. c. 83.; 3 &; 4 Vict. Co 42.; 4 &; 5 Vict.. e. 10.; 5 &; 6 Vict. e. 67. 
t 10 &; 11 Viet. e. 10lJ. § 34 &; 36 Vict. c. 70. 
II Report on Lor ... 1 Taxation, by Mr. G. J. GoscheD, House of Commons Paper No. 470 of 1870, pr 

reprint No. 201 of 1893, p. 69. 
~ 4 &; 6 Will. IV. c. 76. •• 28 &; 29 Viet c. 79. 
tt .5l &; 52 Vict. c. 41. ss. 36 (6), 1i8. . 
~t Four unioDs have been so treated, namely, Keynsham (Glollce.Qter and Somerset), Grantham (Leicester 

aDd K'st.even Division of Lincoln), Yorio (York County Borough and Yorks, East, North, and West Ridings), 
aDd l1alt<>n (Yo,'ks, East Ilnd North Ridings). . 

§§ 56 &; 57 Viet. e. 73 ••. 86. 1111 66 &; 57 Viet. o. 73 .... 20, 24 (3). 
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Guardian is three years. Usually one-third of the Board go out of office each year, 
but the County Council may direct, on the application of a Board of Guardians, that 
all members of the Board should retire together every third year. In London it is 
everywhere the rule that all the Guardians retire together every third yea1'. 

One Guardian is usually elected for eaell Parish, but large parishes may be given 
extra representation, and small ones grouped and given only one representative, the 
determination resting with, th.e Local Government Board or the County Council. 
Ex-officio Guardians were abolished by thc Local Government Act ofl894,* but the 
elected Guardians have the power of oo.opting a Chairman and, Vice-Chairman and not 
mol'''' than tw.o additional members. 

Committees are formed by the Board of Guardians for certain purposes, e.g., the Union Speci,! 
Assessment Committee for Valuation purposes, and the School Attendance Committee ~o~ml~~es 
for enforcing school attendance and securing that the laws respecting the prohibition 0 usr lans. 
of employment of children are observed in Parishes in whicb. tllero is no School 
Board. If there are Parishes in any Union which are more thall four miles from the 
gilardians' place of meeting, the Board may apply to the Local Government Board for 
power to form such Parishes into Districts and to appoint Committees for receiving 
applications for relief therein. 

It is the .duty of Guardians to provide relief for all persons who are unable to Obligation to 
maintain themselves. But a Board of Guardians, although bound to temporarily give reliet 
relieve every afplicant of this 'dc'scription, is not in every case l'E'lluired to do eo 
permanently. f tho applicant has resided for one year in any P~rish in the Union 
to whioh he applies, he cannot he removed from that Union. But, if not, he may be 
removed to the Union in which he last resided for 'three years. Failing thi~, the 
Union to which he may be removed has to be determined by other tests according 
to the laws of settlement. Married women take the settlements of their husbands, and 
children under 16 years those of their pare~ts. 

The parties liable to maintain the persons relieved may he required to pay to the 
Guardians a. sum equal to the value of the relief given. 

'fhe Guardians may give relief either in or out of the workhouse, but if out-relief Methods of 
is given to able-bodied male persons such persons must be set to work by the relief. 
Guardians and be kept employed undor their direction and superintendence. Subject 
to certain restrictions, out-relief may be given in money or kind, in the form of 
medical attendanco, medicine, or surgical appliances, by the payment. of funeral 
expenses, byapprentioing or assistiug to educate children, or in other ways. 

The Local Government Board are empowered to order a workhouse. to be builL, or Erection of 
may require the enlargement or alteration of an existing one. With the conseut of workhouses 
the Local Government Board the Guardians may borrow money fQr any permanent ~nd borrow. 
work or o\lject, or for anything the costs of which ought, in the opinion of that 109 powe .... 
Board, to be spread over a term of years. The total debt, must not, however, exceed 
one-fourth of the annual r[l,teable value of the UuiolJ, unless specially authorised by 
Provisional Order confirmed by Parliament, in which case a debt may be incurred to 
the extent of one-half the rateable value. 

'1'he Guardians of any Union may contract with the Guardians of other Unions 
fO& the support of their in-door poor, and may board out pauper children, and provide 
hospitalS and dispensaries for the poor. . 

Pauper lunatics requiring asylum treatment are provided for in County, Borough, Lunatics and 
or privato asylums, the Asylum Authorities charging the Guardians a weekly sum per vagl·ont •. 
head for the maintenance of the IUlIatics received into the asylum, and chargeable to 
their Union.t 

The relief of vagrants is provided for in casual wards of the workhollses, certain 
work being exacted hefore their discharge is granted. 

The majority of pauper children are now educated in ordinary public elemenlary Pa"per 
sohool::;, but ill many Cafoeij the Guardians have established schools of their OWIl either chilJren. 
in c • .>nnexioll with tho workhouses or separately, and in some places" District Schools" 
have beon eet up for the educa tion of the children from special School Districts 
formed by the combination of Unions. These Districts are formed and altered by 
ordol' of the Local GovernmentBoard, with the consent of the majority of the Guardians 

• 56 & 67 Viet. c. 73. t Cf. (>. 13. 
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in each Union or parish. The expenses of the schools are charged on the constituent 
Unions and parishes in proportion to their rateable values.* During the year 1900-1 
there were nine of these school districts in existence in England ann Wales (four 01 
which were composed of Metropolitan Unions or parishes). Details as to the grant 
paid for Poor Law School Teachers will be found below (p. U). 

It m~y be useful to note briefly the varying proportion of paupers to population. 
~rhere has been a general tendency to a diminution in that proportion in recent years, 
though in the last decade the actual number of paupers increased slightly. 

The mean number of paupers on the let July 1900 and let January 1901 was 
781,298. or 24 -3 per 1,000 of the estimated population, and of tbis proportion 6' 6 
per 1,000 were in-door paupers and 17' 7 per 1,000 out-uoor (including lunatics in 
County and Borougb Asylums, Registered Hospitals and Licensed Houses). In 1873, 
the first year for which exact figures can be given, the corresponding figures were 
38 . 3, 6 . 3 and 32' 0, but. this high proportion of paupers to population gradually 
diminished, until in the eightills it varied from 31 . 8 to 28 -3 per 1,000, aDd in the 
last decade from 27 . 3 to 25 . 6 per 1,000. 

The ratio of in-door paupers to population was 6' 3 per 1,000 in 1873, varied 
from 7 . 2 to 6' 8 per 1,000 in the eighties, and from 7' 0 and 6 -4 per 1,000 since 
1890. The proportion of out-door paupers, which was 32 -0 per 1,000 in 1873, 
declined to between 24' 7 and 21- 5 per 1,000 in, the eighties, and ranged from 
20' 7 to 19 . 2 per 1,000 in the nineties. There has also been a decline in the proportion 
to population of able-bodied paupers relieved. In the preijent decade the proportion 
has ranged between 3' 1 and 3' 5 per 1,000, whereas it was between 3 -5 and 4- 6 
per 1,000 in the eighties, and 5 - 4 per 1,000 in 1873_ • 

In the Metropolis, where the mean number of paupers of all classes in 1900-1 
was 119,290, or 26 -o per 1,000 (rather higher than in England and Wales generally) of 
the estimated population, the proportion during the last 20 years has not materially 
altered, although it has :fluctuated from 24 -6 to 27 . 1 per 1,000. There is observable, 
however, a decided increase in the proportion of in-door paupers coupled with a 
corresponding diminution in the prol'ortion of out-door paupers, the ratio to popUlation 
being now 14' 2 per 1,000 in the former class, and 11 . 7 in the latter_ 

In the different divisions of England al1d Wales the ratio of paupers of all classes 
to estimated population on 1st January 1901 was:-

South Western 
Eastern -
Welsh 
London 
North Midland 
West Midland . 
South Midland 
South Eastern 
Northern 
York 
North Western 

Total 

LondO'1l Poor Relief. 

Ratio 
per 1,000. 

- 35-;5 
- 31-2 
- 29'8 

26'9 
- 26-9 
- 26-8 

25-4 
24-7 

- 20-0 
19'6 
19-0 

- 25'0 

Special mention must be made of the Metropolitan Poor Act of 1867.t The 
administration of the Pool' Laws in many of the large Metropolitan parishes had 
previously been governed by Local Acts, but by sections 73 and 74 of this Act the 
election of Boards of Guardians was in future to be in accordance with the general 
Poor Laws, and the Guardians were to have the same powers and authorities, and to be 
subject to the Bame orders, regulations, and restrictions as Boards of Guardians 
elected under the Poor Law Acts. 

'" \" 
... Local Govol'Dment Dnd Taxation in England and Wales," bV R. S. Wright aDd Henry Hobhouse. I 

2nd Edition, pp. 84 and 85. t 30 & 31 Viot. c_ 6. 
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The Metropolitan Asylums Board was brought into existence under this Act.· Th~ M.tro
Section 6 gave power to the Poor Law Board (now the Local Government Board) to rhfD 
form districts in the Union County of London for the provision of asylums for the B!.~~I. 
reception and relief of the sick, insane, or infirm. or other class or clssses of the poor, 
and shortly afk>r the passing of the Act the Board issued an order forming the whole 
of the Union County into one district. -to be known as the Metropolitan Asylum 
District, for the provision of hospitals and asylums for fever and small-pox patients 
and for the insane. A Board of Management was appointed which now consists 
of 55 members elected by the Guardians, and 18 members nominated by the Local 
Government Board. Besides hospitals and hospital ships, the Asylums Board maintain 
asylums for such imbeciles of the harmless class as would not, in all probability, derive 
any curative benefit from treatment in fully equipped lunatic asylums. 

Under power conferred by tbe Metropolitan Poor Amendment Act, 1869,t the 
Board may, with the consent of the Local Government Board, provide and maintain 
ships for the training of' boys for sea service. By later Actst the Board are empowered 
to provide and maintain ambulances and vessels for the conveyance of persons suffering 
from any dangerous infectious disease. Under the Poor Law Act, 1889, the TIoard 
were authorised to receive diphtheria patillnts into their hospitals, and also to admit 
Don-pauper patients suffering from fever, small-pox, or diphtheria. And lastly, with 
a view to giving effect to certain, of the recommendations of the Departmental Com
mittee on Poor Law Schools in the Metropolis which reported in 1896, the Local 
Government Boarn hy an order of 1897 transferred to the Asylums Board the care of 
certein classes of Poor Law children requiring special treatment, such as those suffering 
from ophthalmia, or those who are intellectually or physically defective. The average 
daily number of inmatetl of the Board's hospitals in 1900 was 10,564, of which 3,969 
were infectious sick, 5,883 were imbeciles. 544 were boys on the training ship, and the 
rest were children. 

The expenses incurred by the Asylums Board in previding asylums, fixtures. 
furniture, medicines, and other necessaries for the up-keep of the asylums, and the 
salaries and maintenance of the officerd are charged to the respective Unions und 
Parishes according to rateablo value. The expenses incurred in or about the food. 
olothing. maintenance. care, treatmeut, and relief, or for the burials of pauper inmates 
are separately oharged to the respective unions and Parishes from which they are 
sent,§ but through the operation of the Metropolitan Comwon Poor Fund, which 
is refelTed to below, the whole of the expenses of the Board are ultimately contributed 
by the Unions and Parishes in proportion to rateable value. By the A<lt of 188911 
which authorised the Board to receive oertain classes of non-pauper patients, the 
expenses of their main tsnanee were recoverable from such patients or the persons 
liable to maintain them, but this provision was withdrawn in H'91.'II** 

The expenditure of the Hoard in 1892-3 was 583,3161. (of which 80,4201. was 
for interest and repayment of loans), and for the year ending 29th September 1QOO. 
832,4661. 

The lattel' sum was expended as follows:-

Imbeciles -
Training Ship - -
Fever and Small-Pox Hospitals 
Ambulances 
Children -
General Expeuses (including Loan Charges 197.1461.) 

Total • 
• 

£ 
165,209 

19,449 
- 376,662 

31,241 
8,553 

231,352 

- 832,466 

This Bum is equivalent to a rate of 5' 3d. in the .t: if calculated npon the rateable 
value of London on 6th April 1899. 

, 30'" 31 Viet. Co 6. t 32 '" 33 Viet. e. 6:1. •• H. 

i ~2 & 43 Viet. e. 54. s. 16;: .62 &: 63 Viet. c. 56 .•. 3; 54 & 56 Vict. Co 7.6 .... 79 and 80. 
30 & 31 VIet. c. 6 .... aI, a2, 66. II 52 & 53 Vlct. c. 66. 8. 3. (2). 
64 & 65 Vi" •• c. 76 .... 80 (2), 142. 

00 Tbe proviloion or hospital. for infectiOUB disease iD lb. r •• 1 of the country i., ior Ibe most part, .. 
charge upon the rat .. raised by the Sanitary Aulboritie., who bave a power of recoveriult. if possihle, from 
lion-pauper patients the eXJl"n ... oflbeir maintenance. 

I 88811. u 
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A further m'eation of the Metropolitan Poor Act of 1867* was the Metropolitan 
Common Poor }'und, the object of which was, by distributing a great part of the 
cost of in-door pauperism rateably over the whole of the Union Oounty of London, 
not only to equalise, to some extent, the Metropolitan Poor Rates, but also to 
encourage the adoption of in-door relief_ The Fund 11'1 supported by contribut,ions from 
all the Metropolitan Unions in proportion to. rateable value, and the item~ of the 
expenditure of Poor, Law Authorities which are charged upon it, together with the 
amounts so charged in 1899-1900, are liS follows :-

Paupers:- . £ 
Maintenance. of in-door paupers 299,878 

" " pauper children - 185,573 
" " insane poor 319,943 

School fees for out-door pauper children 
Vagrants.-Expenses under the Houseless Poor 

.Acls - . 
Medical relief:-

Medicines and medical and surgical 
, appliances 

Paid officers:
Ralaries 
Ratiop.s -, 
Compen&ation for loss of office , 

Total for purposes immediately con-
nected, with the relief of the poor 

Registration fees - .' - - -
Vaccination fees an.d expenses 

26,813 

315,512 
104,046 

1,123 

Maintenance of small-pox, fever, and diphtheria patients 
Ambulance expenses - - - -

Total 

832,207 

20,008 

420,681 

1,272,896 
11,020 
30,153 
62,165 
23,807 

1,400,04] t 

The expenditure of the Poor Law Authorities which is thrown equally over the 
Metropolitan Unions by the operation of the Common Poor Fund is equivalent to a 
rate of 9d_ ift. the £, if calculated upon the rateable value in force on 6th April 1899. 

For the year ended at Lady Day, 1869, the first parochial year after the passing of 
the Metropolitan Poor .Act, the amount charged on the Fund was only 384,883l. 

The fund is controlled by the Local Government Board, and all moneys are received 
by and paid to a Receiver appointed by the Board. The amounts actually expended 
by each Union or Parish in respect of expenses payable out of the fund are certified 
to the Local Government Board by the auditors, and the Act instructs the Board 
to issue precepts to the Guardians directing them to pay to the Receiver the amount 
of their contribution, and also to the Receiver directing him to repay to the Guardians 

. the amount certified by the auditors. In practice, bowever, the net amounts only lire 
dealt with, the, payments by the Guardians or the Receiver, as the case may be, 
consisting .of-the difference between the amounts payable and receivable by each 
Board of Guardians. 

• 30 & 31 Vict. c. 6. 
t Oertain ilems, mentioned in the abOve 'Table were not cast upon the fund by the Act of 1867, but 'are 

now payable from it as a result of subsequent legislation, amongst the edditions having been the cost of the 
maintenance of edult peupers in workhouses and sick asylums to the extent of 5d. per heed pel' day, and the 
cost of the rations· of iOMdoor officers, iu lti70 ; the school feeR paid by Guardians for out-door pa.uper children 
in H!73 (this charge practically disappeared in 1891); and the ex?en ... incurred by the wanngers for "he 
maintenance of non-pauper patients suffering from fever or small-pox or diphtheria. in 1889. 

In aUdition to the t'xpenses sho'm above) other payments, which arc unconnected with the GUlirdian,s' 
expenditure, nre also charged upon the fund. .1hese al'e payments in .respect of the salary of the Recch'cr fOl' 
the fund (inclusivo of payments for assjl:itance), the expenses of the Quartet" Sessions for the County cr London 
under the Valuation (Metropolis) Act, 1869, nnd the remuneration aud expens .. of the clerk and other oo;ee,.. 
appoioLed to assist the Quarter Sessions, the fees received by t.he Quarter Sessions under that Act being paid 
into the fund. The expenses of tbe clerk to the London County Oouncil und",' the .ame Act are aleo payable 
out of the fund, BS well tlS the rcmunel'ution of clerks 1.0 Assessment Committees in the Metropolis for ~(,n'iCC8 
rendered under section 4, of the LondoD (Poor Lnw Valua.tion) Scheme, 1900, which WI18 made in pnrSUtIDCC 

ofthe Londou Government Act, 1899. See Report of Local Government Bonrd for 1900-1901 .. \'. lxxxv., 
It seq.' 

• 
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• welll Governmcnt Act, 1&l8, 51 & 52 Viet. Co 41. 
'1-0ne of til£' discout.illuoJ. gl'aUt.S pnYI\ble to Boards of Guardians Wa! that in aid of the sailiries or 

nelli,tmrM of lIirth ..... d neatbs, towards which expenditure State aid WI\S liI .. t given in '11175. Since 1867 
a grant had also heon given by tbo State to Public Yllccinators appointed by Guardians, the payment beiDg 
at a rate not l\xceediog Is. for each sureeNl4ul operation. The latter &mounts were not {laid to '&he B08I'd. 
of Guortiinos, but direct to the Public Vaccinatol'Sa The Councils (If Counties and Coun1;1 Boroughs were 
l'equired to continue both of these gnmts and to cba.rge the sums upon their Excheqner Contribution 
.olOCOUDts. • Bi 
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Grants which in effect go in aid of poor relief expenditnre, though not specifically 
appropriatt'd thereto, are also made under the Agricultural Rates Act, 1896,* and 
the Tithe Rentcharge (Rates) Act, 1899.t 

A short financial review of the work of Poor Law Authorities will be found on 
pp. 44. to 46,. from wh~ch i~ will be SElp.n that the expenditure o~ .P?or Relief i~ 
increaslDg rapIdly, and In 11:199-1900 amounted to 11,568,0001. DIVIdIng the total 
cost of Relief given in each of the la.~t 30 years by t,he estimated population it 
appears that the amount per head re:,"ched its. lowest point in the period 1!386 to 1889, 
since when there has been a <'onslderabll' lO('rea8e. The extent to whICh the gross 
expenditure upon Poor Relief is met from grants and other receipts in aid is shown 
in the Table on pp. 84-5. 

Proportion Outside the Metropolis the amount received in aid of the relief of the poor from 
of Gran~ to the Exchequer Contribution Accounts of County and County Borough Councils in 
Expenditure. 1899-1900 was l,548,OOOl., and from the Local Taxation Account uncler the Agri-

cultural Rates Act'" 427,OOOl. These sums are together equivalent to rather less 
than one-quarter of the total gross expenditure upon relief. 

Po,,·.r. of 
the Local 
Government 
Board in 
regard to 
Poor Law 
Officers. 

Regulation 
ofadminiB
tration of 
relief. 

'rho Poor 
L.w Andit. 

lIistory of 
Asylum 
IJrovieion. 

In the Metropolis the grants in aid of poor relief rt'Ceived under the Agricultural 
Rates Act- and from the London County Council's Exchequer Contribution Account 
amounted to lSS,OOOl., or only 5' 2 per cent. of the gross expenditure. If, however, 
there were added to this sum the In~oor Pauper grant of 354,OOOl., referred to above, 
the proportion would be increased to 15'0 per cent. 

Oootral Oontrol. 

The control of the Central Government over Poor Law Administration is ruore 
thorough and complete than over any other Department cf Local Administration. 
Under the Act of 1834, the Local Government Board may require t.he Guardians to 
appoint such paid officers as it shall think necessary for administering the Poor Laws. 
Its powers of fixing and approving salaries, and of rejecting and dismissing many of 
the officers chosen by the Guardians, gives it a predominating voice in all the more 
important appointments. 

The Local Government Board also has the power of issuing "orders" and .. regu
lations." The administration of relief is regulated iu great detail by orders of this 
character. In fact, it has been observed that the General Consolidated Order of 1847 
is, in practi'lB, almost more important than the Act of 1834 itself. Out-door relief 
is again regulated by two important orders (Out-door Relief Prohibitory Order of 1844 
and Out-door Relief Regulation Order of 1~52). A revised Order recently issued may 
also be referred to, viz., the one regulating the diet of workhouse inmates. The 
observance of these and other Orders is, in practice, secured by the appointment of 
inspectors responsible to, and paid by, the State. who periodically attend the meetings 
of the Guardians and visit the workhouses. 

A third means by which the State controls Poor Law Administration is to be found 
iu the Financial Audit. Prior to 1834 the audit of accounts rested entirely with the 
Justices. But under the Act of 1834 the Poor Law Commissioners secured the 
appointment of certain officers as Auditors 1)y the Unions. In 1844, the Commissioners 
were given power to combine Reveral Unions for the appointment of an Auditor in 
common. In 1868 the power of appointment of Auditors was taken away from the 
Guardians altogether, and given to the Central Board. From 1879 the Auditors have 
been paid by the State, though the cost is largely recovered by means of fees. By 
gradual steps, therefore, the Central Government has got the audit of the accounts of 
Boards of Guardians into its own hands. 

(6.) LUNATIO ASYLUMS. 

Apart from charitable foundations, there was at the beginning of the nineteenth 
century no special public provision for the care of the insane, other than that provided . 
for poor or delinquent persons generally. In 1744 the Justices had been empowered 
to look up (and if necessary, chain up) dangerous lunatics. In 1808 they were 
authorised to erect asylums at the expense of t,he county rates, but the cost of the 
maintenance of each patiE'nt was ('harged to the parish to which he belonged. 'It 
was not until 1845 that the provision of asylums in every locality was made 
compulsory. 

• 69 & 60 Viet. c. 16. t 62 & 63 Viet. Co 17. 
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Under the Consolidating Lunacy Act, 1890.* the Councils of Counties, Gounty r.uuacy Act, 
Boroughs, and certain Non-County Boroughs (and also the City of Londoi) are bound 1890. 
to provide asylum accommodation for the pauper lunatics beJongillg to their severai 
areas. One Coullcil may, however, unite with another to provide and maintain a 
joint" district" asylum, and a B~rough. Council~ instead of providing lin asylum ,of 
its own. may contract for the reoeptlOn of Its lunatICS at another asylum. The CounCIls 
act through Statutory Visiting Uommittees; and these Committees have the entire 
management of the asylums, subject to inspection by the Lunacy Commission, and the 
control of the Home Secretary. But while the administrative responsibility is thus 
centred in the County and Borough Authorities, the expenditure is'divided into two r"'penditure 

parts, which are treated differently ;- . ~~~l~i';;"~~:d 
(1.) The provision and. upkeep of the buildings. upon main-
(2.) The maint.enanoe of the patients. tel nan~e of 

. ,unattcs. 
Of thl'se the first only IS a charge on County and Borough Funds, and the latter 

part, which includes charges for staff, victualling amI practically all expenditure except 
that on buildings is recovered by means of a weekly charge from the Unions to which 
the pauper lunatics are chargeable. Accordingly the grant-in-aid of the maintenance of 
Pauper Lunatics (formerly paid from Parliamentary Votes, and now paid from the 
County 1<l:xchequer Contribution Accounts) goes, as above stated, to the Guardians in 
part recoupment of the charge upon them. There is, however, a relatively small 
number of lunatics who are not chargeable to any Union and the cost of their main
tenance falls on County or Borough Funds, which also get the benefit of the grant 
in aid of the maintenance of these lunatics. 

There is no Government contribution to the expenditure which falls on County 
and Borough Funds in respect of Asylum buildings (except in so far as a part of the 

. "free balance" in the Exchequer Contribution Account, or of the grants under the 
Agricultural Rates Act may be so considered). Thi~ expenditure is, of course, 
defrayed in large part from loans, and thus appears in the annual accounts in the 
shape of debt charge.t 

Central Oontrol. 

The duties of the Commissioners iu Lunacy are confined to inspection, inquiry into Dutles oE 
, all matters respecting the state of the Asylums, and treatment of the patients. criticism C!0mmi~. 
of all such matters, and snggestions and recommendations of auditions, altera.tion, ~~~:/n 
or improvement. 'L'hey are 1I0t empowered to interfere, by way of direction. in the • 
administration, nor have t.hey any power to oruer the discharge of patients from the 
asylum. 'fhey may, however, report to the Secretary of State the failure of a Local 
Authority to satisfy the requirements of the Act as regards asylum accommodation, 
their report enabling him t.o call upon the Local Authority to comply with the Act. 
They are the advisers of the Secretary of Rtat.e with regard to plans of, and various 
other subjects connected with, asylums. 

'fhe Secretary of State exercises general powers of control. The gAneral rules for General 
the government of an asylum, framed by the Visiting' Oommittee, require his sanction. control of 
't'he appointments of the higher officers are subject to his approval. Agreements ~~ Home 
between different Local Aut,horities for the provision of a joint asylum and contracts ceo 
fD\' the reception of patients require his consent. He is able, on a report from the 
Lunacy Commissioner~. to enforce the obligation of the Local Authority to provide 
sufficient accommodation. 

(0.) REGISTRATION or BIRTHS, DEATHS, AND MARRIAOBS. 

The exi~ting machinery for the registration of births, deaths, and marriages dates Regi.t.r.tlon 
from 1886, when an Aott was passed empowering the Crown to establish a central of birth. and 
office (the Gen~rnl Register Office) in London, and to appoint a Registrar-General. death~ made 
The registration of bIrths and deaths was no~, however, made compulsory until 1874.§ f~~~7try 

For each Re~istration District. which is usually conterminous with a Poor Law Regist .. ticn 
Union, a Supermtendent Registrar of Birtbs and Deaths is appointed who is t;enerally Districts 
the Clerk to the Guardians. Registration Districts are divided into sub-districts, and :snal,ly con
a Registrar of Births and Deaths appointed for each sub-district. :~t~':O;~r 

• 63 & 54 Viet. • 6. 
Law UDioD. 

t Forfurther d.tails, He Memoranda by the Lunacy Commission, Vol, IV. of Evid.n.e, Cd, 201, &C. pp.183-7. 
~ 6 & 7 Will. IV. c. 86. § 37 &. 38 Vict. c. 86. • 

B :I 
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Every Registrar of Births and Deaths is required to reside in, .or have an office 
within, his §ub-district, and to provide such other stations as may be necessary. He 
is to inform himself of all births and deaths (whether reported to him or 'not) occurring 
in his sub-district, and to register them in books provided by the Registrar-General. .At 
the end of each quarter, he is to deliver to the Superintendent Registrar of the district 
certified copies of the entries in these books, and, when they are filled, the books 
themselves. Every Superintendent Registrar is provided by the Board of Guardian9 
with an office for the preservation of the registers. Upon the receipt of the quarterly 
returns from the Registrars, he is required to verify them, and to certify them as true 
copies, aud then to forward them to the Registrar-General. He is also to make and 
preserve indexes of the register bookB in his office_ . 

The Superintendent Registrar of Bir.ths and Deaths of any district is e;!J ojJicio 
Superintendent Registrar of Marriages, and he may, subject to the approval of the 
Registrar-General, appoint such persons as he thinks fit to be Registrars of Marriages 
for his district, these appointments being generally given to Registrar~ of Births and 
Deaths. The Registrar-General determineR the number of Registrars to be appointed, 
and may himself make and revoke the appointments. , 

Notice of every intended marriage, other than by Bishop'S licen.se or banns, has to 
be given to the Superintendent, who is required to record such notice and to issue 
certificates and licenses. Marriages celebrated in registered buildings, other than those 
for which "authorised persons" have been appointed under the Marriage Act of 
1898,* must be attended by some Registrar of the district;t and if the marriage be 
celebrated in a register office, both the Superintendent Registrar 'and some Registrar 
of the district must be present. Registrars are required to register the necessary 
particnlars of all marriages at which they are present, and, once a quarter, to deliver 
to the Superintendent certified copies of the entries made. The latter is to verify 
the particulars, to certify them as correct, and to forward the copies to the Registrar
General. 

Marriages may be registered by clergymen and "authorised persons," who are 
required to provide the Superintendent Registrar of their district with duplicate 
copies of their registers once a quarter. These copies are also forwarded to. the 
Registrar-General. . 

~'he certified copies of all births, deaths, and marriages received by the Registrar
General are indexed, and upon the payment of certain fees any person rnay, at stated 
times, inspect the indexes, as well as those in the possession of the Superintendent 
Registrars, and the register books in the possession of the Registrars, and may 
demaud a certified copy of any entry therein. 

The expenses of the Registrar-General's office are borne upon a Parliamentary Yote, 
as also are part of the remuneration and expenses of Superintendent Registrars and 
Registrars. The fees received by the Registrar-General for searches and certified 
copies are appropriated in aid' of the Yote. 

Superiutendent Registrars (of whom there are 636) receive from the Vote 2d. for 
each entry-whether of births, deaths, or II1arriages-certified by them, and some 
small additional allowances. The payments are supplemented by fees received from 
the p~blic for various .special services: Superintendent Registrars receive no payment 
from the guardians. . . 

Registrars of Births and Deathst receive from the Guardians the sum of 28. 6d. for 
each of the first 20 entries (whether of births or deaths) made in every quarter, and 
Is. for each subsequent entry, and from the Vote, fees for collecting certified copies 
of marriage entries from the clergy and from .. authorised persons." They also 
receive fees from the public for various special services. . 

Registrars of Marriages receive fees from the public but nothing from the 
Guardians.§ Clergymen are entitled to receive from the Guardians the sum of 6d. for 
every marriage registered by them. . 

Before 1874 Guardians were only required to make the higher payment of 28. 6d. per 
entry to Registrars of Births and Deaths upon the firat 20 entries. of each, peat/., but 

• 61 & 62 Vict. c. 58. ,. .' . 
+ If requested by the contI'neLing pal,ties, some Rf'ghtrlll' of the District must. aiso bp present at 

marriages celebrated in registered buildings, fOl" whirll " authol'ised persons II hove been appointed. .-
t These officers are also entitled to fees for '\'arious duties under, t.h. AcloS' relating to V accinBtion, ~'riendly 

Societies, ElpmentBry Education, Factory and Workshop, &c. , '. 
§ 61 & 62 Viet, c. 58. Th~ (~es payable to Registrar. under the Mnrrioge Aot of 1898 will cease in 1908. 
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from that year Registrars were, as already stated, allowed to claim the higher payment 
on the first 20 entries of each quarter. To compensate the Guardians, a grant equal 
to the increase in thllir payments due to the change was made from the Exchequer. 
Under the Local Government Act of 1888* the grant ceased, but the County and 
County Borough Councils were required to pay annually from their Exchequer 
Contribution Accounts to each Board of Guardians a fixed annual sum equivalent to 
the grants made from the El\:chequer in 1888-9. 

The expenses of Guardians upon the provision and upkeep of register offices, the 
provision of fireproof repositories, &c. for the safe custody of the registers, and all 
other registra~ion expenses are also charged npon the common fund of the Union. 

(d.) VACCINATION. 

Facilities for vaccination were first provided gratuitously at the expense of the Vaccinalion 
Poor Rate in 1840,t and it was made compulsory in 1853.t All earlier legislation Aci of' IM67. 
was, however, consolidated and amended by an Act of 1867,§ under which the Formation of' V 8ccinatioD. 
Guardians were required to form Vaccination Districts in every Union, to appoint Districts, 
an approved medical practitioner as Public Vaccinator for each District, and to provide Rnd appoilll
Vaccination Stations. The PulJlic Vaccinator was to be remunerated by the Guardians, ment and 
in accordance with a contract, .which required the approval of the Poor Law Board. ~~~:~~~~Iion 
In addition to sums received from the Guardians, the Publio Vaccinator, after dije Vaccinators. 
inspeotion and award by the Medical Department of Privy Council, was to receive 
not more than 111. for each sucoessful vaccination-this Bum being provided from the 
Parliamentary Votes. 

The Guardians were empowered to pay the cost of enforcing the Act; and this Appoinhn,'nt 
provision was strengthened by the Act of 1871.\1 which made obligatory t,he appoint- ofVac(·ina.· 

U · f ffi .. f I" tion Oflicers meut in every mon 0 special" Vaocination 0 cers who are paid by ees. n tne made com-
same year the Looal Government B()ard was oreated, and to it the powers of supervision pul,ory in 
which had been divided between the ()Id Poor Law Board and the Privy Council were 1871. 
tran sferred., 

In 1888 the payments to Public Vaccinators from the Parliamentary Votes ceased, 
but, under section 24 (2) (a) of the Local Governmel;l.t Aot, eaoh County and County 
Borough Council pays from its Exchequer Contribution Account to the Public Vaccina
toJ'S the sums certified by the Local Government Board to be due in substitution for 
the said payments.** 

Grant in aid 
of expen~es .. 
of Pu~lie 
Vaccina.tors. 

The Act of 1898tt made several important modifications in the law, notably i.n The Vacciua
providing for the vaccination of children at their own homes instead of at a lion Act of 
station. . 1898. 

'l'ho National Vaccine Establishment is provided for in tho Parliamentary Votes, Cost .of 
amI its operations have been greatly extended in recent years. Glycerinated calf Pubhc 

Ii Vnccinntiull. 
lymph i~ supplied free of oharge to Pub 0 .Vaccinators for use iu their Public 
Vaccination only. 

A part from this the cost of Vaccination since 1895-96 has been as follows ;-

Year. 

IR9S~ 
1896-7 
1897-8 
1898-9 
IH\l9-1900 
19m-19ll1 

VI:lCcinatioD Fees 

and ExpeDse~ paid by 

, Ol\ardians. 

£ 
78,408 
84,160 
76,676 
72,665 

237,527 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

Payments to Public 
VaccinDtors from County 

and County Horou~b 
JUebcquer Contribution 

Accounts. 

£ 
14,986 
13,669 
10,689 
13,181 

7,361ltt 
J7,652!t 

The large increasll in the Guardians' expenses in 1899-1900 appears to be chiefly 
dlle 1,0 the higher contraot rates necessitated by the more onerous conditions 
ntt-aching to Publio Vaooination under the Act and Order of 1898 . 

• 61 & 52 Viet. c. 41. t 3 & 4 Viet. c. 29. t 16 & 17 Vict. c. 100. 
~ 30 & 3\ Viel. c. H4. 1\ 84 & 35 Vict. c. 98. 'If 34 & 35 Viel. c. 70 • 

• Th('se }In)"ull'nts IUoe not made annually, but irom timl' to time, nfter infOpcction in eaeh Union by the 
,,111.""1''''' of tb\.~ IJc('al Govt't'llm\~ut Boanl. tt 61 & 62 Viet. c. 49. 

tt Payments amounting to upwards of 3,nOU/., due in rct!pect of J~!)9-)9(lO~ wefe not paid untH the 
foUowill{!' year. 
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2.-POLTCE AND CRIMINAL PROSECUfIONS. 

Early police 
legislation. 

The modern police organisation dates in the Metropolis from 1829,* and in the 
Provinces from between 1833 and 1856.t Before these dates no efficient ~ystem 
of police existed, though under various ancient .statutes constables and watchmen 
were appointed. . 

The Lighting and Watching .Act of 1833~ if adopted by any Parish provided 
for the election of' inspectors, who should from time to time appoint watchmen, &c. as 
required. The expenses of carrying out this provision were to be met by a 
~pecial rate. 

(a.) COUNTY AND BOROUGH POLICE. 

County and In 1839 provision was made for the establishment of a County police.§ The .Aots 
bor~)Ugh were at first of an optional character, but in 1856 the Counties and Boroughs Police 
~':~f .Act II provided for the compulsory establishment of a force in aU Counties, and 
~.ontrib,it;oDs for the consolidation of divisional into county establishments. This Act also provided 
and Home that the Treasury should contribute to the expenses of each County and Borough 
~~~:l police forc? a sum not exceeding one-fourth of t~e charge for ~ay and ?lot~ing 

. upon a certificate from the Secretary of State that It had been effiCiemly mamtamed 
in numbers and discipline for the year past. This system of grants in aid, accom
panied, as it was, with some measure of central control, led to the establishment 
for the first time of an efficient provincial police. With a view, however, of 
consolidating, as far as possible, the County and Borough forces, the Treasury 
contribution was not to be paid in the case of any Borough with not more than 
5,000 inhabitants. The policy of bringing the smaller Boroughs into the County for 

. police purposes has been continued by Parliament ill subsequent legislation,~ with 
the result .that 59 of the Boroughs with popUlations varying from 10,000 to 65,000 

Police 
pen.ions. 

are now policed by County forces. . 
In 1874 the Treasury cont·ribution to the net cost of the pay and clothing of 

the County and Borough forces was increased from one-fourth to one-half,'" and 
continued at that rate for the subsequent years in which the grant was annually 
voted by Parliament. In 1888 the contribution from the Exchequer ceased, but a 
like sum became payable by the County and County Borough Councils out of their 
Exchequer Contribution Accounts.tt 

The Act of 1888 also tral)sferred thA management of the County police from the 
justices to a Joint Committee, consisting of an equal number of justices appointed 
by the Quarter Sessions and of members of the County Council appointed by the 
Council.U 

.As regards Boroughs not policed by the Counties, the Municipal Corporations Act 
of 1882§§ requires the. appointment of a Watch Committee, who shall from .. time to 
.. time appoint a sufficient number of fit men to be borough constables." The part 
of the expenses of the force falling upon the local rates is met in some Boroughs 
by a Watch Rate limited to Sd. in the £, and in others out of the Borough funds 
or rates. 

The control of the Home Secretary is not exercised in such great detail in the 
case of ·the Boroughs as ill tbat of the County forces. In both cases, however, his 
oertificate is necessary before the contribution from the Exchequt}r Contribution 
.Account towards the pay and clothing of the force can be made. 

The arrangements for the payment of pensions and gratuities to the police on 
retirelpent were revised by an .Act passed in 1890.1111 To meet the charge under this 
head, separate Police Pension Funds have been created . 

. _--- ... --- ---- ---------

• 10 Goo. IV. e. 44. t 3 & 4 Will. IV. e. 90; 2 It 3 Viet. e. 93; 19 & 20 Vict. c. 6!J. 
t 3 & 4 Will. IV. e. 90. s. ~9. § 2 & 3 Viet. c. 93. 

II 19 & 20 Viet. e. 69. 'If 51 & 52 Vict. e. 41. •• 39. •• 37 & 38 Viet. e. SS. 
tt 51 & 62 Viet. c. 41. s. 24 (2) (i andj). H 51 & 52 Viet. e. 41. .S. 9, 30. 

H 45 & 46 Viet .•. GO. 1111 53 & 54 Viet. e. 45. 
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Into these funds are paid-
(1.) Deductions of I)ot more than 2i per cent. n'om ~he pay of the police: 
(2.) Certain fines and other sums: and 
(3.) The sum of 150,OOOl. annually from the Local Taxation Account.· 

Any deficiency in the funds falls on the general revenues of the Police Authority, 

In 1900 there were in England and Wales, excluding the Metropolis ani! tr,e Numb.r:anci 
City of London, 58 County and 127 OiJ;y and Borough police forces. The strength cost or police 
of these forces amounted to 27,123 men. forces. 

The gross cost of the County and Borough Police (including the deficiency of the 
Pension Funds) amounted to 2,802,OOOZ. in 1899-1900, towards meeting which there 
al'e certain local receipts for .spe~ial servicAS of constables and the like; The paymcn'ts 
from the ExchequerContrlbu~lOn Accounts of County and County Borough Councils 
in respect of the Pay and Clothmg and from the Local Taxation Account for Police 
Pensions were 1,2iO,OOOl. in the same year. But this sum does not show the full 
extent to which the service is aided from funds derived from Imperial sources, as 
some part' of the free balances in the Exchequer' Contribution Accounts and of the 
contributions under the Agricultural Rates Actt may also be regarded as aSRistiug 
this Hervice. 

The only debt incuJTed is a relatively small' sum for police stations, &c. 

(b.) METROPOLITAN POLICII. 

The :Metropolitan Police Force was established in lS29t aud the expenses were Origin of 
principally paid out of rates. A grant in aid was made from tho year 1833§ out of the force: . 
Consolidated Fund. In 183911 further legislation extended the jurisdiction of the ~um~OIstrn. 
:Metropolitan Force, and provided for 1\11 additional cont,ribution out of the Consolidated Hoo.u: 
Fund. Altllrations were made in the amount or form of these contributions in ]S54, SccretRry, 
1857,18GS,and 1874.~ Referring to the period ]875 to lS8S, Sir H. Fowler's Report Tre~"ry 
in 1893** states, "In 1875-76 the grant in aid was for one· half the net cost of the pay ~~)Dtrlbu . 
.. and clothing of the police and one·fourth of all other net charges. •. For Ion •• 
n 1878-79 and subsequent years the grant was equal to 4d. in the £ cn the rateable 
.. value of the police district, or fonr-ninths of the cost of the force." 

In 1888, when the Local Government Acttt came into operation, these grants ceased 
to be voted by Parliament. But out of the Local Taxation moneys allocated to the 
Conncils of the Counties within the Metropolitan District, the Local Government 
Board pay to the Receiver for the Metropolitan Police District a sum equal to that 
which" a Secretary of State certifies to be the proportion which would have been 
.. contributed out of the Exchequer under the arrangement in force during the 
.. financial year next before the passing of this Act." 

By an Act of 1868tt the expenditure on Police in the Metropolitan District is 
limited to the amount produc~d by a ninepf'nny rate on the area of that district. This 
limit cnD be exceeded only for the purpose of providing for any doficiency in the 
perision fund.§§ The Statutory limit has, in fact, never been exceeded. The 
Government grant being, as above stated, the equivalent of a rate of 4d. in the £, 
the actual rate raise!! amounts to 5d. in the £ in each year, which in London is )evi~d 
as part of the Gflnoral Rate under the LODdon Government Act, 1899, and in the 
portion of the District wl,ich is outside London, as part of the Poor Rate. 

The Metropolitan Police District includes the whole of the Counties of London 
and Middlesex, 39 parishes ill Surrey, 19 parishes in Kent, 15 parishes in Essex, 
and 16 parishes or parts of parishes in Bertfordshil'e. The control of the Metropolitan 
Police is vested in a Commissioner acting under the immediate direction of the 
Home Secretary, The salaries of the Commissioner, Assistant Commissioners, IIlld 
Reoeiver are paid out of a special Parliamentary Vote . 

• Local TllX&lion (CIlI!to1D8 and Exci •• ) Act, 1890, 63" 64 Vict. c, 60. A. to the method upon .. hicb 
this sum is dhdribnkti Ire (1_ 7 of FiDal Report. 

t Gil & GO Viet. c. Ill. t 10 GtJu. IV. c. 44. § 3 & 4 Will. IV, c. 89, II 2 & 3 Viet. c, 4i. 
'If 17 & 1M Vict. e. 94; 2:> & 21 VicL c. 64; 31 & 32 Viet. c. u7 ; 37 & 3H Viet. c, SE, 
•• Hou .. or Common. Paver, No. IGS of 1893, p. ~O. tt 51 & 52 Viet. c. 41. s, 91 (2) k, 
tt 31 &. 32 Viet, e, 67. §§ Police Act, 1890,53 & 51 Viet, c, 15. 
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Cost offorce. In 1900-1 the gross cost of the Metropolitan Police (including the deficiency 
of the Pension Fund) was 1,898,OOOl., of which 875,000l., pI' 46'1 per cllnt., was 
defrayed from moneys derh'ed from Imperial sources. The latter sum was made up 
as follows :-

. , 

Amount received under Local Government Aet., 1888 
Amount received for Police Pensions 
Amount received under Agricultural Raws Act; 1896 

• 

£ 
• 720,575 

150,000 
4,390 

874,965 

All of these sums were paid direct from the Local Taxation Account to the 
ReceivAl' for the Metropolitan Police, but the first·named sum (720,675l.) is deducted 
from the amounts that would otherwise be payable from that Account to the Councils 
of the Counties included in the Police District. . 

In accordance with a general tendency which causes the cost of police to rise with 
the density of population, tho cost of the Metropolitan Police, whether measured 
per inhabitant or per £ of rateabljl value, is considerably in excess of. the average cost 
of the provincial police. 

(c.) 'I.'BB CITY OF LONDON POLICE. 

Cost of City The City of London, which stands outside the general scheme of municipal 
police. government, has a saparate police force." One·fourth of the cost of this force is 

paid out of the City funds other than rates, and the remainder is raised by rates. 
'fhe City accepts no contribution from the Imperial Government, and therefore its 
force is not inspected by the Home uffice .. 

Co.t of 
cl'iminal 
prosecntions: 
Treasury 
contribu
tions. 

The total cost of the City Police Force in the year ended 31s~ December 1900 
was 149,3111., towards which 33,9181. was contributed out or City funds other 
than rates. 

(d.) CRIMINAL PROSECUTIONS. 

The cost of criminal prosecutions was first thrown as a charge on local rates 
in 1752, when an Act of Parliamentt empowered thll Court in cases of conviction for 
felony to requiJ'e the County Treasurer to pay to the prosecutor such SUIDS as it thought 
rAlisonable as compensation for the expenses of carrying on the prosecution. Later 
Acts extended this provision to other misdemeanours, and also enabled the expenses 
of witnesses to be paid by the county. In 1835 half of the expense, and from 
1846.to 1888 the whole expense, of criminal prosecutions was paid by sums voted 
by Parliament. 

The grant ceased on the passing of the Local Government Act of 1888,t and the 
costs of.criminal prosecutions are now paid out of the County and Borough funds. 

During the last 10 years in which Parliament voted the costs of criminal prosecutions 
the grant varied from about 135,000l. to 155,0001. per annum. 

A part of the cost of tho conveyance and maintenance of prisoners is repaid to the 
Local Authorities from a Parliamentary Vote. ..'he sum so paid amounted to about 
25,000l. in 1898-9. 

The expenditure in the year 1898-9 for criminal prosecutions and the conveyance 
and maintenance of prisoners by the under.mentioned Authorities was as follows :--

London County Council 
Other Countr. Councils 
Town CounCils .' • 
City of London . 

• 2 & S Vict. c. "civ. l 25 Geo. II. c. 36 . 

£ 
• 20,227 

91,524 
. 75,955 

408 

• £188,114 

t 51 & 62 VicL. c. 41. s. 67. 
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a.-EnUOA TION. 

(a.) ELEMENTARY EDUOATION. 

Measures for the spread of elementary education had been taken by voluntary Narly 
religious and philanthropio associations ldng before' the duty was recoguised by the educational 
~tate; and the Stll;te had contributed to t.he cost of .the schools thus established some ~~~!:. 
time before educatIOn became a charge On local pubhc funds. forms of 

It is, indeed, worth notice that in 1807 the House of Commons passed a Bill which Government 
would have enabled vestries to establish parochial schools, and to drawoll the rates grants. 
for this purpose. And in 1820 a similar proposal was made by Lord .Brougham. :j3ut 
these proposals proved abortive, and the first step towards a system of national 
education was the voting of a grant from central funds in 1832, and each of the 
following years. 

These first votes took the form of building. grants to assist voluntary agenoies in 
starting new schools; the cessation of such grants was provided for by the Act of 
1870, but they did not actually come to an end· till 1882. Grants in respect of teachers 
and pupil teachers were instituted in 1846. In 1861 Mr. Lowe's Revised Code 
introduced the system of " payment by results," viz., grants at so much for each child 
who (busides fulfilling other conditions) could pass un examination of a prescribed 
standard. This system, however, was greatly modified by the Codes of 1882 and 1890, 
and recent years have seen the establishment of a scheme whereby the grant depends 
almost entirely on average attendance, apart from examination, suhject only to the 
general approval of the Government Inspector and the Board of Education. 

With regard to 10001 taxation, it may be noted that among the large proposals 
made by the Commission of 1858, and not carried into effect, was one for throwing 
part of the charge for education on the county rate (or the borough rate in the 
C8Se of the larger boroughs). 

Similar proposals were included in several unsuccessful Bills,but, in fact, the School 
connexion of education with local taxation dates from the Act of 1870 only. * Even bords and 
to-day school rates are confined to a portion only of England and Wales, a portion :~h~::? 
which includes, inaeed,nearly all the large towns, but comparatively few of the rural 

pnr'l\shhes. t ul' . . f d . . hi t k . dim It t tr t't 't epee lar position 0 e ucation.lll t s respec ma e~ It cu 0 ell. 1 qUl e 
on the same lines as ser\'ices like Poor Relief and Police, which impose a burden on 
every rabipaYilr ·in , the.c01,mtry .. ~. one fentuI'e, it is trne, the administration 
throughout the ,country rpay. ,be. said to be uniform, inasmuch as in every district there 
exists an Aut.hority i,o, secure the regnlar attendance of children at school, but ·the 
operations of school attendance Authorities dp not, of course, involve any considerable 
expenditure. • 

The School districts under the' Act of 1870 .... for the purpose of local taxation are-
(1.) Boroughs; , .. 

and outside boroughs-' , 
(2.) Parishes:' 

The .kdiiiiIiistr'ativ'e County of London forms an area by itself. The Board of 
Education can unite districts, and make one district contribute to another. 

Wherein any such district the requisite school aocom.modation was not provided, 
a 80hool Board was to be formed with the power and' duty of supplying such 
accommodation, i.e., to provide, improve, enlarge, and fit up school houses, and to 
supply school apparatus and everything necessary for the efficiency of such schools.! 

All expenses of a School Board are to be paid out of the school fund. and all the 
receipts are to be carried thereto. Any deficiency in the fund is met out of the local 
rate, '.e., the Borough Bate ill Boroughs. and the P~r Rate in Parishes outside 
Boroughs, for which purpose the School Board sends a precept to the Borough Council 
or the Overseers as the case mlly be. In London the charge falls ori the General Rate. 

• 38 & 84 Vict. c. 75. 
t Besides London, on 1st January 1900, 193 borougbs bad school boards, Bnd outside boroughs there were 

2.333 ochool boards having jurisdiction over 3.377 parishes. More than two-third. of the popUlation of 
England and Wale. i. nuder ochool boards, bul, neverthel ... , the number of children attending voluntary 
ochoola i. oonsidembly grealor than tbe number attending board ochools because there are many volnntary 
ochoola in districta under oehool boards. 

t 38 & 84 Vict. c. 75 .... 10, 19. 
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With the consent of the Board of Education, a School Board may borrow money 
on the security of the school fund and local rate for the purpose-

(a .. ) Of providing or enlarging a school house. 
(b.) Of payil£g off debt charged on a school house or land. 
(0.) Of works for improving or fitting up a school house, when the Board of Educa

tion consider that the cost, in consequence of the permanent character of 
the works. should be spread over a term of years. 

. (d.) Of providing a !fices. 
Loans must be repaid in not more than 50 years. 

Growth of 
expenditure 
on educa .. 
tiOD. 

The accounts are audited by the district auditor, under toe Local Government 
Board. 

That the growth of our system of elementary education since 1870 has been steady 
and rapid is a fact of which no one is more conscious thau the ratepayer. The 
drafts on the Central Exchequer have, it is true, increased evcn more than the School 
Board ratcs. And what is perhaps the most important financial innovation since 
1870-the nearly nniversal abolition of school fees. with the conse'1nent introduction 
of the Fee Grant iu 1891*-was am' which affected taxpayers, and not ratepayers as 
such. But the normal developm9nt of the system ha~ resulted in an increase of 
expenditure which ha9 gone far beyond the most extreme antioipations of its authors. 
The gradual strengthening of the law, and tightening of administration has very 
greatly increased the number of school children in attendance, the standard of 
accommodation has been raised. the remuneration of teachers improved, and the 
curriculum greatly extended. The work of 'elementary education proper has been 
carried further by the provision of science and art classes and evening continuation 
schoolt!. Special arrangements have also been made for the education of blind and 
deaf chilJren,t and tlpileptic aud defective children,! arrangements which not only 
involve extra expense for teachers and apparatus, but in some cases make it necessary 
for the School Authorities to undertake the entire care and maintenance of the 
children. 

Extension of The expenditure resulting from these causes has been partly met (as auove indicattld) 
Hovernment by an enormous increase in: the grants voted by Parliament. The Act of 1870 
grants. provided that the Government grant should not exceed the income of the ~chool from 

other sources.§ But tue priuciple was abandoned in 1876 by the enactment that this 
limitation should not apply so long as the grant did not exceed 178. 6d. per childl/; 
and this last restriction was abolished by the Act· of 1897.~ The" Necessitous 
School Board" grants, given originally under section 97 of the Act of 1870§ were 
grAatly enlarged by the Act of 1897.~ ~'he State has also recently assumed a liability 
which will in the course of tima bEl a heavy one in respect of the Teachers' Ptlnsions.·* 

Increase of 
school rales. 

Propcrtion 
. between 

Government 
grants and 
rates. 

But, in spite of this extension of Treasury Grants. the burden borne by the rate
payers has also been continually growing heavier. The amount raised by rates has 
been nearly douDled in each of the two last decade~. And though this does not 
imply a similar increase of the' rates in the £ (because the value of rateable propel·ty 
has increased, and because new districts have come under the jurisdiction of School 
Boards), yet in most districts the rate in the £ has grown steadily. It has, however, 
grown much more rapidly in some places than in others, the burden being most 
noticoable on the one hand, in urban industrial districts, and especially in mining 
districts, and on the oth",! hand in small rural panshes. 
, 

A feature of some interest is the relation between Government grants and rates. 
Taking elementary education as a whole, the Government pays rather more than half 
the cost, so far as it can bc ascertained. Taking School Boards only, Government 
pays about three-eighths of Jihe cost. But in pal'~icular cases the va!'iations are 
very great. In some Rut'a! parishes whioh have been fortunate and economical, the 
Government payR three-fourths. in London the Government pays leS/! than a third. 
But it must b~ remembered that the Boards in London and other great Cities have 
adopted a standard which might be considered to go beyond the minimum require
ments of elementary education. 

• 54 & 65 Vicl. C. 56. t 56 & 67 Viel c. 42. t 62 & 63 Vicl. c. 32. 
§ 33 & 34 Vicl. c. '15. s. 9'1. II 39 &. 40 Viet. Co '19 .•. 19. 

'If 60 Viel. c. o. Cf. p. 76 of Final Report (Cd. 638). •• 61 & 62 Viet. cap. 57. 
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The following figures show the enormous growth of the finanCIal operations in 
connexion with Elementary Education since 1871. The years 1891 and 1893 are 
given with a view to showing the effect of the abolition of school fees. 

Receipts of Scbool Bows aDd Voluntary MADagers./ 1871. I 
and Expenditure by State. 1891. 

--- ------_._------
Receipl. of Sclwol BoartU and VO/IJ./lJarg 

Manager.: 

From rates 
From Voluntary Subscriptions flod Income 

from Endowments (for l\faiotenallce of 
Elr"I!ntary Schools and Training Col
leg •• ). 

From Fees of Scholar. in Elementary 
School. and Students in Training 
Colleges. 

o£ 

71,184 
509,262 

546,421 

Total Receipts from .ouree. other tbaD 1,126,867 
the Slale.t 

8moo EXl'efulitllro (EllucatioD Departmcnt 927,5~! 
aDd Scienco Btul A.'t Departmeot). 

ToLol Co.t or Eleloentary Education 2,O~4,391 

------_ ... - ...... 

Per Cent.-T 
Proporti(\D derived from :-

1. Sources othf.'r than the St8t~ -
2. Tho SLute 

£ 

3,331,473 
962,113 

2,000,676 

---
6,294,262 

4,I85,H2 

._----
1 O,ti9,404 

-. 
Pcr Cent. 

(i0'1 
89'9 

------. 

1893. 1~98. 

£ £ 
3,619,167 4,71<2,828-

990,012 931,394 

• 

393,261 3()I,44H 

0,002,440 6,015,670 

6,425,841 8,388,342-

ll,42ij,281 I 14,404,012 

Per Cent. Por Cent. 

43'S 41'S 
56'2 58'2 

During the first five or six years of the above period the proportion of the total 
cost of Elementary Education borne by the State somewhat declinl'd. From 1876 
until 1891 the proportion remained fairly stationary, and ranged from 37 per cent. in 
the former year to 3~'9 per cent. in 1889 and 1891. Owing to the abolition of school 
fees and the substitution of a compensatory grant from the Stato in 18921 the 
proportion rose in tll!lt year to upwards of one-half, and appears to be still increasing. 
A considerable increase took place in 1898, owing to the operation of the Voluntary 
Sohools Act§ and the Elementary Educa.tion Aot of 1897.11 

(b.) TECHNU;AL EDUCATION. 

Teohnical education mnst be considered to be in some f.ense and to some extent II 

"local purpose," since Local Public Authorities playa large part in its a.dministration. 
But the connexion of Local ,Authorities with it is so recent, aO(l the burden hitherto 
imposed on local taxation so insignificant, that it is not proposed here to attempt 
more than the briefest possible review of the present financial position of this large 
and intricate subject. 

As with Elementary so with Technical educatiun, the enterprise and benevolence of 
pri¥Rte persons and semi-private corporate organisations leJ the way, State assistance 
and regulation followed, and the taking of 1,ocal Publio Authorities into partnership 
was only a late stage in a long history. Moreover, the financial condi1,ions of the 
partnership are so peculiar and 80 elastic that it is hardly possible to summarise at all 
olearly the very complicated results. 

'l'he 'rechnical Instruction Act, 1889,' empowered I,ocal Authorities (i.e., the 
Councils of Countias, Boroughs aDd Urban Districts) to supply or aid the supply of 
technical or manual instruction. For this put'pose they were enabled to raise a rate 
of not more than Id. in the £. The rate in the Connty Rate in Cou'lties (with the 
provision that the Council may charge on any part of their cOllnty, expenses incurred 
for the requirements of that part) in Boroughs the Borough Rate, and in Urban 
Distriots the General District Rate. Local Authorities lire also entitled to borrow' 
for the pUrpOSl'S of the Aot. 
---~. -'--' _. -'---,-----

• In additi"" to this nmount of 4,782,8281., the .. o was pnid under the Aglicultural Rates Act, 1896 
(59 & 60 Vict. c. 16.), 1O?,1~51" which sum i. included under the amount paid by the State. 

t Th(\se figures tit) uot include tho receipts from School BIJaru Lonns, DOl" any sums t'ubscribeJ COl' the 
cr6CuOD of Vuluntary Schools. 

t By the Elementary Education Act, 1891, 54& 65 Viet. c.56. 
§ 60 &; 61 Viet. c. 5. II 60 &; 61 Vict. c. 16. 'f 52" 53 Vict. e. 76. 
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These provisions by ,them~elves might not. have been operative to any very 
important extent. But in 1890. Parliament found itself in a position to provide 
from Imperial sources a fund to defray the cost of this service, the national importance 
of which was becoming more and more clearly recognised. 

The" residue" of the Local T.axation (Customs and Exci~e) Duties (i.e., the amount 
of those Duties in each year after deducting 300,OOOl. for police pensions) was given 
to the County and County Borough Councils to be applied at their op,tion to technical 
education. * That residue (popularly known as "whisky money') amounted in 
1890-91 to 740,3761.; it has aince largely increased with the growing yield of the 
duties, and the Couucils have devoted an increasing proportion of it to the purpose 
which Parliament may be said to have. Buggest.ed to them. t In applying this money 
they have a wide di~cretion. 

Definition of The definition of technical and manual instruction in the .Act of 1889:1: includes 
technical many branches of teaching which are found in schools of an elementary grade. But, 
instruction. for administrative reasons, the Act forbids the Local.Authority to supply or aid the 

supply of technical 01' manual instruction to scholars receiving instruction at an 
elementary school in the obligatory or standard subjects prescribed for the time being. 
On the other hand, the definition includlls subjects which are naturR!!y and a:lmost 
universally found in the curricula of secondary schools and of institutions of even 
higher grade. 

Dillerent 
methods of 
administra
tion. 

Science and 
Art Grants. 

Again, the Councils have a wide option as regards administration. They may 
themselves establish IIond manage schools or provide lectures and classes; they may 
subsidise private institutions (if not conducted for private profit) on any principle 
they please, either in the shape of lump sums for capital outlay or annual grants for 
mRintenance; they may assist technical or continuation schools managed by School 
Boards, 01' they may hand over sums to other Local .Authorities to use at their 
discretion.§ .A very large part of the current cost is, of course, defrayed from pupils' 
fees; but, on the other hand, Local .Authorities have devoted a considerable proportion 

. of their funds to scholarships and to paying the fees of pupils who require help. 
The sums applied to technical education out of the .. residue" may be said to be 

a charge Oil local funds in the sense that, if not so applied, they might be devoted to 
relieving the rates. .Apart from this, the charge on local funds is (except perhaps in 
Wales) insignificant; although it is considered that certain small sums charged not 
on the technical education rate proper, but on the rate for public libraries, museums, 
&c., are in effect devoted to technical education. (See also p. 29.) . 

The Government contribution to this s6rvice, however, is by no means limited to the 
assignment of the "residue." The Science and .Art Grants borne on the annual votes 
of Parliament are largely, jf not wholly. given to institutions which receive, or 
might receive, assistance froin County and County Borough Councils. These Science 
and Art Grants amount for the current year to over 300,OOOl.'; lind it may be stated 
generally that they are nowH given in proportion to a.ttendance, regard being. also paid 
to the results of inspection and examination. Special grants (administered by the 
Board of .Agriculture) are also given in aid of agricultural education. 

The Central Government has exercised through the Science and Art Department 
(now part of the Board of Education) considerable influence on the proceedings of 
Local Authorities by virtue of a provision in the .Act of 1889,~ which includes under 
"technical instruction" "any other form of instruction (including modern . languages 
" and agricultural eubjects) which may, for the time being, be sanctioned by that 
" Department by a minute laid before Parliament and made on the representation 
.. of a Local .Authority that such a form of instruction is required by the circum
.. stances of its district." But, apart from this, it is worth noting that it is at 
present only in connexion with the grants administered by the departments named, 
and the system of inspection which they involve, that the Central Government has 
any direct power~ of ascertaining or securing the efficiency of the service to which 
it contributes so largely. 

• 53 & 54 Vict. c. 60. s. 1. A.. to the modo of allocation, see p. 8 of the Final Report (Cd. 638) . 
. t In 1899-1900, in Englund, 39 out of 49 connties (excluding London), and 55 uut vf 61 coonly 
boroughs applied the whole "residue" grn.nt to technical education. In Wales all the coonties ar.d county 
borough'! devote the whole" l"(,bidue " either to technical or intermediate edUcatiOD. 

t 52 & 63 Vict. c. 76. § 54 Vict. c. 4. •• (1). 
1\ Government building grants for science and art schools were ord .... d to be discontinued in 1897. 
'If 52 & 68 Vict. c. 76. s. 8 • 

• 
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In Wales, besides the Technical Instruction Acts, spacial assistance towards inter
mediate education is provided under' an Act of 1889.* Intermediate schools have 
been established in every County of Wales and in Monmouthshire, and the County 
Councils contribute towards such schools (in accordance with schemes approved by 
the Charity Commission) an amount equal to the produce of a county rate of §d. in 
the £. The Treasury also contributes in each year the same amount out of a special 
vote. 

, . 
(c.) REPOBHATOBIES AlII> INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS. 

Intermediate 
education in 
Wales. 

Besides ordinary Public Elementary schools and besides Poor Law Schools which DiJI'erent 
are dealt with under the heading Poor Relief (S68 p. 4), there is another class of elasse8 of 
schools which must be treated separately, viz., Reformatories and Industrial Schools. schools. 
These Schools are, of course, comparatively few in number and of slight financial 
importance, but their peculiar position seemB to demand a somewhat full statement. 

They are of three principal kinds, viz. :.-
1. Reformatories. 
2. Industrial Schools, including" Truant" Industrial Schools. 
3. .. Day" Industrial Schools. 

These scbools are all alike in that children can, as a rule, be sent to them only by 
order of a magistrate, that they are withdrawn from the control of the Board of 
Education' and placed under the charge of a special Inspector subject to the Home 
Offico, and (what is of special importance financially) that they have no share in the 
ordinary Education Grllnts, but receive grants of their own from a aeparate vote. 
But there are great differences between them as regards tbeir financial position, a8 
well as iu other respects. The Government appeal's to have acted on the principle of 
giving larger assistance in proportion as tbe institution bears a more penal character. 

(1.) Reformatories are designed for children up to the age of 16, who have been Reform8, 
con victed of an offence punishable by penal servitude or imprisonment. All the tori.s: 
existing Reformatories were instituted by voluntary effort. and remain under the control m":T;'!,lll 
of voluntary Boards of Managers. They are regulated by the Consolidating Act of ~~tio~8,,'t 
1866,t a8 amended by later statutes. Treasury contributions began under an Act of cost. 
1854.l and in 1857§ the then existing Prison Authorities (viz., Quarter Sessions) 
were also authorised to contribute. Other sources of income are receipts from farm 
produce, industrial work, and the like. and voluntary subscriptions and legacies. 
'rhe contributions which are exacted from the parents of the children are paid into 
the Exchequer in part recoupment of the Treasury grants. The current voluntary 
subscriptions have now been reduced to a trifling amount. The Treasury grant takes 
the sbape of an allowance of 6s. per child per week (7s. and 8s. being paid in a 
very few exceptional cases). 

'rhe Local Authorities empowered to contribute are now County Councils, and, in 
Boroughs of more than 10,000 inhabitants, Borough Councils. II They may either 
contribute towards the cost of providing or maintaining schools, or the disposal of 
inmates, or they may themselves undertake such provision, maintenance, or disposal, 
hut thiH last-named power has not, in fact, been exercised.'1l 

i~ practice, the 'County and Borough Councils usually contract with one or more 
Roformatories to take over the children committed from withiu their jurisdiction at an 
agreed rate of payment per head. The system came into full working order about 
ao years ago. '1'h9 number ,of inmates of Reformatories increased up to 1881, but 
since that date has shown a tendency to decrease, and the Treasury Grant has 
corresl,ondingly varied. The burden falling on rates is more variahle, tending to bear 
a slightly larger proportion to the total outlay as voluntary subscriptious have fallen 
off. The total expenditure on Reformatories in 1900 was 102,278/., towards which 
22,2471. was received from the Local Rates, and 62,053l. from the '1'reasury Grant. 
ltoughly. the taxpayer now contributes about three times a8 much as the ratepayer. 

(2.) lll<iU8trial Sc1wo'U show more varied conditions. They are designed for younger Industrial 
children (up to thc age of 14), .. who may not actually have committed an offence, but Schools 
.. whose circumstances are such that, if left in their surroundings, they are likely to m",,~em .• Dt 

.. join the delinquent population." As with Reformatories, the majority of the ~.;. ":r'::' 
• 

• 62 & 53 Viet. e. 40. t 29 & 30 Viet. c. 11'7. t 17 & 18 Viet. c. 86. § 20 & 21 Viet. r. 46. 
II iii & 52 Viol. e. 41 .... 3 &; 39 l2). " 29 & 80 Viet. c. 117. s. 28; 35 & 36 ViQ ... lll ..... 4, 5. 
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existing Industrial Schools were instituted by. and remain under the control of, 
voluntary ma.nagerH. But ~a~y have also. been instituted, and II:re managed. ~y, Local 
Authorities. These AuthOrities may be either the former" Prison AuthOrities," and 
their successors, the County and '!'()wn Councils, under the powers given by the 
Industrial Schools Act of 1866"'; or they may be School Boards, to whom powers in 
t.his respect were granted by the Education Acts of 1870t and 1876.t 

The number of children in Industrial Schools has increased steadily, and the Treasury 
grllnt has grown in proportion. The rates of Treasury allowance are liS follows :_ 

58. per inmate per week for schools certi6ed before March I, 1872. 
~8. 6d. for schools certified since that date. 
68. for training ships, except in the case of the London School Board ship, 

" Shaftesbury." 
Rates of 38., 28. 6d., and 28. are paid in certain special cases. 
There is also a further grant in respect of teachers. The expenditure on Industrial 

Schools (including Truant Schools) in 1900 amounted to about 345 ,OOOl. , and the 
Treasury Grant to 137,6001. The payments by County and Borough Councils and by 
School Boards and other Local Authorities have increased still more rapidly than the 
Treasury grants,-amounting to 160,0001. in 1900. The voluntary subscriptions are 
still very considerable. 

(3.) Day Indmtrial Schools are schools which provide meals, &c. as well as instruction, 
but Dot lodging. With one exception, all sllch schools in England and Wales have 
been instituted and are managed by :School Boards§ under sec. 16 of the Education 
Act, 1876.t By that section the Treasury contribution is limited to 18. per child per 
week, amounting in 1900 to 6,0001. The charge upon the rates was li,6ool., nearly 
three times as much, and the total expenditure was nearly 28,ooOl. The parental 
contributions in this case go to the Local Authorities. 

All Reformatory, and Industrial Schools are entitled to receive, besides the above
mentioned allowances, a small grant for Drawing and Manual Instruction. A summary 
of the l'lDount expended upon these Schools is given on p. 48. . 

4. -PUBLIC nEAVrn .AND PUBLIC WORKS. 

Under this one heading are included a large number of miscellaneous services, which 
involve a vast expenditure ,and which are responsible for the larger part of the still 
rapidly increasing looal debt'. 

The Borough and the Borough Council have always been an area and an Auchority 
for such sanita.ry and kindred services as have been from time to time carried out; 
but in addition there was some 30 years ago a " jungle" of other areas and Authorities. 
-" 1m provement Commissions" in special districts under local Acts, "local boards of 
helllth" under the Public Health Act, 1848,11 .. local boards" under the Local Govern
ment Act, 1859,,. .. nuisance authorities" under the NuiHance Acts, sewer authorities, 
&c. But in spite of the existence of these numerous bodies there was until 1872 110 

systematic and compulsory institution of sanitary areas and Authorities throughout the 
whole country. Under the Public Health Act of 1872,** as amended by the great 
codifying Public Health Act of 1875,tt Urban and Rural Sanitary District~ were 
constituted for the whole country, exclusive of the Metropolis, aB follows :.-

Urban districts :-
All Boroughs and all districts constituted under a local Improvement Act, or 

the Local Government Acts. 
Rural districts :-

Poor I,aw Unions, exclusive of any part contained in an UrbllD District. 

• 29 &: 80 Viet. c. 118. t 33 & 34 Viet. c. 76. t 39 & 40 Viet. c. 79. 
§ See in'pector's Report for 1900 (Parliamentary Paper Od. 840 of 1901). II 11 & 12 Vict. c. 63. 
'\[ 21 & 22 Vict, Co 9~. •• ~5 & 36 Vict. c. 79. tt 38 & 39 Vict. c. 55. 
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'fhis mlipping out of the co1lDtry has substantially remained in force up to the 
present, except that undel the Local Government Act of 1894* the areas have been in 
many cases divided and re-arranged so that each TTrhan and, with few exceptions, each 
Rural District falls entirely within· an Administrative County, and each parish falls 
entirely within a district. 

The existing areas and Authorities for Public Health Administration ill England 
and Wales outside the Metropolis, are accordingly :-

{

County boroughs. 

C ils f Other municipal boroughe. 
o UllU 0 Urban districts. 

Rural districts. 
In addition, certain duties included under this heading are discharged by

Councils of Administrative Counties. 
Parish Councils and Pari~h Meetings. 

The provision of means of communication, such as roads and bridges, is of course fiistory ~f 
a primary necessity of civilisation; and further something like sanitary administration Public 
in a narrower sense almost necesslirily follows upon the gathering of pllpulation in H;a:I.h A:d. 

Th" h h I th 1 h' f h t d .. . lO'O'''1"8tlO''. towns. IS IS not, owever, t e p ace to trace e ear y lstory 0 t a a mlDlstratlOn 
in connexion with water supply, scavenging, and the visitations of epidemics. But 
though Public Health Administration has its roote far back, yet the development during 
the last 50 years has been ~o substantially a new start, that for practical purposes it is 
hardly necessary to go back earliel' than 1847-8, when the first great Public Health 
Actt and a number of kindred Statutes became law. 

The duties imposed upon the Local Authorities and the powers entru~ted to them have 
been considerably extended since that date, especially in the case of those Authorities 
who have adopted the Public Haalth Act or 1890t; but the enormous increllAe of 
expenditure has been due more to the growing needs of ,towns, the advc.nce of science, 
and the increase.l administrative activity of local bodies, than to legislative changes. 

The Local Government Board is empowered to consider complaints as to the default 
of Sanitary Authorities in any matters affecting the Public Health. It can order a 
local inquiry, and, as a result of that inquiry, may, by order, direct the defaulting 
authority to enforce the provisions of t.he Public J:l.eal th Acts. This order may be 
enforoetl by a mandamus in the King's Bench Division of the High Court. 

'fhe Board collects and examines the returns of Medical Officers of Health and takes 
such action thereon as may appear necessary. It has powers with reference to 
thrtlatened invasions of cholera and other epidemics, and to the importation of infected 
articles. It,\> sanctiou is necessary to the appointment, salaries and rlismissal of 
:Medical Officers of Health and Inspectors of Nuisances. Applications to proceed 
agl1inst manufacturers under the Rivers Pollution Prevention Acts and Lucal Acts 
relating to the pollution of streams require the consent of the Board. The Board 
considers the representations by County Councils that the Public Health Act of 1875 
has not bren put in force and may authorise inquiries thereon. 'l'he Board has power 
to constitute Port Authorities and ~upel'vises Port Sanitary business generally. 

The slIIiction of the Board is necessary to the raising of Loans under the Public 
Health Act, 1875, and other Sanitary Acts; the Municipal Corporations Act, 1882, 
Loi,al Government Acts, 1888 and 1894, the Baths and Washhouses Acts, Public 
lIealth Act, London, 18\Jl, &c. 

The admini~tration of the various services included under this head entails, of 
course, some expenditure in almost every case, but expenditure of very different kinds 
and under very different conditions. 

Thu" sanitary law is largely concerned with the making of regulations and thei!' 
enforcement by inspection in regard to nuisances, infectious disease, building, ho~r9 
and conditions of labour, sale of food and drugs, wtligh&s and me:\sures, &c. Adminis
tration of thib kind appears in the local budget almost solely in the shape of what may 
be called in a wide sense" establishment charges," i.Il., salaries, pensions, travelling, 
office accommodation, legal expenses, and the like. And though the total of such 
expenditure is a formidable and inoreasing item, it is hardly possible to analyse it in 
great detail. It should be observed that the only direct l'arliamentary subvention 
in aid of Public Health Services was that set on foot in 1872 in the shape of a grant 
equal to half the salaries of Medical Officers of Health and Inspectors of .Nuisances 

• ~G & 57 Viet. e. '13. t 11 & 12 Viet. c. 63. l ~3 & 5! Viet. e. 59. 
.I. 98fiHI. D 
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appointed with ,the ,approval of the L,ocal Government Board. The grRnt from the 
Excheque~ ceased in, 1888. qut' a like, payment.is still made to Sani~ary Authorities 
from the Exchequer Contribution Accounts of the County Councils.'" ' 

Further. out of the huge total representing the gross expenditure of Local Autho
rities. a very large portion is devoted to reproductive undertakings. ' '1'he undertakings 
thus described. 'according to, 'a recent Return obtained by the Local Government 
Board, on the motion of 8ir H. Fowler. are aB followst :_, ' ',I" ' ": , 

Water. Gas and Electric Light. 
Tramways. Markets" '. , 
Baths. Cemeteries. ' , . 
Piers. &c. Working Class Dwellings. 

The cost of tliese services is in theory, and at least in very many "eases 'in practice, 
defrayed not out of rates proper. but by charges which are, at any rate in part, volun
tarily paid (e.g. Baths), and which even where colllpulsory in character' (as with some so
called W ater Rates) are yet supposed to represent on a commercial basis the value of the 
service rendered. With theseilervicesmust be ,classed the not inconsiderable item 
of works charged as Private Improvement Expenses. ' 

ThuB a large part of the work of" a modern municipality' is carried on without 
Calling in the rate collector's aid at ail, and with many other services it is 'only 
the residuary burden, after the deduction of substantial special receipts, that fails on 
the ratepayer-e.g .• allotments; slaughter-houses, and many others. And although it is 
not very easy to draw the line exactly, it is not proposed here to attempt any exami
nation of the conditions under which Local Public .Bodies carryon the undertakings 
which are supposed to pay their way on a commercial basis. 

Of those services which normally iinpose a burden on ,ratepayers the most important 
as well as the most ancient is the construction and maintenance of roads, streets, and 
bridges.' .1' "" ,,' . , 

At common law the inhabitants of every," highway parish'~ wl!l'e bound primui, 
facie to maintain the highways therein, and, Statutes providing for I;Lighway rates date 
at least from the 17th century. But in the course of last century and subsequently 
many important roads were under general aud special, Acts put. under the charge 
of Turnpike Trusts, and the expenses provided, ,for,. by Turnpike Tolls, .110. far as these 
were sufficiflnt. In spite of this the old charge for highways, which was defrayed 
out of the. highway rate (so far as the work was not done by direct "statute 
labour "), was a heavy one; the Poor Law' Board in their 1843 Reportt state that 
the annual average exnenditure amounted iIi the years 1811-13 to 1,407,200l. In 
1840 the expenditure iT~m the highway rate is said to have amounted to 1,169,OOOL., 
while at the' same date the expenditure Qf Turnpike Trusts was reckoned at 
l,659,OOOl. . " . ' . 

. :r'he series of modern Statutes providing for this service hegan ,with the Highways 
Act; 1835,§ .which required the appointment of a surveyor in, every highway parish. 
The Highway 'Act~, 186211 and 1864,'1f provided for the grouping of parishes into 
districts under Highway Boards, and some two-thirds of 'the parishes in England and 
North Wales were thus grouFed,"'''' but the maintenance Of the highways in each 
parish within the district remained separately ,chargeable upon that parish until 1878. 
Under the Local Government Act, 1894.tt the Urban and Rural District Councils ha.ve 
now in every case ,become the Highway Authoritifls for their'respective di8triCts. 

Returning to turnpike roads, a movement for the abolition of tolls arose about 40 
years ago. ' As roads wore disturnpikedU' they also became a charge on the Highway 
Authority until 1878, when the Highways and Locomotives (Amendment) Act, 1878,§§ 
made all roads disturnpiked since 31st December 1870 into main roads and threw hali 
their cost on the County Authorities. 'A parliamentary grant-in-aid amounting to a 

, , ' 

• For most of these ,ervices Agricultural Land is rated at one·fourth under the Public Health Act (38 & 39 
Viet, c. 65.) ; but 80 far as it "' .. rated in full (88 for instance for rural highways) it was oxempted from one
balf the rates under the Agricultural Rates Act (59 & 60 Vict. c. 16,), and the Spending Authorili ... obtained 

_ a corresponding grant from .. he Lo~ TtAxatioDI Account. . . ,-
, t House of, CommoDH Paper No: 88,~f 1899. . . :j: Parliamentary Pap,er No~ 486 of 1843. , 
§ 5 & 6 Will. IV, c. 50, II 25 & 26 V.ct. c. 61. ,. 27 & 28 VIct. c. 101. ' 

' •• A system of highway districts was setop in South Wales by Acts of 1851.1860. and 1878 (1+& 16Vict. 
""p. 16 ~ 23 & !l1,Vict. cap. 68; 41 & 42 Viet. oap. 84). The Isle of Wight highways also formed the SUbject 
of special arrangements under local Acts. tt 66 & 67 Vict. Co 73. :a The In.t Turnpike Trust expired ,in 1895. ., §§ 41 & 42 Vict. c. 77. 
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quarter of the oost was given from 1882, and for the one year 1887-8.a furthe-.: grant 
of a quarter, making half the cost in· all, was given. Under the Local Government 
Aot, 1888,* these grants were abolished, and the whole oharge was thrown on the 
County Councilij. 

The power of County Authorities sinoe 1878 to " main," or of the Looal Govern
ment Board to .. dismain" roads has been, generally speaking, sparingly exeroised. 
The policy of the County Authorities has been different in difl'erent places, and many 
oounties prefer to oontribute towar4s. the oost of a highway rather than take the 
formal and nearly irrevooable step o~ making it a main road. 

From being a Parish oharge roads have thus beoome a District and in pan a Bridges. 
C011nty ohill·ge. Bridges, on the other hand, were primd fade a county charge from 
very early times (the liability having been affirmed by Statute in 1530),t except in so 
far as by speoial ou~tom or obligation their maintenance was charged on any district 
or in some cases on particular properties. .. A parish as to highways and a oounty as 
.. to bridges are on precisely the same footing."t Bridges whioh are not oounty 
bridges are (in the absence of speoial obligation on any other party to maintain them) 
repairable by the Highway Authority. "Highways" are defined by sec. 5 of the High
ways· Act, 1835,§ to mean intll'r.aUa c, bridges not being oounty bridges" and 
" street" under sec. 4 of the Publio Health Act, 1875,1\ inoludes .. any public bridge 
.. (not being a county bridge)." It appears that many bridges in public carriage
ways or footways whioh are not sufficiently important structures to be oounty bridges 
are thus in fnct maintained by the. Highway .A.uthority; but the expenditure on 
such bridges is not shown separately in the Local Taxation Returns. 

In County Boroughs the Borough Council maintains all roads and bridges alike. In 
other Boroughs and in Urban Districts the County Council has to maintain the main 
roads and county bridges, or if the Borough Council or Urban District Council 
claims or agrees to maintain the main roads. the County Council repays the cost.'II 

Apart from this, .under the Public Health Act, 1875,** every Urban Authority has Streets In 

generally the control of and responsibility for all highways, streets, and bridges TOWDE. 

within its area. They are empowered .and bound to cause all streets to be levelled. 
paved, metalled, flagged. chamielled, altered. and repaired, as occasion may requirA; 
they may raise or lower the level of streets, and place. and keep in repair 
fences and posts. And by a provision which has proved of very great importance 
in large towns Urban Authorities are empowered to .. purchase any premises for 
.. the purpose of widening, opAning. enl&.rging, or otherwise improving any street, or 
" (with the sanotion of the Local Government Board) for the purpose of making any 
" new street."tt . 

The first formation of new roads and streets. when a distriot is opened up is usually 
carried out by or at the expense of the landowner, builder. or other party directly 
interested. a Consequently, except as regards street widenings, clearances, and 
the like, the main part of the expenditure on roads is of the nature of maintenance 
and is chargeable to income or to short period loan accounts in the case of paving and 
similar works. 
~Under this head ruay perhaps be included some small miscellaneous services adding 

to the amenity and oonvenience of public places, such as the planting of trees, 
the er£'otion of statues, and the provision of clocks. 

An item which is now generally shown separately in the accounts is the lighting of ~treet light. 
streets, &c. Under the Public Health Act, 1875. an Urban Authority may undertake IDg. 
or contrllct for the supply of gas or other means of lighting the streets, markets, 
and public bllildings in their district, and may provide lamps, lamp posts, &c.§§ 

The power in regard to lighting conferred on rural parishes by the Lighting and 
Watching Act of 18a:i 1111 has been exercised to an increasing extent in recent years by 
Parish Councils under the Local Government Act, 1894.'11'11 

• 51 &,52 Viet. c. 41. t 22 Hen. VIII. c. 5. 
j: T.ittloo.l •. T. in Rex v. Inhabitants of Oxfonlshire, 4 B. " 0 .• 19:!. § 5 & 6 Will. IV. c. SO. 
U 38 & 311 Vict. 0. 55. , 51 & 52 Vict. c. 41. s. 11. •• 38 & 39 Viet. c. 55. ss. 144-160. 
tf 38 '" 39 Viet. c. 65. s. 154. 
tt The ..,mewbat. complicated conditions under wbich Dew road. mayor most be taken over by tbe 

pu.blic do not greatly concern us here, nor loch peculiar provisioD8 ftB, that by which in some cases railway 
compa.nies are bO~lnd to maintain bridges over railways .. 

~~ 3H &; 39 V.et. c. 55. s. 161. 1111 3 '" 4 Will. IV. c. 90. " 56 & 57 Viet. c. 73. 
DII 
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The care of sewers and drains was nalurallv one of the first services yrovided for 
under the old Local Improvement Acts and under the IirRt Public Health Act of 1848.-

Under the Public Health Act, le75,t all sewers (with some small exceptions) vest 
in the Urban Authority. That Authority has also the power and the duty to purchase, 
'Jonstruct, maint:~in, and cleanse such sewers as may I;e necl'ssary . for draining their 
district. They are al",o empowered to purify and dispose of the sewage, and for this 
purpose may construct, purchase or contract, as to sewage disposal "orkr. within or 
out~ide their district. The small receipts derived from such works do little to reduce 
the immense burden (largely in the shape of debt-charge) imposed by this service.: 

Section 42 of the Public Health Act, 1875,§ provides that the Urban Authority nlay 
undertake or contract for;- . 

(1) The removal of house refuse, and cleansing of ashpits, closets, and cesspools. 
(2) The cleansing and watering of streets. . 

The Urban Authority may also themselves' provide and maintain public con
veniences·1I 

Under the Public Health Act, 1875, 'II Urban Authorities may purchase, take on lease, 
layout, plant, improve and maintain land8 for the purpose of being used as public 
walks or pleasure-grounds, and may support or contribute to the support of public 
walks or pleasure-grounds provided by other persons; and under the Public Health 
Acts Amendment Act, 1890,** they may contribute towards tho cost of purchasing, 
laying out, planting, or improving lands provided by any person, which have been 
permanently set apart as publin walks or pleasure-grounds, and which, whether 
in the district of the Urban Authority or not, are so situated as to be conveniently 
used by the inhabitants of the district. 

Further, under the Commons Acts, 1876tt and 1899,tt Urban Authorities may 
contribute towards the utilisation of commons in the neighbourhood of their town. 
And under the Local Government Act, 1894,§§ similar powers are conferred on Parish 
Counr-ilA. Further powers are also given under the Open Spaces Acts, 1887 and 1890.1111 
Many parks have alED been provided under Local Acts. 

The provision of house accommodation for the working classes is a service which 
would usually be classed as reproductive. But, in some cases, the Local Authorities 
have not found it possible to carry out the duties entrusted to them by Parliament 
,vithout incurring a ch arge on the rates. 

The Housing of the Working Classes Act, 1890,'11'11 contains three Parts, each of which 
consolidates with modifications a series of previous enactments. .Parts I. and IJ., 
contiuuing Cross's Acts and 'forrens's Acts, aim primarily at the clearance of unhealthy 
areas, and the removal of unhealthy and obstructive houses respectively; but they 
also enable the Local Authority to erect dwellings themselves to replace the accommo
dation removed, unless they J1rcfer, after clearance, to sell or Jet the land on condition 
thr.t the purchas"f or lessee shall erect and. maintain dwellings in accordance with an 
approved scheme. 
-- ... - ...... -------~-----------------

.. 11 & 12 Vict, c. 63. . t 38 & 39 Vict. c. 55 .... 13-34, 
t There may be BOrne _loubt whether the wo.rk of Commissioners of Sewers and of Drain8~e Boards 

is included among "local purposes" in t.he terms DC reterence. In any case a very brif'C reference to their 
finonci91 operations will f'uffice here. 

Commissioners of Sewers are generally appOinted either under Ar.t.'~ of Henry VIII., modifier] by Lltpr Sewers 
Act. : or undCl' Part I. or the Land lJ .... mage Act of 1861 (24 & 25 Vict. c. 133). DrainRge, Emb.nkment lind 
(Jonsel'Vanf"!Y Boards 81'e appointed under Part II. of the IMt namt'd Act or under local Ac~. Their 1ullctiuns, 
which are the construction and maintenance of drainage and embankmellt works a.nd the like are con£nP<i to 
pnrtieulal' districts or ''levels,'' the ml'~t numerous and important ueing situate in the Ft:Il::l of the Eastern 
Counties. Thdr expenses aJ'e defrayeu by I'at(~s ou ownen; and occupiers. orten in accoruaoce with floml' 

unClent custom or eho:rter. The Sewerli Act, IH-41 (4 & 5 Viet. c. 45. 8. 1), directs the rates to be 80 mllde 
that the lands and hereditaments in each placo .. shull ClilltdLutlJ lhcrctu in proportion to th~ benetit and 
" adYRnt:.l,I!e received or capable to be received, from the said court, 8ft compared with the lands and herl!uita .. 
U ments or the other pari8he.~, townships, or plaCed, within such jurisdiction/' 

The LIUld D""innge Act (24 & 25 Vict, c. 133_ s, 38), provides thllt when aDY improvements or new works 
involve &11 expenditure eX('eeding 1,0001., tbe expense is to be defrayed out uf a .. :~te levie1 on owners 
exclusively. 

'flit" vlIl"ioutt Commi:fsioners of Sewers in 1898-9 spent in rnunJ fig-ur~ ';'0,0001. toward!' which they raised 
80me 65,000i. by rat'3.~, and had an outstanding debt of 89,0001. The Dra.inage aud ED1L8,1lkm~nt and Con~ 
scrvancy Hoard. spent aSl,OOOI., towards which they raised only 211,000[, by rates, their receip .. from other 
.ouroes being very considerable i and they bad an outstanding debt of over 2,000,0001. 

§ 38 & 39 Vict ••• 55 .•. 42. II Ibid s. 39. 
~ 38 & 39 Viet. c, 55. s. J 64. •• 53 & 54 Vict. c. 59 .•. 4S. • 
tt 89 & 40 Vict. c. 1i6. s. 8. Cf. 56 & 57 Vict. c. 73. s. 26, as r.o RurallJistrict Councils. 
tt 62 & 63 Viot. c. 30. §§ 56 & 57 Vict. c. 73, 
\: II ~O ~~! yi~t. Q. ~2.; 53 & 54 Vict. c. l5" " 53 & 64 Viet. c. 70, 
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It will be seen that a clearance under the Act. may be an almost indistinguishable 
part of a street improvement. 

Part III. of the Act, consolidating the Labouring Classes Lodging-Houses Acts, 
enable3 the Locnl Authorities, apar~ from any clearance. to acquire land and erect, 
purchade, or lease and fit up huildings suitable for lodging-houses for the working 
ciaBses. .. Lodging-house" under this part of the Act includes a cottage with a g:!rden 
not exceeding half an acre. . 

An amending Act of 19()(}4' facilitated the adoption by Rural District Councils of 
this part of the Act, and enabled Local.Authoritiea (other than Rural District Cou!loils) 
to establish or acquire lodging-hou~es outsidB their district. 

rho provision of public baths, wash-house3, &c., is provided for by a special series of Baths, wash. 
Acts beflinninp; in 1846.t These Acts can be adopted by Urban Authorities, and bouses, &c. 
also in Rural Parishes uuder thE! Local Government Act, 1894,t though the financial 
results of the latter provision hal"e naturally hitherto been small. They enable the 
Local Authority to acquire or le8.8e lands and erl'ct or lease buildings to be used for 
supplying bathing and washing nccommodation. About two-thirds of the ~ost of this 
service is met bV the fees charged. 

Under the Public Health Act, 1875, Local Authorities may provide permanent or Hospital., 
tl'mpnrary hospit."lls for the lise of the inhabitants of their district.§ They may either mortuaries, 
themselves erect the buildings or may contract for the use of an exist,ing hospital. &c. 
'l'bey may provide ambulances and other means for the removal of persons suffering 
from infeotious disease;\I and they may provide for a temporary supply of medicines.~ 

The cost of maintenance in a hospital may be recovered from patients wbo ~re not 
paupers . 

. Local Authorities may also provide mortuaries, and places for post-'IfI()Ttem 
examinations."'''' 

Burial grounds may be provided under the Burial Acts, and Cemeteries (which are Burials. 
technically different) under the Public Healtb (Interments) Act, 1879,tt or cognate 
Local Acts. 

Beginning witb the latter, the Authorities for provision of cemeteries are Town and 
District Councils. and the net CORt is charged to the General District Rate in Urban 
Districts, and in Rural DistrictR generally to u Special Expenses Rate. 

Under the Burial Acts a Burial Board might be appointed for a parish or for a 
group of parishes, or joint oommittees migbt be appointed for other areas. Under 
the Local Governm,ent Act, 1894,tt where the area coincides with that of a rural 
parish, the Burial Board may hll merged in tbe Parish Council. Burial Boards and 
Joint eommittd68, howt'ver, continue in large numbers. 

Besides Burial Boards appointed eo nomine, other I_ocal Authorities may act as 
Burial Boards. viz., Town Counoils and Orban District Councils. 

Rather more than half the groRs cost of burial grounds is defrayed by fees, &c. 
The net cost is charged on the Poor Rate, or a special burial rate similar to the Poor 
Rate, or the Borough Rate. or the General District Rate in urban districts. 

The provision of libraries should, perhaps, be regarded as' educational, but is Pnbu. 
entrusted to the same Urban Authorities who carry out the sanitary services§§; libraries, 
though in the case of Boroughs it is classed as Municipal, and charged on the Borough &c. 
Rate and not on the General District Rate. 

The first Public Libraries Act was passed in 1855,1111 but in 1892 all preceding Acts 
were superseded by a consolidating Statute. 'Il'll Under this Act Local Authorities may 
provide and fit up libraries, museums, scieJlce scbools, art galleries, and art schools. 
The rate for the purposes of t.he Act is not to exceed a penny in the £. 

Urban Authorities are further empowered to provide museums and gymnasiums under 
an Aot of 1891.·· ... 

Amongst a grf'at variety of services promoting tbe health, convenience, and amenity Miscel· 
of urban life, perhaps two deserve mention from a financial point of view, viz., tbe Ian ....... 

• 63 & 64 Viet. o. 69. 
t 56 & 67 Vict ... 73. s. 7. (1). a Ibid s. 123. 
• Ibid ••. 141, Ha. 

H 66 lie 57 Viot. o. 73. 

t 9 & 10 VioL .. 74. 
§ 38 '" 39 VioL c. 55 ••. 131. 
, Ibid .. 133. 
ft 42 '" 43 VioL c. 31. 

, H The prorioion Cor the udoption DC the Act in ~ral parish ....... nol bitherto prodDCAd any conoiderable 
Ii DkJl("1"lre1ult. 

1111 1M & .9 VioL c. 40, " 65 I; 56 Viet. '1- 53 . ., II, ••• 5~ & 55 VieL c. 22 ... " 
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maint.enance of fire engines and fire brigades, and the provision of municipal 
slaughter-houses. The cost of the latter is, however, nearly covered by the special 
receipts. 

The extent to which. the principal services noticed un~er linis head impc.se a charge 
upon the local rates Wlll .be fvund on pp. 5] to 54, but It may here be mentioned that 
the only charge of first.-rate importa:nce .in Rural D~stricts is that for highways and 
main roads. Of the samtal'y or quasl-samtary expenditure* the largest item is that 
for sewerage. the rates for such purposes being charged as Special Expenses Rates 
upon the places benefited. 

In Urban Districts outside London the highway and sanitary expenditure (i.B., the 
expenditure of Town Councils on purposes other than municipal, and the whole 
expenditure of Urban ?istrict Counc~) has increas~d by at least 50 per cent. during 
the last 10 years, but ill 1888-9 and ill 1898-9 alike less than half the expenditure 
fell on rates, the remainder being almost wholly met from the revenues of reproductive 
undertakings. The rates raised to meet this expenditure were, however, more than 
one-third of the total amount of rates raised in England and Wales outside the 
Metropolis. The two services responsible for upwards of three-fourths of this charge 
are:-· 

(l.) Roads and streets. 
(2.) Sewerage, scavenging, and removal of refuse. 

Under" Roads" we include the making, maintaining, paving, cleansing, and lighting 
of all roads, streets, and bridges. , 

LO'TIdon Public Health. 

Almost all the services administ.ered by Urban Authorities in the provinces are 
carried out on substantially similar lines in the Metropolis, but neither the authorities 
'lor the statut.es under which they act are quite the same. The duties which in a 
provincial Couuty Borough are discharged by the Borough Council are in Londou 
divided between the London County Council, the Corporation of the City of London, 
and the Metropolitan Borough Councils.instituted under the London Government A.ct, 
1899. 

The London County Council, besides exercising most of the ordinary functiona of a 
County Council (except with reg&rd to Police), inherited from the Metropolitan Board 
of Works various special powers, of which the most important is the care of the main 
drainage of London. The County Council also buildaand repairs bridges, embankments, 
and subways, manages parks and gardens, administers the fire brigade, and owns and 
works tramways; and it has large powers ,(in part concurrently with the Metropolitan 
Borough Councils) in regard to tbe bousing of the working classes, and street 
improvements. 1'he maintenance of main roads (of which there were very few in 
London) was transferred from the County Council to the Borough Councils by 
section 6 of the London Government Act, 1899. 

The Metropolitan Borough Councils undertake the maint.enance of all roads and 
streets, and of sewers other than main sewers; and they provide for lighting, 
scavenging, and removal of bouse refuse. They are also the authorities for providing 
baths and washhouses, burial grounds, and public libraries. Multifarions duties of 
inspection are divided between the County Couucil and the Borough Councils. The 
statutes under which these duties. are carried on are principally the Metropolis 
ManaO'ement Acts, the Public Health (London) Act, 1891, and the London Government 
Act,1899. The general Puhlic Health Acts do not apply to London (though some of 
their sections have been specially applied), but the" adoptive Acts " relative to baths, 
libradel!, lind burials apply to London, mutatis mutandis. 

It iii worth notice that infectious hospitals. which in provincial towns are largely 
provided or. supported by the Borough Councils, are in London provided by the 
Metropolitan Asylums Board, though the Borough Councils also have powers in this 
connexion (seotion 75 of the Public Health (London) Act, 1891). .. 

The rate J,'sis!)d, fqr.the expenses of the London County Council in 1898-9 was 
lB. 2d. in the pound, and the average rate for the expenses of the Vestries and Local 

• The sauitBry powers conferred outright by stBtute on rura1 district councils &re limited, but the Local 
Government BO&rd c&n by order apply urban provisiou. in rural districts. 38 & 39 Vict.C&p. 55, sec. 276; 
';3 &; 54 Viot., cap. SII. sec. 5; 56 &; 6i Viet. cap. 73. eec. 25 (5). 

• 
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Boards (predecessors of the Borough Councils) was just over Is. 611., making 28. 8d. in 
all, a rate considerably lower than that levied in most provincial town. for similar 
purposes. 

'1'he rates for lighting,. street expenses, and expenses under the Public Health 
(London) Act, 1891, are to some extent equalised by means of the fund provideu 'undar 
the Equalisation of Rates (London) Act, 1894. (Bee First Report of Commission, 
C. 9141, p. 27.) 

The position of the Corporation of the City of London with reference to the Th~ Corpo
administration of Publio Health and Puolic Works, is in many respects exceptional and :1'0;.;:0£ 
it is not proposed to deal with it here. ~nd~n. 
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I1.-ST..-tTISTlCS OF !.OCAf. TAXATION TN ENGLAND AND WALES. 

I. AMOUNT or LOCAL 'TAXATION AT VARIOUS PERIODS. 

Two official inquiries into the amount of loca.l taxation were made during the latter Reports 00 
part of the 19th. century. In 1871 Mr. (now Viscount) Goschen (who was then ~0~1 '.ram
President of the Poor Law Board) issued his well known Report* upon the" Progres;ive t!O~ ~~i:71 
.. Increase of Local Taxation, with especial reference to the Proportion c.f Local and "n . 
.. Imperial Burdens borno by the differ'.lnt Classes of Real Property in the United 
.. Kingdom as compared with the Burdens imposed upon the same Classes of Property 

... in other European Countries," and in 1893 Mr. (now Sir) H. H. Fowler continued 
the inquiry so far as it related to Local Taxation in England and Wales. t 

Taker. together, these two Reports traOJ in detail the history of local taxation raised 
for different llUrposes and in different areas from the commencement of the. nineteenth 
century down to 1891. With regard to this period it is, therefore, necessary to do very 
little more than refer, lUI hriefly as possible, to some of the conclusions of the Reports. 

Mr. Goschen found that during the 50 years preceding the period at which he wrote, Increase in 
direct local taxes had, speaking broadly, inoreased from 8,OOO,OUOl. to 16,ooU,OOOl., i.e., amouotof 
had doubled in amount, and that of this increase, the Poor Rate accounted for ~°:;tn~"!: 
2,OOO,Oool., 'I.'own Improvement Rates for 5,ODO,OuOt., and Police amI miscellaneous 50 y~rs pre
purposes for 1,000,0001. He also found that 6,500,0001. of the increase had fallen upon ceiling 1671. 
urban districts. 

Durin g the same period the increase in rattlable value had also been very great, and Increase in 
had followed generally the courae of the increase of local taxation, being greater in the rate.abl~~alue 
urban and manufacturing than in the agricultural districts. :.:;':~i~. 

In commenting upon these facts :Mr. Goschen drew a shal'P distinct,ion between the Vi,tinction. 
onerous expenditure defrayed froUl the Poor Rate and other more directly remunerative betv.:een tho. 
expenditure. lie refers to thE!' addition of ~,OOO,OOOI. to the Poor Rate as .. a ""r.I;:e\upon 
.. lamentable inorease of burden, except so far as it represents, not an increase in i.c~~..!.te 
.. pauperism .. but the morc humane, and, at the same time, more costly treatment of .xpenditure 
.. the helpless, the sick, and the insane." !'ad been 

Fr h · f I 000 0001' h d' I'" Incurred. om t e lUcrease 0 , , • III t e expen Iture upon po ICe, regNtratlOn, 
vaccination, burial boards. &c., he considered, however, that a di~tinct equivalent in 
value was secured, and spoke in similar terms of the 5,Ooo,ooot. increase in urban 
rates. .. This sum," he said, .. represents the municipal expenditure of onr towns, the 
.. lighting and paving of tbe streets, ~anitary improvtlments of every kind, and public 
.. works of various description~.t A great portion of the outlay on 
u these purpose$ must be z:egarded as remunerative in many senses, and as being 
.. nt>t so much a burden as an investment." 

The latest year for whillh statistics were available to Mr. Goschen was 1868, and the Increase in 
thread is then taken up b.v Sir H. H. Fowler, who compares the conditions existing amount of 
in 1890:-1 with those just des~ribeJ.. During the interv:al of 23 ye~s, the amount of ~~:: ~~ to 
rates raIsed annually had agam taken an enormous stride. The lUcrease liad been 1891. 
even more rapid than durmg the preceding 50 years, for although the interval 
between the two reports was less tban one-half of that period, the growth had been 
from 16,500,OOOI.§ to 27,818,000/ .• or GlJ per cent. 

• H.C. 470 of 1870 (or Reprint 201 of Ib9:l). 
t ac. I Cl8 oi 1893. 
l Amongst which ,.,~ includoo \~nst ellt3rpd:su like the Thl\mes Embankment, the main drainage (\f thr 

metropolis, the many importAnt work. ondertak('n at n luge outlay by Liverpool, Manchester, :md the lJth(>r 
llLrge gl"Owing towns of the North of }~lIg!nDdl nnel the sllu,llt:.r,bnt innumemble operations which had IIt~ell 
instituted by the 700 local boartl$ established during the prccl"uing 10 years. 

§ Tire dill'e ... nce between this sum ,,~d the one pl·eviou.ly stated was the result of IB\eI' investigations by 
Sir H. U. l<'owler. ( Sot! footnote to p. xi of hi. I~eport..) 

E8 
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The following Table distinguishes, so far as possible, tho amounts raised in V*ban 
and Rural ~reas in the two years :-

-

1868. 1890-1. 

--
Amount raised. Percentage of Amount railled. PeTCentage of 

Total. Total. 

! . 
£ .£ 

London (alll'ates) - - - 3,703,000 22-4 7,930,Goo 28'5 
R9.tes peculiar to other purely Urban 3,027,000 18'3 9,583,000 34'4 

Districts. 
Rates raised in Extra Metropolitan dis· 8,358,000 50'7 8,196,000 29'5 

tricts, partly Urban and partly Rural 
(chiefly by Poor Law and County 
Authorities). 

Rates peculiar to purely Rurnl Districts 1,416,000 8'6 2,109,000 7'6 
------- --

Total rates raised - 16,504,000 H10'0 27,818,000 I 100'0 

A glance at this Table will show that much the greater part of the increased rates 
had again fallen on urban districts, and that whilst the rates raised in London, and 
thoselpeculial' tu other m;ban areas, only amounted to about 40 per cent. of the total 
iu 1868, they represented well over60-per cent. in 1890-1. 

Increase in Whilst the amount of the rates had grown by 69 per cent., the increase in the 
total ~vemg6 rateable value had not been so rapid, the percentage being only slightly over 51. 
~te In ~868 There was consequently an inorease of the average rate in the £ required in 1890-1. 
a~dw:~~l. Caloulated on the Poor Rate valuation this amounted to 38.4d. in 1868 and 38. 8d. in 

1890-I. 

Increase in The increase in the rate in the £ was not, however, uniform ovei' both urban and 
Urban areas. rural areas. In London the rates rose from 48. 4id. to 58. in tbe £. In extra-metro

politan urban districts they had also risen very considerably since 1868, but as the 
rates in the £ for that year could not be ascertained the precise inorease is not known. 

D~ease in In rural districts, the average rate in the £ of all rates in 1868 (excluding certain 
Rural areas. rates raised by commissioners of sewers and drainage and embankment boards, which 

were levied in a limited number of counties) was 28. T~d. In 1890-1 it had decreased 
to 28. 3d. This fall" was mainly due to the fall in the Poor Rate levied to meet the 
.. expenses of Poor Law Authorities. It was also attributable to the disappearance 
" of the Church Hate and to a fall in many counties in the Highway Rate and the 
" County Rate. As against these falls, the new Rural Sanitary Rates and Rural Schoo! 
" Board Rates had come into exist.ence since 1868. But the decreases in the rate ip 
" the £ of the old Rural Rates, i.e., the Poor Rate, the Highway Rate, and the. 
" County Rate, ware considerably greater than the average rates in the £. of the new 
" Rural Rates." . . 

iocrease in Similar tendencies were observable in the urban rates, but bere the rise in the 
rate in £ in Sanitary and School Board rates had more than counterbalanced the drop iQc the older 
r::~: ~~~ rates. Referring to the modern sanitary rates, Sir H . .H. Fowler is disposed to regard 
181"y 8ml them in a somewhat different light from Mr. Goschen, who, as already stated, expressed 
&hoolBo8rd the opinion that a great .portion of urban rates was" not so much a burden as an 
rates. Sir H. "investment." These rates, it is stated in the later report, '" press with severity on 
H.Fowler's 
and Mr. Goa- co the ratepayers in towns where the aggregation of large populations ih comparatively 
chen'. views " Bmall areas necessitates the provision of costly schemes of sewerage, scavenging, 
with regard "water supply, and other works of primary sanitary importance which cannot be 
to the modern co neglected without serious danger to the public health." 
BOonitary rates. 
Averagerate. Sir H. H. Fowler concludes his summary of the cour8e 'of local taxation by pointing 
in£in Urban out that at no time during the present century, for which statistics are available, had 
:~~~~r.1 th9 average rate in the £ of the rural rates been so low, or that of the London rates 
1890-1 'IS so high, as during the years 1890-1; and that in extra-metropolitan urban districts the 
compared average rate in the £ of the new rates raised' was also higher in 1891 than in any 
with previoua previous year. 
yea ... 
Period Having sketched, with the aid of the two reports Qcamed, the conditions existing 
covered by down to the year 1891, it is now proposed to show what changes have subsequently 
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takes place. It is also convenient to select the year 1890-1 as a basis of comparison, p"",,:nt 
for the reason that in that year was felt for .the first time the full effect of the new mqurry. 
scheme of Local Government and of the financial re-arrangements introduced by the 
Local Government Act, 1888, and its correlative Acts of 1890. 

The information is carried down to the latest year for which statistics are available. 
Generally speaking, ilii, is the y"" 1898-9, but in the case of the services admini.te .... d by Boards of 

Guardians and Overseers, a.nd some other 8Crv~ces, the figures can be given for the year 1899-1900. On 
the other hand, the computatioDs of the I'¥erage raws in the £ in urban Bnd rural areas depend to a 
large ~xtent upon a laborious analy.is of the Poor Rate Returns from the Extra·Metropolitan Unions. 
Bnd it b .. not been found possible to prepare complete statistics on this branch of the inquiry for a later 
year than 1897-&. 

The most important statutes affeeting local taxation in England and Wales which Stat, 
have come into force during this period, and the publications of the Commission in pass< .~ 

h· h' f' . th 'U b f d f 11 1891.""ect. W IC In ormatIOn concemlDg em WI e oun , are as 0 ows:- ina local 
~tion. 

(1.) The Public Health (London) Act, 1891 (54 & 55 Vict. (I. 76). Soo page 30, 
/J'Upra. 

(2.) 'I'he Local·Government Act, 1894 (56 & 57 Viet. e. 73). See pages 101-2 of 
the Final Report, (Cd. 638). . 

(3.) The London (Equalisation of Rates) Aot, 1894 (57 & 58 Vict. c. 53). See 
, page 27 of the First Report (0. 9141). • 

(4.) The Agricultural Rates Act, 1896 (59 & 60 Vict. c. 16). See pages 5, 9, and 105 
of the Final Report (Cd. 638). 

(5.) The Vaccination Act, 1898 (61 & 62 Vict. c.49). Soo page 15, supra. 

(6.) The Tithe Rentcharge (Rates) Act, 1899 (62 & 63 Vict. c. 17). Soo pages 6,10, 
, and 105 of the Final Report (Cd. 638). 

Under some of these statutes and others involving less important financial transactions, Local 
Authorities have been authorised by Parliament to raiso additional Local Taxation for a large number 
of new pnrposas, a list of which was submitted to the Commission by the Local Govt"fnmcot Board in 
1897.. On the other hand, the Agricultural Rate. Act and the Tithe Rentcharge (R.tes) Act relieve 
the rates to tbe extent of abont 1,400,0001., wbil.t tbe object of the London (Equali.ation of Rates) Act 
was 8impl~ the equalisation of.a part of the London rates. 

For purposes of comparison with the period dealt with by Sir H. H. Fowler; a Table Amount of 
(No.1.) has been oompiled, showi~~ the total amo~nt of rates raise~ and of those raised :::d'~~~ 
for expenses of Poor Law AuthorItIes, the expendIture on Poor Rehef, and the Rateable more than 
Value and estimated popUlation in each year from 1871-2 to 1898-9. doubled since 

During this period the total amount of all rates l'iLised has more than doubled, ~:~:;a.e 
although the amounts now paid ovel' yearly by the State to Local .Authorities are far since 1801. 
in excess of those paid in lil71' and notwithstanding the fact that the Local Authorities 
have been entirely relieved of the cost oj' prisons. 

Since 1891, the last year dealt with by Sir H. H. Fowler. the rates have jumped 
frQ1n 27,819,OOm. to 38,603,0001. in 1898-9, or, if the contributions under the Agricul
tural HateR Act be includecl, to 39,935,0001. 

The increase in the amount falling upon the rates or the Agricultural Rates Grants 
has been, therefore, at the rate of more than 1~ millions a year. 

Apart from the provisions of the Agricultural Rates Act, 1896, the system under Increase in 
which the State assigns certain reyenucs to the Local Authorities has remained the amo"".! of 
same since 1890, but the yield of those revenues has increased. The sum passing cImpte~iaIb . 

h h L T . h' on rl utlou. throllg t e ocal axatlOn Account under the Acts of 1888 and 1890 as mcreased to Local 
from 6,009,0001. in 1890-1 to 6,772,000/. in 1898-9. During the intervening years Rates. 
the amount has fluctuated,but. the mean rate of increase has been about 95,000£. per 
annum. In the two years 1899-1900 and 1900-1-the latest years for which figures 
are nvailable-the amounts passing through the Account were 7,145,0001., and 
6,861,000/. respectively. 

_.... -.- --_.-_.- - .. - . -------~--- '--
• See Apl""dix (Pal't. I.) to Vol. T. of Minute. of Evid",.ce, Pl" 1>4-76 (C. 8764). The list gn~s bsok to 

f he- yeAr 1 ~70. 
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ROYAL COMMISSION ON LOCAL TAXATION: 

The following Table compares the mean annual increments in local taxation ~inoe 
1890-1 with the corresponding increments for three preceding sexennial periods before 
the passing of the Looal Government Act, 1888 :-

Ratea raised iD Rates raised in Mean Increment Period. fir.' year of each ltl8' yeal' of each 
Period. Period. per AIIDUlD. 

£ £ 4l 
1867~ to 1873-4 (6 years~ - 16,504,000 18,906,000 400,000 
1875~ 10 1881-2 (6 years - - 19,485,000 23,905,000 737,000 
1881-2 to 1~87~ ~6 years) - - 23,905,000 27,195,000 548,000 
1890-1 to 1898-9 8 years) . - - 27,819,000 39,935,000· 1,515,000 

The yea .. 1874-5, 1888-9, and 1889-90 are omitted, .s the fignre for the first of those years was 
disturbed by the measures for the relief of local taxation introduced by Sir Stafford N or,hoote, and those 
I'or the two last were alBo disturbed by the financial arrangements of 1888. The figures for the two" 
periods subsequent to} 1875 are not fl'ee from somewhat similar disturbing elements, as the transfer of 
the prisons took place in 1877, and local rates were relieved of half the cost of the maintenance of 
di.turnpiked ROd main road. in 1887~.t 

Generally speaking, the Table shows that local rates are now increasing far more 
rapidly than' in previous periods. This is also illustrated in a graphic manner by the 
accompanying diagram. 

The growth of population, which is also traced in the diagram, is clearly accountable 
for a large part of the increase in the amount of rates raised by local bodies, but,' 
owing to other causes, such as the authorisation by Parliament of expenditure upon 
new purposes and the more efficient administration of old-established services, the 
increase in the total rates raised has been much more rapid than the increase in the 
population. The diagram shows that this tendency has been more marked in recent 
years than in the earlier years of the period. 

In 1890-1 the rates raised represented ] 98. 4d .. per head of population, whilst in 
1898-9 they had grown to ll. 48. 6d., if the Agricultural Rates Grants be excluded, 
or to H. 58. 4d., if those grants bE' included with the rates actually raised. 

The amount of rates raised and Agricultural Grants received by the various olasses 
of Local Authorities are shown for each year sinCE' 1890 in Table II., and an analysis 
of the figures for 1898-9 shows that the responsibility for the imposition of the rates 
mainly rests with six: classes of local Spending Authorities. These classes and the 
proportion of the rates for which they are responsible are ;-

I 

, 
Rates raised in 1898-9.* 

-
I AmOUDL Per Cent. 

£ 
Sanitary Authorities in London and Urban 13,888,000 34'8 

Districts (both borough and other). 
Poor Law Authorities - - . 9.781,000 24'0 
School Board. - . - - 4,890,(l()() 12'3 
Oounty Oouncilst • . - 4,884,000 12'2 
Rural District Oonncil.~ - - 2,452,000 6'1 
Town Councils acting as MunicipnlAutbo- 2,24:1,000 0'6 

l'ities. 
Other Local Authorities - . 1,798,000 4'5 ---

Total . - 39,935,000 100'0 

• Including Agricnltural Rates GrsntB. 
t From 1882 to 1886-7 one-fourth of the cost w .... paid from the Exchequer. 
t Including tbe London County Council. 
§ Including Higbway Authorities in Rural Di.tricts. 
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Of the 12,000,000'1. increase since 1890-1 iI}. th~ total-' 
Sanitary Authorities in London and Urban Districts (both borough 

and other) account for - -

41 

4t millions. 

Increase 
since 1890-1 
in amount of 
rates. mised Poor Law Authorities for 

School Boards for 2t " 2 
, byleach.,f 

County Councils (including the London County Council) for -
these clasbea. .. 

Town Councils acting as Municipal Authorities for - -
and 

Rural District Councils and Rural Highway Authorities for 
•• 

It 
1 " 

" 

" 
12 millions. 

The expenditure of Sanitary Authorities in urban districts therefore accounted for 
more than one-third of the entire increase, and is swelling at the rate of from 500,000l. 
to 600,0001. a year. 

It should not he for~otten, however, in estimating the increllse in the rates raised in urban 8D(\ 
rural diEtricLs, U that cv~ry year the formation of new and the extension of existillg urban districts havo 
,j withdrawn from the jurisdiction of rUl'al didtrict councils, it.ud the highway aUtbOl'ities io !'ufal 
" districtl'l, maoy areas of an urban or suburban character in which the ra.te of expenditure hos been 
u much higher than in the remainder of the district from which they bave been deta.ched. During 
.. the 10 years ended on tbe 31st March 1899 as many as 164 new urban districts .. ere formed, and 195 
" existing urban districts extended by the inclusion of places pl'eviously forming parts of rural 
,I districts. The number of exitStiug rural districts extended by the inc~usion of parts of urba.n districts 
" during the snme period was 49/'· 

In consequence or ihis, the increase in urban rates comprises the rates raised in cerla.in districts which 
were counted as rural in earlier periods, though such districts being small, as compared with the whole 
country, would not greatly affect the conclusions to be drawn. Whatt:ver effect they have, however, 
can b. almost wholly eliminated by dealing witb tho rates in the £ in these districts, Bnd this will 
presently be done. 

A further qualification, not perhaps of great importance, but one or which it is impossible to take 
accurate account, is that whilst there is a Bharp distinction between the mtes mised in what are 
technically urban and rliral districts, tbis partition of the countJ'y is a.nd must be largely arbitl'ary, some 
urban districts being 'less densely populated than Home parishes which stiHl"emaio rural. 

The valnation upon which by far the largest amount of local rates are levied is that Valuation 
made by the Union Assessment Committees for the purposes of the Poor Rate. . In per hea? e~ 
1871 this valuation was 109t millions, or 41. 168. Id. per head of the population. In f~~'ta~~;R"). 
1898 it had grown to 172 millions, or 5t. 98. 2d. per head. The course of the 1899' and • 
valuation during the intervening yearst can be easily followed by referring to the 190<). 
diagram facing page 40. Until the y",ar 1886 the increase in the valuation outgrew 
the increase in the population. Since that period the relation between the two has 
fluctuated slightly, but ,has not greatly changod, aud, at the present time, the valuation 
appears to be again increasing somewhat more rapidly than the population. 

In 1899 and 1900, the two years fohowing those included in the diagram, the 
valuation per head reached 51. lOs. 2d. and 51. lIs. Ud. respectively.t 

In Table III. the valuation of the areas of the more important cla~ses of Local 
Authorities are given for each year since 1890. 

The following Table shows the valuation of ' Urban and rural areas in the years 1890 
and 1898:-

Rateable Value in 

-
I 

. 
1890. 1898. 

£ £ 
London (Union Oounty) . - · 31,597,000 86,889,000 
Municipal Boroughs - - - 43,645,000 54,212,000+ 
Otber Urban District. - - · 23,696,000 29,976,000 

'" 
Total urban area. - - 98,838,000 121,077,000 

RUI'llI Dislrict. - - . - 53,278,000 50.989.000 

Total England and Walea · 152,116,000 172,066,000 

• Locul Taxation Return. for 1898-S, Part VII" p, 47. 
t The "aluation at the CODllllencement of tho year 1872-3 does not appco.r to have been ascertained, the 

figu"", quoted in the Local Taxation Returns (1698-9) for th. years 1872-3 and 1873-4 being practically the 
same. The dotted line in the dillgrnm probably indicates m'Jre correctly the progress in the rateable value 
bel\veen 1871 and IH7.~. 

t The amounts of l'aluhtion pel' head heN given are calculo.tF-d upon the estimates of popu1ation made by 
the R'>l(istror.Oen.ral. (See 'i'Hble I. on p..,"" 7;1). " 

t Thill i8 tbe rntooble value for tbe Borougb Rate of tbose borollghs in whioh tbe Agrieultnr:d R.t •• Act· 
applied to the Borough Rule and th. asse •• able value for tbo Borough nate of tho-oe (111'1 .... ry nnmerous) in 
which the Act did "ot apl,l), or only ptU'tly applied to the Boroogh Rate, " 

r 98GlI, 

V aluBti~n of 
Urban aud 
Rural Aress 
in J890and 
1898. 

• 
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Valuation Although this iucrease of 22t millionll in the valuation' of urban arells is partly 
hns increased due to the extension of those areas as well as to an actual increase in the Talue 
~i~~::: but of the rateable property comprised therein,it has nevertheless counterbalanced, in 
hnsdecrea""d some' measure, the large increaso in the amount raised by urban rates'. On the othl)r 
ia Rural hand there has been an appreciable dilcrease in the valuation of rural areas. 
Districts. 

Increases in 
quinquennial 
periods since 

• 1873-4 in 
population, 
Rateable 
Value and 
Rates raised. 

RaUl in £ of 
rates raised 
in 18S8, 
1890-1, and 
1898-9. 

Tho following Table taken from the last Annual Report of the Local Government 
Board,* brings together the changes which have occurred in the llopulation, rateable 
value, and amount of rates raised in England and Wales since 1873~ : -

! ' . 

lncreue Per C ... t. 

Period. 
In Eetimated In Rateable In AmouDt of 
Population. Value. Rates rai8ed. 

./ 
---

Between 1873-4 anrl1878-9 ~5 years) 6·9 16·6 15·3 
" 1878-9" 1883-4 5 years) . 6·4 9·3 14·4 

" 
1883-4 " 1888-9 (5 years) . 5·7 4·5 10·0 

" 1888-9 " 
1893-4 (5 years) - 5.8; 6·5 17·5 

" 
1893-4 " 1898-9 (5 years) - 5·9 7·9 23·9t -,-

Between 18734 and 1898-9 - - 34·St 63·1 111·2t 

It will be seen from these figures that, not only have the rates increased more 
rapidly than the population, but that they have also outstripped the rateable value. 
During the 25 years the rates increased at double the pace of 'the rateable value, 
and at no period was the disproportion so marked as during the last five years. 
(Compare also'the course of the valuation and rates in the diagram facing page 10.) 

These conditions must necessarily have .been accompanied by a rise in the average 
rate in the £, levied by Local Authorities. 

No information is collected showing the total rates in the £ which are chnrged upon the ratepayers~ and 
for 'the purpose of C9mpBt'in~ the extent of locui taxation at different periods, and in different distticts, it 
is necessarY' to use the nominal rates in the £ obtained by dividing the amount of rates raised hf the 
valuation of the districts in which they were levied.. The following rates in the £ are the full approximate 
amounts payable npon the fuU net anoual value of those properties which are not differentially freated. 
Properties which are so treated would be assessed at n. lower rate in the £ on their full Bnnual value, 
or at the full rate in the £ upon their .... ss.ble value. (See a/8n notes to Table IV., p. 81.) 

Calculated upon the Poor Rate Valuation, the rates raised in 1898-9, and in the 
latest years dealt with by Mr. Goschen and Sir H. Fowler, were equivalent to the 
following rates in the £ :-, 

In 1868 
In 1890-1 
In 1898-9 -

8. d. 
3 4 
3 .8._ 

- 410-

The increase, during the last eight years is remarkable, and has raised the charge 
to a point which has not been reaohed at any previous period for which the rates have 
been ascertained. And it should. Dot be forgotten that the relief which has been 
afforded to the ratepayer from Imperial funds since 1888 has been greater in 
proportion to the total rates than at any pre'vious period. The amounts passmg 
through the Local Taxation Account in 1890-1 and 1898-9§ were equivalent to rates 
of 9~d. in the £ on the rateable values ot t.hose years. 

• Thi"tieth Annual It.port of Ihe Local Go<ernment Board, 1900-1, p, cxci. 

t Amended in accordance with the estimates of the popuh\tion given in the Preliminary Report on the 
Census of 1901. (See Table I. on page 75). 

t Grant. uDd"r the Agl'iculturnl Rate. Act, 1896, have, for the purposes of this Table, hoen included with 
rates. 

§ Excluding for this yem' tho Ag,·icultural Rates Grants, which, being siven in aid of a pnrliculnr cluss of 
ratepayers, do not directly affect the rnte. in the £ payable by the general ratepayer. 
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'fhe following figures taken from Table IV. on page 80 enable the increase in Iucrem;ein 
the rates since 1890-1 to be traced to the particular authorities, and, in SOD~e measure, Rate in J;; 

to the partioular classes of distriots in whioh it occurred ;_ since 1~90-1 

Poor Law Authorities (Metropolitan) -
Do. do. (extra-Me'tTopolitan) 
Do. do. (Englaud and Wales) -

School Boards (London) -
Do. (Boroughs)-
Do. (Parishes) -
Do. (England and WaleR) 

County Councils (London) - -
Do. (extra-Metropolitan). 

Met,ropolitan Vestries and District Boards, &c. - -
Town Counclls,(Mlluicipal Accounts). County Boroughs 

Do. do. Other Boroughs 
Do. (other Accounts). County Boroughs -

Increase in 
Rate in £ sincE!' 

1890--1. 

d_ 
- 3-2 

1-6 
- 2-1 

1'8 
- 3'3 
- 2'6 
- 2-5 
- 0-7 

2'5* 
- 2'6 
- 3'3 
- 1'4 
- 6'3 
- 5'2 Do. do. Other Boroughs 

Urban Distl'ict Councils of Districts other than -Boroughs 
Ruml District Councils and Highway Authorities in Rural 

7'2 

Districts - 4'5* 
Parish Councils and Parish Meetings - O' 6 

Metropolitan Authorities -
Extra~Metropolitan Authorities -
England and Wales 

7'4 
15'4 

- 14'0 

of tates 
raised by 
var1oueLoeal 
Authorities. 

These figures show that, whilst the rates in the £ raised by all the principal Local 
Authorities have contributed to tho general increase. those levied by extra-Metropolitan 
Urblln Authorities have, generally speaking, grown more rapidly than those raised in 
the Metropolis and in Hural Districts. In London the rates of the Poor Law 
Authorities have incrtlascd to the greatest extent, t,hough in other urban distriots the 
sanitary rates are responsible for the largest inoreases. The increase in the averagt> 
School Board rates was larger in the Boroughs than in London and elsewhere. 

n.-BURDENS IMPosEn UPON THE RATES BY VARIOUS SERVICES, 

'fhe proceedM of the three principal rates, viz .. the Poor Rate, General District Rate Method of 
(General Ratet ill the Metrupolis), and Borough nate, by ~eans of which some 90 per determining 
cent. of the totallocnl taxatioll in 1898-9 was raiEed; are used to defray expenditure ~h. bU"'dlen 

't f d t t f th t f h d lmpos. upou on a great varle y 0 purpoECS, an a lDere s atemen 0 e amonn 0 t ese rates oes the rates by 
not serve to show for what services local taxation is principally raised. 1l. statemeut of various 
the "rates levied by each class of Local Spending Authorities is of much more assistance, services. 
but even this is not sufficient, as nearly all classes are charged with the administration 
of a groat variety of servioos, and in some cases a service is administered in different 
disLricts by different classes of Authorities. In determining tho burden imposed upon 
locnl rates by any particular service, it is, therefore, necessary to ascertain the 
gross expenditure upon the service, and to deduct therefrom any receipts, other than 
lrolll ratee, incidental to its administration. 

As, however, County and County Borough Councils receive (under the Acts of 1888 
and 1890) oonuributions il'om the Exchequer which are not earmarked to any service 
in particular, it is not possible to determine the net charge of each of the services 
administered by those Authorities falling upon such contributions and the local rates 
respeotivel!. These and the majority of other Local Authorities also receive grants 
under the Agricultural Rates Act, which it is frequently impossible to identify with 

• s.. uot.o to Tabl.1V. OIl to rates in £ for Special County Purposes and Special Expenses of Rural 
'District Council.. ' 

t Under the Local Government Act, 1899, the Poor Rate in the Metropolis h ... become part of the aeneral 
Rote. 

F2 
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Ror AL COMMISSION ON LOC}.L TAXATION 

the administration of IIny parHcular service. In these cases, the charge imposed upon 
taxation, whether raised by the Local or the Imperial Authorities, is all that can be 
stated. 

Fnrther, nearly aU Local Authorities hove sun<lry receipts (such as profits from reproductive una.r
takings, rents, profits, and sales of property, int.ernst and dividends on investments, lees, fines, penaltielt, and 
licences, &c.) which are not directly incidental to the administraticn of any pal·ticula.r sen ice, hut 
which go towards the reduction of the rates for all the services they administer. Moreover, certain 
receipts of Local Authorities are not classified in the LorAI Ta."tatioD Returns (upon which the follovl"in" 
figures Bfe largely based), according to the services in connexioD with which they were received, nnd i~ 
these clIses the entire receipts in aid cannot be 8et against tbe gross expenditure. It is seldom possiblp, 
therefore, to show the eXtlct charge imposed upon the rates by any service; but as these receipts are 
not large as compared with the amount raised by rates, the figures showing the net cost of locoi 
services will 8till form an approximate guide to the charge imposed upon the rates, and the rates in the 
£ deduced tberefrom will show, within a very small m .... gin of error, tho charges imposed upon ratep.yers 
for the sert1ices dealt with. 

In Table V. will be found a list of the principal local services with the grosB 
amount,s expended (including dtlbt charges, but not expenditure out of loans) upon 
each In 1897-8 and 1898-9. It will there be seen that the total expenditure of 
I,ocw. .Authorities was, in 1898-9, nearly 72,OOO,000l., an increase of almost 3i millions 
over the expenditure in 1897-8 .. Nearly four-fifths of this expenditure was incurred 
upon a few of the more important services, these services, and t,he amount exponded 
upon· each in 1897-8 and 1898-9, being as follows:-

Grosl Expenditure .• 

--
I 1897-8. 1898-9. 

£ £ 
Relief of the Poor, Lunatics, and Lunatic 11,602,000 12,191,000 

Asylums. 
Education - - - - - 9,403,000 9,906,000 
Police - - - - - 5,033,000 5,105,000 
Roads, Streets, Bridges, and Ferries .. - 10,402,000 11,007,000 
Lighting Slre.ts, Roads, &c. - - - ),287,000 1,;~29,000 . 
8ewe~e - - - - - 3,348,000 3,568,000 
Gnsworks - - - - 4,929,000 5,102,000 
Waterworks - - - - 3,516,000 3,674,000 
Harbours, Piers, Docks, and Quays - - 2,991,000 2,960,000 
Private Improvement Works - - 1,132,000 1,214,000 {to 

53,733,000 I 56,106,000 

Iv is now proposed to show to what extent the administration of these services 
involves a charge upon the local rates, so far as the existing financial arrangements and 
published Returns enable this to be done. 

'l.'ke Relief of the POOT, Lunatics, and Itunatio AsylJumB. 

The relief of the Poor and the maintenance of Panper Lunatics being devolved 
upon the Poor Law Authorities, whilst asylum accommodation for lunatics is provided 
by County and Borough Councils, makes it necessary to deal with tha former, apart 
from the latter. Moreover, in consequence of tb,e variety in the functions performed 
by the Poor Law Authorities, it is not possible to state the exact amount spent upon 
Poor Relief and the maintenance of Pauper Lunatics. But so far sa the expenditure 
upon Relief is separable, it is shown for each year since 1871-2 in Table I., and in the 
Diagra.m facing page 40. 

Of the years included in the Diagram, the ratio of Poor Relief expenditure to the 
estimated population was lowest in the period 1886 to 1890, and highest in 1898-9. 
In 1899-1900 it was still higher than in 1898-9. The gross Poor Relief expenditure per 
inhabitant in each County and Division of England and Wales is given for each 
year since 1890-1 in Table VIII. 

Between 1890--1 and 1899-1900 the expenditure pel' inhabitant in England and 
Wales incrt'ased from 68. to 78.31d., i.B., by upwards of 21 per cent. During this 
period the expenditure per inhabitant in London (where in 1899-1900 it was 

• Besides these .mounts, some part of the expenditure upon public buildings, salaries, establishment 
charges, legal expenses, &c., which C&Dnot be allocated to the sepsrste services, would properly he regarded as 
""penditure upon the aervic,," included in the &bove Table. In each of tho year. 1897-8 sod 1898-9 tbis 
expenditure amounted te upwards of 4 millions. 
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158. 9fd.) has not only been much greater than in any other Division 
it also shows the largest increase. 

or County, but 
. 

It mQst be remembAred, however, that in London tha cost of m.u.otaining the patienls in tho fever and 
.mall·pox bo.pitat. of the Metropolitan Aaylul1I.9 Boord falls upon the Poor Law Autboritie •• whereas 
the provision of hospitals for infectious diseases in the feRt of the country is, for the most. P&rJ, a. chal'ge 
upon the rates raised by the Sanitary Authorities. Moreover, the mLter Autborities have li. power of 
reco'Yering, if possible, from non-pauper p'ltients the expense of their maintenance, but the London 
AuthoritiC's ha\'o DO 8uch power ot' recovery. The expenditure of the Metropolitan Asylums Board in 
1899-1900 w .. 816.000/. (of which about two·tbird. appears to be incurred in thR trealmonc 
of infectious di ...... ). or between on.·fifth and on •. quart.r of the total expenditure of tho Metropolil.an. 
Poor Law Authorities. •• 

The expenditure immediately connected with Poor Relief is analysed for the years Analy.is of 
1890-1 to 1899-1900 in Table VIT. The expenditure on the different items in Poor Relief 
1899-1900 W88- !-xpenditure 

10 1899-19CO. 

-- In the Metropolis. I O.tside the MetroPOlio.l Total. 

£ £ £ 
1. ID~maiDtenBnco - - - . 971.1100 1.577,000 2,54e,OOO 
2. Out·relief - - - - . 229,000 2,469,000 2.698,000 
3. Jlfaiutenanee of Lunatic. in County and 421.000 1.399.000 1.820.000· 

Borough Asylums. Rogi.te,·ed Hos-
pital •• and Licen.ed Hou .... 

4. Pl'incipal of Loans repaid and Interest 
thereon ,-

II. Principal repaid - - - 351.000 268,000 619,000 
b. Interest. . - - 193,000 161,000 354,000 

5. Salari ... &e, and superannuation allow- 822.000 1.274,000 2.096.000 
IUlOOS of Union Officer., &e. 

6. Othe. expenses of. or immediately eon- 608.000 
neeted with. relief. 

~25.ooo 1.433.000 

---------------
Total . - - 3.595.000 7.973,000 I1.568.000 

Nearly one-third of the expenditure was, therefore. incurred in the Metropolis, and it 
may be noted that the amo\1llt spent upon out-relief there is very small as compared 
with the rest of the country. 

The cost of relief per pauper (calculated on the mean number of paupers of all Cost of r.liol 
classes) in England and Wales has risen from HZ. 78. O~d. in 1890-1, to 14Z. lOs. 4t,d. perp.uper. 
in 1899-1900. 

The oorrespondiDg figures for London and the rest of England and Wales were:-
, 

I - 1890-1. I 1899-1900. 

£ •• d. £ 8. d. 
London . - . - - 22 9 7t 28 14 2l 
Re.t of England nnd Wale. . - 910 Ii II 17 5t 

_. -
The striking contrast between the rates per pauper in London and the rest 

of England and Wales is referred to in the .Annual Report of the Local Government 
Board for 1900-1 (p. lxxxi) in the followiug words:-

.. This result is. to a considerable extent, to be attributed to the fact that in the 
" Metropolis the paupers relieved iu the workhouses .and infirmaries. &c., bear 
.. a mucb larger proportion to the total number of paupers of all classes relieved 
.. than they do in other parts of the country It is no doubt also partly 
.. due to tbe improved accommodatiou provided for the poor in the Metropolis, and 
.. partly to the (lontributions required to be made to tho Ma.nagers of the Metropolitan 
.. .Asvlum Dist.rict." 

• 
The avemge amount of relief given to each out-door pauper hRs. on the whole, Amount 

inoreased during the last ten yeaTS. and in 1899-1900 was 51.68. lOd. In the Metropolis Relief given 
alone the amount given averaged 5l. 178. 21d., and in the rest of England and Wales it to each out
averaged 5l. 58. Hid. door pauper. 

• Thi. do .. Dot inctude a sum of, roughly. 50.0001 .• expended by County and ToWII Councils upon the main
tenance of lunatic. chargeable to them. and Dot to the Poor Ln .. Authorities. 

Fa 
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Sonl'CCS . .Jf 
.Re'renu~ of 
.BOllTd!'! of 
Guardians, 
Bnu extent to 
which POOl' 
Reli.! ex
penditnrc was 
met from eacb 

,'fhe sources from which tbeGuardians derive their revenue (other, ,than that from 
loans) may be classed under four hea(ls, namely :-

1. R~venue derived from property of Guardians, sales of produce, relatives, or 
, property of paupers and all sources other than 2, 3, and 4. 

2. Colttributions from the Exchequer Contribution Accounts of County and County 
Borough Councils .... 

3. Contributions from the Local Taxation Account under the Agricultural R&.tes 
Act, 1896. SOllrcc-.. 

en) Outside 
the lIIetro
PQH •• 

(lI) In tbe 
Metl'opolis. 

• 

4. Poor Rates. 

, In, shqwing the extent to which the expenditure, upon POOl' Relief is met from 
each 6f the four sources named above, it will be convenient to deal with London apart 
from the rest of England and Wales. The following figures relate to tho year 189\)-
1900, but those for the nine preceding years will be foulld in Table VI. ' 

In the, extra-Metropolitan part oj England and Wales the goroRs expenditure 
immediately connected with the relief of the poor amounted to 7,973,0001., and of this 
sum it is t'stimated that 546,000/., or 6'8 per cent., was met from the local receipts 
mentioned llnder the jirst head above. The proportion of the gross expenditure met 
from,this source has remained fairiy constant during the last ten years, the limits of 
variation having been 6'1 and 6'8 per cent. 

The net cost of relief falling upon rates and taxes was, therefore, 7,427,0001., or 
lB. Id. in the £ on the rateable value. Of this sum, 1,548,000/., or 19'4 per cent. of 

. the gross poor relicf expenditure, was met by the grants received from' the Councils 
of Counties and QountyBoroughs under the Local Government Act of 1888. In 1891-2 
the prdportion of the expenditure so met was 23' 3 per cent., and since that year it has 
been steadily declining. '1'hi8 diminution in the ratio of these grants to the gross 
expenditure is attributable to the progressive increase in the latter, coupled with 
the fixedness of the Union Officers' Grant,-the most important of the grants made by 
the County and County Borough Councils. 

A further sum, estimated at 427,000l .• was received in aid of this expenditure under 
the provisions of the Agrioultural Rates Act, 1896, and the balance, namely, 
5,452;000l., ,or 68,' 4 per cent. of the gross expenditure, fell upon the poor rate. This 
sum represEilltsarate of lOtd. in the £ upon the assessable vlllue (i.e., the rateable 
value reduced by one-half the value of agricultural land) of the extra~Metropolitan 
part of England and WaleR. . 

The gross expenditure immediately connected with the relief of the poor'in tho 
Metropolis was 3,595,0001. in 1899-1900, of which ]34,0001.,01' 3'7 per cen't., :Was 
defrayed from revenue derived from property,' sales, of produce, relatives, or property 
of paupers, and otller local sources except rates. The balance, "viz., 3,461,000/., ,was 
equivalent to a rate of Is. lOid. in the £. 

The grantB made by the London County Council from its Exchequer Contribution 
Account amounted to 188,0001., 01',5'2 per cent. of the gross expenditure. and granta 
wet'e received,under the .!.gricultural Ratea Act to the extent of about 1,0001. 

Tho in-door pauper grant of 4d. a day pel' head, which is mi1de by tho Council to 
the Metropolitan Boards of Guardians, is not chargod upon the Council's Exche~uer 
Contribution Account, although it was gi"en in lieu of the Union Officers' grant in'the 
rest of England and Wales: Some part of the grant might, however, be regllrded as 
coming out 'of that Accoun.t, but-, a8 t,he free balance of tho Accou nt is le3s than the 
amount {)f the grant, it is, clear that. a part also falls upon the County rate. 'I'he 
amount received by the Guardians frem the grant in 18U9-1900 was 354,OUOI., but as 
it is impossible to say how much of this sum was met from one source 01' the other, it 
will be desirable to' show the average ratc~ in the £ of the net expenditure, both 
~nclil.ding and excluding the grant. These rates are :- ' 

I Amount. I Rille in :e. I -- I 
£ •• d • 

Net expenditure on poor reHef falling on 3,273,000 1 9 
the. Guai'dio.ns' ratea and on in-door 
pauper grant. 

Net exponditure on ,poor reHef falling on 2,919,000 1 61 
the Guardians' fates only . 

. ,. lncbding uncler this hCR,(l 1,bc in-dool' pauper grant payubk to MeLl'Opolitan Boards of Guardinns by t.ho 
London County Couucil, but which is Dol charged UpOD the Coonoil·. E"chequer OOlltl'ibution Account. 
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The gross expenditure of Loonl 
mately:-

703,0001. in 1897-8, and 
793,0001. in 1891:l-9. 

Authorities on Lun.atic AS!llulilsivas' approxi- LULati~ 
Asylum,:, 
approxiwate 
e~t faJliJIK 
on Rates. 

Owing to the receipts of Visiting Committees for the 'accommodation of· the 
private patients not being separable from the receipts for their maintenance, it is not 
possible L:, a~certain the amount of the receipts in aid of thi~ expenditure. but it seems 
probable that they did not. exceed 30,OOOl. in each year. The gross expenciiture, 
however, represents in each year a rate oof a little more thau Id. in the £ on the rate. 
able value of England and Wales. 

Educatirm. 
The expenditure 

classes, namely :-
of Local Authorities upon Education may be divided into three Expenditure 

.,' '. i upon Edud. 

- .. tiOll. 
, 

App;roximu.te Gr088 Ex:p~nditure:* . -
1897-8·t I 1898-D·t 

£ £ 
(1.) ElementlU'Y EdUCAtion! • " .' 8,150,000 8,612,OOO§ 
~2.) Technical nnd Intermediate Education 079,000 1,013,000 
3.) Itcformillories and Industrial Schools:t 236,000 242,000 

Ne:!.!'ly the whole of the above expenditure upon Elementary Education was Eleme~tary 
incurred by School Boards,lI and some 40 per cent. of it is defrayed 'by the State. Education. 
'l'he amounts raised by rates (including the A"O'ricultural Rates grants) in the years Amoulltdof 

d .1 S . . rat .. an en eu eptembel' 1897 and 1898 were 4,91O.000l.~r and 4,8!J0,000l.~ respectIVely, rates ill £. 
which amounts were equivalent to rntes of 10id. and 10ld. in the £ in each year 
if calculated on the valuation of the districts in which the rates were levied. It 
has been shown in the Table on p. 43, that the increase in the average rate between 
1890 and 1898 was 2id. in the O£. In the years ended September 1899 and 1900 
the avera!:;e rates were lld. and Hid. in the £ respectivoly, the figures for toe London 
School Board, the Borough School' Bonrds, and the Parochial Schoel Boards for 
these years being as follows :-

I .I\m( unt of Rates raiaed (including Agricultural 
Rates GraQta).~ 

Average Rate. in :£. 
, . 

--~ - Ig98-9, I 1899-1900. 1898-9. 1899-1900,' . 

ondon L 
B 
P 

or9ngh• 
Ilrltlbes 

- --

England. 

£ 
. - 1,973,000 - 1,867,000 
. 1,149,000 
-----

ToW. and Avorages 4,989,000 -_._-_ .. 

I Wales. , Eng1a.nd. I 
£ £ 
- 2,119,000 

88,000 2,U26,000 
20:;,000 1,249,000 

-
5,31)4,000 I 288,000 

-
Wale..q. England,' Wales. Eogland., Wa.les. 

£ ,. d. •• d. ,. d. • • d. 
- 1 0'9 - 1 1'7 -

92,000 o 10'1 010'3 010'3 011'1 
239,000 0 9'7 o U'o 010'1 1 1-2 

331,000 010'9 O. U'1 o 1}'4 1 0'4; 
. 

.-
The figures for preoeding years will be found in Tables II. and IV. . 
The expenses for interest on loans to meet capital charges and repayment of 

instalments of the principal of such loans, increased from 1,114,0001. in 1889-90 

• Nearly 40,0001. in each yenr was also spent by the Corporat.ion. of Loudon Q,nd Town COIlDCil:t upon 
Colleges and School!. 

t Tho expenditure of School BOIU'ds included in these figu .... i. for tho years emling Michaelmas 189'1 and 
1898 ""peotively. 

t 'i'he d.bt cbarges of 8cnool Boards iu eonnexion with Industrial Schools are included under Elementary 
Education, as tho amount. are not distinguished in the !teporto of the Boa .. d of Education. 

§ The expenditure upun tb. maintenance of Voluntary Schools i. not, of course, included above. 
I! School Attendau •• Committees inculTed an expenditure of 64,0001. in each year. 
, Those figUreR include tbe rates raised by School Boards for contri1>utions towards, or .xp ....... or, Indus:rial 

School .. amounting (exclusive of debt chao'ges) in 1896-7 to about 117,0001., and in 1897-8 to 126,0001. 

F4 



Technic.1 
ond Inter
mediate 
EducatioD. 
Expenditure 
falling upon 
general .. 6-
vp.nues of 
Local 
Authorities. 
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to 1,762,000l. in 1899-1900, and now requires a rate of 3·5d. in the £ on the rateable 
value vf the school districts.· . 

TechniCal and Intermediate EdUCQ,tion is administered by the Councils of Counties 
Boroughs, and Urban Districts. Of the total gross expenditure of these bodies th~ 
following amounts fell upon their general revenuest :- ' 

1897-8 
1898-9 
1899-1900 

£ 
898,000 
909,000 
953,000 

These sums are each equivalent to about ltd. in the £. upon the rateable value of 
the whole of England and Wales, but, for the reasons stated on pp. 43-4 the extent 
to which the expenditure actually fell upon the rates cannot be stated. ' 

!'~~~':d The majority of !lejormatories an.d. Industrial 8cTtool~ are con~roll.ed by Voluntary 
Industrial Managers, but certam Local Authontles may also provide snch IDstltutions and may 
Schools. contribute to those provided by other agencies. i'he following figures show' the gross 
Gross expenditure incurred upon these institutions, and also the contributions made by Local 
Expe.diture Authorities towards such expenditure!:-
nD.dpayments ____________ ~ __ ,..:..------.:,-------.,..-------
by Local I 
Authorities. -- 1898. 1899. 1900. 

Police 
Expendituro 
outside the 
City of 
London. 

--
I 

j 
£ £ .£ 

Gros. Expenditure upon ReIormatory aud 459,000 467,000 47S,000 
IDdustrial Schools.§ 

PaymeDts towards such expenditure by- I County and Borough Councils - - 62,000 65,000 67,500 
School Boards - - - 1\0,000 123,000 I 127,600 
Boards of Guardians - - - 5,000 0,000 4,500 - -Total paymeDts 

Authoritiesll 
b! LOc~} 182,000 193,000 199,500 

It should be observed, however, tha.t the pa.yments by School Bonrds and Boards of 
Guardians are included in the rates raised by those Authorities shown elsewhere. 

PoUre. 

In presenting statistics with regard to Police expenditure, it will be convenient 
to deal with the City of London Police Force separately on account of the exceptional 
financial arrangements connected with that force. 

According to the annual Police Reports issued by the Home Office and the Local 
Taxation Returns,,\[ the gross expenditure upon Police other than" the City Police in 
1894-5 and the three latest years for which the information is available was:-

Gross Expenditure." 

1894-5 
1897-8 
1898-9 
1899-1900 -

£. 
4,506,000 
4,819,000 
4,938,000 
5,094,000 

• ADnual Reports of Committee of Council on Edncation and Board of EducatioD, 1892-3 and 1900-1. 
(C. 7089 and Cd. 7 S6.) 

t See Technical Education Returns. H.C. 0 of 1899 and 2.57 of 1901. 
t See Reports of Inspector. of Reformatories and Industrial SchooL! of Great Britain for ! 898, 1899, 

and 1900 (C., 9450, OJ., 4.08, Cd., 840). 
§ This expenditure includes some sma1l1oases incurred in connexion with industrial departments, but does 

Dot includo the gross expenditure npon such depal'tmtDt.. It alEo incllldes a omalI amount of capital 
expenditure. . 

II Th .... totals are smalIer than the figures shown in the tsble on the preceding poge,88 those figures are based 
upon the LocnI TaxatioD Returns, and include the groso expenditore on School. coolrolIed by Local Authoriti.s. 
~ ll'or the extra-lIetropolitaD Districts the figures are taken fl'o:o the Police Reports (H.C. 167 of 1896, 

157 of 1899, 181 of 1900, and 200 of 1901), and for the Metropolitan Distric. from thp Lo",,1 Taxatioll 
RetorDs. The figures OD p. 44 are whoU, based upon the Local TaxatioD Returno, Bud therefore differ to 
some alight extent from those shown above. ~ 

•• These figures include the expenditure from the Pension Fundd but omit exp(mditurd by the Receiver 
for the MetrO~litan Police District in respect of purely Imperial Servic .. (amounting in 1899-1900 to 
147,8711.). TI expenses of the Metropolitan Police Courts have beeD iDcluded siDce 1st O<-tober 1897, on 
which date they ere transferred to the Metropolitan Polic. Fund. In 1899-1900 thrse expenses amouDted 
to 35,8871. 
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It will thus be seen' that· the expenditul'e has increased by 552,0001.* in five 
years, that is at the rate of about nO,OOOl. a year. . 

Part of the above expendit.ura was met from sums rAooived for the services of Aroount of 
additional const.ables, fees, fines, and analogous receipts in aid specially credited to suchf~p.endi
the Police and Police Pension Funds. The expenditure actually falling ilpoll the !~r~x:h~~~er 
Exchequer Contributions, rates,' and other general sources of revenue of the Local Contribn-
Authorities, and the amounts per inhabitant of such expenditure were :- tions, Hates, 
.. ____ . ____ . Bnd general 

t. 

YS.\R. 

Expenditure falling on Exchequer 
ContributioDfI, RateB, and I!eneral revenu!,!s 

of Local Authorities~ 

Amount. Per Inhabitnnt.t 
_. __ .. --------- ----.---;--~-----' 

_I 
1894-5 
1897-8 • 
189~-!I 
1899-1900 

£ 
4,081,000 
4,343,000 
4,861,000 
4,5Jl,000 

s. d. 
'2 8~ 
2 O. 
2 9* 
210 

revenues of 
Local Autho. 
rities and 
amounts per 
inhabitant. 

Upwards of one-third of this expenditure in each year was incurred· in the !'orrespond. 
Metropolitan Police District where the expenditure per inhabitant is more thau double 1.Dg~ur .. 
the average for all e:ttra.Metropolitan Districts. The expenditure per inha.bitant ~~UD~~~u~~~ 
is higher in the Boroughs than in the Counties as the following figures for 1899-1900 the Metro. 
will show :- politan Poli~e 

District. -----.---- ---

\ 

------

Expenditure faUing on Exchequer 
CuotributioDti-. Rattos, and general reveo-:e. 

Population in 1901. of Loeal Aut.horiti~8. 

Amount. I Per Inhabitant. 

I , 
£ s. d. 

- 16,743,000 1,446,000 1 10 

- 1,846,000 226,000 2 5! . 8,356,000 1,119,000 2 8t 
Admini.trative Couutie.t - -
Non.County Boroughs (69) -
Couoty Boroughs (58) - • 

Extra Metropolitnn District. - -
·Metropolitan Police District • -

25,945,000 -I 2,791,000 --I 2 1 t 
_6_,_56_4._,0_00 ___ :. ___ I~ ____ 5_a ____ _ 

England aod Wale, (except City} I! I of London) _ • _ 32,499,000 4,511,000 2 9! 
I 

The Bums transferred to the Police ann Police Pension Funds from the Excllequer Tran,fers 
Contribution Accounts of Counties and County 1l0roughs and from the Local Taxation frhom Ex

C
-

A t t d t c aquer on-
cooun amoun e 0-. trib!1tion and 

----------. - 'L"""I Taxa, 

1894-6 
1897-9 
1698-9 
1899-1Il00 

You· 

I 
I 
I 

Traudrers from Exchcquo'!r Contribution and 
. I~ocal Tuation AceounLs. 

Percentage of 
Expenditure falliDg • 

Amouot. on Exchequer 
ContributioD!!, Rates, 

and General Revenues. 

£ Per cent. 
1,949,000 47'S 
2,058,000 ·17'4 
2,094,000 48'0 
2,123,000 47'1 I - ._. 

.--.---~ 

These amounts are thus equal to rather less than one-half of the Police expenditure 
not met from special reoeipts in aid . 

• Omitting tho ""peDees of the Meu-opolitaD Police Courts. 
t Based UPOD the estimated populatioo io the middle of each year. 
l Including four Couoty Boroughs and .U tho Non-County Boroughs which do Dot maintain separate 

Police forces. 
• '88tl. (l 

tion Accounts 
in Bid of such 
~xpenditure. 
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"After the,deduction of t1;t~sll amo)lnts the residue ,of the expenditure has to be met 
by the County and Borough C?uncil~;I!o~d the ¥et~QPolit.an Police A';Ithorities from 
other sources of revenue, whIch prInCIpally COUSIst of rates, contrIbutions under 
the Agriculturat''Rates Act! 18~6~, ~n~ the" freEl balances ,.: from' the F.xchequer 
C.Qntri~ution Accounts, ,Th~, ~xp'en~Iture met from: these sources, . and the rates in 
the .£ upon the rateable value which 'It tepresents, were, therefore-. ' 

, , , 
I 
I Resi.due of E:rpenditure. 

Y&AU: 

Aml'lunt. I Rate In .e . 

.£ d. 
1894-5 - - - - 2,132,000 3* 
~:~~, - - - - 2,28.5,000 31 - - - - 2,267,000 :t 1699-1900 - - - - 2,388,000 

---

COlTespond- As would be expected, the rate in the £ in the Metropolitan Police District is hig-her 
;tlO:, figure. than elsewhere, and it is also higher in the Boro'ughs than ill the Counties. I ~he 
for BO~l1gh., 'following are the figures for these. areas in' 1899-1900 :~ " 
Oountlcs, Dud, " . 
tbe l\f .tro-
p ,lilan Police 
District. 

City or Lon
dOll Police. 
EXl'p.uditui'e, 
,teo 

.. 
Reaidue of Expenditure. 

- Rateable Value. 

,., Amount. I Bate in It. -
I . '. 

£ £ d. 
AdmiftoistFBLiN- Counties- -. .. . 80,007,000 804,000 2, 
Non-County.Boroughs (69) - - - 8,515,000. 123,000 3t 
County Boroughs (58) - - - 37,327,000 592,000 at .. .. .. .-----'---------

Extra-Metropoliton Diatrict. -
: I 

125,R49,OOO 1,519,000 . }' ·3 
Metrop~lilan Poliee,Di.tri~t - 42,557,000 869,000 .5 , , 

., -_.-
England nnd Wille. (""cept City} I 

of Lonuon) • • - 168,406,000 - 2,388,000 lIi .. 

. -.. -. , 

The Metropolitan 'Police Rate actually levied amounts to ad. in the'.£ in each year. 
The whole of the produce of this rate is not, however, spent, and a. balance is accum u
lating, whic4 amounted to , 667.,OOOl. on the 31st March 1901. "It is not, possible to 
~how the !Lmounts falling e;X:lllusively upon the rates in other areas .. 

The gross expenditure. of the City of London Police, the receipts in aid of slich 
expenditure (incl~aing the contribution payable by the Corporation) and the residue of, 
the expenditure falling upon ~he rates and other revenues of the Corporation were-

.. -------;-----.---------.----,---------~ 

Gross Expenditure leB8 

YUIl, , 

'Groll I • Reeeipts~in .. aid othe1' Corporation 
than Corporation Contribution. 

Residue of Expec.ditUd. 

·'~s.penditurt". CoutributioD. 

________ -l. _____ :_A_m-'-oo_n_L_·_ .. lp_e..c, I_nh_'b_itn_D_ .. _t~~ _______ .~_m_o._nt_'J __ I!a_t_. _in ~ __ 

I £ I' J 
lR~4-5 

1807-8 

1998-9 

-

,£ ~ ~ £' £ I 
.\ 137,000 124,000 3 13 ili 30,000 

~ I 154,000 1~2,uOO ,4 146 32,000 

I - I 149,000 136,000 4 13 (j .. 32,000 

£ 
, 94,000 

110,000 

. lO~,ooo 1 5i 

• Including four County Borough. and all the Non-County' Boroughs which do not m.intainsep"'llte 
Police Forces. ' 
. t Ca!colatsdupou nn cst1inatcof the pOl'uiotionin the ;"iddlo'ot 'each year. 
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Roads, Streets, BridgeS, an,j F,e1'rie8 .. 
In estimating. the cost of highways it is important to keep 

Authorities responsible for their maintenance. They are : ...... 
in mind the Local Va"i:us 

Hlghw.y 
AuthoritiN' 
in EDt!lnnd 
and Wale •• 

In the Metropolis :-
. (a.) In the City-of London • 

. (b.) 01ltside .the City. 

In County Boroughs. 

In non-County Boroughs., 

In Urban Districts. 

In Rural Districts. 

t. 

COl:poration of London.· , " ' 
Borough (Jollncilst and LondoI! C~unty 

Council. . , 
Town Councils acting a5 Urban Sanitary 
. .Authorities,' 

'County-Councilli. and Town Councils acting 
.as Urban District CouDcils. 

. County Councils and' Urban District 
Councils. 

County Councils, Rural District Councils, t 
Parish Council8, and Parish Meetings. 

In County Boroughs the Town Councils mainta~n all the, ,roads. Elsewhere, the 
maintenance of main roads is defrayed by the County Councils, ",h(1 may also contribute 
towards the 'bost of other highways. Parish -Councils and Parish Meetings maintain 
footpaths and rights of way •. and .all other highways are maintained by the other 
.Au~hp~i!,iei\ ~ent~oned abov,e.. .,.. .. , ' 

In th~.last three years the expenditure of County .CQIl.ncils~ othel' thu thll e'Lolldon ~ad expcn· 
County Council, upon mp,in rOll.ds and their contributions to other LocQ.1. AuthorHies .in '(I,'ture of 

r d' h' h . 'OUDty respect 0 ,or lDary Ig ways were :-, - CouDcils 

'I' .' '1~97-8. 1 
i . ' other than 

,-.-- , 

---- ---,------: 
I 

tho London 
County 

-------+---.-~---. Council and 

1Il98-9. .1891J.;.lJIll.O, 

£ 
Mu'n Ro.<lo-

£ £ rates in I
thereof. 

. Exponded by OQU"t.y Councils 1; _ , 
them8t!ivea - - I 8'16,000 

l'aYQlonts by c,onnty Council,! , 
, to U, ban, D,su'ict Councils I 

. '," 

92U,0(10 931,000 

a~'~1 ,otber Highway 'Aolhoc Ii. '. -: ' 
r"IeO .. ': ,;.-, . -. ,1,og().oP~~ • " J' j,O~?ooo, b.j 1,\lP3,0Cl0 .. , 

----. ..l.806,pOd i -, -.-, -, 1,!l78, O~ ". ,2,924;<AA; 
'I-til!\i~'8)'B··nOt "lmtng"Main"~bad~I":-'. 'l __ !: '._. . ~ . ._, ' .• I" n.-· ,'. 

:.nd llootpaths--:-:. ~ .~ - ~~I I ", .-. j 
_ Cu.tributions by CQ\IIltY.JJouD- 'I' ,' ... , 

cll. .,. ~" "128,00P, , 12~:OOO_ ' u " ,l~0.000 
~'OIUI§ , '" -·1 2,024,?Oo·---2,iOO,000r--' 2,154,000 

There ~re noteceipts of importancil '\'fhich mi'ght· be 'regardeq ,~8 incidental to thtl 
mauagement of main rOflds. Mid the whole of this sum,therefore;fell upon the general 
revenues of tbe County Councils. In each .yell.r the amount wa~ equivalent to a rate of 
about 5d. in the .£ if calcuillted on the net annual ,"alue jn the County Rate BaBi~, but 
it ill not pelssible to ascertllin the charge aotually falling upon th~ rates. 

The Londou County Council expanded 21,000/. in 18'97::S"aii.r'fs,OOOI, in 1898-90n.the Thames Road c,~p.n. 
Embaokm"ntl', Main Ron.d~ 'aod St..reet ImproYl'ments, Dod sums estimBted-at 533,0001. in 1897-8 and ditdl"e ot 
531,000/. in 1898-9 were paid in .e.pect of the debt cb.r~ in cOflDexion 'with Ihoae.th" .... ughf.res. Londo~ 
Agnin!lt this expenditure mnst he ~t receipts from ground rents, &c., amounting approximately to County 
99,000/. in 1897-8, .ml to 116.0001. in 1898-9, lendul( 455,000/, in 189;-8 oud 433,000/. in 1898-9 C~'lDCil. 
to be met from other soorce.. ,These two 8011111 are equivalent ·to r .. ~ •• of about 3d, in the £ on the 
r.teable "nlue in e.,·b y,'nr. hut, .. with the <,:.penditu," oCotlier County Councils upon main \'Cads, it 
i. not possible to ""1 how much actually fell upon the mlOS. , ',".. " " 

P .... i.h Coun,cils and Parish Meetings expended 11,000/. in 1,897-1> a'ld ,~0,0001, in 1898-9 upon 
footpath. aQd rIghts of way. ' - ... 

EXpeI>.ditutO 
ot'Pari.h 
Councils nd 

• The Commissioner. of Sewero, who were previously lh. principal authority for the maintenance <>I' 'the footpaths. & •. 
streets, _1'8 oucceeded by tho Corporation of London in January 1!!98, 

t The Metrupalitan Vestri .. and Dimic! Board .. who we"" previously the priuoil'a1 AQthorilies for the 
maintenance of the otreel8, were .u .... dod by the Boroogh Council. in November 1900. 

t .Fro,ilion Wft. made for the tnmof •• of the duli ... of ,lIighway "u""yors an<\ ,Highway.1IOllrd. (whCl wero 
previonsly the Highw .. y Authorities in n~ra1 Distriota) to the Rural pi.trict c-cib by the LocuI Government 
Act of I~!).I. bot it wao not until March 1899 that the Iast.lQf tho,old. bodi"l'-""IlIill<l..to ""'~t.,. ' ." 

§ In .ddltion III Ihe.& aulD" there w .... small deb~ e/Jorge in 0I\CIl. year amounting aPI'fQxim&tely to f..,~ 
3~t~~~ . , 
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Gros •• xpen- The remainder of the exp~nditure upon Hig~ways, amounting to !l'bout 7,453,~0.OI. 
ditare of in 1897-8 and 7,829,0001. In 1898-9, was mcurred by the Samtary Authorities 
o.t~er Autho- throughout the country. Against this expenditure must be set certain recAipts 
rlt~e.on roads (amounting to at least 267,000l. in 1897-8 and 319,000l. in 1898-9) incidental to the 
:her:.:ff~~~g administration of highways, leaving less than 7,186,0001. in 1897-8 and 7,510,0001. in 
on rates, &c. 1898-9 falling almost·wholly upon the local rates or upon the contributions from the 

Exchequer under the Agricultural Rates Act of 1896. Of these sums, Highway 
Authorities in Rural Districts were responsible for 1,691,000l.,* in 1897-8 and 
1,695,0001. '* in 1898-9, and the expenditure upon street improvements and street 
watering and scavenging in London. and other urban districts therefore amounted to 

:Av.r"g~~·at"" less than 5,495,000~. in 1~97:-8, and 5,815,0~Ol. in 1898-9. The average oharge upon 
In the .1< 10 the rates in the varIOus distrlots was apprmnmately :
Urban and 
Rural areas. 

Expenditure 
on Bridges 
and Ferries. 
How met. 

- ,Bote in oil in IS97-.8., Bote in j! in IS9S_9. 

•• d. I. d . 
London - - . . - 0 9 o 10 
County Boroughs -. • - - 1 4t 1 4! 
Other Borough. and Urban Districts - - 0101 o lOt 
Rural Districts - - - - o 8i- o St-

In County Boroughs the rate here shown represents the sole charge for highways, 
whereas all other areas are subject to an additional charge imposed by the County 
Councils for main roads. Of the average rates in County Boroughs about 6id. in the £ 
in each year, or three· eighths, was raised to meet the interest on or repayment of debt 
incurred for the extensive schemes of street improvements and clearances which have 
been effected in recent years. In other areas the q,ebt charges formed a much smaller 
proportion of the total. 

The corresponding rates for highway purposes in Urban Districts for earlier yeara 
al'e not available. . 

The Table on p. 80 shows that the increase in the average rate in Rural Districts 
since .1890-1 was 2ld. in the £.t 

The expenditure upon Bridges and Ferries in 1898-9, S(1 far as it is not included 
with the expenditure upon the roads, &c. of which they form part, was 509,0001., of 
which sum the London County Council spent nearly one quarter. Against this 
expenditure must be put the tolls, dues, rents, and other receipts incidental to the 
administration, amounting to 159,0001., leaving 350,OOOl. to fall on the rates, 
Exchequer Grants, and other general revenues of Local Authorities. ~'his is an 
increaRe of about 50,000l. over the corresponding figure for 1897-8. 

Public Lighting. 

Cost of light- The cost of lighting the streets, roads, &c. was 1,329,0001. in 1898-9, and nearly the 
ing streets, whole of this Bum fell upon the sanitary rates. The rates in' the £ in the various 
:~8!~~ £ districts were- . 
in~ ~ 
and Rural In London - 2 
areas. In Urban areas - 3 

In Rural areas • OU 
In 1897-8 the rates in the £ were substantially the same. 

Sewerage, and Remooal and Destruction of H0U86 Refuse. 

Sewerage The debt charge in connexion with sewerage amounts to rather more than 50 per 
expenditure cent. of the whole expenditure. . 
In London, . In London, the maintenance of the sewers is divided between the London County 
~~~ ( Counoil, on the one hand, and the Borough Councils as successors of the late Vestries 

• The average ratss in the £ are calculated from the rates actually raised, which, owing to balances carried 
forward from year to year. vary slightly from the expenditure falling on the rates in any year. 

t netween the years 1888-9 and 1890-1 the Highway Rates in Rural Districts dropped from 7·ld. to 6·Od., 
owing to the transfer to the County Councils of the maintsnance of main roads, a portion of the cost of which 
bad I,reviously been borne by the Highway Allthol'ities. 

: Calculated on the total valuation of Rural Districts. The valuation of the areas in which lighting rate. 
'Were levied i. not available. 
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and District Boards) a.nd the Corporation of London (the successor of the City Com
missioners of Sewers) on the other. The approximate expenditure of the London 
CountV' Council upon the main sewers was 464,000l., in 1897-8, and 498,000l. in 
1898-D. Of these' 8ums, about 443,000l. in 1897-8 and 467,0001. in 189S-9 fell upon 
thA generall'cl'ences of the Council, and these amounts are equivalent to rates of nellrly 
3d. in the £ on th9 uteable value of the County in each year. The expenditure of the 
Metropolitan V(stries and District Boards and the City Commissioners of Sewers on 
the district or branch sewers was appro:rimately 192,0001. in 1897-8, ani. 198,0001. in 
1898-9. Substantially the whole of th~~e sums fell upon the rates, necessitating the 
levying of an average rate of ahout ltd. iu the £: iu each year. . 

In the rest of England lind W nles the gross expenditure amounted to about 2,691,OOOl. S.we~e • 
in 1897-8, and 2,876,000[. in 1898-9. . i:~:ttl~~nre 

Deducting from these figures the receipts in aid of the expenditure, leaves 2,502,0001. ~';;ilaud ~d 
in 1897··8, and 2,672,OOOl. in 1898-9 falling upon the rates and other general revenues rate:i:,£ ill 
of the Local Authorities. The average rates in the £ of the amounts falling upon Urban and 
Urban and Rural areas respectively are approximately as follows :- Rural areal, 

.... _ .. _-_._----_._-----_._-----------------

Urban are .. 
RUI·.1 areas 

1897-8. 

d. 
71 
3t 

1898-9. 

In Rural areas llhe amounts are for the most part raised as Special Expenses rates 
of Rural Distriot Councils, and the rates in the £: given are calculated upon the 
valuation of the areas in which those rates were levied. 

In addition to the expenditure thus analysed, Local Authorities incur a con
siderable expenditure in connexion with the removal and destruction of house refuse. 
In 1898-9 this expendit!lre reached a.t least 1,379,0001. exclusive of debt charges, 
and this sum of itself would necessitate the levying of the following rates in the .£ :-

London 
Urban areas 
Rural areas 

Gaswork8. 

d. 

Expenditure 
of Local 
Authoritie. 
OD removal 
and 
destruction 
of house 
refuse. 
Rates in £. 

These undertakings are included in Sir H. Fowler's recent Return· giving the Income .and 
capital, income, and expenditure of .. Reproductive Undertakings" carried on by E~nditore 
Municipal Boroughs, and of all the undertakings included in that Return gasworks G .. ting 

to 
realised the largest profits. The Return does not relate to Undertakings carried on Under_ 
by Urban District Councils and other Public Bodies, and so far as regards income takings i .. 
and..expenditure it gives the averages over a period of five years ending in March 189R. ~:!ands of 

The Board of Trade annual Returnst relating to all Gas Undertakings in the hands Authorities. 
of Looal Autboritie., show the following figures :-

eceipts -R 
E ~.zpenditure 

oharges) 

. 
( e"clnslve . 

. · of debt 
- -

D 
N 

ebt ebarges • • -
el Profit "f Undertaking. produc-

N 
ing .. profit. • · 

ct L088 of Undertakings Dot 
p,'O<iueing .. profit - . · 

• H.C. 88 of 1899. 

1897-8. 1898-9. 1899-1900. 1900-1. 

£ £ £ £ 
5,220,000 5,567,000 6,281,000 7,126,000 

8,811,OOOt 4,043,OOOt 4,680,000 5,698,000 
932,OOOt 979,OOOt 1,033,000 1,087,000 

485,000 5i3,OOO 608,000 396,000 

8,000 28,000 40,000 56,000 

t H.C. 865 011898, 339 of 1899, 144 of 1900, and 321 of 1901. 
:t Th .... figures dilfer Blight.1y flOm those shown on p. 44, which are taken from the Loca1 Tualion Returns. 

G3 
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EX'penditnre 
In connex
ion with 
Wat.erwork. 
is mainly 
npon debt 
charges. 

Income and 
Expenditure 
relating to 
Waterworks 
belonging to 
Local 
Authol'ities. 

.soy.u. ,COHHISSIIlN ON LOCA~ TAXATION: 

,,' This profit was app~ied in vario~ '!ays, e.?, in the l'epay:m~nt of losses o(previo~ 
years in balances carned forward, lD mcreaslDg the depreClatlOn or reserve funda, lD 
the r~ductiQn of the prir:e of gas in succeeding years. or in aid of the local rates. 

'" , 

Waterwlirl,s. 

In the case of these Undertakings, Local Authoritie., are generally prohibited from 
making a profit, that is to say, the amount charged for the supply of water may not 
exceed the expenses of working and the debt charges. , 

'rho outstanding loans of Local ,A.uthol'ities, in connexion with waterworks. 
reached nearly 50,000.000l. at the end of 1898-9. The charge for interest and ~he 
repayment of the principal of this enormous sum forms the chief item of waterworks 
expenditure, and in 1898-9 amounted to abont 62 per cent. of the total. 

So far as the Local Taxation Returns enable th6 financial transactions in connexion 
with waterworks belonging to Local Authorities to be ascertained, the receipta and 
expenditure in 1897-8 and 1898-!l were as follows:- ' 

-- I 1897-8. I 189B-9. 

£ £ 
Receipts - - - - 3.292,000 3,480.000 
Expenditure (exclusive of Debt 1.285.000 1.381.000 

Charges). 
Debt Charges (partly estimated) - 2,231,000 2.293,000 
Excess of Expenditure (inc1nsive of 

Debt Charges) r.ver Receipts. 
224,000 194,000 

, According to Sir H. Fowler's Return already alluded to; the average annual 
receipts of Municipal BOI'ouglu! from wat~:' undertakings during the five years ended 
in March 1898 were 2,645,0001., whilst the expendit,lre (including debt charges) 
amounted to 2,602,0001., leaving a net profit of 45,0001. in the case of those 
undertakin'gs which produced, a profit. Where profits are made they are in Borne 
cases applied i.n reduction cf, the local rates, anu, on the, other hand, where the 
management rllsults in. a loss, the deficit is llfmally ch~rged upon the rates. 

Harbours, Piers, Docks, and Quays. 

Harbou..... "The gross' 'expenditure (2,991,000l. in 1897-8, and 2,960,OOOl •. in ,189g.,.9), :.Jf &... . I,oeal Authorities was,except in a few cases, entirely mel; by tolls, dues, and other 
Expendlture'reoeipts, incidental to the management . 

PriYa\e 
Improve
ment. 
Expens.=8. 

Private Improvement Works. 

'TII~ ~holEl of the expenditure (1.132,OOOl. in iS97-8, and 1.214,0001. in,lS98-9) 
011 lIuch works is mot by rates, &c. charged upon the property in respect of which the 
expenditure is incurred. 
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Summarising the rates in the £ for the more 

rates, we get the following Table :-. 
important eervices which burden the 

A vflrage Rate in I!. of Cost falliog on Rates. &~. 

Service •• District8. 
I 

I 1 897-j1. 
I 

1898-9. 1899_IPI1/I. 

-

d. I d. 
I •• I. I •. d • 

{ Metropolis (Union Counly) -{ From I 5 : },'rom I 6 From 1. ';f 
1. Poor Relief - To I 7t iTo 1 8* To I 9 . 

Extra-Metropolitan - - - o IOi I 0 lOi 
o IO! 

2_ Lunatic A.'ylumB - England and Wale. - - - 0 I o I 0 I 

a. Education:-

-{ Metropolis (Administrative Couoty) - o 11! 

\ 

I I 1. I~ 
Elementary Extra·Metropolitan School BORrd 0 9t o 10 o lot 

Districts. 
Techoicoi and England alld Walog - - - 0 Ii 0 It 0 I! 

Intermedia"'. 

4. Police -{ . Metropolitan (polico District) - 0 5 0 I) 0 5 . 
Extra-Metropolitan - . 0 3 0 8 0 3 -

5. Main Road.- - Adminiatl'ative Counties other than 0 I) 0 5 0 I) 

London. 
Metropolis. (Administrative Cou1lty) - 0 9 OlD -

O. Other roadS,{ County Borough. . - - I 4! I oil -
8treets, &c. . Other urban areas - - - o 10i o 10 -

Rural Districts - - 0 ~t 0 8t -
7. Public. Lighting -{ 

Metropoli. (Administrative County) - 0 2 02 -
Other urban areas - - - 0 3 

I 
0 3 .-

Uoral District. - - - 0 °t 0 °t --

-{ Metropolis (Administrativ, Coimty) - 0 4* 0 oil -
8. Sewerage Othel' Urban Arc •• - - - 0 71,; 0 7! -

Rural Districts - . . - 0 3t 0 Si -
- --

In the case of Poor Relief, Elementary Education, aud the Metropolitan Police, the 
rates given are the net amounts falling on the rates, hut in other cases no account has 
been taken of thoM6 receiptH of Local Autborities which it is not possible to identify 
with the administration of any particular service, and consequently the rates actually 
required in these cases might have been somewhat less than here statAd. Moreover, 
in the case of the services administered by County Councils and County Borough 
Councils 'acting as Municipal Authorities, e.g., Police and Main Roads, no account 
can be taken of the Excheql:er Contribution Account "free balauces" which were 
applied in aid of rates generally, and the rates in the £in these cases are,therefore, 
those falling upon the rates, .. free balances," and other general revenues of the 
Counci1~. 

III.-B'ATEs LEVIED BY VARIOUS SPENDING AUTHORITIES. 

Having shown the cost of the most important local services, and, so far as 
possible, the charges imposed upon local rates in respect of them, w~ may now consider 
lhe amount of the rates levied ill different areas by thA principal classes of Spl'nding 
Ay.thorities. 

p<J()'j' .LDIW Authorities. 

Bardens im
posed on 
1'at •• by 
various 
services. 
Summary of 
rs:tP.~ =" £. 

The expenditure of Poor Law Authorities has risen from 8,92-1,000l. in 1871-2 
to 13,131,000l. ill 1899-1900. The latter amount is divided as follows in the Local 
'falliation BetuTl1-S:-

Tetol Ex
penditure .r 
Poor Law 
Autborities, 
and the 
amount of 
9uchex
penditure 
connected 
with poor 
r.Uer. & .. 

Expensils immediately connected with the relief of the 
. poor· • • 
Expenses pat·tly conneoted and partly unconnected with 

relief 
Expenses wholly unconnected with relief 

£ Pel' Cent. 

11,568,000" or 88'1 

933,000 or 7'1 
630,000 or 4'8 

13,131,000 

• It should not be forgotten that thl. figuro includea certain expenditure by the Metropolitan Asylum. 
Board in respect of tho .. maiutenanco of fever, slll811-pox, and diphtheria patients," wilich ;. not .tricUy Poor 
reli.t: Su p. 45. 

G' 
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It will be seen that nn overwhelming propurtion of the expenditure iH liifectly 
connected with poor relief, whilst less than 5 per cent. is wholly unconnected witll 
it. The expenses which cannot be classed under one head or the other includo the 
cost of legal proceedings (parochial and union), valuation expenses, the remuneration 
and superannuation allowances of parochial officers, and other miscellaneous expenses. 
Together these expenses amount to 7·1 per cent. of the whole of th" expenditure of 
Poor Law _4.uthorities. . 

Tbe figures for previous years are given in Table VI. The considerable incr~ase in 
1899-1900 in the expenditure unconnected with Poor Relief was due to increased 
vaccination expensE's. 

Amount of In Table I. and in the diagram facing p. 40, the amount of rates raised to meet the 
Rate. rai~d expenditure of Poor Law Authorities is shown for each year since 1871-2. 'I.'he 
to ":.:':i:u:" effect of the measures introduced in 1874 and 1888, which considerably increased the 
:~):.oor L~w State aid given to these Authorities, is plainly indicated on the diagram. As a 
A)lthorities result of these moasures the amount of rates raised has not increased to the same 
f?r each ycar extent as the expenditure. 
s'nce 1871-2. 

In 1891-2, the year immediately following those to which Sir H. Fowler's Report 
relates, the rates bore a lower proportion to the valuation and the population than 
in any other year of the period, but since then the ratio has again considerably
increased. 

Rates in tb" Table XI. shows t.he rate9 in the £ of these rates in each Union-County for the 
£ in eaen years 1868, 1889-91, and 1898-·1900, and it will be seen that, whilst every County 
Union .. 
Coonty in except the East Riding of Yorkshire showed a decrease in the average rate in the £ 
1868,1889-: in 1889-91 as compared with 1868, there were, in 1898-1900 only five counties 
Ill, and in which the average rate was as low as or lower than ill 1889-91. Grouping the 
189o>-I9

d
OO counties according to the changes in the later period it is found that-

compare. .. . 
lJhanlles in 10 CountIes show a rIse of more than 3d. lD the £. 
1 he rate iII 30 Counties show a rise of less than 3d. in the £. 
tbe £. 1 County shows no change. 
between 
1889-91 an.! 4 Counties show a decline of less than 3d. in the £. 
1898-1900. 

Counties 
.howing the 
large.t 
il1crellses. 

45 

Whilst the general increase between 1891 and 1900 in the rateable value of England 
and Wales was 15·7 per cent., in only two of the 10 cllun~ies in which the rise in the 
rate in the .£ was greatest had the increase in the r,lteable value exceeded that average, 

,and in two counties the ratoable value showed a decline. 'l'he increased rates in 
these 10 counties were also, in some measure, due to an increase in the expenditure 
upon Poor Relief per head of the population. The details are :-

, 
lncreaae in Rateable Value of 

Increase, as Increase ( + ) Gross Expenditure 
A~cultura1 

Rote in> £ in or Decrease (-) on PODr Relief Land,. as 
Counties. compared with in Ra.teable per H~ad compared with all Value between of estimated 1898-1900. 1891 and Population Rateable 

1889-91. 1900, between 1890-1 Property. in 
and 1899-1900. 1900. 

•• d. d. Per cent. • • d. Per ('ent. 
London · . · 1 7·4 4·2 + 14·7 4 2 0·1 
Norfolk · . · I 7·5 4'2 - 2·1 o lOt 30·0 
Yorks. EDst Rilling · 1 3··1 4·1 + 23·7 1 8t 22·2 
Suffolk . . · 1 5·a 3·9 - 2·7 1 8t 24·9 
Nottingham - · 1 1·\1' 3·9 + 12'6 1 61 17·8 
Dorset . J · 1 4'5 3'5 + 0'9 1 4t 34·2 
WillS · . · 1 4·0 a·4 + 1·6 1 It 31·1 
fllouccster . · 1 2·9 a·l + 17·4 1 ot 16·2 
York!l, NOl"lh Riding · 1 0·3 S·I + 10·3 1 It 30·5 
Cornwall . . · 1 4·1 3'0 + 4·9 1 °t 41·3 

--- -.---
A \·e.ra~e for England} 

anli Wales • 1 2'2 2·1 + 15·7 1 3t .' 13·3 

It will be sp.en from the last column in the Table that the majority of these counties 
are largely agricultural. 

• As defined by Agrieultl11'aI Rates Act • 

• 
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The Counties' showing the largest decline in the rate in the £ of the rate!! raised Oounti ... 
for the expenses of Poor Law Authorities are Hertford and North Wales, and it is !owiDg lb. 
interesting to note that both in 1868 and 1890-1 North Wales had a higher average de!:!. .. 
rate than any other county. 

Table IX. shows the gross expenditure of Poor Law Authorities in 1899-1900, the ~xb~~,!tllre 
amount of such expenditure falling on the rates, and other details,· for eaoh Union- and Gn:.

ra 

County and Union in England and Wales, and the average ratel! in the :£ in each dian. falling 
County as ascertained by that Table -are illustrated by the accompanying map. It R P~r 
will be seen that the burden of Poor Relief falls very unequally in different counties, l;~~~ 
and that, generally speaking, the highest rates are found in London, the Eastern and Rates in tho 
South-Western Counties, and North Wales, whilst the lowest are, with a few.£ineach 
exceptions, found in the Northern Counties. Umh'onu~d 

eac mon 

In the different Unions outaide London the rates varied from 
Fylde (Lancaster) to 28. 2·9d. in the ;£ in Mildenhall (Suffolk). 

. • County. 
3 . 3d. IU the £ lD Low ... and 

hi< ........... tn 
e:ltra-Hetro
pollr.an UDioDI. 

The amount of pauperism varies, and is bound to vary. no matter how uniform the Comparison of 

administration, according to the prosperity or adversity of the various localities,~' bigh ...... d 

and the inequalities thus created are, in many cases, further aggra.vated by the .::.';'~ 
heavier burdens falling upon the localitieR with the least ability to bear them. This ~!"""'t .~ 
is well illustrated by a oomparison of the highest and lowest poor rates in the th:';:;"'reJlef 
different Unions with the poor relief expenditure and valuation per head of population. =~.:;~" 

Taking the 50 extra-Metropolitan Unions in which the rates in the :£ were highest ~:;!:i!.:,f 
(8eB Table X.), it will be seen that, as compared with the whole of the extra-Metropolitan 
part of England and Wales, these Unions had a somewhat higher expenditure per 
inhabitant, and a lower valuation per inhabitant upon which to raise that expenditure. 
On the other hand, the 50 Unions with the lowest rates had a lower expenditure per 
inhabitant and a higher valuation per inhabitant. The latter Unions are principally 
situated in the Northern Counties, and are largely agricultural. . 

From the same Table it will be observed that in the Unions in which the valuation 
per inhabitant is below the extra-Metropolitan average the expenditure per inhabitant 
is generally very low, but that where the expenditure is only moderately increased a 
rate in the £ much higher than the elttra-Metropolitan average usually becomes 
necessary. On the other hand, the table indicates that where the valuation per 
inhabitant is high the expenditure is, as a rule, above the extra-Metropolitan average, 
though the rates in the £ required are generally low, unless the expenditure is 
exceptionally high. 

It may also be noted that the Unions with the lowest expenditure per inhabitant are 
mainly urban, whilst those with the highest expenditure per inhabitant are, except in 
the case of Liverpool, Manchester, and Brighton, mostly rural. 

• In London the rates in the ;£ required by the Poor Law Authorities in 1899-1900 Rales in the 
ranged from lB. 31d. in Paddington and St. John, Hampstead, to 3s. O~d. in St. Olave's. £ i,;, London 
Owing to the operation of the three arrangementst for equalising the burden of Poor UnIons. 
Relief in the Metropolis, this variation is not so great as in the rest of the country. 
It is interesting to notice that at least 68 per cent. of the rates raised for the expenses 
of Metropolitan Poor Law Authorities are charged uniformly over the whole County. 
The following Table gives the figures for 1898-1J, one column including the London 

• It should no~ be forgotlen, in dealing with the figures contained in this Table, that they are bu.sed upon 
the roc~'ipts and payments of Poor Law Authorities dming the y_, and no~ upon thoos due in respect of the 
year. 1t. sometimes happens, 6.g., that the amounts due to Boards of Guardians from County and County 
Borough CouDcils are uot actually paid within the yeur to which they 1'elate, and consequently there mav be 
no payments during one yenr and. double payment during the next. The expenditure per inhabitant aud' the 
rates in the £ may be to some extent affected by occun"enees of this character. 

The rates in th~ £ given in Tables IX. and XI., though for precisely the some purposes, ore obtained by 
(li1terent methudt!. Tho..~e in Table IX. al'e the raw in the £ of the expendhure flllling on the J'll.tes, whilst 
thOSl\ in 'fable XI. are the rates in the £ of the rates raised to meet tho expenditure. 

t T~o Metropulitan Common Poor Fund, Ih. Metropolitan Asylums Bo>rd Expenditure, nnd the London 
County Count'-il grant for in-door pauper!. 

I 986U. H 



Rates raiaed 
Jor the 
purposes of 
Poor Law 
Authorities 
in Rural 
..areas Bud in 
the various 
cI ..... of 

, Urbanareae 
respectively. 

RQYAL , COMMISSION ON , LOCAL. ~~ATION : ' 

County C~uncil. grant for in-door paup~r~ ~ith the Poor Law Authorities' Rates, the 
other dealmg ,Wlththe Poor Law AuthorIties Rates only :-

, , , 
Poor Law Authorities' Ratea and - In-door Pauper Grant. Poor La ~ AuthoritiOl' :Q,atea omy. 

" -. - : " , ' " .. 
£: , £: £: £ 

Total Amount - - - - - - 3,166,000 - 2,839,000 
Rate in £ - - - - - (Is: 8'Gd,) - (18.6·5d.) 

P .... t raised to meet expenses ehargeable upon the 1,338,000 - 1,338,000 -,Metropolitan Common Poor Fund., , 
5S9,OOO Part rais.d to meet expenses of the Manager. of ,- 5811,900 -

" the M~tropolitsn Asylum District,· ' , 
327,000 Grant from London County Council for main- -

I 
- -

tenance of In-door Pauperd. "I , , , 
Total amount charged uniformly over the County - 2,254,000 

I 
.- 1,927,000 

of Londonr , ." ' (h.' 2·7d.) " ·R.le in.£ - - - - -., - (iI.0·5d.) 
-'---'-- .., ' . ----i 

Balance of Poor Rate raised to meet expenses - 912,000 
I - SI2,OlX? 

cha.geebl. <>II separate Unions or Parish ••. 
. ' 

1-,., 
" i I . - . 

, From the precedmg Statements It IS not pOSSible to ascertam separately the burden 
oithe rates raised for the purposes of Poor Law Authorities in Rural areas and in the 
various classes of Urban areas respectively, owing to the overlapping of Unions and 
other administlrative areas.' .' " 

In the Appendix to the First Report of tbe Commission, a Table was given showing 
tjJ.atbut of 647 Unions in Englanfl and Wales, 254, or 39 per cent., were, partly 
v,ithiIJ. and partly without Boroughs, and in addit~on to these, there are many IT nions 
whj.ch comprise parishes in Urban Districts other than Boroughs, as well as parishes 
in Rur~r Districts . 

. So long ago as 1870, a Return was issued by the Local Government Board showing 
the amount expended for the Relief of the Poor in each Union in England and Wales. 
and distinguishing "rural" Unions from "town" Unions, but in this Return the 
Unions which were' ,partly urban and partly rural were counted as" rural" Unions. 
The resUlt sbowed a difference of ltd. in the rate in the £ pn rateable value of the 
BUmS expended in the two groups, the rate being 18. 5~d. in the 512 rural Unions and 
lB. 7td.in the 155 town Unions. ' 

In 'Sir H. Fowler's estimate of the average rate in the £ of all rates levied in Rural 
Districts, the rate in the ;£ of the rates raised for the purposes of Poor Law Authorities 
in those Districts was taken to be the same as the' general average for the whole of 
extra.Metropolitan England and Wales, no distinction being made in the case of this 
rate between urban and rural areas. And, similarly, in estimating the average rural 
:rates in t'3ch County" ,the general average for th'il Union-County was attributed to the 
rural area of the Administrative County.' " . ' 

With (he object of asoertaining whether the rates levied by Poor Law Authorities 
for their own purposes are heavier in rural areas than in urban areas or vice 
versA., 'i'able XIII. has been compiled showing the amount and the rate in 
the O£, of the rates r~ised for the purpose>! of Poor Law Authorities in the years 
1896-97 and 1897-98 lD London and each County Borough, and in the parts of each 
Administrative C~unty situated in Rural Districts, Urban Districts, and non-County 
Boroughs respectIvely. The general results are as follows:-

, 

I Bate in ::£ of Poor Rates leu 
, Precept Rates. --

1896-97. I 1897...g8. 

s. d. s. d. 
Parishes in Rural Districts - - - I 0'0 1 0'1 .. " Urban .. - - - o 11'9 o 11'9 .. .. non-County Boroughs . - o I1'S 1 0'0 .. .. County Boroughs - - - 1 1'4 1 1'0 .. " London - - - - I 6'8 1 7'3 

---
, Total, England and Wales - - 1 1"7 1 2'1 I -

• Excluding ~75,Oool. chorgeable upon I.he Metropolitan Common Poor ~'und. 
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From these figures it will be seen that the average of thera1;es raised by Poor'Law Variation 
Authorities in London is about 5d. or 6d. in the £ greater than the corresponding between the 
average rates in any of the other classes of administrative areas; it should be noted, ,!,v~olrale 
however, that the figures for London and th'3 rest of England and Wales are not Dis~:;"t> au,l 
strictly comparable, for the reasons set out on p. 45. , the general 

average for 
In the other classes of administrative areas the amount in the £ of the rates raised the Admini .. 

by Poor Law Authorities does not show much variation if the extra-Metropolitan part g:tiv: . 
of the country be taken as a whole. Tke County Boroughs Iiave the highest rates and ",,;::;~ lU 

the non-County Boroul!"hs and Urban Districts the lowest, the Rural Districts comin'''' Counti ... 
between. But if the details for each of the Counties be examined, a greater differenC: 
ill found. The following Table shows the variation between the average rate ill Rural 
Districts and the general average for the Administrative County in the six Counties 
showing the greatest, difference between the two rates in 1897-98. The rates in 
the County Boroughs situated in the Geographical Counties of the same name are also 
added. 

Sn....,.. ISOUihamPtoo.l Cambridge. I Stalford. I MonmOUlb'1 Cuma .. on. 

. 
1896-97. I, d, I. d. I. d. I. d, . , d, I • d, 

Average rate in Rural Districts . 1 0'0 1 1'7 I 1'3 010'6 1 2'9 1 9'7 
Average rate in whole of Admini .. o 10'3 o 11'4 011'7 1 0'9 1 4'4 1 8'6 

trative Conoty, -
Difl'erence :-

Rural rates higher . · 0 1'7 0 2'3 0 1'6 - - 0 1'1 
Rural rate. lower - · - - - 0 2'3 0 1'5 -

, , -----'--
Average rate in Counly Borough. in o 11-7 1 0'2 - 1 0'4 1 3'2 -

Geographical County, 

1897-98, 
Average rote in !tural Districts · 1 0·7 1 2'8 1 0'2 o 10'S 1 3'0 1 9'6 
Average rate in whole of Adminis- o 10'6 1 0'8 1 1'1 1 1'4 1 0'7 t 6',3 

trative County. 

Ditterence ,-
Rural rates higher - - 0 2'1 0 2'0 0 4'1 - - 0 3'S 
Rural TBteB lower . - - - - 0 2'6 0 2'7 -

Average rate in Oounty Borough. in 
Geographical County, 

010'1 1 3'5 - 1 4'7 1 4-4 -

Comparing the average rates in the different Administrative Counties other than Range of 
London, it appears that in 1896-97 they varied from 5'8d, in the £ in Westmorland rateB,~ 
~ Is. ll'2d. in Anglesey, and in 1897-98 from 4'9d, in Westmorland ,to 18. 10'ld. !!:c:,::;s 
In Anglesey. Bnd Couniy 

, Boroughs, 
In the County Boroughs the rates varied in 1896-97 from 5'4d. in the £ in Preston 

to lB, 10'6<1, in Dudley, and in 1897-98 from 5'3d. in Preston"to Is, 7'8d, in 
Wolverhampton, 

SCMol BOt1It"dB. 

The Board of Education issues annually a paper- showing the amounts received by Number of 
the Treasurer of each School Board from the Rating Authority in each year, and the Boroug~. 
corresponding rates per O£, This information is summarised in, the following Tables ",!~PS:::h~S 
(contained in the Board's Annual Repont) showing the number of Boroughs and E:..m B:'. 
Parishes which paid rates varying from less than Ill. in the :£ to 28. and over; the of variODB 
number of Boroughs and Parishes whioh paid rates of 3d, and upwards and less than amounts in 
3d, in the £; and the percentage whioh el!och class bears to the whole number:- the £. 

• Cd, 703 of 1901. t Cd, 756 of 1901. 
Hli 
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'PrOO.uct of R"te equivalent 

tn R Rtt.te per ;£ 

on the Rateable Valoe 

of the District. 

Of under ld.. .. -
Of Id. nun under 2d. .. .. 
Of 2d. and under 3d. .. 
Of 3d, and under 6d. .. .. 
Of 64. aod uuder 9d... .. 
Of 9d. and under !.t. .. .. 
Of lB. and UD(ter Is. 8d. .. .. 
Of b. 8d. and under Is. 6d. .. 
Of }" 6d. and under 2.... .. 
Of 2.. and over, Dot ezceeding 

a.o 6d. 

Total 

··Product of Rate equivalent 

to a Rnte per ;S 

on the Rateable- Value 

of the DistrieL 

Of nnder Id. · · · 
Of VI. and under 2d. · · 
Of 2d'. and under 3d. · · 
Of 3d. and under 6d. · · 
Of 6d. and under 9d. · · 
Of 9d. and tinder 1 •. · · 
Of b. aDd under h. 3d.- · 
Of b 3d. and under Is. 6d. · Of h. 6d. and und~r s.. · · 
Of 2,. and over, not exceeding 

S •. 6d. 

Total • · · 

Produc.t or Rate equiYBlent 

to 8 Rate per B 

on the Rateable Vallie 

of the District. 

Of ad. and above. 

Borong-hl · · · Parishea . . · 
Total - · · 

Below ad. 

Borough. . · 
Pari.hea · · · 

Total . · 

!lOYAL COMMISSION ON I.ocAL TAXATION: 

EKGLoUm. 

Boroughs. 

Numbers. Percentage. Numbers, Percentage. 

1898,11899,11900, 1898,11899,11900, 1898, 1899,11900, 1898, r-1899'1190", 

5 
8 
6 

23 
39 
46 
23 

6 
7 
1 

8 
10 

6 
26 
40 
44 
27 

8 
2 
I 

6 
5 
6 

27 
35 
511 
28 
12 

4 
1 

3'0 1'8 
4'9 6'0 
3'7 3'6 

14'0 15'6 
23'S 28'9 
29'0 26'3 
14'0 16'2 
8'7 0'8 
4'8 1'2 
0'6 0'6 

2'9 53 
2-9 69 
8'5 137 

15-8 590 
20'1 553 
28'9 306 
16'2 17. 
6'9 68 
2'S 45 
0'6 16 

59 59 
79 36 

168 58 
616 "65 
520 529 
328 39U 
129 250 
65 l·U 
40 iO 

6 20 

2'6 2'9 !I'9 
3'4 3'9 l'S 
6'8 8'4 2'9 

29'4 30-7 22-'1 
27'5 25'9 26-8 
15'2 16'3 19'4 
S'6 6" 12'5 
3'4 8" 7'0 
2'3 2'0 8'5 
0'8 o'a 1'8 

-----[---1----1---1--1---· -
100'0 1100'0 1100'0 184 187 178 100'0 100'0 100'0 2,009 2,010 2,008 

W~'B8. 

Boroughl, Parishes. 

Numbers. Pereentage. NUDlbero, Percentage. 

1898,11899,11900, 1898,\ 1899, 1900, 1898,11899,11900, 1S9~'1 1899,1 1900, 

1 2 1 4'3 8'7 "S 10 8 7 3'S 2'5 S'. - - - - - - 6 11 3 1'9 8'5 0" - - - - - - 15 2' 7 ,'. "8 .'. 6 6 • 26'1 28'1 17" 96 83 68 80" 26'2 19'8 
10 7 7 48'6 SO'4 80'5 77 90 71 2 ... ·4 28'4 22'1 • 5 6 17'4 21'7 26'1 53 46 56 16'8 14'5 17'6 
I - 2 4" - 8'7 34 25 5' 10'7 7'9 16" 
1 ' • 2 4'3 8'7 8'7 13 18 31 4'1 5'7 9'8 .- 1 - - 4" - 7 g 91 2'2 0'8 6'6 - - 1 - - 4'8 5 • 7 1'6 1'9 S" 

- --- -- --- - r- ------
23 23 23 100'0 !OO'O 100'0 316 817 318 100'0 100'0 100'0 

ENGL.UfD. W...,..., 

Numbers, PerceDtage. Nnmbel'l. Percentage. 

1898,11899,11900, 1898,11899,11900, 1898,\1899,1 1900, 1898,1 1899, i 1900, 

! 
145 148 157 R8" 88'6 90'8 29 91 22 95'7 91'8 g5'7 

1,750 1,'-04 1,855 87'1 S4'8 92" 285 175 801 90'2 86'8 94'7 --
1.852!9,DlS 

---------1,895 87'9 85'1 92" 307 296 823 90'6 87'1 94'7 

~ .. 16 U'8 11'4 9'9 1 9 1 "3 S'7 4'8 
.59 ~ 158 12'9 15'2 7'6 81 •• 17 9'8 13'2 S'8 

lI78 325 189 1S'8 14'9 7'7 S2 44 18 g', 12'9 5'8 

It will be seen that the pressure of this rate is very unequal in different district.~. 
Districts with about one-third of the rateable value of England and Walps are still 
without School Boards, and in those in which such Boards have be~n established, the 
rates varied from less than Id. in the £ to upwards of 28, in the £, In only 17 
boroughs and 170 parishes, or less than 8 per cent, of the School Board Districts, was 
the rate below 3d, in the £ in 1899-1900. 
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The School Board Rates in Wales are somewhat higher than those in the extra- School 
Metropolitan part of England, notwithstanding that the cost of maintenance per ~o.rd Rates 
scholar is lower under the Welsh School Boards than under those in England outside ~ 'fale~ are 
London.* l'he reason appears to be that the proportion which the average number of in~h':." :,,:;:.. 
chilc'lren in attendance at Board Schools bears to the population of the School Board Metropolitan 
Districts is larger in Wales than it is in the extra-Metropolitan part of England, and part of 
that the rateable value per inhabitant in Wales is comparatively low (see Tabl", XII.). England. 
It may also ~ noted that the proportion (in valuation) of Districts under Sohool Boards 
is greater in Wales than in extra-Metropolitrm England. 

The following Table gives some illustrative figures for particular districts, ~howing Changes in 
the changes which have occurTed since the Elementary Education Act of 1870 came the School 
into foroe. Of the School Boards included in the Table, London is ohosen because ~o.rd ~.te 
the magnitude of the figures make them specially important. West Ham is. an extreme Dis":ri~~n 
case of the burden impo~ed on urban districts; Festiniog is a similar oase on a smaller since 1870. 
Bcale, while the parishes of Ofl'ham in Kent, and Nuffield in Oxfordshire, show how 
heavy the burden may be in a small rural sohool district. 

AVERAGES for QUINQUENNIAL PlmlODS from 1871 to 1899. 

I I ADDual 
School Board Di.moL 1871-75'1 1876-80. 1881-85. 1886-90. 1891-95. 1896-99 II Agricultural 

(four yean)" Ba.te. G~Dt.,. 

LoNDO". I' 
d. d. d. d. d. d. 

A.verage "nnual .chool rate in 1'1 6 6'8 8'8 10'4 12'4 
the £. £ £ £ £ £ ;£ 

A.verage annual amount paid 91,736 483,504 791,032 1,12R,554 1,455,367 1,849,217 
out of rates. 

Average annual grants from 16,021 105,461 213,538 320,236 536,929 691,347 
Education Department. t 

WEST HAM. d. d. d. d. d. d. 
Avemge annuall!1chool t'ate in 2'8 6'2 9'3 13'2 19' 25'75 

tbe£. .f: £ £ £ £ ;£ 

Average annual amount paid 2,400 7,500 20,100 35,800 61,800 100,250 
out of rates. 

Average nnnual grBnto from 765 3,091 ~,648 17,489 40,145 69,197 
Education Department,f 

FBSTINIOG. d. d. d. d. d. d. 
Average annual .ohool rate in 4'2 7'9 9'9 12'1 18'2 21'0 

the £. £ £, £ £ £, £ 
Average annUM amount paid 617 1,630 2,700 3,280 4,355 5,250 

out of rate •. 
Average annnal granto from 

Education Department.t 
374 795 1,214 1,749 2,951 3,705 

., 

OFFHAM. d. d. d. d. d. d. 
Average annual .ohool rat. in - 23'9 19'0 19'2 20'6 20'7 

the £. £ £ £ £ £ £ 
AveraJ;e annual amount paid - 180 156 143 140 135 

out of rates. 
Average annual g;'l1nts f,om - 40 48 61 88 107 

Education Department. t 

NtJFPIELD. d. d. d. d. d. d. 
A V<lrage annual ochool rate in 4'0 6'7 7'1 

\ 
9'6 21'S 18'9 

the £. £ £, £ £ £ £ 
A. verBgO annual amount paid 40 07 51 56 lIO 79 

out of rates. 
Average annuu,l grants from - 2 .w 

I 
40 71 133 

Education DepBrtmunl.t _. 
• See Report of Bonrd of Edu<otion, WOO-I (Cd. 756 of 1901). 
t Including Fee Graol8 BlId Granto to Neceasitou8 School Boards. 
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In 'rable XIV. the rates in the £ of the Rural School Board Rates in each County 
are given for the years 1896-8 (average of two years) and 1890-1. These rates are 
calculated upon the valuations of the whole rural area of the counties, including 

. districts with and without School Boards, and in 1896-8 ranged from ·2d. in the £ in 
Rutland to S·4d. in Merioneth. The average increase in Rural Districts since 1890-1 
was ld. in the £, the largest increases having occurred in some of the Welsh Counties. 

Oownty OO'UlllC'ils. 

The rates raised by County Councils are difficult to average', because some services, 
which are generally county services, are !\dministered in certain non-County Boroughs 
by the Town Councils of those Boroughs. In these cases the cost is charged upon the 
Borough Rate, and the County Council makes a special rate for such purposes, which is 
only leviable in the part of the county outside the Borough. -

By calculating all the county rates upon the valuation for General County purposes, 
however, a minimum rate, valuable for the comparison of one year with another, is 
arrived at. This course has been followed in Table IV., from which it will be seen 
that the increase.in the rate in th!l ~ between 1890-1 and 1899-1900 of the rates 
raised by County Councils other than the London County Council; amounted to 21d. 
Additional expenditure upon Main Roads and Police was chiefly the cause of this 
increase. 

For the purposes of comparing the rates in one county with those in another this 
method of calculation would produce erroneous results. But as Special County Rates 
are usually charged upon the whole of the rural areas, the averages for such areas 
given in Table XIV. may be taken to be the maximum rates in the several counties.* 

The average rates for the two years 1896-7 and 1897-8 ranged from 3d. in the £ in 
Rutland to Is. Old. in the £ in Bedford. As compared with the averages of the two 
years 1889-90 and 1890-1 there were increases in all the counties, except Rutland 
and Cumberland. Five counties showed an iilcrease of 4d. in the £ or upwards, viz.;-

Buckingham. 
Bedford 
Cambridge and Isle of Ely 
Radnor - -
Devon 

Increase in 
RIte in £. 

d. 
6'0 
5'8 
4·9 
4'5 
4'2 

The rates levied by the London County Council in 1890-1 amounted to 18. ltd. in 
the £, in 1899-1900 to 18. 11d. in the.£, and in 1900-1 to 18. 2ld. in the £. 

BOTOUgA OO'UlllC'ils. 

In County Boroughs the Borough Rates (including the Watch, Library, and other 
M.unicipal Rates) rose from' 7·9d. in the .£ in 1890-1 to 1l·2d. in 189~9. A 
considerable part of the increase was due to additional debt charges (chiefly on 
account of the Manchester Ship Canal) and expenditure upon Police. ., , 

In non-County Boroughs these rates are lower than in County Boroughs, and the 
increase between 1890-1 and 1898-9 was also less, viz., from 5·7d. to 7·ld. ' 

In comparing the Borough Rat~s in the non-County Boroughs with those in County 
Boroughs, it should, however, be borne in mind that certain services which in County 
Boroughs are paid for out of the Borough Rate are in some non-County Boroughs 
administered by the ·County Councils, a:pd the expenditure thereon forms a charge upon 
the County Rate. 

The Borough Rates actually levied in each Borough in 1898-9 are given in Part lILt 
of the Local Taxation Returns for that year. The highest rates in County and non
County Boroughs respectively were 3s. Id. in West Ham and 48. in Arundel . 

• Th .. e rat .. have been obtained by dividing the amounts paid over to (Jounty Councils by Boards of 
Guardian. in re.pect of Rural Parish .. b1 the Poor RIte Valuation of the •• me Pari.h ... 

t HoC. 824-1. of 1900 (pp. 23 to 29, and 5~ to 76). 
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Samitalry ,J,1dhmiti8B of Boroughs and otMT Urba.n Districts. 

The average l'ates in 1890-1 and 1898-9 in the different cla8ses of areas were;- Sanitary -----, ______ -;-______ Rates in 

Coun.y Boroughs -
NOD.County Boroughs • 
Urban Districts other than Borough. 

1890-1. 

•• d. 
2 5'6 
2 4'8 

"2, 4'1 

1898-9. 

•. d. 
2 11'9 
2 10'0 
2 11'3 

lac:reue. 

Here, again, it should be noted that certain charges borne on the Sanitary Rates of 
County Boroughs are. in other urban ~r~as included i:n the County Rates. The ~ncrease8 
in the rates were mamly due to additIOnal expenditure on sewerage, street Improve
ments, repairs, watering, &c., and public lighting. The Sanitary Rates actually levied 
in each Borough and Urban District in 1898-9 are given in Part 111.* of the Local 
Taxation Returns for that year. In Table XVIL the rate in the £ of all rates received 
by the Sanitary Authorities of County Boroughs is given for 1896-7, 1897-8, and 
1898-9. In 1898-9 the rates ranged from h. 9·7d.t in the £ in Bolton to 4a. 5·5d. in 
Halifax. 

Metropolitom. Vestries a.ntl Diatrict Boards (fWW tM Borough Councils). 

Urban areas. 

Between 1890-1 and 1898-9 there was an increase of 2~d. in the £, in the rates Bal88levied 
levied by these Authorities. by liMetro• 

The rates levied in each parish or district will be found in the Annual Returns V .. :. and 
relating to the rates made in the County of'London (see No. 519) prepared by the Di.trict 
London County Councii. Boards. 

Of the amount of rates raised (2,454,0001.) in 1898-9, 915,GOOl.,t or 6d. in the £, 
was raised uuiformly over the whole County (including the City) upon the basis of 
rateable value under the Equalisation of Rates Act (aee First RepoTti of the Com
mission). 

In operating upon the Equalisation Fund, the London County Council only deals Th .• EquaIi. 
with the net amounts payable by the richer parishes and receivable by the poorer sa,IOB Fund. 
parishes. The amounts assessed upon the richer parishes are included in the Council's 
precepts, and thus become a charge upon the Poor Rate, and not upon the General 
Rate. In 1898-9 the net amount so falling on the Poor Rate was 251,OOOI.§ 

In 1900-1 the sum of the General, Lighting, and Sewers Rates (excluding the Variatio~ in 
School Board precepts, but including the part of the Poor Rate raised to meet the .~": leVied 
equalisstion charges) ranged from lB. in the £ in the parish of St. Nicholas, Deptford, lu:h:'ties. 
to 28. 8d. in the parishes of Charlton and Hackney. 

Rural Diatriet Oouncils, and Highway Authorities in Rural Districts. 

In Table XIV. the average rates in the;£ raised by Rural Sanitary Authorities and Rural Sani. 
Rural District Councils acting otherwise than as Highway Authorities in each Adminis- tar)' Rates. 
trative County are shown for the years 1889-91 and 1896-S. These rates, whether 
raised for General or Special Expenses, are calculated upon the 'Valuation of the 
Rural Districts for General Expenses, and in the former period ranged from ·4d. in the 
£ in Suffolk, Salop, and Montgomery to 6·od. in Surrey, and in the lattel' from ·6d. 
in Pembroke to 1O·4d. in Worcester. 

The average rate in England and Wales for 1898-9 calculated in the SlIme way was 
1'7 d. for General Expenses and 2·3d. for Special Expenses, but if the amount raised by 
Special Expenses Rates be divided by the total of the valuations on which those rates 
were levied, the result shows an average rate of 5·8d. in the £, to which land and certain 
other properties are assessed at one-fourth. The rates in the £ of such rates varied in 
1898-9 in different localities from ·OO8d. to 68. 3·9d. 

The average rates in the £ raised by Highway Authorities in the rural areas of Highw:ay 
each Administrative County in 1889-91 and 1896-8 are given in the same Table. Ba~. m 
In the latter period they ranged from 1'74. in the Isle of Wight to lB. 4d. in tho ru are ••. 

• H.C. 324-L of 1900 (pp. 85 to 91, 115 to 135, BOd 187 '" 233). 
t 8ft footnote ,. on p. 183. 
t In 1900-1 th. amount so raised WB8 939,0001. 
§ 10 1900-1 it was 257,000/. 

H4t 
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Lindsey DIvision of Lincolnshire. Decreases have occurred since 1891 in Buckingham, 
Bedford, Cambridge, and Northampton, but in Lincolnshire, Yorkshire, and some 
of the N orthel'n Counties considerable increases have occurred. In 1898.-9 the 
average rate in the;£ raised by Rural Highway Authorities was 8·4d. 

In the Local Taxation Returns for 1899-UlOO the rates raised bl' Rural District 
Councils for highway purposes are not separated from those raised for the other General 
Expenses of the Councils, but taken together the rates for these purposes averaged 
10·4d. in the £. The Special Expenses Rates of Rural District Councils in 1899-1900 
averaged 6' 3,l. in the ;£ calculated on the assessable value for Special Expenses, and 
ranged from It small fraction of a penny to 58. 8d. in the ;£. 

Parish Oouncils and Panisl, MootingB. 
The amount of rates raised by these Authorities haR not, as yet, become very large. 

In 1899-1900, 134,OOOl. was raised, which, calculated on the total valuation of Rural 
Districts, is equivalent to a rate of . 8d. in the £. . 

IV.-RATES BA.ISED IN VARIOUS AREAS. 

We are now in a position to compare the total rates raised in the different classes 
of areas in 18R9-91 with those levied in 1896-8. The following Table giving the rates 
for the earlier period is constructed from Sir H. Fowler's Report and the Local 
Taxation Returns :-

Aver8ge Rates. raiBed in 

Sprnding Authorities. Urban 
Rural Districts Non-Connty County London. Districts. other than Boroughs. Borougha. 

Borougbs. 

•• d. •• d. •• d. •• d. •• d . 
Poor Law Authorities - - - o U'3 o U'3 o U'3 o U'3 1 3'3 
Scbool Board. - - - - - 0 2'1 0 3'2 0 2'6 0 6'3 0 g.g 
County COUDcils - - - 0 4'9 0 4'9 0 4'9 - 1 1'2 
Borough Councils - - - - - - 0 5'7 0 7'9 -
Sanitary Authorities - . - 0 1'9 2 4· i 2 4'2 2 4'8 1 3'6 
Highway Authoritie. in Rural J)istrict. - - 0 6'2 - - - -
Metropolitan Police Commissioners - - - - - - 0 0'0 

Totalt - - - - 2 S·ot 3 U'O 4 4'0 4 6'5 5 0'2 

The following Table gives the mean of the rates for 1896-7 and 1897-8, and is 
based upon the figures contained in the series of Tables on pp. 174 to 180 :-

Average Rates raised in 

Spending Authorities. Urban 
Rural Districts Non-County County . LondoD. Districts. other than BDroughs. Boroughs. 

Boroughl. 

8. d. •• d. •• d. •• d. • • d • 
Poor Law Authorities - - - - I 0'3 o 11'9 o 11'9 1 1'2 1 7'1 
School Board. - - - . - 0 2'5 0 6'4 0 4'0 0 9'0 1 0'5 
County Councils - - - . 0 7'0 0 8'0 0 0'4 - 1 2'4 
Borough Council. - - - - - - 0 7'1 . o 10'6 -
Sanitary Authorities - - - - 0 3'4 2 10'0 2 9'6 2 11'3 1 6'3 
Highway Autborities in Rural District. - - 0 S'O - - - -
Metropolitan Police Commissioners - - § § § 0 0'2 0 0'0 
Other Spending Authorities - - 0 0'9 0 0'5 0 0'6 0 0'3 0 0'1 

Total - - - - 2 10'1 0 1'3 S 2'6 I 5 9'1 I 5 9'4 

• The Ruralltnte. (except Schoul Board rates) and those levied by extra-Metropolitan Poor Law Authori, 
ties and County COUDcils are the meo.n of those levied in the years 1889-90 and 1890-1. AU otber m~ 
given in the Table are for the yesr 1890-1. With tbe exception of some of the London rates, the figures are 
taken from or based upon statements in Sir H. Fowler's Report. The rates raised by extra-Metropolitan 
Oammissioners of Sewers and Dra.inage and Embankment Boards are Dot inCluded. 4 

t 'lbese ralel are approximate, and are not quire the sum of th. demil •. 
t Including an estimate of the Blnial Board and Lighting and Watching Ralel. 
§ Included with Oounty Rate. 
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It will be seen thl\t the rates levied by each class of Spending Authorities have. 
iucreased since 1891 in both urban and rural areas. In all the different classes of 
urban areas, except London, the rates in the £ raised· by Sanitary Authorities form 
more than one· half of the total. 

Taking the years 1896-7 and 1897-8 separately, it appears that a considerable part Increase in 
of the increase in Rural Districts took place in the 'latter year. ~u1r·8197Ra8tes • . In -&l~ 

compared 
-----------------; • ..------,-----.\-----'----- with 1896-7. 

1896-7.- . 1&97-8. 

Rum! Districts • 
U rhan Districts other than Borough. 
N on·County Borough. -
County Borough. 
London • 

•. d. 
2 S'O 
Ii 0'8 
5 1'9 
Ii S'7 
.6 8'7 

----
•• d . 
2 11'0 
5 l'S 
Ii 3'3 
/; 9'4 
5 10'2 

The statistic] for 1898-9· have not been analysed in the same detail, but the Local Rates I'ai.ea 
. Taxation Returns give indications of a further rise in aU the districts, except London. ~ ditferpr 
From Part VII. of those Returns for 1898-9, it appears that in 132 wholly Rural ar:.eino 

Unions out of 572 Unions which were wholly Or partly rural, the average rate in 1898-9. 
the £ (excluding Special ExpensE's Rates of Rural District Councils) was 28. 7id. in 
that year. The Special Expenses Rates of aU Rural District Councils averaged 2id. 
in the £, if calculated upon the valuation. of the entire rural area, making u_ total 
rate of 28. 9id. in the £in the Unions whioh were wholly rurn.!. From the' Returns. 
for 1899-1900, it seems that this average incre88ed to 28;lQid.in that year. . 

In comparing the.. figure. with those given in the above 'l'able, it sbould not be forgotten 
that, whilst the former only relate to . the Unions which are wholly rural, the latter rela'" to all areas 
which are techllicaIly ruraI; though some of them in the neighbourhood of towns may be of .. semi·urban 
character, and may h.ve BOm.what high"" rate! than areas of a more rura\ character. 

In 56 extra.Metropolitan Unions whioh were wholly urban the· approximate. total 
average rate in the £, in 1898...,9 was 68. 0id. 

The average rates in the £ of the rates raised in the rural parts of each Administrative ~tural Rates 
County are given in Table XIV. for 1889-91 and 1896-8, and the ratea for the latter C each 
period are illustrated on the accompanying map. ounty. 

In the different counties the rates ranged from 18. 6·6d.in Westmorland to 3s.U·6d:·:Lowest and 
in Essex. Generally speaking, the highest ra.tes are to be found in Bome' counties ~ighe..t rates 
in Wales •. where the Poor and School Board Rates are very high, and in the Counties In 1896·8. 
around London. Westmorland and Salop, which had very low rates for Poor Relief; . 
had the lowest Rural rates in England and WaIt'S. . . 

The years to which Sir H. Fowler's ·1teport relates were' the first under the 
new scheme of Imperial subventions introduced by the Acts of 1888 and 1890,· 
and~it was somewhat to be expected that the rural rates would then be low. As 
already stated, Sir H. Fowler found that they had not been lower at any time during . 
the nineteenth century for which statistics were available. Between 1891 and 1898. Rural Rate. 
however, there has been an increase in every county, the amounts varying from '2d. have in~ 
in Flint to h. I··tel. in W OrcBster. There were- ereased 10 every county 

3 connties with an increase of less than 3d. in the £. 
17 counties with an increase of 3d. and less than 6d. in the £. 
21 counties with an increase of 6d. and less than 9a. in the £. 
11 counties with an increase of 9d. and less than h. in tbe £. 

2 counties with an incre88e of over Is. in the £. -54 Counties •. -

J "611 

.inoc 1891,; . 

:I 

.. 
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The cOl1nties in which tbe increase arnountE!d to 9d. in the £.01' upwards werC.:- . 
• .. ' ' " , • ! .,'..! .,', " ,- ~..' . . . .. 

, 
.. ' 

Al"e1'8Ke kate iu £ IucI"f'1UI6aioce 
in ISmi-S. 1889-91 • 

. _--
, I . •• tI. • • iI: : ' · . 

3 3'6 i 1'4 Worcester · · · · · Suffolk, Ea.t . · · 2 10'1 } 
. - · 1 0'1 Suffolk, We.t · · · · · 3 6'7 

Llncolu:-'- .. 
Porta of Holland. . - · · 3 8'7 1 Pllrts of Keste"en · · · a 1'5 o 1l'4 
Parta of Lind ... y . · - 2 11'3 f 

J 
Glamorgall - - · · · 1I 6'0 o 10'R 
~SAex - . - · · 3 n'6 () \0'7 
Wilts· . · . · · 3 2'5 010'6 
Sussex, East · · · · · 3 g'8 } o 10'5 SUS8ex, West - · . - · 3 0'6 I :Norfolk • • · - · 3 2'4 o 10'3 

I Yorks, West Riding . . . · 3 1'8 o 10'0 
I Durhnm • . . · · · 1I 9'7 o 10'0 

Dorset· . . · · 210'3 0 9'9 
Carnart"on - · · · · 3 8'9 . 0 9'6 
Dovon - . . . . .- 2 11'3 ·0 9'4 

. 

It will be ~een that this list includes many of the more purely agricultnral counties 
in ED~landaD.d Wales.: - . 

Total rato. In. Table XVIi. the .t~t,airates raised in each County Borough are given for 
raised in each tbeyears 1~96-7 and 1897-8. 'l'aking the mean of the two years th('y may be 
County grouped as follows :-' 
Boroul'h. '. 

• 

'. ( 

1 Borough with a rate of less than 48. in the £. .' . 
1411oroughs with. rates pf 48. and.les$ .than 58. in the £. 
27 Boroughs with rates of 58. and less than 08. 'in the £. 
18 Boroughs with rates' of 68. and less'than 7s: in the £ . 
. 4 Horoughs with rates of 78. or upwards. : . , 

64 Boroughs. ': , 

-'. 
'('he four County Borough~ with rates of more than 78. in the £. were Sheffield, 

Norwich, ':West Ham,"and Ha.nley, and the County Borough w;th a ra.t~ of 103s 
than 48, was {)lIfprd. ' .. West :Ham owes its high rates principally to the high School 
Board Rate, which' in 1897-8 amounted to over Is. 10d. in the £, and in 1898-9' to 
over 2B. 2d. in -the£. . 

nato.le,ied 'l'he rates raised in the different parishes'in the Metropoli3 outside the City during 
iothe Metro· each of the lO·.years IlIlded in March 1898 are given in a Return* presented to 
polIS. Par.lill<ment, by· the 'Locat Government. Board in 1899. ' In the yeaI' 1897-8 the rates 

varied in the different parishes from 4s. 9d. in the Liberty of the Rolls to 8s. 2d. in 
Rotherhit\lc.. In 1900,..1, the,lI'ates ranged from 4s. lld. in Tooting ~raveney to 

Equalisation 
'" London 
Uates, . 

(1hanges in 
the rateahle 
,.alue of 
"uriOUR des
cription. of 
rateable I'ro
pertysince 
llliO. 

~8. $d. in Bow.t . . '. ' ' " . 

·-of the rates l'iiisediti Ldnd6n in '1897-8 and 1898-9. about'lO per cent .. il! 'o~ch year 
were charged uniformly ovel' the ()ounty (either exclusive or inclusive of the Vity) 
wh~lst only 30 per cent. were chargeable upon separate areas. • 

V.-VALUATIONOF .VARIOUS CUSSES OF PROPEIiTY. ANI> IN Dl)lFEltENTAllEAS. 
_. ~ ", -,. '" '. 

According to a Return (H.C. 150) presented to Parliament in 1900 theratellble 
value of. iancls, buildings, raihvays, and othe\' kinds of rateable proP!lrty in 1870, 
1894, and 1899 was liS follows :-

• H.C. 117 of 1899. 
l' See London County Council neturn, No. 519. (Rates mRde in County of London in 1900-1.) 

, .. , .. 
. , 
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J870. 1899. 

Cl ..... of B.~.bl. Property. 

Amouot. 
Per .. 

ceDtage 
of Totul. 

Amount. 
P~ .... 

~eDta~ 
of Total. 

bouot. , . 
Per· 

centage 
of To'oL 

LANDO' • 
AGRlCUJ.TVRAL LAND as de. 

IIned,ip Section'O of ~IiQ. Agri'. 
cultural Ratos Act, 1896* - _ 

OTRBR LAIIDst - -

£ 

• 
24,034,703 

7,277,639 
----~-I----I---- ----/-----1---

- 89,835,088 3N' 0 33,654,550 20' 9 

BVILDumst .. .. .. 55,157,300 52'6 102,719,541' : 63'7 
RAILWAYS§. • .-
AJ.L oTill'" KIND. OJ; RATEABLE 

4,871,04!l 4'6 13,871,050 S'6 

PUQPEBTyil. .. : • 5,006,898 4' II 10,894,434 6' 8 
----1----1--

'TdTALS-ALL ~IND. 0 .... RlTB.} "." 
AULKPRQn;RTY~ENGLAND AND 104,870,334 100:0 161,139,575. lOll'O 
\VAI.EO -'. • -. . 

31,312,342 17'S 

116,'135,930 
15,59M,OOl 

12,276,477 

175,622,758 

66'3 
8'9 

100'0 

.---.~--------~------~--~------~--~------~---

During the pt'fl'iod covered·hy the Table, the rateable ,'alue of " buildings" bas more 
than don bled, lind in ,1899 formed nearly two-thirds of tbe wbole. Tbe rateable value 
of " Railways" in 1899 was more tbantbrel" times greater .tba;n.it was in: 1870, and 
represented nearly one tenth of aU rateable property. But tbe rateable value of 
" Lands," which was nearly two·fifths of tbe wbole in 1870, deoreased by 21 per cent. 
between lRiO lind 1899, and in tbe latter year formed little more than one-sixth of the 
value of all rateabie property. , , 

Between.July 18116 and March 1900· the rateable value of" agricultullaI lBnd," as 
clofined bytl,e Agricultural Rates Act, ]896, decreased from 2-l,5!i5,0581. to 23;975,3231., 
or at the rate orabout 161,0001. a yea.r.' 

In 1898-9 the. gross estimated rentaJ for the Poor Rate of rateable. property which is 
assessed nnder Scbedule A. of tho IncomoTax was 7'3 per cont. 'below the gross 
vallie, according to the In,come Tax a,qsessment nnder tbat schedllle. 
. Reference bas already been made on. pp. 41-~ to the cbanges in tbe rateable value of 
urban and rural areas between 1890 and 1&98. . . .' . . 

'In Table Xli. tbe mteable value per'head of population in 1870,'1891, and 1900 is Rateable 
given for the different Union-Counties. Calculated on the population in 1901, tbe yalue per 
amonnts for tbe e~tra-¥etropol!tan' Conntie3 varied in 'Hl09 from 41. 0'38. to i~'U;':::' . 
0/. 11'58. Tho countIes WJth the hIghest !lIid th<11owest amounts were :-., Counties. 

Rutland 
Westmorlal'ld. 
Heref{)rd 
Hllnts 
Salop 
Surrey 

llighcst A.moullt~. 

£ 
9 
R 

.".7:. 
7 
6 
6 

'8. 

11'5 
13'4 
13:Q 
12'7 
19'8 
11-4 

• The expression U agl'icnituml land" m(Al1S any land used aa arable, mradow, or pasture ground oruy, 
cottage gardena exceeding one qual'ter nf atl Rcre, market gardens, nursery ground A, orchnrdF, or allotm,nlb, 
hul. does not include land occupied tOl!"tber wi.h a bouse a. a park, garden. otbp.r than as 8fo",,",id, pleasure
~ro11nds, or any land kept or presen'ed mainly or exclusively for purposta of aport or recreation, or land used 
us a rll.cecourt~. The expression U ccttftge U melUlS a house occupied 88 a dwelling by 8 person of the 
I"hourin~ .1 ..... (59 & 60 Vict. c. 16, s. 91. 

t Inl'1uding Janrls other than agl'icnlturalloDd as above .lefiDed, includin~al80 farmhouse8and filrm buildingti 
anri t idl" rent cbRrgt"s and ubcommuted tith~, but e.s.cluding' Janda occupied as rallwaYllt canals, quarries 4:c. • 

t Indu«ling hom~"'8 (utlu·r than fal'mbous~), shop., ",alehouses, tnills. factorie.lII:, docks) whnn-es, -tea 
§ Including .totion. and depot.. . 
IIlllrllttlillg qUnrl'i ... Inln •• , lron· ... or!.", IIn.wol'k., wftterworu, canal •• and all other rateublt \lropertico. 

wl.;eh d .. not properly COin. u"de. tha other be.dluj[tI. 
'If Ntt ".""rloilloble £at. teoro \lri.r to .bat ID wbich tI-..... ·ieuitaralll.t •• Atl1l1ll paued, Til" 1!l0G. 

ta 
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Stafford 
Durham 
Cornwall 
Essex 0 

Suffolk 0 

ROYAL COMMISS10X ON LOCAL TUATIOX: 

o . 

·0 

Yorkshire, West Riding 
• 

Lowest Amounts. 

£ 8. 
o 4 0'3 
• 4: 3'2 
o 4 5'9 
o 4 6'5 
• 4 9'7 
• 4 9'9 

Whilst agricultural count,ies figure largely in the first list, mining is an important 
industry in some of those compri5ed in tll.e second. .. . 

Change. Seven counties show a decline in the : rateable value per head as compared with 
.ince 1870, 1870, the largest decreas(lS being :-

Norfolk • 
Essex-' 
Lincoln -, 
Suffolk 0 

Northampton 
Wilts 

. . 

Decline in Rateable 
Value per Head, 

8. 
• 11'3 

'11'1 
'- 11'0 

7'8 
6'8 
4'6 

The increases were greatest in the following extra, Metropolitan counties :-, 
JncreBSe in Rateable 

..•. , ' , Valne per Head, 

: 
£ 8. 

Westmorland ., 7'3 ~ 

Rutland 1 14'0 
Sussex .. . - - 1 11'9. 
Cumberland • o. 0 - 1 7-5 
Surrey 0 1 5'9 
North Wales 0 1 3'9 

. T.hree out o,f . thesi:x: counties showing the greatest increas6j have already beeil. 
notlCea; as havtng the highest rateable values per nead. _ 

Assessable Table IX, shows the. amount of Assessable Val ue (as. defined by the Agricultural 
Val~. p.~ ill;' Rates Aot, 1896), per inhabitant in 1900 for each Union,· and those with the highest 
~b~tan~ tn; and lowest amounts per inhabitant will be found in Table X, It will there be seen 

Dl,ons, 'that the variation. is enormous, the amountS outside the Metropolis ranging from 
21.1'38. in the Newca~tle,inoEinlyn Union in Cardigan to 121.13'88. in the Liverpool 
Union. 

In the Metropolitan Unions the variation was from 31. 128. in Mile End Old Town 
to I6n. 148. in the City of London. The high amounts of valuation per head in some 
of the London Unions, and especially in the City of London, is to Bome extent due to 
the fact tha,t a large part of the day popUlation lives beyond the Union boundary. 
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The following Table shows the 
respectively ;-

alDount of valuation in Urban and Rural areas Valuation 

I I·oor Rate Perc-entaee of \'~~ -- I Valualion ftC Total for Population 
Lady Da.y, ED#rlaod aad in 1901,· Inhabitant. 

1900. Wales. , 

I 
, 

lIATIIABLE VALeS, • 
£ Per Cent. £ •• 

London (Admioistrnti ... County) - - · 38,087,893t 21'1 4,542,961 I> 7'7 
County Boroughs . . - · 40,808,759 22'6 9,024,256 4 lO'4 
Olbel' urban 8rel18 - - - - 50,285,909 27'9 11,470,897 4 1'-; 
Rural Districts . - · · 51,223,659 28'4 I 7,487,396 6 16'S 

Total, England and W 81cs - - 180,406,420 I 100'0 
I 

32,525,510 5 10'0 

ASSUOABLE VALUE, I 

London (Administrnth'c County) - - 38,074,947t 22'6 4,542,961 8 '1'6 
COUDty Boroughs - - · · 40.640,804 24'1 9,024,256 4 10'1 
Other urban areal - . - · 48,656,994 29'0 11,470,~97 4 5'2 
nural Dilltricts • - . · · 40,8-16,014 24'3 7,487,396 5 9'1 

-Total, Engl8nd ar.d Wales • - 168,41~,759 100'0 32,525,510 5 3'6 

The extra-Metropolitan urban areas have, therefore, on the whole, a lower rateable 
value per inhabitant and assessable value per inhabitant than the Rural Districts. As 
with tb separate Metropolitan Unions the -high valuation per inhabitant in the 
County of London is in a great lDeasure due to the day population living beyond the 
boulldl1ry. . 

Vr.-LOCAL DEBr. 

and amount 
per in .. 
habitant in 
different 
administra
tive art'8S. 

At the end. of 1R98-9 •. the outstanding deht of. Local Authorities . alDounted to Outstanding 
276,229,0001.,t or about ll. 118. 5a.. for each £, of rateable value. In 1891 the ont- debt of.~cal 
standing debt was equivalent to ll. 58. lOd. for each £, of rateable value, and Authont, ... 
there has thus been an increase of lis. 7d. per £, of rateable value in eight years. 

Of the outstanding debt in 1899 nearly one-half, or 148. 9a.. per £, of rateable value Amount 
had been incurred in connexion with waterworkA. gasworks, tralDways, electric incurred in 
lighting works, markets, baths, &c., cemeteries and burial grounds, working-class res!?"ct of 
dwellings, and piers, quays, &0. These were the undertakings included in. Sir ;~~~::.s. 
Henry Fowler's Return rl,lating to Reproductive Undertakings of Municipal 
Corporations (H.C. 88 of 1899), and only a cOlDparatively slDall part of the· debt 
ohBrges in connexion with thelD actually falls upon the rates. 

About 47,QOO,OOOl. of the outstanding debt in 1899 had been incurred for 
Poor Law purposes (inoluding lunatio asylulDs and the asylums of the Metropolitan 
AIIylulDs Board), Polioe, and Education. This amount is eqnivalent to 58. 4d. 
per ;£ of rateable value. . 

Of the relDaining 100,000,0001. of outstanding debt, Highways and Street 
IlDprovements were responsible for 3.j.,500,Oool., and Sewerage and Sewage Disposal 
Works for 28,500,0001. 

The Metropolitan debt§ at the end of 1898-9 alDounted to 50,953,0001., or AmouLt or 
rather less than one-fifth of the total outstanding debt of all Local Authorities in Metropolitan 

deht. 
• 'rhe population gi-.en for Lcndon i. that of the Connly as constituted on 6th April 1900. In olher <"08 

tho popul81ion given i. that shown on pp. xii. and 16 (If the Preliminary CensUl Report for 1901, but Burton. 
on· Trent, nod Warrington, which were Dot County Boroughs in March 1900, are included with U Other urban 
a,.., ... " ami the Urban Districts of Hazell Grove and Bramhall, Neyland, Sawbridgewortb, and SaxmuDdham, 
which had nol been created Urban Districts in Horeb 1900, are ineludod with" Rural Districls ... · 

t On 6th April 1900. 
t Sums &IIIouoting to O,566,OOOL remained in Sinking Funds a\ the end or the year to provide for the 

repayment of a po .. ion 01 these outstanding loana. 
~ 'rhe London County ConncU iBsu .. aonually • Return showing for each parish in the Conoty or London 

tho eharges on tho rstes in .... pect of loans, and the amount of 10Rns ontstRnding. (S<e No. 49,j). At the 
end of 1890-1900 the onu,tanding i08D8 varied £rom 104' 5 per oent. of the rsteabl. value in St. Peter, 
Westminater, to 167'3 per oent. in Shoreditch. 

13 
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En"'land and Wales. This sum was equivalent to ll. 78. 2d."per £ of the rateable vaillo 
foro the county, a sUm which is 49. 3d. per £ of rateable value less than the general 
average for England and Wales. But it is important to note that the Metropolitan 
outstanding debt in connexion with the reproductive undertakings mentioned above 

'was only 48. 1d~ per £ of rateable value as compared wit,h 148. 9d. pel' £ in the 
whole of England and Wales. 

It is not possible to asoertaiu precisely the total outstanding debt in the different 
classes of areas outside the Metropolis, but the outstanding debt of Town and 
Urban District Councils at the end of 1898-9 was:- ' 

- Amount.· Per:£ of 
Rateable Valae. 

-

I £ £ B. d. I County Borough Conncils - - - - . 106,952,000 21411 . , 

-Borough and other IIrban District Coullcilg - 45,832,000 . 019 0 

Of the amounts in the last column, however, abou~ ll. lIs. ld. in. COUttty 
Boroughs and 98. 4d. in other urban areas represents debt incurred in connexion 
with reproductive undertakings. The outstanding debt in County Boroughs fol' 
other than reproductive undertakings WliB, thus, ll. 38. IOd. per £ of rateable value, 
~-ithout ,counting the debt of Boards of Guardians, School Boarcs, and some other 
AuthoritIes, and is therefore much heavier than the debt of Londou Authorities. 

l'he outstanding debt in Rural Districts is much lower than in urban areas. 

VII.-SuMMARY. 
The pr~cipal points brought out by the foregoing figures are :-
(1.) Since 1891 the amount raised by rates has increased more rapidly than at any 

previous period, the increase having averaged more than II millions pel' 
annum. 

(2.) Sanitary Authorities in Urban areas were responsible for at least one-third of the 
increase, and now raise more than one-third of the total rates. . 

(3.) The valuation has not kept pace with the rates, ~nd the total average' rit.!e 
, in the £ levied has, therefore, increased from S8. ISd. to 48. IOd. 

(4.) 'The average rate in tlte £ .raised by each class of Local Authorities has 
increased sinct! 1891. but the average rates in the £ raised by extra
Metropolitan Urban Authorities have, generally speaking, grown more 
rapidly than those ra,ised by other cla~ses of Local Authorities. 

(5.) The services imposing the largest burdens upon the rates may be classel 
under fiv~ heads, viz.- , . -

(a) Poor Relief (including Lunatics .and Lunatic .Asylums); 
(h) Elementary Education; , 
(c) Police; , 
(d) Roads, Streets, and Bridges (including Lighting and Scaveng

ing) ; 
(e) Sewerage. 

(6.) The expenditure upon Poor Relief and the maintenance of Lunatics is 
increasing more rapidly than the population, and in London the average 
expenditure per inhabitant, the cost of relief 1'er pauper, and the average 
rate iIi tue£ required are much greater than the averages for extra
Metropolitan Unions. 

(7.) .The amount of Police expenditure per i~habitant and the rate in tho £ 
of the expenditure falling on the general revenues of the Police Authorities 
are much greater in London th .. n in the Boroughs, and in the .Boroughs tban 
in the Counties. The expenditure per inhabitant has, on the whole, 
increased very slightly since 1895. 

I 

. • E".bding outstullding loans Gf :Counoil. ucting a. 
t;auitarf A.utboritie .. 

iBurhl Boards an,l a. lIarbour, Fier, Dock,- ~nil-Vort 
. ..... ~ .......... '-, , 
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(8.) The School Board Rate is also heavier in· the :Metropolis than the average for 
extra-Metropolitan School Boarrl Districts, bat the average rate in the £ of 
the expendit.ure upon Roads and Sewerage falling upon the general revenues 
of the administering Authorit,ies is somewhat ~maller in the Metropolis and 
in Rural Districts than in extra-Metropolitan Urban areas. 

(9.) The rate3 raised by Poor Law Authorities have inereased from ll£d. in the 
£ in 1890-1 to lB. 2!d. in the £ in 1899-1900, but the average increase 
nnd the rate in the £ in the Metropolis is greater than outside London. 
The average rate in the £ ~II~S increased in all but five Counties. 

(10,) The burden of these rat.es is very unequal, and outside the Metropolis varies 
from 3td. in the Fylde Union (Lanes.) to 28. 3d. in Mildenhall Union 
(Suifolk). Generally speaking, the burden is heaviest in the Eastern 
Counties aud lightest in the Northern Counties. It is also heaviest in those 
Unions which have a very low assessable value per inhabitant, and lightest 
iu thoso whioh have a high assessable value per inhabitant. 

(11.) The School Board Rate is also VlJry unequal in different districts. Districts 
with about one-third of the rateable value of England and Wales have no 
School Board Rate. nnd elsewhere the rate varies from less than 1d. in 
the £ to upwards of 2B. in the £. 

(i2.) The average rates in the £ of the rates raised in the different classes of 
areas in 11:189-91 and 11;96-8 were-

Rural Districts 
Urban Districts other than Boroughs 
Non-County Boroughs 
County Boroughs 
London 

Mean Rate in £ in-
1~89-91. 1896-1' 

8; d. B. d. 
- 2 3 2 10 
- 3 11 5 It 
- 4 4t 5 2t 
- 4 tit 5 9 
- 5 at 5 9t 

In Hl98-9 there appears to 
above groups, except London. 

have been a further increase in ",ach of the 

113.) The average .Rural rat~s in every Count.y have increased since 1891. 
(14.) About 'to per cent. of the London rates are charged unifqrmly over the 

whole county. . 
(15.) The rateable value of agrioultural land has decrensedby about 160,0001., or 

0·7 per cent., per nnnum between 1896 and 1900. but the rateable value of 
buildings (including houslls, shops, warehouses, mills, factories, docks, 
wharves, &c.) and railways (including stations and dep6ts) is increasing 
rapidly. . 

(16.) The assessable value per inhabitant in the different extra-Metropolitan U nious 
varies from 2l. lB. in N'IlwolNltle-in-Emlyn to 12l. 14.8. in Liverpool. 

(17.) The average rateable and assessilble values per inhabitan~ are higher iu Rural 
Districts than in other extra-Metropolitan areas. 

(18.) The local debt per £ of'rateable value was
£ 8. d. 
1 5 10 in 1891; and 
1 11 5 in 1899. 

Nearly one·half of .the latter amount had been incurred in connexion with 
reproductive undert.akings. 

(19.) The outstanding debt in connexion with purposes other than reproductive 
undertakings IS much heavier per £ of rlLteable value in County BorouO'hs 
than in London, and much lower in Rural JJistricts than in Urban areas.. 0 
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DETAILED TABLES. 

TABLE I.-TOTAL AMOUNT of RATES raised, AMOUNT of. HATES raised for EXI'ENSES of 
POOR LAW AUTBORITIBS, and the GROSS EXPENDITURE for RELIEF to the POOR, during 
the Years 1871-72 to 1899-1900; also the RATEABLE V ALOE at the commencement 
of those years, and the ESTIMATED POPULATION at the middle of the years 1871 
to 1900. 

• 
[Compiled frmll Sir H. H. Fowler, RepM't"" Local Tazation (H.C. 16~ of 1893); Local Taa:ation 

&tumI, 1898-9, Pt. VII. (B.C. 324-V. of 1901); Ibid, 1899-1900, Pt. L (B.C. 302 of 1901); 
&gidrar-GeMraI', Report, 1899 (Cd. 323) I and Prelimina'71 Report 0" C ....... , 1901 (Cd. 616).] 

-~ 

Ratearaited GroBa Expenditure Rateable Value Estimated 

Yean.· Total Amouat or for ExptD8e11 of tor Relief to the at Commeocemll3nt Population at the 
Hate. raiaed. Poor Law Poor. of each YellU'. Middle of each 

Authorities. t Year. 

I. II. 8. 4. 5. 6 • 

.£ .£ .£ .£ 
1871-72 · - 17,646,720 8,643,657 8,007,403 109,447,111 22,788,594 
1~72-73 - · 18,096,690 8,357,978 7,692,169 112,392,362 23,096,495 
1878-74 · · 18,906,137 8,017,426 7,664,957 11ll,392,162 23,~O8,556 
1874-75 - - 19,535,703 8,137,778 7,488,481 115,646,631 23,724,834 
1875-76 · · 19,484,791 7,701,445 7,335,858 119,079,589 24,045,3115 

1876-77 - · 20,147,849 7,3i4,158 7,400,034 124,587,474 24,370,267 
1877-78 - · 21,109,170 7,610,047 7,688,650 127,948,380 24.699,5311 
lH78-79 · - 21,789,423 8,049,896 7,829,819 131,021,019 25,033,259 
1879-80 · - 22,160,099 7,951,328 8,015,010 133,769,875 25,371,4~9 
1880-81 - - 22,907,790 8,074,622 8,102,136 135,645,473 25,714,2!!R 

1881-~2 - · 23,904,860 8,342,168 ~,232,472 139,636,307 26,046,142 
1882-83 - - 24,477,086 8,429,015 ~,353,292 141,~07,686 26,334,942 
18~3-~4 · - 24,934,147 8,389,9811 8,402.MO H3,222,43~ 26,626,949 
1884-85 · · 25,666,552 8,350,354 8,491,600 145,527,044 26,922,192 
1885-86 - - 26,142,801 8,457,530 8,296,230 147,350,562 27,220,706 . 

1886-87 · · 26,637,017 8,341,982 8,176,768 148,907,797 27,522,532 
1887-88 · - 2;,194,836 8,355,122 8,440,821 149,334,62~ 27,827,706 
1889-89 - - 27,420,223 8,354,554 8,366,477 149,696,812 28,136,258 
1889-90 · - 27,713,409 7,749,192 8,434,345 150,·lM,974 28,449,239 
18110-91 - - 27,818,642 7,472,460 8,643,318 152,116,008 28,763,673 

1801-02 · · 28,507,1l0 7,288,765 8,8~7,678 lSS,896,3S3 29 .• 081,053 
1i!92-93 - · 30,201,903 7,695,873 9,217,51-1 157,722,913 29,416,890 
1893-94 · - 32,223,1172 11,158,936 9,673,505 1 59,46!1,468 29,756,600 
1894-95 · - 83,855,283 8,737,652 9,866,605 161,139,575 30,100,235 
1895-96 · - ~6,89S,042 9,344,098 10,215,974 162,839,965 30,447,839 

1896-97 - · 37,542,016 9,493,750 10,432,189 165,990,P85 30,799,461 
1897-98 · - 311,882, 162t 9,707,179§ 10,8~t!,276 168,664,993 31,155,137 
1898-99 - - 39,934,764t 9,780,705§ 11,286,973 172,065,~2 31,514,927 

• Average tor 28 yean 26,447,832 8,295,274 8,622,539 142,621,623 27,084,792 

I I I 
, 

1800-1000 . · - 10,364,840 I 11,567,649 I 175,622,758 31,878,868 

1900-01 . · - - -
\ 

180,400,420 

I 
32,247,015 

, 

• Certain detaill for Jean .. flU' back u 1843-4. will be found in the Rpport of the Local GO'Yernment Board for 1899-1900 
(Cd. 119i),pp. C82-8. . 

t It il probable that the 111ml entered in thil column for the ,.NfL' lSil-72 to lUl-2 are to IOm~ llmall oxtent over '!cattd 
[Iff Report of Local Government Board. for 1899-1900, (Cd. 292). p. 482.) 

:t Col. 1.-lDdgding for 1887-8. l,n6.1941., and fo .. HI98-D, I,.3U.09JI., contribution. under tht AgriCUltural Rates Act. 1898. 
§ Col. B.-InclUding for 1897-8. 606,1321., for 1898-8, .506,9001., and for 1899-1900, S06,9u6l., oontribuDCdlI UDder the 

Ag,ioulluzai Bateo Aol, Ise&. 
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TABLK n.-AMOUNT r'ece:ved from RATES bv the vluioliB . . 

[Compiledfrom [.Deal Taza(ion Ret..,. .... 1898-9, Pt •. IL,III., IV., and VII. (H.C. 324, 32·1-1., 824-·II., 
Local Tazation Return., 1899-1900, Part. I., IL, III., and VI. (H. C. 302, 302-1., 302-11., Rn(l 
.Account. in .Ahstract, 1899-1900, and Metropolitan Police Ac.ounl., 1~99-1900 (H.C. 154 of 1900).] 

Local Authorities. 1890-1. 1891-2. 1892-3. 1893-1. 1894-5. 1895-6. 

L 2. 8. 4. 5. 6. 7_ 

" I!. " " " I! I PI/ur Law Authorities: 
Metro{:olit.un - . . · · 2,016,545 2",73,B33 2.141,887 2,504,755 2,617,152 2,":80,j21 
Eztl'R-MeLropolitB!l . - · . · 5,457,554 5,015,;62 5,455,492 5,655,883 6,122,29; 6,618,3i7 

Total, Poor Law Authorities · - 7,474,0911 7,289,595 '1,59G,879 8,160,598 8,789,449 9,3.(4,091:J 

School Boards : 
Scbool Board for London . - - 1,271;755 1,496,115 .1,444.720 1,473,125 1,408,455 1,454.420 
Other School Boards - . - · 1,695,666 1,835,951 2,017,508 2.146,043 2,.823,887 2,533~521 

---
3,619,168 1 Total, School Boards - - - 2,967,421 3,832,066 3,462,223 3,132,342 8.987,941 

; 

County Councils: 
London County Council (General Purposes)· } 1,71B,951 f,311.285 1,400,904 1,495.659 1,643.966 1,196,125 

,. " .. (Special Purposes) ~ 271,885 291.648 2B1,'07 290.626 299,927 
Othor County Councils (General I'urp.,sep) 906,'11 '2 973,088 1,(24,173 J,464,757 1,653,825 1,698,040 

- " 
,. 

" 
(Special Purposes) - 771,Oi!l 785.839 855,728 824,508 874,058 859,545 

-----
---;:342,047 1 8,672,453 1 4,462,475 1 Total, County Councils ~ - - 3,396,742 4,066,431 4,658,681 

Receiver (or Metropolitan PoHce District : 
In the Administrative C.ounty of London - GlS-,63:! 607,598 609.810 609.070 619,228 628,432 

Outside " " " - 171,194 168,302 169,517 167,8B8 178,549 182,815 

Total, Receiver for Metropolitan Police 790,826 nS,900 77B,8271 776,458 '797,772 B11 ,247 
District. ' 

Town Conncib (Mnnitdpal Accounts) - - 1,811,824- 1,426,994 1,506,019 1,558,688 1,684,516 1,805,836 
Town {'..auncils U8 Sanitary Authorities and 7,285,990 7,658,916 8,<'55,579 8,798,108 9,104,508 9,678,879 

Urban Dislrict Coupcils.t 
Metropolitan Vestries and District Boards·: - 1,808,777 ],948,247 2,O9?',163 2,185,042 2,256,675 2,246,860 
Commissionera of Sewers of City of Londen - B24,258 219,887 aOB,284 ~23,45' 274,532 317,962 
Corporation or London - - ~ - !15,498 95,129 102,165 }lJl,I9ft 90,474 85,818 
Highway Authorities in Rural Districts .. - 1,222,091 1,853,331 ],491,434- 1,520,510 1,409,229 1,520,001 

--- ._----- -----
Rural District Council", acting otherwise lha.n as 

Highway Authorities: 
For General Expenses - - - 156,Oil 162,566 170,479 228,902 241,140 278.325 
Mor Specilll Expenses . - - 255,900 269,812 296,089 BU3,le7 825,798 824,956 -

431,87B 1 
-

Total, Rural Diatrict CouncilA, acting 411,971 466,568 532,089 566,936 603,281 
otherwise thon as Highway Authorities. 

Burial Boards and other Local Authorities 
acting under tho Burial ActA : 

Metropolitan .. - - . - 5,218 8,647 9,604 9,862 10,767 14,519 
Extm-Metropolitan - - - 172,812 167,703 170,196 IH,I09 175,428 178,986 

Total, Durial Boards, &c. - - 178,030 176,850 179,800 183,971 186,190 ID3,505 

Parish Connells and Parh,h Meetings"; - - - - - 68,111 155,401 
(;ommi8&iom"l'I' of Sewen (E:JtnL~Metropoli!nn), 292,458 282,287 286,a"4 28B,453 280,008 275,680 

and Drainage Boardtl, &c. , ---- -
Other Locol Authorities: , 

Metropolitan·· - - - - 72,486 86,8'26 107,600 119~S60 124,058 144,80B 
lU.lra-Motropolitantt - - - · 86,176 87,766 89,915 95.454 88,025 78,143 

----- -----
Total, Other Local AUlhoriut'l - - 138,662 174.592 197,515 21-4,814 207,078 222,9Jl -
Total for Metropolitan Local 7,933,120 8,319,40218,513,38519,~03,032 9,335,923 9,719,587 

Authorities. 
Total for Extra - Metropolitan 19,885,522 ~O,187,717 21,688,518 i23,220,940 24,519,360 26,178,455 

Local Authorities. 

Grand Total - - -1.127,818,642 28.5U7,U9 30,201,903132,223,972 33,855,283 35,£98,042 

-

• The rateB raised by the I.ondon County COUDcil UDder the London (EqualisntioD of Rates) Act, 1894, lor the expe-nditure ot 
the Sanitary Authoritiltl in London, are included with thollo raised by the Metropolitan Velimu aDd Dutriet Hoards, aod noc· 
with tbo",e raised by the Londou County Council. 

t Including Bmallsums mised by certain Joint Boards and Committees. 
::I: Not including rotH raised under the Burial Actl, Balhs and WashlJOuses Acts, and Public Libraries Acta. 
§ The power. 8Ild dutics of tbe Commission en 01 Sewerll were transferred to the Corporation in J.OUDl'1' 189ft. The"amount 

tho"n in ('olumnl U and 14 il in respect of the year 1698, and c(!mprilles276,O!t81. in respect of the Publtc Health Department 
'( t tl'e Corporation IDd 126,46jl. in l'eafcct of other Depnrtments. 



UTEIi RAISED. '1 
i Clllsses of LOCAL Au'ROalTlES in the Year~ 1890-1 ~o 189\1-1900. 
, 32·'- V. of 1900) and enr,,..,ponding Return, for pretJioru yea.',: TAe fig"". for 1899-1900 are compiled from 
302- V. "f 1901), Roard 0/ Educalion, Parlia1Mfttary Gra,,", 4'e., 18911-1900 (Cd. 332), London Count!l CQu"cil, 

~--------------------------------------~---------------.-----
1897-8. 1898-9. 1899-1900. 

Granu 

18'6-7. 
Grant. Total of undor Total Grants under 

A~:l- Columna Raw. e~~~ CoI:~n. Bate.. Agriculto1'8l 
tura] R1LteA Rates J 2 aDd Rate. Act, 

1896.' 18 • 
and 16. 

nolet. 

Total of 

Columns 15 

I 
Ad. 1896. 9 and 10. Act 18 90 

____ .8~. ___ c--~9~.--~--~IO~.---:---~II~.--_T--~1~2~.--~--~13~---~,--~14~_~-+ ____ ~15~-____ ~ ___ 1~6~. ____ ; ____ ~17~. __ _ 

/I 

2,f:lt2.4t8 2,UG,lSB 1.211 2.927,3-19 2,839,43R 1,211 2,840,649 
6,940,056 

3,167,531 
6,690,t02 6.681,8S2 6,274,809 505,021 6.779,830 6,434.31ii 50S.r,~9 I 

9,.9a-:m- 9;"00,947 aOG,;;;- ---;::ro.r~i79 9,2i;;;5 --;06,900 i
l 

0,780.70;;-1

1

---.-,~-5-7,934 

1.72B,IG2 1.9~j,OO!J 358 1,927.36~ ],169,536 'i06 1,770,242 
2,8"8,099 2,931,4;8 50,856 2,98t,SU· 8,018,867 106,493 8,119,860 

1,9'12,1f.:t 
8,196,428 

--- ----;---11-------:------1---1--------
4,S71,961 4,858,~87 I 61,209 4,909,6961 4,182,903 ]07,1991 4,890,102 

1.903.576 
800,393 

1,673,063 
875,470 

l,i66,109 
29.6,158 

1,569.867 
186,185 126,094. 

1,'766.891 
296.308 

1,773.'2' 
911,221 

1,766,195 
319,846 

1,658,178 
810,263 

7821 

I~O I 203.957 

--.-,7~-2-,5-0.- --4-,'-1-8,-S6-g- -32-9-,'-8-8-1"'-4-,-74-8-,2-5-.-'1'--4,-5-5.-,-47-7-

782 
150 

204,310 
124,781 

829,973 

1,766,9i'1 
819,996 

1,862.483 
984,98'" 

4,884,450 

652,810 658,025 827 658,852 663,848 820 664,163 
185,687 186,998 4,068 Ul,OGl 196,272 4,070 200,M.9 

5,168,589 

1,"2,808 
970,2,s5 

1,645,4;1 
852,445 

4,540,509 

678,595 
205,952 

1,211 
505,695 

506,90G 

101\,959 

9,158,7411 
7,196,097 

10.364,840 

J,9~2,867 
3,302,681 

5,275,54.8 

782 l,~13,090 
150 ~70.435 

205,547 1,851,018 
125,281 977,726 

----m,76oT7.er;,;;-

320 
4,070 

678,915 
210,0251: 

1---1·----1------ ---1----1---------1-----:---
838,297 145,028 4,800 849,413 860,115 4,~90 864,505 884,547 4,890 I 888,937 

1,990,074 
10,U81,$03 

2,:t63,70ti 
2HS,t42 

04,488 
1.6"4,070 

1,087,466 
10,520,182 

1,470,629 
98'.167 
In~,562 

1,885,527 

12,887 2,099,803 
10,529 10,531J~54 

- 2,470,629 
-- 28!l,167 
- 102,562 

811.246 t,696S71 

1,229.731 
11,147,699 

1,453,619 

} .01,555§ 

1.410,981 

12.237 
10,180 

808,900 

2,241,974 
11,157,779 

401.555§ 

l,ng,8al 1 r 1,759,248 

1189,508 117U85 46,85411 820,'40 291.581 47,158 808,684) 

----1-----1----1 

840,2:43 368,78' 4,22911 879,028 389,069 4.849 899,418 44.0,250 
} 351,485 2,55-6,983 

------I------II-----I------I------I-----I------::-------I---~-----------
689,101 U3,880 00,088 693,468 680,600 51,502 739,101 I 

16,853 19,460 - 19,460 15,50' - 15,504 12,468 1'2,468 
160,768 I7Up _169,784 48g nO,illS 16',617 617 165,134 180,1l38 585 

-------------I----I-----I---~,------II------I------I-------,:-------
191,8VO 189,194 489 189,688 180,lS1 I &11 180.638 179,701 585 1 178,286 

Hl6,6Ra 
5160,51.45 

112,148 I 
169,277 

112,148 
269,'77 

1l0.617 
276,U8 

110,617 
.275,988 

110,564 110,564. 

i 
------I------I----~-----I~--~---~---·---I-------;·---------------

lB',DS8 166,205 _ 156,205 163,281 - 183,281 _ I - I -_ 
76,844 63,a55 808 63,658 :'7,325 293 r7,618 - -

1t1-:B08 --si~:; -aoarsi;,863 140,608 !l03 ---;;;,-,.-9-.+-------[-----------1 

,I, I I 1 
10,889,755 10,604,468 8,883 10,S07,88510,392,8171 3,169 10,395,988 -

27,358,8S1 27,000,906 1,873,971 '128,274,877 28,809,8561,328,928
1

,29,538,778 - j - -
1-----:71=-::-::-:-::-: --- -----------1 -:1-__ 1 ___ :.--','----:---
37,542,016

1
37,605,368 1,876,794

1
38,882,16238,802,873'1,332,091 '39,934,764 - ! - I 

~~.~~~~~~,--~~~~I ~~I ____ ~~ __ ~ ___ ~,.~ __ _ 
n The total 01 the Agrtcullural n .. tee Graota pl.ld to Ro.ral Dlstriot CounCil., Beliol[ otber.ne tbaa AS Ulgb,"" Authorities haa been 

divide1 tM!twec.'n tb" Ot"ueral aad S"ecial KXpenSC8 in proportion to th, amounts 50 a.pplicable in 1898-.8. ' 
,. Not iot'luding .,.tea roiJed under the Burial Acts • 
•• Including ruM raisOO by V.tria and other AutbOTitiel _etiag nnd(lr tbe Baths and Wubboni" Actl and Publio Librariel Acta. 
tt luch\dio8 ntte. raised by Town Cannoila .. Dd CouDcila of Urban Diamat. other than Boroog'u t\CtiDg as Barbour, Pier,' aDd Dock 

A"lb~rife •• and by Lighting Inspecton aDd CommiltHI. . 
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78 ROYAL COHML'lSION - ON- '-LOOAL TA.lU.l'ION: 

TABLE III.-VALUATION of the A~EAS·A.l;l:lil~ISTERED by the MORE IMPORrAJ.i'l 

[Compiled from Local Ta:ration Rem",s, 1899-1000, Pt •• I., IL. and III. (H.C. 302, 302-1., and 
. COTf'e'po"ding Return. 

- --

- \ 
1890-01. I 1891-92. I I 892-!J3. I 1893-0~. I 1894-05. 

I 
P.Jor Rate Valuation (Poor'L .. w 1: £ . £ 4; £ 

Ar ... ):-
31,.596,89(; 33,OiO,830 33,370,H26 33,7:1!J,660 34.052,102 London (Union County)- -

Extra Metropolitant • 12ll,51!l,1l2 122,825,553 12~,352,087 I 125,'139,808 127,087,473 
I 

Total - - 152,1l6,00~ I IM,896,383 157.722,913\159,469,468 161,139.575 

Poor Rate V.Iuation (Administrative 
Areas) :-. 

(Administrative I r London 
County).-

J 
... t t County Borollghsr + t '< + + 

Other Administrati.e CouDtiest ... ' 1 

I 
" - - . -

Total - . 152, 116,008 155,896,383 157,722,913 159,469,468 161,139,575 

Genel'ul Dist""t Rate Assessa111e 
Value:-

Cuunty Boroughs§ . - 28,870,390 aO,0I5,~19 30,106,!H9 31,153,730 31,761,321 

Boroughs ether thati ConDty 11,307,966 .11,484,295 __ 12,146,065 _ 12,565,303 12,863,414 
Boroughs·1I ,- - . 

Urban District Councils "thor 20,257,938 . 20,144,740 20,462,44-! 20,650,004 21,157,af.a 
thon Borou.gbs f - -. 

Total - - 60,436,204 '61,644,254 -63,31"5,328 64,369,037 65,782,09!1 

noron~h Rate V u,luation :- (0) Cd) I 

• COUD ty Boroughs§ - - 30,690,889 31,9~,23~ 32,6~2,864 33,145,893- _ 34,038,501 

Boroughs 'clber than COUllty; 12,853,759 12,985,05? 13,781,771 14,243,191 14,58~,172 
Boroughs. !I . . 

~~ -----=---- -
'rota! - . 43,544,648 - - ~,917,291 46,444,635 47;380;064 48,622,673 

Cc) (f) 
County Rate Bnsis for Counties other 92,886,000 . 93,518,000 94,-171,000 95,~15,000 95,649,~~2 

tlt'1ll LonduD( ValuatioD for Qenera! 
County Pupposes).§·· .. - . - "_ .. "- . ... - -

Rurnl Distri .. t ValuatioD - - 53,691,510 53,612,216 03,609,284 53.279,720 52,091,210 

Valoation for Highway Purposes in 53,278,287 53,274,669 53,110,R04 62,683,5-10 52,416,358 -Rural Distric!! .. , 
, 

- --- .. • In force on 6th April at. commer:.cement of each )'etll'., ., 
t In force at Lady Day n ,. ,JJ . • • 

:: Information Dot given in the LoCal Tuation Returns prior to tho Yt'8l' 18'95-96. . 
§ )0 1890:.91 tbere were 62, Couoty Boroughs, in lS91-92 Ind each subsequent year there were 64. 
II The Dumber of .lJoroughs other than Count,. Boroughs in uistence at the end ~f each year ,..as-

1890-91 '2~H 1895 ... 96 241 

I; . 

1891-99 233 1896-97·24:1 
1892-'93 - 238 1897-98.. 242 
11198-94 - 239 1898-99 - 244 
189-&-95 - 240 

'I Tho DU"Dber ofUrbftD SSDitary Authorities or Urban District Councils tor Districts ollher than Boroughs daring each ,ear 
W&II·-

1890-111 - 716 - 1895-96 - 766 
1891-911?o2 1896-97· - 178 
1892-93 728 1897-98 186 
1893-94 - ':27 1898-99 - 809 
1894-95 760 . 

• ~ In 1890-01. niDe countie.; in lSUl-92. six counties; in 1892-93, se'\"eD eounties J in 1993-94. five cODntiES ; and iu 1894-95, 
ani 1898-9, one county, Weft not rated for geoeml county purposes, Bnd, &0 fal"" these oounties an: concerned: the figuree fix 
thcltO I('<~~. baTe .been, ~Itim .. ted :with ,~he aid of tbe figures ti~O'WiD~. the vuJuatic;>n for epecilli couuty purposet.. 



VALC"ATION'. 79 

CLASSES of LocAL AUTllilRlTIES for the Years 1890-91 to 19004901. 
3OZ-Tl. 0(1901); Ibid, 1998-.'1. PI •• IL, III., and VI. (H.C. 324-L, 324-1Y. 'lf1900), and 
f"" prerMru gear •. ] . - . 

. 189.5-96. I 1896-97. I 1897-98. 
I 

1898-99. I 1899-1900. I J9OO .. !)! • 

I 

£ £. £ •• £ £ £ 

84,307,741 85,936,283 { 
36,286,831 (a) 36,889,351(a) 37,386,135(0) 37,927,6M4(0) 
36,271,161 (6) 36,874,113(6) 37,371,599(6) 37,914,842(b) 

128,632,224 130,053.802 { 
132,378,16:;(0) 135,176,485(0) 138,236,623(0) 142,478,736(,,) 
120,222,522(6) 123,111,563(6) 126,233,808(6) 130,503,917 (bl - -

11'2,839,966 165,1190,065 { 
168,634,993(0) 172,065.F42(0) 175,622,758(a) I~O,406,420(a) 
1 eo,493,683 (b) 15S,985,676( 6) 163,805,407(6) . 168,418,759(6) 

I 
3",,457,948 36,067,210 { 36,437,911(a) 37,040,23~(0) 37,540,555(0) ! 38,087,H93(a) 

36,422,165(6) 37 ,024,900( b) 37,525.920(6) 38,074,947(b) 

'} . 129,!)O2,875{ 

36,550,256( 0) 37,683.592(0) 38.970,)\37(0) 40,HOS, i i)9~ n) 

128,382,017 
36,399,855(6) 37,526,006(6) 38,80~.373(6) 40,640,804( b ~ 
95,676,S26( a) 97,342,012(0) 99,1 1 1,866(a) 1 ul,5D!J,768(1I; 
83,671,663(6) 85.434,170(b) 87,271,114(b) 89,703.008(b) 

--- -:-I75,62~;75~(a) 1 180,406,420(a) 
162,839,!l6.; I 165,990,0&5 { 

168,6M,993(a) 172,065,842(0) 
156,493,(183( b) 159,985,676( b) 163,605,41l7(b) 168,418.750(61 

I 
• i-

I 
32,444,687 33,646,022 34,245,769 36,6!2,OOS - -
13,273,564 13,721,326 

I 
14,1 '16,843 14,066,95<1 I - -

22,890,800 23,698,586 25,031,083 I 22,469,536 - -
. -- -------- 1-- --

-. 

68,17'1,687 70,257,148 72,121,198 '15,1)40,605 I - -
, . , . -

I 
34,626,988 35,738,876 36,126,802(e) 27,583,464(e) I - -
15,023,951 15,479,715 15,426,021(e) 16,16I,650(e) I - -

------
53,745,1I4(e) I 49,650,939 51,218,591 51,552,&23(e) - -

I 

97,301,373 { 98,444,s.'l8(I1~ I 00,212,100(11) 101,073,382(11) 
96,272,300 -

. 85,594,278( b I 86"138,553(6) &8,428,172(6) --
51,859,005 51,OU,546{ 

51,110,902(11) 51,0.11,024(0) (,0,823,613(0) -
4O,510,390(b~ 40,544.043(b) 40,4OIl,OI4(6) -

IH,522,015 51,008,178 { 
50,97S.15:!( a 50,988,927 (a) 50, 790,294( 0) -
40,407,285(6) 4O,508,M5(b.l 40,386,517(6) -

-It oIlt.-ln complnng the aDDuot fi_uftl ftlabog to the nlo.a.hon ot nrt..n alld rural diRtricb eeparately, It abooJd Dot be 
!tn'gotten tbat the total arbnD aTel. ill, ioereu:ing year by yea? owing. not only to the creation of new urban distrietl. but alao to 
tbe esl~nsioD of old Olles. and that for the lame reasons tbe ~ rural area is diruiniEbing ,.ear by ,.~. 

(0) N~ Annual or Rateable Value. 
(b> AtIIIeII8&ble Vall18l1COO1'di~ to the A~~ltunl Ratea Act, 1896, i.e., the total net IUInual or ntcable value recll1ced by 

one-half of the rateable .. toe of of, ~cu1tura11BDd." 
(C") The Coanty Borough of .Maoeh8ter ... utended. 00 9th NOTemb« 1890 by the addition of • -part of the Adrni.nilltralil"e 

(",ol1llt,. or Lraneu.hiFe., hanOI. ratf'able nine or about 860,0001. This amount ia not includ...4 in lb. total Borough Rate 
Valuation, nor doea it -pre- to be iDeluded. in the total valuation fOr the Gmeral (!aunt,. Bate for the year 1890-91. (Sn Locn.1 
']'patWD ReotUl'llJ for 1890-91, Part 111., P. 17. and 1899-93, Part n., p. :0:.) 

(If) lDeludill@' i.f7 ,327/. ill ,.peel of Newport (1Ion.). which ... COD5ututed a Conaty Boroogh on 'lth No-rember 1891. 
(It) Tbeee amounts ue Ibe total"'f'8Able nluu for Borough Rllte Purpoee!'. I~ the QSn to wbieh the AgneD.ltarai RatPS 

Act. 1896, .ppli"_ the rateable ..Joe h .. bee.D ftda.Cled. by ObO-balf the walne of agncultunU laud, such reduction amounting iu 
u.,.te 10 1I7,&''\Ul, in Cou"11I1ofO~b.I.ad. to &-6;.;4-91. ill ethrr BorougbI, aud in 1898-9910 114.5941. ill; CoUDty Horougbs 
and to 341.8891. in other Boroullb.., t 

<I) IDCllldiog- !41S.!"WL iD ",peet'" Newport Ilfm:.L .bieh,..., comtultd. Coanty Borough 00 7th N01'ember J~9: 
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80 ROYAL 'COMM(SSION ON l.OCAL TAXATION: 

TABLE IV,-AVEBAGE RATES in the £ of the RATES raised for the purposes of the 
PRINOIPAL LOOAL AUTHORITIES during the Years 1890-91 to 1899-1900. 

[Compiledfrom Local Taa:ation Ret .... "., 1899-1900, PI., I" IL, and Ill, (H,C. 302, 302-L,and 302-lI, of 1901) I 
. Ibid, 1898-99, .Pt. VII., H,C, 824-V. of 1901); Rep,rt of Board of Education, 1900-1901 (Cd, 766), and 

corresponding Returns for previous year.,] 

Local Authorities. 1890-91,11891-92 . 1892-99,/1899-0' . lS94-95 , 1895-96 , 1896-97 , 18~1-98 . \898-99. 1899_ 
1000, 

-----
1'001' Law Authorities:- ., d, . , d. I, d. •• d. I, d, • • d. ., d, ,,' d, ., d. I, d, 

Metropolitan - - . 1 8'8 1 "5 1 8'4 1 5'8 1 6" I 7'1 1 £'8 1 1" 1 S'5 I 8'S 

Extra-Mctropohtan - - o 10'9 0 0'8 o 10'5 o 10'S Oil'S 1 0'8 1 0'8 1 ~ 0'5 1 0'5 1 0'7 

'-- EnglRnd and Walell, Poor} o 11'8 o U'2 o U'S 1 O·g 1 1'0 1 I'S 1 1'7 11 2'1 1 1'9 1 U·S Law Authorities - - --
School BOBrda·:-

School Boat:<! for London . - 0 U'9 o 11'0 o 10'6 o 10'5 o 10'0 /I \0'8 1 0'1 1 0'9 o U'1 1 O·g 

Other Scbool Boards:-
For Boroughs iu England - 0 0'5 0 1'0 0 1'5 0 1'S 0 7'S 0 S'7 '0 9'S 0 O'S 0 9-8 o 10'1 

" " 
Wales . 0 S'4 0 7'5 0 7'9 0 7'1 0 7'5 0 S'7 0 9'5 0 g'g 0 9'9 o 10'3 

For PRrishe8 in Eng1af.d . - 0 O'S 0 6'S 0 1'2 0 7'7 0 8'0 0 8'0 0 8'S 0 0'4 0 9'3 0 9'7 

.. .. Wales - 0 8'0 0 1'8 0 S'I 0 8'5 0 9'3 0 9'6 o \0'8 011'0 o 11'1 o 1\'5 - ---England. School Board. - 0 7'8 0 S'g 0 8'5 0 S'8 0 S'6 0 9'1 o 10'2 o 10'6 o 10'S o 10'9 

Wales .. .. - 0 7'5 0 ';'7 0 8'0 0 S'I 0 8'8 0 9'4 o 10'4 o 10'5 o 10'5 o 11'1 

County Councils: -- . 
London County CODneil: .-

General County Purposest - o 1\'1 0 9'G o \0'0 o 10'6 o II'S 1 0'5 \ 0'6 o 11'6 o 1\'5 o 11'5 

Special 
" .. - 0 9'1 0 9'2 0 2'4 0 9'3 0 2'8 0 S'4 0 9'8 0 9'2 0 2'4 0 J·O 

Other County Councils:-
Geuera1 County ·Purposes - 0 9'35 0 2'49 0 2'S6 0 8'08 0 4'\4 0 "23 0 4'13 0 4'40 0 4'SO 0 "47 

Sp •• ialt 
" " - 0 1'99 0 2'02 0 2'17 0 2'07 0 lI'19 0 2'14 0 2'16 0 9'20 0 2'25 0 9'31 

Metropolitan Vestries and District 1 8'6 1 4'1 1 5'2 1 5'7 1 6'2 1 S'9 1 6'0 1 6'6 1 6'9 -
BoardB, &o.t§. 

Receiver for the Metropolitan Police 0 5" 0 5'0 0 5'0 0 5'0 0 5'0 I) 5'0 0 5'0 0 5'0 0 5'0 0 5'0 
District·1I 

Commissioners of Sewers of the City of 1 7'7 1 0'9 1 ·5'S 1 0'7 1 3'6 1 5'9 1 3'\ 1 9'9 
}I g·O London.'II' -Corporation of Lont1on (1'oli •• and 0 s'S 0 5'6 0 5'9 0 5'7 0 5'1 0 4'8 0 5'0 0 5'4 

Ward Ratos). 

Town Councils (Municipal Aocounts):-
County Boroug:hs - - 0 7'9 0 S'8 0 S'5 0 S'5 0 g·o 0 9'6 o 10" o 10'7 o 11'9 -
Other .. - - - 0 5'7 0 S'O 0 S'1 0 6'5 0 6'5 0 6'7 0 6'8 0 1'4 0 1'1 -

'l'own Conncils (other Accounts),-:-
County Boroughs - - 2 5'6 2 S'6 2 1'S 2 10'0 2 10'5 • 11'3 2 11'0 9 11'6 2 11-9 -
Other .. - - - 9 4'S 2 6'2 2 5'4 9 8'0 9 S'4 2 8'S 9 9'4 2 9'S 2 10'0 -

1 Trban District Conncils, Di.mcf.8 other 2 4'1 
than Borough •. 'If 

2 4'5 B 5'2 2 1'4 2 1'8 2 g'O 9 10'2 2 10'8 2 11'8 -
Rural District Conncil. acting otheJ'WiBe 

thAn all Highway AuthQritie.:-
Speoial Expenses: - - - 0 1'9 0 1'9 0 1'3 0 1'4 0 1'5 0 1'5 0 1'6 0 2'9 0 2'8 0 2'6 

Gt.·neral Expense. - . 0 0'7 0 0'7 0 0'8 0 1'0 0 1'1 0 1-8 0 1-4 0 1'6 0 1~7 
}o 10'4 

. ghway Authorities io llllral Districtl. 0 6'0 0 6'1 0 6'7 0 6'9 0 6'~ 0 7'\ 0 1'7 0 R-s 0 8" Hi 

Parish CouDcm and Parisb MeetingsV . - - - - 0 0'8 0 o·~ e 0'6 0 0'7 0 0'6 0 0'7 
---- ----------

Average Rate in the £ of a.ll } 
Rates raised in the Metro-
polis • - -

5 0'2 5 O·~ 5 1'2 5 4'0 5 5'8 5 8'0 5 8'7 510'S 5 7'6 -
Average Rate in the £ of a.ll} 

Rates raised outside the 3 3'6 3 3'5 3 5'9 3 8'3 3 10'3 4 0'9 4, 2-S 4 5'9 4 7'0 -Metropolis - - - --Average Rate in the £ of a.ll } 
Rates raiBed in Englaud 
aud Wa.les - - -

3 7'9 3 7'9 310'0 4 0'5 4 2'4 4 4'9 4 6'3 4, 9'7 4 9'9 -
I 

• Tho Scbool Board Rates are for the years ending 29th September 1890, &0. 
+ The ra.tes raised by the London County Council under the LondoD. (Equalisation ot Ratea) Act, 189'. for the expenditure of the 

So.nitary Authoritie. in LGndon, are included with those raised by the Metropolitan Veltriea and Distriot BoardsJ and not with thole raiaed 
by the Loudon County Counoil. 

:t See notes on opposite P&gt,!. 
§ Not including ra.tes railed under the Burial Aeta, Baths and Washhouses Acts. and Public Libraries Aots. 
II The Metropolitan Police Rate charged upon the parishel in 5d. in the "in each year. The higher amount-shown for the year 1890-1 

iB due to the receipt during that year of a. larjl8 balan.oe of the rate for the preceding year • 
.. Not including rates raised under the Burl&! Acta. ~. 



• 

AVIiUOIi 1UT118 III £. 

Notes to Ta.ble IV. 

Tbo- average rates io the .. giVOD in this Table are, so far as possible, tbe results of dirir1ing the amollut of rates raised by 
tbe valuation at the commencement of the year of the districts in which tbey were leviett. For 80me rales -c,ertaiu propeM.08 
hu.vo been e:s:ewptt:d from a propGrtioD of tho fuU rate in the S or, what produces similar reao.lu, from chargeahility in rea,eo& 
of a proportion of their net aDDual value, and in these caseS the computations are based, so far as pouibJe, upon tbe Det annual 
value after deduotion of the part.proportioDate to the exemption granted, i.B., the &8s6Isable "alue, 80 that the reaa.1ting rate 
in the £ is tbe full approsima.te amount paya.ble UpOIl the full not aoouaJ value of tholo properties which are not differentially' 
treated. Properties whioh are so treated would be assessed at a lower rate in the;8 on their full a~Dual vall1o. or at the lull 
rate in tbe " UPOD their uSeMu.ble value. 

Generally Ipt'8king, the rates so cal~ulated are somewhat lower than those actualJy levied, owing to prnmioo having to be 
made in practicl:! for the losdcs due to 1l"JIokagIl8. From 8 Return (H.C. 187). prepared by the- Local Governmeot Board in 
1801. 1t appearB that of the Bum which the Poor Rate would hawe produced in the Metropolia io 189:2--3. bad it all been colleoted, 
e'6 por cent. waa lost by leakfl:;!'eB 'due to allowancc!; to owners (.tee pnge:!' &0-2 of Final Report, Cd. 638), exeusob 00 ella 
((round of poverty, emptieaJ removale, ruul other causes. In tbe parisb -of Bromley the losl reaohed 15'8 per oent. No 
,imilar return for the rest of England and Wales has been obtained. 

Some slight WIoriation may al~o oeou1' betweeo the rl:ltes actually levied and those ascertained on the above method owing 
to the faot that rates are levied at different perIOds of the year when the valuation may have been somewhat altered. . 

For the SplfcitJl County Hall:B outside London h is not potlsihie to calculate the averllge rate in the" on the vu.luation of the 
ILl'Cft.II in which tbey were levied, but the average rate in the:£ given, which is calcnlated ou the valuation for General CoUDty 
PurpMes, indicatel the minimum averago rate levied for Special County Purposes. 

1'be Special Ex-peMe. Rale. 0/ R"ral IJistrict CouncUs are &8ses6ed iD the case of otmlUa kinds of property OD oDe~foorth 
of the nct anoual value, and tney are oot levied over the whole or the &1'e&8 of the Counoils levyiug them but only OD apecw parts 
of them. The AIIRt:6SBble V81u~ for tbe purpOSe8 of sucb rates of the several contributory placea i. not, howewer, available 
fOr all tbe yearl. but the average rate io tbe i. given, which is calculated from the valuatiol' npon which contributions for General 
Espeuses were levied. indicates tb!t minimum average rate levied for Special Expenses. 

The average mtes in the 11. of tbe rates raitlod WIthin Rnd without the Metropolis, and in the whole of England and Wales, 
are, fOl' the years 1890-1 to 1896-7, calculated from the ratelible value. and for tbe yearl' 1897-8 and 1898-9 from the aaa6188.ble 
value under the Agricnlturalltate!J Act. 1896, to the Poor Rate at the commencement or e.tlch yeur. 

These tJ,ualiftcatioDl do Dot. bOlvl!vl'r, for practical purposc~, atrect tbe comparisons between one y-=nT and anot~r. but the 
increaaes m the year 1897-8 ao!! compared with 1896-7 in the average rates in the B of the total of all rates raised OQwde 
London and in KnglaQd and Wales and of tbe Special Expenses Rates of Rnral Distriot Counoils are partIr due to the adoption 
of the assessa.ble value in place of the Tateabl" value in t.ho calcQIa.tiou of those rates . 

I t88ll. .L 



III BOY.a.L COKMISSION ON LOCAL TAXATION: 

TABLE V.-GROBS EXPENDITURE on the VARIOUS SERVICES ADMINISTERED 

[Compiled from LOCIJI Ta.mtion Ret",.,." 1898-9, Pt. VII. (H.C. 324-Y. of 1900); Ibid., 1897-8 
of'he London Countll Council f ... the EletJen Year. ending 3bt March 1900· and . ' 

1. 

Allotments· • • • -
Baths, Wash.houses, and Open Bathing Places 
Bridges and Ferrie. ',' • 
Cemeteries and olher Burial Grounds • 
EduC80tion§ • • • • 

IDectrlc Lighting (other than Public Lighting) 
Fire Engine. and other Appliance., and Fire 

Bligadeo. ' , 
Gaswork.· • • • 
Harbours, Piers, Dook s, and Quay. -
Highwaysll .' • '. 

Hospitols. - -
Housing of the Working CJasoe. 
Land Drainage, Emhankment, 

servancy, and Sea Defencee. 
Libraries and Museums .. 
Ligbting Streets, Roaw., &c. 

River Con-

Lunatics and Lunatic Asylum. 0 • 

Markets 0 • '0 • • 

Parks, Ple .. ure Gronnw., Commons, and Open' 
Spaceo. ' 

Police and Police Station. • 
Poor Relief,. • • 

Private Streel Works and other Private. Im· 
provements. . . 

Prosecutions and Conveyance and Maintenance 
of Prison .... 

Public Buildings, Offices, &c. (not included 
under preceding Headings). 

Sewerage and SeW1jgO Disposal Worb • 
Tramway.. • • • 

Wate,·works· • 
VariouH Publio Works and Purposes 
Other E"pendituren 0 -

TorAL 

Expenc1itue 
other tIum Debt 

Charg ... 

2. 

£ 
46,000 

296,000 
206,000 
348,000 

7,806,000 

218,000 
349,000 

3,957,000 
1,626,000 
8,032,000 

449,000 
42,000 

314,000 

378,000 
1,283,000 

2,070,000 
376,000 
519,000 

4,934,000 
8,298,(>00 

1,006,000 

185,000 ' 

294,000 

1,563,000 
343,000 

1,285,000 
3,766,000 
3,618,000 

63,605,000 

1897-8. 

Debt Cbargeo. 

OlLoca1 
Authorities other Of the 
than the London London C~unt7 
County Council." CoIlDCU.t 

} 

8. 

£ 
4,000 

132,000 
154,000 
221,000 ' 

1,597,000 

190.000 
18,000 

972,000 
1,366,000 
1,480,000 

96,000 
160,000 
178,000 

51,000 
4,000 

301,000 ' 
391,000 
259,000 ' 

95,000 
839,000 

126,000 

325,000 

1,512,000 
117,000 

2,231,000 
694,000"0 

4. 

£ 

87,000 

50,000 

(j33,ooo 

85,000 
2,000 

94,000, 

49,000 

4,000 

1,000 

273,000 
0,000 

57,000 

Total 

:kJH:DdituTe. 

5. 

£ 
49,000 

428,000 
447,000 
569,000 

9,403,000 

408,000 
417,000 

4,929,000 
2,991,000 

10,045,000 

545,000 
28i,000 
494,000 

429,000 
1,287,000 

2,465,000 
767,000 
827,000 

5,033,000 
9,137,000 

1,132,000 

185,000 

620,000 

3,348,000 
465,000 

3,516,000 

8,135,000 

13,513,000 1,240,000§§ 68,358,000 

• Thele figure. weN fumiebed by the Local Government Board. So far as the debt chargee: of the CounciIJ of Boroufl:hs other 
than County Boroughs and of other District CouneilB are concerned., they are estimated upon the basis of the outstanding loaD. 
for each purpose at the end of 1896-97. . 

t Certain of these figures were furnished by the London County Council, and the remainder of the tolat dt:bt cbarge i8 
apportioned between the various purposes upon tbe buis of the eatimated BmODllt of out6tao.ding loan for eacb at the end of the 
precediIJg :fear. 

: 'l'bea8 figu1'e1 were rnrnilh~d by the Local GoVeTDmfnt Board. The debt charges in respect of Lunatic AsylDIDJ, Poor 
Relief, BDd Police StatioDB. are tak"o from the ~eturn8 of the Local Antboritit:t, but the other fignrea are wholly or partly 
estimated from the outstanding loans in Maroh 1897 and March 1$98, and the results of the similar analysis made fot the .fenr 
1897-9& which are given 1D column 8. 

i jDcJudiDg expenset of School Boards. School Attendance Committeel, Reformatoriee, and Industrial Schooll. aad es:peDdituUl-
on Teehnical and lntermeciiat" Education. 

II Inoluding Stree-t ImprovemenUl, Street WateriDif and SCaTeDging. &0. 



GROSS EUD"DITUBB ON VABlOUS SDVlCE&. S3 

by LOCAL AUTHOBITIES for the Years 1897-8 and 1898-9. 

Pt. IV. (H.C. 302-II. '" 1899); Ibid., 1896-7, Pt. IV. (H.C. 35l-II. of 1898); tke Fill4ncial Absh'tlel 
Information IUpplied b" the Local Gtwemment Board and the Londo .. Covntll Council.] 

E'I""'diture 

otber than Debt 

O,""g". 

6. 

£ 
46,000 

306,000 
274.000 
352,000 

8,215,000 

337,000 
893,000 

4,089.000 
1,649.000 
8,444,000 

485,000 
49.000 

299,000 

390.000 
1.324,000 

2.215.000 
396,000 
513,000 

5.038,000 
8,619,000 

1,079,000 

188,000 

327,0:JO 

1,717,000 
657,000 

18V8-V. 

Dobt Charges. 

Of Local Of the 
Aathoritiel other London County 
than the London il t 
Coun.y Council.tl Coun.. 

1. 8. 

£ £ 
4,000 -

160,000 -
162,000 83,000 
219.000 -

1,661,000 -
I 

223,000 -
~O.OOO 50,000 

1,018,000 -
1,311,000 -
1,623,000 631,000 

113,000 -
162,000 84,000 
176,000 2,000 

54,000 -
D,OOO -

337,000 101,000 
387,000 -
262,000 47,000 

114,000 3,000 
919,000 -
135,000 -
- -

331,000 2,000 

1,584,000 267,000 
192,000 59,000 

2,293,000 -1.381.000 
{ 3. 7V7 .ooott } 653,000·· 67,000 
. ~.877,000 

• 
Total 

BlI:penditu ... 

v. 

£ 
60,000 

456,000 
509,000 
571,000 

9,906,000 

560,000 
463,000 

5,102.000 
2,960,000 

10,491:1,000 

598,000 
295,000 
477,000 

444,000 
1,329,000 

2,653,000 
78S,000 
822,000 

5,155,000 
9,538,000 

1,214,000 

188,000' 

660,000 

3,568,000 
908,000 

3,674,000 

10. 

Allotments. 
Baths, W ... h.hou .... and Open nathing Places. 
Bridgea and F.rri ... 
Cemeteries and other Burial Ground •. 
Education.§ 

Electric Lighting (other than Public Lighting). 
Fire Engines and other Appliances, and Fire 

J;lrigades. ' 
Gasworks. 
Harbours, Piers, Docks, and Quay •. 
Highways·1I 

Hospitals. 
Housinfi of the Working Olasse •. 
Land rainage, Embankment, Riv.r Con· 

servomey, and Sea Defences. 
Libraries and Musftums. 
Lighting Streets, Roads, &C. 

Lunatics and Lunatic Asylums. 
Markets. 
Park., Pleasure Grounds, Commons, and Open 

Spaces. 
Police and Police Station •• 
Poor Belief.,. 

Private Street Works and other P"ivate 1m· 
provements. 

Prosecutions and Oonveyance and Mllintenance 
of Prisoners. 

Public Building., Offices, &c. (uot included 
nnder preceding Headings). 

Sewerage and Sewags Disposal Works. 
Tramway •. 

Waterworks. 

8,394,000 { Various Public Works and Purpo .... 
Other Expenditure.:t:t --- ---------

56.486.000 13,993,000 1,296,000§§ 71,775,000 . . • TOTAL; 

~ Including aalariea and the upeoaea of the Managel'l of the :Metropolitan Asylum District. btl' es.oladiog the cost of the 
maintenance of Lunatics in County and Borough AIIyluUlls Registered. Bospitall. and Licensed RoWly. 

.. Including dl)bt ohargee on UD~pportiODed.loaoa, and 15.,OOO!. in each year in l'08pect of ad'Jal108l to the Manchester Ship 
Cunal Company. 

tt Including 1,879,000/. in respect of the ftImo'fal and destruction of house refuae. 
1t lnoluding ltitabliahment Chargee, the coat of Legal and Parliamentary ProoeediDgI. Salariea and, Superannuation 

AllowaDcu. Dot included e1aewhere; but ucludiog payment. by one Local AuthorilJ to another. . 
§§ Thete tolall are compilod from the Cowwlidated Loan, Fund Accounts of the 'London Co'CIDty CounciL 10 "Napea!; of 

intomt tbey.oonsist of the dividendll on stook, oomposition for stamp duty on transfers of atock, mterelt on loans raised before 
the Loan. Act of 1869, and on tbe loane taken Q"er from the former counties of Middle.es. end Sonoey, and income taE, le .. the 
interest on loaoa advanced to Other Local Anthorities and the J?Mt prooeeds of the issue of atoek. applied towardl diridends 
undor the Anoual Money Actl. III ftllpeot of the redempuoD of debt they comma of the whole of the receiptl of the 
Redemption of Debt AOOOUDt of the Coll5olidated Loans Fund lea. the inJtalmeoti of loaQ8 repaid by other Local AtUhoriti811 and 
certain ez:pentell of salPl. AI the objeo& it &0 ahow the grou expenditure, nceipta, loch .. grouDd. nan. &0. are Dot deducted. 

T. " 



" 
8' - !lOYAL OO!DII8IIION ON LOOAL TAXATIOlf: 

TABLlI VI,-,GROss EXPENDITURE of BOARDS of GUARDIAlIB, RECEIPTS-IN-AID of such 
(a.) those immediately connected with Poor Relief, (b) those partly connected and 
distinguishing the METROPOLITAN from the EXTRA-METROPOLITAN UNIONS for the 

[Compiled j'rqm Local Ta.mtiooa Ret ........ 1899-1900, Pt, I, 

(a.) Expenses immediately connected 

Beoeip .. in Aid. P ....... ~ 

Gran .. 
Gran~ Gra.nta from received 

Groao from Councila of 
Y_ ended at Lady Da,.. Connoila of UDder Other Countiea 

Espeudibue, Counties and Agrieultural lIeeeipta Total. 
and CounIJ 

CoIUrtJ Boroughs 

Boroughs nnder Loca1 
UDder Loca1 

__ Act, 
in Aid.. Go~eo.t 

Government 18gS,-
Act, 1888. 

Aco,1888. (Col. 3,) 

I, I, 8, 4, 5 .. S, 'I, 
~----- -

£ £ £, £ £, 

18 It fMetropolitau - - 2,435,164 572,418+ - 112,267 684,685 23"5+ 9 , Extra-Metropolitan , 6,208,164 1,707;395 - 393.802 2,101,197 27'5 
-----

England and Walee - 8.643,318 2,279,813t - 506,069 2,785,882 26'4f --
92 { Metropolitan - - 2,478,514 442,907 - 129,843 572,750 17'9 

Extra-Metrapolitau - 6,374,164 1,484,043 - 418,868 1,902,911 23'3 IS 
--

England and Wales - 8,847,678 1,926,950 - 648,711 2,475,661 21'S 

93 { Metropolitan - - 2.728,552 450,437 - 122,508 572,945 16'Ii 
Extra-Metropolitan - 6,48~,962 1,475,751 - 418,549 1,894,300 22'7 18 

England and Wales - 9,217,514 1,926,188 - 541,057 2,467,245 20'9 -----1-' 
{ Metropolitan - - 2,900,940 471,651 - 110,679 582,330 16'3 , lilxtra,MetropolitaD - 6,772,665 1,440,196 - 422,300 1,862,496 21'3 

1894 

- ---------
Englsnd and Wale. - 9,673,505 1,911,847 - 632,979 2,444,826 19'8 -----

6 { MetrOpolitan - - 2,937,409 488,700 - 119,818 6OS,5111 16,6 
Extra-Metropolitan - 6,929,196 1,456,625 - 437,10) 1,893,726 21'0 

189 

England and Wale. - 9,866,605 1,945,325 - 556,919 2,502,244 19'7 

{ Metropolitan - - 3,007,615 654,309 - 116,078 670,3R7 18'4 
Extra-Metropolitan - 7,208,359 1,468,981 - 430,379 1,908,360 20'4 1896 

England aod Wales , 10,216,974 2,023,290 - 555,457 2,578,747 19'8 --- . 

{ Metrnpolitan -7 - 3,W8.393 5ll,83R - 110,318 622,156 16'5 
Extra-Metropolitan - 7,323,796 1,488,665 22,082 464,048 1,974,695 20,3 189 

Eoglomd and Wale~ - 10,432.189 2,OOO,40.~ 22,082 574,366 2,596,851 19'2 

8 { Metropoli tan - - 3,237,676 509,634 1,133 141,~97 652,664 15'7 
Extra' Metropolitan - 7,690,700 1,510,232 409,834 616,808 2,436,874 19'9 189 

England aod Wales -10,828,276 2,Ol9,R66 410,967 658,705 3,089,538 18'6 ---
99 { Metropolitan - - 3,446,182 521,841 1,139 146,922 669,902 16'1 

Extra-Metropolitan - 7,840,841 1,513,224 433,790 608.525 2,465,539 19'3 18 

England and Wales - 11,286.973 2,035.065 434,929 655,447 3,125,441 18'0 

00 { MetrOpolitan - - 3,594,841 540,910 1,136 133,534 675,580 1';'1 
Extra-Metropolitan - 7,972,HOS 1,648,048 427,292 546,058 2,521,398 19'4 19 

-----
England aod Wale. - 11,567,649 2,088,958 428,428 679,592 3,196,978 18'0 I 

• The Beceipts in Aid which \luu1d Dot 00 clearly regarded as recei'f'ed in aid of expen!lel !mmf'"diateJy connected with relief, or 
IIf tho8e wholly unconneoUid with relief, have been apportioned between the three headinp 011 thf.: Gross Expenditu...,. 

t The larger grant. rflCeived £rom Couneils of Counties and County Boroughs in the year 1890-1 ~ to a great enent. 
aecoUDted for by the laot that in tbe ,.~ 1889-90 the Councils in many cues delayed makiDg the parmeu.tIi provided for by the 
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. 
BXPINDITOBB AND lIIICBIPrs or BOARDS or QUABDIANB. 85 

Expenditure, and NET EXPENSES borne by POOR RATES under TJmU IIiADs, namely, 
partly unconnected with Relief, and (0) those wholly unconnected with Relief, 
Years 1890-1 to 1899-1900. 
(B.C. 302 0/1901); ami oorruptmding RelrJ ..... for preWOIII year •. ] 
with the Relief of the Poor. 

lip of Grolllb:peDditure borDe by- Net; Expenlel bolDe by Poor Bates. 

• 
Gnmto Other Bate per Bate in 
ancler .AD Beoeiplll Total. 

Agrioaltara1 Beoeiplll Bead .. ..on 
in Ajd. (Cot 2-Bate. Act, iD Ajd. eatimated Rateable 

(CoL 6.) Col. 6.) 
1896. (Col. 6.) Population. Val ... 

(CoL 4.) 

8. o. 10. 11. 12. 18. 

£. £ •• d. • • d, 

- 4'6 28·1 1,750,479 8 4'5 1 1-3 - 6'3 33,8 4,106,967 3 4'1 0 8'2 -- ---- 5'8 32'2 5,857,436 4 0'9 0 9'2 -------
- 5'3 23'2 1,900,764 9 0'1 1 1'8 
- 6·6 29'9 4,471,253 3 '1'2 0 8''1 - ----------------- 6'2 28'0 6,372,017 4 4'6 0 9'8 

- 4'0 21'0 2,155,607 10 1'3 1 3'5 
- 6'5 29'2 4,594,662 3 7'9 0 8'9 ---- 0·9 26,8 6,750,269 4 7·1 o 10'3 -------
- 3'8 20,1 2,318,610 10 9'2 1 4'5 - 6'2 27'5 4,910,069 3 10'3 0 9'4 --- 5'5 25'3 7,228,679 4 10'4 o 10'9 

- -----
- 4'1 20'7 2,328,891 10 8'5 1 4'4 
- 6'3 27'3 5,035,470 3 11'0 0 9'0 - ------- -- 0'7 25'4 7,364,361 4 10'8 o 11'0 

- 3'9 22'3 2,337,228 10 7'7 1 4'4 
- 6'1 26'5 0,299,999 4 0'9 0 9'9 

- 5'4 . 25·2 -7,637,227 5 O'S o 11'3 

- 3'0 20·0 2,486,237 11 2'9 1 4'6 
0'3 6'4 27'0 5,349,101 4 0'8 0 9'8 

0'2 0'5 24'9 7,835,338 5 1'2 o 11'3 
-----. - ---

0'1 4'4 20'2 2,584,912 11 7'0 1 5'lt 
0'" 6'11 82'1 5,153,826 3 10'5 o 10'3t 

3'8 6'1 28'5 7,738,738 411'8 o ll'9t -
0'0 4'3 19'4 2,776,230 12 S'9 1 6'lt 
5'0 6'5 31'3 6,385,302 4 0'1 o 10·st - -----
S'9 5'8 27'7 8,161,582 5 2'4 1 O'2t 

0'0 3'7 18'8 a,919,261 12 lO'l 1 6'71 
1;'4 6'8 31'6 5,451,410 4 0'1 o 10'4 -
3'7 5'9 27'6 8,370,671 0 8'3 1 o·at 

I I 

Y ... oded '" Lad, Dar. 

14. 

M.tropolitan • 
Extra-Metropolitan :} 1891t, 

England and W.1 ... 

Metropolitan · :} 1892. Extra-M.tropolitan 

England and Wales. 

Metropolitan -
Ext ..... M.tropolitan : } 1893. 

England and Wal ... 

Metropolitan -
Exira-Metropolitan :} 1894. 

England and Wal ... 

M.tropolitan -
Extra-Metropolitan :} 1895. 

England and Wal .. , 

M.tropolitan -
Extra-M.tropolitan :} 1896. 

England and Wales. 

M.tropolitan -
Extra..M.tropolitan :} 1897. 

England and Wales. 

M.tropolitan -
Extra-M.tropol,itan :} 1898. 

England and Wal •• , 

M.tropolitan · :} IS99. Extra-M.tropolitan 

Enjtland and Walee, 

M.tropolitan · Extra-M.tropolitan :} 1900. 

England and Wales. 

Local Government Act, until after the mOle of the year, the result of which 'WU that the Bet1U'D8 for the ,eu 1890-1 Ibcnred 
in man,. CASei paymf'Dta made to the Goardian. in I'e!lpet't of two yean. 

l The rates In the £ for the years 189'..a Co 1899-1900, durmg"bich ,.ean the Agricultural BateaAot, 18ts, .... in fone,haYO 
beeD calaulat.t04"l OIl the ASBes_ble and DOt. 'OQ the Rateable Value. The A_ble Vuu ill the Rateable Vatu red .. b.r .. 
0 ....... 1 eq ... 10 ..... half of the 1IaIeabl. Val .. of Agricallalal Land. • 

La 



86 BOYAL COKIDIISlON ON LObAL TAXATION, 

TABLB VI -Gaoss EXPBlfDITlJRB of BOARDS of GUABDLIl<8, RECEIPTS.IN.AID of such Expenditure, and 
Poor 'Relief, (6) those partly co~ected and partly unconnected with Relief, and (c) those wholly 
Years 1890-1 10 189~I900-contJ .. ued,· 

(b) Expenses partly connected and partly unconnected with the Relief of the Poor . . 
ket Expenaea borne bI 

- Receipll P ..... ntage Poor Ratea. 
. 

Gros! of Groll ' 

Year ended at Lady Day. ·ID Expenditure 

E&penditure, borne by Total, Ratem/! 
Aid,· Beceiptl in on 

Aid. (Col, II- Ra .... bl. 
Col,8,) Value. 

" 
I, I, 8, 4, . I 6, 6, 

£ £ , £ d, r M.tropoli tan • · · · , 150,956 3,191 2'1 . 147,765 1'12 
1891

l 1609,600 Extra.M.tropolit .... · · 8,438 1'4 I 601,162 1'20 

England .... d Wales · 760,556 11,629 1'0 748,927 1'1!! 

{ Metropolitan - · · - 142,625 4,176 2'9 138,349 1'00 
1892. . 

Extra-Metropolitan · · 631,223 10,880 1-7 620,343 1'21 

I 
--------

England and Wales · 773,748 15,056 1'9 758,692 1'17 

r Metropolitan . • · · 153,645 3,638 

~ 
150,007 1'08 

18D~1 
Extra-M.tropolitan · · 642,714 9,630 1'5 633,084 1'22 

---
England and Wales · 796,359 13,268, 1'7 783,091 1'19 

{ Metropolitan · · · 156,256 2,748 ~ 152,508 1'09 
1994 

Extra-Metropolitan - · 645,574 8,812 1'8 63i,262 1'22 

. England and Wale. · 800,830 11,060 I 1'4 789,770 1'19 

{MetroPohtan • · · · 140,417 2,899 

~ 
137,518 '97 

1895 
Extra·Metropolitan - · 684,495 9,118 1'8 67[.,877 1'28 

Engl .... d and Wales · 824,912 12,017 1'5 812,895 1'21 , 
{ Metropolitan • · · · 159,810 2,758 1'7 157,052 1'10 

1896 -
Extra· Metropolitan · · 693,110 8,294 1'2 684,816 1'28 

·England and Wales · 852,920 11,052 1'3 841,868 1'24 

{ Metropolitan • · · · 152,636 2,182 1'4 150,454 1'00 
18!'~ 

. Extra-Metropolit .... · · 739,135 1l,918t 1'6t 727,217 1'34 
---

England and Wales · 891,771 14,100 1'6 877,671 1'27 
- --------r M.tropolitan . · · · 148,416 3,483t 2'St 144,933 '96t 

1898\ 
Extra.Metropolitan · · 745,272 53,270t 7'1t 692,OO'J 1' 38t -England and Wales · 893,6~8 56,753 6'4 836,935 1'28t 

-----'----
{Metropolitan • . · · 149,068 3,274t 2'2t 145,794 ,o-t vO 

1899 
Extra·M.tropolit .... . . · 773,326 58,077t 6'91 720,249 1'4Ot 

England and Wales · 922,394 66,351 6'1 866,O~3 1'30! -, Metropolitsn • · · 145,119 2,438t ·I'7t 142,681 O'92t 
19001 ,; Exira.Metropolit .... . . · 7H7,853 55,323t 7'Ot 732,530 1'39t -

England and WaI.s · 932,972 57,761 6'2 875,211 1'28t 
, 

• See footnote (*) on p. 84. 
t Including a proportion of the grantl receive4l by Boards of GuardiaDs under the Agricultural Rate! Aut. 189S. The pro

portioD. 10 inoluded with the Extra~Metropolita.D Rooeiptd in Aid in 1896-7 is :51,2991., in 1897-8, 40,2391 .. in lSGS-9. 49,1841., and 
in 1899-1900, 42,2i41.; and with the Metropolitan Receipts in Aid in 189t-8, 521., in 1898-9, 49lop and in 1899-1900, "61. 
. ~ 8 .. footDote (t) 00 p, 85, . 

• 
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NET, EXPENSES borne by ,POOR ~ATES under TIJREE HEADS, nam.ly, (a) these immedi,ately,connected with 
• unconnected with Relief, distinguishing the METROPOLITAN from the BXTEA-METROPOLITAN Umolf., for the 

(c) Expenses wholly unconnected with the Relief of the Poor, 
-

Percentage Net Expeu8es borne by 
l!ec:eipta of Gross Poor Rates. 

Gro .. Ezpenditore Y ... ended .. Led, n'1. in 
liilrpeDditure. 

borDe by 
TotaL 

Ratein,ll 
• Beceiptam 00 .Aid.. Aid, (Col. ~- Rateable 

CoL 8). Value. 

I. 2.1 8. 4. 5. 6. , 
.£ .£ .e d. 

{ Metropolitan • · . · 76,210 2,680 3'4 73,630 ·56 
'IS91 

Extra.Metropolitan · - 415,597 18,252 4·4 397,345 ·79 
-~~ '" England and Wales . · 491,807 20,832 4·2 470,975 ·74 

---
{ Metropolitan . · · 74,837 2,387 3'2 72,450 '53 

1892 
Extra-M.tropolitan · - · 407,466 17,161 4'2 390,305 ·76 

---
Englond and Wales · 482,303 19,648 4·1 462,756 '71 , --

{ Metropolitan . - - 70,267 2,249 3·2 68,018 ·49 
1893 . 

Extra·Metropolitan · · · 392,421 16,192 4'1 376,229 ·73 ---, 1-- -England and Wales · -162,688 18,441 4·0 444,2H '68 ---- _. 
{MetrOPOlitan • · · 74,615 1,905 2·6 72,710 '52 

1~94 
Extro·Metropolitan . - · 393,973 16,828 4·S 377,145 '72 ---- ---

England and Wale. - 468,588 18,733 4·0 449,855 '68 

{ Metropolitan ' - - 76,541 2,172 2'8 74,369 '52 
1895 

Extro.M.tropolitan , · · 398,987 15,642 3·0 383,345 ·72 ---------- ---
England and Wal •• · 475,628 17,814 3·7 457,714 '68 --------

{M.tropolitan • · · 73,240 1,856 2·5 71,384 ·50 
1696 

Ext .... ·M.tropolitan · · · 895,045 13,645 S·5 881,400 '71 ------
England and Wales · 468,285 15,501 3·3 452,;84 ·67 

-. 
{MetroPOlitan • · - 73,811 1,730 2'3 72,081 '<18 

1897 
Extra-Metropolitan · · , 403,577 15,907t S'9t S~7,670 '72 

-----~-- - ---
England and Wales · 477,388 17,637 8'7 469,7~1 ·66 

- - -.--
{MetroPoliton • · · 75,105 2,523t S'4t 72,582 ·48t 

1898 
Extra-Metropolitan · · · 390,735 46,24Ot U'8t 844,495 ·69t -._-._---------

England and Wales · 465,840 48,763 10·5 417,077 '64+ ---
{ Metropolit&ll . . . · 69,283 2,356t 3·4t 66,927 '44t 

1~99 
Extra.Melropolitan . . · 391,251 44,947t 11'5t ' 346,304 . 68~ 

England and Walea · 460,534 47,303 10'3 41~,231 '/ ' ·62+ 1-,--
{MetrOPOlitan • · · 91,950 2,579t 2·8t 89,371 I ·57t 

1900 
Extra.Metropolitan . . · 537,601 55,9Ut 10'4t 481,677 ·92t ----

England and Wales · 629,551 58,503 9·3 671,04lI ·84+ 

• s .. footnote (*) on p. u. 
t lnclodiDg a proportion of the graDti reoeived by Boards of Guardians IUlcler the Agrico1tnral Rates Act, 1898. The propor

t.1(\O 10 included with the R1I:tra,·Metropolitan &Neipta in Aid in 1896-7 is 1,605/" in 1897-8. 99,OS2/., in 1898-9. 19.1161., ad 
iD 1899-1900, S6,1'1i/,; and with the Metropolitan Beoeipta in Aid in 1897-8,161., iu.1898-8. iII/ •• and ill 1889-1900,181. 

t s .. fi>olDote (t) on P. 81i. 
L4 

0, 



88 IlOYAL COlllHl8S10N olt :LOCAL TAXATION: 

TABLB VII,-AMOUNTS EXPENDED on the VARIOUS ITEMS of POOR BulBI', and the 
the METROPOLITAN and the EXTRA-METROPOLITAN UNIONS· 

[ Compiled from Local Ta.rotiOfO Be",,.,.., 189!}-1900, Pt, I, 

MaiDtenanee of LUDatiCl 

In-Maintenance. Out-BeHet_ 
in County a.od 

Borou,:h AeyluIDI, 
Regjatered Hospitals, 
and Licensed BOUBaI. 

r ... ended at Lad7 Da7_ 

percen:r Percentage I Percent.,. Amount. of To Amount. of Total Amount. of Total 00 .. _ Coat. I Ooat. 

£ £ £ 

{ Metropolitan - - 72B,I58 29-9 184,118· '1'6 284,90'1 11'7 
18(11 

Extra Metropolitan . - 1,223,328 19-'1 2,215,971 35-'1 999,;49 16-1 
---

England aDd Wales - 1,951,486 22-6 2,400,089 27-8 1,284,656 14-8 
---------------- -

{Metropolitan - - 757,361 30'6 181,406 7'3 288,438 11-7 
1892 

Extra-Metropolitan - - 1,286,701 20-2 2,192,974 34-4 1,0·13,295 16-4 . -----, 
England and Wales - 2,044,062 23-1 2,374,380 26-8 - 1,331,733 15-1 

{MetroPOlitan - - 818,635 30-0 181,'170 6-6 294,286 10-8 
1893 

Extra-Metropolitan - 1,287,125 19-8 2,188,843 33'7 1,098,7~0 17-0 
---- '------------

England and Wales - 2,105,760 22-8 2,370,613 25-7 1,393,076 15-1 
--------

{Metropolitan - - - 855,794 29-5 197,2;0 6-8 320,309 11-0 
1894 

Extra-Metropolitan . 1,342,518 19-8 2,263,233 33-4 1,145,876 16-9 
--~ - ---

England and Wales - 2,198,312 22-7 2,460,503 25-4 1,4G6,IM5 15-2 -
{Metropolitan - - 860,21;7 29-3 220,424 7-5 320,281 10-9 

1806 
Extra-Metropolitan - 1,365,974 19-6 2,310,150 ;;3-3 1,182,119 17-0 ------- ------

England and Wale. - 2,216,231 22-0 2,530,574 25-6 1,602,400 15-2 - -------
{ Metropolitan - - 865,9iO 28-8 216,449 7-2 345,503 11-0 

1896 
Extra-Metropolitan - - 1,388,380 19-2 2,428,201 33-7 1,210,630 16-S 

---------
England and Wales - 2,254,300 22-1 2,644,650 25-9 1,556,133 15-2 

{Metropolitan - - 855,337 27-5 221,235 7-1 378,893 12'2 
1897 

Extra-Metropolitan - - 1,401,330 19-1 2,459,061 83-6 1,263,612 17-2 

- --
England and Wales · 2,256,667 21-6 2,680,296 25-7 1,642,500 15-7 - - ---

{MetroPOlitan - · 890,460 27-0 222,174 6-9 394,751 12-2 
1898 

Extra-Metropolitan - - 1,493,675 19-7 2,010,735 33-1 1,297,200 17-~ - -- -
England and Wales · 2,384,135 22-0 2,732,909 25-2 1,691,951 10-6 -- --

{ Metropolitan - , - 920,936 26-7 223,624 6-0 414,963 12-0 
1899 

Extra-Metropolitan - - 1,541,072 19-7 2,541,230 32-4 1,333,595 17-0 - -
England and Wales · 2,462,008 21'S 2,764,854 24-5 1,'148,558- 15-0 

~-- -
{MetrOPolitan - - 971,383 27-0 229,089 6-4 420,875 11"7 

1900 
Extra-Metropolitan . - _ 1,076,912 19-8 2,468,595 31'0 1,399,242 17-0 

England and Wale. ~ 2,548,295 22-0 2,697,684 23-3 . 1,820,117 15'S 



• 
EXPENDITURE 011 VARIOUS lTElIS OF POOR RELIEF, 

PROPORTION which the $mount expended on each item bore to the TOTAL, In 

respecLively, in the YEARS 1890-1 to 1899-1900. 
(H,C, 302 of 1901); Ibid, 1898-9, Pt, I. (H,C. 193 0/1900)]. 

Otber Expenses of, 

89 

Priocipal of 
LoaDS repaid, 

and Interest thereon. 

Salaries, &c. and 
Superannuation Allowances 

of Union Officen, &c. 
or immediately connected 

with, Relief. 
Total Cost of Relief. 

Year ended 

___ . ____________ ... �---------~--~'u·"-I-----------------I---------~------ at 

Percentage 
of Total Amount. 

Percentage 
of Total Amount. Amount. 

Cost, Co.~ 

£ £ 

Percentage 
of Total Amount. 

Cost. 

£ 

Perc('nttge Lady Da1. 
ofTolR1 

Co:>t. 

16'1 
I 

2,435,164 836,804 13'S 

284,457 4'6 

508,178 393,499 10(1'0 l 

1----... 1.---1--9-14-,-63-2-1--1-5-'2-.1--54-°-,0-1-7-1--8-'7_,1--6-,2-0_8.-,1-5-4 ... 1._1_00'(1 ~189! 
1,452,810 16'S 933,516 10'8 8,643,3i8 100'0 U 620,761 7'2 

-
341,181 13'S 

303,';28 4'7 

644,709 7'3 

-
1 3!3,755 12'6 

296,525 4'6 
------

640,280 7'0 
--------

.:.....--1---1---1---1 ... _·---[·--1--- --. 
376,742 I 15'2 2,473,514 100'0') 

1 I 1 
967,954 15'2 579,712 9'1 6,374,16,1 iOO'O ]IS92 

-1---------1------:---------... 1 1 

. 1,496,34(1 ~~II !l5G,454 I~_ 8,8n,678 [JtJO'O 

572,195 21'0 1 517,911 i 19'0 2;128,552 1<;0'0', 

994,311 15'3 1 623,368 i 9'6 6,488,9G2 IUO'O ).18£1~ 

.1.:...--.1 ... ·-1-,5-66~i>06 17'0: 1,141,279 I 12'4 9,2li,514 lOJ'~-IJ 
12'0 612,71i8 21'1 I 552,792 19'1 2,900,940 lOu'O' 

528,386 21'4 

362,007 , 
I 

1,016,293 15'0 689,570 10'2 6,772,565 100'O,·1~lJ4 

677,082 --1-,6-2-9'-,06-1""-1-6-'8-
1 

1,242,362 I 12'9 9,673,505 100'0 J 
--3-73-,5-0-3- --1-2-'7-

1
"'-6-28'-,-87-9- 2l~-r---;;s4,065 !""i8-2- 2,937,409 100'0., 

315,075 

I 
324,041 4'7 1,038,073 15'0 1 718,839 I 10'4 6,929,196 100'0 ~189,) 

~~ 7'1 1,666,952 16'9 1,252,904 I 122..., 9,866,605 ~100'O J 
401,1,06 13',3 658,206 21'9 .519,981! 17'3 3,007,615 100'0'1 

336,731 4'7 I,O~I,058 15'0: 763,359 I 10'6 7,20~,359 100'0 1>1896 
-----1---1--- I '--------- 1 

738,237 7'2 1,739,264 17'0 I 1,283,340 12'6 10,215,914 100'0 j 
------_ ... __ ... --------- ---.... ---- ---~-- ------

443,819 14'3 681,995 21'9 i 527,114 I 17'0 3,108,393 100'0 l 

3·19,182 4'8 1,090,514 15'O! 751,097 I 10'3 7,323,7~6 100'0 ~1~!l7 
---;;a~~ 7'6 1,781,1iOD 17'1 I 1,278,:211 12'3 10,432,189 -wo.o j 

------- ---
467,997 14'4 730,793 22'6 531,401 16'4 3,237,5i6 100'0 l 

1 
370,660 4'9 1,148,866 15'1 769,564 10'1 7,590,700 100'0 ~!8~8 

838,657 7'8 1,879,659 17'4 1,300,965 I 12'0 10,828,276 
, 

100'0 ) -----
524,099 15'2 767,262 22'3 595,248 17'3 3,446,132 100'0 , 

1 

395,214 . 5'0 1,204,352 15'4 825,378 7,840,8'11 
1 

10'5 100'0 )-1899 

I 
-

I 
1 

919,313 S'I 1,971,614 17'5 1,420,626 12'6 ll,286,973 100'0 ) 

I 
-

M3,782 Ii,'I 821,312 22'9 608,400 16'9 3,594,841 100'0 

11000 429,336 5'4 1,274,124 16'0 82·1,599 10'3 7,972,808 HlQ'O I 
8'4 2,095,436 18'1 1,432,999 12'4 

! 

11,567,649 973,118 100'0 J 

I 
i 
I .. 

I 18611, ]( 



:.10 

Dil'isioDl. 

-

L ondon - · 

8 oulh Western · 

E astern - -

,.., outh Eastern -

;8 outh Midland -

N orth Midland -

w est Midland -

Monmouth and Wales 

York - -

North Westerll -

Northern - · 

England 9.Ild Wales -

ROYAL COMKIS.qION ON LOCAl; TAXATION: 

TABLE VnI.-GROSS EXPENDITURE on RELIEF to the POOR PER HEAD of the 
1890-1 to 

[Compi/edfrom Local Taxati ... Ret",.,.., 1899-1900, Pt. L. 

(8..) 'Divisions. 

Gross Expenditure On Relief to the Poor per Head of Population.-

1890-1. 1891-2. 1892-3·1 1898-4. I 1894-5. 1 1895-6. 18U6-7. 1897-8. 1 1898-0. 1899-1900. 

s. d. •• d. •• d. s. d. s. d. s • d. s • d. s. d. •• d. •• d. 

11 'l! 11 8t 12 9J 13 ~t 13 6 13 8; 14 Ot 14 6 15 3t 15 91 

6 21 6 af 6 8, 6 6 6 8 611i '1 Of 7 21 6 Hi 7 2 

6 11 6 2; 6 2t 6 6 6 6i 6 9, 6 9 610i 6 101 7 °i 

Ii 2 6 4 6 3 6 4, 6 4; 6 6, 6 71 6 9, 610t '1 °i 

5 lOt 5 11, 5 9J 6 0 6 0 6 2 6 Ii 6 31 6 21 6 4 

0 ot 5 2 5 If 5 at 5 4t 5 81 5 91 6 OJ 6 2l 6 It 

5 2 5 2, 5 2J 5 4. 5 51 5 7t 5 8i 5 10 6 0& 6 1 

5 6 5 ot 5 6t 5 7t 5 8 5 8, 5 9 o lOi 6 6i 5 11i 

4 0 4 1 4 21 4 3t 4 5f 4 'It 4 71 4 8t \ 411 5 0 

4 It 4 21 4 31 4 6 4 6t 4 'l! 4 7i 4 9i 4 lOt 411 

311 4 ot 4 21 4 4 4 3 4 at '" 4i ~~~.~L_5_ 
6 0 6 1 6 3i 6 6 6 6t 6 8t 6 9t 6 111 '1 21 I '1 31 

I I -
• 'l'be flgare. are ealoulsted npon the Estimated Popnlation nt the middle of each yoar • •. g •• tho.e for the year ended 

Lady Day, 1891. are oaloulated upon the Estimated Population in the middle of 1890. and"" on. 



GROSS EXPENDITURE ON POOR RELIEF PER HEAD OF POPULATION. 

ESTIMATED POPULATiON in each DIVISION and COUNTY in the YeaI"ll 
1899-1900. 

(H.C. 302 of 1901) ; ,.nd COf"f"UPo1lding Retu,.,.. for previou. Ye,..,]. 

(b.) Counties. 

91 

------------~------------------------------------.------.------. 

UDion COUDUC8. 

JJondon -
Hereford 
Wilts 
Dorset • 
Norfolk 

Hertford 
Lincoln 
Suffolk 
Sussex. 
Oxford· 

Rutland 
Somerset -
Soutbo.mpton ~ 
K.nt • 
Gloucester 

Huntingdon 
Devoll 
Berksbire -
Buckingham 
Cambridge -

North Wale. -
Surrey . . 
York, East Riding 
Essex .. 
Bedford 

WOl'cester .. 
York, North Riding 
Comwnll -
Monmouth -
Warwick 

Leicester 
Northampton . 
N olti ngbam • 
Salop -
Soutb Wale •• 

Middlesex 
Stalford 
Derby 
Lancaster 
Ch •• ter -

Westmorland -
Durham -
y u.k, WeBI Riding 
Cumberland -
N orthumberillond· 

•• 

Grb8. Expenditure on Relief to the Poor per Head of Population. 

18911-1.11891-2.11892-8.1 1898-4.11894-5.11895-6 .• 11896-7. 11897-8.1 

7 21 
6 21 
Ii !! 
6 10 
6 9 

6 10 
6 21 
6 4 
6 01 
/; lit 
/; 71 
6 Ii 
Ii 9; 
~ ~ 
6 6; 
/; 8t 
4 9 
5 71 
Ii 9i 

~ ~1 
Ii 2 

~ H 
Ii 81 
/; 1 
4 3t 
4 7i 
/; 0; 

5 Ii 
4 8 
4 4l 

! a 
4 Sf 
3 9i 
8 8i 
8 lOt 
" Ii 

7 2, 
6 101 
6 0 
7 21 
6 2 

6 9l 
6 4 
6 II 
6 0 
6 Ii 
Ii 9 
6 2 
6 0 
6 61 
6 81 

6 6~ 
Ii 8t 
4lJ 
/; 6 
Ii 9 

5 4t 
Ii 2~ 

~ ~t 
Ii Ii 

Ii 2t 
5 2 
4 2i 
4 7t 
4 III 

5 8! 
4 7i 
4 8, 

! ~t 
4 4 
311 
3 9} 
4 41 
4 It 

7 11 
6 4\ 
6 01 
6 11; 
6 8t 

6 9t 

: ~t 
6 2 
6 0 

5 10i 
6 2£ 
5 lot 
6 8t 
6 5t 

6 6i 
Ii 7t 
Ii Ii 
/; 8 
5 7l 

/; 3t 
6 0i 
Ii 3 
Ii 8i 
5 3, 

5 5 
Ii Ot 
4 4, 
4 7i 
5 It 

5 1; 
4 '1i 
4 4t 

: ~i 
4 4t 
4 2 
8 10 
4 4~ 
4 It 

B. d. 
13 5t 
7 lOt 
7 3t 
7 2 
7 6! 

•. d. 
13 6 
711 
7 4t 
7 a 
7 7 

7 8 7 1 
6 8 6 9 
6 5! 6 5! 
7 3 7 2. 
.6 101 6 11; 

6 10! 
6 7t 
6 51 
6 21 
6 3t 

6 Ot ·6 2t 
6 5 6 9 
6 0t 6 ot 
6 6 6 41 
6 7 6 5f 

6 7 
5 10! 
5 Ii 
6 0 
·5 9 

~ ~4 
: ~i 
5 4 

Ii 6, 
5 3t 
4 6i 
4 9 
5 2t 

: ~t 
4 5 

! fi 
4 5t 
4 4i 
4 0 
4 3t 
4 2t 

6 8t 
5 !l1 
Ii 4t 
6 0 
6 Ot 
Ii 5! 
5 8t 
5 7; 
511' 
5 5 

5 6t 
5 5f 
4 !!! 
4 lOt 
5 21 

5 4 
4 lit 
4 6f 
4 7 
4 5 

4 ~i 
4 2. 
4: !! 
4 3i 
4 lit 

• Set CGOtnote OD pre, iOD' pa.J8. 

s. d. 
13 8! 
8 3f 
7 101 
7 10 
8 0 

7 6t 
7 21 
6 10 
7 6t 
7 21 

6 8t 
6 lOt 
6 5t 
6 6 
6 6t 
6 6 
6 lIi 
6 21 
6 5; 
6 9t 

6 81 
6 0 
511 
6 Ii 
6 2t 

5 8t 
5 10 
5 8t 
6 Ot 
5 71 

5 st 
5 8t 
4 llt 
5 Ot 
5 3 

Ii 4l 
5 1 
411 
4 8 
4 Ii 

7 61 
7 2 
6 lIt 
7 7 
7 4t 

~ ~t 
6 8~ 
6 6t 
6 9! 

6 4i 
611 
6 2t 
6 7f 
6 III 

6 7t 
6 0 
5 1I! 
Ii lit 
6 2! 

5 8! 
5 8~ 
5 lOt 
6 0i 
5 6t 

Ii 8t 
5 9 

: ft 
5 4 

5 2 
5 1 
4 8t 
4 7t 
4 ~ 

s. d. 
14 6 
8 7! 
8 2 
8 H 
8 3i 

'1 9 
'1 6 
'1 2 
'1 51 
7 7t 

7 2l 
7 3~ 
6 IIi 
6 10 
6 III 

6 7t 
'1 Ot 
6 Ot 
6 7i 
6 lOt 

6 7, 
6 It : a 
6 4t 

5 lOt 
6 0 
6 It 
6 Ii 
5 8t 

5 9t 
Ii lOt 
5 lIt 
Ii 4 
Ii 6 

5 4! 
Ii 2i 
4 10 
4 91 
4 9 

: n 
4 51 
4 11 

I •• d. G. d. 
15 3~ 15 9t 
8 8i 8 9i 
8 2t 8 2; 
8 1 8 2t 
8 2t 8 1 

'1 7t 
7 5! 
7 Ii 
7 5t 
7 4! 
7 Ii 
6 &:1 
7 2 
6 lot 
7 6 

7 01 
6 lIt 
6 8! 
6 9f 
6 lOt 

6 8 
6 It 
6 6 
6 2 
6 4 

6 2t 
6 5 
6 I 
7 Ii 
Ii lot 

5 lIt 
5 lit 
6 Ii 
5 7 
6 3 

Ii 3! 
5 at 
5 2t 
4 lot 
4 91 

410i 
4 5 
4 5t 
4 5t 
4 It I 

8 Ot 
.. 7 
7 tit 
7 6t 
7 4t 

7 4, 
7 ]a. 

7 It 
7 Ot 
7 0 

7 0 
6 III 
6 lOt 
6 10 
6 9, 

6 8i 
6 71 
6 5f 
6 4t 
6 3t 

6. 3i 
6 2f 
6 21. 
6 2t 
6 2 

6 0t 
5 11 
G 10* 
Ii 71 
5 71 

Ii III 
5 4 
5 11 
4 IIi 
4 lot 

. 4 9f 
4 7 
4 7 
.. 3.1 
4 Ii 

M2 



92 KO:!"AI. COldJdlSSIOJ:{ ON LOCAL TAXATION: 

TA'BLE IX.-POPULATION in 1901, VALUATION in 1900, NUMBER of PAUPERS in 1900-1901, and 
from COUNT:!". and COUNU BOROUGH COUNCILS and by Poon 

[Compiledf, .. m Preliminar!J Repurt 0.. Census, 1901 (Cd. 616); Local Ta;r:ation Ret"rns, 1899-1900, PI.l~' 
H.C. 73 oj 1901); and Information rupp/ied "'. , 

SUMMARY. 

'" "'. ! 
0 ",u 

EXPBNDITt1BB (no .. defrayed ou, J Mean Number of " is ~ 
Assessable VaJue at 0 

::::0= In-dool' Paupers on 0 

1st July 1900 and ::: P'l.,. 
Lady Day, 1900.t 

lst January 1901. l;> ",. and PurpOBeS connected 
0 gg l ,., 
:= 

u ,I -- .t-;:$ ...: 

~l -;;. u 0 0 "', HI § . '" '" • 
8~; §!: 

~ 
0 

Rateable • u oS • totIl 010 • ~ • 0-" 0'&-1- " '" .. 0", = .. ~ ... 
~ • . ... ] ~ .0 ... , 

Divisions and PopU)Q.tiOD, Value at -~ . • " .g'e.~ 
o ~ • 

'" " 0 " • II< O~II 1I 
1'901.* Lady Day, ~ !ZI"= oS 'il ~ ~o~ .S·~g Union Counties. Per llEl." ~ .S 0 ~:::tI.= '" i • ~ . 0 

.4"d OC ~~= 'a ~ .. oS ~ Rend of - " ~;:- '= .. ~ ... 1900. ti; ,... s:I 0 -" 

j I o· _ 
~ ~1 0": 

~ . 0'-Total. :.a <.2 .. -·0 " EI !! ~. _0 o1i\o 
Popula- .e~M - 0::: 's.'" 01 ~.E! 8 

o '" ~ ~ ", .. 
~--

.... P-. ... 
0. 0 oil ~" ~t> ~p:j ~ 0 o-..:l 

tiOD. .- 2 • 
~ 

00 -Sl§ a .'3 1I u<", 
~oi H .... " .: ~~~ l~ . e~'a 0 .:18 · = z~~ 

:I .2 u :;0,., .S -'" " ~ "1': ::Ii ! ,So..!! 

I 
~ 0 0 ] ~.= 

o~ =lSS ... .:! ~ .. ~ ~- ~ 0 .a • ~~'s. ... 0 ::;; 0 '" 1. S. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8 9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14;; I 

I 
£11 I,-LONDOlr. Il II Il •. 41 Il Il 

1. London§ ~ - 4.520,493* 37.927.68411 37>914,84211 8 7'7 6,2.85 17,518 65 .. 64 38,82.5 IS,OIl 971,383 U9,o89 42.0,875 543.7" 

II.-SOUTH: EASTERN. II 
s. Surrey· · 7 18,397 4.13.·,380 4.609.2.~ 6 8'3 ,65 977 ~t6J 6.72.7 '04>5 ..s.791 37.838 42.,38, 17.o8~ 

3. Kent . · 934,865 5,1Z5',2.99 4?:h6 .... b 5 3'0 276 1,303 6,311 ,3,.\6 2,118 76,80z 68,990 56,b6 16,81. 

4. Susses ~ · 605,763 3.96,4-,133 3,747,92.5 6 3'7 206 877 4>204 10 .... 54 1,648 .p,333 60,123 43.470 13,oJ £ 

5. Southampton · 769.60z 3,870 ,2.33 3,664,64,3 + 15'2. 5.0 l,tOO 4,905 '40366 1,886 57,587 73,bS SOMI 14,:l0' 

6. Berks . · .83,536 1.684.9°8 1,5440500 5 8'9 "7 506 2.,116 3,_ 733 '4>439 17,2.76 IS,I48 5,796 

TOTAL - 3J31Z'163119J36S.95~ 18,382,754 5 11'0 1,20114 40763 zl.157 48,IS3 7,810 ZSZ,952, zS8,o5z Z08,272, 66,9+1 

III.-SOUTH: MIDLAND. 

7. Middlesex - 82.5,783- 4.450.491 4,33 ,.522, 5 5', 89 1,150 3,430 1.10S 1,6~ 4S,16c 38,855 46.706 zZ,08s 

1,39:1,070 1,2.65.745 5.5zs 654 16,908 30.703 
\ B. Hertfol'd - 239.741 5 5'~ 66 .34 1.369 11,000 1,3420( 

+69 
r 

9, Buckingbam · 1 i'.060 97°,048 Su.5~4 + 1"9 .... '40 80' 4>+'+ 8,IJO 25.934 90442 033, 

10. Oxford - - 186.;-6, 1.143.643 910,41:& 5 3'9 16 30' 1.292 4,561 536 13'''\1 26,201 10,299 1,331: , 
t U, Northampton ~ 3.;.S,9'=4 1,835,653 I.S81,801 4 10'1 88 3'0 1,489 1,160 803 15,615 46,395 15,630 1.641 , 

12. Hontiogdon · 46.755 356.858 ::z.80,S2.l 6 0'0 IS 53 3.3 837 .36 3.545 4,799 3,sSr 90 

18. Bedford · J 740958 952 0777 84S,8,3 4 .6'+ 28 '04 180 40156 444 5hOI
" • .,504 9.71J 3>1 

14. Cambridge · 2.00,681 1,~15.916 986,274 4 18'3 31 .65 1,018 .40563 566 IJ,SOI 26,841 1S,650 748 
- ---- ------

TOTAL · 2,196,6,5 17.,3 11,516 lI,011.16Z 5 0'9 +3. ... 57 10,S65 38,3.5 5,s"32, us.168 zu,238 124.119 21,188 

.. The fignres in column 2 are taken from the" Prelimina.ry Report" of the Census for 1901. but for ]london, Middlesex, MODmoutb. anel 
Sooth Wales, the areas ofwhicb were enlarged or diminished, between 25th" March 1900 and the dBte of the Census (lilt April 1901). the tiguree 
have beeD altered, in accordance with information 8upplied by the Registrar-General, 80 as to show the population in 1901 of the area included. ia 
Mcil of thOle countiee on 25th March 1900. " 

t The figures in coiumn 4 represont the assessable valne a.ccording to the Agricultural Rates Act, 1896. vis., the total rateable value reduce4 
bj c.De~half of the rllteuh le value of H ..Agricultural Land. II t 

• :t Including 8um~ received from relatives and property or pa.upel'l from aales of Itono, produce, &0., in respect ot rent of propert,f. and frord. 
other local anthoritiel, &c!. " 

§ As it ia enacted by the Public Health (London) Act, 1891, that the maintenance of patient! in the fever and small-pos: h08pitals providecl 
by the wfLDfgen of the Metropolitan Asylum District Iholl not be considered to be parochial relief. such patients (of whom there Will a meaq 
number of8,701 on bt July 1900 aLld 1st January 1901) are Dot counted u paupers iu the Pauperism Beturn •• and are not included in columns .. 



OPULATION, VALUATION, PAUPERS, AND EXPENDITURE Oil' OVI!BSEERS AND GUARDIANS ~'OR EACIi UNION, 93 

OUNT of EXPI!NDITURI! of OVBB8EER8 of .the POOR and BOARDS OF GUARDIANS borne by GRANTS 
fES respeotively in 1899-J900 in each POOR LAW UNION, 

C, 302 of 19(1); Pauperillm Rew ..... for ht ,lulu 1900 and lat Januaru 1901 (H.C, 136-I, of 1900 and 
Local Government Board and tl111 Registrar· General,] 

SUMMARY, .. 
I J. , -.., 
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~ ~ Rate8 in IMU!)-1900 ,ith in 18nD-ISOO. • ~ ~~~ (Column 19 min", 1899-1900. .; (Column 21 minus-,~ co c~ Column 20). a 
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) 
~~ CS S'i '8~cr c .a jl 

0 c" 0 'E .!I , 0 :5!~-<I 
~ 

.,.-<1 ..:I . ...:. • 1 l '" ... ... '0:1 'Ii. ~~ 0 0 • • ~~~ • Amount . Total. o,!l • Amonnt. 10=<» • gog • , 
~ '" -<I ! ! ZOS j ,- 0] 

'" -., ~ ~ ~ ~e =' 0 = -<I 

! 
~nt :a "Q.0 H P< o •• -Eb1 'l! 
!:. ... • - _ ad !5 - t a • ._ 0 

0 0 • ~.~~ 0 f ~ ,:H! '" .t '" g arO i! "ii '" '" " • • • f"lo <'loo· n e-§-; =0 ,9 , 
~~ 1r~ § 

• '" = , ~o j: ~ ~:a g ! '38 -0 .. o~ 
~ oS:!: .:3'S <3 Jl .::>..:1 e~ 'il 

0 0 ... ~ .!l ~ " ~ 

16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21. 22, 28. 24, 25, 26. 27, 28, . ,----

til til til .a .a " s. d • " til til til £ ., d, .. 611,384- 3,607,835 :37.069 3,,844,894 137.72.8 3,707,166 .6 4'S 
'If •• - n8,863 54',65S I,ZIJ 3,151.313 • 8', 

, 

85 "34,6+3 u4,SaS 38,566 a63,ogl :12.,2.76 :140 ,815 6 8'5 :&8,1.13 15,5,1 44,106 4,,59 192,450 o 10'5 

5. 36,:&86 313,071 53,479 366,550 19,560 346,990 7 5'. 40,68, d,3lS 60,301 13.965 2.7:& 7:'4 , .' , 
06 :11,2.1:& uS,oSl 34,59- z6:&,642- 13,963 '48,679 8 "5 43,998 18,335 63,564 11,065 114,°50 o u'S 

,3 :&3,191 :&66,065 3+,669 300,734 15.92,1 2084.807 7 4'8 35,661 18,039 54,390 10,55r 21 9,866 , .'8 

65 .3.90 1 97,83, 14.806 1J2.,637 6,574 106,063 7 5'S 16,806 6,7 10 :14,1 9 1 5,763 76,109 , 0" --- I .0 12.9.2.99 1,1"9.543 176,111 1,305,654 78,300 l.u·7,3S4 7 4'9 ,65,365 76,970 • 2.46,55'2. 4 5,60] 935"99 , 0'& 

76 30,643 ~~1,532 43,380 2064,904 14,616 a5o,d8 6 0'7 2.I,2.6a 10,484 33,13 9 5,%94- :au,8SS , 0'5 

.3 8,695 90,78• 14,698 105,419 4,101 100,778 8 4'9 13,370 6,2.03 19,789 6,663 74.3>6 , .'6 

89 4,933 58,541 9,698 68,.39 3,149 64>490 7 5'4 9,342. 3,993 13,503 1,001 43,986 , 
"~ 

H 6,634 11,1.3. u,ng 81,.61 3,111 19,344 8 6'0 12,sgl 4,977 11,601 9.680 52.,057 , ". 50 7.104 99,5lS ,6,569 116,1001- 5,638 110,466 6 4'0 u,gS3 1,606 .0,800 10,544 79,1;u , o'S 

68 l,d4 ·6,7'7 3.671 10,388 1,01S '9,37 3 8 3'4 3,339 1,268 4,(578 2,694 12,001 ° 10'$ 

79 4>9'4 55,04-1 1,959 63,000 3,3.5 59,685 6 9'9 7,d7 5M9 ta,ll, 4.975 I 4 1,893 / 1 0'. 

U 5~51 6M4Z 1,,113 79,8SS 3,897 75,9 58 7 6'S 10,654 5,6091 ,6,434 '0,5,0 I 49.°'4 ! I 0'0 -
45,60<) I S64.d 41-,-;;--78 69.510 681,111 119,319 80014.30 40,°41 760,382 6 I'-I go,498 .38,767 57,36, 

I I I 
, thiM Table. Dot in the Poor Rate Returns the entire ezpenditure of the managers i!! combined with the Poor Relief Expenditure of the 
~~tropolitnn l~oor LllW Autboritiea, a.nd ie inaluded in columns 11 to 17 above. See aLto p.45 &9 to comparison betwilco Poor Relief 
lliture io London and rest of England and Wale •• 
The nluntion for London comoll iDle force on the 8th April. 
In addition to the grunt in respect of pauper lunatics tbis StUD. includ8111 44,9291. ODd 358,;67/ •• payments to Boards of GuordillD.'i under 

t 43 (I) (a) and (b) of the Local GovC!l'Dwent Aat, 1881l, on account of the remun"ratioQ of medical officers and the cost of drugr. and 
~. appliances, Ilild of the maintenance of indoor paupen. re .. ~tiTOly; 19,8S1L in respect of t_chen in Poor Law Schools, and Mm., 
r neullii. 
" 'l'bl're is aillO deducted in arriving at thi!! figure the O:I[CUSS of the receipts (tis •• 302,51511.) by the poorn unions from the Muropolitan 
lOll Poar Fund over the pa.yments ("il .• 989~6jl.) into &hat fond.. 

111 a 

• 



ROYAL COMMISSION ON WaAL TAXATION: 

TABL" lX.-POPIJLATlON in 
-. ; 

1901, VALUATION in 1900, NI1HBER of PAUPERS in 1900-1901, and AuoulI'l' 0 
OOUNTY ~OROUGH CoUNCILS and by POOR RATES respectivol II . ~ SUMMARY-continued. 
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,PULATION, VALUATION, PAUPER!!, AND EXPENDITURE OF OVERSEERS AND GUARDIANS FOR EACH UlIIOll. 9~ 

,NDlTUR£ of OVEIIS£&R8 of tho POOR and ~OABD8 ot GUARDIANS borne by GRANTS from COUNTY an.l 
199-19:10 in each POOR LAW UNION-contin .... d. 

SUMMARY -continued. 
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96 ROYAL COMMISSION ON LOCAL TAXATION: 

TABLE IX.-POPULATION in 1901, VALUATION in 1900, NUMBER of PAUPERS in 1900-1901, and AMOU"".,t 
COUNTY BOROUGH COUNClLSa.nd by POOR RATES r"pectiv<l\, 
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SUMMARY-continu.d. 
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8.682.,837 14 

6·. 53. 2..171 7,2.76 47,378 

0168>418,759 5 3·6 ",.+'" 2.13,540 494.353 

.g,Z gg 
EXPBNDlTUBB (not de.frnyed oot ~ S= 

Jl:i", , 
"'~ Bod PUrpoI!ieli GODoe1 a; 
e-.;s ,...; . ." " "'. ~ g~~ ~ ~ e 
O~t' !>= .l< ' -. 0." ..'lj cI C; ;f .• ~ iii •• o· , 

.~!! 
o· • "" -. a' c,:!! ; .... if 0 ." 
~=::tl ·a § 11 "d o:s ... ~ ~ jo;j~~ 0-· 

....~o =,8;; 
~ Q.- 0 .., 0 • 
~ ,,~ ,; -. . "- .... 1>-, ... 

0 o"..:l ° .~ ... ~ • -< '" .. -e al'C ~ 0 0", • ° . °B'"' ~ '" :I ~CIS 
° 'iiif Z..91i: i!5,3' '. '" ... 

CI 10-.- ~ -·3 ... 
~ 

•• d~ &:I ",; . ~~.a. .E,!: 
:S " :<I :t:, 0 

10. 11. 12. 13. II, 

i i 
£ £ !!. i £ 

.1 I 
1,556 4~JS37 53,2.55 32.498 9.5 

<I 
8,69" 288,678 180,809 194,;77 96,1 

10,248 331,215 23~o64 u6,875 .05\ 

4,5S:. '"4.674 164,9°7 IJJ,148 

5'3 " 9'° ::&6,434- 5'.745 22.0494- 5.~ 

77' so.,I3 39,570 2,1.575 6,o~ < 

--T, 
6,2.64- 111,Su :&56,2.2Z ISS.ZI 7/ 6.s,g.J'81 

, .-

1,699 49/2.49 So,:;33 45,596 2.0,138 

1,:140 :11,449 32,68:2. :190405 7,2.),: 

461 11,02.0 2.1.7°7 II ,052. '.5.'~ .. 
1O. 3,612. 4,389 2.,592 4.'. 

I 139,III 1- 88,645 --+ 
'3,508 85,330 30.3',~ 

~ -

794 15,5:;9 4'3.961 ,5.855 3'99 

'.4
8

• I 44#" 162,.479 50,830 16,2.;~ 

199 '70409 86.674 17,133 1,7"6 

4,074 \ 77,350 1'93'''4/ 83.818 2.1.961 

73;181 2.,548.2.95 2.,697.684 .,82,0.117 973.!'! 

• Sf'f' footnote (*) on p. 9S. ~ ~ 
t In addition tot be grants in respect of oosts of Union Oftice1'8 ootside the ?JetropoliA aDd of Pauper Lunatict, this sum includes 44-,9!!.' 

and 353,4671. paymenta to Metropolitan Boards of Gllardians under Bection 48 (1) (a) and (b) of the Lncal (iov('rnment Act. 1888, ('0 accoun,' 
. tbet'emuneratioD of Medical Ofticen and the COlta of druga and medical appliancf's and of the mainlennnce of Indoor Paupent, retlpectinly; 30,989, 
in respect of teacherl! in Poor Law Schools j a.nd aomo sma.ller items. . f'" 

:J: See footnote ( •• ) OIl, p. 8a. 
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'''DlTUBE of OVEBS"ERS of the POOR and BOARDS of GUARDIANS borne by GRANTS from COVNTr and 
Ip9-1900 in each POOR LAW U NION-continued. 

SUMMARY-continued. 
____ --;_--;---:--..-::-::--;----,------".;---"7"------, I g ~~ ei :_ = _ 0k:S Net Expenditure of ~ 
.) for Reliel to the Poor 0 OTerseera and Guar~ Grants from County aDd' 

.9 j oS g ~ ~ dillDtJ in 18U9-1900 County Borongh Councils in .S 
rithiD 1899-1900. 1 11'1 i ~d:I lColumn 19minll:' 1899-1900. to" 

--C---'7"'----1 ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ I ~Olumn 20). ~ : -= : C) ~ ----.,----1----;---... --- <"0' 
~ C). 0 · ... a! -c:-S I .S 
:4 -: ~ !-a! 11)10 CD:: 

~ ~ d ~~_ t~ ~ 3 

.• 
~ - S g ~ ~ 

ai 50 i i .. ~w ;; ~,~5 rl i 
_.e o~ goc; CJIo 0.... '= bIl ;:! _ - Il4 0 .... -0rJ:l,," ell JI -:> k S·C _ ,~ ~ .. 

a =~~. 0 "S i!~ .~ ~ t< 1-& .=;. 'C IS ~ "Cl <IW~'" ... 1tl'O-w ... ~CN tID 
;l Total. II) : '; .IS ~ Amount. .!! (3 g Ia 8. .~~ "'" 
~ i~ Ii'~ .9~1 ~ _:'~ ~ ~ .d_

u 

a~ ;a:a .sO... Pot. o~u. .... ~0:1-

Expenditore of 
Overseers SLId Guar

dia.ns faHing on Poor 
Rates in 1899-19£10 
(Column 21 minus 

00lumns 25 and 26). 

~ 

~ 
~ 

~ 
~ 

! 
~ 

Amount. I 
<: 
Ii ti .~1 ~ CI .2- ~ 0 ~... 0 "t 1:1 ~ .. 

=~~"':I ~ f..: ~:a~ ~.r~ ~ ~~" i 
'" = -- ~ 0 ~ .... ~.a § ! t.g"8 ~ ! g .9 
.:~ tg -;~ cau8 io"4 "'=0 : 3'0 g=:! ~ 

< 0 Q g~~"' ~.s ~ ~p~ .!3 ~o ts I ~ 
"I 

,,1'_,-...;1,,6.:,' -i _-::17:,:._+......:1:,::8::.. -\_-=:1=9.,--+_2=0:.:._,._--=2:.:[.:.. _+---=2:.:2::._,:-_2:.3:.:._\-...;2:.:4:"-1 __ .:.-5:;._" _'_6. __ .:2.:,7:... _, __ 9,,8:;,' _ 

I II £ £ '- I.. d. I/, I/, #. d. £. 

150 IS3,JH. 

11,391 I GIg.ou 13a,665 751,68, 53,601 698,086 

J4.7771 140,191. 21,859 168,05r ?hl 160.7203 

ioo 5 0'6 

1I,894! 115,364 17.731 133,101 7,065 :u.6,036 
~~:-I-~-I-----I:----II--

7 0'9 

6 S'5 

5 5'7 

J 3,563 

88,558 108 98,ob I 8740578 .,B,dl 1,05s,839 6,.994 984,845 

flo lS,817 

~17 10,184 

130 6,363 

156 .5,1+9 

• 11611 

265,6., 48,347 

118,196 d,83o 

60,10S 

460,0$9 

97,nS 16,439 

3370995 590998 

313,960 al,1 7! 

141,,0&6 11,633 

\ 

:19°,687 4 '10'4 24t366 I 17,sr8 

130,393 .... 3'9 14,630 ~ 10,144 

71,753, 4.493 67.2.60 S o'S 7.634: .,S&8 

1904161 s,3Ss 17,064 S 3'6 3,071 I 1,034 

5;;:;-5-5-11-4-',-7 5-.'-1'-5-05-"'-0-4-1--.--9-'0+1-4-9'-70-'-1 33,604 

113,664 5j890 

1 4'4 

6 6'7 

7,661. 

18,500 7.830 

56,355 

36142+ lJ.S16 

107,198 19,510 

:u,999 9.807 

4S,006 8,114 

.. ,384 6.847 

4,1541 2.,119 I 

.4.3:16 12,3,865 \ 

1S,605 S,6E6 

541499 z6,5aS 

163.7J6 0 10'0 

916,2.:1.5 0 10'7 

2,40,56, r 0'4 

97.836 0 S, 

10.79' 0 S'9 

397,2.3.3 ! 0 10'2, 

86,503 I' 4'5 

2,0,976 12.4.931 I 3'" 

53,170 -1-:-~697 r-;-;8' 

N 



9S ROYAL COldldISSIOIi ON LOCAL TAXATION: 

T'BLE IX.-POPULATION in 1901, VALUATION in 1900, NUMBER of PAUPERS iu 1900-1901, and AMOUN~'~ 
COUNTY BOROUGH CoUNCILS and by POOR RATES rp.spectively 
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Hammersmith,. · 
;Fulham Parish,!, , 

F.lham (Union)'II' 

Chelsea · · 
St. George's · 
WeatmiD8ter · 
St. MarylebuD~ -
St. John, Damp-

atead. 
St. Pancras -
St.MerY. Islington 

.Hackney- · -
at. Giles and St. 

George, Blooma-
bury. 

Straud - · 
Holborn · -
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St. Leonard, Shore-

ditch. 
Betbnal Green · 
Whitechape1 · 
SL George,..iIl~the.-

East. 
Stepney · · 
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Poplar · · 
St. SaVlPur's · 
St. Olave'" - · 

_Lambeth. · · 
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Cambor\vell · 
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Woolwich · · 
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-34.879 .I,6gl,6g§. 1,691J466 1 If'o 
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sSl,307 ',35 .. 633- l,l5z,s6s- 5, 6'S 

34,55:1 472,92.2 472,9:12. .3 J3'1 

2.0,318 1,140,146 1,'40,J46. 56 .'3 

130,512. .,3.03,09· .,303,091 9 '9'7 
2.7,510 f4.6 ,3.456 4.6.3;156 167 14'0 

117,774 ,33,355 ,33,3SS 6 4'5 

12.9,721 470,379 470,379 3 12.'5 

78,646 447,375 441,375 5 ,3'S 

49.0S7 aQ6,191 . . .Ao6,191~ .4- +,'0 
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-J35,5al 85S,596 .8S5,176 ,6' 6 0 S 

131,07· 641,614 639,690 4 '7'6 ,. .. 

'" "": ~ .. ~ 
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0 00 
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I! I! II II. .. 
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79 .6 • 1,131 .. 3 334 '7 •. 383 1,167 9.554 14,138 :1.1,831 

.54 793 2-,397 47- 596 36,395 3,024- ,6,016 31,090 37.8-

9' 3'9 9'4 45-
_6] 

, 
• 

95 480 1,1:11 35. ::1'18 ]'.oal S,7d 13,6,5 15,566 7.'2..9.1 

- - - , 
lJ4 44' 1,660 498 347 2.3,510 3.961 9,316 13,307 zo,lr 

'44 5'4 2.754 7_8 375 37.666 S,ISS l2.,::&5:z 34·9,5 40 ,U 

'2.4- 82 663 9- .54 11,111 1,007 4.063 9.583 .3,,,,, 
_3_ 682 3,110 346 673 of.2.,991 '1,7°7 16,576 3%,015 36.77 

48 77 383 ,88 lJ_ 9.'169 1,049 2.,71.3 1.152. 10>43" • 72.2. 1,035 ",535 1~360 94' 65,62.4 7.660 h.055 30.876 
4

5
•
80

' 
_ .. 

,04 3,379 3.750 884 . 5:&,771 18~997 23,286 :l5.3J2 3",'90 

"- 984 S,9J7 3,:&5s 964 4',686 15,.84- 27,645 2.3,959 3z,011 

'04 .. 6 746 .65 ,SS JJ,2od 954 4,308 1,7n 9,696 

88 '95 1,364- 330 .58 22.477 z.2060 3,698 140l u 19,358 

4" 678 3,716 1,9f2. .7'S 55,644 10.02.0 19,871 2,7.914 37,2.,J 
'79 '96 1,155 547 _S6 z3,5rS 6,547 7,64; 28,22.2. S9"9~ 
49 488 1,9:1 55. 469 2.8,2.86 1,862 13,501 12,120 ".33i , 
_68 564 2.,369 744 567 31.498 5,2.16 19.2.620 .80449 :&l,Z49i 

. 134 .58 .,384 43 36. 20,804- 5S. 9,61.0 ,.hz '4>7,~l 
'05 31S 1.1820 '0. .66 141014 '47 4.479 5.569 ,5,'4P 
'00 506 I,480 '46 , .. 171408 765 5,179 5,33z Il,04S 

14;"1 4,s .,476 .,2.18 434 23,075 ·M6. 13,022 6.910 16,175 

240 95• '1..996 ">492 554 42,691 '4.734 1~,937 16,590 3',9!6 

:.344 1,01Q 3,876 1~514 I,OOS 5",809 1~,l04 :6,040 17,948 3z,SIz ... 948 Z,616 4,030 506 400432 24>153 14:.4.6 s3,a37 31,916 

-480- 8,i5· 5J.4ao 2.359 990 49;og5 16,042 -7;169 205,057 39,~5 
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' 0, 
4%,9r 
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" The 8gurfl in colomu 51 8m taken (rom the rt Preliminary Repcrt JJ of the Census for 1901, but fol' nearJy all tbe unions in the county ,9 
LondoD. aud for the unioDs of Edmonton in Middlesex, NonhamptoD, and Brixworth in Nortbamptnnsbire, MartJey and Upton-upon-Severa.-:· 
in Worcestcnlhire, Bory, Rochdale, Lancaster, and LQne~dale in Lancashire, Dewsbury and Wakefield in the West Riding. Bed .... ellty in 
Monmooth6hiro. end Crickbowell in Brecknockshire, the areas of '\VWch were enlarged or diminished between 25th March 1900 and the date oftlr~ 
cenSOI (lst A:oril 1901), tbe figure. have been altere,). in aecorcianee with information lIupplied by the Registrar Gf'De.ral, 81) as to .. l. ..... til"" 
popu1atio~ In "IDOl of the area included in each o~ those onioDs on 25th March Il100. 
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fI'BNDITUR£ of OVBRSEERS of the POOR aou BOARDS of GUABDIANS horne by GRANTS from COUNU' aod 
1899_1900 io each POOR LAW UNIO!,-continued, 
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890 169,613 12.861 1 Sa0474 J8,"91 164,183 IS II'Z - 33,999 130,184 2.1,462 9.274 33,317 - 96,867 , 

7'91 29 
83+ 168,988 9,052 171.040 10~39° 167.650 .5 7'5 - 16,193 15'>457 n,6~3 5.008 18.ho - lh.637 , 0'4 23 
669 .86,337 14-.ob soo,369 60+56 193.913 nil', - lo.18S 183,5208 a,50t 9,534- 340683 .6 148,82.9 • S'5 24 
968 190,099 17,7208 107.8207 7,035 "OO.19Z 9 11'6 11,163 - ZII,955 9,879 :&,I~O IS,ul 308 196.419 • 8'3 25 

98S .6M·5 6,.8. 175,996 5,143 170,753 .] 0'0 - 15,63a ISS,IZI 14,:&4" 6,607 :&3,608 '4 131,489 , 0" !5 
003 JaI.568 7.001 u8,570 3,$31 u5,039 .S &'5 - 13.901 1111-131 15,713 4,251 22,489 40 88,6c9 I 10'0 S' 
360 74-.SzI "74. 79,Z7° a,8I7 76,383 II S'3 "'- - 80>'427 40°:11 :1,079 7,645 450 12.33:1 • 9'3 28 
&51 68,089 5,871 7:1.961 :1,091 70,S7. •• 9'8 - ",008 66,160 6,SIS 513 '.361 17' 5S,ls3 I I!I'] 29 

I 
t S. footnote t on p, 89. 
l Set! footoote § OD pp. SUI: Ind 83. 
S S .. foolDote t: on p, 91, . 
, AI to eompariloD betWefD. these figurea aad thOle fbr the union. ouuide London ... p. 45, 
... 'rho }'u.lhllm Union wu dinolftd on the 17th March 1899, and separate Boardl of Guardians were constituted (or the parishes of Fqlham 

nd lI~mertlmith. which were formerly comprised in that union. The Board of GuaTdiaD:f for the Fulham. UDion Wl""re. how-ever, empo\'("c~d to 
=1 until the 24th June 1901. 



100 ROYAL COMMISSION ON LOCAL TAXATION: 

TABLE IX.-POPULATION in 1901, VALUATION in 1900, NU>IBBR of PAUPERS in 1900-1901,">nd A"OUNT of 
COUNTY BOROUGH COUNCILS and by POOR RATES respectively 

Poor Law Unions. 

Rateable 

PopulatioD, Valoe at 

luOI. l,ad,. Day, 

1900. I 

. § 
:3

1 --'1_'_ 1. I 2. I 
IL-SOUill EASTERN COUNTIES, 

3. 

2. SURREY. 

80 

81 

32 

88 

84 

35 

86 

87 

86 

89 

Epsom .. 

Chcmey .. 

Guildford 

Farnham .. 

HembledoD .. 

Dorkiog ... 

Reigate .. 

GodRtone .. 

Croydon ... 

Kingston .. 

.40 Eiehmond .. 

8. KENT. 

41 I Bromley .. 

.2 nartford • 

f8 

44 

Gravesend 
Milton. 

Strood 

fS Hoo 

aud 

63o.0:u 

11.449 

49>499 

392,,661 

:aSl,934 

'63,096 

2.11.91. 

JZS,SSo 

120.841 

330,868 

1+5,614 

415,806 

slZ.464 

2-6,356 

337,661 

Assessable Valoe at 

Lady Day, 1900. 

Total . 

4. 

j!. •• 

3790480 6 s°. 
~.J4I S lS's 

349,708 5 10'6 

,,69.079 4 6 0
S 

117.930 5 8"9 

114.581 6 11 0 a 

316,754 7 8', 

134,1320 4 160 4 

l,ob,..s6 7 14'5 

411,44" 8 7"1 

6S5,~2.6 7 120·8 

437.087 4 ,.°0 

111,62.3 4 20°2 

Mean Number of 
In-door Paupers on 

lit JoJy 1900 and 
Jat J onnary 1901. 

8 

9 

II 

3 

9 

• 
~7 

8 

6 

14 

3a 

13 

115 

49 

o 

356 

404 

u8 

"4 

uS 

'49 

.38 

355 

560 

58 

'4 

1 

6 

589 '.,so 
s03 6zs 

I~ 60 

106 

805 

136 

10. 

106 

10. 

40 

55 

94 

44 

300 

13 

66 

10 

.. 5 

t 
EXPD'DlroaB" (not defrayed out of,t 

11. 

I.SSO 

I~861 

1.845 

u,379 

9,100 

4,2068 

5,665 

.,86. 

and Purpoles coeectea . 

3.617 

3,,6z. 

3,096 

1,383-

1,657 

I,3sl 

",066 

1,831 

13. 

8.I07 

.,6.8 

1,858 

1,554 

303 

1,8'9 

1,815 

• 
1,8:' 

66 t 

'9 

, 
1.05~ 

i 
6,'liI 

r 
sJJJS 

544 

650
1 

8991 
,j) 
19~ 

~} 

1,6..., 

+lJ 
I 

16 



POPULATlOlf, VALUATION, PAUPERS, AIID EXPENDl:rURB OF OV1UlSEEBS AIID GUARDIANS FOR EACH UNION. 101 
• 

~. .. 
,"'DITORS dI OvERSBE"" of the POOR IlDd BOARDS of GUABDLUl8 borne by GRANTS from COUllTr aDd 
1&99-1!1OO in each POOR LAW ONlo,,-.. ... tinve<i . 

• 1 , 1 I ~~ 1 i ! 
'" I .. .. E.penditure of i '" '" o • Net Ezpenditare of .. .. .. -e ~ Overaeer!l aDd Gaar-j IS) lor HeUer to the Poor ~ 

I 
~ 

"0. Oveneet'J and Gual- Grants from County aDd 
.lI .S .. -~ diana in ]899-1900 County Borough Councils in .S diaD. {.Uiug IJD. Poor 

I ",-~ 
Rates ill 1899-1900 I ,with in J898-leoo. • I • J: ~~ (Column 19 mi ...... 1898-1900. .; (Column 21 minM.! J 0 Column 20). '" , 

i 
",0- oo Colomns 25 and 26),! ] I 
CD::!': -_00 

"<I ~ 0 • .a~ • •• I 1> " 
, 

" 'S'S .s <II ...:. ! .oS I S 1 !I~.a • '" 
I 

,; .S ... ... ~ '" 
'" I g ~~- ~ .. Q .. 

-g ';=00 ! -f ~ I ... g I! 0; ~ 

.i e Q Z g8! ..; o·,g: ~ il • t I Z .. 0 -;; ,os = ... "3 co O~ .. Ie i ! _ a'~ - _ u • .. ;.-0 • ~ 0 oGG ;: D :; 0': 0 • 00 a ~ 0 0 .: 
.~ .!! - 0 "Ci.:::..q ·2 :It''' . .:. ·c :a .8 'S~ '!; i: .. • 

Total. 
0 ';.a t Amount. • a-g 15 II <II Amount. I • a "' j e ..... "3 O.D l Coo· a :il "a Ii - e ~ l - .a • Q • 

~ s· -s • , 30. 0 0 0 I <II u § 8.1 II .2' 0 "'. '!; ." • • 0 

9 0". "a ~ 0 ." 0 

I 
0 " a ... I cli" "" ! "- ... ~.S ::= = .rCJ il ~ ~¥ " ! !l '" .2 ~,,; &I, 0= ... 0 "'~l 0 ~g i •• I"s f = -g .9 ~ 

= '0 ]~ --. ·0 ~8 ,0= Q", 

I 
~ 0 0 .", 

~ <I -s8 3.-4 ~"5Q • .",M e-
I 

, " 0 ~- M P! ~ I;< " 0; I·~ M M 

5. 16. 17. 18. I ID. so. 21. 22, 23. 24. I 95. 2S. I 27. 2R, ,", , 
I i 

I I 

• j! j! j! j! .s .s •• d. B .s .s B .s 6. d • 

840 !,303 sa,a7° 30445 zS,,15 1,,16 ~','99 7 8·, 2.504- 1,3as 3,840 580 19,'77 , '·0 SO 

307 1.2011 .3,335 20,871 .6,2007 .,006 .5,2.01 7 5·8 1.659 78S 0,<158 539 12.,2004 , 0·6 81 

"4 a,19S ·7.73. 3,1 67 "°,898 1,2093 ·9,605 6 3·8 20,1201 1,'76 ',Sao ... 9 1.5,656 o 11"0 S. 

'97 20.397 15,68J ",413 JI,II4 .,576 J6,538 5 3·5 1,699 900 s,80a 3,6 1304200 , 0·4 83 

568 l,bS 1,05 ... I,.JS9 90483 +68 9,015 8 3·9 1t41" 4'4 .,145 473 6,691 , .·6 34 

536 l,olS 6,841 20.160 9.001 503 8.498 9 8·9 l,u6 506 •• 63. 044 6,6203 , .. , 85 

807 .,719 "0443 '1,913 14.416 1,~49 .'.2067 6 0·5 '0434 89' 3,'36 '7' 9,660 o 7' 5136 

,611 668 8.366 1,845* 10,2011 ',9'.' 8,2.97 5 u"5 1,4'" .... 1.89B 557 5.84' 0 10"9 87 

,369 9,554 60,14' 8,6,. 68,834 6.3·4t 6'1,510 6 5·0 8,451 20,314 10.174 545 SI,·9· ° 10"6 88 

7.6 7.553 .... 114 6,1Ss 50,866 3.000 47.866 6 n"S 3 ... 6 50455 8,879 "7 38.760 0 9. 3 39 

603 ',2005 16,547 20,799 19,346 3. IS7 16,"19 6 6·6 l,g39 1 •• ,5 3,1:&3 76 13,010 0 jog 40 

, 
,166 3,534 d ,,?? 5,501 209.480 1,2.18 208,20020 6 6·9 S.4J:I - '0447 456 zS,199 0 ~.61 U 

,68,. 0044' .S.S09 4..00 09_ 1,308· ,,8,101 5 10'20 s,·M 1,711 ... ,019 834 :3,2.48 , ,·6 42 

,'194 .,,16 9,·35 .,696 10,83. .,15. ,,677 7 ,·5 1,166 639 .,810 4' ,,825 , 5·, 43 

,'''' .,17' II,.S, s.Saa . d.6h 7,8 u,q63 6 
• 

5·, 1,67. 588 a,s8r 664 10,018 , "0 44 

5S. '7~ 1.7otJ '75 20,018 07 1,991 9 5·0 450 - .55 037 1.299 , •. , ·4S 

,60S 1,6020 b,637 4.975 37,61'1 s,S., 3S,od 7 , .. S,9S8 z,17S 50457 086 sg,do , 9·7 46 

.500 '.4.' 11,540 1,,104 ,3,644 ~60 13,.8. 9 3·9 s,lsa 738 1,,814 97' ,,338 , .·8 47 

,131 1,303 10.410 1,607 1.1,01' -1+ 11,733 7 7·5 ·.924- - 1,'77 58. 9.11:1. o U", 48 

,.551 1,,54' :is,149 S,639 aI,711 675 201,113 8 5·0 ",S0 9 •• 63. 4.,88 1'7 :3,108 , , .. 49 

1,100 s,SS, 19,092 1,815 ··.9°7 l,llS so,5,a 8 .·7 2o,5So l,s3. 3,933 ISS 15,804 , .. , 50 

1.,30 555 5.597 994 6.S91 17l 6.srl 9 11'0 1,&08 '95 1,5·1 658 4. ... 3 1 '·0 S! 

1,.200 56, 6,_ 857 6.901 .69 6.7320 '0 .·1 I.!sa - 1,331 607 .,774 a: 10"", 5~ 

:,.19 +h 4,'&76 704- 4.980 '46 4.a3~ " 0·3 •• O+S -97 1.14.1 736 s.7S, , .·3 51 

1.469 607 6.S~9 ,.1S4 9.7°3 ]9' 9.hl 9 0·7 1,.6.f, 95J 2,144 4'0 6.757 , .·0 54 

1.37· 600 6.076 995 ,.07' 460 6,609 '0 '·0 ·.097 30' 1.407 536 4.666 , 3·5 55 

IIO~ I 481 4.93& 906 5,111 3,. 5.5'4 8 11" 169 357 .,1,39 ... \ 3,867 , 1"9 ! 56 . i 
1,05, 133 7,3d 60_ 7090$ 993 6.930 7 0·' 964 419 10451 '44j 5.330 , ,·6 I 57 

- , .J -38. Cr\l~doQ" Col. »0. (no1lldlUSf 1.0~U. reeeived from .. he .. o.ugers of the North Sorrel Scb'lO-l DIItnct in respl.lct of th. &1ijlll1.ment ~ mtel'e:it 
bl) aep2.ratloD of tho U DioD from tbr Schaal Oi.trice.. ...""",. 

~ N.J 



102 BOYAL 00_189101< ON LOCAL 'lAXIlTION: 

T..,.LB, JX.~POPDLATION in 1901, VllUATlOl'l ill 1900, NUXBER of PAUPERS in 1900-1iOl~and Axo""":f 
COUNTY BoROUGH CoUNCILS and by POOR RATE' respecti.ely 

__ ~ ________ ,-____ ~ __ ~ ________ -,,-________ ~~~~~ ____________ ~~'i 

: \ I '! 1= ; I AsseIsable Value at Mean Number of = :: g 
In-door Paupers on g ~: 

Lady Da" 1900. lst July 1900 and -= :: 
EnBIID ......... (Dot defra}1!d ... Ii 

aDd l'arpooa co ..... .. 

I 
I 

I Poor La". UDior.s. 

Rateable 

PopulatioD, Value at 

i 
I 
1 

I 

1901. Lady Day, 

1900. 

1. I 2. 3. 

Total. 

4. 5. 

I' I i 
II.-80UTH EASTERN COUNTIES--<o .... nue4· 

58 

59 

60 

al 

5S 

68 

64 

S. KENT-continued. 

Blean -

FaT'eraham 

Milton 

Sheppey 

Isle of Thanet; 

Eaatry 

Dover-

65 E1ham 

I 

I 
Z4.Sto ! 

133,808 

8';"001 

42-3,71, 

2.2.5,92.2.· 

131,614 

133,%10 

1191854 

,8.6,1 

£ •• 

5 7'4 

5 0'8 

4 5', 

3 11"0 

6 0"] 

3 ,5'& 

410"0 

::&98,8u 5 14"5 

1st January 1901. ~ = g 

-* ".; 

G. 7. 

6 128 

4 188 

, .. , 
& 5. 

8 

,& '44 

277 

! .to14 ...; I-~---;----;---...,..-
0= ~'5!g I ... · I~ 8;;- ~~ 
~ =.i~ ~~ j 
~ -s= ~~ ~ 
~ ,."a= 8l~ '=._ 

.2 ~~ go! ~ :; i::z;-_- --!:Ito ~-
o ... ..!Il °a. 
~ .~OCJ"d ~P=i= Co 

O
li _. _ .... i! i .. res e· -.... ga~ a _g o-&g ~..sg 5 
tt. ~~-:. I "O~~ .:3 

"S = 8 .t"3 c ~ .c -g -0. cs= :;ES'" ; 't ~tIrld_C 
~~ .E -; ... -- 5!: Cle," _il..1 ... '.~ _ 11>-0.: "iii "ii .0:: "" 
... - ...... ~ ~ C o.;;i 
~.: ~< c l ;5! ~~'a. ~~ 

9. 10. 11. 19. I 13. 14. 

I 

.. 0 ',691 

• 
4li 

uS 

,85 

08& 

0.66& 

9' ~910 

j ... 
i 

ISa , ~ 
Sis 

, ·1 

J.x,; 
liES 

83~ 

66 Bomney Marsh .. 

26,4"6 i 
2.8.1«;91 

sa,I50 ! 
68,344 I 

3.,531 

48.930 

52.1178 

6,50S 3",001 4 IS"4 -

74 

9 47 ,n '4 

4. SUSSEX. 

67 Rye • 

68 HastiDgs .. 

69 Battle • 

70 Ea.stbo!lme .. 

71 Hoil,bam. 

72 Ti,eb ..... 

18 Ucldleld • 

74 EaR Grinstead -

75 C.oIdIe1d -

76a Lewes 

7Gb Newhnven 

77 Brighton .. 

78 Ste'yDiDg'" 

71 HONbam .. 

80 Petwo11h .. 

II 

82 

8a 

Thakehau::. -

Eut Preston 

Welt HampDett .. 

8' Chichester .. 

65,556 

15.:2.8 

18,001 

2.8,161 

8.52.9 

i.30] 

58,614 

46::&,566 

142..2.86 

108,447 

n3,867 

2.04.164 

140 ,674 

61.,610 

6go,I51 

633.~ 

1740460 

",1:.684 

51,1.69 

:,3~170 

458,..25 6 '9'9 

132.,720 5 10', 

355 .. 84 6 '9'0 

57.91.9 3 13'7 

96,2.00 5 18'1 

92,614 3 .18" 5 

113,988 6 6'6 

191.,,30 7 6"7 

,,,8,lla 5 g's 

58,768 4 ,6' 9 

689,747, 6 '4' 8 

61,.og8 7 13-a 

157.630 5 u-g 

34089' 4 "8 

III.gSO 

5 16~0 

5 1S"7 

5 11-3 

9 

5 

4 

8 

5 

4 

II 

8 

8 

,3 

4 

.6 

5, 

08 

44 

II 

,6 

.0 

38 

44 

II 

liS 288 

u, 

7' 

'00 

"0 
86 

.. 

47 

33 

47 

79 

56 

1,38+ 

1,5a8 

2.,6:4 

80 371 1,463 1,2.18 I - 43a Jl,.pl 

.5 

8 

3 

5 

2 

4 

4 

38 

2 

6 

9 

56 

186 

8, 

. 95 

• 35 

.,011; 

0,006 

1~7J 

5,533 

2.530 

3,05& 

502 

1,116 

',335 ',oSJ 

3,103 

1.91.8 

1,:&63 

.'. Ill . 

l,sSl; 
j 

al. 

60 



POPULATle:i!. V1LUATION, PA1!'P!:ItS.. AND ,llX.PENDrI:UBE' OJ' OVEllSEEBS AND GUARDIANS FOR EACH UNION, 101i ... ~ 

.. . 
'RIIDITUBII of ()yaB8KBRS of the POOB ... d BoABDs, of G,\UJmIAII8 borne by GBAlITS from CO"NU and 
.899-1900 in each POOH LAw UNlON-.... ti .. u.d, 

J. I -.., J. I .. 0 .. 
Net Expenditure of Expenditore of dO ! -. .. ., ~2 

., 
Overseen and Gnar-IS) for Relief 10 tluJ Poor - Overseers and Guar- Grants from Couni)' Bnd -.s '" 0 dianl hi 1899-1900 dians falling OD Poor ,S glZlA County Borough Councils in ,S 

,with ill 1899-1900, a • .... ~~ (Column 19 minus 1899-1900, .; Rates in 1899-1900 
Ii! cL=~ . Colomn SO), '" (Column 21 llIinur 

1 1 :: fL: 
., I Column. 251U1d 26), --0 0 tl' dl ,S -<I •• , 

~ 0 iU I ~~ ,S -<I I , 
00 ~ 

~ '" '" I • .. 
i .. Ii! ~ ~ ... ~ ~'" 0 

~ .. 
i 0" • ~ ~ .;;] 0 0 

S a i I Ega) -5 ~ 

o. 's ,; 

i 
0 

,is ,§ ~8-; 
0·.:;: :g 

° • e 0_ '''' .. -a 
0 ~ 

, 0 -061; ti' d :a 
, > 

~:i "On, -
~ 

0 0 .. 
lllfi;..ca S .~ ~ ~ 0 . ' 

"0 ~.::~ -~ 

~~ Total, "0 Amount. '" 1ij"C- • o~ 
Amount. • il 

: l! b 
d 

8
0

-
0 -oo <: • 

~ ! 
-;; -. '" ;'::'1 I 

'a --5 § '-n '" I ~ ,~ • ~ • b 

h il: &: • -5 • ;.; 

J 
:i :I" • 0'; e Jh' I 

<I s 

~] 8- .So 0 - 't:l ~" • ° g 0 

_ 0 

• - ~ ~ :..!S g .;-C!J 11 " . .. 0 

Oil~ " '" ... ,,~ 
, 

0 .. 
" ~;g'g !! ",-- 0 · , ~ - Oil ' Oil' ".s: 3 f • ,S • .l! tg • 8 ]g --. == too 3'0 =5 01 

<i -.. 5°8 " .~~ .'" 0 

-5" -5- ~-
o,S i!: .!l 0 0 .- ;; .; 0 0 ,.;l ... .. ~ 0; 0 

6, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 28, 14, 25, 26, 27, , 28, P 

I I I 
I ! I 

B d, i I I 
J! II J! J! I!. I!. ., I!. I!. I!. 

I 
£. I!. s, d, 

47' 676 6,747 1,304- 8.051 4b 1,569 6 .'. I,US 556 ·,7z9 : 438 5j40~ o 10'7 5S 

539 811 6,Su. 1.53~ 8,34+ 574 7.170 5 10'6 1,555 545 2.,160 597 5,os3 0 9'4 59 

70 0 l.o~8 8,5 19 1,397 9>916 473 9,443 6 8'5 1M9 540 ~,031 61 9 6,793 I 1'7 60 

3 .... 878 8,13. 83. 8,966 868 8,098 7 3'7 96• 579 1,5,81 
I 

454 I 6,063 I 7'0 61 

399 2.,80:& :&4t"n 3,378 "7.590 1,534 ,,6,056 7 7'5 ,,381 l,itS 4,2.00 639 :u,2.l7 I 0'8 62 

064 1,149 lo,6b 10451 n,I'3 835 :U,~91 1 "0 1J4.8s 863 2.,414- 759 8,l2.5 • 4'5 63 

471 "a93 18,039 ",754 SO,7S] 1,069 19,714- g 0'7 1,998 1,138 ',ad h3 16,168 • 6'4 64 

79& 1,861 16,159 3.045 19."04 868 d,'36 7 0'3 1,2.99 850 a,146 473 15,61'1 • "0 65 

93• '7' 2,629 538 3,167 seo 20,96, 9 i·s ' 708 116 833 lK7 1.747 • . " 66 

0.8 5>4 +0645 8,0 5,535 .83 5,352- 9 8', .p59 ,~ 1~11 667 3,413 • 6'3 . 67 

666 a.108 s.,503 4.071 ~5,S74 4,070 U,So+ 6 6'7 .,87· 1,150 3,035 '48 18,3zr 0 9'8 68 

343 74' 6,075 1,555 1,630 '09 1.4t.1 ' 6 "4 10415 .po .,914 365 S,I4a 0 9'9 69 

694 1,468 d,518 &,66! 16.111 891 15,2.90 5 11'8 - 6'7 6'7 354 14.309 I 0 10'0 70 

150 .... 1 ,6,06] I,ll! , 7,196, .• 8. ,6,915, 8 9'5 1,:&-6: 371 1.65, 765 .40493 • 74171 

110 388 .6.666 840 1,506 '4+ ,,3620 9 0'4 1,3:&0 4" 1,160 657 4.945 • 0'5 i'll . 
48& 558 60470 1,3aS 7.'195 308 7,48, 6 4'1 1,548 3 .. 1,896 688 4.9°] 1 1" 73 

.81 575 7.800 .,119* 10,519 a31· lo,aS8 '11 5', 10433 466 1,913 5.6 1,849 I 4,8 74 

890 .,154 1;0,895 1.80g u,104- .6, .00443 9 6,,5 :&,011 606 a,6,5 605 9,163 o u'6 75 

.31 835 1.10,94& 1,5h 
" 

12,504' '41_ "'0920 ,~IO 5"7 4,846 563 So449 710 5.913 o 1('6 7Ea 

III 59' +056• 735 5,1;94- oS5 ,5,039 8 3 '.7 713 ,.~ 950 '7' 3.911 I 4'5 7Gi 

5'7 $.~al 53,186 
, 

31,946 3"5~ . 56,$45, s .. a" 540308 , 10 7'4 1',19& 70764 u.33S "4 011'3 77 

7 .... 1.401 110,714 .!,111:1 .3,9aG IS. .S,095 1 8'6 3,33& 1,369 . 4,751 316 '7.958 to 1'5 '8 

699 770 10.140 .. 696 IS,U6 5., tSJS47 8 8'4 1,796 9'7 ·,144 578 8,92.5 • 1'9 79 

987 5S3 .,63. 6 •• . , 5.14' "!14 40954 'I( 7'4 185 .3S l,u9 7.3 3,1I~ I "7 80 

901 365 3t 11. 596 3,170 194 3.576 9 9'5 799 "7 1,035 395 2.,146 • 0" 81 

70. 10444 13,a.9 a,od 15,·7. 6 .... 140650 ·7 6'. .l t 3S. 841 s,~14 697 11,111 1 I'~ 8S 

.. 6 664 ~371 I,IM-
"-

10,5,65' u. lO,'14 '0 "s 1,997 6.5 '10,651 1,595 5,988 I ." 88 

.54 499 S,6So 436 6,016 1,.106 40980 S 1'6 640 l85 •• 030 .. 6 3,b4- I 6" 84 , , 
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TABLE IX.-POPULATION in 1901, VALUATION in 1900, NUHBEB of PAUPEBS in 190()...l!)0t,"and AU6U.."d\> 
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TABLII,IX,-POPUL-':rI0N in 1901, V ALlTATION in 1900, NU"3ER of PAUPERS in 1900-1901, and AMOUNT of 
COUNTY BOEOUGH COUNCILS and by POOE RATES respectivel, 
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'PBNDITURB of OVBB..EBBS of the PooB and BOdos of eUARolANsborne by GRANTS (rom CoulfTr and 
1899-1900, in each Poo .. LAw UIfIOIf"'""OIIlinued. 
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108 ROYAL COMMISSION ON LOCAL TAX,\ TION : 

TABLE IX.-POPULATION in 1901, VALUATION in 1900, ·NUMBER of PAUPBRS in 1900-1901, and AMOUNT·.t 
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POPULATION, VALUATION, PAUPERS, AND EXPEND.ITURE OF OV.I!:RSEEHS AND GUARDIANS FOB EACH U"l"N_ 109 
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no no ~ AL OOMJlISSION. ON LOCAl. TAXATION: 

TABLE IX._POPULATION in 1901, VALUATION in 1900, NUMBER of PAUPEI\, in 1900-1901, and AMOUNT of 
, COUNTY BOROUGH COUNOILS Bt<d by POOR RATBS respectively 
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,,8, S I 
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1,117 
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g09 0 4'0 
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11,698 o 1.-0 

8,2.32. , 3'0 

".'" r ... { 
10,3321 o 1J'6 

",842. I II' 5 

6,2,97 o II" 

10449 ° 7'7 

4-.7°) 1 11'6 

6,76,' ° 9'6 
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04 
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16 
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112 ROYAL COMMISSION ON LOCAL TAXA'l'ION: 

TA.BLE IX.-POPULA.TION in 1901, V A.LUA.TION iD 1900, NUMBER of PA.UPERS in '1900-1901, Dod AM(lU.~&\, 
COUNTY llOROUGH COU.;CII.s aDd by POOR RA,E. respoetivtll 

I t· 

'" ,de 
a .. ~ 

I e • • 
A.sleuable Valae at Mean Number of 0 26 

Exl"BlmlTll'RB (not derrayed Ollt rt In-donr Pauper. on 0 0:>:: 
I 1st July 1900 and ~ "'il « 
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",. and Pnrposea eODDeciea 
a" 
a::.~ ~, 

I 
': !';>~...: ; 
~ 

... ", " .. g a", 0 

I I '" . ~ 

\ == ; • g=: •• • Rateable ° .. ° ! I ~- oS C o .1:;> .. I>l 
8,a~ .. ~ .e-a ! Population, Value at .!l • '" .'" -. ~ ~ ;;; ~ ." ~ 8h ..... ;::; ~ • p: ... Pt.(aor I.:n" Unions. .. 

-= rJ ~~ ~ 1901. Lady Day. Per ~ i'~ oS u .- 0 

g, !; ~~~ .e·~5 ... .. s", • · -~ 

1 · '" '" ~,,= 
.; 

~ 1900. Head of -:.~ ~ :; f:;:' '" ~ ..:I~~ ',," ~"'I:I I: 'S Total, ~ .. "", ca .. : 
PopulB-- '=, ...;,~ =:i 0"': ~:!o ~Elg .. 

" :!: ~~ o'i.,g >1-= 8 ~ lo; 
_ ... >1 

p.. .. 0_ 0 ... • t~~ !l 'C t?~ 0 
Q non .8 1=1 0 U •• .8i' 

>1 <. 'll .. .. 
~ "...:'" ..... 2"r o • a • .,; ~ c 

09 u .. ~ e 00- • ~. ..... 
:!i 

o. 

'" 
,8.;tI-i a ~- /l;~ z~ ... 

.~ 
~ ... ca~ 

~ " -8 1=,,-= Oil Hi .gj 1!I).g .,. • " '" Oil. §': ••• • • 
I 

,1 ~~ ~ ~ ... ~- ~< 0 ~ 1i .~.a 'j;. ·c 'a ::II ~ 0 :i! .. 
I:> 1. 2. 8. 4. 5. 6. ,. 8. 9. 10. I 11. 12. 18. .14. 

mLsouTH IIIIDLJD couNJIEs-contLed. .\ , 
14, CAMBRIDGE--continlleJ. - j! •. j! II; /! II' 

184 Whitdesf'1 · · :'.103 49.351 36,515 5 ,'8 - .. 70 .89 •• 695 1,~28 5 .. 5~ 

IS5 W!sbech · · 33,106 ~IS,67:1. IS!,71" 4 12.'9 6 .5 .64 1,011 8z 1,870 6,756 I,Sz:l. -
IV.-EASTERN COUNTIES. 

15. ESSEX. 

186 WestRum · · 580,306 2.,245,195 2,24°,064 3 17'2 96 7·8 :1.,616 8,514 1,090 29,373 48.909 "4,°40 6,17. 

187 Epping · · 30.459 184,67:1. 167,796 5 10'2 8 34 .38 bo 7' 1,101 4,735 1,153 486 

188 Ongat' · · 10,044- 55,116 42,917 4 5'5 8 .6 98 "7 .6 978 .,IZS 613 S4S 

189 Bomford · · 95.458 4910450 468,906 4 18'z 4 79 378 1,333 .5. 40997 8.46 3,6d I,US, 

190 Oriett · · 33,7aJ 154,756 '430476 4 5', •• •• .30 593 6z '0435 3,056 ·,:b9 '7S 

191 Billerica1 · · 2.:&.436 120,544 Jlo,437 ... 18'4 3 34 .68 5.6 44 ",06g. 3,588 1,,,56 53' 

192 Chelmsford ~ · 36,2.97 :1.03,:&38 177.0.5 4 "'5 '0 So '90 954 84 a,12:&. 4.180 z,089 1,00, 

193 RochCord · · 51,113 :76,114 2.62.,885 5 "9 5 38 '95 683 47 s,68S "'734 .,:l.z8 " 
194 Maldon · · :l.3,IIZ 93,658 79.od. 3 8'4 '0 .8 "4 66. 64 I,b" '.141 1,595 1,:1.,)6 

195 Tendring · · 45,048 2.02.,756 .8:1,89' 4 ••• 9 38 '70 675 86 a,I78 .,06, 20,0"" -
196 Colehester · · 38,35.1 '460486 143,039 3 14'6 '4 55 .56 576 88 3,113 3,617 ",013 435 

197 Lexden and \ViDs~ 21,132 88'''40 76,021 3 11'9 .3 .6 uS 758 58 845 ',90S 1,364 -trec, 
198 Haletead · · .6,2.48 5604.6 49.zs1 3 0'6 3 '0 uo 357 57 1,,,54- •• 839 1,3:&9 .3. 

199 Braintree · · 26,890 uS,68S '03,019 3 .6'6 .6 3z .08 848 80 ",4,,5 ",86+ 1,848 578 

200 Danmo'W - · 15,705 63,347 51,181 3 5', 3 S4 .3. 509 5. 1J4r8 :a,Sll I.~I '74 

!OI Saft"ron W tilden · 16,13~ 96,904- 10,900 5 0'3 II 8 '07 6.3 4 3 1,:J56 3 ... 6 998 47 

16. SUFFOLK. . 
101 Bisbridge · · 16.049 61,380 49.794 3 ••• '4 .3 .84 600 50. 1,1.19 ..8d 1,'90 -
203 ·Sudbury · · :11.0 52- 106,955 89,303 3 6'0 '0 .S .6. 700 Is •• 5~ 2,891 :1,101 -
29' Colford · · .",863 57.68.+ 470470 3 3'9 S .0 86 605 .8 9·3 s,560 9. 3 .loJ 

205 Thillgoe . · 14•h8 1 17,6Ja 63,131 4 6'9 • 5 76 660 s6 Bl7 S,s1S 700 603 

206 Bury St. Edmund'i 

'~"j 
62004111 61,136 3 IS '2. - .6 93 46+ "" 1.009 .0+53 I,S7:1 soo 

Ir.j MHderhall. • 8.16. 43,312. 31.,370 3 18'4 •• II 95 378 6 J,II3 1,515 .IS 686 

20S\ StoW' . . 1. 19.166 83.638 70.568 3 13'6 4 30 110 769 50 1,081 "'9'9 1,07' I 47· 
. ~ - .. - - ~ .. _- -
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'OPULATlON, VALI1J.TlO.N, 'PJ.lIPERS, AND EXPENDlTI1RE 01' OVERSEERS AND GUARDIANS Fon EACH UNION, 113 , 

~D1TUR" of OVERSEERS of the POOR and BOARDS Qf GU.ARD'AN8 borne by GIlAN'rS from Cou~-rr and 
111-1900, in .... h POOR L.t,w UNION--continued, 

• 
\ 

I ,J, 1;;'" I • .. ~'" Net Bxpenditure of 
co .. .. ;;' j . .. .. :!: ~ 

I tor Relief to the Poor ~ Overseers and Gll&r- Grants from County and ~ 

,S ,S o ~ dian8 ill 1899-1900 Co1U1ty Borough Councils in .S .. '" ith in 1899-1900, • • i t-~ (Column 19 ".inv. 1899-1900, .,; ,; ,; g§-: CollllDll 20). .. 
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II II II I!. II j! ., d, I!. II i- i-
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59 9. 3 13,12.0 ~16°4 15",,+ 875 '40849 8 11'6 1,371 77° ",·74 1.,950 
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6S ,"0,1. 3 153,'75 16,858 170,033 9.9+9 160.084 5 6', 15,62.7 8,195 14,305 173 

76 460 1004.8 .,961 u,379 349 12.,030 1 10'S 1,59:& 6'4 :&,2.33 8a4 

.5 359 4.635 76, 
5.397 1 217 S,.80 '0 3'8 1,064- .36 .,309 ;46 

96 l,n+ 105,"'9 5,168 30.38, ,,866 d,S:u 5 "'7 1.74] 1,,11 2.,919 1,3.84 

56 69' •• :&43 1,80s 10,045 H5 9,510 5 7'7 1,061 5,8 1,6:t4 566 

37 1,606 .,3:&5 11,693 
I So, 1.7 16 556 10.,8, IS,US 4'9 '0 5" 1,2.06 
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114 BOY AL COIo!MlSSION ON LOCAL TAXATION: 

TABLE IX,-POPULATION in 1901, VALUATION in 1900, NUMBEE of PAUPERS in 1900-1901, and AMOUN; . 
COUNTY BOROUGH COUNCILS and by POOR RATES respective] 

• 

I 
t 

Rateable 

Population. Value at 
Poor Law UnioDs. 

1901. Ladl Da", 

1900. 

16. SUFFOLK-continued. 

809 Hartiamere .. 
... 210 Hoxue" • 

DlI 

JlIS 

.Bosmere 
CIllydon. 

Samford 

918 Ipf'wich

.14 Woodhridge 

915 Plomesgate 

916 nIythiDg-

917 Wangtord-

IlDd 

118 Matlord and 
Lothinglaod. 

\7. NORFOLK. 

219 Great Yarmouth ... 

920 

921 

222 

East and 
FleJ!g. 

Smallburgb 

Erpingham 

223 Aylsham 

224 St. Faith's 

226 Norwich .. 

!l26 Forehoe 

221 HeDstead -

22S 'llIofield 

West 

2~9 ~ddoD and 
Clavering. 

230 Depwade - ... 

J31 GuiltcroS8 .. 

23i Wayland ... 

61,54-" 

49,039 

68,12.8 

66,62.:& ::I.71,gb 

25,5'2 . 148,,65 

19,614 88,694 

2.5,571 12.0,777 

50.638 

10,358 

J 1,843 

X2.,393 

60,1l.z 

181,3:10 

85,686 

63,100 

Alsessable Valae at 

Ladl Dal, 1900. 

Total • 

il s. 

47,80z 3 10'7 

56,+59 4 0'1 

6%,6.19 5 s·" 

'2740411 4 s· ... 

129.501 5 I' 3 

74097' 3 ,6'4 

1)8,607 3 17'1 

5:,732. 3 10'8 

171,269 3 19-1 

195,19+ 3 11'1 

4 n'9 

66,146 3 11'6 

50,767 4 0'8 

366,611 3 5'6 

45,020 3 19'5 

51,699 4 19'8 

62.,785 5 6'0 

45,009 3 12,'6 

80,037 3 13':/ 

35,573 3 ,5'6 

46.873 4 '4'8 

Ico,660 4 4'0 

Mean Number of 
Inwdoor Paupers on 

lat Ju17 1900 and 
1st Janusry1901. 

• 
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.3 

3 

5 
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5 
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4 .. 
, 

4 

,8 

.6 

.6 

6. 

7' 

u3 

.36 

36 

65 

84 
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60 474-

7' 

6 

4 

• 
6 

,3 

4 

6 

3 

3 

799 ',035 

7 

u '70 

'0 

3, 

• .88 

5 .. 113 1,100 

IS 

36 

•• 

4Z 

So 

47 

.8 

ExPBKDl1'UlU1 (nut: defrayed OUt 

and Purpose. CODnee~ 

il 

663 

55. 

783 

1,012, 

7'0 

',561 

6,02.3 

1.036 

6,6 

830 

1,506 

800 

5u 

,,510 

z,355 

886 

2,62.3 

1,80z 

z,SIS 

6,013 

3,102. 

2.,850 

9,342 

20,568 

I.SSg 

1.435 

1,713 

l,Su 

1,898 

4.2.03 

I,62~ 

I,3x8 

I, IIS 

1,01 9 

574 

1,011 

J,062 

635 

1,656 

83. 

1,500 
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POPULATION, VALUATION, PAUPERS, AND EXPENDITURE OF OVERSEERS AND GUARDUNS FOR EAOH UtlION. 115 

'I!!<DITmtlI: of OVERBKEB8 of the POOR and HoUDS of GUABDlAlfS borne by GRllIT8 from CotnITY and 
S9I}-1900, in ....,h POOR LAW Ulflol<--co.Jtimred, 

J. I ~ ... .. =:1' .. .. Ne. E1penditare of ., .. ~2 .) for Relief 10 the Poor ~ ~ Overseers and Guar-
,S oS 

g~ . diaus in 1899-1900 .. ~ 
with in 1899-1900. • a 7 :;.: (Co11llDD 19 miJ"" 

i !!i CoII1DlJl SO), 

1 .., 
~ ~ ~ oS '" : 
II J=ii .i ... 

1 j II t-~ 

I ~~l § ,~ I! ..: .. 
0 .. 

'is E a'l 
.. 
~ 0 

fS-= 0 ~ -0 ri ,~ 0 0 ... .., ... - 0 
'!I,l! 0 - ~~ ... .... • Total 

! 
0 AmOtIDt. i I=> f~ ~-;I ! '!I ,9 § n ;a ~ E SCI h 

11 {! .$:1. t(I 0 

~ '!I 
i ig h~ 1, 

~§ 
1'10 .0 0 
'3~ 11 0 " Ill, ;.j II .. 

-;1- ~,98 h 0-
~ 0 Eo< 

5, 16, 17, 18, 19. 20, 21. 22. 

B B B B " " " •• d, 

,11.1 530 S,7~ 876 6,618 '73 6,3+5 9 4'7 

603 19 5 4>404 666 S,070 205 4.965- 9 8'6 

,u6 360 4>777 768 5.545 '70 5,:1.75 7 5'S 

,037 5>6 4.044 910 4.964 '7' 4>693 7 7'9 

.. 78 9,0310 .6.575 -,75 3 2.9.b8 9.034 20 .. 2.94 6 2" 

,:148 ,83 7-'&64 11497 ',161, 178 8,583 6 8'6 

,5so 968 8.336 1,066 9J40S 359 9.043 9 "7 
.5.3 60. 70417 1,10'1 8.758 311 8,,"0 6 7" 

:,198 7" 5.868 '" 6,180 44' 6,338 8 6', 

>'19 3 9.6 lo,ob .,106 1S, aS8 '40 11,848 5 5'6 

~.S90 .,079 SI,6h s,867 '40548 1,661 '11-,887 9 0'4 
6,6 SlO 3,377 595 3,97" .5. 1,bo 7 9'6 

',SSS 56, 8,091 1,094 9,19 1 .69 8,9:12. .0 '3'7 
1,,,66 57' 8,175 1,354 g,52.9 '9' 9,317 8 4'7 
/.303 ,M' 6.979 1,117 8,og6 037 7,859 9 .'6 

908 389 5.43 h5 6,151 96 6,06s 9 7'8 

"ll' '1.701 !l,n! 3,1 6, 36,:190 .,..5 35,0+5 6 3'3 

930 397 5,660 736 6.396 3'7 6,079 10 8'S 

1,176 646 5,2.65 678 5.943 .. 8 S,7s5 II 0'7 

90+ lI7 3.845 596 4>441 '44 ... ·97 7 3', 

979 415 ... 986 1,010 5.996 '77 5,7'9 9 .'8 
.,51. III 9,363 1,307 10,670 "7 .0,.s3 9 7'5 
_,os6 483 5.oSl 779 5.", 31S 5,So:a II 8'. 

749 •• 5 4.578 ~8 S,u6 u. 5,104 10 3'g 

•• s08 '.047 11,974- '>'Ih '4>455 33. 14,ld II 9'4 
1,.86 Sal 7.864 ',0 .. 9.061 '9' 1,877 9 0" 

1 •• 18 545 ',606 .,..J.IO! 9.709 ""4 9>'185 .0 , .. 
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I .. .. ., 
GTaaIa from County and ~ 
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B B B ,£ 
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87' .60 1,140 73. 
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977 .38 1,:1:14- 44S 

:&,474 10479 4>085 '70 

1,38 7 7'7 'a,l J 8 857 

1,339 607 1.968 S35 

I"d 444 2,114 1.,092, 

1,065 359 '>'133 ~80 

9'4 696 Ilbl 5'4 

3,239 609 3,888 .03 

511 .. 3 Sz6 7,5 

1,141 386 I,S50 1,562-

1,:107 374 1,609 888 

l,z89 4,3 1,738 l,a3 7 

855 "49 1,113 948 
3,779 l,d4 7.081 '44 

889 305 1,194 876 

1,033 '76 1,308 857 

87' .,., 1,101 ~5 

190 399 1,303 914 

1,393 ~. l,oS9 1,606 

844 333 1,186 773 

770 '99 1,010 1>7 

1,6M 63. s,3,1 2,173 

I~:a:a 53, '.776 1,532. 

1,164 '7' 1,,"5 ',1]0 

97' '67 1,156 7'9 

. 

Ezpendi.u", of I 
O'ftJ'8eeJ1l and G1l8l'-

dianl falliu on Poor 
Rates in 1899-1900 
(Column 91 min'" 

Columna 25 and 26), 

.. .. 
!!1 
~ .. = :a 

I ... 
~ • AmounL • .. • ;a 
~ .. 
,9 

! 
27, 28, 

I 

'" .. of, 

3,651 , 6'3 

3,093 • 1'5 

3,2.l'i , 
.' 6 

l,en4- , 0'6 

16,039 • "9 
5,608 o 10'8 

6,240 • 8', 

5,164 , 0'7 

4,1.$5 • 7" 

,9.703 , ,'3 

18,896 • 0" 

2,2.69 , '" 
5,810 , 1" 

6,840 , 4'7 

4,884- , 5'9 

4.001 • 7" 

27,7:10 , 6'6 

4.009 , 9'5 

3 .. 560 , 4'5 

Z.5S1 0 9'8 

3.50z • 6' 5 

6.758 , 8', 

3.543 
I .. "' 

3,197 • 4'4 

9,579 I 10·. 

5,569 I 4'5 

Ji 
~ 
m 
0 

~ 
oI!l 
.:1l 
• 0 '. C 

, , 
209 

21 O· 

21l 

212 

218 

11 • 
215 

21 

21 

2\ 

6 

7 

8 

21 

22 

9 

o 
221 

22 

22 3 

224 

225 

926 

217 

i28 

299 

230 

211 

839 

23lI 

234 

6.910 • g'5 I 885 

',uo • "6
1

13& 

Pll 



116 ROYAL OOJDIISSJON ON WCAL TALl.T10N: 

TABLE IX.-POPULATION in 1901, V.u;t'ATION in 1900, NUllBBR or PAW""" in 1~1901, and AKom."T f>f 
CoUKTY BoROUGH CoUll'CILS aDd by POOR fuTES ~"1 

J 

I I Poor La ... UoioDB. 

~ 

~ 
oI! 
III 

I , 
IPopolatiOn. 

I 1901, 

I 

Rateable 

Value .. 

Lady Day, 

1900. 

17, NORroLK-~ j! 

93'1 lUDg'. Ly .. so.gSI 

.138 Downluuo. - 17.309 I JO',S~ 

889 Swoffi>am - ",0.5 I 6 .. ,,6 
• I 

140 I Thetford - - .6,989 j 86,550 

v'-r~O:,lIw::IB COUlljIE& 
241 I IDgbworth and 59,27S .6o,66S 

SndoD. 
Sd Criekl:uie arod JI.lS7 16~917 

Wootton Bassett.. 
!48 Malmesbory - .. ,666 8SM9 

!44 Chippenham 

!45 Calne 

146 Marlboruogh 

247 

!48 

Ui 

S50 

151 

Trowbridge and 
JIrIelkshllID. 

Bradford-on-A. von 

Westbury and 
WhonreUsdowo. 

Wat'IlllD8te1' -

25. Pe .. le)" -

25S' AmesbDrJ' 

254 SalisbDl'J' 

155 Wilton 

S5S 

157 

19, DORSli'r, 

15S Shaftesbory -

tpl Sturminster -

ISO Blandford .-

SSI Wimbol'll8 and 
Cranbornb. 

I,..SI 

11.1.09 

.,2.61 

.,SI4 

98,597 

84,773 

5S,,01 

sa,,.. 

~S]7 

50,117 

38,063 

'47,685 

61,657 

540'77 

,.,16+ 

Lady Da", 1900. 

T ..... 

75,..53 .. 7" 

49,9S. 4 '0'7 

, • .5s1 4 4". 

66,'73 5 .6'5 

63.715 5 0'7 

37,730 ... 3' 5 

34,865 4 "4 

44,111 

5.,..5 

] ·,'7 

4 0'4 

S 1"1 

4 10 '9 

4 s,' 
39,110 ]: ,'. 

3~140 ! 17"7 

d5,778 4 II" 3 

S1.Jl7 5 10'0 

5 .5'5 

4 g'" 

61 ..... 5 5'6 

.5,136 S S"4 

53,.12 • 5'6 

?o.BSS 4 2'9 

Mean Number of 
ID-door PaupeD on 

1st Joly 1900 and 
1st Jau""'Y 1901, 

.0 

• 

3 

3 

7 

5 

.8 

•• 
3 

.. 

.. 
6 

• 
• , 
6 

• 

I 

• 

55 

.1 

.. 

66 

'0 
~ 

53 

6 

.1 .. 
6 .. 
3 

15 

'0 

II 

8 

7 

'0 
.s 

9 

•• 

.86 

58 

<n 

IB4 

61 

60 

.36 

.3. 
79 

.... 
6] 

75 

S. 

." .. 
61 

3] 

65 

6. 

66 

3 •• 

639 

035 ... 

4'0 

00. 

7'4 

." 

.50 

"4 

35. 

33. 

660 

33 

'+8 

35 

85 

35 .. 
,. 
50 

31 

]6 

90 

]I 

]0 .. 
.. 

EDmmImOll (_ -,.a _ o~ 

.. 607 

~ 

850 

660 

741 

',5+6 

.,oS • 

170 

753 

515 

75. 

600 

',074 

36] 

ad Parpoees ecb:4 

3,3+1 

3,60+ 

.... S 

~61s 

1.317 

650 

3,'74 

s.161 

1,.0.8 

.... 85 

.,066 

',03+ 

.,<>41 

','79 ..... 
11& 

I6S 

'.07<> 

513 

"'+8 
833 

.... 

444 

B,i 

- I 

163 1 

-I 
, : I 

:1 
" 

f 
1 

_____ ,. _.:...-. ____ :..-__ !-_-'-.--;!....--'-_...!..-_:..-_:..-_l.-.--;'-----'~ 



POPUL!TI01l", VALUATION, PAUPEWI, AND EXPENDITURE OF OVEBSEER9 AlOll Gt'ABDIANS FOR EACH UNION, 11'7 

P""DITUll. of OVB"",,EBS of the POOR and BOARDS of GUARDI ..... borne hy GRANTS froID CoI7IITY and 
1899-1900, in each POOR LAW UIOON-eontinwd, . 

, , -". 

'" '" g~ 
'" '" Net Expenditure o( '" ~ ~2 

Overseers and Goar-.,.) fbr Relief '0 .he P_ ~ 

8;!! .... .!I ,S dian. in 1898-1900 '" ~ ~Ih in 1899-1900. • • "';' to: (Column 19 miru&, II = 
C>a_ Co11lllll110), 

1 :a "'0.r 

Ii :::<;30 
a < g ,!:;o I 

., ., ,- 'l! J 
~ 

i ~=.:l 

i~ .! '" 'l! II Ci >,+"ot 
~j:;i 

I E U a k"" ,~ ! 08"- C; o '3 
Pot e.:1 .. 

~o k 
= -.';i 0 ';;2'" d' 

cf .~ 
0 

"'~< 0 

'!l~ '!l "a '" TotaJ. =c ';!i t Amount. .!I 
! 5 ."'" .. ao!l - ,- e = ~ -. n ... iii ""k ;1 ~] ~ !o .~ tID 0 -

i a '" ~ .9'! 0 

f>lg M 

~ f'l' 1'1"'" 
II§ :a~ " . 

I~ iii' ... O~ -S8 -S~ ~~ 
o a 

J: ~'-0 0 I IS, 16, ' 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, B9, 

" /I /I " " /I " I, d, 

1,596 99' 9.377 .,Su. 10,819 803 [0,066 9 7-3 

1,443 46, 1,a97 r,2061 8,558 4"9 1,139 9 +'7 

1,,39 513 6,398 818 ".u6 049 6,967 .. 7'8 

1,615 446 7,545 .,01. 8.556 033 1,3S] 9 9'6 

1,880 1,315 .3,,69 .,3d 16,097 885 d,SIS 5 ,"6 

.,oca ",,5 5,374 1,039 6,413 .so 6,113 '0 9'6 

94' 476 4075, 8., 5,55. 358 5~196 8 0'5 

I.gd 797 10,555 .,1061 n,116 546 11,2.70 9 9'8 

65. "4 3,713 410 40.35 438 3,697. 9 "9 

889 543 3044' 436 3,877 3.8 3,559 8 5'0 

-0490 470 9,659 l,atS 10,874 536 10,338 10 6'6 

.,356 451 6,606 879 7.485 4·8 7,067 7 8'. 

9,6 7,8 4.917 688 5,605 "44 5,,6. .. '" 
87' 

0< 

465 S,3aS 678 6.006 484 S,Sza " 4'6 

.,'81 399 6,397 liS "alt. 3.6 6,896 .. 1'5 

.,1+' .31 5,357 690 6.047 .65 S.lb '0 5"9 

703 .63 1,01, .00 3,417 .31 3,dS 7 11"4 

1.710 710 11.,3,0 .,511 1',.,. 471 d,4SO • U"4 

1,- 47' ..,87 985 S.97s .57 S,llS .. 0'3 

73. ..3 1,,11 56. 4.t.89 034 40055 '0 6" 

51, 165 0,65. 3 .. 1.971 .3. _,140 10 10"S 

966 330 50771 7.$ 6,493 .. 6 6,2.67 , I' • 

783 ... 3,815 534 404'9 '48 4.2,1 9 8'3 

'1,176 IS. S,2g1 588 5,'79 7' 5.'07 9 3'9 

1.143 499 1,540 1,0120 9.SSs .00 9.42 n 0'6 

Grants from County and 
County Borough Couw:ils in 

18D9-1900, 

~ ... ,S 00 ... 
Iii" ~ 

-5 o a ' e.'" li 0'';:: 
g~ '''' c .. 

"S UJ i' a ~, ° .t~ ..:I "~ -.. -'" - II goo -·11 
~:; go '='-g c c 

'" !'= 0'; • ... 
0 ~ . - . g.O i .,~ ~,~1! '" e~~ i! SO 
" 0 0 

.:l ... e-
28, 94_ 25, 

" /I /I 

1,114 3'4 11433 

1,·'4 411 1,681 

.,z3, 495 1,741 

..... 33 405 •• 137 

'0444 I,ll] 2.,636 

1,004 095 l,l08 

1,003 34' 1,354 

1,363 1,08 9 2,.47° 

690 3'0 1,01 7 

175 '4' • ,02.' 

1.7"0. 1,17$ ",904 

1,.93 477 1,705 

899 387 1,2.gS 

979 346 .,334 

1,195 447 1.656 

1,,"00 444 .,653 

69' .53 964 

2,119 ',"7'6 304·3 

l,caS 380 ,,,14 

835 355 '."G4 
6+1 '7' 8 .. 

851 55, 1.417 

981 ""4 I ,':I.al 

697 456 ',.6, I 
777 6.3 

'
0404

1 I 

I .. 
'" '" ~ 
.!! 
.; .. .. 
~ 

:! 
~ 
1'1 

I 
0 

'I'. 
< 
0 

-S 
Iii 
'" § , 
~g 
e~ ., 
'G" 

/I 

343 

1,42.7 

859 

I,Q77 

7·3 

9>1 

895 

1,193 

560 

344 

1,553 

735 

463 

9,6 

897 

709 

369 

,86 
4.5 

57' 

474 

.,017 

871 

906 

1,3Sg 

E:!:pcnditure nf I 
Overseen and Gua .... 1 
diana falling on Poor I 
Rates in 1899-1900 
(Column 21 mUll" 

Columns 25 and j6). 

A 
'" .. 
'" ~ ~ 

! 
~ I AmoDllt. • -II • -<I 0 

" 
0 

" 0 e 
'" ~ 
.!! ~ 

! J 27, 98, 

I 
, 

I 
" I I, 

8,2.90 a 

d,l 
0'2, 231 

5.0:1.1 , 3'9 

4,361 , 8'9 

5.40 9 , 6', 

u,8,3 , 0'5 

3,904- , 0" 

",947 01'11 

7,601 , "7 

2.,1200 , 
" 5 

1,194 , 3' • 

S,n. , 6' 3 

4,6:&7 I 3', 

3,603 • 6'7 

3,z62 • 5'8 

4,343 • 8'0 

3,520 • 9"5 

1.95" • 3'0 

9 .. U1 • 4'3 

3.986 • 6'0 

s,do I o :j 

.,55 .. • 4" 

1,133 • • -s 

.,.98\0 11'6 

3.739 • 4"8 

f.6!, : I '0 I 

I ---------
l' 3 

288 

2S9 

140 

.241 

141 

248 

2(4 

945 

246 

247 

2' 8 

2( 9 

2 

251 

25 

25 

:5 

25 , 
!I~ 

15 8 

95 • -28 I 



118 DOYAL OOr.nnsSION ON LOCAL TAXATION: 

TfiLB IX,-POPULATION in 1901, V.u.UATlON in 1900, NUIolBBR of PAUnBS in 1900-1901, aDd Al<01JN'1' tf 
COlJllTY BOROUGH COlJllCILS and by POOR R.uBS respectively 

I I I 1 t,: . 
I I AlIeBs&ble Value at Mean Number of 0 

ISg --..m1roBll (not clefrayecl out 01, 
Inoodoor Paupera OD. 

0 ~i'I .. '~ 
101 July 1900 and ~ 

'" and Purpol6l oonuected t Lady Day. 1900. -a- "'I lot J ... ...." 1901. 
~~ , . ... 

~ . -: .t-'3...:i 
! 

~ 

I . 
~1 t 8 

Q",o "'! i -5 8 ii ::: iii'l Rateable ~S E ,e-ji to S 
8·~,:. M 

.~ .s .:: I n PopulatioD, Value at .=~ ~ 11 .~ ~ o· • .. ; 
~ ~ 1iI' ... oS- iI ' Poor Law Unions. .. ° '0 

!l ';=~ Q·~5 I'd ~ 1901, Lady Day. Per a .itJ:: <! -s~~ ~ 0 

~~;;; .~~~ "a ~, 
Ii ~,:. 1 "" 1900. Read of bO">,1II oS til , i .1 . e , 
'9 ~<~ 

0 ~~ C~ • I ITotn!. ~ go ... --:0 Q s· I • ~ £~ 
0 0"Qjg ,s.E @ !: PopuIa-

e .• ... '" Z 'U..cI'~ ~ 
o~ t"~ ~ ... ~,~ , 

.g tf~ ~ '" ~ 
o..:...:! I g~ !~ .c~" tiOD. ~e-j 'll 9 o-a 8,::s1 ... .. ~~ 9· "<i ° , 

o!i e:lL 
~ z,; z~':: S ~ ~cO i§ '::;5 .~ 1 

•• 0 
~ 

:!fog ~ ~~~ -e-~ !5i ~,e ~! ~ 
£;03 ·s '" • ~.~ ·i~·S. .~-5 .. ~ 

~ 0 
" ::!I ::!I 0 ::e "" .. '8 .... 

P I, •• 8 . 4. 5. 6, ,. 8. 9. 10, ll. 12, 13, , 14, 

I I I J , 
V.-llOUTH:WESTERN COUNTIE8-<:on,jnllCd, t 1 Ht. DORSET-i'OJItinu"d. 

, 

£. " " s. " " " II. 
2G91 Poole 

, , 
0 · 32,335 144:.02.6 139,354 4 6's .0 J! '00 959 77 1,368 504'9 1,637 '16~, 

" 

'68 Wareham and 15,989 71,314 65,804- 4 .'3 4 7 60 509 57 809 S,607 1,"~2. ... 
Purbeck. .; , I 

264 Weymouth ~ · 42.,977 ' 74,°"7 16",104- 3 .5'4- 8 4S '74 843 88 1,729 "'709 ".001 aSl 
265a Dorchester · 18.937 107,629 go,081 4 ,5" 6 '0 '00 560 46 ',039 5,057 1,02Z 1 

;" I 

2ft5b Cem. 0 · 5.064 44,181 30,635 6 "0 - 5 35 '96 00 4-05 883 463 j' 

266 Sherborne · · 11.474 78,240 b,075 5 8's 4 .3 90 43s 45 948 2.,394- 96• ~'!: 
II ~ 

267 Deaminster · 9,184 76.979 52.,363 5 14'0 6 '4 68 486 3. 594- 2,137 804 4~ 

" B68, Bridport · · 120.7°8 72,,79° 58,468 4 1"·0 6 '9 '00 559 3. 1,005 20,72.4- 700 1:15 ; 
",\ , 

I 'i ! 20. DEVON, " 

269 Azminster · · 15,6203 100.607 78,02.1 4 19'9 '4- .6 '03 7.5 40 7·3 3.836 890 - I 

270 Hooiton · · "0,2.85 1:5h2.89 960400 4 15'0 8 S4 96 805 68 78. 5,718 1,685 "lOS 

'71 St, Thomas .. · 55.36. 32.3.867 :&67,184 4 .6'5 .6 34- S.O 1t492. 175 1,637 9,1.6 40403 '03 

272 Exeter 0 · 37,7,,6 "05,2053 2003,803 5 8'0 3. 65 30S 690 '46 3,144 +.949 5,350 

•• ,59 1 

, 
278 Newton Abbot 0 80,308 442,.37 39"'784- 4 18'3 40 7' 376 I,gls '75 3,885 JI,169 3,988 

!74 Totnea · , 4 1,441 215.704 '940409 4 .3'8 '4- 46 '9s 1.116 'Q4 1,719 6,303 20,39" 1>. 
275 Kingsbridge · 16,133 99,5b 71,n8 4- 8'0 '4 IS Bo 597 S4 803 3,765 637 'I 

...... J ~ 

18
1 

~ .. 
176 Plympton St, MolY "1,358 IS5,!!2. u9,349 6 .'. .5 117 656 46 1,"1:1. 3.865 1,078 .06 

Plymouth " 277 · · 107.514- 444.547 442,,818 4 "4 80 '04 653 ",029 s54 6,681 !S,gIO 7. 310 .r 

278 East Stoneoouse ~ 15 ,UI 53.790 53,790 " 11-" 4 '4 78 sr5 38 Ss8 '''''71 848 dS , 
279 Devonport · · . 69,674 "SI,s66 2.48,600 3 11"4 s91 57 3 .. 1,091 .3. 2,70z 7,109 s,873 312 ' 

280 'l'avistock · 2.6.910 143,122. • u",030 4- 3'3 5 .. '06 7'0 78 .,46. 4,319 1,940 34, 
281 Okehamplon · .5.754 96,612. 68~041 • 6'4 4 ,. 76 559 38 711 5,661 103 .... 
.89 Crediton · · 15,553 1011927 11,663 .. n's '9 ·.8 78 603 38 554 3,2.14- '.- -
!8a Tiverton · · "7,37S .16.6M 140,g3, 5 3'0 • S4 ISO 906 84 1,U.9 5.751 1,82.9 ··r 284 South Molton · 1!,81l1 97,51:& 66,038 4 .5'6 '0 9 65 45• 4' 67' s,6sS 9r1 &; 

I. 
285 BSl'Dltaple · · 4",079 "43,181 196,070 4 de" o. 37 .68 1,503 94 1,583 8,513. s,oor -• 2t!d Torrington · Ut499 65047' 45.575 5 I"eg 4- • 5 49 478 3 • 47S 0,705 736 t, 
287 Bide/or<! 0 0 200,615 67,3 14 5",287 • U'7 5 30 91 &03 ... 1,001 3,1:&8 956 '4" 
9 8 Hollworthy · 8,69" 4 1,364 s8,363 3 5'3 & '7 53 .. 6 9 556 1,076 '9' -~ 
-, 

'I 
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POPULATION, VALUATION, PAOPEBS, AIfD EXPENDITURE 01' OVEBSEEBB AND GUARDIANS FOR EACH UNION. 119 

INDITURB of OvImsBER8 of the POOR aDd BOABDII of GuABDIAlIS borDe by G BAI<T8 from CoUl<:rr and 
199-1900, in each POOR LJ.w UNIOlI--.:otUi"".d. 

, , 
g~ , .. .. 

N .. Expeuditure of .. 
Expenditure 01 ~ !i! .. .. 

,) for Belief to \he Poor 
., 

~~ . ., Oveneen and Guar-~ ~ Overeee1'8 and Guar- Grantatrom County aud ~ 

.S .lI il%l ~ diaDJ iD 189t-1900 Ccnmty Borough CouuciIA in .S dians falling on Foo 
nth In 189t1-l90Q. 

I f 
-:;." (Column It mimll 1899-1900. 0$ Rates in 1999-1900 :* §!!l ,CoIDlDD 80). '" (Column 21 miau, ., 

CollUJUlS 85 and 26) . ., tS .I' ~ - ~ •• -' I .s",! 0 .to " "ll"ll .9 < ,:. 

~ i i !! iii .:l • .. 
~ ... 

~ 
2 '" I 

&If] z .. ~ 
., 

~ .g I s ~.~~ -5 ~ 

8tS- ..; ~ 

1 ! 1 II< 'a 0 ll., .! Il 

~lt 
.. 

~t8:; .. 
;) bo;j ~ ~ 

! ~ 0 Ii 0 

:1l a ,st..q .. 0 
° '8~ ·ll -~ 'a 'a '!I "ll 'iI :I'; .... - II 0" m Total. Amount. ~ t'l§ll .'" -< Amount. • i:> 

~ G 'a ~ v"CI 0 .. !1 ,Sh ... - :~ a 0 • ° p:: II: . ~ -5 • 

I h ~ 1 JI" w 0'; ~ -" < .eo CI '8 "ll ... ~ a • H)~ "Ii .~ fa 0 
° a- a- 1 I 

... 1iI~ ",a_ "~ §o .. • iii.,; IiId .9 t § u "3 a: 1i~ g = !.~! '38 -0 ,S 
<1 ... 

~ 
.gS -s- o- ~.lIO J! ,!Ii:> f-,!l e:: 0 0 ... 

" 5, 16, 17. 18, 19, 20. lIl. 2S. 23. If, 25. 26. 27, 28. 

/I /I /I Il :8 II :II " d, :8 /I II II :8 ., d, 

,804- 83. II.]U 1,71. 13)095 3S3 12.,74~ 7 10'6 861 7°0 1.577 'n 10,888 i I 7 .• 

,s15 '7' S,ISS 149 6.974 '77 6,797 I 6'0 1.165 54S 1.7208 736 4,333 I 1 4" 

,70S 1,02.1 11,..7 1,1h 13,159 558 U.,601 5 10'", 2.,080 195 ",992- 688 i 8,92.1 • "7 
,Soa 444 7,06 ... 1,'lOO 8,'l64 358 7,g06 8 .... 793 454- 1,'2.7", Sa4 5,818 , 3'7 
646 ,10 a,S71 ! .. 5 S.9s :a 13. s,7g1 II 0'3 54' 006 7S3 517 1,461 o 11"3 

,06. 406 5",0 100 6,5,0 13l 6,437 II 0'6 358 70$ 1,083 5+8 4.406 .' S'S 

,0'2.5 .69 4>709 158 S,487 '79 5,308 II 6'7 l,oZ.S 37' 1,408 1,lh 20,719 I 0'4 

993 .57 S.754 1o. 6,S9S 083 6,31. 9 U"S 1,076 l.o 1041" 963 
I 

l,9 l 7 • 4" 

,100 lSI 6,9200 1,2001 1,Id '04 7,919 '0 "7 I,Slo 423 20,2011 '>4>6 "'.2.Z:l. • , '7 

1,2001 4" 9.919 9'7 10.846 '74 10,5,'2. '0 5" '.244 694- 1,941 S,Z4S 6,383 , 3'9 

1.156 194 18.3091 .,S79 so,988 840 2,0,048 7 0'9 20,001 1,189 3,866 s,53S ,3,6441 ' 0'3 

~,6i9 l,bS 11.950 .,9020 19,8520 :a,191 17.661 9 4'4- 20,335 1,6Sr 3,991 87 .3.583 I , 4' , 

1,.01 1,160 as,.6s 3,191 as,653 977 "7,676 6 IQ'7 1,915 1,6,6 3,678 z,lS, 201,8'7 I J "4 
1046 5 813 J".836 1,67s 1..,508 499 14.009 6 9'1 1,1 87 949 a,168 20,0910 9,151 I J 0'0 

1,1:;1.6 }43 6,674 SSo 7.5'2.6 387 7,139 I lo"a 1.064- l03 1,3910 1,638 4.11 I • 0'0 

.,0 ... 3 494 1.798 2.,047 9,845 333 9,51:1 8 10·9 507 975 1.495 1,IOg 6.908 1 0'6 

4,·a7 a,381 n ... lo ! ... 7' 36 .. 902. :5,016 53.186 6 3'6 2,316 1,940 4,336 97 '9,453 1 4'9 

707 .88 .,a80 575 40855 45' 4>4<>4 5 9'9 46• 311 778 - 3,616 I 6'0 

1.368 .,597 17,611 .,165 ".986 ',91S 17,°1. 4 10·S 1.341 1,070 S,4Z4 ,53 14,491 1 "6 
1,01.7 653 9 ... 3S 1,343 10.178 396 ICI,3Ba 7 8'6 961 778 .,757 1,82.7 6,798 • 3'S 

878 363 6.416 88g 7,105 444 ~.16. I 8'5 898 .65 I,tls r,6g4 3.gb 1 0'5 

976 380 6,148 96+ 7,IIa oSS 6,SS, 8 9'8 97' 395 1,384 1.6:0 3,8S3 , e'g 

.,16+ 565 10.6 ... 5 1,579 1~,aS4 ..,S 11,809 • 7'5 I.JI9 863 s,a°9 1.,30S ;.2.9 5 I 0'+ 

.,063 , 
4" 5.753 749 6,5os .85 6,s'7 9 0'0 1,116 406 1,53:1. 1,5:.7 3.158 CI 11'7 

• ,596 639 140131 1,899 16,:&30 670 15,560 7 4'7 1.561 74S ",341 .... 58 
. 

10,761 • 1'4 

h' 3 .. 5,_ 580 5,670 '00 S.56! • 10"9 87. 6Sl ·,147 I ',000 I 3,0201 • 5'0 

781 .... 6,61S 845 ,...63 sSl 7,1,5 6 u-S 104 4'9 ,.05' I 9'7 5,005 I 10'6 

~ 4'9 '9' 20 .... 95 5.0 3,015 9 5 "'9s0 6 1'6 497 - 516 I 5,8 \ I,SS6 • .\". 
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TABLE IX.-POl'ULAT/Oli in 1901 VALUATION in 1900, NUMBED of PAUl'EBS in 1900-1901, and AMOUNT ~I 
, Coulin BOROUGH COUNOILS and by POOR RATE. respectively 
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11 
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'i 

998 Liskeard - - :&3,946 IU,914 91,1:&6 3 .6'3 •• oJ Uo 990 73 1,184 5.988 1,911 :II)I 
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1 
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'''''DITUR£ of OVER.EE .... of 'be POOR and BOARDS of GUJ.RDU,N, borne by GElli"rs from COUNty and 
1809-1000. in eacb POOR LAW UlI1o,,-<ontinued, 
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TABLE IX.-PoPULA'l'IOK in 1901, VALUA'l'IOK in 1900, Nmm,.R of PAUPBRS in 1900-1901, and AMOUNT oj 
Com<Tr BoROUGH CoUXCIUI and by POOR lUTES reapec1ilt11 , 
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.... 
II .. ~ " . 
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• :j 
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'RDITURB of OVRB8EEB8 of the POOR and BoA.llDS of GUABDUNS borne by GRAJITS from COUNTY and 
99-1900, in each POOR LAw UNION--<>mtinued. 
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• ROYAL COMHISSION ON LOCAL TAXATION: 

TAULB lX,-POPULATION in 1901, VALUATION in 1900, NUUBER eE PAUPERS in 1900-1901, Bnci AHOU"T 01 
COUNTY BoROUGH COUNCILS and by POOR RATBS reBpectively 
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VI,-WEST MIDLAND COUNTIES-< .. tinued, r z..._BEREFORD __ continued, ,s ,s ,s s, ,s ,s 011 
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8~1 BMmyard · · 9.9°1 10,35+ 48,85. ... 18'6 I 3 '0 80 .64 4' 778 1,373- 1,019 161 

842 LeominBter · 13,341 I13,oSo 85,487 6 8'. 8 ,. b 38, 46 635 :&,°9], l,n8 .1 
), 

848 Kington · · 10,539 99,341 68,098 6 9" 8 •• 8, 355 43 68, ~,853 915 ...I , 
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.5, SALOr, ~ i 
844 Ludlow · · 18,392 136,580 105,ZI8 5 '+' ... 1 3+ "+ 295 58 1,0],7 '>410 1,196 107) : 

845 ('IUD. - · 8,490 77,695 52,840 6 4'5 5 '1 56 .87 '9 5,0 691 598 .J; · .. \ · .' 846 Churoh Suetton · 5,293 60,009 4,,.,54 8 18'6 5 9 4' 86 ,6 503 09" 3d 46. ! 

347 Cleobnry MorCimer 8,8,0 52,2030 38,64' 4 7" 6 11 5+ 59 9 5,6 '95 "9 -~ ., I 
848 BridgD.orth - 14,482. 94,634 70,6z-5 4 '1'5 3 8 118 .. 0 34 1,143- 1,199 665 " . 
849 Shilnal - · 1 J,801 98,7&8 79,22.8 6 '4'3 • IS 6, . .... 30 600 944 63, 43 

850 Madeley · · 23.845 77,235 68,171 S 17'S 3 37 .. 5 370 83 l,sZS 1,138 1,738 6" 

851 Atchllom · - 49,>j4S 358,o.~ 2960478 5 19'9 2'" 60 384 .. 5 J54 3.913 335 2,,872. 1,343 

852 Osweatly - · z.S,:&6z. z.03,644 .64>"4' 5 16'1 '0 54 '99 374 14 S,I78 1.404 '0436 -
858 Elleomere · · 14480 130,459 9 1,265 6 6', 4 '0 18 '+' 35 695 6,3 677 -
854 IV ... . · IO,~,":- 89.831 63·775 6 "4 9 '0 16 118 '7 6 .... 439 360 - I . , 
855 Whitchurch · 13.05, 91,972. 61045, 5 11'9 6 '9 98 ,69 3. 89' 7,3 683 -
858 Drayton 13,849 1:1.1,81 ... 88,164- 6 7'3 0 , ¢ .08 ,8 6,6 199 6'9 

i 
· · 49 

857 WelIiDgtoD - 25,844- no,s,"? 102.,716 3 '9' 5 •• 54 ,65 +65 65 ,- 1,708 1,36.j. ',035 

85S Newport · · 13,561 98,4z6 75,581 5 II'S 6 '4 90 011 50 908 986 1,02.7 +. 

86, STAFFORD. 
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869 Staffold · · 31,2.91 202,1J? 172,53a 5 1O" .5 6. 3.0 6,. 7' 3,..59 3,199 1,,1, 60S 

860 Stone · · '9.639 I S6,410 nl,448 6 3'7 5 .0 .3+ +'0 3. 1,102 1.514 77' -
861 Newcnelle-uDder- 40,341 150,621 137,045 3 7'9 3 54 .68 +13 60 .. 808 1,773- ' .... 34 99-1 

Lyme, . • 
86. Wollitanton and 99,545 341,936 3H,52.8 3 7'4 .6 58 H. 1.910 ... .. 3,5 6,"45 s,9 1:a &6~ 

Baralem. 
, 

8Ga Stok0~upoD-TreDt ISS,3SS 5:10,49° 5.3,895 3 6" 95 '74 9+5 2o.9Lt. as. JI,6:u 10,36:& 6.,65 .. 761 , 
1\114 Lep.k . · .4I,86a 180,453 .48 .... 99 3 10'9 7 .8 • 88 63 • 64 1,609 3,,.61 1,665 412 

Cheadlo 24,657 124,644 970956 3 19'5 .6 16 5"4 38 73. s,36.f. 
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l'OPULATION, VALUATION, PAUPERS, AND EXPENDITURE OF OVERSEERS AlID GUARDIANS FOR JlAOH UKIOIf, 125 

'El<DlTURB of OVP.BSBEBS of the POOT< and BoAnDs of GUARDIANS borne by GIlA"'" from COIINTr aDd 
8911-1900, in each POOR LAW UmoN-continued,. 
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126 BOYAL OOllDlISSI0N ON LOCAL TAXATION: 

TABJ.B 1X.-POPULA.TION in 1901, VALUATION in 1900, NtTJIBIIB of PAUPBBS in 1900-1901, &Dd AIIOUNT of 
OOUNTY BoROUGH OOUNCILS and by POOR RATBS respectivelY' 
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Poor Law UDious. 

Rateable 

POpolatiOD, Yalae at 

1901. Lady Day, 

1900. 

As_ble Val .. at 

Lady Day, 1900. 

26. STAFFOBD~onti"ued'. l! •. 
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86S 

Burton·on.Tren •• j 

Tamworth... . 

·869 LichB.eld-

870 Cannock 

alla Seisdon. ... 

871b WolverhamptoD ... 

871 
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874 

875 

876 

877 

87S 

879 

"880 

·381 

883 

Walsall· • 

West Bromwieb -

Dudley. • 

27. WOBCESTER. 

Stourbriclge 

Kidderminster 

Tenbury -

Martley • 

Worcester 
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Pershore 

Droitwicb 

384 Bromsgrove 

JlB5 King'. Norton • 
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PDDlTIlBB of OVBB8BBJ18 of the POOR and BOARDS of GuABDlAIf8 bome by 6BAl'1TS from ColJlfTl< and 
1899-1900, in each POOR LAw Umo"......,.".,j"ued. 
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5 '1.113 202.,618 5,ogl "7,7°9 a,2-07 :&5.50:1 5 5'9 %0 198 1,063 3,2.96 1,862, 2.0,344- o 9'71867 

I. 8 .. 7,081 '0464 1,545 .67 8 .. 78 6 8'6 988 6 .. 1,618 848 5,812. 0 10'1 368 

'9 96• 11,061 a,zao Il,III 899 n.,dz 5 9'3 .,154- 548 1,116 .,346 9,:1"0 • 0'0 S6e 
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I' 5,043 50,981 ',857 5,,1+l 5,390 5MlS 3 5'9 ",3'7 "9'7 7,338 407 46.710 o 10'1 387 

14 .,. 40'7' 768 "'946 a.S .. 73• 8 4" 778 '43 1,030 543 3.1SS 0 g'S 888 

I, 431 5, .... 797 5,SOI a74 S,Ss7 6 ,'8 7.6 ... 943
1 

5+, "' .... • 0'6 889 

II '7' 5.676 1,1.36 6,91• .... 6,101 4 9'3 7·0 553 
"'71 \ 
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128 ROYAL COli MISSION ON LOCAL TAXATION: 

TABLa lX,-POPULATION in 1901, VALUATION in 1900, NUMBE" of PAUPERS in 1900-1901, and A .. o~ 
C<>UNTY BOROUGH COUNCILS and by POOR RATES respeefi. 

,I 

Batellble 

Population, Value at 
Poor Law Unions. 

1901, Lady Doy, 

1900, 

I, 2, 8, 

i I I I 

Assessable Value at 

Lady Day, 1900. 

Per 

Head of 
Total. 

4, 5, 

VI,-WESr MIDLAliID COUNTIES-""" ..... ed. 

I 2., WABWICK-conli ... d, II. 

69! Cpventry -

803 Rugby 

894 Bolihull -

895 Warwick 

896 Stratford.on-AvOD 

19'7 Alcester -

898 Sbipston-on-Stour 

899 Southam-

S71 ,S41 

1.7",75s 

S48,5JJ 

3,4,62., 

7S,858 

VII,-NORTlI M1DLAliID COUNTIES, 

29, LEICESTER, 

4UO Lutterworth 

401 Market Harborough 

402 BillesdoB-

408 Blaby-

"0 I Hinkley -

405 lIarket Bosworth-

406 I Ashby-de-l ... Zoueb 

407 'Loughbol'cngh 

409 Barrow·opon-Soar 

409 Leicelter· 

410 I Melton Mowbray-

80, RUTLAND, 

'II Oakham -

412 Upping'ham 

u. 
81, LINCOLN, , 

Stamford • 

414 Bourne • 

"40973 

33,936 

17,175 

IO,Z97 

99,SSS 

8",867 

117,551 

93,951 

J7 1,841 

165,114-

828,838 

':&1I.~09 , , 
" 

196,365 
\ 

10J,:l04-, 

., 
:&66,7:10 :5 16'0 

s34,606 6 16'7 

sz4,05g 4 IS'S 

34 • .477 6 4'8 

91,389 + d'S 

720.470 3 9'1 

75,8ao 5 0'8 

56,092, 5 13'3 

7',464 6 9'6 

147,3S! 7 13'6 

SMS4 9 6'. 

9MS6 3 IB'. 

8'04'3 , 8'0 

87,344 S "1 

,69,647 3 ,6'7 

'48,743 4 S'. 

138,0:18 58's 

hz,I86 3 17'7 

,6.,S97 7 S'S 

11.,:&99 6 JR'4 

7S,675 7 7'. 

100,610 6 ,'8 

Mea.n Number of 
In.door Paupers on 
1st July 1900 and 
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'PEKDlTURB of OvansOERS of the POOR and B')ARD8 of GUARDIA.K. borne by GB..un. from COVllTr and 
1899-1900, In each POOR LAW UliIOK-eont;"""d, 
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TABLE lX._FoPUL"'TION in, 1901, VALUATION in 1900, NUMBER of FAUPEBS in 1900-1901, and A"OU"T~OI 
COUNTY BOROUGH COUNCILS !Ond by FOOR RATES r .. pecti •• ll 
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-rABLB !X.-POPUL .. TION in 1901, VALUATION in 1900, NUIIBBB of PAUPBBS in 1900-1901, and Allomot. 
CoVNTY BOBOUGH COVlfCILS and by POOR RUBS respeCti~l~ 
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RlfD.TURB of OVERSEBRS of the POOR anJ BOARDS of GUO-UDIANS borne by GRANTS from CouNTr and 
~99-1900, in each POOR L~w UN.ON--<:ontinued, 
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!lO: .:: o.lj • 3~ 

i 
Q. 

.g-~o - - il • ~ 

~l 
~ 0 ~ 0 0 

'" ... fl' uc~ 

1 
g ~Q 'il "a § o:l, 1>10 ~~'a "·3 ~ w 

I ::~§ ;'a Ii' ~ ... g 
~ ~~ t g "iii III " i8 "':: 8~8 

,E "t:J~ ~ ~~ 

I 
.- ,!l,S d 

0 15 Eo< .a .... ... " 5, 16, 17, 18, 19, SO, 91, n, 23, 24, 25 26, 

I 

I 
I 

I 
j! j! j! j! j! .t! j! ., d, £ .t! II I II 

,Jb 848 9JaG7 ",010 11,"17 564 10,71' 6 4'4 1.047 598 1,659 I r,~36 
764 665 5,8S. l,s74 1.u ,5 084 6,841 5 Z'O 714 .. 5 948 405 

,.5 5.5 4.6so 753 5,403 075 S,ul 3 n09 So7 ,59 794 .. z 

458 "4 s,S.8 680 3,2.00 .83 3,011 4 Z'o 7b 87 874 181 

093 4,575 35.493 5.958 41t4 Sz .,561 38,890 4 11'7 ",549 3,564 6,145 795 

554 -a, 367 18,"91 :1,806 :11,097 903 '&0,]94- 6 9'6 2.,,,5,. I,S6T 3,861 r,'Hg 

374 I,SolS 14,S~ 3,961 18,485 r,b9 16,656 4 '" S,oS4 1,086 3,2.13 1,065 

4a3 1.2.94- 9.1.13 1,898 la,nl 409 11,76" 5 IO~1 1.+16 60' ",14" 838 

716 1,018 10,693 3,017 J 3.710 1,1.11 1:&,509 4 6'9 1,;18 70S s,534 876 

580 1,010 9,1.61 1,,35 10.996 1'''95 
f 

9.7°1 j 5 u'6 1,262, 6., 1.953 1,083 

136 1,,,81 ·7.79· s,748 ao,S40 I.O~ 19,536 5 4" 1,92 7 1,3:&5 3,=76 Z,Z7° 

814 '43 '.
06

4 I 
1.114 40 178 .57 3,93.1 5 1'7 683 179 9.0 GiS 

.Is 3,355 I .0,551 ",670 d,ul 1.+8,.. :lO,73, 7 7'1 1,813 766 s,774- 1,11'Z 

568 ;63 ! ',68. 1,68, 5.367 "9 S,d8 5 8'8 6'7 '30 86. 430 

,360 6h • 6,947 ,.418 U5 1.76] 3 u'5 1,164 346 .,604 390 • .... 71 

,994 S,6n -.0,504 6.311 46,1.5 3,006 43,809 5 "7 3.937 ',180 7.1 40 .. 3 

.. as 1S.81S 100.569 n,60l- u' .. " 40466 108.706 14 9'0 19.741 7.43:1. =7.95:& -
,u] 4,"7 40.506 40734 4 5,'40 .... 614 40,606 5 u'5 40151 3,089 7.=7' IS 

611 '7.8 IS .56,847 a3.999 .80,846 1,878 171,968 6 5'9 15,6,1 ".4-30 s9.6b .,2068 

,oSa 6.,..84 48,+05 5.934 54.!!9 004+8 5.,191 6 9'1 4,214 ".94S" 7,:6. 1,2076 

,596 3.435 10.gh .,10' as.oSs 1,168 "3,1~ 4 3" 20,.3:1 .,308 3,574 1,5.] 

441 .,511 Sa"4' 6.79· SI.940 1,161 37,77s 3 "-4 3,5,6 .,655 6,d] 760 

loa .,15, at.616 3,7Sl :as.367 1,75" :a].tilS 4 1'7 .,890 1>43$ 405Sa 55. 

071 .,01'1 ' ... ,085 l,tS. 1,.36, 1."90 16,077 , 1'7 .,5" 1,079 s.69'" 336 

441 5,'9· I 55,784 '>477 65,16. I.bo 62,141 ... 10'S 40'44 5.835 10.S,3 771 
• , 

I f 

~enQitut't! of I 
Overseer. Rod Guar~ 1 
dians fa.lling on Poor 
Rlltes in l~99-1900 
(ColmDn 2) min". 

Columns ~5 and 26). 
,.-

: f 
~ I 

I 
~ 

I ~ 

~ 
~ 

G 
0 

I .. 
". 
..! " G -:: ,a 

Amount. = a 
w " • :;r; • ... G 

• 1I 0 1\ ... 'll 
,~ 0= 

~ II 
~ :g 

27, 28. I 

I I I 
I 
i ., II d, 

7.818 j 0 10'9 440 

5,488 0 7'6 441 

4.111 • 0'1 442 

1,96:- 0 8'4 442 

~ 

3t,950 o JJ'" 448 

14.474 I 1'4 444 

n,j78 0 6'3 U5 

8,7%.2- o 10'. 446 

9,099 0 7 'I 447 

6,665 0 9'7 44" 

11.990 o 10'41449 

z,3:6 o 6'3 450 

16.851 1 1'6 45 

3,946 1 0'0 450 c 

6,769 0 6', 451 

36.546 o 10'7 452 

i 
80,7S4 

I 
o 10'4 463 

33,la3 I 1'4 454 

.41,0.8 I s'S 45~ 

43•354 1 "I 456 

11,077 0 6'5 457 

!0.72 9 010'", 458 

11>479 o II" ", 
13.047 0 9'I14GO 

51.°70 1 0,.1,,81 
I 

I ·US. Liftlrpool.-Col, 18. lmcllldinR 1,100/, prinaip.t repai.t and 1,3681. iDtereat in respeot of • loaa railed b.J Uw oll1U'Chwardea.. of the parish 
Li.,..rpoollllldef~. prorisiOo.l uf the Lit'8lpool City Caurches .o\.ct. 1897. 

R3 



134 ROYAL OOlllMISSION ON LOOAL TAXU'IO)!: 

TABl.R IX.-POPULA.TION in 1901, VALUATION in 1900, NtrnBBBofPAUPERS in 19~1901, and AMOt, 
COUNTY BOROUGH COUl'CILS and by POOR RATES respec\i'l 

'" .... , 
~ .. : 

Aslessable Value at Mean Number of 
" e g 

Eu>mmI'1'OBB (not defrayed 011 In-door Paupers on " ~~ Q 

\ )Ht July 1900 and ~ 

Lady Day, noo. lit JaDu1l1'11901. .;- ",II uul Ptuposes connect ... ~ 8 j 
* t-~,...i • ~ 

t-l -;. ~ 

" 
"",,, "'. 

J 
• g=~ I ~! Rateable 0 0 O~~ §$ ~ -s f .t> .. = 8·~;} .a l ~ =.!! d . ." Population, V.Ioe at "" .... a P " .. ~ • 'a.~ g t ~ 1 Poor Law Unionl. .... ~ . 

~ ~ g " Po 0 .... ~.i ~ 1901. LadyD&y. Po "0 'i~~ ~ .;-= " ~ .- ~o 

1 -sa", t 'Co 0 " ~ ~~= .: 0 ,si'" noo. Head of " . -s r!~ ... '.g ~"'i ~ 

:~a ~ ~~ I '" Total. .e- .", 
~ :a<.; i~ oC; "-" "S· PopuJa.. .. Q.! 0 ~.a $ ill ..E!.cI~ ~ .. Q 

fa ~~ o " Po", o~ .; .... ;....-.. 
tiOD. . 13 ~o ~ tt> "" p: .. 0 0· ... 0 f3! 11 ~< ... " ;2.i § -Sa s . 'i3 '8 ~ 

-9~ =e~ " '" ~.g.~ ~ 

~~.-!l .~ -ll ~ ,,- " ~ ill ,,_ 

1 ••• 1 :lI 't1 ~ 
_0 :.: ... -" ge~ 

"" _0 ,.,~ ... - S '6 
~ 

,,- \i-" ~ ';~'a .~ 9g:Il ~.!I ti~ ~< 0 f ... 0 ... ::; ::; ... 0 ::;; 
:;, 

I. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 18. 

i. I I I I 
VIII.-NORTH WESTERN COUNTIE8--cDntin",d. 

I 85. LANCASTER-continu,d. .£ .£ .£ •. £. .£ £. , 

~t 
462 Bury · - ,+5,+73 6z0,77:1 603,5420 4 3'0 88 97 686 1,605 '73 5,S13 6,988 6,040 

~6a Barton.upon-Irwel1 114,665 561,597 548,754 415"7 'Q4 30 350 613 u9 4,308 20,147 20,683 

464 Cborltoo - · 34',639 ',456-43, 1,451 ,107 4- ... ·7 .53 718 '.s,664· 3,133 733 :&6,136 1Z,190 16,682 JO~ , 

465 Salford - · :1:19.449 998,037 ~96,6IZ • .6'9 '78 5'7 "'95 Z,Z.7s 4" 19,319 7,671, 9.061 B.~ 
466 Manchester · Ilz,423 1,610,195 1,610,195 IS 3', "7 708 3,20S· 668 340 33,579 3,QI4 7.1720 '~~ 

" 467 Prestwich · Ig6 .. 8s5 635.615 611,159 3 4-" "4- ISO 586 1,5s8 uS 4.496 5,512. 4,711 1,4jI' 

468 Ashton-nnder-Lyne 175,05 ... 671,153 659,2.68 3 .5'3 90 "7 
'1.1 

9'7 1,713 058 7 ... ·4- 7,655 5.679 1.,& 
I. I 

469 Oldl,am · · uS.616 733.878 7206,5q 3 7."4- "40 "7 1,2058 2o,oS6 330 9,679 9,586 7,190 ·.7~ 
. It \ 470 Rochdale · · no,5:&8 5'4>99' 505,687 + .3'9 93 '08 758 1,1120 .6. 8,705 6,399 6.006 $,iI;j 

471 HasliDgden - 115,195 4 31,355 4 200043• 3 13·0 70 4-8 3'4- ,34- '44 3,a59 3,603 3,118 ~ 
I 

4711 Burnley · · 196,541 797,0:&5 711,010 3 18" .0. '4-6 180 "- 319 1.480 IJ,S34 1.341 3.8~ 
I 

473 Clitheroe · - 2.3.376 151.910 n3,710 5 5'9 6 '1 u. s4-5 .3 .... , 8 1,856 933 j 474 BlackbUin · · 2ot.3t4z7 85 ..... 55 83,,384- 3 '4-'. '0' 9+ 990 1,983 34' 8,939 8,568 7,044 

475 Chorley · - 63,000 3'4.696 2'88.63z. ... 11·6 so 34- .. 3 58, 85 1.716 3,009 20,104 8~ 
476 Preston · - ISz,2.z1 61I,72.7 588.956 3 '7'4- .50 '08 8,5 4-58 .6, 7,563 Z,2.0'9 5,991 

I 
'-4~ , 

477 Fylde - · 93,695 683,607 648,890 6 ,g·5 •• 36 '4-3 4-19 97 1,140 1,608 20,018 

478 GarstBDg · · II,8Sg Id,801 94.114- 7 .8'7 3 6 .5 .07 ,8 307 588 389 3,' 

479 Lancaster · 6M55 394,360 367,"4' 5 8'9 6 44 069 306 u. 20,24' .,53+ 2.128 6 

480 Lunesdale · · 6,874 8'2.,813 59,579 8 ,3'3 5 5 •• 6+ .. .80 4" 33, ••• 
481 Ulveraton · 42.,793 3d,36; d7,080 6 14·1, 3 60 183 588 ... 1,186 3.ug 2,353 7 

482 Darrow-inaFurneal 57,584 241.,636 2037,9°5 4- .-6 •• 64- ,3 • 611 8s 2,037 2,328 J.8os .,8 

IX.-YORK. 

86. WEST RIDING: i 

488 Sedbergb · - . !,9!5 11.190 d,154 5"7', - - .6 4-5 6 .69 083 151 f ' 
484 Solll. · · 14,3.8 143,201- '06,851 7 9-3 • 4- 5. ,5, '9 540 939 44' ." \ 
485 Skipton .. - 4S,zS3 . "0,588 176,12.1 ! '7'8 .6 ,6 ,37 4B7 19 1,660 3,013 2o,:tlS ... 
488 P.t~loy Brid~. · 8,040 520,138 36,84 4.11 .7 I , 33 84 7 "0 608 1)6 t .' 
487 Ripon · . · J5,Szz. U1,979 101.SSS 6 u'·, 5 u 88 ,63 30. 1,100 2,0,-+ 74 

188 Ureat Ounbum - 9,57! 801469 59,087 6 ] .. 9 14- 64 ... .. 67' 557 500 • . , 
I 

• In ';!lp80t of the 101 Vaarants relieved in the casual warda of the Chorlton Ind Manebe!ter Jomt Workhouee Committee oB 1st Julyl9C 
thel8 figure. han been eltimated. 
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NDlTU"" of OVBBSBBBS of the PooB anu BoARDS of GUABDIAJI9 borne by GRANTs fronl COUNTY alld 
19-1900 in each POOR LAw Umo"-amti .. ,,,,a, 

J, , -... , 
'" 0.., m 

" " • = Net Ibpeodito.re of m .. '" ;:;2 Grants from Connty and '" I for Reliet to the Poor ~ ~ Ovet1leel1l &nd GoaT- ~ 

,9 ,51 g~,.:. diana in 1899-1900 COUDty Borough COlUlcila in ,51 ~ .. 
itb In 1899-1900, • a Ja t;-g; (Column 19 miraw 1899-1900. ..' • " m .~ Col""", 20), m 

l i ~ g,.. .. ~ 

"o~ .: •• ... - u 

f 
0 ,- '" ! 00 ,!! <I 

1 ." PO! ! I iii ... • " ~" I e = ~"i3 ag oci 
~ P'l r 

,~ ~ ~§i! .; oS 

i I I <: ei: u 

i ~ £8] m .- '" ... - 'Soo1f " • ~'II 0 0 
_ e'£: 

,; § :a 
.~ , o o~ .t~ M · ' ",010 '.!! -~ , := Total, - - Amount. -",- ~ u .. I -. 0 0 '; ~ " ~~e • .8 r:t -< 0P'l e lI.:l 'iI §' ~'" 

, 
j o a 

Ii S ,51 ~ § ... " • I ~ '0 J ~ p:: " ,s :a 
l!i '" ~ l!i., , 

~ ... .,~ 
~ ~ .. ~ 

, 
~'ll il '1" tIo 0 i ca~ i ... 0 - "'~ ~i ~ci Il' &!.9~ '" 0 § , "'u II ... ,,- • 
~§ 

OIIci .E!§ ;.S :I ... = 0 

I = ! ]'0 -0 ~o ]:; r o ~"o ~~ '!9!: .510 ~ "I:l M 0" :!: ,!l 0 0 "~ 0 0 ~ M ... 0 
16, 17, 18. 19, 20, 21, 22, 28, 24, 95, 96, 

/I /I /I /I /I I/. ., d, £ £ £ £ 

II 1..346 zS,449 5,B4' 3',2.90 3,aoz as,oss 3 10'3 3,2.S: 1.,480, 5,7B7 36
9 I 

•• 1,636 16,874- ),610 31.,...84- 1,175 2.0,709 3 7'3 a,lg3 ',101 3.308 
4

0 41 
65 9,$70 g:&,g2.6 1S0409 108,335 19,375 88,960 5 ,'3 11:,2.85 6,930 18,609 .65 I 
S. .8,049 63,035 8,5d ,1,553 ",06B 67P4B5 5 10'6 8.g13 3,806 13,o:u B5 

7B u~o 7B,345 9,693 BB .. 3B J:Z.,SB4 751454 " 4'B 1:9,983 3,240 2,4.0 17 -
s8 S,log >4.969 8,aI6 33,185 3,6,8 29.50 7 3 0'0 20,579 2..0120 4,614- 9' 
50 3,3'9 2.9,879 6,541 3614:&0 6,804- 19,6.6 3 4'6 3,596 :,433 6,103 j8J: 

13 5,70 5 41,S84- 6,507 48,091 5,a30 420,861 3 11'7 3,749 :1,900 6,745 .B, 

4B ",3aB 351457 ",57' 40,029 2,1416 37,613 6 "9 3,114 2,599 S,8:u 454 

37 20,161 .5,655 3,6+7 19,30s 1.620 17,GSa 3 o'B 30,150 1,2.95 3,468 .BB 

Bo 3,146 39,176 5,B57 4 5,033 3,779 4 1,aS. 4 "4 2,688 3,tS9 5,90Z 141 

70 1,038 6,969 .,333 .,30a 653 7,649 6 6'5 Sa6 394 1,242. 1,107 

94 1,561 ]7,155 .,814 4 5,969 5,osS 40,943 3 8'0 3,9So s,8S7 6,907 BB. I 
97 I,OSI 1014041 31447 13,189 1,104- 1:1,685 4 0'3 1,581 75B 20,365 730 

o. 5,3.3 a6,941 4mB '1,719 3,3S6 a8,363 3 B'7 1,405 99B 1,595 1.19" 

"9 l,gsS 1,110 1,718 lo,b8 809 9.999 • ,'6 1,098 776 1,887 33. 

oS '45 .... 5 77' 1,916 .. 3 a,173 4 B'. So. ,S, 667 45• 

69 730 B,648 :&,675 u."S 1,148 10,115 3 0" 1,16:& BoB 10989 535 

65 85 1,566 630 "'96 .. B 1,968 5 B'7 46B uB 600 36, 

65 675 10,61 9 a,S09 13,JaS '1439 11,689 5 5'6 1,555 893 1,475 1,195 

,oS 1.046 '0,938 ,1,070 la,008 898 11,110 3 10" 1.048 ~ 1,697 '7' 

7s 97 1,097 •• 6 1,3d 7S 1,141 6 4" 3'4 55 37B .05 

7B .6, 1,9'9 679 '.611 3.6 3,191 4 7's 70S '79 B97 606 

50 7'9 904'4 a,ob 11.476 1,342- '0,.4 4 5'7 1.304 867 :&,199 .,318 

.6 ,36 1,615 496 a. II I 79 s,03:a 5 0'7 445 65 504 434 

la 49B 5,6,5 993 6,661 439 6,129 B 0'3 70S 307 1,0:8 B70 
i 

59 ) 040 1,It, 65. 3P4~ 445 1,0'+ 6 3'8 1,548 
•89 1 1,764 437 

Expenditure of 
Overseers nod Gusr-
dian. fallioJ!on Poor 
Rates in 1899-1900 
(ColUU!D 21 min", 

Columns 25 8Dd 26). 

'" ~ Q 

~ 
~ 

! 
.!! 

i ... 
Amount. " • • " • I<i < " " ~ 0 

~ .. 
,51 

~ 
0 , 
;; " I ~ ;.:; 

27, 28. 

I 

£ ., d, 

2.1.93z 0 B'B 4lii 

.6,997 0 7'6 463 

70 ,086 : 0'3 464 

5",3,B • ,'6 465 

51,377 0 "9 4GB 

2.4,801 0 9'5 467 

2,3,132. 0 B'5 46B 

35,B35 , 0" 469 

31,338 , 3'. 470 

.3,92.6 0 
B '. 

471 

34,605 o fI'O 472 

5,300 o 10'3 478 

13,155 o 10'1 474 

9,590 0 B·3 475 

~4)S76 o 10'" 476 

1.780 0 3'3 477 

10654 0 4" 478 

7,651 0 5'. 47~ 

1,001 0 4'0 480 

8.019 0 7" 48 

9.:&41 0 9'4 48~ 

665 0 7'0 488 

1,789 0 4" -6,617 0 9" 485 

1,074 0 7'0 148& 
4,HI 10 10'4 ta7 

Id ! 0 "';' 488 
I 

B4 
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BOY AL COMMISSION ON LOCAL TAXATION: 

TABLE n.-POl'ULATION in 1901, VALUATION in 1900, NUMBER of PAUl'ERS in 1900-1901, and .a..OU.~11 
COUNTY BOROUGH CoUNCILS and by POOR RATSS respeclh .. 

i ~I ill 
Assessable Value at MeaD Number ot 0 eg 

In-cioor Paupers on '" ~I%l Expmmrrmm (not defrayed abtl: 
!!: , ~ 

Lady DAY, 1900. lat J oly 1900 and ... ] bt JaDuary J901~ 
... and PurpOieti eoDDeot. 
~ co . , .. Q • ~ ~;J ..: ~ 

... ", ;. • 0 = ... 0 I ... '" ! ~ e • 0 8~~ Rateable ~!: c oS • ~ c 

8·&..:. 
.. .. t-:E: ~ ~ • .. .. =..!S " 0'" 0 Valuo at - .- S :I -go PopuIa.tioDJ c·~ :; g i . Poor Law UnioDI. .-~ ~ 
~ 

. _ c ... . "' .. 
: &~ 

0 '" .. .., o. ~ ft 1901. Lady Day, Per '0 • ''5 =-= ,e'C'og °a~ " .9 0 

'" !-!.'! • 0 

c _ 

I'~~~ •• ~. ':1 0." ... IDOO, Rend of ,; 
~::- 0. 

" ..:I!i§ .. 
Totol. ~" 0 0 '< . -< 8 ~ il.'" 0": 

l'opula- .. --0 g ~ ~ i o ;J ~ ~ 0 o.~C) ~ ~O> ~- t ]~~ " "' .. ,,~ 

"00> .; .... :0-. .... 
tiGD. ] ga t ... • Oil ~ 0 

!~-<~ 
..:I .c .!:> .. 

~~~ .c" .. -B a a ... 
0 ... ~ =e~ .. 

'" " .. c '90 0" B iii" -, _.c::I'S, ~ • "'0 :>:;~ :>:;0-

'i l 
1:1:1. " , -" 0.' . ." . • -0 ...~ .'!I 2- .- ~ 9 1=1 0 ." ls .. - 11 " .. I~~-i o " ... :E: '" ~-= "'10 - ·e,; t:s " .. 0 E-t :.I :.I 0 

_. - ~~ I. lI. 8, 4, 5, 6, 7, .8, 9, 10, II, 12, 18, 14 : 
l. I 

IX,-YORK-con.inued. I , 
36, WEST RIDING -continued. II. II. £ I, £ £ I £ i: 

~, .. 
489 KII.aresborougb - 40,495 a73,850 2.55,775 6 6'3 -- •• 99 4. 3 55 1,4~ a,958 ! 1,301 

.. ~ , 
490 Wetherby - · 15,344 Z 11,5+6 85,999 5 n.·z - II 6. .86 3. 543 .,311 I 795 

.,871 I 491 Wharfcdale 57.479 :r.9 j ,d3 2.65,35. 4 12.' 3 .6 .. .06 534 84 1,,,55 1.9"· •• II, 492 Keighley · - 77.453 ,,59,°78 '45.767 3 3'5 '4 78 3"4 64' .38 3,38. 3.530 3,"71 

?~ "93 Todmorden - 4:r.,:r.I" 191,03. 183,43, 4 6'9 • 6 ., IS • 3.3 58 IS63 '.72.2 ',53+ ',2S I .9. Saddloworth · 11.014 94,17° 9o,6a5 5 6'5 - 6 76 '0' .6 679 606 55. ~ 'I, 
'~ 495 Hudden601d - 166,599 74:r.,7°l' 7U •675 4 6'6 60 38 497 '040' '74 5,.10 7,758 1,036 s~~ I 

496 Halifax · · 195,.33 816,S17 794,094 4 "4 8 79 6>5 20,084- 4.8 70460 u,8:&0 10,834 ~ 
6', '75 

11 49'10: Bradford - · n8,667 l,u8,t.66 • ,:r.ll,673' 5 119 1,01t. 1.3as 43 • t3,"4S 8,491 10>495 3'1~ 
~976 N ortl~ Bierley · U9.c6:. 491,481 414.310 3 .3· 5 47 39 ,89 1,61.4 03. 3,666 8,566 5,839 281. 

2088.334 3.8z,8J.7 3 8'. 5 58 086 5,S19 :&,5Sl 
-1 498 Hullllet · - 83,001 940 '07 2.999 1,615! 

499 llolbeck - - 33,5,6 116,073 114,671 3 8'3 6 .3 .3. 506 53 '0496 20,3' IS 1,2.81 1,059 

50U Bramley - · 79.7°1 2068,699 2063',9:8 S 6'. 6 40 0'4 909 '00 a."Sg 40748 2,671 '0468 

601 Leeds · · ,,54,530 1,137,367 1,lh,:r.19 4 8'9 9' '7' 1,366 3,095 586 14.5205 '40968 13,2.86 1,936 

502 llewebury · · 16,,400 641,b9 6:.8.705 3 15'. '0 75 396 1,6020 .66 3,618 9,124 6,41 6 "7'~ 
608 Wak.Seld · · 1120,584 5_99 5,,6,153 4 .3'5 .8 75 369 1,888 '43 5,190 8.754 3,805 l,g391 
60. Pontef'ract • · 10,2.16 33'5,3'3'" 314,2.83 4 g'5 '0 66 064 s, la7 83 3,337 9,347 1,934 1,316 

605 Hem.worth · 2.1,379 12.8,540 u6.786 4 19'9 8 .6 II 304 13 776 .1.906 3.6 .,6 

6u6 Bam.ley - · .113,521 411,974 406,361 3.11'6 .6 57 ,58 1,5,,0 '4" '0497 7,720 3,531 1,I5og 

107a Peni.tone · · 17.4&7 95,883 86,889 4 '9'7 3 7 56 os. 30 72 6 1,645 783 .65 

5076 Wortler - · 5a,89S 187,3420 '73.497 3 5'6 II .6 .. , 677 50 1,585 3,583 I,S7° -
608 Eeeleaall Bierlow • 179,609 578,s58 571,740 3 3'7 99 115 697 983 038 9,025 40748 5,667 11'-3 

509 Sheffield -I 
9%5,802. 9::&1,869 0'4 '95 348 1,744 

"'

56

1 
40' :l0,70 3 11.42.0 9.560 ... 581 · u9.441 4 , 

610 Botberham - .111,632 5 14,351 499,17° 4 9'4 .g .6+ 3i8 1,2.84- 188 40806 7,698 40656 '.975, 
i 

51l DODouter · · 83,71" I 505,6.15 467,74° 5.11'7 44 4- og. 1,2.2.8 1 118 3,s07 5,,38 s,696 3,m 
, I 

518 Thorne . - 15.701 97,378 12.,110 4 J2.'O , 7 69 376 I .5 836 s,644- 544 -i 
510 Goul0 · · ,,5.486 .140,150 123.686 4 17' I 6 '7 .. 6 5'4 i 45 .,456 1,661 987 l: • 

3 J3 
I 

30 1,134- 1,5a6 600 61. Selby . - 16,708 170,447 14-3,01.1 H Jl'" '0. ,ls I 
616 TBdca.ter - · :19.506 196,109 .64.358 5 JI'4 4 04 "4 378 I 34 '0449 1,839 756 6{ I I 

.' , 
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'ZKDITURB of OVERSEERS of tbe POOR Bnd ~OABD8 of HUARDIA'" bll."e by GRANTS from COUNTY lind 
1899-1900. in eacb POOR LAW UNION-conlanued, 

1.) for Relief to the Poor 

nritb in 18OW-1900. 

I , 
I , 

I~ 
Ii 
18 
'63 :0 
,.~ 
I~ 
:6 
I. 
18 

. = I· ,0 

l:a , 
IS, 

ho 

910 

633 

,Sb 

,606 

,,0 
,i •• 

,I.S 

.91• 

.986 

.310 

,.14 

860 

i a 
,§ 

... 008 

7i S 

,53 

3.380 

5,544 

1.065 

r,648 

4.l.l80 

I,J9 1 

16S 

1,605 

,30 

5Bl 

us 

TolaJ, 

17, 

7,838 

3,513 

>90431 

45.517 

5:&, 584 

n,606 

• 

20,064 

1.060 

8,0300 I,:ul 

d,906 .,7:&6 

Ga,5u .1,795 

as,758 60471 

aI,sS4 5.774 

190435 

',841 

19,2099 

4.560 

8.946 

34,6>1 

1,000 

'a,8SS 

8,sS9 

80,338 d.u8 

7,633 l,h6 

J,83S 

I 

:: 

11,050 

17.,85 

9,3'9 

5,844 

36,497 

50,946 

59,69:& 

:a6,611 

5,IIS 

11,801 

! i I Net Ez:penditure of 
o _::1. OVe1'RerS and Gnar. 
& P=I G" diaD8 in 1899-19uu 
i ..... ~ (Coloma 19 min.,.. 
g -= ... Column 2D). 
oc Cl ..: __ ~ 0 

Gl'Ilbts from County and 
County Borough Councils in .9 

1899-1900. .; 
1

m 
, ~ 

c'-'< --~.~.-----------I------~----~------ _" 
!~ ':1! 

.!=-o 
G ... = =-." 
~ €I § 
o8~ 

:: e] 
~~~ 
'; ., t, A.mount. 

.13 i 'E 
• " 0 
1S.0 '" 
'Ii: ~~ Oc_ 
~:g'g 
'i! '0 0 
0-58 
'" 20, 

001 

968 

486 

3,688 

5,IJI 

:1.011 

186 

3,091 

1,610 

9,0 

06, 

811 

21, 22. 

•. d • 

9,4-40 4 7'9 

4.592. 5 u'8 

10,656 3 8'5 

15,998 4 1'6 

8,4tI 3 u'8 

5,3S8 6 3'6 

5,,008 4 II' 8 

15,631 3 9'. 

8,348 4- U'7 

IS,do 3 10'0 

79>41' 6 0'9 

31,2.18 3 10'20 

31,931 5 1'1 

d ,IS8 6 7'5 

40901 4 0'6 

20:&,001 3 10'5 

39,8S6 4 S'3 

88,S83 7 8'1 

30,:56 5 S'o 

al,7'4- 5 20'4 

8,141 6 4'7 

S,Slo 6 7'4 

7,6n S 20'0 

IOQ 8330 

3,016 30,612. 

5,180 

10499 

579 

',5u 

,8S 

717 

4.246 

',79· 
'I,..]!' 

!)41 

478 

1.061 

5.063 

no 

2,Ieo 

3,914-

1,786 

1,045 

.. 6 

019 

,9 

1,650 

.,630 

1:&,536 

II,ho 

i 
I ~g 

Om e-
1° 

26. 

08S 

SI 4 

656 

40 7 

3aS 

30,714 1,088 

71' 

'So 

1,136 6S, 

Ezpenditnre of 
Ovenee1"!l and Guar
dians fallin,ll on Poor 
Rate&: in 1899-1900 
(Column 2l mi"., .. 

Columns 25 and 26). 

Am.uo.D.t. 

,.:. 
~ 
~ 

~ 
~ 

! 
o 

~ 

I 
<: 
6 .. 
,9 

~ 
27. 2Q. 

8. d • 

7,S39 0 8 '0 489 

3,000 0 I'S 4StO 

8,318 0 7" 491 

n,796 I 0'9 499 

6,817 0 g'o 4.9S 

.... 62.1 I 0'6 494-

2.6,2.9:& 0 8 'I 495 

37,890 0 II',· 496 

41,8S9 0 "1 (97" 

",369 0 9'" 4976 

7.ob • 3'9 499 

n,So1 0 JI'I 500 

66,65. I :.'6 501 

:l.6.nl 0 10' 5 51).9 

2.7,588 • 1'1 503 

2.0,320 I 5'4 504 

3,914 0 8' S 110.5 

17.836 0 10'9 506 

3,952. 0 I I '0 S07a 

8,614 I a's 5076 

53,81, I 3'1 508 

76,146 I 9'1. 509 

2S,8z9 I 1'9 510 

17.9'. 0 9'1 511 

3,Sb 0 IP~ 5111 

6,053 0 u'8 518 

3,812 0 1'4 5)' 

S,Is1 0 8'6 515 
I I 

.. A ~rt of' North Biorley UDioD "u tnu18tc!rrod tl) HalirlUE: Unioo on 9th NOftm1ler 1899, and the expenditure per bead of populatioll' and I'8tes 
the .. In thotte UnlODI hal'O bftu IIthoated h",-iul!' regard to the ohauge. 

I D8618, S 
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ROYAL COMMISSION ON LOCAL TAXATION: 

TABLE IX.-POPULATION in 1901, VALUATION in 1900, NUlIBBB of P AUPBBS in 1900-1901, and hOUNT t 
OoUllTT BOROUGH OOUNCILS and by POOB RAns respectivel) 

I ... ~; ~ = 
Mean itumoer or ,~ g d 

Aueasa.ble Value at 0 

~= E~l'l'11B& (DOt defrayed out or In..c)OOl' Paupers aD . 0 

'" "' ... Ist Joly 1900 and ~ 

Lady Day, 1900. 1st Jan.....,- 1901. 
.. ... ~ and Parpoae. OODUeotet! 
~ i:l.~ 
~ - t"H...t ~ 

~1 .;;. I = = ... 0 'ill! J 0 "='" 
Rateable ~ 

0 

8 -:t. "$ oS E 0= o •• • ,8, ~ 
PopalatiOD, Value at 

O'&,-;;- • .. .51-a § ,!l = ~. M " §1.; ~ .. " ~ Poor Law Unions. .... ~ ; ~ " ~ ~ e-~ 
... 

~ .. ~ oS .. <> •• ~ 1901; Lady Day, Per ~ '.;2 0_ =.- ., 
,ga-c .S 0 -= - .- ~g ~ 0 

!~; 
... 

~". • ~. ... ~~= '2 1900. Head of 
bI) i- ~ oS ~ 

~ Total. .e. r:: t--" ~:i "':: "C e-~<.S It ... 0": ~$o ~ sf a Populo- '" ~: ~o O'&~ -':.d~ ~ o!!: ~.e8 ~ o .. ~ t ~.~ Ii "S ~~ 0 
tiona ",,0 ... ~ - teo J~~ .., . - e -

~ 
0= 

1~ ~ -"a Ii .""1 ... 
~ eoj .g~ II .: 0"" • !d .e.~'s.. II tl8 z~ ZB:; 

~ ~ 
~ bel G3 

.e- 0= - 00 
~1 a " .. ~ ~t:-a :U ... "S. =- :i-= " ~c:sl:t: '" o- j .. 00-

" "" 0- 0- ~""I 0 
" ~~.~ 

M <> Eo< ::a ::a 0 p., I 
I. 2. 8. 4. 5. 6. 7. 6. 9. 10. 11. \9, \8. H. 

" 

IX.-YORK -<o"ti" ... d, 

87. EAST BIDING. £ £ £ •• £ £ £ j\ 
I 

~\6 York - - 91 ,656 536.87a 498,833 5 8'8 .06 90 S50 l,z63 118 5,33z 6,53s 3.7~9 714 , 
iI 517 PockliDg~oD. - 13,70 9 u5,bS 79.2.87 5 .5'1 16 60 3,7 38 h. '2,700 706 31' . , 

518 : Howden - - 12·,2.74 12.0,831 93,063 7 la"o 6 '4 l' '78 .. 188 2,115 95. '" 
5\9 Beverley .. - , "40454 tSg,oS! 1%6,660 5 3'6 6 •• 85 591 64 I,J:a5 . 30459 1,326 4® , 
520 Sculcoatea - - 173,2.4-1 676,584- 65',433 :I xS"a .6 113 634 3"95 30' 7.975 11.650 7.809 1.1~ 

f' 

521 KingatoD-upon" 12,6,0 4 3,,076 437,°76 5 5'1 .6 106 7·3 1,94Z 004 8,016 ' n,ol9 . 5,2.36 .p. 
, Hull. II 

529 PatringtOD - 8,63+ 79,150 . 53,600 6 4" I 5 36 .66 ... 5So 1,01.7 469 

593 Skidaugh - - 9,359 77.,:&1) 53,gb 5 .5'4 4 ' 6 a6 .. 0 •• 399 11'42.1 389 

524 Driftield - - '7,754 131,]01 9'0465 5 3'0 8 .. 90 503 50 884 30424- 1,069 -':1 
595 Bridli.ogtOD - - '&0,52.0 145,840 119,182, 5 16·a I 18 63 393 48 544 2,398 9.0 ..,6 

88. NORTH RIDING. 

526 Scarborough - SI,Il0 3'70994 2.89,919 5 13"4 6 ... .06 1,318 108 :1,504 7,166 %-,590 774 

527 MaltoD - 2.0,45,,- 113.790 12.8,945 6 6', 4 '0 87 368 4' 1.2.06 2.,390 1,099 '75 

528 EaaiDgw~ld - 9.90 9 106,371 ,1.7ao 7 18'9 • 8 40 .88 ... 403 J,33z 7'7 8. 

529 Thirsk - - 12,710 16:1.,636 133,613 10 10"4 3 .6 60 .. 6 34 670 1,72.3 874 156 , 
58Da Helmsley - - 5,176 4 1,841 si,gS! 5 11"9 4 4- 30 110 .3 081 784 '99 -
680b Kirkby M ooroide - 4079' 37,860 2.5,361 5 5'9 4 , 04 .08 00 '70 600 493 ...;;..' 

'\ ~ 

58\ Pickering - JO,oSS 1z,3~ 51,750 S "9 7 8 48 79 J3 509 447 '99 '0. 

G82 Whitby - - sl,7j6 u5,337 97,946 4 10"1 4- 16 86 394 58 ,897 s,327 1,569 -
638 Guiaborougb - 4304'9 !03,;'33 .85,486 6 U"S • 3, '08 708 54 1,105 40,69 1,104 .0S 

58' Middleabrough - .139,765 543,~80 533,9 11 J .6'4 • '44 800 2,6d ,86 9,7J z u,955 9,:1.74 3,9$5 

685 Stokesley - - u,::&57 87,7d 66,961 5 19"0 ... >4 58 ,64 .8 S54- 1,494 34' ...:. 

588 NorthaUertoo - u,590 In,665 99,574- 8 U"S 6 10 45 ... .s 50' 1,3~ 75• T 587 Bedale - - 80436 71,357 49,973 5 .8'5 3 7 34- .59 .. 37' 954 549 
\ 

688, Leyblll'l1 - - 6,748 10 •054 46,560 6 II·o • 6 4· ~ ., J7° 640 570 '79 

5-39 Ay.garth - 4,505 49,9zs lI,018 6 .,.8 • 5 " 54 , .. 6 3'7 ,.6 '" 
640 Raeth 2.,510 "9,,,14 19.7Jl 7 .6'5 • • '4 48 4 "7 4. 6 '45 -f 
U1 RiebmoDd - - u,72-5 94,3:1.5 65,539 5 u-8 I '7 68 .. 3 "4 895 10404 565 ~ 

i -' 
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>ePEND[TURE of OVERSBERS of the POOR and BOARDS ,of GUARDIANS borne by GRAns from COUNTY and 
1899-1900, in each POOR LAW UNIoN-continued, 

I I C$~ I 
Expenditure of '" ~ 

Net Es:penditare of ~ 
~ ~ ,eo ~ .. ~ 

o e , !!: Oveneera and Guar-)ADs) for Relief to the Poor ~ ~ Overseers and Guat'- Grants from County and 
,S ,S ~~~ dians in 1899-1900 dian! falling on Poor 

County Borough COUDQils in ,9 Rates in 1899-1900 erewith In 1899-1900. - t 
~ '" (Column 19 millu 1899-1900; ~ 
r ..... 

",' (Column 21 minu. "'~~ ColuDln20), ::~.!' ~ '2 !!: ColnmD8 25 aod 26). 
~ -;;c3~ It 

.: .. ' " " ':"'.; -- ,9 U ,;. .! 00 -<I 

J '5 '5 j~~ '" -'" .!l '" = ' ... ~ '" a J ~] 8 = ' - .. ~ 

i 
0 1'1 ~ 

II a ~ \;§ OIl 0'" .;! $ 

,~ 
m ~c371 

..: o·.g~ ~ 

1 0 
0 • 0;; 
'" .~ '" .... s·~ ~ -'" .... .. .., 

I> 
~'I ~ a • 0 0 .:~~ ·f 

o u 
~ :a, u .!! 

d t! ~~ .~ '11, 
-= 

osj OS l "'~ -.. Amount. Total. 'il 1I ~ Amount. .. 
~~I 

t .e~ -<I ~ j 5 } g-
it sa'" ~. -l ' e 5 

~ .. -! .:: .a ~C!) ... OU $'" .... 
~ @ .eo tID 0 'g 011. - .oo • • iii "'. 

_ 0 
0 e .. ol! 0 

r2i .. ~~~ '" 2 ." ~ ,,~ = '" "'g ~, ~ Do~'ii • ·c ,9 . ~ :sg 1'1,,5 E'a Do 
-~ ~~ E _0 

H ~'" 'i! u 0 • ,!l1:O~ ~u ~::: ~ ~~ o~ ,3'90 • c 0 0 .. '" .... e- " 16, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 2\, 22. 23, 2f, 25, 26, .7, 28, 

I 
I 

l! l! l! l! l! l! l! ., d, ! l! l! l! l! l! ., d, 

.1,964 1,458 :u,,69 6,r86 .17,955 ,>+54 %6,501 5 9'4 1 1,991 I"d 3,875 ',174- 2.1,45: o 10'6 

I 7,5 3 .. 5,641 1,349 6,990 .63 6,72.1 9 9'8 665 315 994 .,358 4.375 , , '. i 
694 486 5,106 93• 6,oSS 334 5,704- 9 3'5 I 689 4+8 ',.54 780 3,768 0 9'7 i 

1,14- 1,185 8,S~ 1,680 10,2.2.1- 688 9.534 7 9'6 889 575 1,481 1,411 6,641 , 0'6 

& .... 4 5,.147 48,2.45 9,903 58,148 1,694 56>+54 6 6'. 2.,,14 ',2.78 6,260 1,396 48,798 , 6'7 

4,108 1,hl !a"S. 40554 37.305 1,864 35M' 8 6'9 s,u! 1,843 4,080 - ll,361 , 5'5 

67' .10 z,947 64' 3,588 '4' 3.4+7 7 u'S 5 .. "7 744 60' 'l,102. 0 9'5 

804 348 ),361 636 '.991 "7 3,780 8 0'9 676 '94 888 584 2.,308 o 10'6 

890 369 6,738 1,097 7,US 419 7.396 8 4'0 86. 480 1,361 .,686 4.149 o II'"" 

7,3 3 .. 5,09Z 88, 5,973 >34 5.739 5 7" 749 4·0 1,I6a Sr4 3'7631 0 
8'. 

1.841. 1,196 16,17.1 1,121 17,994 739 I"ISS 6 9'0 I~07 1,030 1,455 [,060 I 13,74-0 OIl" 

l,oS6 586 6,GIS 1',35, 7.969 '91 7,672 7 6'0 993 469 1.504 1,398 4.770 0 8'8 

548 '75 ',2.66 734 4,000 363 3,63, 7 4" 5.8 '49 719 456 1,40 l- 0 7'4 

,06 . 55. 4,685 :1,016 6,70 1 .a5 6.4.6 '0 1'0 ,.3 306 1,07.' 47' 4,917 o 10'8 

.a. .09 1.7S4 '9~ ",048 80 1.968 7 7'3 .88 .09 406 39' 1,·70 0 9'1 

196 16 '.735 3., '.044 '0' ',942- 8 
.' 3 

.30 '0' ~36 '73 .,,,33 o 11'7 

438 '·7 1,0"0 5,8 ",S38 .39 ","99 4 6'9 490 u5 6 .. 349 .,b8 0 6'3 

1,14" 5.6 6 ... 51 1.083 7,53~ 6.6 6.918 6 4'4 9,3 586 .,513 895 4.S 10 o U'I 

.,075 'M3 9,]0+ .,83. 11,136 9"7 :Jo.aog 4 8'~ 1,109 506 .,638 488 8,083 0 7'0 

4,944 5,198 45,031 4,594 
, 

41>475 49,Gb a,157 6 9'5 3M' a.841 6,37S 640 o,.Go • 7'0 

471 43. 3'''97 59' 3,819 359 3,5So 6 3'3 55, .sS 688 678 .,.6.t, 0 7'8 

663 379 3,109 54! 4,SS2o ,~3 40""9 7 3'. 589 ' .a5 883 5" ",809 0 6'8 

So9 .60 .,555 466 SiGal 44 ",977 7 0'1 50s "7 ,51 309 .,911 0 9" 
ls. '71 ",356 ...5 ·,711 rio a,60. 7 1'5 471 "7 103 56s .,336 0 6'9 
28, 6, .,105 35. ,,.56 69 1.317 6 "9 3.8 54 381 ,65 84' 0 6'5 
ISO 71 .,081 '44 1t3"S ,38 1,087 I 7'5 .6~ 63 335 .IS 567 • 6'9 
,6& 44' 40'"4 65, 407" 3" 40+54 1 1" 7~8 '9~ 957 67~ 2,bS 010'3 

-
82 

.: • ,Q 

S o 
Z 
8 a e 
.l!: • 
~ 

• .;3 
1:0 

616 

517 

518 

519 

590 

~21 

522 

52' 

52 , 
62 5 

I 

526 

527 

528 

529 

58 

68 

Oa 

01> 

581 

581 

583 

53' 

685 

580 

537 

538 

518 

540) 
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140 ROrAL COMMISSION ON LOCAL TAXATION: 

TABLE IX.-POl'ULATION in 1901, VALUATION in 1000, NUMBER of PAUl'JJ:BS in 19O()...190l, and AMOUNT ~I 
COUNTY BOROUGH COUNCILS and by POOR RATES respecuveiy 

I '" ""'5 I 
Mean Number of 

~ ita 
Assessable Valoe at 0 00 

EU&'"fDlTU'a& (not defrayed oot 01 In-door Pnupen 00. 
0 ~= '" ~'" 1st J oly 1900 aud -Lady Day, 190U. lst January 1901. .;- -g~ and Purposes oonneoted 
.... dll 
! :.-.;S • 

.... :" 'i G § ~~o 
1~ ~ • e • 0;:1;: 

Rateable . " ~ .s e o~ .. 
.... 11:1 S o '; • a G = .,;:a =11 • Population, Value at 

o 'bi,; .!I .. '" ',...03 = ... . '. 
~ 

.9 ~ .<; § ." . ." Poor Law UnioDs .-~ ~ 

~ .~ S." 81lZ • Lady Day, Per G 0 -5 " .. ~; • 1901. S 1I'i'::r: = 0 ~=! "" 0 ~ ~a'g iii ":C • ,g °Ol= .: 1900. Head of ~ :e -;.~ -;; '-c- .!=:? "'d '" " l:;Oii!.cr;, ~l!::= • Total. CoC -;; err IU k a . _< II) ~ -." 0..: • §~~ Popula. -g .~ '" g-§ ~o ~~.ig • • - ~ - ~ .... ~ j l« . s~~ ", .. 0: .. ~ ,; .... f:> .... " "~-- ,ion. .lj g~ ti:- D O ... ~ u 
c;2.,!' i .. ~ a 

G '" 0 • "". 
~ u"'" § ~ e COS .0 .... s. 0 0 .., 'Ii 

o • 

ii _P=l's" ~ S::O ~~ \Zi ~ "' '11 
~ ~ .. .. § 

"'0 .; ::e-a "," :g "d :! -- '0 r» Ol • :!! ls 0- eI ~d ~ .~~.a. 0 a ~= ;a ti~ ~< ° i; £-5 '8 0 Eo< ::0 0 0 ::e - ... 
:> I. , 2. 8. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. II. 12. 18. 14. 

I I 
",. 

X.-NORTHERN COUlilTIES. 

39. DURHAM. .£ II. .£ .. II. II II II 

542 'Oarlingtan - 56"94 32.5,300 :2.98,72.1. 5 6'3 '0 44 ,84 685 90 1~84-6 4J1IS :2.,315 5u; 
~ 

54.8" Stockto:l - - 66,2.98 348,53, 334,641 5 "0 .. '00 377 1,164 '00 3,84-a 5.953 1.,800 73, 

548b Sedgcfield - - u,531 147,805 136,859 6 7' , • ., 
47 44' 35 580 a.8S1 934 -~ 

544 Hartlepool · 88.dS 317.310 309,383 3 iO'1 .6 .. 8 57' 985 '0' 5.756 4076, :&,559 '.97~ 
545 Auckland - 94.514 374.674 356,52.0 3 ,5'4 .6 7' ,58 1.841 ,35 :2..913 10,0~ 3,611. 

~f 546 Teasdale - - 2.0,354- 171,305 136,006 6 .3'6 .3 .0 89 464 3, 967 3,2.95 779 

Si7 Weardale - - JS,859 80,98+ 68,391 4 6', " , 3, 336 z3 350 ",,,14 604 I~ 

548 Laachester - 830+60 389.553 377,141 4 10'4 .6 54 .,6 9'0 79 a,:&19 4,394- s,053 7" ., 
549 Durham - - 74.,35 340,380 3,,6,864 4 8', 7 35 '06 1,:&63 87 2o,a5J 6,382. a,s6B 941 
550 Easington - - sO,7d 113,496 163,143 3 4'3 9 47 .8, 1,171 76 '1.,177 4,680 s,069 880 

551 Hoaghtcn-le-SpriDg 40,845 14-7,93" 139,734 3 8'4 5 ,6 .. , 61S 56 l,a7S 3~193 1>47B 861 

55' Chester-Ie Street - 60,541. do,6n "48,491 4 , .. 8 ,'4 .59 95, 51 1,665 4089' 1,557 979 

558 Sunderland - ,III,50S 668.457 66:1.,2.79 3 13'0 75 '77 Bl6 1.74" 369 B.731 7.868 10,060 3.+89 

554 South Shields - .66.843 657.740 65.,811 3 18',1 40 .30 806 20,610 185 6,651 8,898 5M7 4,z69 

555 Gateshead - 173,2.81 566.469 557.658 3 4'4 55 '4' 903 1,560 '70 8.oa3 6,813 7,061 4,113 , 

I 
40. NORTHUMBERLAND. , 

.~ 
556 Newcastle-on-Tyne :&33,150 1,J83,554 1,181,198 5 • '3 68 '9' 1,038 S,17& 6.0 8,815 9,563 13,034 '0+5• 

557 'fyneinonth - 168,881 653,0&4 637,&79 3 .5'5 8 .. , 646 1,110 083 5,99:1 6,894 7.401 30+9i 
558 Castle Ward - 3',+,,5 :&11,705 176,OU 5 8'G 4 '4 5. '48 55 604 1,189 I,d, '05 

559 Hex:ham - · 34,709 dl."S5 :a30,186 6 u'6 9 •• .3, 708 68 1.36~ W4 1,6,B 891 

560 Haltwhietle - 8,500 72,,840 5MB9 6 .5'3 .3 4 36 60 6 .. 5 398 .53 - , 
561 Bellingbom - - 6.339 79.78• 53,503 8 8'8 • 5 30 78 •• .66 698 3.S -
663 Morpeth - - 55.743 '76,u3 :&48,72.5 4 9" '0 34 .50 867 6+ 1,330 3.76+ 1,736 -
568 Alowick - - ,,3,661 16",030 .,..649 5 n"1 9 06 88 468 48 I,J07 ",:aIS 1,4208 I~' 

50t Belford - - 5,2.18 51,5104 38.977 7 9'4 • • .3 7' 5 .60 386 '73 56 

IG~ Berwick-on-Ttreed 19A-91 IH,b9 IU,831 5 1)'8 8 30 99 • 6. 5 • l,en6 1,6'4 '0+36 -
566 Glendale - · 8,770 111,814 73,5,0 8 7'8 ! 5 .3 .58 .6 300 973 4aB 

, 
.0 

D67 Rothbury - 5,992, 751,143 51,148 8 10'1 • 3 .8 70 .3 u. 47' 343 -
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'''''D1TURK of OVERSEERS of the POOR and BOARDS of GUARDIANS borne by GRANTS from COUNTY and 
899-1900, in eac" POOR LAW Umoll-continued, 

, , ~ .... , 
m .. m I 

/ 
g!f Net Expenditure of Expenditare of ~ .. .. ., 

~ ~2 ~ Ov.ro .... and Goar] .I) for Iklief to the Poor - is.l! ' Overleer. and Guar- Grants from COUDt, and 
maDS falling on Poo ,S • ,13 .. ;;;- dill.ns in 1899-1900 COUllty' Borough Counciia in ,9 

with in 1898-1900. .. .. i ~~ (CoJum!: 19 miJ"''' 1899-1900, RatE'8 in IH99-190G 

,~ " .. ,,- Column 20). 
,; (Colu.mn 21 urin .. = ~ = A 

co 
11 :a = Columns 25 and 26) 

:I -8"<: I .. " ~ • tf " " i' t:> " '-1 = -- ,9 ~ "- I 00 
." 

'" 
.",~ .. co I d l (i iI ~ I>-.! ~ .. 

~ 
.. ., '" '" 

€ Ii .. =~] 5" ~ ~ a ~ .. " EEI~aO .; -S 

1 iii ,§ 5 
~ go.:: - O'':::~ g ~ 0 ,~ 

~ ::. B .. "dJj~ .. ... ~ ~ .. e,e, - ~ ,9 "i3 ~'" 0 • 
" 0 00 g Ilb~ '" , '" '" .: 
~ 

,£ 
"a ",010<1 ,,~ 'e, :;; G 

'S~ TotaL .. 
'; :! t' Amount. '" 1II't:I i '- 'il~ Amount. .. ..,-

" 1 '" c .. < .. e :> e tHe '" .. 
~ "~'" ,- '" ~ :il Z-S " ~(i '" s ~ - " .. 

o!: -s .. .-- :a :10 ~ . 0 '!li~ < 

I 
" . .. i= .. 
h " '" 0 .. .. ~ 

" 
0 

'" 
.. 

'~:i.~ 0 ~ 0 0 e· ~ 0 .. 
'" 8. 

'8 ~ ri'O "<: C>~ § .. I! 
I'I~ M 

" :;.gi '" .!! 
.~ ~ .. "' .. 0: • " '" = ~g .9 " ~'" _0 -- = III =.- ! 0;;0 I 0:-~" 0 Co 

I 
~ ~8 ~ .. 3"' P..:l .. "' 

~ -s- o- c ,S t,) ~ .. 1$0 e-
I 

.. 
~ " .S! 0 0 .. ..:l M ~ .. C> 

A 
i, I!, 17, IS. 19, 20, 21, 22. 23, 24, 25. 26, 27. 28, P 

I 
, 
• 
I 

t 011 011 .s . .s B /I ., d, .s /I £ .s /I ., d, 

:10 l,laO u,618 s.,../ 14,74s 1,094 13,648 4 10'3 1,373 S40 s,2.56 1,606 10,386 0 S'6 541' 

,'. .,,,80 16,IaS '.796 I 19.6s4 '.- 11,:310 5 6'5 1,857 I.ISI 3,007 646 14.727 o 10'9 54 

i"4 IS. 5,2050 1,346 6.596 41S 6,168 5 S'8 6,8 359 983 3'4 4,871 0 9'3 548 

" ",...,5 so,o16 2,,912. 33,9%8 l,b4- "1,104- 4 9'4 1,177 996 2o,SII 481 18,412. , 0'7 544 

99 1,913 SI,u4 5,0]0 S6,244- 1,2.69 '+>975 5 3'4 1.941 1.440 3,397 885 20,693 , 0'0 545 

09 348 6,098 1,.57 ,,:&55 .SS 6,800 6 S'a 808 309 1,1~h: 1.060 '40609 0 8'3 ·S4a 

74 443 40,85 75, 40936 .s. 4,654 5 10'4 53g .30 785 595 l,s74 011'. 541 

06 .,od u.114 3,558 .5,372. 70' 14-671 3 6'. .,2.63 80S 20,106 3'9 1S.246 0 7'9 548 

77 1,1.'& '4.336 l,4t6 11,761 1,2070 .6,492. • 5'3 1,408 8Sg s,305 447 .3,740 0 9'8 549 

'7 735 .. ,651 2.~541 .",206 393 13,813 5 5'4 9'9 839 .,173 60S 110435 , 5'6 550 

53 67a 8,435 1,615 10,050 479 9,57. 4 S'. 94' 5g5 .,546 394 7,631 , ,'8 551 

30 1,495 1I,9s0 s,8'9 '40739 566 14.173 4 8'. 943 609 1,578 369 lS,a26 , 0" 552 

51 8,911 44,'12.1 6,2051 501#13 40681 45,792. 5 0'5 40598 3,533 1,149 '96 37.347 , ,'8 ~5S 

'9 3.759 53,143 S.laS 38.5" s,3.5 36,216 4 4" 2,8.,.. 1,000 .,9°7 '76 31,043 I 0" 55' 

84 13,aS .. 440777 5,685 50,461 6,242 44.&10 5 "0 3,130 s,66. 5,872. 4" 3,,917 I 5'. 555 

. 

'9 s,s76 .3,171 8,14g 51,bo "290 47.530 • 0'9 4087' 5,061 10,090 Sa 37,351 0 1'9 55' 

IS .,188 30,nl 6,3Sg 36,..8. 3.979 !2,$01 3 10·S s,7SS 20,536 5,316 685 2.6,500 o 10'S 551 

86 ,,6 4,187 1,301 5.488 .g8 5,1.90 S 3'. 7SJ 4Sa 1,246 613 ' .... sr 0 5'. 558 

7S -,080 11,146 1.133 IS,519 9" n,657 7 S'S 1,lg. Sal .,748 1,383 g,5:r.6 o ~O'" 5D 

91 '74 1,148 337 1,585 000 I.ns 3 S'. '79 5g 343 .87 855 0 3'6 5S. 

9' 99 1,78a 394 .,.76 •• 8 •• 068 6 6'3 407 ''+ 540 44' .,08, 0 4" aSl 

.n 466 8,3a9 1,631. 9.96• 55. ,,,,.1 3 4'5 877 6,+ 1,510 693 7.1.08 • 7'S S81 

'40 369 6,1.96 •• lS6 7.6Sa 330 7,32.1. 6 .'S 1,109 S56 1.679 870 4077' I 0 g'o 58' 

fl.) 85 .,11] 080 1,563 oJ 1,540 5 10'1 393 66 464 30S 768 0 4'8 511& 

.. 8 483 S.~7 gS6 6,603 699 5.9"4 6 0'7 1,01.9 5,+ .,564 640 3,700 0 1" 5G 

'II '95 ·.~7 6 .. 3,2.68 '99 1,069 1 .'0 587 .64 760 559 1.150 0 5'7 a6& 

150 153 .,539 , .. I.ISI 135 1.716 5 8'7 379 .. 5 SIS S,. 89' 0 .'0 58T 

-83 
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ROYAL COMMISSION ON LOCAL TAXATION: 

TABLB IX.-POI"ULATION in 1901, VALUATION in 1900, NUMBER of PAUPEBS in 1900-1901, and A"ou~ I 
CoU"TY BOBOUGS COUNCILS and by POOR RATIIS respeotiVoi 

t! ... .c • 
~ ~w 

Mean Number of oa 
Assessable Value at C> ~~ ExPBlfDlTUlUI (not defrayed DD.ti 

In-door Paupel'l on C> 

'" 1II'l! 
Lady Day, 1900 •. 1st July 1900 and ~ 

and PurpOle. OODllet!t 
lIt Januarr 1901. ~ gil 

u 
1;; t;.;S ..: 

m 
~ 

~ '" C> t'l -;. c ~ 8~~ "'II .} § m 
0 ~1Il Rateable ~ -!l °t· E .~ t' o· ~ .!l .. .S.!l = 

PopulatioD~ Value at "u ~ .9 '" .~ ~ • g .-~ d § ... .!: . "' .... " 0 • ~im .~ a .... :poor Law UniODS. 1901. Lady Day, Per ~ Gi= -!l ]'" ~ ..e'&!g . ... 
-!lh 

0 o III • 
~~; d~ 

.; 1\ 0 

~ '" ~ 1900. Head of ~~~ ~~ " ~. '.g i''i 
~-<.~ ~ w'" • •• § 13 ~ Total. i9 0"'; -~C> 

j PopuJa.. . .., .. _C> o.~g 
tZik ... ~ 0'" ::~~ 

\I """ ~ !I.~ 11 .S::J ::I .8~ 
0·'" ... ~. "'~ .. • "...;'" tiOD • .... 2aa- 00 a .:"i3 0 'a 00- § . ,ga a. " u'" " S~.~ •• • • .~ .... J!l ~ 
!a tIC cs 

~ .'0 z~ IZ; - .~ CI=.r 1 ~ "d ~ ~o -" ~e'3 
~ I! 

.. ~ ·s 
=~~ ;; ~ .. 

~ 1$.9 "';0 " ·a~·a. .~ • " 0 .. )l )l 0 ::. II< ~ 

I. 2. •• 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. O. 10. ll. 12. 13. 1 

I I I 
X.-·NORTHERN COUNTIE8-conti ... d. 

41. CUMBERLAND. /! /! /! I. S /! /! 

568 Alston .. with .. 3,133 11,975 10,008 3 3'9 4 • '7 63 10 164 45. '43 
Garrigill. • 

569 Penrith ~ - 2.:&,2.05 195,688 144,603 6 10'2. '0 7 7' • 03 40 63 • 1,Z41 94' 

570 Brampton - 8,784 8',555 590986 6 .6'6 .. .3 14 .10 .5 7°' 1,094- 576 

571 LongtoWD - 6,675· 64,649 43,192. 6 9'4 3 4 .6 '01 '0 .38 653 .0' . 
672 Carliale - - 6".,860 330,798 I· 300,045 4 JS'5 08 84 3 .. 981 '08 a,798 5,IS7 a,674 

578 Wigton - - 2.:.,2.97 1650438 1184 39 5 6'0 .. .8 '00 378 48 1,"3.50 1,791 1.119 

$74 Cockcrmonth - 69,533 3340414 2096,846 4 5'4 30 85 .87 1,466 98 20,160 6,2076 2.l d6 

$75 Whiteha.ven - 55,S39 332o,3b 309,380 5 11'4 38 10 311 1,110 ",8 00465 .,14-1 :a,584 

.';76 Bootie - - IS,S95 14409220. 132.,960 8 7'3 3 .. 44 JS5 J8 6 .. 903 448 

, 
42. WESTMORLAND. 

677 East Ward - 13,2018 ~3S.835 98,514 7 9'1 5 .. 66 >19 "9 4 37 1,5208 648 

578 West Ward - 7.111 8.,806 60,70 4 7 '7'4 8 3 34 liS 8 .84 535 .3. 

.';7g Kendal - - 43,48a 337.935 2o~1.492o 6 9'5 35 5. 3'4 439 • 65 :&,891 .. ,32.6 1,113 . 
n.-WELSH. 

48. MONMOUTH. 

.a80 Chepsto'W - 19,"4-6 141,751 1~,2.51 6 7'0 10 '4 '40 4.8 44 I,S40 0049' 944 

681 Monmuuth - d,d9 111,173 95,703 3 7'8 7 '0 .34 899 1o IAlt 5,247 1,658 

682 Abergavenny - 2.6.717 141,07S 12.3,893 4 120'7 6 so 119 668 .. 6 1.4l4 3041· "".414-

688 Bedwell.y - b,136 'Z93•6Ss: 2.90.943 3 la'S 14 36 '7' 1,538 .s. 30484 10,444 3,595 

684 Pootypool . 45,176 I· .68,389 155,2.97 3 1'4 ., 46 "I 1,060 ... 1,90S 5,2~3 s,Ic.6 

ili85 Newport . - 115o+l9 611.2.99 5b,~65 5 0-9 4 196 55. 3,°"9 060 5,16:& 11,013 ,5,138 

44. SOUTH W A.LES. 

(J.,) GLUlOBOU', 

188 Cardiff - - 22,8,1:&9 1,6.41807 1,589.968 fj 19'0 •• 458 1,189 41011 600 1:1,93• sl,b, 12,2034-

187 Pootypridd - s04Jb8 898,7:&8 888,454 4 6'8 .6 154 394 30436 .15 4,S57 19,868 5,791 

• 
598 Mertbyr Tldfil - 13S,519 495,141 4850457 S 11'6 '9 006 57' a,436 .. 0 6,sls 1l,121 4-121 

6Sg Bridgcod 
Cowbridge. 

aDd 670476 [ 3>30438 .95,015 4. 7'S 4 56 '70 154 Il. 1,614 5,668 1,111 ~ 
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ENDlTllRB \>f OTBH811B1I8 of. the POOR and .BnARDS of GOARDIANS born9 by GIll,NTS fromCoolITJ" .ad 
9Q9-0-1 ~,. in eaoq PooB 1, ... W U lfloll~ti"ued. , 

I , 
g~ .. .. 

Net El:p.mditure of .. .. ... '" ~c . ).Ior Relief to the Poor - • o~ Oyer.eer. and Guar-
. S .e gl2..:. diana in 1899-1900 

,i~ in 1899-1800~ . .. 
(Column 19 min .. a .; J. to: 

t -il- Column 20). 

1 ~81f 
" ,s -oS .. 

f 
t:) t:) 

iii '" i ~ ~ &! to .. • B I I: . ~ g ~ 
.§ ill ~8i c; 

II .. 
= '; a'~ -t'fjj 0 ,;: 0 !'5!.g~ 0 := 'S '" "O~ 'S • ~ t Total. AmoIlDL a 

E I! ": eg '3 
~.g 

~ go 
~ H . ;C!) t ... 

&'" R 

~ -!. ro
• 

0 ... 
I'l- .. ~'il '" t~ 1'10 ~ I'lo il,gil tg i= =: .,8 .... o,s8 .e c5 0 Eo< ..:; 

16. 17. ,R. 19. 20. 91. 22. 

I. I. I. I. 'I. I. •• d. 

,8 109 I,J7S u8 1 •. "93 45 1,2.48 7 11'6 

10 '74 3,931 ;1,°9& S,oa' +,5 4.598 4 1'7 

54 397 4,063 444 4,507 7" .... 435 I. I" 

54 139 1.785 So. .s,s8S 91 s,I'4 6 6'9 

56 1,64:& ,IS,333 s,I66 '7049' 1 .. 31 .6,068 5 1'3 , - , 

73 739 5,843 .,194 7,037 63. 6,.07 5 9'0 

6, .,ISO 13,595 ,",676 16.a71 587 I S,684 4 6'1 

45 8., 11,69", .,809 • . 14.501, 
I 

13.57~ , 4 10'6 9" 
8. '43 20,688 649- 3,337 .83 3,054 3 1O" 

'7 37' 3,61S 657 4,26g 45+ S,805 5 9'1 

5. 189 ",07S 433 S,511 1>9 ",38:& 6 ,., 
77 1,101 10,455 ",.81 n,636 1,759 10,871 5 0'0 

, 

. 
,I 560 6,806 .,b9 8,635 .30 8,405 8 8'8 

7' 50S 10,3,8 :a,102 12.,410 577 1.,9°] 8 5', 

,65 Sa. "sal 10476 ·0,704- .,106 9,598 7 0" 

,69 g6S '11,.65 304g5 ..... 660 I,IIS s3,S4S 5 8'8 

,gl 751 1S,a.S s,383 ,,,,608 7·0 13"". 6 1'7 

'+' 1,000 370403 S,r!4 ... ,557 .. 159 40,398 7 0'0 

115 '.105 7J,749 10,650 '.,399 6,311 76 ,018 6 7'8 

,.8 3,718 39,6b 6,395 46,077 588 +5048, 4 5'3 

I .. ",3g6 33.838 5.993 390831 &,'16 370715 5 6'8 

.76 7>4 IS,Sao 3,01 9 1S,539 430 15,109 4 5'7 

Grants from C01mty and 
CoDDty BoroDgh ColmciJa in 

1899-1900. 

"6"'0 .9 ... • ~" • 8 g . 0 
IB ., .; 
o·.c~ ~ 

.2 ~- .. '" ~ '" . ~ CI ~ " :I t < oS " . '0" .... - " O"R • . e~ 
o ~ a .. ~'" " .~ ~ J'~ 

a .. -" ~~ - e" " 0 'i ~O ,,~ '5 .. ,,- 0 a 
~U 

Co " • SO t 
0° l.!l " ... Eo< 

23. 24. 25. 

I 
" £ .e 
.. 5 u. 330 

799 358 1,171 

4,3 .50 677 

461 II 55. 

l,b! 1.05" ",891 

661 418 1,093 

1,1.10 957 2,,2.63 

1,601 1,1 Sa 2.,788 

4.61 148 618 

666 .56 936 

396 II 4~6 

2,°°9 697 2.,7]2. 

1.1,,8 459 .,Goo 

1,.14- 747 1,879 

947 1,158- 2,12:1 

.,12'1 1,8J. 2.,g50 

1,034 1.004 a,I37 

",316 ",.80 MI7 

5,189 .,714 10.SS, 

i"l] a.541 4,b8 
• 

.. 377 .,098 4.804-

1,100 1,"]1 S.46.t. 

I .. .. 
~ 

.9 

.,; .. 
'" -
~ 
• :: a 

0: 

e 
!! 
'3 
0 ·c .. 
~ 

oS 
" 0 

1l 
"0 
_0 

~~ 

" 'S. 

II. 

.6. 

783 

8 .. 

534 

1,2.70 

953 

1,366 

645 

'1' 

500 

418 

1,2.01 

540 

1,116 

778 

198 

766 

1,568 

835 

40' 

439 

85+ 

ExpendittU'e 0 f 
O\"erseers and G uar-
dialll falling on P 
Rates in 1899-1 

0 .. 
900 .w 
2S). 

(Column :U mi 
ColDlDDl 25 and 

Amount. 

27. 

/1. 

654 

2.,644 

2..936 

1,1°9 

11,9°7 

4,361 

1~d)55 

10,1 39 

~2.24 

",369 

104-78 

6,944 

6,2.65 

8,2.08 

6,698 

20,39. 

11,025 

33,913 

6 .... 866 

40,459 

3· ... 72, 

11.781 
I 
I 

.. .. 
'" -• " ~ 
• 
~ 
~ 
0 • • < 
R • 
'" .9 
~ 
'" 2 8, 

s. d. 

, 
• 
• I 

4' 3 5Sg 

4'5 569 

1'8 570 

0 

• 
0 

6', 571 

9' 7 612 

S'8 57&-

0' I &74-

8'0 576 

,4'" 576 

0, • 

0 

0 

0 

• 
0 

, 
• 
, 
• I , 
I 

o I 

o I 

I 

S'8 51T 

S'8 678 

0' 3 580 

8'6 ,581 

1'1 582 

0'9 583 

4'8 584 

.'9 59.6 

o I 

I'g 587 

5'7 588 

0'1 1689 
I 

-L_ 
• 1;$ WhitebaveD..-col. 11 lDc1udiog 091, for 00"1 incurred by onneers ill oppoaing in Parliament a Bill for • local Act .. 

S 4 



BOYAr. COMMISl:lION ON LOCAl, TAXA'nON: 

TABLB IX,-POPULAT[ON in 1901, VALUATION in 1900, NUHBBR of P.o.UPBBS in 1900-1901, and AMon,..,,, 
CoUNTY BOROUGH CoUNCILS and by POOK RUBS respecti •• 1 . t 1 

I I "" ..," 
I = .. ~ 

G = a 
Assessable Value at Mean Number of c. 20 Es;PBlCDlTUlUI Coot defrayed 01lti 

In.door Paupen OD 
co 0= m 

~'l! 
Lody Day, [900, let July 1900 and ~ , 

1st January iS101. -3' 1; Qnd PupO.eII CODDec~ 
.... 8 
~ :;.~ . • .' ~ = ~ 

t>~ ,..:. ~ = g"l::lg U 11 
~ 0 .. h 

ii ~ 
0; .... "= ~ = Q 

~ =.!1 ~ !I 
Rateable o t; • to . o·~~ = .. 

~l, o!I 
Population, .. ~ 

~ :1l ! '. s = 
';; ~ :! ~ 

... ~ "" Poor La.w Unions. Value at .. .~ a~ ." ~ 
1901. Per :! .,j~ ~ '0 .s. ; 

g II ~=! .S QI 0 "" Lady Day, -:S~"CI I; olI ~~= 
'; 

". Head of .. -~ ~ r;~ ="""" 'i .r'g '" " ..:I ~ = ~ J: 1900, Total. CI ~; .e- !l,,,,, • ~G .. 
~ ;a<~ 0": ~-co ~ 8" 

Popula~ = .• .. gg co o'~g ~..:!! ~ 
:z> 'O.g, ..:I - .. a 

k ;1<., o~ 
h~~ .. "Cl ~~ ~. 

<' tioD. 
.. h 

~ Ill:' ~O'I .. j _=0 ga • <", 0 ~em ] ,QG ,Q -'iii .. 
i! 00] ",8 8 .. ~!i"" §.g,@ 0 

.e .e.~ .... j ,s-a .~~ z,,at: 'Ii ..... .. ~ 
• G) "d e- ,~ ] H] .~~ 
'" 1

0 ..~ ii • 0 ~1! = • = III = G= '" o'S :1< 0 ~~.a. .~ 
0 

I 
.. '" ~~ 

.!; 
.. 

'a - 0 to-< ::;t ::;t 0 "'. 
.D I. 2, 3. •• 5, 0, 7. 8. 9, 10, 11. 12, 13, ~" 

1 

I ) 
, 1 

Xl,-WELSH -co,~inued, 

4f, SOUTH WALES-c ... bnued, 

(~) GLUlOD.GAlf-continued. II. " " 
., " " " £ 

'51)0 Neath · · 11,60s 285,2.90 2.75,IS6 3 ,6'9 8 74 '70 :&',I:&'O '35 1,759 I4tSzI ~,946 ~ 

·891 Pontardawe - .6.716 90~3 84,368 3 3'. - " 37 746 47 359 4.7r5 830 5 , 
·592 Swanaea - 1Z9,7:&.:& 443,62.9 43,,'2.58 3 13'0 65 ,50 607 3,136 .,6 5,693 '40998 4,898 ·~i 

alI8 Gower - - 11,749 50,753 4 1•880 3 11"3 3 4 .5 '7' zz 338 1,62.5 4 56 i 

(B.) CABIUBTllEIf, 

·89' Llanelly • - 56.896 1015""7· 200,711 3 10'6 '4 ... 110 1,504- 95 S.19:&. 1.965 
, 

'0407 4' 

" 5115 Llandonry .. · 9,581 6",647 4 3,017 4 9'7 5 • 03 '97 •• 114 :&,118 54' 

595 Llandilo Fawr · 23,694- 95.116 69093> 2. 19'0 4 ,8 56 608 .. 5.6 5,713 747 -
U7 Carmarthen · 33,39 1 r89,891 13,,141 4 ." >3 '4 88 997 67 760 6,863 lA-OS , 

(0.) PlWBaoK., 

·"598 Narberth .. - 11.358 94,'96 64,688 3 '4'5 7 ,3 +Ii 604 35 +li3 "'°oP 69- -
599 .Pembroke . - 31,940 12.8,995 105,bo 3 6'3 6 50 116 656 48 1,165 3.541 948 -
eoo Ha:verfordwel1t - 33,140 IS4,371 10 1,738 3 5'0 8 30 II. l.dS 67 l,og8 7,834 I.S. S 9' 

, 
(D.) C.A.llDIGAlt'. I 

I • 
·eOI Cardigan - - IS,.65 69.12.6 490436 3 5" - .8 69 488 39 568 3,208 677 -

1,1 
~02 N ewcafl.t1e . iD- sS,I35 55,5 17 37,0!23 - ,'3 5 z ,6 57' 24 '04 4-108 376 -

Emlyn. 
~n8 Lampeter · 9.2.56 30.02.1 2.0.S50 - 5', 6 6 ,8 ,6_ '4 :&47 2.,014 36_ '7° 

i 
<104 Aberayron - - lo,73t 34,5'4 2.4.42.7 • 5'5 - I '4 330 '4 .80 20,189 .38 -: , 
605 Aberyatwith - ,,1,..7° 101,912. '&',bo 3 16'2. ,8 4 50 456 58 45, 3,793 I,do .9~ 

.G06 TregaroD. .. - 7,945 30,889 2.0,360 20 u'3 IS 6 34 .30 '4 344 1,058 .84 ". 

(a,) DIlB"''''.''''' • 
~07 B.Uth · - 80975 S5,.7Z 40,431 4 10"' - 5 '7 .84 30 306 1.495 6'7 llC 

4 
6D8 Brecknock · .5.63:& .:15,039 94,194 6 0'5 4 " 78 .60 55 794 1,83$ 1,011. .. , 
eOjJ Crickhowel! · 19,642 55.473 46,756 7'6 .6 65 5S ,54 1.,614 • , 4 404 1,147 241 

·141 lIay I · · 9,391. 71,'1.16 5",,57 5 11'0 6 IS 48 27· 43 566 1,761. 908 _. 
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'IINDlTUB" of On:RSBHS of the POOR .. nol BOARDS of GUARDIANS borne by GRANTS fro'll CoUNTr Dod 
1899-1900, in eReb POOR LAW UNION--ctmtinued, 

LI) AIr Relief to tbe Poor 

Iwith:lo 1899.1900. 

,aU 

5,6 

i,011 

6 .. 

5 .. 

ISS 

,&0 

&9' 

.. I 
"oll I 

37> 

,.6571 
lOt i 

66, 

,36 

'45 

.66 

,6. 

.. 6 

1>0 

3" 

sa, 

, aS811, 

1,419 

6,335 

1s8 

2.,538 

588 

s,oll 

6,9 3'& I 1-410 

lI,9d I .,8h 

I 
5,2.17 

7'0 

3.586 660 

S,031 .,218 

6,0]7 

I 

I 
'6'7

6'1 
3,983 

8.93• 

1S,046 

6,:lS7 

5,997 

],967 

3,598 

,.761 

.. I /I •. J. 

964 .6,066 7 3' 4-

5, 8,687 6 6'0 

1,771 3,,869 6 l'S-

.06 3,773 6 5 '. 

•• 8 

450 

33. 

.. 3 

'37 

,55 I 
133 , 

4,3 

.58 

'94 

.06 

I 

.6,sSr S 8', 

3,738 7 9'6 

',680 7 3'9 

11,504 6 10'7 

7.76S 8 11'4 

,,8gs 4 11'3 

13,454 8 • '4 

6,.34 8 "1 

5.760 6 4'2; 

3,.13, • "'8 

3,..65 6 5'5 

7,'48 6 '0" 

",59" 6 '"] 

3,954 8 9'7 

5.939 7 7'" 

7.12.'1 7 ]'0 

StUS j II 1'6 
I 

Grant.; from CoUDty aod 
County Borougb Couocila in 

1899-i900. 
,S 

365 

957 

505 

7" 

1.162. 

7'9 

955 

947 

59' 

430 

1,5 .... 

704 

5.6 

988 

:: I 

.. 
l,d8 

2.,186 

.. 0 

S56 

"7 

80. 

,,6 

,3, 

3>3 

.. 

594 

1,108 I,SIt 

,,108 .,53, 

1,699 1,198 

1.1+6 •• 538 

86. 560 

861 

I.SU, 

I.SIO 

•• 150 

93t 

636 

8~4 

;xpenditore ot I 
OVI'~ers and GWlI
dians fa1li~ 00 POD', 
Rate. in 1899-1900 
(Column 21 mill'" , 

I eo:umns 25 and 26),. 

I ! i- I. 
I I~' 

I
i i 
I ;: 
I ~ 

Amount. I· -

~ 

I = <II 

II s, d, 

Z3.1-99 1 8'1 590 

7,2.31 1 10'4 591 

31,912 1 6'7 $9i 

2.,738 • 4"4 593 

13,th6 1 5'4 594 

z,llS 0 11 '9 595 

6,061 I 8'8 596 

7.1l0 1 o· 6 597 

S,id 1 7'0 598 

5.318 1 0'] 599 

9,6.7 1 9'5 GOO 

3,>37 • 3:7 601 

3.076 I 7'S 60s 

a,.SI S I'S &OS 

""94 I 10'6 60. 

...... 50 • 0'. 605 

1,.70 I I"S GOG 

s,do I 1'7 6t»' 

3,4¥9 0 8'9 608 

40976 • .,' 109 

3,'1+ .• ." ,,0 

T 



ROYAL COMMISSION ON LOCAL TAXATION: 

TAJILIO IX.-POPUL.lTION in 1901, V.u.UATION in 1900, NmmE" of P.lUPEBS in ]900-1901, and AllOONT,oj 
COUNTY BOROUGH COUNCILS &lid by POOR RATES respectivel] 

~ , I '" ""C 
, 

I ~ 
.. ~ , 
= c 

ASlelsable Valoe at Mean Number of .. e g 
E1PBlfDI'I'VJl& (Dot defruyecl oul I In-door Paupers on 0 IliPl ::= 

Lady Day, 1900. lilt July 1900 and '" and Purpose. conn bt JaDuaTy 1901. ,!:o "'~ = Ii ~ ... 
0 

! .t-~ ...; - " 
o 0 

I '" , l:-'lI "" g = '" '" 1: • o=~ , g~ Ruteable §~ • 0 
~ 0 

i .z c tJd~ 
8·!i..; ~ 

I ~~ • ~ o • 0 .!i 0 .. '" PopulatioDJ Value at c ~~ ~ 

i ~ = ... ~ ~ 
'8~~ Poor l~w Unions. 

._~ III 

~ ~ .- 0 ... 
~ .~~ ~ ft~ ~ 1901. LodyDay, Per .z '0 • ~~! I • C = '&il CI ;IS", t I 

.9 0 .- 0 ~ .: o • ~ . l ~ '" '" " ~~= • 1900. Head of ",- a ~ c~ ~ t i I'~ ''2 
Q, 

,c Total. ~~~ i 
.~ 0"': e 

~ 
~ . ", _.1/ 0 o •• • Populo- o .- '" g-~ 0 C.! c oS 0 

~ lz; C1-=~ ~ 0 "'0::: "'" ' >-l.E ~ 
.S ~~ • .. '" .~- ~ I "'d :o;.s oS " tion. • ~ a ~~ .~ .. • • -se,.€ '" 'S 111"'= ~ !<", ~ 0 oS ,co • 

" e~·i 
0 ~~. 9 g =~ ... ~ 'Ii g~~ o • .:: 0 

.!itS' z~ lZ4 .... ~ 
.~ '" ,!g,!!' OIg 

~ e '~5 ~ "'" . .. - e ~ 0 0 :E '0 -~ e • 0 
~ 

d~.! 
0 .~Pl :a c.!3 1,-', i'= ~..q 0 ~ ';~'a. i!-5 0 .!l );j );j .!l 

0 
);j 'a 0 Eo< 0 .. :, p 

1. 2. a. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. II. 12. 18. 14; 

I . I 
I XI.-WELSK· ... ..m ... d. 

44. SOUTH WALES._ul!d. ; 

I ; , 
(v.) BAll"oll, Il Il Il •• Il Il Il 

611 Knighton - - 10,886 13,483 50,~ ... u,'3 + ... 60 .80 5. 683 1,187 1,065 +! 
;, 

612 Rbayader - 9,'41 38,~19 208,195 3 ,'6 3 5 3. n+ .. 3'9 1,065 +55 '4. I 
45. NORTH WALES. 

· 

(Ao) MOlft'GOIIBRY. 

6:'8 lIIachyulloth - u,os6 59,':&.8 4-471S0 + ••• 4 6 oS 305 •• 37' 1.,3'9 +7' i 
614 Newtown 

Llanidloea. 
and SI,US us,801 83,888 3 19'5 + II 68 660 46 606 

, 
40700 946 -

615 Forden - - '4084+ u3,188 81,8,6 5 10·3 .+ •• 93 .36 ... 75. 1,ls8 804 . 30 ~ 

616 LiaDry1lin - 16.988 151,2-09 108,549 6 7'8 '0 .6 6. 4'· 60 601 ''- 1.1.10 -
(B.) FLntt. 

617 HolyweU - - 4".211 2.00,'10 176,34-" 4 3'+ .1 •• '48 1,515 89 1,853 9,313 ',895 .. 
(c.) DBNBIOB, 

618 Wrexham - 70,164- zSg.7'Jo .340759 3 6'9 4· 70 30' 1,179 87 3>470 6,216 1.775 38, 

619 RatbiD .. - n,086 86,619 61~971 5 + •• + .5 6. 409 3+ 91 3 ",531 6,. -
620 St. Asaph- - 31,046 "09,31.3 176,198 5 13·9 •• ... .37 1+7 60 1,12·7 5.176 1,310 -
6t! Llaorwst - - :r:3,170 70,094 53,800 + "7 • 7 '7 303 •• ,83 2.,069 305 -

(D.) MBBlONBTII. 

622 Conren - . 16,'2.2. 80,134 6",386 3 16· ... 3 .8 57 4.0 30 6'7 2.,911: ... 6u ~6 

6SS Bala - - - 5,731. 3,.,841 "S,103 + 7'9 4 , "7 '4" •• '7+ 89' '49 ~'\'. 

DolgeJly '. 
14J2-48 57,862. 624 - - 71,941 4 ••• 6 .1 46 4+' .., 504 3,351 369 Ii 

625 Festiniog - - 27,889 uSt491 103,889 3 ,+'5 .3 "0 7+ 868 4' 168 6,"0 .941 399 

(B.) CARl'U.llVON. 

626 Pwllheli - - 2.1,905 72.,32.3 53,6n , 8'9 .8 .8 I 58 756 .6 498 50+09 519 t 
627 OunBrvoD . . - ... ",653 14:1,649 U,S,793 " 19.0 7 ... .. 8 1,372. 54 1,291 90201. 1,343 ISS' 

628 Bungo~ and Beau- 38,647 • 79,Ss3 160,33s + 3'0 8 3. "+ 1,287 60 l,n·9 8,897 1.343 
man .. 

629 Conway - . 3...,031 2033,34-7 aSl,074 6 9'9 9 +8 .03 638 +6 ',0"9 40440 1,019 
, 

. ' (p.) AKo ....... 

680, AoglelOy - - 1...,:&57 57 •• 61 40,681 S 17·1 3 "4 4+ 553 16 431 40014 801 

III~ I Holyheod- - 1.0,5"" 760+'4 61,16, S 19'6 .1 a3 66 680 .. 783 40644 5'7 



POPULATION, VALUATION, PAUPERS, AND EXPENDITURE 01/ OVERSEERS AND GUARDIANS I/OR EACH UNION, 1407 

.... "DJTllBB of OVBBSBBRS of the POOR and BoAJm8 of GUABDJAIIS borne by Gsm. from COUNTY and 
1899-1900, in each POOlO LAW UNJON-eonti,,~, 

I I ~-" , I I 
I '" '" 0 .. 

Net Expenditure of i.. . '" Expenditure of I '" '" " . '" ... ) for Relief to the Poor I !l ::e ~e 
Oye~r8 and Gnar- I Grants from County and ; !l Overseen and Guar-I 

g~" diaDI faUing on Poo;:', ,9 ,S 
'" '" diaDI m 1899-1900 CODDty Borough Councils in i ,S 

Bates in 1899-19UO l 'ewiih io 1899-1900. .. .. - '" (Column 19 minu I 1899-1900. I I ..... 
(Column 21 min.,. -= " "'~- Column !lu). j I "," 

'i! 1 G'> g ~ '" Columns 95 and 26). !l8 1l I I .. -" • -ol •• . " I I os "'0 I If • ~ ~ CO CO ':11 ,S < A " , ~ 1 1l ~ ~O! • .. 
11 c'" G : ! .. .. 

, GOO .. !!I 

J 
e .. g1 EgaD 0 

~ ,; :g ... Ii 
oS 

G ,f8i o·.g~ 1 • 80° :: '" ;: .. G- '" .. • 15 : '!Ih - ~CIJ 'i II " 00 ~'" 0 0 ,; ., :a-< • :a g 
:l! " ,! :g~~ . .8 .., . ' I 0 '!I ~ 

1~ '!l, '!10 Total. 0 Amount. -~- Amount. i .. o'a ... " ..!! ~gi t : ~o ~ 

~ ~ = .. .; g, ... ~"d -ol 
G '!I 

l~ 
s '"h ~ .~ £ " .s • &:: • .. 

Jil J, ;a !t!) ... c~ ~ !loa -ol g ,- 0 - '!I ~" ~ " ~ ~ 8 ir..!f 0 - 0 : 0 ... 
1 g e-O ii co~ '" pQ8 ,,:a, p; :g'~ e- c

- § , ". = ... ,= i~ " ~ ~~ S~ t,g 8 " 1l:5 _eel 
~~ ! J8 .s8 5- §,s8 " ,g= ! 0-

~ • • 0 ~ .., ... ... 
15. 16, 17, 18, 19, 10, 21, 22, 28, 2(, 95 . . 26, 21, I 2S, 

oil .a .a .a .a £ Il ., d, £ £ £ £ £ ., d, 

830 376 5,173 881 6,05 ... .a6 5,768 '0 7" 838 544 11407 1,037 3,324- , 3'9 

+66 3aB 1.,.78 400 3,27.1 .... 3,058 6 6'5 405 .. 0 634 503 1,92 1 , 4'0 

• 
584 118 3,97. 706 40680 3,3 40367 7 U'I 650 .. 8 883 808 2,656 , .'5 

9.6 n. 704"" 1,88, g,d, 3 .. 8,965 8 5'9 1,3,0 +55 1,848 J,627 5,490 , 4,' 

1,044 5'9 4056. 1,071 5,633 399 5,23. 7 0'6 l,ll3 416 1,584 760 2,890 0 8'5 

1,039 '"9 5,546 2,27. 7.12.0 .as 7,535 8 10'5 1,110 6 .. 1,195 1,106 .,634 o 10'4 

1,258 6.8 ,5,,86 s.548 17,7
'
• .as 17,449 8 3' , 1,24& 8S. 2,1S4 1.76 5 13,560 , 6'7 

1,834 [,108 15,05,.. 3,905 18,959 I,d. 17,775 S 0'8 2,036 773 2,897 984 13,894- , .'+ 

685 399 5,150 76, 5.911 "7 5,684- 9 4'9 89' 3,;,i I,U.S 9-4 6 3,i10 , "3 
1,166 367 9.746 2,137 11.883 - 11,639 7 6'0 1,354 6 .. 1.99'3 1,291 8,355 o u'S 

50' ,36 3,295 ...... 5,697 .06 5.49' 8 . 4" 484 '44 64' 746 4,103 , 5"7 

386 - 40948 1,190 6,138 '97 5,941 7 3'4 6"4 .86 9,3 73. "'96 , 4'7 

'96 3'4 30,034 346 3,380 69 2,311 8 0'8 330 '03 44" 5,6 1,345 , 0'9 

573 '97 S,022 9.5 5,947 '98 5,749 8 0'8 7°9 ,6. 880 903 3,946 , 4'4 

873 .. 8 9,529 '0459 '0,988 .00 10.788 7 8'8 789 4-6 1,229 

9
6

_ 
1,597 , 8'3 

779 al3 ,,539 l,t6, 8.700 .. 3 8,587 7 10'. 908 .3, l,rS7 r,752o 5.&78 , 
"7 

1,104 778 r3,9 ... 3 ',485 r6,,208 404 16,02.4- 7 6,. 1,011 553 1,659 1,514 1S,191 • 0" 

•• 1820 5.5 ,1..,6 1,996 rS,2720 5"4 14.148 7 7'6 1,3.5 607 1.936 1,341 rrt46S , 5'4 
853 493 7,8S4 ~30] 10,137 406 9.131 5 "6 9'9 460 r,311 503 7,840 0 9" 

6,+ 7. 5.990 r,ooS 6,995 ..0 6,71l 9 ". 616 380 r~oIo .,.r6 .,089 • ,'6 

7.5 '76 6.9aS r.ISo 8,075 u. 7,863 7 7'9 "7 ..... 1,083 1.188 5,Sga I 10'0 
I 

Til , 

Ii 
1 z 
" 0 

" e 
.:!l 
" "" " ,~ 
t> 

611 

61S 

613 

614 

615 

616 

617 

618 

619 

620 

621 

62S 

628 

6'4 

625 

626 

627 

628 

629 

630 

681 



us ROYAL COMMISSION ON LOCAL TAXATION: 

TABLE X, -ASSESSABLE VALUE- PER HEAD of POPULATION, NET EXPBIiDITUREt of OVERSEERS 
GUARDIAIIS falling on the POOR RATES, and the Proportion which 

V ALOE of ALL RATEABLE PROPERTY in 

[Compiled from preceding Table and Local TazaliOA Rtt" ..... , 

In the Extra-Metropolitan Part of England and Wa.les:-
The PopulJl.tion in 1901 was • _. 28,005,582 
The Assessable Valne (1900) per Head of PopulJl.tion was £4 13- 2s, 
Th. Nat Expenditnre of Overseers and Guardians (1899-1900) per Head 

, , of PopulJl.tion WSli 8s. 2' 8d. 

(II.) 50 Unions in which the Assessable Value per Head of Population 
was lowest, 

Caion 

Uererence 

602 
300 
60S 
604 
609 

626 
006 
287 
375 
874 

tJl'UOY 

and 

COmITY. 

Newcastle-in-Emlyn (Cardigan). -
Redruth (Coruwall) - -
rAmpeter (Cardigan) - -
Aberayron (Cardigan) - -
Crickbowell (Br~knock) - -

pwnheli (Carnarvon) - -
Tregaron (Cardigan) - -
Bid.foro (Devon) - - -
Stombridge (Worcester) - -
Dudley (Stalford) • • • 

680 Anglesey (Anglesey) 
350 I Madele, (Salop) -
37. Walsall (Sta1ford) -
9.2 I St, Germans (Cornwall) 
627 Carnarvon (Ce.rnarvon) 

596 
6al 
429 
198 
6IS 

202 
89 

299 
301 
591 

499 
508 
5&8 
~04 
467 

550 
555 
297 
14S 
600 

8716 
601 
200 
44ttl 
988 

295 
5076 
208 
500 
868 

599 
618 
140 
469 
BSlI 

Llandilo Fawr (Carmarthen) 
Holyhead (Anglesey) -
Mansfield (Nottingham) • 
Halstead (Essex) - -
Rnayader (RadDor) - -

Risbridge (Suffolk) , -
Alventoke (Snuthampton) 
Helstan (Cornwall) • • 
Pensanee (Cornwall) • 
POlltar<iswe (Giamorgan) • 

Keighley (York., W, Riding) -
Ecc1esa1l Bierlow (Yorks, W, Riding) 
A1"on-with-Garrigill (Cnmberland) 
Cosford (Solfolk) ., • 
Prestwich (Lancaster) • -

EasinJ<ton (Dnrham) 
GatesLead (Dnrham) -
'I'mro (CornwaU) -
Wycombe (Bucks) -
Haverfordwe&t (Pembroke) 

WolverhamptoD (Stallord) -
Cardigan (Cardigan) -
Duumow (Essex) - • 
G1ossop (Derby) • -
Holaworthy (Devon) - • 

Norwich (Norfolk) - • 
Wortley (Yor'" W_ Riding) 
Sndbury (Su1folk) • • 
Br&.II1Iey (Yor'" W_ Riding) 
Stoke-upnn-Trent (Sta1ford) 

Pembroke (Pembroke) - -
W ... xham (Denbigh) • -
Amersbam (Bocks) • • -
Oldham (La&caster) - -
WolatantoD aDd Bonlem. (Stafford) -

Population, 

1901, 

18.185 
418,105 

9.256 
10,785 
19,649 

21,905 
'1,945 

20,615 
92,449 

152,201 

14,257-
~3,845 

118,613 
21.86G 
49,658 

28,694 
20.542 
81.601 
16,248 
9,347 

16,049 
28,879 
20,779 
49,92. 
26,716 

7'1,463 
179,609 

3,138 
14,863 

196,825 

50,726 
178,281 
38,616 
46,48S 
33,140 

154.581 
15,165 
15,705 
'S,6n 
8,692 

111,728 
52,895 
97,052 
79,701 

165,855 

81,940 
70,164 
Sn,245 

215,b16 
99,5'5 

A .. ,ssable 
Va.lue (1900) 

Net E.l.PCD
diture of 

Overseers 
and 

per Head of Guardian. 
PopulJl.tion (I899-I.OU) 

per Head of 
(1901), ; Population 

(CoL 0 on (1_901)_ (Col_ 
e"2 01.1 pp. 

pp,100to 146,) 101 to 147,) 

£ s, 
2 1'3 
2 0-0 
2 0-1 
2 0-5 
2 7'8 

2 8-9 
2 11'3 
2 12-7 
214-2 
2 14'8 

2 17-1 
2 17'2 
217-2 
218-0 
219-0 

9 19-0 
2 19-6 
3 0'4 
3 0-6 
3 1-6 

3 2-1 
3 2-5 
3 2-8 
3 2-8 
3 3-2 

3 3-5 
3 3-7 
3 3-9 
3 3-9 
3 4-2 

3 4-3 
3 4-4 
3 4-8 
3 4-9 
3 0-0 

3 5-0 
3 5-2 
3 5'2 
3 5-3 
3 5-3 

3 5'6 
3 5-6 
3 6-0 
3 6-2 
3 6-2 

3 6-3 
3 6-9 
3 7'0 
3 7'4 
3 7-4 

s, d, 
6 4'2 
6 2'5 
8 2-8 
6 5'5 
7 3-0 

7 10-1 
6 6-8 
6 U'S 
4 8'7 
Ii 5'9 

9 6'2 
5 8'9 
4 s-o 
G 1'0 
7 6'2 

7 3-9 
7 7-9 
5 JO-S 
B 7-4 
6 6-5 

9 5'3 
S g'S 
6 6-0 
a 9'0 
t; 6'0 

4 1-6 
4 5'3 
7 II-6 
9 4-. 
8 0'0 

5 5" 
5 1-2 
7 7'0 
7 1-6 
8 '-4 

6 7'8 
8 J'I 

10 II'8 
3 II-9 
68'S 

6 8'8 
4 0-9 
7 7'0 
S 10-0 
5 10-6 

4 II'8 
5 0-8 
8 6'9 
8 II'7 

" I" 
1---1--

Rate in :2 OIL 

Assessable 
Value (1891J) 
of ES"penditu~ 
of Over5eers 

nnd Guardians 
(18U9-1900) 

falling on 
Poor Bates. 
tCoI. 28 on 

pp, 101 to 147_) 
. I 

., d. 
1 7-8 
:.! 2'3 
• 1-3 
1 10'6 
21'S 

2 1-7 
1 1'8 
1 10-6 
1 5'6 
J 9-0 

2 1'6 
1 8'7 
1 4-3 
1 5'9 
9 0-1 

1 S-8 
J 10'0 
1 S-6 
2 0-5 
1 4'0 

2 0-8 
1 9'3 
1 3'S 
o 10'1 
1 10-4 

I 0-9 
I 8'1 
1 4-3 
1 U'6 
o 0'5 

1 5'6 
I 5'J 
1 7-. 
1 7-9 
1 9" 

1 9-1 
I S-7 
• 1'1 
I 0-1 
I 5'1 

1 6'6 
I 0-. 
1 5'6 
o II-8 
I S-S 

Rateable 
Value or 

Agricultural 
LMdaa 

compared with 
all Rateable 
Property in 

190U. 

Per cent. 
65'0 
25'4 
61-1 
58'5 
31-4 

51-7 
68-' 
8S-7 

S-S 
3"2 

57-7 
28-5 

5-0 
40-S 
28'6 

58-9 
::!9'9 
\5-2 
25'5 
49'3 

'7-8 
4'1 

57-S 
8S'S 
IS-4 

JO'3 
S-. 

56-S 
35'4 

1-S 

11'9 _ 
8-1 

40'0 
24'1 
60-4 

1'5 
58-' 
88-4 
7-S 

69'9 

1'8 
14-8 
88'. 
S-6 
2'5 

1 0-8 85-9 
1 S'. 19'5 
1 9-S 17-6 

Tota.l and Averages • 2,809,4:97 a 2'4 ! ::: j----1:-":-;----

• .AI dollned by Asriou1tunJ Bateo Act. t That 11, the gt'08I upeDditure leu die local J'eCelpta ID aid, 



EXTRmES OF ASSI!SSABLII: VALUE rER INHABITANT IN UNIONS. 149 

and GUARDIANS PER HEAD of POPULA.TION, RATE IN £ of EXPENDITURE of OVERSEERS and 
the RATEABLE VALUB of AGRICULTURAL LAND· bore to the RATEABLE 

certain EXl'R!-METROPOLITAN UNIONS. 

1899-1900, PI. 1. (H.C. 302 of 1901»). 

The Rate in the £. of t1ie Expenditure of Overseers and Guardians 
(1899-1900) falling on the Poor Rates was le. 0·7d. 

The Proportion which the Rateable. Value of Agricultural Land bore 
to the Rateable Value olall Rateable Property int900 W&& • 16'8 per cent. 

(b.) 50 Unions in which the Assessable Va.lue per Head of Population 
was highest. 

i 
Uai')D ) 

I 
Reference j 

Number. 

4'8 
1356 
4G6 
52~ 
40>1 

.. , 
480 
686 
514 
185a 

567 
561 
566 
676 
40 

150 
588 
478 
678 
5f<) 

3896 
8. 

401 
78 
41 

518 
564 
.u 
577 
86 

sle 
411 

T6 
410 
1016 

484 
888 
... 8 

68 
aas 

'SG 
7u 

431 
118 
C77 

411 
588 
oa "9 In. 

- ------ ------------ ----- -------------------

aDd 

COUM'TY. 

Liverpool (Lanca~ter) 
Walwyn (Hertford) 
Maochester (L.ancASter) 
Think (Yorks, N. Uidiug) 
Billudon (Leicester) 

Church Stretton (Salop) 
LuneJIdale (LaoCMter) 
Northallcrton (Yora, N. Riding) 
Selby (Yorks, W. Riding) 
Hattit:ld (Hertfonl) 

Rothbury (SorthumberhUld) 
Ucllinghnm (Northumberland) 
Glunclble (Nortbumbcrhmd) 
Bootie (Cumberland) 
Richmond (Surrey) 

Oxford (Oxford) 
F;twiogwold (York.!l. N. RHing) 
GarMtang (IJnncllNltr) -
We."t Ward (Wc8hQl)rland) 
Keeth (Yorks. N. Ridiog) 

Dore (Hereford) • 
KinlfStou (Surrey) -
Markttt ""tborough (Leiee..~ter) 
Steyning (So&aex) 
Orowluy (Kent) 

Howden (Yorks, E. Uidillg) 
&lford (Northumberland) 
Settle (Yorb. W. Riding) 
East Ward. (Westmorland) 
Ruigate (Surrey) 

Lo~ AshtoQ (Somel"8et) 
Uppmgluuo (R.tl .... d) 
Cuck6eld (SUS88Z, • 
MehoD Mowbray (Leioeuer) 
Hllnliey (Southampton) 

Bingbam (NottinKham) 
Meriden ,Warwick) 
Wheatenho.rst (Glollcester) -
Rutiog! (SU!llIez) 
ThornbUry (Glouoeacer) 

CarJllf (GJamorgaD) 
Eutbourne (Sunex) 
Southwell (Nottingham) 
Bradfield (Berbbire) 
Fllde (Lancaster) 

Oakh"", (R.tIs.d). • 
LeybuTD. (Yorklli. N. Riding) 
Chrilteburch (Southampton) -
A,.prtb (Yorke. II. Ridins) -
HOD.don (14iddlerez) 

Total &lid Avenpe 

I 

I 
I 
I 

I 
, 

I 
i , 

i 
I 
I 

1 
I 
I 
I 

. 

i Assesoable I 
I Value (1900) I 

l'ovulatioD,1 per Jlead of 
I Population 

1901. (1901). 

Ni>t l\xpcn
ditureof 
O\'erseers 

and 
Guardians 

(1899-1900) 
per Head of 
j'opulation 

1 (CoL 5 on (1901). (Col. 

I 
101 to I ,.. 22 on pp. 

pp. ""')1 101 to 147_) 

I £ d .. •. 
147,"09 1213'8 14 .'0 

'2,265 12 5'5 14 I" 
132,423 12 3'2 11 4'8 

12,710 1010'4 10 I" 
6,172 9 6-2 10 1'7 

5,293 818'6 7 g'g 
6,874 8 13'3 5 8'7 

11,590 8 U'8 7 8" 
16,708 8 11'2 6 7'4 
7.5S! 810'7 10 7'6 

5,999 810'7 5 8'7 
6,339 8 8'8 6 6'S 
8,770 8 7'8 7 0'0 

15,895 8 7'3 3 10·1 
49.499 8 7'1 G 6'6 

22,994 8 6'6 
! 

8 2-9 
9,909 7 18'9 

I 
7 • '1 

11,859 7 18'7 • 8' 1 
7.711 7 17'4 6 2'1 
2,590 7 16'5 I 8 7'5 

7.325 7 15'6 ! IS ••• 
187,563 7 14'5 

, 
6 11-5 

19,187 713'6 
f 

7 8'0 
80,796 7 13-2 , 5 8" 
85,756 7 12'8 6 G'O 

12,2j4 7 12'0 9 3·5 
5,218 7 9'4 

I 
:; lo-·S 

14,318 7 9'3 4 7·2 
18,218 7 9'1 I 5 9·1 
42,741 7 8'2 

, 
6 2'5 

24,1a.l 7 7'0 
I 

10 2" 
IO,~97 7 7'0 8 I '1 
516,075 7 6'7 • 6'5 
22,209 7 5'5 6 7'S 

3,680 7 3'4 10 7'1 

18,758 7 S'7 5 S'1 
11,847 7 2'0 8 4'1 
8,106 7 0'4 11 7'3 

65,:156 6 19'9 6 6'7 
16,57& 6 19'8 0 0'8 

298.729 6 19'0 d 7'8 
51,118 6 19'0 A 11'8 
19,113 6 19'0 7 6'9 
18,180 6 18'9 5 ••• 
98,695 818'5 • 1-6 

10,4.45 6 18'4 8 s·o 
6.748 8 18'0 7 8'5 

69,389 6 17'9 5 ';"'0 
4,505 6 17'8 

I 
8 I" 

51,492 6 17'6 5 8'1 

- 11,682,926 8 5'4 I 7 7'4 
I 

I 

I 

Rate in £ 00 
Assessable 

Value (1899) 
of Expenditure 

or Oversetn 
and Guardians 
(1899-1900) 

falling on 
Poor Rlstes. 
(Col. 28 on 

pp. 101 to 147.) 

I . d 
o !o·" 
0 ••• 
0 7'9 
o 10'8 
0 7'4 

0 6'S 
0 4'0 
0 6'S 
0 8'4 
o 11" 

0 "S 
0 4'9 
0 5'7 
0 "2 
0 7'9 

0 8'2 
0 7'4 
0 4'0 
0 5'8 
0 6'9 

I 0" 
0 9'S 
1\ 7-8 
u 7'5 
0 9'6 

0 9·j 
0 4'8 
0 4'1 
0 5'8 
0 7-5 

o 11'6 
0 8" 
o II'G 
0 7'S 
1 1'3 

0 6'1 
0 9'5 
1 1'1 
0 "8 
o 10·0 

o 10'1 
o 10'0 
0 8'8 
0 6'a 
0 a·s 
0 "5 
0 6'9 
0 8'6 
0 6" 
0 8'0 

o 8'6 I 

Rateabl. 
Value 01 

Agricultural 
Landau 

eompared 'With 
allRa~ ... ble 
Propertyi,:a 

1900. 

Per Coot. 

"1 

35'6 
64'6 

42'6 
66'1 
67'6 
82'2 
20·1 

70'7 
66" 
68'5 
16'5 
1'1 

I'S 
52'0 
48'0 
.6'8 
65·0 

so·o 
1" 

'5'2 
4'5 
"8 

45'6 
5S'7 
50'8 
55'0 
8-. 

90'0 
61'9 
IS'7 
4,'0 
20'6 

501 
89-6 ..... 
1'8 

43'S 

a·l 
G'1 

47'3 
19'7 
10-0 

13'8 

T3 



150 ROYAL COMMISSION ON LOCAL TAXATION: 

TADLE X.-ASSESSABI,R VALUE.. PEB READ of POPULATION, NET EXPENDITUEEt of OVERSEERS and 
falling on the POOE RATES, and the Proportion which the RATEABLE 

RATEABLE PROPERTY in certain EXTRA .. 

In the Extra-Metropolitan Part of England and Wales :--
The popnlation in 1901 was - - , - -
The Assessahle Value (1901) per Read of Popnlation was 
The Net Expenditure of Overseer. and Guardians (1899-1900) per Read 

of Popnlation was -

28,005,582 
£4 13'2., 

6s. 2'8eL 

(c.) 50 Unions in which the Net Expenditure of Overseers and Guardians 
per Head of Population was lowest. 

--- ----,._ .. --------- - - _ .. _--

Il 

I 

I A8&e&sable Net Expen- Rate in 4! on 
diture of .Anessable Rateable 

: Value (1900) Overseers 
Union i UllIOlf and 

Value (189.) Value of 

Population, per Head of 
Guardians 

of Expenditure A~cultural 
of Overseers and 88 . 

\elerence j, and Population (1899-1900) and Guardians eompared with 
, 1901. (1901), P3r Read of fallioll on all Rateable 

NllDlbe:.', ! COONT!'. 08:nlation 
I (Col. 5 on (19 1), (Col. Poor Rates. Property in 

220nlli (Col. 28 OD 1900, 

I 
pp, 100 to 146.) 101 to ,) pp, 101 to 141,) 

I ---
. 

-I II. s, s, d, s, d, I Per cent. 
077 Fylde (Lan ... ter) - - 93,695 6 18'5 2 1'6 0 8'8 10'2 
467 Prestwich (Lancaster) - - 196.82:' 8 4" 3 0'0 0, 9'5 I 1'8 
479 Lancaster (Laneaater) - - 67,455- 5 8'9 3 0'2 0 5'2 18'7 
47i Haslingden (Lancaster) - - 115,195 3 18'0 3 0'8 0 S'l 5'1 
560 Bo.ltwhistle (Northumberland) - 8,:'00 6 15'8 3 3'1 0 3'6 42'1 

558 Cutle Wnrd (Northumberland) - 32.405 5 8'6 3 3'2 0 5'0 33'7 
562 Morpeth (Northumberland) - - 55,743 4 9'2 3 4'5 0 7'5 19'9 
468 Asbton-under-Lyne (Lancaster) - 175,054 3 15'3 3 4'6 0 8'5 8'a 
894 Solihull (Warwick) - - 48,620 4 12'2 3 5'2 0 7'8 1.'1 
887 Aston (Warwick) - - - 312,21'1 8 8'8 3 5'9 o 10'8 3'0 

548 Lo.nchester (DUt'ham) - 83,460 , 10'4 3 6'2 0 7" 6'4 
468 Bartoo-upon.lnvell (Lancaster) - 114,665 4 15'7 3 7'3 0 7'S ' 4'9 
474 Blackburn (Lancaster) - - 223,427 8 14'4 3 8'0 o 10'1 5'S 
491 Wlmrfedwe (Yorks, West Riding) - 67,479 4 12'8 3 8'5 0 7'. 18'4 
127b WilIeRden (Middlesex) - - 114,815 4 15'1 3 8'5 0 .'8 0'8 

460 Leigh (L ..... ter) - - 86,254 4 4'1 3 8'7 0 9'1 S'S 
476 PrP.ston (Lancaster) - - 152.223 3 17'4 3 8'7 o 10'2 13'a 
301 PenzlUlce (Cornwall) - - 49,222 3 2'8 3 9'0 o 10'1 33'8 
498 Hunslet (Yorks, West Riding) - 83.001 3 8'2 3 9'2 011'6 8'8 
500 Bramley (Yorks, West RidiDJ:C) - 19,701 8 6'9 3 10'0 o U'8 8'6 

576 Bootie (Cumberland) - - 15,895 8 7'3 310'1 0 4'2 18'5 
502 Dewsbwy (Yorke, West Riding) - 167,400 8 J5'1 3 10'2 o 10'5 4'1 
'.7b North Bierley (Yorks, West Riding) 129,062 8 13'5 3 10'2 0 9'9 7'0 
557 Tynemouth (Northumberland) - 168,881 8 15'5 3 10'2 o 10'5 "S 
482 Barrow-in.Furness (Lancaster) • 57.584 4 2'6 3 10'3 0 9'6 8'9 

462 Bury (Lancaster) - - 145,478 4 3'0 3 10'3 0 8'8 5'6 
506 BarDsley (Yorks, West Riding). - 118,521 3 U'6 3 10'5 o 10'9 5'6 
495 Huddere6eld (Yorks, West Riding) - 166,599 , 6'6 311'3 0 S'8 5'7 
458 Wigau (Lancaster) - - 191,261 8 17'1 311'4 o 10'4 4'S 
4S0 Basford (Nottingham) - 146,728 3 11'7 3 11'li o 10-9 14'1 

451 Wirrall (Chester) 
. 

44,301 5 U'4 311'5 0 6'9 18'0 - -
469 Oldham (Lancaster) - - 915,616 8 7'4 3 11'7 1 0'\ 2'0 
493 Todmordeo (Yorks, West Riding) - 42,212 4 6'9 311'8 0 9'0 8'0 
4424 Glollsop (Derby) - - - 25,67'1 8 5'3 311'9 1 0'1 7'S 
475 Chorley (Lancaster) - - 68.000 4 U'6 4 0'3 0 8'3 16' 6. 

149 HeadiogtOn (OJdbrd) - - 38,584 4 1S'5 4 0'3 0 7'1 U'S 
656 Newcastle-on-Tyne (Northnmberland) 238,150 5 I'S 4 0'9 0 7'. 0'4 
507b Wortley (Yorks, West Riding) - 52.895 8 5'6 4 0'9 1 O,g 14'8 
8611 WolstaDton and Burslem (Stafford)· 99,545 8 7'4 4 1'4 1 O'S 8" 
492 Keighley (Yorks, West Hidiug) .. '17,468 8 3'5 4 1'6 1 0'9 10'8 

569 Penrith (Cumberland) - - 99,905 6 10'2 4 1'7 0 4'5 SS"2 
485 Sho.rdlow (Derby) - - 64,402 5 0'0 4 2'0 0 7'6 24'6 
445 Buoklow (Chester) .. - - 79,590 6 1'5 4 2'2 0 6'3 18'0 
44:26 Bayfield (Derby) - - 14,481 3 18'9 4 2'2 0 8'4 17'7 
472 Burnley (Lancaster) - - 196,641 8 18'7 4 2'4 o U'O 6'0 

505 Hemsworth (Yorks, West Riding) - 23,379 4 19'9 4 2'6 0 8'5 18'8 
892 Coventry (Warwick) - - 70,19S 3 16'0 4 3'0 o U'7 8'4 
457 Ormskirk (LaoClUlter) - - 108,597 6 7'7 4 3'2 0 6'5 16'S 
654 South Shields (Dorham) - - 166,843 8 \8'1 4 4'1 1 0'1 1'8 
54. Durham (Dorham) - - - '14,285 4 8'1 4 5'3 0 9'8 7'9 --- --

Total and Average. - 5,165,221 4 S'6 3 9'4 0 9'2 8'5 

--, 
• A.a defined by Agrioultorai Ratea Aot, t That is, the gl'OBI expenditure, leu cb.e local reeeipte-in-aid. 



• 
EX'rRE1dl!8 OJ!' OVERSEBRS AND GUABDlANS' EXPENDITURE PER INHABITANT IN UNIONS. 151 

GUABDUNS PEIl H BAD of POPULATION. R&TB in £ OP EXPBNDIT""" of OvI<RSBRBs and GUARDIANS 
VALUE of AGRICULTIJllAL LAN"- bOl'e to the R&TBABLB VALVE of all 
MKTROPOLITAH UMIONa--continued. 

The Rate in the oil of the Expenditure of OVerseeTB and GU8.l"dianI 
, (1899-1900) fallinll' on the POOT Rates was 1 .. O'7d. 
The PlopoI'tion which the Rateable Value of AgricnJtural Land bOTe 

to the Rateable Value of all Rateable PlopeTty in 1900 was - 16'8 peT cent, 

(d.) 50 Unions in which the Net'i:xpenditure of OVerseers and GuardiaDs 
Head of Population was highest, 

Assessable Net E:ipen- Rate in I!. on ditnre of Assesuble Rateable Value (1"00) OVerseerB 
UniOD UNIOli and Value (1899)" Value of 

Populu.tion, per Head of Guardians of Expenditure ~icultnral 
of Overseers and as Ref6l'8Dce and Popula.tion (1899-1900) and Guardians compared with 1901, ~eT Head of 

Number. COUNTY. 
(1901), 

08:nlation falling on aU Rateable 

(CoL 5 on (19 1), (Col, Poor Uates. Property in 

220n~~ 
(Col. 28 OD. 1900. 

pp, 100 10 146,) 101 to 4 ,) pp. 101 to 147.) 

I! s, " d, 
! 

., d, Per cent. 
458 Liverpool (LanC&Bter) - - 141,409 12 13-8 14 g-O o 10-4 -
18~6 Welwyn (Hertford) - , - 2.265 III 5-5 14 1'2 0 9-9 9-1 
1611 WoodBtock (Oxford) - - 12,071 5 14-1 13 0-7 1 6-0 41'2 
83gb Dore (Hereford) - - 7,825 7 ]5-6 12 9'9 I 0-9 50'0 
1188 Swaftham (Norfolk) - - - 11,015 4 10-7 12 7-8 1 8'9 41'4 

907 MiJdonhall (Suffolk) - - 8,261 3 18-4 12 6-0 2 2-' 50-5 
180 Linton (Cambridge) - 11.267 • 5-3 12 4-3 , 1 \l-6 38-5 
177 Cllxton and ArringtOD (Cambrid4e) ~ 8,396 3 10-8 12 0-4 I U-; 54-7 
255 Wilton (Wilts) - - - 9,670 ; 10-0 12 0-3 1 6-0 27-5 
95 Fordingbridge ,(Southampton) - 6,187 8 18-9 1110-6 I 1\-1 34'6 

100 Stockbridge (SoothBmpton) - 6,180 4 7-' 1110'6 1 8'8 8'-4 
148 Thamc (Oxford) · - - 13,028 " 10'1 1110-4 1 5-7 59'S 
288 Mitfoni and Launditch (Norfolk) - 98,979 4 4-0 11 9-4 1 10'8 41'S 
1151 Warminster (Wilu) . · 11,'181 • 8'6 11 8'5 I ~-O 38'2 
981 Guiltoro88 (Norfolk) . - 9,417 3 15-6 11 8-2 1 11'9 46'0 

80 Petworth (SUSBex) · - - 8.529 4 1-8 11 7-4 1 9-7 32'£ 
494b Caistor (LiDcolo) - - · 15,478 5 4-0 11 7'3 I 6-0 60'!! 
8'8 Wbcnteuhurst (Gloucester) • - 6,106 7 0" 11 7-3 I I-I 44'9 
1167 DeamioMoor (Dorset) - - 9,184 5 14'0 11 6-7 1 0-4 64-0 
811 WiDoanton (SolotmJet) - - 16,894 5 \7-6 11 6-3 I 11-0 5.-a 

18 ... 'Buutingford (Hertford) - - 5,O~0 4 4-7 11 6-2 I 5-1 51-9 
7. EIl8t GriulltelLd (SUSllex) - - 18,001 6 6-6 11 5-2 I '-8 16'0 

106 BuckioJrham (Buckingham) - 10,635 5 S-1 11 5'0 I 3'2 56-0 
466 Manchelter (Lancnllter) - - 182,423 19 8-9 11 4-8 0 7-9 --
I •• Whittlesey (Cambridge) - - 7,103 5 2-8 11 4-8 1 5-' 52-0 

250 Westbury and Wborwellsdowo (Wilts) 9,704 4 10'9 11 4-6 I 5-8 48-8 
266 Sherborne (Dors8t) - - 11,474 5 8'2 11 2-6 1 5-5 .1'3 
ue Bradford-on-Avon (Wilu) . - 9,585 5 ]-1 11 2-2 1 6-7 26-7 
388 Rosl (Hereford) - - 16,116 5 2-' 11 1'8 I 4-9 4: -5 
6\0 Hay (BreckDook) - - - 9,892 5 li'O 11 1-6 I I'" 57·8 

818 Sbepton Mallet (Somerset) - - 15,076 5 "0 11 0-8 I 3-3 55-2 
9~7 Henlltead (Norfolk) - - - 10,358 .. 19'8 11 0'7 1 4'5 38-S!: 
261 Wimoorne and Cranbome (Dorset) ~ 17,104 • 2-9 11 0-6 1 10'8 85'0 
11636 Cerne (Dorset) - - - &.064 6 1'0 11 0-3 o 1\-3 61-8 
68 Ttmt~cu (KeDt) - - - 8.76d • 12-0 11 0-3 I 0'3 55-8 

'00 Dunmow (l~88ex) - - - 15,';'05 8 5-2 10 11'3 2 I-I 38-' 
1157 M .... (WillR) - - - 5,210 4 9-1 1010-8 1 "I 54'8 
I •• Chipp-ing Norton (Oxford) - 16,003 4 4-8 1010-0 1 8-. 45-0 
24S Cricklade & Woottcm Bauett (Wilts) 11,357 6 16'5 10 9-6 I 9-9 47-8 
118. Do.kiD!! (Norfolk) - - - 17,633 4 10'1 10 9-1 I 9-. 37-S 

2t6 Forehoe (Norfolk) - - - 11,829 3 19'5 10 8'8 1 9-5 8S-9 
117 Wallin¢ord (Derka) - · IB.785 6 8-6 10 8-7 1 2-6 29'. 
411 Homeastle (Lincoln) - - - Ifl.494 , 17-8 10 8-4 I 0'8 I 58'5 
la5a Hatfiold (llertfon') - - 7,551 8 10'7 10 7-6 o I\-S 90'1 
77 Brighton (SUlP(Ox) · - - 102,a20 6 14-8 10 7-4 o 11'3 0-1 

131 Billhop Stortford (Hertford) - 91,498 5 15'3 10 7-S I 4-1 20'2 
611 Knigbton (Radnor) - - - IO,8N6 • 12'S 10 7'S 1 3-' 63-9 
901 Satfron Walden (Kasex) · 16,1119 • 0-3 10 7-2 1 6-0 33'0 
1016 Hunley (Southampton) - - 8,680 7 3'0 10 7-1 I 1-3 20'6 
247 D8'Yiaes (Wilts) - - - 19,609 3 19-7 10 6-6 1 6-S 41" 1---- -\ Total and A ven.gea - 920,833 7 g-s 11 9-6 10-9 19-:; 

I 

'r 4 



152 ROYAL COMMISSION ON LOCAL TAXATlt'N: 

TA.Br.E X._ASSESSABLE V A.LUE· :PER HEAD of POPULATION, NET EXPRNDlTDRBt of OVERSEBRS and 
ralling on the POOR ItATE., nnd the Proportion which the RATEABLE 

RATEABLlt PROPERTY in certain EXTRA'" 

• 

In the Extra-Metropolitan Pm of Engla.nd &Dd Wales:-
The Popul&tion in 1901 W&B • • -
The Assessable Value (1901) per Xe&d of Popul&tion W&B 
The Net Expenditure of Overseers and Guardians (1899-1900) per Xe&d 

of Popul&tion W&B 

28,006.682 
.£4 13-2s, 

6.,2-8d, 

(e,) 50 Unions in which the Rate in the £ of the Expenditure of Overseers 
and Guardians falling on Poor Rates was lowest, 

I 
Rate in £ on I Assessable Net 'E%pen~ , 

diture of A.sessable 
Value (1900) Overseers Value (1899) Rateable 

Umon UlflON and of Expen· Value of 
Population, per Head of Guardians diture of Aracn1tural 

iteferenca and Population (1899-1900) Overs.ers and and 8& 

1901_ I per Head of 
Guardians compared with 

Number. COUNTY, (1901). Population (1899-1900) all Rateable 

(Col_ 5 on I (1901)_ (Col. falling on Property in 
I 22 on pp. Poor Rates_ 1900. 
I pp- 100 to 146_), 101 10 147 ) (CoL 28, on 
! I - pp_101 to 147,) 
I 

l- .- B_- d_ s_ d_ Per cent. 
'77 Fyldo (Lancas",) - - 93,695 6 16-5 2 1-6 0 S-S 10-2 
321 Barton Regis (Gloueester) - · 16,502 5 6-0 5 9-0 0 S'4 26-7 
488 Great Ousebuln (Yorks, W. Riding) 9,578 6 3-' 6 S-8 0 S-4 58'1 
560 lIaitwhist1e (Northumberland) · 8,500 6 15-S S 8-1 0 S-O 42'1 
480 Lune!!'dale (LanCll.8ter) . · 6,874 S 13-S 6 8-7 0 4-0 66-1 

• 166 Oundle (Northampton) ~ · 10,(S7 5 6-5 7 1-6 0 4-0 ~1-8 
48f Settle (Yorks, West Riding) - 14,818 7 9-S 4 7-2 0 4-1 50'S 
576 Bootie (Cumberland) · · 15,895 S 7-8 8 10-1 0 4-2 16-5 
478 Garstang (LancB6ter) · · 11,8.59 7 1S-7 • S-l 0 4-2 48-0 
567 Rothbury (Northumberland) · 5,992 8 10-7 5 8-7 0 4-2 70'7 

'69 Penrith (Cumberland) - · 22,2'()5 S la's f 1-7 0 4-5 52'2 
664 Belford (NorLbnmberland) . · 5,218 7 9-' 5 \0-8 0 4-8 52-7 
561 Bellingham (Northumberland) · 6,839 8 S-S 6 6-8 0 4-9 6b'9 
558 Castle Ward (Northumberland) · 82,405 5 8-6 8 3-2 0 5-0 88-7 
858 Ellesmere (Salop) - - - 14,480 6 6-1 • 2-8 0 6-1 60-1 

479 Lancaster (],RoC8ster) - · 67,465 • 8-9 8 0-' 0 5-2 IS-7 
566 Glendale (Northumberland) - sino 8 7-S 7 0-0 0 5-7 6S-S 
.'17 Rast Ward (We8tmorJand) - · 13,218 7 9-1 6 9-\ 0 5-8 55-a 
578 West Ward (Westmorland) · 7.111 7 17-4 6 2-1 0 5-S 66'S 
854 Wem (Salop) - - - 10,422 ~ 2-4 5 4-0 0 5-9 , 

58'0 

579 Kendal (Westmorland) - · .43.482 6 9-5 5 0-0 0 6-0 SS-( 
484 Bingham (Nottingham) - · 18,758 7 '-7 • 8-1 0 6-1 50-2 
856 Drayton (Salop) - - · 13,849 6 7-8 6 0-7 0 6-1 55-8 
846 Church SIr""n (Salop) - · 5,298 S 18-6 7 9-9 0 6-2 4'-5 
571 LongtowD (Cumberland) · · 6,675 6 9-4 6 6-9 0 6-2 66'4 

118 Bradfield (Berks) - . · 18,130 6 18-9 5 9'9 0 6-S J9'7 
"6 Bucklow (Chester) ~ - 79,590 6 1-5 4 2-2 0 6-S 18'0 
681 Piekerint (Yorka. North Ridiug) · 10,058 5 2-9 f 6-. 0 6-3 56'9 
450" Tarvin (hester) - - · 15,259 5 17-3 5 1-7 0 6-S 56-5 
589 A.7sglU'tb (Yorks, North Riding) · 4,305 6 17-8 6 1'9 0 6-6 75'7 

457 Ormskirk (Lancaster) - - 108,597 6 7-7 • 3-' 0 6-5 16'2 
536 Nortblillerton (,Yorks, North Riding) 11,590 8 1I-S 7 8-2 0 6-8 37'6 
588 Leyburn (Yorks. North Riding) · 6.'148 6 l8-0 7 S-5 0 6-9 67-1 
640 Reeth (Yorks, North Riding) - 2,52U 7 16-5 8 7'S 0 6-9 65'0 
451 Wirrall (Chester) - - · 44,301 ,; 11-( 3 11-5 0 6-9 18'0 

J8B Guisborough (Yorks, North Riding) 43.419 6 l1-S 4 S-4 0 7-0 la-O 
486 Pateiey Bridge (Yorks, West Riding) 8,040 -4 Il'T 5 0-7 0 7-0 5&-6 
488 Scdbergh (Yorks. West Riding) · 3,985 5 17'7 6 4-1 0 7-0 54-S 
8'7 CJeobury Mortimer (Salop) · 8,870 4 7'1 5 0-0 0 7-1 52'0 
149 Headington (Osford) . · 38.584- 4 IS-5 4 0-8 0 7-1 12'9 

447 Norlbwich (Ch ..... ) . - 54,781 • I1-G 4 6-9 0 7-1 20-6 
481 Uh"erston (Lancaster) . 42,798 6 14-' 5 5-6 0 7-1 S8-6 
410 Melton Mowbray (Leicester) - 22,209 7 5-' 6 7-2 0 7-2 '7-0 
fOI Market Harborougb (Leicester) · 19,187 7 13-6 7 S-O 0 7-S 45'2 
361 Atcham (Salop) . . - 49,445 5 19-9 5 7-6 0 7-4 3,-4 

402 BilIe.doD (Leicester) - - 6,11~ 9 6-S lO 1-7 0 7-4 6f-6 
628 Eaaingwold I.. York., No1'th Riding) .. . 9,909 7 18-9 7 4-1 0 7-4 59'0 
562 Morpetb 1NOrthumbethmd) .. 55,743 " 9-2 8 4-5 0 7-5 19-. 
78 Steyning' Sll88ex) .. .. .. SO,796 7 18-2 5 8-6 0 7-6 4-5 

360 I Stone (Staflord) • • - 19,689 6 .S-7 5 n-7 0 7-5 4(-7 - ---I Total and Averages . 1,229,739 6 7-9 4t 8-3 0 6-1 30-6 

• All d.llned by Agricultural Rat .. ACI, t That i., the gron u.penditure Ie ... the local rec:eipte in aid, 



EXTREMES OF OVEItSF.ERS AND GUARDIANS' RATES PER £ IN U.NIONS, 
• 

GUARJ)JANS rEa HEAD of POPULATION, RATB IN £ of ExpeNDITuRE of OVERSEEns alIi GUARDIANS 
VALUE of AalUClTLTUltAL L .... D· bore Lo the RATEABLE VAWB of all 
MBTBOPOLlTAlf UNIONs-contitlved'~ 

. -"----

T1ie Rate ill the I. of the Expenditure of Oversears and Guardiaus 
(1899-1900) falling on the Poor Rates was Is, O'7d, 

The Proportion which the Rateable Value of Agricultural Land bore 
to tho Rateable Value ofa.ll Rateable Pro~erty in 1900 w&s ' - 16'8 per cent, 

•• 
<f_> 50 Unions in which the Rate in the ~ of the ExpenditU:l"e of 

Overse.ers and Guardians falling on Poor Rates was highest_ 

I Net EXPCD- Rate in I. on 
A8Iessable- A •• essable 

15S 

diture of 
Val.e (1900) Overseer, Value (1899) RnteabJ e 

L"OiOD UNION 

ReferenGe and 
PopulatioD, 

1901, 
Number. COVNTY. 

I 

B07 Milde.b.lI (S.fI.lk) - - 8,261 
800 Redruth (Com"'aU) - - 48,105 
iCl8 Stu,," (Suffolk) - - - 19,166 
206 Hury SL Edmundo (Sntlolk) - 16,255 
60. Crickhowcll (Breaknock) - - 19,649 

626 Pwllheli (CarDarvon) - - 21,905 
680 Angle8ey (Anglesey) - - 14,257 
608 Lampeter (CaTdigon) - - 9,256 
100 Ouowo,," (E8I1es:) - 15,705 
198 Halltead (EI.es:) - - - 16,248 

201 Uilbridge (Suffolk) - - 16,049 
2.7 Kinp:" Lynn (Norfolk) - - 20,951 
6117 Carnarvon (Carnarvon) - - 49,658 
219 GroAt Yarmouth (Norfolk) • - 60,83~ 
181 Guilto .... (Norfolk) - - 9,417 

104 Cosford (Sulfolk) - - 'I4,d6. 
180 IJinton (Cambridge) - - 11,'57 
177 CutoD and Arrington (Cambridge) _ 8,898 
96 FOTdillgbridge (Southampton) _ 6,187 

688 Bedwellt! (MODDlOOtb) - - 82,186 

1 •• Bra.iDtree (11:188%) - - 16,890 
288 Mitford. and Launditcb (Norfolk) - 18,979 
261 Wbnborue and. Cranborne (Dol'llet). 1i,10" 
604 AberayTO. (Cardigan) - - 10,785 
287 Bideford (Devon) - -I 20,616 

62 Cranb1'OOk (Kent) - - - 12,944 
&91 Pontardawe (Glamorg8n) - - 16,716 
681 Hnlybcad lAnglelle,.) - - 20,5451: 
194 Maldon (Esses) - - 23,119 
tiB Falmouth (Cornwall) - - 18,148 

106 AltoD (Southamptoa) - - 16,U5 
46 Medway (Kent) - - - 97.0"6 
80 Petwortb (Sussex) - - 8,529 

185 Dooking (Norfolk) _ - - 17,683 
IllS Forehoo (Norfolk.) - - 11,829 

800 B •• orford~8It (Pembroke) _ - 88,140 
Ull PeWley (Willa) - - 11,909 
89 Alvenrtoke (SoutilamptoD) - IR,879 

140 Amenham (Buelu) - - S1,245 
87 Southampton (Southampton) - 61,"'09 

~9 Sheffield (Yorks, W. Riding) - 9ilt,HI 
8716 Wolverhampoon (StaJrord) _ - 154.581 
374 nudley (Stafturd) - - 152,201 
»89 Swafl'bam (Norfolk) - - 11.015 
698 Llandilo Fawr (Carmarthon) - 23,694 

90 Itareham (Southampt('Ou) - - 2],176 
'90 Nl'atb (Glamorgan) - - 71,802 
191 Billeritm1 (Jo:sle.-) - - - 12,"'36 ••• Mtt.m6eld \Notticgbllm) - - 81,601 
.01 MOnlaoutb (Monwouth) - - 2~.239 ---

Total &1ld Averag .. - 1,760,332 

I 9861l1, 

(Ind por Head of GUArdians 
Population (1899-1900) 

per Head of \1901), 
Population 

(Col, 5 0. (1901), (Col, 
22 OD pp. pp,IOO to 14.,) 

10. to 147,) 

" " I, d, 
• 18'4 12 "0 
Z 5'0 6 a's 
8 18'6 10 6'0 
8 15'2 9 2'5 
2 7'6 7 8'0 • 9 8'9 7 10·1 
2 17'1 9 "2 
J 5'1 8 2'. 
8 "2 10 11'8 
8 0" 8 1'4 

8 2'1 9 5'8 
8 1.'0 9 7'8 
2 19'0 7 6'9 
3 17'1 9 0'4 
8 15'6 11 S'2 

8 8'9 9 "S 
4 5'8 11 "8 
8 10'. 12 0'4 
8 18'9 11 \0'6 
3 10'. 5 S'8 

8 1"6 10 1'8 
4 4'0 11 9'4 
4 2'9 11 0'6 
2 5-5 6 5'5 
2 12'7 8 ll'5 

8 19'. II 4'8 

• 8'2 6 .'0 
! 19" , 7'9 

• 8'4 9 5'6 
8 8'S • 0'7 

• 1'2 10 1'8 
8 8" f 2'2 
4 1'8 11 7'4 
4 10'1 10 9'1 
8.19'5 10 .'8 

8 5'0 8 1'4 

• 9'. 10 5'9 

• S'5 , 9'8 
8 7'0 8 5'2 
4 18'8 9 ~'4 

4 0'4 1 e'7 

• 5'0 6 "8 
214'8 5 5'9 
4 10'7 Ii 7'8 
2 19-0 7 8'9 

" IS'6 10 "3 
8 18'9 7 8 4 
• 18'4 10 5'1 
3 04 ~ 10'3 
8 "8 8 5'S ------
3 9'6 710'5 

of Expon-
diture of 

Over.eer. and 
Guardians 
(1899-1900) 
fal1inla on 
Poor tes, 
(Col, 28 on 

~p,101 to 147_) 

I, d, 
2 2'9 
2 2'3 
2 2'3 
2 2'2 
2 l'S 

2 1'7 
2 1'6 
2 1'3 
2 1'1 
2 0'5 

2 0'3 
2 0'2 a 0'1 
2 0'1 
1 11'9 

1 11'6 
1 11'6 
1 11'5 
1 11'1 
1 10'9 

1 10'S 
1 10'S 
1 10'S 
1 10'6 
1 10'6 

1 10'4 
1 10'4 
1 10'0 
1 10'0 
1 9'9 

1 9'8 
1 9'7 
1 9'7 
1 9'5 
1 9'5 

1 9'5< 
1 9'6 
1 9'3 
1 9'3 
1 9'3 

1 91 
1 9'1 
1 9'0 
1 S'9 
1 8'S 

1 S'7 
1 8'7 
1 8'6 
1 8'6 
1 S'6 

1 10'1 
; --

i 

VllIueo 
Agricultu 

Land a 

f 
r&1 , 

comp ... red 
aJlltat~8 

with 
bl. 
in Propert,. 

1900. 

Per cen t, 
50'S 
25· ... 
31'S 
4'1 

81" 

51'7 
57'7 
61'1 
88" 
25'5 

87'8 
8'. 

23'6 
1'2 

46'0 

86" 
88·5 
54'7 
.4'6 
1'8 

21·1 
41'8 
85'0 
56'5 
8.'7 

8.'0 
18" 
89'9 
.1'9 
25'9 

26'8 
2'0 

82'6 
.7'S 
88'9 

60'4 
48'9 
4'1 

27·6 
--
O'S 
1'5 
8" 

41'4 
53'9 

19'7 
7'1 

16'S 
u-s 
37'. 

]7'S 

u 



1540 ROYAL COMMIS,ION ON WCAL TUATlON: 

TULE Xl.-A~ERAGE RATE IN TEE £ of POOR RATES LESS PRECEPT RATES m UNION

COUNTIES in 1868, 1889-91, and 1898-1900, 

r Compiled (rOR' Sir H, H_ Fowler'. h.'p",-t Oil Local Ta:rotion (H_C_ 168 of 1893); Local Ta.ratiun Ret" ...... 
1899-1900, Pe,I_ (H_C, 302 oflWl); Ibid, 189R-li9, Pe,I_ (B_C, 193 of 1900)_] 

• . I Average Rate in the :£ I')f Average Rate in the :£ of 
, 

Poor Rate8 len Prece(lt ltatcs.* Poor Rates leal! Precept &tee. * . 
I I 

Division8 ::md Union I Mean of Increase (+ ) Division. and Union , Mean of Mean of Increase ( + ) 
MellO nr Rates ror or Decrease l{ate!! fo a .... ~Ol or Dec~ 

Counties. Hates for 1898-99 (-) in CotIDtiea. /1889 90 1898-.. ( -) In 1868_ 1889-90 aDd 1898-1900 1868. 
and nnd 1898-1900 and IlR compared. 

1890-91. 11899~ 1899- as compared 
with 1889-91. 11890-91. 1900. with 1889-91. 

I. LoIlDON. 0- 4_ ., 4, .. d_ 4, VII. NOB:rB 

1. Loodout I 7'4 1 S-9 I 7'4 + 4-9 MIDL4IfD. 0- 4. ., tI. .- d. ., 
-

29. Leiceater - 1 4'9 II" 1 O'g + }'7 

I 30. Rutland - I 9'5 7'. 8'6 T O·t 
31. Lincoln - , I "5 11'2 I 0-0 + 2'8-

II. SOU'IB'-E..uTBRN. 32. Nottingham - I 3-4 10'0 I I'. + 8'. 

S. Surre, - - I 8,7 10'1 10'2 + 0-1 83. Derby - - I 2'8 n'3 I 0'7 + 1'4 

S. Kent - - 1 7'2 1 0'0 1 1'8 + I-S --
4. Susses: - - 2 S'I I O-S 1 0" - 0-' Average - 1 S-1 10'9 1 1'3 + 0'4 

5. Southampton - 2 1'5 I '-2 1 3-' + 1'1 
6, Berks - - 1 11'2 10'1 l1'C + 1'5 , I I -- , 

.Average - 1 10'9 11'9 1 0-1 + 0'8 
, 

VIII. NORTH- 1 , 

I 1 • WSSTBllI'I'. I I 
, 

III. SO~ MIDL.UID. I 34. Cheater - - I 3'1 ! 8'7 . 9-7 + 1-0 

9'S : 11'9 : + 9'4 
'5. Lancaster - I 4-0 g·O i 10'1 + 1-1 

1. Middleses: - 1 0-4 , 

8. Bertford- - 1 10-' 1 S-I I 1'0 - !'l Average - 1 s-·I 9-0 I 10'5 1'5 <-
9. Buckingham - 2 1'1 1 1'0 I )'3 + 0'3 \ 

10. Oxford - 1 8-6 I 0'3 I 1'3 + 1'0 
11. Northampton - I 8'1 10'~ I 0-2 + 2'0 
n. HllDtingdon - I 4-9 8-5 9-' + 1-4 
i. 3. Bedfor:l - • 0'0 1 I'D i 1 O·g ~ - 0-1 
14. Cambridge - 1 8'5 I O'S 1 0'8 ! - IX. YOllK. 

Average - I 8'5 11'5 ( 1 ( .... , ( + o·g 36. Wee. Riding - 1 ~-O 10-7 n-5 + 0-8 
I 37. East Biding - u·s lI'S 1 3'4 + '-I 

S8, North Riding - 11" .'2 1 0-8 + 3'1 

IV. :E.uTElUf. A-verage - I "4 10'6 1 0-1 + 1'5 

15. Esses. - - • 1'7 1 S-2 1 S'I + 0'9 

r 16. Suffolk - - 1 10'4 1 1'~ 1 0-3 • S'. 
17. Norfolk - I 11-7 1 S'S 1 7'5 + 4'S 

Average - • 0-0 1 .'8 1 4'7 + 2'4 X. N OBTB.lUr.I'I'. 

SV_ Durham- - I .'8 11'4 
I 40. N orthumbP.rland I 8'5 8-4 8-5 + 0'1 

V. SotrrR-WJI:8"IBIUi'. : 41, Cumberland - I 1-0 7'6 8" + 0'6 
42. Westmorland - 10'1 4'. 5-1 0'8 

16 Wilts - 0 o·i I 0-6 1 4-0 ; + 3'4 
19. Dorset - - • 0-' I 1'0 1 4:'5 ~ + 3-S Avenge - I 2'8 ." 10'4 + 1'0 
!O. ])evon - - 1 8'7 1 1'4 I a'l + 1'7 
21, eo .... wa11 - I 9-5 I 1'1 1 4'1 + 3'0 
!9. Somerset - I 6'8 11-4 1 0'0 I + 0'6 , 

Average - 1 9'1 I 0-6 1 2'6 i + s·o XI, Wua. 
I 

43. Monmouth - 2 0-. 1 s-O 1 5-4 + g-4 
«. South Wal811 - 1 n·o 1 1'7 1 2-S + 0-9 

VL WBST .MlbLUD. 45. North Walelll - 2 4'5 1 5'0 1 3'6 - 1'4 -2S. Gloucester 1 9-1 .-. - U'8 1 + 3'1 Average - 9 0-. 1 9-8 1 3-3 + 0'5 
24. Hereford - 1 3'9 10'S 1 0'0 + I-S 
25, Salop - - 1 0'8 7'0 8-' + I" 
26. Stalford - - I 3'8 1 1'6 I .,( • 0-8 I 27. Worcester - I g-6 10'8 1 1'3 + 0-5 
2ft. Warwick - 1 4'0 1 0'0 I 0'5 + 0'5 Ave~.for~-

2"3 1 .. - land and W.leo 1 6-7 1 0'1 1 + 2'1 
Average - I 4'2 11'6 I I" • 1'6 I 

- - ---
• The rats in the is for the years 1868 and 1889-91 are calcula.ted on the rateable values in those years, those for 1898-1900 

00 thE' a&SeS8llble value. (aa defined by the Agricultural Rates Act. 1896) in those years. 
t See p.46 .. to comparison betwf'en the figures for London and the rest of England ADd Wales. 



VALUATION PER HF-AD OF POPULATION. 155 

TABLB xn.-AMOUNT OF RATEABLB V ALUE PER HEAD OF POPUL.!.TION 

IN 1870, 1891, AND 1900. 
IN lJ NION COU niES ... 

[Co!"piled fro". Mr. Shaw Lefevre'. Return of Rateable Value of La,His, ~c. (H.C. 204 of 1895), Local 
Tazation Returns, 1899-1900, PI. l. (fl.C. 3,)2 of 19!)1); Ib,d, '1891-2, Pt. I. (H.C. 312 of 
1893).] 

- ---. -I Amount of Rateable Value per Amouot ot Ratll.able Va.loe f6t 
Head of PopuJ~tiOD.· •• Head of Population.· 

- ---- . - ---,- -- .. . 
ivisioDIl and UnioD IlncreAAe ( + ) Divisions and Uoion 

I Increase ( + ) 
or Dt!crease 

Counties. or Decreaae Counties. (-) in 1900 (-)inI900 1870. 1891. 1900. 1870, 1891, I 1900. as as 
compared 

I I 
compared 

with 1891. wilb 1891 • 
.. ---- . -~----

D 

I. LOl"DON. i- ., j! . , i- ., B, vn. NORTH MIDLAND. i- B, i- " i- B, O • 

1. Loudon - 5 19'1 7 17'1 8 7'8 + 10'7 
29. I~eicester 4 18'. 5 3" 5 S'I 0'1 - -30. Rutland - - 7 17'5 9 6'6 

• 11'5 + 4'9 
1 

81. Lincoln - - 6 11'3 6 4'7 6 0'3 - 4'4 
32. Nottingham · 4 6'9 " U'S , 11'0 - "5 II. SOUTo·E.a.ITRRN. 1 83. Derby - 4 0'6 4 1l'7 " 15'0 + 3'3 

2. Surrey - - 5 S'5 6 3'0 6 11"1 + 8'4 -8. Kent - - • 17'9 5 9" 5 9'6 - 0'3 Average - 5 2'8 5 4'. 5 2'1 - .'. 4. SUISex · - " 19'0 6 0'5 6 10'9 + 10'4 
6. ~outh8mptoll - 4 0'7 " 15'1 5 0'6 I + .')'5 

6. Berks - - • 7'8 5 15'0 I) 18'S I + 3'8 
-.- -,-- --------- VIII. NORTH-

AverBge - • 16" 5 11'6 5 16'9 1 + 5'3 WESTERN, I , 
I 

.J 5 

84. Ch('!ltcr - · 4 11'9 5 5'0 5 II '0 + 6'0 
35, l.au-:-aster • 0'5 4 15'6 i 4 Hi'5 + 2'9 

II. SOUTII MIDLAl'ID. 
Average ,I 2'3 4 17 'J I .. 0" 3'3 - ,. + 7. Mi(lrtlesex - 5 7'7 5 7'. + 0'1 

8. Hertford - - 5 3'0 5 1" 5 16'1 + S'l 

[ 9, 'Buekiogham - • 5'9 :; 10'S 5 12' I + I'S 
10. Oxford - - 5 11'0 a 11'2 G Z'S + 11'8 

I 
, 

11. Nortbampton - Ii 12'0 5 5'0 5 5'2 + 0" 
IX. YORK, 1 

12. lfontiogdon - 6 10'8 6 Itl'lj '1 12' i + j;';:"8 

1 j 18, Bedford . - • G'6 4 IS'7 5 8'9 + 10'2 
36, West Riding 3 S'7 4 4'3 4 !j'9 + 5'& 14. Cambridge • 17'1 6 l'i 6 I" 0'5 -- - 37. East Riding 5 1'815 e,', 5 9'2 + "0 

I 
-- 38. North Riding - 6 0'9 G 2'916 7'7 j t "S Avel'8.go · 5 7'0 6 9" 5 12' 1 + 2'7 

3 18'8 j"710' 5 1"716'3 I Average - + .'. I 

I , 
IV. EUl'JtlUf. I 

1&. EAsex - . - " 11'6 
, 7'1 , 0'5 : - 0'6 

! 16, Sutlolk - • 17'. • 11'2 , 0'7 I' - 1'5 X. NORTBBRN. 
17. Norfolk · · • 4'7 4 19" , 13" . - 6'0 - I 39. Durham - 3 10'3 • 1,'9 • 3" + ~'3 

AverBge - 5 0'1 4 11'0 • .'si - "8 ol~. Northumberland 4 18'6 5 S'I 5 9'5 + I" 
41. Cumberland · • 11" 6 5'1 6 "1 - 1'0 

I 

42. Westmor)nnfl · 6 6'1 8 2'6 • IS'4 + to'8 

V. SOUTO·WZ8TKRN. Average - 4 4'8 4 17'6 4 IS'6 + 1'0 
1 I 18. Wilts - - 5 12'0 ,~ 9" S 1" - 2'0 , 

I 19. I,)o~et . - " 12'8 6 0" 5 8" - ! 
jO. Dovon · · , 3'9 4 19'0 5 5'0 + 6'0 , 
21. Cornwllll - 8 6'0 4 "0 4 6'. + 3'9 XI. WA.LE8. 22. SoDlerset · 6 9'8 5 19'6 6 S'9 + 9'8 

"0 1& 
43, Monmouth - 3 10'. • 0'6 • 13'1 + 3'5 Average · • U'8 5 8'3 + 4'3 44, Sooth Wales 3 15'0 • 14'0 • 1b'9 + I'. .... _', 4b, North Wales - 3 IS'S • 12'8 4 19'2 + 6" -

VI. WasT MlDLAND. 
Average · 3 14'4 4 13'0 4 16',2 + 3'! 

9~. Gloucester - , 13'1 5 "0 5 "3 - 0'1 I 24. Hereford 6 !S'O 7 10'4 7 }9'0 + 2'. 
16. Salop - 5 IS'6 6 18'0 6 19'8 + 1'8 
26. Stafford - , • O'S 3 IS'S 

: '~ 
+ 2'0 

27. Woroester - • 13'1 , 14'1 - I'S 
28. W 81"W'lCk , 3'7 " 12'1 4 17'3 + 5'1 AV8l'1\&'8 for Eng- I 

I&nd and Wales 412'4 5 7'5 510'91 + 3'4 Ave_ · , 7'7 , )6'3 " 16' j' + 1'4 

• Calculated upon the populaboDa accordmg to the Cenausea of 1871, 1891. and 1»01 respectively. 

U2 



POOR ItATBS LE~S PRP,oEPT RUES r~ Anll[Nl~TRAT[VE Cf)UNTliS AND' COUNTY BOROUGIIS. 157 

TABLE XIII.-AMouNT and .\.VERAGE RATE IN THlil ..£ of POOR RATEd less PREcEPr 

RATES in ADMINIStRA.TIVE OOU!lTIBS and OOUNT\, BOROUGHS in 1896-97 and 1897-98. 

[Compiled from Rei ....... w.1 to tl", Commission hg the Local GO"emmen' Board. j 

•• 
I.--SUMMARY FOR 1896-97. , ---------

.Rate in ,. 

RateAble Poor Rates P(oOr Rates of Rateable 

-- Precept Ratee. raised less Valoe of Poor 

Value. mised. Rates mised 
Precept Rates. letts Precept 

Rates. 

£ £ £ £ •• d. 
London (Administrative County)- · 36,087,210 6,052,034 3,230,982 2,821,052 ) 6'~ 

COUDty Boroughs . · 35,614,717 4,82:',249 2,837,496 1,985,753 1 l'~ 

----------------, 
Administrative Connties other than 

r .. ondon :-
Parish .. in Boroughs - · 15,322,282 1,760,892 1,008,557 752,335 o !l'R 

.. " Urban Districts · 27,773,514 3,062,685 1,686,534 1,376,151 o B-9 

" " Rural " · 51,202,862 6,468,136 3,903,779 2,564,357 1 0'(, 

----
Total Administrative Oounties, } 

other than London - • 94,298,658 1l,291,713 6,598,870 4,692,843 011'9 

---
Total, England and Wale. · 166,000,5.85 22,166,996 12,667,348 9,499,648 1 1'7 

II.-SUMMARY FOR 1897-98. 

Rate io " 
As.ellable Poor Bates Poor Rates of AMses!lable 

- Precept Rates. raised Ie81 Value of Poor 

Vlllu··t re.ised. Rates mieed 
Precept Rates. Ie •• Pre<:ep' 

Rates. 

£, £ £ £ •• d . 
London (Administrative Oounty)- · 36,422,165 6,051,405 3,116,340 2,935,065 1 7-3 

County Boroughs . 36,399,855 4,895,322 2,919,';71 1,975,751 1 1'0 

---- ---. ---
Administrative Connties other than 

IJomlon :-
Parish .. in Boroughs . - 15,329,865 1,~21,381 1,054,536 766,845 1 0'0 

.. " Urban Districts - 27,846,978 . 3,127,240 1,744,605 1,382,635 0 ll'9 

» " Rural " · 40,489,765 5,515,201 3,375,504 2,139,697 1 0'7 

---
Total Adminilltro.tiv(' Countiel, } S3,66B,60S 10,463,822 6,174,645 r~;9'li7 1 G-a 01 her than London • .. 

1----
21,410,549 -112,210,556 

--' 
Total, England and Wales - 156,488,628 

1 
9,199,993 

I 
1 2'1 

N01' •. -One or two <?' the .6gurea ~ thi. T~ble do ~ot qUill) .~",e ~th &(l:UI"Il8 given ~ Tables I., 11'1 Dlld n I., O\.oing to ,om'" 
0' tbe KetufUd from whloh thlll Table 18 compiled ba'f'lDIl unuergone slight awendmenll SlOee the publication uf the JlOcall'flXlttion 
Retum. from wbich TablBl I., If., and Ill. are compiled . 

• SH P. 0&5 I' to comparison betneu the figure. for London and the h8t ot England and W.lf ... 
t S .. r •• to ... (6) on p. 79. 

U3 
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1M! ROYAL etJ1UllSSION ON UJCAL TAXATION: 

TABLE XIII.-AlIoUllT and A~B.J.GE BATE 1If TD £ or POOE RUES I .... PERCEPT RATBS 

In.-YEAR 1896-97. 

(a.) ADMINISTRATIVE COUNTIES 
-----

PuDbs in BmaI Didncla. ParishE:!I in un.n DiBtroe.tL 

I i I Rate in £ I I 
Poor Poor Rate in I: 

Adminia1nd'ftl ComItieL Poor -' 110 .... 01 Rateable roar Ratea of Rateable _Ie Valueal --. ....... Poor Ra.tes - P~pt n..i_ \ due of - I'''' P~.lIot~ V ..... -. - """"pO -- V ..... -- Rates. Precocpt m*'<l I('IM 

i - ':l.':f -- ",-". -, 
---~-~ --

~ I ~ • ~ .. ... £ £ " I " .. d. 
1.-1.08"1)0. · , (a-p. 182). - - - - - - - -

1 L-80IJ'TB·B.I.SI'DlI 
Co(JlfTIa. - , · , l.l' ..... ,65,'" llO,!60 - , 0'0 J.!t6,l .. ,....,. "'Jf1O ...... 0 .·s 

K..,' · , ...... ..., II ..... !1"Jt8 ....,., 1 0'0 U ...... ....... 0I\JI05 ".M o n·s 

........ - , · · ........ """ ... .. .... 419.166 I !". 483,!7a ...... "'A03 1'.071 o 9·5 

-. ....... .... "'" ';"9.131 I f/lJ1rf1 36.Ii' • , 3'. 19.171 ,...., 11M3 
, 

, , , ..... , !"! 
lkIa&bamptOll , · · 1.1A.OOO It ..... , ...... .... ,. , ,., ........ ...... ,.. ... I 17.oos • U·. I 
.... or ........ ' · · · 181,8!I 'U!IS .. ,.. 8,1IlJ o 9"5 ,.,..., ll,568 .. "'" , 

&,,'" o 8-6 

-..... · · , · ......., 11;,118 16.O1! _.lOS 010" ,~ ... ... !!1 I .,. 0 0" 

ToIaI , , """,8'lII ....... ....... lSI .... , 0"'; ~ ....... l'i3,.lSS I· ...... o 10·8 

UL-Sovr:a )[mLUrD 
, 

CotinlEL I lb_ · · ......... ....... .... n !10,$'11 , 0'0 ........... 4.19.'i17 !7M1' , ...... , 0" - · , · ....... -. ...... ...... 1 0"8 ....... ...... ".'" 11,21! I , .'1 

Bo ... '_ · · · ... UO " ...... ...... ...... , 0" , ....... ...... ...... 1.149 011'3 - . · · · ........ ...... ....... ...... , t·O MUS] '.S53 i "OIl! I 3.,,1 ! , '" 
NorthluPptoD · · · ....... 11 ..... ..., .. ...... o U'8 -'" :n .... I " ..... j 

H,O'it I , 0" _orP_ 
· · 'OUOO ... " ..... f,8n 011'$ - - I - I - , -

I i I Bm::~ , · · ..,.... ..... ...... l!,8OiI 010'6 ...... ...., UfO I !.5S7 , 0" 

_ani . , · · - ...... ...... ...... 1 r. 'f1#Y1 'D,U3 I ..... I ..... I , 1" 0-_ 
· · · ....... ...... ....., . ... m , ,'. I1JI! 2,.178 ... ,.m 010'7 

Isle or "'" · · · _.71'7 ..... , 1&,118 ...... 1 .'. ,...... 1U07 I ..,,. i ..... I o n'7 I , , 
'lotaI · . · ...... - ....... ....... ....... , o's ....,- .... , .. I ....... ' ....... I , 0" 

I 

IV.-1WIrBu' Co11ftDlS, 

-. · · · · 1,&1l.7dI ........ ,- ....,. 1 I" ......... "" .... . -- ...... 1 "0 

~- · , ....... ...... ...... ...... , S'8 ..... UIIII ..... ..... , !"l _ ...... - · · ....... ...... 17.m ......, 1 0" ...... - ..... &,U'7 1 , .. 
1'1"""'" · · · - LtII8.8D ....... 117 .... ' ...... I D'. uo.tol 17,819 ' .... .. ... , .. , 

'lotaI · · · ..- .....,. - ,.,.,.,. , "0 ......... .., .... ' ...... 10l.i'86 , 
"0 

V.-801rnI-WIllrI'lDt::l' 
, I 

OoUlJTdIfL , 
..... ~ .. , · · · t.OM.9If1 m .... ...... fIl_ , , .. ........ ...... I 17,8'il ' ..... , , .. 
-... . · · · ....... ...,. ...... .,..,. 1 , .• ,o.,m ...... OJ'" ..... , I'. - , , · ~ .....,. ' ...... -. , , , .. ...... - ...... ...... 1 '" ""'. · · · .... '" , .... ...... .... .... 1 S'. ' ...... ' ..... ,,!SO 9.27. 1 .·s ......... . . · t.G!7.Bl' .. ,.. 137 •• ' ...... , ... SIl.!9S ",6'i1 J!,!j! 17 .... , ,., 

ToIaI · · · 8, ....... ....... ...... .... .... , :-1 .......... .... '71 ...... ...... • s·. 
VL-WISI' lImLdD I I Co<nBL 

G-.r · · 1,ll8.'i'Dl m .... ...... ...... , ,-. "" .... ....., 
18J" 

....., , s·, - . . · ,. . ..,. ...... t9,71 • ....., 010'9 liS" ..... ... .. 1.t18 I , 0" - · · · ',!i8U5' 11 ..... ....... ., .... • 7'1 ..., .. ..... ..... .... , , 0'0 

..- . · · · ....,,,.. ,..., .. 7UII6 ..."" 110'. ' ........ ' .... 07 ...... .... ,. , 0" 

.... - · · · I.11OJil1 ,_&67 "'1t1I ...... 011" ....... :n.." ...... ...... , , .. 
W.nricIl · · · - - ' ...... ..., .. ...... 010"8 - - ...... , ..... • 8" 

~, · · &800,'" , ...... ....... - 010" ......... - ....... ....... , s·. 



POOR RA.TES LESS PRECEPT RATES IN A.mUNISTRA.TIVE GOUNTIES Alfil' COUNTY BOROUGHS. 159 
• 

in Ai>M'NI8TRATIVE COUNTIES and. COUNTY BOROUOIlS in 1896-97 and 1897-98-continued. 

nI,-YEAR 1896~7. 

OTHER THAN LONDON. 
- - • 

ParimCi iu Borough •. Total. 
----- - - ----

I 1 Rat-e in I! Ra~ine 

I 
Poor of Bateable Poor 01 Bateable 

B.at.eal: Ie Poo. Precept D .... I Villueot Ratesble Poo. P ...... Da ... Value of Administrative Countiee. 

Da'" 
raised Poor Retell Rate. .... oed Poor Rate. 

If!IM 'nilled leu 
,.,. 

V"II1~. , raised. Da .... 
Pn!cept Pl'9Cept 

Value. rtl .... Da .... 

"'-' raised leM 
Precept I I 

Rates. I RaleI. Rate,. Da .... 

I I I I.-LoNDo •. 

-
~ ~ B B t. •• B B " £ t. •• - - - - - - - - - , -

IL-SolTTB"·EA9TBRlI' 
COUlfTlB8. 

660.7116 0.401 ...... ...... 0 B'O 8.019A8U ....... .....,7 IBMoDl 010'3 Surrey. 

1,423,01'.1 166.482- 7D.075 ",887 1 "7 f,ItSIS.l19 .. , ... ....... 841,821 , 0'8 Kent. 

329,066 ...... 19.'100 11.136 0 D" l.811.81" I , ...... 117.108 " .... , 0'0 8uaex.Eut. 

11:2.149 ' ..... ....... 19.1i29 I .. , ala....., 11J8,068 ...... ...... , 0'0 SuaseXo WeAt. 

67D.76! 33.9:10- 17,0&93 ' .... ' 0 .'9 2,088.41'10 !o7.381 107,919 ...... 011" SouthAmpton. 

1('8,311& 10.098 ..... ..... 0 B" .., .... 38,.0119 Zl,lUl '6,118 0 8'9 1I1eofWigbt. 

f--'''~ "' .... ..... II ..... o n'9 ..!.:.121~1_115 .. ~ . ..... ...... 010'9 Berkshire • ----
1&640.083 1 1,603,t68 

--- ----
3.48':',-i68 X3S,966 171,298 167,868 011'5 ....... 613,819 011'9 TottI. 

I IH,-Sourn ~£tDL.UID 

I 
Counu~8. 

- - - - - ",..,.... ....... ....... '116.81' 
, 0'1 MiddleseJ:, 

"' .... .. •• 111 16,011 ..... , S·, 1 .. 155.648 1157.978 ....... '11,5515 1 0'7 Hertford., 

tl7,OBIS 5,577 .. ". 90781 () U'7 lJ-lI3li~7 I 129,822 71 .... .. ~,. , 0'0 Buckingham, 

... , .. 10,.:1. ",'0 ...... , s·, 779.837 , ...... .. ..., .... , . , 0" OElord. 

82.086 3.011" , ... , 1,1197 o U'9 1,2.'7.352 1.rs,'1lI8 ........ 61 .... o U'9 Northf1mp~oll, 

117.8S8 7,4.37 ..... MIlS 011'1 ., ..... Itl.8to7 5,561 10,886 o 11'S Boke c,r Peterborough. ...... ..... Uli6 ..... , 0" 880,316 4!,tM ...... 17,&1$ 011'0 Hnntin!rdon. 

2111,377 ...... l'l,lM 1.,7M , , .. 843,320 118,396 70,811 .7,5715 , , .. Bedford, 

2'O!t.:I!7 "' .... 18.687 7,915 0 8'. 876.300 
I 

77 .... ... 768 ...... o 11'7 Cmubrid~, 

a:::,'2Oa .... ., ..... 2.M7 , S·O m,773 

I 
...... 1&,241 23,684 , ,., Isle or Ely. ----

HIJD6 I 967,040 71.363 ...... , 0" 10,11$,008 1,328,363 771.'" 556.437 , , .. To'aI, 

, 
IV.-EA8TBB. COlnr':"lU. 

348,lfHI ...... ...... ..... , , 
"0 2,920,916 ........ 818,935 ....... , 0'. B""'L 

1.7,668 ,., .... '0 .... 7.008 011'4 869.628 ...... 89,m ..... , , S·9 Su8'olll, Ba.-t, 

77,1st 10,051 8,185 ..... , D" Otl,M1 ""08 ...... <6,110 , .'0 Sulfolk Weat • 

1---- U\911J. 10,318 •• 603 , ••• 1.700.11JitJ ::1 183,663 I , ...... 1 ••• Norfolk. ------ ---
I ....... ...... 11,031 ..... , 

"0 6.01+ .. 300 519,678 I ....... , , .. Total, 

V,-SOUTU:' WESI'BBJr 
CoV~TIBI. 

Itl,4ttl 18,81" ..... 10,31S , ••• 1."17.aoo llOlI .... II...,. 9!,ns , .. , Wilt&. 

2&0.100 ...... ...... 11\"M 1 ,., l.Ml,008 1407,6'l0 1 .... ' 
m,. •• , ,., Do .... 

S2'!.0P3 41 •• 03.7117 11.8. I "0 1,1531,0&6 ....... 18'1.l8'l ,. ... 811 , ... Devon. 

210,187 ...... ' ..... , ..... 1 .'0 l,S08.370 , ...... 101.010 ...... , , .. Comwall.-

!!!O,M1 'M,lSG .... , " ... , , .. , ........ ....... 1111\0'11 18."i,509 , 0" Somerset. ---------- -
l.l&O.Mrl! 1 1M-OJ:! ' ....... 7&,668 , 0·8 8,.SSR,015 I 1,170,.181 .... 138 &31.023 1 2'$ Total, 

VJ.-WnT !lIDld..n 
OovnlE8, _.". :II.St!. 1~r:.\S9 13,746 o 1t'1 J.BOO •• '-I 1"".00 110.»10 , I'S G!('iuoes&er. 

IW.='OtJ U"IM , ...... ti,.:!'& 010'8 - Ill,l3l 71.019 ...... 010'9 HCn!Oford • 

2~·,ltIlG t1'~1 16.485 '3.006 011'1 IJSS.t.(1O:! , ...... ..... , , M,na 0 ,., St.!op, 

-j'- """" iI .... , .. , ........., . , ...... .... .., , ....... 1 ••• Sratl'onL ............. IJ,7!I ..... 1 , .. ,...,..., , ...... " ..... ...... , .., Wonater • 

_317,171 ~_ ~ ,~ ..... o 9'1 1,774,:!7! " .. ,.. 1 ....... I 7!,1rt1 0 "S W.rwtck. ---
1.llfltl.8.'W I56.3H " ..... ...... t) n'R 11,389,97'1 l.oro .... 711". I MlI,700 IJ lJ 'ft Toltt.l. , 

1T4 



160 ROYAL COMMISSION UN 1.0(;..11 TAXATION: 

TAnr.E XIII.-AMODNT IlIld AVERAGE RATE IN TUE £ of PO<'R RAT". Ie .. PnECEPT nATES 

.. 

Adtnir.i5~rativ6 Count·ics. 

iH.-NollTH MrnL,urn 
COV5rlB8. 

~iOOllter . - · 
Rutland , - · , 

LlncDln:-
J'l1l'ta or Holland , , 

p"Tt« ollt6lteven , , 

Part, or LlaMe,. , , 

Nott!ngham , , · 
Derl>y , · 

Total , , , 

VIII -NORTJ[·WBtI'IBBlI' 
CotrB'I'JB8, 

Ohaster , , 

'l..a.nCWIter .. , · , 

Total .. , , 

lX,-YOJU[8J[IBB, 

Welt Riding , · -
Bast Riding , , , 

l!iOl'~h Riding , , -
Total .. , 

X,-NoB.TJlBB. Co1TJlf'l'lB8, 

Durham , · , 

Worthl1mborlond · · 
Cumberl.o.nd , , · 
Westmorland , , 

Total , · , 

n,-MolfllotrTB .A.lfb W4JJI8, 

Monmouth 

Glamorgan • 

armnrthen C 

P 

Oa 

B 

IIa 

If 

F 

D 

M 

embroke -
nIJ_ 

recknook . 
dnOl' 

aDtgomcry 

lint· 

enbigh , 

ericneth 

carnarvon , 

ADKl65eJ 

Total 

- · -
, , · 

, · · 
, , -

, · 
· · 

, , · 
, , -

, · · 
, · -

, · -
· , -. , -
· - · 

Total of ..\dmiDl&tratiV8} 
~g:ntiel .. O'he~ th~ Lon: 

-

I 

111.--Year 1896-97. 

Pnrhihoa in Rural Distrlc .... 

Poor RateiD I!. 
poor Rom of Ro.teabl 

Bate&blc Precept Value of 
R .... ........ POOl" Batelll 

Value. Ba .... leu railed leas raised. ",""""pi hecep, Ro .... Ro .... 

" " " " •• d. 

970,611 107.883 .. ~ .. 39.61'1 0 0" 

1!10.136 18,l80 10,061 8,126 0 ••• 
838,181 ...... 4O,S80 19.'169 1 0'1 

626,788 ".m 15D.211i1li 81,116 1 O'D 

l,065.9G8 146.431 ...... ...... 1 • •• 
." .... W1~ 68,181 .... .. 0 .'0 

1.877,!35 173.160 107,5851 ".6'18 OU'4 

6,468,816 031,880 MO.71' .. 1 .... 011'0 

1.50'.7. 188.'80 108,9411 MI.519 • .'. 
2,116,,271 ....... ]61 .... '4.m • 8" 

8.6GL02ti I - 27o.s73 183.691 0 ••• 

2..wI.418 8!7.l95 280,141 9'1 .... 0 S·, 
916,'108 110.& " .... ... ... o 9'7 

l,81!,lS8 118.892 78,78' 611.168 0 8'8 

06,686,262 156,373 877,181 179,19! 0 ••• 

1.'1'1 ..... 118,111 115,Olf ..,D7' o ll~g 

1,1"'1J6 '''''''' 78.'172 ...... 0 "0 ....... 86,~ I 58,053 ""'0 o 9'1 

403,511 SS,38l 18.876 ..... • .·s ......... I .,637 I !'lO,7. 16),8811 • .'. 
... .31, ","0 81,140 ....,. 1 S" ....... ,..,.., ...... "' .... 011'7 ....... 87J,'I1 ...... ...... , ••• 
80'1.878 .... &7 "'611 ...... I "0 

l88,31. SlIi,188 ...... lIS,110 1 , .. 
\!SO .... 8t,D79 ... "" .., .. 010'1 

U6,8S& 17,MB 11.340 ..... 0]]'. 

B88.US 81,!13' 18,010 ... ..., o U'S 

....... ......, 
llfAl' 17,120 o l1'S ....... ...... .. .... M,';OO I 1'1 ,..,... 11~ I ..... .... ' 1 0'] 

...., .. ..... , ".687 18,010 , S·, 
166,107 9a.o78 11"'" 16,891 • 0" 

---
4,158,686 .... SSI ........ .., .... 1 I' • 

51.202.8621°.468.186 3.903.77912.664.3,,1 1 0'0 

(a.) ADMINISTRATIVE COUNTIES 

Parisbca in Urban DfltricLa. 

Poor Rate in. 
Poor Rot.. of Ro.teabl 

Rateable Precept Value 01 
Ro ... ......<\ PoorRatea 

Valuo. Ro .... I". ra.isod leas 
ra""" Precept ,,-pt JIa .... Ro .... 

" " " " .. d. ....... 19.196 8,88'1 10.907 010'7 

- - - - -
1(1.6,0140 IB.7.s ,,0'13 • .oro I 1'0 ...... .~ "" ' .... , ••• SOl..,. 17.488 ..... 12 .... 1 0'1 .... , .. 31 .... 17,318 I ..... 1 0" 

673,1&7' 69,050 ...... 26,'16 011·1 

1'-"18 1 ...... 71.00 '1.008 OU'7 

1,1'7.088 .6,1" 61.'1'1 ..,..,. • .'1 

"108,948 ....... 1'7!1,8'12 1 ...... • .'0 

~ ....... "'.188 m .... .... m o St" 

~08l"" 8Ui,859 191,'61 ,..,..., o U'I 

105.1(8 11,7215 ~I" .... , 010'1 

..,., .... ""'1'1 ... ,.. 31 .... 011'5 .. ., ..... 8'1Q,761 119,036 131,'19'1 .n:;-

, ...... , ..... ",871 .. .... 1 .'. 1136..,.., .. .... ".OWI IlI.843 • s·. ....,.. .1. ... lW. , .. 730 • .'0 

.. ,678 ..... U9S I .... • .·s 
1,708,W18 ,.. .... 31 .... , ..... 010" 

....... ... ... 67,'796 3D,lot I "1 

1,658.9'16 203,176 126,1SOO '1'1$141 011'8 ....,. 106,1t7 •• '19'1 . .... 1 3" ..... I".. ... ... I B" 

Ul' , .. ... ... 110'S 

... "'" ..... 8,'" 7f1l 0 "1 ...... 8,181 803 1,318 I "1 

h.ISl' .. , .. !,Irn ..... I , .. ...... ..... ..... ..... I .'1 ...... . .... ..... ..... I 0'. ...... 18,61' ''''''. ' .... 1 ". 
I ...... ... 711 .. ... ..... I .. , 
81,143 ..... ~ .... ' 1 0'1 

I.,oii;;" ...... , SOD.157 1 1 ...... ] 1" 

'.fI.773,514 1 •. 062.68511.688.63411,318.1511 011'9 



POOI\ RATES LESS PRECEPT R.A.TES t'N ADXINISTilATIVE COUII'TlES AND COUNTY BOaOUGB8. 161 

in AI>HlII'8TUTlVB CollNTIB8 an4 CoUNTY BOROUGHS in 18116-97 and l897-98-conti .. ued. 

III.-Year 1896-97. 

OTHER THAN LONDON-cmatinued. •• 

_ble 

Value. 

II ,,,,11 

PariIb. in Borough •• 

p
IIA .... 
railed.. 

1/ 

'0.008 

1/ 

.. 207 

Poor 
Rateo ....... ,-

P<eoo", -. 

" 3.801 

BateiD £ 
or Rat.eabl 

Value of 
Poor Rates 
raUod lua 
.t'rticept 
IIA .... 

•• d. 

1 0'1 

a..teable 

Value. 

" l..i89.m 

''''''88 

1/ 

,.., .... 
'8,186 

Tot;lLl. 

Poor 
Rates ...-,,,. 

Precept 
BaWl. 

1/ ...... 
6326 

Rate in S 
ot B.o.teable 

Value 01 
PoorB.atea 
raiaed lea 
Precept 
Ra .... 

•• d. 

0]0'1 

o 8'1 

Adminia&rative CouQti8ll. 

VII.-NoBTIl MlDLAJrlII 
eo""" ... 

Lei08lter. 

Butland. 

Lincoln ~ 
fIlS,Il1l 0.178 &.307 8,171 1 II'S 485.'110 79,480 ISO,S6O ID.lOO 1 I" Pan. 01 Bolland. 

101.088 Mas 1.8D8 a,MO 1 1'9 '15G,n'l 100,634 6L87t 88,1580 1 O'S Paris ol Ke.tev8D.. 

89.IIB 1.119 858 't.S8S 1 s'a 1,8116,993 166,866 9'1,Jlt fIO,6151 1 0'8 Parte 01 Lindaey • 

• t21 16,1ti8 7.078 8,180 0 11'9 1,8615#17 1"-7311 88.4'71 sues 0 10'0 Nottingham. 

196,179 16,999 tUm 11.632 1 S·, 1,1411,611 159.309 lM,888 106.626 011''1 D6I'by. 
1--=--1--- --------·-+-'--'----1---'--1--'--·1--'--1----

8IIUtIO 70.100 84108 BO.G8'1 1 1'9 1_."" Oo..tl'lll M6,OM S68.6M 011-' Tote!. 

VIlI.-NoB~R.WB8TB:&Jf 
CoUHIBI. 

6'11,'" 

.. 818, ... 

...... .... , .. ""81 

'~800 

011'8 

o 7'8 

8,1.86,9SB 307,070 181,961 l25,119 0 g'& Cheater. 

8.M8:no 778.118 •• W 3l8,'fSZ 0 0'0 LanCMIt.er • 
-,,:-,.,"'1 ..... :--:1· -,..-.. -:-.... -:1--~ -....... -,.,-.-:-,.1--.-.-.1-1 To,"L ....... os" 

Ud.M7 10o.aoo 118.811 8U'T9 0 11'0 0._,488 898,8M aso,!M 

.0,187 a.M. 1,180 I,t7I 1 0'1 1.118.981 115._ 79,610 

........ 
...... 
81.8'18 

o 10'S 

o 0'0 

o 0'7 IBO,WI' 80,881} It\715? 15,181 1 1'0 !,010,iM 192,958 111,681 
1-:,,-.... --..,-+-.... -:," .. :- -"',-.. -... -.:-1--:,.-.... -+-.,-,-,-.• -1-.-'-... -,-' .... -+-1,-"'-'-...,.-1-,-.,-'."'-. '1--61-0,"'"".-10"10-1 

IX.-Yoaumu. 
West Riding • 

East Ridin« • 

North Riding. 

TotaL 

L-NOBTJIlIBlI' CoUS'I'III. 

'SO.tal 91.088 B6,6'1e: 81,e81 1 0'0 S.sn.n7 3'1&.'1' 1lf,896 161.oSO 1 0'0 DUI'ham. 

_661 89." Il1\,801 IG,l48 0 8'0 t.MD,8U l$8.11& 111.170 8I,Hli 0 "7 Northumberland. 

1l7.aM Sf.&1J I la.so& 19,103 1 8'15 U9!.3O& In,1H8 SUSS 87.aoa 0 10'1 Cumborla.nd. 

n,on ".00 1,861 1,788 0 S'O &M,On 36,030 19.816 18.Hl 0 iii'S Weltmorllnd. I-"""' __ -.... ."..·I-,c ... ::-... =·j:-- ... ·7'>M::-:I-... ="' .. ='+-,0'-,=\.,:.,-II-:-, .. =,=8,8O'I=::-:j--,,'=,=.,,=,-1--"''=1>=1=' -= ... :.::: .... ::..1-:.:...1=.=.0-1 Total. 

OUllO 

81 .... ...... 
...... 

..... 
,~ ... .. ..,. 
0,.&10 

o.m .. ,.., 
0,037 ..... 
'.7&8 

UfO , ..... ,.... 
.. on 
~81' 

L'" 

..... 
1 .... ..... 
..... 

1,176 

8, ... ..... ..... ..... 
1,'" 

..... 
t'" 
.... 1 

.. 781 

10._ 1.+18 l,an 118 
1-_---1--.,. .. :-:: .... -::- --.s:;i;"I-iiiii 

1 g'a 

o 10'S 

1 0'. 

1 1'1 

1 8'41 

010" 

010'1 

1 "0 

1 0" 

1 "8 

1 S'. 

I S'l 

....... 
..on .... ....... 

89G.018 ......, 
..,...." 

"' .... ....... ....... 
817,188 ....... 
..... UI 

....... 

....... ...... ..... , ...... 
"' .... 
20,113 

61 .... 

...... 
'M"" 
".'" 
n.o66 

80,701 ....... 
... m .. ..., 
...... 
...." 

11.1. ...... 
"'78'1 ...... ...... ...... 

...... 
lSIJ!I)8 

311 .... 

88,'" , ..... 
11.481 , .... 
' ..... ...... 
... "'. 
18.7BS 

"' ... 

1 t't 

o ll'" 

1 S' • 

1 8'g 

1 "8 

010'0 

1 0" 

1 0'0 

1 0'7 

1 t'O 

1 6'8 

1 S'S 

IU\lOll SUN 1." !O,H6 1 11'1 

7,518,885 l,o&O.8I8! 811,176 tS9.t8S I 1 "0 
I 

Xl,-MOB'lllOUTB d1I W.6.u .. 

Monmouth. 

Gl.morgu, 

Oarmartheu, 

Pembroke, 

Radnor. 

Hontgome.." 

PHnt. 

Denblgh. 

Herioneth.. 

o.ma.oo .. 
AIJ~Ieee.."', 

TotoL 

lI,UI,lI8II 1,760,B98 ,.008.55711 7611.336 1 0 11'S 1M,III8.868 11,1191,71SIS,b98.870
1,.892,843I' 0 11'9 I {T~!"J!. :4:"J:::"1!~ 

~ ____ ~~~ __ ~ __ ~ ____ ~ __ ~ ____ ~ ___ I~ __ ~. ____ ~! __ d~ ____ ~. ____ __ 

I tBelL X 



162 ROYAL COMMISSION ON LOOAL TAXATION: 

-TABLB XIIl.-AMOUNT Bnd AVERAGE RATR III TID! £ of POOR RATBS 1 ••• PBBOBPT RATRS in 
ADMINISTRATIVE COUNTIES Bnd COUNTY BOROUGHS iD 1896-97 and 189'1 98-eontinued. 

III.-Year 1896-97. 

(b.) LONDON AND COUNTY BOROUGHS . 

LondoD aud County Boroughs. 

ENGLAND, , 

London (Administrative County)· • 

BERU COUNTT, 

Reruling . . 

CnSSTB'B COUNTY. 

B:rkenh...d -
Cheat.er - -
Stockport -

Total -

DERBT COeNT!. 

D .rby -

DEVON COUNTY. 

D 
E 
P 

evonport -
zeter -
Iymouth -

Total 

- --
-

-
-

-

-

-

DURRAM COUNTT. 

at,p-snead -
outh Shield. 

a 
S 
IS 'underlanrl 

Total 

. 
-

-

-

ErlSEx COUn-f. 

West Ham -

-
-

-

-

-

-

. 

-

-

-

GLOUCESTER COUNTT. 

riatol . B 
G loucester -

Total 

-. 
-

KENT OOUJITr. 

c antet'bury -

--
-

.-

· 

· · 
· 
-

-

-
--
-

---
-

-

--
· 

· 

, 

. 

-~'1 POOl' Rates Poor Rate. 
Precept Bate,. railed lesl 

railed. Precept Rate •. 

I i 
£ £ L,- £ I 

36,087,210 6,052,034 I 3,230,982 2,821,052 
j I 

I 
I 

307,730 14,225 - I 14,225 

500,619 33,526 15,341 IS,185 
187,846 37,224 26,651 10,573 
279,043 I 34,029 21,147 12,882 

967,50S I 104,779 63,139 41,640 

416,926 55,1'11 26,106 29,065 
--

175,529 34,153 20,100 14,053 
200;691 25,289 11,601 13,688 
354,536 49,776 20,004 29,772 

730,756 109,218 51,705 I 67,513 

-298,193 15,432 - 15,432 
30,;,009 89,431 23,908 15,523 
505,538 30,491 2,382 28,109 

1,108,740 I 85,354 26,290 59,064 

944,940 218,061 152,243 65,811! 

1,128,061 94,072 30,230 63,842 
161,034 15,305 S,396 6,909 

1,289,095 I 109,377 38,626 '10,'151 

109,427 10,371 4,239 6,132 

, 

.• Se_ p. 45 ". to compwon bltlreen the figures for ~DdoD and the rest of EnglaDd and Wales. 

BAte in £ of 
Rateable Valne 
of Poor Ratea 

raised I ... 
Precept Ho .... 

•• d. 
1 6'S 

o H'I 

0 8-7 
1 1-5 
o l!-1 

010'3 

1 4'7 

1 7'2 
1 4'4 
1 S'2 

1 6'9 

1 0'4 
1 -0'2 
1 l' 3 

1 O'S 

I 4'7 

1 1'6 
010'3 

. 
1 J '2 

1 1'5 



POOR BATES LESS PRECEPT I<ATI~" IN A~ldlNltiT;tA.TlVE COU~Tl"'S AND COUNTY BOROUGHS, 16~ 

'fABLE XIII,-AMOUNT and AVE .... GB RATB '" THE £ of POOR RATS. I ••• PRECEPT RATIOS in 
ADML'fI8TRATIVB COUNTIBS and COUNTY BOROUGHS in 1896-97 and 1897-98-conlinued, 

III.-Year 1896-97. 

(11,) LONDON AN~·COUNTY BOROUGHS--eontinued. 

Lo ndon and Connty BClroughl. 

E 'N GLAND-cont." ... d, 

LANCA9TBB COUNTY. 

-in-Furness -Barrow 
Bla.kb 
Bolton 
Bootie 
Burnl. 
Bury -
I,iverp 
Monch 
Oldham 
Presto 
Rochd 
St, H. 
Salford 
Wigon 

UI'U -- --
Y -
001- -
ester -- -
n -
al. - -
lens -

- -
-

'fotal -

-
- -
- -- -- -- -- --

-
LBICESTBR COUNTY, 

Lei.eo ter - - -

-
-

-
-
-
-
-

Ll 

Grims 
Lineal 

NooLN-Parls of LindS<ly. 

by - · -
n · · 

Total . -
MONIIOUTH COUNTY, 

Newp ort · 

• Groot 
Norwl 

NORPOLIt 

Yarmouth 
ch -

Tob.1 

-
COUNTY. 

· -
· 

- -

-

-

-

N 
North 

ORTHA.IIPTOff COUNTY. 

ampton - . 

RTHUHBKRLAHD No 

Newca:t 

CoUNTY, 

tie· upon-'fyne -
N OTTINGH.u\ ComoTY, 

NoWn ghwn · -
QxroRn CoUNT'f_ 

OxfU1' J · · -

Rateable Value, 

£ 

- 222,407 - 439,797 
- 464,403 - 450,243 . 331,096 - 248,852 - 3,802,566 
- 2,921,493 - 432,536 
" 361,794 - 290,044 
- 310,;23 
- 835,400 - 184,199 

- 11,285,553 

- 707,81~ 

, 

- 193,265 - 153,299 

- 346,664 

- 280,688 ' 

- 181,082 
- 343,257 

- ~,339 I 

- 209,812 

- 997,532 [ 

. 896,304 

- 324,014 

Poor Rates Uate in £ of 
Poor Rate. Ruteablc Value 

Precept Ratea. raieed less of Poor Rate. 
railed. p raised il:Hl8 

reccpt Rates. I Precept Ratal. 
, 

£ £ £ ., fi. 

9,712 - 9,712 (I 10-5 
64,715 39,055 lli,660 0 8'5 
25,233 317 24,916 1 1'2 
55,097 26,500 2~,597 - 1 3'2 
13,520 - 13,520 0 9'8 
19,773 12,213 ;,560 G 7'3 

340,774 130.527 21O,U7 1 1'3 
931,404 810,528 120,8i6 0 9-~ 

13,225 3i5 12,850 0 7'1 
8,270 66 8,204 0 5'4 

45,229 2R,503 16,726 1 I'S 
15,(;83 500 15.183 o ll-7 
51,593 543 ,51,050 1 2'7 
20,542 12;442 8,100 I o 10'6 

1,604,770 1,061,569 543,201 
I 

011'6 

62,669 - 62,569 1 9'2 

85,933 20,685 15,248 1 6'9 
ll,758 338 ll,420 1 5'9 - -----
47,691 21,023 26;668 1 6'5 

40,105 22,356 17,749 1 3'2 

2'7,548 B,999 16,549 1 a'6 
66,947 37,380 29,567 1 8'7 

I 
---

94,495 49,379 45,110 1 8'7 

33,444 19,232 14,212 1 4'3 
, 

[ 33,3b5 900 82,.185 0 7'8 

1-

71,489 - 71.489 I 1 7'1 
! 
I 
I 

11,464 - ll,464 I 0 S'5 
I 

X2 



164 BOy.t.L COMMISSION ON LOCAL TAXATION: 

'l'ABLB XlII.-AHoUNT and AVRBAflE RATB IN THE £. of POOR RATES less PBEC&PT RATES in 
ADMINIST .... TIVB COUNTms and COUNTY BOBOUAR. io 1896-97 Rod 1897-98-contillued. 

IlI.-Year 1896-97. 

(b.) LONDON.AND COUNTY BOROUGHS-continued. 

London and County Borough •. 

ENGLAND-continued. 

SOllBRSET COtmTY. 

11 at·h - · · • 
SOUTHAMPTON COtmTY. 

.ortsmonth p. 
S ontbampton 

Total 

· · 
· · 
· 

STAFFORD COmiTY. 

BOley · 
al.811 · 

H 
W 
W 
W. 

est Bromwich 
olverbampton 

· · 
· 

· · 
· 

· 

· 

· 

· 

· · 
· 

· · · 
· 

Poor Rates Poor Ralel 

Rateable Value. Precept Rate •. raised less 

I 
raised. Precept Rates. 

£ £ £ £ 

301,637 25,866 13,494 ,12,372 

658,622 113,893 67,312 46,681 
370,499 65,836 28,732 27,104 

--
I 1,029,121 169,729 96,044 73,686 

190,284 35,993 22,758 13,235 
205,965 13,657 - 13,657 
204,817 28,828 17,449 11,379 
325,143 65,678 26,625 28,953 

Bate in S ot 
Rateable Valae 
of Poor Rates 

raised los8 
Precept Rate •. 

•• d . 

0 9'S 

1 0'0 
1 0'6 

1 o'iI 

1 4'7 
1 3'9 
1 1'3 
1 9'4 

------

I pswich 

Or oydon 

righton B 
Has tioga 

Total · · 

SUFPOLK, EAST. 

· · · 

SUSREY COUlITY. 
. · 

SUSIIB", EAST. 

· · · · · · 

Total · · 

WARWICK COUNTl'. 

B 
C 

irmiogham 
oveu.try · 

Total 

. 
· · 

· 

. 

WOROKST&B CotmTY. 

udley D 
W orcester · · 

Total 

· · .. 

· · 

Y (IRK, EAST RmING. 

x ingstoD,upon.Hull . 

· 

· 

· 

· 

· 

· · 
· 

· 
· 
· 

· · , 

· 

· 

926,209 134,056 66,832 67,224 1 5'4 

235,227 29,001 10,034 13,967 1 2'2 

.692,177 93,272 69,423 3~,849 011'7 

754,964 85,729 37,689 48,040 1 3'3 
372,332 35,683 20,120 15,563 010'0 

.. 
1,127,296 121,412 57,809 63,603 1 1'0 

• 

2,208,124 426,709 309,5H 117,198 1 0'7 
183,216 8,896 - 8,896 o 11'7 --

2,391,340 430,605 809,511 126,094 1 0'7 

133,699 20,993 8,401 12,592 1 10'6 
183,862 18,566 4,159 14,407 1 6'6 

~---317,661 39,559 12,560 26,999 1 8'4 

807,074 102,648 37,461 65,087 1 7'4 



• 
POOII BATBII LESS PIIBOEPT .RATES IN ADMINISTRATIVE COUNTIES AII"D COUNTY EOItOVGHS. 16/ 

TABLB XUI.-AHOUNT and ATlIBA.GB RATS IN THB £ of POOR RATBS Ie .. PRECBPT RATES in 
An,I1NISTRATlVB CoUNT1R8 and CoUNTr BOROUGHS in 1896-97 and IH97-98-oontin ... d. 

In.-Year 1898-97 • 

•• 
(6.) LONDON AND COUNTY BOROUGHS-eonti"ued_ 

I 
Rate in:l of 

Poor Bate. Poor lIate.I Rateable Valna 
Lemd ..... d eoDDty BoronghL Rateable Val •• _ Precept Rate._ raised lea. of Poor Rate. 

raioecL Precept Rates. raised le.1 
Precept Ratel • 

• , 

ENGLA.ND--conIinued. 

YORK, NOllm RmING. £ £ 4: £ •• d. 

Mlddl .. brough . . · 809,948 23,908 2,270 21,638 J 4'8 
.. . 

YORl[, WaST RIDDIG. 

Bradford · · · · 1,097,484 214,683 174,901 39,782 0 8'7 
Halil"", . · · · 358,403 16,826 - 16,826 011'3 
Hudderafleld · · · 434,601 14,110 - 14,110 0 7-S 
Leed. . . . · 1,420,9R5 229,034 154,266 74,768 I 0'6 
Sheffield · · · · 1~35,071 233,578 138,974 94,604 1 6'4 -

Total · · · 4,646,394 708,231 468,141 240,090 I 0-7 

YORl[ COmITY BoROUGH' · 244,247 82,378 68,969 I 13,409 -, 1 1'2 

WALES, 

GLAIIOao ... " COUMT:f, 
Cardit! · · · · 891.826 98.663 62,443 36,240 0 9'(1 
Swansea _. · · · 846,925 63,033 30,698 22,335 I 3-6 ------

Total · · · 1,238,701 161.716 93,141 68.575 011'8 

Total of County lIorougha 36,814,717 4,823,249 , 2,837,496 I 1,985,763 , 1 1'4 

xs 



160 • nOYAI. COAIMISSIOX OX LO~,\J~ TAXATION: 

TABLE XIII.-AMouNT and AVERAGE RATE IN TIlE £ or POOR RATES Ie •• PRECEPT RATES 

~~lhninish.t1 ,eCountil'L 

~---

I.-Lo,.noy · 
1I.-SotTTD. -BASTBBIf 

COUNT lE9, 

~""'" 
)[on' 

Sussex. But 

Sussu. Weat 

Sout'la.mpton 

Islo 01 Wi(l'bi 

lIe,b 

Told 

. 

· 
· 

· 
· 

· 
· 

· 
· 

· 
· 
· 

IIL-Sot7TlI 
CoVlfT 

MIDL6JrD 
I1l8. 

· 

· 

lIiddleaez 

Hertford 

Buckingham 

(b.lord 

Jrfoltbampton. 

Boke 01 Peterboro 

Buntinll;don 

Bedford ~ 

C)ambridgo • 

ugh 

· 
I.le of E1.r 

ToW 

· 
· 

· 
· 

· 
· 
· 

· 
· 

· 
· 

11' COVlf1'IBB. IV.-BA..8TBB 

E .. "" 
Rulfolk. But 

Suffolk, West 

Nnrtotk 

Total 

. 

. 
· 

· 
· 

· 
· 
· 

WBlTBlur Y.-SourR
Cov.'!' 

'Wilta 

Dorseli 

)Jevon 

Comwallt 

Bomenei 

Total 

. 
IBa. . 

· 

· 

· 
· 

· 
· 
· 

VI.-WB8'l' MtDu" 
CoCK 

Gtonceater • 

R....roni • 

Salop 

"taaON 
'Won>elter 

Wanfjnlc 

Tnr..! 

T1JlI, 

· 
· 

· 

· 
. 

· 
· 

· 

· 
· 
· 
· 
· 

· 
· 
· 
· 
· 
· 
· 
· 
· 
· 
· 

· 
· 
· 
· 
· 

· 
· 
· 
· 
· 
· 

· 
· 

· 
· 

IV.-·Year 1897-98. 

(a.) ADMINISTRATIVE COUNTIES 

I Parishes iu Rural District •. 

I 
IA ...... M. 

Poor 

Rates 

I ,"ulue.-
rai.8ed. 

I 

" I " (BtJe p. 1'10.) 

I,002,S!! 161,419 

1,691.753 280,293 

708,276 100,27. 

e9,501 ".600 
1,018.000 139,!19 

139,592 15,1'" , ...... ...m 
6.842,1-&5 873,812 ' 

-

li5,121 40.705 

;M,8'l5 99,4.7'1 

'81 .... .. ~ .. ....... ...... 
708,f18 811 .... 

'17 .... ' .... 
211,189 " .... 
.... 7'1. "~1l1 
812,185 .... '" 
178,m ...... 

t,168,5S/) MlS,870 

1.097.812 ....... 
oar .... ...... 
2'ia,026 ..... , 

l,l07,m 179m -
B,9S6,:!88 '78,077 

792.1168 " ..... . , ..... 7'1,111 

un," 188,018 .....,. 110,MZ 

1.40'1,1940 19f.lM ----
... ~,n9 678,501 

1.061.180 lta.'l:il 

e.OO,3!A 00,956 . ....,. ..... , 
1,196,633 130,. 

..., .... 133,693 

"" .... 96,1'" -------
5,tOO,M1l 65l!.f'1S 

I :Bate ioR 
Poo, of 458eN1-

""",,,p' RateB ahle Value Aslessa.ble ........ otPoor 
Ba .... I ... Rat .. Value.-Precept l'I!.illOd less 

Ra .... 

i 
Precept 
aa .... 

I -

" 
, • I ., d, .' - - - -

IfJ5.129 ".290 , 0" 1,279,6U 

.... "" . 89.786 , 0" 1,132.787 .. ~ .. 40,1'1 I I '" GOD,275 

..... ' ...... I 
, .'. lOO,2ot 

76.~44 62,975 , ". ........ 
8,003 O.qSl o U'S , .. ...., 

Mp.!1 'U5t , . '. 9,708 

j ....... ----
M6.D'iS :. 'I'. 3,ri62,226 

240,97" 16.181 , ,,' 8,316,..'Q2 

411.'08 ",77, 1 , .. .,' .... ...... ....... 010'8 154>,_ ...... 125,4.31 I "0 ...... 
50,195 

I 
; l6,33i I "0 .... .., ..n. , 2,6~ 0 S'l , -

" .... ~ 9,8'1! 010'7' , ...... 
36,180 ....... , 2'5 : '11,676 

26,018 ...... r G" .. .... 
]0,877 " .... , S·S ., .... 

811,4M 21».876 , ,'S I 6,448,_ 

I 
126. ... " .... I 0'0 1,338,6M 

11. ... ...... , S" ...... 
1!.'" ... 000 , 0" 90,113 

... 66'1 0l,S10 I ". 117,970 

!61.s97 1:!6,71:10 1 G" l.614,001 

76,3lB ...... 1 .'. .... M'I ...... ...... 1 , .. 112,0640 

",58' 70,657 1 I" SOO,62' 

... .., ...... I S', I ...... 

111,661 ...... I "S S15.01! 

39I,ess ....... , 2" ' ........ 

...... m,ttO , 2'. m ,s'i! ...... 26,110 I .'. SS,Oj9 

01.808 ... ... 0 S" ...... 
,~ ... ...... o 10'S 1,!67.088 

89.780 403,913 011'2 337,eII 

07 .... S8.76! o U'8 461,!21 ---..... ,. ....... on'. 

• 8u footnote (b) on ~ 79, 
t lDcluding the Scill7 bland&. 

2.SUf,I00 

Pari.llell in Urban Diatrieu.. 

, 
Rate in £ 

Poor Poor orA .. ~ 
Precept Rat .. able Value 

Ra ... ........ of Poor 
Ra .... I_ Ba, .. 

l"I1i!loo. Precopt railed Jell 
Ra .... Prece,JIi 

I 
Ra .... 

~---

I " " " 
., d, - - - -

112,988 57,'f140 S5,i14 010" 

1!'1J1.5S '12,178 ",778 I o 11'S ...... 2O,71! Ill .... 

I 
0 .'. 

1l,9M ..... ....., I 0" 

m,m 15,996 Zl,781 , '" 
11,957 5,361 ..... I 

0 .'. I , 
75:: 

I 
... ... I 010'8 

I .... 681 179,Zl6 - ' ....... 011'1 

....... ... ..., 161,958 011'7 ..., .. I1.MO 98,"0 , "8 
17 .... ..,1lI 7.671 011'8 

G.S71 1,7-62 . .... , ". ... ,.. 17,193 lM98 , , .. 
- - - -..... ,.... ,...., 0 , .. 

lO,!S6 •• 000 '.726 , .., 
..... 7118 ' .... I 1'1 

10,175 U88 6,016 , 0·, 

..,6.'" ...... , .... '" I , 0" 

...... ' '1151,_ ...... , 
." ..... !o118 M'. , S'S ..... ..... . .... I I'S 

17)1&7 7.000 IO,SlS7 I 0·' ....... 166,0169 los.D76 I S" 

...... 18,907 11,776 011'0 

" .... 8,1570 ..... , .·S ...... .... ,0 .. .. ,. I S·. 

17,03! ..... ..... , .'. 
.. ,so. , ..... " .... , " . ----, .. ..,. , ..... 78.t96 , "1 

5!.4,73 30,(';.6 ...... , I'S 

t,7il ... '" ..... 1 0" 

' .... 8,710 3,'" 011'0 

I ...... , ..... M,7ll6 I ". ...... IUOO ...... I I" ....,. ...... 17, • . • S' • ....... ':16.'" rn:;o;- I .'1 



• • 
POOR RATES LESS PRECEPT HATES IN AOlIlNIRTRATIV£ COUNTIES MID COUlay 110ROUGBS. J 67 

•• • 
in ADMINISTRATIVE COUNTIES Bod CoUI<TT l!OIl0I1GI!8 iQ 1~96-97 .od 1897-!18--continu.d. 

IV.-Year 1897-98. 

OTHER THAN LONDON. 
o. 

-------------
Parilhel in Borougba. TotaJ. I 

Rete in #, Rate in" 
Poor Poor of Aueas· Poor Poor orAue ... 

.... MKfI,11W p ........ Batao abln Vll1uo AlIIMlUIlblo p ........ n.."" able Valua .\.dm.inilltrativo Coun&iu. - rruled of Poor IIAIN """d of Poor 
I Valuo.' ....... I ... ...... Value.' Ra.i.BII. I ... n.. ... 

ral,ed. PrwlC'ept r.iaod lea raised. """"p. raised 1681 
I!&tot. Preoopt Ba .... Precept , i Bate •• IIAtot. , 

I I 

i I! 

I 
£ B I! .. d. t B I " " •. d. - - - - - - - - - - I.-Lono •. 

I I n.-Bourn-EuTR_ I COV~rJB8. 

867.186 ....... I as:TR7 

I 
!!0,853 0 ,., 3.009,100 .. ~..., "'1,B\l() 13!,357 o 10'S Sune,. , 

1....,.028 1'11!,'. 8S.!1D MD,li74 I 0'. 4,267.&66 51.OM se,898 2:Ui,l36 I 1'0 Kent. .... ..., 40,47. ....... I 16,"" I 0'1 1,Mll,iJ78 100,060 113,tGO , ..... 011'0 SUlS6Z. But. 

188.174 17.1tl 
I 

6,058 I ..... I ••• 71!1,8'I9 ...... &1.791 401.006 I ••• 8uuex, Weat 

679.M7 36,7U I 1'1.376 IJ) .... 0 "0 1,957.D70 113,737 109,616 106,121 I 0" Southamptol)llo 

109.071 11.346 I ..... .. m 010'11 ....... 8M"7 !O.613 17.9801 010'5 lBle of Wight, 

226.787 23,291 11,008 I ..... , 1'0 l,oot.l37 ,...,15 ...... 53,965 , 0'. Jlerb. ------- ---
3,623.168 361 .... , 186,616 176,806 1 0'0 Is,017,630 l.o78,9U5 911.810 I 661,106 , 0" To\BJ. 

III,-SOUTH MIDL£.a'D 
(;Oux-rlla, 

- -. - - - 3,lI91,tM 4Dl,660 813,0'71 177,689 011'0 MiddlOlu. .... ,. '.,618 17.638 MOll 1 7'0 l,i61,331 lGiJ,8M 86,391 ...... 1 .-. Bertford 

6"'798 0..88 ~ ... ..... , , .. ....... 118.1DH 67,386 .. .... C) l1'S Buoklngllam, 

92.601 ..... ..... . .... I "0 6OD,1iSfI '79,057 ",001 ...... I I' • Oxfo1'd, 

27.t1I6 ~ ... ' .... I .... 011'7 ... ..,. 110,073 ..... 1 ...... , 0' • Northampton. 

11t.789 ..... ..... ..... 0 0'0 l00.H9 14,788 7,Ml 7,186 0 ••• Soke 01 Peterhorougb, ... ,.. ....,. ..... ..... I 0" ...... 0 35,469 S1,1I8B I.,,,, o 10'S BuutiogdUD • 

_,In ...... II .... 12 .... 011'6 ' ...... 105,811 6431. "1,009 1 I" BedI'ord, 

216.188 .. ..,0 ".1'/8 ..... o 7'6 ....... , ..... ... ... .. .... , ,., Oambrid8e. , 

35,017 ..... ...,. ~ ... I ••• 310,793 .., .... 19.008 18 .... 1 0'. .. 10 of BlJ. ------------0 .. ...., 119.Ml ... ',. t8,789 011'7 0..6M07U5 1.!U,17oi 736.897 .... on I 0" Totol. 

I IV,-B.l8TBU COUll'TID. .... , .. 61 ... ' ...... ",I6l 
, , .. 2.789,!'18 ......, 118"sM 185.sos , ••• BSloz, 

14',97f "'611 ,....., 10,851 , ••• 7JS,706 ...... ...... ...... 1 , .. Suffolk. BIlIi. , ..... 10A78 3.1'" U.I 111'6 .... 1 .. Bun 10,738 ...... , , .. SutroUr;, West. 

88dIO 17.1i17 9,178 ..... 1 11'2 1.319,078 ~~~\ 106.840 1 110,011 I "1 Norfolk. ------- 14-:-. -----
Ofh!,\JSO US,86S ...... ... 89'/ 6.t.a\167 880,886 480,239 ....... I .., Total, 

t 

I V.-Souru,W'8I1BBI 
COUnllll". 

1401,0113 I ..... 9.47' ..... I ••• 1,In •• " ..... I ...... n • ..., I 0" WU ... 

1I'.I),11M1 ..... , ",1" , ...... I .. , ....... 186,768 ...... ",1" , "0 DOl'ICt • 

311,_ ".111 to.leI 
I 

18,_ , I'. I"""'" 16},015 14 ..... 118.88B I ,., ne ..... ....... 
I ::: 

Ur.lM : 16,. 1 e'l 1,080,706 167= ...... ...... I • •• Com •• U.t 

IIP.IM ..... I I~"I 1 S·, 2,OO1.SlIO ...... , I ... m llB_ I I" Som .... ~ ---------- ---- ----
I.1it,87S I"'" 'IV.to? ' '16,661 1 "'I 7,06t.D61 I ....... ....... .. , .... I ••• 'tnlal. 

I 
'fI.-W.8T HIDL.UD 

()en'l'OI 

"" .... 31,'69 lUIS ,......, , 0" ' ........ I ........ I ...... ....... , I" GIOUCMtaJ', 

1:11.991 . ~ ... 11 .... t.o76 I 0'. ....... I 00,101 .. ... 1 ....10 I 0" Be!\!ton:l. ....... ...... 18.181 I""", 010'8 ' ......... i ' ...... 71,8Ul ......., 0 .. , Bllop. ....... - - ...... I "S ......... 
I " ..... ......' I ...... I 1" Stdord • 

117."" 11,'" lUll ,...., , I" 1.'0""" I .... ·" U7,.n ....... , 0', Woroesw • ............. 'U515 11.806 0 0'. l.&n.UI8 I 17a.m ' ...... ....... o 10" W.,,,tok. 

jI~ 1-;;;- I ...... I ...... I 0-. 9,9.\1,1WD I 1,.210,961 7l!,Ml 608,.00 --'-;:'-1 'I'otol. 

X4 
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168 • ROYAL COMMISSION ON JAleAL TAXATION: 

TAB~" XIII.-A.>IoulIl' and AVIIRAGB R4TI! '" Til. £ of POOR RATBS Ie .. PRBeBPT RATHS 

IV.-Year 1897-98. 

(G.) ADMINISTRATIVE COUNTIES 

Parbhel in Rural DutriotL Pariahel in Urban Dimicta. 

Rate in • l!ato In" 
Poo, Poor .1 """"" Poor Poo, ol~ 

Admhrlstrai:.iye Counti •. A.aeasabll!J Procepl na ... able Value ..u.e..ble 

_, 
Ro ... able Value - ....... of Poor .... "" .... of Poor 

Value.- 110 .... I ... Roteo Value.- 110 .... I .. .. ... -. ]>reoopl raised lea raised. Precept; --Ba .... 
_I 

Ba .... P-
IIaIeL BoIeO. 

" " Il " 
! •• d. 

VU.-NOBl'B MIDLUID " I) II " •• •• 
. COtl'lfTlBI. 

Leioooler · · · · n ...... "708 4IJNl7 3S,3<1 011S - 19,7ll 7 .... ,..... 1 O"B . 
:&utland · · · 186:1 .... 1lI,"7 ..... ..... • 7'6 - - - - -
Linm1n:-

Parta of Belland. · · 110.719 ...... ...... 1 ..... 1 41"7 7~'" ..... ..... .. "'" 1 0" 

.Pari. of Bateven . · "".783 7!,OOS ...... Sl,21II 011'1 17 .... ..... 1,771 1,178 'U·' 
P ..... of LiJIdaey . · 708 .... 105.981 70.166 ...... 1 0"1 MI. ... 17.090 . .... 11,7110 o U·, 

Nottiogbam · · · '10:168 81,7111 .... 71 28,'01 o 8"6 ....... 33,0lS '6,070 ' ..... 1 I" 

Derby • · · · 1,158.8l9 159,106 ' ...... 66.1151 0-11'0 001.7'111 07 .... ...... - 010'8 ---------
T"tal · · · ......... ....... 361.707 IllS .... o U'S "....... - ...... ...... 1 0'0 

VUJ.-NOllTR',WBITJDUI' 
CoVnD18. 

Cbulor · · · · UOO'''' ,... ... ...... .~ o g't 1, ....... ,.,... - .. .... OS" 

Lou ..... ' · · · 1,781,,996 .,..... 137.1132 7"" .... 010'5 ......... 355,181 '7 ..... 180,_ 010" . 
Total · · · 8.03».,417 ....... ....... W,0lS7 010'1 6.!82,,918 ....... Il1,068 - 010'1 

IX,-YOIlDmBJf, 

Weal; lI.i.dlng · · · ...... <l7'I ~ ... 11'1,'I3V ".108 010'41 .......... .... 011 '33,'" 110,_ 010'1 

BaIt Riding · · · .. 7 .... ...n. ......, ...... • .'0 , ...... , ..... ..... MOO o g'g 

North Riding · · · 9'10.'189 ...... 07 .... 88,,111 o 8'9 ... .17'1 061,1815 ...... 18.769 o to'8 ----
Total · · · ....,.001 ....... ....... 110.618 • • •• 3,,186,"'1 i - .... 631 ,..,... 010'8 

x'-NOBt'BD1I' CoUllTdl, 

Durham · · ,.1167 .... .... 070 ,...... ...... 011''1 m.7 .. "NlO ...... ... 007 , .., 
NOl'thomberlan4 · ....... 87 .... ...... ..... 7 • .. , .... 007 ... .., l1.m 11. ... • .'. 
Cumbertand · · · ...... ' ....... ...... .,.... II • •• ....... ...... 1lI,ll6 ,0,'6'1 • 8" 

Westmarlantt · · · - ...... 17.490 8,'" II ••• ....... 1,8117 ' .... ..... II .. , 
------

Total · · · 8.Gl,tHI 181,'" ....... 130,118 o g'l ,,- - ...... , ..... o to'O 

XL-)lOlOlOtI'TH .llfD W &LB8. 

J{onmouth · · · ....... 68,171 "."" , ..... 1 S·. - .. .... ...... ...... 1 "'0 

Slam ..... · · · 7'111.s78 , ...... ...... ...... 1 , .. 1.870 .... ....... ,- 79.ISIIII OU'f 

Carmarthen · · · 821.7'11 ...... ..., .. ... ..., 1 0" ......, ...... ..... ..... 1 S'B 

Pembroke · · · ....... ...... '8,007 16,378 1 7'1 7J1/' I .... SIll 817 • ... 
Oordi .... · · · ,....., ...... ' .. .." 10,'" , S·' 4,878 8'11 ... ... I • •• 
'8J'eCknuck • · · · , ...... t7...,. 17.013 I ..... 1 .'g II.0l "7118 ..... l,S6O 1 8" -.. · · · 9O.79B 1lI,'" 8.140 ..... I • •• 17 .... 1"" , .. I .... 1 ,'g 

Montgom8l'J' · · · 191.4077 ...... 19,567 10.117 1 0'''' .. ,378 ..... .. ... ,.... 1 1'5 

Pllnt • · · · ......., 81,101 ...... ' ..... 1 .., 88,1'11 "717 ....... 0Nl6 I S·. 
Denbigh · · ....... ...... ...... 18,'" 1 .. , ...... ..... ..... ..... o 8" 

_erIoueth · · · ...... ........ 11 .... tI,II8'/ , • •• 07.181 ''r.9OII l"au , .... 1 .'7 

CarD ..... · · · .. ,.... ...... ...... ...... I • •• U ..... 11,1OS ~ .. ... 011" 

hgleeey · · · 118,7. ".370 ...... , ..... 1 9'8 ...... ... U " ... ..... Ill'S -.- -Total · · · 1I.2!7.073 6I7.l'M 307 .... ....... 1 S'S .......... .... 7 .. ....... ....... 1 1'7 

Total of AdmJnlatTattve} 
40.489,76& 1&.51&.20113.375.50419.139.6971 1 0'7 S'l,Me,978 3.1117.S4+.7{4.806 1.381,635 Countiel other thaD. Lon' 011" don . .. . 

• ... footnote (6) OD s-p 'IV, 



POOH BATES LESS PIIBClIIPT- BATtS· IN ADlilNISTBATIVIi1COUNTIE& AND COUNTY BOaOUGBIL. 169 

• 
in ADHINI8TRATIVB OoUHTlBS and CQD'IITT BOROUGHS in 1896-9,7 and 1897-98-eonlinued. 

IV.-Year 1897-98. 

OTHER TilAN' LONDON-eonlinued, 
•• ---

p.mh .. tn 'Borough .. Total. 

Rate in B Rateia. 

• 

Poor Poor .r AJoeoo. Poor Poor nf Auea· 
1Ia ... .bJe Value Ba ... able Valae Adml.D.btrati~ Ooulltl-. A-ute PNoopt - .r Poor "-Ills PNoopI raised .r Poor - 1_ IlBtoa Ra ... I ... 1Ia ... Vlllue,· - _, 

ntAGd leu Value.- Ra .... Precept raised leIIIJ nllod. 1Ia .... 1780ept raflOd. 1Ia .... Precept 
1Ia .... 1Ia .... 

• • • • .. "- II " II " of. d . 
VII.-NoRTH MmloAlfD 

COVK'!I.I. 

18,"" 10 .... ..... 8,806 1 0'7 1,01......, ue, ... 63,&01 ...... 011'7 LeiCHter • 

- - - - - 131.766 l8,J6'/ ..... ... • , .. _Rutland. 

Lineoln :-....... ... ..... ...., 1 ••• nt.OM ...... 88,,,,,, ..., .. , 
"0 Pano of Holland • 

1ID.8I' 10,1 .. ... "" .. 08< , O·S ",03' ae,,,0 18,166 27,576 011'3 . .Parte or KeateTen. ...... ..... m I.'" 1 J'O 988MB n ..... ,e,oo, tII.7';U 1 0'1 Par. 01 LindJe;r . 

181,178 "...., .. .., . ..... 1 0" 1,1'1.481 181.'" 79,721 ...... 011'1 NottiDsham . 

119.018 17._ , ..... 18,908 , .'0 J,909,8U "'.li36 1150,800 ".'" 011'8 Derby. - ._-----., ..... '18.118 ...... "'288 
, 

"S .. , ...... I 710.3M .70,400 299,8416 o U'8 total. 

VIII.-NoB'l'H.WurBloB 
00D8rIB8, 

"8,aoa ~ ...... ...... o 10'S 1,876,808 261,861 Uil,l86 110.40'17 o 0'. Cheater. 
...,., .... :: 180.011 ...... 0 S·. 8.UO,61' 785-,069 ....... ..... ,. 010'0 r...caalsr, ----
t.B6loMT ...... ' '01,1 .. o S'8 ll,l16.8n 1.<K6.728 ....... ...... , o 8'S TotaL 

IX.-YOB.DB'IBB. 

1,800,07. ,.1,00II 188.181 07 .... 010'. .... ~ ... 809,800 - • .. .000 o 10'S Weat Riding. ...... ..... ' .... "'80 010'0 .., .... 9'1 .... 86" .. ..... , o 8'a But Bidl ... ....... ...... ' ..... ,& ... 1 IS'S 1.6a8.001S 188,1588 ",'00 73,8:'18 010'7 North Riding. 

1.680,,10 ... .0001 '''''''1 79,116 011" B.lSl6.818 1,088,8'15 709 • .w6 ....... 010'8 TotaL 

X,-NOB'l'JIDB OOv.'J'DI. 

788"., .... ,. ...... .8&,286 1 0" 3,111>.au 880,07' 119,781 1110.,,, , 0" DllI'ham, 

Jae,'" ...... 18,708 Il,OlI7 010'5 l.871S,.S08 " ..... ' ...... ...... 0 , .. Northumberland. .... ." ...... J8,00'/ Il,1OO o S'5 , ........ 128.117 ...." ...... 0 ,., Cumberland. 

88,877 ...... ..... '.181 o .'9 tSO,06l 80.018 9L288 s.nG 0 ••• W_orI ..... ------W8.428 ' ...... , ...... .... ,. 010'7 ......... nt-on .... ... 288,110 .0 •• , To .... 

- n-lfoWK011'fK UD W.u.. .. 

11 .... a .... ',8OD , ..... , • '0 ....... 1't.e88 vo. ... ...... 1 .. , Bonmouth. 

",'80 - ' .... , .... , , ••• U1S,860 ....... IMJI" 130.818 , 0" GIam ....... 

".718 ...,. 811 1.'88 , 1'0 ... ..., ,.,... 01,&18 11 .... 1 .'. Oarmartben. 

70.881 ..... ..... .., .. 1 "1 ... .... ....., 
"""" " .... 1 .. , Pembroke. ...... ..... ..... 8,GM\ 1 "1 178,91t 83,111 l8,O86 , ..... 1 'I" . CardIs .... 

11,616 11,'81 ' .... l,OOO , I" 118,6115 8<,11117 ...... 'II,"" 1 S·. Brookn_ 

- - - - - 108.798 ' ..... ..... .., .. , 1'. BldDor, ., .... .. ..,. ..... 1.111 010'. 1tI9,701 ...... 17," ' ..... , 0'. llon'Bom.err, 

18,110 .. ". ... , .... 1 8" 8'/i,1 .. ... "" ... ... ... , .. , I" !flint. 

... <Ii ..... U01 ..... o "'9 .- ...,.. ...... ...... 011' • Denblgb • 

- - - - - ' ...... ....., 11 .... 1...., 
1 '" 1IerIo".ob 

IlO,8'I3 1"'11 7.010 1.7615 , , .. ....... ae, ... ",801 J8,78O 1 "'8 earu ...... 
".11 ...,. L'" 110 1 0" '61.lI0II 17 .... ...... ,t,803 110'1 At61uer. ------'..,,1.' 'I'loll\} ... ,., ...... 1 S'. ...... 1 .. ....... .... "" ..... 771 1 .". Total. 

16.810,816 1.881,88+.0M,6S8 7~M61 1 0'0 88.1IeII·6I18110.0S8.aaa 1I,17"845~aB8.17'l 1 o'a eOI&\ or Ad_tift 
~tiU other &haD Loa~ 

I '8611. y 
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• 

• 
TABLI'l Xlll,-AMUI1NT and ATJ!RA.GK RATII1 in ,the £ of POOR RATeS 1 ... PBBOBPT RATBS in ADIIINI8-

TRUIYB COUNOILS' and Cou!l'rr BOROUGHS' ;0' 1896-97 and 1897~a""",,'imud, .. , .. 

IV -Year 1897-98.' 

j i 

(b.)--LONDON AND COUNTY BOROUGHS. 
i . :,' I .., ,,"I 

! , , i : I , " 

Rate in:£ 
~, -- , - __ .l'oo<llates ___ _ .of Assessable . -Poor Rates ,-

." Lond,on BD:d County Boroughl. 

, 
j 

ENGLAND. 

LondoD, (Administl'1ltive COUDty)t '-

BBRKS COUl'lTY. 

foding - -

ClHESnR COUlOTY, 

irkenheod B 
C 
8 
'hester 
tockport 

, , 

-

'Iota1 

- --- -
-

DKRBY COUJilTr, 

D e~by' , ,- - -
, 

DEl'ON COUNTY,' 

D 
E 
P 

evonport. 
xeter -
lymonth 

" -
-

Total 
" 

- -, 
- -

DUBBAII' COUl.Tr, 

ate.heod 
outh Shield.' 

G 
S 
S nnderland 

-
':. 

, 
- ' -

' -, 

-

-

-

-
· 

~ 

· 
Total - . 

Ess",. COUNTr. -fstRam w - - · 
Gr.oucEsTIIB ConnY, 

rioto1 -B 
H loucester 

Total 

-
. . 

---- -
. . 

-

---
-

i -
: 

I -, --
, 

-

---
-

• 

• . 
-
, ' ---

Auesllable 
Value.· 

, ... ,; 

. !' 

£ 
36,422,165 
, 

, 

809,466 

, , 507,185 ' 
188,961 
281,412 

977,658 

-

422,087 
' , 

' 177,817 
200,269 
405,147 

' 183,233 

, 
, 

, 310,602 
314,641 
512,6~1, 

-~ 

1,187,864 I 

969,382 

1,154,138 
170,202 ---

1,324,835 

,Preeept. Rates. raised lesa 
raised. Precept Rates. , 

: 

, --

£ £ £ 
6,051,405, 3,116,340 ' 2,935,065 

" , 

16,896 - 15,896 
I 

I 
--- , .. , 

- , 

17,283; 
.-

85;970 Hi,7a1' .. , 

40,898 -, 34,0690- .. 
6,824' 

34,322 21,163 13,169 
~ -----

111,185 73,959 
' , -37,226 

i 
I '.-, I , ' i I 

--
' , 

, 
p3,906 

I 
26,610 I 27,29~ , 

I ". " -, , 
, ' 

1 
' -

26,645 ' 14,100 '12;645' 
27,703 13,602 • 14,101 
~5,417" '26,932 ' 28,485 

-
109,765 54,634 I 65,131 

' , " 

, .... .. , 

• ,19,684 - 19,684 
43,493 28,086 " 16,407 
25,763 2,454 ' 23,299 

88,930 30,540 58,390 -- I 

206,092 ' "136,283 69,8Q9 ,'1 
-

124,956 68,169 '" 66,787 
22,005 11,400 10,605 -

146,961 ' 69,569~' 77,392 

• S .. loolllole (6) on p. 79, ' 
t See p, 46 .. I. ' •• 'pariEou ~etw •• n tho tisure. for London •• 4 tb. reat of E.,lud 1114 Walas. 

"alne of Poor 
~'- Rate8 raised 

le88 Precept 
Ratel. 

'-
" ., d, 
1" 

1 7'3 

1 0'3 

, 
0 8'2 
0 S'7 
,0 11'2 

----, 
0 9'1 

1 3'5 

i 
! I' 4'9 
il 4'9 
II. 4'!! 

' 1 4-9 

j , , 
I 1 S'2 
10 U'8 
' 6 '10'9 ' 
I ' 
: 

! 1 O-S 
--

, 
i 
i 1 0'3: 

, 
I 

: 

• 1 i-9 
i 1 3-0 
, 

1 1-0 

-



POOR UTES LESS. PBIOIP'l :aA~ IN AD~i'IBTRAnVB COUNl'IES AND COUNTY BOROUGHS. n~ 

TABLB XIlI~Airo1lNT and AVBBAGBRAn in 'be £ of POOR ,RATSS lesa PRECEPT RuBS ilr AOMINlS-
TRATlVB ,COUJITIBS and CoUNTY BOROt:GRS u. 1896-97 and 1B97-98-conti,. .. ed . 

IV.-Year 1897-98. 
1-' I 

~ . . . . 

(b.)~LONDON AND COUNTY BOROUGHS-Continued. 

," Rate io:S 
. Poor Bat61 Poor Batel of Assessable 

London end Count)' BOZOQ~h .. Auellable Precept Bat ... raised Jeu 
Value of Poor 

VUIlO,- Rates raised 
~ 

I 
raiaedL " " PreeeptKatel!l . . less Preuep' 

ENGLAND-'conti ..... d. 

KENT COlIllTr. 

CAnterbury • - . 

LANCASTER CoUNTY, 

a.rrow~in~Furness B 
R 
B 
B 
B 
B 
L 
~ 
o 
P 
Ro 
S 
S 
W 

luckburn -
oltol1 . 
notle . -
urn!.y . 
ury . -
iverpool -
lanchester -
Idbatn -
reston . . 

ebd"le . 
t, Helens - . 

"aJ£ord . -
Tigau " -

Totlli 

\ 

. · -. • . . , '. 

-. --- · -.. --. · -
- -

. LIIIOBSTEn COUlITY. 

L eicester " .' . 

LIIlOOLH-P.rls of Lindsey. 

rimsby G 
L incom 

, 

-. 
Totol 

, • -
- -
- -

MOIIMOUTB CoulI:rr, 

N ewpOl'\ . · 

. N ODFOLlI: CoUlITr. 

relil 1:armont.b G 
N orwicb . 

Total 

· - . 
• 

-

-

N ORTBAlIIPTaN COUNTY. 
I 

N or'b ..... ploB - - -. ,-,-

N OBTBUJ(BBBLAHD CoUNTr. 

N 8""aMl ... upou-l)ne . 

" 

• 

· --
· 
· · -
· · · · · -
-

· 

-

· -
-

· 
: 

-
· 
-

· 

-

Ratnll. 
~ 

, ' , 

'£ . I- '£ £ ., d. 
107,636 ~I,514 6,648 5,966 1 1'3 

I 
: - -

224,28~ 7,275 - 7,275 0 7'" 
43B,931 54,015 87,600 16,41'5 0 9'0 
459,504 25,B06 442 25,364 1 1'2 ' 
455,832 61,896 ~6,OOO 25,896 1 1'6 
337,260 13,435 ,- 13,435 0 9'6 
247,078 20,179 13,269 6,910 0 6'7 

3,827,794 328,008 12B,840 ' 199.168 1 0'5 
2,930,009 962,710 B09,790, 162,920 1 0'5 

433,102 16,323 504 15,819 0 8'S 
361,320 8,144 99 8,045 0 5'3 

.291,294 46,705 33,543 13,162 '010'8 
306,906 15,308 434 14,874 011'6 
855,OR6 39,832 768 39,0154 011'0 
IB7,124 24,977 11,503 13J 474. 'I 5'3 ------------

n,M5,522 1,614,613 1,062,792 551,B21 
, 

011'7 . 

,738,398 46,771 - 46,'1'11 1 3'2 

193,955 28,508 17,411 11,097 1 . 1'7 
154,423 13,102 604 12,498 1 7'4 -
348,378 41,610 18,015 23,599 , 1 4'3 

287,616 12,541 22,900 19,64,1 . 1 4'4 

181,924 28,126 13,674 14,452 1 7'1 
845,052 62,109 88,800 23.309 1 4'2 --- . 
626,976 90,235 52,474 37,761 1 5°2 

, 

215,515 33,208 20.704 12,504 ' 1 1'9 

1,042,070 84,791 950 33,881 0 7'8 

, 
., "".100111010 (6) on p, 711, 

Y2 



172 : BOYAL OOHlllSSION OHIo LOCAL TA.I.fI.TION: 

T~8L" XIII.-AxoUIn and AVBB.AGB RUB in the £, of POOR RATBS 1 ... PRECEPT RuBS in AmIUU. 
'1"II.&TIVII CoU!1TD18 and CoUNTY BOROUGHS in 1896-97 and 1897-98-COIltinMed. 

IV.-Year 1897-98. 

(b.)-LONDON AND OOUNTY ROROUGH~",," .. ued. 

London aDol (louDly Iloroughl. 

ENGLAND-eontinued. 

NOTTIIIGIIAJI CoUNT!". 

Nottingham - - -
OD'OBD CoUNTY, 

Oxford . - -
SOIlBBBBT OOON"n. 

Bath - - -

SOOTILUIPTOB CollBTJ", 
Portsmouth . - -
Southampton - -

Total - -
STAI'POBD CoUlfrY. 

ey - -
alsall 

Haul 
W 
W 
W 

- - -
est Bromwich -
t>lverhampton - -

Total -

SUFFOLK, EAST. 
I pllWich - -

SURBEY OOUNTY. 
Croydon - - -

'SUSSEX, EAST. 
Brighton - -
Hastings - - -

Totsl -

W ~WICK CoUB1Y. 
Birmingham . -
Coventry - -

-
-
-

-

-
-

Total - -
WOECBSTBB CoUBrY, 

D udley . . 
V{orceuter . . 

Total . -

• 

-

-

-
.. 

--
-

-
---
-

-

-

--
-

. 
-
-

--
-I 

I HateiD. 

PoorBatea Poor Rate& of A_I. 
A.81essable PreceptBatel. railed leu Value of Poor 

Vallie. * Ha ... ..u..i raised. Precept Bates. Ie .. I:'recept 
H ..... 

£, £, £, £, ,. d. 
903,196 60,600 - 60,605 1 4'1 

32S,'ll7 10,416 I - 10,416 ° 7'7 

299,599 30,999 17,601 13,398 010'7 

703,423 112,709 71,632 41,127 1 2'0 
399,761 66,431 36,281 30,IS0 1 6'1 

I 
--------

1,103,184 179,190 • 107,913 71,277 1 3'5 

I 191,649 39,122 25,237 13,885 1 5'4 
241,118 14,983 - I 14,988 1 2'9 
204,336 30,321 19,233 1l,038 1 1'0 
332,385 51,698 24,311 I 2'1',387 1 7'8 -
969,486 136,124 68,781 j 6'1,343 1 4'7 

24O,S89 29,440 15,545 13,895 t 1 1'9 

712,104 93,209 63,307 29,902 ° 10'1 

766,922 79,078 32,514 46,564 I 2'6 
374,112 35,730 20,015 15,715 o 10'1 

1,141,034 114,808 52,529 62,279 

1 
·1 1'1 

2,251,698 438,001 314,394 123,607 1 1'2 
185,275 8,679 - 8,679 o lI'2 

2,436.973 446,680 314,394 132,286 I 1'0 -

132,480 19,980 .. 9,401 10,579 I 7'2 
184,490 18,897 3,9.;0 14,947 1 7'4 

316,970 38,~77 13,351 2S,526 I 7'3 

• See footnote (6) on II. '19. 



POOB BATJ18 LIISS PBWI!PT BA~S IN ADKUW!TBATlVE COUIiTlES AIm COUNTY lIOBOUG.as. 173 

TARU Xlll.-Allotnn' and AVBBAGB RATE iD the £ of POOR RATB8 I ... PsBC&PT RuBS iD ADllIIlIIB. 
TRATIVR COUNTIES and COUJITY BoROUGHS iD 1896-97 aDd 1897-1 898-cont;n"ed. 

IV.-Year 1897-98. 

(b.) LONDO!il AND COUNTY ROROUGH8-con1;n""d. 

I Bate in .. 
POOl' _ Poor Bates oi A.8IesIable 

London and CouDt1 Borough'. Aslel .. ble rr-pt _. raised leal Value of Poor 
Value.- RateeraUed raiMCl. P.reeept Ratel. lei! Preoeot 

1"' .... 

ENGLAND_Dnlinuod. 

You, EAST Rmn<G. £ £ £ £ 

I 
•• d. 

KIDgaIoD-DpOD.Hull . · 844,076 03,529 32,448 61,086 1 5'4 

You, NORTH RIl!'NG. 

MiddleBbrough . . - 819,064 28,797 2,751 26,0'16 1 7-6 

YORIt, W B8T RIDI"G. 

Dradford · - · 1,125,684 224,687 178,691 46,996 0 0'8 
Halifax . - - 360,606 16,896 - 16,896 o 11-2 
HUddera6eld . . - 431,269 14,554 - 14,554 0 S'1 
Leed. - - - - 1,463,185 238,H2 156,136 82,306 1 1'5 
Sheffield · - - 1,254,381 241,101! 143,743 97,365 1 6'6 

-
Total - . - 4,fi3S,lI5 785,687 I 478,570 257,117 1 l'S 

YORK COUNTY DOROUGH - 252,607 81,8R8 69,126 12,762 1 0'1 

WALES. 
GL .... ORGAN COUNTY. 

Oordi!! - - · 1,007,697 IOfl,287 71,886 34,401 0 8'2 
SWBDae& · - - 346,406 60,778 36,396 24,382 1 4'9 - --

'1'olal - - 1,354,103 167,065 108,282 58,783 o 10'" 

'" Total of County BOrODghl 36,399,855 I 4,89&,322 1 2,919,571 1,975,751 I 1 1'0 
I 

• S .. !ootoote (6) on p. 79_ 

Y 3 



TABLE XIV.-AVERA,GE RATBB in the £ of RATES mised in RURAL DISTRICTS of each ADMINISTRATIVE OOUNTY in 1889-91 and 1896-98. 

[Compiled from Sir H. H. Fowler', Rep",t on Local Ta,xation (H.C. 168 of 1893); Local Tazation Relurns, 1897-98, Pts. III. and VI. (H,C."302-li., 302-IV. 
<if 18!l9); Ibid., 1896-97, Pea. III, and VI. (B.C. 351-1.,325 of 1898); and R.turna lent to the COIlImission b1l the Lac!ll Governf'lW7lt Boarf.] 

I 
I 

Average Bate. in the :& 0' Ratea niaed in RQ~ Districts. 

Mean of Ratel for 1889-$10 and 1890-91. '" Mean of Rat .. for \896-91 and 1891-118.' ; 

, 
ADIIIIJO:STBATIVl!I COUJfl'DB. . - .. " - - ._-- - Rural 

Poor Bates, ROral Poor Rata, District 

Other I -School . Council.' Scbool excluding County Sanitary Highway Board. TOTAL. ' excluding County 
Rates Highway Board TOTAL. Precept Rates.· Authorities' Rates. 

Rat·,·t Preeepl Rates.* (other than ·Ra .... 
Ratel. Ra .... ~ R8~8. Rate!. Rat .. , 

Highway 
a .... ). I 

I, 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8, 9. 10. 11, IS. 13. 14. 

I 1 ., d. 8, d. .. d. •. d. ., d, ., d. •. d. s, d, •• d, •• d, ., d, •• d. 8. d . I,-LONDON, No Rural District. - - - - - - - - - - -, 
, . n,-SOUTH-EASTERN 

COUNTIES, -

Surrey - - - - 10'1 - 5'25· - 6'5 - 8'7 - S'g 2 9'45 1 O'S - 6'S* - 8'9 ,~ 9'4 - S'g - S'I, a 5'4 Kent - - - - r 0'0 - "'13* - S'4 - 9'5 -' I'S 2 9'S3 1 0" - "'6* - 6'0 -1 o's - 2'5 - 1'0 a 6'8 SU8sex, Eut - - : } \ 0'5 - 8'94§ - ]'5 - 7'7 - 2'1 \I 3'74 {: 2'1 - 7'1 - 4'0 _·10'8 - s'o - 1'1 3 3'8 Susex, WeBt - - S'6 - 5'6 - lI'7 - 9'1 - a-8 - 1'0 a 0-0 
Southamptoo . - - _ } 1 g'lI - 2'78 - l'S - "9 - 1'9 2 1'08 { 1 9-8 - 5'9 - S'l - 7'0 - 2'S - 0'9 \I 7'8 Ie of Wight - - - 10'4 - 7'S - 8'9 - - 1'7 - S'O - o·g 3'1 Berkshire - - -

: I 
- ]0'1 - "00 - 0'1 - 6'2 - 0'. 1 9' 20 11'8 - 6'5 - g" ,- 7'S - 0'6 - 0'7 :I 6'2 -

Average - - 11'9 - - 2'9 - 7'1 - - 1 1'0 - 6'1 - "5 - g" - 9'8 - 1'1 3 1'4 
In.-SOUTH MIDLAND 

COUNTIES, 
Middleses - - - - 9'5 - 4'2fi* - 5'4 - 5'8 - 6'6 II 7'65 1 2'9 - 11'4· _. 8'6 - 7" - 2'4 - 1'4 3 8'0 Hertford - - - - I S'l - 8·6S· - 2'5 - 6'0 - 1'2 \I 7'43 1 2'6 - 8-?'· - 5'8 - 6'1 - 2'1 - 1'0 3 2-9 Bnekingham - - - I 1'0 - 4'00 - 0'7 - 5'9 - 1'8 :I 0'90 - 11'5 - 10'0 _ 2', - \'8 - 2'5 - \'0 2 6'\1 Oxford . - - - I O'S - 5'88 - 0'8 - 8'S - 1'2 \I 4'48 I 1'6 - 7'. - 2'\ - 8'7 _ - 1'9 - 0'7 210'1 
Northampton - , 

: } - 10'2 - S'19§ - 1'6 - 7" - 1'9 1 11'89 { - II'S - 6'1 - S'3 - "6 - I" • l'g \I 0'4 Boke of Peterborough - - 9'8 - 6'0 . 1'1 - 6'3 - 1'2 - O'g 9 1'3 Huntingdon - - - - S'5 _ 4'00 - 1'0 - 7'3 - 1'3 1 10'10 - 10'6 - 7'0 - 1'5 - 7'8 - 1'7 - 1'0 \I 6'6 Bedford , . - - 1 1'0 - 6'56 - 1'0 - 5'8 - 3'3 \I 5'66 \ 2'0 I 0'4 - 2'2 -,'3 - "S - O'g 3 0'1 
Cambridge - - : } 1 0'8 - "94§ ... 0'7 - 8'8 - 2" ~ /i'64 U 3'3 - 10'3 - 1'8 - 5" - 9'8 - 1'5 3 0'0 hi. of Ely , - 1'7 - g', - 1'0 - 8'7 - S'8 - 0'8, a 2'\1 

I 
7'0 -Averag . - 11'5 - - 1'6 - - - 1 1'1 - 8'9 - S'O - 5'9 - 2'2 - 1'0 0' 

1 I 

In ....... 

in 

Total. 

U. 

•• d, 
-

- 8'0· 
- 8'0· 

} -10'611 

}- UII 
- 8'0 ----

- 7'4· 
- 7'5· 
- 4'S 
- 6'6 

} - a'911 
- 7'0 
- 6'4 

} - 7'81/ 

-

..... .... 
~ 

~ 
~, 

~ 
J 
i 
t} 

~ 

i 
., 



IV,-EASl'Eltrr COUllTTIES; 

E-.: 
. 8ufrulk. Eut 
l:iutfolk, Weat 
Norfolk -

Average 

V,-'-80UTII-WESTERII' 
COurrTIES, 

Wil .. 
D01ll8' 
Devon 
Cornwall 

80.,._ 

A'Jerage 

VL-WEST KmLAlfD 
COUNTIES, 

j I Gloocelltn 
'Rereford 
Salop 
Htaftord 

I WorcCfltcr 
) Wa.rwick 

Average 

: I} 
B-B 

\ -, 
\ 3'S 

1 2'S 

1 0'6 
\ 1'0 
I J '4 
\ i'\ 

- 11'4 

I 

- 1':;0, 
- 6'00' 

- 41'7 
- O·g 

- 3'08j i - 1'1 
- ,,'75 i -, 1'2 

- 4'SO - 1'8 

- 6" 

7-! 

- ~" 
- 8" 
- 6"5 
- 8" 

- S'2 

- 0'7 
.. O'S 
- 2'9 
- s" 

- I" 

3 0-90 
2 1-84. 
II 4-10 

a 3-90 
2 0'40 

,2 1'93 
2,·6'45 

1 11'60 

1 5'a 

{
I 3'9 
1 8'0 
1 6'6 

1 8-4 
1 4'7 
1 1)'0 
1 j'6 

1 O'g 

- 9'9 
- 8'8 

- ". 
- S'4 

- 6'5 

- "5 - 3'9 
- \-5 - 2-7 
- 1'1 - 2'6 
- 1-8 - S-l 

- 8'8 

- 1'8 - g'O - 1'2 
- 1'8 - 6'g - O'g 
- 2'4 - S'2 - 2'8 
- g'7 - 9'1 - 4'9 

- 2'3 - 7'S - 1'8 

- \-, 
- 0-' 
- \'lI 
- 0-8 

- \'0 

- ,', 
- O'S - 0-' 
- O'S 

- 1'0 

3 11-6 
2 10-1 
3 5-7 
3 2-4 

3 5'4 

8 2'5 
2 10'3 
2 U'3 
/I ,2'5 

- 10-7· 
}1 0'111 
_~,lO'a 

- 10'6 
-9'9 
- . 11'4 
- ,8,'1 

II 7'S 
1---1--+---4----1------+---!-~i--l I . ,-~I I 'I 

- S'2 

1 0'. 

- n'8 ,I - "50 
- 10'2' /_- 6'38 
- 7'0 - 8'25 
1 1-6 - 3'" 

- 10'S 
1. 0'0 

- 4'79 
- 8'64 

.- 1'1 - 5'S I 

- \'S - 5'2 
- iJ'6 - j)'2 ~ 
- 0'4 - 5"2 
- 1" - 8'S 

- 4'6 - .-6 
- '8'S - 5'0 

- I" 
- .\'0 
- 0'6 
- 2'0 

- 1'5 
- g'O 

2 4,10 
2 ;,0'38 
1 4'45 
111'94 

II 2'22 
2 ·2'44 

1 !I" 

I \ • S 
- 1\'5 - "S 
- \0'7 

- 11'4 
- U'S 

- 7'S 

- S'O 
- 7'0 
- 5" 
- 6'9 

- 6'7 
- 5'6 

- 2" 

_ 8'6 
- 0'9 
- \-2 
- 8'4 

- 10'4 
- 6'0 

- S'O I 

- 6'6 
- "S 
- 6'2 

,- 4'7 

- 7'S 
- 5'7 

- "8 

- 2'S 
- \'2 
'- '\'0 : 
- 3'0' 

- S'2 
'5 

- 0:11 

,i[ 

- 0'0 
- 'O·g 
- !0-4 
- 0'6 

- 0'6 
- 0'8 

2 ,11'1 

a 11'2 
II '4'6 
1 ,10'0 
II 5'3 

S 8'6 
II 6'9 

1 

--

7'1 
4'2 

·5'6 
5.'4 

1"4 
4'5 

I _ U'6 I - I-~~I - 4'S I - I - I -11'0 I - 6'6 I -~I - 6'8 '--;.;-1--~I II 7'0 I --I 

• The figure. fen Surrey. Kent, Middlese:l. Hertfordshire. ond EII.ez, (o~ tbe two -"ear8 1889-91, do not include the raWl ralJed lor'the purposes of the Metropolitan Polioo, but for the two yetl.1'8 1896-8 tho. 
ratel are jpcluded. The illciuHioD of tbl'~e rateH in the figure8 for 1889-91 woulll not make a very apprecJable increaso in the average rote in the'" for the connties of Surrey. Kent. Hertfordabire, and ElIloJt DB only 
Imall parts of tbolle oountie8 are in the Metropolitan Police Dilltrict, but in the county of Middle8ex. which is 'll'holly within the jurisdiction of the Metropolit8.n Police Authontit"S, the average I'8te wonld be iOCfeBSM 
to the full esteDi of the Metropolitan Police Kate. Thi8 rate amOUnts in·eacb: yeu to 'hI. m tbe £) and tbe increase (Col. 16) between tbe two pcriods hlWl, for tlw count, of MldP,lc&,x.. therefore been reduced by 5d . 

....:t t For thl' year ) H90-1. 

I 
'~ 

i 

:t ConHillting at' rutes raised for expen!<C8 of Parlf!D Councils, Anthorities (other fhftD Parh.h Councils) acting under tbe Burial Aetd (including 1111 I'IUm8 raised by mOOD8 of tbe Poor Rate, but Dot IDuilldllJg .orne 
.. ImaJleUID8 milu:d ollllcparate nllrm.l Butes by fluch Authorities), Bnd Lighting Inl'ppctotS aDd Committees. 'J'be ratc810vled by Authoritic. acting Ullder tho Buriul Acts and by Lightmg iwlpectorM are not included in the 

figure! for the yeara Hib9-91, and l'ari.h Council, were DOt then in exi"teIlce. 
tj 'J be menll of tllu rates in tbe l!. or th~ COllnty Rates for tl.e several Divisions into wbich tbefjlJ Counties are dh·id,!d. """" 
It 'Che itici el,~e of thu nll'ltn of 111ft, Olte. ia column 1" owr the n·te in column 'I. c;! 



TABLB X[V.-AVRBAGB RATBS in the £ or RATES .... ised in RURAL DIIlTBlCTS of each ADMINISTRATIVE COUNTY in 1889-91 and 1896-9S-COfIti"ued. 

I A Vflr&g8 Rates in the" of Bates miRed in Rural n .. tricts. 

Mean of Hatel for 1889-90 and 1890-1. Mean of Bates for 1898-7 and 1697-8. 

ADIIPIrlftRA'1'IVB COtnfDK8. Rural 
Poor Bates, Bural . Poor Rate"~ District 

excluding Ooonty Saoitary Highway Sehoo! excluding Couoty Council.' Highway School Other Boatd 'f\)TAL. Ratell Board 'l'U'1'JL. Precept Batell.* Authorities' Ra ..... 
Rate •. t Precept Butel.· (other than Rates. Bate.. R· ... ·l 

I 
u. ..... u. .... Bates. Highway 

Rate.) .. 

I. 2. S. 4. 5. 6. ,. 8. u. 10. 11. U. 18. 14_ 

VII.-NORTH MIDLAND I 
COUNTIES. •• d. B_ d. ! B. d. B_ d. .- d. B_ d. B. d. •• d_ B- ,/- .B_ d. •• d. , . d. •• d. 

Leiceater - - - - - n·g - 4'U7 - S'5 - S'7 - 9'1 a 3-47 - 10'5 - 5'8 - 9'8 - 7'7 - I'S '- I'S II 11'11 
Rutland - - - - - 7'9 - S·,5 - l'U - S'1 - 0" 1 9'65 - 7'U - 8'1 - S-8 - g-S - 0', - 1'0 a 1'1 
Lincoln :-Parts of Holland 

: } - U'S 
1 S'4 - 7'8 - 0'8 1 S'8 - 4'0 - o·u 3 8'7 

Patti of Keateven - - "46§ - 0'7 - 10'0 - 1-' II 3'70 - 11'5 - 9'5 - 1'5 1 0'\ - 1'9 - 1'0 3 1'5 
Parte of Lindsey 1 O·J - 8'7 - 1'6 1 4'0 - I'S - 0'8 211'S 

Nottingham - - - - - 10'0 - "13 - 1" - 5'4 - 1'6 110'43 - g·s - 5'5 - 8'1 - 8'8 - s'O - o·g 8 5'0 
Derby _ - - - - - U'8 - 6'8S - 1'\ - 4'8 - S'8 a 1'93 - U'5 - 7'7 - 4-0 - 6'5 - S-7 - \'0 a 10'4 

1-. 
Av.rage - - - 10'9 - - 1'6 - 7'S - - - II" - 8'8 - 9'7 - 10'0 - S'2 - 1'0 9 N 

VIIL-NORTH·WESTERN 
COUNTIES, 

Cheater - - - - - S-7 - S'70 - 5'1 - 6-9 - 0'7 a 0'10 - g-s - 7'0 - 8'0 - 7'3 - 0'8 - O·S 2 3'6 
Lancaster - - - - - g·o - 8'16 - s·, - 8'1 - 0'8 a 0'28 - U·& - 8'3 - 4'8 - 7'5 - O·S - 0'8 a 0'8 ---

Average - - - g·o - - 5', - 0'0 .- - - g., - 7'8 - 8'9 - 7'4 - 0'4 - 0'5 a 5'4 

IX.-YORXSHIRE. 
Welt Biding - - - - 10'7 - 5-11 - I'S - 0'8 - s·g a 3-81 - g.g - S'S - 5'9 - 9'1 - 3'6 - o'S S 1'8 
Baat Riding - - - - U'S - S'OO - O'g - U'S - O-g II 0'40 - 9'5 - S-S - S'O 1 8'5 - I'S - 0'7 II 8'11 
North Biding - - - - U,S - 3'71 - 0'8 - 0'8 - I'S 1 9-51 - 8'8 - S'7 - 1'8 - s·s - 1'0 - 0'8 111'4 

~. 
Average - - - 10'0 - - \'0 - 7'S - - - g·S - 0'8 - 4'0 - 10'0 - S'4 - 0'7 II 8-9 

X-NORTHERN COUNTIES. 
DarhAm - - - - 11'4 - S'78 - S'O - 0'8 - 1'8 111''16 - 11'8 - "0 - s'O - 8'8 - S,' - I" II 9''1 
Northumberland .. - - - 8" - "00 - I'S - "4 - 1'1 1 7'18 - 8', - 8'9 - 1'9 _ S'7 - \·s _ 0'5 8 0'0 
Cumberland. . - - - 7'8 - 0'19 - lor; - S"' - S'8 1 8'19 - 8'0 :~ - I'S - O'S - s·g - 0'7 • I'll WettmorlaDd - - - -. ,'g - ,·U - 0" - s'O - 0'7 1 0'85 - 5'S - O'S -·8'1 - 1'1 - 0" 1 0'8 - - .j:gl Average - - - g., - _ I·e - 4" - - - g·s - 8'7 - 7'0 - ... - o·s II 4'9 

. • . 

.-_ ... -

-

Increase 

in 

Total. 

15_ 

•• d. 

- 11-0 
- 3'11 

} - 11-411 

- 0'0 
- 8'5 

-

- S" 
- 8'11 

-

-10'0 
- 7'8 
-1'9 

-

-10'0 
- 11'4 
- 11-0 
- 11'8 

- J 
.. .1 

" '" 

~ 
i 
~ 
Ii 

§ 
>oJ 

i 
~ 



-
: 
jO 

N 

I 
I 

I I • I I I I , 
XL··lI:OllIlOUTK 6.lID I I , 

I' 

WALES, 

Monmollth # · - · \ s'o - 5'50 - 0" - 5'6 - 5'0 S S'OO I S'O - 7'8 - 1'6 - 7'2 - ('0 - O'S 3 0'1 - ,(-1 
Glamor,ao · · · \ 0'1 - 1'76 - S'8 - 7'0 - 6'( S 7'16 I 0'8 - 6'6 - 6'S - 8'5 - 7'S - 0'6 3 8'0 - 10'S 
Cat'DJarlhen p · · · 1 S'S - S'88 - 1'0 - 6'0 - 3'9 a 0'48 1 a'5 - 6'S - \', - 7'7 - 7'5 ., u" 3 S'7 - 8'a 
l'embroae · · - 1 $'8 - s'ss - 0'5 - 6'9 - S'7 a 8'15 \ 1'5 - 6'0 - 0'6 - "S - "0 - 0'5 3 S'S - S'O 

Conligau • · · · 1 8'3 - 6'50 - 0'6 - 6'S - 1"5 3 &'10 1 8'1 - 10'3 - 1'5 - 6'8 - 8'1 - 0'5 3 U'3 - 8'a 
BnclulOck - · · - II'S - 6'50 - 0'8 - 7'0 - S'7 S 5'30 1 0'5 - gol -. S'6 - 7'7 - 5'5 - 0'5 S 1'9 - S'8 
Iladuor - - · · 1 2" - 5'75 - 1'7 - 5'S - 1" a 1i'15 I 0" - 10'S - 1'0 - S'. - 1'5 - 0'1 a 9'4 - 4'S 
MootgomtJ)' · · - - II'S - 6'50 - 0'4 - 3'3 - 1'( 110'SO 1 0'8 - 8'8 - 0'8 - ('. - 1'9 - u,' a 4'8 - 6'8 

~ 

Flint · · · · 1 7·9 - ,E°25 - 0'8 - 2'7 - 1'5 S 8'15 \ \'S - 7'2 - 1'6 - 5'6 - 2'-;' - 0'7 a 6'4 - o'a 
Dent.lgb , · - 1 1'6 - 4'00 - 2'7 - 0'7 - 3'8 2 4'80 1 0'6 - 5'5 - 4'S - 6'6 - &'0 - 0'9 a 10'9 ~ 8'1 
Merione.b · · · · 1 7'J - 6'U:; - o'g - 2" - 5'( a 10'15 I "6 - S'g - 2'3 - S'7 - 6', - 1'0 3 &'9 - 7'7 
C ...... on - · · I g'6 - s'u - 1" - S'5 - 5'6 2 U'35 \ g'S - ,'g - a'7 - 5'8 - 7'S - 1'1· 3 S'9 - 9'8 

A·g .... r · · · · I 1I'g _ 3'53 - O'g - 5'9 - 3'g S 2'13 1 11'0 - 8'6 - 1'3 - 7'g - "6 - 0'8 3 &'a - S'l, 

I, - 1'( I 
--~ ~, 

S'9 I _ 7'0 .1 - s'o I ----------
Average · - \ S'R - - 5'( - - 1 - 7'S I - 5'5 I - 0'6 I.a S'2 

I 
\ 

An .... ". ADU' ....... ,,"} 
COOKTIU om.R m.w - U'3 - 4'87'1 - 1'9"1 - 8'2 - 2'1 S 2'4 1 0'3 - 7'0 - 3'4 - S'O - S'& - 0'9 II 10'1 - '1'7 
LOlWO." • -

, -- . 

• See footnote C·) 00 pale 17S. 
t P'orthe year 1890-91. . 
: CooJiating of rata raised for expens8I or Parish Coancill, Authorities (otber than Parilb C,Juocils) acting under tho Burial A.cts (inclu:liocl all 111m! miled by meaDS of the Poor Rate, but Dot inclulJing lome 

...wI lums rai.ed. BI sepnr&te B:J.rial Bates byauch Authoritiel), aDd Lighting Inspectol'l and. Committeel. The rates levied by Autho(!ties Dctio! Boier the BU!'ilt.l Aat:i aDd ill" Lighting I":l8pocto~ arc not included in the 
flUret for the yean 188V-91, aud P.n.,h CouncilJ wt're not then in uiltence. . .. 

t The mean oC tbe rates in tbe • of the Conoty Bates for tbe lJeveral Divuinns i&1to 'which this county i. dirided. 
II 'the increaae nl tbe mean of the raton in column 14 over tbe rate in colomn 1. . , 
.. RI'timo&ed • 
•• The avenge mte in the & cale:a1ite 1 On the Poor Uo.te ValutWI of" Roral fpuit:uy Djauicr •.. 

I 

g 
r. 
~ 

... .. , .. , 



"178 KOYAr. COMMISSIOlf ON LOCAL TAXATI()lf : 

TABLE XV.-RATEB raised in, and VALUATION of, URBAN DIS'fRICl'S other than 
Boroughs in 1896-97 and 1897~98. 

[l:r:nopiled fro", the Local, Taration Ret",n" 189;-98, Pt, IlL (H.,C. 302-1" of 1~90); Ibjd., 1890-97, 
PI. If I. (H.C. 3S1-L, oj 1898); and R.t",.,.. lent to tIle CommisSIon bll the Local G",:.""ment Board.] 

, 
Valuation. I 

Rates. 

I 

Amount of Rates 
raised. 

.. .. 

1896-97. 

Poor Raid (excluding precept 
r.:1e1J) - -

Couoty rates. 

Rata raised by authorities 
amiDg under the Durial Aots 

School Board rates 

I 

Sanitary rates:-
GeoeraJ diatrict ratel - 1 

,Description.' 
, 

2. 
.. 

Roteab)" vlllu~ for Poor Rate 

'I .. Alise!lubl" value. (under 

~ighway ratea 
~ Public "Heahh Act, 1876) 

- I tor General District 1(8te. 
I 

Otber rateB railed by Urban J 
Dil~trict CouDcil,. 

AmouDt. 

S. 

I 
£ 

r 
1 

B7,71s,6Hl 
L 
-
( 

22,890,800 J 
I 
L 

4 • 

3,116,9;7 

42,586 

]05,868 

914,97)', 

58,050fl 
i' 

I 
I 

I 
i 

ToW Ssaitary Bates - -"--- 3,265,431 I 
Total Rates in UrbanDistrictsothe~ than Boroughs 

1897-98. 

I 
I 

.. I 

Poor Rates (excluding precep~ 1 
niles) - .. ;. 

County rates· - J A,steSMbJe "aloe (under} 

,)tates raised by autborities 1696) for Pllor Bal('1 -

I 

AgriCUltural Ratea Act, 

acting onder the Burial Acts 

'lehool Board ra ... 

Sanitary rates :
G~Dera1 district rate. 

1:lighway I'lltes 

-

-l"AlMle,sa~le value (under 
=-: Public, Health Act, 187.5) , ,I for Gen.ral Dia'ri,' Ral •• 

Otb~r"-'teII J'tli8ed. by UrbfW • I : 
PISmo' Counell.. IJ 

( 

27,846,9,J 

l 
, 'J 8,306,6,8 

23,698,5'86 38,066 

, I 

.l! , ,97,136 

1 
I 

6,338,309 1 
, 

,£ 

1,382,638 

944,246 

56,31St, 

i 
,5~,1I9 i 

'---
'I'otal Sonihor), lIal<l -I. 3,~3G.$80 , 

. , 
Total Rates ill Urban Districts other than Boroughs I 

--------
• Includin(t Mell'tlpolitan Police ratos levied in Urban Diatrictl. 
t Partly (lIttiruate;J. 

6,574,198 1 

I 
1 

Average rate in £. 

.0 d. 

II'S 

0'5 

2 )O'S 

5 0:8 

s. d. 

~ !O'8 

5 1'8 
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TABLB XVJ.-RATEB raised in, and V.U.UATlOS of, COUNTY and NO!'l-COUNTY BOROUGHS in 1896-7 and 1897-8_ . . 
[Com~edfrM1l the Lo<aJ T(U(llion &t.m", 1898-9, Pt. II. (B.C. 324 of 190J); Ibid., IS97-~. PI. III. (H.C. 302-1. of 1899); IbH., 1896-7, Pt. Ill. (H.C. 351-1. of 1398): 

Metropolililn Police Aceoun" for 1897-8 (lnd 1896-7 (IT.C. 182 of 1898, and 192 of 1807) i _d RetUl·n. kn' 10 t~. C"",mi.';on b!lthe Local Go.·trament Boord.j . 

V.luation. 
i -.--~---.--~ 

a. .... I 

" 
I 

189&-7. 

Delcription. 

•• 

County 
BorougbL 

•• 
~ 

i P ........ ( ... h,dhog......,pt ..... ) - 'J 
Count11 • ...- . . - • 'Rateable .. 10.0 ror Poor rate 

Rawl"Illl8d b,10th,rr:lieI IctlllR onder 'hI' i 
.1 ....... m 

1 

Burial Ad. . • • • . . 

_._..... '11 
Munlcipal,ate.:-

Borou8h ratel§ 

W.tebrat~ 

Lim". and MURum raW. 

Olher rate. 

8anUB!'J' l'IItdI:-

General f)jltrlet rAt .. 

. I I 

.J. 

.) I 
I 
\' 

Rateable vDlue lor Boroush nte 

"( 

I 

8Ii,738.876 

Total. Municipal ratea 

83,MfS,02B Borouph .. t.. • • . 'J' I AMwIaablo value (under Public 

B
'-b ... I Health Act. 1871, "('.) ror Gen~ ae W", r& • • •• - District rate, &co 

Other n.tet railed byT'IWJ1CounciJsftct.inl' I 
lUI IAnilal'1 Authtll'l~i". 

1 
i , 

Total, Sanitary n.tea 

. Total rate. in·Borough~ 

Amount. 

Yon
Coun" 

Boroughs. .. 
R 

16,3!2.!81 

16.f7D,7I:i 

13,7!1,.8!6 

Amount of Bite. railed 

County Boroughs. 
Total. 

5 • " 
" " I 

.. ~~ II 
~ 

'.D3Ii.7' • 
U,609· 

51,2;18,301 

.7.31! ..... 

I 
l 
( 

I 
L 

'1 

1,120,880 

10,67. 

..... 7 

247.717 

(I .... ' .. ., 

II .... m 

.1 1 .... ... 

d l.n....., 

48,17>: 

1,400,t78 

t ... 2.2O!f 

<.IlO5 .... 

'1 
-I 9.926,312 

Non Couut7 _hL Total. 

7. '. 

" 

....... ., .... 
...... 

1&,661 

£ 

iM.83G 

MG,acllt 

S7.G4st 

,,',863 

~ 

l.610,~8S 

76,6113 

4O .. ,n 

163,358 

~ 

1'1.7~,089 

830.970; 

86 .... 1 

I.B51,ml 

m,868 I ',Il9O.oa 

1,508,&73 ".19.962 

90,886 8D6,i;7 

61,.1101 I 187.396 

1M.021 I 1,RO.o18 

._-- 1---
l,!/uII,Ml ' 

3.7a3,6Ml GJI13,&3 

13,669,946 

COWlty 

BoroDBM. 

D. 

•. d. 

l'4 

0" 

O'S 

0" 

10'. 

! 11-0 

6 8~7 -

• V01'88O BA. in .e. 

Non-CounQ" 

BorougbL 

• 

10. 

.. ~. 

11'S 

••• 
0" 

s·. 

n 

t 9" 

.Ii 1'9 . 

To .... 

II. 

.. d. 

1 0'. 

1'0 

0" 

7'0 

"1 

t ltt'li 

.6 0'7 -

11<1. 
:; 
Sl 
z 
I!' 

~ 
$ 
r-

-,"" ,., 



TAnLE XVI.-RATES raiaed in, a&d VALUATIOI\ of, COUNTY and NON,COUNTY BOROUGHS in 1896-'1 and 189'1-S-",ollt,'nurtl, _.- -' -
I .' . . Valuation. .Amount of Rat. railtd. Avemge Rate in II-- .---

AmouoL 
- llu.les. 

eo .. tyB ...... h •• 
Non-Connty 

Total. 
C1:IUDty ~ oD·Count,. Dcsoription. Non, 

BorollllbL BortuBbs. ' 
Total. Conn'l. Conn:' ToW. lkmnshL 1I0l'0US .. Doron .. 

1. .. S. .. . .. '6 • 7. 8. 16. 11. 

1897-8. II II .' r #I II II R I II II •. d. •• tI~ t, d. -----,. "] r 
l,97I1,7Gl 7_ t.742.BOO 1 1'0 1 0'0 1 0'7 

00un11 "leo" ' ' • ., Alleaable valuo (under Agricul. 36,SIJI),MII 11',329,11M OI.7!9.7!<I 1 811,!10- "",38Bt 81 ..... 71 0" S" 1'8 
tum! RatOi Aot, 1800) Jor Pool' 

BateI l'Giaed bl anthoritl~ actina' nnder tbo 
rate. 

Burilll Act. • • • • ".6821 87.<0'1 "'''''1 0'8 0'6 0" 

Sehool Board .. teo - , , ,1 1,430,800 161.799 1.n2/'08 0" 0'1 B'O 
I 

lIunicJpal rat.:-

BoroUJh rateR, . . , , 1,276,1;0 •• 148 1,706.1U 
iAlEeuable value (undor Agr[cul. 3O.1!!<l,8Ol! JD.-i9!.Oi!l 61"",823 

".oOt 11,017 W.1cb rat .. , , , tu .... l Jl.n.te. Act. 181HJ. &0.) tor U,G!1 BorouRh rate. 

LIbmr7 and Museum retell . , 

l 80,025 7 ..... "' .... 
Othorralel . , . . 248,398 20.800 200.191 

--- ---- ---
Tolal •• uwelpal mtOl . . , , l.ooo.0Dl .78,CII 1.0s7.1Btl 10'7 7't 0'7 

8.nllary raw:-

General Dltlri.l .. t'~. . '1 r 2,968,970 1 ........ WO,6141 

BorotlMb rates • • • • I 810.070 10,741 901.'121 • Ahf'llfthle vah" (nnder 'Pnhllo ....... ! .. 14,176,8" 48, .... 011 ~ 
HISb .. ., rat..· , • j Henltb Act. 187t1 • .le.) rOl' Ot'noral 

I 127.1!ll1 8l5,I" louoa Diatrlct rate,l.e. 

Other ",tel nfSl'd by Town Counrilltl.etin 

I l l ,l88,lIS 18f,.195 l.S72.sU AI 8anltar1 AuthOrith.1l. 
--- ----

Total. Sanitary .. I .. , , . . . 8.080,200 1.II9'1.8M 7.077.611 111'0 I 0'8 'l 

,---- ------ -- --- --Total rates in Boroughs . , . . . 10,201,818 3.885,204 14,087,022 50'4 53'3 II 7'7 

• Includinfr I1'OlropolitcUi POUt'8 rates lovlod in tbe Count,)' Borou8h1 of CroydCtu and \Yut Ham. and the non-Count)" Boro1l8h. of Kinpton-oQ.Thamea and Richmond (80J'f'C$). The lUlDa entered in column 8 tonailti entlre1J' oIlhece rate .. 
t E,tlmated. , PuUy utlm.ted I No' including Bcbool Boanl precept .. 

I 
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TABLE XVII.-· RA.TES raised in EACH COUNTY BOROUGH in 1596-97, 1897-98, and 1898-99. 

[Compilct1 {rom Local Ta:ralion Beturn" II!!/8-09, Pt •. I. and IlI. (H.C. 193 I1nd 324-1. of 1900); Ibid., 1897-98, Pt. III. (H.C. 302-1. of 1899); Ibid., 1&96-97, PI. llI. 
(H.C. 351-1. of 1898); and Belt,..,u lent to the C.mmi.,lion b1l tke Local Gorernmenl Board.] 

, 1896-t7. 
1897-98. 1898-99. 

- Poor I School Poor I Bates leu Board and Sanit&1'J Rate,less Sehool Board Sanitary U.lIes. Total Rates. 
School Board 

Precept I )1nnicipal R ..... P...,.p' BDd Municipal Bo.tcs·t I and Municipal Rate •. t 
Sanitary Rates. 

Race.,. Hatea.t Total Bite Ratee." I 
, 

Co1l1f1'1' BOKC)DGBI. mB I 

Rate in It I I RatomB 
Bate in:B 

on (Cols. 2, 8, nateiDB I Rat. in", on I Bate in It. Rato in:a on 

Rate in Il I AJlegeble .D Amount on Amonnt Aueat&&ble .Amount Amount on Amounl ABlusnble 

on Hateable Value to Value to and 4). Asscsaable ASleisable Valuo b) (COII.6j 8, ASlel8&ble Value to 

Poor Rate.· General Value to raised. Value to J'Bia~. Geneml raised·t raistd. Value to rai.ed. General 

Di,'rict Poor Rate.· Poor Bate.· District and 10). Poor Rate.§ Dilaltrict 

!-ateJ &c. 
UnteJ &0. RAte, &0. 

I. I. 3. 4. 5. R. 7. ~. 9. 10. 11. I'. 13. 14. • IS. 16 • 

I I 
B&nlts Comrrr ;- s. d. s. d. s. d. •• d. B. d. B •. d. B s. d. B •• d. B •. d. B .0 d • 

Beadiog - . . o 11'1 I 6'6 a S'7 5 9'4 1 0'3 28,112 I 11'8 44,531 8 2'5 88,539 6 0'6 30,138 I 10'2 47,014- • 2'0 

CnBlTEll COUln'1' ;-

i Dirkenbead - - . o 8'7 0 8'1 9 11'1 4 3'9 0 S'9 21,141 o 10'0 G7,P98 2 9'3 106,372 4 3'5 20,1'( 0 9'0 68,846 I 8'8 

Ch •• ter • - - I I'S o 8'4 2 S'8 4 1'7 0 S'7 6,465 0 8-9 27,60'" 3 1'9 40,893 4 6'8 6,85': o 7'8 98,495 9 7'7 

Stock-port . - - o 11'1 o 7'0 2 g'G 4 S'7 o II" 7,84& o 6'7 88,0(7 2 9'9 59,062 4 3'8 11,159 o S'4 8t1,6(6 9 10'1 

DaRBY COUl'fTT : 00-

Derbl . - - I 4'7 I I 3'1 I 3 4'4 6 0'2 I 3'5 26,551 I 3'1 61,899 8 4'0 115,752 5 10'6 27,108 1 g.g 60,]18 8 I'S 

I I Dnow Cou ...... :-
Dt'vonport • . - I 7'2 2 3'5 8 4'0 7 2'7 I 4'9 14,100 \ 7'\ 25,302 3 "0 51,947 6 4'0 16,SOO I S'4 28,114 S 10'8 

Exeter • - - 1 4" I 1'8 • 8'1 5 2'3 I 4'9 la,GOO I 4'8 24,796 2 6'7 52,497 b 3'9 13,800 1 4'4 26,887 9 8'1 

, l'11mouth • - - I b'S 1 2'0 S 0'4 6 11'5 1 4'9 26,601!! 1 8'7 59,O7~" 9 U-9 114,158 5 8'5 31,550 1 o·s '12,141 8 7'. 

DcnnAK C01)tn'Y:-
Glltesbead - - - I 0" 2 0'2 2 I'G 6 2'2 I S'2 32,889 2 1'0 88,021 2 7'0 90,lJ94 5 11'2 32,299 I U·' 87,625 9 5'8 

Sooth Shield. . - 1 0'9 I 6'8 2 7'0 I g 
2'0 o 11'8 28,0~6 I g·S 38.864 2 7'4 81,807 5 4'5 2'8,5U 1 8'8 40,816 2 7'8 

Sunderland. • . - 1 \'3 t 5'6 2 8'2 S'l o 10'0 391lilO I 6'6 68,079 2 10'2 1301888 6 S'6 42,838 I 7'1 78,435 • O'G 

ESSEX COUftT1' :-- I 
\ 128,051 

West UnM - - .\ 1 4'7 I 3 o 6 8 1'7 I 7 7'0 1 5'3 2 7'7 139,432 " 3 0'9 8S7.2ti2 7 1'9 168,087 s 1'0 14f1,759 S 1'8 
i --

• The amount of Poor Uales raised Ie." Precf'pt Rates and tbe P("Ior Rate Valuation in" each Coun1y Borough wdl be found on pages 162 to 165 nod-l'70 to 17a. 
t Incladinjll'8les rl.lit"~lt by Local Aulhcritil"ll acting under the nulitll Acu. :t: C"ls. '1 and 9 of this Table and coL 5 of Table XIII. 

§ Calculah:d Otl the Asscsl'abJe VlIlue Ie Ihe 1'00':' Hnte at Lsd)' Dny 1699. II Including 5,4821. arreGfI!. 'I InclodiD? ",8S41.IUTCIU8. 
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:OUN'l'Y BOROUGHS, 

, 

I, I 
~BR COtrJ'TT :-. 
otolll · - -
)uceater - - -
:otJlf,.r :- ~ -
.terbuty- • - -
TBB OOVNTY :-

rrow·in·Furneal - -
Ickbum - - -
Iton - - · )tle - - -
rnley - - -
'Y - - -
erpoo\ . - · nchesoor • - -
Ibam . , -
~ston" • . -
,hdale - . · Heleoa . · 
ford - - -
snn . - -
rER COURTY:-
iCfltcr . . · 
If-P,A.V,T8 OF US-DSRT:-
iDllby - - -
1colo · - -
VTB CO'(JJlTr:-
:wport . - · 

LTABLB XVII,-RATES rllised in EACH COUNU BOROUGH in 1896-97, 189i-~S, and 1898-99-COtItinued, 

- . 
1896-97, 11897-98, 1898-&9, 

. --

Poor School Poor 
Rates lesl Board and SlloitfU'f Rates le88 School Board 

SanitliI'y Rat~. Total ~ate8: . Scbool Board 
Sanitary Rate •• Precept Municipal Rates, Precept and Municipa1 Rates. t R~d Municipa1. Rif,ea.t 

Rates.' Rates·t Total Rllte Rates,· 

inR 
, 

Bate in £ Rate io·£ Rate in I-
OD (Cols. 2, 3, Rate in II. Hate in £. OD Rate in i. Bate iJ;l1. OD 

Rate io.:£ I..sle$l8bJe OD Amonot OD Amount A811c8sabla AmollDt Amount OD Amount Assessable 
on Rateable Valoe to Value to aDd 4), ASle88ablc . AI"e8sable Value to (Co18. 6,8, Assessable Value to 

Poor Rate.* GeDeTaI Value to raised, Value to raised. General rniaoa,t raised. Value to raised. General 
Dietrict Poor !tate.· Poor Rate .• District aDd 10), Poor~te.§ District I Rate, &0. Rate, &c. Rate, &0. 

S, 3, 4, , 5, 6, 7, 8, g, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 

., d, 8, d, s, il, I, d, , 8. d.' I!. t; d. £ 8. d. I!. I, ~, I!. , 8, d. ill •. d. 
I 1'6 I O'S 8 4'0 5 7'0 1" 1'9 90,500 1 6'8' 206,883 3 7') 364,120 6 3'8 103,100 1 "8 136,504, 3 7'6 

i o la'S 1 0'5 8 0'7 4 11'5 1 3'0 11,400 1 4'0 22,219 2 10'0 44,224 Ii 6'0 12,400 I 4'6 21,859 2 8'5 
I , 
I 

I 1'5 o g-g 9' g-O 4 8'4 1 I'n .1,389 1 0'0 14~68S S. \'1 26,081 Ii 11'4 '6,328 \. 1'8 17,470 S 4-;) 
, 

o 10'5 1 5'9 1 9'7 4 11'1 0 7'S 20,093 1 U'5 \7,367 \ 7'9 44,~35 4 I'll 20,855 1 9'7 19,118 1 10'0 
0 8'5 I 8'8 a 8'0 6 11'2 0 9'0 38,600 \ 9'1 59,485 2 9'0 114,450 Ii 3'1 38,422 1 S'6 59,767 2 9'1 
1 1'2 1 11'8 1 9'4 4 10'4 ,1 ,1'2 40,009 1 8'9 38,888 1 8'9 104,206 4 7'0 51,9'" 1 , 6'5 42,388 l' '0'7, , 
I S'2 1 4'9 2 4') 5 0'2 1 1'6 80,000 \ 3'8 35,603 2 S'I 91,499 4 8'5 80,900 1 3'5 37,320 2 3'3 I 
o 9'8 1 1'9 2 10'2 4 g'g 0 9'6 .1,828 I 0'0 43,851 2 8'6 74,609 4 6'5 19,252 1 1'0 47,006 2 O'G 
0 7'S l I'S 3 \'0 4 9'5 0 6'7 14,749 \ 2'3 87,740 S 2'1 59,399 4 11'1 lS.993 1 1'4 . 38,778 8 3'2 
1 I'S o 10'5 2 S'3 4 8'1 I 0'5 1'19,867 o 11'3 499,735 1I 9'7 I 878,770 4 9'5 213,'101 1 1'1 506,669 2 10'0 
o g'9 2 S'O 2 10'5 6 4'4 I 0'5 404,853 9 9'1 402,641 2 9'1 I 959,914 6 6'7 412,211 2 8'7 439,4451 2 11'4 
o 7-1 1 6'0 2 8'0 4 4'1 o 8'8 34,181 1 7'S 75,786 8 6'7 : 126,386 I' Ii 10'7 39/126 1 9'7 70,920 s 3'S 
o 5'4 1 0'0 2 11'6 4 5'0 0 5'8 16,497 o 11'0 53,248 3 0'2 77,790 4 4'5 19,825 I- O'H 56,490 3 1'1 
1 1'8 I, 8 '\ 2 11'6 5 7'5 0·10'8 .29,5115 2 0'4 42,754 8 0'8 85,421 6 0'0 28,084 1 10'4 41,878 2 ll'~ 
o 11'7 0 8'0 2 8'5 3 11'2 o 11'6 13,558 o 10'6 83,608 2 8'9 62,040 4 11'1 20,749 1 3-0 9S,'117 1 10'2 
I 2'7 1 10'9 8 S-6 6 4'2 o 11'0 84,776 1 11'8 126,569 8 1'1 250,409 5 11'9 90,889 1 11'9 130,561 II 0'7 
o 10'6 1 "U· 3 7-S 5 10'0 1 .'3 11,503 1 2'7 26,648 8 8'6 51,620 5 11'6 l1,47S 1 2" 26,973 32'S 

1 9;2 1 6'5 2 11'1 6 2'8 1 3'2 58,777 1 7'1 108J 547, 8 1'1 ~14,095 5 11'4 64,676 1 7'6 Ill,ti9' 8 0'7 

-
I 6'9 1 10'1 4 5'4 7 to'4 1 1'7 IS,S24 1 7°0 25,676 3 3'4 52,097 6 0'1 19,337 1 ll'! 24,780 8 1'6 
1 5°9 1 0 0':; 4 5'7 6 0'1 1 7'. 618 0 1'0 29,599 4 5'2 42,715 6 1'6 4,189 0 5'9 32,260 8 I1'S 

r . , 

I I 
I 

3 0~5 5 11'4 1 4'4 I 92~90() ·1 7'1 89,083 8 0'6 81,624 6 0'1 S7,OG6 1 8'. 88,95& » U'S 1 S'g 1 7'7 I 
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NORFOLK COI:.n:
Grtat Yarmouth 
NOAich 

NOBTlIA1fM'OK COUNTY:
NoribamptoD 

I J(OBTJlVlJDftUJrD CUl"YTT :-
I lie.cattle opoD-TJ'nc 
I 

I! .NQT'rnCpH,Uf COIfKTY :~ 
" .. Nottingham - -

I OUORD COUYTY '-

:1 Odordtt 

ISOIII!!R8ET COUl(Tt :-

I Batb 

I 
j SOCl'ItAJU"TOll COUl'ITT:-
j . Port!mouth 
I SObtbl:unptob-

I &rAPt'OJlD COt:lCTT:-
, Hanley -

'I' Wal"an 
Wet:t Bromwieb 
Wolverhtimptuo 

r SCFFOLK, EAI!iT:-
I Ipswich 
I 

SUBJtET COUl'IT'r:
Croydon 

I 8-G 
I • 7 

-i I 4-3 

I 
I 

.0 '7-8 

1 i "I 

Q 8·5 

o 9'8 

t5'O 
1 3'6 

1 "7 
1 8'9 
I 1'3 
I 9'4 

2·3 

-1°11'; 
- I 1 3'3 

(I ]6-6 

SUMEX, EA8'l':
lirighton 
Hotitinga 

__ ~~J_ 

.-. 
2 2'0 

1 \0'0 

1 6'6 

2 8-1 

o \0'8 

2 .o~5 

1 6'6 

i 1·1 
1 0,-3 
I S-!! 
1 7'6 

3'3 

1 8-6 

1 1'2 
I 1'7 

:I 1.0-'" 
• 0-0 

, 11-3 

8 2'2 

2 3·7 

2 11-1 

2 7'4 

2 "'-S 
3 5-; 

8 2-G 
a 8-8 
~ 1'3 
3 2'0 

3 1'7 

2 6'6 

2 10-9 
3 :;-0 

6 100 
7 10'7 

6 1'6 

Ii '-6 

i 6 6-0 

3 7'8 

4 4'0 

6 10'0 
6 6'9 

6 8" 
I 6 1-0 

4 11'1 
6 7-0 

6 7'3 

5 2'9 

6 3'4 
5 4'7 

I 7-1 
1 4'2 

1 1-9 

o 7'8 

1 4'1 

o 7"; 

o 10'7 

1 2-0 
1 6'1 

1 5'4 
1 2'9 
1 1'0 
1 7'8 

1 1-9 

" 10 I 

1 2'5 ° 10'1 

13,66~ 1 ,-6 
38,800 -2 3'0 

2.0,7.03 

';;,8i2 

}08,9,jl 

17,£00 ; 

71,632 
a6,2~1 

22,534 
11,504 : 
19,233 
24,311 

15,M7 

1 11'1 

I 5'9 

:! 5".0 

I 2'1 

2 D·':) 
1 9'8 

2 '·2 
o Uo:; 
I 10'6 
1 5'5 

3-5 

.34,!03' S g'8 
:;~,261 i 3 7-6 

29,.064 I S 11' I 

152,322 I 3 0-7 

111,387 I 2 8'3 

45,993 i 1.0'2 

37,661 1 2 7·3 

81,4181 2 4-6 
:i9,778 3 3·1 

38,67S!! 4 ]·1 
31,682 I 3 2'4 
19,987 I ~ 1'7 
5.0,459 J 3 2"1 

35,;03 8 5-4 

62,3" I 6 10-0 
121,370, 7 2-8 

62,271 I 6 0'1 

264,025 I Ii :1'4 

280,9'3 I 8 6'4 

56,'09 I 3 5-9 

6S,m I 4 8'1 

194,177 1 Ii 7'1 
126,209 6 7-0 

75,097 
~8.169 
50,808 

102,167 

7 10'7 
5 4-8 
Ii I'll 
6 3'4 

65,145 I Ii 10' 8 

12,569 
84,9;1 

24.63.0 

'17 ,980 

109,52" ! 

I 
~ I 

I 
17,997 

62,232 
38,717

1 24,478 I 
12,841 
19,tH8 i 
28,529 

15,666 

1 3'9 
1 11'4 

2 2'1 

1 5'1 

2 3'4 

I 2'S 

t 2-) 
I 9-5 

2 4-6 
1 0'6 
1 10-7 
J 7·S 

1 g·6 

31,369 
64.291 

SI,209 

158,717 

119,998 

48,093 

88,~2 

84,28~ 
66if88 

3.0,397 
-35,10.0 
21,237 
56,435 

40,784 

63,807 

36,503 
19,032 

I 9'8 9'0 fo2,6,21 79,270! 2 6'5 I 17:!,479: 5 1-9 67,.075 

011'4 126,2541 3 0'0 II 209,321 I 6 6-0 42.17311 I 0'7 116,243 
1 0'2 63,142 34'S 97,889 5 3·1 27,427 1 2-7 '6,:lSO 

--------- --- -----

• The amoout (if [)oor Rates raised less Precept Rates and the Poor Rale Valuation in eaeh County Borough will be found /)u pages 162 to 16,'; Ilod UD to U3. 
t Ineloding rules raised by Local Authorities acting under tbe Burial Acts. ' 
~ Col •. 7 aod " of this Table aod col. 5 of 1'llble XIII. 

3 S·S 
a 8'8 

3 0-1 

a I-I 

2 10-9 

2 11-4 

9 7" 

2 '-5 
2 l!"7 

3 2-6 
• 6'6 
2 2'9 
8 5'7 

3 0'8 

2 !i-O 

a 0'. 
8 5'9 

§ Calculo.ted on tbe AS8easabie Value to tbc Poor Rate at Lady Day 1899. 
N " l~ot including rates raised by the Town Council for the Docks Committee, The8~ rates amounted to 26,0001_ in 1896-7, 10,0001_ in 1897-8',,80d 22,0.0.01, in 1_898~9, ,,_._ 

,. The lloroullh WB8 utended on the 30th 8eptembf'r 189S, the Assessable Value belug increaicd from 468,5811_ to 632,D17l" _ .... rate of 10d.1D the i. was leVied ID the added arca~ but tbe lale tn,tne £ 10 col. 16 II 

.... calculated 00 tbe Astlellfuble Value (If tho norougb before itt e;l[ten~ioo . 
•• Not including ralctl raised by the Town Council acting .. Harbour Authority, 'lhele rates amounted to 36,.0001, in IS96-7, 35,8021. in 1897-8, and 351802/_ iu 1898-!i_ 
tt The revenue from certain municipal uudertakioga is credited to the Borough ltund, aod DO Dorough Uate is levied, . The School Board Precept j, met. from the General District Kale, ' 
l't Including 7,Ot4/. arrearl. 

i .. "', 
g 
~ 
Ii .. 
~ 
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~ 
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TABLE XVII,-llATE. roi •• d in EAce COUNrY BORounD iu 1830-97, 1897-93, and 1898-99-coutinued. 

1896-97. 1897-98, 1898-99, 

. Poor School Poor 
School Board Sohool Doard 

Rates les8 Board aud SanitlU'f Rates IrsJ Sanitary RAtes. Total Rate •. Sanitary Batea. 
Precept Municipal nate •. Precept and Municipal Rates. t and Munieipal Rates.t 

Ratea,· Rat .. ,t Total Rate Rat~8.· • 
COO"NT1: BoB-)'OOIl8. • in B 

Rate in:£. Rate in :£. Bate in :£. 

00 (Cola. 2, 8, Rate in 4 Rate in:£. 00 Rate in:£. Rate in :8 00 

Rate in:£. Al'seuable on Amount 00 Amount AS!lessable Amount Amonnt on Amount A5!1e •• able 
on Rateable V"lue to Value to aod (), Ap,ses88,ble Asaessablo Value to (Call. 6, 8, Assessable ValuB to 

Poor Bate.· General Value to raised. Value to raised. General raised.t raised. Yallle to railea.. Genernl 
District Poor Bate.· Poor Rnte.* DiAtrict aod 10), Poor Rate.§ Dlltrict 

Bate, &0. I Rate, &0. Rate. &c, 

I, 2, B, 4, ., ., 
" B, 9, I 10, II, U, 13, 14- I~, 16, 

, 

I , 
4, ., d, £ s. d, 

W.6.RWICK Cotnn'y:_ • , d, s, d . ,. d. ., d. I. d, £ I, d, A s. d, II ., £ 
Birmingham - - - 1 0', S 7'6 9 0'2 5 8'5 I I'~ 296,895 2 7'6 221.~91 2 0'4 641,898 5 9'a 303,368 8 "S 232,250 2 1'0 

Coventry - - - o 11" ' I 7'V S 7'0 5 2'6 .0 11'2 18.167 I 11'6 28,636 a 0'( 65,482 5 11'2 la,335 I S'6 84,368 8 ,'g 

WORCESTER COUNTY !-
8 3'3 7'2 9,.00 21,845 8 10'5 41,3U 6 10'7 21,1\2!! 3 !I'O 

Dodl.y - - - 1 \0'8 1 8'1 8 1'6 1 I 5'0 11,000 I 7'7 

Worcester . - . I S'S I 2'5 9 5'5 Ii 2'S I 7'4 10,$;6 I 1'8 20,183 9 8'8 45,706 Ii 0'5 10,732 1 1" 1IO,IH8

1 

2 S',; 

YORK. BA.8T RIDIlfG:-
Kingston,opon,HuII - - 1 7'4 I 6'S 8 10'9 6 11"5 I 5'4 47,661 I 1'5 122,647 ! 3 9'S 

1231,8941 6 4'7 ~7,O65 o 11'9 19S,894 8 ;'2 

YO.Jr. NORTH RmU(G:-
0 1'9 82,201 i 48,0;3 Jdiddlesbrough - - I "8 2 V'4 1 11" I 7'6 (O,(7u a 6'4 2 5'6 ~8/1l7 6 7'6 2 7'4 ,~6'229 I 3 S" 

. 
YORK, WEBT RmllfG:-

Bradford - - - 0 8" 9 0'2 9 10'5 5 7'4 0 O'S 10P,523 1 11'1 157,42< 2 10'8 311,948 5 7'5 107,416 I g'7 160,907 ! Iii' 7 
Halifax - - . o II'B o 11'4 4 S'I 6 1'8 o 11'9 19,046 1 0'7 82,991 • 5'7 118,938 6 5'6 23,181 1 g'! 83,988 , 5'5 
Hodden8eld _ . - 0 7'S 2 2'7 2 11'6 5 10'1 0 8'1 45.938 II I' G 65,172 8 0'2 125,664 Ii 9'0 0,884 2 0'3 71,140 B 2'9 
Leeds - - - 1 O'S 2 2'1 8 "s 8 10'3 1 1'5 U7,277 i 1'8 248.780 8 7'0 488,363 6 11'2 165,'76 9 U'6 256,987 8 8'0 
Sbellleld . - - I 0" S S'9 8 S'O '1 5'0 1 6'0 141,755 9 ,"2 235,506 8 U'8 47",626 7 9'1 142,028 2 1'7 2,15,901 3 11;'0 

. 

YORK, COunTY BOROCGH - I 1'2 I 11'1 8 S''; 6 0'0 I O't 21,024 1 S'O 48,099 a 10'5 81,885 6 6'6 20,907 I 2" 50.679 a Z'O 

~.6.LE&-~~OBO£. COUKTT:--
Cardiff . - - 0 9'8 1 4'8 • 9'8 4 11"9 o 8'S 74.768 1 5'8 112,951 2 5'7 222,120 4 7'7 80,558/ 1 6'8 125,600 2 8'7 
DWlllllea - - - I 8'S I 9" 8 0'1 6 7'0 1 4'9 35,8H S 0'9 5;;610 3 4'8 117,886 6 10'6 4),809 2 "8 5!?067 a I" . 

• Tbe amount of Poor nllte. rnised lOIS Precept Bate. Bnd tho PlJor Rute Valuation in eaoh County 110rough will be found on pages 162 to 165 and 170 to liS. 
t IncludiJ:lg rate&" railed by Local Authoritiea &otiog .under the Burial Acts. :, ColJ, 7 and 9 of tbis 'J'uble and col, 5 of Table XIII. § Calculated on the Aucssable Value to the Poor Rste at Lady Day 1899. 
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JII.-EXCHEQClER CONTRIBUTIO.V ACCOUSTS OF COUNTY 
A1<D COUNTY BOnnUGH COUNCILS. 

1ST 

A.-STATEMENT SUPPLIED DY THE LOC"AL GOVERNMENT BOJ.RO AT THE REQUEST OF THE 

COMMISSION AS TO TilE MOOB OP IIISTRIBUTION OF IlnNEY PAID INTO THE EXCHEOUJlR 

CONTRIBUTIOli ACCOUNT, AND SHOWING IN ItESPBUT OP WHAT PURPOSRS THE GRANTS BY 

THB COUNCILS OF AOMINI&TRATIVE COUNTIKS AND COUNTY BOROUGHS ABE MADE. 

The Exchequer Contribution Account is the scpurl!.te account of the county or 
borough fund to which are c&rried all sums paid under the Local Government Act, 
1888, and the Customs and Inland Revenue Act, 18~0, to the council of a county or 
county borough under the direction of the Local Government Board out of the Local 
Taxation Account at the Bank of England. (51 & 52 Vict. c. 41. s. 23.) 

The DisI1'iw'ion of ManN) paid into o,e Ellc],egaer Cunlribution Account. 

The enactments dealing with the distribution of mor.ey paid into the Exchequer j<;n.etments 
Contribution Account are contained in section 23 of the Local Government Act, Ib88, governin~ 
and section 1 of the Local Taxation (Customs anu Excise) Act, 1890. The latter t~e distribu' 
provision applies only to the share cauied to the Exchequer Contribution ~ccount of lion. 
t he council of an administrati\""e county or county borough in respect of the Local 
Taxation (Customs and Excise) Duties. 

This provis:on authorises the council to expend their share of the duties, or any part Application 
of it, in making contributions for the purposes of technical education, which includes of share or 
both technical and manual instruction within the meaning of the Tecbnical Instruction !:"ea~Ju.~H
Acts, 18!:!9 and 1891. The contribution of the council may be made o\""er and above ~':s 8U~r 
any sum that may be raised by rate under that Act. J n the case of a county to ,\""hich Exei •• ) 
the Welsh Intermediate Education Act, 188\), applies, the county council may in like Dutie.s to 
manner contribute towards intermediate or technical education under that Act in :ellD~~81 
addition to tbe amount which they are thereby empowered to contribute. uca IOU. 

If the council uo not direct the whole or any part of the sums which are received Application 
from t.he Local Taxation (Customs and Excise) Duties, and paid into the Exchequer vI" duties ii 
Contribution Account, to be appropriated or s~t aside for the purposes above no. a~pro· 

. d h h . d h . h h . d' d f h I I ,,,·muon mentlOne ,t e bums t us receIve ,toget er WIt t e momes erlve rom t coca made 
tR.xation licenses and the estate duty, must be applied as d:rected by eub-section (2) of towards 
section 23 of the Local (j o\""ernment Act, 18tl8. techu:elll 

It is, however, provided by section 2 of the Technical Instruction Act, 1891, that cdor.atiLn. 
any monies received by a county council nnder section 1 (1) (b) of the Local 'l'axaticn 
(o.ustoms and Excise) Act, 18110, and directed by them to be aPP"opriated or Bet aside 
for technical or manual instruction shall, although not expended or specifically contri-
buted or allotted in whole or in part before the end of the financial year remain 
applicable for such purpose~, and not be applied in manner provided by seotion :t3 of 
the Local Governmeut Act, 1888, until the county council have made an order for such 
application. 

Under sub-~ection (2) of section 23 of the Act of 1888, all slims for the time being Applicat;oa 
standing to the Exchequer Contribution Account are to be applied to the under- of other . 
mentioned purposes in the order specified:- ~uods sin I 1 0-

I) I . h . d b th·l f th Illg t.l t ," t· n paylD~ t e co~ls mcurre y (l COUCCI In respe~t 0 e account or J>.cheq",.r 
otherWIse chargeable thereon; Contrih.·, on 

(II.) In payment of the sums l'equired by the A<'t to be pa:d by the council in Account. 
. substitution for looal grants; 

(111.) Except. in tbe case of London, id payment of the grant required by the Act 
to be made by the council in respect of costs of union officers; 

(IV.) In the case of an administrative county, in repaying to the general county 
account of the county fund the coata on account of general county purposes 
for which the whole of the area of the county is liable to be assessed tn 
county contributions. 

An2 
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In the case of the county borough the balance rema.ining after payment of the grant 
in rtlspect of the costs of union officers i~ to be carried to the borough fund or applied 
in aid of such rate leviable over the whole of the borough as the council of the borough 
may determine. (51 & 52 Vict. c. 41. s. 34 (1) (6).) 

Sub-sections (3) to (10) of section 23 of the Act of 1888 contain directions regarding 
. the application for the benefit of the whole county of any balance remaining in the 
Exchequer Contribution' Account of a county council after the purposes above 
mentioned have been satisfied. These are as follows (they do not app!y in the Cllse 
of a county borough) :-

1. Such .. proportion of the surplus as the total rateable. value of the area of each 
quarter sessions borough exempt from contributing to any special county purpose bears 
to the rateable value of the whole county is to be paid to the council of that borough 
and the remainder is to be applied as follows :-

First towards repaying to the proper special accounts of the county fund, the 
costs on account of which thA area of the county, exclusive of such quarter 
sessions boroughs, is liable to be assessed to county contributions. . 

If, . however, any of the quarter sessions boroughs to· which a. payment of the 
proportion of the. surplus is made is liable. to be assessed to county contributions for 
any of the costs last mentioned, there must be deducted from the amount payabl!! to 
the council such sum as would have been raised within the borough, if the costs had 
been raised by county contributions. 

2. If there remains any sum after repaying these costs to the accounts of the 
county fund, the residue is to be divided as follows :-8uch proportion of the sum as 
the total rateable value of the area of each borough maintaining a separate police 
force under the County and Borough Police Acts, and not being a. quarter sessions 
borough above mentioned, bears to the rateable value of the whole county, after 
deduction of the rateable value of every quarter sessions borough above mentioned, is 
to be paid to the council of the borough, and the rest is to be applied towards 
repaying to the proper special accounts of the count,y fund the costs of the police and 
other costs on account of which the area of the county, exclusive of all these borougbs, 
is liable to be. assessed to county contributions. Where a town, not baing a borough, 
maintains its own police and receives any payment from thEi county council fn pursuance 
of the Local Government Act towards the pay and clothing of the police, the enactment 
applies to the town as if it were a borough and as if the sanitary authority were the 
council of the borough. 

3. If any balance remains after all the above payments are made, and it is in '6.ll:cess 
of what the county council consider neces~ary to carry forward to the next account, 

I the excess is to be divided among the district councils other than the councils of 
quarter 8ossions or other boroughs to whom portions of the surplus have been paid 
under the foregoing provisions. and is to be so divided in proportion to the rateable 
value of the area of each distr:ct. 

4. Where any part of a county is situate within the Metropolitan Police District, the 
section applies as if that part were the area ,of a borough maintaining a separate police 
force, except that the sum which would be payable to the borough is to be paid to the 
·district councils of ihe county districts wholly or pal·tly situate in such part, and is to 
be divided among these district councils in proportion to the rateable value of the 
area oE each district, or of so much of it as is within the Metropolitan Police District. 

5. All Bums paid in pursuance of the section are to be carried, if paid to the council 
of a borough, to the borough fund, and if paid to a district council other than the 
council ofa ·borough, to the district fund, and are to be applied to purposes for which 
the whole of the borough or distrir.t is liable to be rated. . 

The rateable value for the purpose of the section is to be determined accordinO' to 
the standard or basis for county contributions for the time being. 0 

The purposes for which Grants b!l the Councils of Admi.niatrative Counii/l8 and 
Oownty Borough/! are made. 

Grant8 The payments req uired to be made by th~ council. of the county or county borough 
chargeable are those set out in section 24, (2) .of the Local Government Act, 1888; being in 
::h:e~~~n_. stib~titution . f?r the grants which ~efore the 31st M~rch 1~~9 WElre paid to vario?s 
trib~tion lOCal authOrIties and officers from the Exchequer, and.lD ~dd1tlon to these (tlxcept 1n 
Account. . the case of the London County Council) the grant under section 26 of the Act in 

respect of th& cost of officers of poor Jaw unions. . 
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Whero ~n" l'aylD"nt ill one which, if the .Act had not passed and the system of Mode of 
parliamentary grants had continued, would have been made to the county authority payment. 
or the council of a county borough, the conncil transfer the amount payable to ·the 
~ppropriate account of the county or borough fund as the case may be. In the other .. 
ca~~s the payment is made by the council to the guardians, local authority, or o'iicer !u:;:~les 
entitled thereto under the Act. grants und~r 

The authorities and officers to whOllP the grants under seotion 24 of the Act of 1888 :1 ~ 5; ~!ct. 
are Fayable, und the purposes for which the grants are made, are as follows :- a~. p~y~ble. 

, ) T h ,. fl' ffi" h h II and purp.,.eB lao 0 t c guarulans or every poor aw umon or 0 cer lor any ot er area w 0 y or for whicil 
partly in the county or county borough, such sums as the' Local Government made. 
Board from time to time certify to be due from the council in substitution Teachers of 
for local grants towards the remuneration of teachers in poor law schools poor Itw d 
and for payment~ to publio vacoinators under section 5 of the Vacoination ~)~b~?: au 

Act. 1867. voccinatol·9. 

(b.) To the guardians of every lIuch poor law union the sohool fees paid by them for Scilool£ •• ". 
pauper children sent from a workhouse to a public elementary school outside 
the workhouse. 

(c.) To every local authority for any area wholly or partly in the county or county 8al8l')' of 
borough by whom a medical officer of health or inspector of nuisance~is paid medical f 
one half of his salary where the qualification. appointment, salary, and tenure ;:~~ ~d 
of offioo of the offioer are in accordance with the regulat!ons of the Looal inspectol' 01' 
Government Board. nai •• noe8. 

If, however, the Board certify to the cou~cil that the medical ollioer has failed to 
Bend to the Board the reports and retU1'DB required by the regulations, a sum. equal to 
the half of the salary is forfeited to the Crown; and the council must pay the ambunt 
into the E.xchequer and not to the local authority. 

(d.) To the guardians paying the registrars of hirths and deaths ·for any distriot 1!-emunem
wholly or partly in the county or county borough, a sum equal to the'amount tlo,! ~f l 
paid out of local grants towards the remuneration of the registrars paid by ~f~:~:::t 
the guardians. death •. 

(e.) To the pauper lunntic account of the county or borough fund, a8 the case may LUnalic.' 
be, a sum is to be transfolTed equal to four shillings a week for paoh pauper chargeable 
lunatic, for whom the net charge upon the council after deducting any amount :uc;:~rrty ... 
received by the council for the maintenance of the lunatic from any source borough. 
other than local rates is equal to or exceeds four shillings a week throughout 
the period of Uluintenance. 

(f.) aud (g.) To boards of guardians and town councils payments of four shillings a To unions or 
. week for each pauper lunlltic for whom the net oharg-e upon the guardians or borough. 

cQunoil is ns above mentioned. In the case of pauper lunatics chargeable to the 
union. the grant is only payable where the lunatic is maintained in an asylum. 
registered hospital, or licensed house. <iompen ••• 

. • tlOn to clerk 
.. (I •. ) To the IIpprOpr18te account of the county or borough fund any c0I!lpensl;ltlOn of the peIlC_, 

payable to the clerk of the peace or other officer of quarter sessions under &c. 
section 18 of the Criminal Justice Aot, 1855. .. Costs of 

. ' county or 
(i.) To the pollce account of the county or borough fund a sum equal. to one half of county 

the PIlY and clothing of the police of the oounty or county borough is to. be bor.ough 
transferred. . pohce. 

•. • •• • . Costs of 
(j.) To the counClI of each borough mamtalmng a separate pohce force, one-half of police in 

the PIlY and cloth.ing of the borough police is to be paid. . borough with 
, separate 

If, however, the Secretary of State withholds, 88 respeots the police of any county or police forc •• 
borough. his certificale under the County and Borough Police Act, 18M, that the As to Secre
police has been maintained in a state of efficiency in point of numbers and uiscipline tas ry ?f 
d . th d' th 29th S t b hit th f f :ate .power urlDg e year en mg on e ep em e1' t en as past, e trans er 0 payment respoelin 
referrecl to above in paragraphs (i.) and (j.) respectively cannot be made. Under such officiencygof 
oircumstances, in the cuse of a county or county borough, the council, in lieu of police. 
transferring any !um under these proviSIOns to the police account. forfeit to the Crown, 
and must pay into the Exchequer, and charge to the Exchequer Contribution Account. 
such Bum as the Secretary of I:)tate eertifies to be in h.is opinion equivalent to one half 
of t.he cost, of the pay and clothing of the police during the said year. 
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If a. Secretary of State withholds his certificate as respects the police of a borough 
which is not a county bOl'ough no payment can be made by the county council to the 
counCIl of the borough ill respect of one half of the costs of the pay and clothing of 
the police of that borough during ~he year, and such amount as a Secretary of State 
certifies to be in his opinion the equivalent of such one half must be transferred by 
t,he county council from the Exchequer Contribution Account to the general county 
account, and applied to the gcneral purposes of. the county. 

(k.) To the receiver of the lfetropolitan Police (where rates for that force are raised 
in the county) a sum bearing such proportion to toe sum actually raised in 
the same year byl"ates from the parishes in the county for this purpose as 
the Secretary of State certifies to be the proportion which would have been 
contributed out of the Exchequer under the arrangement in force during the 
financial yeai' 1887-88 .. 

Where the union or other area under the jurisdiction of the guardians or local 
authority, or for which the officer acts, is notwhoUy situ'l.te in one administrative 
county or county borough, such proportionate part of the payment, is made by each of 
the councils as is· certified by the Board to be due from them. (51 & 52 Vict. 
c. 41. B. 24 (5). ) 

The grant in respe.ct of the officers of poor law unions, under section 26 of the 
Local Government Act, 1888, is paid to the guardians of every poor Jaw union wholly 
or partly in the administrative connty or county borough, for tho cost of the officers of 
the union and of district schools to which the union contributes. Until Parliament 
otherwise determines, this sum is the amount certified by the Local Government Board 
to have been expended by the guardians during the year ended the 25t.h of March 
1888 on the salaries, remuneration, and superannuation allowances of the ofliC'p.rs (other 
than teacher3 in poor law schools), and on drugs and medicaL appliances. 

Where the union is not wholly situate in one administrative county or county 
borough, the payment of this annual sum is borne by the councils in proportion to the 
rateable value of the portions of the union situate in their rospective counties or 
boroughs ascertained on a day fixed by the Loc:ll Government Board. 

In the administrative county of London the arrangements of the Metropolitan 
Common Poor Fund rendered it necessary that the new grant payabie llnder ~he Act 
by the county council to the guardians of unions wholly within their county should 
he allocated on a different principle. In this case, as has already been indicated, the 
London County Council are not requireci to pay to the guardians the annual sum 
payable in other counties based on the expenditure above referred to. . 

In lieu of this annual sum the c(luncil pay to the guardians of every union wholly 
in the county of London such sums as the Board from time to time ctlrtify to be due 
from the council in substitution for the local grants towards the remuneration of poor 
law medical officers, and the costs of drugs and medical appliances. (51 & 52 Vict. c. 41. 
s. 43 (1) ta).) 

Where part only of a poor law union is situate in the administrative county of 
London, the London County Council pay such proportion of the annual sum. which is 
under the other provisions of the Act payable to such guardians by the council of the 
administrative county in which the remainder of the union is situate, liS the rateable 
value of the portion of the union within the county of London bears to that of the 
rsst of the union (~. 43 (1) (c». 

A grant is also payable by the London CJunty Council under s2ction 43 (1) (b) of 
the Act of 1888 to the guardians of every union wholly in the county, consisting of an 
amount equal to four pence a day for every in-door pa.uper maintained lU the union, 
but this .grant is not chargeable to the Exchequer Cantribution Account of the 
council. 

Local Government Board, Whitehall, 
, Auguijt 1898. 
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B.-Amounts paid from Exchequer Contribution Accounts ot 
County Councils and Town Councils of County Boroughs 
in England B·nd Wales during the Yaars 1896-97, 1897-98, 
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B.-Amounts paid fro:n Exchequer Contribution Accounts of 
England and Wales during the Years 

Purposes for which PaymeDts from EJicbeqoer Contribution Accounts 
of County Conncila Ind Towo Councils of ~nDty ~~Ugb8 

in England aud Wales are made, pod ADrhontl~ r8CeavlDg chem. 

Costs incurred in l'espect of tbe account, or otllerwise charge
able tbereon. 

Payments to public lBccinators 

Payments to o08rcls or ::tuardians : 
If.emuneration of 1cacht"N in poor Jaw schools - .. 
School fees for pauper children sent from a workhouse to 

a public elementary school ouuide Ih. workbonse. 
Registrars of birtbs and deatbs - - - -
Pauper lunat.ics .. .. .. .. .. 
Uuion officers' graut nllder sections 26 and 43 of Local 

Government Act, 1888. 
Remuneration of poor law medical officers, and costs of 

drugs nod medical appliauces, in London. 

Total Payments to Boards of Guar!lians 

Payments to other local authorities , 
Payments to local uutborities iu respect of the Balaries of 

mp.dical officer.s..of health, and "inspectors of lluisances 
BOd sanitary inspectors. . 

Payments to ctlUDcils of boroughs in rt"spect of main. 
tenance of pauper lunntics. 

Payments to l."Ouncils of borongbs maintaining separate 
police forces in re3pect of tbe pay and cJotbmg of tbe 
police. 

Payments to quarter BeSsie-ns borou~hs under section 23 
(3) of th~ Local Government Act, 1888. 

Payments to councils 01' borough~ maintaining separate 
police forces, and not being quarter seSSiODIJ boroughs, 
under section 23 (6) of tbe Local Governmont Act, 1888. 

Otber payment. _. - - - - _ 

Total Payments to other LocaJ Authorities-

TranBrers to technical education, &c. accounts 

Transfers to other accounts of the county or borough fand: 
For maintenance of pauper lunatics c;hargeable to the 

county or borough. 
For compensation to cI(>rk of the pMce or other officer of 

qnarter .... ions, nnder tbo 18 & 19 Viet. c. 126 ... 18. 
To police account in respect of the pay &011 clothing of 

the police. 
Other transfers - - -_ 
Repayments to general and special county aCCOunLq, or 

to borough fun~, or in aid of rates. 

AmouDts paid during the Year 18V15--97. 

By Couoty 
Councils By LoOe.OD 

By Town 
(es:cept County Councils of Total 
London Council. eoaa'Y Paymcull. 
County Boroughs. 

Council). 

---
I 

£ £ £ £ 
557 - 676 1,233 

11,733 2,287 2,649 13,669 
-------

12,407 13,473 8,aS~ 34,268 
239 - 32 271 

i.550 582 I,O!l2 9,164 
841,092 127,005 156.268 624,365 
704,669 1,191 258,378 91H,238 

- 41,383 - 41,3R3 

--
424,098 I 1,673.689-1,065,957 183,634 

90,540 16,855 6,440 li3,8a5 

32 - - 32 

82,754 
, 

I 82,7.';4 - I -
.. 

I - - - -
I - - - I -

1,428 - - 1,428 

174,754 16,855 6,440 198,049 

441,843 120,000 165'94~ 727,288 

7,879 5,W3 2,52.l) i 16,067 
, , 

3f15 I 629 -
446,3761 

1,014 

524,';MO - 971,156 

193 - - 193 
1,323,665 161,487 237,635 1,722,7811 

167,150 686,921 2,711,218 
Total Transfers to other Accounts of the} 

County or Borough Fund _ _ _ I 1,857,147 
i----~-----l----~--~ 

Other payments 261 261 

- 3,548,491 489,926 1,286,990 5,325,407 

• The total amount paid iato the Local Taxation AccoUllt (excluding payments UDder the Agric..Jtural Ra_ Ac~ 1896) .... :-
6,276,0111. ill respect of the reu 1896-17, 

6,595.011/. " .. ., 1897-98. 
G,771,V91l. ~ 1898-99 i 
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County Councils and Town Councils of County Boroughs in 
1896-97, 1897-98, and 1898-99. 

Amounta paid duriDg tbo Year 1897-98. Amounts paid during the Year 1898-99. 

, 
By County 

By TowD 
By County 

Councils By Londou Councils lJy Londnn By Towo 
(mtcept Couoty Couocit. of Total. (e:s.:cept County CouDciis 01 

I 
Toia.l 

Lontlon Council. Coonty Payment •• LondoD 
Co~ncil. 

County PtIyme.nt •• 
County Borough •• County Boroughs. 

I Council). Council). 

----

£ £ .£ £ £ £ £ £ 
607 - - 697 '169 - 14:.1 911 

8,090 844 1,755 /0,689 8,194 2,160 2,827 13,181 -- - ._--------
R,302 14,110 8,356 30,858 8,711 13,444 6,937 29,092 

240 - 36 276 269 - 20 lIH9 

7,940 582 1,120 9,642 7,782 582 1,028 9,392 
34G,82H 134,051 165,782 646,661 365,838 138,345 I 169,516 673,699 
707,264 1,165 278,719 982,148 695,524 1,137 260,950 957,611 

, - 42,978 - 42,978 - 44,312 I - 44,812 
.. .-. ---

1,070,664 192,886 449,013 1,712,563 1,078,124 
i 

197,820 438,451 1,714,395 I 

I I 
96,177 19,407 7,012 122,596 97,R!>8 23,045 6,819 ' 127,762 

I ! 
32 488 - 520 32 338 - i 370 

1 

85,752 - - I 
I 85,752 90,970 - - 90,970 

I - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - -

16,491 - - 16,491 5,436 
1- - - ';,436 

--- ----
198,452 19,895 7,012 225,359 194,336 23,383 6,819 224,538 

451,543 75,000 188,088 714,631 472,038 160,000 180,:l65 812,403 _. 
7,626 6,748 2,663 16,037 7,i16 5,545 2,HH 15,905 

351 - 126 477 295 - 125 420 
,. 

630,394 - 456,701 986,095 537,121 - i 473,440 1,010,561 

192 - - 192 48 - - 48 
1,167,197 152,697 207,454 1,527,348 1,321,717 181,420 2bR,446 1,771,G~3 

.'- -------- ---
1,705,760 158,445 865,944 2,530,149 1,866,697 186,965 744,855 2,798,517 

- - 720, 720 - -=---~I--:~ 
___ I 

3,435,206, 447,070 1,312,532 I 5,194,808 3,620,158 I 570,328 1,373,720 5,564,206 
I 

but the following amount. were Dot transforred to the Count, aud Coanty Borough Es.cbequcr Contrihution Accounts :-

Paid to Cattle P18tU'O-poeumonia Aeoount .. 
Paid to Reotiftl' loy Metropolitan Police Diatrict 
Paid in aid of Poliee PeDlio..... • .. .. 
Paid to Bsahequer for Coati of Be,iaiul Banilters, &c. .. 

I 88811. 

1896-97. J89i-9P. 1898-99. 

105,600 
657,883 
300,000 

12.746 

1,076,129 

57,200 
«i7S.53,] 
800,000 

12.731 

61,600 
68d,680 
800,000 

11,170 

1,061,450 

Bb 
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TABLE CLASSIFYING TAXES RAISED 

.BY PARLIAMENT FOR IMPERIAL PURPOSES . . 

IN 1899-1900. 

(Pp. 14115 of JilinaZ Report for Engl.ar&rl and WIlle8, Od. 638 of 1901.) 
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IV.-TABLE CLASSlFYING TA.YES RAISED BY PARLIAMENT 

HCTF..-The Table only includes the Taxes payable to the Exchequer, and does not 
the Net Receipts under the principal heads of Tax Revenue as 

Description of Ta. 

1. Cu.toms Duties 

2. Excise Duties : 
Duties on CODsumable ArLicles 
License Duties - -

Railway Passengel' Duty -

T (IT AL EXCISE DUTIES -

3. Death Duties: 
Probate and Account Duty . 
Temporary Estate Duty -
Estate Duty - - -
Lellscy Duty - -
Succe.sion Duty . -
Corporation Du t.y -

TOTAL DEATH DUTIES -

4 Stamp Duties: 
Deeds and other InstrumentK . 
Marketable Securities transferable by De-

livery. 
Capital Duty (Share an,1 Loan) - _ 
Contract Notes above Id. - _ 
Bills of Exchange and Promissol'Y Notes _ 
Composition for Duty on Hankers' Bills and 

Notes. 
Playing Cards . 
Licenses and Certilieates 
LIfe Insuranees -
Marine Insurances 
Patent Medicines 
Receipts, Drafts, &c. 

TOTAL STAlIP DUTiES -

5. Land Tax (uuredeemed) 

tl. Inhabited House Du ty -

7. Income Tax: 
Scheel"le A. - -
Scbedu!e B. (including farmers' profit:l as

oe,sod Scbedule D.) 
Schedule C. - -
Scbeelule D. : 

FiFhings and Shootings _ 
Railways in the United Kingdom .. 
Quarries, Mines, &c. .. . _ 
Rnilwo.ys out of the United Kingdom 
Foreign and Colonial Securities and 

Coupons. 
Municipnl Interest, othel' Interest, And 

other Profits. 
Public Companies -
',rrades and Professions .. 

Schedule E. - .. 

TOTAL INCOllE TAX (at 8d. in the £) _ 

GRAND TOTAL 

PEROENTAGES O!!, GRAND TOTAT. 

Tues incidental to the Ownership, OccopatioD, ur Tl'8llIfer 
of Property. 

NOD-Bateable 
Rate.bl.Property. 

l'roperty. 
Total. 

( 1.) (2.) (3.) 

£ £ 

--------1--·----1·---

-. -____ . ___ 1,,---,-_- --,1-'-------

12,000 35,()00 
27,000 5,000 

4,661,000 5,205,000 
852,000 2,363,000 
SOO.noo 104,000 

40,000 6,000 

6,192,000 7,718,000 

47,OGO 
32,000 

9,866,000 
3,215,000 

;04,000 
46,000 

13,910,000 
--------·I--------~-------

2,211,000 

68,000 

2,'097,000 
858,000 

593,000 
]23,000 
704,000 
125,000 

65,000 
172,000 

4,308,000 
358,000 

593,000 
191,000 
704,000 
125,000 

65,000 
172,0011 

1,431,000 1,431,000 
--. .- ---------1--------1 

5,668,000 7,947,000 
":"-1'--.--

740,000 740,000 
--·-----~----------I------I 

1,699,000 - 1,699,000 
··_---:.---1---------1-----·-

5,127,{)OO 

24,000 
711,000 
.539,000 

29,000 
52,000 

1,212,000 

537,000 
317,000 
433,000 
599,000 

300,000 

3,316,()00 
835,000 

5,156,000 
52,000 

1,212,000 

24,000 
1,248,tl()() 

856,000 
433,000 
599,000 

300,000 

3,316,000 
835,008 

6,401,000 7,630,000 14,031,000 
----·-1------------

17,311,000 21,016,000 38,327,000 
------1-----·--- ------

17'6 
L 

, 
--y-

21'4 39'0 
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CL,\SBIFIC,\TION OF UXES RAISED llY P'\RLIAMiNT, 107 

FOR IMPERIAL PURPOSES IN 1899-1900. • 

include the Taxes assigned direct to the Local Taxation Aocounts, The figures represen~ 
given in the Finance Accounts for 1899-1900, pp. 20-24. 

Toes not ineideutal to Property. 

Dutia on Trading and EstablishDlent Taxation 
Duties on (Income T8%) 

ColDJDOdjtiea Commoditiea Dot 'Professional .and other attributable to GRAND Tor.u .. 
of Primary License. maioly Penoual Total. 

Neo06sity anel Lioenaes and Exertion ratber or Primary Bailway , incidental to than to the 
N ..... ity. Pauenger Duty. CertificateB. Expenditure. POI",81ioo of 

Property. 

(1.) (9.) (3.) (~.) (Z.) (6.) 
--

£ £ £ £ £ £ £ 
20,714,000 2,329,000 - - - 23,043,000 23,043,000 ---------- ._ .. _-------- -----
31,2.11,000 - - - -

I 
31,231,000 31,231,000 - - 230,000 20,000 - 2S0,000 250,000 

- 328,000 - -- .- 328,000 328,000 
------ ----_. ------ -------

31,231,000 328,000 230,000 20,000 - 31,809,000 31,80!I,OOO 
---- ---------- --- ----- --

- - - - - - 47,t:OO 
- - - - - - 32,000 - -- - - - - 9,806,000 
- ...... - - - - 3,215,000 
- - - - - - ;04,000 
-- - - - - - 46,000 --- ------- -- - - - - - 13,910,000 

---------_. -
- - - - - - 4,308,000 
- - - - - - 358,000 

- - - - - - U93,000 
- - - - - - 191,000 
- -- - - - - 704,000 - - - - - - 125,000 

- 23,000 - - - 23,000 23,000 
- - 170,000 - - 170,000 170,000 -- - - - - - 66,000 - - - - - - 172.000 

289,000 -- - - - 289,000 289,000 
- - - - - - 1.431,000 

--------- - -
289,000 23,000 170,000 - - 482,000 8,429,000 -_._-- --- ---- - - - - - 740,000 --------.. ~--------- --.. -- - - - - - 1,699,000 -- --- ----_ .. _--- -
- - -- - I - - 5,15t-l,000 
- - - -

I 
lto3,OOO 103,000 155,000 

- - - - - - 1,212,000 
i - - I 2-J,UOu - - - --- - - - - - 1,24~,OUU 

- - - - - - 856,UOll 
- - - - - - 433,000 - - -- - - - 599,000 

- - - - - -- 300,000 

- -- - - - - 3,316,000 - - - - 3,340,000 3,340,000 4,175,000 
- -- - - 1,393,000 1,393,000 1,393,000 --- - ------------ - - - 4,836,000 4,k36,000 1~,S67,000 ----- ------ ------- -.------ -- ------

52,23l,000 2,6t'O,OOO 400,000 20,000 4,836,000 60,170,000 9~,497,OOO 
- ---_. ------ -- -----

M'O 2'7 '4 '0 4'9 61'0 100'0 ,. 
V I 

-- --- - . - -



MEMORANDA UPON THE TREATMENT OF 

GOVERNMENT PROPERTY IN 

CONNEXION WITH LOCAL TAXATION. 

(Pp. 46 §' 47 oj.Final Beportjor Englaftil aM Wale" Oil. 638 cf1901.) 
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V,-MF:J10RANDA UPON THE TREATMENT OF GOVERNMENT PROPERTY 
llV CONNEXION WITH LOCAL TAXATION. 

I.-MEMORANDUM PREPARED FOR THE COMMISSION BY THE LORDS COMMISSIONERS OF 

HIS MAJESTY'S TREASURY RELATING TO THE HISTORY OF GOVERNMENT PROPERTY 

IN CONNEXION WITH LOCAL TAXATION AND TO THE PRINCIPLES AND PROCEDURE 

OF VALUATION. 

Contributions in lieu of raies for buildings in London occupied as public 
offices have been given from a very early period, and also to the lighting and 
paving rates of. the London parishes in which 'the Royal parks are .situated. 
Contributions have always been made in London and the provinces in 
respect of official residences of officers of the Government, and of certain 
small properties such as coast guard stations. . 

With one or two unimportant exceptions no contributions other than these 
were given before the year 1860, and they amounted to about 15,0001. 

In the year 1858, the Select Committee on Public Establishments (Exemp
tion from Rates) 1858, recommended that "all lands and buildings used for 
public, charitable, scholastic, and scientific purposes should be rendered liable 
to assessment to local rates, and the Government, in H!59, brought in a Bill 
to give effect to their recommendatioDs, but, in cClnsequence of the opposition 
of the managers and trustees of charitable institutions, the Bill was allowed 
to drop, and the succeeding ministry, instead of renewing the attempt to PRSS 

the Bill, limited their operations to giving a grant in aid of pOO'l' rates to 
those parishes only iu which the value of the Government property amounted 
to one-seventh of the total rateable value of the parish. 

Valuations of the Government property for this purpose were made by a 
professional surveyor, Mr. Richard Hall, and a vote of 35,0001. was first taken 
1D 1860-1 to .meet the payment of the contributions, in addition to the 
18,OOOl. mentioned above .. 

The cases affected by t·his arrangement were a.Il cases where the property 
had been for a long period in the occupation of the Crown; but in 1863 the 
Treasury adopted a new principle to meet the .cases of newly acquired 
property, and directed that> a contribution" by way of indemnity" should be 
given io all rates, calcUlated ·upon the rateable value of the property at the 
date of its first occupation by the Crown. This principle had already found 
expression in several enactments which provided that .lands acquired under 
those statutes for the defence of the realm should be rateable, but that they 
should not be assessed at a higher rateable valne than that at which they 
stood at the date of acquisition. . 

A similar provision was made in the Public Offices (Sites and Approaches) 
Acts, the Downing' Street Improvement Acts, the Courts of Justice 
Concentration (Site) Act, 1865, the General Post Office Extension Act, 
1865, and the Telegraph Act, 1868. Rates have accordingly been paid for 
properties acquired under all these statutes. 

In 1871 the Government introduced a Bill, " Rating aIJd House Tax Bill," 
for the abolition of all exemptions from rateability; the Bill was read a 
first time, but not further proceeded with, 

In 1873 the Government introduced another Bill, " Rating (Liability and 
Value) Bill," which also provided for the abolition of all exemptions from 
rateability, but this Bill, though carried in the House of Commons, was 
thrown out in the House of Lords. 

In 1874 the Government decided to contribute to every parish containing 
Crown property, and to give a contribution to all local rates instead of the 
Poor Rate only. 
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T'he following memorandum (dated the 25th June 1874) was accordingly 
prepared and was read by the Chancellor of the Exchequer in the House of 
Commons:-

.. We have had under our consideration the subject of the rules which 
ought to govern the distribution of the proposed incl'easAd grant of Parlia
ment for contributions in lieu of rates in respect of property occupied for the 
public service. We adopt the principle that properLy occupied for the 
public service should contribute to thtl local rates equally with thEl other 
property in the parishes in which it is situated, having due regard. to its 
character in each case. The contribution will be made to the poor and all 
other local rates levied in the parish in which the property is situate, and no 
parish will be excluded from such oontributions on the ground that the 
Government property is less than a certain minimum . 

• , We feel it necessary, considering how widely different are the various 
kinds of Government property, and how impossible it is to apply to all of 
them the rule. of assessment applicable to private property, to retain in our 
own hands the valuation of all Government property, with the intention Qf 
adopting in each case as far as possible the same principles as are applicable 
to the valuation of private property. Thus, property ocoupied as ex-officio 
residences or quarters for officers of the Government will be assessed on the 
e~timated rateable vaiue which would attach to such premises if they were 
in private occupatiou and liable to assessment to the local rates. The same 
rule will, as far as praoticable, bf.l applied in determining the rateable value 
of all Government hereditaments occupied as post offices, coastguard stations, 
county courts, police courts, probate registries, inland revenue buildings. 
oU6tom houses, &c . 

. .. The rateable value of the whole of the naval establishments and of thEl 
principal military establishments was agreed upon between the Government 
and the parishes· in which they are situated in the year 1860. 'l.'he 
valuations then agreed upon will be revised with· reference to the improve
ments and additions which have taken place at such establishments since 
that date. The valuations in these cases will be taken as a guide in fixing 
the rateable value of the barracks and other buildings at such of the military 
stations as were not brought within the arrangement of 1860, and also in 
fixing the rateable value of the military, naval, and convict prisons. 

" If in any particular case the prinCiples of valuation applicable to private 
property cannot reasonably be adopted, we shall inquire into and decido 
upon each such CQBe upon its merits; but in no case will we contribute less 
than was payable on the assessment of the property at the time the 
Government acquired it. 

" IIereditaments under the control of the Commissioners of Woods, &c., 
not being in the ocoupation of any other oocupier, will be tho subject of 
contributione determined on principles similar to those herein-before made 
applicable to Government property . 

. , These regulations will apply to Government property in Scotland and 
Ireland liS wel,l as to that in England." 

The new arrangements were set on foot by the following Treasury Minute 
of the same date:-

" The Chancellor of the Exchequer brings before the Board the engagement 
given by him to Parliament on the occasion of proposing his Budget for the 
year 1874-75, that property in the occupation of the G()vernment, including 
property under the control of IIijr Majesty's Commissioners of Woods, &c., 
and not in the oocupation of any other occupier, should, throughout the 
United Kingdom, bear its due share of all local burdens; and he submits that, 
for this purpose, the valuations of such property as are now acted upon be 
ordered to be corrected (so far as they require it) up to the present time; 
that valuations btl made in like manner of all such property in respect of 
which contributions to the looal rates are not now paid; and that, as soon as 
possible, a return be completed, and laid before Parliament, settinO' forth-
1. The name of each parish in which the Government occupies property; 
2. The rateable value of such parish, exclusive of the said property; 3. The 
extent and oharacte~ of such proyerty ; 4. The valuation put upon such 
property for local ratmg; 5. Specia Acts of Parlillment (if any) applicable to 
the oase . 

.. My Lords approve." 
I 98612. C~e 
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'. The retumrefel'red to in this minute. was preseJ;lted to P~rlil\ment, ~nd 
was.ordAred by the House of Commons te(' be print;ed ou 8th Allgust 181;2 
(No. 342). .' .. . . ..•.. 
'Simiiar returns were presented In 1895 (No. 454, sessIOn 2)" 1896 (No. 42). 

and 1898 (Nos. 309 and 312). . , ..' ." ,. ' 
, In 1875 all' the different contriblltions towards local .rates which had 
pr~viouslv been scattered amougst ,Army and ;Navy,· Civil and: Rennue 
Departments VOte3, were united with the .. principal vote in Cla~s I. of the 
Civil.ser-viul.l .·Estimates, with the 'excieption pf rates ltS~essed on telegraphs 
acquired unger .theTelegraph Acts,. B:nd 'in 1~18 of . those charged on Post 
Office Savings Banks also .. The contrlbuti,on~ m respec,t of such property arE1 
provided fC)J;.-in. the vote for Telegraphs a~ul ~n the Savmgs Banks sub,heads 
of the Post Office Vote respectively. so as to bring together as much ae 
possible the total cost of those two Ilervices. 
. Contributions in lieu of rates are also given from, the Telegraph Vote for 
trunk' telephone . wires acquired by the Government from the N ationaJ 
Telephone Company in 1896. . 
'. The contributions whieh had beeJ;l. for some time paid by the War 

Department and the Admiralty for Imperial property in the colonies were, in 
1896" transferred ·to the vote for rates. . '. . 

'The fitstestimate prepared under j;hescheme of 1874 raised the vote from 
37,353z.,to 206,0611. The vote for contrib'ltions in lieu of rates for 1875..6 
was 233,9911. For 1900-1 the gross estimate i/il ~74.1031. .' 
, In order to meet complaints made by certain rating !,uthorities the following 
Treasury Minute of 7th Ji'ebruary 1896 ,was issulld : 

.. My Lords take note of the Chancellor of the Exchequer'~ statement ~o a 
deputation from the London 'vestries which .he received e)U the 9th January, 
to the effect that this board would fairly and impartially carry out the 
Treasur.y MinQte o! the 25th June I8H. dealing with the contributions in lieu 
of rates payable in respect of .property occupied for the public. servic.e. . 

~ •. That MinQte laid down ,that the valuation of such property-
.. (l.)Shonld' be. made on the' same basis a~ the valuation of private 
, '. property; wherever the. rules for the a~sessment of pri \Tste property; 

can reasonably be apphed. . , 
.. (2.) Should be decided upon the special merits of each case, wher~vel: 

thoBe r111es.are Dot applicable. . 
, " ., (3.) Should remain in the hands of the Government. 
. .. My Lords. have carefully considered the question whether the existing 
system 'clll'l-ies out .to the full the spirit· of tjle minute of J874, and they 
think that it requires amendment in the following points :-" 

ci'Firtitly:-' 'l'he minute did not' expliCitly promise a periodical re.valuation, 
alid hitheIt~ Governmen,t properties have been revalued only when .the local 
authority has demanded It .. My Lords now direct that in future the valua_ 
vons of Go~e~ment property shall be. revised i.nLondon ,quinque'nniaIly, 
and'in the provlDces wbenever the valuatIOns of prIvate property are revised . 
. , .. Secondly.-The .minute of 1874 diel not explicitly meution the case of 

~ei'taiIl' Government properties. acquired under' special Acts. which Acts 
iinpose a limited ;rating upon .the properties. Hitherto. the contributions for 
~ucb, properties have b.ean limited, to the amounts fi:red by the respe.ctive Acts; 
but my Lords now dIrect that III CBses where hIgher contrIbutIOns would 
otherwise be payable" the contributions shaH. be increased acco~dingly. 
:"~ Thirdly.-The minute of 1874 contained no directions as to the dates of 
payment of the contributions,a,nd .in many cases in England it bas b~en the 
Pralltice, to defe.!,' the pay~ents until a~ter the, close ?f the half-year.(1ll very 
small cases uutII after, .the close of the year) III whIch the rates whIch form 
t~esubjE¥it ,o~. the co?t:ribu,ticin~, \lre,made. Mf ~ords now direct tha,t, 
}'I;hflreVerpossIolf;l, tpe payments shall be made wlthIll the ha,lf-year (or year) 
to' whicli.~ they. relate; and they ha~edecided to present. a supplementary 
estilnatej ~q. P~i'liaJ:?ent dlirillg th~ ~,urrent finan~ia1 y~ar in order to carry out 
tW" a.c~E\1erat~o,n \Vlthout :1~1~y., ... ,.., ' . " . .'" 
I!:.'I~ FOlu:~hlYI-, The liouses ,of' Parliament' have hitherto been exempt from 
eont!1ib\lti~n~ ,(exoep~ \IS rllgljlr,ds tl;l", re.sidelltial 'p,ortion) on tho. gro~nd 9f 
being a Royalpalace. My Lords regard this as a case in which Bomll ~9nt.ri
buti91l may be allowed. but the rules for the asses8mell~ of pri,),atll p~0.pert1 
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are not applioable, and they therefore sanction the payment of a 'moderate 
contribntion to be fixed with dne regard to, the peculiar oharacter of the 
property • 

.. Their Lordahips' notice haS been called to'the fact that no contributions are 
at present paid either by the Mercantile, Marine Fund or by the volunteors,for 
tlleir respective properties. , " : ' .' .' , 

"Property maintained out of the Ml>rcalitile Marine Fund lltan'ds- oh ,Ill 
,different ~o?ting.. Its cost iii noia charge op. the publi.c e.xch?quer; but on 'at 
fund admInistered by the Board of Trade. Whether It IS. right tl;Iat such 
property should contribute towards local burdens is a matter for the. ooheidera~' 
tion of that department, and not for the Treasury. SpeCial. considerations' 
apply to volunteer pra,mises also. 'fhey are not GoverrimJnt property at all. 
and are not maintained at the cost of the cxchequer hut of volunteer r!:,nds.'"· 

Since, the ~ate of.this minu,te the pr~perty previously maint~ined.()!1~.9(tHlj 
the :M:ercanbleMarme ~und (except ~,I.l!'hthous~ property, wJ;i.l()h contln~eB ~ 
be a charge upon a speCial fund administered by the ;Bo~d "f Trade) has; m 
pursuallce of an Act passed in: 1898, become a' charge upon. tlie publ!q 
exchequer, and contributions in lieu of rates are no~ ~ve[l for suchJ)r~p~rt.Y 
from the rates vote. . . '. , 

The for~going minuie made the following concessions :-.::(}) ie·valuation of 
GoverI)meat property at the same time as the general periodical val uation of 
tlie parish;· (2) the payment of higher contributions where" bUt for the. speciiL,l 
.Acts limiting the rating of such. properties, higher conttibutions woilld have 
been payable ; (3) the makin!; of 'all payments within the half-year '(or year) 
to which they relate; (4) contribution'S for the Houses ofParliament.* : 

Thus the grievances of which some rating authorities had complaineitwere 
entirely rllT.noved. . , ' . . " . ' , 

Under 6 & 7 Vict. c. 36, societies established for the purpos!! of. scienc~, 
literature, and the fine arts, are l'xempt from the payment of county~ borough, 
parochial, and other rates, The Government make. howev~r,contnbutions 011 

moderale assessments on such buil~ingB, as the Briti,sh Museum/ .the ~atur~l 
HIstl.lry Museu~, the London UDlVel'Olty, the National GaUery, tIle '1'ate 
~~k .. . 

The Government also make contributions on moderate assessinimtl(oIiii.b 
their hospitals; al~htlUgh local practice appears to vary in regard il?: tbe 
assessment of hospItalA. . '.. . . 
. A special grant of lO,OOOl. a year towards the expenses of .tHe Met~bpolWin 

Fire Brigade is paid to the London' County Council, 8.lthough tll~ G:overnnuiIlt 
pay the l'ire Brigade ltate for aU their property in the metropoli~; and inaKe 
their own special pr~visions for the.protection,of Governmt'nt brlildings. ,T~e 
lO,OOOl. per annum lS therefore a slmple subSIdy to tondon rates. ,.: ' 

In the valuation of Government property, the principles laid ddw'ii'iii. dlO 
~'reilsury Minute of 7th February 1896 ~re carried out with 'regard' tbJochl 

,practice and also to the peculiar character of much of the prollsrty. In 
this connexion' it' should be stated that there are many w'Ol·ks 'and buildings 
into which the Naval and Military Authorities refuse. in the interests of ,tb:e 
public service to admit any person other than the· officers 'immediately 
concerned; aud which thereforo coulcl not be valued'by ,any ordin'ary process. 
'Th~valuatio~B in all cases are fixedafler personal negotiation :betwe,~n *e 

Treasury valuer and the local authorities, Why have the fullest'opportumty of 
discuBsing the matters with him. The' rating authorities ha'Ve "in every caSe 
expressed themselves as satisfied with .th&MseSsl1'lents before'th'ily 'Were 
8ubmitted to the Treasury for'confirmation.· The arrangement works'Emoo'thly 
in other respects, and relieves both Government and local 'authorities .frOin 
controversy and litigation. " . , " " ,,: 

,. 

• In oonseqnen ... or the pron.ions or tb_ Crown Estate Puing Act of 186i, nod ... ,.hich 
the I ... ing and lighting of Abingdon Street and Old Palace Yard are done a~ the erpe!I"" of the 
6onrnment, Ill> conlribution is given to the .. wl.vied for th .... purpose. either ror thello"""" of 
Pnrliament or for other Gov.ernment property in Abingdon Street. 

Ce2 



204 ROYAL e()MM.ts~ION I)N toeA!.. TAXATION: 

H.-MEMORANDUM PREPARED FOR THE COMMISSION BY THE COMMISSIONER 

OF VALUATION (IRELAND). 

Prior to the year 1874, when the Treasury Minute was hsued which 
provided that the Crown should contribute to all local rates in respect of 
property in its occupation throughout the United Kingdom, the contributions. 
made. by the Crown t?w~rds local rates on account of property in its posses
sion 10 Ireland was lImited to payments on account of certalO Government 
offices in Dublin and the coa8tguard stations. 

In the year 1874 the Commissioner of Valuation in Ireland furnished to 
the Treasury lists of all property in Ireland in the occupation of the Govern
ment (except Telegraph property which is rated, as in J<Jngland, on a fixed 
valuation-see s. 22 of 31 & 3~ Viet. c. 110) and these lists, revised in 
accordance with the latest issued Valuation roll, have since then been 
annually, forwarded to the Treasury and from them the Government contri
bution in lieu of rates is calculated. 

, The annual lists furnished to the Treasury are copies of portions of the 
Valuation Lists supplied to the several rating bodies in Ireland under the 
Irish Valuation Statutes. In the Valuation Lists the Government property 
is entered amongst the propp-rty exempt from ratmg, but a valuation of every 
item of it is made on t~e Bame basis as if it were rateable property. Where 
it is land the valuation, which was made between the years 1830 and 1865, 
aitd was based on a scale of agricultural prices, is transferred from the name 
of the former occupier to thtl Gove~ment, there being no power to alter it in 
IImount so long as it remains agricultural land. But in the case of all other 
hereditaments the valuation is the rent which the property would bring, one 
year with another, the occupier being liable for rates and doing all necessary 
repairs. Of course, the fact that the Government is the hypothetical tenant 
forms an important element in cases where the property has practically little 
or no value in the open market. 

, An important element enters into the question of the amount of the 
Government contribution in Ireland, which does not, I believe, exist in 
England or Scotland. The Irish Valuation Statutes contain provisions under 
which the half of the rent arising out of exempted property is a rateable 
hereditament and is to be entered in the Valuation Lists as such, and the 
same statutes lay down that poor rate is to be levied on it. In section 2, 

,19 & 20 Vict. c. 63, it is prOVided that these half rents are also liable for 
· Grand Jury Cess. As the same rates cannot be levied twice off the same 
property, it follows tbat in calculating the Government contribution in lieu 
of rates, a deduction is mil-de for the poor rate and county ce~s on this half 
rent for which the owner is liable. It is doubtful if there is power to make 
these half rents liable for town. raks, though in some cases tbe local autho-

· rities collect them. When not so raised the Government contributes the. full 
amount of these rates on the valuation of the Crown property. 

There is an annual revision of the valuation of rateable property in Ireland, 
but only cases brought before the Valuation Department py the rating 

'authorities, or ratepayers, are dealt with. These are generally confined to 
new buildings and those hereditaments wheril a structural change has been 

· made. The Government buildings, not being rateable hereditaments, it is 
· questionable whether revision 'can be legally demanded under the existing 
l:itatutes, but in the past this point has not been raised, and when a local 
authority has asked for revision such has been made. In 1896 the valuation 

, of the whole of the Government buildings iu Dublin was revised and largely 
increased, and since then most of the leading barracks in the country have 
been re-valued. 
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206 ROYAL COMMISSION ON LOCAL TAU'I'ION: 

YI.-EFFECT OF SCHEME FOR THE DISTRIBUTION OF IMPERIAL GRANTS 
PROPOSED BY LORD BALFOUR OF BURLEIGH. 

As the Census figures for 1901 were not available when the Report for England and 
Wales was prepared, it was not worth while to work out in complete detail the results 
of the" Ability and Neces~ity" Scheme of Distribution. This has now been done so 
far as the Overseers and Guardians' expenditure is concerned. 

The figures cannot, however, be taken as wholly accurate because they relate to a 
single year and have not been" standardised" as proposed in the Report (8ee p. 77 of 
Report): that is, in the financial year 1899-1900 more or less expenditure may have 
been incurred, and more or less grants received, than would be incuITed or received in 
a normal year. Instances of this may be found in 166 Oundle, 394 Solihull, 488 Great 
Ouseburn, and 5~5 Gilteshead. 

This defect could not be remedied throughout without elaborate official investigation, 
and for the present purpose it is unnecessary to do more thnn give a general wal'Jling 
on this point. 

Another inevitable imperfection of the figures is due to their being based on the 
Union Poor Rate Valuation, which would certainly require cOITection before it Muld 
be used as the basis of an actual scheme. (See p. 84 o.f Report.) 

There are five cases '(indicated' by an asterisk in the following Table) in which 
under the ordinary working of the scheme the grants would amount to more than 
two-thirds of the expenditure. Here the maximum limit of two-thirds. is imposed, 
as suggested in the Report (p. 77). 
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• 

TABLB showing, in respect of tbe OVBRSBBRS and GUARDIANS' EXPENDITURE in each EX:TRA· 

MBTROPOLITAN UNION, the EFFECT of the SCHEME for the DISTRlBlITION of IMPERIAL 

GRANTS proposed by LORD BALFOUR OF BURLEIGH, as compared with the positioil 
existing in 1899-1900, 

I 
: i Aue8R8ble 
I I "alue, 

, Expendi. I PaRRENT POBITION, FUTURE PO&lTIO 
ture, 1 __ ---- - ____________ ----

~, 

Puoa LAW URloNa. I PopulatioD'1 1900, 
I i per Head 

1899-1000, I I 

.tr Head ; Amount Grauls! Rate in Amount Grants Rate in 
i. 

equjrecl, 
1. 

. 190J. I of 

I 
Population 

1901. 
2, 3, 

U-SOUTll·EASTERlf COUNTIES, 

2, SURKEY, /! ., 
BO Eplom b,cn 6 "4 

81 Chert8e.r 4O.6~o 5 18'2; 

B2 Guildford 62,.099 5 12.'6 

88 Farnham 62 .... 58 4 6'. 

U Bambledoll 21,659 5 8'9 
• 

85 Dorking J7.449 6 II' 3 

86 R('igate 42.741 7 8'. 

37 Godstone • I 27.863 4 16'4 

88 Croydon - I I 94,.J.'Z.S 6 4'6 

3D KiD8'ton -I Il,.Sb3 7 14'5 

4" Richmond 49.499 3 7' , 

3. KEN1'. 

41 Bromley 85,,56 7 U 'S 

42 Dart-ford 96,04 6 411'0 

48 GravIMend and 2;7. 1 75 4 "0 
Miltao. 

44 Strood 40 ,337 5 3'7 

45 Hoo 4.2.2.9 4 1.1'4 

46 Medwa.y 97,546 3 8'6 

47 Malling ,s,d7 4 '4'8 

48 Scvenoaks • 30,789 6 0'3 

49 Tonbridge - , 66,79 5 6 3'0 

GO Maidstone - 49'·079 4 ,6'6 

5\ Holliugbourn U.,S45 5 14'a 

5> Cmobrook - 12.944 3 19' 3 

58 TenteMOD 8.766 4 n'o 

5' Wellt AKhford l.o,SS9 5 11.'6 

S~ 110M. A,btbrd 13,IU 10'6 

56 Britlge Il.,lS4 5 ,'6 

~7 Canterbury 19.773 4 14'1 

58 Blean 24.510 S - 4 

59 l!'aver,hu.m 26,4:=.6 5 O'~ 

60 Milton 21, 169 4 5', 

6\ Shopper 22.,.$0 3 IJ'O 

6" Isle of Thand 68,344 6 0'3 

6S Eaatry 31,5h 3 15'8 

6. Do ..... 4 1,!l)3b 4 10'0 

, 

I 

! 

I 
I 

i 

I , , , 

I 
I 

I 
I 

of i of per Head j:! f per Head 
PopulatioD,. Grants, of ' 0 of 

1901. 11899-1900, PopulatiuD.; requ1red, Grants, PopUlation, r 
4, ! 5. G,' 7. 

s, d, /! ., d, s, d, 

7 8 " ..... 0. , S', , "0 

7 S'8 :1,991 , S'7 , 0'6 

6 3'8 3,949 , 3'3 o JI'O 

5 3'5 3,118 , 0'0 , 0'4 

8 3'9 . :1,318 0 , '7 , 0'6 

9 3'9 1,8,5 0 ,,8 , 0" 

6 0'5 3,607 8'3 o 7'5 I , 
5 II'S o 10'91 00455 , 9" 

6 5"' I. 11,319 , 0'0 o 10'6 

6 II'S 9,106 , 3'9 0 9'3 

6 6'6 , 3,199 , 3'5 0 7'9 

i 
6 6'9 :t,90] 0 3 " 0 9'6 

5 10'2 4,853 r 0" , ,'6 

7 " 5 1,85z , 4'4 , 5' , 

6 5', 2.945 , 5'5 , "0 

9 S'o 69.a. 3 3'3 , 4" 

7 "0 5,743 , 0" , 9'7 

9 3'9 ])~406 • 8'6 i ' 4'8 

I 
, 

7 7'5 2.,561 , 3'0 I 0 u'g 

3 5'0 5,ooS , 6'0 fl.' 2. 

3 4'7 40788 I 11'4- i ' 4" 

9 n'o 2.,175 3 S'6 

I : 
"0 

'0 4'8 1,958 3 0'3 10'4 

II 0'3 2.,083 4 9'0 , 4'3 

9 0'7 a,SS4 • 5'3 , o's 

'0 ,'0 1,943 2. .. '6 I , 3'5 

8 II'. i,6s, 0 8', , I'g 

, 0" 1,60:1 , 
"4 

, ,'6 

6 0" I :1,1 67 , 9" o 10'7 

5 10'6 

I 2."S; 0 "0 0 9'4 

6 8' 5 oz.6So I 10'6 , 
" 7 

7 3'7 2.,0]5 I 10'0 , 7'0 

7 7'5 4}839 , 5'0 , 0'3 

7 "0 3,·7] , 0'0 , 4'5 

8 0'7 S,S46 I S'4 I 6'~ 

8, 

I 
i. 

8,844 

5,804-

7.951 

8,3IS 

3.566 

:1,959 

4 •• ]0 i 

I 
3,777 

I 

2.],331 I 
14,2.97 

I 4,:191 

8'487 

13,:188 

40536 

I 
5,373 , 

335 
I 

17,482. 

50460 

40416 

10,0]9 , 

8,640 

2.,]4:1 

2.,899 

1,9b 

3,57. 

a,Sa ... 

oz,I,6 

!,066 I 
I 

],189 

I 3,~S4 

I ..... 36 

3,91a I 
9,810 

50450 

. 8,612 

9, 

s, d, 

':. 10'1. 

:t. 10'3 

• 6'7 

~ 3'0 

3 3'5 

3 4'7 

1 Il'a 

, 8'S 

, 4'8 

• 0'9 

, 8'8 

I u'S 

• 9'~ 

3 4" 

0 3'c 

3 JI'. 

3 7'0 

3 10'3 

a. 10'4-

1 0" 

3 6'3 

3 8'8 

4 5'8 

4 5'7 

3 5'7 

3 lo'a 

3 6', 

3 '" 
z 7" 

~ 7'4 

3 1'8 

3 7'0 

S 10· ... 

3 S'S 

! 6'. 

10, 

5, d, 

o 10'0 

o 9'7 

o 11'9 

o .. 'S 

o 1'1 

o 8'1 

o 7'3 

o 7'5 

o 8'1 

o 11'2, 

o 9'9 

I a'3 

I J'O 

o 10'3 

I 0'2. 

"4 

I 6'0 

I 5'0 

1 0'0 

J 0'0 

o 10'6 

o I', 

o 10'1 

J 0'9 

o 9'8 

on', 

• 0'6 

Mon.-The 1lgura in column. t to.5 aDd column 7 are takeD from the Table on pp, 100 to 1'1. In the ealculatioD of the 
II.:'l\Ollnt of tbe tutD.N JlNIltl the Aa ..... ble Value a' Lady Day, 1900, and the upenditure for 1899-1100 han been Uled, and the 
Nt •• iD tb." are bued npoD. 'hi A •• UGhle Yah .. '" t.rt, JJa1, 1889. 

".4 
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• 

• 

• 
TABi.F. show!n,2, in respect of the OVEBSB&KS aDd GUABDIA.NS' EXPENDITURE in each EXTn.A~MKTRO[,OI.ITAN' 

t:~ION the EFFECT of the SCHEHR for the D,STR,BUTION of IMPERIAL GRANTS proposed by LURU 

DALFO~B OF BURLEIGH, as compa.red with the position existing in 1899-1900-continued. 

PH.'ZSBNT POSITlOIf, 

Value, ture, 
Ap.~e8!lable \ ESJlf"odi-

Pooulation, 1900, 1899-1900. I 
- per Head I per Head Amount Grants Rate in AmouDt Grnnts Rate in 
1901. of of of per IJead £. f per Had :£ 

POPulatiOD'l1 Population. Grants. IIf. required G;:'Otl of n.quirtd. 

POOR L.\w UmoNS. 

1901. 1901. 1899-1900. populatlon'l . . Population 
~. _____ .~I,~ ____ ~~~2~' __ L-~8~, __ ~ __ ~',~.~ __ ~5~, __ ~ __ ~6,~_~ __ 7~, __ ~_S~. __ ~~9~, __ ~_I~O~,_ 

II,-SOUTX.EASTERN COUNTIES-con!im .. d. 

3. KENT--conli"uetf. 

65 Elbo:m. 

66 Rcomney Marsh 

• I 

· i 
I 

67 I By.4, S~SSJ,,~' .\ 

68 Haungs -

69 Battle -

70 Eastboorue 

71 lIailsham 

7j Ticehurst -

73 Uckfi.ld 

'14 East Gr:ostC'ad 

'15 Cuckfidd 

76, Lew .. 

''iGb NewhaTen .. 

• i 

·1 , , 

I 

-I 
· : 203,606 

JS,oor 

17 Brighton I - i Jo:!..l2.o 

7e SteyniDg - - I 80.796 

~9 HOl.loho.m -

80 Petwortb 

SI Thakebam • 

82 

$3 

S< 

85 

06 

East Imton 

W lSt HampDett 

Chichester -

Midhurst 

Westtourno 
I 

• I 
I 

5, SOUTII'A."dl'TON, 

87 Havant 

12..141 

13,612 

6,8rS 

88 POrlBe6 Island - 119.160 

89 Alverstoke -

90 Farebam -

91 lsi. of Wight 

92 LymiDgtOD-

93 Christchurch 

U Ring\"'ood-

95 Fordingbridge 

86 New Fortte 

97 Southampton -

9S/ South S~DCham • 

8:&,187 

J 3,S37 

~9.119 

6.z19 

6.137 

'40599 

61040 9 

80.,550 

., 
5 14'5 

4 18'~ 

4 "~ 

6 '9'9 

5 10'9 

6 19'0 

3 13'7 

5 r8'z 

3 18'5 

B. d, 

1 .-3 

, 1'5 

9 8's 

6 6'7 

6 2.'. 
5 u,g 

9 0"4 

6 4" 

6 6-6 n 5'2. 

7 6"7 9 6'5 

5 g'2. 10 S"1 

4 ,6'9 8 3,7 
. 

6 14'8 10 7'. 

7 13'. 5 8'6 

5 u'9 

4 J.g 

5 16'0 

5 zz'7 

5 IJ: ',3 

4 10'2. 

4 6'8 

5 11'0 

4 I"S 

3 s'S 

4 13'5 

5 4'2. 

4 4'5 

6 17"' 

8 8'4 

II 7'4 

9 9"5 

7 6':& 

10 :a'2 

8 8'4 

9 0 'S 

7 3', 

6 9'8 

10 6'3 

6 1'0 

7 4"8 

S 7 0 

4 6'.1 6 S'] 

3 18'9 II 10'6 

~ 14'4 I·, '" 

4 18'3 

4 0'5 

9 8'4 

4 8'8 

I 

2.2..361. 

3.32.1. 

. J.JS6 

11 .... ;9 

1.,630 

1.3206 

6, d, 

1 0'5 

3 g'o 

3 6', 

I 
!.. d , ' 

I I 1'0 

!, I" i 
I 

I 
I 

I Q
• 6'3 

011'7 9'S 

I 
I 10'9 0 9'9 

o ~'6 I Q '0'0 

: ,::: I: ::; 
20 2.'3 

I • 8'5 

20 6'1. 

5 3'0 

I 10'2 

I I: 1'2 I 
1 

! I 4'8 

10 1J'6 

o JI'6 

o u'3 

4 3'8 '9'7 

~ n'O I 0'2. 

• 6'0 • 1'4 

4 2.'7 • I'. 

~ 10'T I 6'1 

%- 11'1 I 4'0 

4 20'4 I 5'3 

J 3'6 I 9' 3 

z 5'8 

J 7' J 

, 2. S'I 

o 9'0 

2. 5'7 

4 3'9 

s u'S 

o 10'S 

• 20'6 

o 1'6 

I 0'0 

I JI'I 

I 4'. 

., d, ., d, 

3 8'8 ! 1 1" 

I 
z.3~ 4 30'4 I 4'~ 

1,.76 20 2.'] 0 7'G 

3,054 2. 6'6 0 8'4 

5,.39 2. 0'1 io 1" 

3.t74 4 0'4 I 4'2. 

2.,1530 3 4' 5 

3.i06! 3 1'7 

3.6jo 4 0 4 

4,003 3 0'8 

4,6]2. ( 

o u'1 

o JO'2 

i' Z', 

~ 10'7 

I 

z..u6 i 1 5'9 I 0'] 
. , 

18,54+ I 3 7'S J 0'1 

6,806 o 6'S 

3 4'4 
I I 0 u'7 

4 JO" I I 8'1 

1,338 3 S'o I 0' 7 

a,u7 1 

20.539 : 

'048,1 

1. II'S 

3 10'5 

3 7'7 

3 8'8 

! 0 10'1 

i I 1'9 

I
I 1'0 

I I ,'8 
I 

• 4'8 

5,144 3 6'7 I' 0 6 

• 10'1 

97' 3 "5 

1,5d 4 u'S 

3 10'1 

I 
I 4'0 

I 0 8'1 
I 
iOU'S 

I 0 6'S 

i 0 10' r 
I 

I
,· 9" 

1 1'9 
I 

I S'5 I g'] n,06t- 3 II'. • ;&'9 

o 10'2. I 4'0 10,.209 2. 6'4 0 7'0 

• 
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TAUI.K Ahowio,:!, in respect of the OVERSKERS and GUARDIANS' EXl'ENDUI1BB in each .E.xTkA.-METUOl'OLITAN 
USION, the J<:VPECT of Lhe SellE)I!!: for the DIATR18UTION of IMPERlAT, GRANTS proposed by LOBD, 
VALFOt;n OF BURLElGn, os compared with the po:.ition existing in 1899-HiOO-continued. 

ndi· A"sC'.snbte', Exp" 
Value. I fur e. 
1900, 1899- 1900, 

Vocn L41'1' lhu:nrs. 

I. I 
po:::~toiOD'1 :o:!::, ::~7. 

HJUI. I 190 
9, 3. .. 

cad 

tion, 
I. 

n. SOUTH-EASTERN COUNTIES-conlinuod. 

5. SOUTHAMPTON -cunlinurn. £... B. d. 

119 Romsey 

100 Stockbridge .. 

lOla! New Win.::hoster 

IOlb,1 HUl"!Iley 

102 I Droxford 

loa I Catbcrington 

104 : PetersfiC'ld 

105 I A lrcsford -

lOG Alton • 

107 Hartley ""intDE'y 

]08 I Btulingstoke 

109 Whitchurch 

110 Andover -

III Kingllclero 

6. BERKS. 

112 Nc"bury .. 

11 S Hungerford auel 
Rl\nlshury, 

114 l!'n.ringdon .. 

115 Abingdon .. 

1161 Wuntugo 

J 17 Wallill;!'ford 

118 Drudlhhl 

119 Ucading 

120 Wokiughnm 

122 EIIl!thnmpetclld 

128 Winll ... or 

lo,6J.3 

6,130 

31.506 

3,680 

11.778 

3,068 

n,561 

6,983 

16,345 

30,in. 

21.7 11 

S.8n 

J 5,800 

8,)00 

J.l,057 

IS,S65 

I2.,312, 

17.3%.S 

I S.6oS 

11.785 

.s,130 

7~.:u4 

17,934 

~3.SS4 

15.763 

40,2.89 

4 1S'4 

4 7'4 

6 1'0 

7 3'4 

3 19'3 

• IS '0 

4 6'5 

4 j '6 

4 ,', 
4 u'S 

6 0'9 

6 16'7 

4 13'7 

4 I' • 

4 5'6 

4 3'9 

6 14' J 

5 14·J. 

5 7'5 

6 S'6 

6 18'g 

4 14'6 

6 14' J 

6 13' 1 

4 S'I 

5 9'7 

IlL SOU'IR MIDLAND COUNTIES • 

•. MIDDLESEX . 

12. . Stllines 13,861 5 14- 'J 

It! Uxbridj!e 39,003 5 10'0 

1lI6 Brontford - 178,84-9 5 .5'6 

It7uI Hendon -I b .... 9s 6 17'6 

U:-t. Willesden _ 11.,1.5 4- 1 So. 

128 Uarnet -. SS.97O 5 ,6'9 

1>19 I Edmonton 347,793 4 14"5 

r gij6U. 

7 , '0 

II 10 '6 

7 8 

10 7 

7 6 

10 0 

7 4 

9 8 

10 I 

7 • 

S 3 

10 6 

'0 , 
9 , 

7 6 

7 7 

8 I 

9 3 

S 0 

10 S 

5 9 

5 II 

9 5 

8 8 

S '0 

'3 

'1 

-0 

'7 

'S 

'4 

• 3 

-3 

'5 

'3 

'3 

'9 

'3 

'0 

'6 

'0 

'8 

'7 

'9 

'4 

'7 

'0 

'4 

6 S' 5 

9 3', 

S 5·4 

8 0" 

5 S'o 

3 S'S 

S S'7 

3'4 

I PnEBEn POjITIO~. FCTtfRB P08mOllf, 

-------- _ .. _--- ---

Amount Grantfl Cate in Amount GraDls Ra!e in of pcr Head 6- of per Head Il Grant~, of required. Grants. of require 1899-1900,' PopulAtion. Popula.tion. 
5. I 6. 7. I 8. 9. 10., 

1 r s. Il. 

I 
8. d. s. d. £O. s. ,I. d. 

1,599 3 0'1 
i

O 10'Z 1,649 3 r '3 0 9'9 I 
1,36] 4 5'4 I ' S'3 1,483 4 IQ'I I 7'3 

3,an , 0'5 o u·] +,536 a 10'6 0 9'6 

51. 0 9' 5 I 1"3 639 3 S'7 I 0" 

1,92.9 3 3'3 , 0'9 2,068 3 6'1 I 0" 

55S 3 7'7 I 4'4 609 • 1"' I 3', 

1,56] 

I 
• 5'9 I I' 7 a,109 3 4'3 o II'J , 

I.Bo 3 9'7 I 5'3 • .469 4 o'S I 4" 

20,4-9 3 3 0'6 I 9' S 3,553 • 4-' I S'S 

a,707 I 9'3 , "S 4,883 3 '" o 10'1 

z.416 0 0'7 I 0" 3,346 3 "0 o 10'4-

1,074- 3 S'3 , 0'0 J,037 3 6'7 , 0'0 

z,496 3 "9 I 5'7 3,2.93 4 0'0 I 3'0 

1.+60 3 5', I 5'3 1,12.6 4 0'7 , 3'5 . 

a,7 3S 0 7" , ,. 9 3,596 3 5'0 o u'6 

2.>42.1 3 ,'3 I "4 2.,699 3 5'6 I 0'3 

Z,2.0S 3 7'0 0 S'I 1.729 , 9'7 0 9'5 
i 

3,Z7S 3 9'4 o ll'6 3,049 I 3 6', I 0'0 

I I 0 u'S 2,hr 3 "S o 10'S 2,292 
i 

Z JI'Z 

2..,01. 2. 11'0 I ,'6 2.,595 3 9" I 1'0 

•• 978 , 0'0 0 6' 3 1,777 1 11' 5 0 6'7 

4,S70 I 3', I o' S 9,S99 , S'9 0 S 5 

2..S 17 0 9'7 , 0'1 %,9 16 3 3'0 o 11'1 

2,OZ] I S'6 , 0'9 3,544- 3 0'1 o 10'S 

1,579 , 0'0 I 7'5 3,01% 3 9'9 , 
"4 

2.34S I 0'0 o 11'9 S.356 , 7'9 0 S'6 

I 

.... 038 , 4'5 , 0·6 S.952. 3 6'0 I 0" 

4,011 , 0'7 I ,'6 6.4-71 3 3'S o 11·7 
I 

6,S'S4 0 S'8 I I 4" 2oS,037 3 1'6 o 10'9 

3.98.+ I 6', I S'o S,074 I 11'2 0 

1

0 7'0 

..76 :1 0 3'7 .0 9- 3 11,397 J .. ·8 0 4-7 

2,386 I 0 9'7 ! 0 ... 6· 6,757 • 3'5 0 7-. I 

15.70 7 o 10'S o 11'9 4 3,791 0 6', 0 • S , 
D-d 



210: ROYAL COMMISSION ON LOCAL TAXATION: • 
"l'ABLE showing, in respect of the ()VE&sEIt~S and GUABDUNS' EXPENDITURE in each EXTRA· METBOPOUTAN 

UNION, the EFFECT of the SCHEM., lor the DISTRIBUTION of IMPERIAL GRANTS proposed by LOBD 
BALFOUR OF BURLEIGH, as compared with the position existing in 1899-1900-continued. 

PnESE~T POUrJOM. FtlTVRE POSITIOR, ASflesasble I Expendi. ! 
Valne, tnre. ----:----,----I---~---~---

Population, 1900, 1€99-l90U,: 
'POOD La.w UMONS. per Head per Bead 1 Amount Grants Rate . Am t Granu • 

1901. of (If ~ of per Head £ JD ~un per Head Rate m 
PopulatiOD. Populat.ioo, Graou, of . ed GOof ~ 

1901. I 1901. 1899-1960. PopulatioD. reqUIl'. ranta. PopuJation. requU'ed. 

__ ~.~ ___ I~, ______ ~~9~' __ L-~8~'--~~4,~,I~~5'~1-~6~'--"T-1~7~,-+~8~,~ ___ 9~, __ +-~I~O,~ 
III,-SOUTH MIDLANDCOUNTIES-qontinrud, 

s. HERTFORD, 

180 WJl,re 

131 Bishop.Stortfol<l -

182. DlJDtingford 

13,2b Royston 

183 Hitcbin • 

134 H!'J'tlord • 

5,010 

z6Joz~ 

Il s, 

4 4'7 

3 WS 

! I. d, 

9 .'8 

JO 7'" 

9 5'7 

5 "4 8 1'6 

4 11'6 10 5'4 

135a Hatfield - 1,551 8 10'7 

1856 Welwyn • 

136 St. Al~'s .. 

1&1 Watford • 

1,,,65 12 5' 5 14 1'2. 

188 Hemel Hempstead.", 

180 B,rkhampstoad w 

9,BUCKINGHAM, 

0140 Amersba.m . -
141 Eton 

H9 Wycombe-

148 Aylesbury-

144 ~lnslo" 

145 Newport Paguen 

146 B~ckingham 

10, OXFORD, 

HI' Henley -
; 

148 Thame -

14.9 Hea.dington -

150 Ozford • 

151 Bice8ter .. 

152 Woodstock 

158 Witney .. 

164 Cbipping Norton • 

33,008 

,6.,,13. 

34,79' 

46,488 

"4,866 

.8,000 

10,635 

13,0:13 

.1.8553 
I 

I II. NORTHAMPTON, 

1:10 Bnwkloy - - le,7 l 7 

157 Towccster .. 

U.S Potterspul'j' 

59 Hardiogatone 

~o. N or1tbe.mptoD 

161 

13,75'9 

• I 11,10$ 

I 

5 6'0 

5 3'9 

4 8'6 

5 19'1 

5 5'7 

5 5', 

5 8', 

8 0'1 

7 4'4 

8 Zo'3 

S 10' 3 

7 1'6 

7 10'0 

9 9'5. 

6 9'4 

II S'Q 

4 10" II 10'4 

4 ,8-5 

8 6'6 

5 3'5 

5 14' J 

3 19'8 

4 0'3 

S z'g 

? z'7 

13 0'7 

S u'7 

.. 4'S 10 10'0 

S I'a 9 1'7 

I 
5 9'4 7 11'0 

5 30'2. 

5 5'8 

5 7'4 

3 ,0'S 
6 5'0 

10 Zo'I 

6 8'2. 

• S'o 

£ 

:I.3SS 

3,638 

453 

2.,464 

3,d3 

l,bS 

1,5gS 

1,514 

3,1~3 

2.,S%9 

., d, ., d, 

2. 3'0 I 3'S 

3 4'6 '4" 

5 5'4 '5', 

S,hS 

., d, •• d, 

3 1'+ I 0'7 

1 11'3 I a'S 

1 7'0 

3 5'6 '7'4· 30406 4 3'0 '4'8 

+,798 3 4'1 0 11'4 

:z. 10'0 I 7'8 :I,~o 4 3'3 I 4'0 

:I "'0 0 U'S. 1,146 3 0'4 0 11'4 

4 0'0 0 "9 400 3 6'4 0 10'4 

,5'9 '3'5 

I Zo'6 I C?'4 

I S'4 

5,334 3 z'8 0 11'4 

7,lgo :& S'o 0 S'S 

.,S60 1 3'7 0 II'J 

I U'7 I O~1· z1496 3 0'9 0 10'4 

I ,'3 

,5'9 0 1'9 

1 10'8 , 1'9 

:& 10'5 I 1'0 

4 3', I 9'5 

4 9'1 

3,556 • 0'5 ° 6'9 

8,437 3 1'6 , "3 

4,1036 :I 4'9 0 1J'6 

1,349 i 10'0 I J'S 

I 4'" 

z 6'0 I 3'3' .... 107 3 6'4 I 0'5 

5 a'S I 5'7 3.117 ~ 9'4 I 6'9 

I ,,'5 0 1'1 

a 6'4 0 8'20 a,6S1 a 3'7 0 g'6 

3 S'6 I S'I 1,289 3 8':1- I a'a 

3 6'1 

:I 0'9 

, 8'6 

I 3'7 

3,851 3 11'9 , 3'6 

3,6zS 4 6'4 IS'S 

5,510 3 10'3 I 1'8 

1,889 3 6'3 0 9'6 .1.687 3 "g 0 JO'4 

30,074 

J,444 

1,5 3, 

4.183 

11,79' 

3 10'4 I 1.'9 a,IS6 4 0'3 I 1.'5 

a I'" 010'6 l,gsS a g'6 0 9'0 

1.738 a 11'0 0 9'S 

o II'S 1 ~'Q J3,963 3 )'5 0 9'6 

3 1.'9 6 10'] .'6 • 10'7 
I 



DISTRmUTlON OF IMpERIAL GRANTS, 211 

TABMt showing, in reRpect of the OVBRSBERS and GUARD1A.1CS' EXPENDITURE in each EX1'BA-MsTROPOLITd 
UNION, the E.FBCT of the ,SCB.Il. for the D,STRIBU rlON of IIlPERlAL GRANTS proposed b1 LORD . 
DUFOUR o. BURLEIGH, aa compared with the position existing in IB99-1000-eontinued, 

. 

Afll'IetI!lD.ble Expcndi. 
Valne, . ture, 

FatuiBNT P08ITION, FUTCHB F08lTIOU. 

Population, 19(10, 1899-1900, I' , 
PUOR L ... w U:rno:cs. per Helld per Head Amount Grants p. te' A 1 Grnllts Rat' 

1901. of .of of per Head 011 6. m I u:,~llR1.! per Head : Ul 
Population, PoplliutioD, Grunts, .of . I or . 

1901. 1901. 1899-1900. Population. required. Graots Population. requued 
____ .1~, ___ _",_....::2,:.__...2.._.::3::., -'-'----.:4~,_+_-=5::., _+--,6~,,_ 7, I R, 9, 10, , 

III,-SOJ1Tll m:mLAND COUN!IES-con6.u.d, 
I I 
! £ .,d, .,d",d,I."" 11. NORTHAMFTON-continuod, 

J 62 Drisworth · ' 
lea 

1G4 

165 

1116 

167 

1G8 

Wellingborougb ., 

Kettering -

Tbrapoton • 

0110(110 ~ ~ 

Peterborough 

· I 

.' i 
· ! 

12, HUNTINGDON, 

HuntiDgdon 

169 II St, lye", 

1;0 St, Ncot.l 

18, BEDFORD, 

\ 11 Bcflford 

172 

173 

174 

175 

176 

17j 

11S 

li9 

BiggleJlwade -

Ampthil~ -

Woburn 

Leighton Buslard ~ 

Luton 

14, CAMBRIDGE, 

Ca~ton and. Arring
ton, 

ebe.tenon -

'CambridK8 - -

11,739 

56,039' 

48,09'3 

l~j41 

1.0,487 

53,8'7 

8,196 

31,2.37 

38,3.3 

i. ., 

6 12.'8 

3 11'1 

4 1"0 

5' 6' 5 

S Jr' 5 

6 14' I 

4 10'3 

6 13'z 

4 10' I 

5 5"1 
6 17'0 

4 3'6 

3 10'8 

4 "9 

6 .'S 

180 Linton 11,2.57 4 S' 3 

181 NowDll\rket-
• 

188 

18' 

N;orth WitcMord .. 

WbittlclleT - .. 

185 Wi8becb _ 

3t.,101 

33,106 

IV,-EASTERN .COUNTIES, 

IS, ESSEX, . 

186 

18i 

168 

189 

190 

191 

191 

Welt Ham. -

Epping -

~Dgnr 

Romford 

9 ... • ... 
Bille~cB1 

Cbf'lm~rord • 

510.306 

300459 

~a,.36 

~6,a97 

S 5'5 

4 '4'6 

I 4 ',6'6 

50'S 

4 u'g 

3 17'a 

5 lo'a 

4 5'5 

4 18'2, 

4 S', 

4 ,1'4 

4 .,.5 

., d, 

7 5" 

4 7'7 

64'S 

7 2.' 1 

7 2.'6 

6 I'a 

8 0'7 

! 

8 10,6 I 

I 

7 11'4 I 

5 S'5 

8 It '2. 

S 4'5 

u. 0'4 

5 S'O 

S 4" 

6 7" 

1 !J'9 

7 II '7 

It ·4'8 

8 11'6 

1 10'8 

10 3'8 

5 11'1 

5 7'7 

S', 

S'o 

1,852 I 

I 
3 1'9 o 1'7 

3,016 , ! 0'9 I I 0'7 I 

, J 4'1 

I • 8'S 

5 5'8 

I 2.'1 

I I-S 

o 4'0 

I 1'2. '0 10'3 
! 

1,944 

1 ;'9 

3,706 ; 2. 9'3 

I 
4,863 • 5'6 

• 40447 ,S'9 

3,120 

2,801 , 5' 5 

J Z'O I 
o 9'8 

o 11'0 

• 3'0 

I 
o 11'9 I 

I 

o 11'6 

! II' 5 

o 11'3 

o 7'7 

4 0'0 I 1J'6 

3,815 

3,310 

3,OS, 

a,cSS 

4,·63 I 
Z,tQQ 

",Ss. 

3 3'5 

1 1 'I 

o 10'2. 

a 0'1 

4 .'1 

o 10'7 

I 3" 

• S'l 

° 11'1 

o u'S 

• S,'a 

, 3'9 

, ,'S I 
, 5' 5 I 
• .' 2 i 
I I' 2. 

I S'6 

I 2'9 

1,52.3 

S,SIS 

:z,800 

',9 18 

6,.63 

7,310 

I 
.,.61 I 
"'749 

3,967 

2.S11 

2. 1'1 

a. IJ "9 

a. 9'4 

3 9'5 

:to 9'z 

·S, d, 

o 1'0 

o 9'9 

o 11'5: 

o 90.8 

i oS's 
i 

I 1'1 

° 9'9 

2. 8'8 10 S'I 
! 

1 7' 8 • 0'9 

3 1'5 0 10'5 

I , 

2. 10'. 0 3'4 

I 

I 
5 Z'O I r II'S 

'& 10'1 1 ~ S'4 

2. o,g 10 6'S 

5 0'4 I, 8'7 

3 5'0 o 11'4 

.,875 3 4'6 

',569 I 4 5'0 
I 

011'4 

I' 5" 

6,250 1 9'1 I I'S 

2.,181 

3 1'6 

4 4''& 

• 1'3 

• 9'S 

I I ,. 9'0 

a 11'2 

I 4'8 

o S'5 

oS',. 

• "·0 I ]oJ 

S "10 1 C', 

DdS 



212 11011 AL COMMISSioN ON LOOAL T AXATIOli: 

TABI.E showiD~, 1n re.c:pect of the OVERSEERS and GUARDIANS' EXPENDITURE in each EXTRA-METROl>OLlfAJr 
UNION the EFFECT of the SCH."" for the DISTRIBUTION of IMPERIAL GRANTS proposed by LORD 
.tsALFO~ R OF nURLEIGFJ, as compared with the position eXisting in 189S-190O-continued. 

A88essable Expeodi PRESt:N'l' POIIITlO •• Ftrrt1lUl: POSITION. 

VMU~ twre, I--------.-------,------I------~------_,------POPUlatiOIl, 1900, 1899-1900, 
per Head per Head 

1901. of of 
Population, Population, 

1901. 1901. 
I, 9. 8, 4. 

IV,--EABTERl!I COUNTIES--COf,'inued, 

15. P.sSRX-continued. 

198 Rochfoxd • 

194 MtUdon 

195 Te!Ulring'-

1911 -Coleheater 

197 LeJ:den 1lD.d: Wins" 
tree. 

198 Halstead 
, 

199 Braintree 

200 Donmo,.. _ 

201 Sallron Wolden 

16, SUFFOLK, 

209 Risbridge _ 

21)3 Snllbury -

5110", Cosford 

205 TbiogCle 

206 Bdl'Y St, Edmuod.q 

20'1 

208 

Mildenball 

Stow 

209 Hartismere -

210 

211 

212 

218 

Bos:oe 

BClRmere 
Clay(lCD, 

Samford 

Ipswich 

214 Woodbridge

SU PlumOBgate-

216 .BIrthing -

.. 7 Wangford -

and 

21& :Mutford and 
Lothiuglnnd, 

17, NOnFOLK, 

219 Orent Yarmouth -

22.J EIl!'!t aDd Wes-t 
.'legg, 

221 Smallburgh -

1122 lbpiogham - -

223 Ayishum -

!'!::i!4 St, Faith's -

51,113 

11,132 

16,~+8 

2.6,190 

15.705 

~7,05z. 

.6.d5 

IO,2.:z.0 

66,62.2. 

.5,577 

50,638 

:t:z.,155 

225 NClrmcb - ]1I,7~8 

226 Forehoe - - 1. ,329 

SI~'1 HCDSOOlld - - 10,358 
I I 

£ ., 

5 0'9 

3 8'. 

4 I':z. 

3 14'6 

3 11'9 

3 0'6 

3 ,6'6 

3 5·:z. 

5 0'3 

3 :t'l 

3 6'0 

3 Ie'? 

4 0'1 

5 20'20 

4 20'4 

5 1'3 

3 16'4-

3 17'Z 

3 10'S 

3 19' I 

3 17'1 

• ,'8 

• 3'6 

4 1:z.'9 

3 17' 6 

4 0 'S 

3 5'6 

3 19'5 

+ 19'8 

• , d, 

5 20'8 

9 5'6 

5 10'9 

6 9'3 

8 6'7 

8 7'+ 

10 I'] 

10 n'] 

!O 7':z. 

9 5'3 

1 7'0 

9 4'z 

10 5'0 

9 20'5 

10 6'0 

9 4'7 

9 8'6 

7 5'8 

7 7'9 

6 1'1 

6 8'6 

9 :z.'7 

6 7':z. 

8 ·6':z. 

5 5'6 

9 0'4-

7 9'6 

10 3'7 

8 +'7 

9 0'6 

9 ,'8 

6 3'3 

10 8'S 

U 0'1 

Amount Grant. . 
of per Bead Rate m Amount Grants Rate in 

perHeacI It 
of . if. Grants, of ~. of 

1899-190,0. POpulation. reqlUl'ed. Graou. Population. reqUIre 
9. 10. 5. 6, 1 7, ., 

3,856 

:z.,113 

3,112, 

z.061 

:I,l6S 

• 

., d • ., d. 

3 3'3 I 10'0 

I 6'4 I a'o 

1 5'8 

"11'7 I 6'6 

s 10'4 

4- "9 

3 ,'8 

2. 9'1 

a 0'5 

I 10'S 

:z. 1'1 

I 6'0 

• 5'6 

3 0'9 I n'6 

3 8'0 • 7'3 

I 0'9 20 "'s 

l 9'6 

20 5'6 

3 u'S 

3 S'o 

20 IZ'O 

:z. a'9 

Z 20'] 

Z 6'3 

I 1'6 

I '0'6 
1 . s'9 

S 3'9 0 10'S 

:z. 10'1 

o 11'9 

I 0'7 

I 7'S 

1 ,,'3 

3 20'0 I 1'& 

3 7'& I 7'& 

2. .'9 I 4"7 

3 5'9 ,5'9 

3 3'4 1 "I 

.. d, •• d, 

6.041 s 4'4 0 7'20 

5,0:z.6 4 4':z. I 6':z. 

6,641 :a I1'4 0 g' 5 

30407 

5.950 

3,8420 

3,313 

3 4-', 

4 .'3 

4 5'. 

4 10'7 

4 .'3 

3,567 4 5'3 

5,085 3 g'l 

o 11'3 

Z 6'6 

I 10'4 

1 7'5, 

I 1'9 

3,z59 4 4'6 I 6'6 

3,.65 + 4'3 • 5'4 

2.Z15 

2r46:z. 

1,951 

5 .'3 

4 7'3 

4- 4'0 

3 1.'20 

20 u'9 

I 4'] 

1 7' 3 

I 5-1 

OIl" 

o 11'4 

o 9'6 

3,616 a 10'6 0 9'5 

4.053 4 1'6 I 4'1 

4-154 3 3'0 0 10' 5 

3 11'9 I ]'3 

1,724 J 6's I 0'& 

3,78, 4 40'S 1 5'0 

3,986 J 7'0 I 1'0 

3,506 4- 1'4 I 3'9 

:1.640 ... s'4 1 4'] 

• 3'7 1 6·6 18,606 S 4'0 0 U'O 

3 "9 '9'5 ',598 .. "0 1 6'7 

4 I·S I 4'$ • s.'aSS .... ·s I 4'1 



DIST111DUTION OF IMPERIAL GRANTS, 213 

'1",\81. E Hhowing, in respect or the OVRBSKERS and GUARDIANS' EXPENDITURE' in each EXTllA.-METROPOLlTAN 
lJNIO~, the EFFECT of tho SClIEMH for the DISTRIBUTION of IlfPERI.AJ. GIUNTS proposed by LORD. 

BJ.u·ol'ft 011' BURUlGH, aa compared with the position existing in IM99-1DOO-continued .. 

I AS~8so.ble 
Value, 

Population, 19()O, 
Poon LA.W UNrONS. per Hcud 

1901, of 
Population. 

)901, 
1. 2" s" 

TIES -contill1led, IV, -EASTERN COUN 

"17, NORFOLK-co. 
I 

h'nrl,J. il ." 
!!28 Bloficld , 11,843 5 6"0 

2'. LorllloD Dud 
Cluvering. 

2ao Dep,,,nde 
I 

u,l93 3,u,'6 

SI,723 3 13'7 

:!;Jl Guiltcros~ - 9.41 7 3 15'6 

232 Wuylnnd 9,88l 4 14'8 

1:13 Milford and LSIID-
ditch. 

s3,979 + +"0 

23~ WaJ_ingham 19,612 + 3'5 

235 Docking 17,633 4 10'1 

2:36 Frctlbridgo Lynn 11,847 • '". 
23; King'" Lynu .. sO,95• 3 .8'0 

~3B Downha.m .. 17,309 + '"0 

1139 Swa.trham lI,OIS 4 10'7 

1140 Thetford , 
16,989 4 4'0 

V,-SOUTIl,WESTERN COUNTmS, 

1B" WILTS, 

241 Higbwortb aDd 
I:)windon~ 

59,075 • ,'6 

142 Cricklndo aDd 
W oott.oo Ball8ctt. 

J I,SS1 5 ,6' 5 

U8 MalmesbufY . 12.,666 5 0'1 

1144 Chippeuham 22.959 5 JO'O 

245 Calno .,07· 4 ,3'5 

U6 Marlhorough 80458 o!- "4 

241 Devilel 19,602 1 19'1 

248 , Trowbridge Bud 
Ml!lkshu.m. 

'.,41 S 4 0'4 

.24t1 Bl'lldford~D.A von 9,585 5 '" 
uo WClltbury and 

Wborweilidowo, 
9,704- 4 10'9 

£51 WarmioRlcr 11,781 4 S"6 

152 Pewley n,200:9 3 g'S 

2~. Amesbur, 8,2.68 3 17'1 , 
." S!,lilbury ",971 4 n'3 

U~ Wilton· 9.6,0 5 10'0 

2S6 Tilbury 7,714 5 IS'S 

'~7 Ml'I'. 5,110 4 g" 

19" DORSRT, 

I.' Sb"rtesbu.", n,9SS 5 5'6 

IIS9 Sturminlter 1,114 5 "4 

160 Ulaod£oM - U,4Sl 4 5'6 

161 Winborne aud C",o' 
borol, 

17,104 4 0'9 

• 

Expcodi- PRBSENT POSITJ()lII, - FUTURE PQsmoN, 
ture, 

1899-1900, 1 I 
per Head Amount Grants Rate ' Amouut Grants ltate ir. 

of of per Head I il" of per Head I!. Populntioo, GronlN, of , Grants, of required, )901, 118.9-19110"1 PnpnlDtiolL ,eqwred" PopUlation'j 
4, S, 6", '" 8, 9, 10, 

I I I 
8, d, I £ 8, d" I ." d, il 8, d, s, d. , 3 I 1,:'46 S 11'4 

I : 
9"8 1,768 s u'8 0 9" 

9 0"8 2.:H7 3 6"9 6"5 20,6020 + 0"+ , 4"5 

9 ,"5 3,69 5 I 3 .'8 , 8"0 4,685 + 3'8 , 5'3 , 
II 8'. 1,959 + 1"9 1 lJ'9 :1,340 4 u'6 , 9'+ 

'0 3'9 1,907 3 10'3 I 4'4 :1,074 4 0'3 , 3'5 

II 9". 4,544 3 ,"5 I 10'8 5,82,8 4 10'3 I 1"' 

9 0"6 3,308 3 4'5 I .'5 3,882, 3 II'S I 0'8 

'0 9" s,S7S 1. 11'0 , 9"5 3,&95 • 5'0 , 5". 

S 5", 1,885 3 0'0 , 0"6 S, I84 3 8"0 I '"0 

9 ,'3 ',776 , 8'3 0 0"0 4,437 • 0-8 I .'+ 

9 ."7 3,108 1 7' I I 3"9 3.47 1 • 0" I 0'8 .. '"S 2,606 + S'S , S"9 2,775 5 0'5 , 8', 

9 9'6 2.9!4 3 5'0 , 6'1 . 3,56. • 0'3 , 3'9 

5 ,"6 3,339 I " 5 
, 0"5 7,954 0 8'0 0 ,'6 

'0 9'6 

I 
20,2.29 3 IJ' • , 0"0 2.266 3 11'9 , 0" 

8 0'5 '%,249 3 6'6 o II'J :I~147 3 .'7 o u'4 

9 ,'8 3,661 3 .'3 , '"7 4,110 3 9'3 I "4 

9 '"9 1,571 3 10'9 , 
" 5 I,S4S 1 9"9 , " , 

S 5"0 J,365 3 0', , 3'. 1.59:1 3 9"' , ,'6 

10 6'6 4,.5, • 6'6 , 6'3 4,411 • 6'3 , 6'4 , 8", 2.440 0 ,.8 , 3', 3.210 3 6'6 , 0'4 

11 0'0 1,758 3 8'0 , 6', 20.098 't ."5 , 4"9 

11 4"6 2,260 4 "9 
, 5'8 2,s18 4 ". , 5"9 

11 8'5 2,551 4 4"0 , S'o a,803 • 9" , 6"9 

'0 5'9 s,36& + 0'6 , 9'5 2,617 4 8". I 1'9 , n'4 .,333 3 0'7 I 3'. 1,524 3 8'. , ,'6 

8 n'4 40'99 0 9'6 , 4'3 5,69_ 3 9"6 I '" , 
IS 0'3 l,b9 3 9'4 I 6"0 2,180 4 6", I .'4 

'0 6'0 1.77S 4 7"' I 0"0 J.509 3 10'9 , ,'6 

10 10'8 1,2.86 4 11'2 
! 

I ."' 1,.68 4 5"S , 5"4 

9 8", I 20,434 3 '" , ,"5 2t460 3 9'6 I ."';' 

9 8"3 2.071 • 1'4 o 11'6 1.700 3 '0'3. , ,'6 

9 3'9 20,068 3 3'9 , .'8 20,500 4 0" , 0'9 .. 0'6 1.763 3 .'8 • 10'. 3,965 4 7'6 , 6'7 

D d8 



214 nOVAL coMMiSSION ON LOCAL TAXATloN: 

• 
TABLE showing, in respect of . the OVERSBERS ~~l GUARDIANS' ExPENDITURE in each EXTRA~MgTROl'OL1TAS' 

UNION the E .... SCT of the Se,",'''' for the DISTRIBUtiON of IMPERIAL GBANTS proposed by LOR .. 
BALFO~ OF BURLEIGH, as compared with the position existing in 1899-1900-continued. 

. 1A;" .... ble ~xpendi. ! P.lUI'8EM'T POIITIOK. FU1'VR B P081TIO'!f. 
Valoe, tUTC, .~. __ 

Population. 1900, 189~-1~OO, 

POOR LAW UmOHI. I pe, Head pp.r Head }. mount Grants Ra' Amount Grants Rate in 
1901, 

IpOP,:'i.tiOD, 
of of per Head : 10 of per Head j! 

P"plllatioD, Granbl, of . Grants. of required . 1901, 1901. 1899-19uO. PopnlatioD. reqwred. .Population. 
I; 2, 3, 4. 5. 6, 7. 8, 9, 10, 

V,- SOUTH-WESTERN COUNTIES-conti •• ed- I 

1--19. DOBSET-continued. I!. ., .- d, G- ., d, .- d_ .8 ., d, d, 

262 I Poole.. - .. 3aj33S 4 6'. 7 10'6 .,854- , ,'8 , 7" 5,697 3 6-) , 0'3 

263 , Warebam I\Dd Por .. ,5,989 4 .'J 8 6'. 2.t464 J ". J 4" 3,034- 3 9'§ , '-I 

I beck, 

I 264 Weyn..outh - 4"977 3 ,5'4 5 rO'4 3,680 , 8-6 , 
"7 6,513 3 .'+: • 9'3 

265a Dor:lhester: - . r8,937 4 IS'I 

I 
8 4" 2.,088 • .'5 , 3'7 3,343 3 6'+ , .-3 

2G5b Cerne - - 5,064- 6 I'. II .'3 1,330 5 3'. o u '3 I,on 3 1J'9 , ,'8 

266 Shelbome - - u.474 . § 8', II .'6 2.031 3 6' 5 , 5'5 20+50 + 3" , 3-9 

.67 Beaminater - - M84 § 14'0 II . 6'7 2,589 5 7'7 , ·-4 1,961 4 3'4 , 3'. 

2GB Bridport - - 12,708 4 12'0 9 U':Z .2.,375 3 8'9 , 4" '3.,612 4 "3 
, J', 

20, DEVOY, 

" 269 Axminster - 15,6d 4 '9'9 ,. '-7 3,697 4 8'8 , '-7 3.16:& 4 .'6 , 3'5 
, , 

270 Honiton - - 20,'3.85 4- 15'0 ,. 5', 4.189 '4 ,'6 , 3'9 4,2.84 4 "7 
, 3'1 

271 St, Thomas - 55,362. 4 ,6'§ 7 "9 60404 , 3'8 , 0' 3 8,688 3 "7 a 10'3 
, 

4,071 
, 

2i2 Exeter - - 37.7:6 5 8'. 9 4'4 • "9 , 4" 6,192 3 7'8 , .'8 

.73 Newton Abbott - 10,308 4: ,8'3 6 10'7 5,859 I 5-5 , '-4 12.,015 :& 11'9 • 9'6 

!j4 Tolnel - - 41.441 4 d'l 6 9" 4.2.51 • ·'7 , .'. 6,2.64 3 .'3 • 9'; 
i 

i ' S15 Kingsbridge - 16.131 ,4' 8-. 8 la's 3,0101 3 9'· , ". 3.077 3 9'8 , '9 

276 Plympton at Mary 21.358 6, I~I 8 10'9 :&,604- • 5'3 , 0-6 3,507 3 3-4 o 10'9 

2'n Plym.DtII - - 107,51. ,4 z'·4 6 3'6 40433 • 9'9 , 4'9 ,6,+58 3 ·'7 o 10'0 
, 

276 East StoQehouse ,- J5wu~ ,3 .1I~2. 5 9'9 778 , .'+ , 6'. 2.,334 3 '" ,. 10'4-
I 

!!79 DeVoDport - ! 69>674 : 3,11'4- , .·10'1 :&,577 • 8'9 , ,'6 9,677 • 9'3 • 7'4 

Taviatock -
I 

.z6,910 .80 - '4- 3.'3 7 8'6 J,S84 • 8'. , J'S 4.733 3 6-. , .-8 

281 Okebampton - 15,75. 4, 6'4 8 8-5 2,179 J 7'9 , .'§ 2..991 3 9',6 , "I 

28. CreditoD' - - 15.,553 +u'J, 8 9'8 3-,004- 3 10'4 , ·-9 s~906 3 8-8 , 
J '. 

283 Tiverton - - :&7,378 5 J'. 8 7'§ 4,514 J 3'6 I .0'. 4>7h 3 §-9 , .'. 
28,1 South· Molton - t3,II.2 4: ,5'6 9 .'. 3,059 4 5'. o 11'7 a,5S3 3 8'9 , 

"4 

:285 Bamataple- ' - 42,079 4 11's 7 4'7 4,799 • 3'4 I "4 6,IsS J "9 o Io'l 

28~ Torrington - - Is,499 31:1"9 I 10'9 1,547 4 ·'9 , 5'. .,ssi 4 , " , 5'. 

287 Bidef.rd - , - 2.0,615 113.'7 6 u'S 2.,170 • ,.3 I 10'6 3,89: 3 9'3 , .-8 

288 HoIeworthy , - .8,69:1- 3 5'3 6 8'6 ,1,034 • +'6 , 5', 1,515 3 5,8 , 0'7 

21, CORNWALL, -
:':38 Stratton - - i.3u 3 ,6'4 9 " 5 1,43: 3 10'9 , 4'J . 1,50% 4 I"~ , 3'1 

290 C1iDlclford - - 7,187 '1 II', 8 , '8 1,1S1 3 0'4 , 4'6 1,386 3 10,3 , ,-. 
291 Launceston - 14>311 4 u.'1 6 u'5 :,011 2. 10'7 o la'S 2.,:12.4- ] ,'3 o 10'0 

~9S St, Germaul - : &1.866 ~ ,~,§ ~ "0 %,098 1 u'o , 5'9 3.703 ] 4'6 o If'6 

298 Liskclud - ; - I •• 3,,946 ~ ,p 9 10'5 4,096 J 5' , , 8'4 5.:114 4 4'] , 5'4 

2~4 13(lClmin~ - I - 19,:63 4 0'6 7 3', 2.,495 • 1" , .'. 3.2.1. 3 4'9 Oil'S , 
295 St Columb MI~or- ,5,,4,8 + ... 5 1 6'B 1,72.1 • ,'8 , 

~'9 a.Slo : 3 4" j 0 u'S 
I I I I 



DISTRlJIUTIOl! OJ!' UIPERIAL GRANTS. 215 

TABLB ehowing, in resJpect of the OVERSEBRS and GUARDIANS· EXPD1)ITvRIC in each EXTBA.-METROPOT.1TAN 
UNlON, tbe ErPECT of tb. SCHa"B for the DI~raIBDTlON ot lliPERUL GlUNT. proposed by LoaD 
BALFoua or BOaLllIGH, B8 compared witb the position existing in 1899-19OO-continued. 

i 
AIBelllable Expoodi- PaZ8CRT P08ITlOM'. FUTt11tB POSITION. 

Valoe. tUTe'. 
PopalatioD. 1900. 189U-J9tlO, j 

POOR L"w U:oo... per Head per Head I Amount Grants Bate in A unt Granb Rate in 
1901. of , gf I of per Head mOf per Head .D 

Popal8tion, Popumtion, Grants, of ~ 0 of ~ d 
19tJl. 1901. 11899-1900. Population. required. Grant •. Population. reqwre . 

I. 9, 8. 4. 5. 6. 7.. 8, 9, 10. 

V.-:SO'll'TR· WESTEBJII' COUNTIES-conIi", .. d, 

91. COBNW ALL-<onIinued. 

296 St. Au~tt.U 

197 Truro 

998 F&lmouth· 

999 HelatoD 

300 JWdrulh 

301 PCDzanco*-

809 I'lea of Scil1,· 

22, SOl4EIlSEf, 

808 Williton -

304 Dulverton 

806 W,elliu8'ton 

aOt} Tauntou ... 

307 

8US 

3u9 

Bridgwater 

LI\Dgp~rt 

Chard 

810 Yllo"n 

811 WinclDton 

81'9 Frome 

:1 

818 Sbepton MaUet -

815 

816 

317 

Axbri.lgo 

Cluttou 

Bath 

318 Koynlbam -

819 l,.oog Asbton 

4.609 

18,31a 

38,643 

H.6SS 

130446 

a4,2.50 

15.076 

d,64. 

4'.9 15 

,,5,169 

11,581 

]6,181 

oS t. 

4 8'l 

3 4'8 

3 . 8'3 

3 ,'8 

3 ,'8 

1 9'6 

So'S 

S 8'5 

S 9'8 

5 8'4 

5 1'0 

4 14 J 

5 17'. 

5 a'o 

4 0'9 

5 d'o 

3 19'z 

, ,,'0 

" d, 

1 1'0 

1 7'0 

8 0'7 

6 6'0 

6 2.'5 

3 9'. 

1 6'9 

7 6'0 

9 8'z 

8 4'1 

5 4'6 

7 1 'S 

9 u·s 
8 0'8 

9 8'3 

II 0'8 

8 'Z'o 

7 4" 

9 ,. 5 

6 9'3 

5 8'1 

10 "9 

VI.-WEST MIDLAND COUNTIES. 

23, GLOUCESTER. 

820 I Bri.tol - _ I ~.8.S4' 
321 1 H,lrtun UCfZ;ill • II 16.50z 

32,2 Cbipping Sodbufl-, 17.6n 

8t3 Thornbury -

8U Dunle,. 

325 W"tburY-Gn·Sevem U,ISI 

8'& New-ent 

Glotlceah·r -

308 Wbf~tellbum 6,106 

liD Stroud .. • I 1909S3 

I , 
4 IZ'O I 6 8'7 

S 6'0 5 9'0 

~ Il'a 7 S'S 

6 '9'8 

4 9'5 

4 3'7 

4 11'8 

9 0'8 

8 3" 

8 5'7 

9 ~'7 

4 I~'S ! 6 20'7 I 

1 0'4 

.a I J". 

JJ ,'J 
i I 6 6'4 

i! 

3 .. 8:6 

4,2.54 

3,035 

3,bo 

10,6;6 

3,62.0 

•• g56 

3,165 

1,lto ' 

I 
! 

I 
,I 

I 
I 
I 

1 

I 

s.m ! 
• 6.t: paaelOl, 

., d, 

, 9'3 

I 10'0 

•• d, 

1 7'6 

1 9'9 

, 3'3 

I 0'8 

3 3'3 0 10" 

5 1'7 010'1 

3 7'6 0 10'", 

I u'8 0 ,'5 

o 11'1 

a 11'0 .r: 1'9 

s, If, I, d. 

5 .... 00' 3 3'4 0 11'0 

6,358 ] 9'4 I 2'6 

4,491 3 10'6 I 2.'7 

35'S 

3 7'8 

o IS'S 

6,157 z 6'0 0 4''1 

110 I 0'6 0 4'3 

2.,680 3 1'9 0 10'4 

865 3 9'0 I 1'1 

],008 3 ]'4 oll'a 

4>4820 2. 3'S 0 6'S 

5,106 3 0'", 

... z-5 

3 6'8 

o 9'S 

I 3'a 

I 0'4 

I 4'7' 4,503 4 0'7 r ], I 

3,,,5, 4 ]'8 • 4'0 

• 8'6 

3 a', .. 5'9 4 0'1 

I 5'4 o 11'4 10,50] z S'5 

I 4'9 I 1'3 5,2.87 

3 a'S ' 0 .i'6' r 1.979 

2. II" 

o 9'3 

I 3'5 

o S'7 

•. 8'6 

o u'5 

I 
o 1'S I 4'3 

4 4'6 • 3'4 

:a 9' 3 I 0'4 

3 a', 0 10'0 

3 4'4 I 1'2, 

a 1'5 I 6'4 

] ." I I"',. 

I 0', I I'·. 

) .. '6 'i 1 

1 :t'a 'i t "7 
i 

2.,09:1 i 

4,100 I 

] 0'5 

• 5'8 

3 3'6 

3 0'3 

3 7':1 

3 '9'0 

10'0 ' 

o "9 

oS'" 

o 11'0 

o 10'4 

,I I" 

I I', I,SSI I -] 
'137:1 i :I 10'1 

.,180 I 1 10'+ ! I 
t 

I'~ 

6.',S I 
I 

1 l'S 10'1 



216 ROYAL COMMISSION ON WCAL. l'.1XATlOl": 

'l'ABLE showing, in re.spect of the OVERSEERS and G(j.AnDIA~S' EXPENOJTURE in each EXTRA~MKTRoroUTAN 
UNION the E~FEOT of tbe SCHEME for tbe IhsTB1BUTION of IMPERIAL GRANTS proposed by LORD 
BALFO~R OF BUIILEIGH, &8 compared with the pJoition existing in 18f19--1900-continu.d, 

Assessable Expen<li. 
Value, ture, 

Population, 1900, 1899·1900, 
POOK LAW UI'I'IOIlS. per Head per Head 

. 1901, of of 
PopulatioD, Population, 

1901, 1901. 
I, 2. 8, 4. , 

VI,-WEST MIDLAND COUNTIES-co.Hn.cd; 

830 

881 

339 

888 

884 

38~ 

886 

837 

838 

339a 

3896 

840 

841 

842 

848 

84. 

845 

3(6 

847 

848 

849 

850 

851 

859 

8 58 

3 54 

855 

8 

8 

R 

56 

8 

8 

8 

3 

5' 
~8 

~9 

60 

61 

8D 

98, GLOUCESTER-conti.ued, 

Tetbury · : I 
6,1~6 

Cirencester · 19,62.0 

Northleach · · 8,100 

Stow-on~tb&-Wold· S.ISI 

Winchoombe · B.bS 

Cheltenham · 57,B80 

Tewkesbury · u,,09 

24, HEREFORD, 

Ledbury · · 13,,33 

Ross · · 16.Jl6 

Heft(ord · · 34,6S3 

Dore · · ,,3d 

Weobley · · 6.950 

Dramyard · · 9,907 

Leominster · · IS,341 

KiDgton · · 10,539 

26, SALOP, ' 

Ludlow · · d.'9z 

CluD , · 8,-1.90 

Church Strollo. · 5.29' 

Cleobury Mortimer 8,8,0 

Bridgnorth · 14,-1.b 

Shifnol · · 11,801 

Madeley · · zl,84S 

.Atcbnm · · 49.#5 

Oswcstry · · t.8.z6:z. 

Elleamere · · 14.480 

'Welll . · 1014u 

Whitehurch · · u ,oS7 

Drayton · · ,3,849 

'Wellington · · :&5,844-

Newport · · 13,561 

28, STAFFORD, 

Stallord · · 31,'197 

Stone · · 19,63 9 

Newcastle-under- 40,341 
Lyme, 

.nd Wol. .. tauton 99,54S 
Bunlem. 

I!, ., B, d, 

4 5'7 9 6', 

4 ,3'7 9 0'6 

3 18'8 8 10'8 

4 IS'o 8 It"J, 

4 ,8'6 7 7'9 

S '4'3 7 8'9 

5 8'0 6 6'0 

S 1J'4- 9 0'7 

S "4 II 1'8 

S 17'8 8 S'3 

7 IS'6 ,. 9'9 

6 8'6 '0 "9 

4 18'6 '0 4" 

6 8'. SIC'S 

6 9" 9 9'4 

S 14'4 6 8'0 

6 4'S 7 6'9 

8 18'6 7 9'9 

4 7" S 0'0 

4 17'S 1 II" 

6 14'3 6 U'I 

:z. 17':;1 S 8'9 

S 19', S 7'6 

S 16'1 6 "1 

6 6' , S • '3 

6 "4- S 4'0 

5 11'9 6 0'9 

6 7'3 S 0'7 

3 '9'S 6 3'4 

5 u'S 7 "9 . 

S 10'-3 8 5'7 

6' 3'7 S 11'7 

! 7'9 5 4'1 

S 1'4, 4 1'4, 

PUSENi' POSITIOIf. FUTURE POSITION. 

I , 
Amount Grnuts Rate in Amount Grants Rate in 

of I per Hend £ of 
per HeRd £ Gra.nts, of 

. required. Gronts. of required . 
1899-1900.\ Population Population. 

5. 6. 
. " B, 9, 10, 

11., B, d, t, d, Il ., d, ., d, 

1,148 3 8'8 I 4" 1.,,53 4 0'9 I 3'. 

3.160 3 "7 I 3'0 3,716 3 9'S I ,.S 

1,686 4 "0 I "7 I,GIS 3 u" I 3'3 

1.669 4 ' 'I 
, 0" 1,51 9 3 8'7 , 1'1 

1,.01.09 3 ~'3 o lo'g J'143i 3 "9 o 10'7 

4.960 , 8'6 I 0'7 B.7.10 3 C'I o 10'0 

1,680 • 7'7 0 8'6 1,716 • 8'4 0 8'4-

z/l.I9 3 s'8 I 0'6 >,40' 3 6'0 , 0·' 

3,171 3 II'~ I 4'9 3,501 4 4" , 3'9 

4,443 • 6'8 I 0" S,S'7 3 ." o lo'g 

',786 4 10'5 , 0" 1 .... '0 4 0" , 1'6 

1,59' 4 7' , o 10'5 1,~S:z. 3 7" , 0'4 

z,355 4- 9" , , '6 z,oSo 4 "7 , 3' , 

z,.6j 3 3'0 o 10'5 2,104- 3 "9 ° 10', 

'.Z40 4 3'0 o 10'4- 1,813 3 S'~ o JI'g 

:z.,41~ , 7'S 0 8'S :1.,435 s 1'8 0 8'4 

1,546 3 1'7 0 7'6 1,181 • 9,4 0 9'3 

87S 3 3'7 0 6'. S.o , 11"6 0 8'0 

1,073 • S·o 0 7'1 I,ug • 6'S 0 6'8 

2,131 Z u·' I 0" 2 • .p.S 3 4" ° II'Z 

1,334 • 3' , 0 8'S 1.-418 • 4'8 0 8'. 

2,394 • 0'1 , 3'7 3,9z6 3 3'S ° 10'3 

4,900 I 11'8 0 7'4 5.4,0 • 0'6 0 6'9 

3.111 • "4 0 8'3 3"",1 • S'S 0 7'7 

I.b, • 6'3 0 5 'I 1142.0 I JI'S 0 6' • 

1,317 • 4'0 0 S'9 1,080 , 0'9 0 6'4-

1,52.4- • 6'3 0 7'7 1,503 • S'9 0 7'8 

l,z56 I 9'8 0 6, , 1,314 I 10'8 0 6'0 

2.,277 I 9'1 I 1'7 4,010 3 , " 0 9'6 

1,731 • 6'6 o 10'2 1,959 2 10', 0 9'S 

3,290 • I" I "1 5,197 3 3'9 011'4 

z,085 • , 'S 0 7'S 2,z:za • 3'. 0 7" 

20,'196 I 1'7 I "7 6,014 • u'8 0 8'3 

',bS 0 9" I 0'3 u,8Sz • 7'0 0 5'6 



DIITBIBUTIOIf 011' IJIPERI,U. GRANTS. 217 

TABT .. E Abowing, in respect of the OVBRSBRRS and GUARDIANS' EXPRMDITUBB in each EXTRA-METROPOLITAN 
(JNION, the EfI'rRCT of the SOHEME for the DISTRIBUTION IIf IMPERIAL GnANTS propot'led by LORD. 

BALFOUR 01' BURLEIGH, 88 compared with the position existing in 1889-19()().-..-ontinued. 

FUTURE P08lTlOM. AS8eslt8ble i Expendi. P5ICSBlfT POBITION. 

Value,: ture, 1----7----.,----1---~---------
PopulatioD, 1901.1, 11899-1900, 

POOR La.w UlfJOIIII. per Head! per Head 
1901. of: of 

Populntion,' Jioj)UlatioD. 
1901. 1901. 

I, 2, 8, 4, 

VI,-WEST MIDLAND COUNTIE8--continued, 

26. STAFFORD-continued. 

S64 

S66 

866 

367 

86S 

8U 

870 

Stoke-upon-1Tent -

Leek 

Chwdle 

Uttoxeter -

Burton"'OD-Treut -

Tamworth 

Lichfield 

C,"noack 

371 (' Seil'ldon 

372 Wahmll 

8~S West Bromwich 

,55,lSS 

4 1,862 

8" Dudler· - ,S'J.,aol 

27, WORCES'I'ER, 

375 I Stourbridge 

376 Kiddel"DliDliter 

877 Tcobury 

878 Martley 

879 Woroelitcr 

880 

881 

88. 

Upton-ou-Severn -: 
E"elbam -

I Pef8hore 

! 388 Droitwich-

88' Bl'Omsgt'Ovo 

886 King'lI Norton 
• 

~8, WARWICK, 

7,005 

47.79'J. 

a4.499 

17,619 

386 BirmioghMm - 'S4S,nl 

388 Meriden 

88~ Atberatolltl 

S90 NUDeatOD. -

891 )~oleflhill 

3'92 I Conolly _ 

893 ltugh)' 

8 •• Solihull 

Wanriok -

.96 Stratford-oD-AVOD • 

70 ,195 

:ao,1l8 

I 

I. ., 

J 6's 

J 10'9 

3 '9' S 
! 
I 6 11'6 

5 15"1 

5 1'1 

J 5'0 

S 17's 

] II'S 

'J. 14'20 

] 17'4 

... 18'2, 

.... 5'0 

4 4'4 

6 6'0 

6 1'0 

6 1'8 

4 8'6 

4 1'9 

5 IJ' 5 

3 8'S 

7 a'o 

1 9'9 

1 .6'0 

4 U''J. 

6 4'. 

... • ]'S 

., d, 

5 10·6 

4 9'8 

4 7'1 

67'S 

S S'9 

6 8'6 

6 1',8 

4 8'0 

... 11'1 

S S'9 

4 8'1 

8 2'9 

1 ..... 

9 S'S 

8 2'0 

1 0'5 

6 n'4 

9 "'] 

6 1'4 

4 u'S 

10 J 9 

3 S'9 

8 4'1 

6 2,'8 

S 9'7 

J 5'" 

6 a'g 

9 S'9 

Amount GrKnta Rate in 
of per Head £ 

Gran~, of 'red 
1899-1900, Population. requi . 

6, 6, 7, 

10,5.5 

3,00. 

1,986 

S,.5a 

5,161 

8,803 

.t, d, 

• 4'a 

J S's 

2 1'9 

1 1'3 

2. 0'0 

J S'3 

I 1 '9 

1 I'] 

o 10'4 

I 0' 3 

o 9'7 

3. d, 

1 5'3 

o 11'6 

o 9'1 

o 10'1 

I 0'0 

I 0'20 

I 4' 3 

I 1'1 

Amount 
of 

Grants. ., 

3 •• 52. 

1,856 

10A-30 

3,.51 

5.9 1 3 

6,448 

:a.,SS9 

I S'6 13,890 

1"36 

20,83. 

20,201 

20,012 

3,055 

3,163 

a ] 'I 

3 s'9 

34'S 

1 S'S 

I 11'4 

s 6'0 

3 J '9 

I 10'7 

o g'o 

o 10'0 1,101 

• 3,6 

I 1'7 

I 
0 9'9 

I 0'3 

o 10'.1 

o 11'6 3,092. 

1 I'. 

I 0' 1 23.602 

'7,306 I • "1 

1,5,3 

..... a5 ! 
1,777 

40494 

1,508 

o lo'g 36,103 

20 g'3 o 9'5 

8' J 2..600 

I 0'4 • 0'] 

I 7'6 

o 1'4 0 7'1 4.174 

J 7'S 0 9'7 

13"01'4'1 
I , 

• S .. pate 208, 

, 98611. 

Groots Rate in 
per Head :£ 

of "red 
Population. reqUl . 

9. 10 

$. d, 

3 2.' 3 

2. 9'4 

z 8'5 

I S'6 

2. 11'2, 

2. 9'1 

, d, 

o 10'3 

o 7'1 

oS'S 

o 1'1. 

o 8'9 

o 8'3 

o 1" 

o 8'8 

• 0' I 

o 7 ~ 

o 7"~ 

3 )'0 0 10'0 

3 0'1 

3 9' S 

3 I' 7 

o 1'" 

I 1'9 

o 10'3 

3 10'9 \ J 20'] 

I 1'0 

o 8'6 

o 10'4 

! J' , o 10' 5 

] 0'7 o 9'8 

20 6'3 o 7'0 

1 10'1 I I' 9 

" 3'9 0 4'z 

20 9'0 0 9'6 

2. U'2, 

I 
20 6'6 I 

• 1'0 

o 9'1 

o 7'1 

o 6-1 

I ""9 0 7'9 

] .. '] I I 
: 

E. 

4" .'. 



218 ROYAL COMMISSION ON LOCAL TAXATION: 

TABLB showing in respect of the OVERSEERS and GUARDIANS' EXPENDITURB tn each EXTRA-METROPOLITAN 
UNION, the' EFFECT of the SCHEME for the DISTRIBUTION of IMI'EBIAL GRANTS proposed by LORD 
BALFOUR OF BURLEIGH, as compared with the position eIisting in. 1899-190O-continued. 

Asse8sable Expendi-
Value, lure. 

PopulatioD, 1900. 1899-1900, 
OOR LAW UI'I10N!:I. per Head per Head 

1901. of of 
Population. Population, 

1901. 1901. 
I, 2, 8, 4, 

~~ --

VI. - WJ;ST MIDLAND COUNTIES-continu.d, 
, I 

28. WARWICK-continued. , /! 0, 

397 Alcester - '2.0,979 3 9' I 

398 ~hip8ton-oD-Stour 15,049 5 0'8 

Southam - 9,9°1 5 13'3 , 899 

I 
VI I,-NORTH MIDLAND COUNTIES, 

400 

401 

402 

408 

404 

405 

406 

407 

40B 

409 

410 

HI 

412 

418 

414 

<U 

416 

417 . 
41" 

419 

420 

42 I 

42 2 

42 S 

4. 

4b 42 

42 & 

41:16 

29, LEICESTER, 

Luttenvortb , 

Market Harborough 

Billesdon - -
Blaby -
Hinckley - , 

Market &sworth -

Asbby,de,I.,Zonch 

Loughborough , 

Barrow-upon-Soar -

Leicester - , 

Melton Mowbray -

80, RUTLAND, 

Oakha.m , -
Uppingbsm -

81, LINCOLN, 

Stamford , -
Bourne , , 

Spalding , , 

Holbeacb , -
Boston , , 

Sleaford - , 

Grantha.m . 
Lincoln - , 

Harncastle -
SpU'by , 

Louth -
Grimoby , 

Caistor - - , 

GJanford Brigg • , 

GaiUBborougb , 

11,029 6 9'6 

19,IS, 7 13,6 

6,112 9 6'. 

'40973 3 IS'o 

2.3,936 3 8'0 

17.115 5 "7 

44,2.36 3 16'7 

34-.897 4 5'. 

2.5,51 9 5 B', 

2.1.,574- 3 17'1 

2.2.,2.09 7 5'5 

10,445 6 IS'4 

10,291 7 7'0 

16,S2.1 6 .. 8 

17.5" 6 "9 

SI,718 5 6'0 

11.608 5 4'7 

38,330 3 12.'1 

d,72.6 5 9'5 

33,030 5 7'6 

74.668 4, "9 

• B049. 4 11'8 

as.! 17 4 13'2, 

2.8,958 4 Ig'3 

SI,150 3 8'3 

15,478 5 4'· 

44,700 5 14'5 

3S,81g 412.'" 

r a, d, 
I 
I 8 ,'8 
I 

r '0 
r 

0'7 

9 4'5 

1 10'5 

7 8'. 

'0 , " 
6 4" 

5 4'5 

7 6'8 

5 "4 

5 10'5 

8 0'. 

6 0" 

6 T' 

8 6'0 

8 ,', 

6 6', 

10 0' , 

9 3'. 

9 ". 
8 0'7 

B "9 

9 • ' 3 

7 9'4 

'0 8'4 

6 6'3 

9 5'3 

5 9" 

" 7'3 

6 ,'6 

6 7'7 

, 

PRBBBN1' POIITIO •. FuTuRII: POSITION. 

~----

Amount Grants Rate in Amount Granll' Rate in of per Hend 
/! of per Head 

/! Grants. of required. Grants. of required. 1899-1900. Population. Population. 
5, 6, 7, B, 9, 10, ------ -~---------

£ s, d, 8, d, /! ., d, ., d, 
, 

3.1'2.0 'J, U'7 I 6'4 4,117 3 II' J • 3' I 

2.,113 3 B', I 3', 3,015 .. 0' , , 
"4 

1,998 4 ·'4 ° II". 1,16, 3 6'B I 0'4 

I 
I 

1,995 3 "4 0 7'7 1,543 • 9'6 0 9" 

2..S84 3 0'1 0 1'3 ",2.35 • 4'0 • 8'4 

1,169 4 5', 0 "4 8.6 • 1'3 0 9'8 

2,.91 I U'9 , 1'9 3.933 3 , '8 ° 10'2. 

1,8,0 I 6'7 I 4'· 3,5S1 2 lI"g ° 10'0 

2.,049 • 4'6 , " , 2,713 3 1'9 • 0'. 

2,984 I 4" , 
.' I 

6,106 , 9' I 0 7'6 

2.,732. I 6'8 , .'6 5.009 2. 10'4 0 8'8 

3,02.0 • .'4 I 0'9 4,095 3 ,'5 o 11'0 

12.,7So , ,'5 , 3'4 32,,197 3 0'5 • 9'5 

2.,544- , 3'5 • ,'. 2.,339 , 
" 3 0 7'5 

1,593 3 0'6 • 9'5 1,493 2. 10' 3 • 9'8 

1,51 9 2 11'4 0 8'4 
I 

1,32.9 • 7'0 0 9'· 

l.g6, , 4'6 • 8', 2.,045 , 5'7 0 8'0 

3.d3 3 8'B I 0'41 3,187. 3 ;'5 I 0'6 

4.21' 3 11'1 , 0'1 \ 3.979 3 7'8 I ·'7 

3,494 3 11'6 I 0'5 I 
I 

3,2. 14 3 7'8 I I', 

S,830 3 0'5 I .'6 ! 1,296 3 9'7 , 
.' I 

3,S03 :a 11'4 o 11'6 I 3.863 3 3' I o lo'g 

4,°11 • 5' 6 , ,'B I 
I 

5,go~ 3 6'9 , .'3 

6,402- I 8'6 I 5'8 , 13,233 3 6'5 I .'5 
, 

3,234 I 6'0 , 4'8 3.949 .. 3', , 3'. 

3.365 • 
r 

8'. o 10'0 : 3,712. 2. it'S • 9" 

5.789 .. 0'0 I 1'2. r 5.53S 3 9'9 I , '6 
I 

3,515 ° 10'4 , 5'5 I 12.,637 3 1'4 0 9'5 

:&,92.1 3 9'3 , 6'0 3 •• 59 4 5'6 , 4'4 

3,7"4- I 8'0 o 10'S 5,58:1 • 6'0 0 8'. 

3 •• 55 I 11'1 , 0'3 
I 

5,'91 3 0" 0 9'5 



DISTIlWuTION or IHPEUIAL GRANTS. 219. 

TABLe showing, in respect of the OVlIlISBBBS' and GUARDIANS' E%PENDITUDB in encl. EXTRA-METROPOLITAN 
UNION, the EpPBCT of the SCBBMB for tho D[STaIBUTIOIf of IIIPERIAL GRANTS proposed by LOBD· 
BAUOUB or BOBLBIOB, as comJllR8d with,the pOlition exiAting in 1899-1900-continued, 

1'00& LA.w UJIIIO ••• 
population, 

1901, 

I, B, 

, , t. 

AB ..... hle Explm3i-
V due, ture, 
1900, 1899-1900, 

per Head per Head 
of ot 

Population, P"lftdatioD, 
1901, 1901, 

8, 4, 

vn,-l!lORTK lItIDLAl!lD COUl!lTIES--<Onti .. ..". 

82, NOTTINGHAM, 

427 But Belford -

428 Woruop -

(29 1IIan.leld 

480 Butord 

481 NotliDgbom-

432 Southwell-

483 Newark 

484 BiDghum -

88, DERBY, 

433 Bhardlow -

486 Derby-

487 Belper 

488 Aohbourue -

'39 Ch .. terfield 

440 BakeweU -

411 Chupel-oD-le-li'rith-

4420 . GIollop 

«26 Haylold -

8.,601 

33,653 

.6>478 

:15,677 

1+~3J 

B ., 

5 11.'0 

4,6'4 

3 0'4 

3 JI'7 

4 0'1 

6 19'0 

5 IS'S 

7 s'1 

5 0'0 

5 3'7 

6 '4'3 

3 5'3 

3 ,8'9 

VnL-l!lORTK-WESTERl!l COUl!lTIES, 

84, CHIISTER, 

US Siookporl -

(44 Mac.le,Seld 

445 Bucklow .. 

!4e BUDCOI'D 

"47 Nortb"icb· 

4.8 CoDglel.. • 

449 Naotwich .. 

4~GcI Tarvin .. .. 

4506 Cboate. 

450c Hawarden 

4.\ I Wirr.1I 

'~I BirkoDbead .. 

59,364 

19.590 

39,735 

54>7l1 

h.Sa7 

7:11993 

IS,aSl 

44,301 

.. ,65,.11 

4 7'$ 

4 7'8 

, 1'$ 

$ 4'$ 

5 11'6 

S 1'1 

4 9'6 

5 '7'3 

S 10'9 

4 9'3 

5 u'. 

$ 6'0 

85, LANCASTER, 

4&3 Liverpool .. 

f34 To,loth Park 

<35 W.I Derby 

88611. 

.. .'4'.409 n IS-S 

.. 136,u5 + .a'4 

411'0 

• 16" 

., II. 

6 0'4 

7 $'8 

5 10'3 

3 II'S 

7 0'5 

7 6'9 

6 6'9 

5 8', 

... 1'0 

6 0'8 

5 3'1 

6 0'4 

5 7'7 

6 4'4 

5 1.'0 

3 11'9 

4 "s 

+ 11'7 

6 9'6 

-4 s'a 

5 10', 

$ 4" 

$ 1'7 

1 7'1 

5 S'S 

s u'S 

5 3'7 

14 9'0 

5 u'S 

6 5'9 

6 9'1 

PaBl&NT POIm:ON. Furt1BB POSITIOK. 

AmouDt Grants 'D_ • 
of per Head ..p,u.te m Amouut Grant. Bat in 

per Head : G....... of I! of 
1899-1£100. Population. required. Graots. 

of ~ . 
Popalatio~ reqlllUd. 

9, I 10. 5, 6, 7, 8, 

II 

•• 336 

4oS1B 

1,669 

6.085 

1,055 

6,940 

5,,2,0 

4,17· 

1.980 

',036 

1.994-

7.2063 

:1'.95:. 

,.:lU 

30.,50 

1,537 

• , d, •. d. 

I 9'9 0 9'1 

I '4'S I 4"0 

B ., do 
, . 
s • 

3.175 a .s'7 0 1'7 

6,'19 3 s" 0 II" 

I 0'$ I 8'6 13,381 1 3'4 0 11'0 

o 10'0 o 10'9 18,031 • 5'5 o s'a 

'0'1 I 6'1 40,099 3 4" 0 u'. 

s 6'4 0 S'8 '2.J430 a 6'5 0 8'7 

I 10"S 0 9'S 

2. 0'8 0 6'1 

I 1'0 0 7'6 

I 3 'a I 0'9 

a 8'20 0 7'6 

-4.011 S 1" 0 8'3 

l.a69 I 10" 0" 5 

6,6n :I 0'6 0 5's 

90456 S 10'0 0 ,'S 

a,S,S! a 7'1 0 7'8 

o 11"0 I 4" 19.917 3 0'1 0 9'0 

I 8'6 0 10'9 

I 0'] 0 1'6 

I 0'1 

I 5'$ 0 8'4 

I 11'1 I 1'4 

1 0'9 0 6'3 

I 6'0 0 10'1 

1 S'o 'P 1'1 

I 10'4 0 9'1 

I 6'1. 0 10'4 

I. 1'1 0 6'3 

1 5'1 

I 5'0 I 0'0 

+,589 • S'7 0 8'$ 

I g'8 0 6'1 

]~307 2, 6'9 0 S':, 

1,740 2, 4'9 oS'S 

9.313 3: 1'1 010'1 

6,171 I S'4 0 S'o 

5,077 I. 6'7 0 1'7 

5>463 • 0'0 0 5'$ 

4Jd9 a 1'6 0 1'9 

9,579 0 7'5 ~ 7' .. 

•• 596 '.'1 0 6'", 

3 0" 

, 9',1 

P ,10'1 

o S'3 

3: 9'S 010", 2,1,636 3 ,'0 010'5 

I 0'. I 1'4 18,9420 I. 9'4 00 8'7 

I Z'O • Z' 5 

• 'l"7 10 9'S 

F 



1120 ROYAL C;)~UIISSiOX UN LOCAl! "AXATION : .. 
'l\,m.E sbowinO' jn J'cspect of the OVERsEeRS Dud GUA.:RDI4.Ni~' EXPENDITURB in .each EXTlt.,A·MKTuoPOr.lTAN 
.' lTNION t1~~ EFFEOT of the SCHEME far tho DlSTRIRUTION at' bfl'ERI" GR,'NT. prapJl!eJ by LORD 
. 'BALFO~R OF BURLEIGH, .. comp.red with the pasifiun ell'iBtiug iIl'\1~99-190~-conti .... ed. 

e 1;1;' II' II -" • , 
I " 

., - i 
, 

EXl)endi .. .• hK8BlfT P08ITlO!l: ,f' 
FUTUD P08JT18J1 • • . Asses.omble 

I Value, ture. 
Population, 1900, 1899-1900, 

, . 
l'ooR 'LAW _UlflON, , ' per Head. per Hfad Amount Grants _ 

Hatem Amount Grante . Rate in , 1901. uf of of per Head 'It . of per H,ad 
/I. . PopulatioD. Population, Grant'il. ' of .. required. Gmnts. o! 

required. 1901, 1901. 1899~1900, PopulatiQD 
, 7, 18, 

PopaIation. .. I.. 2, 8, 4, 8, . 6, 9, : 10, 
"' .. 

• 

Vm,-NORTH-WESTERN COUNTIE!l-co.tinued, -

• ad. LANGASTER-,coN.i.u<d, ., /I. ., ., .d, ,/I. ' 8 •. . d. ~, d, /I. ., d. '8 • d, , 
467· OJ'IDBkirk - 0 108,597 6 7'7 ' 4 3'. 5,087 '0 '1l~2. 0 10 0 5 8,830 , '7'5 0 5'. 

468. W~aD .: - .. J91,z6r , 3 '7'7" 3 U'4 ·70043 0 8'8 010'4 u,S:a8 0 4'3 • 5'z 

059- Wa.rringtou · • 100,011 3 ,6'7 4 8'7 .5,136 , 0'3 o 11'7 J 3,145 0 7'5 0 6'6 

460 :r.eigh 0 0 86,:.54 4- 4" 3 8'7 ,3,.030 ,0 8'4 0 g" 9,374 • 0" ~ 4'7 

461 :JJolton 0 " zS1~S75 3,S'3 4.10'5 11,6,1, e Ig"9 , 0'4 34,151 0 7'8 0 6'9 

4.6S Bury. 0 - 0 145,4-73 4, ''''0 3 JP'S 6,t56\ 0. 10'S o '8'8 16,t-7S 0 0'9 0 4'7 

463 !lartoo-1;IpoD-Irwell 1140665 4 ,5"7 3 ,'3 3,11a ·0 7'S o . 7'6 1I,13S I n'3 0, 4'3 

.64 Charlton, - - 34',639 4 4" 5 .'3 .. ,874. , .• '20· , 0'3 45,443 • 7'8 0 ,.6 

465 Salford 0 - 0 2.2.9,449 4 6'9 5 10'6 13,107 , "7 , ,'6 31.,65+ :I 10'S 0 8" , , 
z"z.r4:!-3 7'6 7'6 46& ~cheBter . 0 .. 3'0 u 4'.8 S4.o77 

, 3 0 7'9 17,,,,,, • 0 8'9 , 
4G7 P~twich· 0 196,8:&5 3 4'0 3 0'0 4.7°6 0 5'7 0 9'5 19.6, 1 • 0'0 0 3'8 

468 AlhtoD-under.Lyn& 175,054- 3 ,5'3 3 4'6 6,484 0 8'9 0 8'5 19,647 • 0'9 0 3'7 

469 Oldbam " 0 2.15,t,., 3 7'4 3 1.1' 7 7,0:1.6 0 7'8 , 0" 2.7,333 • 6'4 0 5'. 

470 XOcbdllio 0 0 no,Sd 4 3'9 6 0'9 6J~7S t 0'5 , 3'. d,.,! 3 0" 0 9'4 

.71 lIfY1iosde •• 0 11$,195 3 ,3'0 3 0'8 3,756 0 7'8 0 8'1 11,,88 0 0'6 0 3'4 

41!! Bwey 0 0 196,541 3 dO? 4 0'4 6,649 0 8' J' o U'O z,3,197 0 5' , 0 5'5 

473 Clitberoc - - 2.3,376 5 5'9 6 6'5 :1,349 0 0" o 10'3 3,Z-i 4 0 9'0 0 8'6 

474 BJackburn . 0 ~23.42.7 3 14'4 3 8'0 7,788 0 8'4 o 10'1 z,5,858 0 3'8 0 4'6 

476 C~orle1 - 0 63,000 ... 11'6 4 0'3 ]JogS o u'S" 0 8'3 6,768 0 , '8 0 5', 

4;6 P1'e8toD 0 0 Ih,n] 3 ,,'4 3 8'7 , 3,787 0 6'0 o IO'~ '7,3g8 ~ 3'+ 0 ~'~ 

477 FIlde 0 - 9 l,695 6 ,S'5 • ,'6 2.,2.19 0 5'7 0 3'3 S,5b , .'3 0 "9 

f7§ . (larstBD,B 0 '0 '1~,8.5,9 7 '~'7 .. S" , . 1,~19 I" 1~'6 0 ..... ~ 739 J 0'9 0 S'~ 

f79 Jo ...... ter - - 61,4SS 5 8'9 3 O's ,2."S"4 0 ~'o 0 5-. S,684 , 8'. 0 ].~ 

&8q ,~~De,sc.l!fle , - .- ~,874 ~ 1}'3 S ~',7 96, 0, ~'S. 0 4'9 465 I 4'0 ,9 6'1. 

481 Ulverston -" ", - 40,793 6 14'2. S .5'6 3,67~ , 8'6. 0 7' , 4,104 I U'O ~ 6'7 

~8! ~4?w1D-¥Urne8B '51,584 .., 0'6 3 10'] 1186~ 0 7'~ 0 9'6 6,456 • "g 0 4'S 

IX,-'-YORX; 
". " i 

116, WEST RIDING, 
I , .. 

S~db~gh 
-

'188 0 0 3,g35 5 '7'7 . , 6 4" i 5n I- u'6 0 ,'0 489 • 5'8 0 8'0 

484 SetOo 14,3'18 
I 

0 0 0 7 9'3 
1 

.. 7" I 1;503" • ". 0 4" 98, , 4'5 0 5'. , 
iss S~ipton~ - 0 4 S,aS] 3' '7'8' 

, 

5'7 I 3,517 , 6', 5,7:1S • 6'] 6' , 4 0 9" 0 • , 
486 P4teJoy'Bridgo - '.,040 \ I 4 U-7 S 0'7 I 9Sg • 4'. 0 7'0 1,001 • S'g • 6'7 

a8i 'B~POD' .; ~ 
" , ' ""\ 

6.'1·1',]" 5'3 o 10'4- :&,18g 9'8 - lS,52.'" 8 0'3 i 1,'8g8 • • 0 9'7 , , 
488 Orell.t OUlcburn 0 g,513 : 6 3'4 6 3'8 ! :&,:&01 4 7" 0 3'4 1,140 • 4'6 • 7'7 • • 180, Knareaborough · .-..95 i 6 ~'3 4 7'\1- .,gOI o JI" 0 8'0 3,~oS , 9'4 0 ct'· 
409 Wetherb,. · 15,344- S J." J 5 u'8 1.~9a • o'g 0 S'S I, •• , • 5'5 0 1'6 ',' I: ' I; 

~ I 'I Wh.rr,lld~ • 0 

S~'4'9 '1 4 .... ,. I S'S ','7. 0 »: ! 
1

0 n 'LU5 • a' .. , 4'~ , 

I I· • 0' It.IShl.,.. .. 7?1463 . 1 N I: 4 a',6 3.lo~ • ~" I' n JO"'4 i • ,'a 5'8 
, I , 

• SII'P'" 101. 



LlS'rlUJlUTION . or IMPERIAL GRAJ<TS •. 221 

TABLE ahowingt In respect of tbe OV2B8EltBS and GUARDIANS' EXPENDlTI:RB in (Inch EXTRA.-METROPOLITAlI 
UIfIO". tb. EFFECT of ahe SCHEME for tbe D,STRIBUTION of iMPERIAL GRANTS propn,ed by LoRI;> 
B.U,FOUR OF BURLBIGd, ns compared wit~ the positiOD existing in 1899-19()()..-continued .. • .. , . • . 

• ~ ABSefllla~Je " 
hBsJDfT P~Trolf. I , Expelldi· FUTlJaB POSITIOS'. 1 Vallie, lUre. 

PopulatiOn 1900, 1899-1900 

~- L! - -, 
1'0011 LA'" UNIOIf •• ·-per Hend per Head AmouDt 

Rate iu 1901. I of of of per Head te 10 A.~OUDt Hew! 
Population, fepolatiou, Grants. £ 'llf per £. of .. , of 

I 1901. 1001. 1899-I!IOO. Population. requited. Gmts. Populution. required 
I. 2. 8. 4. 5. 6. 7. ,ill. 9,. l~, 

IX.-YORX-<ooIiH .. cI. I , 
" 

, • 
86. WEST RIDINQ-c.H ..... td. I. .. •• d. I.. •• d. • • d. I!.. 

I •• d. • • d. 

: I 
6'9 3 u'8 1,594- -1,67. 498 Todmorden · 4~.aJa 4 ... 9'1 0 9'0 • 0'6 0 4'9 

I 
494 Saddleworth 17,014- 5 6'5 6 ]'6 7]7 o 10'4 I 0'6 z,z61 • 7'9 0 8'. 

495 Hoddersfield • · 166,599 4 6'6 3 II"] t,SI, • 9'4 J • 8'8 18,345 • "4 • 4'8 
I 

406 Halifax · , 195,.33 4 1'4 4 9" .8,554- o 10'S 011'1 2.5.033 • 6'8 • 6'6 
J 

497a Bradford · · u8.661 5 6'. 4 U" 9.149 • 9'6 0 9'7 .5045] • "7 0 6'4 

497b N orth ~er1e1 · J2.9.06" ] 1]'5 3 10'2 5,531 o 10'3 :0 9'9 ll0411 • 4'7 0 ~'8 

498 Hunolet · · '3,001 ] 8" ] 9" 2,9d 0 8'5 I 0 11'6 ~o,I8o • 5'4 • 5'0 

Holbeck ]].576 ] 8'] 1,316 0 9'4 
I 

I 1'9 4,rS9 8:0 499 · · 4 n'7 20 10'20 0 

60~ Bramley · · 79,701 ] 6" 3 10'0 2.,153 • 8'] o u'S 9.986 • 6'1 • 5'0 

501 Leeda · · · 2.54,530 4 8'9 6 "9 J2.,8:&1 I .'1 I ,,6 ]7.111 20 1J'2 0 9" 

60S Dewsbnry - · 16,1400 3 15'1 ] 10'20 5.- 0 7'8 o 10'5 19'791 0 4,4 , 0 4'9 

608 Wakefield · · 111..584 4 1],5 5 8'1 4.]4] 0 9'] I 1'1 15,009 • 8'0 I 0 "0 

604 PODtefract - · 10,20 36 4 9'5 6 7'5 2,938 o 10'0 I 5'4 10.109 I 0'6 o 10'1 

605 Hemllworth · · 2.3.379 4 19'9 4 .'6 1,013 o 10'4 • 8'5 s~3 • ·'9 • 5'4 , 
606 Barnllle;y · · Jl3.S2.1 3 II" 3 10'5 4.165 • S'8 o 10'9 1"3.805 , 5', • ;'0 

&O'Ta l'eni.tone · · 17t4s 7 4 '9'7 6 .,6 10466 I 8', , 0 11'0 ".391 • 8'9 0 8'4 

A07b Wortley · · 520,8'95 ] . 5,6 4 0'9 2.,168 0 9'8 I 0" 6,87] • 7" J. 5'5 

608 ~cl('!aU Bierlow , 179.609 ] 3'7 4 5,] 6,03, 0 8'1 I'll. 3'1 ~7J1 .. 9'0 !o 6'~ 

509 Shellield · · 2.2.9,441 4 0'4 7 8'7 11,837 I ·'4 I g'l 4°,931 3 6'8 I 1'1 

610 Botherbam · · lu,631 4 9'4 5 S'. 404>7 • 9' 5 I 1'9 1.$-,790 • 7'8 <> 8'] 

611 Done~te .... · 83,77' 5 U'1 5 "4 3.80s o IO'g • 9'8 9,·36 • 0'5 • ' 6" 

619 Thome .. · · 15.702 4 u.'O 7 0'. 1.93. • 5'6 o IJ '9 2.,460 ] 1'6 o 10'~ 

SIB Goolo · · 05 ... 86 4 17'1 6 4'7 2.9095 I, 7'7 o 1J'8 ',6d Z 10'z 0 "8 

614 S.lh, · · · 16,708 8 II': 6 "4 1,7 18 • 0'7 • 8'4 I_ ' . 8'. 0 9'0 

613 T4dClutn · · 29,506 5 11'4 5 "0 1.795 I .'6 0 8'6 3._ • "4 I. 6'5 

87, BAST RIDING, 
• , 

116 York · · · 91,656 5 8,8 5 9'4 5,049 I I" a '0'6 11,213 • "4 I> 111 
117 PoolrliDgtoD · 13,709 5 15'7 9 9'8 20,352. ] 5', I I" 2,52.0 3 8'1 I c'7 

618 Howden · · U,s7+ 7 12'0 9 ]'5 1,936 3 1'9 0 9'7 1.719 :r. 10'S o 10,'1 -119 BOTerl., · · 'W4 5 ],6 7 9'6 . 2,893 • 4'4 I 0'6 3.92.0 3 "5 o 10'': 

no S..I_ ... · · 173.2041 3 15'" 6 6,. 7,656 o 10'6 I 6'7 d,172. 3 ]'0 o Jo"1 

681 Kioglltoo .. upon-BuU 12,6,0 5 5'7 8 6'9 4,080 a u'8 I s· S 14.174 l S'I o II·g 
f 

688 Patrington. · 1.614 6 4" 7 u·S 1,145 ] 1'4 • ,'r 1,~61 :a. 11·1 0 9'9 

G2.I Skirlaugb · · 9.359 5 15'4 I ·'9 1.47s I 1'7 o 10'6 I.....sS , ! I" • 10" 

~0"1 
• 

Gat Dri81.ld · · 17,75. 5 3'0 I .'0 :. ',047 , 5" 0""". !, 4'7 9: w'S . 
G8S BridliogtoD - · so,Sso 5 I'''S I S "I 1,976 I 11'1 0 1'1 .,hl I , 3'1 0 7'4 

J 
J 

Ff2 



ROYAL COMMISSION ON LOCAL TAXA nOli : 

TABLE showiog, in respec& of the O\~BBSEEIL'J Hnd GUA.RDIA.NS' EXPENDITURE in each EXTRA.-MsTROPOLITAN 
UNION the EFFECT of the SCHII"'B for the D,STRIBUT,ON of IMPERIAL .{;RANTS proposed by LoRD 
B"LFO~R 0" BUBLBIOH, a. oompsred wit\l the position existing in 1899-J900-c0nti"ued, 

• , " 

A88eSsable E:r.pendi- :fRB~"T ~OSITIOJf., Furey POlmo ... 
Value, ture, 

Population, 1900, 1899-1900, 
POOB LAw UlfIon. per Head per Bead Amount Grants Rate in Amount GrantIJ Bate in 1901, of of of per Head .e of per Head .e Population. Popu1atioD, Grau ... of required. G of required, 1901, 1901. 1.9~-1900. Population. raots. Popu1ation 

,1. 2 • 8, 4. 5, S. 7, •. I o. 10. • 
L-cYORl[-confinued, 

8~. NORTH BIDING, .e I, I, d. " I. d. •• d. " I, d. I, d, 

526 Scarborough " I 51,110 5 13' .. 6 g'o 3,515 I ... ·5 o 11'9 6,883 • 1'3 0 g'o 

527 MaltoD - " SOA-54 6 6'1 7 6'0 1,90 1. :& 10'J 0 1'8 S,795 • 1,1 0 g'o 

528 Euingwola " " 9,g09 7 11'9 7 .... , I,d! • 5'9 0 7'4 1,056 • 1'6 0 7'9 

529 Thirsk . " 12.,710 10 10'4 '0 I" , .... 99 • 4'3 o 10'8 1,391 • ·'4 o 11'1 

530. Holmal"1 " " 5,176 5 11'9 7 7'3 798 3 1'0 0 9'7 777 3 0'0 0 9'9 

530b Kirkbyldoorside " "'79
' 

5 5'9 I 1'3 709 a II'S o Jl
O

' 
784 3 3'3 011'0 

581 Pickering - " 10,05S 5 0'9 4 6'9 971 I U'S 0 6'3 1,017 • 1'7 0 5'1 

53J Whitby" .' " 2-1,,36 4- 10'1 6 4'4 0>408 • 0'6 o II" 3,sog a 11'4 • 9'· 

538 Guisboroagh " ... 3 .. P9 6 u-S .. 1'4 :&.12-6 o u'S 0 7'0 3,710 , 1'5 0 5'6 

53' MidcllcsbroDgh " 139.765 3 16'" 6 9'5 7.0 15 I 0'0 I 7'0 s3,2.3, 3 3'9 o u'. 

535 'St.keal.,. - " lI,aS? 5 19'0 6 3'3 1,366 • 5', 0 7'8 1,374 0 5'3 0 7'7 

536 N ortha1lertoD " 11,590 I u'8 7 3'0 I ...... • 5'0 0 6'1 1,096 • 10'1 0 7'5 

537 Beaal. . " 1 .... 36 5 11'5 7 0'7 1.066 • 6'3 0 9'0 ',144 0 8'5 0 1'8 

538 Lelbum - " 6,748 618'0 7 1'5 l,z6S 3 9'0 0 6'9 878 • 7" • 8'9 

589 Ay~ " " ",505 6 17'8 6 1'9 546 • 5'1 0 6'5 471 • 1'1 0 7"1 

.'0 Reeth " " " 2,5'10 7 16'5 I 7'5 5.0 4 I' 5 0 6'9 301 0 7" 0 9'· 

.'1 Richmoud - " 1J"d 5 u'8 7 7'· .,631 0 9'4 o 10'3 1,,60 3 0'0 0 9'9 

X.-NORTHEBJI COUNTIES, 

89, DURHAM. 

Sfl Darliogton " " 56,194 5 6'3 4 10'] 3,'16& I 1'9 0 1'6 6,1.1; • 0'. 0 6'. 

USa Stockton " " 66,'198 5 I'. 5 6'5 3,653 , I'. a 10" S,d4- • 6'0 0 7'4 

5lab S..Igeli.la " " "I,S3! 6 7" 5 8'8 1,'197 I .'5 0 9'3 a.aI; • 1'5 0 7'4 

544 Hartl.pool . " BS,dS 3 10:1 4 9'4 '1,69:1 0 7'3 I "7 ISt'71 • 9'1 0 7'1 

545 AucklBlld " " 94,534 3 15'4 5 3'4 4tda o 10'9 I .'0 13t4I S S 10'0 0 7'1 

5.6 Teeadale " " ao,3S4 6 13'6 6 8'. .,19' 0 1'1 0 1'3 '1,375 • 4'0 0 7·9 

• '7 Weor.Iale " . 1S,85g 4 6'. S 10' • 1,380 I 1'9 o 11-. .,26. s 10'S 0 1'4 , 
5'. Lanoh ..... " " 13 .... 60 + 10'. 3 6'0 ...... 5 0 7'0 0 7'9 8,341- • 0'0 0 4'1 

U9 Dozham " " 7",035 4 I', 4 5'3 a.,Sa 0 8'9 0 9'1 8,710 • 4'z 0 5'5 , 
550 E~g~D . " $0,72.6 3 4'3 5 5'4 2.,3,8 o II'] I 5'6 1,803 3 0'9 6 9" 

551 Houghton-Ie-Spring 40,845 3 1'4 4 I'. 1.94° o 11'. I 1'1 S,b? • 9'1 0 7'1 

552 Chester-Ie-Street " 60,54. 4 "1 4 I" 1,947 0 7'7 I 0'1 ,,646 • 6'3 0 "4 

553 Sunderland .. - ISI,50S 3 13'0 5 0'5 1"",5 o II'. I 1'1 :15,40. • 9'6 0 7"5 

554 South Sbielda " ,66,143 , IS', 4 4" 5,183 0 7'5 I 0'1 ao,677 • 5'7 0 6'1 

055 Gateoheaa " - 17!,dl 3 ~'4 5 I". 6,29! • 8'7 I 5'1 as,66a :& u,S 0 1'4 . , 
'0, NORTHUMBERLAND, . 

6/if ;N'.w_ .. on'1)ne ~ aSl,iSo 5 1'3 4 0'9 10,17" o 10'5 0 7 9 a~,!5S • .... 0 5', 

657 'PYDtDlOut!. ,. 168.811 3 15' 5 3 10'S 6,001 0 1'5 o la'S 19.915 . • 4'3 0 5'. , 



DIBTRIBUTION O~ IMPIIRIAL GRANTS. 223 

TA'oLl. showing, in .... peet of tho OVBRSBBBS and GUARDIANS' EXPE.I>ITUlUt in each EXTBA METROPOLITJ>r 
UNION, tbe EFPECl' of the lleuB"B for the n18TRIBUTIOl< Gf IMPERIAL Ga.NTS proposed by LORD 
BALFOUR 01' BURLBIGH, 88 compared with the positioD exi8tin~ in 18~9-1900--cont;nued . 

• 
AfUleA8able lI_di- PRBBBttr P08JT[OW. FtmJllB P08rrIOll. 

Value, ture, 
Population, 1900,. 1899-1900. 

POOR LAw U1UOlfl. per Head per Head Amount Grants Batem Amonnt Gnnts nata in 1901. of of of per Head £ of per He&.d jI Population, PopnlatloD, Grants, of required. Grants. "f reqainod. 1001. 1'!l01. 189.-1.00. Population. Populatidn. 
I. 2. 8. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. •• 10. 

X,-lITOXTlIEB.liI' COUNTIES-i .... d. . -
411. NORTHUMBIIRLAND-contin .. d. 

jI •• I. d. £ •• d. •• d. jl •• d " . d. 

IG8 C .. U. Word - 3 ...... 5 5 8'6 3 3', 1,869 , ,'8 0 5'0 ~.731 , 8'J 0 3'7 

659 Hesbam - - 34.709 6 1:1.'6 7 3'5 3,131 , 9'6 o lo'S 4043. • 6'6 0 8'8 

660 Haltwbilltle - 8,500 .6 ,5'3 3 3', 530 , 3'0 0 3'6 5'9 , "9 0 3'6 

561 Bellingbam · 6,119 8 8'8 6 6'3 911 3 ,., 0 4'9 537 i -8'3 0 6'9 

161 Morpoth - · 55.743 4 9" 3 4'5 .1,2003 0 9'5 0 7'5 5,610 • 0" 0 ,~'9 

16a Alowick - · 2.1,661 5 Ja 0
• 6 ,'3 20,55. • "9 0 9'0 :&.99° • 6'3 0 8'0 

684 Bellord . · 5.2018 7 9'4 5 10'S 77' au'S 0 4'8 47' , 9'7 d 6'6 

565 Berwiok OD-Tweed .. 19,491 5 ,5'8 6 0'7 :1,1.04 0 3', 0 7'8 :1,361 • 5', 0 7'5 

~u Glenda.le - - 8.770 8 7'8 7 0'0 1,31 9 3 0" 0 5'7 Bao I 10'4 0 1'4 

667 Rothbury . · 5,99" I 10'7 5 8'7 814 • 9'0 0 4" 4'9 , 4'8 0 6', 

41. CUMBERLAND. 
, 

6G8 A.1,ton - with .. 3 •• 31 1 3'9 7 11'6 594 3 9'5 , 4'3 6,5 3 U'I , 3'8 
Ga.mgill. 

4'5 6'5 5'0 669 Pearith . - n,s05 6 10" 4 "7 1,954 , 9" 0 1,713 , 0 

170 Brampton . - 8,784 6 ,6'6 '0 , .. 1,499 3 5'0 o u·8 1,503 3 5', o Jr" 

671 Lo.gtow. - - 6,675 6 9'4 6 6'9 1.085 1 3'0 0 6', 790 • 4'4 0 7'8 

671 Co.rliale - - 62,860 4 15'5 5 ,. 3 4,·61 , 3'9 0 9'7 7.689 • 5'4 0 6'8 

na Wigton - · 1.1.,297 5 6" 5 9'0 1..046 I 10'0 0 8'8 1..763 • 5'7 0 7'3 

574 C9ekermouth - 69.533 4 5'4 4 6', ',62.9 , 0'5 o 10'1 1,393 • 5'0 0 6', 

675 Whitehaven · 55,519 5 11'4 4 10'6 30433 , 0'8 0 8'0 5,847 • "3 0 6', 

576 Bootie . - IS,895 8 7'3 3 JO'I 830 , 0'5 0 4" 656 0 9'9 0 4'5 

41. WESTMORLAND. 

577 11 .. 1 Word · 13,,,·8 7 9" 5 9" '0436 0 .. , 0 5'1 1,169 , 9" 0 6'4 

678 WestWard · '1,711 7 '7'4 6 0" 904 • 4" 0 5'8 68. , 9" 0 6'7 

679 Kendal - -- 430480 6 9'5 5 0'0 3,933 , 9'7 0 6'0 4>007 r 10'1 0 5'9 

XL-WELSlI. 

n. MONMOUTH. 

680 Chepatow - - 19,~6 6 7'0 I 8'8 1,140 0 0'7 , 0'3 3,oog 3 .' 5 o J:)'6 

681 . Monmouth .. · d.d9 3 7'1 8 5', 3.695 • 7'4 , 1'6 5,667 4 0" , 3'6 

681 Abergn'VenDY - :&6.717 4 1.'7 7 ••• .. ,goo • .. , , ,., +.aSl 3 S" a 10'4 

581 Bod".U'1 - - 1a,136 3 10'8 5 1'1 1,148 0 9" 110'91 
12,581 1 0'8 , 0'3 

184 Po.typool - - 45.376 3 1'4 6 "7 ".9°3 , 3'4 , 4'8 7.348 3 "9 ° JO'O 

685 Newport - · 115,459 5 0'9 7 0'0 6,415 • ,. 5 , 20'9 I '1,U 1 I. u'8 u 10'1. 

H. SOt:TH IV ALES. 

(A.) G ..... ",. • .,.. · 
5S6 Card - - IsS,7:&9 6 19'0 6 7'1 J I,au o u'S o 10 I as,S48 • ,'8 0 1'9 

58': POtltypT'ld4 104.1", 6" 5'3 
i I - 4 4 5.030 0 5 '9 I 0 11'9 • 24,152. j • 4'4 

1
0 6'3 

• I 

Ff 8 



ROYAL COMMisSICiN,' Ol'lo LOCAL TAX!TI'lN: 

T.BLE showing, ill respect of ihe OVERSEBRS and GUARDIANs' EXPENDITURE in each EXTRA-METROPOLITAN 
UNION the EFFECT of the SCHBMB for tbe DISTRIBUTIGN of IMPERIAL GRANTS proposed by LoRD 
BALFO~R oP BURLEIGH, as compared with. tbepositioD existing in 1899-190O--continued. f 

Assessable 
Value, 

Population, 1900, 
. POOR LAW UNIOKI. per Head - 1901. of 

'" 
Population, 

, 1901. 
1. 2. 8. 

XI,-WELSH-... 'i ... d, 

. , 44, SOUTH WALES-co.'i.ued . 
I! 

588 

589 

690 

591 

2 

598 

.94 

595 

596 

597 

598 

5 99 

600 

6 

6 

6 

6 

• 

01 

oi .. 
os 

Of 

05 

06 

6 07 

6 

6 

08 

09 

6 Iv 

6 11 

6 12 

6 

6 

6 

6 

18 

14 

16 

16 

(A.) GL.Ul:ORG~-co"tinued. 

Mertbyr Tydfil - 13S,SJ9 

Bridj!.nd and Cow- 670476 
bndge. 

1I,6oa Neath -. -

forttardawe - - "&,716 

SwanfJea. - - 119,712 

Gower .0. - - n,749 '. , 
(B.) CABMAIlTDBI<., 

r,lanelly - - 56,896 

Llandovery - - 9.587 

, Llandilo FIlWl - :&3,694 

Carmarthen - 33,391 

(0.) PEMBROKll. 

Narberth - - 1,,358 

Pembroke - - 31,940 

Baverfordweat - 33,140 

(D.) C.um'GAK. 

ConJ,;gan . • 15,165 

NewcasUe - in- :i8,115 
Emlyn. 

Lampeter - - 9,2.56 .. 
Aber~OD - - 10.135 
• 

Abery'\l'ith - - 2.1 .... 70 

Tregaton - - 70945 

(B.) BILEO~NOOK. 

Builth - - . 80975 

BreckDock - - 15,632. 

Crickbowell - - 'Ig.64" 

Hay - - g,392. 

Co.) ilAD'f(;a, 

Knighton - . 10,886 

Rbayador - - g,341 

45. NOllTH WALES. 

(A.) MON,TOOllED.T, 

Macbynlleth - 11,07.6 

Newtown and lu,u5 
Lllnidlocl·1 

Forden - - 14,844-

LlftDfyllln - - 16,988 

8, 

3 U'6 

4 7'5 

3 ,6'9 

3 3', 

3 13'0 

3 11'3 

3 10'6 

+ 9'7 

,2. 19'0 

,4 s·, 

3 14'S 

3 6'3 

3 5'0 

3 5's 

, 1'3, 

, 5'1 

, 5'5 

3 16'2. 

2.' I I' 3 

4 10'1 

6 0'5 

, 7'6 

5 11'0 

4 12.'3 

3 ,'6 

4 I" 

3 '9' 5 

5 10'3 

6 7'8 

Expendi-
ture, 

1899-1900, 
per Head 

01 
PopulatioD, 

1901. 
4. 

8, d. 

5 6'8 

4 5'7 

7 3'4 

6 6'0 

6 3'9 

6 5" 

5 8'7 

7 9'6 

7 3'9 

6 10'7 

8 11'4-
.. 11'3 

8 1'+ 

8 ,., 
6 4'·2. 

8 ·s'~ 

6 5'5 

6 10' J 

6 6'3 

8 9'7 

7 7's 
, 

3'. , 7 

, II ,'6 

10 1's 

6 6' 5 

7 II'J 

8 5'9 

7 0'6 

8 10'5 

• 
::;PU8ENT Pesl'l'lo. FUTUna POSITION. . aw 

Amount Grants Rate in Amount Grant. RaOOm 
01 per Head II. of per Head II. Grants, of required. Gran ... of required 

1(1;99-1900 , Population. Population. 
5. 6. 1, 8. 9. 10, 

II. •• d, s. d. II. s. d. •• d. 

5,243 0 9'3 , 5'7 20,'"9· 2. 11'9 0 9'5 

],3d o 11'8 o JO'I ',99 1 , 4'4 0 '(:j'1 

3,567 , 0'0 , 8'7 ' .. +56 3 5'8 , 0'5 

'1,456 , " , I rO'4 4.606 3 5'4 , 0'1 

4,937 0 9'9 • 6'7 19,303 3 0'7 o 10'5 

i,03S I 9" I 4'4 1,930 3 3'4 o 11'0 

a.,66S o u'a. , 5 '4- 8,72.0 3 0'8 0 9'6 

1,~03 3 4" b 11'9 1,648 3 5'3 o u'6 

2.,6J 9 , ,'5 , 8'8 oM!12 3 9'5 , ':&'4 

",374 S 7:4 ., 0'6 5.445 3 3' , o 10'1 

2.,639 3 0'5 I 7'0 3,535 4 0'9 , 3'7 

S,S74 , 7'3 , 0'3 4,591 S 10'5 0 7'6 

3,83, .S 3'8 , 9'5 6,555 ., u'S , 3'4-

s,891 3 9'8 , 3'7 s,99O 3 11'3 , 3'3 

2.,684- 2..u'S , 7'8 3411 3 9' , , 3', 

I,E3J 3 "3 a. .1' 3 2.00$ 4 3'9 , 9'0 

J,111 

" 

S'S 'I 10'6 S,OOO 3 8'7 , , .. 
3,198 . S 11'7 I 0'4 3,590 3 4" o 11'3 

1..422. 3 1'0 , ,'8 J45s 3 7'9 , "4 

I 

1,674 3 8'8 , "7 1,6gl 3 9" , ,'6 

s,.50 3 ,'6 0 8'9 a,s13 S 10'3 0 9'5 

2.,146 , S" s .. 8 1,886 3 II'S , 4'8 

s.044 '4 4" , "9 '1,g2.2. 4 ,. , , s'4 . 

. .. 
s04+4 + 5'9 , 3'9 ',355 4 !~ , ~'3 

1,137 • 5's I +'0 ;,630 , 
"9 o n;9 

1,111 3 ,'s , ,'5 1,997 3 7'5 , "0 

3,475 3 3'5 , 4" ..,054 • 10' I , s·+ 

2,344 3 "9 0 8'5 ",IIa. :I 10'1 0 9" 

l,gOI ! 5'0 ° 10-4 s,6'4 3 "9 10 10'9 
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• 
TABLE showing, in respect of tho OVERSEBRS and GUARDIANS' EXPENDITURE in eae" J!:xTIU.·METBOPOLIT4N 

"(;"ION, the EFFECT of the SCHEMB for tho DIBTRIBUTION of IMPERIAL GRANTS prop".d by LORD . 
, BALFOUR {)B BURLEIGH, as compared with the positiOll existing in 1899-1900-continued, 

--"-- ---- -_._-------. 

Alles_bie Espendi, P.BB8.BlfT POSITION. I lfuTl1JlB rOSlTlON~ 
Value. ture. 

POpUlotiOD, 1101"· 1899-1900, 
POOR LA.W U!fIOl'f'J. per Head per Head Amount Grants I Ba . GraDts Rate in IDOl. 01 of of per Head te In Amount p Head 

£ of V d! PopulatioD, Pp¥ulatiOD, Gmnts. of I nired. G Is of , 
1901, . 901. 1899-1900 Population. req ran . Populatlon. required. 

I, I, 8, 4, 5, 6, 7. 8, 9. 10. . • 
XI,-WELSH -c .. dio ... d, 

46. NORTH W ALES-contin .. d, 

(s.) I/LIl<T, d! B. B. d, j! s, d. s, d. j! .. d. N. d. 

617 Holywell · · 42.,371 4 3'4 8 3', 3,889 I 10'1 , 6'7 7,809 g 8·3 • ,'3 

(0.) D."",OH. . 
61R Wres.bam · · 10 , 164 3 6'9 5 0'8 ',881 , 1'3 • 0'4 10,198 a 10'9 0 7'9 • 
619 Rutbin · · 120,086 5 4" 9 4'9 2,174- 3 ,., , ,'3 2.,aSS 3 8'8 t "0 

·0 
t 
9" 620 SL Asaph · · 31,046 5 ,3'9 7 6'0 3.3084 • "4 o u'S 4,555, :& II':' 

621 LlanrWit · · 13,110 4 "7 8 4" 1,388 • " 3 
, 5'7 :1,470 3 9'0 • "0 , 

(D,) lIBruOllETH. 
, 

888 Corweo · · 16,3n 3 16'4- 7 3'4 1,645 0 0" , 4'7 :1,845 3 S'8 , 0'0 

618 Bal •. · · S.7h 4 7'9 8 0'8 966 3 4'4 , 0'9 1.019 3 6'7 , 0'4 

894 Dol/{Clly - - 14,:148 4 ,'. 8 0'8 1,803 0 6'4 , 4'4 :1,614- 3 8'0 , "0 
625 FCltilliog · - :17,889 3 14' 5 7 8'8 :1,19- , 6'9 , 9'3 5,118 3 8'0 , 

"4 

(s,) CARl'UIlVO:S, , 
828 Pwllheli · · :11,9°5 , 8'9 7 10'1 :1.9°9 , 7'9 I , "7 4>5:14 4 ,'6 , 6'4-

627 Carnarvon · - 4:1,653 2- 19'0 7 6', 3,:133 , 6', , 0" 8,2-u 3 10'3 , '1.'-: 

6~8 Bongor and 
maris. 

Beo.ll- 38.647 4 3'0 7 7'6 3,z.8l , 8'4 , S'4 6,753 3 5'9 , O'~ 

629 Conway · - 34,031 6 9'9 5 9'6 1,89 1 , 
" 3 0 9" 3,5:19 • 0'9 0 7" 

(1',) ANGLH8BY, • \ 

680 Anglesey · · '4.Z.S7 :z 17'- 9 6'. '1.,4096 l 6'0 • ,'6 3,2.47 + 6'7 , 9' ! 

681 Holyhoad · · :10,540$ :I 19'6 7 7'9 a,:l7' , "5 1 10'0 3,998 3 ..,., · , , S'a 

~---
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INDEX TO REPORTS FOR ENGLAND AND WALES. 

The Reports. Memoranda. &0 .• ,/Ire-

First Report on Valuation and Collection ot Looal Rates: 
REPORT (signed by al1 the CommiSAionera. namely:-TRB RIGHT RON. LORD BA.L~UR. or BUULBIGD'. 

K.T., EARL OAWDOR, TUli RIGHT HON. LORD Bu,m BALfOUR (DOW fJORD KINROSS or GL&SCL1JlfJl), 
THE RIGHT HON. SIR Jon T. HIBBBRT, X.C.B .. TUB RIGHT HON. O. B. S'fUAlLT WORTLBY. K.O .• 
M.I'., SIR EDWARD HAMILTON, K.C.B .• SIB GBORGB MURRAI, K.O.B., MR. O. N. DALTON, O.B" 
MB. O. A. OBlPl'l. K.C~, M.P., M.n.. HARCOURT E. CLAAB, 8m T. H. ELLIOTT, X.C.B., HIS HONon 
JUllGB O'CONNOR, K.O., Ma. E. OBlOan AmTB, :Ma. J ... 1lU STUAB'l, and THB RIGB'! ROlf. Jon L. 
WHAllTO", M.P.). 

RESERVATION by lli. C. B. STUART WORTLEY. 

RESERVATION by lli. C. A. ()mpP •• 

MEMORANDUM by SIR T. H. ELLIOTT • 

• 
Second Report on Valuation and Rating in respect ot Tithe Rentcharge : 

REPORT (signed by LORD BALlOUR O. BURLEIGH, EAllL O.l.WDOR, SIR JOHN T. HIBB"RT, Ma. O. B. 
STUART WORTLEY, SIB EDWAJU) HAMlLTON, Sm GBORGE M.Ul.lllA.Y, MR. C. N. DAL'rON, Ma. C. A. 
ORIPP" Ma. liAllCOURT E. OL""", S,R T. H. ELLIOTT, lli. E. ORfORD SI<ITH, MIl. Jon L. 
WJWLTON). 

ADDENDUM by SIlO JOHN T. HxBBRRT, SIR GBOBGB MUIllI.n, and lli. C. A. OmpPI. 

MEMORANDUM by LORD Kumo .. 07 GL .... CL""". 

REPORT by JUDG" O'Ooll1<oa . 

. MEMORANDUM by lli. JAu.s STU.l.RT. 

Final Report : 
REPORT (signed by LoRD BA.J30UlL U7 BURLEIGH, EARL O.l.WDOR. LORD 'KIlIROSS 07 GLUCLUD, 

SIR J08.11 T. HIDBlIR'r, M:a. C. B. STUART WOR'lLJ1Y, Ma. C. N. DALTO., MB. C. A. OlUPH, 
MR. HUCOURT E. OLAllJll. 8m T. H. ELLIOTT. MR. E. OUORD SmTH, MR. JAIIBS STUAR'!, and 
MR. JOB" L. WBAllTO"). 

SEPARATE REOOMMENDATIONS by LORD BALYOUB D', BURLEIGH. 

MEMORANDUM by LORD KnrnOSl O. GLA.SOLVlfB. 

RESERVATION by MR. O. B. STUAllT WORTLBY. 

RESERVATION by Ma. E. ORlORD SHlTH. 

MEMORANDUM by MIl. J.uoa STUAll •• 

REPORT by SIlO EDWA.RD HJ.Jw.TO" and SIR GIOUB MURR.\Y. 

SEPARATE REPORT ON URBAN RATING AND SITE VALUES by LORD BALJOUlL O' :8uRLBt&II. 
LORD Knot.08I OJ' GLAICL'UlnII. Sm EOWABD Ra.1I1LTOll. SIR GEORGB MW1l&T, and MB. lAllA 
S'lUUT. 

REPORT by JUDG. O'CO""OR. 

TA. Vol ...... caRloining a..e Report. Me "'ferr"" '0 til 'he «Fir":' co S~coad,u and (t Final," mad in the ClJH qf uparaI. 
Repor", MetIIOMflda, te., the fIfJIJIn of '''~ COJMlUliOMr' ngning 'hea are alao gi" ... 

ADVERTISEMENTS, 
Additiona.l reVenue for local ptlTpOSCS might be 

derived from the taxation of adverlisementB. 
(Final, pp. 71, '12, Lord Balfour i p. 125, Hamilton 
-Murray.) 

AGRICULTURAL LAND AND AGRIOULTURAL 
RATr;ij AU'l" 1896: 

Differential rating or agrioultuTal land under 
Agl'ioultural Bate. Act. 1096. (Fi .... l. pp. 5, 6 ; 
P. 106, H .. milton...Mur .... y.) 

'l'be grant undeT A,arioultut'al Rates Aot, 1896. 
(~'inal, pp. 9. 10; p.105, Hamilton-Murray.) 

AGRICULTURAL LAND AND AGRICULTURAL 
RATES AOT. 1M96-Gont. 

Histoty of rating in relation to Agl'ionltnral Bates 
Act. (Final, p. 33.) 

The abandonment of protective duties OD grain. &0. 
in 1846, gave land an equitable claim to relicf. 
(Final, pp. 33, lI4r.) 

Oertain ratee aro iujurio,," to agrionltural indu.tr7. 
(Final, p. 34.) 

The full annual value ot land is said to be excessive. 
either as • measure of ability 01' benefits. (Final, 
p. S~.) 

A3 



6 . ROYAL COMMISSION ON LOCAL TAXATION: 

AGRIOULTURAL LAND AND AGRIOULTURAL 
RATES AOT, 1896--oon!. 

Evidence in BUpport of this view:- . 
(1.) Given before a. Seleot Oommlttee of HousB 

of Common. in 1836. (Fina~ p. 34.) 
(2.) Given before 0. Committee of House of 
. Lord. in 1836. (Final, p. 34.) 
(3:) Given before Agricultural Oommission in 

1893. (Finol, pp. 34,35.) . 
(4.) Reoommendation of Agriooltural Oommi •• 

.ion. (Final, p. 85.) . . . 
(5.) Given before Local Taxation ComIIllB81on. 

(Final, p. 35.) 
With the object of remedying these grievances, the 

valne upon which laud 18 assessable has frequently 
been reduced by Parliament. (Final. p. 3S.} 

Sta.tutory provisions with regard to the dHferential 
treatment of land.. (Final, pp. 35, 36.) 

Relief given to land is supported by witnesses who 
appeared before t.he Oommission. (Final, p. 37.) 

.l.griculturol land .hould b. rated at one·balf its 
a.nnual value for onerous burdens 'and for bigh~ 
ways, and at one"fourth for other local burdens. 
(Final, pp. 87, 38.) 

.AJld the deficienoy 'arising should be made good, for 
the present, by means of a parliamenta.ry grant 
from estate duties on personalty. (Final, p. 38.) 

Agricultural land should be rated at one.half; 
(Final, p. 74, Lord Balfour.) 

Effect of proposals upon rates leviable upon land. 
(Final, pp. 83, 84, Lord Balfour.) 

The agricultural rates grants are indisoriminately 
aod inequitably di.tributed. (Final, pp. 117, 118, 
Hamilton-Murray.) 

The agricultural rates grants for highwBy'S are 
.pecially inadmi.sible. (Final, p. 118,··Hamllton
Murray.)' . . 

Agriooltural land shonld be rated at one-half for 
onerous services. (Final, pp. 128, 132, 144, 
Hamilton-Mnr .... y.) ... . 

Reservation on the classification of land for rating 
purpo..... (Final, p. 88, Orford Smith and Stuart 
Wortley.) 

The retention of the Agricultural Rates Aot, 1896, 
along with increased general subventions would 
b~ relieving the agricultural ratepayer twice over. 
(Final, p. 89, Stuart.) 

AMUSEMENTS, PUBLIO: 
A tax upon is DOt undesirable, 'but is of small 

,importanoe. (Final, p. 125, Hamilton-Mnrray.) 

ASYLUMS: . 
Proposed neW' pauper lnnatia accommodl)tion grant. 

(Final, p. 26.) 
Pro~osed gra.nt in respect of B8ylum buildings. 

(~inal, pp. 79, 80, Lord Balfour; p. 140, Hamilton 
-Murray.) ." 

Oalculation of total proposed grant. (Fina.l, p. 81, 
Lord Balfour j p. 140, Hamilton-Murray.) 

(Bee also under II LUNATICS, IUEClLEI, &0.") 

BASIS OF TAXATION: 
Oompa.rison of Imperl"'l Bnd local ta~es. (Fin.J.~ 

pp. 14, 15.) 
Local taxes are praoticaUy levied in respect; of only 

ono "' .... of proper"1. (Final, p. 15.) . 
This is objectionable from owners' point of view~ 

(Final, p. 15.) 
And also from occupiers' .tandpoint. (Final, p. 16.) 
And b not merely a. question os between owners and 

occupiors. (Fina.l, p. 16.) , ' 
Basis of local taxa.tion prior to 1888 was still more 

restricted. (Final, p. 16.) 
Though partiaJ remedies had been effected by meaDS 

of differential rating and grants from Imperial 
fuud.. (Fin.I, p. 16.) . 

(Se6 alBO under "COMPx..un1l 0' RA.TEPAYERS"; 
U EQUITY OJ' CONTBIBUTJON" j ,I SUBVENTION'.") 

BEER AND SPIRIT SURTAXES: 
Should continue in reliet 0' looal rates. (Final, 

p.21.) . 
There is no reDson fo~ assigning them to the Local' 

T".atiou Acoollnt. (Final, p. 114, Hamilton-
Murray.) 

Tile preeent allocation of, is Dot defensible on an,. 
plinoipl.. (Final, p. 116, Hamilton-:DILurray.) 

BICYCLES: 
Taxation of, for the maintenanoe of ·highways. 

(Final, p. 72, Lord Balfour.) 
The tax .hould bs collected by the Central Govern· 

ment and re"al1oca.ted according to the needs of 
tho localitiea. (Final, p. 7Il, Lord Balfour.) 

BIRTHS AND DEATHS, REGISTRARS OF: 
Propoaed grants for. (Final, p. 32.) 

BOARDS OF GUARDIANS: 
(866 under It Gl1..I.BDIAKS, BOABDI!I OJ' 0'.) 

BOROUGH RATES: 
Valuation for., . (86~ under II V ALl1ATION".) 

BOROUGHi1!: 
Forination of County Borough.. (First, p. 20; Final, 

p. 100, Hamilton-Murray.) 
Duties of OOUIlty Borough COUIlcils, and rates upon 

which expen.es fall. (Final, pp. 100, 101, Hamil. 
ton-Murra:r.) 

Looal Authonties in Don "County Boroughs, their 
duties, and the rates upon which their expensol!l 
fall. (Final, p. 101, Hamilten-Murray.) 

CANALS: 
Rating of, under old' Canal Ac~~ (Final, p. 49.) 

OHARITABLE INSTITUTIONS, 
Exemption from rateabili ty. Opinions' o. various 

authoritie.. (Final, p. 49.) 

cmLDREN, POOR LAW: 
Propo.ed new grant for. (Final, po 26.) 
Number of Poor Law children and desirability and 

ju.tification for propo.ed grant. (Final, pp. 26, 
27.) 

E.timated cost of propo.ed grant for. (Final, pp.27, 
'. 28, 32.) 
The grant .henld be higher in J,~ndon than els •• 

where. (Final, p. 89, Stuart.) .. . 
Proposed grant for teachers in Poor Law schools and 

.chool fee. of pauper children. (Final, p. 32.) 

CHURCHES, &e.: 
Exemption from rateability. (Final, p. 48.) 

OHUROH RATE: 
Antiquity of. (Second, p. 9.) 
Liabijity of non-resident occupier to contribute to 

the ;z:epairs of the church. Jeffrey's aaBe, 1589. 
(First, p. 8.) 

CLERGY': 
The que.tion of their liability to cantribnte to public 

burdens in early timea. (Second, pp. 8t 9; pp. 32, 
33, 35, Q'OoDnor), and under th,e Poor Relief Acta 
of 1597 and 1601. (Second, pp. 1Q..13; pp. 33-85, 
O'Connor.) 

Hardship to the clergy of the system of assessment 
which came to be adopted under the Act of 1601 . 

• (Second, p. 12.) 

COLLEOTION OW RATES: 
System of colleotion and recovery of Poer Rates. 

(Firat, p. 19.) 
Varying .y.tem. of colleoting Borough Rate.. (Fir.t, 

pp. 21, 22.) . 
Sy.tem in London. (First, p. 26.) 
Resolution of Select Oommittee on division or ratel!l 

between ownerl!l and occupiers, 1870. (First, 
p. 34..) • 

Unnecessary multiplication of Collecting Authoritiel 
and suggestions by witnesses for the simplification 
of the By.tem. (First, pp. 36, 37.) 

At~empta made to improve the system of coUee-
Qon:-- . 

Select Committee on 8.Rsessment and collection 
of Poor Rates, 1868. (li'i •• t, Pl'. 87, 38.) 

Select Oommittee on Local Taxation, 1870. 
(First, p. 38.) . 

Mr. Stan.feld·. Bill of 1871l. (First, p. 38.) 
RecommendatioDs made by the Commission. (First, 

p. 4.1.) . 
Recommendation by Mr. C. B. Stuart Wortley. 

(First, p. 42.) . 
Re.ervation as to Urban Di.triots by Mr. O. A. 

Oripps. (Fir.t, p. 42.) 



INDEX.-IINGLAND AND WALES, 

COMPLAINTS OF RATEPAYERS, 
Summary of. (Final; pp. 11, 14.) 
Ratopayers complain that they are unduly burdened 

for services which are.,r national rather than of 
local importance. (Final, p. 111, Hamilton
M1l1T&Y·) 

That tazatiOll levied. esolusively in reapoot of im. 
mo .... ble property oparateo unfairly. (Final, 
p. Ill, Rainilton-Murray.) 

That the barden on particular tradeR and induatri61 
is abnormally heavy. (Final, p. 112, Hamilton-

. Murray.) • 
Large measures of relief have been given, but. the 

result ia Dot satisfactory. (Final, p. 112, Hamilton 
-Murray.) 

The owners of urban land are said not to contribute 
<><Iequately. (Final, p. 112, Hamilton-Murray.) 

(Bee "lao andm- II BAIlS 01' TUA.TIOlf.") 

OOMPOUNDING, 
System of. (First, p. I~; Final, p. 50.) 
Under' Poor Rate Assessment and Oolleotion Act 

1869. (First, p. 19; Final, pp. 50, 51.) 
Bpe~ial.limits in Lo~donJ Liverpo.o], Manchester, and 

BU1DlDgbam. (Ftrst, p. 19; Final, p. 50.) 
Under Municipal Corporations Act, 1882, and Local 

Aot.. (First, p. 19; Final, p. 51.) 
Under Public' Health 'Aot, 1875. (First, . p. 19; 

Final, p. 51.) 
Provi.ion. referring to London. (First, p. 26.) 
Amount of small house property in certain districts. 

(Final, p. 51.) 
Objeotion. to system. (Final, p. 51.) 
Difficulty of .. bolishing the sy.tem. (Final, pp. 51, 

52.) 
Recommendation as to limit, adoption of system. &c. 

(Fino~ p. 52.) 
Objection to raising the limit for the Poor Bate trom 

81. to 101. (Final, p. 90, Stu .. rt.) 
Power, with regard to oompounding should be vested 

in Roto Oollecting Autbority. (Fint, p. 42.) 
Powers with regard to compounding should be vested 

in VoJuation Anthority. (First, p. 42, OripP".) 

OOUNTIES, ADMINISTRATIVE, 
Formation of. (First, p. 20; Final, p. 100, Hamilton 

-Murray.) 

COUNTY :aOARDS: 
Mr. Sol.tor Booth's Bills of 1878 and 1879 for tho 

e.tablishment of. (First, p. 35.) 

COUNTY OOUNCILS: 
Duties of. AIld rate npen whioh expenses fall. 

(Final, p. 100, Hamilton-Murro".) 

COUNTY RATES: 
Assimilation to connty and other rates of prooedure 

nnd custom under Poor Rate. (First, p. 13 i 
Final, p. 178, O'Connor.) 

Cbarged upon administrative oounty or on Bome 
smaUer ar.... (Firat, p. 20.) 

How oalculated and charged. (FIrat, p. 21.) 
Valuation for. (Bee under I. VI..LUA.TION.") 

CRIMINAL PROSECUTIONS, &c. 
Ooot of, should be horne by State. (Final, p. 29.) 
Proposed grant. (Final, pp. 79, 81, Lord :a.lfour; 

pp.139, ao, Hamilton-Murr .. y.) 
OROWN PROPERTY, 

Ia not rateable, but the Gonrnment make a contri
bution in .. spoot of the rate.. (Finol, pp. 46, 47.) 

DEA'rH DUTIES: 
(Bee tinder It PEllSnlu ... PRO.UTY. U) 

DIFFERENTIAL RATING AND CLASSIFIOA. 
'nON: 

Und~r Lighting and Watching AolI. 1833 and 1851, 
Publio H.alth Aot, 1875, &0. (Sooond, p. 26; 
Final, p. 6; p. 101, Hamilton-Murray.) 

Bateable properties l'eoeiTing differentia.l u-eatment. 
(Final, p. 36.) 

C1 .... ifiOition unde .. Poor Law (SooUand) Act, 1845. 
(Final, pp. 36, 37; p. 127, Hamilton-Murray.) 

DIFFERENTIAL RA.TING AND OLA.SSIFICA· 
TION-cont 

Classification ot properkies other tba.u agrilt-ultura.l. 
land and tithe. and tithe rentcharges attached. to 
a benefice should not be extended. (Final, p. 38.) 

Rates fall unequally on different claoses. (FiDal, 
pp. 125, 126, Hamilton-Murray.) 

Classification of property for rates (Final, p. 143, 
Hamilton-Murray.) 

A triple .I .... ification of properties wonld be de· 
sirable. but would involve great diffioulties . 
(Final, pp. 127, 128, Hamilton-Mnr""y.) 

(Bee aUG UMM' "AGRICULTURAL L.A..ND," .. TITD 
RmrrCBABGB," and II TITHE RliNTCHARGB "''1'TACBBD 
TO A. BSNErleE.") 

DISEASES OF ANIMALS AOTS, 
Expenses of the Board of Agriculture uuder. How 

defroyed in Great Britain. (Final, p. 45.) 
Expenses under. How defrayed in Ireland. (Final. 

p.46.) 
Compl .. ints as to this system. (Final, p. 46.) 
T,he expenditure inourred by the Board of Agricul" 

ture and tbe Irisb Department of Agriculture 
shonld be borne by the Exchequer. (Final, p. 46.) 

DIVISION OF RATES, 
The system in Scotland and its a.pplication'to Eng .. 

land. (Final'I.157 •. ) 
Advantages on disadvantagos of system. (Fina], 

p. 157·.) 

EDUCATION: 
The necessitous Sebool Board grants nnder the Edu. 

cation Acts of 1870 and 1897. How colcnlatcd. 
(Final, p. 76, Lord Balfour.) 

Proposed amendment of these gra.nts. (Final, pp. 81. 
8;1, Lord Balfour; p. 140, Hamilton-Murray.) 

More specifiC direotlons with regMd to Technil'al 
Education are required. (Fioal, p. 29.) 

El'timated' cost of proposed grant for Technical 
. Educotion. (Fin.I, p. 32.) 
Proposed grant for Teohnical nnd Secondo.ry Edo.

CAtion. (Fino.!, p. 81, L01·d Bn.lfourj p. 140. 
Hamilton-Murray.) 

EQUALISATION OF RATES IN LONDON, 
EstabHehment and prinoiples or "Equalisation Fund!' 

(First, p. 27; Final, p. 75, Lord Bu.lfour.) 
Equalisa.tion of poor rates. (Fina]. p. 100, Hamilt-on 

-Murray.) 
(8ee allo under U METBOPOLl'Ulf COJIHON POOR 

FuND.") 

EQUITY OF CON'rRIBUTION: 
Contribution by propertiea or by persons. (Final, 

p.l0.) 
Contributions by realty and personalty, (Final, 

p. 10.) 
p. ersons,not properties, contribute to tuation. (Final, 

pp.l08, 109, Hamilton-Murray.) 
The legal distinction between realty and personalty· 

is Dot applicable for the purposes of this discussion, 
(Final, p. 109, Homilton-Murray.) 

The distinction between rateable and Don·ratou.h1e 
i!:!erties im'olves difficulties. (Final, p. 109, 

ilton-Mltrrar·) 
nut more difficult IS the problem of determining 

what constitutes H e~uitabl8 distribution." 'i'hl;:) 
"equitablo" distribution of tbe burden of taxation 
involves the insoluble problem of inoidence. (Finnl, 
p. 109, Hamilton-Murmy.) 

Tlie classification of tazes. according as they are 
levied in respect of ratea.ble or Don-rateable pro
perty. is imj)Ossibie without ~ve risk of enor. 
(Final, pp. 109, 110, Hamilton-Murray.) 

Rates Rood tues wbioh really fall on the occupiers of 
dwelling-boDses are a burden on the con8~lDer8 of 
Go commodity rather than in respect of property. 
(Final, p. 110, Hamilton-Murray.) 

Perhaps some rates sbould not be regarded 88 taxa .. 
tion at al~. (li'inal, p. 110, Hamilton-MuITIlY.) 

Perhaps neltber the Land 'l'ax nor other" hereditary 
cbarges" should be regarded as tuation. (Final 
pp. BO, Ill. Hamilton-Murray.) , 

The problem of .. equitable contribution" cannot be 
solve~ on a statistical basis. (Fina.l, p. 111. 
HamIlton-Murray.) 

• Separate Report on Urban Rating and Sit. Valuea b, Lonl Dalfo. Lorcl Kinross. Sir Edward Hamilton, Sir George 
Kurr&1,1I!d Mr. Jam .. Stuart. 
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8 ROYAL COMMISSION ON LOCAL TAXATION: 

EQUITY OF CONTRIBUTION-.... t. 
The end to whioh we must address ourselves. (Final, 

p. 111, Hamilton-Murray.) 
Complication of illsues involvt:d. (Final, p. 121, 

fiamilton-Murray.) 
Interpretation placed upon the reference tiO the Oom

mi •• ion. (Final, pp. 177,178, O'Connor.) 
He who t&kes the ben.fit .honld .. leo take tho burd.n. 

(Fino.!, p. 179, O'Connor.) 
(See alIo under U BASIS OJ TAXATIOll," CI ()OIlPLAllfTS 0' 

RATEun:R8.") 

ESTATE DUTIES: 
(868 ~ 41 PERSONAL PROPERTY.") 

EXCHEQUER CONTRIBUTION ACCOUNTS: 
Paym.nt. from, during .... h of the ye .. r. 1895-96 to 

1898-99. (Final, p. 9.) 
Abolition of, .ugge.ted. (Fino.!, pp. 29, 30; p. 83, 

Lord Balfour.) 
The arrangement fi8 to U Exchequer Oontribution 

Accounts ,. confuses local finance. (Final, p. lIS, 
H ..... ilton-Mnrray.) 

EXEMPTIONS FROM RATEABILITY: 
Geneml exemptions from rateability. (Final, p. 46.) 
Exemption of stock-in-trade and other mova.ble 

p~operty in 1~40. (~'ir.t, p. 12; Seoond, pp. 20, 21; 
FInal, pp. 2, sa, 46; p. 98, Hamilton-Murray.) 

Of oharitable institutiuns. (Final, p. 49.) 
Of churches, &c. (Final, p. 48.) 
Of OrOWD property. (Fin&!, pp. 46,47.) 
Of lighthou.... (Fin&!, p. 47.) 
Of .chools, Sund .. y .. ud Ragg.d. (Fin .. I, p. 48.). 
Of .chool., Voluntary. (Fino.!, pp. 48, 49.) 
Of scientific, &0., societies. (Fina.l, p. 48.) 
Of t.ithe rentcharge, extraordinary. (Final, p. 49.) 
Of unoocupied property. (First, pp. 19, 26 ; Final, 

p.52.) 
Of Volunteer &Dd Militia .tor.hou .... (.Fino.!, p. 47.) 
Local r.ublic property is not generally exempt. 

(Fin .. , pp. 47, 48.) , 
Arguments aga.inst exemptions. (Final, pp. 49, 50). 
R.comm.ndation. (Final, p. 50.) 

.. FREE BALANCES" OF ASSIGNED REVE. 
NUES: 

Th. sp.cified gmnte .honld first b. pnid from the 
Local Taxation Account, and the residue allocated 
according to amounts of localised revanue collected 
in each ar.a. (Final, p. 30.) 

This aITOongement would ba simpler and more equit
abl. the.n emting syst.m. (~'inaI. pp. 3D, 31.) 

Adjustments between Oounties and Oounty Boroughs 
may be necessary, (Fjnal, p. 81.) 

Application of free balnnces. and their amount. 
(Final, pp. 31, 32.) 

GASWORKS, 
Complaints .9 to methods of valuing gasworks. 

(~lnal, pp. 61, 62.) 

GROUND RE!OO~S AND GROUND VALUES: 
(Sea under II SITB VALUES, RATING 01'.") 

GUARDIANS, BOARDS OF-.... I. 
Pf'OlJosed granlin wid oj GUGt'aiarnr' E;l:penditure-oont 
- Exa.mple of the working of tbe scheme in a 

particular union. .(Final, pp. 77, 78. Lot'd 
Bnlfour.) 

Table RhowinR' generally the operation of the 
Bcheme. (:b'ina.l, pp. 78, 79, Lord Balfour.) 

Generally the poor unions will be trea.ted more 
favotll'8.bly than the rich. and the economicru 
unions more fo.vonmbly tha.n those which spend 

'largely. Inter-action of these principles 
illustrated. (Final. p. 79, Lord Balfour.) . 

Applica.tion to Guardians' expenditure of proposed 
scheme for distributing Subventions. (}'inal, 
p. 134, Hamilton-Murray.) 

Operation of scheme illustr .. ted. (Fin&I, pp. 134, 
135, Hamilton-Murray.) 

Obj.ots which will b. elf •• t.d by Bchem.. (Fino.!, 
pp. 135, 136, Hamilton-Murray.) 

Bearing of scheme on administra.tion. (Final, 
p. 136. H .. miltou-M=y.) 

Comparison of scheme with existing &rr&ngementa 
in pa.rticular unions. (Final, pp. 136-138. 
H .. milton-Murr&Y·) 

London Poor Law Finance under the Scheme. 
(Fin .. I, pp. 138, 139, Hamilton-Mll1'1'&Y.) 

C .. lculation of the total grant. (Final, p. 80, Lord 
Balfour; p. 140, Hamilton-wMnrra.y.) 

Objections to a block grant for Poor La.w Expendi .. 
tor.. (Fina.I, pp. 32, 33.) 

HORSE TAX: 
Taxation of pleasure horses for the maintena.nce of 

highw .. ys. (Fina.I, p. 72, Lord Balionr.) 
Th" ta.x should be collected by the Central Govern_ 

ment a.nd r&-&llocu.ted "ccording to the needs of 
the localities, (Final, p. 72, Lord Balfour.) 

Not undesirable, but of small importance. (Fina.l, 
p. 125, Hamiltoll_Murray.) 

HOUSES: 
Difficulties and objection~ of a special rate upon. 
. dwelling.house.. (Final, pp. 13, l4.). 
Rates Oll dwelling-houses are a rough income to:. 

(Fino.!, p. 126, Hamilton-Murray.) 
But to limit rating to dwelling-houses is imprac-

ti ... ble. (Final, p. 127, H .. milton-Murr&y.) 
Houses shonld not; be rated for local parposes. 

(Fino.!, p. 181, O'Connor.) 
(See also under I. bHABITED Hous& DUTY,") 

HUE AND CRY ACT, 1585. (Second, p. 11.) 

INCIDENCE OF LOCAL TAXATION: 
It cannot be assumed thnt all rates are 0. bnrden on 

r.al property. (Final, pp. 10, 11). 
Views of'I'own HoLdings Oommittee in 1892. (Final, 

p.39). . 
The final incidence of taxation is a most perplexing 

probl.m. (Final, p. lO~, Hamilton-Murray.) 
The incidence of local rates 8S between ocoupiers. 

owners, a.nd other penonB is especially obscure. 
(Final, p. 109,lIamilton-Murray.) 

The ultimate inoidence of rates as between seller and 
purchaser. lessor and lessee. (Final, p. 1!l5*.) 

Unforeseen increments of rat¥ faU on the lessee fOl 
the tim. heing. (Final, p. 155.0 ) 

GUARDIANS, BOARDS OF: In making .. new contract tenant. take tho rntss into 
Constitution of. (Fir.t, p. 10.) account. (Final. pp. 155, 156.·) 
Duties ot', and rate upon which ex"penaetl fall. (Final, The owner bears the real burden of the 'Part of rates 

p .. 99, Hamilton-MuM"8.Y.) proportionate to the value of the site. and also 
:eropos6cl grant in aid of Gua1'diUrn.' EorpenditIW6 : probably of any exr.epliionally high l'&tes. (Final, 

For the Guardians' grant the minimum expendiw p. 156.*) 
ture everywhere necessary is taken at a •. tid. Do occupiers pay for improvement.s twice over P 
per inhabitant; but 80me regard should be paid (Final, pp. 156. 157.·) 
also to expenditure in excess of this minimum. INCOME TAX: . 
(Fin&!, p. 76, Lord Balfour.) I 

To give due weight to the varying ability of A ocal income tax is impossible. (Final, p. 12.) 
ditlerent districts, the unifoTm standard rate '!'he assignment of part of tbe income tax. to local 
should be thced at 4d. in the £. (Final. pp:76, 8uthoriti"s deserves consideration. lFinal, p. 28.) 
77. Lord Balfour.) Valuation for ScheduleA. (,s6Bunder "V.&LUAtlON:') 

Th. llI'ant will then con.ist of (1) tho dill'.renoe INHABITED HOUSE DU'l.'Y, 
between. the produot of 31. 6d. per inhabitant Should be applied to the relief' of local rates. (Final. 
and the 11l'oduct of the 44. rate; (2) one-third of pp. 21, 22.) . 
expenditure in 008S8 of the minimum. (Final, Views of some political economi~ts Vo'ho favour tile 
p. 77, Lord Balfour.j tranBf.r of tho duty. (~'inal, p. 22.) 

Summary of scheme for Guardians' grant. (Final, Arguments for transfer of dutJ[ to Local Authorities. 
__ ....:.p_. 7_7..:'C'L_O_rd_B_a_�:::fo:-u:-r..:.l-::--:-_-,:-C' ___ ------(~'in .. I, p. 70, Lord Balfo_u_r._) _______ _ 

• Separar.te Report on Urban Rating and SIte Valilel by Lord DaUouf, Lord Kinross, Sir Edward HamiltoD, Sir George 
Munay, aa.d ldr. JamOl Stuart. 



nWEX.-ENGLAND AND WALES. 9 

INHABITED HOUSE DUTY-,onl. 
Objections to transfer of duty to Local A nthoritie8. 

(~'inal, p. 70, Lord B .. lfonr.) 
The transfer of house duty to Local Authorities would 

be neither (,qaitable or conveniont. (Final, p. 12l, 
Hamilton-Murn.y.) 

With Ilot'gaments against transfer or duty we do not 
agree. (Final, pp. 2~. 23.) 

Valuation for.. (8ee undor U VALU..lTION.") 

LAND TAX: • E9.Cb parish or place hOB to raise III fixed quota, but 
there are maximum and minimum ratea. (Fint, 
p.28.) 

Trc..nsfer of, to Local Authorities not favoured 
(Final, p. 23.) 

OL~CtiOD.tf to transrer of tax to LoCAl Authorities. 
Winal, p. 70, Lord Balr.ur.) 

Cannot be transferred to Loca.l Autbol'itieB. (Final, 
p. 122. Hamilton-Murray.) 

Valuation for. (Boo tl'n1er II YALUATION.") 

LAND VALUES: 
(See uft.(let' U SIU VALDES, RATING oj,") 

LlUENCE DUTIES (LOCAL TAXATION): 
Trn.nsfer to Local AuthoJ'ities of collection and vnTja~ 

tiOD would have advantage9, bat Bome difficulties 
would ari... (FinAl, Pl" 18, 19.) . 

:Might furniah fnrther assistance to local funds. 
(Final, p. 21.) . 

Trading Licences might, in some cases, .be increased. 
(Final, p. 21.) 

Establishment Licences arc capable of dev~lopment. 
(~'in.l. p. 21.) 

Proposals concerning. would eDroiT no further drafts 
from Exche~ner. (Final, p. 21.) 

Proposed loca.hsation of the Lioence Dutics. (Fioal, 
p. 113, Hamiiton-MulT.Y.) . 

The distribution of the Licence Duties according to 
collection is tl!nomalou8 and inequitable. (l!~inl\l. 
pp. 116,117. H~milton.-Mnrra;r.) 

Canllot be m.de trnly looal. (Hn~l, pp. 121, 122, 
Hamilton-Murray.) 

LICENSED PREMISES: 
'l'he valuo of the licenoe sbould be taken into oon .. 

aidorution in Taluing licensed premisos. (Finnl, 
p.1;3.) 

LIGHTIIOUSES: 
Exemption from ratoa1:>ility. (Fin.l, p. 47.) 

LOCAL GOVERNMENT AREAS IN LONDON: 
Formation of. (Fir.t, p. 22.) 

LOCAL TAXATION ACCOUN1': 
Rooeipta and paymont.. 1890-91 to 1899-1900. 

(Fh,al. p. 8.) In 1898-99. (Fin.l, pp. 105,106, 
H.milton-Morray.) 

Pnym(>1\ts out of the Aocount untler proposed o.r· 
mug_menls. (Final. 1" 30.) 

'LUN A'l'ICS. IMBECILES. &c. : 
Ptlupcr Lnno.tic l!raintenl\DOe Grant should, with 

ruodificl1.tionB and raRtriotions, be e:dended to all 
imueoiles, epileptics, and lunatics maintained by 
Poor La.w Authorities. (Fina.l, p. 24.) 

ViE''''. of ,-al'iolla authoritios on treatment or pa.uper 
i mb,~iles and eilU"pticB. (F'inal, pp. 24., 2.:5.) 

Thl" proposed O'l't.enslon or tho present gra.nt would 
remove tho objeotion brought o.gainat it. ond affeot 
8 rerOl'm in the administration of pro\·inr.ial work~ 
bon.... (~'inal. pp. 2.'. ~6.) 

Number of pauper luuntica. imbeoile!'!, and epileptics, 
and rlUe· and ostimated cost of proposed grant8. 
(I"inal, pp. 26, 3'2.) 

The grant should be hiJlher in London than elso-
".here. (Finn1, p. 89, Stuart.; 

(Spa (lIfO tllldet· II ASTLUIlS.") 

MACHINERY, 
Machinery W88 I.gnlly rateabl. up to 1840. (Final. 

pp. ,.3. 04.) 
Since 1840 IDrK'hiner1 haa not been rateable J16r Ie, 

but, Recording to the deci:jlona of 'he Courts, 
certain kinds of machinery are to be to.keu intro 
1l000ount in Taluing factories. (.'inal, p. in.) 

i 98G13. 

MACHINERY-coni. 
principle' of estim'ating t.he value of machinery in 

the '£yne Boiler Case and in It. v. Lee. (l!"inal,. 

1;" M.) f . . h I f 'h' . Frmclple 0 estImating t e Ta De 0 mac mery In 

Gifford, Fox. and Co. 11. the Chard Union. (Final, 
1'. 55.) 

UnC':ertaint:r of present law in regard to what kinds 
of ma.chtnery are to be taken i:lto account in 
valuing footories. (Final. p. 55.) . 

Bills introduced into Parli.nleut since 1887 in con .. 
nexion with tho valuation of machinery. (Final, 
p.5'.) 

An amendment of the present law desimble in ordel' 
to remove uncel'tainty as to what kinrls of ma
chineryare raooabl.. (Final, pp. 05. 56.) 

Recommendation. (Final. p. 56.) 
Difficulty ".'1 to vaiuatioLl of. (Final, p. 179. 

O'Coonor.) . 
Machinery should not bo rated for local purposes. 

(Final, p. 181. O'Connor.) 

METROPOLI1'AN COMMON POOR FUND: 
EstabliRbmentnnd principles of Fund. (Firat, p. 21 i 

Final, n. 100, Ho.milton-n.-Iurrny.) 
Effect on

w 

the Fund of prop0381s for increased Sub. 
ventions. (Final, p. :$2). 

lTachinery of. should Le simplified, nnd the Fund 
f'hOl1ld be administerod by the London County 
Oouncil. (FiDal, p. 89, Stua.rt.) 

The continuance of the FUlId under the pr~poscd 
Boheme for the distribution of Uturdiu..ns· Grant!. 
(Fin"I, pp. la8, 139, Hamilton-!o{urNY.) 

MINES: 
Complaints a'i to the mrthods of valuing mineI'. 

(Final. p. 62.) 
!irines worked under the sea should be subjed to 

rates. lFinal, p. L3.) 

OCTR01S: 
Are objectionable. (Finnl, p. 12';. TInmiloon

Murra.y.) 

l'ARISII , 
How far & rating area. (Fin.I, p. 4.) 

PARISH COUNCILS AND MEETINGS, 
Duties of,lLndro.te upon whioh expenses fall, (Final, 

p. 102, H~ilton-MIl..,.ny.) 

PERSONAL PROPERTY, 
'l'he rating of, was not. intended by the A.ot of 

Elizabet.h or the PlU"ochio.l Assessment" Act, And 
the contrary view receives no support f'rom tho 
Poor Rate Exemption Act. (Finnl, pp. 178. 179, 

()'Conn.r.) 
Rating of, in the 18th century. (Second, p. 12; 

Final, p. 2.) 
Held rntoable in 1839 and exempted by n temporary 

Statute in the followingye!U'. (First, p. 12; Second. 
pp. 211, 21 i Final, pp. 2, 33, 46 i p. 98, Hamilton

.Murzay.) 
Transfer or moiety of Probate Duty remedied, to 

Borne E'xter.t. one of tho main grievances of rate. 
payer.. (Final, pp. 19,20.) 

But porsonalty does not yet contribute sufficiently to 
local purpo.ses. (Fin",l, p. 20.) 

Proposal for increasing payments from Dea.th Duties 
on pereonalty to 1000.1 pUTposes. (Final, p. 20.) 

A furtber ('ontribution from non·rateable property 
des(>rT'~ considoration. ',Final, p. 2:J.) 

The deficiency arising from the proposed differen .. 
tial. rating of agricultural land should be 1Dade 
good for the present by means of a Parlia
mentary Grant from Estate Duties on personalty. 
(Fin.I, p. 38.) 

Arguments for transrer or ad.diti'Jnal dutil!8 upon 
non~rateable property to local authorities. (Final, 
p. 70. Lord Balfonr.) 

Supposed contribution from personaltv to local 
taxation. (Fin.l. pp.1l2, 118, H.miltOli-Mnr .... y.) 

The allocation of thc Death Duty Grant in proponion 
to tbe discontinued granb or 1887--88 was a, make. 
shift &, the time, and is now out or date. (Final, 
p. 116. U.milton-Mur .... y.) 

Personalty cannot be rated. (Final, p. 125, ifamilton 
-MIl .... Y·) 

Proposed additional tn.Xal.iOD on realised personnl 
properly would not be practica.ble. (Finnl, pp.l~O 
131, Ho.milton_M urray.J ' 

B 



10 ;soYAJ, OOMMISSION ON ·I,OCAL TAXATION: 

PERSONS CHARGED WITHTff!il PA~ENT OF 
RATES are gen.rally the occnp'ers. lFll'8t, p.19; 
Final, p. 3; p. 98, Hatllliton-Murray.) 

POLICE: 
Th. grant should be .xt.nded to cov.r on.·half of 

tb. n.t cost. (Final, p. 24.) 
Position of London with regard to l~olice Grant. 

(Final, p. 89, Stuart.) .. .. 
Distribution of proposed grant on lmes cf abdity and 

necessity. (Fina.l, p. 79, Lord Balfour;; p.139, 
Hamilton-Murray.) 

Calculation of the total propos.d grant. (Final, 
p. 81, Lord Balfour I p. 140, Hamilton-Murray.) 

Effect of scheme in London. (Final, pp. 139, 140, 
Hamilton-Murray.) 

POOR LAW UNIONS:· 
Creation of. (First, p.l3.) 
Number of, in ODe or more counties. (First, p. 15.) 

POOR RATE: 
Provisions cif Act of 1597. (Firat, p. 8; S.oonci, 

p. 10; p. 33, O'Oonnor.) 
Provision. of Poor R.li.f Act, 1601. (Firat p. 9; 

Second p. 10; pp. 8~, 8' O'Connor; Final. p.!I; 
p. 178. O'Oonnor.) 

Contribution accordillg to some standa.rd of a.bility 
appea.rs to haTe been originally intended. (First, 
p. 9; Second, p. n.) 

Rates were intended to be a kind of local income ta.x. 
(Final, p. 3S.) . 

Taxabl. capacity was to b. m.asured by visibl. pro
perti •• (both real and p.raonal) of the inhabitanu.. 
(First, p. 10.) . 

The olasses of personal property assessed ,were con. 
sidera.bly restricted, and non~residentB could not be 
rated at all in respect of personal property in the 
parish. (First, pp. 10-12.) 

Taxa.tioll with strict regard to ability was found to be 
impracticable, and the aDnual value of immovable 
property was chosen as the basis. (First, p. 12 ; 
Second, pp. 11,12; Final, p. 33; p.l42, Hamilton 
-MlllT&Y·) 

M.thod of making th. r .. te. (First, p. 19.) 
VuJ.uu.tion for. (See under "VU,UA:I'lOlf.U

) 

POOR RELIEF; 
Liability of •• cular clergy, &0. lI.for. 1586. 

(Second, p. 9.) 
After the dissolution of the monasteriell the burden 

was, for a time, met from charitable Bouroes. 
(Second, p. 9.) 

But compulsory provisions for obtainin~ ·contribu .. 
tions were subs.qu.ntly adopt.d. (}'lr.t, p. 8; 
S.cond, pp. 9, 10.) 

Growing intere.t of State in Poor Reli.f. (Frnal, 
p. 142, Hamilton-Murray.) 

Proposed grant for the residue of Poor Law expen~ 
diture. Unions with the lowest ra.teable values per 
inhabitant should receive most. (Finnl, p.28.) 

But this grant should b. deferred ulltil the oth.r 
Poor Law Grants have been provided. (Fin,al, 
I'p. 28, 29.)· . . 

Exist.ing payments in respect of certain items of Poor 
Relief are not entirely satisfo.otory. either a.s regards 
equity of distribution, or from an administrative 
point of vi.w. (Final, p. 82, Lord Balfour.) 

Objections to grants for particular olMsss of paupers. 
(Final, p. 82, Lord BaJfour.) 

(See also under" GUAllDJANS, BOARDS OP.") 

PRECEPT SYSTEM: 
Authorities whose expenditure is 'met from Poo:.- Rate 

8.nd authorities levying their rates direot. (First, 
p.7.) 

PROFITS, 
Rating on profits I. impractioabl •• ,(Final, p. 126, 

Hamilton-Murray.) 

PROPERTIES LIABLE' 1'0 BE BATED. (Final, 

gp.2, 8; p. 98, Hamilton7Murray; p. 1'19, 
Oonnor.) . 

RAILWAYS: 
))ifliculty of 'Valuing railway. in acoordance with the 

Parochial A ••••• m.nta Aot. (Final, pr' 66 ... 53.) 
;Method of valuing the running lin. 0 .. railwa,.. 

(Final, pp. 57, 58.) 

llAILWAYS-ocmt. 
M.thod of valuing railway etations. (Final; ". 58.) 
Oomplo.ints DI to lihe methods of valuing rallways. 

(Final p. 62.) . 
Valuation of each railway as a wholo recommended by 

the Railway Oommis.ionin 1867. (ll'inal, p. 58.) 
Advantages of vaLuiug a railway "'8 a whole. (Final, 

p.58.) . 
Metbod of valuing railways in Scotlaud. (Final, 

p. 58.) And in heland. (Final, p. 59.) 
SYBtems of allocating vSrlue between rating areas: 

In Scotland Bnd Ir.land. (Final, p. 59.). 
Passenger-mileo.ge and ton-mileago. (Final, 

p.59.) 
Train-mil.age. (Final. p. 59.) 
Line-mileage. (Final, p. 59.) 

Recommendations. An Assessor of Railways "hould 
b. appoint.d. Th. '\'Blu. of the lin. .hould b. 
distributed according to tra.in-mileage. Appeals. 
(Final, p. 60; p. 142, Hamilton-Murray.) 

Allocation of tota.l value between stations a.nd rUDning 
lin.. (Final, p. 86, Lord Balfour and Lord 
Kinross.) . . 

RATES LEVIABLE: 
Rate.leviabl. and are •• of levy. (~'inal, p. 4; pp.99 

et ,eq:', Hamilton-Murray.) 
Table showing amount of rates raised by va.rious 

Loca.l Authorities. (Final, p. 103, Hamilton
Murray,) 

ROADS: 
Ancient provisions for meeting the cost of repairing 

highway.. (Second, pp. 8, 9.) . . . 
A grant should be given towards the cost of maID-

taining main row. (Final, p. 29.) . 
But the roads to be deemed main roads should be 

seleoted by some duly authorised tribunal. (Final, 
p.29 i p. 89, Stuart.) 

Amount of propo •• d main roads grant. (Final, 
pp. 29, 82.) 

Proposed gnmt ror main roads. (Final, pp. 73. 
81. Lord Balfour; p. 14{1" Hamilton-Murray.) 

Tbe effect of the proposed soheme for alloca.ting the 
Exchequer Grants in reference to the ma.intenance 
of roads and highway.. (Final p. 72, Lord B~I
four.) 

Revenue for the maintenance of highways might be 
obtained from a tax upon pleasure honea and 
bicycl... (Final, p. 72, Lord Balfour.) 

The agriculturBI rates grants for highwa.ys aTe 
•• pecially inadmissibl.. (Final, p. 118, Hamilton 
-Murray.) 

RURAL DISTRICT COUNCILS: 
Duties of, and rates upon which expensos fa.ll. 

(Final, p. 101, 102, Hamilton-Mnrray.) 

SANITARY OFFICERS: 
Propos.d grant for. (Finol, p. 140, Hamilton-

Murray.) . 
E.timated C08t of proposed grant. (Final, p. 32; 

p. 73, Lord Balfour; p. 140, Hamilton-Murr&y.) 

SCHOOL BOARDS, 
Rate. upon which expense. fall. (FinaJ, p. 102, 

Hamilton-MurrBY·) 

SCHOOLS, 
Exemption from rateabili~y of Sunday and &gged 

Sohool.. (Final, p. 48.) Of Voluntary Schools. 
(Final, pp. ~, 49.) _ 

SCIENTIFIC, &c. SOCIETIES, 
. Ex.mptioll from rateability •. (Final, p. ~.) 

SERVICES ADMlNISTERED BY LOCAL AUTHO
RITIES: 

-Distinction between National or onerous, and Laoal 
or ben.ficial •• rvic... (Final, pp_ 11, 12; p. 123, 
Hamilton-Murray.) 

Transfer of Bervices to the State cannot, now be 
carri.d further. (Final, p. 121, Hamill.on-
Murray.) . 

Onerous and beneficia.l expenditure. (Final, p. 123. 
Hamilton-Murray.) 

The ·distinction between N ationo.l and Locaillomoel 
has oft.n b •• n n.gleoted. (Final, p. 128, Hamil. 
ton-MUZ'l'aY· ) 
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SERVIOES ADMINISTERED BY LOOAL AUTHo. 
RITLES-cont. 

Summary of principle.. (Final. p, 131. Hamilton
Murray.) 

'l'he 9s8enco" of the LoeB1 Tuation question. (Final, 
p. 144. Hamiltou-Mu1'l'&Y.) 

Summary ofreoommendatioD.s.and advantagesctaimed 
for them. (Final. p. 144. Hamilton-Murray.) 

Clusification of aerVlceS 8('-cording to whether tbey 
are U national," IIloc.I~" or II personal." (Final, 
p. 118. O·Oo1111or.) 

Persona.l flcrnoea abonld be pBid f01' by tlbe in
dividual benefited; Nationol services from the 
common rand of the ution; and Local public 
lervices from the commOD fand of the locality. 
(Final. p. 181. O·Connor.) 

1. National B .. fI;-: 
Oharaeteristic8 of N ationo.l survices. (Final, 

p.l~8. Hamilton-Murray.) 
Enumeration of. (Final, p.12 ; p. 12'. Hamilton 

-Murray.) 
Net oost 01'. (Final. p. 87. Lord Balfour; 

Pl" 182. 133, Hamilton-Murray.) 
How they .beuld be paid for: 

Trlmster of N ationeJ servi~ to Oontral Govern-
ment. (Final p. 12; p. 121. Hamilton-
Murray.) 

Principle of ability to p.y. (Final. p. 13; 
p. 124. Hamilton-Murray.) 

. Local inco",e tax. (Final. p. 13.) 
Inhabited House Rate. (Final. Pl" 13. 14.) 
State &8~.tanoe in some form 18 necessary. 

(Final, p.14; "p. 124, 14:3.Hamilton-Mun ... y.) 
But ihe whole· expenditure cannot safely be 

met from Imperlalsoarcea. (J!'inal, pp. 124, 
125. Hamilton-Murray.) 

(8ee aua "'Met" II 1!:i11llVElITION8. 5:') 

S. LOC4~ Si1rflc .. : 
Characteristics of Local •• rvie... (Final. p. 123. 

Homiltou-Murray.) 
The State shOUld not oontribute to. services 

wbieh are purely local and benefioial. (Final. 
p. 14:3. Hamilton-Murray.) 

Benefi.cia.l expenditure caD be properly met by 
rates. (Final. p. 124. Ho.miltcm-Murray.) 

Oontributions to benefioia.l expenditure should 
be acoording to benefit. (Finllol. p. 124. Ro.mil~ 
ton-Murray.) 

ExpendituN on urban improvomentR is properly 
local. and may rigbtly be defrayed by cbarg.s 
in respect ot immovable property. (Final, 
p.153.-) 

SEWERS RATE: 
Arbitrary aNas in which oharged in ancient times. 

(Second. p. 9.) 

SIOK AND INFIRM: 
Proposed new grant for the maintenu,ooo of the lick 

and infirm in workhouse wards and infirmaries 
(Final. p. 26.) 

Number of sick and infirm paoupers in workhouse 
'WlU'd. and infirmaries, and rate and estimated 
cost of proposed grant. (Final. pp. 28. 32.) 

SITE VALUES. RATING OF: 
(A.) FOB: 

1. 7'M t·a ....... Proposar. : 
The ordinary prop08a.l!ll for rating Slte value 

("ombine twu different propositions, viz.: (1) 
a rate proportioned to the value of aila only; 
(2) a. direct oharge 011 tho lessors. (Final. 
p.I58.0 ) 

A. TIll Londott. County Council 8clum&6: 
Scheme for .. direot charge ou owners of 

site value. (~'inal. p. 168.0 ) 

Incidenoe ot' present rates. (Final. pp. 158, 
IS9.o, 

Why contmclAl should b. di .... garded. 
(Final. p. 1611.0 ) 

Amount and purpose of Dew rate. (Final, 
1'. 159.0 ) 

Objections to ta>at\on of buildings. (Final. 
p. 159.0 ) 

SITE VALUES, RATING.OF-oonl. 

(A.) Fo-....t. 

1. TM...no ... Propo •• Is-oont. 

A. TM LoniI.m O...my Oouncil Scheme~nt. 
Mr. Harper's Bcheme ror tbrowing the charge 

upon the true owner of site value by a 
system of deductions from rent. (Final, 
p. IS9.*) 

B. Mr. Flolcher Moult.,.'. Scheme: 
Pro!,osal for a rate on site nlue charged 

on owners, and :n. smaller rate on build .. 
ing value charged on occupiers. (Final, 
p.I60.*) 

Reasons for taxing sites more highly than 
building.. (Fin"l, p. 160 .• ) 

The ground landlord and the lessees nearest 
to him are the owners of site value. (Fina.l, 
p.I60.*) 

C. Oriticism 01 t/I$ Sc/",,,,,,., 
Fundamental disagreement on the question, 

Who is the owner of site 'Value P (Finn.}, 
'Pl'. 160-162.0 ) 

M.r. Flekher Moulton's soheme contains 
inconsistencies, and would in many cases 
conspicuoUElly fail to reach the supposed 
.c unearned inorement." (Final. pp. 162 • 
163.0 ) 

Mr. Harper's Bcheme is well adapted for its 
purpose, hut is not without flaws. and is 
very oomplicated. (Final. p. 163.<) 

2. E:cisting Oonirads and Mortgages: 
Violation of oontracts is indefensible. (Final, 

p.1630 .) 

Rent is closely analogous to purchase money, 
and from this point of view tb.e lessee may be 
said to be the real owner of site value. (FiORI, 
pp. 163. 16,0.) 

Ca.pital value of reversions Dot a subject for 
rating. (Final. 1;>.16,0.) 

The question of eXIsting contracts does not con~ 
cern the publio at large. (Final, p. 164-J 

Difficulty with regR-rd to mortgages. (Final. 
1'.1650 .) 

Existing contrn.cts should be absolutely re .. 
speoted. (~'inal, pp. 183,184. O·Connor.) 

3. What Bating 01 Sit. Val .... ,"o.lly mea ... : 
The Tarious sohemes pnt forward for rating the 

owners of Rite value are open to objection. 
(Final. 1'.1650 .) 

But site value is a fit subject for direct taxa.tion. 
(Final. p. 16S •. ) 

The essence of the rating of site value is not 
a charge upon owners, hut a local redistribu
tion of burden. (Final. pp. 165. 1660 .) 

4. W7.y Sile Vaw .. should b. raled, 
A moderate rate on site value should be imposed 

in urban districts. (Final, p. 166-.) 
Causes of increase of site values. (Final, 

p. 1.6·.) 
The value' of Hites is increased by public im. 

provements. (Final. p. 167 •. ) 
A site value rote is oJ:pedient beoause it would 

not hnmp,er developmont. (Final, p. 167-.) 
G-reatcr ablli2, to pa.y in rc~pect of site. (Fina.l, 

pp. 167, 168 .) 
A site yo.lue rate IS eS{leciaUy equitable and 

necessary in conjunctlOn with an increase 
of Subventions in urban districts. (Final, 
p. las-.) 

There is an essential differenco between land 
and every other form of property. (Final. 
p.17P.0·Conuor.) 

Tbe laud belongs to tha community. but tbe 
existing situation is contrary to this view. 
(Fino!. pp. 179, 180. O·Oonnor.) 

Land acquires its vnlue from tho presence of 
man. (Final. p. I~O. O·Oonnor.) 

Strnot1U'al value is due to individual action' 
site value depends OD tho action of the com: 
munity. (Final. pp. ISO. 161. O·Oonnor.) 

------
• Separate ~port OD Ur,",u IWing "'ld SilO V~lu ••• bl Lo!'i IInlfour. Lonl "i ........ Sir Ed_nl Ii ... iI .... Sir George 

MurraT. and tir./am" Stout, 
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SITE VALUES," RATING OF-conl. 
(4.) FOJl,-CM!t. 

5. Val""Uo" oj Siles : 
ME''s.ning of site' value. (Final, p. 160·,) 
Bow far 0. valuation of sites would be more 

difficult than the present valuation of here ... 
ditamcnts. (FinaJ, pp. 168. 169°.) . 

A valuation of sites is practicable and not tiOO 
expensive. (Final, p. 169·.) 

Independent advanta.gas of separnte assessment. 
Wmal. p~. 169. 170 •. J 

The valuo.tlon of ]0.04 as distinguished from 
buildin~B is possible, and is being done every 
day. (Final. p. 182, O·Connor.) 

6 •. How Site Values shQuld be '1'a-teel: 
Division of ra.tes in proportioll to vajne of ~ito 

and structure Dot desirable. (Final,!. 1706 .) 

A special site va.lue rate shou1d be lovie in urball 
districts. (Final, pp. 170, 171-.) 

The rite should be charged i.o. pa.rt OD owners 
when existing contracts expire. (]j'inal, 
pp.171,172°.) 

Necessity of safeguards. Limitation of pm'" 
poses and amount of rate. (Final, p.17;,!-.) 

'rhe best plan would be to divide the site valuo 
rate half and half between owuer andoconpie-r. 
(~'inal, p. 1720.) 

The desira.bility of 0. rate on site VAlue does not 
ne{~essa.rily depend on &ny pa.rticular view of 
incidenc.. (~·inal. pp. 17~. 173°.) 

The la.nd onl>: shoa.ld be rated for local pnrposes t 

and the dlfficulty as to railways, &c., and un· 
occupied land would then disa.ppear. (Finalj 
p. 181. O'Conllor.) . 

The Bite value Tate should be thrown on the 
persoDs in enjoyment of site valuo by means 
of deduction~ from l'ent~ (Final, pp. 182, 183, 
O·Oonnor.) . 

7. Summary 0/ Con<!U8iOlU and Ad"""tegB8: 
Summary of conclusions a.nd advantages claimed 

for th. proposals. (Final, pp. 175. li6-; 
p. 184, O'Conno~,) 

Qua.li6ed approval of th(!l recommendationR made 
by Lord BalfoUl', Lord Kinross, Sir Edward 
Hamilton t and Bir Geol'ge Murray. (Final, 
p. 90, S,uart; p.182. O'Connor.) 

(B.) AGAINst : 

1. T1UJ l1arious P·roposals: 
Proposed separa.te a!seeemen~ and opecial lia.J:ation 

of Land Values. (Final, p.39.) -
The tasationof Ground Rent.e W88 an earlier Corm 

ol'thiapropos .. l. (Final. p. 39.) . 
It ia generally admitted that tbe mere taxation 

of GrouLd Rents and F. u Duti.. would b. 
inequitable. (Final, p 39.) 

New proposals for separate Ta,luation and special 
ratmg pf land apart from buildings. (Final, 
p.40.) 

It is nBDally admitted tl, .. t land is already taxed 
80S part C,lf the rateable heredifament. (Final, 
p.4O.) 

The proposals for the special rating of land differ 
in character Gnd extent. (~"inal, p. 40.) 

2. ~~islinu Conttactl: 
, Existing contraots present an inRoluble difficulty, 

~
ren.uh of contract is indefensible, and, on the 

otht!r hand, a new sir.e value rate falling on 
ccupiera and lessees would bo moat burden

solB. and unfair. (Final, p. 44.) 

. 3. Valuation oj Sit .. : 
Iii iR claimed that the sep8l'8oto valuation of sites 

would facilitate Do better distribution or the 
burden of mation, and would improV"e the 
pr(lllsent sYltem of assessm,:mt, espeoially with 
regard to d.ductions. (Final, p. '0.) 

SITE VALUES. RATING OF-eo,,!. 
(D.) AaAINsT-(ont. 

3. Valu<ilion oj Si"'s-cont. 
Th. practioo ftS to dednctions can be r.ctifl.d b,. 

oth.r m.ans. (Final, p. 43.) 
Conflicting evidence as to .h" practicability and 

Cl)st of separate valuation of sites. (Final, 
pp. 40, 41.) . 

V arying estima~ 9f the cost or.. separate 
valua.tion of sitee. ~Fina.1, pp. 42, 43.) 

Practical diffioulties pointed out by Sur .. 
veyon. Probable increase of litigation, diffi· 
culties as to restrictive covenants and 
easem0nts; objectioDs to oa.pital value and 
hypothetical •• timates. (Final, pp. 41. ~.) 

A separate valuation of site:e would not be 
impol!sible, but would' be complicated, ex .. 
pensive, and uncertain. DHficulties as to sites 
not fully utilised by buildings. and ... to 
}eases approaching their termination. {Final, 
p. 4.'l.J . 

Tlie sepsrate va.luation CJf site and structuro 
would not assist in the dt vision of rate~ 
between owner and occupiol'!, oven if Huah a 
division were desirable. (~'iDal, p. 43.) 

T.bo separate 'Valua.tion of sites would not im .. 
provo valnation generaUy. (Final. p. 44.) 

4. Oonclusi.on.: 
Conclusions ot Town Holdings Committee ill 

1892 :-
Ground reuts, &c., already taxed. (.Final, 

p.39.) 
Benefit from current expenditure.. (Final, 

p.S9.) 
Burden of increased uncontemplAted loral 

tantion. (Final, p. 39.) 
Theso conclusions l'emain valid. (Final, IIp. ~9, 

40.) . 
The abandoment of the pre~ent system of 

asseRsiug the annual volDe of tho whole 
hereditament as it stands is most undesirable, 
unless imporr.ant objects are to be secured 
thereby_ (Final. p. 43.) 

A special addit·ioDal tnx on If site" or lanei 
valnes 'Would be inequitable, and cannot be 
justified either on tho ground of ability or 
b.n.fit. (Final, p. 44.) 

A genera.l ra.te on all site value would be in no 
way pl'oportioned to the increments of value. 
hut would faU also on the sites which have 
d.cr .... ed in value. (Final, p. 44.) 

No new tax on la.nd i. p1'8Cticable or equitable. 
(Final. pp. ~, 45.) 

SPENDING AU'l'HORITIE;;, 
(Final, p. 4; pp.93 d leq" Hamilton-1!urmy,~ 

STAMP DUTIES: 
Certain of these duties might be diverted to 

Local Tasslion Account. (Final, p. 21.) 

STOCK-IN-TRADE, 
Hold rateable in 1839. and "",.mpted b,. a tem· 

porary Statute in the following year. (First, 
p. 12 j Second, pp. 20, 21 ; Final, pp. 2, 33, 
46; p. 98, Hamilton-Murray.) 

Extent to which it was rated before the Poor 
Rate Exemption Act ofl840. (First.llp.I()-12.) 

SUBVENTIONS, 
1. PrC8tmt StlltutO'J'Y Provisions and Amounts: 

Y'aried forms of I'elief to rat.epayers. (Fillnl, 
p. 103, Hamilton-Murray.) 

'l'ransfer of Servioes. (Final, p.l03, Hamilton-
Murrny.) . n,. Annual Votes of Parliament. (FinirJ, p. 6; 
p. 104, Hamilton-Murray.) 

Grants-in-Aid before 1888. (Final p. 6; p. 104, 
Hamilton-Murray.) 

The, sysLem of Assigned Revenues. (Final, p. 
7 j p.1M, Hamilton-Morray.) 

Licenoes and Death Duty Grant. (Final. p. 105. 
llamilton-MIllT&,..) 

If ~epllrate Report on Urban Balmg aDd Sile \PaluUII, by LQnl DI.1four, Lord Killrou. Sir Edward Hamilt~u" Sir G,ooFP.. 
Murmy, aud )11'. JRmel Stuart 
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SUBVENTIONS-oonl. 
1. Pretent St4lutory PrOl:i6ionB and Amouni.-cont. 

Beer and Spirit Burtase,. (FiaaJ, p. 105, 
Hamilton-Murray.) 

Application of Assigned Revenues. (Final. 
pp. 7-9.) 

Local Taxation ACCOUD t: Recei pta and Payments, 
1890·&1 ~ 1899·1900. (Final, p. 8.l In 1898.99. 
(Final, pp. 105,106, Hamilton-Murray.) 

Allocation to Counties and Conuty Boroughs of 
money paid from Loral Taxatioll. 4,ccount. 
(Final, p. 107. Hamilton-Murray.) 

Adjustment between fach County and the 
County Borou~hs~ within it. (Final. p. 107, 
Hamilton-Murray.) 

Exchequer Contribution Accounts: Payments 
from during each of the yoarsl&96.96 to 1898· 
99. (Final, p. 9.) 

Servioes in .. espect of whioh payments are made. 
lFinal, pp. 107, 108, Hamilton-M"rray.) 

Agricultural Ro.tes Act Grant. (Final, pp. 9. 10; 
p. 105. Ha.xniltou-Murl·ay.) 

2. ObJ.tCUOH' '0 t~Bf,i1t!1 Syatl1m : 
State lr.t!sistancG in tbe P1lol;t. (Final, pp. 142, 

143, Hamilton-Murray.) 
The present sYBtemB of allocation are unsatis. 

factory and very difficult to understand. 
(Final,r.p , 115, 116, 133, Hamilton-Murray.) 

Tables it uatrating allocation by Counties and 
Ooon.y Borough.. (Final, pp. 118-120, Hamil. 
ton-Murray.) 

1'ables illustrating allocation byU)lions. (Fina.l. 
p. 120, Hamilton-Murray.) 

Summary of defects of pl'esent sY9tem. (Final, 
p. 120, Hamilton-Murray.) 

(8M also UMe'l" II BEER A:lC'D SpmlT SURT.lXES," 
" LICE.C. DUTIES (LOCAl. TAXAIION J P, 
H PERSONA.L PROPERlY".) 

8. T1le Theory 0/ AlSiyntd BetlB'J1.lIes andtl,o Question of 
their Ea:t6flsicm: 

Mr. Goschen's scheme for the reform of LocBl 
Taxation. (Final, pp. 16, 17.) 

The scheme was based upon sound princi~le8. 
but certain objeot.ioJliJ have been ta.ken t.o \t jn 
practioe. (Final, p. 17.) 

It is contended that AAsigned ReveDues are in 
reality gl'8nts from central funds, but this is 
fallacious. (Final, p. 17.) 

That tbo Eoheme of Imperial Bnnnee might 
require readjustment was recognisEd by 
Mr. Gladstone and Mr. Goschen. (Fin.l, 
pp. 17, lB.) 

And tho real elfect uf Ihe legislation of 1888 was 
not donbted by.hem. (Final. p. 18.) 

Other objectiuns taken to Mr. G08chen's Bcheme. 
(Final, p. IS.) 

Ma.ill principles of Looal Government Act. ]888. 
should be adhered to, bat certain modifications 
migM have been made. (Final, p. IS.) 

Present treatment of Appropriated Revenues is 
1'e1'Y complicated. but it might bo simplified. 
(Final, p. 19.) 

Application of J.'rinciplE~ laid down. (Final. 
p.19.) 

A complete settlemont could only be effected 
grndu.lly. (Final, p. 19.) 

Aa the oentral authority mutJt <:ontinue to colleot 
aome of the sOlTeudercd I'8Tenne~, it should 
also oontrol their expenditure. (Finnl, p. 19.) 

Transfer of moiety of Probate Duty J'eml'died, to 
Bome es.tent, one of the main griovances of 
ratepayer.. (Final, pp. 19, 20.) 

But personalty does not yet contribnte suffi. 
oiently to 10081 purposes. (Final, p. 20.} 

'j·ransfer of oortain t.n:rOB. (Final, pp. 21-23.) 
'l'he prop, ... l •• hould bo adupted Without del,.!'. 

(Final, p. 38.) 
Present method of providing funds for relieving 

local rates. and BUf!'gestions for ita extension. 
(Final, y. 69, Lord lI..Ifour.) 

ObJects 0 and ad\"antages olaimed for present 
.rotum. (~'iual, pp. 69, 70, Lord Balfour.) 

Ob,1l'ctiQIIS to !l,rstem of ABlSigned Revenue!. 
(t'inal, p. 70, Lord Ballour. Soa .1.0 p. 89. 
Stuarl.) 

The system of Assigned Revenues established in 
1888. WiD ai, p. 112, Haroilton-Murrar.} 

The aparation of Imperial and Looal FlOaDco. 
(}'iual. p. 112, Hamilton-Murray.) 

• 

SUBVENTIONS- · .... 1. 
3 •. Th. Tl.e0f'!J 0/ .A. .. igned n •• muss ",u! (he Q ... " .... 0/ 

their Ez:en.sion-cont. 
Supposed c.ontribution from personalty ~ Local 

1'nation. (Finnl, pp. 112, 113, Hamdton
Murray.) 

Other advaot&ges claimed for Assigned Revenues. 
(Filial. p. 113, Hamilton-Murray.) 

Proposed localisRtion of the Licence DuLies. 
(F'inal, p. 113, Hamilton-Murray.) 

Advantages and disad'V8Dts~ea ot' the system 
.. ""blished ill 1888. (FlIlal, pp. 113, 114, 
Hamilton-l[urmy.) 

There is no reason for a8signing the Beer a.nd 
Spirit SuMo;xes to the Lacnl Taxation Account. 
{Final. p. 114t Hamilton-Murray.} 

Other subsequent events have nullified the nd· 
Tnntage~ olaimed for the scheme. (Final. 
p. 114, Hamilton-Murray.) 

Tlie cho.rge cf the Agricultura.l Rates Grants on • 
the Estate Duty is mi8Icad.ing. (Final. p. 114, 
H.milton-_Mnrr&y.) 

The system of ASSIgned Revenues confuses the 
publio accounts and leads to waste. (Final. 
pp. 114, 115, Hamilton-Mumy.) 

Tranafer of tax(,s is impracticable. General ob· 
jeotions. (Final, pp. 121, 122. Bamilton
MUITBY,) 

{See also unaer II BEER AND SPIRIT SURTAXES," 
" BIOYCLlS," .. HORSE T~x," U INHABitED DOUBS 
DUTY," II LAND TAX," "LICENCH DUTIES 
(LOCA.L 'l'AXATlOS-)," II PEB~ONA.L PROPERTY)" 
" SIAliP DUTll!:8."} 

4. ContribuUons from COHs"lUiaW Fund: 
Arguments for- 'Payment of 0. fixed sum from 

CPDsolidated J!·und. (Final, V. ? 1, Lord Bal .. 
four; p. 86. Lord Killross. Bee also p. 88, 
Stuart Wortley; p. 89, Stunl't.) 

On the whole this course would appear to be 
the mOJe convenient a.nd economical. (Final, 
p. 71, Lord Balfour; p. 86, Lord Kinross. 
S .. also p. 88, Stuart Wortley; p. 89, Stuart.) 

'.rhe StBte oontribution should be fixed for 10 
years, and should not in the totl1l exceed one· 
half of the onerous eJpenditllre. (Final, 
p. 128. Hamilton-Mnrray.) 

The State contribution should be cbarged on the. 
Con.olid.ted Fund. (Final, pp. 128, 129, 
Ha.milton-Morray. ) 

If the service!ol are National, they should be 
assisted out of National funds. (Final, p. 129, 
Hamilton-Murray.) 

All taxpayers should contributo. (Final, p. 129, 
HamIlton-Murray.) 

Advantages of fixing the Sta.te contribution. 
(~\inal, p. 12~, Hamilton-MutTay.) 

Uniformity in England. ScoHr-nd, Doud Il'ele.nd 
ca.n only bo attained by monos of a charge on 
the Con80lidated l!~ond. (Final, p. 129, Hamil. 
ton-Mnrray.) 

Summary of finanelal ndvo.nta~s of a charge on 
tb. Consolidated Fond. lli inal, pp. 129, 130, 
.146, 147, Hamilton-Murray.} 

Summary of principles. (Flna.l, pp, 131, 132. 
Hllml1ton--M:nrra.y.) 

Proposed Exchequer Grant in l'id of National 
services. {Final, pp. 132. 13:', iIo.milton
Murray} 

Incl'anse of cborgo on Exci.,equer under pro
posals. (Final, p. 141, Bu,IIIi1ton-Murray.) 

Advant.ges of fixity or Grant. lFin.l. pp. 141. 
143, Hamiltou-"':'Murray.} 

Advantages cf grant from Consolidated Fund as 
compnrcd with ..A.spigncd ReveDueE-. (Final, 
p. US. Hamilton-Murray.) 

Summary of recommendations and odYantagea 
ol";med for them. (Fiu.I, p. 1-H, H.milton
Morray.) 

b. T1.s Total Amoun' oj the Subt1enlio ... proposed, and 
iA Di.'ri~ution : 

Sen-ices to which present grunts are ..,aid. 
(Fin"', p. 23.) 

Condition. to be ohservEd. (Final. p. 23.) 
Financial effect of recommendations. (Final, 

pp. 31, 32.) 
The proposal •• houid be adopted without delay. 

(Fi"al, p. 38.) 

D3 



l~ ROY~ COMMISSION ON LOCAL TAXATION: 

SUBVENTIONS.....,o"t. 
5. Xl>e Touu .Amoum qf tI", Suh~ ... 1i4'" propOBed, and 

it. Lnstributiott-cont. 
Amonnt anddiqlribution of Subventions. (Final, 
. p. 73, Lord B .. lfour.) 
Equity, eoonomy, and efficiency the main con~ 

oider&tioll8. lFinal, p. 73, Lord Bo.lfour.) 
The klt&1 grant Bhouid he "bout one-h&lf of the 

total expenditure on National Services, but the 
proportion tJhould ftry with different services 
.a.nd in ditferenli districts. (Final, p. 73. Lord 
Balfour.) 

Actua.l present expenditure upon National Ber
.vicBB'smd amount of proposed granta. (Final. 
pp. 73, 74, Lord B .. Jfour.) . 

The local sbBre of the burden should he adjusted 
in accordance with the principle or ability. 
(Final, p. 74, Lord B"'four.) 

Thp. pressure of rates for N a.tional Sernces is 
DOW very unequal, because both requirements 
nnd resources vary in different districts. 
(Final, p. 74, Lord B.lfour;1 

Effect of the va.riation of the a.mount oC rateable 
.... Ine per inhabitant. (Final, p. 74, Lord 
Bo.lfour.) 

The grants shonld he distributed in such a way 
that the local burden rema.ining may be 
equalised ao far &B practicable. Principles of 
.. bility and neoeBBity. (Fi~, p. 74, Lord 
B .. lfour.) 

.Population the primoiry measure of the require .. 
ments of a district. (Final, p. 75. Lord 
Balfonr.) 

Valoa.tion the beRt mea.su.l'8 of the ability of a 
district. (Fina!, p. n, Lord Balfour.) 

Grants should not be in direct proportion to 
v&!uBtion.(Fin"', p. 75, Lord B .. lfour.) 

Th(>88 principles advocated in the House of Com
mons in 1888. (Fin&!, p. 75, LOM Balfour.) 

Population and valuation were combined in the 
maDDer suggested in the Highlands and 
Isla.nds Grant. and the London (Equalisation 
of Rates) Aot is similar in principle. (Final, 
p. 75, Lord Bo.lfonr.) . " 

Similar proposa.l by Mr. B. H. Dawo. (Final. 
p. 75,l",rd BoJfour.) 

De$ides population. RCtual expendi ture should 
.. he regarded 88 a enbsidis.ry measure of the 

requirements of a district, subject to due 
eafeguards. (Final, p. 76, Lord Balfour.) 

The grants to necessitone aehool boards afford 
a ../irecedent for this. (F'.nal, p. 76, Lord 
B faur.) 

They were originally based. on average attend
ance combined with rega.rd to the ability of 
the district, but under the Act of 1897 &ctuaJ 
expenditure is also taken into account. (Final, 
p. 76, Lord B .. lfour.) 

In the distribution of SubventionS the three 
criteria of populatiun, expenditure, and ?alua .. 
tion (i.e.. assessable value) should be combined. 
(Final, p. 76. Lord BoJfour.) 

Summary of Guardians', Police, and Asylum 
Grants. (Final, r' 50, Lord Balfour.) 

Extensive powers 0 control should be given to 
the Oentral Authority in connexion with the 
grants. Guarantees under existing system. 
(Final, p. 82, Lord Balfour; p.133, Hamilton
Murray.) 

The items to which assistance is given should not 
be stereotyped. (Fin&!, pp. 8'2, 83, Lord 
Balfour.) 

Inequality of grants for particular items of 
expenditure. (Final, p. 83, Lord Balfour.) 

The equa.lisation of onerous rates would facHi .. 
tate improvemen1i of administration without 
speoi .. I!(mllts. (Fiu .. !, p. 83, Lord Balfour.) 

A .. block" grant, Rnbject to compliance with 
presoribed oonditions, is the best system. 
(Fin"', p. 'l3, Lord B .. lfour.) 

EfIeC"t of proposals upon different rates and in 
differen'" districts. (Fino.l, p. 84. Lord Ba.l .. 
lour.) 

General principles and objects of Boheme pro-. 
po.ed. (Final, Po 8', Lord Balfour.) 

Adaptation of proposals to a sy"tem of Assigned 
n..venuos. (Fin"', p. 84, I,ord Balfour.) 

The question of valuation in relation to the pro. 
pOBals, (Final, p. ~. LOf~ Balfqur.J . 

8UBVENTIONS~o"'. 
5. TM Total .Amoum 01 1M Suh".,.ooIlO propo.od, GIld 

it. Disl .. ibr.fi<m-cont. 
'Cert&in other objectionB which may he taken to 

the propoMls need not prevent 'heir adoption. 
(FineJ, p. 85, Lord BalfoQr.) . 

Concluding remarks. (Final, p. 85, Lord B&!
four.) 

Lord KinroBs concun in the views expressed by 
Lord R&!four. (Final, po e6. S .. al.o Final, 
p. 88, Stuart Wortley;!. 89, Stuart.) 

All contributions shoul be appropriated to 
specific sernces. (Final, p. 117, HAmilton_ 
Murrar·) 

&I N ecesBlty" and U ability:' should be the 
guiding principles. (Final, p.I33, Hamilton
Murr·r·) 

u N eCt:8tllty tt should be measured by population 
and expenditure, II ability" by assessable 
.... Iu.. (Final, pp. 133, 134, Hamilton
Murray.) 

Gmleral outline of scheme. (Final, p. 134, 
Hamilton-Murray.) 

Estimated con of propoe&!s. (Final, pp. 140, 
HI, Hamilton-Murray.) 

The difficulties of the acheme outweighed by ita 
admntages. (Final, pp. 141, 142, liamilton
Murray.) 

Advantages of St&te grantIL (Final, p. 142, 
Hamilton-Murray.) 

Impro ... ad sy.tem of allocation indispenaable. 
(Fin&I, pp. 143, 144, Hamil&on-Murray.) 

Summary of scheme proposed and advaut&gea 
tbe,..,of. (Final, p. 144, Hamiltou-Murray.1 

(8M aL.o under ., GUARDIANS, BO.ULDB OPt" .. Cm:z... 
DBElf, POOR LAW," 10 CBIJllNAL PROSECUTIONS. 
&c.," '( EDUCATIOJI',n "FRo BA.LAlfCE.." 0. 
.AssIGNED RBVENUBS," "LUlI'ATICS, OOBCILJl.', 
&:c.," U POLleR GRAIn'," U POOR J1BLlEJ'," 
" RoA.DS, IJ II Sra AliD l:NPIR)(," .. UmoB' 
OFPICBRS.") 

.. TAXATION RAISED FOR LOOAL PURPOSES": 
Meaning att&cbed thereto. (Final, p. 1.) 
'rolls, dues, &C. may be disregarded. (Final, pp. 97. 
. 98, Hamilton-Murray.) 

TotoJ of taxation raised for local purposes. (Final. 
p.l08, Hamilton-Murray.l 

Separation of taxing authority from speoding autho
rity. How far a danger. {Final, p. 121, Hamilton 
-Murray.) 

Complexity of system. (Final, p. 1'18, O'Connor.) 
(See alBa under II RA.us LEVIABLB. ") 

TITHE AND TITHE RENTCHARGE: 
Origin of tithes. (Second, pp. 7, 8.) 
Chargeability of tithes impropriate uDder Poor Relief 

Act,1597. (Second, p. 10.) 
Tithe rentcharge has been p .. yable by the landowner 

sinee 1891. (:la.ond, p. 14.) 
Differential rating of, under Lighting aDd Watching 

Acts, 1833 and 1851, ROd Public Health Act. 187". 
lSecond, p. 26; p. 3.5, O'Connor; I'in"', po 5.) 

Exe:nption from ratea';Jility oC extraordina.ry tithe 
rentcb&rge. lFinal, p. 49.) 

Proposals with regard to the classification of tithes 
and tithe rentcbargcs. (Final, p. 38.) 

There is no ground for distioguishmg between clerical 
and lay ~ccupieJ'8 of tithe rentcharge. (Second, 
p. 31, O'Connor.) " 

Arid the hardship in the matter otlocal raleo ... auld 
be Bufficiently met by tbe extension t.o tithe rent
charge of the Agricultural Rates Act, 1896. 
(Second, pp. 31, 32, :!5, O'Counor.) 

TITHE RENTCHARGE ATTACHED TO A BENE
FICE, 

The question of the liability of tithes and tithe rent
charge to he rated under the Poor Relief Act of 
1601. (Second, pp. 11-13; pp. 33, 3~, O'Connor.j 

The case with which the 'l"alue of tithes could be 
ascel1:.ained ga.,-e rise to the practice of rating the 
incumbent in respect of them. (Second, p. 12; 
pp. 33, 34, O'Connor disseuts.) 

The ....... ment of titbe. f"om 1601 to 184<). (Second, 
pp. 12-14; p.34, O'ConDor.) 

The exaction of tithes previoos to 1836. (Second, 
p. IS.) 

Tbe commutation of tithes by tho, Tithe ~ot, 183(i, 
(Second, Pl" 1" 15.) 



INDEX.-ENGLAND AND WALES', 

TITHE RENTClURG& ATTACHED TO A BENE
FlClil-conl. 

The question of thelia!.ility of tith ... to be rated was 
not affected b,. the Tithe Act, 1886. (Second, 
p.15.) 

The provisions of the Parochial Assessments Act. 
lea6. Bnd their application to the assessment 01 
tithe rcntcbarge. .(Seoond, pp. 16-19.) 

It WIlB generally 8upposed -that these proviAi"ns'pre
served the principle of B8S8S8meut. laid down in 
R .... Joddrell. (Second, pp. 16, 17.) .• 

Bnt it WIMJ held in R. tJ. Capel tba, tithe rentcbarge 
was to be 888El8sed according to the rule laid down 
for other properties by tho Paroohial Assessments 
Act. (Second, pp. 17, 18.) 

SYBtem of assessment of tithe rsntcharge 88 Bet out 
in letter of Poor Law Commissioners in 1840, 
after the decisioll in R. v, Oapel. Deductions 
allowed and those not allowed. (Second, pp. 19. 
110.) 

~'he Poor Rate Exemption Act, 1840, did not affoct 
the liahilit,. of parsons Of vicari. (Second, pp. 20, 
21.) 

Since 1840 the liability of the pa1'son as an occupier 
of tithe rentcharge has not been seriou6ly oontes~d. 
aDd his case now reats mainly upon equitable con .. 
aideratioDI. (Second, p. 21.) 

The asseslment of tithe rentcharge was much higher 
after the P88Sing of the Parochial AssessmentR Act 
and the Tithe Act than before. (Second. pp. 17, 
19; p.34, Oh.enation by O'Connor.) 

Inapplicability of the deductioDB named in the 
Parochial ASBe8Sments Act to tithe rentcharge, and 
nece~8ity for proceeding by analogy. (Seoond, 
p.22.) 

Deduction. to be allowed AI Btated by tbe Poor Low 
BOBrd in 1858 and 1869 after the deciaions in the 
Haokney........ (Second, pp. 22, 23.) 

Disallowance of deduction for payments to daughtor 
churches, for curate's salary, and for chancel 
repair.. (Second, p. 24.) 

:M'_~thod propo.od in the V o.luation Bills, 1876-'79. for 
ascertaining the rateablo value of tithe rentcharge. 
(Second, p. 24.) 

Deduotions now allowed and those not &llowed. 
(Second, p. 25.) 

The unimprovable ohlU"a.cter of tithe rentchlVge, 
and the increase of ratoll since 1836. (Second, 
pp. 25, 26.) 

Eft ••• of Allricnltnral Rate. Act, 1896, on tithe· 
owners. (Second. p. 26; p. 35, O'CoDDor.j 

It is argued that. "hether as inhabitDnt or as occupier 
of tithe rentoharget the tithe - owner i. ra.ted 
unequo.uy with other inhabitants aud occupiera. 
(Seoond, pp. 2~, 27.) . 

Propoaa]s made by various witnesses for a more 
equitable adjustmeut of the tithe-owners' contribu. 
tiona to looal rat... (Socond. pp. ~7, 28.) 

The pressure of the prescnt law upon incumbents. 
(Second, pp. 28, 29.) 

OOUclUUOD8 arri\"ed at by the Commissionerltl, a.nd 
reoommendation of 80me special mea8Ill'O of rolief. 
(Second, pp. ~9, 30.) 

Further deduotions should be a.llowed from the gross 
valne. (Seoond, p. 30, Hibhert, Mn=y, and 
Cril'pB.) 

The _e uf tho clerioal tithe.owoer should b. con
sidered a.t tho 8l\Dl.e time as that of other rate.
payen. (Second, p. sq, Lofd Kinros.; p. 36, 
Stuart.) 

Tho roduotion of the incomes .o:f the benefioed clergy 
ill due to the fall in the Talue of tithe, IImd not to 
the rate.. (Second, p. 36, Stuart.) 

Diffe .. ntlal rating of, nnder Tithe Rentcharge 
(Rate.) Aot, 1899. (}'inal, p. 6.) 

Proposed classification ot. (}'inal, P. 39.) 
Clerical tithe rCD1.cbarge should be rated at one-balf. 

(}'inal, p. 74, LOfd Balfour.) 
ElI'oot of propOSalB upon rates leviable npen tithe 

ran,oharge. (Final, VP. 83, 84, Lofd Balfonr.) 
BeBerTatioD on the classification of tithe fOr rating 

purpe.... (}'inal, p. 88, Orfofd Smith and St"" ... 
W ""tley.) 

UNION OFFIClERS: 
Extr ... metrcpoliten grant for, ehould b" brought up 

to date. (}'inal, pp. 23, 24.)' . 
Metropolitan grants for indoor pa.u pers~ &c. should. 

be discontinued and Union officers' graut extended 
to London. (Fioal, p. 24.) 

UNOCCUPIED PROPERTY: 
Not rated. except in the case· of certain rates in the 

Ci,y of London. (First, pp. 19, 26; FInal, p. 52.) 
Some pa.rb of the rates should be charged- upon 

unoccapied property, bnt land shonlo. not be rated 
on its buildmg valno if used for other purposes. 
(Final, p. 52.) 

Empty hooBe •• hould not be rated 011 their full 
annual value. (Final, p. 85, Lord Balfo",.) 

Unoccupied properties should be subject to the site 
value rali8. (Final, p. 173."") 

Uncovered land in urban districts is mostljroccnpied, 
and, therefore, already rated to some extent .. but 
not in full. nor on its value for boilding. (Final. 
p.173.·) 

The alleged holding up of land. (Final, p. 173.·) 
&ting of llDoovered land on its building Talue 

clearly desirn.ble in Some ca.se8, but surrounded by 
difficulties. (Final, pp. 118, 174.0 ) 

Proposal of HOllsing Commission, in what respects 
defeotive. (Final, p. 174.0 ) 

The new site value rat~ should be levidd in respect 
of all land which can be let for immediate building. 
(Final, p. 174.*) 

Th'O discouragement of open $paces. (Final, pp.174, 
175.0 ) 

Difficulties of valuation, and suggested 9afegu~d8. 
(Final, p. 175.') 

AdvaTltages claimed for the proposal. (FinaJ, 
p.176.·) 

URBAN DlSTRIOT COUNOILS: 
Duties of, and rate upon which expenses fall. (Fh· ... l, 

p. 101. Hamilton-Mul·ray.) 

URBAN TENURES: 
Town Loldin~s, building tenures, intermediate 

tenures, oocqpation ten\lT8s, and mortgages. (Fintt'!, 
p.153.*) 

Freehold buildiog fIIystem. rentobarge system. London 
leasehold system,. oQCupatioD teoures, saleH, pre .. 
millms, and mortgages. (Final, pp. 153, 1M."') 

The ground rent is not the Bame as the ,vo.luo of the 
ground. (~'inal. p. 154.-) 

The terms II ground la.ndlords ,. Bnd II house ownel' )1 

may be misleading. (Final, p. 154.·) 
History of an imaginary typical town holding. (:Final, 

pp. 154, 155.') 

VACCINATORS, PUBLIC: 
Estimated COBt of proposed gl·a~t. (Final, p. 32.) 

VALUATION, AUTHORITIES: 
Independent valuations which may be made. (First, 
. p.7.)· .' 

Appointment of Overseers aI:d Assistant Overseers. 
"Past and pres~nt systems. (First, p. ] 6.) 

Transference of appointment, powers, &c .• of Over" 
seers to Vestries in London. (First, p. 23.) 

Union Auessment Committees constituted in 1862. 
(Firab, p. 14.) 

Union Assessment Committees. constitution of. (Firat. 
pp. 15, 16.) . . 

Appointment of Assessment Committees in London. 
(}'ir.t, pp. 22, 23.) 

In first instance valuatioDs are made by Overseers 
and ASBi.stant O,.erseers of each parish under the 
surervision of the Union Assessment Oommittee. 
(First., p. 15.) 

Borough Councils mny make a separate Talulltion for 
borongh mt... WirBb, p. 21.) 

Municipal Uorporations Aets, 1885 and 1802, and 
County Rates Aot, 1852, gave Borough and County 
Authorities Fower to make independe.u.t valuations. 
(Firat, p. 14-.) 

• Separate Report on Urban Rating and Site ValUeI, by Lord Balfour, L9rd KinroS8, Sir Edward. HamiltoD, Sir GtJOrge 
MUI'1'8,Y, ... 4 .Mr. J ..... Sttwlo 
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16 noy ~L C\l~mISSlON ON LOCAL TAXA TlOli : 

VALUATION AUTHORITIES-cont. 
The Oounty ltate Bo.sis Oommittee fixes the valua.tion 

of each parish for county rates. (First, p. 20.) 
J ohlt A~8esElmenL CommiLt~o of Oounty Gn.! Oounty 

Dorough C.JI1l1c:ils m·~.f be formed where the two 
I:Rl"G to contributo towards common 6zpenditurCil. 
(F"ir::st, pp. ~O, 21.) 

Position and Bction of Lonuon Oounty Council with 
regard to '('"Blaation of L'Jndon. (Fjr~t, p. 27.) 

For Income Tax purposes and Inhabited House Duty 
the VU.lURotioll of property id in the ha.nds of local 
commiSRioners. (Fir.~t. p. 28.) 

V o.luation for Land Tux purP9sea is in the hands of 
the Land 'fax Uommi~ionerB. (First, pp. 28, 29.) 

Mult.iplication or aut.borities for valuation purposes 
out.ide London. (Firot, p. 29, 30.) 

Possible a.uthorities. ,Amount. of l'ates raised by 
,Poor Ll).w, County. and Borou~h Authorities in 
1879-80 and 1896-97. (First, p. 36.) 

Suggestions of witnesses. (First, p. 39.) 
~'he difficulty in the way cf simplifying thevaluo.tion 

system is that the arells of th~ principal c1asses 
of spending authorities are llot C".outel'minou!I. 
(Fir", p. 39.) 

There should be but one v&laation in each area.. 
(First, p. 40.) 

The areas or the Oounty and Conuty Borough Oonn ... 
cils are the m08t suitable v&lu!l.tion areas. but tbe 
Councils in each Geographical Oounty ~hould hlWe 
power to combine. (First. p. 4O.) 

In the case of Lancf\shiro, ODe V sluatioD Authoritv 
should act for the whole of the Geogro.I)hical 
Coonty. (FiI'8t, p. 40.) 

ReMcrmtion as to Loudon by Mr. C. A.. Cripps. 
(First, p. 42.) 

Objecti.:ms til the authoritiea proposed by tb~ 
UommissioD. (First, pp. 43, 44, Elhott,) 

Three lJystems of vaiuation in force in Greo.t Braain 
ha.ve gi\"en sa.tist'action. Surveyors ~f Taxes are 
D.Sseciated with tach or them. (First, p. 44, 
Elliott.) 

In rural areAS the present Assesl:lment Committees, 
and in nrbBo a.reas the urba.n authoritios, are the 
most. suito.ble nntholities f(.lr ,alaation pnrposes. 
(First. lIP. 14, 45, Elliott.) 

Dut the Surveyors of Taxes and representative!!! of 
the Oeunty Aut.horities should be associated with 
the Allthoritie~, aod sundry modiflc8.1iiun~ of pro. 
cednre would be necessary. (First, lIP. 44, 45, 
Elliott.) 

j'n Ul·ban al'eas the existing Guardia.ns sbonld, BO 

long BII they hold effice, also Le assJciated with the 
Valuation Authorities. (First~ p. 45, Elliott.) 

The emaUer Boroughs and Urban and Rura.l Di~tl'ict8 
should be group3d for valua.tion purpllses, (First, 
pp. 45, 46, Elliott.) 

Special properties, such a.s canals, mines... tramways. 
\\'c., should. if desired by occupier, be ,"",lued by 
pr(lposed Railwa.y Assessor. lFinal. p. 62.) 

VALUATION, PRINCIPLES: 
DeBnition of" net annual va.lue" in Pn.'l'ochia,l Assess .. 

mt:.llts Act, 1836, and difficulty of ascerlnining 
r~utal value in ccrta.in case-so (First, pp. 13, 17; 
Soconc1, p. 16; Final, p. 3.) 

Dennit.inn:s of U gros~ estimated rental " in 1J nion 
AR8t:ssrnent Committee Aot, 1862. (First. p. ]7.) 

Defiuition of" full and fa.ir nnnuo.) value " for county 
l'J.te purpose3. (First, p. 20.) 

Dctinitlons of ., 2ross "alue" and If rate3.ble value " 
in Valaation (Motl'opolis) Act, 1~69. (Fir.t, p.24; 
l!'linal, p. ::J.) 

Definitiun of J( nunuDo1 'Valuo" for Income TDoX pur .. 
, poses ann Inhabited House Dllty. Dednctions 

allowed. (Firol, p. 2R.) 
Rasis of \'aluDotion for Lo.nd Tax, (First, pp, 28. 29.) 
Valuation ma.y be based on rent o.ctao.l1;y paid, on 

.. coutractor's rent," or on proUts efl.rned. (Final, 
p. R; pp. 98, 99, Hnmilton-Murray.) 

Va.luation of properties situate in severa.l parishes. 
(Final, pp. a, 60.) 

A maximum scale of deductions for o.alculu.ting 
rateable "elue is pl'eocribed for Loudon. Praotice 
of V nlnatioli Aur..b.orities with regard to it. (l"'irst, 
p.24.) 

Deductions should not be upon 0. unirorm sMle, but 
should be blsed opon the notual circumstances of 
eElch case, (l!'in1.l, p. 52.) 

V.\L UATION, PROOEDURE: 
A valuation list for each parisb ha.d to be made up 

under the Union Assessment Oommittee Act, 1862. 
(Firot, p. 16.) 

New or snpplemental \"alua.tion lists may be m"de up 
from time to time, but there ia no statutory pto· 
vislon as to this. (First, p. 16,) 

Deposit of Valuation List!! by O\"ereeers for inspection 
and transminion to Assessment Oommittee. (First, 
p.17.) 

Objeotions to V o.luatioll List. Wno may object, and 
stipulations to be observed. (Firat, p.l?) 

The As!"essment Committee may can tor books ef 
assessment of any taxes or rates a.nd require the 
attendance of persons having the CUSGody of them, 
but outaide LOndon they have no power to obta.in 
information from.ewDcrs and occupiers. (First, 
p.16.) 

The Assessment Oommittee may amend tbe Valuation 
List, but if they do so the List mU'lt be redeposited 
in tbt' pa.ri8b to whioh it relates, after which 

. furtber object,ions may be made. (First, p. 17.) 
V nlnation List, as approved by Assessment CIlmmittee, 

to bs opeu to inspection. (First. p. 18.) 
Overseers ma.y appeal against Valuaticn List to 

Quarter Sessions. (First, p. 18.) 
Appeals against Poer Ra.te may be made to Spechl 

and Qua.rter Seasions, and, under certain circnm .. 
.tance., to IIigh Court. (Firot, pp. 18, 19.) 

, Oounty rate ba.sis oontains the totals 01 each pa.rish 
only. (First, p. 2U.) 

Oounty rate basis. Notices required, objections, and 
Rpprals. Approl'al by County Conncil. (Firat, 
pp. 2), 21.) 

PowerR of Ooouty R:l.te Basis Committee and County 
Council with regard to county l'I'~' bnsis. (First, 
p.20.) 

Powers of Borough Oouncil with regard to. bcrough 
rate valuation. Appeals. (Firot, pp. 21, 22.) 

Preparation of' Quinquennial, Sapplemental, and 
Provisiona.l Valuation Lists in Lend.oD. (First, 
pp. 2~, 24.) 

Valuation T4ists in London are preparod in conjanc· 
tion with Surveyors of Taxes, aud are used (ot: 
Imperio.l taxes'ss well a.a local. Objections, notice"', 
&0. (First, pp. 24, 25.) . 

Owners and occupiers may be required to famish 
returns o.s to rent. &0. to Assessment Oommitteea 
in London. (First, p. 25.) 

Appeal. to Speci.land Qnarter Session .. and to Higb 
Court in the CI\SO of London. (First, pp. 25, 2d.) 

Preparation of Valuations for Inoome Tal: pnrposc!:I 
Bnd Inha.bited Hou~e Doty. Notices to occnpier~ 
and appe.l.. (First, p. 28.) 

Appeal') 8LtaiDst assessments for L!\nd Tax. (Firat, 
p.29.) 

. Amendments suggested. (First, p. 46, Elliott.) 

VALUA'l'ION, GENERAL: 
Poor Rate Valuation adopted as bS1':is for certaiu 

county and borough ra.t.es between 1826 and 1840. 
(First, p. 14 ) 

Att.empts made to im!lroV'e thll system of Valuo. .. 
bon: 

Bill introduoed by Sir G. C. L.wis and Rir G. 
Groy in 1850. (Fil'St, pp. 31, 32.) 

Select. Committee on L3.wS affeoting Pa.rochial 
Asselisments, 1850. (First, pp. 32, 33.) 

Mr. Wal"d Hnnt's Di.ll of ]867 •. (First, PI>. :3, 
34.) 

Salect Oommittee en .Ass~s8ment and Collection 
of Poor Ra,.s, 1868, (FiI'8t, p. 34.) 

Mr. Go.che,,'s Bill of 1869. (First, p. 34.). 
Seleot Committee on nivisien of Rates betWdCD 

Owners and Occupiers, 1870. (First, p. 34., 
Mr. Stanofeld'. Bill of 1873. (FiI'8l, pp. 34, 85.) 
Mr. Sela.ter Booth's Va.luation Hills ef 1870, 

1877, 187~, and 1~79. (First, pp. ~5, 36.1 
Mr. Solater Booth'. Bills of Ib78 and 1879 for 

the esta'.>lisblnent uf OOUDty Boards. (First, 
p.35.) 

Sammary .. (First, p. 14.) 
U nder-\"o.l11ation of parisbes previous to Oouuts Rates 

Aot. 1852, with the Tiew of reducing the propo .... 
portion of tbe county rates chargeable therecD. 
(Fil'.t, pp. 13. 14.) 



INDEX.-ENOLAND AND.W.I.l,ES. , ]1 

VALUATION, GENER,r , ... 1. 
Extent of application of Union Asae8llmsot Acts~ 

1862'" 1880. (Finot, pp. 14, 15.) 
Defecto in preBent oyotem outside London. (Firat, 

pp. 29, 30., 
Amendments in the extra.metropolitan system 

d .. ired by witn...... (First. pp. 29. 30.) 
Rates and ta'l'e8 to which Vn.tuatioD Lists in London 

are applicable. (Firat, p. 26.) 
Adv.otage. nnd defeot. in London 'Ystem. (First, 

p.31.) • 
Benefioi.1 effects of Valnation (Metropolis) Act, 1869. 

(First, pp. 26, 'D, 34.) 
Valuation Billa introduced by London Vounty Coun .. 

oil into Honoe of Commons in 1898. 1894, and 1896. 
(First, p. 27.) 

98613. 

VALUATION, GENERAL-coni. 
Complaint. as '" the ineque\ity in the .... luation of 

one property compared with a.nother· in dift'~uti. 
distrlots. (Final, pp. 50, 01.) • 

SommaTy of Reoommendotions made by the Oommis
.ion. (First, pp. 40, 401.) 

Reform of Valuation imperatively neo •• """1' (Final, 
p. 1405, Hamilton-HI1l'I"11oY.) 

VOLUNTEER AND MILITIA. STOREHOUSES: 
Exemption from rateability. (Final, p. 4.7.) 

WHEEL AND VAN TAX: 

Not undesirable, bnt of small importance. (Final, 
p. llIS, Hamilton_Mnrray.) 



18 ROYAl. P<llI¥ISSIOIf ON LOCAI,TAXATION: 

. INDEX TO REPORT FOR SCOTLAND. 

Tile lteportR and Recommendations are-

REPORT, (signed by TIlE RIGH. HOI<. LORD BU,POllR O. BURLEIGH. K.T., E.RL O .... noR. TIlE RIGHT 
·HON. LORD :SLAm BALPOUB (now' LORD KINROSS OP GLABCLUNE), THE RIGHT HON. Sm JOHN T. 
HIBBJUIII'.: K.O.B., THB RIGHT HON. O. B. STUART WORTLEY, X.C., M.P., MR. O. N. UALTOlf, C.B., 
MR. C. A. CJU1>PS, K.C., M.P., Mr. HARCOURT ]j]. CLUB, S[]L T. II. ELLtO'l'l. K.C.B., MR. E. ORrollD 
SMITH, Mn. JAKES STU:ABT; and Tn RIGHT RON. Joml' L. WHARTON, M.P.). J : 

SEPARATEREOO¥MENDA~IONS by LORD BU'01m or BUIlLEIGU and LORD l\:INBoss or 
(iLASCLUNB. . . 

REPORT by Sm EDWARD fu1olILTOI<, K.O.B., and SIR GnORGE MllllBAT, KO.B. 

REPORT ON URBAN R.ATING AND SITE VALUES by LORD BALrouR o. BllRLl!TOH, LORD Knlao.s 
or GLASCLUlfE, SIR EDWARD HAlllL'ION, SIB GEORGE MUJlRAY, snd MR. JAKES RTUART. 

REPORT by HIS HONOUR JunGB O'CONNOD, K.C. 

In the cale 0/ .eparate Report. and Recommendation. the namu oj the Commilaioners lig,u'ng them are given. 

AGRICUI,TURAL LAND AND AGRICULTURAL 
RATES. &0. AOT, 1896: 

Rn.ting of agricultoralland under Agriculturnl Rates, 
&c. Act. (p. 8.) 

rayments into the Loca.l Taxation Account under 
the arrangements of 1896-98 for the relief of Bri
tural occupiers and other purposes. (pp. 9,10. 

Occupiers of agricultural land and heritages should 
be partially exempted from the payment of rates. 
(p. J 6 ; p. 32. Lord Balfour and Lord Kinross; p. 49, 
lIamilton-Murray.) 

ASYLUMS: 
The distribution of the Luno.tic Asylums Grant offers 

Home difficulties. (p. 17.) 
The distribution of the Lunatic Asylnms Gra.nt on the 

lines of II ability H and If necessity" offers Bome 
difficulties. (p. 41.) 

Bot these may be removed by an amendment of the 
existing system of meetiDg the cost of ~ylum 
accommoda.tion in certain districts. (p. 17 j p. 41, 
Lord Balfour and Lord Kinross.) 

How the IP"'nt to each authority should then be cal
culated. (p. 41.) 

(,'5613 alBo under .. LUNATICS.") 

AUDIT: 
An efficient audit system should be esto.blished fot" 

an local account.. (p. 44, Lord Ballonr and Lord 
Kinross.) 

BEER AND SPIRIT SUR'fAXES: 
(See wu:ler " SUBVEN'l'IOlfS.") 

;BURGH ASSESSMENTS: 
How charged. (p. 3.) 

CEMETERIES: 
Cemeteries worked at a profit should be rated. 

(p.25.) 

CLASSIFICATION: 
(See "ndev' U DUFEllENTIJ.L RATING AliD CLASSIFI. 

CATION.") 

OOLLEOTION OF RATES: 
Authoritie. fer. (p. 7.) 
Consolidation of IBte-('ollectiog machinery. (p. 24.) 

COUNTY ASSESSMENTS: 
How charged. (p. 3.) 

CROWN PROPERTY: 
}l1s:emption of. and contributions itt lieu of rates. 

(p.24.) 

DEATH DUTIES: 
The cost of the l'elief proposed to be given to oeca .. 

piers of a.gricultura.l la.nd! and herita.ges should, 
for the present. be pa.id out of the Eeta.te Duties 
on personalty. (p. 16.) 

(See also_under "' SnRV.KNTIONA,"l 

DIFFERENTIAL RATING AND CLASSIFICA
TION: 

Origin of the classification of propertias for ta.ting. 
(p.2.) 

Some properties in burgbs are assessed at one.fourth 
of their full annua.l va.lue for certain ra.tes. (p. 7.) 

Olassificn.tioD of properties for rates. (pp. 7, 8. See 
au. Final Report for England and Wale. pp.36 
37.) , , 

()18s~ifieatioD of occupiers for pa.rochial rates should 
be option"l, (p. 23.) 

Underground pipillg should be assessed at one
quarr.er of its Bnnna.l valne. (pp. 23, 24..) 

DISEASES OF ANIMALS AC'l'S: 

Expenses of Board of Agriculture under. How de .. 
frayed in Great Britain. (Final Report for England 
aud Wales. p. 45.) 

Oomplaints as to this system. (Final Report for 
England and Wales, p. 46.) 

'l'be expenditure mcurred by the :Ooard of Agri. 
culture should be borne by ~he Exchequer. (FiIl&1 
Report for England and Wales, p. 46.) 

DIVISION OF RATES: 
Early instances- of division of rc.tea between owners 

and occupiera. (pp. I, 2.) 
Existing provisions regarding division of rates 
.b~~een owners and occupiers. (p. 4 j p.50 .• ) 

DIVISIon of rates between owners and occupiers 
sbould continue. (p. 22.) 

., Stereotyped II county rates ahonld be divided. 
(pp. 22, 23.) 

Parochial rates shonld be divided 10 as to leave an 
equal rate in the ;£ upon owners and occupiers. 
(p. 23.) 

EDUCATION: 
The C08t of tbe abolition of Bchool fees is principally 

borne upon the Vote.. (p.lo.) 
Supplementary School Fee Grant should, with the 

voted grant, be distributed at the rate of 12 •• per 
scholar. (pp. 17, 18; p. 42. Lord Bolfour and Lord 
Kinross.) 

Ameudment of grants to necessitous School Boards 
and to small schools is desirable. (p. 42, Lord Bal
four and Lord Kinross.) 

Grant fer Secondary and Tecbnicn.1 Education should 
he distributed by Scotch Education Department. 
(p. 17; p.42. Lord Balfour and Lord Kinross.) 

];:XEMPTIONS FROM RATEABILITY: 
Exemption ofunoccnpied property. (p.24.) 
~;xc"'ption on ground of POVAI'ty. (p.24.) 
l:xclllption of Crown property aud contributions in 

lieu of rates. (p. 24.) 
Local publio property i8 mOBtly rateable. (p. 25.) 
Various exemptions granted by Statute. (p.20.) 
No further exemption. should be granted. (p.20.) 

'" Report on Urban Rating and Site ValU8I, hI 1,ord Balfour, Lord Kinross, Sir Edward Hamilton. Sir George Murra,..and 
llr. JUIDCa Stuart. 



INDEX.-SCOTLAND., . ' • • • 
• GROUND RE~ ,u,"1t GR~ VALUES.: POOR RELIEF GRANT-.... t. 

(S. under" ~TE V.ALUlII
" 

BATIlie OP,") 

LAND VALUES: 
(8s. tmdeto U SITJI VALUlIS, RATDlG OY.") 

LOOAL TAXATION AOCOUNT ; 

Should be brought \0 .. n end, , (p. 52, O'Connor.) 

iLUNATIOS: • 
The existing Pauper Lunatics Grant has ~ot equa.lised 

the b1lJ'den of pauper lunacy, and whilst it has 
unnecessarily increased tho Dlunber of asylum 
patients iu SOlDe districts, it bas Dot adequately 
encouraged DBylnm treatment in the poorer 
di.triot., (pp. 43, 44., Lord Balfour and Lord 
Kinross.) . 

(8ee also wnd"I' U Aal'Ltrlll.") 

.. MEANS AND SUBSTANOE": 

Bating of oocupie .. on. (p. 2.) 
Gradual disappearanee of rating on. (p. 3.) 

POLICE: 

Poliee Grant should b. one·h .. lf of whole net oo.t of 
police. (p., 16.) 

In the distnbution of the Police Grant, eqnalisation 
may be carried to III greater extent tha.n with the 
Poor Belief Grant, (p. 39, Lord Balfour BIld Lord 
Kinross.) 

Proposals already ma.de for the distribution of the 
Eugli.h Poliee Grant, (p. 39. Lord B .. lfour ~nd 
Lord Kinross.) 

Fach folioe o.uthority should receive a. gra.nt equa.l 
to ( ) the difference between the products of I,. 2d. 
per inhabitant and a Id. rate upon the 8B80sso.ble 
value, and (2) oneahalf of its expenditure above 
h. 24. per inhabitant. (pp, 39, 40, Lord Balfour 
aOlI Lord Kinros •. ) 

General result of this scheme. (p. 40" Lord Balfour 
and Lord Kinross.) 

Illustration showing how the grant would be 
caloulated. (p. 40, Lord Balfour .,.d Lord 
Kinr08I.) , 

Full effeot of the Roheme in all C&BC.. (p. 40. Lord 
Balfoul' and Lord Kinro ... ) 

Total amount of l'olice Grant, (pp. 40, 41, Lord 
Balfour and Lord Kinro .. ,) 

POOR RATE: 
Origin of. (p. I.) 
Early Poor Rate. in burghs. (p.2.) 
Various methods of rating authorised' by Poor' taw 

Amendment Ao!, 184Ii. (pp. 2, 3.) 

POOR RELIEI!' GRAN'!.': 
Equalisation and economy should be the main 

consider.tions in its distribution. (p. 32. Lord 
Balrour and Lord Kinross., 

Tho smallness of the administrative units causcs 
grea~ inequalities in the Poor Rates. and makes 
equalisation even more necessary tban in ~lIgland. 
(pp. 32, 3S, Lord B .. lfour and Lord Kinroa •. ) 

Tho pri~cipl.e8 of H abilit.r" and" neoessity I, should 
be mamtamed, 'with ebgbt modifioations. (p. 33 
Lord Balfour and Lord KiDrOBS.) , 

Tbe grant to .ach parish should be .. pre.eribed 
proportion of the expenditure, the proportion being 
greater in the poorer l)lU'ishos Doud sma.ller in the 
rioher parishes. (pp. 33, 34, Lord Balfuu.r and 
Lord Kinl'OSll.) 

The proportion should bolaO be greater in so far 88 the 
expenditure is indisputably eoonomical. and 
smaller Il8 it becomea more extravagant. (p. 34. 
Lo.d Balfour and Lord KilU'OB •. ) 

Tbe loal. of percentage. sllggeeted, (p.:u, Lord 
Balfour and Lord Kinl'08ll.) 

Dlustration of the method of calculating the grants. 
(p. 36. Lord Balfour and Lord Kinross.) 

The reason for certain features of the scale. (p. 85 
Lord Balfonr and Lord Kiqros •. ) , 

Full ~ft·.ot of the propo.als. (p. 36, Lord Balfour 
aDd Lord Kinros • .) 

Poor p ... ~8be. wi).l rcoeivo larger grants per inhabitant 
tban. rloh parishos, and economioal parishes will 
J't'Iq,Ul1"8 • ,mailer rate than eJ:tl"80TagaDt parisbee. 
(p. 86, Lord B.lfour and Lord KinroeB.) 

The equity of tbese principles. (p. 36, Lord Balfour 
and Lord Kinros •. ) 

The hi~b proportion,oftbe ~.~itnre wbich:,,"ould' 
be given in oertain hypothetioaf oases is Dot ~m .. 
patible with economy, (pp. 36, 37~Lord Balfour 
and Lorti Kinro ... ) 

The grants should nowhere fl1011 below the present 
Pauper LUD&ey audYedicalBelier Grauts. (p.37, 
Lord Balfour and Lord Kinross.) 

Results or':l?J;'oposala compared with existing: system 
in certain case.. (pp. 37-39, Lol·d Balfour and 
Lord Kinro ... ) 

Total amount of Poor ReHef Grant, and eWeot upon 
the proposals of the adoption of net value as the 
basi. for all r .. tea, (p, 39, Lord Balfour and Lord 
Kinross.) 

Opinion of M1". W. Penney, Genera.l Superintendent. 
of Poor. as! to desirability I10nd possibility of 
equali.ing the Poor R .. !<l. (p. 401, Lord Balfonr 
and Lord Kinross,) 

PROPERTIES .ASSESSED FOB LOCAL RATES: 
(pp, 3,4.) 

RAILWAYS: 

VaItmtiou of railways, &0. by Railway Assessor. 
(p.6.) 

Railway. are valued on the profits principle. (p.20.) 
Present metbod of valuing r&ilways. (pp. 20, 21.) 
Receipts, deductions. and total valuation of Caledonian 

Railway for 1901-1902, (p. 21.) 
Alloootion of total value of railways betweeu va.rious 

rating areas and valuation of stations, &c. (p. 21.) 
Valuation of .idings. (pp. 21,22.) 
Proportion of. total value of Oaledoniau and North 

British Railways allocated to stations and lines 
respeoti vely. (p. 22.) . 

The deduotions should be determined by the Railway 
Commission or the Court. of Sessiou., (p. 2~.) 

The valu.e of the line should be apportioned between 
the va.rio~B rating Ill·ea.S according to train.-mileage. 
and not Ime.mileage. (p. 22.) 

'l1here should be a statutory d,efinition of tho term 
"undertaking" t\8 ueed in the Valuation Aot. 
(p. ~, Lord Balfour .. qd Lord Kinross.) 

Tho tena.nts· working stock and plant should he rc
,:valued periodically. Sug~ested Ilmendment in 

present method of asoertaining value ror inter
mediate years. (pp. 45, 46. Lord Balfollr ant! 
Lord Ki.llro~s.) 

A deduction for depreciation should be continued, 
but that for expenditure upon renewals should 
cease; ft.T1d the a.IDOunt of tha.t e:rpenditnre should 
be added to tho value of the !<lnants' stook. (p.46, 
Lord Ba.lfour and Lord Kinross.) 

The deduct.ion fol" occupiers' Income Tax: should cea.se. 
(p. 4<1. Lord Balfour and Lord Kin ..... ) 

Summnry of proposa.ls with regard to deductions. 
(pp. 46. 47, Lord Balfour a.nd LOM Kin1'()8!l.) 

The actual amount of the percentages allowed should 
be determined by the Railway (Jommission or t,he 
Oourt of Session. (p. 47, Lord Balionr and Lord 
Kinross.) . 

atations should be va.lued at . not less 1han 3 par 
cent. upon t.heir capital value. but the percentage 
should Tary above tha.t figure according to the 
value of the liue per train .. mile. (p. 47. Lord 
Balfour and Lord Kinross.) 

Determination of net value of properties Talued by 
Bailway Assessor. (p. 48, Lord Ba.lfour and LOI'd 
Kinross.) 

liATES LEVIABLE: 
R&teo levied .ep ..... !<lly. aDd rating area.. (pp, 6, 7.) 
Consolidation uf ... t... (p. 2·'-) 

ROADS: 
Grant for main· r.oad:s. A. OommissioD sagg£>sted to 

determine whioh are main roads. (p. 17' p. 41 
Lord Balfour and Lord Kinro, .. ) ,. 

Thetotalamount of grant. (p.17; p.41, Lord Balfour 
and Lord Kiru'Oss.) 

SANITARY OFFICERS: 

Propooed gr&ni for. (p .. 17; p. iI, Loru B.lfour ouu 
Lord Kinross.j 
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2()' ROYAL COMMISSION ON LOCAL TAXATION: 
• • . .. 

SERVICES ADMINISTERED BY LOOAL AUTRO· 
BIl'IES. 

Personal service. should he paid for b:r the in. 
dividual serve.;· general publio 8erv~ces f~om 
general publio resources; ana local pubhc serVIces 
from the ipeal fund represented by the value of 
the land of theloC&lity. (p. 51, O'C~nnor.) 

SlTE VALUES, 'RATING OF. 

Conolusions Bet forth in Urban Bating B~port for 
England and Wales should be '!Ppliod to Scotland. 
(p.49.·) 

Propo.alB and criticisms. (pp. 50, 61. "l 
Recommendotion. (p. 51.·) 

.. SPECIAL DISTRICTS". 

Should be oonterminona if POBBible .• (p. 25.) 
I . 

SPENDING AUTRORITI;ES. (pp. 6, 7.) 

SUBVENTIONS: 

1. Pm",,! Statu/fYl'1I Pr01lisione e>mi..l"""",", 

The ... arrangement of !.he Subventions in 1888-
90. (p.9.) . 

Amounts of the diBcontinued grants. (p. 9.) 
The Subvention. now p .. s through the LOC&! 

Taxation (Scotlacd) Acconnt. (p. 9.) 
Revenues payable into the Account under the 

arrangement. of 1888-90. (p. 9.) 
:Payments into the Account under the arrang~ 

mentB of 189!Hl8 for the relief of agricultural 
occupiers and other purpo.... (pp. 9, 10.) 

Amoun ts paid into the Acoount in 1890-91 and 
1900-1901. (p. 10.) . 

Provision was originally made for defr&YlD~ 
from the Account the cost of the abolition of 
aebool fees, but tbe cost is no'W principa.1ly 
borne npon the VoteB. (p. 10.) 

Payment. Ollt of the Accoun. in 1900-1901. 
(pp. 11-18.) 

The grant. are mainly bed grants. (p. U.) 
Snmmary of the grants payable from the Account 

in .eparate par... (p.14.) 

2. Obj .. lio ... 10 ..n.ting SgBtem " 

ObjeotioIlll to Bome of the existing grants. (p.43, 
Lord Balfour and Lord Kinro ••. ) 

3. How lUlieJ 10 LoC<Joi Rate, ,hOUJd bl1"'ov,de<I, e>mi 
the A,~ ..... t proposed to be giom, 

'fbi! problem is similar to that which arises in 
England, and .honld be dealt wi!.h OIl nniform 
lin... (p. 14.) 

The surrender of certain Imperial revenues to 
looal purposes is desirable; or, al.tern.atively, 
usistance should be given from the Oonso!i. 
dated Fund. (p. 14.) 

Under oither nroposal the question arises 88 to 
the proportion to be allocated to England and 
Sootland re.peotively. (pp. U, 15.) 

Present basis of allocation of Estate Duties and 
Beer and Spirit Duties. Popula,*ion 'Would. be 
a better basi.. (p.15.) . 

Population would al.o b. a better basi. th"n 
expenditure on. POOl' Relief, Polieo, &0. (p.15.) 

Popula.tion of England, Scotland, and Ireland. 
(p.15.) 

The proportion allocated to Sootland would be 
muoh the same. whether the present basis of 
ullqcotion or popnlation basD be adopted. 
(p.15.) 

Relotion of totnl proposed grant to expendituro 
upon National .ernces. (p.16.) 

For general l'nblio .erviee. a grant Bhonld be 
given sufticnent to seoure completeness and 
emoieney. (p. 51, O·Oonnor.) 

The grant .hould he cWlled on the Consolidated 
Fund. (p. 49, Hamilton-Murray; p. 52, 
O'Connor.) 

(S .. GIro under .. DBATli DOTIES.") 

SUBVENl'IONS-..,'. • • 
4. TM Di.lribulitm oj 1M propoHd Urant.,' 

The additional moneYR a"bould be distributed 
with due regard to the effect upon local 
administration. Tho proposals made ill the 
caee of England and Wales. (p. 16.) 

'Those proposals might, it is thonght, be extended 
to Scotland. (p. 16.) 

The proposals involve a re-arrlll1gement of the 
Soottish grants. Objects of the existing 
grants. (p. 18; pp. 402, 43, Lord Balfour anel< 
Lord Kinross.) 

The grants should be paid direct to the autho> 
rities administering the services. (p. 18.) 

Provision should be made for the distribuLion 
of a sum to counties and burghS in aid Of. their 
general expenditure. (p. 18) , 

Approximate amount of this gront. (p. 18.) 
Increased powers of control sbould be given to 

the Government Departments concerned in 
the a.dministration of the services lIoSSisted. 
(p. 18; p. 440, Lord Balfour and Lord KinroB •. ) 

BcotLi.h Subvention. should be di.tributed npon 
same broa.d principles 88 English Subventions. 
(p. 31, Lord Balfour and Lord Kinro •• ; p. 49, 
Hamilton-Murray.) 

Ohief features of scheme of distribution proposed. 
fer England. (p. 31, Lord BolfoDr and Lord 
Kinross.) Ie. 

The services regarded as National, and to which 
assistonce shonld be given. (pp. IS, 16; p. 31, 
Lord BaJfour a.nd Lord Kinross.) 

ExpnndituTe npon National services, and aHoM 
cation of total grant between them. (p. 32. 
Lord Balfour and Lord Kimos •. ) 

Grants should be fixed for a leriod of years. 
(p. 82. Lord Balfour and Lor Kinro •• ; p. 49, 
Hamilton-Murray i p. 52, O'Connor) 

Definition of "assessable value II under the 
fl?~.als. (p. 32, Lord Balfour and Lord 

. BS.) 
Advacbges of our proposals. (p. 43, Lord 

Balfour and Lord Kinross.) 
Objeotions to stereotyping the grants to certain 

items of expenditure. (p. 43, Lord BaHonr 
and Lord KinrOSB.) 

The local expenditure to whioh the State ought 
to oontribute. (p. 49, Hamilton-Murray.) 

Sir Edward Hamiloon Bnd Sir George Murra.y 
concur generally with the recommendu.tions 
of Lord Balfour. (p. 49. S .. alB. p. 52, 
O'Connor.) 

(S .. al •• .mder .. DBATR DtrnBS.'1 

UNOCOUPIED PROPERTY, 
E.emption of. (p. 24.) 

URBAN TENURES. (p. 50·.) 

V ALU.a.TlON, AUTHORITIES, 
Valaation authorities and the appointment or 

...... 0... (p.5.) 
Surveyors of Taxe. should he appointed Lacds 

Valuation Assessors wherever possible. (p. ]9.) 
The Lands Valuation Appeal Court should consist 

of three Judges of the Court of Session, a.nd should 
hear all valuation appeal.. (pp. 1~, 20.) 

In oerta.in c.ses the Railwa.y Assessor ahuuld be 
supplied with counsel. (p,. 20.) 

(888 a.lBo under U RAILWAYS. ') 

VALUATION, PRINCIPLES. 
System of valuation; ~ss and net valne. (p.4.) 
Definition of gross value; aetna! rent and estimated 

rent. (p. 4.) . 
Valuation based on U contractors' rent," (pp. 4, 5.) 
Val1ll\tion b.aed on profits. (p. 5.) 
Deduotions to arrive at net value for parochial rates. 

(p.6.) 
All J'&tea should be levied upon the net wIuey which 

should be determined by the valuation authority. 
and entered in the Taluati"n roll. (pp. 18, 19.) 

Maximum ecaJe of deductions should ue fixed by 
Parliament. (p. 19.) 

(8s., alto under Ii RAlLw.&n.") 

• Repon on Urban Rating aad Site ValueI, b1 Lord Balfoul'. Lord Klnfoll, Sir Edward. Hamilton, Sir George Murray. and 
Jlr. JamOi ~tuMt • 
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VALUATION. PJtOOEDURE", 

Preparation of ",,1W:\ion roll. (p.5.) 
Objection. &llII appe&la. (pp. 5. 6.) 
No 8uppleme~ta.ry valuation roll can be made. 

(p.6.) 
Valuatioll authorities should have rower to make 

up II Bnppleplentary valuation 1'01 in the middle 
oreach 1..... (p. 19.) 

• S,ggested alte .... tion. wi,h regard to date anli place 
• for holding county and burgh valuat.ion appeal 

,_ courts. (p. 19.) 

V¥'UATION,'PUBPOSES FOB WHICH USED: 

Valitation roU. ftn.m the b ... i. for ~ll local ....... . 
me'!t8. .IP. 6.) 

W ATERWOBKB. COBPOBATION: 
Exceptional circumstances to be oonsidered in the 

valuation of corporntion waterworks. (p. 47, Lord.· 
Balfour and Lord Kinross.) 

Existing method of valuing. corporation waterworks. 
(p. 4.7, Lord Balfour &l1d Lord Kimo ... ) 

The qUePtion of .a;rade profits in relation to the 
y"luation. t (pp. 47, 48, Lord Balfour e.nd Lord 
Kinrosa.) 

The gross loeveuu.8 is II wro~g starting point, and 
should be ,modifiod. (p. tI!. Lord Balfour and 
Lord KinrossJ 'It 

uProfita prill8ip\Cf'" and U contmctors' rent n principle 
not; iDconsistent~in these cases. (p. 48, Lord Ba.lfour 
and Lord Kinross.) 

DeductionS for tenants' interest, &01 (p. 48, Lord 
Balfonr and Lclld Kin ..... ) 

Allocatien nf'total ""luo. (p. 48. Lord B.lfonr and 
Lord Kinros •. ) 

• 

Ca 
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ROYAL COMMISSION ON LOCAL TAXATION: 

INDEX· TO REPORTS FOR IRELAND. 

' .. _------
The Reports, Memorania, &.e. are-

. ".". .' Report on Valuation:: ~ 
REPO RT (signed by ~1l'tbe ~~mmissioners. 

Final Report : , " !II " . . "-

800 p. 5). 

REPORT (signed by all tb' Oommissioners. 8 .. p. 5). 

SEPA8.ATE RECJOMMENDATIONS by LORD BALPo11R 
GLA.SCLUNE. 

OP BURLEIGH Bnd LOR", lWIiRo" 

MEMORANDUM by Sm EDWARD fuMIL.ON and Sm GIORGB MURRAY. 

MEMORANDUM by JUDGE O'Oo""o&. . 

II, 

• 
REPORT ON URBAN RATING AND SITE VALUES by LORD DALl'OUR O. 'Bmu.ETGH. LoBD 

KINROS8 OJ' GLAECLUNE. 8rn EnwABD f[UI'IL'1'ON, Sm GEORGB MUBlJ.A.Y, and MR. )"A1lE8 S'1'Rli'r... .-

• • 
7'/,e Volumes containing 'h.e Reporl8 ar. "~ferred to (U tire ,e V a!u~ion " ~ul. U Final," and in the 'case of 3eparale Rt'lI",ls, 

Memol'lZ!'da, te., t/&enamel ofth.e Commwnonerlll1fJftlng then, are also giuen. " ,. 

AGRIOUUfURaL LaND AND AGRIOULTURaL 
GRANT: 

CROWN PROPERTY: .. 
Exemption of. a.nd con~ributionll in .lieu of rates.' 

(Final, p. 15.) How the net annnal value of land was to be 
estimated. (Valuation, pp. I, 2.) 

Valuation of .. Method of procedure. Ma.tters can· 
sidered by valuers. (Valua.tion, p. 2.) 

Valua.tion of. Question of tenant right. (Valua.tioD, 
p.3.) 

No l'evision of valua.tion of land. (Va.luation, p. 3.) 
Owners and occupiers and the Agricultural Gr&llt. 

(Final, pp. 6,7,) 
The calculation of the a.mount of the Agricultural 

Gnmt. (Final, pp. 9. 10.) 
The relief of tbe agricultnral ratepayer should be 

cc..ntinued for the present. (Final, p. 14.) 
La.rgo proportion and varying quality of a.gricultura.l 

land. (Final. pp. 21, 22, Lord Balfour and Lord 
Kinross.) 0 

Distribution of Agricultural Gra.nt not a.ltogether 
satisfactory. (Final., p. 24, Lord B&.lfour and Lord 
Kinross.) 

The Agricultural Grant is not aD inalienable endow. 
ment of pa;rticnlar district!!!. (Final, p. 25. Lord 
Balroor and Lord Kinros •• ) 

But the exemption of the agriCUltural ra.tepayer 
should be continued. (Fina.l, pp. 25. 26, Lord 
Balfour and Lord Kinross.) 

BEER AND SPIRIT SURTAXES: 
How the amount of the Beer and Spirit Duties. to be 

allocated to Ireland should be.oa.!ouIRted. (Final, 
p.13.) 

CHARI'rA.BLE PROPERT¥: 
Exemp,ion of. (Final. p. 15.) 

COLLECTION OF RA'fES: 

Oollection of the Poor Rate. (Final, p. 7.) 

CONGESTED DISTRICTS: 

Description of. (Final, pp. 22. 23, Lord Balfonr and 
Lord K inros •. ) 

COUNTY CESS: 

Provistons conoerning, and expenses to whioh applied. 
(Final, p. 5.) 

DEATH DUTIES: .. ' . 
How the amonnt to be allocated to 'Ireland sboul,. 

be caloulated. (Final, p. 13,) 
U nBB tisfactory character of present system of 

distribution. (Final, p. 24, Lord Ba.lfour a.nd 
Lord Kinross.) -

DIFFERENTIA.L RATING: 
Pl'ovisions concerning. (Final. p. 8.) 
Graduated R.tes in Belfnst. (Final. pp. 8.11.) 

DISEASES OF AmMALS AOTS: -

" 

ExpenseS under. How defrayed in Ireland. (Fina.l 
Iteport for England and Wales, p. 46.) 

Complaints 88 to this system. (Fina.l Report for 
England and Wale., p. 46.) 

The expenditure ineurred by the Irish Depa.Ttment 
of Agricultore should be borne by t.he Exchequer. 
(Fino.l Report for England and Wales. p. 46.) 

DlVlSION OF RATES: 
Division of rates between owners and occupiers. 

(Fina.!, p. 29.·) 
Dhision of municipal rates between owners and 

oocupiers, (Fina.!, p. 9.) 

EDUCATION: 
The cost o~ Primary Educatjon in Ireland faUs wboUy JI 

on Parhamentnry Vot... (Fina.!. p. 9,) 
Grant for Teebmca.l and Intermediate Education. 

(Final, p. 14.) 
Fo.ndR should continue to be provided fot' Agricul .. 

tural, frechnic .. l, and Intermediate Edu.cation. 
(Final, p, 23, Lord Balfour and Lord Kinross.) 

EXEMPTIONS FROM RATEaBILITY: 

Wide range of 8.:s:emptio!:.s. (Fina!. p. I5.) 
Rating of half.rents. (Final, p. 15.) 
Exemption of Orown property, and contributioIlB in 

lieu of ratea. (Final, p. 15.) 
Of otber publio or charitable property. (Fina.!. 

p.15.) 
Reoommendation.. (Fina.!. pp.'15.16.) 

* Report on Urban Rating a.nd Site Values, ob, Lord. Balfour. Lord Kinrosa, Sir Edward Hamilton, Sir George MIlIT81, 
and Mr. Jam." !Stuart. 



GRAND JURy OESS, • 
Provisiona conoerning. a.nd expenses to which 

applied. (Final,p. 5.) 

GROUND REN1'S AND GROUND VAT,UES " 
(See _let- .. 'lIft V nUBS, RATDTG 0 .... ) 

LAND VAL11ES. 
(866 under If Sin v ALl1a, RATI1t'G 0',") 

lo'IciNOE DUTIES (LOCAL TAXATION),' • 
Bow the amotmt of the Local Taxation Licence Duties 

to be allocated to J rel""d' should b. calculated. 
(Final, p,l3.) 

" LICENI3ED PREMiSES: 
, Valuation or. (Final, pp. 16,17.) · ~~' , 

LocfAf.' GOVERNMENT, 
I lriSh L~B' Govemment haa bMlD recently re-

o • organised. Bearing SJf. this fact uron the Local 
· ·.TastStioll 'tlrdblein at present. (Fine,. p. 21, llord 

" • B~f:"",.¥d Lord Kinro ... ) 

r,bpA,I. '.rAXA'J'ION AOOO~T, 
Should oontino .. (Final, p. 13.) 

• 
lotINEIil , 

Volu~tion of. (Vol1l&tion, p. 2.) 
• • MUNICIPAL RATES, 

J,lrorialona cODcel'~illg. (Final. pp. 6, 8.) 

POLlOE, 
• Tho c,ot of Police in Ireland fall. wholl), on PorUa. 

mentary Vot... (Finol, p. 9.) 

'PoOn RATE: 
", Pro--ri:eiona concerning the Poor Ra.te previous to 1893, 

and expenses to whioh applied. CE'inal, pp. 5. 6.) 
DistribuLion 1>' the now Pcor Rate. (Final, pp. 7, 8.) 

'POOR RELIEF: 
The prosent gra.nts for POOl" Relief expenditure should 

be oontinued. (li'ioal, p. lot.) 
The dia~ribution of the present gra.ntoP takes no 

aoooq.nt of the ability of the nnioDs. (Final, pp. 23. 
24..,Lord Balfour sod Lord Kinross.) 

PROPERTIES RAt'EABLE. (Valuation, p. 2.) 

RAILWAYS, 
Valuation of. (Valuotion, p. 2; Final, p. 16.) 

RATES LEVIABLE, 
Obongo. effected by the Local Government Act, 

1898. (~'iual, p. 6.) 

,!tOADS: 
Gront fo. M.ain Roads. (Final, p. 14.) 

RURAL RATES, 
DiatribuHon of RU1"al HMes. (Final, p. 22, Lord 

Balfour and Lord Kinross.) 
Tot&l Ruml Rata. in ,",rious districts; county, union. 

and distriot chargee. (~'inal, p. 22, Lord .Balfour 
aDd Lord Kinro .... ) 

SERVICES ADMINISTERED BY LOOAL 
AU'l'HORITIES, 

Pot'8onal aerviceB ahoul,l be paid for by the indi
"hluals Berved, general public services from genAral 
publio h'8011roe8, and local publio Borviooa f.'om tho 
loca.l funtl reprep-cnted by me Ta.Ioe of .. he land of 
tho locality. (Finlll, p. ~8. O·Connor.) 

Sll001'ING RIGHTS: 
Valuation of. (Final, p. 17.) 

23' 

SITE VALUES, BATING OF: 
Recommendation.. (Final, p. 29.·) 

• • 
SUBVENTIONS, 

i. P'''onI Btatu""'!! P"wiaiona and .A_II: 

• 
Old ayatem of pnts.in.a.id continu;d in Irela.nd 

down to 18VS .• (Final, p. 9.) 
.Tbe Death Duty Grant. (FlUSI, p. 9.) 
Bee. and ~irit Surtax.f. (Final, p. 9.) 
Agricultur (boa,. (Final, pp. 9, 10.) 
Equivo.len f 1Aoence Dntiel.ood udditional sum. 

(Fin .. l. p.1a.1 
Distribution of'Derith Duty Grant. (Ftoal, p. 10.) 
Distri~1ri.on ei' Beer and Spirit Surtaxe!'1. (l!'ino.l, 

P.Jo.j· ... 
Exc'Sequer Contribution of 40.000l. a yeDor. 

(Fino~ Jf. 11'!') • 
Distributien of -,rod ace of T"ioense Dutip.s. &ond 

additional sum of 79,000t. a year. ll!'inal. 
p.11.) 

Application of Agricultural Gm"t. (Final, 
pp. 11, 12.) . ., 

Fa.yments into Oolld out of the Local Taxation 
(Ireland) Account, 1900-1901. (Final, p. 12.) 

2. HOlD Relief 10 Loetd Rat .. ,ho"ld b. p"01Jided, and /110 
Amoufd prOpoBed to be git'en: 

The Irish Local Taxa.tion system does not differ 
materially from the English system, and the 
changes suggested for the improvement of the 
la.tter should be applied, so fa.r as possible. to 
tbe former. (Final, pp. 12, 13.) 

Funds for local purposes should be supplemented 
by certain Imperlsl revenues. (Fin!)l. p. 13.) 

In determining the amount. of the rovenues to 
be transferred, the expenditure uPO!! National 
services locally administered should be 0.00-
sidered. (Final, p. 13.) 

Source from which Subventions should be given. 
(Final, p. 21, Lord Ba.lfour a.nd Lord KinroBs.,l 

Present Subventions are la.rge in amount, but the 
pressure of Local Tamt.ion is E:till severe owing 
to the povert.y of the country. (Final, p. 21. 
Lord Balfour and Lord Kinross.) 

A small increase of, say, 12S,OUOl. should be 
made in the Irish Subventions. (Final, pp. 25, 
26, Lord Balfour and Lord Kinross.) 

Sir Edward Hamilton, Sir George Murray, .nd 
Hia Honour Judge O'CoDnor concur with tho 
recommendations of Lord Balfour and Lord 
Kinros.. (Final, pp. 27, 28.) 

The State oontribution to Ireland should be 
cbarged on thc Oonsolidated Fund. (Final, 
p.27, Hamilton-Murray, p. 28, O·Connor.) 

For general public services a grant should be 
giTon Bufficient to secure comllleoonE'sB and 
effioiency. (l!'ina.l, p. 28, O'Connor.) 

But when oODsidering the amount of' the giant, it 
should be remembered tha.t money which should 
properly be spent in Ireland is being con
t.inually diverted to Great Britain. (Final, 
p. 28, O'Connor.) 

3, The Diotributictl of 1110 proposed Grant., 
The National services to which assistance should 

b. given. (Final, pp. 13, 14.) 
Sundry Dew grants flhonld be given. (Final. 

p.14,.) 
Sundt'1 mi.scellaneone grants should be continued. 

(Final, p. 1'.) 
There should 01150 be a grant at the disposal of 

County a.nd County Borough Counoilfl. HoW' 
this grant .bould b. distribnted. (Final, 
p.14.) 

Total effeot of Subventions illoet!'ated. (Final, 
pp. 24, 25, Lord Balfour 0011 LOl-d Kinros •. ) 

A redistribution of Subventions is desirable. 
(}'inal, p. 25. Lord Balfour-Lord Kinro,,".) 

Summary of Recommenda.tions. (Final, p. 26, 
Lord Balfour and Lord Kinross.) 

The distribution of the principal part of the Sub
vent.ions sboo Id.lroceed upon the lineR of 
U necessity" an II Bbility." (Final. pp. 26, 
27, Lord B~lfollr and Lord Kinross.) 

• Report on Urban Ratiog Uld Site Value!!, by Lord Balfour, Lord !tinfOIl, Sir Edward HaJLiltoD, Sir George lfUJTa,1J aod 
:Mr. J'We-1 IStUUl. 
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SUBVENTIONS-cont. • 
: :3. Phe DiririlmWm 0/ the prop ... ,i Grante-cont. 

Sir Ed'WD.rd Hamilton, Sir GeQl'ge Murpy. ann 
His Honour Judge O'Connor ooncur with the 

"eoommendations of LaM Balfour and Lord 
Kinr9ss. (Final,.p.27.) .. 

'URBAN TENURES. (Final, p. 89.-) . •• 
• • 

VALUATION, AUTHOllITIEB: '. 
Looal authorities might ftke 80-'8 parli in the 

valuation. (Valuation, pp. 4,.t.) ~ 
Question of --appeals to Quarter .81/e,vODB whet'8 DO .... 

point <if I. w ari.... (Find!, p.~ 7~ ._ 
f ~ .rrr 

VALUATION, PERIODS AT wmC:{I.I'-4DE: 
First Government V&lnationJ.l"O-16~ cYaluation. 

p.I.) . • 
Sc=ond GovernmentValua.tion.1.846 .. S2. evaluation, 

p.I.) • 
Third Gov.rnment Valuation, 1852-66. Griffith'. 

Valuation. (Valuation, p. 1.) 
General revision of the valuation -has Dever been 

mad.. (Valuation, p. 8.) 

VALUATION, PERIODS ATWmOH MADE-";",. 
. Annual revision of the valua.tion. (Valnation. p. 3.) . 
Annual revision of the valu(l.tion insuffioient and in

oomplete, only decreases in 'the value of buildings 
rooorded. (V"luatioD, p. 3.) • 

Re .. valnatioD of Ireland necessary. (V~na.tion, p.4.). • 
VALUATION, PRINCIPLES: . • 

Valuation to be ma.de upon a.n estimate of the net 
annual value. (Vaiuatlon, p. I.) , 

Valuation of buildings n.ver l.t. (Valuation, p: 3.) ' .. 
New buildings. DeducMon to arriTa at the level or 

Griffith'. Valuation. (Valuation,1'. S.) • 

,vALUATION, PROCEDURE: 

App.al. against valuation. (Vat'6ation, p. 4.)'-

VALUATION, GENERAL: 

A~~~jt. to improve the .Valu.tion' (Yaluat;iol 

Under-valuation in Dublin and otheJOto..., .... (J{ altu 
tion, p. 4.) 

• Report on Urban Rating Dnd Site Values, by Lord B"lfour, Lord Rioros •• Sir Edward HamiltoD, Sir George lIun.,., 
Bud Mr. Jamel Stuart. ' . 
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TERMS OF REFERENCE. 

~'o inquire into the preseut system under which taxation is raised for local purposes 

and report whether all kinds of real and personal property contribute equitably tl 

such taxation; 

that result. 

and, if not, what alterations in the law are desirable·in order to seCIll"( 
'.' 

ANALYSIS OF REPORT. 

First Government Valuation, 1830-1846 

SecoDd GoverDmeDt Valuation; 1846-1852:' 
,l ' 

Tbird GoverDment VaiuatiOD, 1852-1866, Griffith'. Vaiu.tion. 

PriDciples of V alualion. Valuation to be made upon an estimate of tbe net aDnual value. . , 
How the net annual value of land was to be estimated. 

Pago 

1 

Properties rateable 2 

Method of Procedure. Matters con.idered by Valuers. 

Valuation of lll.ines, Railways and similar properties. 

Valnation of buildings Dever le~ 

Question of TeDant Right. 
"I 

General re'f'isio~ of the Valuation has never been made. 

Annual revision of the Valuation. No reviBion of the valuation of land, 

.. . 

Annual revision of the Valuation insufficient and incomplete. Only decreaees in the value of 
buildings recorded. 

New buildings. Deduction to arrive at the level ot Griffith'. Valuation. 

Appeals against Valuation 

Attempts to improve IheValuation. 

Under-valuation in Dublin and other towns. 

lU-valuation of Ireland nec .... ry. 

Local Authorities might take 80me part in the V"lllation • 

... 

3 

4 



ROYAL COMMISSION ON LOCAl.. 'TriA'l'ION. 

'. 
REPORT ON THE SYSTEM OF VALUATION IN IRELAND. 

1:0 THE KING'S MQST EXCELLENT MAJESTY. 

MAY IT PLlIASB You/t 'MAJEsTY: 

As stated in the porti'On of oUr Final Report relating to· Englantl and Wales, we 
hope to present, in dne oonrse, and at no distant date, reports on Local Taxation in 
Scotland and Ireland. But Wd believe that it will be convenient if the oonclt'sions at 
which we have unanimously arrived on one especial question, viz., t.he ~ystem of 
valuation of rateable property in Ireland, are presented in advance of our general 
Report. We therefore beg leave humbly to submit to your Majesty the following 
special Report on this question: . 

Tbe work of valuation in Ireland is entirely performed bv a Government lst valuation 
Department.'" The first Government Valuation was commenced "in 1830 for the (1830-·16). 
purpose of .. the Inore equal levying of . the Grand Jury Cess." The unit of valuation 
was the to'lJJ'fl.1.amd, and the valuation of land Wl\8 to be made with reference to a scale of 
agricultural prieell. Houses were valued at two-thirds of the annual !'ent for which 
they oould be let.t 

When the whole of Ireland, with the exceptioIl of six counties, had been valued, 2nd valuation 
the passing of the Poor Law Actt of 1838 rendered a· separate valuation of each (1846-;;2)
tenem.ent Dece~sary for the purposes of levying the Poo~ Rate, and as the dividing up 
of the townland valuation WIIS not satisfq,ctory, a valuation of the remaining six 
ol)unties by tenument8 was made upon an estimate of the net annual value.§ 

The existence. of two valuatiolls, one for County Cess and another for the· Poor 3rd valuation 
Rate, led to the passing of the Valuation Act of 1852, and under this and amending (1852-56). 
Actsll the valuation of 'Ireland .is at present carried out. The preamble to the Act 
states that .. it is expedient to make one uniform valu.ation of lands and tenements 
.. in Ireland, which may be used for all public and local assessments and other rating," 
and this valuation (commonly known as Griffith's Valuation) superseded tht' townland 
aud tenement valuations made under the el\rlier Acts. 

'rhe valuation was made separately for every tenement or rateable hereditament Principles or 
upon ., an estima.te of the net annual t'alue .. which was defined in regard to houses and ~I:",t:?n. to 
buildings, as "t,he rent for which, one year with another, the same might in its be

a ,::.::n 
.. actual state be reasonably expected to let from ye~ to year, the probable average upon an 
" annual cost of repairs, insurance, and other expenses (if any) necessary to maintain estimate of 
.. the hereditament in its IIctual state, and all ratea, taxes, and public charges, if any, the ne~ I 
.. {except tithe rentoharge) being paid by the tenant,"*" annua va Ile. 

No corresponding definition· was given with regard to land,tt'but it was directed How the net 
that the net annual value was to be estimated" with reference to the average prices annual value 
.. !1l; the several articles of agricultural produce" specified in the Act,H .. all peculiar :-::~~~ 

- ---- .... -. . ...... ------------ mated. 
• See II MemoranJllm prepared for the CommL~ion by the Irish Local Government Board"; "Memorandum 

H prepared for the Commission by the ComruitlSioner of Valuation, Ireland," C.~764t 1898, pp. ]27-142 and 
277-281, Rud Minute. of Evidence, Vol. l. (C.-S763, 1898), nnd Vol. V., Ireland, Cd. 383, 19UO. 

t 7lieo.lV.c.62; I &2 Will. IV., 0. 51; 2&3WiIl.IV.,c.73; 4&5 Will. IV.,c.S5; 6& 7 Will. IV., 
c.84. 

t l.t. 2 Vict. c. 56. § 9 do 10 Vict. c. 110. 
II 15 & 16 Vinl. 0. 63; 17 Vict. c. 8; 23 Vict. c. 4; 27 & 28 Vict. c. 52; 37 & 38 Vict. c. 70. 
,. Buildioll" include all farmhou .... and farm buildiDgs. 

-'! IS & 16 Vicl. c. 63. e. 11. tt Laud means land nol coyered with buildings. 
tt Th. """I. of pri ... was :-

•. d. 
Wheal • 7 6 p<'r 112 lho. 
0,,\.'1 • ,10 .. 
BRrley • 5 6 .. 
}'!ax 49 U .. 
Butter· - 66 4 " 
Beef 356" 
Mutton 41 0 .. 
P"rk - 32 0 .. 

Theoe pri""" we,.., taken from Ihe geneml ."IlIg<'S of 40 markel town. in lrelaad durin/!: tho veors 1849 
1;\50, and 1851. .. . . -, 

I 9RSOS. WI. ~O88. A2 



Properti .. 
,·"teable. 

Method of 
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Matter •.. 
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ROYAL COMMISSION ON LOCAL TAXATION: 

.. local circumstances in each case being taken into consideration, and all rates, taxes, 

.. and publig·charges. if any, (except tithe rentcharge) being paid by the tenant." 
The Act. contained no reference to a "gross estimated rental" as in England. and 

consequently the net value only appears in the valuation lists. , 

The tenements and hereditaments' defined as rateable by the' Act of 1852 and its 
amending Acts are as follows· :-

(I.} All lands and buildings. and all mines which have been opl/ned for seven years, 
or re-opened for seven years after having been Wna fide abandoned; 

(2.) All commons and rights of common, and all other profits to be had or received 
or taken out of any land; . 

(3_) Half the annual rent derived by the owner or other person intere&ted in any 
tenements or hereditaments exempted by reason of being used fer public or 
charitable purposes, or for the purposes of science, literature, and fine arts 
(see section 2 of amending Act of 1854--17 Vict. c. 8); 

(4.) All rights of fishery;' 
(5.) All canals, navigations, and rights of navigation; 
(6.) All railways and tramroads; . 
(7.) All rights of way and other rights or easements over land, and the tolls levied 

in respect of such rights and easements, and all other tolls. 
A proviso was inserted .. that no turf bog or turf bank used for the exclusive 

" pllrpose of cutting or saving turf, or for making turf mould therefrom for fuel or 
.. manure, shall be deemed rateable •. . unless a rent or other valuable 
" consideration shall be payable for the same." (Section 12.) 

Any increase in the value of lands and hereditaments arising from drainage or 
reclamation, etc. was exempted from rating for seven years after the drainage had been 
carried out. . 

lu the valuation of ally" will or manufactory or building erected or used for any 
such purpose." the water or other motive power thereof ;vas to be valued. but the 
value of any machinery tberein, "bave only such as shall be erected and used for 
tbe production of motive power," was not to be taken "into account. (See section 7 of 
the nmending Act of 1860, 23 Vict., c. 4.) 

The valuation, which was carried out under the direction of Sir .... R. Griffith, was 
commenced in the South of Irel~nd in 1852 and completed in 1866, the north being 
valued last. In the courae of the fourteen years during which the work was in pro
gress, agricultul'e became more prosperous, and rents had risen, with the result that 
the valuation of agricultural land in the North of Ireland was rather higher than in the 
Sou tho t 'fhe gilDoral instructions issued by Sir R. G riflith were to the effect that the 
value of the land was to be ascertained separately from that of the buildings, but that 
the total valuation of the land. and buildings was not to exceed the fair letting value 
to a solvent tenant. For the purposes of the valuation the whole of Ireland was 
divided into districts, each district was then divided into" quality lots," i.e. areas in 
which the land was of equal value throughout, and in tho valuation of the separate 
holdings in each of these areas the particulars of the soil and subsoil, underlying rock, 
and climate as affected by altitude. &c., were taken into account. Regard was also 
paid to facilities for getting seaweed and bog for manure and fuel, proximity to market 
towns. and their size and importa.nce. Mr. Barton, the Commissioner .:If Valuation, 
stated 1D his evidence: "I have got all the partiCUlars of the old valuation, and it 
.. is wonderful with what care it was worked out. The description of the soil, and 
.. subsail, the altitude, and the amount of allowances for each of those different 
" matters was worked out in each particular case."! 

In the case of mines, quarries, and potteries, the receipts for an average of years 
were ta~e'l. as a basis of valuation: similarly railways, canals. fisheries, waterworks, 
gasworks, &c., were valued on net receipts, and their valuations divided among the 
various rating areas in which they were situate, according to their respective values 
in each. In these valuations due allowance was !Dade for interest on floating capital, 
tenants' profits, and uepreciation.§ 

• Shootiug right. ore not .. alued in Irelaud. 
t Tl-e Oommissioner of Valuation furnished B statement to the House or CommoDs Committee OD Valuation 

in !R6& showing the difference existing between the valuations in the various counties. (See App. (Pa ... t I.) 
to Vol. T. of Min. of Ev., 0-8764. 1898, p. 130.) See also Bartoo, 3311-6, 3520-8. 

t Bartoo, 3279-61, 3294-800,3506-13. § Barton, 3340-9; 3386-403. 
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The valuation of buildings for which no rent was paid was based on an estimate of V&;1~'ion of 
the sum which the valuer considered fairly represented what they would let for, one bUlldii~ 
year with another, and this was determined to some extent by the .cost of the never e, 
buildings as deduced from measurements. Their age, position, and solidity were also 
taken into account.· , 

At the time when Griffith's Valuation was made, tenant right only existed in Ulster, QllestiO~ of 
and it haa been questioned whether i.t~ value was included in the estimates made by tenant rlgbt. , 
the valuers. That the value was so lDcluded Mr. Barton appears to have p.o doubt. 
He points out tha.t the object of the va.luation was to obtain the full annual value of 
the land, and that under the system prescribed by the Act the fact that both landlord 
and tenant had an interest in that value would not affect the results obtained.t 

The Act of 1852 provided for a genwral revision of the valuation, but no funds were General 
provided for the execution of such work, and such a general revision has never been revision o~ 
made, with the result that in the course of time the valuation has become quite out ;::valuallOn 
of date, consequent chie:fl.y upon the alteration of the prices of the various articles of beeno:e. 
produce and upon the changes in the cultivation of the separate holdings.t 

The Act also provided for a revision of the valuation every year and in accordance Annual 
with the provisions of a later Act (17 Vict. c. 8) such annual revision is to be made revision of 
in the case of- t~e val" ... 

(1.) .. The rateable tenements and hereditaments the limite whereof shall become tlOn. 
altered j and also of 

(2.) Rateable tenements and hereditaments the annual value of which is liable to 
frequent alteration, such as fisheries, railways, canals, tolls of roads, bridges, 
mines, gas and water works, and buildings." 

The prooedure is as follows :- . 
'rhe ooilector of poor rates makes out and delivers to the Secretary to the County 

Councilor to the Clerk to the Urban District Council, as the case may be. a list of all 
tenements and hereditaments within his district where a revision of the valuation 
becomes necessary for any of the above reasons. And any ratepayer who feels 
aggrieved may apply for a revision of the valuation of any rateable hereditament in 
the area ill which he is rated. Lists embodying these cases are transmitted to the 
CotDllliasioner of Valuation to be dealt with, who may alter or confirm the valuations No revioioll 
as the cases may require, but under no oirculPstances, except where a clerical error is of valnation 
discovered. may the total valuation of the lands, independently ,of the buildings, ofland. 
within each respective townland or other denomination, as originally fixed under the 
Valuation Act of 1852. be increased or lessened. 

This annual revision of the valuation, provided for in the original Act, has been 'Annual 
insufficient to keep the original valuation up to date.§ In the first place the valuation revision of 

'of uncovered land. apart from 'buildings, cannot b" increased, and it is evident that !?e ".al~ 
many alterations in value must have taken place since the valuation was originally c~::tm.!~ . 
fixed. Large tracts of oountry have been drained, reclaimed and otherwise improved, incomplele. 
but no inorease has bllen made in their valuation, while, on the other hand, land has 
deteriorated without a corresponding reduction in the valuation. Mr. Barton informed 
U8 that he hilS no power to go into a district and make a revaluation and, generally 
~peaking. except where structural alterations have been made, any alteration in the 
"arlie of ll11ildings is not brought to his notice by the Local Authorities, and conse-
quently there are many cases of property whioh has increased in value remaining at Only . 
the o!d valuation. On the other ha~d, where the value of any ~roperty has fallen, ~he ~~: ':f 
fact IS at once brought nnder notice by the owner or occupier, and the valuation' buildings 
accordingly reduced. recorded. 

In regard to nelV buildings which are included in the annual revision lists, and those New huild, 
in which a structural change has been made, Mr. Barton also stated that it is his iogs: 
practice to make a deduction from the full annual value in order to bring the Dedu~lioD 
valuation down to the average level of Griffith's Valuation, and he says, "if we did ::: ,,:,rlv~ a~ 
.. not do this we would have the new houses with a relativl'ly much higher valuation G:ioi'::'.o 
.. than the old onos. and that would be a case of great injustice to the owners of Valo&tion. 
" property DOIV being valued." He added that the deduction variold in different 
districts from 5 per cent. to 30 per cent.1I 

• &rloo. 3330-2 ami App. (Part. I.) to Vol. I. of MiD. of Ev. C.-N764, itl9/j. P. 279. par. 13. 
t lIarlon, 3282-03, 3366-63, 3404-11, 3494-603, 3S14-19; O'Brien, 23,561-3, 23,566-7; O·Doherty. 

26.073-90. 
l Borton, 3300-4. 3449-.51; O·Bri .... 33.534; Dagg. 24,436-8; Field, 24,823-5; Batl<>rBby 2S065-8· BTw.n. 25.5:1-1-40. " , 

D"IQl, lH,445-9; Baueraby. 25.053-61; .'iDlo, Heron, 26,392-410. 
I n..rwn, 3338-11, 3377-A5, 3637-40; 27,260-3. 
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Appeal. 
against 
valuation. 

Attempts to 
improve the 
Valuation. 

4 ROYAL COMMIRSION ON We'AL TAXATION: 

, Ratepayers wer~ e~powered f.? ~ppeal, against ~he original valuation, in the ~rst 
'place' 'to'the: CommISSIOner of ValuatIon, and from hiJ:J? to the Court of Quar~r SesBlons 
"wliosa dllcision was final. " ' 

The Rami! powerS wllre given in the case or the annual 'revision, but these powers 
have since been extended, and questions of law may now be taken ,to the Court of 
King's Bench and then to the Court of Appeal, thEl,ej,episions of, the Courli ~f, Quarter 
SesBionR being final as regards questions' of fact. '" ,:,/ ',. ", ." ' ' 

From time to time attempts have been 'made to Improve the valuation of Ireland, 
and Bills were introduced intO'the House of Commons for this purpose in 1866, 1873, 
and' '1877.* ,In the' 'two 'earper ,Bills ,the valuation of all property was to be made 
r .. upon an!flstinia~e' of 'the net ~nnual value," but in the later Bill a~~ultural land 
was to be valued" upon an estImate of the pet annual value thl'reof, WIth reference 
toa scale 'of agricultural prices~ None of tlles9 Bills, however, passed Into law. 

Und.~·.1 Striking 'evidence was brought before us as to the under-valuation existing in 
D~:fi~o:n~n DUblinJi' aud',','other urbaaln diet,nl·cts. in, Ifrelhand·t CUndter'Bthe ,rechent Loctadl GbovehrnmAent

t other town. Act,r owever, a gener , reva uatIon 0 t e SlX oun y oroug s,crea e y t at c 
. may be made on the appiication of the Borough Council, and such a revaluation 

:Revaluation 
of Irey.nd 
necessary. 

Local 
Authorities 
might taka 
some part 
in the 
Valuhtion:~ 

'has alreadybeEJD nearly completed in Belfast. ' , ' , , 
, It was urged by severaIwitnesses that the absence of any general revaluation during 

more than 40 years, and the insufficiency of, the annual revision, ,~endered a complete 
revaluation' of' the whole of Ireland necessary . § Other witnesses, however, thought 
that a revaluation"ot agricultural land was undesirable and' unnecef!sary, 'holding that 
the great difficulty 'of the' task would far outW't;lgh the advantages to be gained by it.1I 

'That' difficull;y" arises mainly frpm the fact that (owing to'the operation of the Land 
Acts and Land Purchase Acts) feW' Irish farms are now let in the open market at a 
competitive rent, and 'lonsequently the test of the rent actUl~lly paid (which renders 
valuation 'tio"a great extent 8.utoipatic iJil England) is ,not available for determining 
what rent a'1)enant might'reasonably be expected to pay.' 

'On the other hand, the judicial rents fixed by the .Land Courts do not in most cases 
profess to include 'all the elements which should enter into ratpable value, and on 
this account they'dbuld not properly'be made the basis of local taxation. 

We are far froID considering the difficulties thus arising to be negligible. But we 
are glad to find that~he 'witness who would be leaSt likely to under-rate them does not 
consider them insurmountable. Mr. J. G. Barton', who, as the Commissioner of 
V aluatioJi; has unequalled experience, expressed an unhesitating opinion that a valuation 
of the whole of Irish rateable property on the basis of the English definition of annual 
,value is not only, very desirable but also-in spite of the serious difficulties which we 
have'pointedout-'-'-practicable: Withdpt attempting to solve all the detailea problems 
which' would unquestionably arise,' we decidedly concur in' his opinion. And we 
would' add an expressiono'f our strong cOliviction, based upon prolonged study of the 
question of rating throughout the United Kingdom, that it is not easy to exaggerate 
the, importance' of fair, uniform, and accurate valuation, as a prelimilla~y to any 
just distribution of the burdens of local administration. " 

The question was 'raised by some of, the witnesses who appeared before us whether 
the work of, valuation might not with advantage be transferred wholly or partly from 
the Oentrar Government to Local Authorities. There was some conflict of opinion as 
to the desirability of this step" and on the whole'the weight of evidence inclines us 
to the belief that' no such transfer is at present desirable. 

We' would not deny that English experience has proved that local responsibility and 
local' knowledge are. in some respects' desirable elements in valuation, but on the 
whole r'e have tended more' and mere to think that expert skill and absolute inde
pendenCe are still more indispensable. Even as regards England we expressed the 
opinion in our .I!'irst Report** that it is very desirable to enlarge the valuation area, to 
introduce professional surveyors, to increase the powers of the Inland Revenue 

, " 

• HouB. of Commons Bills, 135 of 1866, 64 of 1873, and 102 of 1877. 
'f DaWHOll, 23,629-37.' 23,644-5, 23,697-710, 23,719; BIRCk, .23,787, 23,9~; Battel'l!by, 24,986-9; 

Borton, 27,519-21. , , 
't 81 '& 62 ,Viet. c. 37. 
~ Barton, 3375-6, 27,250-9; Robinson, 23,388-93; O'Brien, 23,480-2 ; Dogg, 24,43~; Field, 24,838; 

Batwrsby, )14,986-92, 25,062-3; 1<'inlay Heron, 26,480. 
II Montgomery, 20,100-206, 25,28<h'l05; Bruen, 25,807-14; Hussey, 25,519; Bagwell, 25,534-40; 

Synnott, 2tS,711_14, 
,. O'Brieu, 23,490-9; 23,593-4, 23,609-12; Dawson, 23,638-41, 23,1'>46-8; Black, 23,785-6; Haslett, 

24,2401-9; 24,298-306; 24,307-9; Dagg, .24,4.1~; BAttel1lby, 24,986-92; 25,038-'12; HOMD, 26,476-9; 
26,480-4; Synnott, 26,779; Barton, 27,30()"17, 

•• 0.-9141, 1899. 
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representatives, and even, with regard to railways and some othe~ properties, to 
introduce a new system of Government Valuation. In Scotland, again, we think that 
the large part already played by Central Departments in valuation should be extended 
rather ~han curtailed. 

Thqs the tendency of our recommendations for Great Britain if! towards making 
valuation a centralised and expert function. In Ireland such a system is alrea.dy in 
existence, and its advantages have been realised in a high degree, so far a.s the 
imperfection of the Valuation Law aas allowed. At the same time. with a view to 
the changed methods which will be necbBsary in the future, we think that the recent 
reorganisation of Local Government atl'ords a favourable opportunity for th .. intro
duction of some local element. Accordingly we consider-and we understand that 
the evidence of the Commissioner of Valuation is not in opposition to this view
that, when the County Councils called into existence under the Act of 1898 have 
acquired rather more experience in administering local affairs, it would be desirable 
to confer on them some responsibility for the process of valuation, even if it should 
be thought better at first only' to call them in for consultation and advice. 

All which we humbly submit for Your Maj~sty's gracious consideration. 

(Signed) BALFOUR OF BURLEIGH (ahairm~n), 
CAWDOR. 
J, B. BALFOUR. 
JOHN T. HIBBERT. 
CHARLES B. STUAR'r WORTLEY. 
E. W. HAMILTON. 
G. H. MURRAY, 
C. N. DALTON. 

ARTHUB WILSON Fox, 
S801'etar y. 

T. LLEWELYN DAVIES, 
A8sistant Secretary. 

C. A. CRIPPS. 
HARCOURT E. CLARE. 
T. H. ELLIOT'!'. 
ARTHUR O·CONNOR. 
EDWARD ORFORD S,MITH. 
'JAMES STUART. 
JOHN 1. WHARTON. ' 

14th PdJruary 1902. 

N oTE.-Oertaili points as to proC6!lure, and as to the valnano" of special proporties, 
i1lCluding R!l.ilway8 ani Lice1l8ed Premises, will be dealt with in the general Report. 
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QUESTIONS. 

These questions were sent by the Oommisfion, in the a~tumn of ISIl?, to the jin(]!1wial and 
economic experts, whose answers ozmll be found m the followmg pages. A copy of 
Si1' Edward Hamilton's M emorandwm 10as s1wsequently sent to them. 

1. ls the classification of Imperial Taxation indicated in the accompanying Table a 
correct classification; if not, what alterations can you suggest? (See Table 
opposite.) 

2. Assuming the classification, is it complete, and are the several items correctly 
. distributed? 

3. In particular should such an item as the net revenue of the Post Office, be treated 
as a tax, and if so, under which of the heads specified i~ the Table? 

4. In considering the equity of any tax or system of taxatIOn what tests should be 

applied t . hi h ld . h C .. . d t " 5. Can you offer any suggest~on~ w c wou .asslst t ~ . om';lllssIOn ID • e er~nmg 
the question of the reallDCldence of taxatIOn as dlstmgulshed from Its pnmary 
or apparent incidence? 

6. Could you, for example, state your view as to the real incidence of-

~
a.) 'fhe Inhabited House Duty; 
b.) Rates levied on houses and trade premises; 
c.) Rates levied on agricultural land ; 

(d.) Taxes on the transfer of property; 
(e.) T axes on trade profits; 
(f.) Death duties. 

7. Is it possible to frame any criterion whereby the purposes for which taxation 
should be raised locally can be distinguished from those for which taxation 
should be raised by the central Government! 

S. Should the two kinds of purposes and the expenditure on them be kept distinct 
. or should the expenditure for local purposes be partly borne by the central 
Government! 

9. Should local rates be divided between owners and occupiers of reai property, and 
if so, in what proportions? 

10. Should ground values be separately rated for local purposes, and if so, on what 
principles? 

11. Under what conditions and in what manner would the rent which could be 
obtained by an owner of land or rateable hereditaments be affected, if at 
all, by-

(a.) The increase of an old rate. 
(b.) The imposition of a new rate. 
(c.) The reduction or abolition of a rate. 

12 Under what conditions and :in what manner would the rent which could be 
obtained by an owner of land or rateable hereditaments be affected, if at all, 
if ltD cccupier by whom a rate had hitherto been paid were empowered to deduct 
the whole or a portion thereof from the rent in the same manner as he is now 
entitled to do in the case of Income Tax (Schedule .A.)? 

13. What is the effect, if any, upon rent of rating property-
(a.) On different scales of duty according to the value of the property. 
(b.) On different scalcs of duty according to the character of the property or 

the purpoees for which it is used. 
14. Can you make suggestions to the. Commission as to ·any methods of raising 

revenue for local purposes, otherWIse than by means of rates? 
15. Does any point.not included under any of the foregoing questions occur to you 

on which haVIng regard to the terms of reference to the Commission you wish 
to express an. opinion! 

TERMS OF REFERENCE TO THII COMMISSION • 

.. To inquh'e into the present system under which taxation is raised for local purposes, 
and report whether all kinds of l'eal and personal property contribute equitably 
to such taxation; and if not, what alterations in the law lire desirable in: order tu 
seoure th:l't result." 
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TABLE. 
Classifying TAXES raised by PARLIAMENT in 1895-6.-

NOTE.-Tbe Cla15i6cation includes the TBl<es assigned to the Local Taxation Acc~unt" as well a. the Taxes 
payable to the Excheqner. The figures represent the Net R.eeipts under the principal heads of T$x Revenue 
ns given in the Finance Accounts for 1895-6, pp. 19-22. 

Taze. 11Icldental to the 
Own81'.btp, OoaupaUou. 
or 'Z'r&II..fer of P .. opertJ"_ 

'I'&xe8 Dol Inoldental &0 Property. 

I T .... GaUD 
DBBCIlIP:l'IO. 01' TAX. I-p.viod in 

Non- Tn .. I"8SpeCt of Mi. Ton.L. 
Rateable Rateable levied in lucomes cellanootllJ Total. respect of derived Tot:l.l. Property. Property. Com· fro .. Tn ... 

D\odit.iQI. Pe1'9onal 
Exertion. 

n.) ('.) (S.) p.l (2.) (3.) (".J 
I 

£ " £ £ £ " • " 1. C'D'ilrO~8 DUTIHI - - - - - - 20,965,000 - - 20.005.000 2O,~.OOO ---- -------- ._---
2. BXCHIK Dt'TJB9: 

29.704,000 Uutie!! on Corummable Articles (including - - - - - 2iJ,70i,uOO UJ,'1a..,OOO 
LicolllI8II f:\lIing on Consumable Articles). - 1,632,000 LICt'n~MI (othol' tho.n 'bose falling on Con- - - - - 1,632,000 1,632,000 
ImmllbleArticl(lll). 

Rn.ilwDY p.!LlIssngor Duty - - - _. - - - ~9,OOO 260,000 239,000 ----
TOTAt. EXCISB Dt7TIE8 - - - - - 29,7(14.000 - 1,891,000 31.595,000 31,595,000 ----------- ----- -----------'- ----

8. DBATH DUTIl'S: 
ProlJo.t.e Dnd Aooount Duty -'S,01lO 133,000 181,000 - - - - 181,000 

TotDp»rary Bsta.t.e Duty - - - 130,000 13,000 163,000 - - - - 163,000 

Estate Duty .. - - 9,MO,OOO 6,::193,000 9,923.000 - - - - 9,923,000 

J~yDut, - - 724.000 1,007.000 9.'131.000 - - - - 2,731,000 

8uOOOllion Duty - - - 807.000 ''''000 L051,ooo - - - - 1,051,000 

C01')lol'lltlon Dnty - ".000 8,000 40,000 - - - - 40,000 ----
TOTAL DB.lTn DO'TIIH ...... 000 8,G96.ooo 1",,089,000 - - -

~-
14,08fI,OOO ------------ ---- -------- ----

l. ST,U1 P DUTtR!!: 
VMs 1UlIJ. othOl' Imtrument.1l 1,94,6,000 2,069,000 4,00:',000 - - - - 4,006,000 

SecmritiOl to Boarer - - 207.000 207.000 - - - - .207,000 

Joint Stock Compmiea' Capital - - ....... 200,000 - - - - 2GO,ooe 

Contt'l\.(lt Notc. above Iff •• 01,000 110,000 171,000 - - - - 'n.OOO 
niliit or EIcho.n~J llnd Promissory Notes .. - 678.000 073,000 - - - - 673,000 

Dllnk,,",' Not{!lllnd Com~8it-ion ror Dut:v - '24,000 11i-,OOO - - - - 124,000 
on n,mk(l)'j' Hill. alld ote'l. 

Plo.ylll! Carda - - - - 20,000 - - 20,000 2U,oOO 

Lioouoos o.nd OertiOoate. - - - - - 107,000 107,000 167,000 

Life Insumnool - - - - 07,000 07,000 - - - - 87.000 

MlU"ine IDBulUlloos . - - 146,000 14.11,000 - - - - 146,000 

Pfttont M~dialnea - - - - .... 000 - - 239,000 .... 000 

Recoipta, Dmftl. &C, - 1,261,000 1,281,000 - - - 1.'I!G1,00Q ---- --.;;,;1-------_. -------
TOTU l!Ir.6.11P DUrIES !,007,iDO ~~ 6,913,000 167,000 -:W~ 7..3S9,OOO 

I 
----

II. I,UD TAX (unredeomod) I,OU t °O\) 1.021,000 - - - - 1,021,000 -------
0. hUIADITGD HOUSR Dalr 1,4tl7,OOO - 1,487.000 - - - - U·'i7,OOO --------
'1. hemiN T.u:: 

1.768,000 28,000 tktll'liule A. '-'19',000 - - - - "'79-1,0(1) 

Bclwtinlo H. (including PI1rnu:ol'!l' pl'Onhl - IItI,OOO lID.'" - 119,000 - 119,000 178,000 
1\.>I.·w.Mlrud Schedule 1)), 

~chudulo O. - - - l,SOO,OOO 1,900,000 - - - - l .. 'iOO,OtlO 

8t'hodul" D.: 
lIil1binp and Shoo~inp - ".000 - J!,OOO - - ,- - ~2.ooo 

Rn.llwo.YIIln \ho Un1tod Kingdom 6~,OOO 388,000 1,03S.000 - - - - 1.033,000 

Quarriea. MloOl, to. - - . "iT,ooo .... 000 861,000 - - - - &1,000 

R.alhVl.~ out of tho United Kingdom - - 390,000 300,000. - - - - ....000 

Fort'ilm and Oolonial St-'Iourtt i81 and - "',000 .... 000 - - - - "'.000 Cou\,ons. 
Mlluil'lpnl Inwl'8It. other Inwroat. anti - .... 000 ....... - - -- - ....000 

othtor l'toIUa. 
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I DESIRE it to be understood that I present this Memorandum to the Local 

Taxation Commission, not in the capacity of a member of it, but in the 'capacity 

of Assistant Secretary to the Treasury, on behalf of which I may assume that, had 

I not been appointed to serve on the Commission; I should have been summoned 

as a witness. 

E. W. n. 
14th July 1897. 

In revising this Memorandum for publication, after an interval of two years, I have 
, . , 

not attempted to bring the statistics· up to date, and still less to meet any criticisms 

on questions of theory or policy; but I have contented myself with a very few minor 

amendments of the wording and the .calculations. 

K W. H. 
30th June 1899. 

• 

• 
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MEMORANDUM BY 8m E. W. HAMILTON, lLC.B. 11 

MEMORANDUM. 

I.-PRELiMINARY .REMARKS. 

Few questious have occupied more frequently ~nd persistently the attention of Growth 6f 
Parliament, since the first Reform Bill was passed in 1832, than the question. of ~cal expe;
Local Taxation. In order to keep pace with the growth of local needs all over d:::~nfor 
the country-such as better drainage and water supply, improved lighting and reliof 
policing, better roads and streets, new municipal buildings, more efficient administra-
tion of the Poor Law and care of pauper lunatics, better primary education and 
housing of the working classes-there has been II> constantly increasing expenditure 
to be met by local authorities, and, as a result thereof, a constantly increasing demand 
on their part for relief from the pressure of rates incidental to property, out of the 
public or co=on purse to which the whole community contributes. 

The objects of this Memorandum is to trace historically the action which Parliament Objects of 
has taken at different times on these repeated applications for Imperi!l.l relief in aid of ~emo .... n
local burdens; to show the extent to which, and the manner in which, the ratepayers um. 
are, under existing arrangements, assisted by the taxpayers; to indicate in a g.eneral 
way the sources from which taxation is raised for Imperial as well as local purposes; 
llnd to give some indication of the great difficulties surrounding the questions which 
are raised by the Terms of Roference to us. 

H.-How THE QUESTION OF LoCAL TAXATION HAS BEEN TRJilATED BY PARLIAMENT 
AND SUCCESSIVE GOVERNMENTS. 

Tbe first occasion on which the question of the burdensome nature of rates Lord Al
seriously engaged the attention of Parliament, and on which at the same time action tb~rp'. (Jem
was taken, was towards the close of Lord Grey's Government in March 1834.. On ~~~:~yoU 
the motion of his Chancellor of the Exchequer, Lord Althorp,· a Select Committee Rates 
was appointed to inquire into the county rates in England and Wales, and to report (1834). 
what regulations might be adopted to diminish the pressure of local burdens on owners 
and occupiers of land. But, as the reform of the Poor Law administration was then 
under consideration, poor rates were excluded from the scope of the inquiry. 

The Committeet admitted-a.nd in support of this admission they had the authority 
of the Select Committee which a year before had inquired into the state of agriculturet 
-that certain cbarges borne on local rates, such as those connected with prisons, 
criminal prosecutions, and inland co=unica.tions, were charges of national importance 
and general utility, and as such were anomalously defrayed by local taxation. 
Accordingly, being of opinion that some portion of such charges might properly 
be placed on "those funds to which the general muss of property throughout .the 
.. country contributes more equably than it does to the county rate,", Lord Althorp's 
Committee reco=ended that the expenses of prosecuting at the assizes, of conveying 
prisoners to convict dep6ts, of maintaining the militia establishment, and of preparing 
certain parliamentary returns, should be met out of public revenues. Partial effect Granw for 
was given to these recommendations in the following year (1835) by Lord Melbourne's crimino! 
Government, there being a provision of 80,OOOt. made in the estimates§ for defraying :~~~::::~~';.'; 
one-balf of the expenses of prosecutions at assizes and quarter sessions, and a provision of convicts 
of 30,0001. for meeting the cost of the removal of convicted prisoners from local (1835). 
prisons. 

In the course of the next year (1836), a Royal Commission was appointed to 
consider t.he best means of establishing an efficient constabulary force in the couniies 
of Engmnd Ilnd Wales; and one of the recommendations which the Commissioners 
made, when they repo~·ted in 1839, was that a quarter of the cost of the contemplated 
force should be defrayed out of public funds. II The legislation, however, whieh followed 

... 

• :1 lIa",mrd, Vol 21, p. 13411. 
i Hou ... of Comm."" Paper, No. 612 of 1833. 
§ The .. tim_ for tb ..... reqniremenIB were prepared hy Lord J obn RusseU 

conveyed b, him t.o tho Treasur7 in a leiter of tbe 13th June 1835. 
U Parliamentar7 Paper, No. 11,9 of 1839. 

tHo".., of Cowmons Paper, No. 542 of IH34. 

(Home S""ary), and 

B2 

Coostahu. 
lary Cum
mission 
(1836). 
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upon this n.flport was me.rely permissive. and made no provision for the State's 
undertaking any part of the expenses of such a force, if ~onstituted. 

In 1845 Sir Robert Peel's Government were pres~ed to extend the relief which had 
been afforded to county rates ten years previously. The question of further relief, 
which had been outside the scope of the inquiry into local taxation held by the Poor 
Law Commissioners in 1843,'" was brought before the House by M.r. Miles. He 
movedt tbat in the dispnsal of the Budget surplus, due regard should be had to 
the claims of the agricultural interest; and he urged that the State should not 
only bear the whole cost of assize prosecutions and of the maintenance as well as 
the conveyance of committed prisoners, but should also contribute half the cost of 
county prisons and coroners' inquests, and the whole cost of the registration of voters, 
which charges, for England and Scotland, he put at 350,0001. Sir James Graham, 
the Home Secretary, opposed the motion on the practical ground that the burden of 
poor relief, wbich constituted a first charge on land, had been appreciably diminished, 
owing to the beneficial effect of recent fiscal iegisiation, and on the principle that 
land had no right to claim exemption from burdens, and at the same time retain 
Protection, which was in consideration of those burdens. Sir Robert Peel, moreover, 
pointed out that the proposed transfers of local burdens to the Consolidated Fund 
would not really benefit the agricultural interest; for, the cost of the services would 
certainly increase, and the more that was imposed nn that Fund, the more would 
ratepayers, who were also taxpayers, have tn contribute to it. 

Position In the following year (1846), some of the arguments by which Mr. Miles' motion 
changed

f 
by had been resisted in 1845 fell to the ground. The duties on foreign corn were to be 

~~rto;" immediately reduced and ultimately abolished. The agricultural industry, therefore, 
Laws(1846). was about to lose the benefit of Protection; and, owing to the altered situation of the 
Sir Robert agricultural ratepayer, Sir Robert Peel, notwithstanding what he had said less than 
Peel's 12 months previously, accompanied his corn law proposals by an undertaking to 
measure, provide for transferring a part of the local burdens from the rates to the Exchequer. + including oj. 
grant!! for The State was in future to pay the whole cost of conducting criminal prosecutions 
criminal and of maintaining convicted prisoners; to pay half the cost of medical relief in England 
prosecn· and Scotland; to provide salaries in Poor Law scllOols and those of union auditors; 
~~~n':::C3m::n- and also to undertake the whole cost, instead of half the cost, of. the Irish Constabulary, 
prisoners; in order that Ireland might be compensated for any injury which Sir R. Peel's 
me.dical commercial policy might inflict on the agricultural interests of that country. The 
i:'lief; t"'tr additional chsrge to be laid upon the taxpayers by these transfers was estimated u:::c 

00 S; at 341,0001.; and Sir Robert Peel pointed out that in almost every case the assumption 
nuditors; of the chargl\ by the State would be attended with some guarnntce of improved. 
Iri.h con administration or other public advantage. 
stabulary. The close connexion of the aholition of Protection with the burdens on local 
House of rates naturalJy raised discussion in the House of Lords. The discussion was 
~~: ~:D1- brought on by Lord Beaumont. He moved§ for a Select Committee to inquire into the 
.Burdens " burdens on real property, and the impediments to agricultural transactions, caused 
on Land by the existing system of ExciSe Duties, Poor Laws, and Local Taxation." After some 
(1846), debate, in which IJOrd Grev combated the idea that landowners bore more than 

their proper share of public· burdens, when regard was had to the enhanced value of 
land and to the special benefit which agriculturists derived from expenditure out of 
local rates, the appointment of the Committee was agreed to, with, however, an 
amendment that tlte inquiry was to be extended to the "legislative exemptions and 
" pecuniary advantages provided by law in respect to taxation affecting landed 
" property." 

Mr. Dis· 
raeli's pro
po .. l. 
(l~41l). 

l'he recommendations bearing on the relation hetweE)n Imperial and Local Finance 
which were made by this Committee II in the spring of 1846 did not differ materially 
from the measure of relief promised by Sir Robert Peel; and, with tIre support of those 
recommendations, the undertaking which he had given at the commencement of the 
Session was duly fulfilled. . . 

The Protectionist party, however, were far from being satisfied. In 1849, they 
gave expression to their feelings in a long dehate initiated by Mr. Disraeli,,. who 
maintained that the poor rate, the highways rate, and the county rate were all 
applied to national objects. To the amount of these rates (ten millions) he added the 
Land Tax (two millions), and proposed tltat one-half of this total of 12 millions 
should be borne by tlte Consolidated Fund. In reply to Mr. Disraeli, Sir Charles 

• House of Commons Paper, No. 486 of 1843. 
.1 3 Han8Rrd, Vol. 83, p. 264. 

II House of Lord. Paper, No. 29 of 1846. 

t 3 Hansard, Vol. 78, p. 963. 
§ 3 Hansard, Vol. 83, p. 912 • 
'IT 8 Hansard, Vol. 103, p. 224. 
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Wood, who 'Was then Chancellor of the Exchequer, laid stress on the benefits which 
had been conferred upon the agricultural interests, not only by the larger subventions 
recentiy granted, but by the repeonl of taxes bearing upon agriculture since 1815. 

Though defeated on this occasion, Mr. Disraeli returned to the charge -early I1Ir Dil!· 
in the following session (1850), by moving for a Committee to consider the poor ~'Bel~ "'l,in 
laws with a view to mitigate agricultural distress.'" He disputed the contention t,hat \18.0 
the landed interest had no grievance in the (so-called) .. hereditary burdens"; 
hut in his practical proposals he limited himself to seeking redress from such 
burdens Il.S could not be considered" hereditary." These were (1) the establishment 
cbarges connected with the relief of the poor; (2) rates levied by the machinery of 
the poor rate; and (3) the cost of relieving the casual poor. 

Sir George Grey, the Home Secretary, admitted on behalf of t.he Government that A«:i~nd. of 
some of the charges which had been enumerated could not be easily distinguished from ~tical 
those which Sir Robert Peel had already transferred from local to general funds: 1 ers. 
but he held that the change would not be operative for the end in view, because, 
through the shifting of such charges, the gain to the agricultural ratepayers would be 
counteracted bv their having to bear an increase of Imperial taxation. Mr. Gladstone 
supported the "motion, not because he sympathised with Mr. Disraeli's objecj;s, but 
because he thought that the proposed inquiry might be useful in weakening the 
demand for a revival of Protection. On the other hand, Sir Robert -Peel, while 
not averse to some of the proposals in themselves, opposed the motion, because in his 
opinion, its success would stimulate hopes of a reversal of policy. Mr. Disraeli's motion 
was only rejected by a narrow majority; and in the House of Lords an inquiry into 
the grievances of ratepayers was shortly afterwards granted. 

The inquiry WIl.S conducted by a Select Committee, of which Lord Portman was Honse of 
Chairman, and to which was referred tbe consideration of the laws relating to pal'Ochial ~rd. Com
assessments.t Sir George (then Mr.) Cornewall Lewis, whQ has always been regarded p'tteeh?~ 
as a high authority on questions connected with local taxation, appeared as principal A=.~~nts 
witness bofore this Committee, and stated at length hi!'! views on the policy of the (IS50). 
transfer of charges from the locai raws to the National Exchequer.! . He admitted Views of Sir 
as a general principle that "whenever any expenditure whatever is proposed, the G. Corne: 
.. presumption is in favour of making it a national oharge, paid out of the National :a~ ~;. 
" Exchequer, and that an exception can only be made from that general rule on tions be-
10 account of special circumstances arising in the particular case." tween local 

But, though he laid down that general principle, the rest of his evidence was nnd Imperial 
devoted to impressing upon the Committee the necessity for extreme caution in its finance; 
application. It WIl.S very easy to point out the unfairness of a tax exclusively 
iwposfld upon a limited class of property; but that disadvantage might in any case be 
outweighed by two considerations. One was whether it was, on the whole, expedient 
that the particular service should he under local rather than national management. 
TIle other was, wllat had becn the continued usage and the connenon of the particular dcpre""ting 
institution with the habits and system of the country. :~Derally d 

ne reviewed the principal charges which had been made the subject of contention t"::'~~:';"!f 
with the object of showing that, whatever might be the pri1m4 facie appearance, charges from 
there was a good deal to be said on the above grounds against change in the direction rates to 

, .proposed. tues. 

The Committee reported in the form of a series of resolutions which embodiE'd the Report of 
fOllOwing conclusions: the Com. 

That poor relief was a national object to which every description of property mittee. 
ought justiy to be called upon to contribute; but, until some means could be found 
of defining .. stock in trade" with sufficient accuracy for assessment purposes, it 
would be necessary to continue to exempt it from its legal liability ; 

'1~hat. although several items of union and county expenditure were charged, and 
othors might conveniently be charged, on the Consolidated Fund, it was not expedient 
to pI'ovide out of that fund for the general maintenance of the poor; and 

That any plan for a~sessin~ per~onal prop.erty in ~d of the rates on ~eal property 
would have to be conSIdered m mmute detail, especially as to the allocation of money 
so raised. -

Sill: years later (1856), the recommendations of the Royal Commission of 1836 in 
favour of charging on public funds a part of the cost of the provincial police at last 
-------------- -----

• 8 Hansard, Vol. 108, p. 1026. t Honse or Lord. Paper, No. 150 of 1850. 
t See p. 313 of Report of House of Lords Committee. 
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bore fruit. In 1853 a Select Committee of ihe House c{f COmmons· had reported 
that the permissive system of rural police had .been a failure, and urged upon the 
Government not only the necessity for uniformity of arrangements throughout Great 
Britain, but also the expediency of the State's rendering financial assistance to local 
authorities without interfering with local management. With a view to giving effect 

!;O~~tct to these recommendations, Sir George Grey. who was R,,<>a.in Homll Secretary in Lord 
pl"Oviding Palmerston's first administratio~, in?,<,duced. a Bill in 1856. providing colII:Pulsorily 
for Im~al for an adequate supply of police m counties and boroughs, and proposing that 
'1ntrib;::' Parliament should meet one·fourth of the cost of paying and clothing each force :f:: :f certified to be efficient. This Bill passed into law as the Act 19 & 20 Viet. c. 69. 
pay and In 1858 a Select Committee of the House of Commons was appointed to consider 
clothing. the question of the exemption of Government property from local rates and taxes. 
<!ontribu- The Committeet recommended that all lands and buildings used for publio purposes 
t1o~r rates should be assessed to local rating; and, though Lord Derby's Government failed in 
::'~nt ;:::- their attempt to alter the law so as to make such property legally liable to local 
Pertr(1859). assessment, the equity of the case established by the CommitteI.' was admitted in 

the following year (1859), to the extent of a proposal that the Government should 
henceforth make an annual contribution in lieu of rates in respect of lands and 
buildings owned or occupied by itself.t 

Hoose of Five years later (1864) the consideration of the question of Turnpike Trusts and 
Comm~DS Tolls, which had occupied the attention of a Select Committee 28 years previously 
?n''i':!~ (1836),§ was resumed. Another Select Committee,lI which was appointed by Lord 
pikes (IS64). Palmerston's Government, inquired into this subject, and they expressed concurrence 

in the conclusions at which the previous Committee had arrived. What had been 
considered desirable in 1836 was still more desirable in 1864, by which time, owing 
to the spread of railways, traffic on roads was principally restricted to local traffic, 
so that the tolls levied at turnpikes were generally paid by neighbouring ratepayers. 
In these altered circumstances, a system of tolls seemed t.o the Committee to be 
costly and injurious. They thought it better that those who mainly bore the charge 
for keeping the roads in order should do so by contributing to a rate, which would be 
administered under their own supervision. 

House of 
Commons 
Committee 
on Metro-
politan Go-
vernment 
(1866). 
Corporation 
of London 
Bill for 
rating 
owners 
r~ferred to 
the same 
Committee 
(1867). 
Mr. Goschen 
on the 
burden of 
rnt .. (1667). 

Resolution 
of Sir 
M....,y 
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relief of real 
property 
(1868). 

Effect was given to this recommendation, with the result that turnpikes gradually 
disappeared throughout the country, and the maintenance of roads became a liability 
on the rates. ~ . 
. In 1866 there was appoiuted a Select Committee on Metropolitan Government, of 

which Mr. Ayrton was Chairman. The intolerable pressure of London rates was 
represented to the Committee, and they recommended that a portion of the chart:te 
" for pcrmanent improvements and works should be borne by the owners of property 
" in the metropolis, the rate being in the first instance paid by the occupier, and 
" subsequently deduc ted fromhis rent."*- In the following year (1867) a Bill, 
promoted by the Corporation of London, to empower them to levy a 6d. rate 
on owners for improvements in the City, was referred to the same Committee. The 
Committee, .however, expressed an opinion that such a power should only be. 
exercised to the extent of one-half of the projected improvements, and so far as 
such improvements were sanctioned by the Metropolitan Board; the opinion being 
accompanied by a recommendation that owners of London property should be 
represented on the Board by some of the justices.tt· . 

In the same session (1867) Mr. GoschcnU drew attention to the continuous inerease 
of burdens on ratesble property, and suggested, as a. means of obliging other pruperty 
to contribute, the imposition of an additional penny Income tax to be collected 
and retained by the Government, who should hand over as an equivalent the 
Inhabited House Duty, to be collected and applied by local authorities. 

In the following year (1868) the general question of local taxation was brought 
before the House of Commons by Sir Massey Lopes, principally in the interests of 
the owners of agricultural land.§§ He moved a resolution to the effect that it was 
unjust and impolitic to levy all local rates from real property; but, after ~ome 
debate, Mr. Disra.eli's Government secured the withdrawal of the motion. ' 

• House oIiJommons Paper, No. 715 of 1853. t House of Commons Paper,.No. 444 of 1857-8. 
t 3 Hansard, Vol. 154, p. 794. § House of CommoDs Paper, No. M7 of 1836. 

II House of Commons Paper, No. 383 of 1864.· . 
~ A. recommended by tbe Committee of 1864, the area of local liability for roads was extended in 

1878 by the Act 41 & 42 Viet. c. 77, pursuant to which half the expense of main roods was charged upon 
the county rates,-the remainder only OD t.be districts and parishes. . . 

•• House of Commons Paper, No. 186 oI 1866. tt House of Commons Paper, No. 268 of 1867. 
, H 3 HRIl8&I"d, Vol. 190, p. 1011~ §§ 3 Hansard, Vol. 192, p. 186. 
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The next year (1869), by which time Mr. Gladstone was installl;d in Downing ~olion of 
Strp,et, Sir l\{assey Lopes a,,<>ain took up the cudgels for the ratepayer. On . this ~lr M";""y 
oceasion ~e .moved* for the appointment of '!' Royal Commission to inquire into. the ~~ c:.:. 
amount, IDCldence, and effect of local taxatiOn. But he had, for a second time, mIssion on 
to resort to withdrawal of his resolution, in deference to tbe representation of the new I?C"I taxa
Government-(a rcpresentation whioh may have a passing interest for the present tion (1869). 
Commission)-' that proposals affecting taxation were not proper for reference to a 
Royal Commission, and that the Government would themselves conSider the subject. 

A year later (1870) Mr. Goschen, who was now President of the Poor Law Board, Mr. ~o. 
movedt for a Select Committee to inquire into the expediency of dividing between sc~:: Com
owners and occupiers tbe charges imposed on occupiers of rateable property, and to :~io:~f 
report wbat changes in the constitution of local bodies should follow such division. rates ,187(0). 
, An inquiry, however, of this kind was not what Sir Massey Lopes and his friends 

had in view,and he moved an amendment to the Ministerial motion in favour of 
postponing the appointment of the proposed Committee, until the Government had 
introduced (what he considered to be) their promised measure for dealing with the 
incidence of rating. It was impossible, in his opinion, to determine how rates should 
be appertioned, until it had been decided whether tbe objects for which they were levied 
were loeal or Imperial. Mr. Gladstone, however, beld that it would be time enough 
to scttle that point,when tbe inquiry how local burden9 should be divided between 
the parties having a joint interest in such property had been concluded; and after 
he bad admitted the necessity for subsequently considering whetber· the assistance 
given from Imperial funds to loCal purposes was too great or too small-whether it 
waS given in the best mauner-and whether it Was so given as to promote efficiency 
and economy or to interfere with sound administration, the amendment was 
withdrawn. 

Before the appointment of the Committee was agreed to, Mr. Corrance succeeded Instl'uction 
in making it an instruction to the Committee that they should "inquire further to. Com· 
" into the proper classification of rates, with a view to determine their proper incidence :~~~;et~nto 
.. upon the owners or occupiers of rateable property."· incidence. 

Whcn the Committee was appointed, Mr. Goschen was called to the chair. After MI'. Go
cvidencc had been tak~n, the Chairman submitted to the Committee a draft Rcport, schen's draft 

which baa since been recognised as one of the most able and useful contributions report. 
to the discussion of the :r:Lting question. .But the Committee preferred to confine 
tllemselves to reporting to the House certain resolutions of a less elaborate and. decisive 
clJaracter, favouring an adjustment of the system of rating in such a manner that 
owners as well as occupiers should be made liable for a part of the Tates,and at the 
same timc given an interest in local expenditure.! 

Undeterred by prcvious failures to secure tbe assent of the House to an inquiry I"quiry . 
on bis own lines, Sir Massey Lopes reverted to the subject of loCal taxation early in l:~'OP~...u by 
the Session of 1871. The motion§ which he brought forward on this occasion had L:pes~~~t 
wider objects in view. He moved that, inasmuch as many of the existing and con· incidence of 
templated charges on local rates were for national purposes, it was the duty of the t"xati~n, 
Government to inquire forthwitb into the incidence of Imperial as well aa local Iml~\'Ia\ 
taxation, and to take steps to ensure that every description of property should equitably (~S7~~ 
contribute'to national burdens. In support of his motion, Sir Massey Lopes con· 
tended that three·fifths of the 20 millions raised by loCal taxation were applied to 
purposes of a national character, and be urged that the State might properly undertake 
to provide for part of the cost of pauper lunatic asylums, for the salaries of more 
Poor Law offi(''Crs, and for tbe maintenance of the Quecn's highways. 

The duty of replying to Sir Massey Lopes devolved on Mr. Goschen, wbo pointed 
to the twofold description of sucb property as houscs and land; to the want of logic 
in cont.ending that, because the existing method of raising local rates was ineq uitable, 
loenl expenditure sbould therefore be made a national charge; to the concc!!Sions 
made to landed proprietors by Sir R. Peel in 1846; and to the difficulties of 
providing out of the common purse for the relief of able-bodied poor. The Govern. Legi~l.tion 
ment, he said, had fully inquired into the matter, and were prepared to introduce p~o~ised b1 
remedial legislation. This being so, thc appointment ilf a Committee would merely ~:nt.o.ern. 
cause delay.' Sir Massey Lopes' motion, however, was (lnly set asidc by the carrying 
of the previous question, which was secured by a majority of 46. 
--'---"-'-~-'- ------ -- ---

• S HIlIlMI'd, Vol. 194, p. 223. t 3 Hanoard, Vol. 199, P. 631l. 
t HOIl .. of Commoll8 Paper, No. 353 of 1870, and Mr. Goecheo' ... Roports .... d Speech .. OIl L<><:al Tuation,d 

pp. 151-176. 
§ 3' Hansard Vol 204, P. 1037. 
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Almost immediateiy after this debate, that is~ in March 1871, Mr, Goschen addressed 
to the Treasury his well known" Report?n the progressive incr~e of local taxation, 
.. with special reference to the propo~tlOn of l~cal a~d ImperIal burdens b~rne hy 
.. the different classes of real property In the Uruted Kmgdom as compared wlth the 
" burdens imposed upon the same classes of property in other European countries ...... 

Reference has been and is so frequently made to that Report that it may be well to 
give the conclusions to which the investigation appeared to Mr. Goschen to lead. 
They admit of being briefly summarised :-

(1.) The increase of. local .taxatio,!- in England and Wales might have been lcss 
than in other countrIes, yet It was very great . 

. (2.) In about 30 years rates had doubled; they had risen from 8,000,0001. to 
16,OOO,OOOl. 

(3.) The increase of eight millions, of which at least six-and-a-half millions had 
fallen on urban districts, was attributable to· three main causes. '1'he poor 
rate was accountable for two~eighths, which meant, to some extent, more 
humane treatment. Town improvements were accountable for five-eighths, 
maiJlly representing outlay for remunerative purposes. Police was accountable 
for a large part of the remaining eighth, and such expenditure secured an 
equivalent in value. . 

(4.) The rateable value had not only undergone a correspondingly great increase, 
but had also followed the course of local taxation, having been greater in 
the urban than in the agricultural districts. 

(5.) While house property was heavily taxed, the burdens on land, which for the 
most part were hereditary, were not heavier than they had been on past 
occasions and were less heavy than in most foreign countries. 

A few weeks later-on the 3rd April IBn-Mr. Goschen movedt for leave to 
bring in a Rating and Local Government Bill, which was fOlmded in part on the 
.resolutions of the Select Committee of 1870, and was intended to simplify and ireprove 
local administration. In his speech he explained the provisions, not only of this Bill. 
but of a second Bill, which, under the name of a Local Taxation Bill, was intended 
to remedy the alleged grievance of ratepayers. . 

Under these Bills it was proposed that, at an undetermined date, the House Tax 
should be levied by and paid to local authorities. But those who advocated relief 
of local burdens in the interests of landowners did not view with any favour Mr. 
Goschen's offer of relief, accompanied as it was with provisions for transferring the 
payment of half the rates from occupiers to owners, with only bare respect for existing 
contracts; and ihe result was that both Bills were withdrawn, before they even reached 
the stage of second reading. 

Having regard to the disappointing nature of the abortive Rating Bills brought 
forward in 1871, and to the absence of any intention on the part of tile Government 
to resume consideration of the question of local taxation, lSir Massey Lopes came 
forward with another resolution! in the following year (1872). The claim fo.r the 
recognition of poor relief as an imperial liability was dropped. But the resolution called 
on the House to say that "no legislation. with reference to local taxation will be 
" satisfactory which does not provide, either in ·whole or in part, for the relief of 
.. occupiers and owners in counties and boroughs from charges imposed on rate
H payers for the administration of justice, police, and lunatics, the expenditure for such 
" purposes being almost entirely independent of local control." 

In the speech in which Sir Massey Lopes moved this resolution, he suggested that, 
to give practical effect to it, the Government should bear the whole cost of adminis
tering justice, half the cost of police, and half the cost of pauper lunatics, involving, 
as he estimated, an increased charge of taiher over two millions on the Consolidated 
Fund, viz. :-

£ 
In England 
In Scotland 

- 1,626,000 
245,000 

In Ireland (where the whole cost of the police was already met 
out of public funds) - - - - - - 166,000 

Total - £2,037,000 

• Reprinted in 1893 lIS House of Common. Paper, No. 201 of 1893. 
t 3 Hl\DBlIl'd, Vol. 205, jI. 1115. . . t 3 H_d, Vol. 210, p. 1331. 
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Sir Thomas Acland, from the Ministerial side of the House, moved a.n amendment 
t'l Sir Massey Lopes' resolution. The amendment was endentiy intended to minimise 
the difficulties with which Mr. Gladstone's Government found itself confronted on 
the question of loeal taxation. While admitting the desirability of relieving rate
payers from charges of a national character and of abolishing exemptions from rates, 
Sir T, Acland's amendment asked for an equitable distribution of new loeal burdens 
between owners and occupiers. 

Mr. Stansfeld, who had succeeded Ml-. Goschen as President of the Local Government 
Board (which had by the .lct 34 & 35 Vict. c. 70. superseded the old Poor Law Bonrd), 
replied for the Government, which was prepared to support this amendment. He 
donied that the administration of justice, police, and pauper lunatics was beyond 
local control, lind commented on the absurdity of Sir Massey Lopes' allegation 
that, because the value of rateable property was said to be one-seventh of the 
estimated total income of the country, therefore one-seventh of the income bore 
all the local burdens. Such burdens fell on persons, not on property. He 
agreed that the State should bear part of the cost of pauper lunatics; and he 
intimated that it WM the desire of the Government to introduce a Bill to repeal all 
total eXf'mptions from rating, including that of Government property. 

Mr. Disraeli, however, reminded the Government that, in offering to give up the 
Inhabited House Duty, they had admitted the case for further relief in aid of loeal 
taxation j Ilnd, after a prote..-t from Mr. Goschen ag&.inst indiscriminate grants from 
the Consolidated Fund, Sir Massey Lopes' resolution was carried against the Government nes~!oItion 
by a majority of 100. corned. 

Two years elapsed hefore any effect was given to this decided expression of opinion 
on the part of the House of Commons. By that time Sir Massey Lopes' friend~ were 
in power; and one of the first acts of thE! new Chancellor of the Exchequer, Sir Staft'OI') 
Sir Stafford Northcote, was to admit the claim ofloeal taxation to special consideration. ])Iorthcote's 

in connexion with the disposal. of the huge snrplus which had been bequeathed to him Qo;:;'~"'" 
by his predecessor, Mr. Gladstone. 
Havm~ 80 recently acceded to office, Mr. Disraeli's Government were unable to 

propound nn elaborate plan. The proposals, therefore, which Sir Stafford N orthcote . 
made in April 1874,· were admittedly not final; but they would meet immediate 
needs, and would facilitate a subsequent settlement. They took the form of increased comprising 
subventions out of the Exchequer or grants-in. aid. The State was to provide a grant a grant for 
of 48. weekly per head on account of pauper lunatics, and half, instead of one qnarter, raup~r 
the cost of the pay and olothing of the police in England and Scotland. It was further i~~~=:RlI 
to contribute in respect of rates to all parishes containing Government property, grants for 
irrespectively of the amount of sueh propel·ty on which contribution had hithE'rto poiice and 
depended. These additional subventions or grants-in-aid amounted at the time to a fGoer rates on 

'U' d t v.rnm.nl. 
IDl Ion an a q uar er. property 

These proposals were accepted by Parliament, but not without IL warning from Mr Gl"; 
:Ur. Gladstone that they meant & transfer from a fund supported by property to a .to~e'. -
fund supported by property and labour jointly, and an expre~sion of regret on his prorest. 
part that, unlike Mr. Goschen'R proposals, the pl'esent proposals failed to secure better 
administration of local taxation and safeguards against extravagance. 

'Three years later (1877), Mr. Disraeli's Government brought forwal'd a measure for Prisons 
relieving local authorities from the obligation of having to provide prison accommoda- Acts of 
tion for their prisoners. It was introducedt by Mr. Cross, the Home Secretary, and :'877, trtn"i 
it· became law by the Act 40 & 41 Vict. c. 21. In pursuance of tha.t Act, all prisons p":~n~ oea 
belonging to any prison authority, under the Act 28 & 29 Vict. c. 126., were from local 
transferred to the Hom~ Office, and the expenses of maintaining both prisons and aulhoritie. 
prisoners were thenceforth transferred from the ratepayer to the taxpayer. Separate to the State. 
Acts of the same Spssion made similar provision for the Scotch and Irish prisons. 

In ] 879 a Royal Commis~ion was appointed to inquire into the depressed state of Duke of 
t.he a~rioultnrnl interests. The BIlke of Richmond presided over it i and in their Richm~n~·. 
final Reportt the Commissioners exp"essed an opinion that the maintenance of C0'lml!:sl0t" 
indoor poo~ should I~o charged eit~er upon the Consolidated FllIld, or upon a rate or ::ral 'b:,~u -
taxes eqUltably adJusted accordmg to means and substance, and that a certain pression 
proportion of taxes should he assigned to local authorities in aid of local expenditure. (1~79). 
'l'hey also advocated an equal al?portionment of rates between owners and occupiers 
subject to due observance of existlllg contract.q. 

• 3 118ll84lnl, Vol. 218, p. 651. t 3 llan...ro, Vol. 232. P. 132. 
; Parlillmenlar7 J.>aper, ~1, 3.1011 of 1882, .. 
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During Mr. Gladstone's second administratioD (1880-5), measures for the reform of 
;Jounty government, including the question of eontributions from Imperial taxes in 
relief of local burdens, were promised. But the Government never succeeded in giviug 
definite shape to their intentions, in spite of their being repeatedly pressed and attacked 
by those 'who were not content with mere promises. 

A r'3s01ution was movp.d* in F'ebruary 1882 by Mr. R. Paget, and seconded by 
Sir Massey Lopes. Cltlling J;lpon the Government to remedy the injustice of the incidence 
of local taxation" by an adequate increase of contributions from general taxation." 
The motion was met ,by a few words from Mr. Gladstone. stating that the pl'Oposals of 
his Government could not be revealed before the Budget. and taking exceptiou to the 
fettering nature of a premature resolution' of an abstract kind; and the" previous 
qnestion" was carried by a majority of five. When. however. the time came for him to 
propound'his Budget.t he had to admit that the contemplated measure for establishing 
County Boards and readjusting local finance was abandoned. and to content himself 

Annual with a proposal to relieve the highway rate by a moderate iucrense of the licence duty 
1r:.';!';,iked on carriages. The projected increase of the carriage duty was abandoned, but a sum of 
and main 250,OOOl. was votell in 1882.t and subsequent yeard, for disturnpiked and main roads 
roads. in England and Scotland. 
Mr. P.ll·. In 1883 Mr.. Pell. who two years before§ had tried to prevail upon the House 
reso!ution of Commons to undertake an annual review of local finance. corresponding to that 
~~r ~mmt f which is seeured for J mperial finance in the Budget statement. brought forward a 
t~Brat~;~;ers motion II "that no further delay should be allowed in granting adequate relief to 
(1883). " ratepayers in counties and boroughs in respect of national services required of local 

"authorities." He contended that the relief which had been afforded in 1874 was 
no longer sufficient. more especially in view of the growing charge on rates for 

Amendment eduClttion. The motion having been seconded by Lord Emlyn. an amendment was 
moved and moved by Mr. Albert Grey, and supported by the Government. seeking 10 commit 
supported the House to an opinion that relief to ratepayers" should be by the tran&fer to local 
:';f~:rn- "authorities of the revenue proceeding from particular taxes or portions of taxes," 
nB80cialing and should \)e dealt with in connexion with local government. Sir Charles Dilke. as 
relief with President of ihe Local Government Board. endeavoured to show that the subventions 
refo;'m of of 1874 had led to an accelerated increase of expenditure on police and pauper 
':;:~t.govern- lunatics; and Mr. Gladstone. while admitting the injustice of levying rates exclusively 

in respect of visible property. protested against remedying one injustice by the 

Amendment 
carried by 
narrow 
majority, 
and pres8ur~ 
put upon 
Government 
by their 
own sup
pOlters. 
:F'urther 
l'CtlOlution 
of Mr. PeU 
carried 
against the 
Governmellt 
(11;84). 

Amendment 
to the Bud
get Bill 
carried by 
Sir Michael 
Hick.
Beach. and 
Government 
overthrown 
(1885). 

perpetuation of others. in which the imposition of new burdens upon labour would 
result. 

Mr. pell's motion was rejected, and ,the amendment carried by a majority of only 13. 
A few days later. the Government were warned tha't tho feeling of the House on the 
subject of the urgency of relieving ratepayers was even stronger than the division 
list showed. Thirty-one members, who had supported the Government by th,eir votes, 
presented a memorial stating that their support had only been given on the 
understanding that the 'amendment implied an intention to deal promptly with the 
question. 

As there seemed to be no prospect of legislation in the following Session (1884). 
Mr. Pell renewed.the attack. His motion depreClt~d "the postponement of further 
" measures of relief acknowledged to be due to ratepayers in respect of local charges 
" imposed on them for national services ~'; and on this ocCltsion Mr. Pell succeeded 
in carrying his point by a majority of 11. "If 

N otwithstancling these warnings. no measures for relieving local taxation were 
fortheoming.' But in 1885 the rate-paying interests again made themselves heard, 
and this time with some indirect success. Sir Michael Hicks-Beach moved an 
amendment to the .Budget Bill** (which proposed an alteration in the Death Duties, 
affecting real as well as personal property); and the leading provision of his amendment 
was that no fresh taxation on real property should be sanctioned, until effect had been 
given to the Resolutions of the 17th April, 1883, and the 28th March. 1884, by which 
it had been acknowledged that further measures of relief were due to ratepayers in 
respect of 10Cltl charges imposed on them for national services. The amendment 
was carried by a majority of 12, and. in consequence of sustaining this defeat, 
Mr. Gladstone's Government resigned . 

• 3 Hansard. Vol. 266. p. 1285. ~ 3 Hansard. Vol. 268. p. 1301. 
t 3 Hansard. Vo!. 273. p. 1577. 3 Hansard. Vol. 261. p. 1084. 
II a Han ..... d, Vol. 278. p. 437. • 3 H .. nsru:d. Vol. 286, p. 1023 • 

•• 3 Hanaard. vol. 295. p.1421. 
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When the appeal was made to the country in the autumn, Mr. Gladstone in. his "Mr. ~I"ol. 
address to t.he Midlothian electors explained the reasons hy which he h&d been .~n~. 
actuated in resisting the motions relating to local taxation which had been pressed :m,,:;~: 
. oon his Government hetween 1880 and 1!l85. (1885). 
'" In the reform of local government, the first objects," he said, "to be aimed at, 

U in my judgment. are to rectify the balance of taxation as between real and personal 
" property; to put an end to the gross injustice of charging upon labour, through 
" the medium of the Consolidated :trund, local hurdens which our laws have always 
.. wisely treated as incident to property; to relieve the ratepayer, not at the charge of 
.. the working population, but wholly or mainly by making over, for local purposes, 
" wisely chosen items of taxation; to supply loeal management with inducements 
.. to economy, instead of tempting and almost forcing it into waste; finally, and 
.. most of all, to rencIer the system thoroughly representative and free."* . 

In 1886, which witnessed the . fall and aceession of two Governments and another Resolution 
dissolution of Parliament, the question of local taxation did not· admit of being ~:t;f by Id 
practically de~lt with. B~t i~ the early part of the Session, when Mr .. Gladst me 'Yas &"g.r:~~~r 
In power agam' for the t1nrd hme, Mr. Thorold Rogers moved a resolutlOn,t declarmg equal divi. 
that the incidenc·e of local taxation as between owners and occupiers was unjust, .ion ofr.te. 
and that owucrs should bl'al" at least one-half the burden. To this resolution between d 
Sir R. Paget moved an amendment pronouncing that "an equitable readjustment ::~~::;.n 
" of taxation as between real and personal property was more urgently required (IB86). 
" than a diVision of rates between owners and occupiers"; but the amendmcnt was 
negatived ant! the original motion carried. 

In the autumn of the same year (1886),' by which time Lord Salisbury's second Cessation 
administration had been formed, a decision had to be taken on the question of of ..r0D~on 
continuing the coal and wine duties levied by the Corporation of London and tbe :'in:':ues. 
Metropolitan Board of Works, which under the existing statute (31 Vict. c. 17.) were 
due to expire in July 1889. These dutics were of ancient origin. The duty of 18. ld. 
per ton upon coal produced about 400,0001. a year, and the duty of 48. 9id. per 
Imperial tun upun wine produced 8,5001. j and by these means the authorities in 
question had been able to carry out great schemes of metropolitan improvement. 
'rhe decision of tbe Government was Itnnounced by Lord Randolph Churchill,t as 
Chancellor of the Exchequer, to a deputation which waited upon bim from the bodies 
concerned. His announcement was to the effect that the coal duties (which alone 
were important) bcing a tax upon a prime necessary of life, and also a serious hindrance 
to the progress of manufactures in the metropolis, could not be justified except upon 
the plea of works of urgent public necessity which could not be otherwise provided for. 
This justification had not been estahlished in the opinion of the Government, and 
they could, thereforc, hold out no hope of any further continuance of the duties. 

A few weeks after Lord Randolph Churchill had given the death blow to tbe 
Coal and Wine Duties, his bricf tenure of the Chancellorship of the Exchequer 
CRmc to an end; and he was succeeded by Mr. Goschen in January 1887. 

The question of the Imperial and local burdens In respect of property had long Mr. Go· 
engn!/et! :Mr. Gosclwn's attention. but the bulk of his proposals for relieVing local schen'. first 
taxatIOn were reserved to accompany the contemplated plan of local government (1~~~e)t 
rdorm. In his first Iludgct§ he confined himself to carrying two minor measures . 
for the benefit of the agricultural interest. The first measure conceded to farmers Farm.rs' 
thc option of b'3ing assessed to Income Tax .on their actual profits unde!' Schedule D. :"i:oo•nt 
instead of on the arbitrary bn.sis afforded by Schedule B. His second measure was Tax. como 
ono to double the existing /rrant-in-aid of disturnpiket! and main roads, which Incre .... ~f 
thl'n nmmmtpd to 250,OOOl. in England and Scotland, whilll Ircland was to receive an grant for 
analogous gl'ant of iiO,OOOI. for the promotion of arterial drainage. disturn\,ik"l 

1\11". Goschl'u's proposals, modest though thl'Y were, were not carried without an~ maIn 
evoking considl'rahle criticism. Mr. H. H. Fowler held that relief from the pressure roo • 
of rates was most required in towns, while Mr. Goschen's proposals were intended to 
benefit rural ratepayers only. Lord Randolph Ohurchill condemned tbe increa..ed 
grants-in.aid as a. continuance of the disoredited system of doles, and. as· weakening 
the power of the Government to estahlish a. popular systR.m of loea.!. govl'rnment. 
Lord ll,andolph'lI strictures were E'Ddorsed by Mr. Gladstone, who made the proposal 
the text for some general observations on the relations between Imperia.!. and local 
finance. 

• " Tim..,· 19th Septem"". 1885. 
, 3 H.......-d, VoL 303, p. 16!S. 

~ .. Tim .... " 19 November 18~6. 
§ S Hansard, Vol. 313, p. 1416. 
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Dealing first with the obvious retort that the proposal was merely an extension 
of the road grant which his own Government had instituted, Mr. Gladstone said that 
step was taken not willingly, nor with any pretence of willingness, but under 
Parliamentary pressure which his Government was not in a position to resist. He 
quite agreed' that the ratepayer, meaning the occupier, was in a cruel position. 
The occupier was under agreements which bound him to meet the charge of rates, 
whatever they might be. But since those agreements came into force great changes 
had taken place. Originally ihe rate$ were confined to certain limited aud narrow 
purposes, and the occupier knew what he was about. But of late years neW' economic 
and social wants had sprung up, the burden of which was borne by the occupier, 
though the benefit went almost entirely to the owner of the soil and of the houses. 
This was a gross injustice, and it was necessary to consider, not only the relation 
between visible and invisible property, but between owner and occupier. These 
grants-in-aid might give immediate relief to the occupier, but not an enduring relief. 
Whether rents were rising or falling, on the next adjustment the grants would be 
taken into account, and the landlord would get so much more rent. By professing 
to redress the inequality between one form of property and another, they were 
seriously and permanently aggravating the inequality as between property and labour. 
Mr. Goschen d~fended his grants as being m~l'ely a temporary measure pending the 
complete scheme. 

In the following year (1888) the question of tbe reform of Local Government, 
accompanied with the re-arran~ement of the relations between taxpayers and 
ratepayers, was taken seriously in hand. It devolved upon Mr. Ritchie;'" as President 
of the Local Government Board, to explain and carry the measure for constituting 
county councils, and upon Mr. Goschen,t as Chancellor of the Exchequer, to explain 
and carry the financial proposals for aifordingsubstantial relief in further aid of looal 
taxation, which had been and still was incl·e8.lIing so formidably. 

We are only concerned with the financial proposals, which were not carried in their 
entirety in 1888, and which were supplemented in 1890. 

The main prinriple of the proposals made by Mr. Goschen in 1888 was that tlle 
greater part of thc grants-in-aid of local taxation, annually charged on the votes, were 
to be discontinued-that in lieu thereof there should be handed over to local authorities 
the bulk of the Excise licences, which would more than cover the discontinut'd 
grants-in-aid-and that, by way of further relieving the pressure or rates, there should 
be assigned to the same authol'ities certain additional revenues with which some of the 
growing local requirements might be milt. It was only the additional relief that 
was to be applied to Ireland, because the circumstances of that country connected 
with the provision made by the State for local charges differed so materially from the 
rest of the United Kingdom, and because the reform of Local Government was not to 
extend across St. George's Channel, at any rate for the present. 

The grants-in. aid, which were discontinued in pursuance of the Acts 51 & 52 Vict. 
c. 41. and 52 & 53 Vict. c, 50.; were the folio wing ;-

1. In }i}ngland and Walea-

Disturnpiked and main roads 
Poor Law grants 
Criminal prosecutions -
Police (London, County, and Borough) 
Pauper lunatics ~ - -

Total 
2. I'll Scotla;nd

Roads 
Medical relief 
Police 
Pauper lunatics • 

3. I'll Irela;nd-Nil. 

Total 

£ 
250,000 
290,000 
145,000 

- 1,430,000 
485,000 
---

35,000 
20,000 

155,000 
90,000 

£ 

2,600,000 

300,000 

:t £2,900,000 
--_.---::-------:--=-:---------------=== 

• 3 Hansard, Vol. 323, p. 1644. t 3 Ran .. rd, Vol. 324, p. 268. 
i 'l'hese Iijl;Ure8 represent the amounts, in NJUnd Bums, which Parliament would have been asked to vot. 

ullder the old a"rRngement (cf. Parliamentary I'apers, 0.-5344 of. HISS). 
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The Excise licences which were handed over to local authorities in lieu ot these and of 
trBlllderred 
Iioences. 

grants-in-aid are given in Appendix I. 

1. In England these licences amounted to (about) 
and, therefore, England for the moment gained 

by receiving the English licences in lieu of the grants-in-aid 
• 

2. In Scotland the licences nmounted to (about) 
and, therefore, Scotland for the moment gained -

by receiving the Sco ttish licences in lieu of the grants-in -aid 

£ 
- 3,000,000 

400,000 

- 2,600,000 

318,000 
18,000 

- £300,000 

3. As England and Scotland both gained somewhat by this arrangement, there Equivalent 
WM first voted and subsequently. charged on the Consolidated Fund, in pursuance grant to 
of the Act 510 & 55 Vict. c. 48. s. 5, an annual Cfluivalent grant of 40,0001. in Ireland. 
favour of Ireland, whose grants-in. aid remained untouched, in order that that country 
might, from a local taxation point of view, be under no disadvantage as compared 
with the other two countries. 

The Excise licences, though no longer paid into the Exchequer, continue to ba 
levied by the Imperial Parliament and collected by Imperial officers. It is true 
that by means of an Order in Council, passed on the recommendation of the Treasury 
in pursuance of section 20 of the Act 51 & 62 Viet. c. 41, the power might be 
conferred on county councils in England to levy the duties on all or any of the 
licences. But this power has never been exercised; while there is no similar provision 
in the corresponding Aot relating to Local. Government in Scotland (52 & 53 
Vict. e. 50.). 

The additional relief to be granted for local purpos6s, other than those to which 
tbe State had hitherto contributed, consisted of (1) half the probate duty, whatever 
that duty as then levied might yield, and (2) two new licences. 

The probate duty wat! the tax selected to be partially apJ?lied in relid of local Rea.ons r •. , 
burdens, because it was the one tax which fell exclusively on realised personalty; and trrutsfer of 
it had always been the dream of reformers of local taxation to make personalty ar~b •. " 
contribute t.hereto." l\[oreovo}r, it was a tall: of which the yield was calculated u y. 
to grow, an.i thus the l'8tepayer would have a share in the benefit of the growing 
realised wealth of the community. As the probate duty was. yielding about five-and-a.-
half millions, the local half would produce about two-and-three-quarter millions; and 
t.his half was to . be assigned to England, Scotland, and Ireland, in the respective 
proportions of 80, 11, and 9 per cent., those being about the proportions in which it 
was believed at the time that the three kingdoms were contributing to public revenue 
as a. whole.t 

In Scotl!md and Ireland the proba.te duty grants were allocated by Parliament to AUocation 
specific purposes.t But in England and Wales there WII8 no such specific allocation of ~& 
of the grant. It was to go in relief of rates generally. The only question decided as .. gned 

by Parliament was how the grant should be distributed among the various local ~':~:;"focal 
authorities. Three methods of distribution at first presented them~elves. The choice BnLhorhies. 
seemed to . lie between populatioI1, rateable value, and indoor pauperism; and the 
Government originally selected indoor pauperism, as affording the best basis for 
providing that relief should be given where it was most required. At a later stage, 
however, in order to ease the passage of the Bill, that basis was discarded; and it was 
determined that the English share of the probate duty should he distributed between 
counties in proportion to existing grants-in-aid,§ notwithstanding that, as SUCll grants 
iluctusted from year to year, they constituted a basis liable to become at any time 
obsolete and inequitable. 

The new lioence duties proposed to be levied in Great Britain consisted of (1) a duty ALflndon
on horses and racehorses, estimated to yield in England 540,0001., and in Scotland mont of 

propooal8 
for new 

• 8 Hall8&l'd, Vol. 324, pp. 785, 745, s... licences. 
t The actual proportioDi in which EnglAnd. Scotland, and Ireland .... respectivdy contributing to public 

revenue, accordiug to the 1_ calcula.tiona (_ "Financial Relations" Return, No. 836 of 1896). are 
81'81,10'71. and 7'1\H percen&. 

t 51 '" 52 Vict. 0. 60. § 51 '" 52 Vict. 0. 41 ••• 22. 
C3 
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54,OOOl.; and (2) a duty on carts and wheels, estimated to yield in England 300,000l., 
and in Scotland aO,OOOl. But the proposed duty on carts and wheels created so much 
opposit.ion, in face of which argument and fact produced comparatively little effect, 
that the Bill imposing the two licences had ultimately to be abandoned, notwith
standing that the Chancellor of the Exchequer made several important concessions to 
meet the general complaints of the incidence of the" wheel-tax" '<Ind to remedy the 
grievances of particular interests. 

In order to provide some substitute for these licence duties, which had been 
dropped in 1888, and to meet tbe demand for police superannua.tion, Mr. Goschen 
two years later (1890) proposed to levy for local purposes. and to ·hand over to local 
authorities an extra duty or surtax of ad. per barrel on .beer, and an extra duty 
or surtax of 6d. per gallon on spirits, estimated to produce 1,304,0001. in all. The 
proceeds of these surtaxE's were to be distributed between the thrE'Al. killgdoms in the 
probate duty proportions of 80, 11, and 9 respectively. The proposed levy received 
the sanction of Parliament by the Act, 53 Vict. c. 8; but the proposed appropriation 
of the money was materially modified in the HOl?-se of Co=ons. It was originally 
intended that Ii, p~rt of it should be devoteej. to climinishing the number of public-house 
licences. Bilt the licensing proposals met with so much opposition that they had to 
be abandoned, and consequently the proceeds of the surtax had. to be allocated 
afresh. 

The new allocation, which was confirmed by the Act ~3 & 54 Vict. c. 60, was 
as follows :-

Police superannuation.. .., .. 
In relief of rotes or for technical instruction 
~cbool fees - - - -
Medical, &c. officers .. .. 
National School teachers - -
Intel·mediat.e education • - .. 

Totals 

England, 
80 per CeIlt. 

£ 
300,000 
743,000 

1,043,000 

Scotland, 
11 per CenL 

£ 
40,000 
48,000 
40,000 
15,000 

lre1and. 
9 per Cent. 

£ 

-
78,000 
40,000 

143,000 i~lO'BOO 

• 
£1,304,000 

Between the fall of Lord Salisbury's Government· in 1892' and the fall of 
Lord .Rosebery's GOYE'rnment in 1895, the question of loeal taxation was not dealt 
With ill Parliament, except that, in congequence of the abolition of the Probate Duty 
by the Finance Act, If:94 (57 & 58 Vict. c. 30), there was suhstituted for the 
l"robate Duty grant to tne Local Taxation Accounts a gr&nt of an equivalent 
amount out of the new "Estate Duty" derived from personal. prorlerty (s. 19). 
But Sir (then Mr.) Henry Fowler, while he presided at the Local Government Board, 
gave the matter his special attention. 

In 1893 he made a report'" to the Treasury on the SUbject, .. with especial reference 
" to the llroportion of local burdens borne by urban and rural ratepayers, and 
" different classes of real property in England and Wales.'" It was in great measure 
a report in continuation of Mr. Goschen's Report of 1871. The gist of Sir Henry 
}'owler's conclusions was tbat, while local rates had during the last 20 years increased 
far more largely than ther had in the preceding half century, the increase had been 
due to additional expenditure incUrred by urban authorities, mainly in eonnexion 
wit.h sanitary and educational requirements, and also to the abolition of turnpike 
'toll~ and of the London coal and wine duties; that the substantially increased 
assistance rendered by the genel'ltl taxpayer to the -local ratepayer unde!' Mr. Goschen's 
arrangements was a material set-off against the rise in rates; that, as regards rural 
rates, they were comparatively low or had practically remained stationary in recent 
years; and that, if ratepayers were overburdened, it was the occupiers, and not the 
landowners, who were overstrained. 

! 

• House cf Common. Poper, No. 16S of 1893. ' 
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The only other measure bearing on thE! relief af local taxation, which remai.nsto Rep?" of 
be noticed,. is the measure of lasn Session (1896), which gave rise to the appointment ~g"c~lt~ra 
of the present Commission. .. The Royal.Commission on Agriculture; in an ad interim (I~~:;I""OC 
report, - had recommended, and the Government had undertaken, that somet.hing Aa ;cu;tuTftI 
should be done for relieving agricultural distress. Accordingly, a Bill was introdnced R~;es Act, 
providing that occupiers should be liable to pay only half the rates in respect of 1896. 
agricultural land in England and Wales, and that the annual deficiency arising from 
such exemption, which was estimated at 1,560,0001., should be made good by a further 
grant· out of the e!jj;ate -duty derived from personalty. The Opposition- took strong 
exceptidn to the measure, and urban ratepayers showed consider:tble jealousy of the 
favour extended to rural districts. The consequence was, that before the Bill became 
law under the title of, the Agricultural Rate.~ Act, 1896, (59 & 60 Vict. c. 16.), its 
provisions were limited! to five years, and the institution of the present inquiry 
wa.~ promised. There were also passed consequential Acts, making proportionately 
"equivalent grants "to)oool purposes in Scotland and Ireland, under which, if the 
financial effect of the English Act prove to be correctly estimated, Scotland will 
receive tby the Act 59 & 60 Vict. c. 37) 214,0001. per annum, and Ireland (by the Act 
59 & 60 Vict. c. 41.) 176,0001. per annum.t 

It will have been gathered from what has already been said thai the claims of Summ.ry 
ratepayers to be relieved, out of the common purse have been recognised substantially measure •. 
on four occasions, first, ]>y Sir Robert Peel's Government-in 1846, as a corollary to the ofJ'fpcnai 

repeal of th .. Corn Laws; secondly, by Mr. Disraeli's Government in 18'75; thirdly, re e. 
by IJOrd Salisbury's Government in 1888 and in 1890; and lastly, by the present 
Government in 1896. 

The following Table A., giving amounts which the State has at different periods 
contributed to the relief of local taxation,! purports to show approximately what were 
the amounts of those several recognitions (with the exoeption of the last, wbich 
will not be in full force. until the end of 1897-8); and it also shows in greater detail 
the various local purposes to which Imperial relief was applied under the arrangements 
prior to 1888-9, and (so far as is possihle) is applied under present arrangements. 
A detailed account of the subventions will be found in Appendix III. 

• Parliamentary Pape .. , 0.-7981 of 1896. 
t According to tb. latest information received from the Loca\ Government Board, the deficiency under the 

Agricultural Rates Act, 1896, for England and Wales will probably not exceed 1,340,0001. Consequently, 
tbe total grants payable to the Local 'l'axat,ion Accounts in England, Scotland, and Ireland, undel' the 
measures of I .. t Session, will be less thaD W88 originally anticipated by n08"ly 300,0001. 

t The" relief of local taxation" i. to.ken to bs rspresented by the cost of such of the services 'for which 
the State provides ti ho.ve at some time or other, ~holly or in part, constituted 8 charge on local rates in one 
oraU of the divisions of the United Kingdom. and B8 would naturally have to be provided (if at all) by local 
authorities. The classification is, no doubt, open to criticism, 80 far·as it relates to relief by expenditure met 
out of the Exchequer; but, 8S. it appears in a statement annually prefixed to the Civtl Service Estimates, 
(Estimates for Oivil Services, 1896-7, pp. xviii. to "".), and also in the annual Parliamentary Retlll'D of P'Jblic 
Income and Expenditure, associated with tbe name of Sir Henry H. Fowler (Hou,e of Commons Paper, 
No. 344 of 1896), I have reason .s weU as authority for adopt;ng it. 

,The amount taken to represent" relief oi local taxation" must not be confounded with the expendi.ture 
ciossified in tho U FiDucial RelatioDs" Returns as "local charges" or "loce.l servir.es n in the three kingdowR. 
Those "loco1 charges U or "local ser.ices" include all expenditure which may be held to be pacuHllf to 
England, Scotland, or Ireland, in contradistinetion to Imperial expenditure, in which Englishmen, Scotchmen, 
and Irishmen D1ay be presumed to have a common interest. 

The cost of national education constitute. a charge on rates as well 8S on the Exchequer. But I exclude 
from the head of .. relief of local _.tion" the .. mount which the State proyide. for educational purposes, 
regarding it (rightly or wrongly) ... «national" charg9. 

04 
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TABLE A.-Showing the extent to which LOCAL TAXATION h88 been at DII!'FEREN 
PERIODS, and is now, RELIEVED by the STATE in ENGLAND, SCOTLAND, and 
IRELAND, and in the UNITED KINGDOM 88 a whole :-

(Eztradedfrom Howe of Com,!,Dn8 Paper. lIu~red 402 of 1873, 187 of 1879, and 344 of 1896.) 

I.-ENGLAND and WALES. 

118_8. 11852-58. 18711-78. 11875-76. 11881"86. 1891-92. 

I I I I I 
(1.) Out ofGtruralll .. ",,,,,. paid t. the E .. cllequer. 

£ £ £ £ 
Metropolitan Fire Brigade 
Bates on Government Propert1 
Diaturnpiked and Main Road_ 
Poor Law Unions I-

- - lOtOOO ]0,000 
15,628 18.186 'S,286 132,714 

Salaries of Teachers in Poor Law Sohool. 1.. 
Moiety of Salaries of Poor Law Medical J -

Oflieen. 
:Mniety of Salaries of Medical Oftlcera of 

Health and IIlBpectorB of NuiBaDcee. 
Poor Law Audiwra' Salaries and Espenees 

and Superannuations. 
Public Vaccinaton ~ ~ • 
Pauper Llmatics· ... -

Do. (CrimioBl Lon.tics Act, 
1884). 

UegiBtr&rII of Births aDd Death. (87 & 
88 Vict. c. 88) 

Criminal Prosecutions :-
Repayments to Oountiea ana Boroughs ~ 
Clerk. of ABaize .. .. ... 
Centml Criminal Court .. .. 
London SesaiODB, formerly Middlesex 

SesilioDl. 
Clerks of the Peace, &c., CompenutiOD8 

Metropolitan Police:-

180,117 

tialaries and Penmon8 of CommilSioner 
Contribution in Aid • ~ "'} 

98,567 
81ld Receiver - ~ -

Police, Counties and Borougha • 
PrisOD., Reformatories, &C. :

Maintenan(\e of Pri80Den in CoDDty and 
Borough Gaols. . 

PriSODS transferred (40 & 41 Viet. c. 21.) 
Prison O.f6cers' Pension. Commutation 

Annuities. 
Maintenance of Children in Reformatory 

Schools. I 
MaiDtenaol!e of Children in Industrial 

Schooill. 
Removal of Convicts from County PriSODS 

Grants to School Boards under 83 & 34 
Viet:. c.15. 8. 97. 

Repair of Berwick Bridge 
RelOStl'ation of ·Voters 
Diseases of .Animal. 

Total out of Exchequer Revenue 

t 

gO 

104,846 

18,391 

287,061 

98,074 

t 

90 

161,002 { 84,405 
129,341 

18,258 

4,623 

H1I0,406 
It,606 
4,004 

168 

5,434 

928,562 

278,971 

92,728 

64,886 

"'16,088 

90 

57,586 

21,014 

16,825 
881,126 

189,279 
19,779 
4,167 

758 

4,.541 

898,'0' 

675,721 

90,226 

64,991 

88,804 

4,OOS 
885 

90 

10,000 
177,019 
229,'90 

87,640 
147,141 

11,821 

16,971 

18,784 
478,841 

J 1,159 

9,S50 

185,585 
20,645 

5,075 
851 

1,808 

545,829 { 

889,895 

894,148 
4,664 

6S,820 

J28,524 

4,852 

90 
42,217 

£ 
10,000 

187,082 
• 
• • 
• 

15.58'1 

1,248 
68 

8,022 

• 

• 
17,897 
• 
1,45' 

196 

• 
5.969 • 

890,693 
9,461 

57,588 

J36,556 

8.395 

90 

188,200 

987,807 

1895-98. 

£ 
10,000 

848,709 
• 
• • 
• 

9.860 

981 
141 

7,291 

• 

• 
17,578 
• 
1,844 

198 

• 
·5,800 
• 

4Hi,28B 
5,609 

58,042 

133,508 

26,507 

98 

22,000 

(s.) 

• !44,40B l..!..,68,818 1,146,092 9,236,281 8.388,999 

--'-, ---1----1---

Out oj.A.signeti Revtttucs paid to th. Local Tazalitm .Account •• 

Additional Beer and Spirit Duties :-
(a..) (Ultoms - - - -
(6.) E .. <i.oe • - - • 

Excise Licetlcea ... ~... -
Share of U .Probate Duty n and U Estate 

Duty." 

3,062~304 3,J88.448 
1,238,935 J,952.03' 

_
_______ I ___ -____ .~------I~ ___ I _______ I ___ :_~:_~_;_~_r-9-1:-:-:;-:--: 

l'otal Dul of Local Taxation Revenue - '--=-_ ~ _______ . __ + ___ -1 __ . __ 16'426.860 6.957,021 

GBAND TOT.AL • "'I 244.402 668,S13 1,146.092. 2,236,281 3,388,999 7,414.667 7,814.169 

* The ch&.rgea agamst WhlCh tbere 18 set GD aslerisk. are chargee which were traDsferred from the Exthequer to the Local 
Tllll"stioD Accounta under Mr. Go!chen's proposals. . 

t JncludP.d nuder \he bead of Criminal Pro!CcutiODS, Repayments to Coun.il"ll and Boroughs, in ]842-3, and in Genoral Prisoos 
Vote io 1852-8 

• 
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2.-SCOTLAND. 

1885-86. 1891-911.1 
i 

1842-43.118511-63.118711-78.11876-16. 1895-96. 

1 I I , I I 
(1.) o...ofG...,.aJ B"""' ... paid I. Ihe Ezchequ<r. 

I Scotland. I I t " I! £ I! I! " Rate. on Government Property - · 5&1 .811 468 7,535 11,201 
11:049/ 

22.408 
D ilturnpikelland MaiD Roade - · - - - - 85,000 • 
Medica.l Relief, Proportion of expeuse · - 9,970 10,196 9,982 20:00n • 

Do. Vaccioe Lymph · · - - ~5 84 69 79 • 75 
Pauper LuoatiCi - · · · - - - 59,4~S 85,108 • 91 
Criminal Proceeding.:-

Fiooal Sheriffs' Accounts, ProOlU'atora 4b,468 66,250 58,842 liO,l5S -19,181 44,472 48,739 
nnd ExpenscsofCriminal Prosecutions 
in Sheriff Courts. 

Police. COllntiell and Borough. · · - - 47,lOt 111,752 143,530 • • 
PriMonfl, Reformatories, &c. :-

PrisoDs traosferred (40 & 4.1 Viet. c.53.) - - - - 84,568 59,508 68,82!l 
MainteDllnce of Children, Reformatory - - 16,204 15,672 18,540 10,657 11,568 

l:ichoo!,., 
Maintenance. of CbildreD, lDd.otrial - - 38,880 37,071 48,335 52,256 51,177 

~hools. 
It{ointftDOnCe of Priaonerll in County and - 7,074 13,951 15,S17 - - -

Borough GIlD}S. 
-t -t Removal of Convicts from County Prisons 1,638 l,8S7 - - -

Grants to School Boa.rd. UDder 85 & 86 Viet. - - - 1,120 5,555 9,873 12,995 
C. 82.8. Gf. 

Sht"rift' Court Houses:-
H,,1t Cost of erecting or improving · - - 5,065 24,27' 789 33 3,364-

Registration of Voter. · · · · - .- - - 5,421 - -
Dill4mscs of Animals · · · - - - - - 16,800 8.000 
LoeBl Taxation Relief · · · · - - - - - 1l0,Qoot -
Total met out of Exohequer BeveDue · 49,029 82,605 192,435 335,280 500,297 815.Q~2 291,549 

(2.) Out of Asrigned Revenues paid to the Local Tazaiion Accounts. 

Additional Beer &ad Spirit Duties :-
, 

(d.) Customa . · · · - - - - - 23,S46 22,388 
(6.) lb.cile . · · · · - - - - - 132,4.29 129,715 

EXoile Licences . · · · - - - - - 829,439 335,653 
Sbare of .. Probate Duty" 

Duty." 
and co Eltate - - - - - 810,504 267,405 

TotaJ out of Local Taxation Account - - - - - - 795,719 755,156 

Ga.um Tor.A.L · · · 49,029 82,605 192,435 335,280 I 500J 297 
1 

1,110,734 976,705 

" See notil on preceding page, 
t InCluded in Vote for Criminal ProleCntion8 in 1842-8. and in general Prisons Vote in 1852-3, 
l1'his lum represented the" equivalent grant" (~th.) of the English School Fee Grant in 1891-2, aud, pending the passage 

of the corre8I>onding edueu.tional m88lure- for Sootlana~ was applied in relief of local rates for that yeILt'. 

a.-IRELAND. 

---~--------.. --,----,-----;----.----,c----;---
1~'9-4s·1185~-5S·1187'-73·1187:;-76·11885-86·11891-ge·1 1895-96. 

o....f~a1 B., ... J paid I. IhJ EZChe-que-r+-~ ----1/----+----
i 9,~74 8,~U I ~'30 I .:'353 8~989 I 3:'635 ':'435 

1,'(!lar,d, 
(\.) 

Rut~ ou GO\'I'rument Property 
}'(u.r TAl\\' t'lIioIlM!-

1I"lf to\"llIril'" of ~uuitary Oftten. -I 
8.,lsries uf Schoolmailtera and 8chool

mi!\tt't!ssl\'; in 'Vorkhou!1~~. 
Unlf Sfllnl;I's of Mcdiual Officers and Helf I 

COfoI (If ?-h·dicim·!1. 
l'(lor I.llw Anditllrt' -
V Recinll Lymph - -I 

]l(l.ul}cr i,uuatiea : Contribution in aid of 
Maillt~mllll'e. 

Ctirr.inal Pro!Ct:lmtioDIiI 
DubUn ~tt'trupolitab l'olicu 
lrltlh <\,utltnhnIHry 
PriSOD!:l, U"forma.tnril."., ~c,:- _ I' 

Mltintel1uthW nf Prisoners in County and 
UoI't\uJ{b Haols. I 

_Pri~ollllo trllnlOfl'rt'l>d ( .. 0 • '1 Vict. a. 49.) I 
ldaillhllumce of Chihl~n in Reformatory : 
~hooh~, ,! 

Muintl'Ulwl'e of Children in Indutl-trial l 
l:kbot1la. j 

aU.4:H: 
963,473 

3,296 

34,H:!6 
5~,,ja .. 

4.a~1 

1 

12,167 14.161 I 15,670 16,120 
8,099 8,915 10,362 9.513 9,406 

66,397 

3,';01 

25,996 ; 
61,U9~ I 

8~W,004 

~,184 

IS,5631 

37.479 

69,586 

3,626 

"'6,94-8 

27,:-105 
84.904 

1,{l~2.691 

8,6.53 

16.663 

$9,54·1 

73.946 1 

3,8i.J 
735 I 

97.tt1O I 

1".179 
lnll,:!US 

1.303,ti97 

91,726 ! 
15.283 j 

16,410 i 

74,190 

.. ,001 
749 

111.666 

211,"94 
99,142 

1,3;5,863 

99,304 
Ill,9 .... 

96,575 

'18,723 

'.901 
S:i6 

1~6.266 

14.~I" 
96.596 

1,378,516 

79,269 

} 105,510 
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3.-IRELAND-Continued. 

- I' . 1r . I . :._. 
(I.) Owl of Ge-ral &.em.. paid to 1M Ezc]uqwr_nL 

. - ".. '"-'. 

l- II. II. II. II. II. I-
Sarny and Valuatioo:~ 

Ur,368 1~,855- 15,977 17,362 18,9;5 MOIety of <be Expem!e of the AmmaI - -
BevisioD. of Rateable Property, &c. 

3,251 1,871 1,5(9 57. 401 812 Infirmaries: Grants onder 5 Goo. 3. 8,385 
~. 20. . 

15.850 Dublin H..pta\s; Grants in aid . - 31,070 17,825 16,750 U.750 15,850 15.723 
RegistratiOD of :Voters . . - - - - - 16,691 - -
DieeBSelt of Animals . - .. - - - - -- 20.000 50,000 
Rx\!bequer Contribution to Ireland - - - - - 40,000 40,000 

(54 I; 55 Viet. Co 48.). 

- 330,60'0 610,765 1,073,787 1,454,504: 1,886,227 2,042,3.';9 2,073,397 Total met out of Excbequer Revenue 
_·--1---]----1---1--- ----1---

I 
(2.) Owl of omgruJ R......u paid io 1M Local TIUlIIio • .A ......... 

Additibnal Beer and Spirit Duties : 
(G.) C1uto... - - - -
(6.) E,,"" - - - -

Excise Licences - . . -
Share of II Probate Duty" end "Estate 

DutJ·n 

I 
=, 

-
610,765 Total Payments to.Local TuatiooAccoUDt8 330,640 

,. GlUM> TOTAL . - . ',-!'3"-.-,-.4O-'I-.-IO-,7-.-5 -
1,073,787 

IJ07~,787 ,,454,504 1
'
.866,227 

19,097 
95,933 

244,230 

359,260 

2,401,6\9 

18,314 
10lI,52S 

933.104 

2,427,337 

4.-SUMlrAJ!.Y FOR THE. UNITED KINGDOM. 

~ I'M~. ·11852~'3·IIB72-73·1187ii-76 •. 11885-86.11891-92.1 1893-96. , 
-.- - - . --. - .. . .. ... - - . - . 

II. £. II. .! · E · 1 ·0 ... of. General- Be ......... paid to the 624,071 .. 1,621,683 2,412,314- 4,Q26,065 5,775,5'3 3,345,188 ,~~ 
J!lxcheqner. . 

I. Out of ssaigned Revenues paid to the 
- - Local Taxation Accounts:..:...... ---

(I.) Adclilional Beer and Spirit - - - - - , 1,396,426 11,369.47. 
duties. 

(9.) Excise LiceDae8 - . - - - - - 13.391,737 3,524.101 
(3.) Share of .. Proba .. DutT" aDd - - - - - 2,793,669 2,452.543 

,. &tate Duty." I 7.581,832 . 7,366,117 

Total forth. United IGngdom £ 
, 

624,071 1,,261,683 ,,'12,314 4.026,065 5,77',523 '10,927,090 110,718,211 
• • . . • I '-- , • 

In ....... - - - 153'7,619 . 1.613.751 • 5,151,497 

-

This Table A. shows that the Imperial relief in aid of local taxation has, during the 
last half century been largely augmented. Such relief amounted in 1842-3 to less 
than 650,OOOt. It amounted in 1895-6 to nearly 10,750,0001. So it has increased 
in the period by more than 10,000,0001.; and, if we add the relief which will result 
from last year's Act, estimated at nearly 2,000,000l.,* the increase may be put at 
12,OOO,000t. _ 

When we come to consider the t.otal amount of money l"lLised for local purposes, it 
will be seen that the ambunt of Imperial relief has increased at a greater proportion 
than the burden on local rates. 

It will be gathered from this sketch of the history of local taxatiOIl in its 
parliamentary aspect, that the question has been treated in very piecemeal fashion; 
and that, though the ratepaye.rs have in the long run sllcceeded in making their voices 
heard against those of the taxpayers, yet successive Governments have approached the 
consideration of it with no little chariness and hesitation. 

I noW' proceed to come to closer quarters with the terms of reference to our 
Commission., . 

• Bwl .... p. 23 above aDd opecially fooino'" t thereon. 
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III.-PRESENT SYSTEM UNDER WHICI~ 'fAXATION' IS RAISED, POR LoC4L ,Pl1Bf~&~~' 
,. ,':. l 

The first instruction given to our Coui.lllission is "to inq1rlre into the presentsysteuj. 
" under which taxation is raised. for 10caJ. purposes.." ," , 

The greater part of such taxation is raised by 10caJ. authorities; and when so raised Taxation 
it consists principally of rates, but also of other imposts, like tolls, dues, &c. The raised by 
remainder colll'ists of the amount raised- by Parliament. in order, to supplement local !:,~8uth ... 
revenue and thus relieve the pressure 01 rates. 

It will have been seen from what has been said in the preceding section that this T~X8tion 
relief is afforded in two ways. (1) Parliament annually underlakesto provide certain ralSe,d by t 
services which otherwise (so far as they might be provided at all!) would 'presumably ra':t":tn 

constitute a charge on local rates. (2) Parliament also assigns certain specific purpo.es. 
revenues to assist local authorities in the performances of other services, which 
without such assistance would likewise constitute a charge on local rates., 

These assigned revenues, consisting of the bulk of the excise licences, half the 8y~tein of 
former rrobate duty (now an equivalent grant out of the estate dutv "derived from """'gned 
persona propert.y") and surtaxes on beer and spirits, are diverted from the Exchequer; revenu ... 
and paid over to the English, Scottish, and Iri~h Local Taxation Accounts, on which 
the Local Government Board in England, the Secretary for' Scotland, and the Lord 
Lieutenant (If Ireland respectively operate.' 

lfr. Goschen's plan was the first serious atteml?t made to deal with Imperial and Advantag'. 
local taxation in a comprehensive manner; and 11l some respects it unquestionably of the 
had advantages over the previous system of parliamentary grants-in-aid. Such grants i:f::;:_i~~8r 
or doles, emanating from what is thought to be an inexhaustible reservoir, tend to the aid. 
idea that the source of relief is unlimited, and thus lead to extrav,agant I'\dministration. 
So long, indeed, as t.he grants-in-aid iIicreased (so toO speak) automatically, incentive 
to economy was considerably, impaired. The substitution of assigned revenulls for 
grants-in-aid, was a step in the direction advocated 'by those who had regarded the 
relief of local taxation with least favour, and who like Mr. ,Gladstone had put forward 
the assignment of .. chosen items of taxation ". fOr local purposes as the proper way 
of meeting the demands of ratepayers, Moreover, the change introduced hy 
Mr. Goschen had the effect of preventing the simultaneous appearance of certain 
items in the expenditure sides of the Imperial and local accounts. 

But, though the plan was a great improvement over former plans, yet considerable Object.ions 
exception was taken to it at the time, and some of the anticipations originally formed to ~he • 
of it have not been realised. oys em . 

One of the leading principles on which improved local government and improved !'-S diminhb· 
local taxation are professedly based is that each localitv should itself provide and 109 ~o\.l 
administer its own resources. :But the measures of 1888 ·were inconsistent with this COli ro ; 
leading principle. They conferred, on the one hand, larger powers of self-government 
on local authorities; but, by placing at the disposal of those authorities larger sums 
from outside sources, the same measures had, on the other hand, the effect of 
wi~hdrawing from "local control a relatively larger amount of fllnds spent on local 
purposes. , 

'fhe now system, it was said, when compared with the old system, constituted a :" ~ns<d on 
distinction without a difference. YOIl could not earmark pa.rticular taxes or portious aI BCY; 

or taxes out of the general proceeds of Imperial taxation. It was the samo thing to 
the taxpayer whother certain revenues were intercepted on their way to the Exchequer 
and paid into other accounts, or whether all revenues were allowed to go into the 
Exohequer, and a oertain number of millions was drawn thereout for the relief of 
mtcpayers. But, while under the old system the millions appropriated to local purpos(l.q as wenk~n
were annually controlled and supervised by the House of Commons, the amount-- lng ;3rll,,
and a still la.rger amount-which went to mcet local requirements under the new :~~r~? 
system W!l.S once for all surrendered. Moreovllr, while the interests of the taxpayers.. k: 
•. b 1 full _" d d' , . -- ma m~ would ln future e ess care y s .... eguar e ; the ratepayers :would, so far as the relief local finan,'" 

afforded to them was dependent on the yield of so uncertain & branch of revenue as uncertain. 
the death duties, be exposed to the inconvenience of not knowing beforehand the 
amount of assistance on whioh they could reckon. 

----------------------------------------------~ 

• See 1'. 10 above, Mr. Gladstone I'rellumably h..d in his mind such M items of taution" lIB tbe l!;xcisa 
J.til't~Il~OS nml the Inh"bited 1I0UFe Duty, which, uulikc the l'robu.te Duty, admit of b6iDg localised. 

D2 
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AttemDted Mr. Goschen intended that the" Probate Duty Grant" and the Surtaxes Oil Becr 
.epar.jion of and Spirits, as well as the Excise Licences, though all these duties were to continue to 
~ocal ~Dd be levied and to be only alterable by Parliament, should be finally sundered from 
jj:!:,:~as Imperial finance and be regarded as local taxes. As a matter of fact, however, local 
not SUI> finance has not been successfully disentangled from Imperial finance. In the 
ceeded. "Financial Relations" Returns, to which so much attention has recentJv been 

directed, it has been found necessary on one side of the account to add' to the 
revenue paid into the :Exchequer the revenue raised for local authorities, and on the 
other sid" to add to the expenditure met out of the Exchequer the expenditure 
represented by payments out of the local taxation accounts. Otherwise, neither the 
full burden falling upon the taxpayers of the three kingdoms respectively, nor the 
total expenditure for which the State provides would be exhibited. 'fhese additions to 
both sides of the public account, have likewise to be made, whenever a comparison 
is instituted between the current public revenue and expenditure and the public 
revenue and expenditure of any year preceding the changes introduced by 

Further 
relief still 
songht. 

Amount of 
taxation 
for local 
purpose •. 

Mr. Goschen. 
Moreover, as has been witnessed by the rating measures of last Scssion (1896), the 

assignment of. specific revenues has not succeeded, as it was hoped, in putting an end 
to ciaims for further relief on the part of ratepayers. 

As the .. system" under which taxll.tion is raised for local purposes is onc of the 
subjects referred to tho Commission, I have felt bound to allude to the disadvantages 
and inconveniences'" attending the present "Local Taxation arrangements. But, ill so 
doing, I desire it to be understood that, in this Memorandum which I write as a 
representative of the Treasury, I do not intend to pronounce judgment on financial 
arrangements which have so recently receivou the sanction of Parliament. 

Under the present system the" taxation raised for loeal purposes" naturally falls 
under one or other of four heads. I take the latest figures, and, consequently, those 
relating to 1895-6, so far as they are available. 

A.-Raised by tke State. 

£ 
1. Grants in aid of local taxlltion provided out of moneys 

voted by Parliament in 1895-6 (see TabJe .A.) - 3,352,000,/, 
2. Revenues assigned to Local Taxation Accounts in 

1895-6 (see Table A.) - 7,366,000',· 

B.-Raised by Local Authorities. 

3. Proceeds of rates (latest years) -
4. Proceeds of tolls, dues, &c. 

£ 
38,506,000t 
6,425,000:1: 

£ 

10,718,000 

44,03],000 

Accordingly, this sum of - £55,649,000 

represents the total amount of " taxation raised for local purposes." 

Let us now see (1) what proportions. the amounts of "taxation raised for local 
purposes II by Parliament bear to the amounts of taxation raised for the same 
purposes by local authorities, at the different periods which I have taken in the 
preceding section; lind (2) what proportions the amounts of "taxation raised for 
local purposes" by loeal authorities bear to the rateable value at the same periods. 

The following Tables B. and C. give these oomparisons for the three Kingdoms 
severally and jointly. 

• Cj. Lord Farrer's book on Mr. Goschon's FinaDce; the" Economist ~ of the 28th April, 30th June, and 
28th July 1888; G.H. Blunden's .. Local Taxation and Finance," pp. 32-8; and the JournoJ of the Royal 
Agriculturo.! SOCiety of England for December 1896. 

t Cf· Sil' H. Fowler's Retu"n of Public Income and Expenditure. No. 344 of 1896, p. 29. 
~ The ligures relating to Great B"iUtin are taken from the Statistical Abstract, 1896, pp .• Jl aud 43, which, by 

excluding sums received from the sale of gus aud water, purports to give only the receipts from rates. In the 
case of Ireland, tho table. in the Statistical Abstract include certain proceeds of wal<>r undertakjDgs amon~ the 
omountl raised by rates. In the Ilbove totals the sums included for Ireland have been taken from tho Locai 
Taxation Returns for 1895 (0.-8198 of 1896),,, deduction of 68,000/. being made from the produce of the 
rates, o.s being the payment for prh"ate wRter supplies. . 
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TABLE B.-Shnwing the AMOUN1'S raised respectively by LOCAL AUTHORITIES and 
I'ARLIAMENT for L<iCAL PURPOSES at different periods. 

(1.) ENGLAND AYD WALES. 

! Taxation raised lor Local Purpose. Proportions per ProportiODS per 
, by Lotal Authorities. CeDt. C.DL 
-.--.- ---- -- Tuntioo 

~iJed for 

Local. To~ b . Ta ti Xo.ttOD 
xaOD 'ed 

TaXu.tioD References fllr Tax.ation hilled 
YBlll. 

18411-3 

1~~1-8 
1871-8 

1875-6 
1881\-6 
1891-2 
LatelJt 
X.1Il" 

I 
YRAn. 

-
1841-8 

1859-8 

18711-3 , 
1876-6 

I.SS-6 
1891-2 
La.test 
Year 

18411-8 

18"2-8 
IR7i-8 
H'7r·-6 
lH~!J-8 

1891-' 

'foll., 
Batel. TOlal. 

Duo, &0. 
I 

I 
I/, I/, I/, 

8,847,000 1,585.000 l1J~82JOOO 

9.9U,OOO 2,535,000 12,452,000 
18,a72,000 4,885,000 12,9tJ"l.OOO 

22,4i'7,000 4,886,000 27,813,000 
26,Ili2,OOO &.157,000 81,319.000 
28,509,OOU 5,456,000 88,965,000 
8S1.2~9,00O 4,981,000 87,5no,000 

(1898-4) 

.. 

Tuatbn ra.iaed for Loeal1'W'pOJe8 
by Loeal Authorities. 

Tolle, 
BaIN. Total. 

Dues. &0. 

I/, I/, I/, 
468,000 495,000 989,000 

90S,OnO 475,000 1,878,000 

],793,000 800.000 2,893,000 
2.629,000 1,060.000 8.88Z,OOO 

8,965,000 1,007,000 I 4,819,000 
8,966,000 950,000 4,915,000 
8,S40,~OO 957,000 I ",297,000 

(1892-11) 

'sed ..... 
PI1l'Poeea for:~l for Local 
by Parlia-- PUtPOSe8 Pu,:o!lea 

by Local ~ ment. Autbo- PlU'lta-. 
ridel. ment. 

I 

I/, 
144,000 98 S 

668,000 96 4 
1,146.000 96 5 

9,236,OuO 90 8 
3,389,000 90 10 
'1.415,000 82 I 18 
7,914,OOG 84 I 16 
(1895-6) ! , 

B.-(2.) SCOTLAND. 

PrOPOrtiOD4 per 
Cent. 

Taxation 
raised for 

ho,Total • 
Local axation ~taoD 

railed raised 
Purpolles for Low for Local 
hy Parlia. POrpOleA Porposes 

lbyLocal b~ mat. Autbo- Parha-
rities. meut. 

I/, 
49,000 96 5 

88,000 94 6 

199,000 98 7 
836,000 99 8 

, 

500,000 90 10 
1,111,000 79 21 

977,000 81 19 
(1895-6) 

B.-(3.) IRELAND. 

Proportions per 
Cent. 

raised 
RGtes for Local 

PurpoRI 
only. by 

Parlia-
men&. 

97 3 

96 5 
94 6 

91 9 
89 11 
79 21 
S2 18 

Proportions per 
Cent. 

TazatiOD 
raised 

Rates for Local 
Purposes 

only. by 
Parlia-
ment. 

91 9 

92 8 

PO 10 
89 11 

87 18 
76 25 
17 28 

I 

Proportions per 
Cent. 

Ta'J'atioD raised for Local Pllrpoaee 
by Local AuthoriLiei. 

1 _____ ---~----._1 Tuation 

Ra .... 

9,119,000 
i,H 1 ,000 
1:,64",000 
1:,797,000 
S.877,OOO 

Tollo, 

DUel, &C. 

jl 
146,000 

146,000 
865.000 
M18,OOO 
448,000 
47,,000 

481,000 

TOlal. 

I/, 
•• &61.000 

1.395,000 
1,806,000 
8.067,000 
a~o,ooo 
8,349,000 

8,494.000 
(1896) 

raised for 
LoclI.l 

PurpOael 
by Parlia

Ulent, 

jl 
931,000 

611,000 
1,074,000 
1,456,000 
1,886,000 
1,402,000 

To~ Ta • 
Tasatlon ~tlon 

. od ..... od 
rail for Local 

for Loca1 Purpo 
Purposea 181 

by 
b.r Loeal p r 
AU~bo-l :en':." 
l'ltiel. 

S8 

~9 
79 
6@ 
6S 
68 

IT 

91 
28 
s. 
87 
49 

TautioD 
raised 

Rates for Local 
Purpose. 

ouly. by 

81 

78 
69 
84 
eo 
64 

Parlia
ment. 

19 

2. 
81 
86 
41. 
46 

by Local Authorities. 

Mr. Goschen's Retnro, 201 0 f 
). 
). 

1893, P. 125 (a.monnt in 1943 
Do., p. 127 (amount in 18!)1 
Local Government Bo ard 

Report, 1875. 
Do .• 1878. 

Statistical Ab~tl'ftct. 1836. 
Do. 
Do. 

--- --~.- -----

Referenc81 for Taxation rai~etl. 

by Local Authorities. 

f Mr. Goseben's Return, 201 0 
189S. p.125 (amouDtin 1849). 

Local Taxation (Scot1an~~1 
Report, C.-7575 (1895 
pp. x and xvii) (for 1848). 

Do. do. (for 1867). 
Statistical Abstrac::t, 1890, p. 38 

(for 1879-80). 
Do., 1896, p. 42. 
Do., 1896, p. 48. 
Do. do. 

References lor Taxation railed 

by Local Authoritiu. 

Mr. GoseheD's Retarn, 2ul of 
189S, p. 19S (amount in 1848) 

Do., p. 127 (amoQDt in 18S:) 
Local Taxation Returnl. 

Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do_. TOla. receipt (rom 

rates reduced bV 68,0001. 
bdog the amomlt of ratea 
for priYDte water supply. 
C.-BI98 of 1896, p. 6. 

D3 
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B.-:-(4.} UNITED KINGDOM. 

I 
, .- , 

Ta.xation raiJed for Loaa! PnrpOSe8 by Local Proportions per Cent. PropomoDl per Cent. Authorities. 
Tas:ation raised 

for Local Total Taxation Taxation 
YEAR. Taxation raised for railed for Tolls, Does,. Purposes raised for Loca1 Ra ... Local Rates. Totnl. Local 

PorpOIel Pnrpollel &c. by Parliament. ~ Purposes only. 
by Local by Parlia- byParJia .. 

Authorities. ment .. ment. 

, , I 
II II II I.e 

1842-8 - 10,780,000 8,176,000 18.906,000 624.000 98 4 95 5 
18;2-8 - 12,999,000 8.156,000 16,155,000 1,2,62,000 93 7 91 9 

1872-8 .- 22,806,000' 5,SSO,OOO :" 28,156,000: 2,412,bbO' , 92' 
, 

ii 90 10 
1875-0 - 27,648,000" . 6,419,000 84,069,000 4,026,000 8D 11 87 13 

1885-6 - 32,324,000 6,612,000 88,936,000 5,'1'18,0011 . 87 IS' 85 15 
1~91-2 - 84,651,000 6,878,000 41,529,000 10,927,000 79 21 78 I 24 

Iltlte"t year 38,506,000 6,425,000 44,931,000 10,118,000 81 19 78 I 29 .' " "" ' I I 
, , ' . 

Observations This Table B. is an attempt to show the comparative growth of the amounts raised 
on T.hl. B., in taxation for purposes of local expenditure" by-the Imperial Parliament 00 the one 

hand, and by Local Authorities on the other. The years selected for comparison are, 
as far as possible, the same, yeaTS for which the amounts of Impel'ial Contribution have 
already been presented iIi Table A.;' and the table' shows, for each of the three 
divisions of the United Kingdom,' as well as for the ,United Kingdom as a whole, the 
relative proportions in which local 'expenditure has been met from local and from 
Imperial taxation, and the changes in those relative· proportions which followed from 
the great measures of relief adopted in 1846, 1874,.andJ 88B:-;-90. . 

I~f:sult!'= of 
I he 1Ti1'l'JIUre8 

o[ 184(;, 
1r'i74,o.nd 
I SP8-nO. 

It must be pointed out, 'however, that,owing to the ,absence of any complete record 
of local taxation in the earlier yeljlrs with which the Tahlll deals, it has been necessary 
to adopt the figures for the nearest years which. have Iormed the subject of previous 
inquiry. Similarly, the figure., relating to the. Imperial contribution for 1895-6 _ 
cannot be compared' with those relating to local 'taxation for tIle Slime period, the 
returns for which are :not yet available. In several ipstances, therefore, the relative 
proportions' exhibited in the Table are not based upon the actual facts of anyone 
year; but it is submitted that they afford & sufficiently close approximation to support 
any general inferences which may be drawn from them. ' 

The amount devoted from Imperial taxation to local purposes is compared in the 
Table both with the amount l'aised from 'local ratpsand. with the total amount of 
local taxation, including under that term, not only rates, but 'receipts' from tolls, dues, 
and similar charges .. The inclusion of the latter class of receipts does not materially 
affect the results of the comparison as betwee~ .one year and another; and accordingly 
attention may be principally confined to the'-comparison with rates alone, more 
especially as rates constitute the local burden which is most severely felt. 

H will be seen from Table.B (4), 'last column, that, out of the 'total sum raised 
for local purposes in the United Kingdom by rates and Imperial taxes combined, the 
Imperial contribution now amounts 00'22 l,er cent. of the whole, whereas in 1842-3 
it was only 5 per cent_ of the. whole. In other words, while the amount raised by 
rates is about tbree and a half timesgreiiter than it was 50 years ago, the Imperial 
relief a:!l'ordp,d to the Tl,Ltepayers has. during that pll):'ic;>d, increased about seventeen-fold. 

It may be interesting to note how far the three great measures of relief respectively 
contributed to cause the .alteration in the relative prc;>portiOll$of the local expenditure 
borne by rates and taxes. 

I .• ~Sir Robert Peel'8 mea8Ure qf1846. 

From being 5 per cent. in 1842--3, the proportion of the· Imperial contribution 
was increaSed to 9 per cent. in 1852-3. ... 

n.-Sir St(1if?rd No/tl!Cot~'8 mea81lre of 1874. 

Between 1872--3 and 1875-6 the proportion of the Imperial contribution was raised 
from 10 to 13 per cent_ of the whole. 
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TIL-Mr. GOBC~8 measul·e. tif1888-90. 

As a result of the additional !Subventions granted between 18S8 and 1890, the 
proportion rose from 15 per cent. in 1885-6 to 24 percent. in 18In~2. 

T.A.13LE C.-Showing the PRO~OB.TrONa whleh the amounts of LoCAL TWTION bear to 
the RATE.A.:BLE V ALUB at different periods. 

(I.) ENGLAND AND WALES. 
, 

Tuation nlsed for Local POrpOBel ProJ'ortioli per Cent. 
"" Local Authorities. to B.teable Value. 

-
Eet~ated Rate in 

Of total: Referencu. for Estimated 
YIWIo TollI, Bat .. bl. Of Tasatio'Q theS 

raiII6d for . Batell.l)Je Value. 
Raw. Does, Total. Valee. Ba ... Local of Bateo. 

&0. only. Pnrposea 
by Local 

Authorities. 

, 
oil !l !l S I. d. 

1841l-S · S.R47,OOO 1,585,000 11,889,000 69,540,000 . I' 18 9 10 lb. Goscheo's Rcturo, 201 
of 1893, p. 69 <"alue i 
1841). 

1852-1. · 9.917,000 2,535,000 ' 12,452,0,00 69,770,000 14 18 2 10 Bouse of Commons Paper ,461 
of 1875 (Mean of Values i 

n 

n 
1849-50 and 1855-56). 

1872-8 · 18J572,00~ 4,385,000 22,957,000 112,392,000 16 ~O 3 2 Sir H. Fowler's Return, 168 
of 1893, Appendix, p. 10. 

]@7~-6 · 29,477,000 4,886,000 27,318,000 1 ~~,080,OOO 19 ~8 8 10 Do. Do. 

1885-6 · i6,I69,OOO 5.157,000 81,319,000 147,351,000 18 21 8 7 Do. Do. 
U91-2 · 28,509,000 5 .. '56,000 83.96b.000 156,896,000 18 •• a 7 Statistical Ab8tract. 1896 

p.49. 

Late!lot ,.ear 32,229,000 4,981,000 87,210,0001 161 ,082,000 20 28 4 ~ How>o of Commons Paper 
(1898-4) • (1894) NQ. 204 of 189S. 

C.-(2.); SCOTLAND, 

---~-.. ~~- - ..... _--- . 

Taxation railed for Local Proportion per Cent. 
Purpoaea by Local A.utboritici. to Rateable Valoe. 

E,timoted Rate iu 
Of Total References for Estimat('(l 

YUR. Tolls, Rateable Of Taxation the £ 
raiae-l for RaleabItt Value. .. 

Rp,tci. Does, TotaL Val~e . Ba ... LooaI of Rat ... 

&0. only. PurpOiea 

"" Local I I Authoritia. 

I! I. I. £. ,. d. 
IS4i-" · 408,000 495,000 963,000 9,300,000 5 10 1 0 Report on LooaI Taxation, 

t;cotland, C. 7575}1895, 

10,~flO,ooo 
p. 128 (1841). 

IS51l-3 · 903,000 475,000 1,878.000 8 18 1 7 Do. (Mean of Values for 
1848 and 1856). 

Is7S-41 · 1.7£18,000 600,000 1,383,000 18,991,000 9 18 I 10 Do. (value iu J8r4) 
1816-6 - 2,61:11.000 1,060,000 8,6"1,000 20,566.000 13 18 2 7 InJand ReveoueCommimouere' , . Report, 1 !a5. 
1M85-6 · 3,865.000 1,007,000 4,8"1»,000 28,871.000 14 18 I 1I 10 Do. 1887. 
1891-2 · S,i65.000 950,ono 4,116,000 84,310,000 13 17 I 7 Do. J893. 

Latest:rear 3,840.000 957,000 ',19'1.000 i3~070,OOO 18 17 2 1· Do. 1896. 
(1891l-S) (1894-6) 

• 
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C.-(3.) IRELAND. 

TasatioD raised for Local Proportion per CenL 
Purposes by Local Aothoritiea. toRateobIeVaI ... 

Estimated Rate in 
Of Total Refiorences for Estimated 

Y.u.1l. Tolls, Rateable or Tua.tion the £ or 
raised Rateabl. V.lo •• 

Bat ... Dues .. Total. Valne. R.tea for Local Rat ... 

& •• only. 
Purpo ... by 

Local 
Authorities. 

£. £ £ I £ •. d. 
1842-8 1,415,000 146,000 1,561,000 13,429,000 11 12 2 2 Bouse of'CommOD:8 Paper, SIS ot 

I •••. 
181>2-3 2,179,000 146,000 2,8B5,ooo 11,584,000 19 20 8 10 House of Commons Paper 268 of 

1867-8. (1851.) 
1872-8 1.«1,000 365,000 2,806,000 18.252,000 18 21 3 7 C. 7720-1 .• of 1895, p. 430. 
1.75·S 2,544,000 523,000 8,067,000 13,494,000 19 28 3 10 Inland Revenue Commislioners' 

Report, 1885. 
1885-6 2,797,000 ' .... 8.000 3,245,000 14,008,000 20 23 4 0 Do. 1887. 
1891-2 2,877,000 472,000 3,349,000 14,273,000 20 28 4 0 Do. 1893. 

Latest year 2,93'T,OOO 487,000 3,424,000 14,379,000 20 U 4 1 

I 
Do. 1896. 

(1895) (189h';) 

0.-(4.) UNITED KINGDOM:. 

! I 
Taxation raised for Local Purposes Proportion per Cent. to I 

by Local Authorities. Rateablo Value. I 
Rate in 

:&.timatecI I Of TolBI thc£ 
YB.uc. Rateable 

I 
Taxation 

TollB, Dues, Of Rotea raised orRatos. 
Rates. Total. Vallie. for Local 

&C. only. PurpoSeIJ by 
Local 

Authorities. 

-
l! £ £. £ .. d. 

1842··8 10,730,000 3,176.000 13,906,000 85,269,000 18 16 2 ? 
1852-8 12,909,000 3,156,000 16,155,000 92,844,000 14 17 9 10 

18?2-3 29,806,000 5,350,000 28,156,000 144,560,000 IS 19 8 2 
18?5-6 21,643,000 6,419,000 84,062,000 153,140,000 18 22 8 7 

1885-6 82,324,000 6,6121.000 38,9'16,000 185,931.(00 H 21 a 6 
1891-9 84.661,000 6,878,000 41,529,000 194,479,000 18 21 

I 
8 7 

Latest year . 88,1506,000 6,425,000 44,9SI,()OO 900,531,000 19 22 8 10 

In this Table (C.) the amounts of local taxation raised by ral;e.~ and by tolls, dues, 
&c., are exhibited in relation to the rateable values of the respective countries in the 
series of years alrelldy dealt with, or in the nearest years for which those values have 
hcen recol'ded. The Table shows that, in spite of the great increase which has taken 
place in the rateable value of the United Kingdom, viz., from 85,000,0001. in 1842-3 
to 200,000,OOOl. in 1894-5, the amount of local taxation has increased in a still greater 
degree. Except in Ireland, the increase in the amount raised by rates has been greater 
than in the yield of the other sources of local taxation. For the whole of the 
United Kingdom the increase in the burden of the rates, expressed in terms of the 
total rateable value, has been from 2s. 7 d. in the ;£ in 184:2-3 to 3s. 10d. in the ;£ in 
the latest year for which the returns are available. The extension, therefore, of 
Imperial grants has not resulted in an appreciable reduction of the pressure of 10ooJ. 
rates, but has only prevented or arrested the still more rapid increase in the growth 
of 10ca.1 rates which would otherwise have taken place. Had there been no such 
grants, and had all the expenditure incurred by local authorities had to he met by 
local rates, it is not improbable, whether for good or evil, that that expenditure would 
not have grown at thelpace at which it has grown. .I 

The Imperial cont~bution in 1842-3 was equivalent to less than 2d. in the ;£ on 
the then rateable value of the United Kingdom. In 1895-6 it was equivalent to nearly 
1a. 1d. in the ;£ on the ratt'8.ble value according to the most recent returns. Accordingly, 
if the local charges which are defrayed from Imperial funds had been borne upon 
loc:tl ra'es, the effect would hli~Q been to increase the llvemge amount of thOle rates· 
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from 28. 7d. in the £ to 28. 9d. in 184.2-3, and from 38. 10d. to 48. Ud. at the present 
day. If, on the same reckoning, we gauge the effect of the additional State assis~nce 
wbich has been rendered to ratepayers since 1842, we find that it is equivalent to a 
lightening of the burden on rates by about Ud. in the £. 

lV.-AN ATTEMPT TO· DEFINE AND CLASSIFY TAXES. 

We are next instructed to "report whether all kinds of real and personal property 
contribute equitably" to the taxation raised for local purposes. 

'J.'his second point raises questions of great. intricacy and difficulty. It is practically 
a twofold instruction to the Commission. (1) We have, in the first place, to determine 
the incidence of "taxation raised for local purposes." (2) We have, in the second Enquir, 
place, to pronounce judgment on the .. equity" of the system· under which such ;:,ust ';,m~h 
taxation is raised; and this pronouncement, I submit, can hardly be made apart from I~~:ri~ 
the system under which the whole of the taxation of the country is raised, whether and local 
for Imperial or local purposes. taxation. 

These are problems with which it must be left to the Commission as a whole to deal. 
I do not aspire to do more than prepare the way for a solution of those problems, if, 
indeed, a solution is possible; and the first preparatory step to take will be to attempt 
a classification of taxes. 

Before such an attempt is made, some preliminary considerations must be taken into 
account. 

One would imalPne from what is often said and written, even by high authorities Taxes falI: 
on economic subJects, that taxes are levied on things (in the broadest sense of the on torsonB, 

wo!d)-that is, .on property of some descrip!ion! and on. !1rticles of consumptio~. ~~iD~~. 
This, however, IS not only a loose and unsClentific dcfinItlOn' of taxes, but, as It 
appears to me, an erroneous and misleading definition. To such error and miscon-
ception the terms of reference are inder.d open, alluding as they do to contributions of 
real and personal property. 

I submit that it is more correct to say tJ:!at taxes are levied on persons, J:?ot on 
things. It follows that it is not property which is taxed, but the person or persons 
who are in enjoyment of it. 

Many attempts have been made to define a tax, and the result of those attempts has Definition 
been very varied. I take it that the essential elements of a definition are that it of." tax .. ; 
should be clesr and concise, and that it should at the same time be in the closest 
possible conformity with facts. The definition of a tax which appears to me to answer 
best to those requirements, though it does not correspond with the actual wording to 
be found in any text book, is the following :--

.A. ta"" 01' rate, is an obligatory contribUtlO1~ by persona in respect of, 01' incidental 
to, something wMch they posRess 01' 80mething IOhick they do. 

Taxes levied by Parliament are (ordinarily) exacted from and contributed by persons and of 
for the payment of expenses incurred by the central authority for the common benefit "I:s~ria\':, 
of the community at large. . . ~xes. OCD 

Rates and taxe!! levied by local authorities are exacted from and contributed by 
persons within the jurisdiction of the taxing power, for the payment of expenses 
mcurred by such authorities inside a particular area. 

'fhe attempts made to c18.!lsify taxation have been as numerous as tho attempts made Prev,ious 
to define a tax. As almost all taxes, rates, and imposts are paid, practically, if not c!8ssifif theoretically, out of the income of those on whom the levy is made, it would seem ~~':,".~_ 
as if taxation might most naturally and properly be classified a.ccording to the source According to 
of income out of which it is paid; that is to say,- sour<e 

(1) 'faxes paid out of income derived from (so called) real property; 
(2) Taxl'oS paid out of income derived from (so called) pel'sonal property; and 
(3) Taxes paid out of income derived from personal exertion; that is, out of 

, income earned by mental or manual labour. 
Such a classifioation, however, at once lands us in insurmountable difficulties. It 

involves two impossible computations-the computed sources of the incomes I)f 
iudividuals, and the computed amounts paid in taxes out of those various sources. 

We must, therefore, seek some more practical classification of taxes. 
The distinction most commonly drawn between taxes, and the one with which we as direct and 

are most familiar in financial works and in official statements, is the distinction indirect 
beh'een direct and imlirect a xes. This distinetion has geneJ!ally been drawn from 

I aswa. E 
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motives of convenience rather than on scientific principles, and rests on the supposition 
that taxes of the first kind are borne or intended to be borne by the payer, while 
taxes of thA second kind are shifted,' or intended to be shifted, on to the shoulder~ of 
some one other than t.he payer. Such a classification is useful for showing in a broad 
and "'eneral way the trend of taxation-that is, thA amount raised from the propertied 
class~s as compared with the amount raisecl from the community at large; but it 
does not serve for present purposes without considerable qualification and explanation. 

Some authorities, as, for instance, Professor Rau of Heidelberg, have divided taxes 
into (1) taxes levied OD the basis of assessment or valuation, and (2) taxes levied on 
articles Of consumption.* :This division corresponds broadly to "direct" and 
" indirect" taxation, as also does another nCJt uncommon, and very similar division, 
viz. (1) taxes on income, and (2) taxes on expenditure. 

A classification which has been adopted by other authorities is one that divides taxes 
into (1) taxes on persons, (2) taxes on property, and (3) taxes on income.t ' 

Taxes have also been grouped into taxes in respect of wealth, (1) at the time 
of its acquisition, (2) while it is in possession, and (3) upon its being consumed.! This 
classification has the sanction of two German authorities (Wagner and Colm), but it 
does not adapt itself to our present inquiry any better· than the preceding 
classifications. 

The fact is, a classification which suits one system of taxation does not suit another 
system of taxation. Moreover, a classification which is appropriate when one purpose 
is in view, may become inappropriate when another purpose is in view. We must, 
therefore, find some classification other than those which I have enumerated; but I 
do not believe that human ingenuity can devise any classification to which objection 
cannot be taken. . 

The classification of taxes levied by Parliament, which Sir Alfred Milner and I 
suggest, after much deliberation, as the one least open to -exception and at the same 
time suitable for present purposes, is a classification which in the first place divides 
taxes into two general heads, viz. :-

L Taa;es ilncidental to the Ownership, Occupation, or Transfer of Property. 

i. Taa;es Mt ilncidental to Property. 

We next propose to subdivide these two general heads-the first into subheads 
which will include a distinction between the two classes of property, and the second 
into such subheads as the nature of taxes unconnected with property may seem to 
require. 

The subdivision of the first head, viz., "Taxes incidental to Property," which would 
aecord most literally with the Terms of Reference to the Commission would be " Taxes 
incidental to Real Property or Realty "·and "Taxes incidental to PersO'1Wl Property 
or Personalty." But here we are at once met with a difficulty. Such a sub-
division, as Sir Alfred Milner pointed out to the Royal Commission on Agriculture,§ 
is based on a legal, not on a material, distinction. In the eye of the law, real 
property or realty includes certain things, like heirlooms and shares in some of the 
old companies, which in their material aspect are personalty. In the same eye, 
personal property or personalty, consisting as it does of chattels real as well as chattels 
personal, includes property held under leases, no matter how long the currency of 
the leases may be;1I and leasehold property in its material aspect is clearly realty. 
It seems, therefore, desirable and, indeed, necessary, to disregard the manner in which 
the law divide property, and. to adopt some other classification of property than 
that of " real" ad" persona!." 

According aine, "the only natural classification of the objects of enjoyment 
" which corres onds with an essential difference in the sUbject·matter is that which 
" divides the into movable and immovable."'lf If we follow this classification, 
which is founde on Roman Law, we should subdivide property into (1) immobilia, or 
immovable prorty, which would include all land, however held, and all the buildings 
and constructi( s permanently :fixed upon or under it, and (2) mobilia, or movable 
property, whicl would include all other kinds of property. 

Rateable and As this Bubd -ision of property into immovable and movable closely cortesponds 
non·rateahle with rateable a- non"'ateable, the subdivision which seems to be most cognate to 
property. 
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our inquiry is that which distinguishes rateable from non-rateable property. 
Accordingly, it is submitted that we should subdivide .. Taxes incidental to the 
Ownership, Occupation, or Transfer of Property" into taxes in some way incidental 
to (1) •• rateable property," and (2) "nrm,-rateable propert.'1." 

.. Taxes not incidental to Property" will probably best be subdivided into (1) co TalLes Subdivision 
levied in respect of commodities," (2) "Taxes levied itt respect of income derived ?f 1:""" not 
from personal exertion," and (3) "Miscellatie()U8 Taxes," which do not lend them- :Clde;:! 
selves to specific designation. pro y. 

'1'he proposed division and subdivisi(fn. of taxes levied by Parliament will, be most· General 
easily followed by the following" tree," or classification in tabular form. 8che~e o~ 

elllB8lfication. 

I 
(I.) 

Ta.r,. incidenial 1o 1M Oumtf'dip, 
Occupation, 01' TraM/fir of Propqrty. 

I 
I I 

Ttu'u ZPied by Parliament. 

I 

I 
(1.) (I.) ( •• ) 

Jlm,able l'1Y1ptrlg. .N ... ·lIaJeable Pr.p"'·/Y' Taze. levied in respect 0/ 
Commodities. . 

I 
(2.) 

Taz" not incidental to 
Proprty. 

I 
I 

(2.) 
Ta.:te8lsvied in re.~ect 0/ 

IneortuJ derivedfTom 
PBr.ontJl Exertion. 

I 
(8.) 

MiscelianeotLI Ta,'t'fJI. 

Sir Alfred Milner has, with great care and in great detail, applied this classifica
tion to all taxes raised by Parliament, whether for Imperial or local purposes. It 
stands to reason that in the classification there must be a certain number of doubtful 
items, which one person might be inclined to group under one Bub-head, and another 
person under another sub-head. But one fancy or adjustment would probably 
compensate another fancy or adjustment. So the margin for error is believed to be 
small. 

The following Table D. gives the result of the classification of all the taxes which 
were raised by Parliament in 1895-6 :-

TABLE D.-Classifying TAXES raised by PARLIAMENT in 1895-6.* 

NOTE.-Tbe CI ... sification include. the Taxes assigned to the Local Taxation Accounts as well as the Taxe. 
payable to th" Exchequer. The figures represent the Net Receipts under the principal heads of Tax Revenue 
.. given in the Finance Accounts for 1895-6, pp. 19-22. 

'raze. lucideutal to tho 
TazH ~ot IDoideatal to P70perty. OWner.hip, OOClupatioD, or 

Trauafer of Property. 

To",. GIW<D lls8CRIPnolf OJ!' TAX. levied in 
T"" .. resp&!t 01 Mill-

- . -
Babble Non- levil'd in Inoomes TOTA.L. 

Propo,rt,y. Rutoablo Total. I'CfI&OI.t of derived ce1lanoous To ..... 
Property. ,m· rrom Tues. 

modities. Personal .. 
Exertion. 

!1.) (2.\ ('.) n.) (") (3.' «.) , 

I • • Il • 2 2 2 • 1. CuIT01d.S D'OTJBI · · - · - - \!t),OO(i,OOO - - 2O,9M.OOC 20.963,000 --S. Ib.:cJtn~ DVTIR8: 
Uu! ies on CUIIMlmllhlo Arlil'lm.. (inel11dinll:' - - - 29.74».000 - - !9.7o.i.OOO !B.7MoOOO 

l,IC,'IICl'!l rulli1~ ou UomUllllllhIIJArt.,d"K). j 

1,632.000 Lit'"m',,! (t>UlI'r f. !lUi th(Jllu w.thns on COli- . - - - - - 1,832,000 1,632.000 
1I1I1I1fl1l10 Artkll'tt). 

Uutl ... ".y PUlIlJellJI;Ur Dut)' • · - - - - - .... 000 "".000 ....000 

TOTAL EXCISE DUTIES . - - -- $I,7u4.(l1ll1 - l.f\:ll,OOO 31,1505.000 31.500.000 
I --

i 3. Iha.TH Dl~TlIi8; 
, 

l'r .... lontf' nil" AOI-'oQDt Duty - · · ... "'" 13.'\,4I1MI ISI,UOO - - - 181.000 

'rt'mporary ~'Jtate Duty • · · 160.00(1 13.1100 Itl3,UOU - - - - 1Il3.00ij 

R'Ita~ Dilty . · · · · 3.5.0,000 6,383.000 P,IfI'..3.000 - - - - '_000 
~yDl\ty . . · · 7M,000 9.007.000 2.'131,000 - - - - 2.731,(100 

Su~i{\nDllty · · · · 8117.000 "'-000 I,orn,oro - - - - 1.0:n,OOO 

o.'rpontion Duty . · • st.ooo 6,000 "'.000 - - - ---- I-. "'.~" --------1---
To'1'AL DBJ,TIt Dtrl'lKtl · 5.~,tlOl.l ij,OOIl,IIt)U U.I~.OOO - - - I - If.Oi'l9,tMMI -----_ .... _. --- ----, 

• For MemoraudulD explainillJ.,! the bnsis of this Tfthleo, Sff App. IV .. p, 63. 
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TazeB lDol4ental to tbe 
Owuershlp, OocupatloD, or 

,.-rBDllfer of Property. 
Ta.se. Dot laoJdeDtal to propel't7. -.. GIWm levied in 

DBIIC1lJPl'I01l' OlP TAL Non-
Ta,,, respect or M;.-

TOTAL Rateable levied in lneomel 
Rateable TotaL rea=ol derived cellaneoua TotaL Property. 
PMpe.ty. from -eo. 

moditiet. Personal 
Esertion. 

(L) ('.) (S.) (I.) ('.) (S.I «.) 
It II II " It It It £ 

'- SrAVI' DOTms ~ 
1.946.000 2,039,000 Deeda .nd other Irurtrament. - - ,,005,000 - - - - 4,005,000 

Securities to Bearer - - - - - ~.OOO 207,000 - - - - 207.000 

loint Stock Campa-nica' Co.pital - - - .... 000 260,000 - - - - 260,000 

Contmot Notes above Id. - - - 61.000 110,000 1'11.000 - - - - 171,000 

Bill, or Exchange and Pntni88Ol'1 Notes - 6'18.000 W/~ooo - - - - 0'13,000 

BankCl'8' Notes snd Co~ition for Duty - 124,000 ''',000 - - - - 12-1.000 
on Bankers' Bills and OWl. 

20,000 Playing Oard. . - - - - - - - - SO,OUO 20,000 

LicenceB and OertiOootei - - - - - - - - 167.000 167,000 107.000 

Lltolnll1U'&.t1091 - - - - .7.000 67,000 - - - - 67.000 

Marine lnaumneea - - - - ''',000 14$,000 - - - - 146,000 

Patent lIedicinea - - - - - - 239,000 - - 239,000 239,000 

Receipts. Dral'bI. &C. - - - - - 1,281,000 1,261,000 - - - - 1,26l,OOO 

TOTAL STAMP DUTIB8 - · :2,007,000 ',906,000 6,.913,000 259,000 167.000 .... 000 '1,339.000 

IS. LAlID TAX (unredeemed) . - · 1,021,000 - 1,on,OOO - - - - 1,021,000 

8. llI'HABIT'ED HOUSE DuTY .. - · 1,487,000 1,487,000 1.487,000 

I~BT.u:: 
010 A. . . . · 4,786,000 28,000 ".'194.000 - - - - 4.'194,000 

Scbcdule B. (Including l!'Drmcra' pronta -
assessed Schedule D). 

5\),000 69,000 - 119,000 - 119.000 178.000 

Schedule C. . . · - 1,300,000 1.8{J(t,000 - - - - 1,300.000 

BchAdule D.: 
FiBhings and !hooting. . 22,000 - 22,000 - - - - 22,000 

Railwo,yB in tho United Kingdom .. - 645,000 888,000 1,0(}33,OOO - - - - 1.0.'33.000 

QualTiea, Mines, &C. - 4oi7,OOO ....... 831,000 - - - - 851.000 

llailWBY8 out or the Unimd Kingdom - - 890,000 :390,000 - - - - ",,000 

Foreign Mld Colonial Socuritie8 and - 695,000 "',000 - - ~ - 495,000 
Coupon •. 

Municipal Interest, other Interest, and - 239,000 239,000 - - - - 239,000 
other Profits. 

Publi-o Compllolliel . - 1,929,000 ' ........ - , - - - 1,929,000 

Trades and Professiona .. - - 'i2G,OOO '726,(100 - 2,902,000 - 2,902,000 ...... 000 

ScbedDle B. . - - - - - 1.124,000 - 1,]2+.000 1.1M,000 

TOTAL bCOKE TA..X (at Sd. in the £) G,880,OOO ...... 000 11,888,(100 4,146,000 - "1~OOO 15,983.000 
1-. ----

fl, 'P09T OPPICB (exceu 01 Revenue -over Ex .. - - - - _'-000 ......000 ......... 
penditure). 
G~D TOTAL" - - 15,788,000 19$560,000 SUWB,OOO "_000 +,ltG,OOO 6,0.52,000 6O,ll!.5,OOO ms,4'1S,OOO 

PBJl..01U'TAAXI 0» GBAlfD TOTJ.L .. 16'/5 .... 87'. I5S" "S "S .... 100'0 , 
• ..J • . ...J 

The classification of Customs Duties under the head of" Taxes levied in respect 
of commodities" speaks for itself. The basis on which the duties and taxes 
composing the Inland Revenue are classed has been separately explained by Sir 
Alfred Milner, and his explanatory notes will be found in Appendix IV. Tbere 
remains the item of Post Office, and a few words justifying its appearance in a 
classification of taxes are necessary. 

There is great doubt whether the whole or any part of the Post Office Revenue 
should or should not be treated as a tax. It is a point about which there is great 
diversity of opinion among financial writers. * The whole of the receipts from the 
various sources administered by the Post Office has always been treated in our Publio 
Accounts as " Non-Tax Revenue." It is all carried to the Exchequer; and the whole 
cost is annually provided by Parliament.. Therefore, to omit altoget.her this public 
receipt from a classification of taxes would seem to be the natural course to take. But 
the charge which is made for the carriage of letters, telegrams, and parcels, so far 
lIB the Post Office services are a State monopoly, is unquestipnably .. an obligatory 
" contribution by persons in respect of or incidental to something which they do." 
Accordingly, to take no account of this charge, which nobopy can avoid, would be 

• Cf. Profetmor Bastable's "Public FinaDce," p. 191; Professor Sidgwick's "Elements of Politics", 
p. 1'10; Professor S.ligm&ll's "Essays on 'raxation," p. 29'7; Professor Plehn's "Introduction to Public 
Fino.noe," p, 2'10. 
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to omit something which falls witbin our definition of a tax. At the same time, it i~ 
obvious that to treat the whole of the Post Office revenue as a tax would for present . 
purposes be misleading, inasmuch as the amount actually expended by the State 
represents direct and immediate service rendered to those who write letters or send 
telegrams. Regard being had to these considerations, when balanced one with 
anoth('r, it appears to me that the least incorrect course to adopt is to treat as a 
tax the amount by"which the revenue derived from Post Office services exceeds tho 
cost of administering those services. In arriving at this conclusion, I have beeu 
much influenced by the fact that, when lIr. Goschen, in his Report on J..ocal 
Taxation in 1870, came to classify Imperial and local taxation, he took a similar 
coursc and included in his classification the net amonnt of Post Office revenue.'" 
The amount which I have taken represents the balance of revenue which remains 
over, after there has been deducted from the actual receipts the total expenditure 
incurred as shown in the Parliamentary Returns numbered 345 and 346 of 1896, in 
which allowance is made for the interest on the stock created for the purclJase of 
telegraphs. 

If we turn from the taxes raised by Parliament to the taxes raised by local Appli ... tio~ 
authorities, the classification which has been adopted lends itself to be readily applied ~f th.e classt. 
to the latter taxes. All rates naturally and necessarily fall into the category of u:~o::'i!~ 
.. Taxes incidental to the Owner8hip or Occupation of Rateable Property" j and locally. 
imposts, like tolls, dues, &c., range themselves under the head of "Taxes not 
incidental to Property." 

In connexion, however, with ihis classification of taxes raised by local authorities, Onerous and 
it cannot be too prominently borne in mind that there are rates and rates. Some beneficial 
rates are levied for the purpose of meeting expenditure which, like Poor Law rates. 
expenditure, has, more or less, a general character, which is devolved on local 
authorities for administrative reasons, and for which the ratepayer gets no direct 
return. These are what may be called" onerous" rates,t and, as such, are unques-
tionably taxes. But there are other rates levied for the purpose of meeting expenditure 
of a different kind; expenditure which, like that on drainage, paving, and lighting, 
the ratepayer could not dispense with, according to modern ideas of civilisation, 
and which renders him direct service. By such expenditure, the individual ratepayer 
has done for him what he would otherwise have to do for himself; and it is done 
in that way much more claeaply, for it is clear that the joint wants of a number 
0:1' persons can be supplied more economically by one authOlity than the wants of an 
individual by himself. It has not inaptly been called co a wholesale instead,. of a retail 
transaction.": The rates levied for expenditure of this kind are what Dlay be caned 
"beneficial" rates;t and it is open to doubt whether such rates should be considered 
taxes at all. As, however, I have no means of properly distinguishing "beneficial" 
from" onerous" rates, I have no choice but to treat, for present purposes, all rates as 
.. Taxes incidental to the ownership or occupation of Rateable Property." 

Though we have arrived at a classification of all taxes, both those raised by CI888i1ication 
Parliament and those raised hy lonal authorities, yet a classification of taxes does does n~t 
not carry us far in the direction of establishing their incidence. It cannot claim to ~e:.::.::.e of 
indicate the ultimate or real incidence of any tax. It may approximately denote the ~~y tax. 
primary incidence of the taxes levied by Parliament, with the exception of the I .... t of ~11 
Inhabited House Duty; but with respect to that duty, and with respect to the hulk that o~ 
of .the ra~s !evied by local authorities, the classification is misleading, even as regards ~:':~ty 
prImary IDCldence. and local 

It is necessary to explain why the classification is so specially misleading as regards rates. 
the Inhabited House Duty and local rates. 

Both imposts cannot but be classed undor a heading so comprehensive as "Taxes 
incidental to Rateable Property.u Indeed, as regards rates, their very name nec8S
sitates this treatment. But it must be remembered that (speaking generally) the 
Inhabited House Duty and rates are neither of them levied in respect of the 
ownership of I!roperty, but in respect of its occupation. A dwelling-honse whieh 
is uninhabited IS not 8IIsessed to the Inhabited House Duty at all. Similarly, a piecE. 
of land which is vacant, or which brings in no return, evades the demands of the 
rate collector altogether. 

• ry: Mr. Goscben's " Report. an" Speeches on Local Taxntion," pp. 107-0. 
t Mr. G. H. Murray's Article on .. The Growth Dlld Incidence of Local Taxation," in the ,e F..c:unomic 

Journal" of December IS03. . 
f Article in "QuarterLy Review" of Janulir)' 18W, 011 "1letlerment and Local Tuario"." 

E3 
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The House Duty and rates are cloRely allied to one another, raised as they are from 
one class only-the first from occupiers of houses, and the second from occupiers of 
lands and houses. .At the same time they differ in some respects. The Imperial 
Tax is levied at uniform rat6!l throughout Great Britain,* and the amount payable 
varies only according to the rental. The local taxes are levip.d at rates which vary 
greatly in different parts of the United Kingdom; and the amount payable depends 
not only on the value of the property assessed to rates, but on· the needs of the 
taxing power. . 

It is generally held that the occupier of agrIcultural land, though himself liable 
for the payment of these taxes, succeeds in shifting the burthen of them on to the 
landowuer, except so far as it increases during the currency of the Jease (if there be 
one). That is to say, when treating with a landlord, the farmer takes the taxes into 
account as one of the necessary expenses of his trade, and the amount of those 
expenses in part determines the amount of the rent which he is prepared to give.t 

The occupier, however, of a dwelling-house is in a less good position to shift the 
burthen of the rates and similarly of the Inhabited House Duty; and, so far as those 
taxes are not shifted, they fall on (what Mr. Goschen so pertinently called) .. the 
consumers of a commodity called a house "t; in other words, they are taxes not 
differing economically from the duties in respect .of consumable articles,§ and, as 
such, they are not properly incidental to property. . 

Shifting The extent to which the taxes in respect of so necessary a co=odity as a 
more OIl8Y habitation fall on the occupier is most difficult to determine. It is probable that 
:.::'~~:or the burthen of rates admits of being shifted more easily than the burtben of the 
Inbabited Inhabited House Duty, because there is a larger element of free-will about the 
Honse Duty. former than about the latter. DIle of the considerations which determine a person's 

place of residence may be the amount of the poundage at which houses are 
assessed to rates by local authorities. A low rate in the pound attracts occupiers of 
houses; a high rate deters them. But the Inhabited House Duty, being always 
payable at the same rate on a given value, ~nnot be avoided in one locality more 
than in another. 

\

DiffiCUlty of 
determining 
real incl· 
dence. 

Operation 
of supply 
and demand. 

. It may not be easy to follow up the incidence of the Inhabited House Duty, but it 
is still more difficult to follow up the incidence of rates. There is a larger choice of 
persons on whom the burthen may fall. More considerations come into play. Rates 
in respect of dwelling-houses may fall wholly or in part on the freeholder of the ground 
on which the house stands, or the .. ground landlord," as he is generally called. They 
may fall wholly or in part on the person who holds an intermediate position between 
the freeholder and the occupier, the receiver of the rack-rent, who is ordinarily called 
the "owner of the house," and who pays for a given number of years a fixed annual 
sum to the "ground landlord." They may fall wholly or in part on the occupier 
of the house who holds at a rack-rent, on a yearly tenancy, or under an agreement 
or a lease, from the middlema,n. 

In connexion with the extent to which resort can be had to the shifting of the 
incidence of rates, there is, according to some authorities, the state of supply and 
demand to be reckoned with.1I If the supply of houses in a particular locality exceeds 
the demand, the would-be occupier is in a position to make better terms with the 
" ground landlord" or the "owner of the ~ouse:: ~han if the reverse state of things 
existed, and, consequently, may succeed m shiftmg ilie whole or part of the 
rates on to those who have superior .p~oprietary interests in the building. If, on 
the other hand, the demand for houses IS m excess of the supply, and the competition 
is accordingly brisk, then it is the "ground landlord" or the" owner of the house" 
who can make the best of the bargain, with the result that the rates wholly or in 
part fallon the occupier.~ But the owner, the middleman, and the occupier do not 
exhaust the possibilities of ilie real bearer of the rates. It is universally recognised 
(with possibly some slight qualifi~atio~s) that rates increased or newly imposed during 
the currency of a lease, and ~Ikewise the augmented rates due to a rise in the 
rateable value of the house durmg that term, do not lend themselves to be shifted 

• The Inhabited House Dllty is not levied in Ireland. 
t Cf, G. H. Blunden's " Local Taxation and Finance," l' 45. 
t ct. M,· Goschen's" Reporta nnd Speeches on Local Taxation," pp. 129 Rnd 164. 
§ C1 Dr. Fleemin«.Jenkiu's Paper •• VoL n., p. 115. 
II C/. Mr. Gosch.u's" Reports and Speoch •• on Locall'axntion," pp. 167-8. 
If! This t.lit!ol'Y would not be admitted by everybody, 00 the ground that it is the rent only .rhich js 

nffe~ted by the :sl.ate of supply nlld dema.nd, LeC4u~ at the moment the rates A.l"O a constant quantity_ 
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back, and therefore do not fall either upon the ground landlord or the middleman.'" 
It would seem, therefore, to follow that such rates must fall on the occupiers; but 
this is not a necessary consequence. If, for instance, thc occupier be a shopkeeper, 
he probably somehow or other shifts on to his customers wholly or in par~ the 
rates naturally falling upon him. A large part, therefore, of the rates payable in 
respect of Bond Street and Oxford Street may be contributed by all of us, in the shape 
of an enhancement of the price which we pay for our commodities. 

It must not be thought that thes$ points connected with the incidence of taxes 
and rates are mere theoretical conundrums. As a matter of fact, they have a most 
practical and important bearing on our inquiry which, indeed, turns more on a 
solution of the conundrums than on anyihing else; and I must, therefore, beg that 
any attempt that has ·been made to classify taxes ma,,· not be confused with an 
attempt to solve tho question of incidence.t • 

I now proceed to apply the suggested classification of taxes to .. taxation raised 
for local purposes." 

V.-TAXATION RAISED POR LOOAL PURPOSES CLASSIFIED. 

We have seen that the taxation raised for local purposes amounted, for th~ latest Cla.,ification 
available year, to 55,649,OOOq; and I now give the classification of such taxation in all'ec~ed by 
two ways, according as the revenue assigned to the Local Taxation Accounts is taken tre~tm~ the 
to consist of (1) taxes which are separately levied for local purposes, and the collection ::rn:es as 
of which is only retained in the hands of the Government for administrative reasons; separate 
or of (2) subventions out of the general proceeds of Imperial taxation. local taxes 

In the first case, we must separate the revenue raised by Parliament for Exchequer o;:;s par,t I 
purposes from the revenue raised by Parliament for Local Taxation purposes. As ~ev:~:rI8 
the separation slightly alters the percentages in the classification, it will be well to .. 
give the two classifications side by side:-

Tnel railed by Parliument for 
Taxes railled by Parliament for E:r.chequer and Local Taxation 

Purpoles <.ee Table D. above). Exohequer Purposes ouly. - (I.) (2.) 

Amo1lnt. I Percentage. Amount. I Fereentage. 

--
i 1.-Ta .. 'e. incidental to Ownership, Occupation, or £ £ 

7'ranifer of Pr1ertg :-
15,788,000 16'5 15,788,000 17'9 a. Rat •• ble roperty - - -

h. N on.Rateable Property . · 19,560,000 20'0 17,107,000 19'4 

Total incidental to Property · 85,348,000 37'0 82,895,001) 37'S 

II.-Taa·e. 'IOt incidental to Propertg . · 60,125,000 63'0 55,212,000 62'7 
- --., 

TOTAL 95,473,000 100'0 88,107,000 100'0 . . · 

1. If the assigned revenues are considered to be raised in the form of taxes 
separately levied for local purposes, then the only sum to be classified in the propor· 
tions of the taxes rai~ed for the Exchequer is that which is provided for local 

• The length of the oceupiel"s tense is of course a material consideration. During tbe currency of it, 
it it be long. the occupier's share of rate. may become a very formidable amount, but if he bc an agricultural 
tenant in England, be would preoumRbly gain all the benefit of last year's Rating Act, even should the 1 .... 
hnve only fivo more years to run. On the other hRnd, in the absence of a Jease, the occupier is in a more 
iayournhJA position to shift on to his landlord any annual increase of rates, while the ngl.'icultUl'al tenant 80 

cit'cum,tanced would presumably benefit litU., if anythin2', under last year's mea.ure. 
t On the question of the incidence of rates, cj: Mr. Goschen's I' Reports and Speeches on Loea.l Taxation"; 

Dr .. Flc:('ming Jenkin's Papers, Vol. II., p. 115 i R~port from the Select Committee on Town Ho!dings 
(Hou,", of Commons PBlK'r, No. 214 of 1892); Mr. G. H. Murrav's Article on "The Gro,.-,b and Incldenco 
of LlX'Rl Taxation," in tbe "Economic Journal It of Decembt!f Hi93; M. G. H. BJuDlien's "I~ocnl TaxRtion 
and Finnur.c "; Professor Seligman's "Shifting and Jncidence of Taxation"; C. H. Sargant's "Urhc.n 
Rating n; ,J. J. O'Meara's" Municipal Taxation at home and abroad"; Professor EdgewOlth on tlte "PUle
Theory of TlUalion" ;n the .. Economic JournAl" of March 1807, &C. 

t Sl'O p. 28 above. 
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purposes out of voted moneys, viz., 3,352,000l. III The grant of Estate Duty derived 
from personalty (2,453,000l.) is divisible in the proportions of 26'4 contributed by 
rateable property, and 7;3'6 by non-rateable property (Bee Appendix IV.). 

TABLE E.-Showing the RESPECTIVE" CONTRIBUTIONS" to TAXA'l'ION raised for LOCAL 
PURPOSES, with the ASSIGNED REVENUES treated as SEPARATE LOCAL TAXES. 

(I Contributions" to To.Xa.tioD raised for Local Purposes. 

(1.) By Ta:r:atitm incidental to Rateable Property:-
£ 

(a.) Proceed. ofrntcs . .. • - 38,506,000 
(b.) 17'9 per cent. of 3,352,0001., provided out of 

moneys voted by Parliament 
(c.) 26'4 per cent. of Estate Duty derived from 

personalty (2,453,0001., as in Table A., p. 26) -

(2.) By Taa:ation incidental to Non· Rateable Property :
(a.) 19'4 por cent. of 3,352,0001., provided out of 

600,000 

648,000 

moneys voted by Parliament 650,000 
(6.) 73'6 per eent. of Estate Duty derived from 
• personalty (2,453,000t., DB in Table A., p. 26) - I,B05,000 

l3.) BII Taxation not incidental to FroPelty:-
(a.) Proceeds of Excise Licences (se. Table A., p. 26) 
(b.) P"oceeds of Surtaxes on Beer and Spirits 
c.) 62' 7 pel' cent. of 3,352,0001., pr~vided out of 

moneys voted hy Parliament 
(d.) Proceeds of Tolls, Dues, &c., raised hy 'Local 

Authorities -

TOTAL 

3,524,000 
1,389,000 

2,102,000 

6,425,000 

Amount. I Perc.ntage. 

£ 

39,754,000 71'4 

2,455,000 

13,440,000 24' 2 

55,649,000 100'0 

2. If the assigned revenues are regarded as mere subventions out of the general 
proceeds of Imperial taxation, such revenues (7,366,000l.), as well as the grants 
provided for local purposes out of voted moneys (3,352,OOOZ.), amounting together 
to 10,718,000/.,* must all be classified in the proportions of the total taxes raised by 
Parliament, as given in Table D.; and the contributions to the sum of 55,64.9,00OZ. 
from various sources will be exhibited in the following Table F. :-

TABLE F.-Showing the RESPECTIVE" CONTRIBUTIONS" to TAXATION raised for LOCAL 
PURPOSES, with the ASSIGNED REVENUES treated as IMPERllL SUBVENTIONS. 

"Contributions ., to Taxation raised for Local .Purposes. 

(1,) By Ta:ration incidental to Rateable Prope,·tll:

(a.) Proceeds of rates 
(b.) 16' 5 per cent. of 10,718,0001. raised hy ParHa

ment -

£ 
38,506,000 

1,768,000 

f2.) BII Ta.ration incidental to Non-Rateable Fropf!1'tll :-
20'5 percent. of 10,718,0001. raised by Parliament - -I 

(3.) BII Ta:J!ation not incidental to Propertll :-
(a.) 63 por cent. of 10,718,000/. mised by Parlia.. 

ment ;. 6,753,000 
(6.) P"oeeeds of tolls, dues, &c., raised hy local 

authorities - - • 6,425,000 

TOTAL -

Amount. 

£ 

40,274,000 

2,197,000 

13,178,000 

I Percentage. 

---------
55,649,000 100·0 

It will be seen that, by the treatment of the assigned revenues as subventions 
out of the general proceeds of Imperial taxation, the computed contribution to the 

• See p. 26 above. 
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amount raised for local purposes from taxes incidental to non-rateable property is shown by 
2,197,0001., (lr 258,0001. less than it would be if the assigned revenues were considered th:e Tabl"" 

to be separate local taxes. im;:l'iol 
The difference is immaterial; but it will be more markoo when the relief in aid of nnd lo.,'ru 

agricultuml rates, afforded by tbe assignment of a further sum, estimated at ~"'! are 
l,950,OOOl.,· out of the Estate Duty derived from personalty, is in force and can c.assifihed 
b tak . to . &o~et or. e en In account. .. 

But the differences resulting from th~ t.wo ways of treating the assigned revenues 
as local taxes or subventions out of the Consolidated Fund are only material when we 
are dealing with the amount of "taxation raised for local purposes" by itself. 
'£he cboice of treatment does not signify if we take the local taxation raised for 
Imperial and local purposes together; and it appears to me, as it did to Mr. Goschen 
in 1871, that, without such a comprehensive view of our system of Laxation, wo 
shall fail to attain the real end of the inquiry intrusted to us. 

VI.-IMPERIAL AND LOCAL TAXATJON CLASSIFIED TOGETHER. 

In his Report to the Treasury in March, 1871, Mr. Goschen said, "Any view of 
" the burdens imposed upon real property by local taxation is incomplete, unless the 
.. case of real property a!'l regards Imperial taxation is worked out at the same time."t 
Acting on the same principle, I now proceed to classify Imperial and Local Taxation 
combined together for the latest year in the following table :-

TABLE G.-Classifying IMPERIAL and LOCAL TAXATION together for 1895-6. 

Levied by Levied by I Local Per--- Parliament. .A.uthorities. Total. 
I centage •• (Table D.) 

(Tables B. 
and C.) 

I. 

I .-Taze, incidental to tAe Owners/tip, occupation, 0'1' £ :£ £ j 
Trnmfer of Property :-

38,50G,OOO 38'7 (n.) Rateable - - - - - 15,788,000 54,29-1,000 I 

tb.) Non·rateable - - - . - - 19,5GO,000 - I 19,560,000 I 13'9 
----

73,854,000 I Total incidental to Property - - 35,348,000 38,506,000 52'6 

1I.-TtJ.1 ... no' incidental to Property - - . 60,125,000 6,425,000 66,550,000 _I 47'4 

Total Taxes, Imperial and Local - 95,473,000 44,931,000 I 140,404,000 ! 100'0 
I -------------- ---_ .. __ . --

Conclusions must not be hastily drawn from this Table (G).t It must not be ProportioLS 
assumed that to every 100l. raised for I1I1perial and local purposes owners of .. rateable ~!vb\ 'd 
property" are contributing 38l. 14s., while owners of ,., non-rateable property" are ~:t ;;,os~ 
only contributing 131. 18s. The apparently large contribution of "r!lteable property" of real 
ilf'mainly due to the large total which rates reach; and, moot though the question of incidence; 
the inoidence of those burdens may be, it is quite certain that an appreciable 
proportion of recent and current rates falls on occupiers of dwelling-houses. It is 
probable that the amount which that proportion represents is beyond the bounds of 
accurate calculation. :But, liS has already been pointed out, this unknown quantity 
of rates, whatever it may be, falls on the consumars of a commodity called a house; 
and, so far as the quantity is ascertainable, it would be transferable from the head 
of .. Taxes incidental to Rateable Property" to the head of .. Taxes levied in respect of 
commodities." Such a transfer would, of course, entirely alter the proportionate 
contribution of .. rateable" (or real) property, and pro tanto increase the amounts 
of .. 'laxes not incidental to Property," which even under the classification in 
Table G. already contribute a large proportion. 

Notwithstanding the necessary imperfections inherent in any classification of But these 
taxes, it is interestiong and instructive to compare the figures and percentages in the proP'!rtiODS 
last Table (G.) with the figures and percentages which Mr. Goschen worked out in may "':-ed 
his analysis of the Imperial and Local Taxation for 1668-9. io;'f:68-9 

• See p. 23 above and footnote. 
t Mr. Go.ehen' ... Report. and Speeehes 00 Local Taxation," p. 30. 
~ See Table Q. below, p. 61. 

aJid 1891>-6. 
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It will be seen by a reference to Appendix A. to his Report (Part IlL, Tables III. 
and VI.*), that Mr. Goschen made no attempt to identify in his classification the 
"Taxes falling on Personal Property" (answering to "Taxes incidental to 
Non-Rateable Property"). He only eliminated from the sum total of Imperial 
and Local Taxation what he considered to be "Taxes falling on Real Property," 
(answering to "Taxes incidental to Rateable Property"), and then showed what 
proportion the taxes so eliminated bore to the sum total of taxation. If we proceed 
on the same basis, the comparison of the two years (1868-9 and 1895-6) would be 
exhibited iu the following Table H. :-

TAllLE H.-Comparing the AMOUNTS and PROPORTIONS of I:MPEllllL and LoCAL 
.TAXATIONincidental. to .. REAL" PROPERTY and of other IMPERIAL and LOCAL 
TAXATION, in 1868-9 and in 1895-6. 

--'. 
1868-11. 1895~. 

- Levied by Levied by j Levied by Local Total Per- Levied by 
Local Total. Per-

Parliament. Au.thorities. oen.ages .Parliament. 
A~thorities. 

centages. 

" 
, 

£ £ £ £ £ £ 
I.-Taxes incidental to 8,151,000 90,007,000 

CI Real" or Ie Bateable" 
28,164,000 81'1 15,'88'jOOC) 88,!i06,OOO 54.994,000 88'1 

Property. 
n.-Taxes Dot incidental to 51,237,000 5,146,000 62,383,000 

" Real" or II Rateable ,. 
68'9 79,685,000 6,495,000 86,110,000 '61,-3 

Property. 

TOTAL- - 65,394,000 25,153,000 90,U7,OOO 100'0 95,473,000 44,931,000 140,404,000 100'0 

This, however; is not a strict comparison of like with like; and it is essential to all 
comparisons that like should be compared with like. In the first place, Mr. Goschen 
did not- adopt exactly the same basis for his classification of "Taxes falling on Real 
Property" as that which Sir Alfred Milner has adopted for his classification of .. Taxes 
incidental to Rateable (Real) Property." In the secon,d place, it is necessary for the 
purposes of our present inquiry that, in the classification, "Taxes incidental to 
Non-Rateable (Personal) Property," as well as "Taxes incidental to- Rateable (Real) 
Property," should be separated. from "Other Taxes" or "Taxes not incidental to 
Property." In. the third place, Mr. Goschenincluded as .. Taxes" revenue derived 
from "Fee and Patent Stamps," and from other cognate receipts collected by means 
of stamps. At that time, such revenue was included under the general head of Stamp 
Duties, and was therefore naturally reckoned as "Tax Revenue." Since then, these 
receipts consisting as they do of charges made for specifio services rendered, have 
been separated from Stamp Duties, and brought to account as .. Miscellaneous 
.Revenue," the change having been made in 1882-3, with the approval of the 
Public Accounts Committee.t 

If .the receipts in 1868-9 from Fee and Patent Stamps, &c., viz. -
be deducted from the total of the lmperial "Tax Revenue" 

given by Mr. Goschen, viz. - -

such Revenue would ha.ve amounted to 

£ 
466,000 

65,394,000 
---...,-
64,928,000 

Regard being bad til these divergencies in the classifications made by Mr. Goschen 
and Sir Alfred Milner, it has seemed desirable to classify the Imperial and local 
taxes for 1868-9 on a basis identical with that on which the classification of the 
Imperial and local taxes for 1895-6 has been made. The amended classification 
prepared by the Inland Revenue Department has, accordingly, been introduced in the 
foJlowing Table I., the details of which are given in Appendix II. ' 

• Cf Mr. Goschen' ... Reports and Speech .. On Loenl Taxation," pp. 'lot and 109. 
t Ct· Third Report of Publie Accounts Committee in 18111, Bnd T ...... url Minute of lst Februar11882. 
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TABLE I.-CLASSIl!'YING, on an identical Basis, the IMPERIAL and LOCAL TAXA.ll0N 
for 1868-9 and 1895-6. 

, , 

1868-9. ]895-6. 

- Lc'lied by Levied by Levied by Local TotaL 
P .... Levied by Local Total. P ... 

l'arliamenL Authorities. centagcs. Parliament. Anthoritics. centRW'S. 

• I 

I.-Ta.re. incidental to the £ £ £ £ £ £ 
o,,,,,.,.lIhip, OccuptJlion, or 
Tra'''ver of Property :-

(11.) lta.teable - - 8,620,000 90,001,000 28,621.000 81'8 15,788,000 38,506,000 54,1394,000 38'7 

(6.) No.·r .... blo - 7.814,000 - 7,814,000 8'7 19,560,000 - 19,560,000 13'9 ----. 
Tolal incidental tn Property 16,434,000 20,0(}7 ,000 36,441,000 40'5 85,348,000 88,506,000 73,854,000 52'6 

IL-Taru n •• incidetttal 48,494,000 5,146,000 53,640,000 59'5 60,125,000 6,495,000 66,550,000 47'4 
10 properiy. 

TOTAL - - 64,928,000 25,153,000 90,081,000 JOO'O 95,478,000 44,931,000 140,404,000 100'0 

---_. 

This 'l'able (I.) shows in a general way what has been the drift of taxation prima. Pnmli!aci. 
facie during the last quarter of a century. While the proportional amount of deduc;tions a. 
Imperial and local taxation not incidental to property has decreased, the proportional :: d~ of 
amount of taxation incidental to rateable property has increased, and the proportional wi~~i;~.t 
amount of taxation incidental to non-rateable property has increased relatively in a far period. 
more marked degree. 

The results may be stated in a different and, perhaps, more lucid manner. Rates 
and taxes incidental to rateable property have increased by 90 per cent.; rates /IDd 
taxes incidental to non-rateable property by 150 per cent., and rates and taxes not 
incidental to property by 24 per cent. . 

But thesc broad results deducible from Table I. must not be held to coincide with 
the incidence of taxation. I have already deprecated: the assumption tbat to every 
100e. raised for Imperial and local purposes, 38l.148. was being contributed in 1895-6 
by persons in respect of "rateable property." .it. fortwri, it does not follow that 
such contribution has, in the last 25 years, increased by 6t. 188. The tendency of 
recent fiscal legislation has undoubtedly been to raise a greater portion of taxation from 
those who have property than from the community at large. The Income Tax is 8d. 
in the £, instead of 6d. in the £, as it was in 1868-9. The Income Tax exemptions 
and abatements have in the meanwhile been extended. The Estate Duties have been 
graduated, and applied equally to rateable as well as non-rateable property. On the 
other hand, the duties levied in respect of sugar and the registration duty on corn 
have disappeared, and the duty levied in respect of tea has been reduced. But the 
increase of burdens in respect of rateable property is due mostly to the increase of 
local rates; and, as the increase of rates is in great part attributable to demands on 
the ratepayers for purposes which are new since 1868-!i (such as educational and 
sanitary purposes), it is tolerably safc to assume, other thipgs being equal, that a 
relatively larger amount of rates falls now upon occupiers than on owners. To that 
extent, whatever it may be, morc taxes classified as incidental to rateable property 
would, as regards their incidence, provc to be taxes in respect of "commodities 
called houses." 

Onefnrther point may be noted in connexion with Table I. While Imperial 
ta,xes have, since 1868-9, increased from 64,928,0001. to 95,473,0001., or by 47 per 
cl'nt., local taxes havc increased from 25,163,0001. to 44,931,OOOl., or by 79 per cent. 

VII.-THE CLASSIPHiATION OF IMPERIAL AND LoCAL '}',AXES ADJUSTED. 

I have already dwelt on the necessity of not confounding a classification of taxation CII ... ifica
wi~h its incidence. It is one thing to classify rates ~nd ,taxes; it is quite another lio.n may be 
thmg to say on whom the burthen of them falls. There IS no problem in the science of adJusted 
nolitionl eoonomy whioh is more intricate, subtle, and obsoure, or which has been 80 aardt<> 
(.- • 1 di ed th th··d f . .. aooo more more vanous y scuss an e mCI ence 0 taxatIon. It IS difficult enough to clooely with 
establish the primary inQidence, or the first blow. It is fllr more difficult, if indeed inr.idence. 
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it is at all possible, to determine the ultimate incidence, or the final blow. I 
do not pretend to be able to contribute anything of much worth to the solution of 
the problem of eyen primary incidence. But what I can do, in order to lessen the 
risk of error and misconception. is to show how different will be the complexion of 
tIle classification which has been made of Imperial and Local Taxation, if that 
classification be subjected to some such adjustment.~ as the circumstances seem to 
require. 

I have been able to adduce high authority in favour of the contention that, when 
th(J burthen of rates which in the classification naturally come under the head of 
"Taxes incidental (in some way) to Rateable Property," falls on the occupier 
of a dwelling-house, they become taxes in respect of a necessary commodity. Now, 
it is beyond question that the burthen does so fall on the occupier as regards any 
increase of these taxes during tbe currency of his lease (if he has one), and also as 
regards any portion of them which, when he made his contract, he was unable or 
neglected to shift on to the shoulders of the "ownAr of the house" or the "ground 
landlord." There is also to be taken into account the general consideration on which 
Lord Farrer has laid stress, that" a tax is apt to stick where it first falls."* 

In these circumstances, more especially when regard is had to the great rise in 
urban rates within recent years, there can he no doubt that the hurthen on the occupiers 
of dwelling-houses is considerable. To determine what the amount of that burthen is 
presents great difficultie~. But it is necessary, for the purpose or bringing the 
classification more into harmony with facts, to transfer the amount, whatever it may be, 
from the head of "Taxes incidental to Rateable Property" to the head of "Taxes 
levied in respect of Consumable Articles." 

To eliminate a part of rates from the category of "Taxes incidental to Rateable 
Property" involves the commission of a solecism. In order, therefore, to avoid an 
awkward confusion of expressions, I shall, in attempting to adjust the classification, 
discard thj:l terms" Rateable Property " and" Non-rateable Property," and substitute 
for them the less legally correct terms "Real Property" and .. Personal Property" 
as used in their ordinary sense . 

The first thing to be done in connexion with such an attempt is to separate in 
the Poor Law valuation Houses from Lands and Other Properties which are assessed 
to rates; and for this computation it is necessary to take the three Kingdoms 
severally. ' 

1. In April 1895, Mr. Shaw Lefevre, then President of the Local Government 
Board, presented to Parliament a Memorandum,t showing, for England and Wales, 
the rateable values respectively, in 1894, of lands (including farm-houses and tithes), 
buildings, railways, and all other kinds of rateable property. According to that, 
return the proportions which the several descriptions of property bore to the total 
amount of property assessed to local taxation in 1894 were as follows:-

Description of Propelty. 

• 
Lands (including farm-houses, tithes, &c.)t -
Houses§ 
Ro.ilways -
Other property 

Tofal 

Rateable Value. 

.£ 
33,655,000 

102,662,000 
13,871,000 
10,894,000 

Pereentage •. 

20'9 
63'7 
8'6 
6'8 ----1---__ 

161,082,000 100'0 

Distribution The total amount of local rates raise(l in England and Wales in 189~ was as 
of 10coJ rates has already been shown in Tables B. and C. above, 32,229,0001. If the '1>ates had 
~':r~~~sthe been uniformly levied throughout the country-that is, at the same average rate 
kinds of 
property 
according to 
valuation. 

• Select Committee on Town Holdings, House of Common. Paper, No. 341 of IH90, Q. 1246. 
t H ou,e of Commons Paper, No. 204 of 1895. 
t The properties includp,d under the hpoo of "Lands" comprise not only lands which are, 01' could be. used 

for agricultural purposes, but .also parks, open space!.!, gardens exceeding an IlCrc, farm. houses and buildings, 
tithes, &c. 

~ "Houses" include other buildings besides dwelling-houses, viz., 8hops, warehouses, mills, factories, 
do~ksl &.c. Some part of the rates levied in respect of the premises occupied by Joint Stock Compauies must 
fnIl cn thA shureholders in those Companies: and would seem therefore to be "il1cidentnl to Personal 
Propertr." as in the case of ~ilwnys, bqt I h~ve DOt been able to take account of this in my calculations. 
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(about 48.) in the £ of rateable value-the distribution of this amount between the 
various descriptions of property would have been as follows :-. 

Description of Property. Amount of Rates. Percentages. 

Land. (including rll1'm,houoe., tithes, &C.)- , 
Hon ... t 
Railway. 
Other property 

'. 
£ 

6,736,000 
20,530,000 
2,772,000 
2,191,000 

Total 32,229,000 100'0 

It is obvious, however, that these proportions need adjustment, because lands Adju.tmants 
uncovered by houses are for the most part situated in rural districts; and it is ~ b;. made 
well known that tbe average poundage of rural rates is less than the average :li'!~~lltiotl. 
poundage of urban rates. Sir Henry Fowler* computed the average poundage 
uf rural rates in 1890-1 at 28. 3d.; but, to judge from the general course of rates 
during the following three years,§ it seems fair to infer that l'ural rates were on an 
average higher in 1893-4 than they were in 1890-1. Perhaps the rise may be taken at 
3d. In that case the average poundage of rural rates in 1893-4 would have been 
2s. 6d. in the £. 

If, then, all lands had been situated in rural districts, the rates falling on them 
would have been 28. 6d. in the £ on 33,655,0001., or 4,207,0001. But, as some lands 
which, though uncovered by buildings, are in use, are includetl in urban districts where 
the average poundage of rates is higher (even allowing for the favourable treatment 
of land under the Public Health Act), and as certain sewer and drainage rates are not 
taken into account in that average, some addition has to be made to the ratcs payable 
in respect of lands. 

Tbe addition which Sir Henry Fowler suggested for 1890-1 was £ 
equivalent to about 2id. in the £, and if the same addition be made 
for 1893-4 there should be added to, , 4,207,000 
a sum representing 2-ld. in the £ on 33,655,0001., or 31H,000 

and the total amount of rates payable in respect of "Lands" (including 
farm-houses, tithes, &c.) would be - 4,558,000 

If we deduct the amount of 
from the total of local rates 

- 4,55.8,000 
, 32,229,000 

there would remain to be payable in respect of Houses and Other Rateahls 
PrOp8'l'ti88 ' - , 27,671,000 

'l.'here is no direct means of allocating this sum between" Houses" and 
the .. Other Rateable Properties." But it seems not unreasonable to assume 
thai rateable properties other than lands and houses (that is, railways, 
canals, mines, &0.) contribute in the proportion of their rateable values. 
'fhis gives a contribution of-

Railways 8'6 per cent. of 32,229,000l. 
Other property 6'8 per cent. of 32,229,0001. 

£ 
2,772,00011 
2,191,000 

4,963,000 

leaving a balance of £22,708,000 

as the amount of local rates attributable to houses . 

• Th. properties includod undor the head of "Land." comprise not only land. which am, or could be, used 
for agricultural purpo .... bnt also park .. open .paces, gII1'dens excoeding sn acre, farm-houB.s and buildings, 
tith ... &C. 

t u lIou~es U include other buildings besides dwflling·houscs, viz., shops, warehousep, mills, factories, docks 
&C. Some pII1't ofthe ra",.levied in ""'pect of tbe premises occupied by Joint Stock Companies must rail o~ 
the .hareholdel1l in those Companies: aDd would seem therefore to be " incidental to Personal Prope. .. "ty," asin 
tho c .... or Railways, but 1 have not heen ~ble to take acconnt of this in my calculations. • 

tHo ... ", or Commou. Paper, No. 168 of 1898, par. 4.5. 
~ Summary .. of Local T"".t.ion Returno for 1893-4 (House of Commons Paper, No. 4:J6-IV. of 1895, 

Se .. ion 2, p. xu). 
II This rough estimate i. confirmed by the figures included in the Railway Return .. 
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We are now in a position to distribute, on the above assumptions, the total 
amount of rates as paid in respect of the several descriptions of rateable property, 
as follows :- £ 

(I.) In rllSpect of lands 4,558,000'" 
(2.) .. houses - 22,708,000 
(3.) " railways 2,772,000 
.(4.) .. other property _ 2,191,000 

'l'otal £32,229,000 

Rates levied in respect of "Lands" (including fa:m-houses and tithes) are clearly 
.. Taxes incidental to Real Property." 

With respect to "Houses," we know that a portion of the rates incidental 
th'ereto falls on the occupiers. But we do not .know what that portion is; and it is 
here where the difficulty lies. Professor Seligman,t who is one of the latest 
authorities on the subject of the incidence of taxation, comes to the conclusion 
that such rates in this country rest almost entirely on the occupier; and Mr. Blunden, 
who has given much attention to this difficult point, and brings practical experience 
to bear upon it, arrives at similar conclusions.; With these somewhat extreme 
conclusions I do not agree. The conviction which I have formed is that a part of 
the rates in respect of houses falls on the landowner as certainly as a part falls 
on the occupier. What amount each of those parts represents I do not pretend 
to say. But I shall assume, for the sake of argument, that halfthe rates (£11,354,000) 
falls on the occupiers, and that the other half (£11,354,000) falls on those who have 
superior interests in the houses. Accordingly, t.he first half will represent "Taxes in 
respect of commodities," and the other half will represent "Taxes incidental to real 
property." This apportionment of rates is, I admit, hypothetical; but, when all 
circumstances are taken into account, it is probably a reasonable hypothesis. § Moreover, 
the Select Committee on Town Holdings of 1892 suggested, as Mr. Goschen suggested 
in 1870, an equal division of rates between occupiers and owners; and this suggestion 
was made with a view to bringing the real and apparent incidence of local taxation 
more nearly into unison.1I 

Before dealing with the burden of the rates paid in respect of Railways, it is desirable 
to separate from the total of rates on " Other Properties" that portion which is levied 
on Oanals, as the incidence of rates on those undertakings would appear to resemble 
most nearly the case of railways. .According to the Income Tax valuations, Canals 
amount to about 11 per cent. of the whole of these "Other Properties," and on the 
assumption _that canals contribute to local rates in the same proportions, the respective 
contributions would be:- £ 

Oanals 241,000 
Quarries, mines,&c. .. 1,950,000 

£2,191,000 

• In estimating the amount of I'u.tes falling on persons in respect of " Lands" as distinguished from" Houscs," 
I have followed the line taken by Sir Henry Fowler. But I am inclined to think that the result established by 
this method, Damely, that rat.es levied in respect of "Lands" in England and Wales, amount to about 4~ millions, 
or about .~.th of the whole, is to attribute to such property too large a proportion of the aggregate burden of 
rates. According to the latest calculations of tbe Local Government Board the deficiency to be made good 
under the Agricultural Rates Act, 1896 (59 & 60 Vict. c. 16) amounts to 1,340,0001. As such deficiency 
represents about 4alf the rates falling on ngriculturalland (with houses, farm buildings, park lands, and pl ... ""re 
grounds excluded), it follows that the total rates payable in respect oflaud under agricultw'c amount to 2,6~0,0001., 
-and _this is equivalent to an average mte of 2 •. 2d. in the £ on 24,500,0001., which is the lute.t estimate of 
the-rateable value of such land. There would, accordingly, be left as chargeable in respect of other property 

:comprised under" Lands ,. (4,558,000l. - 2,680,000l., or) 1,878,000/.; and rates amounting to this sum 00 

(33,655,000l.-24,500,000/., or) 9,lb5,OOOI. would r<'presfmt un 3,'erage burden of about 48. 2d. in the £, 
which would seem to he a very high average for rates l~yied mainly in rural di~tricts. 

t Professor Seligman H On the Shifting and Incidence of Taxation," pp. 121-7. Cf ,.,lso Ricardo 
in bis "Political Economy," Ch. XIV., par. 3; theo "Economist II of 9th October lR86; Mr. Fletcher 
Moulton, on the "Taxation of Ground Values." 

t G. H. BlundeD's "Lo('nl Taxation aDu Finance," pp. 3D-65, aud his Paper reat.l before the Briti~h 
Association at Live."ool in 1896. 

§ Since writing the above I find that this hypothesis WIlS some time ng~ accepted hy MI'. Dudley Baxter, 
who bas been considerl-d an authority of some standing on financial questions, snd who was concerned to show 
that Mr. G~cheu had understated the burdens on" Real Proprrty." In his hook on "Local Government and 
Tu:xnt,ion" (p. 83), he says, u'Ve cannot Le far wrong in taking half the totol rates on landa and houses 
", os ialimg' upon their. 'owners, and t.he other half upon thE' occupiers," which latter hilif he trent-ed ~"taxes 
on expenditure." 

I! HOllR • .of Commons Papar, No. 214 of 1892, pp. xviii a"d xxi. 
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It may be presumed that, speaking generally, rates in respect of RailwaYB and, 
Oana18 fall on the shareholders of the companies owning such properties. Accordingly, 
suoh rates would seem to be akin to Income Tax levied under Schedule D., and as such 
to be more properly reckoned as "'I.'axes incidental to Personal Property." 

It is less clear on whom the rates levied in respect of Qua1'1'ies, Mine8, ~c.t ~umed 
fall. But, in the absence of what is called "economic friction," the burthen is ~f~::C: 
presumahly bome hy the consumers of the produce. The rates enhance. the cost of Ollt", Q 

the production of the commodity, and,- consequently, they are primd facie thrown. Prop."i.,. 
upon those who use it. 

On the foregoing assumptions, the apportionment of rates in England and Wales 
would be as given in the following Table J. 

TABLE J.-. Apportioning RATES in ENGLAND and WALES on these 
ASSUMPTIONS. 

1. Rates falling on persons in , ... spoct of Real Proper'lI
£ 

a. Lands (including farm-houses, Hthes, &c.) 4,658,000 
h. Hou ... (Half) - - - 11,354,000 

2. Rat •• faIiing on persons in respect of Personal Property_ 
£ 

a. Railway ohares 2,772,000 
b. Clwal .hares ~1,OOO 

3. Rates folling on person. in respect of Commodities-
£ 

a. Houses (Hall) 11,354,000 
h. Quarries, Mines, &c. 1,950,000 

Totals 

Amounts. PerceDtaces. 

.£ 

15,912,000 

3,018,000 9·3 

13,304,000 41'3, 
I~---------I-------~ 

82,229,000 

2. As regards Scotland, the preliminary information is more ready to hand. In his 
historical report upon Local Taxation in Scotland, Dr. Skelton'" shows the respective 
amounts of rates levied in respeet of each class of property in 1893, and the 
proportions in which he makes the distribution are as follows :-

Description of Properties. I Percentage!. 

Land. (including farm-house.) - - . 17'9 
HousC8 - - - - - 68'1 
Other Rateable Properties - - - - 14'0 . 

Total. - - - - 100'0 

-
If these proportions be applied to the amount of rates in Scotland, given in Tables.B. 

and C. above (which exolude the proceeds of gas and water undertakings), the 
respeotive amounts levied in respeot of the three classes of property in 1892-3 would 
be as follows :-

Land. (including form-hou.e.) 
HOllses 
Other Rateable Properti.s 

l'otals 

Amount!. 

£ 
598,000 

2,274,000 
. 468,000· 

3,340,000 

Perceotngea. 

17'9 
68'1 
14'0 ._-

100'0 

---_ .... _- -_._-------_ .. _- - .. _-... --------'-------

SCOTLAND'
Valuation of 
the several 
classes of 
property. 

Distribution 
of local rates 
according to 
valuation. 

As with England, 80 with Scotland, I shall assume that the rates levied in respect ~8~umed 
of Innds are .. incidental to real property"; and that, as regards tlIe rates levied in !f~dcDc:e h 
respect of dwelling-houses, half falls on the occupiers, and half on those who have :,,~~ttis 

• Parliamelltary Paper, C.-~575 of 1895, P. :dv. 
l!'t 
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superior interests in the houses or in the land on which they stand. Under this 
division. which would correspond with the practice governing the actual levy of most 
~cottisli rates. 1.137,0001. would represent "taxes incidontal to real properly," and 
1.137,0001. would represent •• taxes in respect of commodities." 
-Having regard to the Inland Revenue assessments of .. other rateable properties." 

and the returns of railway companies. I take the amount of rates levied in respect 
of railway property to be 240.0001. out of 468.0001 .• the remainder (228.0001.) being. 
consequently. levied in respect of mines. &c. 

On these assumptions, the apportionment of rates in Scotland would be as given 
in the following Table K. :-

TABLE K.-Apportioning RATES in SCOTLAND on these ASSUMPTIONS. 

Amounta. Percentages. 

1. Raise falling on persons in respect of Real £ 
Propertv- £ 

a. Land - - - - 598,000 . 
h. Houses (Hslf) - . - 1,137,000 

1,735,000 51·9 
2. Rat.. falling on persons in respect of Personal 

Propertv-
Railway Shares - - - - - 240.000 7·2 

~. Rates falling on persona in respect of Com-
modities- £ 

a. Houses (Half) - - - 1,137,000 
b. Mines. &c. • - - - 228,000 

1,366,000 40·9 

Totals . - - 3,340,000 100·0 

3. The information to enable one to apportion the rates in Ireland between the 
different classes of property is more meagre. According to the Report of the Inland 
Revenue Commissioners for 1896.· the valuation was made up as follows :-

DescriptiOIl or .Propertiea. ValWltion. Percentage •• 

£ 
Lands (including farm-houses) 
Rons.. - -
Other Rateable Properties 

9,944,000 69·2 
3,831,000 26·6 

604,000 4·2 

I----------~·---------
Totals 14,379,000 100·0 

In the absence of any materials for more precise division, I shall assume, for the 
purposes of approximately apportioning rates in Ireland. that lands bear the grand 
jury cesst at an average rate of 28. in the £. and the poor rate at about 18. 6d. in the 
O£, or a total of 38. 6d. in the O£. I shall further assume that houses bear the poor 
rate at the same rate in the £ (18. 6d.), together with town taxes, at an average 
of 48. 2d. in the O£, or a total of 58. 8d. in the o£. On these assumptions. which are the 
best that can be macle. the rates levied in Ireland. which amounted in 1895 to 
2.937.000/. (see Tables B. and C. above). would have been levied as follows:-

Amounts.. I Percentages. 

£ 

~ 
Lands (including farm-houses) 1,740,000 59·2 
Houses .. .. 1,086,000 37'0 
Other Rateable PropOlty 111,000 S·8 

Total. 2,937,000 100'0 

----
In the case of Ireland. I likewise assuttle that half the rates in respect of houses 

(543.0001.) falls on the occupiers. and half on those who have superior interests in the 

• 0.-8226. of 1896, pp. 116 and 118; aliO footnote on page 182. 
t Cj. Memorandum prepared for the proBent l~ommi.Bion by the Irish Local Gove1'llIDent B .... d. p. 269 

(C. 8764 of 1898). 
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bouses or tbe land on whlch they stand; and, after taking into account the Income 
Tax assessments, together with the railway returns, I think the amount of rates whIch 
are leviable in respect of railways may be put at 95,0001., leaving 16,000/. for rates in 
respect of mines, &c. 

We should then have the following apportionment of rates in Ireland :-

TABLE L.-Apportioning RATES in IRELAND on these AsSUMPTIONS • 

1. Rates falling on persons in 
Propertg-

respect of Real 

• 

.£ 
a. Land 
6. HOlllles (half) 

• 1,740,000 
543,000 

2. nates falling On persons in respeet of P .... onal 
Property-

Railway Sbares 
3. Rate. faUing on persons in ""'peet of Com-

moditic,- £ 
a. Hooses (balf) .143,000 
6. 1I1ines, &C. 16,COO 

Tolals 

Amounts. Percentages. 

.£ 

2,283,000 

95,000 \ 

559,000 L~_ 
I 
I 
I 

100'0 2,937,000 

We can now bring together the assumed apportionment of rates in the United 
Kingdom, in the following Table M. :-

TABLE Y.-Apportioning RATES in the UNITED KINGDOM on ADJUSTED 
CLASSIFICATION. 

-----_. 
Enghmd. Scotland. Ireland. United Pcr-- (Table J.) Crable K.) (Table L.) Kingdom. centages. 

.£ .£ .£ .£ 
1. Rnws falling on persons iu respect of Real 15,912,000 1,735,000 2,283,000 19,930,000 51'8 

Property. 
2. Rntes falling on persons in re.pect of Per· 3,013,000 240,000 95,000 3,3~8,000 8'7 

sonal P''Operty. 
3. Rates falling on persons in r.spect of Com. 13,304,000 1,365,000 559,000 15,228,000 39'5 

muJitie6. 

Total. . . - 32,229,000 3,340;000 12,937,000 38,506,000 100·0 

-

-

Having attempted 0. re·classification of rates, I proceed to make one or two adjust- A. ... umcd 
ments of an analogous kind in the classification of taxes raised by Parliamcnt, as IIIciuc~cc of 
given in Table D. Iuh.blre,1 

. Only 0. verI smaIl proportion of the Inhabited House Duty is payable in respcct of Hou. ... Duty; 

farm-houses; and as the duty payable in respect of other dwelling-houses is not 
prima facie capable ,of being shlfted on to the owners of the houses, or of the land 
on whioh they stand, by reason of its being 0. charge of whlch no one can get rid, 
go whero he will,! shall assume that the duty, which amounted in 1895-6 to 
l,t87,0001., fulls gl)nerally on occupiers, and, as such, is a. tax in respect of their 
being obliged to housc themselves somewhel'e; in other words, in respect of a 
necessary commodil~y.t Accordingly the taxes estimated to be" incidental to rateable 
.. (or real) property" in Table D., should be reduced by 1,487,0001., and the taxes 
.. not incidental to lp'roperty" should be pro tanto increased. 

I have assumed that rates in respect of railways and canals fall on the shareholders Of taxes ill 
of the companies mlvning suoh properties. Analogously, the whole of the taxes raised , ... !"'ct of 
by Parliament in tllo same respect would faIl on the same shoulders; and, accordingly, na.;IC·YS I' 
while tho taxes estimated to be "incidental to rateable (or real) property" in an aua " 
'rublo D. should he reduced by 645,0001., those "incidental to non-rateable (or 
personal) property,'~ should be pro tanto increased. 

• Cf; Inland Revenue Commissioners' Report, 0.-8226, 1896, p. 133. 
t t'j; The .. Economist," of 9th October IIfSU. 

G 
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.As I have, moreover, assumed that rates in respect of .. Quarries, mines, &c." are 
borne by the consumers of the produce extracted. therefrom, the ,whole of the taxes 
raised by Parliament in respect of such property would by analogy fall likewise on 
the cousumers; and, consequently, the items of 447,OOOl. and 404,OOOl. (= 851,OOO/;) 
in Ta.ble D., which are estima.ted to be "incidental to rateable" (or real) property" 
and "non-rateable (or personal) property" respectively, should he transferred to the 
sub-head of taxes" "levied ,in respoot of commodities" 'which come under the more 
general head of taxes " not incidental to property." 

Table D.should accordingly' be, subjected to the adjustments made in the 
following Table N. ;-

TABLE N.-Adjusting Table D. 

Tues incidental to Property. 
Tue8Dot 

- I incident:] to Grand Total. 
Ra .... bl. (or Non-rateable I Total. Property. Real)_ (or Personal). 

-
I 

£ £ £ .£, £ 
As in Table D (p, 36 above) - 15,788,000 19,560,000 35,348,000 60,125,000 95,473,000 
Adjustments :-

Inhabited House Duty - -1,487,000 - -1,487,000 +1,487,000 -
Income Tax in respect of -645,000 +645,000 - - -

Railways. 
Quarries, Mines, &c. - - -447,000 -404,000 -851,000 +851,000 ---------
Total BdjuBtments - - -2,579,000 +241,000 -2,338,000 +2,338,000 --

Grand Totals in Table D adjusted - 13,209,000 19,801,000 33,010,000 62,463,000 95,473,000 

Percentages - . - 13'8 20'8 34'6 65·4 100·0 

We' are now in a position to re-adjust the" Contributions" to .. Taxation raised 
for local purposes," aM given in Table F. above. 

'rABLE D.-Adjusting, on the foregoing ASSUMPTIONS, the respective 
" CONTRIBUTIONS" to TAXATION raised for LoCAL PURPOSES. 

Adjusted Contributions to Taxation raised for Local Purposes. 

1. By TatI!ation falling on per.ons in respect of 
Real Property-

a, Proceeds of Rates ('table M.) - -
b. 13'8 per cent. of 10,71S,0001. raleed 

by Parliament 

2. ,By TatI!ntion falling on persona in respect 
of Personal Propert!l- ., ' 

£ 
19,930,000 

1,479,000 

.£ 
4 •. Proceeds of Rates (Table M.) - 3,348,000 
b, 20'S per cent. of IO,718,/)()O/. r.i •• d 

by Parliament 2,229,000 

3. DU Ta3!ution not incidental to Propeny-

a. Proceeds of nates (Table M., . 
b. 65'4 pe .. cent_ of 10,71S,OOO(, raised 

, by Parliament -' ' " 
c. Proceeds of Tolls, Dues, &c. raised 

by Local Authoriti .. 

.£ 
15,228,000 

:7,010,000 

6,425,000 

Total Taxation raised for' toea! Purposes 
. 

Amounts. Percentages. 

£ 

21,409,000 3S'6 

5,577,000 lO'O 

'28,663,000 

66,649,000 100'0 

-------------------~_.r_--____ ~----------~------------
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I now apply the adjusted classification to Imperial and lOcal taxation combined in 
the following Ta.ble P. 

TABLE P.-Re-classifying, on the foregoing ASSUMPTIONS, the AGGREGATE 
TAXATION raised for IMPERIAL and LOCAL purposes. 

• Levied by Levied by 
Local Per~ - Parliament. Authorities. Totals. centagea. (Table N.) (Table M.) 

£ £ £ 
1.-Tax.. faJU1Ig on perlORs in respect of Real 

13,209,000 19,930,000 33,139.000 23'6 Propertll - • - - -
11.-Tax .. falli1lfl on per.ons in respect of Personal 

19,801,000 3,348,000 23,149,000 16'5 P"Opertll - - - - - -
Total in ,.spect of Propertll . 33,010,000 23,278,()()(l' 56,288,000 40'1 

III.-Tax •• not incidental 10 Propertll - - 62,463,000 { 15,228,000 } 
6,425,000 84,116,000 59'9 

--
Total. - - - 95,473,000 44,931,000 140,404,000 100'0 

---_ .. ~~- .-.-~--~.--"---. ---- - . 

This Table exhibits results materially diffcrent from those exhibited in Table G. 
above. 

Indeed, the results are so different that it may be well to give the figures in 
Tablcs G. and P. side by side in the following adjlitional Table Q.* :-

TABLE Q.-Comparing Tables· G. and P. 
_.-._---- --- --------- - .. .. . . 

Table G. Tuble P. (p • .u a.bovo.) 

--
TotaJR. I Per-

.-.. --~-

c~~~_ge<J. _ 
Totals. 

- ~--- ---_.- .-.- .. ----~-.---- -- . . --------- .. . ___ .. ________ ~ont~~ 

£ £ 
I. Taxe. Bnd Rate. falling on persons in respect of 54,294,000 38-7 33,139,000 23'6 

" Roo.l ,. property. 
II. Taxe. and Rate. falling on persons in respect of 19,560,000 13'9 23,140,000 15'5 

" Personal " property. --
Total in respect of property - - 73,854,000 52'6 56,288,000 40-1 

III. Other Taxe. (not incidental to property) - 66,550,000 47'4 84, Il6,000. 59'9 

-
Aggregate Toxe. and Rate. - - 140,404,000 100:0 140,404,000 10("0 

• 

I am far from asserting that the classification which brings out the results given in 
Table P. corresponds with true incidence; but I do think that it must indicate with 
a closer approximation to facts, where the burden of taxation at any rate in the first 
instance lies, than does the classification which brings out the results given in 
Table G. However that may be, the two Tables show how practically impossible it is 
to draw from figlll'6S any exact conclusions bearing on the subject referred to us. 

Where the burthen ultimately rests I do not presUme to say. There are two extreme Theories 
thcories with respect to the ultimate inciilence of taxation. One is that the shifting respect.ing 
of taxes that can be shifted tends upwards, and that such taxes, in the long run, fall on ~e.:tlma~ 
land, which is the source of all wealtb. The other theory is that the shifting tends !:'.:: U 

downwards. and that the burtben ultimately falls on the consuming classes. What . 
is more likely is that the truth lies somewhere midway. There is, on the one hand, 
the natural tendenoy of burdens to be shifted on to the shoulders of the wage--PMDing 
classes, who are the weaker parties. On the other hand, there is a necessary minimum, 
and. a p1inimum which has rccently increased, below which wages cannot fall. Perhaps 

• The dilferenc88 in tho two Tabl .. would be still more marked if those burde .. in respect of land which, by 
I'<>a8On of tbeir bavinil been imposed for a long perioi, are called bereditary, were eliminated fro ... Table P_ . 

Gll 
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there is more truth than is popularly supposed in the optimistic theory of general 
diffusion which is (to use the words of an American economist) that .. taxes equate 
" Rnd diffuse themselves, and if levied with certainty and uniformity they will, by a 
.. diffusion and repercussion, reach and burden all propcrty with unerring certainty 
" and equality."* 

Imperial 
taxes give 
rise to but 
little 
complllint. 

Local rates 
ure a source 
of constant 
complaint. 

Owing-to the 
fact that 
personal 
properly 
f"ScnpeR it..;; 
direct share 
of the 
burdell. 

VIII.-CoNCLUDING REMARKS. 

Perhaps, in conclusion, I may be permitted to make a few additional remarks of 
a more or less general character bearing upon the subject of the inquiry which has 
been intrusted to us. 

It is not infrequently alleged, tllat, whatever their real incidence may be, the 
pr.yment of rates, of which taxation raised for local purposes principally consists, is 
more sensibly felt than the payment of any other tax in our financial system; and 
the allegation is probably not ill-founded. 

If we except the recent extension of the Estate Duty, in its graduated form
and that extension only affectq a limited class of persons-little or no complaint is 
made of the severity of any particular tax which is levied by Parliament. It may be 
said that such an assertion is inconsistent with a recent finding of the majority of the 
Royal Commissioners who reported on the financial relations between Great Britain 
and Ireland. But we are not concerned at this moment with the question, whether 
our prescnt financial system prcsses unduly on one part of thc United Kingdom in 
comparison with another, but rather whether that system is equitable as regards the 
tlnngs in respect of whi(lh members of the co=unity at large are taxed. At any 
rate, the old cry for" retrenchment" on the part of the Government of t.he day is no 
longer heal'd. On the contrary, constantly increasing demands are made on every 
Chancellor of the Exchequer to provide more money for existing and fresh services. 
It appears, therefore, that the country acquiesces not unreadily in the huge expendi
ture undertaken by the State; and this acquieseence, to which possibly a, sense of 
value rccei.ved contributes, may be considered to afford fairly good proof that, with 
perhaps the single exception of the Estate Duty, Imperial taxation as a whole is 
not felt to inflict any scrious strain on the community. 

It is otherwise with rates. The ratepayer is perpetually complaining that rates (to 
use an historic formula) "have increased, are increasing, and ought to be diminished." 
The rounds of the rate-collector are viewed with real apprehension, foreboding, as 
his approach generally does, some increased demand. The most popular platform on 
whieh a candidate for a vacancy on a CO\1nty Council, or on a Board of Gllltrdians, can 
take his stand, is an undertaking that he will use his utmost efforts to reduce the 
rates, or at any rate to prevent a rise in them. It is the immensity of the expenditure 
of local authorities, not of the central authority, which comes home to the people of 
this country, and which mainly gave rise to the appointment of our Commission. The 
ratepayers are always demanding to be relieved at the expense of the taxpayers, 
though in part they are one and the same body; and this of itself may show that it is 
not Imperial, but local taxation, from which the pinch comes, or at any rate where 
it is felt. 

One of thA reasons may be that there is less equality of sacrifice on the part of 
ratepayers than of taxpayers. The original intention of the Poor Rate, which is the 
foundation of all local rates, and on to which many.other rates ]\8ve. been graft;ed, 
was that it should be a contribution from the inhabitants of parishes according to their 
" ability" or substance; in fact, a sort of local Income Tax. In order to supply 
some means of ascertaining or assesssing relative ability or substance it was necessary 
to resort to a system of valuation; and in olden days the readiest and most natural 
basis of valuation to take was thA land which the parishioner possessed, or t,he house 
which he occupied. Henee annual value became the standard by which the " ability" 
of householders to contribute to the Poor Rate was to be measured, with the result 
that receipts derived from moveable property slipped through the mesh of the rate net 
altogether, and the exemption of such property had at last to be legally recognised. 

" Quoted hy Professor Seligman: "Shifting and Incidence of Taxation" p. 45. Mr. L. Courtney, whose 
authority is entitled to much weight on economic subjects, admits the p)Busihility of the theory that U in t.he end 
" th~ burden reaches ellCh back accordinillo its capacity 10 boar it." See" Reign of Queen Victoria," Cbapter 
on ;Fmance, p. 332. 
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This recognition WM accorded by the Legisl:iture in 1840, but in a cautious and 
tentative manner; for the Act which was passed (3 &4 Vict. c. 89.) was a temporary 
measure, and has had to be renewed ever since from year to year.* 

It may be mentioned, by the way, that the Land Tax was similarly intended to be a As it bas 
tax in respect of property, in the widest sense of the term. "Personal estate," including done also 
the profits and salaries of persons holding offices, was as muoh the original object of r~ *e 
the oharge as landed estate. But, owing to there being no adequate machinery for an .. x. 
assessing persons to the Land Tax, in respect of their personal or non-rateable property, 
suoh assessment fell into disuse, and the impossibility of enforcing it was finally 
admitted in 1833 by the Act 3 Will. 4. c. 12. 

In short, the system under which rates and also the Land Tax are levied has had This 
to be worked in conformity with the limitation attaching to every law and every inequality 
intention of Parlill.ment relating to taxation-· the limitation of what is practically cou~~ ~ot be 
possible. The result is that the assessment of persons to local rates and Land Tax is avol • • 
now confined to land and the stru"otures thereon, irrespeotively of the relative" ability" 
or moans of those on whom nominally or actually the oharge falls, except so far as 
dwelling-houses in respect of which rates are levied are good tests of what people can 
afford to spend.t 

This disregard of "ability to pay," however inevitable it may be. is one of the Imperial 
oontributory oauses of the unpopularity of rates, and with reason. One of the primary F"~on 
canons of taxation of all kinds, handed down to us from the days of Adam Smith, and ;~!n!J~~ 
accopted by all subsequent authorities on economic subjeots. is that persons should ability. 
contribute to it .. as nearly as possible in proportion to their respeotive abilities."! 
Effeot has beon given to that canon to a not inconsiderable extent in the case of our 
Imperial taxation. We have the principle of graduation recognised in the Inhabited 
House Duty, and, in a more markod degree, in the Estate Duty. We have exemptions 
and abatements in connexion with the Income Tax. 

But difficult as it may be to have regard to ability to pay in any system of But ~ocal 
Imperial taxation, it is still more difficult to apply it directly to a system of local mx:!lon has 
taxation; because in connexion with the latter system there is another finanoial canon ~rtio~~~' 

. of importance to be taken into account. It is, that persons should contribute to loeal also to 
expenditure in proportion to the benefit whieh they reoeive therefrom; and this oanon benefits. 
is not oompatible with the other canon, for no expenditure can confer benefits upon 
people in proportion to their ability to contribute to it.§ 

A man, for example, who lives in a house annually rated at 2001., and who has an Incompati
income of 1,5001. a year, is no doubt contributing t.o beneficial rates in excess of his bility of theso 
ability when compared with his neighbour, who lives in a house annually rated at C8llon •. 
4001. and who has an inoome of 15,0001. a year. In order to subjeot the two individuals 
to even a nominal equality of sacrifice, the man with 15,0001. a year should be 
annually rated at 2,0001., and not 4001. . But nobody will oontend that the man, 
who, though enjoying an income of 15,0001. a year, is oontent to live in a house 
rated only twioe as higl1ly as the house of the man with an income. of 1,5001. a year, 
receives a tenfold greater benefit from the expenditure incurred by the local authorities 
than his neighbour with more slender means. 

- I will now briefly sum up what seem to be the prinoipal conclusions to be drawn 
from the remarks with which I have troubled my oolleagues on the Local Taxation 
Commission; they are these :-

1. That a mere classification of taxes does not and cannot represent even their Classiftcation 
primary incidenoe, and still less their ultimate incidence. ~",,!,notshow 

2 Th t . to th d'ffi ul' . InCIdence. . a , OWIng e 1 0 ties mherent to establishing the incidence of taxation, M' 

there. is muoh misconoepti?n about the sources from which it is raised, and especially tio:o,::,~
so with regard to rates; ill other words, that, as II> large part of the rates falls on incidence of 
occupie~ of d~oll~ng.houses, rates. to that extent constitute a tax in respect of a taxation. 
commodity WhlOh IS a ne?essary of lifo, and that consequently loeal expenditure is not 
mot Marly as muoh as IS commonly supposed by the" taxation and re.taxation of 
Ilwd·"11 

3. That the rates have largely risen throughout the eountry as a whole; that ·the Local mle. 
rise has boen greater in urban distriots than. in rural districts; but that, as the rise ~hich have 

IDcreasetl 

• C/. E. CunDan's ft History of Locai Rates." 
t J. 8. Mill.' "Prinoiples of Polit.ical E('(lnomy," Book V., rh. 3, .. 6. 
f Adam Rmith's .. Wealth of Notion.," Book V., Ch. II., Part II. 
§ Cf. E. Cannan', .. History of Local Rates," pp. 131-2. II .. Edinburgh Review" of 1881. 

&3 

are mostly 
beneficial. 
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has been mainly in respect of "beneficial rates," and as "beneficial rates" are mostly 
levied in urba.n districts, it, is in those districts that the ratepayers have got most 
direct return out of the increased expenditure incurred by local authorities. 

Imperial 4. That the favourite remedy for relief of rates is further. assistance from the 
relief must common purse; and that such assistance, whether it takes the form of Parliamentary 
~~~::!I grants-in-aid, or of assigned revenues, must really be rendered by the community at 
13K.tion large, and be contributed by persons in the proportions in which they contribute to 
raised by Imperial taxation generally. 
the Stat .. 
Of hi h 5. That, notwithstanding the recent trend of fiscal policy, the largest share of 
the 7aT;'" Imperial and Local taxation combined still consists, on reasonable hypotheses, of 
proportion is taxes of which the most are levied on the community at large, without regard to the 
not le".'ed means of taxpayers, and thus irrespectively of their ability to pay_ 
according to 
ability. 
Points In bringing to a close these remarks which, I am afraid, have already exceeded due 
8Ugg~ for limits, I should like briefly to denote the points to 'which it appears to me that our 
.ttentlon:- attention should be mainly directed: 
Incidence. 1. We should first endeavour to probe to the utmost the difficult and abstruse 

question of the true incidence of rates and taxes, and especially of rates. It is the 
solution of that problem (so far as any solution is practicablej, by which alone we can 
properly answer the Terms of Reference made to us. 

Equ,lity of 2. If, or so far as, the incidence of rates and taxes be ascertainable, we should 
contribution. next consider whether, under our present financial system, persons who derive their 

means of livelihood from one source contribute to local expenditure too much or too 
little as compared with persons who derive their means of livelihood from another 

Onerous or 
beneficial 
'"'ture of 
expenditure. 

source; and, if there be inequalities, how such inequalities can best be redressed. 
3. Lastly, in suggesting any means of redress, we shOuld keep in view-

(a) The distinction between (1) local expenditure, which is "onerous" to rate
payers, and (2) local expenditure which is .. beneficial" to ratepayers; and 

(b) The expediency of confining to "onerous" expenditure incurred by local 
authorities any measures for relieving the burlhen of ratepayers. . 

Concluding In attempting to solve these difficult problems we must take care not to redress 
caveat. any present inequalities by creating fresh inequalities; and, if we propose any 

alterations in our existing financial system, we shall do well to bear in mind that there 
is great force in the old saying that "an old tax is no tax." Somehow or other, 
taxation, if undisturbed, sooner or later finds (so to speak) its own level. 

It may be presumptuous and venturesome on my part to have touched ground on 
which the highest economic authorities have .. feared to tread"; but I hope it will 
not be thought that I have laid myself open to the charge of dogmatising, and I must 
beg that my remarks may only be c:>nsidered as signposts on the road of our inquiry. 

~Sth March 1897. E. W. HAMILTON. 
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APPENDIX I, 

SCBEDlJLlI of EXCl8E LICENCES, the PaoCEEDS of which are assigned to LOCAL AUTHORITIES in GRU T 
BruTAl", showing the NUMBER of LICEN.CES issued, and the AMOUNT of the PllOCEEDS in 1895-6. 

(Cf. 'l'hirty-ninth Report of Inland Reven ..... Commiasioner., pp. 38-9.) 

CLASS A. 

LIOIC'fCES 'l'O V'mmoBl Oll' J~OXIOA.TING LIQUORS:-
Dealen in Beer _ - .. -

., "additional Licences to retail .. 
Dealers in Spirite . .. .. 

IJ .. additional Licences to retail .. 
Dealers in Wine.. ..' ,. .. 
Retailers of Spirits-Publicans.. .. 

. JJ J) ." occasional Licences .. 
., "Grocers, Scotland .. 

Retailen of Beer, Cider. and Perry: 
To be consumed on the premises 
OeclUJional Licences .. .. 
Not to be consumed on the premises 

Retailera of Beer and Wine: 
To -be consumed OD the premises .. 
Not to be consumed on the premises 

Betailen; of
elder and Perry 
Table Beer .. 
Wine: 

To be consumed on the premises (Refreshment Houses) 
OCC8IIional Licences .. - .. 
Not to be consumed on the premises -

SweetB-Dea1ers .." .. Retailers.. .. -

TOTAL CL&I!O A. 

CLASS B. 

LlCENCBB TO TRADERS OTJiBR TBAl'f VRNDOnB OF lNTO:lIClAt.TIlfG LlQuons: 
. Auctioneers, Appraisers, and House Agents .. .. - .. 
Hawkers and Pedlars.. .. .. .. .. -
Pawnbrokers.. .. .. .. .. .. .. 
Plate Dealers : 

'fo sell 2 oz •• of Gold, or 30 OZH. of Silver, or upwards, in one article -
To sell more than 2 dwls. and less than S 02:8. of Gold, or more than 

5 dwts. and leas than 30 oz~. of silver in one article .. .. 
Refreshment BOUSe! - - - - _ -
Tobacco Dealen - - - - - .. 
Tobacco Deaie1'8' occasional T..icl!nces.. - - .. 

TOTA.L CLAss B. , 
CLASS C. 

EtTABLl8I1llBI\;T LTCRlfCE8:-
Mnle Servantl .. 
Carriagcs: 

Hackney Carriages.. .. 
Other than Hackney Carriages : 

With four or more wheels. and adapted to be tirawn by two or more 
Horses. or by mechanical power .. - .... 

With four or more wheels, and a.dapted to be drawn by one Horse -
With Ie88 than four wheels _ _ ~ .. _ 

Armorial Bearings: 
Painted on or affi:'ll:ed to a Carriage 
OtherwiSe worn or QBed _ 

'l'orAL CLASS C. 

CLASS D. 
\ION .urn GAile LIIJ.£!l'CEI:1:-

Gun .• .. 
Game, to kill .. 

.. ., (ocp.llsional) .. 
II tOt..~jD 

TOT.lL Cuss D. 

CLASS E. 

- ! 
! 

i 

N """"" 
o. 

LIODOBB. 

No. 
9,229 
4,07'l 

10,237 
',864 
4,485 

74,048 
30,698 
3,815 

80,534 
951 

12,630 

4,936 
1,569 

53 
90 

851 

• •• 
8,320 

76 
1,915 

206,314 

H,551 
11,107 
4,556 

12,781 
11~501 

28S,671 
20,048 

361.877 

47.873 
79~005 

306,946 

15,286 
40,841 

801,218 

175,467 
:'8,132 
6.742 
3,861 

244,209 

Amoontol 
Duty cbarged, Net Amount of 

1895-96, 
including Duty Duty received. 

for which 
no Licences 189~G. 
were issued. 

.£ 
29,758 
5,050 

105,988 
24,868 
45,921 

1,391,506 
4,978 

36,069 

106,888 
57 

16,4'0 

19,444 
4,671 

65 
22 

1,115 
24 

19,560 
39S 

2,320 

1,814,117 

77,971 
22,220 
34,170 

23,690 

28,400 
8,547 

78,235 
575 

268,808 

147,018 

86,500 

100.095 
82,645 

229,577 

82,101 
48,016 

720,947 

A7,740 
163,516 

6,742 
7,722 

265.720 

.£ 
29,752 

5,050 
105,987 
24,368 
4.5,927 

1,391,168 
4.978 

35,964 

106,370 
57 

16,420 

19,443 
4,672 

65 
22 

1,114 
24 

19,553 
392 

2,320 

1,813,641 

77,945 
22,218 
34.170 

23,684 

28,400 
8,546 

73,2:-15 
574 

268.772 

146,980 

86,506 

1<10,099 
82,6"'9 

229,270 

32,102 
42,957 

720,563 

87,660 
163,415 

6.742 
;,722 

265,539 

Doo I..JC$lu .. 'E1l I .. I 1,845,283 6o.t,568 504,519 

~-----I-------f------TU'l'AL .. I 2,958,894 3,574,160 3,573,034 
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APP..EN DIX 11 

TABU classifying 'fAXES raised by PARLIAKENT in 1868-9, on BASIS of TABLE D., at p. 35 of MEKORANDtrH 

1. CI1Il'OIiI D17TlBI 

I Tase. IIlei4ental to the 
Ownerablp, OccupattoD, OJ' 

Trauafer of Property. 

1--'--"-

Rafcablo 

PropEIl't.1. 

Non' 

Bl(l.teable 

Property. 

'[otal. 

TB.lOS 
TaJ:M levied in 

levied in te8poot ot 
I"8!Ipoot of Income. 
Commo.. I derived. 
ditics. Per:,~ 

GIU.ND 

TotA ... 
celtaneou8 

0.1 ('.1 l
ib, ... ;"". 

(3.! (I.) (S.! (0.) ...l!l-. __ _ 

£1" Il Il -- 22.4:22,000 - - .ta.42!.ooo -------1--'-""-,---I·--I==-
So lhC18R lJUTIBI: • 

Outtea on Corurumnt" ATtielfll (inelu"'mg I - - - - - 19.112,000 
LicenC88 falling on eonllumoble Articlc!). 

L1llCncell (othRr thn.n t.h0ll0 falling: 011 - - - - - 803.000 803,000 
Consumahle Anlell·.I. ' 

Railwa..v POU6UI!8f Duty and Stage em-· I - I - - - - 636.000 I 1536.000 lio':t6.000 

19,112,000 ID.112.ooo 

"',000 

riage Duty. : I 1 
AilKlltllUd TnKOI ~.. '- - - ],000 -- 1.!36.000 1,!SlJ.OOU l,M5,OOO 

TOTAl. BXC(8:1 DtJTm AND AIIS818ED J ----1----1----- 3 , "'3.000 .' ..... 000 
TAXBS" .. .. .. • - ~ - __ -_-_ ~~ __ - ____ ~ ___ I-·-'-·086-· ... -_I----

3. DRATH DUTIEIJ: I 
Probate, AdminlltnLtlon lrut Inventory 42al,OOO 1,170.000 I 1,692,000 

1)lItleti. 1 
Lt>gn.cy Duty .... M.,\OOO 1.600.000 I 2,0+.'),000 

1u000000ion lJut,y 

TOTAL DUTS DOTUS 

t. BUMP DUTJR8! 
.lJood. Dnd otblll' InltrumOilu ~ 

8ec~ltl. to BClU"8f ~ • I 

Pi", InllUmuce • i 

61 .. 000 106,000 i 720,000 
--'--1----'

l,.I57U,OOfI ; !.7M,OOO i .,S6I.000 

7B3,OOO 

(711,000 

749,000 

1111.000 

1,467.000 

09.000 

· i 
BUll or B:rolmnge and PromlllSOry Noles 

Gold and SUTor Pla.tn 

3M1,01l0 i l.ot9,OOO 

005,000 095,000 I 

132.000 
I 
I 131e,OOO 

Bankers' NO~III and CompoMilioD for Du~ 
on Banko",' 1I1Il. and Nok'B. 

NUWlpaJMlf lJu~ 

Pla,yllli CarU 

LlctmOeland OertiRoaI4lI 

Lil'B InmranOOI • 

Xarine Inlurancel 

: I 
• 1 

17,000 

80,000 

I 

17,000 

",'" 

I - 1./SD:I!:.OOO 

=: = = 11 __ = __ -I-2'::::=:~ 
- - - t,S61,OOO 

--1---11----1---1-'--'--

.,.000 

ll2,OOO 

10,000 

)SS,OOO 

157,000 

Ilf.OOO 

10,000 

133,000 

1.467.008 

....... 
l,OUl,OOO 

67,000 

.... 000 

13lll,OOO 

112,000 

10,000 

'33,'" 
17.000 

".000 
Patent MedlclDM • · i "'000 , ...... 
Reoolfltl DntI.I. 4c, · i __ -' ___ I;--M~"~OOO-il-~M~'~.OOO'-I ___ -__ I.------:.--.---- ___ -. ____ I~-'OO~"~OOO~ 

",,006,000 243,000 - 133,000 3'16.000 ",,<10 112,000 1.381,000 J 2.6'1P.OOO TOTA.L STA.' DUTrEI 

&, LUD TAX (unredeemed) 1.118,000 ::: - _ ],118,000 
--'---'--1-'--==·1-"'="-1----- -----

1.118,000 

6. lIfa.t.DtTBD Boua. DUT1' ~_31_, ... ___ -__ 1.....:'::.':::31:::.000:::...
1 
__ -__ .

1 
__ -__ 

1 
__ -_____ ._-__ -1-...:':::.':::3:::' .... =_ 

7. h'coM':p: TAXI 
8ob.edulo A 

8cll&dulc B 

8ah~oduleO 

8chMllhtD: 
P •• tullP II.Ild 8hoolinp 

Rall~ in tho 'Oni\ed. ltingdolll 

Quam ... llillM, &0. ~ 

RaiI'frIYI out. ot the United Kingdom • 

PoJ't'i.«n and Colonial hunt.iN Uld 
Ooupon •• 

MuniCipal lnterelt, ot.ber Intert"llt. and 
other I'rotU ... 

Pllbllu 00lll.pIUli9l· • 

..... 
175.000 

100,000 

Trad. and Prot_ionl" -

1'1,000 

130,000 

3,083.000 

]$9,000 

sn,ooo I St7,OOO 

i 
- ",000 

.... 000 

11'1,000 , ..... 
31,000 

13,000 

371,000 

/S17,OOO 

"",,000 

277.000 

16,01JO 

31,000 , ..... 
371.000 

517.000 

Scbodulo.· . - '1-
TOT.lL booD T.u. (at &I. In the.e) I 8,400,000 2.35S.000 &,7&8.000 

279,000 

.. -
Ql,ooo 

...... 000 

S.GM.OOO 

'&18,000 

M7,ooc, 

"OI~ 
460.000 

1'17,000 

'6, ... 

",'" 
13,000 

3?~'" 

..... ,000 ""',000 

511.000 61.000 

.0 P081' OntCB (u~ Dr nrcnt.'. ovor.}I--_-- -----+---+--_- _ l,l~~ 
OJ,perub,ure) .. ___ - __ I----~I_---I----.I--~--.I--"-' .. -·OOO 1.1'-".000 -- ----. i 8.6!O,OOO 7,8104.000 16,63 ... 000 "I,ns,o.:JO !.S ;0,000 3.&0.000 tS.4M.ooo 6I,1I!8,tlCIO 

_h_"_C_B_"_'_O_H_O_'_G_U_"" ___ ToT_._t ___ .->..! _'_'_'S_-L, __ "_'_O __ ..'I __ "_·_3_.L_"_·' __ IL_'_·'_-,-·~~~·_·_·_I~-- ~--
1 98,.0'. H 
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APPENDIX III. 

A DETAILED ACCOUNT of the various SUBVEN~IONS in RELIEF of LOCAL T AXATICN, 
prepured by MR. BLAIN of the TREASURY • 

. ·(PM tT.e amounts contributed under lhe respective T .. ads, see Table A. of Memorandum, pages 24-26.) 

ENGLAND AND WALES. inCllrl·.d by guurdi"ns for drugs and medical.ppli .. n .... 
-the la.tter addition bl'ing rendered neceB8Rry OOCUllSC 
in Borne cases the medical officer's salary covered the 
cost of such reqnirements. The grRnt ceased on the 
passing of the Local Government Act, 18E8. 1. MJnnOrOLITAN FIRE BRIGADE. 

This is a. fixed subvention of lO,OOm., annua.lly 
gr~ted by Pa.rliament ill pursuance of ~he Metropoli~lm 
Fire Brigade Act of 1865 (~8 & 29 VIet. c. 90). whICh 
imposed upon the Metrop~htan llOMd of. Wo~ks the 
duty of extinguishing fir? and of protcc~1D~ hfe ~lld 
property in, CRose of. fire lU ~he :M o.tropohs. lD~lu~mg 
the City, With (',cJ1:n,m outlymg po.rlshes and dlStrictS. 
~l'he grallt, which is burne on the Vote for :". ~tes .on 
Government Property" (Class I, of the ClVll .S~t'Vloe 
Estimates, Vote 13), appears to have been ongmally 
made by way of compensation for tho loss occa."lioned 
to the Boo.rd by there being in the Metro!lolis a. number 
of public officetl which were exemRted from legal 
liabil it] to loca.l rates. But, as the Government now 
contribate8 to rates on the same footing as private 
persoDsrthe grant may be regarded as 0. spontane~us 
subscription to the expenses of the Metropolitan Fire 
Brigade, to which all companies insuring property in 
the Metropolis against fire also contribute. The deficit 
is charged on the Metropolitan, now the County. rate. 

2. RATE~ ON GOVERNMENT PnOPERTY. 
All property occupied by the Orown for the pub!ic 

service is, except where otherwise provided by speCIal 
Acts. exempt from legal liability to local rates, In 
1859 the Government undertook to make a voluntary 
contribution in lieu of rates; but this contribution was 
limited to the poor rates and to parishes in which the 
Go'\"ernmont property represented one·seventh of the 
total rateable value. In 1874 the basis of contribution 
was ext.eDded to include a.ll local rates and all Govern .. 
meni. property. A Treasury minute of 7th February 
1896 provides for the qUinquennia.l re~va.lua.tion of 
Government J,>roperty in London for the purposes of 
this contribution, a.nd for re~valoo.tion in the provinces 
wheneyerprivate propertiesarcre .. vu.lued. 'fhe general 
provision for contributions in lieu of ra.tes is made in 
Vlass 1. of the Civil Service EstimatcR, Vote 13. addi .. 
tional provision is made in the Post Office Estimates 
fo[, l'ates on Savings Ba.nks premises. a.nd in the 
'rl)le~oh Estimatctl for l'&tcs on telcgrnph wires and o. _ 
premises. 

3. DIStUll1i'rlKBD AND MAIN ROADS. 

The first grant.in.aid, 250,OOOl., was voted in 1882, 
in deference to the daim for some relief to ratepayers 
in respect of the charge which hud been tl'ansfelTcd to 
them thl'ongh the abolition of tnrnpikes and tbe 
consequent augmentation of highway rat.es. Under 
th., Act 41 & 42 Vict. c. 77., one.half the expenses of 
mai.n roads formed a charge on county rates, the other 
half falling upon the districts or pUl·isbes. 'l'he object 
of tho Parlia.mentary gl'r~nt was to relieve the districts 
c,:, parishes of half their burden. 1'.0., of one_quarter of 
the total cost. In the fhst ycar one Vote was taken 
for the whole of Great Britu.in, but in subsequent years 
the Votes for }4~nghmd and Scot.land were taken t;ep8~ 
rately. Tho grants cen.scd on the pussing of the Local 
G-overnment Act, 1888. 

.t. SALA.UTeS or TEACHERS IN POOR LAW SCHOOLS. 

Thifl grant WIl8 :first voted by Parliament in 1846, 
the object being to increase the efficiency of workhouse 
inst-ro.ction by indncing the guardians to appoint 
tel'lCherR where thoy did not already exist, and to 
obtain more effiCient senices where they did. The 
amount pa.yable to each board of guardians waS de~ 
pendont u})on the number of scholo.rs and the terms 
of the certificate tllrnished by on inspector of the 
Loonl Government Bon.rd, The grant ceased on the 
passing of the Local Government Ac" l888. . 

5, SALABIES (\1' POOR LAW MEDICAL OFFICERS. 

This gra.nt was first voted by Parlia.ment in 1846 
with a "iew to improve the ~rstem of medical relief. 
Provjsion was made for hllif the salaries of the Poor 
Law medicnl officel's, Qlld filso for half the e:xpenditure 

6. SALARIES (If MJmICAL OmCERS OJ' HEALTH AND 
brSl'ECTORS or NUISANCES. 

This grant originated in consequence of the pllBRing 
,of the Public HoolthAct, 1872, the Government having. 
undertaken, in coDnexion with that Act, to hea.r halt 
the cost of the Poalo.ries of the medicnl officers and 
inapectors to be n.ppointed thereunder, subject to the 
condition that their qnalifications, salaries, &c., should 
be in accordance with the regulations of the Local 
G-overnment Board. 'l'be grant 'Ceased on the passing 
of the Local Govermnent Act, 1888. 

7. SAL.utIES. &c .• O. POOR LAW (NOW DISTRICT) 
AUDITORS. 

Under the Poor L.wAct of 1834 (4 & 5 Will. IV. 
c. 76.) the auditors were paid officers of the Unions. In 
1846 the first Parliamentary Vote for their sa.laries 
was taken, and from that time forward they were paid. 
80 far as regards the audit of Poor Law Accounts, by 
the State. Successive Acts assigned to the same 
officers the audit of the a.cconnts' of Local Boards, 
School Boards, and Highway Authorities, but with the 
proviso in each eYe that their remuneration for these 
dutil"s should be bome by the respective authorities. 

In 1879 the Distriot Auditors Act (42 & 43 Vic,. ~. 6.) 
directed that all payments to these officers out of 
local rates. should cease, a.nd that they should be 
remunerated out of the Votes. At the same time 
every loca.l authority whose accounts they audit was 
required to contribute to the cost by a stamp. duty 
according to scale. SimiJo.r pro'vision has since been 
made in regard to the auait of the accounts of county 
councils and parish councils (Vote for Local rTOvern
ment Board, Civil Service Estimates, Class 11., 
Vote 16). 

8. PUBLIC VACCINATORS. 

Under the provisions of the V 8.(!cination Act, 1867 
(:lO & 31 Vict. c. 84.), paymen, was made to public 
\·sccinat.ora at a rate not exceeding 18. for ellch sue .. 
cessful operation; such payment being in addition to 
the remuneration provided for these officers by the 
boards of guardians by whom they were appointed. 
'I'hat grant cesRod on the pa.ssing of the Local Govern .. 
ment Act, 1888. But tho State still provides, in the 
Vote for the Local Govel'nm,mt Board, England, the 
sa.laries and other expenses of the National Vaccine 
Establishment. . This institution, originally under the 
cnre of the Medlcal Colleges, from whom it was taken 
over in 1858, is concerned with the collection a.nd 
distJ:ibution oi lymph. and with instructiou of students 
in vaccination (Civil Sel"Vice Estimates, Class II., 
Vote 16). 

9. PAUPER LUlU.TICS. 

This grant was mado to each of thc three kingdoms 
as 'Part of Sir 8tafiordNorthcotc's scheme of additional 
relief to local taxation in 18i4. In England it was 
paid to boards of guardians and to county and borough 
authorities in respect of the pauper lunatics chargeable 
to these authorities; in Scotland. to parochial boards; 
and in Ireland, to county and borough authorities. The 
maximum amount was 48. a week per head. in eooh 
country; but in England the payment eonld not e::s:ceed 
the net cost of the patient's maiutenance after dL-.ducting 
sums l'ecovel'able from his relatives or otherwiso; 
while in Scotland and Ireland it must not exceed one. 
hn.lf of the actual net cost. 

As regards England, the grant ceased on the passing 
of tho Local Government Act, 1888. 

CRIMINAL PAUPER LUNA'I'IC!. 

The Cl'iminal Lun.tic. Act, 1884(47 &; 48 Viot. c. 64. 
s. 10), providod for the maintenance au. of voted 
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moneys or Ct'iminal pauper lunatics detained in o.ny 
asylum. ConsequentJy~ smile the passing of that Act, no 
claim has been made upon local autbo~itieH for the 
contributions to which they would otbct:Wlso have been 
lillblo for the maintenance of pauf,er mmates of the 
,Broadroocrr Criminal Lunatic Asy om (ClllSs III. of 
Oivil Hervice }<;stimate8, Vote 10). 

10. REGISTBA.RS or BIKTllS AND DP..&.TH8. 

Tho BiTtb. and Deoth. Registration 4QJ;, 1M'H 
(:17 & 38 Viet. o. 88.), increased the ra.te of remuneration 
payable by boards of ~dian8 to the registrars. A 
voto in aid of tho additIonal expense. enta~led upon the 
gnardiaus WM tllken for the first time m 1875. and 
continued until the pRBsing of the Local Government 
Ad, 11lll8. 

1l. CBIIIIIfAL Plt08B(JU-tIONI (RlwA.l'HBHTS 'to COUIITIBI 
AlI'D BOROUGHS): 

Prior to 17[,2, the cost of a. oriminal proseoution hOO 
to be borne by tho prosecutor himself. The Act 
25 Geo. II. c. 36. empowered the Court, in oases of 
('.onviction for Ic)ony, to order the county (or q~arter 
Hessiona borough) to make reasonable compensn.tlon to 
the prosecutor, and this provision wa.s subsequently 
extended to other offences. In 18:i5 0. Voto was taken 
to reimburse to tho locsl a.uthorities one.half the 
expenses of all prosecotions at assizes and quarter 
scssions and from 1846 L·nwards suoh o:rpenses were 
ebo;rgt.'d wholly to the Votes until the grant ceased on 
the passing of tho Local Uovernmeut A.ct, 1888. 

12. CLERK. OP ASSIZE. 

These officers WCTe remunerated entirely by fees, 
Imid out of county funds. until 185-6. Under the Nisi 
PriulJ Act, 18,j2 (15 & lti Vict. c. 73.), and the Criminal 
JUMtico Act, IM55 (18 & 10 Vict. o. 126.), they were 
placed au saiaries, the llrovision for whioh was made in 
the Vote for orimin&l proseoutions up to the year 
1~83-4, and since that ;real' ill tho Vote for the Supreme 
Cuurt oJf Judicature (OlvHSC!'vice Estimates, Olaes IlL, 
Vote a), 

13. CBNTRAL CRIIUJi-U COURT. 

!I'rom the establishment of the Court in 18:,14, the 
salaries and expenses were borne by county Tate8 until 
1846. when the whole cost was provided in the Parlia.. 
mentary Votes 08 part of the expense incUITed .for 
oriminal prosecutions. The grant ceased on the passmg 
of the Lor..al Government Act, 1888. 

14. Lo)lDOJi SBSSJOJlS. 

Under an Act of 18;)9, a. dl"p'lty was authorised to be 
employed in the. absence of the. Assistant Judg~ of the 
lI.iddle~e::r SC8~IOnlt, to be paid from the MIddlesex 
oounty t'BteE'. Any SUIDS 80 pa.id by the COWlty would 
have been repayable to them out of the Vote for 
criminal prosecutions. 1:10 tho deputy's remuneration 
WIlB made a direot charge upon tbat Vote. U uder the 
Iloco.l GOTernment Aot. lS~. the Assistant Judge 
became Chairman of the London SOBsions, and tho 
above o.rrn.ugoment WOoIlI oontinucd for the telt.ure of tho 

• thon chairmall. The provision wns made in the Vote for 
misceUaDooU8 legal oxpellses (Civil Service }o;dtimatcs, 
Clo.B~ 111., VoLo 2) until 1896-'7, when it oease-d. 

15. Cr..1UlK.s OP TUB P.BACI. &c. COIIPBNUTIONS. 

The Crimina.! JIlBtioe Act, 18[,5 (18 & 19 Viot. 0.126.) 
provided for po.yment out of t.be Pal'liamenfary Votes 
of compens..tlOu to olerka of tho peace and othol' offioers 
of quarter B088ioD8 whose emoluments were diminished 
by the opem.tion of the Aot. Proviaic:&l fur this JV"8d,uaUy 
expiriug oharge wo.a made formerly on the -Vote ror 
oriminal p1'08ooutions. and is now inc~u.dcd in ~he Vot:e 
fot' miBcello.neous lcgul expenses (Olvli SerVloe Esti
mate .. Vi .... UI., Vote 2). 

16. KBTBOPOLITAII POLICB (CmCTBIBUTIOIf IN &Il). 

'rlU' ('()st of "lis fOffe was bonw by the metropolitau 
parishes until 18'\3, when thn A(·t 3 & "Will l~. o.~. 
llrnvided fo'.'the pay~entof a Gove;ument con~lbutlon 
IItU fficient With a parlsh mte of 6<1. In 'he £ to meet the 
totall'bllo~ i ~ubjt'ot, hOW(-'VCT, to the condition that the 
I'nnul\l contrihution ~houhl not ex(·eerl. 60.0001. Tho 
limitat,juu to till,OllOl. "08 changed in lti.l7 to that uf an 
~nwnllt Ottou\ to t.he pnMhtoo of a 2J. mte. ami &g'"in in 
Ie&!. to one~fo\1rtb or the total charge. which "'tl8 not 
i~elf to ~:z:ceed t.he amount of I' 9d. rato. 

'rho .chemo of GOTel"llment relief tlo local rntes in 
187-1- ooDtomplatcd fOl' tho metropolilM, ... for the 

pro'\"illcitll policey an increase of i.he previously exieting 
snbve!ltion by an amount ('I'loal to .-;ne-fonrth of th9 
cost of paya.nd clothing. It proved inconvonient to 
make the contribution in a twofold form. bnsed pa.rtly 
upon the amount of the poJice rate a.nd partly npon 
particular items of eJpcnditure. So, as it "'88 fouud 
that the total contribution thutl recke-.ned was equal to 
about 4d. in the.£ on tho rental assessed, that basi a 
was lh:ed u{lon in 1877 for the contributions of fatnra 
years. 

The contribution ceased OD the passing of the Local 
Government Aot, 1888. 

17. METROPOLITAN POLICE (COMMISSIONERS .\ND 
RECEIYElt). 

From the establishment of the foroo in 1829 thero 
were t.wo Commissioners. pRid by the State, until 1856. 
In tha.t year. by the Aot 19 Viot. C. 2, one Commis
sioner W~8 dispensed with. and two Assistant Commill· 
sioners were suhstitnood. tJ'hcir salru.ies are still 
defrayed ont of the Pa.rliamentary Votes. 

In 1839 the Receiver of the Metropolitan Police., who 
had formerly been pe.id out of tho Police Fund~ was 
made also Receiver of tho Metropolitan Police Courts. 
and his salary was charged on the CODsolidatf!(]. Fund 
as part of the Police Court oharges j in 185~ the cbarge 
for his salary was transferred to the Votes. (Vote for 
Police (EngTand and Wales). Civil Servioe Estimates, 
Class III., Vot.e 7.) 

IS. POLICE, COUNTIES AND BOROUGHS. 

Prior to 1856 the establishment of a police force in 
tbe English counties was at the option of the justices 
(under the Acts 2 & 3 Viot. e. 93. IIud3 &. 4. Viet. c. 88.), 
and the power was not largely exercised. In boroughs 
the Aet 5 &. 6 Will. 4. e. 76. purported to make tho 
appointment of sufficient polioe compuhmrr. but there 
was no power to compel 0. proper standa.rd to be 
maintained. 

In 1856 the Aot 19 &. 20 Viet. e. 69. mad. the forma
tion of a police foree compulsory in counties as well as 
boroughs throughout England and Wales, pro\"ided fol' 
inspection under tha Homo Office, and empowered the 
Treasury to contribute one-fourth of the oost of pay 
and clothing of any force certified as efficient, except 
in boroughs of less thun 5,000 inhabitants. Similar 
provisions were applied to Sr:otland in the following 
year (20 & 21 Viet. c. (2). 

As part of the general scheme of rel;ef to loca.l taxatiol\ 
in 1874 the limitation of the contt"ibution to one-fourth 
the cost of Pdo! and clothing was 8uspended by the 
Act Wl & 38 Vict. o. 58. (afterwards oontinued annually)y 
and the contribution from the Votes was inoreased to 
one.half the cost. It continued until thc passing .of the 
Local Government Act, 1888. 

19. PRISON. (MAINTENANCB Ol' P.B.ISONERS IJi COUlITY 
A~D BOROUGH GAOLS). 

Up to the year 1346 local authorities had to provide 
tor the accommodation amI maintenance of all prisoners, 
not only while awaiting their trial, but also after 
conviction, pending their remon,l t,o n convict pri30n 
or the hulks. In IM4,ij the til'st Vote was taken to 
repay the oo~t of mniutonn.D.cc, in the local prisolls, 
of prisoners convioted I,t nssizcN 01' (Iuartcl' sessions. or 
snmmarily COllviotOli under cortain speoified Acts. 'rho 
('ontributlOn for this pUl'polSe wna at the ra.te of 48. Do 
week for eo.cb prisoner. It was incluaed for some 
yea.rs in the Vote for Of Crimina.l Prosecutions ,. and 
atkrwards in the Vote for •. County PrisoDSy &c., 
Great Britain," which cC8~ed nn the transfer of tho 
looal prisons to the Stnw under the Prisoll8 Act, 1877, 

20. PRISONS TUASSl'.&HRED. 

Up to the year 1877 Ioc"l authorities in each ~f the 
three divisions of the United Kingdom were under 
obligation to provide for the accommodation of prisoners 
awaiting' trial or undergoing senteJJceaof impt"isonment: 
fur short terms. while tho State maintained conviot 
prisons for the cDsLody of prisoners sentenoed to penal 
Ber~itutle. 'I'he three Prisons Acts of IBn (Tiz., 40 & 41 
Vict. o. :.n. for Engl&nd, o. 53. for Scotland. And C. 49. 
for Irt.'ll\ud) tra.ncile~d to the State aIL prisons bolong_ 
ing to local priaon aut.horities. and made the expenses 
of wnintell8o!lC8 of prisons and prisoners chargeable to 
the Votes. 'l'he trun~ferred prisoD8 in Eugland aro 
~rovided for ill tho Ch'il Senit.:o Eij~imates, Closs ill'J 
ValeK 

H~ 
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21. PaYSON (l,ncEBS' PES'SION COJO[UTAT[Oli AmilUITIES. 
Superannuation a110wances ~warded to ofli~ers w~o 

were ic. the service of local pnsoDs at the date of thelr 
transfer to tho State are chargeable proportiona.bly to 
Imperial and local funds. For conveDieu~ of payment 
it was provided by tho Aot 4.1 & 42 V,ot. c. 63. that 
either the '.rre:.aury Or the local authority might 
commute its sbare of the joint payment. Where the 
Treasury share is commuted, the necessary capital,8um 
fl)r its dischar0'8 moy be adT'anced by the NatIonal 
Debt Commissi~DeT'8 under the Act -is & 46 Viet. o. 72. 
Suoh advanc8B by the N ationaJ. Debt Commise.ioncrs 
~re Tel"l'id by means of terminable an~uities for which 
proviRlon is made in the SuperannnaLlon Vote. (CIBSS 
VI. of Civil f3.ervice Estimates, Vote I.) This arrange
ment applies to England and Ireland, but not to 
Scot1and, whero it could not be convenient.ly carried 
out. 

22,23. MAllfTENUCB 01' CIIILDRR.'" IN RUOBIlAmRY 
UD bDUSTBIAL SCIlOOLS. 

Reformatory and industrial schools were in their 
origin voluntary institntions. They are still under the 
COlltrol and management of committees of pl"ivate 
persons, except a. ema.ll number or industrial schools 
provided by the local authorities. Their expenses are 
defrayod mainly from the Parliamentary Vote, partly 
from tho r:ontributions which local authorities are 
empowered, but not obliged, to make, and for the rest 
from voluntary subscriptions. The payments levied 
bv magisterial order on the parents of the children are 
takc.a. by the Government in aid of the Parliamentary 
\frmlt. 

'fhe first Pa.rliamentary Vote for II Reformatory 
Institutions" was passed in 1854-.5. A grant for 
jndustrial schools was inoluded in the Public Educa
tiOll Vote from 1856-7 to 1861-2, when tho provi.ions 
for tho two olasses of schools were united into one 
TOte. 

The expenses of reformatory schools are regulated 
by the Aot 29 & 30 Vict. c. 117, which empowers con. 
tribution. both by the Treasury and by local authori· 
ties; and simila.r provision was madA in the BBme year 
for industria.l schools by the Act 29 & 30 Viet. c. 118. 
The ParHamentiary contribution is a capitation grant. 
the general rate for each chiJd in reformato?' schools 
being 68. a wee~ while for industrial schools It is 58. a 
week in England and 41. 6d. in Scotland. 

(Civil Service E.3timates, Class Ill .• Vote 9.) 

24. REMOVAL or CONVICTS FROB COUNTY P&lSOSS. 

In 1835 the first vote was taken for repaying the cost 
of removal of cODvic~d prjsoner~ from local prisons to 
the convict prisons or Lbe bulks, an expense which had 
formerly been borne by county J'80tes. The provision 
was for some years included in the estimate for 
It Criminal Prosecutions, Repayments to Counties and 
Boroughs." Subs. equently Do separate estimate was set 
up uDder the title "County Prisons, &c., Great 
Britain," which continued to be voted nntil the whole 
cost of convicted prisoners became a direct charge upon 
the State under tho Pri.OIlS Act, 1877. 

2,). GlWITI TO SCHOOL BOAJlD8 IN PO()JI. DMRJCTB. 

TheBe grants are paid under the Element&ty Eduoa
tion Act, 1870 (33 & 34. Vict. o. 75. •. 97), which 
provides that. in the case of any school board district 
In which the sum required for the expenses of the year 
i. actually poid to the Board by the rating authority, 
and does not exceed the proceeds of a rate of 3d. in the 
£-auch rate at the 8&me time being calonlo.ted to 
produoe less than 20Z., or less than 7 •. 6d. a child-a 
speoia.l Parlinmentary grant may be made sufficient, 
with the proceeds of n. 3d. rate, to make up 2OZ. in all, 
or 7 •. 6tl. a child, 88 tte case may be. The provision 
is made in the estimate for public education (Class IV. 
of Chil ticrt'ice Estimates, Vote I.). 

26. BUWICK. BnJDGE. 
This small grDrDt of 90Z. 98. hGB a very ancient origin. 

lL represeni ... grant of 1001. made by CharI •• Il. to 
the Corporation of Berwick for maintaining the bridge 
huUt by Jamea I. !tWIlS paid out of the Oivil List to 
the end of the reign of George IV., and as the House of 
Commons ""all at that time against the transfer of the 
charge to Crown Revenues it was placed on the Votes. 
r..D which it nus since been annually borne. 'l'he Cor .. 
poration has to show by its &c('.ounts that the money is 
&etuall V •• ponded on repairs of ~h. bridgo. The gr .... t 

is now included in the Vote for If Misoellaneou8 ChargeR 
•• and other Allowances, Great Britain." (Olass VI. of 
the Oivil Service Estimates, V Cite 40.) 

27. R ... I • ..,. .... I011 OP VO'l'IRI. 
A special vote W&8 taken in the year 1885-6 to relieve 

localities of the expenditure entailed upon them in 
conneotion with the registration or voters under the 
Act for the extension of the County l!'ranehise. A 
motion was introduced into the House of Commons at 
that juncture, in favou.r of exempting local rates from 
all obarge for Pa.rliamentary registration (3 Hans., 
vol. 298, p. 367). The Government resisted the motion 
but undertook· to provide by vote in tha.t year ror th~ 
exceptional expenditure resulting from the new Act. 
The amount of the oontribution was caloula.ted at 4c1. 
per voter in England and Scotla.nd; in Ireland it was 
fixed. on different iines, a.nd was equivalent to a 
somewhat higher ra.te. 

28. DISEASF.S or- .Almr:A.LS. 
Under the Contagious Dis ...... (Animal.; Aot, 1878 

(41 & 42 Vict. c. 74.), local authorities were empcwered 
to require the elaugbter of 8liimals which were affected 
with pleuro-p!Jeumonia or had been exposed to infeotion 
and to par the owners compensation out of the locai 
rates. By the Plouro·Pneumoni .. Act of 1890 (53 & 54 
Vict. c. 14.), this power was transferred to the Board of 
Agriculture, and provision ",as made for meeting the 
expenses of compensating owners out of moneys voted 
by l'arliament. (Vote for Board of Agricnlture Cl .. s 
U. of Civil Service EEtimate., Vote 11.) , 

SCOTLAND. 

29. Ru .. Oil GoVEllli'l1'~'" PROPERTY. Se. No.2. 

30. DIS'rUR>rPIIED ""D MAIlI RoAD.. Se. N~. 3. 

31. lIBUICAL RE.!.Iu, PlLoPORTIOll' OP EXPE!i'SB. 

Sir Robert Pecl's scheme of 1846 contemplated tbe 
provision in Scotland. as in England and Ireland, of 
one-half th" salaries or Poor Law medical officers" and 
of the cost of medicines. But in Scotland the local 
Poor La-w anthori ties were nc.t obliged. to appoint 
medical officors. Consequently, the Bubvention "took 
the form of a fixed annual grant. which was; distributed 
among the parishes on lines laid down by the lloard or 
Supervision. The amount of the voted grant remained. 
at 10,0001. from 18..{.6 to 18S2-3, when it was raised ta 
20.0001 ... tho re.ult of an agitation by the Scottish 
Members of Parliament. It ceased on the passing of 
tho Local Government Act, 1889. 

32, V .. = LYMPH, 

Sinoe 1867--8. an annual provision of 1001. for cost or 
vaccine lymrh has been included in the estimate ror 
the Board 0 Supervision, now the Local Gol""ernmen. 
Board, Scotland. (Cl .... II. of Civil Service Estimateo, 
Vote 31.) 

3a. PAUPER LUNATICS. Bee No.9. 
Th. grant for Scotland ceased nn the p .... ing of tho 

LooaJ Government Act, 1689. 

34.. CRJUINAL PROCEBDIIf .. (SCOTLAND). 

In Sootland, orimilml prosecutions undertaken at the 
instance of the Lord Advocate in the Ilign Court or, 
with his cognizance. !n the Hheriff' Courts. have 
always been dem.yed by the Cro.m. Formerly they 
were charged upon the Hereditary Revenues, but in 
18:!1 they were tran.ferred to the Parliamentary Vote&. 

Criminal investigations before Justices of the Pea.oe 
and minor cases ill the Sheriff Coona were paid out of 
a county rate, called the Rogue Money Assessment, 
until 1851, when (by Treasury Minute of 6th Jan.1SS1) 
it was directed that the .. charges .hould be poid from 
tho Votes in order to place Scotland on an equal footing 
with England. The procnrntors fi ... l or pablic prose
Dutors. before 1850. received their remun8J:atit)n from 
public fands entirely by woy of fee .. but .moe th., 
timo the fees have been gradually abolished and 6xad 
salaries provided instead. (Cl.... III. of Civil Service 
Estimates, Vote 11.) 
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36. POLlCB, Comrrul .urD BoROl1Gn.. Seo No. 18. 

36. PRIson Ta.urS.BRUD. S .. No. 20. 
The traDsferred prisoDs in Scotland are provided for 

in ,be Civil Service Estimates, Ulass Ill., Vote 1 ... 

57, 38. MAllfTh'.lJfOE or CBtLDllE1' IX RBFOR1U'l'OBY 
AND llOlUS'IaI~ SCHOOLS. See NOB. 22 and 23. 

39. PlLlSOJl'8 (MAIJi1ESA:BCE 0' PBlIONBBS IN ~U'.ty 
Alln BOBOUGH GAOLS). 

Concurrently with the grant made for tho IlAme 
purpose in England, provision waa made on the Votes 
ID 18+6 for contributiD$ to local prison boards in 
Scotiand the cost of malDtenanOB .. fter conviction of 
prisODers tried by jury. In 1851 'he contribution was 
extended to include prisoners oonvicted without 8 jury. 
wben tried under .. sherifl"a W8mr.nt. As in England 
the max.imum allowance was 46. a week for each 
priBoner, nod the oontribution oontinued to be made in 
the Vote for II County Prisons, &0" Great Britain," 
until the trtmlfcr of Ihe local prisons to the Stete 
undar the Priaon. AcI, 1877. 

40. RBMOV A-L OJ' COlfTICTI PROM: OOUNTJ PllI80NI. • 

The grant initiated in 1835 for oonveyance of 
CODvicte from local prisoos to the convict depbta 
oppeora to have applied to Scotland as well ... too 
England. In 1849-SO, when the cbarge for this service 
wo.a removed from the Vote for It County Rates 
Repayments" to the Jeneral PrisoDs Vate, the pro
viBICJn was described In the estimates as for U Can .. 
" veYRne8 of Convicts, Great Britaiu," and it continued 
to be borne upon toot Vote until the passing of the 
Pri.ons Aot in 18'17 threw npon the Stale tile whole 
cbarge for prisoners after conviotion. 

.1. GJLUlT8 TO SCHOOL Bo&B.l)S IN POOR DIS'l'llICft. 

U nd.r the Educat.ion (Scotland) Act, 1872 (35 '" 36 
Viet. o. 62. 8. 67" grant.s arB made to school boards in 
poor diltricts in- Sootland, the conditions being the 
lame R8 for the corresponding grants in England under 
the Act cf 1870. (See No. 25.) (Olas. IV. of Civil 
Service E.timates, Vole 9.) 

42. SII1!:Rl!'P COURT HOUSES. 

Sineo 1861-2 an annual Vole has beell takell to 
provide half the cost of building and maintainng shel'iff 
fJourt houses ill Scotland, the other half beiD~ provided 
out of oounty rates. 'l'he reason for this dlvision is, 
thn.t tile Scottish sheriff courts have not only a civil 
joril1diction corresponding to tbat of oounty courts in 
Englo.nd. but also a cl'iminru jurisdiction, oorres
ponding to that of petty and quarter sessious, the opst 
of which falls on local fundo. (Ola •• r. oC Civil ServIce 
Estimales, Vole 5.) 

43. REGISTBATIOII or VOTBBS. S •• No. 27. 

44. DI •• AS118 O. AIIIILlLS. S •• No. 28. 

41>. LOCAL TUA",ON RBLID. 

Iu 1891-2 the tlr.t Vote .. as token for Cee grant. to 
s('hoo]s in England and Wales under the Elementary 
Education Aot.1891. Pending the legislation necessary 
for the extension of the fee grant system to Scotland. 
an equivalent 8um of 110,0001., belUg ll·80th. of the 
English grant in that year. WIl8 voted in 1891-2 88 .. 

grant in aid of local rates ill Sootland, to be applied by 
"OtlDty and town oouncila and polioe commissioners in 
relief of the ratea raised hy them in such DlRnner (WI 

they might determine. The feo grant aystem W'DB 
oxtended to Scotland in the following year, and 80 thia 
Vate was not ren~wed. 

IRELAND. 

46. RA..TBS ON GonUlNKtalT PnOr£RTY. St'fJ No.2. 

47. S.\SITAKY Ol"PICKRS. 

Uudor lb. Public Health (Ir.mndl Act. 187-1 (37'" 
38 Viot., o. 93. 8. 10), lobe 'I'ro88ury was empowered t() 

regulate the oaIari .. of sanitary office ... to be appointed 
under ~e Act, or the additional salariea in CASes wbere 

the appointme.nt might be conferred on an exibl.ing 
officer; and provision. was made for payment. oat of 
l"'oted. moneys of such part of these. salaries and 
additiollB to salaries as Parliament might determine. 
Aooordingly, provision is made in the Vote for the 
Local Government Board (Civil Service Estimatea. 
01 ... II., Vole 35), for repaying to the 1"",,1 authorities 
onc·half of the new and additional aaiariC"l!!: 

48. SCUQOLIrA!>TEBS AND ScnOOLHI5TBB8S~ ur 
WOBKHOUSKS. 

and 
49. POOR LAW MEDICAL OPPlCERS AND (10St or 

MRDICllfES. 

When Sir Robert Peel in 18-16 took over the Engli.h 
charge for salaries of teachers in tho Poor Law sohools, 
and half the salarios of Poor Law medical officers, he 
refrained from extending the sa.me provision to Ireland. 
on the ground that; oonsiderable a.lterations in the 
Irish Poor Law system were then in oontemplation. 
The Select Committee w hioh inquired into Irish 
tllXo.tion in 1864-5 recommended that Parliament should 
give Ireland the same aid &8 was given to England, 
and 88 a result of that recommendation provision has 
been made on the Votes sinoe 1867-8 for tbe salanes 
of Irish workhouse schoolmasters and Bchoolmistr'lsses. 
and for half the salaries of medical officers and of the 
cost of medicines and appliances. (Vote for Local 
Government Board, Classl!. of Civil Servioe Estimates. 
Vote 35.) 

50. POOR L. W AlIDITOBS. 
The English Poor Law Commissioners. appointed 

under the Act' & 5 Wm. IV. o. 76., were entrusled 
with the administration of relief to the poor of Irelud, 
and the provisions of that Act in regard to Poor Law 
auditora (lOB No. 7) applied to the Ia"cr oountry. 
Since 1868-9 a separate vote bOoS been taken for the 
Irish Poor Law Commisp;iun (now the Local Govern .. 
ment Board. Ireland). and the o.uditors' salaries are 
provided in that Vole (01... II. of Civil Servioe 
Estimates. Vote 35). The salaries oover the work done 
by the auditors in auditing the accounts of other loca.l 
bodiea besides boards of Jin1a1'd.ians, the payments made 
by such 100&1 bodies for those servioes being ta.ken into 
the Exchequer. 

51. VACCINE LYMPH. 

Prior to 1876 a small annual grant had for many 
years been made &0 the Dublin V llOointt Institution. out 
of the Vote for Hospitals and Infirmaries, In.land. In 
1876, in oonsequenoe of a discussion raised by the Irish 
members on the Vote for the English Local Government 
Boaml. the institution WBtI taken over by Government, 
and provision made for its expenses in the Vote for the 
Local Government Board, Ireland (Clasa II. of Civil 
Service Estimatea, Vote 35). 

52. PAUPER LUNATICS. See No. 9_ 

The Irisb grant for this pllrpose is still borne on the 
Vote. (Ols .. VI. of Civil Servioe Estimate., Vote '-) 

53. OBDlIlU.L PROSBCUTIONS. 

Prosecutors and witnesses' expenses were oharged to 
county fnnds until 1859. A committstt OD Oounty 
Rates in Ireland recommended in 1858 that suoh costs 
of prosecutions as has been transferred to the V otea in 
England and Scotland should be similarly defra.yed in 
Irelancl. This proposal was carried out from the 
1st April 1859. the first provision being made in the 
Estimates for 186()..:61. The contribution continues to 
be provided on the Votes (Civil Service Estimates, 
Olas. III., Vote 15). 

M. DUBLIN' MBTROPOLI'U)I' POLlCE. 

An annual Parliamentary Vote has been takC& fl)r 
this service since 1819. 1'he form of estimate then 
presented showed the anticipated cost of the force and 
the revenue from looal 8OurceS, and Parliamen~ "'aa 
Mired to vote the deficiency. .A. Select ComDUttee of 
the House of Commons, whlch inquired into the Irish 
MisceUaneous Estimates in It-:r29. recommended that 
the charge Bhonld be eq1lRlly divided between the 
public and the localily; but practically !he system has 
rcma.ined unaltered. uuder wbich the State providea 
for all expeonditure which is not covered by receipta 
from 1 ... 1 .. uroes. Th ... receipts OOIl8iat of a police 
_-levied .inee 1837 at ad. in the B Oil the rat ... ble 
val,.. 01 properly ill tbe police district-or carriage 

B3 
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rates, and of sundry licencell, feea, fines, and penalties. 
They amount at the present time to rather more t~a~l 
one· third of the groBS expenditure, (Cl .. s Ill, of CIVil 
Service Estimates, Vote 19.) 

,)5. RoYA.L IRISH CONSTABULARY. 

'rhe force " .. created in 1836 under the Act 6 Will, I V, 
a ia which made balf the cost a charge upon the 
Cons~lidaLcd Fund. the other half being repaya.~le to 
thet Fnnd ou t of local rates, I!, 1846, by the Act, 
9 & 10 Viet. o. 97, the provIsIon for re~o .. very o[ 
one-half t.he expenses f~om loc:al authoTl.ties wo.~ 
r~~ed, this measure bemg designed br ~ll' Rob.eru 
Peel as compensa.tion to Ireland for the. lUl.ury which 
bis freo-trade policy was expected to l~filCt on the 
agricultnml interest of tha.t country. Smce 1846 the 
Constabulary has been administered and provided for 
wholly by the State. In 1854 the charge WaH tra.nsferred 
from the Consolidated Fund to the Parliamentary V otctt. 
on which it is still borne. (Cln.ss III. of Civil Service 
Estitna.te~. Vote 20.) 

In 1857 the Reyenne Police, which had prev~ou8ly 
c:Listcd h! Ireland as a separate force, W38 a-bolisbed., 
Bnd the duties were transferred to the Constabulary. 
"j'his service .being of an imperia.l, n~t, a local, 
chal'a.cter, its estima.wd cost (about40,OOOl.) 18 deductldd 
·in calculating the cest of the Consmbnlsry ... a local 
charge. 

56. PRISONS (MAINTENANCE or PruSONBRS Df COtrlfTY 
AND BoROUGH GAOl.s). 

'l'he contribution under this head, initiated in Great 
Britain in 1846, was not e."ttended to Ireland until 1859. 
The condi.tions of tho grant corresponded to thoso 
which appliod in England,·but the maximum rote of 
gra.nt, instead of 48. a week for ea:ch prisoner. w~ 
fixed at first at 3s. a. week, and was ra18ed to 3s. 9el. lD 

11174: The contribution continued until the transfer 
of ihe local prisons to the State under the ('Ttmeral 
P:nsons Act, 1877. ' 

57.' Pxrsoss TRANSrEBRED. See No. 20. 

The transferred prisons in Ireland are provided for 
in the Civil Service Estimates, Class III., Vote 21. 

58, 59. MAIN'lESANCE 0" CHlLDno III REFORlIATOllY 
AND INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS. 

The first Vote for reforma.to!'y schools in Ireland was 
taken in 1859-60, and for indnstrial schools in 1869-70. 
The m&.intenance gront is at the rate of 68. a week for 
each child in. reformatory schools and 5s. a week for 
ea.ch ohild above six years of age in industrial schools. 

60. SURVEY AliID VALUATION. 

'This ~crvice was instituted in 1826 .to make 0. 

't"aLua.tion of Irel.a.nd for the assessment of county 
rotes. It. W88 provided that the cost should he 
&.dl""anced out of the Consolidated }und. to be repaid 
in full by the counties. 'l'he valuation was Legun BS a 
toVo'nlo.nds valuation, but was cba.nged- to 0. tenement 
valuatiun i.D. 1846, owing to the introduction of 1 he 
Poor Laws into lrela.nd. It was not completed t"ntil 
1864, and since then it has been &nnuully revised or 
corrected under the Act 17 Viet. c. 8. 

In 1857-8 the charge ''Vas transferred from tbe 
OODdOlidnted Fund tc the annual Votes. 

In 1860, as ilie valuation was then being used for 
various Imperia.l purposes, as well 88 for local purposes, 
the Act 23 Viet, c. 4 provided that one.half only ef the 
&.nnual cost of revision !!h')uld be repaid by the 
counties, the other ha.lf being borne by the Votes of 
Parliament. This division continued antil 1874, when 
the Act 37 & 38 Vict. c, 70 prescribed a fixed 1H1ll11&1 
sum as the contribution of each county and oity. These 
contriuationa-amounting to a total of 8,OOOl.-sre DOW 

appropriated in reduction of the annual Vote. (CIn.ss II. 
of Civil Service Estimates, Vote 39.) 

61. IN.mllA,RIEB. 
An Act of the Irish Parliament (5 Geo. Ill. c. 20) 

established public infirmaries throughout Ireland, and 
provided for contributions by grand jut"ics in aid of 
their. expenses. In 1807 these contributions were 
charged upen the Consolidated Fund by the Act 
47 Gw. I II. c. 50, and in 18:>4 the ,'harge was transferred 
from the Consolidated Fund to the annual Votes. In 
1851 the Medical Cbarities (Ireland) Act, l' & 15 Vict, 
c. 68. enacted tha.t any allowance or sLipend pa.yable 
_under the foregoing provisions to any officer of such 
institutions shonld termioate with the existing 
recipient. exoopt as regards institutions jn the city or 
\:ounty of Dublin. Tho effect of that enactment was to 
make the allowances moribund. except in the case 
of four Dublin infirmaries; and the result up to the 
present has been to reduce the numher of ~articipating 
IDstitutioDS from 39 to .5. (C]ass VI. of Oivil Service 
Estimates, Vote 5, Subhead E.) 

62. DUBLIJl HOSl"IT.&LS. 

By a provi~ion of the Act of Union between Great 
Brito.in and Irelanll, the Parliament of the United 
Kingdom was bound to protide. COl' local purposes ill 
Ireland. during the first 20 yeal"S after the Union, an 
annual sum not less than the average sum expended 
by the Irish Parliament for certain local purposes, 
which included the maintenance of pions and charitable 
institntions. This obligation was very liberally fulfilled 
by the United Parliament; and, since its period 
expired, annual grants ha\'e t:ontiDued to be made to 
certain Dublin hospito.ls. The grants are now made, 
in accordance with the recommendations of a Select 
Committee of 1854, to nine h~pitals, lm.d they amount 
to an annual silm of 15,850l. (Class VI. of Civil 
Service Estimates, Vote 5, Subhead D,) 

63. REGISTRATION OP VOTEBS. 866 No. 27. 

64. DISEASES or llIllALS. See No. 28. 

65. EXCHBQUER CONTRIBUTION TO hEllND. 

As explained in Sir EdwardHamiltou's Memora.ndum 
(page 21), a certain advantage accraed to Eng]and and 
Scotland from the exchange of their grantsein-aid for 
the proceeds of Excise licences under the Bcheme of 
1888. In Ireland there was no corresponding excbange, 
and the existing grants-in-aid were continued; but 
as an equivalent for the gain which the other two 
countries secured by the exchange, an annual gra.nt of 
4O.000l. was made to Ireland, which Was voted in the 
first year! but has since been charged upon the Con
solidated Fu~d under tho Act :>4 & 55 Vict. c. 48. 

This annual grant has been used to build up the 
guarantee fund under the Purchase of Land (Ireland) 
Act,1891. Having now served that purpose. it baeomes 
o.vailable for grants to boards of guardians in Ireland, 
for lo.bonrenr cottages, and for other local uses. 
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APPENDIX IV. 

lhvOILAMDUH by Sir ·ALum M!lJfIla eX]llainiD~ the BASIl of TAlI .. D. at p. 35 of MEHO .... NDUK, which pt11'pOlts to 
oluMif) all TAXBS (inoluding those transferred to tho LOCAL TA..Ll.T10lf Accomrrs) raised by PULLUlBNT in the 
year 1~95-96. • • 

UHlTIID KnroDOI(, 

The table berewith is .n attempt to olassif" tho 
taxes l'O.ie:ed in the year 1895-96 under the following 
heads :-

I. Ta'l:Btion incidental to the ownership, oocapation. 
or transfor of property: 

1. Rateable. 
2. Non-mteablc. 

IT. TaJ:8S not inoidental to property I viz. :-
1. Taxes lovied in respect of commodities. 
2. Tax8s levied in respect of incomes derived from 

personal exertion. 
3. Misoollaneous taJ.ea. 

Tho vBrious taxes have been dealt with in the order 
in, w~ich they appeal' in the finance aocounts for 1895-
9u, ViZ.:-

1. Customs duties. 
2. Excise duties. 
3. Death duties. 
4. Stamp duti ... 
5. J~and tax unredeemed. 
6. Inhabited hons. duty. 
i. Income tax~ 

1. CUSTOMS DUTIES. 

These dut.ies, amounting to 20,965.0001., being im .. 
poKed npon a.rticles of consumption exclosively, have 
boeD p1a.ced under the first Nub-head of mEcs not 
inoidentsl to property. 

2. El<CISII DuTI1ls. 

rph~se duties (with tbe exception of those licenoes 
which do not affect consuma.ble artioles. and of the 
railway passcD~r duty) fall nndel' the same head and 
}lub.hood aM Castom. duties. They account for 
2ll,7u4.0001. of tho to"'\. 

Tbe balance, viz. :-
Licences not fa.lling on consumable articles 

(sncb as guu. game, Rnd estnblishment 
• IicenoC'It).. .. .. .. .. 
And rBihomy passenger duty 

Tom! 
Bru c.1llS8ifiod under It Miscollaneous." 

£ 

1,6:12.000 
259.000 

1,8lll,000 

Dealing in the first pla('c with Exeiso duties falling 
on oonsumable &rtiries, the followin~ details show how 
tho total of 29,704,0001. b8~ been arrIved at, "Viz.:-

Beer duty 
Hpirit doty - .. .. 
Cbnrgoa ~n delivery - .. 
Cuff,,>e mixture labels, and cbicory duty 

Total 

Li ... .enct.'8 on consumable artioles: 

£ 
11.131.000 
16.380,000 

4.000 
8,000 

27,518,00.1(} 

1. To "udors or intoxicating liquors- 1,970,000 
2. To manufacturers of .. he same (brewers. 

reatitien. &:c.)t 17,000 

• The dtllAil, will b· Ibund unlitit' Lioenee.,. CJu,j A.. 39th B..port lul"111 
&V"IIUfI, 11-11. *' rmd :'1, 

l' Th",dtttalh"",U boo found l",dlll' Lit"NIOllll, Clu B, 3uh Ik>port Ialand 
'BeWhllft,P.:tL 

3. To vendors of consumable articles 
other than intoxicating liquors. 199,000 

Total. 2,186.000 

Grand total of Excise duties on coDsumable 
artioles 29,7()4.,OOQ 

The fonowing are tho details of the licences o,IU17' 
than those falliDf. on consumable articles classod nnner 
" Miscellaneous, • 1,632.000/. 

Auctioneers .. 
Pawnbrokers 
E."'bliobment 
Gun licences 
Licenoes to kill game 
Dog licences -
Penalties 

£ 
85.000 
37,000 

721.000 
95,000 

183,000 
504.000 

7.000 

Total • 1,632,Ooot 

Railway passenger duty,2i19,OOOl. clDSSed as misce! .. 
IlJrnf)ous. 

3. DEuR DUTI ... 

'l:bese dunes must eVidently be classed in their 
~.nttrety ,!ith &. t.a3:es incidental to the ownersl!ip. 

occupation, or tra.nsferofproperty." They ('onstitute 
& true proyerty tax, thongh levied by way of "fines n 

payable at l.ITegular intervals and at varying rates. On 
the other band their distribution between rateable and 
non-rateable p.roperty presents many difficultie.", and 
only an approXImate result can be arrived at. 

Probate and Account Duty. 

Rateable 
Non·roteable 

£ 
48.000 

133.000 

The proportions of mteable to non·rateable. viz. 26':; 
per cent. and 73',) ~er cent. are based upon an 8llaly~i8 
of the property subject; to Probate duty made by me i:l 
connection with my evidence before the Commission on 
Agricultural Depre&>ion. The details of the calcnlatioUB, 
by which these proportions were arrived at, are fully sss 
forth in my H Statement of Etidence" (Vol. IV. or 
Evidence, pp. 579 and 580). 

Temporary E,la/£, Duty. 

Rat""bl. 
N onwrutea.ble 

il 
150,000 
13,000 

The sum of 150.000l. is mad. np ... foUo .... :_ 

Rateoble Proporty. 

Realtv • • • • • 146,000 
peoJ'Soilslty (26'S per cent. of the total 

duty on personalty) 4.OCoJ 

To"'1 150,000 

• Tbedetaila. will bt'! round utxkor Li(Y'nres. 01 .. B. 39th Report rnluul 
~·euue. p. SL Tbe whok, 01 the h~9 in Clasa B are included 
uudf'r this bmdi~. u~, tbow alread.v LnC'11lded. in t. and auetionf'(>n', 
&e. and pawnbrokers' lirenceL TbU: hMdmg &1_ includes p;ame dealers 
JiC'E'Dct'IlJ t.", 39\b. Report inland &en'lute, p. 83 wbere thew aPl""'" III 
C~D). 

t &.t pp.32 and SSoftbo3Pth ~ lalUld. ~ne. 

H4 

Pa,.. ... 
lIPth HH:JIOI1; 
Inland 
.KttTeoue. 
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73'1; p.r cont. of the tote! daty on 
l"'TRODalty 13,000 

The proportions of rateable to non-rateabl.e in "the 
personal property snbjeot to the T.mpo ...... y Estate dnty 
are the same 88 in the case of the Probate doty. and the 
nmonn* of dnty has been distributed accoJ"dingly. 

Rateable 
Non·rateabl. 

Total 

I) 
8,540,000 
6,383,000 

- 9,923,000 

The non-rateable portion ie 73'6 p.r cent. of all the 
duty paid on personalty. 

Th. rete.bl. portion inclndes Gil the dnty (l,250,0001.) 
paid on realty and 26'4 per cent. (2,290.0001.) ofth. dnty 
pa.id on personalty. 

It will be observed that the proportions of rateabl.to 
non-rateable in the case of personalty subject to estate 
duty differ only fractionally from tb,e ~portions 
in the ense of :pt'obate duty. The proportions m the one 
ease. as in the other, are the se.me os those taken by me 
in my ana.lysis of tax revenue submitted to the Com
mission on Agricultnml Depre89ion (see ab0t7e). As 
already stated, 'their O('curacy is not beyond question. 
Indeed if the death duty statistics of a number of years 
were analysed, the ~roportionB ''"QuId. doubtless vary 
somewhat in every year. Bllt there IS no reason to 
suppose tha.t the year actue.lly taken is otherwise 
than an &\"erage one. 

Rateable 
Non.rateable 

Lega<y Duty. 

Total 

£ 
724,000 

- 2.007.000 

2,731,000 

The legacy duty ia paid entirely by personalty. The 
rateable proportion has been arrived at on the basis 
ndopted in the .... of the probste dnty, i .•.• 26'5 per 
Cl3nt. rateable, 73'0 per cent. non-rateable. 

Rat.ahle 
Non-rateabl. 

SuccuBion Duty. 

: 

Total 

I) 
897.000 

- 164,000 

- 1;051,000 

Of the total capital paying &ucce •• ion duty on._fifth 
lUI.8 been taken as representing P:'l"80Dfllty; one-fifth?f 
l,051,oooL = 210,OOOL, bnt of this 210.000/. a certam 
proportion must be 1l8Signed to rateable property, and 
thib proportion has been based OD the percentages 
pl'evio)usly ascertained, viz. :-

26'5 per cent. rateable 56,0001.,73'5 per •• nt. non
r&te~bl. 164,0001. Adding 56,0001. to 841,000/., the 
duty on realty, we have the total duty on rateable 
pro!lerty,897,ooo/. 

Corporation Duly. 
'rho accounts at the Inland Revenue Office ensble us 

to state with approximatft accuraey the ootual duty 
borne by rateable and non-rateable property, viz. :-

Rateable 
N on-rateabl. 

Total 

4. STA"' •. 

1. needs and other instmmenis. 
2. Seourities to bearer. 
3. Joint-stock companies' capital. 
.... Contract note. above lao 

£ 
- 84,000 
- 6.000 

• 40,000 

li, Bill. of ""change and promi •• ,.r:Y note., 

{

Bankers notes. 
6. Composition for duty on ba.nkers' bills and 

noteu. 
7. Cards. 
S. Licences and certificates. 
9. Life insurances. 

10. Marine insurances. 
) 1. Pateut medicines. 
12. Receipt. draft. and other lei. Inland Revenne 

stamps. 

1. Deah and other I ... lrumenll. 

The stamps on thes. dooumen~ fan under the 
bend of:-

Tax.s incidental to property 
I) 

Rateable - 1,946,000 
N on-rateable - 2.059.000 

Total - 4,005,000 

1. The distribntion of the dnty on .. needs and other 
Instruments,l is, necessarily, only approximate, this 
being one of the heads of i-evenue, the analysid of 
which llresents th. greatest diffioalty. 

A certain number of the instruments are executed on 
stamped paper and their precise nature is Dot known 
and cannot be discovered. The sa.me applies to 
instruments to which adhesive stamps are attached. 
The bulk of the documents, however, consists of 
conveyances, mortgages, and lea8e8. Conveyances 
(inoluding under that term transfers of stocks and 
shares) account for upwards of ~.950,OOOl., leases and 
mortgages for another 350t OOOL; so that these items 
between them represent upwards of 82 per cent. of ,he 
totnl. From accounts kept at the Inland Revenue it is 
possible to distinguish the conveyances. leases. and 
mortgages of land and hOUSC8 t from similar documents 
dealing with other property. Th. stamps on the 
whole of the former category, upwards of I,OOO.OOOl., 
ha",~. of (,,-Durse. been credited to rateable property. 
The amount of stamps on transfers of stocks and shares 
has, on the otber hand, been divided be~ .. n rateable 
and non-rateable in the 'proportion of about 35 to 65 ; 
this having been taken, lD the calculations submitted. 
b'y me to the Agricultural Commission~ os the propor
tIon oC rateable to Don·ratea.ble property in the capital 
of publio companies, including railway and others of 
the class technically ossessed under Schedule A. 

These figures were the meaD. result of severa.l 
independent calculations, Dot differing very la..-gely 
in their out-come. and are probably noi far from the 
truth, but they cannot pretend to accuracy. 

The rest of the yield of Btamr duties on. ,. deeds and 
other instruments" consists 0 items, most of which 
are very difficult to distribute. Fortunately the amount 
is not sufficiently large for any error in this distribution 
to affect very materia.lly the total resn.lt of these 
calculations. 

2. Securities to bearer I and 
3. Companies' capital duty. 
The stamps in both these cases are clearly borne 

by non-rateable property. and have been aUocatad 
BCC'Ordingly. 

4 •. Contract noies. 
These stamps bsve been divided b.t ..... n rateable and 

non-rateable property in the B&Me proportion as the 
lltamps on transfers of stocks and shares under the 
heading" Deeds and other Instruments." On further 
consideration, however, I thiD..k this is not qUite correct. 
Oontr&ct notes are issued, not owy in connection with 
tronsfers of stacks and shares of Publio Companies, but 
with transfers of foreign stoola!-4.ll non-rateabl_ 
consols, &0. Consequently, I think: that the amount 
o.ssigned to rateable property under this head ill rather 
too large. But I can think of 110 mean. of arriving at 
anything like an uao&. division. One-fourUl and three
fourths is ... a pnre gn .... "het I shoald be inclined to 
take. Tha amount at issue is very incoDsiderable. 

Tbe remaining items UDder the bead of stamps, with 
th~ exception of 7 and II (playing cards and paten' 
medicines, which I believe everyone is prepared to 
leave under the head of duties ou collsumable articles). 
and 8 (lioenceH and certificates which are classed as 
miRcellaneouB), are items which it haa been decided 
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to wosr .. rom the category of iDes Dot incidental 
to property, in which I .... diopoeed to place them, to 
that of taxes on non_rateable property. : 

My reasons for dissenting from this change have been 
RO abundantly stated in OODYcrsations with Sir E. 
Hamilton .... d :Mr, Murray thot I do not think i' 
neoe .... ry to .... peat them here. I still adhere to my 
original o_pinion. but I admit that the question is one of 
great dilllcnlty, and I feel 00 much the force of the 
arguments used on the other aide that, while still 
dissenting from the prevalent view, I W6B, bebe 
resigning my seat on the OommislioD, quite prepared 
to acquieaoe lD the course preferred by Sir E. Hamilton 
.... d Mr, Murray. 

0, Ialrn Til UnBDBBKBD, 
Thi. tax i. all on rateable property. 

6. INBAIIl'lBJI HOUBB Dtrn. 
Thi. tAx io ohargeable on the occnpiers of dwelling. 

houseSt which are rateable, and ha.8, therefore. been 
classed under the head or U Taxes incidental to the 
ownenhip, occupation, or transfer of propel'ty:' This, 
of coarse, gives the go.by to the question of "real 
inoidence. U As far aa that is concerned. the question 
seems to me identical with that of the incidence of 
" onerous" rares-that is to 88oy. of those rates, which 
.re reaHy taxes, whether OD the owner or occupier, and 
not merely payments for services rendered. 

Bataablo -
NOD.rateable 

7, lNaollB TAX, 

8.I,odu1. A. 

• 
Total 

B 
4,766,000 

28,000 

4,794,000 

The non-rn.tea.ble portiOD only Oo.UB for explanation. 
The 28,0001. thus cl .... d repre.ents prinoipally the 

dutyloTied in respect of mortga.ge, interest, &c. sccured 
on churches, chapels, and other property which is not 
rated. 

8.Aoduz" B. 

N on.rataable • 
B 

59,000 
Incomes derived from personal exer-

tion - - • • 119,000 
Thi. latter .um repre.ents two-third. of tbe duty 

ooUeoted under Sohedule. B. and D. (~' .. rmer.). 
The other third represento the duty attributable- to 

the farmers' capital, 

Schedule O. 

£1,800,000. 
Sebedul. C. Is a tAx on the income derived from 

Government securities, home, colonial. a.nd fureign. 
Thea ....... property, but they are clearly not rateablo 
property. 

S.I.edule D. 

Fi.hlngs and .hootings, 92,0001. 
The income tax paid by the •• aouroeo of profit ill 

attributed to rateablo property, 

Railway. in the UDited Kingdom, 1,033,0001. 
The tal< borne by thes. i. attributed partly to rate· 

able property, and partly to non.rateable property. 
'rhe division is made on the following principle. We 
know from the inoome-tax ua88sments the toW profits 
on whiob rail_yo are oharged. We know from the 
returns of 100al taxation their gross estimated rentoJ.. 
The tall on 80 1Iluch of the profits as is equal to grou 
eotimated r""IoII, 646.000/., baa bee.. attributed to 

I US4<.9. 

.. rateable property ~'; the tax on the balance, 388.0001., 
to .0 nonprateable property." 

QllAJ'ri~ mines, canals, ironworks, waterworks, gasp 
works, salt springs or wurks, markets, tolls, and 
cemeteries. 8M.OOOt. 

The profits of aU these sources of revenue, the lut 
tour of whioh are almost a quannt6 negligeable, have 
b~eD de~.Jt with together and on the sa.~e principle. 
Like railways, they are rateable, and. like railways 
also, they are rateable only on a portion of their profits. 
In order to divide income-tax paid by them between 
.. rateable property" and II non-rateable property," the 
same system has been followed as in the case of mil. 
w&ya; accordingly, 447,0001. is apportioned to rateable 
property, and 404,0001. to non·rateable property. 

Bail_y. out of the United Kingdom, 390,0001. 
The tax on the.e obould clearly be credited, in its 

entirety, to "non-rateable property," theso under
takings being, of course, not Bubject to rates 80 far as 
this country is ooncerned. 

Foreign and Colonial securities and COUPODB. 495.000l. 
This includes all Foreign and Colonia.l securities not 

88S9sSed under Sohedule C. These, again, are entirel, 
U non.rateable property." 

Monicipal inte_t, other interest, .an~ other proJits, 
239,0001. 

This is a. small item, and again is " non .. rateable 
property." 

Publio compa»ieo, 1,929,0001. 
Thi. head compriseo .11 oompaDi .. other tha.n roil. 

way companies and companies owning property alrea.t11 
dealt with under the head It Quarries, Mines, &0." Tho 
income .. ta,x paid by such oompanies under Schedule D. 
is entirely credited to "non-rateable property. II No 
doubt a portion of their property (such as factories or 
business premises) is ra.teable. 'But such portiOll pays 
mcome .. ta.x under Sohedule A. and has therefore 
already been dealt with. Their profita onder Scbedule 
D. are arrived at after deducting the assessments. 
which are oharged under Schedule A. 

Trades and professions, 3,628,0001. 
This head comprises all profits made in ind ... try, 

business, or theeXel'Oiseof any profession by individuals 
as di~tinct~~m publio o!'mJ?a:nies. ~e asaessments on 
the t.mmtJbilKl. of such mdiVlduals. like those on the 
immobilia of publio oompanies, are made under Sche
dule A., and are deducted in aniving at their profits 
under Schedule D. Therefore. 80 muoh of the income.. 
tax paid on the profits of U trades and professions," as 
is attributable to property .. t all, must be oredited to 
II non-rateable propeI1iy." But no materials m:ist for 
determining what proportion of the incomes Rrising 
from .. tradea and professions n as above defined is 
derived from property, '.8., from capital. as diB~inc1i 
from personal exertion. Sir Robert Giffen in his 
.. Growth of Capital," following :Mr. Dudley lIaxter, 
eltimates it at one-fifth. In e. matter where. admittedly, 
,. no exactness is possible" the procedure of these 
eminent economists has been followed. Of Non-rateable 
property JI has, therefore, been credited with one..fifth 
(726,ooot.) (If the inoome-tax on the profits of "' trade. 
and professions," while the other four.fifths (2,902,OOOl.) 
have been classed aa It taxes in respeot of incomes 
derived from personal exertion. 

Schedule E, 

1,124,000/. 

Sohed 111e E. is t. tax on Mln.ries i the do.tv baa there_ 
fore, been clD.Bsed as one on II incomes doriyed froID 
porsonal exertion.'· 

8. POft OrrlCB. 

The tJ:e.tment of th. Post Olliee ",,,.nlle i. esplained 
in Sir E. Hamilwn'. Memorandum (pp. 3&-7). 

1 
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Answers by Lord Farrer. 

Question 1. Is the classification of Impl'/l'ial Tawation indicated in t11e accompanying Table 
a w/"rect classification: if not, what alterations can yfJU 8uggest ? 

Question 2. A.ss'Wlllling the classification, is it complete, and Me the se'lJl'/I'al items OO'I"I'ectlllJ 
distributed ? 

I am unable to suggest any amendment of the classification of Taxes contained 
in the Table. 

QUIl8tion 3. In pl1ll'ticular, should Rueh an item as the net reve'/1lUlJ of the Post OjJiee, be 
treated as a 7'aw, aw, if 80, 'lI/Ttdl'Jl' which of the heads specified in the Table t 

I think that the surplus Revenue of the Post Office, after paying the expense of the 
service, is rightly treated as a Tax, and is rightly placed under the heading" Taxes not 
incidental to Property," and the Sub·heading "Miscellaneous." 
Bu~ it differs from most other Taxes, inasmuch as the principal object in administering 

the Post Office should be, not the amount of Revenue, but the efficiency of the 
service. 

Question 4. In considering the equity of any taw or 8ystem of tawati.on, what tests should 
be appUed? . 

This questio!;l has a very wide scope. I do not suppose the Commission desire 
their witnesses to write an essay onprmciples of taxation, or to repeat Adam Smith's 
canons, or to discuss the mysteries of "equal sacrifice." But there are two or three 
practical suggestions concerning taxation which have occurred to me, and which seem 
peculiarly appropriate to the subject before the Commission. They are as follows :-

(a.) Taxes have a tendency to distribute their burden fairly, if only they are constant 
and uniform. This is especially true of taxes on property. The corollary 
is that unnecessary changes in such taxes are to be avoided. 

(b.) Facilityof. collection is no doubt a great advantage to a governing body. But 
this facility should not be such as to make the taxpayer unconscious of the 
burden. . Otherwise a great security for economy and good administration 
is lost. Those who pay the piper call the tune; and in calling the tune they 
should not ·only pay the piper, but feel that they pay him • 

. (c.) It is not enough that a tax is fair in its ultimate incidence. It should be made 
clear to the taxpayer that it is fair. Otherwise a good tax may be endangered 
in consequence {)f ignorant discontent. Sentiment and ignorance playa large 
part in questions of taxation. . . 

(d.) Simplicity in accounts is a tflst of good Finance.. Where accounts are so 
confused that ordinary people cannot understand what they pay, who pays it, 
how it is applied, or· who il!! responsible for its right application, there will 
probably be not only ignorance and discontent, but maladministration. 

Question 5. Oan youo,O'er any suggestionIJ which would assist the Oommission in 
delerminmg ~he question of the real incidence of tawation as distinguished from its p"'imary 
Qr appare;nt inCidence? 

I will not invade the domain of the professor by attampting to write an essay on 
this very difficult and very speCUlative question. In my answer to Question 6 I have 
said a few words about the ultimate incidence of the special taxes referred to in these 
questions .. Here I will. only say that I believe it to be a general. truth that taxes 
have some tendency to stick were they first fall. This is true, though to a comparatively 
small extent, even of taxes on consumption, such as customs and excise duties. The· 
ultimate incidence of these taxes is undoubtedly on the consumer, but the shifting of 
their incidence may be modified or concealed by the state of the market. If a brewer 
is making large profits, he' may prefer to bear a small tax rather than alter the 
'Price of a pot of beer. If he is losing, he may raise his prioe by more than the tax, or 
:may withdraw from the business. The price to the consumer is no doubt ultimately 
:affected. But the change may be delayed, accelerated, or concealed by other 
ciroumstances. 

That taxes have a tendency to stick where they fall is much more generally true 
of taxes on property. It is, indeed, doubtful whether a permanent tax on permanent 
property is ever shifted at all from the first possessor to any subsequent purchaser. 
The first purchaser pays a smaller price in consequence of the tax; and every 
succe6ding transferee takes the property with the burden. 
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Between these two extremes, viz., of certain uitilllate shifting in the case of taxev on 
consumption, and of no shifting at all after the first purchase in the case of permanent 
taxes on property, there are a great variety of degrees of shifting which are difficult 
to trace. 

Question 6. Could you, ffJr e.vample, state !IOUr vimu as to the 1'eal incidence of
(a.) The Inhahited Bouse Duty; 
(b.) Rates levied on houses and trade pj'emises ; 
(c.) Rates levied on agricultuml larltl ; 
( d.) Tazes on the transfer of pj'operty ; 
(e.) Tago,es on trade profits; 
(f.) Dea,t.1I duties. 

First as regards the real incidence of
(a.) Inhabited House Duty; 
(b.) Rates levied on houses and trade premises. 

I can add little to what is contained in Sir E. W. Hamilton's Memorandum 
pp. 37 to 39, with which, and with Mr. Goschen's ,Reports and Speeches on Local 
1,'axation, I agree. I mean, of course, the Mr. Goschen of 1870-D01: the Mr. Goschen 
of 1887-90. 

I disagree entirely with the School who deny that any part of these Rates and Taxes 
can be shifted from the occupier to the owner. I believe, that if the Inhabited 
House Duty and all existing Itates were abolished in London to-morrow and replaced 
out of Customs, Excise and Income Tax, .me result would be a large increase in the 
rent roll of London at the oost of the industry of the Nation_ Those who deny 
this are often the same persons who allege as ODe of the grievances of the present 
system that by the improvements made with expenditure out of the Rates, the 
permanent value of land in London is increased. And in this I think they are 
right. But when they say that an improvement-e.g., sewerage--has increased 
the value of London'land, and deny that a permanent or quasi-permanent charge 
imposed for the purpose of making sewers is not to be set against the value' of the 
improvement, they appear to me to be incousistent. The whole estate, from the 
occupier to the OWDer in fee, is benefitted by the improvement; and each successive 
revorsioner gets his proportion of the benefit. The whole estate, from the ocoupier to 
the ownor of the fee, is burdened with a charge, and each successive reversioner bears 
his proportion of this charge. . Of course the benefit and the burden may not exactly 
correspond either in time or in amount; but in general we may assume that thtlY 
have some correspondence in point of time, and that (if administration is good) the 
benefit is greater than the burden. 

This is the case with permanent improvements such as Sewers. It is less obviously 
the case with works of shorter duration, such as paving and lighting, and less 
obviously still in case of what are called onerous charges, such as police and education. 
But in these cases if the capital outlay is less, it is recurrent or constant, aud so is the 
improvement. Look at London as a whole, and there can be no doubt that the value 
of London land and buildings to all parties interested in them is largely increased 
by the expenditure of all London rates; and that against this value has to be set the 
bu.rden of these rates, which as tenancies fall in, is, like the increase in value, one of the 
elements in fixing rents . 
. A;s regards the Inhabited House Duty, the shifting of the incidence is probably 

SImilar on the whole to the shifting in the case of Rates_ But there is. as pointed 
out br Sir E. W. Hamilton, somewhat greater difficulty in shifting it since the 
D~ty HI the s.ame everywhere, whereas Rates difi'cr in different places; but I do ~ot 
think that this prevents tbe House Duty from btling a burden on landlords. Abolish 
the House Duty and the Duke of Bedford's inoome would probably be increased. 

On the other hand, it must be remembered-
1. That the tenure of houses, especially in London, is very complicated, and that there 

are many interests besides those of the occupier and the owner in fee, all 
of which share the benefit and the burden in varying degrees. 

2. 'fhat any addition te Rates not contemplated when the tenancy began, falls, 
undoubtedly, during the tenanoy. on the tenant. 

3. That, as noted above. Rates and Taxes have a tendency to stick where they fall; 
and further that the facility with which they Can be shifted depends on the state 
of the market. The taxation on a house which a man rents or lets is only 
one of. many elements which decide him in making or accepting an offer. and 
the weIght it .has with him must depend on the proportion it bears to other 

12 
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elements. Under such circumstances I do not see how we can expect to arrive 
at any definite conclusion concerning the exact ~rop~rti.on of ~ny given Rates 
which fall upon rent from any actual figures whIch It IS possIble to procure. 
All we can say is that when a man is letting or looking for a house, the charge 
for rates and taxes which he knows will have to be paid upon it, is one of the 
things he takes into conEideration. 

The point in question is one of extreme importance, as pointed out by Mr. Goschen 
in 1870. The error of supposing that Rates are wholly paid hy t,be Occupier of houses 
ill towns and are not shifted at all on to the reversioner, has led .the inhabitants of 
towns to make common cause with landowners in a CIusade against Rates, and in 
attempts-too often successful-to get them paid or subsidised out of the National 
purse. The general result of these attempts is more fully noticed below. Here it may 
be pointed out that the attempts in question may operate BO as to defeat the object 
of the agitators an d to impose an additional burden on the occupier. 

For instance, if the burden of Rates now falls to any extent on the Owner, then any 
sboUtion of Rates, or any substitution of other Funds for Rates, is to that extent a gift 
to the Owner, and not to the Occupier. It may be even more; it may be a gift to the 
Owner at the expense of the Occupier. I 

Mr. Goschen (the Mr. Goschen of 1887, not the Mr. Goschen of 1870) has subsidised 
locall'ates out of the National purse. As a matter of name and of account, this subsidy 
is said to·be charged on the Death Duties on Personalty . .Assume this fiction to be a 
fact, and we have as a result that the owners of personalty in London-who are for 
the most part occupying tenants-are made in addition to what they pay as occupiers. 
to help as owners of personalty to pay that share of the rates which London rent-owners 
now pay. But, disregarding the mischievous fiction that the subsidy is really paid out 
of the Death Duties on personalty-a fiction which answers no purpose except that of 
confusing accounts-and looking to the real facts, viz., that this subsidy to London 
)'ates is paid out of the general National purse, the case is worse still. J'or the effect 
of Mr. Goschen's charge is to make the industry of the country which pays Income 
Tax, and the poorer classes of the country who contribute the Customs and Excise 
duties, pay towards subsidising not only the London occupiel' but the London 
landowner. 

Such are some of the consequences of a misapprehension of the incidence of taxation, 
coupled with the influence of the land-owning classes, on a Minister who in his earlier 
and stronger days did more than any other man to expose the injustice which he was 
afterwards induced or compelled to commit. 

How it may be possible to remove these misapprehensions, and to make it clear that 
t,he reversioner shall bear his ~ue proportion of local taxation, is considered below in 
answering question 9. 

(c.) ~'axes levied on Agricultural Land. 
It seems to be generally agreed that the incidence of these taxes is on the landowner; 

subject, of course, to any special stipulations in leases, where leases exist. 

(d.) Taxes on the Transfer of Property. 
Theoretically, I think, these taxes diminish pm tanto the selling value of the property. 

Who actually pays the tax in any given case, is more than I can say. 

(e.) Taxes on Trade Profits. 
If this Tax is a Tax on all Profits, I suppose that, theoretically, it would diminish 

profits. How far any given Tax can be shifted on to Customers or Consumers I cannot 
say. It will depend largely on the special circumstances, and the condition of the 
market. If reference to the existing License Duties is here intended, I may express 
a doubt whether their abolition would lead to any reduction of the charges now made 
by the Licensees to the public. 

(j.) Death Duties. 
I am inclined to think that these cannot be directly shifted, and thnt they remain 

where they fall, a charge on the estate of the next possessor. Of course this must 
be j;a'kon subject to the consideration that his expenditure has to be reduced. If the 
State takes 10,0001. from a great landowner or millionaire, he will have so much 
the less to spend, and work and, wages will be shifted from the persons he employs to 
the persons employed by the Stato. 

I have put down the above as the most summary answers I can give to questions 
80 difficult that they probably admit of no certain and definite solution. This will 
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probably suit the purpose of the Commissioners better than an elaborate essay stating 
all the pros and cons, which may be found in the books and treatises referred to in 
Sir E. W. Hamilton's memorandum. 

Question 7. 18 it possib16 to frame any ariterion whereby the purpOS88 for which taa:ation 
shauld be TaiBed. locally COIn, be distinguished. fTDm thos81Q1' which tazation should be raised 
by the centTal GoveTrvrnent ? 

Question 8. Should the two ki'llf18 of pUfl"]loses ana the ezpendiqure on them be kBpt distinct, 
Q1' 8hould the e1J]Jenditure jor local PUTp0888 be partly borne by tke coo/Tal GOVliT'I1/TTIe'1It? 

I will take these two questions together, since it is difficult to separate them, and 
between them they raise all the most difficult points upon which the Commission 
have to report. 

The desiderata as between Imperial and Local Taxation appear to be-. 
1. That the accounts of receipts and expenditure, both Imperial and Looal, should be 

accurate, olear, and intelligible, so that ordinary persons may be able to 
understand from what source each item of receipt is derived, and to what 
purposes it is applied. 

2. That ImptlrilA receipts and Imperial expenditure should, so far as possible, be kept 
distinct from Local receipts and Local expenditure. 

3. That the Authority which receives Taxes should be responsible for their expendi. 
ture, and, per oontTa, that the Authority which administers the expenditure 
should collect and have oontrol of the Taxes out of which it is paid. 

4. That both in the case of Imperial and of Local Taxation the Authority which hart 
the control of a tax and of its expenditure should be responsible to the persons 
who pay the Tax. 

In short, let those who pay the piper call the tune, alld let those who call the tune 
pay the piper. 

These are devout imaginations-ideals which it is impossible wholly to realise; 
but in whatever degree the practice conforms to them, in that degree it may, from the 
point of view of the Commission, be considered to be satisfactory, and in whatever 
degree it departs from them to be unsatisfactory. 

There are certain fields of administration, and certain Taxes which realise this 
ideal oompletely. For instance, there are the great National Functions of War and 
Foreign Policy, the functions of the Central Executive and of the Central Administration 
of justice, and other functions of a like National character, which are paid for out 
of the general taxes paid by the whole Nation. The National Government is solely 
responsible for the discharge of these functions, and it levies and controls the Taxes 
requ isite for their performance. Again, there are local functions, such lIB paving and 
lighting, which are discharged by local bodies elected by the persons who are interested 
in their disoharge, and whioh are paid for by rates levied on these persons. Here again 
the benefit and the burden-the duty and the taxes requisite for its performance-are 
in the same hands and are co·extensive in their application and incidence. Indeed, 
from the point of view from whioh we are oonsidering taxation, there is probably no 
tax which fulfils all the requirements of a good tax so well as a local rate applied to 
IOlla! purposes. The benefit and the burden are co-extensive; the accounts of receipt 
and expenditure are simple and obvious; the responsibilities of the local authority are 
clear; and the control of the ratepayers direct and complete: add to which that it 
falls on property and not upon industry or consumption. If it fell upon all property 
equally. upon movables lIB well as immovables, it would be an ideal tax. 

In,the cases we have been considering there is no confusion between what is Imperial 
and what is Local. And if it were possible to bring all functions of Government and 
all forms of Taxation under one or other of the above categories, our difficulties would 
be solved. But, unfortunately, this is out of the question. Between the two classes 
of administrative action above indicated, there is an immense mass of subjects which 
are partly Imperial and partly Local, and which it is impossible to reduce into either· 
of the above clllsses. We may, I think, take it for granted that it is a hopeless task 
to make a complete separation between Imperial and Local administration, so that one 
set of subjects shall be dealt with exclusively by the Imperial Government and paid for 
by Imperial taxation, and so that a separate set of subjects shall be dealt with eXI'Jusively 
by Local authorities, and paid for out of Local taxation. We cannot afford to transfer 
Local Administration to the Central Government simply because there is a difficulty 
in paying for it out of local resources. Local administration, weakened Bnd 
demoralised as it too often is by Imperial subsidies, is too valuable a thing to be 
abandoned for the sake of financial simplicity; and experience shows that it cannot 
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and will not discharge the ever increasing duties demanded of it without financial 
h.,lp from Central Funds. . 

If we consider how these demands have arisen, we shall see the more reason why 
this help is necessary. The demand for lo<;:al improvement .seldom begins with the 
localitifls'themsehres. If it did, if they were the first to feel the want, they might 
exert'themselves to supply it: But this is 'not' the way' in which improvements 
begin. Philosophers or Statesmen are the first to perceive a great want; the country 
takes ,jtup, !lond it becomes !lo N I1>tional concern. The people .as a whole are ahead 
of local com,mmnties, , and the Imperial Parliament and Government are ahead of 
LocalAdministrative bodies. Parliament requires certain things to be done, and.in 
order. to get L.ocal bodies .to do them, III compelied both to direct how they shall be 
done, and to give help and inducements towards getting them done. This has been 
the case with Police, with Education, and with Health, which now form the principal 
objects ,of. Local Governm~nt} and ,it is lik~ly to he the ca.se still ~here new develop
ments are required. ThIS IS more especially the case In growmg towI;ls; and the 
conaequen!l~ is that by the., time the town ,populatiop have become keen about their 
own wants; they have also become accustomed to look for Imperial relief, and are ready 
to.join witJ;t the powerful landed interest in .. the constant, endeavour which that interest 
is always makin~, to transfer local burdens on, to ~ atIonal shoulders. The pressure 
is ,all in ~his directi():q, and however unreasonable the pressure may be we must accept 
it as a fact. ;Mr. Goschen, who in 1870 did more than anyone to prove its unreason
ableness, 'has since that'.t~me sucpumb~d :1;0 it altogether. Itis always the Locality 
which wants help from the Central· Government, not the Central Government which 
wants help from the Locality. This consideration governs the whole question, and 
what we have to discuss is, in what form this help can best be given. 

Before .attempting this, it is desirable to understand distinctly in what form this 
help is now given. This is a very difficult and complicated matter; for the confusion 
of the present accounts, especially since tb,e. so-called reforms of 1888, and the 
subsequent changes, is such' that it is scarcely possible for anyone who is' not an 
expert to ascertain what are the ma.tters in which the Imperial Government subsidises 
Local Authorities, and in what form: and under what conditions the subsidies are given. 
In Sir E. W. Hamilton's memorandum, at page' 24, a .. Table A." is given, which sets 
out the items in which Local Taxation is now relieved by the State; (1) Out of 
General "Revenues paid to the Exchequer, and (2) out of the assigned Revenues paid to 
the Loca.l Taxation Account under Mr. Goschen's changes. But this table does not set 
out the appropriation to different purposes of the sums paid to Local Authorities out 
of the Local Taxation account,. which constitutes, of course, by far the greater part 
of the help given by the State. 'fhis appropdation has been furnished to me by 
Sir E. W. Hamilton in a separate memorandum, so that in Table A. of Sir E. W. 
Hamilton's memorandum, coupled with this memorandum, we have a complete list of 
all the sums paid by the 8tate to' Local Authorities and of the objects to which 
they are appropriated. . 

The facts and figures, as given in these tw.o documents, are as follow :-, 

I~-ExTR;\.CT from TABU A. in Sir E. W. HAMILTON'S MEMORANDUM, showing the 
EXTENT to which LOCAI.TAXATION ,is nOWRELIEVEn by the STATE in ENGI.AND. 
(Extrac1J(,d from House of Commons Papers, numbered 402 of 1873, 187 of 
1879, and, 344 of 1896.) 

I.-ENGl.AND AND W AUS. 

(1.) OUT OF GSNERU REVENUES PAID TO THE EXCHEQUER. 

Metropolitan Fire Brigade ~ 
Rates on Government Property 
Disturnpiked and Main Roads -,. 
Poor Law Unions:-

Salaries of Teachers in Poor Law Schools _ • 
Moiety of Salaries of Poor Law Medical Officera - . , - - -
Moiety of Salarie. of Medical Offirera of Health and Inspector" of Nui,ances
Poor Law Auditors' Sa!ru;es .and Expenses and Superannuations 

. ;Public Yaccinators . 

1895-96. 

£ 
10,000 

343,709 _. _. _. 
~. 

9,860 
981 

. " The cha,;:es against which there is set an asterisk are charges which were transferred froll! the Exchequer 
to th~ L_l TII.Xation Accounts under Mr. Goschen'. proposals. . 
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Pauper Lunatics • • • 
Do. (Criminal Lunatics Act, 1884) 

Registrars of Birtb. alld Deaths (37 & 38 Viet. c. tl8.) 
Criminal Prosecutions:-

Repaymen Is to Counties Bnd Boroughs 
Clerks of Assize 
Central Criminal Court • 
London SeRSions, formerly :Middlesex Sessions 
Clerk. of the Peace, &c., Compen ... tions 

Metropolitan Police :
Contribution in Aid -
Swanea and PensioDs of Oomlni~sioner and Receiver 

Policet Counties Dnd Dorougbs 
Prisons, Reformatories" &c. :-

Maintenance of Prisoners in CountY,and Borough Gaols 
Prisons transferred (40 & 41 Viet. c. 21.) 
Prison Officel'R' Pension Commutation Annuities 
Maintenance of Cbil<lren in Reformat"ry Scbools 
Maintenance of Cbildren in Industrial Schools 
Removal of Convicts from County PriSODs 

Gmnts to School Boards under 33 & 34 Viet. c. 75. s. 97. 
Repair of Berwick Bridge 
Registration of VolAn 
Diseases of Animals -' 

Total out of Exchequer Revenue 

'. 

1895-96 
....-

£ 
141 

7,29! 
_e ' _. 
17,573 _. 
1,344 , 

198 _. 
" 5,300 _. 

415,282 
8,609 

58,042 
133,508, 

26,607 
99 

22,000 

.,£1,057,148 
,d 

1895-96. 

'-
(2.) OUT OF AsstGNED ReVI<NUEB PAID TO TRB LoCAL TUATION ACCOUNTS. 

Ad,\ilional Beol' and Spirit Duties :-
Ca,) Customs • 
(b) Exci.e • 

Excise Licenses 
Shat'e of " Proba.te Duty" and" Estate Duty" 

Total out of Local Taxation Revenue -

GIIAND TOTAL 

£ ' 
162,703 

~ 953,746 
~,188,44~ 

• 1,952,034 
--,.., 

" 6,257,02~ 

. £7,314,l69 

71 

. " " 

II.-ADDITIONAL MEMORANDUM furnished by 8m :E. -yr. IlAMII.TO\f showing ,the ,EXPEN
DITURE of LOCAL AUTHORITIES which is met out of the LOOAL TAXATlOli ACCOUNT in 
ENGLAND and WALES . 

.. The Local Government Aot, 1888, enacted that :thesnms carried to' the Local 61 & 52 Viet. 
'l'antion Acoonnt as the proceeds of Exoise Licenoes and of the Probate Duty c.41. 
grant, should be distributed to the Councils of Counties and County Boroughs. Each 
Council was to receive as its share (1) the amount of Licence Duty collected within Section 2U. 
its own area, and (2) a share of the Probate Duty Grant proportionate to the share Section 22. 

which it had received in the preceding year out of the Exchequer grants in aid of local 
rates.' ' 

.. All 8Ums received by 'a Council from this source were to be carried to a separate Section 23. 
account oalled its Exchequer Contribution Account. The moneys standing to that 
Aocount were to be applied by the Counoil to the following purposes:- " 

.. I. Costs of the Exchequer Contributiou Account (a trifling amount.). Section 24 • 

.. II. Payments in substitution for the discontinued Exchequer grants, viz. :-
•• (1.) To Boards of Guardians: the amounts cel'tified by the Local Government 

Board for remuneration of Teachers in POQ'l' Law Sckools and of Public 
Vaccinators; . 

" (2.) 'fo Boards of Guardians: the Sckool FefJ8 of Patlpel' Ohildren in public elemen
tllJ'y schools: 

.. (3.) To Local Authorities paying a Medkal Officel' of Healtk or Inspector of 
Nuisances, one-half the salary of such Officers; 

.. (4.) To Boards of Guardians: the amount formerly received out of Exchequer 
Grants for remuneration of &.gistm1·s of Bil'tJ!.8 and Deat"-,; 

• The chBl'll"s' "I!l\in8t which tb.,.., is sot an asterisk are cbarges which were transferred frOID the Exchequer 
to the Lac'" Taxation Accounts undcr Mr. Goochen '. proposals. , 

I 'l 



Section. 23 
and 26. 

Section 23. 
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"(5.) Four shillings a week towards maintenall:ce of Pauper Lunatic.s c~argeable 
either to the County, to Boards of GuardIans, or to Borough CounCIls; 

.. (6.) Comp~nsation payable. to Olerks of the Peace and other Officers of Quarter 
SeSSIons; • 

,. (7.) One-half the cost of Pay and Clothing of the Oounty wnd Bo·rough. Police . 
.. For· counties contributing to the Metropolitan Police the amount is differently 

computed, and has to be certified by a Secretary of State . 
.. III. Payment to Boards of Guardians of the costs of Urvion Oifiee'rs and Officers 

of District Schools, and of Drugs and Medical Appliances. 
"IV. Remainder to be applied to General wnd Special Oounty purposes, and in 

distribution between Borough. and District Oouncils, on a prescribed basis, for application 
to any rating purposes . 

.. In 1890 the additional Customs and Excise Duties were directed to be paid into the 
Local Taxation Account, and the Act 53 &; 54 Vict. c. 60. provided for. their distribution. 
'l'he English share of these additional duties was to be applied as follows:-

.. I. Po Police Superam.nuation 300,000l. a year, of which-

.. (a.) 150,OOOl. was to be paid to the Receiver of the Metropolitan Police District; 

.. (b.) The remaining 150,OOOl. to be distributed among the other Police Authorities 
in England on a basis prescribed by the Police Act, 1890 (53 & 54 Vict. 
c. 45. s. 17) . 

.. n. The residue (after payment of the 300,OOOl.) to be distributed aIr.ong County 
and County Borough Funds,- to be carried to their Exchequer Contribution Account, 
and to he applied, like the other moneys carried to those Accounts, to the purposes 
defined by the Act of 1888, as described above; but with the proviso that a Council 
might instead apply its share of such residue, or any part thereof, as a contribution to 
the OOBt of Technical Education . 

.. To show how the money is actually applied to the respective purposes, the figures 
for the year 1894-95 will be taken, that being the latest year for which· complete 
accounts are available. 

Summary of .. The Finance Accounts, 1894--95 (p. 103), show that the amount paid into the Local 
Loeal Taxa· Taxation Accouut (England) in that year was 5,976,281l. 13s. 8d. 
~i:~~~rns. " The amount paid out of the Account in that year by the Local Government Board 
H. of C. was 6,006,876&., which was distributed as follows :-
Paper 218 of £ 
1897, p. v. .. To Oouncils of Oounties wnd' BorIYUgM:-

"(a.) For Exchequer Contribution Accounts 
.. (b.) For Police Pension Funds 

Summary, 
I" 85. 
p.88. 
V· 47. , 

.. To Receiver of Metl·opolitam. Police 
"To Hove Improvement O(l1fvmissioner8 (for Police Pension fund) 

• 5,074,995 
149,665 
781,899t 

317 

£6,006,876 

.. The amount, however, with which we are here concerned is not that of the 
payments. either into or out of the Loca.l Taxation Account. but of the payments 
during the year by the resptlctive Councils out of their Exchequer Contribution 
Accounts. As just stated, the sums received by County and County Borough Councils 
for their Exchequer Contribution Accounts during t.he year amounted to 5,074,995l.; 
the payments made by them out of those accounts during the same period amounted 
to a total of 5,122,182l., viz.:- ,. 

" By County Councils 
" County Borough Councils • 
" London County Council 

£ 
- 3,360,094 
• 1,239,993 

522,095 

£5,122,182 

• The sums received by Oounty and County Borough Councils for their Police Pension Funds do not 
pas. through their Exchequer Contribution Accounts. 

t i .•. , Half cost of Pay and Clothing (paid direct for Metropolitan Police) 
. For Police l:'ollJ!ion Fund • - _ _ • 

£ 
• 631,899 
- 150,000 

£781,899 
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" The following Table shows the detailed purposes to which the paymenlis included 
in that total were applied:-

PAYMEIITS out of EXCRBQuER CONTRIBUTION ACCOUNTS, 1894-95. 

------
• 

I 

I 
By COUnty 
Councils. 

Cost of Exchequer Contribution Account • -I 
.£ 

725 
5,470 
8,579 

Payments to Public V.ccinRtors - -

fT.achers in Poor Low Sehool. 
Pauper Children _ -

Pnid to Boarus School Fe.. - - - • 
of G"nrdians. i Regimrnrs of Births and Deaths - I 

- I 

- , 

212 
9,525 

319,824 
741,061 

}

pauper Lunatics _ - - I 
Union Offic~r8 - ~ .. - "I 
MedIcal Officers nod Inspectors of., 

P.id to other Nuisances - - - 83,106 
Local Authorities. ') Pauper Lunatics - . - 41 

>!,olice Puy and Clothing - . 79,026 
Technical Euucation. &c. -' 391,239 

Puid to Council's Pauper Lunatics - - . , 8,543 
own Accou t Compensation to Clerks of Pcnct?', lee ... ' 387 

n s. Police Pay and Clothing. • _I 510,714, 
Other trnnsfers - - . 2.527 

Residue pahl to the h'encrnl Funds of Councils and in aid of I -
rules - - - - - 1,199,115 

.£1 3,360,094 

By County 
Borough 
Councils. 

.£ 
243 

1,~94 
5,137 

42 
1,035 

148,061 
257,851 

6,718 

146,718 
3,998 

826 
418,007 

249,303 

1,239,993 

By LoodoD 
County 
Council. 

.£ 

2,459 
13,484 

.;82 
109,099 

1,221 

49,423 

57,000 

288,827 

522,095 

Total. 

.£ 
968 

9,823 
27,200 

2~4 
Il,H2 

576,984 
999,633 

139,247 
41 

79,026 
594,957 

12,Ml 
1,213 

929,381 
2,52'; 

1,737,245 

5,122,182 

.. '£he figures in the last line of the foregoing Table represent the amounts at the 
disposal of the County Councils in aid of their own revenues after meeting all the 
sp~cifio oharges imposed by Statute upon t~eir ~xchequ~r Con~~:lUtion Accoun~s., But 
it IS to be noted that some of the precedmg Items, bemg paId lIltO the CounCIls own 
accounts, and not to other local authorities, operated also to reduce the burden upon 
the COUI!ty and County Borough rates; also, more espeoially, that the amounts 
oontributed to Technical Education are so devoted at tile option of the Councils, 
who are at liberty if they please to forego contributing to that lurpose from their 
Exchequer Contribution Accounts and to apply the money instea in relief of their 
rates for general purposes." 

.. (Dated 14th January 1898.)" 

It will be observed that the above Table and Memorandum do not deal with 
Education or with the grants made out of the Public Exohequer for that purpose. 
except so far as rogards the amounts applied by County Councils to Technical Educa. 
tion out of the grants made by the Act of 1890. The Commissioners do not, in their 

.. questiODS, refer to the Education Granlis. 
The mere fact that it requires the work of a oareful expert to give the abols 

summary of the present state of things, and the complications obYious in thE' 
summary, are BDou~h to condemn the present system. But the more it is examined. 
the stronger are tbe objections to the present system. A state of things bad 
enough before has been rendered intolerable by recent changes. 

The gravest objection in priDciple to this gigantic system of doles from the public 
purse is that they constitute a trallsfer from the shonlders of property and accumulated 
wealth to the shoulders of poverty and industry. 

'l'he doles or grants in question amounted in 1896, according to Sir E. Hamilton 
(p. 26), to nearly 13,OOO,OOOl. If to this sum be added the Irish grant of this year, 
and the increase which hos taken place in the grant out of Estate Duty, the whole 
amount will now probably be more. than 14,000,000/. And if the very peculiar 
Education grant of IBSt year be added the' amount will be still more. By far thf' 
largest proportion of these grants has been made in recent years. Sir E. Hamilton 
states (p. 26) that the whole amount of such relief in 1842-3 was onlv 6500001. 
and he further states (p. 30) that the proportion which Imperial grants in ~id of 
local t.axati?n bore to the wh?le amou~t of money raised for l?cal purposes was ouly 
Ii per oent. m 1842-43; that It was raIsed to 9 per oont. by SIr Roben; Peel in 1853; 

I .1U0'. K 
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tht it was further raised from 10 to 13 per cent. by Sir Stafford"Northcote's 
measures between I8n and 1875; and that it was still further raised from 15 to 
24 ]ler cent. by Mr. Goschen's measures of 1888;-90. The r~cent measures of the 
present Government m~Bthav~ made the,proportlOn larger still. The fund oU,t of 
which thitl large sum IS ~ontrlbuted consists of, the aggreqate amolillt of NatIOnal 
Taxation raised by Parliament. These taxes In 1895-90 were as follows (8ee 
Sir E. W. Hamilton's memorandum, p. 35);-

1. Customs duties -
2, Excise duties 
3. Stamp duties 
4. Income tax 
5. Post Office surplus 
6. Death duties -
7. Land Tax -
8. Inaabited House Duty 

Total 

.£ 
- 20,965,000 
- 31,595,000 

7,339,000 
15,983,000 
2,994,000 

14,089,000 
1,021,000 
1,487,000 

- .£95.743,000 

Out of these taxes the first five, amounting to 'more than t,hrae·fourths of the 
whole, fall to a very large extent on the poverty and indu;try of the country, whilst 
the last three, amounting to 16,597,OJOl., fall principa.!ly, though not exclusively. 
on accumulated property. . The' exact proportion cILnnot ba ascertained without 
elaborate calculations and estimates; but it may safely be asserted that any grant 
made out of this total is drawn for by far the greater amount from charges laid by 
Parliameut on the consumption' of the working classes and on the industry of the 
nation. . 

Local rJ.tes, on the contrary, are to a very large proportion of their whole amount 
charges on that form of realised property which is subject to rates, in other words, on 
immoveable property. Consequently the large and increasing sum which h'1s been 
paid out of the National Taxation in aid of rates since the middle of the century, 
constitutes to a very great extent an addition to the burde~s on the poverty and 
industry of the countrJ and a relief 'lYro tanto of immoveableproperby. Moreover, 
it will probably be found on a careful investigation of the incidence of rates, th:lt 
the persons who derive the greatest b~nefit from grants in aid of 'ratea ara' not 
thostl who mOlt require relief, In agricultural districts, where the ultimate incide:ICo 
of rates is on the landowner, it is the landolVner, and not the disti-essed farmer, 
who ultimately benefits; to which it must be added, as shown by Mr. Goschen in 
1870, that the recent increase of rates, of which so much complaint is made,. has been 
comparatively little felt in those districts. On the other han<i, in towns there is no 
such distres3 as exists in agricultural districts; the larger proportion of the amOU!lt 
raised by rates is prJbably paid b J comparatively wealthy occupants; and if the pOJrer 
occupierR have a grievance, it is a grievance whic'I should, :\3 pointed oub below, be 
remedied at the expen;!e of the urban landowiler3, and not out of the t3xes levied 0:1. 

consumption and industry. 
In short, the history of taxation in recent yeara shows that, whilst on the one 

hand there have been constant efforts to re:'luce taxes nn consumption and to throw 
the national burdens more and more on realised property, these efforts have bele!l to a 
considerable. extent nelltralised by a coullt3r effort to throw burlens h3retofore borne 
by realised immoveable prop~rty on to the sh,lJulder.l of the ~eneral taxpayers. , 

Consid~rations such as these ~ead to the ~onlllusion that, if the, policy: of taking 
taxes off mdustry and consumptIOn and placmg the burden of NatIOnal eXTJenditure 
on accumulated wealth is a sound policy. then the policy of relieving the ratepayers at 
the expense of the general taxpayer must bean unsound policv; that the further 
progress of such a policy should be checked; and that, if and so· far as is possible, 
what has been already done in furtheraIj.ce of this policy should be recalled. But 
without going thiFi length thdre are ample reasons why the steps hken in recent 
years should be reconsidered and modified. Th~se reasom may be stated as follows; 

(1.) Practical misrepresentation in case of Probate Duty. 
. So far as concerns the large amount granted out of Probate (now Estate) Duty 
nnder the A.cts of 1888 and following years, and Mr. Chaplain'S A.gricult,ural Rates 
Act, 1896, the Acts themselves and the accounts founded on them contain II practical 
misrepresentation. The Probate Duty, was selected by Mr. Goschen, as stated by 
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Sir E. HaJDilton, .. becauee it was the one tax which fell exclusively on reweu 
.. personalty; and it had always been the dream of reformers of local taxation to make 
.. pe1'8onalty contribute thereto." But this is a JDere delusion, calculated only to 
deceive the ignorant. The sum appropriated to the Relief of Rates is not really 
taken from the Probate Duty. It is taken from the aggregate sum arising from 
National Taxation, which Taxation has to be increased for Imperial purposes by 
whatever amount is taken from the Probate Duty for Local purposes. If you draw 
from one supply pipe of a ciRtern, ,;you exhaust the cistern just as much al if you 
draw from the cistern itself; and if the cistflrn has to be kept at a certain level, you 
must increase its other supplies by as much as you draw olf. The Relief to Local 
Rates falls really upon the industry of the country in the shape of Income Tax, and 
upon the consumption of the working classes in the shape of Customs and Excise 
duties, just as much as it falls on realised personalty. It is only as a matter of 
account_nd that a false and misleading account-that the relief thus given to local 
rates comes out of personalty. The effect of the enactments charging it on Probate 
duty is only to confuse the public accounts and mislead the people. A misrepresenta
tion of facts does not become It'ss serious because it is authoris·)d by an Act of 
Parliament and embodied in the Publio Accounts. 

(2.) Oonfusion in the Public ..4.ccou1itB. 
The natural and simple way of keeping a.n account is to show first all the receipts, 

and. then how these receipts .are expended. In the present case. the natural way 
would be to 'show all the receipts from Imperial Taxation on the one side, and t.hen to 
show all the items of expenditure, including grants in Relief of Local TllXation, on 
the other. But by taking certain sums out of the National Taxation before they 
reach the National Exchequer, this simple form of account is abandoncd, and it 
is made diffioult to ascertain what the National Revenue really is. The Accounts, 
instead of showing that amount, and then showing how it is spent, show a sum which 
has to be supplemented by the sum which is applied in aid of Local Taxation. 
Consequently, in every attempt to deal with the National b'inances this process 
has to be gonc through, to the infinite vexation and probable blundering of writers 
and reader~. 

(3.) If National Accounts are confused, Local Accounts are still more confused. 
It is, as above stated, almost impossible to ascertain, and quitE' impossible to state 
in any simple form, what aid is given by the State to Local Authorities, or for what 
purposes. 

There are-- a 
1. The several items still paid out of the National Exohequer as stated b 

Sir E. W. Hamilton's Memorandum, Table A., page 24. 
2. The various items paid out of 01' charged upon the Local Taxation Accounts. 

These items again are disposed of in various ways. 
Some of them, e.g., the London Police Contributions, are intercepted before they 

reach the Exchequer Contribution Accounts. Some are paid to Local Authorities for 
the purpose of being handed over to other authorities. Some parts are specifically 
appropnated to specific purposes, so that the local authority is as to them a morE' 

.. conduit pipe. It is only a comparatively small residue which is really at the disposal 
and discretion of the Local Authority. 

Let anyono tako up the accounts of n Local Authority--say the London County 
Counoil, and endeavour to ascertain how much the Imperial Government gives to 
the London County Council, to what purposes it is applied; how mnch of it is at the 
discretion of the London County Council; and as to how much the London County 
Council is merely a conduit pipe, through which various sums-fixed I know not how 
or when-reach their destined object, and he will have some idea of the confusion 
introduced into Local Accounts by the system of Exchequer Grants, and cnn
summated by Mr. Goschen's iIl-omened changes of 1888 and the following years. 

(4.) Effect in 8topping demands. 
It was supp'lsed, or stated, that the reforms of 1888 would have been final, and 

have checkP.d further demands on the Imperial .Exchequer; but what has besn th(\ 
aotunl result! There bas boon, ill 1890, llpwards of a mlilion a year granted by a sort 
of fluke out of the additional Boor and Spirit Duties ftlr various loeal purposes; and 
since then we have had two of the most flagrant .IDstances of doles which imp:ll" 
tunate interests have ever exacted from a weak or complaisant Government, namely. 
the grants under t.he Agricultural Rating Act I~nd the Voluntary S<:hools Act. . 

K2 
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The Agrioultural .Rating Ac~ is espeoially open to Financial criticism. Regarded 
as a form of rating, It gave relief to that class of ratepayers upon whom, as proved 
by Mr. Goschen in 1870, th.e bur~en of rates fell ~eas~ severely. Regarded as a relief 
of distress it was not only meffiClent, but the rehef It gave, as I know by my own 
personal ~xperience, and to my own per~ona~ advantage, was given without discrimi
nation and often to those who least reqUired It. 

The'Voluntary Schools Act transcends the limits of mere Finance, and I should 
scarcely have referred to it if Mr. Balfour in his speech at Manchester on January 
10th 11;98 had not spoken of it as a most successful experiment in local organisation. If 
Mr. Balfo;r thinks it an administrative triumph to induce a particular class of persons 
who have a special cause warmly at heart to combine in favour of that cause by 
offering them a grant of public money, h? will find that local government. i~ a very 
easy thing; but at what cost to the pubho exchequer, and ~ ot~er pubhc mterests, 
it is difficult to say. Small wonder that Local and Impenal Fmance should have 
got into ~ state of confusion,. ,!,hen a statesman of Mr. Balfour's eminence can 
speak so hghtlyon such a subJecu. 

It may be .added th~t t~e pract~ce of giying Do~e~ out of the National Exohequer to 
special local mterests 18 still growmg. VVI'8S aclJ.uw~t Bundo. 

(5.) Pa1'ls of TaJJe8 trOlllsfer1'eil-7wt Bven Bm·-marked. 
The half of the Probate Duty, and the special taxes on beer and spirits, imposed 

in 1890, are both of them parts of large national taxes, which are l!0~ even ear-marked. 
There is not only danger that local authorities may make further demands on other 
parts of these taxes, but the fact that the local authorities have an interest in aliquot 
parts of them may seriously embarrass future Chanoellors of the Exchequer in dealing 
with these taxes. 

(6.) Effect on local Government. 
Over the collection and amount of the subsidies thus given local authorities have no 

control whatever; and when we come to look into their application, we find that in 
many, perhaps in most, casell they have no control over the manner in which they are 
to be applied. Consequently, they do little or nothing towards fostering an indepen
dent spirit of self-government, but the reverse. 

(7.) Distribution of tlle new subsidies. 
This is what Mr. Goschen said on this subject in introducing his scheme: 
" There is a proposal that you should give the new money in proportion as counties 

a~d boroughs have been in receipt of the old grants. It seems to me that nothinO' 
could be more unjust. If there were a great lunatic asylum, in a particular county, 
receivinO' a considerable Imperial grant, and if you were to say, ' this county has been 
receiving so much, and practically, as there is more money to be distributed, you must 
pay in proportion to what it has received hitherto,' you would te offending against 
everYlrinciple of justice: you must rather look to see where the shoe pinches most." 

An yet the course which Mr. Goschen thus emphatically condemned was the 
course actually adopted. I need not dwell more on this point, which will no doubt 
be brought fully before the Commission by the representatives of London and other 
towns, which complain bitterly that they do not recover their fair share. In 
justice to Mr. Goschen, I ought to s~ate that the pressure which made him depart 
from his original intention, was in a great measure due to the action of persons who 
were not supporters of the Government. 

(8.) No C'ont1'ol by tampa,!J(J'j·. 
The effect of the reforms of 1888 has been, to withdraw the grants in relief of 

local taxation from the control of Parliament, without giving any control or any 
responsibility to the local taxpayer. So long as the Exchequer grants were placed 
upon the votes, there was-in form, at any rate-some control by Parliament. Where 
taxes are placed wholly in the control of local authorities, ihere is control by the 
local ratepayer. But these subsidies are an anomaly and an exception to all our 
ordinary rules. They are taken Ollt of the sources which ought to fill the national 
purse, and are then diverted by permanent Acts of Parliament to special local purposes, 
without the criticism and publicity which is given to the ordinary national expenditure; 
they are then placed in the hands of loen! authoriti",s who have no control whatever over 
their amount or their oollection, and who Have th",refore the smallest possible interest 
in spending theI? economically, an? wh?, moreover, are in ~any OMP.S merecon~lIit 
pipes for eonveymg. them 10 certaIn obJects already determmed. The Metropobtan 
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Police is a curiou~ instance of this; it is supported partly by rates, partly by a granL 
out of tbe Local Taxation Account-tbat is, out of national taxation--and yet, noiLher 
the ratepayers of London nor the taxpayers in Parliament have any control over 
this expenditure; whilst the Home Secretary, under a recent Act, has in certain events 
an unlimited power of raising additional rates in London for the suppon of this 
force. 

• 
Suggested Remedies. 

It is not easy to criticise satisfactorily a. system so confused &nd unintelligible as 
tbat which now prevails. But it is still less easy to suggest satisfactory remedi.es. 

(1.) AboliBh Local Tazation Account witk iu mystifications. 
It is indeed, easy enough to suggest the abolition of recent complications and 

mystifications. It is easy and obvious to do away with tbe misleading fiction tbat 
local rates are relieved out of the Probate and Estate Duty; and to restore tbe 
.... hole of that duty, and the whole of the Beer and Spirit Duties, which are essentially 
National'Taxes, to the National Exchequer. It is no less eaRY and obvious to do away 
with the Local Taxation Account; to make all National Taxes payable into the 
National Excbequer; and to let all such payments as it may still be necessary to pay 
out of the National purse towards local objects, be paid directly and expressly cut of 
tbe N ationa!. Exchequer under the autbority of Votes of Parliament. 

All this is easy and sbould certainly be done. The real difficulty is to determine 
what transfers of work or of taxation can be made which will separate Local from 
National Funds, and thus abolish or reduce the grants made out of the Public purse for 
] .ocal purposes. 

The following suggestions must be taken subject to the observation that I am 
painfully consciouB of my own insufficient knowledge and experience. 

(2.) Transfer of subjects of adnninistl'ation fl'om Local AutkO'lities to Central 
rtov/J'I"nm/J'llt. 

My first suggestion is, that inquiry should be made whether it may not be possible 
to help Local Authorities by transferring certain subjects of administration, with tbe 
attendant expenses, from Local Autborities to the Central Government. This has been 
done in the case of Prisons, and, so far as I know, v;ith success. The change hal' not 
Impaired Local Government, and it has saved Local Authorities a very considt7able 
expense, as appears by Table .A.. above quoted. Might not the same thing be done 'with 
some other subjects? Those which-looking to the above Lists-I should suggest 
for this purpose, are-

• 
The care of Pauper Lunatics; 
Reformatory Schools; 
Industrial Schools; 
Public Vaccinat.ion; 
Registrars of Births, Deaths, and Marriages. 

I am well aware what excellent work is now 1lestowed on some of tbese subjel'ts 
.. by members of the London County Council and other administrative Lodies. But I 

see no reason why they should not be equally well administered by the Central GoV'ern
ment. Nor do I see any reason, economical or otherwise, why the expense of such 
institutions should be greater in the hands of the Central Government than it. is 
in the hands of local bodies. What the relief to rates would be, I do not know. B,!t 
it would be considerable; and it would be applied in those places where growth of 
population has brought with it increased local burdens. 

(3.) TransJel' of eel'fain T (l.I'CS to Local A utMlities. 
But. tbe rdief to ho affordod hy transferring whol" suhjects from LocaJ to Imp€rial 

admillistration i8 necessarily iimitcd. 'l'hcre is a wbolesollitl tendency in favollr of 
decentrali~ation and of loc(>l administration to which Finanee must accolllmodate itself· 
and the question therefore i~, how local bodies can be furnished with additionui 
re80urces in suoh a manner as that the settlement may be final, as between Locni 
and Imperinl Exchequers; and also in such a manner as to provide. that taxes raised 
for local purposes sball be levied out of local resourcl>s with a large amount of discre
titln, hot.h ns to tb"ir amollnt and tbeir aaplicatioD, so a~ to throw the burden the 
respoD~ibility, und the benefit on tbe ~allie local shoulders. ' 

One method of doing this is to tmnsrer certain taxes bodily from tho N ati'lnal 
Exchcllllcr to Local bonies. 

K3 
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A beginning has been made with the License Duties. These are local dutie~, 
and such part of them as is levied in each county o~ borough is handed over to 
the Council of that county or borough. These dutles are, therefore, local taxes 
devoted to administrative purposes in the locality in which they are collected, and 
they thus fulfil one condition of a good local tax. But this is the only good condition 
of a good local tax which they fulfil. They are still collected by the Inland Revenue 
Commissioners; there is no power to vary them; and if their collection were handed 
over to the Local Authorities, those authorities would have no real control over their 
amount. Is this sound policy! Is it clear that none of these duties could be raised, 
or lowered by different authorities without .inconvenience! Is it not possible that 
the power to vary them might not only be convenient to the local authorities, but 
might lead to useful experiments in legislation, e.g., high license duties for the sale of 
alco holio liquors! 

Again, might there not be power given to Local Authorities to raise other taxes 
of the same description, e.g., taxes on amusements, or on advertisements! 

Further, it should be considered whether Local Authorities should not also' have 
much greater discretion than is given by the present law in applying the prooeeds of 
these taxes. At present they are bound to administtlr them, or a great part tlf them, 
for certain prescribed purposes. 

In short, it is clear that until the power of increasing, diminishing, or repealing 
these duties, and the power of selecting the purposes to which they are applied, is 
given to Local Authorities, their transfer does little or nothing towards advancing self
government or self-taxation. The Local Authority is a mere conduit pipe. 

(4.) Tarcation of ImmO'lJabze P'1'opm·ty in each Dist,·ict. 
But the obvious fund for relief of local taxation is the immovable property within 

the district. It is the source suggested by Mr. Goschen in 1870; it is a fund which 
is increased in value hy expenditure out of the local rates; it is a fund which in 
urban districts, where the burden of rates is greatest, is constantly becoming larger, 
and, therefore, more able to bear taxation. It is property which Local Authorities 
are accustomed to assess, and which, therefore, they are competent ro tax. It is 
property which it is their interest to tax fully and fairly, but which it is not their 
interest to tax so as to kill the goose which lays the golden eggs. If, therefore, there 
are any Imperial Taxes on this property which can be transferred to Local Authorities, 
there will be many advantages in substituting such ja'ansfer for the present modes of 
relief; 

(a.) INHABITED HOUSE DUTY. 

This duty seems peculiarly appropriate for transfer. In 1871 Mr. Goschen proposed 
to hand over this tax to local authorities. Why he did not do so in 1887 we can only 
guess. Was it because the relief afforded by such transfer would have been most 
felt in Urban Districts, which 'most need relief from increasing rates, whilst it 
would not have been felt by the rural landowner, whose rates have increased but little, 
but whose pressure on a weak or compliant Government seems to be irresistible! 

(b.) LOCAL DEATH DUTIES ON IMMOVABLE PROPERTY. 

These are also tax~s .which might, fo~ the reasons a~ove stated. be properly hRIlded 
over to Local AuthoritIes; and before SIr W. Harcourt s Budget of 1894 a Municipal 
Death Duty was ons of the most obvious methods suggested for the purpose .. ,of 
relieving Rates. The Reforms introduced by that Budget have created a considerable 
difficulty with respect to Estate Duty. That duty is levied' for National purposes on 
all the property moveable and immovable left by the deceased, and it would be 
difficult., if not impossible, to separate that part of this duty which is levied on 
immovables in a given district and hand it over to the Local Authority of that 
district. But is there any reason why the Legacy and Succession Duties, which fall 
on particular bequests, should not be divided, and that portion of them which falls on 
immo~eable ~roperty be .transfer:ed to local authorities! I am not. sufficiently 
8cquamted WIth the practlCe to Judge whether there would be any lDsuperable 
difficulty in this. 

Another mode of ea:ecting the ~ame object would ~~ to ha~e a ne~ Municipal 
Death Duty, to be leVIed and applIed by:tocal AuthorItIes, making at tne same time 
in favour of the class who have to pay it some allowance or reduction from the amount 
they now pay in the form of 11;Ilperial Death Duties. . 
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For such a measure Sir William Harcourt's Budget o~ 1894 creates facilites which 
did not exist before. Under it all immovable property will be valued for the purpose 
of the Imperial Death Duty, and it will, therefore, only need an additional assessment 
on that valuation to provide an additional Death Duty for Municipal purposes. 

Whether in the case of the Inhabited House Duty, or of Municipal Death Duties, 
the Local Authority should have any and what power of alteriug the duties, would 
be a point to be carefully considered . 

. One further mode of helping the present occnpying ratepayer, viz., dividing the 
rates between him. and the owner, I'have considered in answering subsequent questions. 

(5.) OentTal OontTol of Local Administration. 
There is one administrative difficulty which should be noticed. Help has, as abOve 

noticed, often been given from the public purse in order to induce Local Authorities to 
make administrative improvement which they would not make unless their expenses, 
or a part of their expenses, are paid. If Local Funds are wholly separated from 
Imperial Fund~, this form of help would cease. I am not sufficiently acquainted with 
the details of local administration to know how far help and interference of thiA kind 
is really necessary. On Financial grounds it S8ems desirable to avoid it whenever 
possible. sinoe it is really a bribe to Local Authorities to do what is their duty, and 
is a constant temptation to them to press for a larger and a larger grant. But if it 
must continue, the cases in which it continues should be . specified, the amount of 
grant and the conditions on which it is given should be fixed, and the money should 
be voted annually' and appear in the Estimates. 

It is also deserving of consideration whether, in cases where it has been the 
practice to bribe Local Authorities to do their duty, by paying a certain proportion 
of the expense out of Imperial Funds (a course obviously open to objection), it 
would not. be better, first to see that they are provided with sufficient funds for 
all the duties which are required of them; then to impose those duties on them in 
precise terms; and finally in oasc of their refusing or neglecting to perform those 
duties, to enable the Imperial Government or some Superior Local Authority to take 
the discharge of the unperformed duty out of the hands of tbe recusant authority, 
and to charge the expense On the Local District. 

In answering Questions 7 and 8 I have tried to indicate different ways in which 
Imperial Finance may be brought to the aid of local finance without confusion of 
acoounts, and without infringing the responsibility of Local Authorities; but I am 
painfully aware how crude my suggestions are, and how much more labour and 
knowledge are necessary in order to bring them into any practical shape. 

Que8tion 9 .. Should local j'ates be divided between. OW7'ler8 and occupiers of Teal proplfrty, 
and if 80, in what pToportions 'I 

I think that they should be BO divided. especially in towns, where the shifting of 
rates on to rent is more doubtful than in the country. The broad ground is that here 
is a large fund of localised property which is rapidly increasing in value; which 
owes its value in a very small degree to the efforts of its owners, and in a very large 

.. degree to the industry of those who live upon the property; and which contributes 
nothing directly and .expressly towards the payment of those rates. 

To any proposal to. charge rates on owners the objection is sometimes made that 
the incidence. of these l'at.o~ is governed by economical oauses, and that the operation 
of these causei cannot be altered by legislation. When analysed, this objection 
resolves itself into two different, and indeed, inconsisten' positions. The one is to 
the effect that all rates and similar burdens ultimately fall upon rent; that there is, 
therefore, really no injustioe in a system which throws them in the first instance on the 
ocoupier; and that there would b", no advantage to the occupier in a ohange of incidence 
which would be merely nominal. The other is to the effect that the landowner can 
alwnys exact from the occupier the extreme amount whioh the occupier will pay, .and 
that, therefore, ·if the ocoupier is relieved from rates, the owner will take out .the 
dift'erenoe in increased rent. and the occupier will not benefit by the change. Which 
of these two theories is true. and to what extent. is one ~f the most perplexinO' questions 
in political economy. The ultimate incidence of rates is certainly upon the owner in 
agrioultural districts; aDd it is ~so, I believe. as stated in my answer to Question 6. 
to some extent upon the owner m towns. To some extent, in town" !lot any mte, it is 
upon tho I>ocupier. But without solving this problem it is not difficult to givl> 
practical. answers to the above objeotion. . ' 

11:4 
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If and 50 far as the burden of rate3 now falls on the owner, he will sustain no 
loss by a change which makes him pay directly what hl' now pays indirectly. On 
the contrary, he will be relieved fJ'om the invidious i~npllLation of exceptional 
immunity from taxation. If, on the other hand, the occupIer now pays more than he 
ought to pay, it is just that he should be relieved. To the argument that this cannot 
be done and thst the landlord will ahl'ays take out in rent what he is made to pay in 
rates it'may be replied that if this were true, the position of the landowner must 
inevitably be one of great odium and even of danger; for a title to property which 
does not bear and cannot be made to bear its share of public burdens, is a very unsafe 
one. Under all circumstances it would be greatly to the security of the landlord to be 
made to appear to.pay. Thero is, howeve:, every reason to ~eli~ve that. t~e law can 
relieve the occupIer. Taxes, as I have saId above. have the habIt of stlCkmg where 
they first fall; and as a matter of fact our laws have been framed on the principle 
that it is possible to throw the burden of local taxation on the owner. Many of our old 
Rates-e.g., the Sewer Rates---were known as Landlords' Rates; whilst in recent times 
Sir R. Peel's Income Tax has been imposed on Owners, and they are expressly 
prevented from contracting out of it. But the application of the principle is a matter 
of some difficulty. . 

First the relation between the occupier wh(l pays the rates and the owner, or owners, 
is not a simple one, especially iI?- London and other large towns. Th~re is often 
tenancy behind tenancy, lease behind lease; and the complete ownershIp IS made up 
of a series of different interests beginning with the actual occupier and ending with 
the freehold reversioner. This makes it necessary, in providing for the incidence of 
taxation to spread it as fairly as possible over all the interests concerned. 

Here, however, there is one set of interests which raises a serious question; the 
interests, namely, of those who only retain a rentcharge without any reversion in 
the corpus of the property, or, which comes almost to the same thing, with a reversion 
so small as to be of little or no value. Fixed interests of thin sort may be rendered 
more secure, but are not increased in value by the expenditure of rat.es, and the argument 
drawn from such increase fails. On the other hand, if such interests are not taxed, 
there will be a large and uncertain proportion of real property still remaining exempt 
from direct local taxation; and on this ground it will probably be desirable, at any 
rate in tbe case of future contracts. that such rents should, like other rents. be subject 
to deduction on account of rates. The ca@e of such rents already reserved by existing 
contrscts presents much greater difficulties . 

.Again, as regards not these cases only, but all cases there is the consideration 
that we have to deal not only with new contracts, but with existiug contracts. In the 
case of existing contracts, it is true on the one hand that many. if not most, 
existing leases contain stipulations that the occupier shall pay the rat~s; and it is also 
true on the other, that we are certain that the incidence of new and unforeseen burdens 
falls on the occupier and not on the owner . 

.Again. the rates, the burden .of which has to be distributed, differ widely in their 
application and in the way in which their expenditure benefits different interests in the 
land; but they differ in tins respect in varying degrees, so that it is impossible to 
say that one rate ought to fall on one particular interest, whilst another ought to 
fallon a different interest. The effect of the ex.penditure of a lighting or paving rate 
is comparatively transitory, and that for the purpose of the Main Drainage or 
the Thames Embankment, is comparatively permanent; but the benefit of neither 
of them is co-incident with any particular interest of occupation, lease, or ownership. 
Moreover, besides such rates as these, there are a number of rates, e.g., Poor Rates, 
I:3chool Rates, and Police Rates, which benefit all the successive interests in the land. 
This consideration makes it impossible to sny that the incidence of different Rates 
should be distinguished. and that Rates for permanent improvements ought to be 
charged on the Freeholder whilst other rates are charged on the occupier. 

LDoking to these considerations, the following are offered as propositions that should 
govern the case. They were originally suggested by Lord Hobhouse and were 
given by me to,the Town Holdings Committee:-

In the case of future Oontracts-
1. ~Dleportion of the burden of the rates should be thrown on the owners as 

is' ct from occupiers. 
2. Ai ow ers or whatever tenure, whether for years, in life or in fee, should bear 

th ir ue s~are. 
3, Each 0 ner should be charged upon the present amount of annual bone fit 

&ceruin to him from the property asses~ed. 
\ 
I 
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4. Each owner should pay part of the rate collected from the ocoupier by means of 
a deduction of his rent according to the method used in the case of properly 
tax. 

5. Owners should contribute to the rates not only in respect of improvements, 
but of other purposes. 

6. Owners should pay not different proportions of different rates but a fixed 
proportion of the whole: a fair proportion should be charged upon owners. 

7. Half is suggested as a fair proJlortion. 

In the case of e;ci8ting Oont?'acts-
8, New rates may be imposed without regard to private contracts. 
9. Contracts which contain no stipulations that the occupier should pay rates need 

noh be regarded. 
10. Further contracts by lessees to pay otherwise than as the law directs should be 

made void, 
11. Future increases of old rates may be treated as new rates. 
12. Rates'existing at the date of a contract should be left under the operation of the 

eon tract, 
13. Rates, or increase of rates, imposed after the date of a contract and before the 

change of law require special treatment. Some compromise is necessary as 
suggested by the Committee of 1870, but it should be more speedy and wider 
in its operation. 

To these suggestions I would add that the case of quit rents or fixed rents with 
no reversion, or a rt'vorsion so small as to be of no value, held under existing 
contracts, requires special consideration. When such rents have been bought and 
sold as investments returning a fixed income, there would be great and well-founded 
objections to any plan of making deductions from them in order to relieve persons 
who have acquired and hold the property which is subject to these rents. 

These suggestions are probably capable of improvement. But whatever be the 
details of the plan, I feel sure that it is essential that a part of the burden of rates 
should be made to fall, and to appear to fall, on the Reversioner or Reversioners. 
h is a matter of great importance in the interest of the National Exchequer. as 
well as of Local Government, that the present system of raising money by rates should 
be preserved unimpaired. Rat~s are a form of tax which falls upon property, and 
which, beyond any other form of tax, provides security for good and economic 
administration. They ought, therefore, to be made as popular as possible, and for 
this purpose every injustice in levying them, whether real or apparent, should be 
removed. The fact that they are levied solely on the occupier, and not on the owner, 
is an apparent, even where it is not a real, injustice, and it ought therefore to be 
altered. 

Q"estion 10. Should g?'ound values be scpamtely '/"ated for local purposes, and if so, on 
what principles? 

This question it is very difficult to answer. There are very real grounds for 
the demand, and equally great difficulties in accomplishing it. It is clear that an 

.. alteration in the incidence of rates which are proportioned to rent will not be sufficient, 
without some further taxation of capital values. Rent and capital value are two 
different things, and rent is often no test of capital value. In the case where a lease 
has been paid for by a premium; in the case of land which can be, but has not been, 
built on; in the case of an old lease in an improving quarter: in the case of land in the 
neighbourhood of towns, and in all the pleasant residential part.s of England: the 
actual rent, which is often a mere agricultural rent, bears no proportion to the real 
value; and if local taxes were levied upon rent, and proportioned to rent alone, there 
would be a large quantity of real propelty which would escape local taxation altogether. 

But the difficulty of associating any plan of rating ground values with our present 
system of rating on annual value seems to me to be very great, if not insuperable. It 
is conceivable that in place of our present system we might have had one under which 
capital values, instead of rent, might hllvebeen taken as the basis, so that the annual 
rate might be proportional to some assumed rate of interest on that capital. The 
experiment seems to have been tried in the United States, and does not seem to have 
been successful. (Sea" Taxation in .American States and Cities" by R. T. Ely, New 
York,) 

But the great objection to any such plan is that there exists at present in this country 
an established system of valuation and rating fairly understood by the .Assessment 

• .~t01l, L 
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Oommittees whose business it is to ~ake the'v8.Iuations. It is an assessment of annual 
value· it is avowedly based on rent; and has in the actual rents obtained in the market 
a cert~in basis and test. The suggestion that rates shall be based on capital values 
would be a complete subversion of the sy~tem which now exists, and would need 
a completely new process, and a very different machinery. This objection appears to 
me to be fatal to any plan of substituting capital value for rent as the basis of rates. 

The same objection seems to me to be also fatal to a plan of taxing site values, 
which finds much favour in some quarters, and especially in the' London County 
Council. The gist of the plan is, to distinguish buildings-which are thA produce of 
human labour and capital-from the land on which they are built; and then to lay a 
new, separate, and heavy rate on the la.nd, which would go in relief of existing 
rates. In this way it is supposed that the capital values arising out of the mere 
possession of improved land might be made to contribute, without taxing the industry 
and capital employed in building. 

I doubt whether any such scheme ill practicable. In the first place the land and the 
house have not, for purposes of valuation, any separate existence. Valuers, no uoubt, 
say they can value them separately, and Mr. Chaplin's Agricultural Rating Act may be 
quoted as a precedent, if, indeed, that unfortunate Act can be quoted as a precedent for 
anything. Valuers will, no doubt, put a valuation on anything, whether they know 
anything about it or not; hut the question is what real basis they have for their 
valuation. The only ultimate basis of a valuer's knowledge is his experience of 
actual market values; and as the land and the houses upon it are sold and let 
together, no such basis can exist for a separate value of the two things. A valuer's 
judgment is limited by his experience, and where there is no experience his judgment 
is untrustworthy. I am told, for instance, that an experienced valuer's estimate 
of the late site of Her Majesty's Theatre, which was, of course, an exceptional case, 
has proved utterly erroneous. I do not see how it is possible for any valuer to 
say with any approach to truth or certainty, what is the vlJ.lue of the estate of the 
Duke of Bedford or of the Duke of Westminster, apart from the bnildings which stand 
upon them. " , 

A second objection to this plan of taxing site values is that the qnestion at issue 
is not so much,a question between the owner of the house and the owner of the land, 
as a question between the owner and the occupier of both house and land; and as the 
ownership and occupation of both are divided into a great number of successive 
interests, and as the tax upon the site must be levied in the first instance from the 
original occupier, it will be necessary to have an elaborate system of deductions 
which each successive tenant is entitled to make from the rent paid to his immediate 
landlord, until we arrive at the sum to be charged on the ultimate freeholder. This 
process will be parallel and analogous to that which has been suggested for the 
case of deductions of present rates from annual rent. We sbould thus have two 
systems of valuation and of successive deductions going on, both elaborate, both 
difficult, . alongside one another, and leading, as it seems to me, to inextricable 
complication and confusion. 

There is a third objection which is. at any rate, good as an OII"gumentum ad hominem. 
Those who are strong advocates of the plan of taxing "Site Values," are often 
also persons who believe that the present Rates in Towns fall wholly on the 
occupier and are not shifted on to the owner. I do not agree with them in this belief. 
But if they are right, what security have they that rates on Site Values will not also 
in the end fall on the occupier. 

In the absence of any practicable scheme for the eeparate rating of ground values,I 
have suggested in my answers to Questions 6 and 7 certain alternatives in the form of 
Municipal Death Duties. 

Befure quitting the subjects of Questions 9 and 10, it rpay be desirable to notice 
the difficulty which was much discu.ssed in former years, namely, whether it would be 
fair to tax owners without giving them direct representation. The principle that 
taxation and representation must go together have already been largely departed from; 
and in 'the present temper of public feeling about representation, I do not think that 
there is any prospect of giving what would be called "fancy franchises" to owners. 
It is also, I think, open to doubt whether such franchises would be of much service to 
them, and whether such franchises are necessary in order to give them their due inBuence 
on Local Bodies. The inBuence of ownership and property is very great indeed without 
any direct or any proportionate franchise. and I do not think that the experience we 
have had of modern local bodies with dem.ooratic constitutions shows that property has 
any reaSon to be afraid of them.. . , 
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The London County Council is, perhaps, the most striking case. In that body there 
has bjlen a good deal of talk of a soci~stio kind; but t.heir bark has been worse 1ili:an ' 
their bite; it has alarmed the conservatism of London; It has reduced the ProgressIve 
majority; and the danger seems to be now rather that valuable reforms, which would 
have been welcomed 50 Tears ago, will be impeded and delayed, than tbat any 
revolutionary attacks will be successfully made on London property. 

Q,testion 11. -Under what conditions and in what manner woold the rent w1vich coold 
be obtained by all owner of land or -rateable heTeditaments be affected, if at all, by

(a.) The Vncrease of an old rate? 
(b.) The imposition of a nelo rate? 
(c.) The reduction or abolition of a rate? 

So far liS I understand this question, I have done my best to answer it in tbe answers 
given to Questions 6 and 7. The increase of an old rate, if a settled and well·established 
rate, would for tbis purpose be much the same thing' as the imposition of a new rate . 
.Any change in rates made during the existence of II tenancy would of course affect 
the tenant and non the landlord. Upon the making of a new tenancy, past changes in 
rates, and possibly also the probability of future changes in rates, would be elament~ to 
be taken into consideration; but what specific effect they would have would depend 
upon the circumstances of the case. 

Question 12. Under what conditions OJ/Ut in what mannm' would the "ent which c(fItld be 
obtained by an owne,' of lOfIUt (fl' rateable h/l'J'editaments be affected, if at all, if an OCC1tpill'l' 
b!l whom a rate had witherto beRn paid were empowm'ed to deduct the 1vlwl.e 0" a pm·tion thereof 
Fom the "ent in the same mwnne,' as he is now /l'J1titled to do in the case of Income Ta:c 
(Schedule A.) '! 

I am inclined to think that, as in the case of Income Tax, the owner would in such 
case really pay the part deducted, though it is impossible to speak with absolute 
certainty; but whether he really paid it or not, it would be a great security to his 
property, and a great support to the existence of the rate, that he should appear to pay it. 

Q1t.esti(flb 13. What is the effect, if (JJnY, upon rent of mting JYroperty.
tn.) On diffm'/l'J1t scales of duty accorwing to the '/Jalue of the property? 
(b.) On diffm'ent Bcales of duty aooorilA,ng to the charactm' of the p"operty 01' the 

pu,'P0SCS for 10Meh it is used? 
I am not Bure that I understand this question . 
.As regards (a), I do not, without an example, see how it can be done, at any rate in 

those cases in which there are successive interests in the property. Is the value of the 
property to be taken as its value to, the occupier, or to the owner ~ and is the value of 
property to the owner to be taken as tbe value of the particular property-say the 
house-to him? or is the value on which he is to be taxed that of all similar property 
whioh be owns in the distriot? 

On first consideration, I do not see how it is possible to have a graduated scale 
of ta..'tation for rating purposes. 

.'\ s regards (b), I am in an equal diffioulty, and need a specific suggestion before 
giving an opinion. Possibly, reference is made to the separate rating of lands and 
builtlings under Mr. Chaplin's Agricultllral Rating .Act: if so, I think the whole scheme 
'IIobsurd. .A farmhouse, a bam or a pigsty has no separate value apart from the farm 
with which itis oonneoted, even though all the valuers in England have agreed to put 
down the values of the buildings and of the land in separate columns. 

Quc<ltion 14. Can you make suggestions to tTUJ Oommission as to any methods of "aiBing 
,'I'1INMt8 fO'I' local pm'P0888, otherwise than by means of mtes ? 

I have already answered this question, so far as I am able, in' answering Questions 7 
and S. ' 

QUR.,i1'on 15. Does a.ny pl!int not i'/wluded unde?' an?; of tlUJ fOl'eyoing questi()?MJ occu,· to '!IV1j, 
on which. halting TegO/rd to tlUJ te,"17I8 of reference to the Commission, yoo wish to e:tp?'e88 a,; 
"p-inion? 

I believe I have. in the answers to the previous questions, given all the information 
in my power. But if any further question arises upon what I have said, I shall be 
~ll\d t~ explain. Th~ .whol~ subject i~ one of such difficulty and complexity. tbat it is 
Impo~sIblo to be pOSItIve Without bemg presumptuous, or exhaustive without being 
wearIsome. 

.A binger Hall. 
23rd January 1898. 

FARRER. 
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Addition to Lord Farrer's Answers to the Questions submitted 
to him by the Royal Commission on Local Taxation. 

On looking over my answers to questions put by the Roy~l Commissioners on Local 
Taxation, I find two points of importance which are not sufficiently empl!asized; and if 
it is not too late I should like to add a word or two upon them. 

1. The first point is the effect of the recent immense development of grants or doles 
out of the public purse in relief of Rates on the balance nnd distributioll of taxation. 

These grants or doles amounted in 1896 to 10,750,OOOl., and this is exclusive of 
libout 2,000,OOOl. under the Agricultural Rating Act; of the grant to Ireland 
contemplated this Session; and of all grants under the Education Acts (s8e Sir E. 
W. Hamilton's Memo., p. 26). They are the growth of recent years, the amount having 
been only 650,OOOl. in 1843 (ibid.). The per-centage of local tuation contributed by 
the Imperial Exchequer waG 5 per cent. in 1843, 13 per cent. in 1876, and by Mr. 
Goschen's measures of 1888-90 it was raised to 24 per cent. (Ibid. pp.30-1.) 

These grants are made out of a fund which in 1896, consisted of the following items. 
(lWl. pp. 35-6):~ 

£ 
20,965,000 
31,595,000 

7,339,000 
15,983,000 

2,994,000 

1. Customs Duties -
2. Excise Duties 
3. Stamp Duties 
4. Income Tax 
5. Post Office Surplus 

6. Death Duties 
7. Land Tax 
8. Inhabited House Duty 

Total 

14,089,000 
1,021,000 
1,487,000 
---

£95,473,000 

Of these items of taxation the first five, amounting to more than three-fourths of the 
whole, fall chiefly on the consumption and industry of the country, whilst the last three, 
amounting to less than one-fourth of the whole, fall in the main on realised propertv. 
Local rates fall principally on realised property. • 

Consequently the grants in question, probably amounting in the whole to 15,000,000l. 
a year or upwards, are to a large extent a transfer of burden from the shoulders 
of property and accumulated wealth. to the shoulders of poverty and industry. 

The more closely Rates are analysed, the more, I believe, will this be found to b9 
the case. In Agricultural districts the ultimate incidence of rates is upon owners and 
not upon occupying farmers; and in towns, even where the rates fall upon occupiers, it 
seems probable that comparatively wealthy occupiers bear the greatest part of the 
burden. 

'1'he real remedy of the town occupier, where he requires a remedy, is against Lhe 
landowner, not against the general taxpayer. 

This disturbance in the incidence of the National burdens is a point so obvious that 
I failed to describe and insist upon it in my answers as much as I ought to have done. 
It is of such first-rate importance that I am anxious not to be thought to have 
neglected it. 

II. The other point to which I wish to call further attention, arises out of wlJat I hsve 
said at page 78 about a Municipal Death Duty, and the difficulties created by 
Sir W. Harcourt's .Budget of 1894 in devising such a dl}ty. I wish to point out 
that if that :Budget creates some difficulties, it also creates some facilities which did not 
exist before. Under it all immoveable property in towns will be valued for the purpose 
of this Imperiul death duty, and it will, therefore, only need an additional assessment 
on that vA.luation to provide an additional Death Duty for Municipal purposes. I am 
anxious to call attention to this point, because the more this subject is discussed, the 
greater appear to be the difficulties of taxing Capital or Ground values in Towns for 
:Municipal purposes in any other form than that of a Municipal Death Duty; whilst, on 
the other hand, the expediency and even the neoessity of such taxation becomes more 
and more apparent. 

FARRER. 
27th March 1898. 
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Answers by the Right Hon. Leonard Courtney, M.P. 

1. I am afraid I am wholly unable to accept the classification of Taxes contained 
in the paper Tabla D. It appears to me to proceed upon an entirely wrong method, 
and, whilst its analysis is laborious and painstaking, the results are, in my judgment, 
of little value in themselves. • 

The error running through the Table infects also the terms of refereJ.:ce to the 
Commission. It lies in regarding the problem as one of adjustment between things 
instead of between persons. We can only talk of justice between real and personal 
property by a strained metaphor, sure to mislead the many, and, indeed, constantly 
endangering the clearness of judgment of the few. The real task of the Commission 
is to investigate the existing system of Local Taxation in respect of individuals, 
and to readjust it, if necessary, so as to secure that these individuals shall be required 
to contribute in accordance with the principles of jU8tice. The moment we use 
language which is inconsistent with this truth we are in danger of confusion of 
purpose, and our inveAtigation is apt to be fumbling and stumbling in the dark after a 
very unsatisfactory fashion. Persons are, no doubt, taxed in relation to the possession 
of things and to the consumption of things, and some measure of the taxable capacit: 
of persons may be found in the extent of these possessions and of ,this consumption; 
but, after all, what we have to find out is not whether one thing is unfairly taxed 
compared with another thing, but whether the taxes as imposed take from one person, 
or one set of persons, more than the sums of which they should be mulcted if they 
are to be treated justly, as compared with other persons or sets of persons. 

The inquirer into the subject of Local Taxation should, in my judgment, proceed 
by examining first what should be the limits of Local administration and Local 
expenditures, in the course of which he might distinguish between those branches of 
administration and expenditure which have reference to the general and indivisible 
service of the community: and next, those branches which deal with ~eparate services 
to the individual members or families constituting the community. As an illustration 
of this distinction it may be suggested that if a municipality supplied gas within its 
limits, the service to every household or factory would be separate, while the service for 
lighting the streets would be indivisible. 

Secondly, he should inquire into the proper basis of contribution between the 
members of the community towards the expenses which have to be met, discriminating 
again between the indivisible and separable services. 

Thirdly, he should examine the existing modes of raising the Local Revenues required 
to meet Local expenditures, separating the revenue which doef! not arise directly 
or indirectly from the taxation of individuals, and should compare the analysis thus 
effected with tb", principles of just contribution aiready investigated. 

Fourthly, he should inquire into the most expedient ways of bringing the existing 
SYRtem, as set out in the result of the third branch of the inquiry into agreement with 
the ideal standard, worked out in the second branch. 

2. In view of the answer I have given to No.1 no reply appears necessary to this 
question. 

3. The net revenue of the Post Office, which strictly calculated would be less than 
the surplus 'of income over expenditure shown in the public accounts, since nothing is 
allowed in the latter for the interest on capital sunk in the service, is a tax primarily 
at least on the senders of letters. In the case of business correspondence some 
proportion of the cost may become a business charge, and be recouped by customers 
availing themselves of the services of the business. 

4. Where the tax is' levied to meet the cost of a separable service it would seem 
fair to impose it upon the individual in exact proportion to the cost of the service 
rendered. But this canon must 'be qualified by consideration of the circumstance, 
whether the service is rendered primarily for the sake of the individual or for the sake 
of the community. If the education of a child be the duty of a parent, the cost of the 
education should be met by the parent, nor would the obligation be different, even 
where the community enforces the duty; but if after taking into account the necessity 
of defraying the cost of education of those absolutely indigent and the .economy oi 
dispensing with separate accounts and separate returns, 0. community undertakes the 
"'hole charge of education within its limits, the serville may be regarded as undertaken 
for the community rather than for the individual, and may thus become indivisible, 
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The question inJact turns on. the .d_~termination. of t~~ limits. 0f..p~rsonal and,)~u~li(l 
duty trod the burden of the taxation may be'shifted WIth the VarIatIOn of these lllruts. 
With respect to all .servicE's which ,are reGQg~is~d as Ilommo~ a~d indivisible the 
apportionment of their cost must follow the p!ID~lples of ~~xatlon m ~eneral. As ,to 
this t.b.e answer which has.most recommended Itself, t;o.,me .IS that taxation for common 
purposes should be, Je~d :from .. eachmembel'. of. ,s:community according to the :law 
of equal sacrifice, mearung. thereb.'f that eac.h IndiVIdual should b~ mulcted of such a 
Burn as would, having relatIOn to hiS means, Involve the same ,sacrifice to the common 
want.,.; The suggestion ,whichhas often been made of allowing to each member of the 
community an irreducible 'minimum necessary for the ,maintenance of existence, before 
considering the taxation of the' overplus, is founded on an obscure appreciation of this 
doctrine of sacrifice, since the sacrifice becomes infinitely greater when this minimum 
is trenched upon. .correlative, however. to 'a reservation of the minimum is the 
sU(7gestion that with the extension', of the overplus the proportion of the tax may 
be

o 
increased 'since the sacrifice diminishes a~ ,this extension increases. The principle 

of graduation of taxation, thus appears to be dictated by considerations of pure justice, 
out it must, be admitted that it is extremely difficult to apply a rule of graduation. 
It must be. regulated by sU,ch conceptions as we may have of the tenacity of attachment 
of the normal man to, growing possessions, and of. the corre.sponding sacrifice involved 
in,atax on this tenacity. :All we can hope for is some. rude measure of apportionment 
approved by common morality. It should, however, be observed that in estimating 
the means of the individual. a common measure should bo adopted which in strictness 
can .only be obtained by a capitalisation of resources. The power of the citizen is not 
varied with variations of the form in which it may please him to invest his means. 
Here again we are deaJ.ing:with pure ,theory. and,- in its application to ordinary life it 
will be sufficient, if within 'particular comlUunities we can light upon some working 
test, which may be accepted as a gauge of the relative c<Lpacities of the members of the 
community. I may refer to my answer to ,the last question (No. 15) for a suggestion 
of a test of this kind •. 

5. The best way of arisweririgthe question upon whom rests theultimate incidence 
of d. tax is, I think, to be found in pursuing 'an investigation as to who would be 
benefited if the' tax were abolished. T,his method will be, best seen by the illustrations 
in the next answer. ' 

,q.-:-,,(o,.) Speaking generally. I think the Inhabited"House Duty: is borne by the 
occupier. . Where there is nO special advantage of site or position, the main element in 
determining the rent of a house is the cost of buildipg another similar to it, that is, 
affording abou~ the same accommodation. The rent cannot exceed what is sufficient 
to, give. a market return to the, builder, as .otherwise more houses would be built, 
nor except in decaying towns can it fall much below this, as otherwise the houses would 
soon become insufficient for would-be occupiers, and yet none would be built if the 
builderoould not get an adequate retnrn., H this view be correct, it would follow 
that the abolition of a house duty would be a. relie~ to the occupier only, and the 
imposition of a house duty would be a. burden on the occupier. Even if the duty had 
the\effec~ of compelling the. occupier to live in a house less commodious than he would 
otherwise obtain, the burden would still rest upon him, not by making him pay more, 
but. givip.g him less for his money. Where, howevElr, site or position forms an 
important part in the value of the house, the rent paid in respect of the sit!) would not 
be affected .by the conl!,iderationsI have mentioned, and so much of the house duty as 
was proportionate to this rent, and;' so to speak; attached to it, would be ultimately 
borne by the person entitled to the receipt of the rent, because this person, or class 
of persons, would be able in the long run to get their rent increased by the amnunt 
of the house duty taken off in respect of it. The proposition remains generally 
true •. as far as houses occupied for domestic purposes are concerned, that Inhabited 
House Duty is paid by the Qccupier. 

(Il.} The, r~oning in the. before-going answer applies to rates levied on houses 
used. for liomestic Qccupation, .. but it must be observed that if the abolition of a 
housequty, or o~ a rate,is balanced by the imposition of some other tax-if, in fact, 
there is. a transformation. and., not a cessation of burden, the problem for practical 
consideration :w:oulde.x:tend to an inquiry as to the ,incidence of the new burden. 
I mention this only as 1\ matter, of ,caution., ' " 

, 48 regards" rates OJ;1, trade premises. these must ordinarily form part of trade 
expel).dit\1r6, . and be ultiI!lately borne by the cnstomers availing ,themselves of the 
services, or consuming the QommQdities the trada supplies. For if these rates were 
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removed, the trruiing profits would be pro tanto increased, and the competition between 
those engaged in the trade, and of others ready to enter into it would bring doWJ;L 
prices so as to secure the ultimate benefit passing to the customer. This is the general 
view, but it must be qualified by the consideration that, where the situation of the 
trade premises gives it exceptional advantages, so that the occupier of them is not 
exposed to the effective competition we have contemplated, the owner of the position 
would, in the long run, be able to secure the advantage derind from the abolition 
of the rate. It may be noticed also, that rates on trade premises using the word 
trade in its amplest sense, so as to cover manufacturing establishments, often operate 
to favour the development of a trade in one district which is. lightly rated to the 
exclusion of others heavily rated, and this would tall upon the persons. interested 
iu the particular districts. But this burden is of a secondary degree, and does not 
affect the incidence of the rates where levied, which are borne generally by the 
customer or consumer. 

(c.) This is an. illustration, in the main, of the question answered in the last, 
qualified by a consideration of the nature of the competition to which the agricultural 
trader is exposed, and of the special advantages. commanded by the position of· the 
land he occupies. In so far as the prices of agricultural produce are determined 
by foreign competition, a taking away of the rates on land would temporarily enable 
the tenant to put his produce on the market at a lower cost, and would thus 

·temporarily increase his profits or diminish his losses. But the competition of 
would-be farmers. at home would take away this advantage on the one hand,while 
-the effective competition of the foreign producer would nullify it on the {)ther. 
In respect of all commodities which come upon the market under conditions 
independent {)f the distance of the place of origin t.he consumer would almost 
immediately lose whatever theoretical advantage he· might appear to grasp a1> first, 
whilst, as far as regards oommodities. the market conditioDs of which do depend on 
the place .of Qrigin. the owner .of the home property would gradually acquire the 
,benefit of the reduction. It is. easy to see that if a single. farIll were to be let rate 

. free the landowner would secure a higher rent just as he would in letting a. .fa.rm 
:tithe·free. But if all farms could be let rate free, the landowner could oulyse.cllre 
the advantage just so far as the .Lenant would havesn advantage ovel' olltland 
producers, that is just as far as the prodnce to be marketed depended for its market 
;value upon being produced within the distance of the farm from the market. 

(d.) I do not know whether it is possible to give a single answer to this questwu. 
It would seelll that the burden of the tax must depend upon the character of·· the 
property tl'lLnsIerred. .A distinction must. for instance, be drawn between property 
whioh is capable of being multiplied, and property which is pretty strictly limited . 
.As railways .are being continually extended and railway capital as' oontinuously 
increased, and large classes of investors regard many railways with· equal eyes" it 
would seem that if the taxes on the transfer of such property were abolished the 
result would be the division of the benefit between present holders and those who 
bought from them. After a time, the net result would be a fractional increase in 
selling values. But this increase would be kept down by the ever increasing -mass 
of values open for sale. In the case of landed property not thus capable of continuous 

N extension (landed must here be st'parated from house.property) the advantage of an 
abolition of transfer of taxes would be almost entir~ly absorbed by the ,0WJ;Lers at the 
time of the abolition. (These transfer' duties hav~ an ~mportant secondary effect in 
impeding free interchange, which however is beside the present inquiry.)' .As regards 
those cases where transfer taxes are levied in the respect of consumabte commodities 
passing into or through a market, these must be classed as falling Ultimately on 
the cousumer of the commodities in question. Market tolls are an illustration of 
this elass. . . 

(e.) I do not see how it is intended to oonnect this question with generol inqliiry 
into local taxation. If anyone contemplated the imposition of a local tax on trading 
profits it must be remarked upon suoh a suggestion that under the present circumstances 
of oomplete freedom of interiml communication by post and rail, and consequent 
competition between the traders of any particular spot, and those who are prepared 
to supply' t.he wants of its inhabitants from outside, it would be very difficult to 
prevent the tax from falling ou the traders in the place contemplated, with the possible 
result of driving some of the trade away. On the whole I scarcely think this notion 
can be seriously considered. On the other hand it is difficult to contemplate a universal 
tax on trading p'ofits 8S pertinent to the inquiry. If imposed its operation would 
vary aocording to the circumstances of particular trades. Where the trade partook 
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of the character of a monopoly it mig~t .b~ possible fO.r the trader. to pa.ss on ~ome of the 
tax to his customer ill the shape of dlmllllshed quantIty or deterIOrated qualIty, oreven 
in some cases of added price with a reflex consequence of some diminution in the 
extent of his trade. But where nothing of the nature of a. monopoly exists the main 
burden of the tax would apparently rest on the trader. 

(I.) It is not easy to see how the deduction of a death du~y can be passed on to any 
other person than the man who, in ~h~ absenc~ of the ~uty,. would have .received so 
much additional property by transmISSIon. ThIS person IS eVldently the pnmary loser, 
be he hair, residuary legatee, or what not, and it seems that he must remain the 
loser. It may be suggested that a living man may provide by insarance or otherwise 
for the duty to be paid at his death, and if the duty is the sole cause of the provision, 
which would in no case have been otherwise made, then the living man may be said to 
have borne by anticipation the burden of the duty. But it is obvious that he might 
have made a similar saving from mere motives of saving, and he would have left a 
bigger estate to bel transmitted to someone who loses the benefit of the addition 
because the duty takes it away. 

7. Where the subject of administration is one mainly, if not exclusively, of local 
concern, the reasons greatly preponderate in favour of making its control local, and 
where the control is local the money required for the administration should be raised 
locally also. Independently of the great value in a political sense of engaging the 
inhabitants of a locality in the management of their own affairs, it must also bEl 
recognised that these inhabitants must be best acquainted with the immediate circum
stances of the neighbourhood, and ought to have the best knowledge as to the 
means of doing what is wanted. Moreover, where those who control administration 
have to provide for its cost, there are the best guarantees of economy in administration. 
These seem to be the governing principles upon which our decision should be founded, 
bu~ the degree in which they should be observed and followed must probably depend 
upon the different estimate we may have of the value of the several principles themselves. 
For lily own part, I hold so highly the political importance of maintaining local 
administration that I would uphold it even at the risk of its not always rising to the' 
highest standard. Much difficulty must in practice arise in defining the limits of a 
community in respect of any special subject, partly through the growth and variation 
of localities, and partly because for different subjects different areas must be adopted 
liS limiting the community. An example of the first difficulty is frequently afforded 
in the expausion of towns. Examples of the second class arise in considering what 
limits may be bes~ assigned to a community for educational, police, or poor law 
purposes. Many anomalies and defects of administration have arisen from the rigidity 
of Town Boundaries, and it may well be considered whether some simpler method 
should not be established of providing for their extension. When, however, we have 
defined the proper limits of a community for the several purposes of local administration 
there remains the question of the expediency of securing some unity of principle and 
of standard in different areas, thus binding them together under some higher authority, 
it may be of a larger provincial area, it may be of the State, and in these cases it 
becomes proper that some contribution should be made from the higher authority, 
which contribution would entail some check on expenditure, if not some participaiion 
in it on the part of the higher authority. 

8. The answer to the last question indicates the conditions under which some 
portion of a local e~end.iture may p~operly be contributed from a larger area, of which 
the central Government IS only the hIghest example. It suggests that where conditions 
of administration are strung up so as to secure more uniformity or a hjO"her standard 
the additional expense might fairly be imposed on the authority "'requiring th~ 
improyement, :whi~h authority wo:ul~ als~ have s~me ri~ht of intervention in respect 
of thIS contrIbutIOn. The admInIstration of tue pohce in Eng'1and is a familiar 
example of this process. Police administration was originally parochial work. It still 
remains independent; within the larger towns, but, subject to this, it has become a 
matter of county con?ern, except in London, where a different system prevails. The 
area of the commumty for the purpose of polioe has thus been modified, but besides 
this the stand~d of police administr~tio?- has been raised to meet the requirements of a 
central authorIty, and a large contnbutIOn has been made under the same authority 
towards the co~t. In the s~me way, the .State has devel?ped and en~orced a higher 
standard of pnmary educatIOn, and contributes towards ItS cost. It IS unnecessary 
to examine the special forms of contribution which have been adopted: they should 
in all cases be chosen so as to secure that the money be spent on the right object, and 
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that it does not deprave the spirit of economy of the local administrators. In any 
general reorganisation of the relations between the State and local areas, whether. 
county, town, sanitary, district, 01' parish, these objeots should be kept in view as 
'of paramount importance. 

9. In answer to Question 6, I have given reasons for thinking that rates on the 
occupation of houses fall OL the occupier, and rates on the occupation of agricultural 
land on the landowner. If this view be true, there is no ~reat question of principle 
involved in the division of rates, for on the establishment of any tenancy the average 
amount of rates will be an element taken into consideration. But there may be 
important variations of rates, and even the creation of new rates during tenancies, and 
these possible variationd have often very great effect in retarding the adoption of 
beneficial proposu.)s, becanse they would throw expenditure upon those who did not 
contemplate them in their bargains. On this acoount I t.hink it highly expedient that 
rates on l'eal property should be divided, and there is no better division than that ot 
equality between owner and ocoupier, and the smoothness of the working of such 
a division in Scotlaud supports the suggestion. It was, moreover, recolIlmended long 
ago by the Richmoud Commission in the case of agricultural tenancies. 

10. Where the utmost use is made of a piece of land for building purpose~, which 
is ordinarly the case where land is covered with houses of recent origin, the rent paid 
for the house includes the rent of the ground on which it is built, and I have given 
reasons in answer to Question 6 for thinking that the rates paid by occupiers of houses 
are borne by them, except in the case where the position of the land gives it exceptional 
value, so that the owner of that land would in the case of a new lease command 
the advantage of any remission of rate. Shortly, therefore, rates on ground values 
would adjust themselves at each new letting. But, as suggested in the last answer, 
great changes may arise during tenancies, and whilst a separate rating of grouud 
values would Ii0t bring any new subject of valuation under rating at the time of a 
oommencement of a tenancy, and would not alter the incidence of the rate at that 
.time, its absence may, in the course of a tenancy, leave improved values exempt from 
rating, and ill consequence gr~atly affect the real incidence of the local rates. Suppose, 
for example, an ncre of ground occupied with inferior houses, built 60 or 70 years 
ago, and that in the course of those years the value of the land has enormously 
increased. The rates raised upon the houses are levied only in relation to their 
aotualletting value, without reference to the improved value of the land on which they 
stand. The owner of the land BceS his property ripening without any additional burden 
put upon him, though, as he would urge, without any immediate addition of income, 
and whilst he, with his improving property, escapes rating those who do pay the rates 
have so much the more to defray. This view suggests a strong argument for the 
separate rating of ground values, so as to secure an otherwi!e neglected growth, and 
the natural course would be to rate the groul!-d .upon an assessment, represollting what 
might be reasonably expected to be got from It if about to be let. 

A further question may be raisod as to whether a different rate shouldl be levied 
upon a ground value and upon ft. house value. ?"f the purpose of the expenditure 
of the rate can be shown to have special relation to the occupiers as a class, or to the 

.. owuers as a olass, the amount of a rate might be especially increasell in respect 
of one or the other, bllt the general case where the rate is levied to meet an indivisible 
charge in respect of some common want of the community requires separate examination, 
and this I give in the answer to Question 15, where I examine the principles of 
contribution as between occupiers and owners. 

11. I think the answers to these questions are contained in what I have already 
given. If the contemplated changes (of increase, imposition, reduction, or abolition) 
occur during tenancy, they would, under the present law, leave the rent unaffected. 
On the commencement of a new tenancy or the resettlement of a tenancv, the rate. as 
altered. or imposed, or repealed, would become an element in the fresh . bargain, and 
its incidence would be adjusted upon the prinoiples already set out. 

12. This question has also been dealt with in substance in previous answers. At the 
commencement or revision of 1\ tenancy rents would be settled in view of the power of 
deduction supposed to be granted, so that the real burden of rates and the real benefit 
of rents would remain as before. Tho new power would become operative only during 
tenancies, when the tenant would get all the advantage its form suggested of obtaining 
a recoupment in whole or in part from the landlord. It may, no doubt, be urged that 
in such oiroumstances the stipulated rent on a new tenancy would be increased so as 
to meet the possibility of a demand for recoupment of added rates, but I do not think 
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that this would be practically possible. Existing r .. tes may be, and are, taken into 
account when tenancies are created, but no one can speculate, witit practical effect, 
on the possibility of a subsequent increase or diminution of them. 

I3.-(a.) If this question means, as I understand it, that the occupant of a house of 
500l. a' year may be subjected to a higher rating upon his asaessment than the occupier 
of a house of IOOl. a year, and this latter again higher than the rate on the occupant 
at20l. a year-if. for ~x~mp~e, the rates in the three. cas~s were to be two shillings, 
eighteen-pence, and a shillmg m the pound-I do not think lD the long run there would 
be' IIny effect' on rents. The burden would be borne by the occupier, and though 
occupiers might be compelled to live in smaller houses, the supply of these houses 
would be augmented to meet the demand, the rents beiug fixed by the return required 
by the house-buuder upon his outlay. The difference of rate might shift occupiers 
from one class of houses to another, but the burden would still be on the occupier. If 
the suggestion' is contemplated with regard to agricultural land the rates would fall 
upon the owner as in ordinary cases. (see answer to Question 6), and there might be a 
disposition to break up large farms mto smaller ones, so as to escape the loss involved 
through letting farms of large size. 

(b.) I suppose this second part applies to a suggestion for increasing the rate where 
houses are used as public-houses. or perhaps on farl!ls where farms are used as 
hop-gardens. Generally speaking, the effect of such an increase would be to impose 
an additional element of cost cn the conduct of the business, be it farming or 
public-housekeeping, and in the case of the public-house would be ultimately borne by 
the customers. In the case of a farm, so far as its command of the market is limited 
by foreign competition, the additional burden would, like the original rate (see former 
answers) operate in diminution of, rent. 

14.-(1.) Many methods may be suggested, but feV"' seem to deserve approval. An 
oct'l'oifurnishes a large revenue in Paris, and is a familiar incident of municipal taxation 
on the Continent. Examples of it, restricted to one or two commodities of general 
consumption, are to be found in some of our own tOWDS. A general octroi involves 
much labour and cost of collection, is a grflat hindrance to trade, and, in respect of a 
large 'number of articles, tbe results are witolly disproportionate to the expense. A 
flon viction of these truths led to the abolition of general octrois in Belgium some 30 
years ago, and steps were being taken towards this same end in France before the 
downfall of the Second Empire. An octroi, limited to one or two articles, is more 
defensible as a means of raising an indirect tax. But it is very difficult to put 
sucl). a system in operation without also impeding freedom of industry, whilst the cost 
of collection often tends to be excessive. In special places a revenue migbt be 
raised I;>y taxes on the introduction of special commodities, but every suggestion of tbe 
kind requires separate examination, and the presumption must be in general against 
their adoption. 

(2.) Special license duties, or rates at a higher degree, might be impo~ed in respect 
of particular trades operating as taxes on the persons availing themselves of tbe 
services of these trades. Where such trades refer to matters of universal consumption 
such indirect taxes might bring contributions to the cost of organisation of the area, 
under contemplation from classes not easily brought under a system of direct taxation. 
This idea of specially taxing a special trade has for moral, rather than for financial, 
reasons been extended in Scandinavia to the municipalisation of public-houses with 
the result of securing large increase of revenue, and, it is said, reduction in the 
consumption of intoxicating liquors. Moral cO:J.sicicrations are here brought in support 
of the financial suggestion, but with respect to the kindred proposal to tax' places of 
amusement the balance of moral consideration is perhaps on the whole against it. 

(3.) Foreign countries afford many examples of the local imposition of taxes of the 
nature ~of assessed taxes; for example, on carriages, horses, servants, windows, &c., and 
there is one argument in favour of such taxes being imposed directly by a municipality 
as against the system of imposing them by the State, and handing over' the proceeds 
to the municipality, namely, that the first system offers inducements to economy, 
inasmuch as economy might be followed by a reduction or abolition of taxes, whilst 
the second system provides a sum of money for loca.! purposes, with a kind of obligation 
to spend it. ' 

Tbe taxes suggested under the above three heads are such as it might be expedient 
to' allow local authorities to experiment upon. Such experiments, no doubt, would 
require to be carefully watched, especially in regard totbeir effect on the internal 
movement or persons and of commodities; and if they are to be tried they should be 
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instituted subject either (1) to agreement to certain conditions prescribed beforehand, 
or (2) in pursuance of some plan or scheme drawn up by the local authority, and 
submitted for approval to Parliament or some prescribed intermediate authority before 
being put into execution. . 

(4.) Funds might also be provided for local purposes by an addition to ce~1;:J.m 
selected Imperial taxes of a certain per-centage, similar to the additional centi~eB 
which are raised in France. But it is at least doubtful whether this nommal 
appropriation of special surplus taxlls for local purposes is not altogether misleading. 
and whether it would not he more honest as well as more simple to vote dirE!(!tly out of 
the consolidated fund grants for local purposes in accordance with some defined law 
of contribution. Beside the objection already noticed that supplies obtained in this 
fashion for local purposes inspire no feeling towards economy, it must be further 
observed that every system of assisting localities from Imperial funds brings its own 
crop of disputes ovel' the fairness of the distribution as affecting special areas. 

Before parting with this question the practice of the United States should be noticed, 
where funds for local purposes are raised by asSf'ssments on the members of a local 
community in nroportion to the total valuation of the means of such members. A 
schedule is made of the property of every taxpayer similar to the. valuation made 
here for purposes of probate, with the addition of (I believe) the amount of one year's 
income from any profession or trade in which the person may be engaged, and on the 
total so made up the local tax is assessed. This system has the advantage of being 
completely free from any connexion with or dependence upon Federal taxation, put it 
is believed to be so provocative of falst! and fraudulent returns that it cannot be 
suggested for adoption. 

15. In answering this question I at first recall what I have already said as to the 
expediency, if not urgency, of establishing and maintaining the appropriate areas of 
local organisation. The town boundaries for example should be capable of easy if 
not automntic modification 80 that the area through which municipal jurisdiction 
should extend should correspond to what the town really is. Tests may be suggested 
such as the dt'nsity of population by which such extension might be secured, but it 
would probably be- enough if the function of adjusting town boundaries were removed 
from Parliament, and given in the simplest cases to some county authority, and in more 
important cases to that permanent tribunal to which it has often been suggested private 
Bill business should be relegated. Similarly the union of parishes or parts of parishes 
for poor law or other purposes should be favoured by the easiest procedure so ItS to 
secure appropriate areas. Baving thus obtained the proper sphere within which to 
operate, the problem resolves itself to that of obtaining wit,hin that sphere a just method 
of contribution to the funds necessary for its purposes. Here I would repeat what I 
have said on the reasons for separating local from Imperial finance. The contributions 
from the central Government should be limited to direct payments in respect of 
particular servioes in the efficiency and uniformity of which the whole nation is 
interested, and should be so distributed as to secure, first, that these services are 
properly met, and next, that economy of administration on the part of the local 
authority is not endangered. I pass by as not requiring amplification what has been 
said as to octroi duLitls, tolls, and other indirect charges upon the conSllmers within a 

.. community, merely observing that these modes of raising revenue are often costly 
and are always open to the objection that their operation is obscured and rarely 
appreciated. 'fhere remains the question of direct taxation. In former answers I have 
givt'n reasons for supposing that rates on land are ultimately born by the owner, rates 
assessed on the rental of houses privately occupied 8re borne by the occupier, except so 
far as this reutal covers the rental of the land on which the house is built, and that 
rates on manufactories, shops, and business premises are charges upon the several 
llUsiuesses, and are ultimately borne by their customers. .As, such customers must 
oft.en live outside the area, within which the expenditure arises for which the tax is 
le,:ied, tbe jusLice of levying in this manntlr a contribution from outsiders is not 
6Vldllut, unless it can be said that the conduct of the business imposes expenditure 
on the community in whose Brea it is placed. This would happen where the cost 
?f l'??d ~lUking is increased through the existence of the business, but this form of 
JllstlficatlOn cannot be generally advanced. Following up theRe remarks on existing 
rates, I would reoall the fact that I have admitted that ground values might be 
separately rated, thus bringing in a subject of asse~sment at present neglected; and it 
:would be strictly in ap;reement with the principle of such extension, to impose l'ates 
lD respect of unoccupied and undeveloped land in proportion to their estimated value. 
~ummal'ising direot taxation for local purposes as it exists, we have before us_ e. levying 
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of rates borne ultimately by the owners of land and occupiers of houses within the 
area ra~d and we return to the inquiry whether both classes, owners and occupiers, 
should be'taxed, and if so, whether on the same terms. It may be said that the 
occupiers form the resident community for whose use and advantage the services are 
maintained, the cost of which is met by rates. But it may be retorted that owners 
though absent in body do enjoy indirectly many of the advantages residents command, 
and enjoy them in a more permanent fashion. On the whole, I cannot doubt that 
the rat,ing of owners can be justified as it certainly will be maintained. The question 
remains whether the two classes should be rated on equal terms. Here it must be 
rClIlarked that whilst occupiers of houses are rated on the assessed rental of their 
dwellings, this is only a measura though perhaps the best measure of their taxable 
capacities inter 88. But it does not exhaust these capacities, whereas the owner of 
land is rated quoad that land to the utmost measure of his capacity. Of two men, one 
may rent a house of 1001. per annum, the other may be the owner of a farm yielding 
100l. per annum. But the disposable income of the occupier of the house may be 
8001. or 1,0001. A rate, therefore, of 48. in the pound would be a tax of 20 per cent. 
on the income of the landowner, but a tax of only 2t per cent. or 2 per cent. on the 
income of the house occupier. If the problem of local taxation is to secure the same 
sacrifice from contributors to the cost of local administration, it i~ not solved by levying 
the same rate on owners and occupiers, and apparently the proper methou would be to 
reduce the rate upon land to such a proportion to that upon houses as would succeed 
in obtaining in general what may be deemed a ,;proper contribution from each. I refrain 
from naming a preci~e ratio. 

A thought may be suggested by what has been just written on which a word may 
be spent. We have been talking of rates borne by owners of land and occupiers of 
housE's: but it may be objected that owners of houses are, at least, as much interested 
in local administration as owners of land if not as occupiers of houses, and the question 
arises whether it would not be right and possible to rate house owners separately as 
well as house ocoupiers, just as we haye been talking of rating separately ground 
values. The answer is, that any rate imposed on a house owner, unless something 
lIimilar applied to all forms of ownership, would come back upon the occupier, as 
the owrier must get his normal interest aud profit on the cost of construction. But 
whilst this reasoning is correct, it is also true that there is a certain friction delaying 
and preventing the ~mooth and complete transmission of taxes from the person 
primarily pa.ying them to the person by whom, in theory, they 81'e ultimately borne, 
so that something sticks on the way; and if the occupier of a house were entitled to 
recover over from the owner such a proportion of rates a~ might be judged proper 
according to the principles already explained, something of this would be borne really, 
as well as apparently, by the owner who is thus reached. . 

If the views above expressed are sound, it must follow that owners of land have been 
disproportionately taxed to meet the cost of local administrations. The owner of land 
WIthin the looal area has been rated on his full income, whilst the occupier of a house 
has been rated according to a rental which represents II fraction of his income. This 
inequality has, however, existed 00 long that, except as regards recent additions to 
rates, every trace of personal hardship has disappeared from it. Owners of land have 
bought and sold subject to the peculiar burden attached to such ownership, and the 
burden is an element which comes into account in fixing rentals and therefore in fixing 
prices. It may be said of the traditional poor rate, that it is no more a personal charge 
than is the obligation to pay tithe rent. It is true that the statute of Elizabeth provided 
for the rating of stocks in trade according to a method which was devised to rate the 
incomes of traders in the same degree as the iucomes of landowne:'s, and it is sometimes 
urged that this liability of trade incomes is kept alive by the fact that the Act 
exempting them from assessment is renewed· every year as a temporary.measure expiring 
out for such renewal. This, however, i'l but make-believe. 'l'he rating of stock has 
long been impracticable, and the annually renewed suspending Act is a confes~ion of 
the truth previously recognised throngh practical experience, and conE-rmed by legal 
decisions. However unequal the rating of landowners may ha.ve been at starting, it 
would be a. fresh injustice to remove it altogether now. If we are to make a real 
settlement of the question of local mting. which cannot, in my judgment, bo done 
without much pains, I think we should make a survey of what has in fact been 
contributed on the average of a sufficient Dumber of years towards local expenditure 
by rates levied in respect of the oocupation of agricultural land. This could, of 
courae.·,be effected by commissions of inquiry, but mi,!(ht probably be more cheaply and 
expeditiously done with the aid of the statistics of rates at the command of the 
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Local Government Board. Anyhow the facts can be ascertained, and when we have 
got them, the method of subsequent action would be comparatively simple. We 
should have to determine what proportion the rate on the occupation of land should 
bear to that on the occupation of a 'house in order to secure justice of contribution. 
Suppose we determined it should be one fourth-and I name this proportion only 
because it is that adopted in some recent legislation-it should then be provided that 
three fourths of what has been ascertained to be the average rate of the past should be 
charged on the lands subjected to i1bem, thus forming a permanent eDdowmeu~ for 
local purposes, whilst the rating of the future being reduced to one fourth would at the 
outset bring in precisely the same income as before, but would secure wit.h respect 
to the future that equality of contribution of persons, which is the ideal we wish to 
realise. Everv development of local. action, evcry extension of local administration 
would then be supported by a just assessment of the persons who can be called 
upon to Rustain the burden, whilst the revenue which has been brought in by the 
practice of generations, and has become a charge on land rather than a tax upon owners, 
would remain as a local endowment. If we had such a system established we couid 
face changes with equanimity; we should be more at liberty to discuss proposals for 
a relief of those local rates which now press on mannfacturing a~~ commercial industry. 
If, however, further resources were desired I should regard as the best means or 
supplementing other revenues a transfer of the Inhabited House Duty to local 
authorities, making the duty so transferred a real power of taxation in their hands, 
which they could increase if necessary, and abate if economy made it possible. With 
the transfer, the form of assessing the duty should, however, be remodelled. Not 
merely the house, but the demesne, or policy, or whatever forms part of the amenity 
of the bouse as a residence should come into the valuation, and that process of 
alleviating the pressure of the duty on the occupiers of the lowest class of houses, 
which legislation ha~ already sanctioned, might properly be extended to some 
increase of rates as valuation increased. Speaking roughly, t.he style of house, in its 
more extended definition, in which a man lives is as good a m~asure as can be found of 
his tanble capacity, and if the principle be sound in Imperial taxation that where 
means largt'ly increase taxable capacity increases still more rapidly, it cannot be 
otherwise than sound in respect of local finance. These hints may perhaps be regarded 
as counsels of perfection, and, indeed, the Buggestions I have made respecting our 
system of rating may be sufficient for the present attention of the Commission. 

L. COURTNEY. 

Answers by Sir Robert Giffen, K.C.B. 

1. I do not think this question expresses fully what was lrobably meant. The 
question is .. Is the classification of Imperial taxatiou indicate in the accompanying 
:I.'able a correct classification; if not, what alterations can you suggest." But a 
olaRsifioation of taxation may be correct, that is, the definition of the classes into 
which taxation is divided, may be clear and precise, without the classificat,ion itself 
being useful! This remark applies to the classification in the table referred to. It is 
clear Ilnd preoise, and therefore correct, but it is not in my opinion a useful classification. 
It divides taxation into two classes, "taxes incidental to the ownership, occupation 
or transfer of property," and" taxes not incidental to property." But of what use i~ 
8uch a classification intended to be even if it can be carried out in detail! Taxes 
.. incidental" to tbe ownership, &c. of property may vary greatlv. in their incidence 
and that incidence may not be on " property" at all, while if thoy fall on " property ,i 
and not on the individuals who are the owners of the property, they would cease to be 
toxes in the proper sense of the word, viz., contributions by individual members of 
the community to the expenses of the State. 

To m~e my. meaning plainer I should like to point ou.t that Income Tax, speaking 
broadly, IS 0. fairly equal tax upon >ill profits and earnmgs above the minimum limit 
of the incomes to which'it is applied. Whether a man has an income from property 
or fro.m other sources he pays t.he same IncOl~e Tax, and he cannot better himself by 
changmg from one property to another. It IS therefore a tax where the incidence 
is upon the individual and not upon the property. Rates on real property aO'ain 
aN for the most part-I believe, to a very large exu-nt indeed-burdens on °the 
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property itself, and therefore not taxation in the proper sense of the term; in other 
words not contributions to the expense of the State by the individuals who bear 
the rates in the same way that the Income Tax is a contribution by those who bear it. 
To take a third illustration: Duties upon the succession to property at death are sums 
reserved by the State out of property which dying people leave behind them, and which 
are therefore not taxes upon the dying, because they are not levied till they have ceased 
to own the property, and not taxes upon the inheritors because they only inherit by 
the will and permission of the State itself. _ The phrase" taxes incidental to property" 
thus covers most various things, and the phrase is not a useful one in any question of 
the incidence of taxation. 

The Land Tax is an Imperial tax in the nature of a rate, and is not a tax in the 
ordinary sense of the word. 

The incidence of moderate stamps on deeds and other instruments, bills of exchange, 
and bankers' notes is also obviously quite different from the incidence of Income 
Tax, or rates, or duties on succession to property at death. These are really taxes 
on transactions, and their incidence is rather that of the duties which are classified 
as not incidental to property than that of any other part of the class to which they 
are assigned. 

I do not suggest any alterations in the classification itself, not being aware of the 
precise purpose for which cl assification is required. _ 

2. '1'he second question is as to the completeness of the classification; and then, 
.. Are the several items correctly distributed ~ " The answer I have given to the 
first, question is also to a large extent the answer to the second. The completeness of 
the classification depends upon the objects for which it is required. 

As to the distribution of the items, I do non think there can be such distribution 
unless" incidental to property" is accepted in the widest sense, and not even then. 
If we stretch the interpretation, we might even hold that a large part of the Customs 
and Excise Duties are incidental to property because they are paid by owners of incomes 
derived from property. If we narrow the interpretation, however. then almost all 
the taxes included in Group 4 of the table ought to go out, as they are taxes on 
transactions falling equally on the community as a whole, and not on the owners of 
property at all. Land Tax. Death Duties, and Income Tax I have already dealt with. 
These" taxes" are not of a common species with each other or with the other taxes 
incidental to property comprised in the classification. 

One other tax mentioned in the Table, .. House Duty," I have not yet referred to. 
It is all put down aF! a tax incidental to property-I presume because it is incidental 
to the occupation of property. But" House Duty," whatever it is, is clearly not paid 
out of property, except in the sense that Customs and Excise Duties may be paid out 
of property. It may be paid by people who derive incomes from property, but it may 
also be paid, and is paid, by many people who derive incomes from other Bources 
than property. It is really a consumption duty, being a duty on the consumption of 
houses. just as Excise and Customs are duties on the consumption of spirits, tobacco, 
wine, beer, &c. A portion, of "House Duty," like the rates, may in certain circum
stances be a burden on the property affected in the nature of a rentcharge, and. 
therefore, n()t a tax at all in the proper sense of the ;word; but, so far as the house 
duty is a tax, it is a consumption tax, and nothing else. 

A special remark must also be made on the last heading of all. viz.: Post Office 
" Excess of revenue over expenditure." classified with taxes not incidental to prope~ty. 
This item is wrong in respect that it does not include the gross revenue of the Post 
Office. The idea seems to be that up to the limit of what the Post Office expends 
the Post Office ~oes a ~ervice to the community, for which it i~ repaid; it i~ only in 
respect of what It receIves, beyond that Bum that the Post Office Imposes taxatIOn. But 
this is incorrect in. theory. '£he postage of letters is a tax on letters-tawe deB lelfres, 
it is called by French economists. The sa,me with telegrams and the other business 
of the Poet Offipe. A special service is no doubt rendered to each contributor of the 
tax, as well as a general service to the whple community. by means of the facilities 
of communication always available; but the charge is what is technically known as a 
1;:1x, and the fact that a particular, as well as a general, service is rendered, does 
not alter the tax nature of the charge. Apart from theory it has also to be considered 
that the productive portion of the Post Office revenue is derived from charges where 
the cost is very little-from letters, for instance in the metropolitan district, or in and 
between great centres of population. where the cost of conveyance and delivery does 
not exceed, probably, one tenth of a penny per letter, lind the surplus of nine tenths 
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is spent on other services of the Post Office on which there is a· deficit. The same 
with tEllegrams. If the Government were to appropriate the surplus revenue from· 
these productive sources to the general expenditure of the country everyone would 
see that real taxation is involved. The real nature of the surplus is not altered 
by the circumstance that it is applied specially to other Post Office expenditure (so 
that we never see what the surplus is), and not to the general expenditure of the State. 
I think, therefore, that in any statement of taxation the gross Post Office revenue ought 
to be included. • 

I am well aware of the precedent set for the present arrangement in Mr. Goschen's 
Report on Local Taxation in 1871, which I had some knowledge of at the time. Since 
that date, however, I have frequently had the matter under consideration, and .1 am 
satisfied the correct method is to classify the entire Post Office revenue as " taxation." 

The items, moreover, seem to be farther defective in that miscellaneous revenue of 
different kinds, which is really derived from taxation, is omitted. I refer especially 
to the fees on legal proceedings. These fees are not merely taxes, but they are, on 
the whole, very bad taxes, amounting to the sale of justice by the State, and the taxes 
falling with unequal weight upon special classes and individuals of the community. 
The fees on county court proceedings are in this category. From the way the estimates 
and finance accounts are now framed, it would be difficult to get a complete sum of 
all these taxes, but an acoount ought certainly to be given in any oompleto classifica
tion of taxation. The question as to which of these taxes are incidental to property 
or not, would be a specially difficult one, and probably no division of the sum could 
be made. 

This seems to be the place also to notice the distinction made in the table between 
l'ateable and non-rateable property, which is admitted to be very difficult, and which 
appears to me an impossible one to make. Railway stocks and debentures are personal 
property and non-rateable. although the corpus of the undertaking is partly real 
property and so-called rateable. How can a distinction be made between what is 
rateable and non-rateable here? The particular tax is" incidental" to the non-rateable 
part of the individual property as far as the payment of the rates is concerned, 
although the charge is in respect of what is called rateable. I do not see any way by 
which this part of theciassificolotion can be justified. There must be many similar 
cases. 

3. This specially relates to Post Office revenue, and I have answered it in the 
above reply to Question 2. See also what I have said under Question 2 as to the 
omission of such items as .. fees and stamps on legal proceedings" from the account of 
taxation. 

4. I do not think the equity of any single tax by itself can be properly considered. 
It is the equity of the aggregate of taxation that should be looked at, and there can 
be no other test I imagine than equality of pressure by the aggregate of taxes on 
individual members of the community. Each person shonld contribute equally 
according to his means to the expenditure of the State. Obviously this may be arrived 
at by means of a tax or set of taxes pressing on some particular members and classes 
.!If the community, and other taxes and other sets pressing on other members and other 
classes. 

The Income Tax, for instance, may be considered in idea a fair tax down to the 
minimum limit, but it should be compensated by taxes on the members and classes of 
the community whose incomes are below the Income Tax limit. 

It will be found in practice, however, that there are certain sources of revonue 
which need not be balanced one against another. The whole of the taxes in group 
4 of the classification, or nearly the whole, may be considered in this category. They 
are moderate taxes on transactions, and the pressure, as far as one can judge, is equal 
throughout; they constitute a deduction from the aggregate profits and oarnings of 
t,ho community, and the exact incidence need not be traced. For a different reason 
the same conclusion may be applied to the death duties. These duties are not properly 
taxes, and no individual has a right to complain of them. Could anything be more 
unreasonable than for a stranger in blood whose inheritance is charged 10 per cent., 
say, on 100,0001., to complain that he pays a tax of 10,OOOl. which no one else pays? 
He should rather be thankful that the State permits him to inherit at all, and does 
not take the whole 100,000/. to itself. So with a tax like the Land Tax. It is in 
the nature of a rentoharge owned by the State, and not, properly a tax in the sense that 
it is a contribution by the persons through whom it reaches the State towards the 
general expenses of government. . 
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I am not sure but that something of the same kind could be said as to the incidence 
of Bomo Customs and Excise Duties. 'Were these duties more general, questions would 
no doubt arise as to whether the real incidence was always on the· consumers of the 
article charO'ed-whethel' the effect was not sometimes to diminish the profits on 
business ge:erally, and so equalise itself over the whole community. But this would 
involve most intricate and speCUlative considerations which need not be pursued 
farther. . 

I have spoken above of equal pressure upon every individual according to his means. 
It seems unnecessary here to raise the farther question of taxable surplus, by which a 
certain deduction would be made from the income of each person before the taxable 
surplus on which equal assessment is to be made is arrived at. It seems also 
unnooessary to raise the farther question of proportional taxation, according to which 
incomes would be taxed at a higher rate as they increase in size. The point here is 
merely that there is to be equality as far as individuals are concerned, however equality 
in detail may be considered to be established. 

5. I have no special suggestions to make beyond what has already been said as 
implied in the above answers. 

'fhe important matter is that there is often a real incidence of taxation as 
distinguished from the primary incidence. This is apparent as a rule with regard to 
Customs and Excise Duties. The people who pay the duties to the Government are 
not the people who bear the burden of the tax. No such simple test can be applied, 
however, in the case of taxes like the Post Office Revenue or many stamp duties where 
the practical conclusion must be that they do not come into any balancing of taxation 
between different classes at all. It may also be pointed out that the mere fact 
that particular individuals would gain by the remission of certain taxes, such as rates, 
doe~ not prove that the burden at present falls upon them. 

There are also some difficult and special cases. At one time, in Italy, for instance, 
s tax upon milling-a grist tax as it was called-was imposed. It was assumed 
beforehand that such a tax would add to the price of bread to the consumer. As a 
matter of fact no such addition to the price of bread could be traceq. What 
happened was that the supervision required in connexion with the levy of the tax and 

. the additional capital required in the business had t·he effect of crushing out of 
existence the small millers, and the tax ,vas largely, if not wholly, paid out of the 
profits of the big capitalists who could afford it when there was less competition. 
How is the real incidence of such II tax to be described! 

I helieve something of the same kind has been experienced in connexion with recent 
changes in beer and tobacco duties. Monopolists have paid the increase, or a large 
part of it, apparently, out of incre8!!ed profits. . 

It is also frequently urged that generally with new or increased taxes of moderate 
amount, there is great friction in passing on the charge to the ultimate consumer. 
At first, at least, something is paid out of the profits of the trade. 

Practically, the conclusion must be that, while rough approximations may be made 
as to the real incidence of taxation, the matter is not one for nice and exact statement 
in detail, when the analysis of taxation in a particularcountry comes to be made. 

6. I have already stated my views on most of these heads. Substantially, and subject 
to the qualifications above stated, where they apply, my conclusions are-

a. The Inhabited House Duty is a consumption tax like Customs and Excise Duties, 
and not incidental to property in the sense that it is paid out of property. 

b. Rates on house and trade premises are deductions from the property in the nature 
of a rentcharge; at least, old rates are; and, practically, all rates--on .the 
assumption that local expenditure must be paid out of rates. 

c. The same as (b) with rates on agricultural land. 
d. ,1'axes on the transfer of property where moderate, as in England, are taxes on 

\transactions, and are a deduction from the general profits of industry in a 

) 

Gommunity. Serious taxes on the transfer of property, as in France, lower 
the value of all property liable to be transferred, and if new, are a charge on the 

\ OWLers; if old, are a deduction from the property for the benefit of the State. 
e. 'raxes on t.rade profits, if special to a particular trade, fall upon profits generally 

in a country by diminishing the area of profit, and not upon the particular 
people in the trade. An Income Tax is difterent, because itfalls upon everybody, 
whether the profits are from trade or not. 

f. Death Duties are not, strictly speaking, taxes at all, and form no part of the equal 
contribution which the inheritors should pay as members of the oommunity 

. towards the expenses of the State. . 
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1. The Ilriteria by which the purposes for which taxation IIhould be raised locally 
are to be distinguished from those fol' which taxation should be raised by the. 
central government appear to be two:-

a. There should be local taxation for local improvements, such as drainage, sewerage, 
and embankment works, or public gardens and parks. 

b. There should be local taxation for purposes like the relief of the poor, or police 
or other objects of apparently State or national concern, where it is convenient 
and expedient that the administration should be entirely in local hands. 

I believe these cri teria would cover every case. Of course, there are great diffioulties 
of application in detail. The health of a town which gains primarily by good drainage 
and sewerage works is indirectly the concern of the country as a whole, and so of the 
State. Drainage and sewerage works are thus matters for the central as weI. as the 
local government. But practically there is not much difficul~y in .picking out a 
large class of works where the locality gains primarily, and where the locality may 
thus properly bear the cost. Again, as regards such an object as the relief of the 
poor, it is easy to see that while the object is not theoretically local at all, but 
IS the direct concern of the whole State, yet from the nature of the case the locality 
would not willingly part with the local administration. When this is the elISe the 
expenditure aDd taxation must also be local, for the simple reason that otherwise 
there would be no end to the expenditure. 

Historically these criteria have been the criteria actually applied. Localities have 
taxed themselves for their own improvements because the Central Government had 
no money. As the improvements were much wanted, they had to be done in and by 
the locality, or not at all. The S3me with other objects more properly of national 
concern. Partly by the wish of the locality where the administration had to be local, 
and partly by pressure from the Central Government which had lit~le money, objects 
of government of any kind requiring local administration were taken up by or assigned 
to the localit.ies. 

As time goes on one object after another ceases to be so purely local as it was, 
and charges are from time to time transferred from the localities to larger areas, and 
finally to the State, and very properly so. Provided the transfer is not too rapid, of 
which thllrs may be danger, no harm is done. 

S. There ought, as fa.r as possible, to be a clear division between central and 
local objects of expenditure. Expenditure and taxation for local objects should botk 
be local-in other words the revenue should be locally levied and locally administered. 
A system by which the local authority receives money in any quantity from the Central 
Government is full of danger. Grants from the Central Government for local purposes 
should be most jealously watched. The best excuse for them sometimes is that the 
State makes a grant in return for local conformity to some standard of excellence; 
but this is apt to lead to complete State management. These remarks apply to the 
assignment of revenues colleoted by the State to local authorities, as well as to grants 
specifically so called. 

9. The division of local rates between owners and occupiers of real property is 
recommended for practical reasons by many authorities, but I have never been able 
~o see the merit of it. The arrangement keeps up the illusion that the incidence 
'of the tax is upon those who pay the money to the Government, whereas the real 
incidence is not affected by the question as to who pays in the first instanoe, owner 
or occupier. '1'here may be some friction in the transfer of the burden from the 
oocupier to tbe owner where the occupier pays in the first instance, but the transfer 
cannot but be made somehow as regards all rates existing prior to the occupancy, 
and, as regards rating generally, on the understanding that l'ating is the recognised 
method of defraying local eXllenditure. The class of occupiers count the full cost of 
the rates before they settle what rent they will pay to the owner. 

10. The idea of the separate rating of ground values arises from a misunderstanding 
of the real incidence of rates. .A s that burden faUs ab initio upon the ground landlord, 
diminishing the sum of capital or income he is able to obtain for his property, there is 
really no separate ground value to be assessed. 

11. The increase of an old rate or the imposition of a new rate would apparently 
leave the owner untouohed so long as a lease to an occupier who had contracted to pay 
all rates is in existence. But the parties who make such Contracts no doubt take into 
acoount the contingenoy of new rates or additions tJ old ones, so that th .. 8e are aiso a 
burden upon the property. There would be nothing inequitable in this, provided the 
objects of local expenditure were always such as ought fairly to be made local 

I 88408. N 
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according to the principles above explained. (See answer to question 7.) In the same 
way the reduction or abolition of a rate would make the property more valuable. 

12. An occupier could not be empowered to deduct the whole or portion of 8 rate he 
has hitherto paid under agreement or. c?stom from t~e owner without injuBti~e. 
Contracts must in all cases be kept. If It IS thought desIrable for any reason to maKe 
such an arrangement regarding rates, the only equitable method of carrying it out 
as regards existing rates would be to add the amount of the deduction in the first 
instance to the rent. 
I A rate is not on all fours with the Income Tax, as the Income Tax is not a burden 
oD, the property, while the rates are. 

() 13. The effect of rating property on different scales according to the value of the 
property would clea):ly be to relieve some property at the expense of others. It could 
have no other effect. What would be the object of such an arrangement I do not 
underotand. The size of properties in a particular place is a mere accident. What 
reason can be suggested then why a particular property should pay more or less in 
proportion to its size I do not see. The idea seems to be borrowed by suggestion 
from the idea of taxing large incomes of individuals at a higher rate than small 
Incomes, but what may be applicable to individuals with the object of arriving at 
equality of taxation is obviously not applicable to properties. A small property in a 
particular place may, in fact, be owned by someone who is a great owner of property 
generally and vice versa. 
: The' effect of rating property on different scales of duty according to the character 
of the property or the purposes for which it is used wl}uld also be, of course, to 
subject the property not favoured to a higher charge than would otherwise fall upon 
it. This has been fully shown by the experience of the last Agricultural Ratings 
Act,but experience is not required. It is a mere question of arithmetic. If a 
given sum has to be raised from rateable property in a particular locality, then if 
certain kinds of rateable property pay less the other kinds must pay more. 

I can see no grounds for distinguishing between property and property for the 
purposes of rating if any property is to be rated at all. What can be rated, I 
believe, is real property only; and all that can be done by law is to define such 
property precisely. All those questioDs as to the rating of machinery fixed and not 
fixed and the like which have giyen so much trouble to the Law Courts should be 
avoided by clear definition. Nothing should be rated in the nature of stock-in-trade, 
~r anything which is not, in the strictest meaning of the word, real property. 

14. I do not think very much turns on this head as all local taxes, I believe, must 
ultimately fall on real property. The burden of the local government of a community, 
if it could be placed on the individual members of the community, would lead 
immediately to a movement for an equivalent reduction of rent so as to place the 
individuals upon an equality with residents in another locality. In this way the octroi 
of a city like Paris depresses pro tanto the rent of the City which, would be increased 
if there were no octrcri. , 

Keeping this principle in view I should be inclined to suggest as a possible means of 
taxation, though it is against many ideas aud prepossessions in this country, a 
Customs Duty or octroi on the admission of articles of general consumption into a 
locality. Such articles as coal and raw materials used in manufacture must be 
exempted, though even as regards these the duties, if very small, would probably add 
little to the cost of manufacturing, and would fall on real property in the long run. 
Apart from raw materials, however, articles of general consumption might well bear a 
small local duty in lieu cf rates on real property. The incidence, for the reason 
already stated, wonld ultimately be the same; but the octroi would be the more easily 
collected. 

15. No. Perhaps I should add that I disagree with the terms of the reference 
itself, viz., to report whether all kinds of real and personal property contribute 
equitably to local taxation, and if not, what alterations in the law are desirable in 
order to secure that result. The result is one that ought not to be aimed at. It is 
essential that taxation for local objects should be locally leyied and administered; 
and as all local taxes must, in the nature of things, and as long experience has proved 
fall ultimately on real property, t.he question of taxing snch property equitably 
or equally with personal property does not come in. The notion of taxing personal 
property must in fact be giyen up in any proper scheme of local taxation, The 
burden of local government must be a burden all real property; and the real 
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problem of local government is how to give the owners of such property Qdequate 
control of the administration without destroying the efficiency of local government, 
itself. 

POSTSCRIPT. 

Since writing the above answers, I have had the opportunity of perusing Sir Edward 
Hamilton's able and instructive memorandum on the history of local taxation, and the 
proposals for dealing with it in the lal\t fifty years, with special reference to the question 
of Imperial relief of local burdens. I see no necessity, however. for modifying the 
answers. The memorandum rather confirms my views generally. It may be useful. 
perhaps, to state that I had the honour of assisting Mr. Goschen in the preparation 
of the tables for his Report on Local Taxation in 1871; and consequently that I have 
been conversant for a long time with many of the problems discussed by Sir Edward 
Hamilton, though I have given less attention to them of late years tban I did at one 
time. It might be useful to the Commission, I believe, to have before t:qem a long 
paper in the ElXYTlomist (8th April 1871) devoted to the discussion of Mr. Gosohen's 
Report, which appeared shortly after that report was issued. This paper was written 
by Mr. Bagehot, whose authority' as an economist is well known. and in it there is 
the best exposition I know of the nature of the hereditary burden of rates. 

I have to express my full agreement with Sir Edward Hamilton in the opinion 
that all old taxation tends to become equally diffused over the whole community. 
The oaS6 of old rates, which tend to become a rentcharge on the property affected, 
is, b owever, a very special case. 

R. G. 

Answers by Proiissor Sidgwick. 

Quest'ions 1 and 2.-The classification of taxes is a question on which there is 
considerable difference of opinion among experts; and I agree witb Sir E. Hamilton 
in holding that a classification appropriate to one purpose may be inappropriate to 
another. I propose, therefore, to consider the classification presented to me only in 
relation to the matter on which this Commission has to report, which I understand to 
be the extent to which equity is realised in our present system of local taxation, so 
far as property is the object taxed, and the changes (if any) desirahle for the better 
realisation of equity. ' 

~'he first question that arises is, How far and in what way is an inquiry into 
Imperial or national'" taxation relevant? To this there seem to be three answers, one 
obvious and hardly controvertible, the other two more doubtful and needing some 
discussion. 

I.-Manifestly, we ought to adopt the same general view of equity in dealing 
with both kinds of taxation. There is considerable diversity of opinion as to the 
true definition of equity in this matter; but to adopt principles for local taxation, 
inconsistent with those adopted for national taxation, would be palpably indefensible. 
1£, therefore. in contemplating our system of national taxation, it clearly appears to 
be based on a certain view of equity, I presume that the Commission will, speaking 
broadly, adopt that view in considering the equity of local taxation. 

n.-This connexion in respect of principles appears to me, as I have said, almost 
indisputable. But assuming the prmciples determined, is there any further connexion 
between their applications to tbe two kinds of taxation respectively? 

P1'inui facie, it would seem that there is not; for since local taxation varies, and 
ought to vary, from district to distriot, we obviously cannot satisfactorily compensate 
for the overhurdening of any class in the system of local taxation by lightening the 
burden on the same class in the national system. That is, only the quantum of burden 
common to all districts would admit of this kind of compensation; the quantum of 
burden falling only on some districts and not on others would not admit of it. We 
must, it would seem, treat local and national ~xation as separate systems, and 
endeavour to mllkA each equitable independently of the other. 

But though this ,view Reems to me incontrovertible if we are considering ideal 
equity, I do not think it would be practiCally wise to adopt it. For if we find-as 

• Tbe t~l'm d Imperiat '. seems 'to me hot happily cht\.~n to denote the taxation of the United K!n~om 
in viow of the current use of the term ~, British Empire," I ha"e, therefore, used "National)J ila this seruw.. J 
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I think we shall find-that either system of taxation is such as only allows at best a 
very rough approximation to justice, it is possible that the highest attainable degree 
cf equity in both syst«;ms.taken ~oge~her will requ!re u~ to compensau: an i.nequalitY.in 
the 'one by an opposIte lDtlquahty lD the other, lD spite of the mamfest ImperfectIon 
of this mode of compensation. 

I think, therefore, that it is the duty of the Commission, on both the above grounds, 
to form a judgment as to the equity of our system of national taxation; and that the 
propriety of the classification presented should accordingly be considered from this 
point of view . 

. 1lI.-I gather it to be Sir E. Hamilton's view that there is a third kind of 
connexion 'between local and national systems of taxation, in the funds annually raised 
by the State for local purpose~. On this poin~ I should be inclin~d ~ take a somewhat 
different view; 1 should consIder· the conneXlOn here to be pnmanly rather between 
local and national ji'1/;Q/fU)6, than between local and national tazati<m. 

There appear to be two distinguishable cases :-
(a.) If the proceeds of a national tax are handed over in their entirety to be spent 

by local authorities, the tax must be regarded as transferred to the local 
system, and its burden must be taken into account, as much 8S the burden of 
any local rate, in considering the equity of the local system as a whole. 
The State in this case merely furnishes tbe machinery of collection. On the 
other hand-

(b.) If a grant is made from natiDnal funds in aid Df local expenditure, in view Df the 
national interest in such expenditure, it ShDUld, 1 think, be cDnsidered 8S a 
contrihutiDn from the nation at large, and the equitable distribution of the 
taxatiDn which it involves ShDuld be considered in relation to national as 
distinct from local taxatiDn. 

The two most characteristic features of the classi6cation presented are-
(1.) the distinction between taxes (a' incidental to. ownership, occupation and 

transfer of property, and taxes (b) not incidental to prDperty; and 
(2.) the further distinctiDn under head (a) between "rateable" and .. non-rateable" 

property. 
These distinctions, carefully worked out as they lire by Sir A. Milner, are certainly 

of value; but as they neglect the fundamentally impDrtant question as to the shifting 
of incidence, they can only aid us in the first stage of the inquiry; an entirely different 
divisiDn is needed befDre we can alTive at any cDnclusion Dn the question Df equity. 
1 need nDt labDur this pDint, as it is fully admitted in Sir E. HamiltDn's MemDrandum. 
Even if we contemplate the primary incidence alDne, it wDuld seem that the" Dccupier" 
of a dweliing-hDuse, who. purchases the commDdity Df hDuse accommDdatiDn fDr an 
annual rent. is in a positiDn mDre analDgDus to. that Df the CDnsumer Df certain kinds 
of " mDveable " commodities than to that Df the Dwner Df .. immDveables." 

Indeed the term .. prDperty" seems used rather arbitrarily, when a tax Dn the 
occupiers of dwelling houses is taken as "incidental to. prDperty " and a tax Dn persons 
keeping private carriages is not so taken. 

(Some further criticism will be most conveniently given under later heads.) 

Question 3.-1 am quite willing to fDllDW Sir E. Hamilton, and take net revenue as 
the only estimate practically available Df the tax impDsed through the PDst Office 
monopDly. 1 do. nDt, indeed, think that it is strictly speaking the right estimate. In 
estimating hDW much Englishmen are taxed through their payments for pDstal services, 
we ought strictly to consider not how much they pay beYDnd what these services CDSt, 
but how much they pay beYDnd what they wDuld have to pay if the GDvernment gave 
up its monopDly. That this latter principle is the right one appears, perhaps, more 
clearlv when we CDnsider hDW the burden Df the tax is distributed. FDr there can be 
no doubt that it is nDt spread equably throughDut the country; it falls on the 
urban elemimt, speaking brDadly, as distinct frDm the rural. ~'he inhabitants of 
't wns would get their internal correspondence done more cheaply if the mDnDpoly were 
a lished.t-How much they wDuld gain we can only cDnjecture; but it seems clear 
tho. thatc'hypothetical gain, whatever it may amDunt to, cDrresponds to the real burden 
of th tax imposed thrDugh the existing governmental mDnopDly. 

Q'U8S . \ 4 . .lThere cannot be said to. be any universally accepted view as to the 
princinle of eqUitable taxatiDn. . 
I.-~he rinciple that at first sight appears lllDst obviously just is that each individual 

ShDUld pay in, propDrtiDn to the services rendered to. him by GDvernment: i.e., in 
propDrtion either to the 'Util-ity to him Dr the cod to GDvernment Df the services in 
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question, or perhaps in accordance with some compromise between utility -and cost, if 
the two measurements diverge. And most persons, I suppose, would accept this 
principle as equitable in the case of payment for services which the payer is left free to" 
take or to leave. But then we do not call these payments" taxes," except so far as 
their amount is increased through the governmental monopoly, as in ihe case of postal 
services. The principle, however, seems theoretically applicable to services compul
sorily received, so far as we can clearly distinguish and estimate the different amounts 
of service-whether measured by util,ity or cost--that Government renders to different 
individuals or classes. And some political economists have held that aU taxes ought 
to be regarded as payments for services received, and the equity of taxation entIrelv 
detsrmined on this principle. I think however, that it is practically inapplicable-or 
only applicable to a very slight extent--in the case of all the most financially important 
semces of national government, because they cannot be tbua individualised. Thus it 
would be hopele~s to try to portion out among different classes of the community 
the cost of the army and navy, or of the interest on national debts incurred for 
warlike purposes, on the principle of payment in propol,tion to services rendered. And 
the same may be said, in the main, of the expense of the administration of justice 
and the police,-since Bentham's remark, that those who are under the necessity or 
going to law are those who benefit wast not m08t by the administration of the law, 
appears to be sound. Perhaps stamp duties on inSTruments of transfer of property 
may be to some small extent regarded as a special contribution from the propertied 
classes to the cost of the civil administration of justice, which is preponderantly 
concerned with their affairs. But at any rate, for determining the eqnitable distribution 
of the burden of the main part of national taxation some other principle must be 
found. 

!I.-So far as apportionment in the ratio of service rendered is impracticable, 
the right principle-from the point of view of equitable distribution-seems to be that 
of equalising, as far as possible, the burden or sacrifice that taxation imposes on 
different individuals. It is sometimes thought that taxation proportioned to income 
would attain this result; but it can only attain it very roughly, owing partly to 
the grtlat difference in the needs of tlifferent classes of persons with equal incomes, 
-e.g., fathers of families as compared Ivith bachelors-partly to the much greater 
severity of the sacrifice imposed by taxation, so far as it involves a re!luction of 
expenditure below the standard required for health or efficiency. This leads us to 
the view that taxation should ue proportioned not on incomes as wholes, but to 
superfluous incomes, I.e., those portions of incomes that are not required for such 
expenditure as is necessary for the health or efficiency of the taxpayer himself and 
those dependent on him,-including needful savings. But owing to the difficulty of 
defining necessaries-especially as both health and efficiency admit of indefinite 
degrees-and the complicated differences in the needs of different persons, it would be 
practically impossible to carry out this principle by any system of direct taxation. 
This leads to the plan actually adopted in England, so far as national finance is 
concerned. of taxing small incomes only indirectly, by taxation or consumable articles 
not necessary for health or efficiency. But if this plan is adopted, we cannot hope for 
more than a very rough approximation to equity in the distribution of the burden of 

.. tsxation,-especially if, as is aotually the case, the commodities selected for taxation 
are luxuries like alcoholic liquors and tobacco, which largely tend to be consumed in 
excess of what is salutary. There is an obvious expediency in selecting such 
commodities; but it cannot be realised without a sacrifice of equity, since persons 
mayo-and largely do-abstain from alcohol or tobacoo out of regard for health or 
merely from taste, and not in consequence of pecuniary needs; and there is no 
ground for supposing that the amounts consumed by different consumers correspond 
at all olosely to the amounts of their superfluous incomes. Indeed it is certain that 
the normal expenditure on such commodities absorbs an increasing amount of the 
consumer's income 8S we descend in the scale of wealth; so that the taxation of such 
commodities requires to be supplemented, as it is in our system, by other taxes fallinO" 
exclusively on the wealthier clas~es, in order to attaill equity as far as possible ~ 
between class and class. 

And here we come to the most practically importsnt question of principle. which 
has to be settled before any detailed discussion of the equity of our system of national 
taxation can be profitable. Are we, in balancing the over-taxation of the lower income 
classes through customs and excige by taxos-sllch as income-tax, death duties, stamp 
duties, &c.-which fall exclusively or more heavily on the richer classes, to aim at 
proportioning the total taxation to the total incomes, or to what I have callfld the 
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~:f/;uo'us incomes of the different income-classes! Only. a rough approxima~on ~s 
possible whichever standard we take; but what should the Ideal be! My own View IS 

that th~ end of equalizing bUJ"dens or sacrifices would be best attained by taxation 
proportioned to superfluous income--i.e., income in excess of expenditure required for 
health or economic efficienoy-if only this standard oould be made definite. But, 
considering all the difficnlties in the way of doing this, I think that practically the 
best course is as follows :-

(1) To treat death-duties as sui generis, and regard them as a special contribution 
from the wealthy and moderately well-to-do classes; and 

(2) As regards the rest of the burden of national taxation--except the unredeemed 
Land Tax, for reasons to be presently explained-to aim at an approximate 
apportionment of the contributions of different income classes to their total 
incomes; provided that all direct taxation of the poor, and all taxation 
of necessaries, are oarefully excluded. 

I treat death-duties as sui generis, in view of the peculiarities of their incidence, and 
espeCiallvof the fact that the amount of the tax rightly varies with the relationship of 
the dece~sed person to those who henefit by his death. . 

The unredeemed Land Tax-being the remains of a special tax on land, that has been 
for a century redeemable-is, I think, on the whole most fairly regarded not as a tax 
properly spea:king, b.ut ~ portion of ;rent res~rv~d t<;, the State; which canno~ be take!! 
into account m consldermg the eqUItable distribution of the burden of taxation. It IS 

true that, so far as the land burdened with this payment has passed from hand to hand 
by inheritance alone, the existing owners probably still bear the burden of it in most 
cases, as they would probably have inherited the same land without thiR or any 
corresponding burden if the tax had not been imposed. But this statement applies 
equally to the heirs of those who have redeemed the tax, and, to a great extent, to 
the heirs of previous owners who have sold the land; so that we cannot practicaUy 
take this effect into account. 

Turning now to the eqnity of local taxation, we find that the principle of propor
tioning taxation to the utility or cost of governmental services-which was easily seen 
to be, in the main, practically inapplicable to national taxation-holds here an 
important place, and requires to be carefully examined. The whole theory of local 
taxation rests on the assumption that the inhabitants of one distriot have special needs 
of governmental expenditure distinguishable from those of the inhabitants of another; 
and it is possible to contend that special benefits result from such expenditure to 
certain classes in the district, especially if we extend the notion of " benefit" to include 
the performance by Government of duties held to be incumbent on these classes; 
indeed, prima facie, this contention wonld seem to be required to justify the existing 
system. But before we can decide how far it is well-founded, it is necessary to examine 
more closely the incidence of taxation . 
. (I have accordingly deferred till the concluding answer the statement of my views 

on the equity of local taxation.) . 

Queatioo 5.--A treatise might be writt,en-treatises have been written-on the 
incidence of taxation. My limits only allow me to make a few general remarks before 
passing to the examples speoially selected. 

I.-The difference between "real" and "apparent" incidence does not affect the 
main part of national taxation to a:ny considerable extent,-assuming it to be 
" apparent" that the customs and excise duties faU on the consumers of the com
modities taxed. These taxes may, indeed, be avoided by abstinence from alcohol 
tobacco, &0., in which case the burden imposed by the,tax consists in the inconveDienc~ 
(if I1I1Y) suffered by abstinence; but there is no important tendency for the burden tc 
be transferred from those who do consume the commodities--since no important 
diminution in the numbers of the poorest class, through emigration, abstinence 
from marriage, or death of children, is to be expected in consequence of the high 
prices that they have to pay for alcohol, tobacco, and tea. No doubt, so far as the rise 
in price restricts the consumption of alcoholic liquors, it tends to caliSe some loss to 
the owners of agrionltu~al land, :which ought not to be ~verlooked in considering 
broadly the burdens laid on agnculture; but we cannot mfer from this that the 
consumer is not burdened to the full amount of the tax, as taxes on oommodities 
ordinarily cost the consumers more than they bring in to the State. Again, an inoome 
tax laid equally on incomes from different sources, with exemptions and reductions for 
smaller incomes, has no tendency to be transferred. The same may be said, speaking 
broadly, of the present system (If death duties, except so far as they may tenn. to 
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diminish the accumulation of capital, and so cause a rise-or prevent a fall-in the 
rate of interest. 

But of these duties, as. well as the Inhabited House Duty and the Stamp Duties, I shall 
have to speak in answering Question 6. . 

n.-The incidence of a tax imposed on a particular class of persons (including 
owners of a particular kind of property) cannot be properly considered out of relation 
to the whole system of taxation, as it will be entirely different according as the tax in 
question is or is not compensated by other taxes imposed on other classes. Thus, a 
tax on farmers' profits, if it stood alone, would tend to be transferred through 
industrial competition to other classes of the community; but standing a8 a part 
of a fairly adjusted general income tax, it has no such tendency. 

III.-There is in most cases some difference between the incidence of a tax when 
first laid on and its incidence at a later period; but the amount of difference varies 
very much in different cases. Thus a tax on any kind of consumable commodity, when 
first laid on, falls to some extent on the sellers and producers of the commodity, 
80 far as the rise in price causes a contraction of the demand; but the amount of this 
effect varies greatly with the commodity selected, owing to the great difference in the 
extensibility of the demands for different commodities. 

IV.-Speaking generally the burden of any. uncompensated tax imposed upon a 
particUlar class of producers tends ultimately, through industrial competition, to be no 
longer borne by this class,-assuming the class to continue to exist. But it does 
not necessarily tend to be transferred wholly or even mainly to the consumers of the 
products in question. The effect of the tax will be to diminish, rapidly or slowly, 
the amount of capital employed In this branch of production, and therefore the 
amount of proilucts; but if similar products, or satisfactory substitutes for them, 
clln be obtained from other sources, the rise in price resulting from the diminution 
'6f the supply may be small compared with the tax. In this case the ultimate effect 
of the tax will be largely to· cut off the portion of the production carried on under least 
favourable conditions,-a process usually involving ·the destruction or depreciation of a 
certain amount of the capital invested in the business, and tending to cause some' loss 
to the owners of . land, mines, &c., so far as the demand for their products is thereby 
diminished . 
. V.-It is cOl).venient to· follow the. Germans in distinguishing between" forward
shifting" of the incidence of taxation from seller to buyer and "backward-shifting" 
from buyer to seller. "Forward-shifting" is sometimes-as in the case of customs 
and excise duties-clearly designed when the tax is imposed; and I have accordingly 
taken it to be " apparent" in this case. Of" backward-shifting" I do not think that 
this can ever be said. 

QulJ8tion 6.-:-PRELIMINARY REMARK. 

In the following discussion I shall use the word" old" tRX to melln "a tax that 
C( hilS lasted for It period sufficiently long for the cessation of the effects of its first 
" imposition, so far as industrial competition tends to do away with those effects." 

(a.)-Inhabited House Taw. 
A. new tax on inhabited houses, proportioned to their annual value, tends to cause 

men to be content with less .house. acoommodation; and so far as this cause operates, 
a part of the burden of the tax: must fall on the owners of houses, and some part 
also on house builders, for whose services the demand is reduced; moreover, as the 
reduction in the demand for building diminishes the demand for land suitable for 
builUing, a slight share of the loss will be handed on to the owners of such land. 

When the tax: has become old, it may be assumed that no part of it is borne by 
builders as such, or by tbe owners of houses so far as they are products of the building 
industry. The rent paid for a house must be sufficient, speaking broadly, to allow 
the builder of new houses as much profit as he would have had if tbe tax had not 
been imposed; and this rise in tbe value of new houses must be accompanied by a 
corresponding rise in the value of old bouses, at any rate in all localities in which 
there is effeotive competition going on between new houses and old. In localities 
w bere the demand for bouses is so slack that it is not worth while to build, the burden 
of the tax will remain partly on the owners of houses so far as the demand for them is 
strictly loca.!. 

Putting aside this exceptional case, we may conclude that the portion of the tax 
that corresponds to the value of the house as a product of industry must be paid by the 

Nl· 
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consumer i.e., ocoupier, (except so far as he. is a prod.uce~ who cali shift it forward, 
a point to be hereafter considered). And m ·rural dlBtnots, where the value of the 
ground for house building does not materially exceed its value for agrioultural purposes, 
this statement applies to the whole ta;x:. But so far as the gr.ound va~ue exceeds 
the value of agrioultural land, the portIOn of the tax OOIT?spondmg. to t~ll.s excess of 
ground value will fall on the owner of the ground,-assummg for SImpliCIty that the 
house is not held on lease, but on yearly tennre. He' has no means of escaping 
it by raising his rent, so far as this is competitively determined, sinoe it must be 
assumed to be already as high as the demand for houses will allow, and the tax: can 
have no tendency to increase the demand. Nay, further, as the tax must be assumed 
permanently to reduce in some degree the demand for houses, the owners of urban 
land as a class must even lose a little more than the portion of the tax cOITesponding 
to the excess of the ground values over agricultural values, since they lose the additional 
rise in ground values that would have taken place if the demand for houses had not been 
reduced. But this loss we may neglect. 

It remains to consider how far the occupier can shift his burden forward as producer, 
trader, or professional man, on to the consumers of his products or services. This, 
however, will be more conveniently considered under head (e), since that part of the 
tax which corresponds to the value of the portion of tbe house needed for productive 
purposes .may be taken to fall prim~il.y o~ prod~cers' profit.~.. So far as the oc~upier 
is the ultImate consumer, no such shIftmg IS possIble; the portIOn of the tax fallmg on 
him must be regarded as paid out of his income. 

So far I have ignored, for simplicity, the case of leasehold tenure. But the compli
cation introduced bya lease presents no real difficulty. If the lease is more recent 
than the tax, it does not affect the normal incidence of the latter, as the occupier must 
be assumed to have taken it into account in making his bargain with the landlord; 
if, on the other hand, a tax (unforeseen) is imposed after the lease has been taken, the 
portion of it that would otherwise have fallen on the owner of the ground will be 
borne by the holder of the lease until its ~rmination. 

(b.) The case of a rate or local tax, proportioned to the annual value* of an inhabited 
house, would be obviously similar .to that of a national tax on inhabited houses, if it 
were uniform over the whole country. '£he special question, therefore, to be considered 
under this head is the reai incidence of the diffl'/l'ential element of the higher rates levied 
in certain localities. I will for simplicity first assume that the rate is old, and consider 
only its incidence in the case of houses of which the letting is more recent than the 
Tate, so that the rate may be assumed to have been known to the occupier when he 
toak the house. In this case it seems clear that the whole burden of the differential 
rate, so far as it is onerous, must fall on the owner of the ground value, provided that 
in spite of this bur~en the land remains still more valuable for the purpose of house 
building than for any other purpose. I say, .. so far as it is onI'/J'!YU8," because SQ far 
as its proceeds are expended in increasing the utility and value of the hOllse the 
payment of it need not be regarded as a burden at all, unless it is imposed on persons 
who do not enjoy the resulting advantages, 01" do not enjoy them to an adequate 
extent. But so far as the differential rate is really onerous, its imposition cannot in 
any way increase the demand for the house, and therefore cannot enable the owner to 
exact II higher rent than he would have exacted if it had not been imposed. The 
differential mte is in short to be simply Imbtracted from the price of the differential 
advantages of situation for which the tenant pays; the owner must be assumed in any 
ease to make the most of these advantages in fixing the rent, so that if the differential 
rate were removell, as the advantages would remain unaltered, he would simply increase 
the rent to a corresponding extent. . 

Of course the case is different with a new rate, which, so far as it affects the 
occupiers of houses held on lease, obviously cannot be shifted back on to the owners 
of the land until the termination of the lease. In fact the leaseholder may be regarded 
as having purchased the annual value of the ground for a certain time at a certain 
price, and therefore must, of course, bear during this period the burden of a new tax 
falling on grouud valuee. Even when the tenure is only from year to year, it is not 
unlikely that a differential rate or increment of rate imposed since the occupation 
oommenced may be borne by the occupier, from a dislike of thtl trouble and expense 
of moving, although the owner would not have attempted to raisl! the rent if the rate 
had not been imposed; but so far as we suppose both parties to act with alert regard 
to their interest, a house let after a differential rate has been imposed must be assumed 

• I Oullt for eimplicity any consideration of the difference "f ..... em.nt in tb. case of the house tax 
Bnd.thelocm rate. respectively. 
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to be let on terms which throw the whole burden of the rate on the owner of tbe 
ground value. 

Hence the prevalent belief, that the extra burden of the high rates of London and . 
other towns really falls in the main on the occupiers of houses as such, would seem to 
be not well-founded, except on the supposition that the persons in question do not 
adequately look after their pecuniary interest. I am not acquainted with the evidence 
on which this supposition is based. 

(Some further discussion of this question will be given in answering question 9.) 
(c.) I shall assume the principle, that a tax laid on a special clasB of prod ucers wiil 

in the long run be shifted from them by industrial competition, to be applicabie 10 
agriculture. No doubt here the stability of rural habits of thought and economic; 
action ia likely to prolong the process of shifting, and the period required for a tax to 
become" old" in the sense before defined. Still, it may be assumed, that the burden 
of a rate sufficiently old on agricultural land is not borne by the farmers. It must, 
therefore, be borne by the owners of land, -at least if we assume for simplicity that 
the land has not been flxchanged for non-rateable property during the period in 
question*-except so far as any restriction of the area of cultivation that the rate has 
caused may have thrown some part of the burden on the purchasers of agricultural 
products by raising their price. The restriction may take place either through the 
abandonment of the cultivation of land previously cultivated, or through the non
extension of cultivation to land that would otherwiso have been cultivated. It is 
obvious that a smaller burden of taxation will be required to produce the latter 
effect; but in the depressed condition in which agriculture has been in Englar.d for 
twenty years, it is the former effect that has chiefly to be considered. In any case 
the effect on price of the restriction of area thus caused cannot be considerable in the 
present state of trade, so that the main burden of an old rate may be as~umed to rest 
on the owners of land. 

It is assumed in the above argument that the rents paid by farmers are oompetition 
rents. I believe this assumption to be near the truth in Englalld at the present time. 

(d.) Taxes on transfer of proper~y are, in respeot of their inoideuce, chiefly of two 
kinds. So far as the transfers taxed are normal incidents in the management 
of accumulated wealth or income, tho burden of them remains on the owners of 
property, so long as they do not fall with serious inequality on different kinds 
of property, and are kept so low as not materially to impede the transfers in question. 
If they are so high as to impede transfer, they tend to cause Eome diffused loss to the 
community at large by preventing productive woalth from getting into the hands best 
qualified to use it. Otherwise any such tax may be regarded as a kind of supplememary 
income tax weighting the burden thrown on the higher income-classes. On the other 
hand, so far as these taxes fall on particular classes of traders, such as bankers, 
specially conoerned in the movement of property, the burden of them, as of other 
taxes on special branches of industry, tends to be shifted forward by industrial 
oompetition, through the supply of the services of the traders in question being rendered 
less abundant and cheap. 

(e.) Taxation of trade profits hae no tendency to be shifted 80 far as it is merely 
a part of an equably dist,ributed taxation of incomes; but the burden of any special 

'taxation of traders, not balanced by a corresponding taxation of other classes, tends 
when the taxation is old to be partially diffused through the community, through the 
effect of this industrial disadvantage in diminishing the abundance !lnd cheapuess 
of traders' servioes. And some effect of this kind must be assumed to be produced 
by the tax on shops, &0., included in the Inhabited House Duty, the degree in which 
it is produced varying with the proportion borne by the tax to the whole expenses and 
profits of the business. But owing to the large range of business on which the tax 
falls, its effect cannot be expected to be distinctly traceable. 

(f.) Death duties are a quite unique case in the theory of the incidence of taxation 
no less than in the theory of its equity. For in thiR case even the primar.v incidence 
is not clear. When property is taken in ti'ansittt from the dead to the living. the 
burden of loss may be borne according to circumstances (1) by the heirs or legatees 
who receive the remainder; or (2 by persons who do not receive legacies which 
would otherwise have been left them; or (3) it may have been borne by the deceased 
proprietors, who may have beeu induced to earn or save more than they would otherwise 
have done, in order that the benefit enjoyed by their heirs 01' legatees may not be 
dimini~hed by the tax. We have no meaus of a~certaining the precise proportion 

• The effect of sueh exchong •• will be considered in my coDclnning remark .. 
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in which these three effects are produced; but, considering the ordinary balance 
of human motives and the normal transit of property from parents to children, we may 
assume that by fa~ the larger part of the loss falls Oll the recipients of the property. ' 

In any case, this taxation falls o~ owners of c.ap~tal. as a class, and can only. be 
" shifted" from this class so far as It call Res a dUllInutlCln of the supply of capItal 
tending to compensate the class ~f capital-owners through a rise in the rate ~f interest. 

Her!:', again, we have to consIder the. effec~ of the prospllct of the dubes on the 
actions of the deceased proprietors durmg life, as well as the effect of the actual 
laxation on the recipients of the property. As regards the former, I think that any 
definite estimate would require a greater knowledge than we possess of the relative 
force of ,different motives that prompt men to save, especially as saving largely depends 
on varying habits and customs of expenditure and of provision for children. But as 
reO'ards tIie effect on the recipients, it can hardly be doubted that, if the 14,000,0001. 
taken annually by the State through ueath duties had been allowed to pass to heirs 
and lllQ"atees, bv far the larger part of it would have been treated as capital ; while if 
any other 14,000,0001. of taxation were remitted, there is no reaso~ to think that 
the part of this that would be saved would bear a much larger ratIo to the whole 
than, the aggregate annual savings of Englishmen actually bear to t,heir aggregate 
incomes. I conclude, therefore, that a diminution iu the capital annually saved does 
tend to.result from these duties; and that in consequence a slight tendency to raise the 
rate of illterest, and thereby compensate for a portion of the burden laid by the 
duties On the owners of capital, may reasonably be assumed; but; I do not consider 
this effect practically important, in view of the total amount of capital annually 
accnmulated. 

"Questions 7 and 8. ---The primary reason for local taxation is that the needs of certain 
kinds of. governmental action involving considerable expenditure vary considerll:bly, 
both in nature and E:xtent, in different districts, and that consequently the benefits 
deriv'ed' from the expenditure in question accrue mainly to the inhabitants of these 
districts. I say" maiqly" and not" excluRively," because the separation of interests 
is''never complete. Thus, the cost of paving and lighting the streets of a town mainly 
benefits the inhabitants of the town, but also in a minor degree other persons who visit 
it'as travellers or reside in it temporarily. Similarly, the sanitary state of any district 
is a matter of serious concern to its neighbours, owing to the tendency of many 
diseases to spread;' but it is, or course, of much mora importance to the group of 
persons inhabiting the district than to other persons. In either of these cases the 
preponderance, of .lccal interest is so decisive that no objection on the score of equity 
can 'be brought against the localisation of cost, especially as the prevention of the 
difl'"usedmischiefcaused to outsiders by becoming a focus of infectious disease may be 
fairly regarded as a part of the general negative duty of not harming othere, which 
every individual or group of individuals owes to other individuals and groups. 

But in other cases the separation of interests is far more doubtful and varying, and 
the consideration of the benefits accruing from the action of Government points rather 
to the division of cost between central and local taxation. Before entering on these, 
I should point out that the questicns of local tn.xation and local administration are 
closely connected-if we assume the general acceptance of the prinuiple of modern 
responsible government, that governmental work will be better performed if the persons 
whom it"is designed to benefit, and who have to pay for it, are allowed effective control 
over it, through periodical election of the governing body. This connexion is important 
in the case of the police, where the distinction of local and national interests is peculiarly 
diffioult to apply. '1'he persons residing in any district have obviously a special interest 
in the repression and detection of crime within the district: still, it is also a matter 
of great concern to the whole community that no district should harbour law-breakers 
or allow facilities for their operations. And since the laws enforced by the police 
are in the main laid down by the central legislature, a purely local organisation of the 
police involves a danger that some locally unpopular law may be inadequately enforced. 
'£his constitutes a reason, political rather than economical, why a large part of the 
cost .of the police should he paid from national funds, ill order that the central 
government may more easily assume control of it in case of necessity. 

In the matter of poor relief again, the principle we are applying leads to a mixed 
and dubious result. So far as destitution leads to crime, it is the interest of the 
self-supporting inhabitants of any district to relieve the paupers; but this is only 
a small part of the reason for treating the relief of indigence as a public duty. Again, 
it is sometimes contended, in defence of rates on agricultural land, that every industry 
()ught to support its workers, and that if any industry affords such low wages that 
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the workers cannot provide by saving for old age and infirmity, the burden of such 
provision, or at any rate a special share of it, may properly be borne by the landowners 
and capitalists engaged in tbe industry. But tbis view of social duty leads rather to 
some form of compulsory insurance tban to tbe English system of poor relief; and, 
at any rate, tbe principle cannot be fairly applied to agriculture alone: nor could it be 
made to cover tbe whole case. It is obviously inapplicable to the pauperism tbat arises 
from want of employment, and to tbe provision for imbeciles and lunatics. Again, 
if as a substitute for, or supplement So, this contention, tbe simple til:' of neighbourhood 
is urged, it may fairly be replied tbat, considering the actual mobility of labour 
and the present stato of law and practice as regards the removal ot paupers, this 
argument is now to an important extent no longer applicable. On the whole, equity 
seeIDS clearly in favour of the division of the cost of poor relief between local and 
national funds, in sucb a country as England,-especially as the administration in 
tbis department is properly shared between local and central authorities. 

A similar conclusion might be similarly defended in the case of elementary education, 
only here the question is complicated by denominational considerations. 

The form of the contribution of the central government, supposing it to contribute, 
presents some difficulty. Thus, in the case of poor relief, a simple grant in aid 
proportioned to expenditure is objectionable on economic grounds, since experience 
shows that there is a tendency for local autborities to be over lavish, at any rate as 
regards out relief, and this would be increased if a portion of every increment of 
expenditure were borne by the nation. This objection is avoided if the grant 
is proportioned to tbe population or to the average of past expenditure; but either 
proportionment may differ materially from proportionment to needs. The best' courSe, 
so far as it is applicable, is to take special departments of poor relief, in whicb'the 
economic advantages of local administration are not material-such as the provision 
for lunatics and idiots-and defray the whole expense from national funds. 

QU8stions 9 and 10.-On the view that I have given in answer 6 of the incidence 
of fates, the shifting of their primary incidence from occupier to owner would not 
produce economic effects of great importance on the whole,* except on the assumption 
that owners are decidedly more, or decidedly les8, alert and keen than occupiers, in 
looking after their economic interests. For, as we saw, an old differential rate must 
if both owner and occupier look after their respective interests with equal keennes~ 
aud foresight, cause a corresponding reduction in rent, at any rate so far as it is a really 
onerous rate, whether it is actually paid by owner or occupier. And tbis is also the 
cuse with a new rate of the sama kind, so far as we suppose it capable of being foreseen 
equally by both. At the same time, if we assume, as appears to be widely assumed, 
that there is a prospeot of a future increase of onerOus rates, similar to what hai 
occurred in the recent past, at once sufficiently definite to be made a ground of legislatiVE 
action and yet not definite enough to be taken into account in private bargaininO', and 
if we are prepared to acquiesce in this increase, there are undoubtedly reaso;s fOi 
imposing a portion of this increment of taxation upon owners of ground values, so fa! 
as this can be done without serious disturbance of existing contracts. ' 

(Question 9.)-In the case of a rate clearly" beneficial" to the occupiers of houses 
.. or farms, the considerations are different. So far as the proceeds of the rate are used 

to defray current expenditure of a kind immediately beneficial, the occupier simply 
pays for value received, ILnd the result is approximately the same even when the rate 
bas to be paid before the benefit, so long as it is not materially altered from year to 
year, since the benefit derived from antecedent expenditure roughly balances the rate 
paid for subsequent benefit. But wben a temporary rise in the rate occurs, from the 
ueed of outlay of which tbe benefit will last beyond the period during which the extra 
taxation is paid, it is no doubt possible for the occupier to pay for a benefit from which 
th(\ owner will gain in the form of increased rent. Especially in towns this is liable to 
occur in important cases, and it is most likely that tbis effect will be believed to occur 
much more :widely than it does occur. Apart, tberefore, from political objections it 
would, I thmk, be advantageous-to some ex Lent for the sake of justice but more 
to ~revent discontent--:-that au~ future inc~ase in the beneficial part of the rate, so far 
as It canno~ be prOVided agamst by speCial assessments, should be dividad between 
owner and occupier in the manner suggested by Mr. Goschen in 1870. But if this were 
done, justice would reljuire us to give owners as such representation on local taxing 

,. or course owners would 108e something; as in all case~ of non~payment or deferred payment of rent 
t.hu), would lOBe hy the addition of tho rate 10 the rent. This i. specially imporlBDt in the case of low-pl'ieed 
ten~ments; but I!IO far as those are concerned, it is alrewly provided for in arrangements for compounding. 
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bodies, . and this would i!ltroduce what I suppose would now be an unpopular 
complication into the machmery of local gOTernment. 

I think however, that the end in view would be better attained by the method of 
taxing g;ound values, supposing the technical difficulties in the way of carrying this 
out justly were overcom,:. '" . . . 

(Question 1O.)-TaxatlOn of ground values might be used, hke the dIvISIon of rates 
between owner and occupier, to prevent the burden of an increase of rates caused by 
improvement~ frol!l falling on persons w~o do not receive the benefi~. It might, I 
think, be apphed WIth advantage 10 the speCIal case of new loans for urban Improvements ; 
it would tend to secure an equal division of the cost of the improvements between ground 
landlord and leaseholder, and would prevent any transien~ burdening of what I may 
call the .. occupiers pure and simple "-the occupiers on a yearly or shorter tenure
through their ignorance, or dislike of the trouble and expense of removal. In order to 
be just, this method, like the simpler and ruder plan of division between occupier and 
owner, would require a representation of ground landlords on the administrative body 
that decided on the improvement. It would not, of course, realise anything like 
ideal justice, even if supplemented by special assessments or ., betterment," owing 
to the indefinitely varying degrees of benefit that different landowners (or leaseholders) 
would derive from any particular improvement; but it would, I think, be more 
equitable than the existing system, and would tend to allay discontent. 

The case is not so clear as regards any increaso in the rates that are merely onerous 
to the owners of houses or lands.· On the one hand, the" unearned increment" of urban 
values seems to me a proper object of special taxation, so far as this taxation 
is traditional and established. On the other hand, it would be obviously inequitable to 
tax the owner of ground values, for the purpose of poer relief cr education, more highly 
than the owner of any other kind of property, in districts or parts of districts in which 
these values are stationary or diminishing. 

Bnt the question ought not, in my opinion, to be a practical one; since I think that 
we ought to prevent any such increase by throwing some part of the burden of poor 
relief on the national budget. No doubt the advantage of this change, if effected, 
would partly accrue to the ground landlord; but I think that if the hurden of new 
improvements were partly thrown on him, as above proposed, the gain through 
diminution in onerous rates would be a not inequitable compensation to him, while both 
changes alike would tend to allay the discontent now felt by ratepayiug occupiers. 

I will only add that any taxation of ground values, as such, beyond what is 
. above proposed. appeara to me to involve a too violent interference with the effects 
of contracts freely made between leaseholder and ground landlord. 

(,luestion 11.-'l'his has, perhaps, been sufficiently answered under Question 6; Bince 
the effects of the reduction or abolition of a rate are, speaking broadly, similar in 
nature and opposite in direction to the effect.s of the imposition of new rate, or new 
increment of rate. 

Question 12.-01' course if the occupier, being a leaseholder, had undertaken to 
pay the rate, and were allowed to deduct it from the rent, which the landlord was not 
allowed to increase, he would gain the whole rate during the period of the lease. . But 
this cflIlnot be contemplated. On the other hand, if the land or house is let from 
year to ·y"ar, I do not see how the occupier can gain by the power of deduction,-except 
on the assumption that by a strange want of foresight he does not adequately take the 
rate into account in bargaining about the rent,-unlesB the rate varies materially from 
year to year. So far as it varies in a manner unforeseen, t.he economic occupier wIll 
gain by the power of deduction when the mte is higher than was foreseen and lose when 
it is lower. If custom prevents the rent from being annually changed, he will gain if 
the rate is on the average higher than was foreseen during the time for which the rent 
remains unchanged, and lose if it is on the average lower. A similar result will 
obviou~ly take place in the case of leases made after thf' empowering Act is passed. 

Question 13.-(a) There would be no effect produced on rent by a graduated scale of 
rating, graduated according to .value, pl'ovided it could be proportioned to what is 
sometimes called" pure economic" or " Ricardian" rent; i.e., provided that the element 
of value due to the investment by the landlord of capit'll in the land, or in any v.ay 
that increases the utility of the land, could be exeDl pted from its operations. In the 
case of land in towns, this separation of elements would be adequately attained bY:1 
well adjusted taxation of gronnd values; and in this case taxation of ground values 
on a graduated scale would have no tendency in itself to affect the rent; i.e., it 
would simply take for public purposes the portion of the rent designed to be taken and 
leave the rest unaltered. 
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But in the case of agrioulturalland this separation would be practically impossible; 
and if it were not attempted the graduated scale of rllting would increase the effect, 
which the rate in any case has, of diminishing the inducement to invest capital in 
land; and this would indirectly affect both the amount of rent in the ordinary 
sense and" pure economic" rent. 

(b.) In considering tht' effect upon rent of a scale of rates varying with the character 
of the property or the purpose for which it is used, I presume that the " character" 
in question is to be supposed ca~able of being attached to or withdrawn from 
property to a material extent by human labour; i.e., it is exemplified by the difference 
between dwelling houses and shops, or farms and pleasure grounds, and not by the 
difference between hills and valleys. 

If so, we have to distin guish two cases. 
(I) So far as the character or purpose is not changed in consequence of the unequal 

rating, this tends to affect the rent of different kinds of property unequally, to an extent 
corresponding to the inequality of the ute. 

But (2) the inequality must be assumed to have some tendency-which may, of 
course, in particular cases be practically insignificant--to change the relative amounts 
of the unequally rated kinds of property, increasing the under-rated, and decreasing 
the over-rated, and so far as this cbange takes place, the first-mentioned effect on rent<l 
will be partly counteracted. 

Queation 14.-The chief suggeetion that appears to me acceptable is one that is already 
familiar tu all who have studied the question, viz., to hand over the Inhabited House Duty 
to local purposes, supplying its place by an addition to the income tax. It is a drawback 
of our system of local taxation, that it tends to raise the price of house accommodation; 
and if this drawback has-as I think-to he endured owing to the difficulty of finding 
taxes suitable for local purposes, it is undesirable that there should be any tax on houMes 
in the system of national taxation. Moreover, the Inhabited House Duty as at present 
adjusted is well adapted by its exemptions to reductions to c01:ppensate somewhat for the 
inequality with which the rate falling on houses presses on the poorer classes, who spend 
on the average a larger proportion of their income on house accommodation than the 
higher income classes do ;-supposing that such compensation is judged to be equitable, 
when everything is taken into account. 

For the reason given in my answer to Quest jon 10 I should propose to accompany t,his 
by direc~ taxation of ground values to meet expenditure on improvements. 

It also seems to me incontrovertible that the principle of "special assessments" or 
" betterment" should be applied in t,he case of improvements, with reasonable 
safeguards. • 

Ooncluding ,·ema?·ks.-I will now return to the question (4), as to t.he equities of local 
taxation. I shall confine my remarks to considerations of equity; but it should be 
observed that, in considering the economic effects of taxes, we have to allow weight to 
pruductional as well as dist?wutional consequences, and sometimes to allow more weight 
to the former. 

For clearness, it is convenient to treat separately the cases of (I) urban and (2) 
rural rates, and also to distinguish, as far as is possible, (a) beneficial from (b) onerous 
rates. 

(la.) Taxation imposed to meet expenditure that makes houses healthier, streets 
more fit for their use, and generally residence in the town more agreeable, seems to be 
properly thrown entirely on owners or occupiers of the buildings in the town. So far 
as the taxation is required to meet current expenditure, it is properly imposed on the 
oocupiers; so far as it is required for improvements (including sanitary improvements) 
of a durable kind, in which a considerable outlay is required for utilities lasting through 
a long subsequent period, I think that tho best approximation to equity would be 
attainlld by direct taxation of ground values. I think, however, that this principle 
should be only applied to new improvements; and I consider that its practical 
importance relates chiefly to the division of cost between leaseholders and ground 
landlords, and only in a slight degree to the division as between owners of ground values 
and occupiers as such; since I hold, as before explained, that the excess of urban over 
ruml rateR in any case falls in the main on owners of ground values. 

'1'he proportionment of the beneficial rates to the annual value of the house seems to 
me tolerably equitable 80 far WI owners of ground values are concerned. '1'he question 
is more difficult so fnr as occupiers are concerned. As I have said, the portion of the 
rate th~t corresp~nd~ to the value of the building. falls more heavily 011 the !Joor in 
proporholl to theIr mcome, as house accommodatIon form~ a larger share of their 
e:tpenditure i on the other hand, the poor man derives advantages either proportional to 
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his payments or in a higher ratio, from -an; important part of the expenditure in 
question (e.g., sanitation, public lighting. burial grounds. open spaces). Further. in 
oonsidering the matter for practical purposes we have to take into account the benefits 
accruing to the poor from local taxation that is merely onerous to the rich. 

(lb.) By "onero~s" rates I mean .ta~a~on to defray ~xpenditure of wh~ch the 
benefit (if any) whICh accrues to the mdiVIdual taxpayer IS, generally speakmg. so 
vague and indirect that the principle of proportioning payment to benefit is inapplicable; 
-as we have seen it to be as regards the greater part of national taxation. Poor relief. 
education and police are the most important items that come under this head in our 
local syst;m-so far at l~ast ~ the higher income cla~ses are concerned. Of the two 
former kinds of expAnditure It may no doubt be sald that, though onerous to the 
rich. they are clearly beneficial to the poor. But it would be altogether contrary to the 
desigu of the English Poor Law .that t~e ~elf supporting ~oo.r sho~ld J?ay more highly 
than the richer classes for the relief of mdigence. And a SImilar VIew IS now generally 
accepted as regards elementary education so far as its expense is defrayed from national 
funds; that is, it is regarded as expenditure for the benefit of society SR a whole. of 
which the burden should be equitably distributed without regard to benefit. I do not. 
however, think that the same view ought therefore to be taken in dealing with local 
taxation, since it is implied in the general idea of this taxation that special contributions 
may properly be exacted from sec.tio~s of the com~unity, to meet expenditure f~r 
their sectional benefit; and the prInCIple of. proportlOnment of payment to benefit IS 
usually taken as a matter of course in dealing with expenditure for the benefit of owners 
or occupiers of houses and lands as such. I conclude. therefore, that in considering 
the equitable distrib:ution of the bl~rden of urban taxation, we m~y reasonably take 
into account the Special benefit accrumg to the poor from the expendIture on elementary 
education. 

But in entering upon this consideration, we are met with a question which atl;racted 
only slight attention i;r de,sling with national taxati?n, because it was then only of minor 
importance and not difficult to answer ;-the questIOn how far payments exacted from 
owners of ground values ebould be regarded as strictly taxation, and not rather as a 
portion of rent reserved for public use, which is not to be taken into account in arranging 
the equitable distribution of the burden of taxation proper .. It seemed to me that this 
waS the right view to take of the unredeemad Land Tax; but the case of rates 
is different, since the amount of the rate is not fixed and there has been no 
redemption. !::ltill, considering the antiquity of this burden, the number of sales and 
purchases of land that have taken place since it was imposed, and the fact that. speaking 
broadly, urban ground valnes have increased pari pas8'U with the increase in urban rates 
and from the same causes, I think that there;is no reason to relieve the owners of urban 
ground values from the share that they have hitherto borne in providing for local public 
expenditure of an onerous kind. I shall therefore leave this share out of account in 
cousidering the equitable distribution of the. remaining burden. 

If the view that I have taken (in the answer to Q,uestion 4) of the equities of national 
taxation be applied to local taxation. ,we should endeavour .to proportion this burden 
as far as possible to income ;-except that, in the national system the, death duties, 
varying on a quite peculiar ground, were treated as a special extra coutribution.from 
the wealthier classes. However, the contribution, from the owners of ground .values 
occupies a similar position, though financially more important, iu the local system, which 
leaves us with the simple principle of "taxation proportioned to income" for the 
remaining burden of onerous rates. In the national system; however. this principle is 
only accepted with the important [roviso that. taxation i.& not; to be thrown on 
necessaries of life. It is impossible, think, to apply this proviso to local taxation. so 
far as it falls on dwelling-houses*, and this seems to me an equitable ground for 
lightening the burden of onerou~ rates on the poor in the local system. In considering 
this burden, we have to take Into account not only that part of the onerous rate that 
fall$ on the occupiers of dwelling-houses, but also the burden of the excise licences 
handed over to the local system in 1888; and in both cases the burden practically falls 
more heavily on the incomes of the poor, although in the case of the excise licences it 
is an avoidable burden. If. however, we take beneficial as well a8 onerous rates 
into account. and allow for the special benefit derived by the pOOl' from oertain parts 
of the expenditure, of which the educatioual expenditure is the most important item, 
it is not ciear to me that the poor actually bear an unduE:' share of the burden of urban 

• 1:;0 far as the rato is charged on buildings that are used solely for industrial purposes, or buildiDgs lRrger 
and more costly because they are in p~rt so used, its burden tends, os h .. been explained, to be more or less 
vaguely (liffused through the commuDlly. 
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taxation, according to the principles above adopted. But I hllve not the data for 
anything like an accurate estimate of the proportion paid by them; and in any oase, 
from the nature of the considerations involved, only a very rough approximation to ideal 
equity would in this matter bl') possible. 

Thlll'e remains an inequality as between the large incomes and the moderat{j incomes 
among urban occupiers of houses; since house rent, speaking broadly, absorbs a larger 
proportion of the latter than of the former. This is roughly compensated, so fllr as 
a portion of the proceeds of the deq,th duties which press with unequal weight on the 
larger incomAs is handed over to the looal system, in acoordllnoe with the principle 
ILdopted in 1888. 

(2.) Much of what has been above said of urban rates obviously applies to rural rates 
also, so far as they fall on dwelling houses and ga.rdens cultivated for pleasure, only 
that the considerations which have to be estimated in any attempt to equalize the burden 
of rates as between different income classes are different in the country. For, on the 
one hand, elementary education is mostly provided by religious denuminations; on the 
other hand. the price at which house accommodation is provided for the poor is largely 
determined on strictly economic grounds. But the most important question that meets 
us when we turn from urban ,to rura.l rates relates to the burden that falls on agricultural 
land. If the viewthatI have taken in answering Question (6) is sound, we may, without 
material error, regard the burden of an old rate on agricultural la.nd as actually falling 
on the owners of the land-apart from the question of exchanges between rateable and 
non-rateable property. 

We ha.ve to ask, then, Is this incidence of the burden in accordance with equity ~ 
Prirnd facie, it is certainly not so. No one would think of imposing the whole of this 
special burden on land, if it were a question of new taxation at the present time. Some 
part of the expenditure on highways and police might in this case be properly thrown 
on agricultural land ; but with important parts of the" beneficial" expenditure-e.g., 
all that is spent on sanitation-agricultural land has no concern. As regards poor relief, 
granting that there is something to be said for tIlrowing on the capitalists concerned 
in any branch of industry a part of the'burden of poor relief required for workers in 
that branch, it is not equitable to apply this principle to agriculture alone; and, as I 
have before said,there is an important part of neCeS88ol'Y poor relief which this principle 
cannot fairly be stretched to cover. 

I conclude, therefore, tIlat the existing burdens on agricultural land can only be 
defended on a ground that I have so far excluded from consideration: viz., on the 'View 
that the antiquity of the burden, and the number of transfers that have taken place 
since it was imposed, renders it reasonable now to regard it-like the unredeemed Land 
Tax-rather as a portion of rent reserved for public purposes than as a tax, strictly 
speaking. 

I myself think that this view might reasonably be taken, if the system of local 
taxation could be properly considered apart from the system of national taxation; or 
if in the latter tile balance had been kept even between the taxation of land and the 
taxa.tion of other property, during the long period through which a. special burden has 
been laid on land in the local system. For then it might be fairly argued that during 
this long period many landed estates have b~en purchased by persons who have 

.. accumulated wealth in trade and manufacture: that in any such purchase the special 
taxation imposed on land must have been taken into account: that, therefore, after any 
such exchange' has taken place, the burden of the special taxation is not really borne 
by the owner who has acquired it through purchase, although he pays the rate. It is, 
in fact, borne by the seller who has got a smaller price for the land than he would 
otherwise have got: for the new owner the rate is merely a portion of the annual 
value of the land that he is required to pay over for purposes of local government, a 
portion for which he has never paid, and to which, therefore he hilS nu equitable claim. 

This reasoning appears to me sound, on the assumptions above stated, although it 
might still be argued that this special burden.on a.gricultural land is inexpedient from 
its depressing effect on agricultural industry; and that the recent fall in the annual 
value of land, consequent on the cheapness of agricultural prodncts caused by free 
importation, affords a good opportunity for at least reducing the burden. But the 
assumptions required for the validity of the argument above given are really unwarrant
able. "for the .purchase,: contemplated in this argument cannot be supposed to bave 
fixed hIS attention exclUSIvely on the local burdens on land, as if this wllre the only effect 
on the value of land due to the aotion of Government; he must be supposeil. in 
estimating the value of the' commodity, to have taken into account any exemptions 
that it enjoyed in tile system of national taxation, and any advantages accruing to it 
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from the established principles of our national policy. Now, during the most important 
part of the period that we have to consider down to 1846, the owners of agricultural 
land had the advantage of protective duties on agricultural products; and it was 
certainly as much a set.tled principle of our ~olioy to pro~ibit or impede the importation 
of grain when the prIce was below a certaIU figure as It was to throw the burdens of 
local ta.xation on real property. I think that the abandonment of this principle in 
1846 gaVE; the owners of agricultural land an equitable claim to be relieved from such 
part of the special IJUrden of local taxat.ion as it would have been inequitable to impose 
on them if the system of local taxation had then been arranged de '/lotiO; and that the 
interval of time .that has elapsed since 18-16 is not sufficient to impair materially tLe 
force of this claim, especially since the tendency of free trade to lower the value of 
agricultural land has only been gradually realised. -

We have also to take note of the advantage attached to the possession of real 
property in the way of exemption from death duties up to 1853, and, in a less 
degree, up to 1894. This was not indeed peculiar to agricultural land, but it comes into 
consideration as balancing, to some extent, the special burdens thrown on real property 
in the system of local taxation. 

I conclude, therefore, that the principle on which partial relief from rates was granted 
to the owners of agricultural land in 1896 is sound from the point of view of equity. 
This conclusion is independent of the economic objection to special onerous rates on 
agricultural land, as discouraging the investment of capital in agriculture. The force 
of this objection would remain unaltered, even if the question of equity were otherwise 
decided. 

Answers by Professor Marshall. 

I have found it difficult to answer satisfactorily within a moderate compass the 
questions proposed by the Commission, BO I have thought it best to answer a few 
somewhat fully, and merely to indicate my opinion as to the rest. 

I., n.-I. I hold that taxes are paid by persons, not things. Things are the 
channels through which many taxes strike persons; and in considering the incidence 
of taxes on persons and the equity of that incidence, we have to take account of all the 
circumstances of those persons as owners, users, sellers, purchasers, &c. of those things. 
I submit that the present inquiry must be taken to relate not to the distribution of 
the burden of taxation between different kinds of property, but to the distribution of 
the burden between different classes of persons with special reference to their 
interests in different kinds of l>roperty. 

2. Further, when we say that a thing is the channel through which a tax strikes 
persons, we must be sure that the thing is self-contained. If it is only one part of a 
group of things which cannot be easily separated-this particular thing baing taken 
by the tax gatherer as representative of that group for convenience-then we get into 
hopeless confusion if we treat the tax as impinging on that representative thing alone 
nnd not the group. For instance, in old times the windows of a house were taken as 
reprcsentative of ,the hou~e, and were taxed heavily. But the tax did not strike, and 
was not intended to strike, persons as owners and users of windows only; it was 
inten<1.ed to strike them, and did strike them, as owners aud users of houses. Now, 
just as the window is a more or less good representative of the house; so the hOUSE! is 
a representative, perhaps a better representative, of a certain scale and style of 
household expenditure in general; and when houses are taxed, the tax is, and is 
intended to be, a tax upon the ownership !lnd use of the means of living in certain 
general conditions of comfort and social position. If part of the tax ass~ssed on 
houses were removed, and the deficit made up by taxes assessed on fllrnitllre and 
indoor servants, the true incidence of the taxes would be nearly the Same as now, but 
the indications of Table D. would be much changed. 

3. I am aware that tables similar to l'able D. have been approved by high 
authorities, academic as well as practical, and it is therefore with great diffidence that 
I express the opinion that, when taken as a basis for a scheme of finance, they 
suggest wrong inferences. For instance, Table D. corresponds in some respects to 
Sir Alfred Milnor's Table I. on page 582 of Vol. IV. of the Report of the recent Royal 
Commission on Agriculture, and suggests' a second table corre.ponding to Table n. 
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on page 583 of that volume; which shows £m.3,OOO of rateable property bearing about 
£m.l0 of taxation, i.e., at the rate of ·79d. in the £ on capital value; and £m.6,OOO 
of non-rateable property bparing about £m.l4 of taxaj:ion, i.e., at the rate of ·54d. in 
the £. But this result implies that furniture, &c. estimated at £m.l,OOO escape 
taxation altogether. That. I submit, is as wrong in principle as it would have been 1f; 
when windows were taken by the tax-gatherer as representative of houses, a table had 
been made out in which the capital value of the windows had been estimated 
s6parately, and entered as the basill of the whole window tax; while the capit'll value 
of the whole of the rest of the house had been entered in another culumn as escaping 
taxation altogether. If the furniture, &c. were reckoned with. the houses, this change 
alone would materially alter the general effect of Sir A. Milner's results, Whcre he 
now gets ·79d. he would get ·6d., where he now gets ·54d. he would get '64d. And when 
corresponding changes had been made for the equipments of factories, shops, mines, 
railways, &c" the general purport of his conclusions would be inverted, I do not, 
however, suggest that a table so modified 1V0uld btl of good stlrvice. It would, for 
instance, still fail to take account of the fact that a considerable part of the tax 
assessed on large houRes is really a tax on the habit of employing many indoor servant~. 
Again, it would not inrlicate how taxes levied through the chanuel of immovable and 
other tangible property bear on creditors and the owners of the machinery of credit 
(see VI.-e, 3), Another weakness of the method is shown in its treatment of railways 
under classes 2 and 7. 

4. The old window tax was bad; because, though intended to be a tax upon houses 
and not upon windows, its pressure was so intense on the point on which it impinged, 
that many people diminished their windows to the injury of happiness and health. And 
in like manner it may be argued that, though taxes which impinge on houses do really 
rest on genaral expenditure, yet their pressure at their point of impact is so intense as 
to cause people to seek by preference modes of expenditure which require but little 
houseroom. The question whether this is so is important, but the figures in Table D. 
thl'OW little light upon it. 

5. Similarly. it may be contended that when heavy new taxes' are imposed upon 
buildings used for trade purposes. the pressure at their point of impact on those 
trades whieh happen to require large buildings in proportion to their Df't returns is 
unjust or impolitie; but in such mat·t.ors also the table aiiords no guidance. 

lII.-So long as the net revenue of the Post Office is reaped. not solely by 
rendering services to the public, but in part by prohibiting other people from 
rendering similar services, it must, I think, be entered in a. genel'allist of taxes, but 
in a separate olass. 

IV.-l. Equity assumes definite rights; it is equitable that every shareholder in 
a company should pay calls in proportion to his holdings. But, save in such 
('xceptional cases, there is no definite basis for equity. For while one function of the 
State is to create, maintain, and regulate rights; its second, and scarcely less important 
function, is to give expression and tlffect to the public conscience. Accordingly, I 
think that the 80-called canons of equity in taxation are not in general canons of 
equity pure and simple: they are canons of equity combined with and modified by 
'Obligations of duty. It is in this broader use of the term that I propose to discuss the 
" equity" nf taxation. I use here the term" tax" to include licenses, rates, &c. 

2. Whon a special tax is levied for a particular purpose and the case is not one for 
any interference by public authority. with existing rights of ownership-as, for instance, 
where an arterial system of land drainage is created-the owners of the properties to 
bo benefited may fitly bt' assessed on the U joint stock principle," according to which 
calls are mndo from shareholders in pr0p,0rtion to their stake in the common venture. 
Such taxes are strictly "remunerative ' and stand in contrast to those "onerous" 
taxes which supply the means of discharging public duties, of p",ying interest on the 
national debt, of supporting the general expenses of government. &c. 

3. Onerous taxes, Imperial and Local, must be treated as a whole. Almost every 
onerous tax taken by itself p:-esses with undue weight on some class or other; but 
this is of no moment if the inequalities of ('ach are compensated by those of others, 
and variations in the several. parts synchronize. If that difficult condition is satisfied, 
the system may be equitable, though anyone part of it regarded alone would be 
inequitable. 

4. A non-re~unerative ta:x assessed 011 anything is primd facie onerous to its owner 
unless and until he ('an sh1ft the burden elsewhere; but it does not follow that, in 
considering the equity of a system of taxation, the continuation of this same tax shol\ld 
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be regarded as onerous to a new holder into whose hands the thing has come either 
by purchase or inheritance'. The new holder has, no doubt, acquired a property of 
less value than if there had been no such charge upon it. But the question whether 
this charge fs one to be henceforth ,counte~ as ,entitling him to sO,~e exe~pti?~ from 
other taxatIon cannol; be solved WIthout lllqUlry as to the conditIOns, ImplICIt and 
explicit, under which the original title to the thing was obtained. Such inquiries 
are of importance chiefly in relation to rights in land and to durable monopolies, 
whether complete or partial. 

5. It used to be held that all persons should contribute to the system of onerous 
taxes in proportion to their net incomes. But now the opiuion seems to be gaining 
ground that the poorer classes should contribute a smaller percentage of their revenues 
than the middle classes; and theBe, again, a smaller than the richer classes. This 
arrangemen t seems to me to be " equitable" in the broader sense of the word. 

6. It is true that so long as a person retains the right of voting on the levying and 
expenditure of taxes, it is Iiot safe that he should wholly escape onerous taxes. But 
it may be safe and reasonable to return to him or his children the equivalent of his 
payments in such benefits as will increase physical and mental health ap.d vigour, and 
will not tend towards political corruption. 

7. I take net income to be gross income after deducting for wear and tear, and 
for replacement of capital. These deductions are large in the case of income derived 
from perishable property, and inComes derived from personal exertion. 

8. Income, so defined, seems, on the whole, the best basis of a system of taxation; 
but it has many deficiencies. It presses unduly on those who do not spend the whole 
of their income, but save some of it: they are taxed on their savings, and they are 
taxed again on the revenue derived from their savings. 

9. Taxes on expenditure evade this difficulty, but have others of their own. 
Expenditure in general cannot be defined, still less can it' be assessed. Nearly all 
'taxes on particular forms of expenditure have technical faults, which make them 
productive of great harm to the community in proportion to the funds which they 
yield. 'fhe chief exceptions are taxes (and rates) on houses and stimulants: for 

, they can be kept at a high level without much economic waste; but at present they 
pI'ess with disproportionate weight on the poorer classes. Assessed taxes on male 
servants, horses, carriages, and dogs were once "progressive" in England; perhaps 
they should ,be so now. 

10. Perhaps also it may be possible to partially exempt ~avings from taxation for 
a limited Dumber of years, so as to avoid the injustice of chargmg twice the income 
from which they are saved. Any such plan must necessarily proceed on broad lines, 
and ignore the lighter considerations of equity when seeking to adjust the weightier; 
and it would need to be introduced gradually and tentatively. I am inclined to think 
it might with advantage be at once tried experimentally on a smail scal(J as regards 
investments at home in immovable property, with special reference to local taxation. 

11. But even if the totel burden of a system of taxation could be adjusted 
progressively to expenditure, there would still remain a fundamental inequity. For 
such taxes would not strike at indulgence in easy.going habits of life. If, of two 
persons with equal capacity, one works twice as hard aB the other, taxes adjusted 
to expenditure will strike him more heavily than the other, though he has deserved 
better of the State. Some account might conceivably be taken of this consideration 
in adjusting taxation between different parts of the same country where different 
habits of activity prevail; as, e,g., between the north and south cf Italy, or of 
France, or, again, between England and Ireland. But even that is doubtful. and, 
as between individuals, no account at all can be taken of it. On the whole I conclude 
that no near approach to equity in taxation is attainable. 

12. In recent discussions on taxation, and especially local taxation, there has, 
perhaps, been some tendency on the part of reformers to assume that if an existing 
arrangement can be shown to be at all inequitable it should be changed: while those 
who would retain things as they are have, perhaps, been too ready to assume that a 
new scheme has been put out of court as soon as it has been shown to work inequitably 
in some reHpects. In opposition to such tendencies, I venture to suggest that, even in 
the interosts of equity, canons based on mere considerations of equity are often of 
but secondary importance in practice. Speaking generally, those systems of finance 
have caused the least injustICe and hardship which have most favoured the develop. 
ment of the energies and inventiveness of the people; which have hindered them 
the least in the selection of those routes for the satisfaction -of their wants; which, 
partly iIi pursuance of this end, have given a preference to taxes which were productive 
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and elastic, in proportio~ to the ar~y of officials needed ·to. levy them; .which have 
avoided vexatious meddlings, and which have been most defimte and certam, and free. 
from surprises and from opportunities of corruption. The body politic has a great 
power of so adjusting itself to the pressure of taxation as gradually to diminish the 
inequities which are inherent in every imposition or remission of taxation when new. 
In the interest of equity itself, these and other more or less technical considerations 
should, I submit, be allowed a large and often a predominating influence. 

V.-l. The greater part of economic science is occupied with the dilfusio~ 
throughout the community of economic changes which primarily affect some particular 
branch of production or consumption; and there is scarcely any economic principle 
which cannot be aptly illustrated by a discussion of the shifting of the effects of 
some tax" forwards," i.e., towards the ultimate consumer, and away from the producer 
of raw material and implements of production; or else in the opposite direction, 
.. backwards." 

2. It is a general principle that if 'a tax impinges on anything used by one set of 
persons in the production of goods or services to be disposed of to other persons, the 
tax tends to check production. This tends to shift a large part of the burden of 
the tax .. forwards" on to consumers and a small part "backwards" on to those 
who supply the requirements of this set of producers. Similarly, a tax on the 
consumption of anything is shifted in greater or less degree" hackwards" on to 
its producer. Thus nearly all taxes are shifted in some degree. 

3. A tax upon a pure monopoly cannot be shifted; provided it is aSRessed ei ther 
upon the. monopoly as a unit, or on the net profits of the monopoly. In neither of 
these cases does it affect the calculations of the monopolist as to the price which will 
give him the greatest aggregate excess of receipts over outgoings. But it will be 
shifted, more or less, if it is assessed on his gross receipts; or according to any other 
plan which causes it to increase with the amount of services he renders to the public, 
for then the tax will make it worth his while to diminish the amount of his services, 
and thus raise their price. 

4. In whatever way the tax is assessed, the monopolist ma., raise his price if 
he thinks that, by making the oonsumers believe that the tax IS paid by them, be 
can induce them to agitate for its repeal. Action of this kind has done much to 
confuse the public mind as to the true incidence of taxes. 

5. 'fhe ownership of land is not a monopoly. But much that is true of a tax 
on monopolies is true also, though for different reasons, of a tax on that part of the 
value of land which is not due to recent investments of labour or capital in it by its 
owner. Any tax which is 80 levied as to discourage the cultivation of land or the 
erection of buildings on it, tends to be shifted forward on to the consumers of the 
produce of land or the users of buildings; and, if the buildings are used for the 
purposes of any trade, then further forward still on to the consumers of the products 
of that trade. But a tax on that part of the (annual) value of land, which arises from 
its position, its extension, its yearly income of sunlight and heat and rain and air, 
cannot settie anywhere except on the landlord; It lessee being, of course, landlord 
for the time. This (annual) value of the land is sometimes oalled its" inherent value "; 
],ut much of that value is the result of the action of men, though not of its 
individual holders; and therefore it is perhaps more correct to call this part of the 
annual value of land its "public value;" while that part of its value which can 
be traced to the work and outlay of its individual holders may be called its" private 
value." Speaking generally, a tax on the "publio value" of lands does not diminish 
the inducements of cultivators to cultivate it highly, nor of builders to erect expensive 
buildings on it. Such a tax therefore does not, in general, diminish the supply of 
agricultural produce or of houses offered on the market, any more than a tax on the 
net profits of It monopoly does. It therefore is not shifted away from the owners of 
land. 

6. Taxes on buildi~gs and on that part of the value of land, urban or rural, which 
results directly from Investments of capital by its owners have peculiarities of their 
own which will be discussed under Question VI. CIr-C. In general they tend to be 
shifted in the same way as. though more slowly and irregularly than, taxes on movable 
goods. We may, then, illustrate the general process of shifting by the typical case of 
a tax upon the product of It staple trade. 

7. An unexpeoted and heavy tax upon (say) printing would strike hard upon 
those engaged i~ the trade, for if they attempted to raise prices much, demand 
would falloff' qUlckly; but the blow would bear unevenly on various classes engaged 
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in the trade. As printing machines and compositors cannot· easily find employment 
out of the trade, the prices of printing machines and wages of compositors would be 
kept low for some time. On the other ha:nd, the ~)Uildings and steam. engines. the 
porters, engineers, a·nd clerks would not "Ya~t ~or theIr numbers to be adjusted by the 
mow proctlss of natural decay to the dImInished demand; some of them would be 
quickly at work in other trades, and very little of the burden would stay long on 
those of them who remained in the trade. Part of the burden, again, would fall 
ou subsidiary industries, such as those engaged in making paper and type, and a 
part of it would be borne by authors, publishers, booksellers, &c. 

8. This case illustrates well the contrast between the incidence of Imperial and of 
local taxation, fur if. the tax were only local, the compositors would migrate beyond 
its reach; and the owners of printing houses might bear a larger and not a 
smaller proportionate share of tbe burden than those whose resources were more 
specialised but more mobile. If the local tax were uncompensated by any effect which 
tended to attract population, part of the burdeD. would be thrown on local bakers, 
grocers, &c., who would meet with diminished custom. 

9. So far I have avoided technical phrases. But the kernel of the problem can, 
perhaps, be brought out better by a free use of them. The income derived from 
"land" in the narrower use of the term-that is, from the" public value" of land
is a " Rent" In this strict sense that its amount is governed by the general market 
relations of demand for, and supply of, the . commodities which it produces, and not 
by the exertion or sacrifice of its owner. A tax upon this rent does not therefore alter 
the action of the owner; for he takes none in order to earn this rent : it does not 
"enter into the Clost of production" of the commodities raised on the land. A tax 
on it does not alter that cost; does not restrict the supply of the commodities; 
does not raise their value; is not shifted forwards; and, of course, cannot be shined 
backwards. . 

10. Income derived from durable improvements in land is popularly called rent. 
A tax upon it would diminish the inducement to make similar improvements and 
prevent some old improvements from being renewed, and thus, in the very "lon~ 
run," it would increase that .. cost of production" which hns to be covered to make 
production profitable, and would ultimately stint production. Most of it would, 
therefore, ultimately be shifted forwards on to consumers, though, perhaps, a small 
part might b~ shifted backwards on to those who supplied the appliances needed for 
making the improvements. In the very long run, therefore, the income derived 
from thes~ improvements has to be regarded as profits on investment. 

11. But yet popular usage is right in treating this income as a rent rather than as 
profits for most purposes. For the tax could not for a long time produce an appreci
able effect on the amount of such improvements, nor therefore on the supply of the 
commodity, nor therefore on tha price which the consumers paid for it. Meanwhile, 
the income derived from the improvements would be governed practically in the same 
'Way as the rent of land; that 'is, by the general market relations of demand for, and 
supply of, the commodities, and not by the slackening or increasing ex:ertions or 
sacrifices of the owner of the improved land. In short, the income would be a 
"Quasi-rent," partaking partly of the nature of rent., and partly of the nature of 
profits; but being more akin to a rent than to profits for the purpose of discussions 
as to the incidence of taxes for a long time, perhaps a whole generation. But it would 
be more akin to profits than to rent for discussions as to their ultimate incidence. 

12. In the case of less durable improvements, we should have similar results but for 
shorter periods. For the tax would quickly affect the supply of such improvements, 
and, therefore, of the commodities raised from the land; and would, therefore, raise 
their price. 

13. More generally, the shorter the time required for altering the stock of appliances 
for production, the shorter is the time during which the income derived from 
them is to be regarded as a quasi-rent-that is, as an income, a tax on which 
must be borne by the owner of the appliances, and cannot be shifted by them 
appreciably, either forwards or backwards; or, in other words, the shorter is the 
time required for the tax to act on the income as though the income were profits from 
fluid applications of capital. 

14. All skilled workers, whether employers, employed, or professional men, are in 
the possession of specialised appliances for production, the stock of which cannot be 
very quickly altered. Part of their income is the earnings of eHort, and a tax on·this 
part would immediately stint effort, and would. therefore, be immediately shifted more 
cr less from the workers on to the communitv. But part of their income is of the 
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nature of returns on investments in specialised appliances of such a nature that 
their stock cannot be increased 01' diminished quickly. and this pal"t of theil' income is 
for the time a quasi-rent; a tax upon it will, for a considel"able time. remair on the 
workers and not be shifted. 

15. If any land, whether improved or not, or any machinery or industrial skill, or 
any other thing, can be easily and immediately applied to more than one branch 
of production, then the income derived from it is always to be regarded as profits or 
earnings, rather thlLo as rent or q1li1si-rent, in ILny question that exclusively concerns 
anyone of those branches. A special tax on the thing in that use alone would (1811Se 
it to be turned quickly to other uses, and the tax would be shifted at once on to the 
consumers of the things produced by it in that use. 

VI-a. 1. it will be convenient first to discuss an Imperial tax on buildings in 
general. 

2. In, English urban tenures there are commonly three distinct interests. First- are 
those of the" ultimate" owner, popularly but incorrectly called the" ground owner; .. 
he has an annuity secured on both building and land for the present, and will be 
owner of both when the building leaso falls in. Secondly are those of the" interim 
owner." sometimes called" the building owner;" he owns both building and land to 
the end of his lease, unless be has hilDsl·lf leased them out. In that case, he hits 1\ 

s!'cured annuity on tbem during the lease granted by himself, with a revel"sion 
of both building and land from the end of that leaee to the end of the llrst lease; 
there may thus be a series of interim owners. Lastly, there is tlJe tenant, who may 
hold on lease. 

3. The building has practically no value apart from the land, but that value which 
the land would have if <,leal'ed of buildings has been called the" site value" of the 
propel"ty. It is convertible with the" public value" of the land (see V-5). provided 
it be so I"eokoned as to exclude the value of improvements made below the surface 
by the owner or his predecessors. 

4. If a uniform Imperial tax be levied on the annual value of all land and buildings, 
the building part of it tends to settle on the occupier; or on his customers, if he uses 
the building for trade IJUl"poses: but the sit.e pal"t, of it tends to settle on the owner 
for the time being, that is, on the interim owner, in so far as it is imposed during his 
lease; and on the ultimate owner when he comes into possession. If, howdver, 
agricultural land is exempt from the tax, then the tenant escapes only that part of tho 
site tax which is assessed on the excess of the value of the land for building uses over 
its value for agdculture. '1'his is of litUe importance practically, except when a large 
garden attached to a bouse is taxed at the value of urban land . 
. 5. Passhlg to the Inhabited House Duty, we find: trade premi,ses and vory small 
houses exempted from that. In consequence, tenants of lal"ge houses cannot make the 
OWnel"8 bear the whole tax: on the site value. FOI" the ownerd will not erect large 
houses till thare is already suoh a scarcity of them that they give to the owners as 
good a return as could be obtained by an equal outlay in building trade premists, &c. 
Houses of a medium size and premises used fOI" trade and dwelling combined are 
partially exempted from the Inhabited House Duty, and their case is probably about 

• the same as it would be if there were no exemptions at all. 
6. These are tendencies, not actual results. But the differences between the two 

are not very great now, so far as the Inhabited House Duty is concerned, for that 
has altered its fOl"m but little of late years. The various causes by which such 
tendencies are retal"ded will be discus~ed in relation to !"ates, which change rapidly. 

7. The tax has been assumed to be " onel"ous." But if it be so expended as to 
confer direot benefit on owners or tenant, the results will be different. This con
sideration. also, may be neglected in considering the Inhabited House Duty; it is of 
first rate importance in regard to rates. 

VJ-b (also XI., XII. ILnd XIII.). 1. The Inhabited House Dutv, bein'" onerous, tends 
io check building. But many 1'lItes are so expend ell as to provide the h~useholdel' witu 
necessaries, comforts, and I uxuries on cheaper tel"ms than he could pruviue them for 
himself. An incr~ase of such ex~en.ditu:e may attract t:enan.ts instead of driving 
them away, may lllCl'ease local bUlldmg lDstead of cheokmg It, and may raise the 
ground rents at which land can be let 011 building leases. '1'he ultimate elfects of Buch 
rates can be ascertained fairly well by discovering the effects of onerous rates and 
then revel"Sing those. Other rates, e.g., school rates, are onerous to some cl~s~e~ 
of society, and beneficial to others. Rates devoted to improved school bnihlinrrs tend 
to nttract artisans, Lut slightly to ropel well-to-do residents for tbe timtl '''boin'' . e , 
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though in the course of a generation they may so much improve the character of the 
D.eighbourhood as to raise the value of the land for building expensive houses, as well 
as for other purposes. 

2. Such considerations show that any general statement as to the incidence of rates 
must be incorrect. But fairly definite conclusions may be reached as to the incidence, 
immediate and ultimate, of onerous rates, that is, of rates, the burden of which is 
not compensated by any equivalent local gain. And thence the incidence of other 
rates can be inferred more or less, when account has been taken of their special 
circumstances. 

3. If onerous rates are approximately uuiform all over the country, then their 
inciden<lll rel:lemblcs that of similar Imperial taxes; the fact that they are levied and 
spent by local Ituthorities dces not materially affect the distribution of the burden 
imposed by them between ultimate owner, immediate owner, and tenant. 

4. Next, as to the distinction between rates on site and on building values. It is 
true that the tenant does not distinguish between them. But anyone, whether ultimate 
owner or not, who is thinking of erecting buildings on the land, will reflect that 
expensive buildings would be subject to heavy rates. If ·in doubt between putting 
expensive and inexpensive buildings on any site he has chosen, he will be turned 
towards the inexpensive by the expectation of a rise in the rates, in so far as they 
are assessed on building values. But his decision will not be affected by that part of 
the rates which is assessed on site values; though, of course, before deciding whether 
to erect any buildings at all, he will have had to consider whether the site value would 
escape rates if kept vacant. Thus the site value and the building value parts of 
exceptionally heavy onerous rates press temporarily with almost equal weight on the 
owners; but ultimately the building value part alone presses upon the tenant: it alone 
tends to drive away population and trade. 

5. These are general tendencies; the causes which prevent them from being applied 
in prediction resemble those which prevent the mathematical reasonings from being 
applied to the course of a ball on the deck of a ship that is rolling and pitching in 
cross seas. If the ship would but stay at one inclination, the movement of the ball 
could be calculated. But before anyone tendency has had time to produce much 
result it will have ceased to exist, and its successor cannot be predicted. Just so, 
though economists settled once for all, nearly a century ago, the general tendencies 
of the shifting of taxation; yet the relative weight of onerous rates in different places 
often changes so rapidly that a tendency may make but little headway before it is 
stopped off, or even reversed, by changes which cannot be predicted. We here need 
a study of the past and present distribution or onerous rates, with an inquiry as to its 
causes: its general drift is to SOIne extent indicated in Mr. Cannan'~ article in Vol. V. 
of the" Economic .Tournal." . 

6. Partly in accordance with his suggestions it may, perhaps, be surmised that: 
(i.) Those rates which are truly .onerous are less in amount, and vary lesB from place 
to place than is commollly supposed. (ii.) A place which has incurred a large debt 
for enterprises that have been unfortunate or wastefully managed may expect a large 
share of onerou~ taxes for a long while, but such cases are not numerous. (iii.) A place 
which has a large pauper population and offers no great attractions for indllstry or 
reSIdence, has a prospect of long continued high poor relief rates; and such cases are 
considerable, eve~ wh~n a!]owance has been made for future widening of rating areas 
so as to mak~ :rICh dlstncts bear a larger share of th~ burden o~ the neighbouring 
poor. Inequalllles of schou 1 rate~ come partly under thIS head. (IV.) Subject to the 
two last exceptions, exceptionally onerous rates are chiefly due to transitional causes. 
One possible cause is present bad management, but that is likely 1;0 work its own cure. 
!>- mo~e f~equent cause is a recent wakening of the district to a ~ense of .responsibility 
ln sanItatIon and other matters: such of the consequent expendIture as IS necessitated 
by natural defects of the situation may be permanent; but even this, if wisely 
conducted, diminishes the relative disadvantages of the district and increases its 
attractions to builuers. 

7. In short, it seems probable that the cases are somewhat rare, in which the truly 
onerous rates of a di.trict are fairly certain to last for a considerable part of the life 
of II house or the duration of a building lease. That is, it may be surmised, that there 
are not very many ca~es in which a builder, after taking account of the direct and 
lDuirect local beDtlfits which are obtained at the expense of high rates, will be repelled 
by the fear of rates from building in a place which he would otherwise hllve selected 
without hesitation. 
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8. [Mr. Cannan has observed that there is no obvious connexion between the 
numbers of the population of the different towns of England and Wales and their rates. 
To this may be added that there is no very palpabl~ connexion between their rate~ 
of growth and their rates. Nearly all those large towns which increased fast (more 
than 20 per cent.) between the census years 1881 and 1891 had, in 1891-2, medium 
rates (between 38. 6d. and4s.); and all those which in 18\11-2 had very high rates 
(above 58.) increased at a medium pace in the preceding ten years, the lowesii 
percentage of increase of populatio:!!. among them being that of London (10'6) and 
the highest that of Leeds (18'9).] 

9. If these surmises be correct, it follows that the total pressure of onerous rates on 
the enterprise of building speCUlators and other interim owners is not very great; and 
that many rates which have appeared to be onerous have really enriched them. But 
vicissitudes of the rates increase slightly the great risks of the building trade, and 
inovitably the community pays for such risks more than their actuarial equivalent. 
And, since uncertainty causes speculators t,o fortify themselves against onerous rat'3s 
even in places where, in fact, rates have not been specially onerou~; tenants and 
ultimate owners in these favoured districts gain less by tha~ good fortune than 
appeared from the broad reasoLings with which we started tVI-b, 4). 

10. Here, perhaps, is the right place for discussing a suggestion that has been made, 
that an equalisation of rates would relieve owners, and especially ultimate owners, at 
the expense of tenants. It is argued that the building owner deducts from the 
ground rent, which he offers for n particular site, any onerous rates on building value 
(as well as on site value) which he anticipates as exceptional, and which he believes he 
could avoid by building elsewhere; and that he does so because the future tenant 
from whom the rates are deducted will make a similar deduction from the rent he 
offers. It is argued that the tenant will perforce pay those rates which he cannot 
escape by moving elsewhere; and that the builder, knowing he will be recouped, will 
DOt deduct them from the ground rent which he offers. This is plausible, but 
apparently invalid. 

11. It is true that an equalisation of rates would raise the aggregate of site values, 
if it removed rates from the best sites and increased rates on the inferior sites. But 
the equalisation is a; least as likely to transfer part of the burden of rates from the 
inferior sites to the bettor sites, and, if it did that, it would lessen the aggregate 
of site rents. This is, indeed, a new version of an old paradox. Improvements in 
agriculture, specially applicable to rich and well-situated land, would raise aggregate 
farm rents very much. But improvements which brought up the least favoured land, 
account being taken of situation as woll as fertility, to the same level with the most 
favoured would destroy agricultural rents altogether in a onuntry that had more land 
than it needed. Similarly, if we could conceive rates so adjusted as to make all 
building sites equally advantageous, no site would have more than mere agricultural 
value. 

12 . .A tax on one site has thus the effect of a betterment on a rival site which 
escapes the tax. It has been observed that if two similar premises are adjacent, but 
the boundary between high and low rates comes between them, 60 that they share 
equally the benefits of rates to which they contribute unequally; then their rents vary 

• inversely as the rates. Such facts have been quoted as inconsistent with the general 
principle that the greater part of rates are borne by the occupier, but they appear t,o 
be quite consistent with it. 

13. Here may come the answer to Question XIII. Differential rates, which favour 
any special use of land, will raise or lower aggregate rents, according as the places 
which they specially favour are, or are not, those which already have special advantnges 
for that use. If applied over the whole country, or in places chosell at random, they 
will slightly lower aggregate rents. 

14. Similarly, the under assessment of the older and more highly-rented parts of a 
town, which is ~aid still to be not very uncommon, tends to raise rents. 1£ carried 
very far it might lead people to prefer small sites in the central area to large sites 
outside, and in the result aggregate rents might conoeivably be higher than if thero 
had been no rates at all. This, again, is akin to an old paradox, viz., that, a tax of dO 

much per acre, or any other tax which differentiated against poor soils, might 
conceivably raise aggregate rents. 

15. The migration of tenants, in order to escapo high rates. is hindered less, 
perhaps, than is commouly supposed by ignorance and inditfel'en(·.e. But it is muoh 
hindered by tho speciall'llquirements of each individual. Low rates in Devonshiro will 
not draw there people who prefer London life, and manufacturers who must live in 0\' 
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;tear a district where they can obtain the special things and services needed in their 
trade. The tenant is further hindei·ed by the expense and trouble of moving; that 
may be the equivalent of tw~ years' rent; ~nd, if so, he will lose. by moving u~lesB 
the differential advantage whICh he secures In rates amounts to 28. In the £ austalDed 
for <)0 years. 

16. 'l'he mobility of tho working classes is, in some respects, greater than that 
of the well-to·do; but, when rates are compounded, friction sometimes acts on the side 
of the tenant. The manufacturer is often affected as much by the rates on his 
workmen's dwellings as by those on his own premises; and though high rates may be 
among the causes which have driven some manufacturers out of large towns, it is 
doubtful whether a curtailment of expenditure from the rates would have much 
lessened this centrifugal force. For most new expenditure from the rates materially 
increases local comforts or lessens local discomforts from the point of view either of the 
manufacturer or his workpeople. 

17. The case of the shopkeeper is the most urgent. His rates are large relatively 
to bis income, and many of them are distinctly onerous from this point of view. 
His work belongs to that group in which economic progress is raising supply relatively 
to demand; a little while ago its remuneration was artificially high, at the expense of 
society. :N ow, his remuneration is falling to a lower and perhaps more equitable level, 
and he is slow to recognise the new conditions. His mind fastens on the injustice 
which he sufff'rs when rates are suddenly raised much, and he attributes to that some 
of the pressure on him which is really due to deeper causes. His sense of injustice is 
sharpened by the fact that he does Dot always bargain on quite even terms with his 
landlord; for, to say nothing of the cost of fixtures and the general expense of moving, 
he might lose a groat part of his custom by moving to equally good premises even a 
Ii ttle way off. 

18. But shopkeepers are constantly rising and faIling, coming and going. Their 
minds are alert, and they t~ke full account of the rates; and thus. after a few years, 
they shift the burden of onerous rates on to the owners and customers more fully 
tban almost any other class does. Hotel and lodging-house keepers may rank here 
with shopkeepers. 

19. To SlIm up: rates, the current expenditure of which gives full value to the 
occupier, remain with him, as they should. Other rates are bornp. by the occupier to a 
ratcer greater extent, and for a rather longer time, than they would be if he were 
allowed to deduct them from his rent as he does Income Tax, Schedule A. lip, however, 
transfers most of. them rat-hel· quickly to his immediate landlord; unless he is known 
to be unwilling to move, and his landlord takes advantage of that. Interim owners, 
as a class, have a great power of self-defence; they are in a position to check the 
supply of buildings, and they do it until nearly the same net return as before can be 
got from new building. By that time much capital expenditure from the rates, which 
was at first of small benefit to the tenants, bears fruit; and those rates, so far as 
building value goes, aro put back again upon the tenants. but are not a. net burden 
to them. Meanwhile. that part of the rates on building values which.is exceptionally 
onerous, will have dri'·en away popUlation and trade and will have inflicted a small 
burden on tbos~ who, for personal and other reasons, must continue to live, or work, 
or trade or hold property there_ Among these will be the ultimate owner; and that 
is why the occupier will not pay quite the whole of the exceptionall.v onerous rate&, 
evon in so far as they are assessed on building values. The ultimate owner will 
bear a little even of this part of the onerous rates, and he will pay i.he whole of all 
onerous rates, whether exceptional"or not, which are assessed on site rents. 

20. Heavy onerous rates in one place act as a betterment to rival places which 
escape similar rates. It is, therefore, not true that an equalisation of onerous rates 
would enrich site owners at the expense of occupiers. An equalisation of remunt>rative 
rates, while their expenditure was unequal, would be. generally speaking, unjustifiable. 

21. A small increase in rates is opt to escape the attention of well-to-do residents, 
but it presses perceptibly on shopkeepers, lodging-house keepers, &c., and it influences 
their action; but, though thus a disproportionately great evil to them at first, an 
increp.~e censes to be any burden at all to them ere many years are past: unfortunately, 
thoy do not always recoguise that this is so. 

22. l'he incidence of a long-established rate is little affected by its being collected 
fro1"'1 the tenant, and not from the owners. but it is vitally affectod by the proportions 
in ",hich the rate is as~essed on site and building values respectively; the main part 
of tho former settles on the owners, and of the latter on the tenants. On the other 
hand, tho inci(lence for the first few years of an increase in onerous rates is much 
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affected by the mode of collection. The occupier bears more of the burden than he 
would if part of the rates were collected from the owner's, or he Wl're allowed to 
deduct a part of them from his rent. 

2~. The removal of onerous rates yields a passing benefit to the tenant, but the 
greater part of the gain goes to the interim and afterwards to the ultimate owners. 
If these owners have acquired the property since the rate was imposed, the remission 
of the rate is a present to tbem of so much public property. As regards those rates 
which fall o~ t:ade premises, and esp~ciall.y Rhops, the case is still stronger. When 
a new rate IS Imposed, they bear for a tIme a b~lrden out of proportion to their 
resources; and 80, when the rate has well settled In, and they have thrown on their 
Cllstomers that part which cannot be shifted on to the owners and which the tenant 
of a dwelling-house would, j.hl't"efore, continue to bear for himself, then the sudden 
remisaion of the rate enables them to retain themselves for some time a double share 
of public property. 

24. The above remarks apply only to neighbourhoods that are making progress. 
Where the popUlation is receding, and building has ceased, onerous rates tend to press 
upon Owners. But in such places economic friction is generally strong. 

VI-c. 1. My opinion as to ~he incidence of rates on agricultural land has already 
been indicated. In so far as the rates are remunerative in the immediate present they 
stay with the farmer, but are no net burden to him. Rural populations probably 
bear le8s onerous rates than is commonly supposed. 'rhey have gained by improved 
police service and the abolition of turnpikes, and they have increasing access to 
advantages purchased by high rates in the neighbouring towns, to which they do not 
contribute. 

2. A considerable part of those rural rates which are really onerous is fairly uniform 
all over the country, and its incidence is like that of an Imperial tax on rent. A tax 
on that part of rent which results from the" original and indestructible powers of the 
soil" must settle on the owner of the soil. But the farmer" always has a lease, even 
when he has none," and a new tax collected from the farmer would be likely to 
remain for some. time on him, unless there were other causes at the time tending 
to readjust his relations with his landlord. 

3. !>- tax on that part of a landlord's income, which, though called rent, is really 
the return to capital applied to the land by him or his immediate predecessors in title, 
stands on a different footing. If a tax be levied on that, and not on the income 
derived from capital applied to other uses, then the tax discourages cultivation and 
tends to raise the price of produce. If the country cannot import food, the consequent 
rise of price may be sllch as nearly to recoup the farmer soon, and therefore the 
landlord ultimately. [If the tax had been on all agricultural produce, and the whole 
of that produce had been strictly. necessary. then, according to a third old paradox, it 
would have l'aised the value of produce in the same ratio as it lowered produce-rents; 
it would, therefore, have left real rents unaltered.] As it is, sllch a tax would press 
at first on farmers in their capacity of implicit lessees, and afterwards on landlords; 
and it would diminish a little the employment of farmers and labourers in making 
improvements for the landlord. But the tax would not bear on the returns to the 
:farmer's own capital, and it would therefore afford a slight stimulus to modes of 
cultivation that did not require additional landlord's capital. 

4. If the onerous tax were local only, its incidence on consumers through prices 
would be still smaller. But local production would be checked more rapidly, and 
meanwhile the local farmer would be in a rather better position for transferring to the 
landlord that part of the tax which fell on the returns to (the quasi rent of) landlord's 
capital sunk in the soil. 

5. Such taxes on agrioultural land as have been imposed for a long time are no 
dil'ect burden on ~resent I.andowners. far,?er~, or lab?urers; th~ugh ~hey may give 
to present owners In certam cases some mdIrect claIm to consIderatIOn. Speaking 
genorally, any remission of such taxes would be a present of public property to the 
owners, a small part being caught by the farmers on the way. Any relief a.~ regal'ds 
old 1'lItes should therefore apply only to new buildU!gs and other fresh investments 
of capital. That would stimulate agricultural activity, give new employment to farmers 
and labourers, help to keep the profit on the land, and diminish our dependence on 
foreign imports of food. 

6. It must be remembered that land may be for a time yielding very little net rent 
that is, very little money income in excess of what is nesded to l'6munerate landlords: 
~pital; and yet be a valullble property. It may have possibilities as urban land, or it 
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may contain miner~ls; and, in any case, its ow:nership i~ likely to yield II~ i~come 
of satisfaction outsIde of the money rent receIved for It. In so far as tbis IS the 
case land is apt to be under-assessed even when rated at its full rental value. 
Pi0Psrly, it should be assessed at a percentage on its capital value. 
'7. For reaSons wbich are partly economic, partly traditional, the owner of a farm 

'has sometbing more of partnership with bis tenant than has the urban landlord; there 
are traces of metayage even in tenures which, are thoroughly "English." When 
seli.sons 'and' markets are favourable to the farmer, he pays his full rent and a.voids 
making demands on the landlord that might set bim thinking whether' the rent 
'ought not to be raised. When things go badly, the landlord, partly from sympathy 
and partly as a matter of business, makes temporary'remissions of rent, and bears the 
expense of repairs, &c., wbich he would otherwise have left, for the farmer. There 
may thus be much give and take between landlord and tenant without any change 
of nominal rent. Such adjustments obscure the incidence of agricultural rates, as the 
.eddies of wind rushing past a house will often carry snowflakes upwa,rds, overbearing, 
,but not destroying, the tendency of gravitation. The tendencies of the incidence 
of rates may even become wholly obscured for a time if the rating question happens 
to have been made a political issue. For all men are apt to believe and to prove 
temporarily that changes, which they are advocating, will benefit others more than 
themselves. (See V. 4.) 

'V):.:..a.1. If A has a thing which has a less money ' value to him than it has to B, 
~hey will probably trade, unless there is ,a tax' on the transfer. If there is, they 
will .oot 'trade untij A's need for it, measured', in inone.y, has diminished relat.ively to 
B'a by the amount of the tax. But no oue can say whether this will be effected chiefly 
,by a'riee in the net price which,B will give for the tbing, or by a fall in the net price 
wbich A will take. On the average, however, A will be the weaker party, and the 
dela-ywill throw more of the, burden on him tpan on B . 
• ,,2. 'Thll tax is bad; even when it impinges, only on commodities for immediate use. 

)3ut In.fact it impinges chiefly .upon instruments of production, and thus it is very bad. 
For it hinders their adjustment to the needs of the community. A heavy tax on 
the transfer of land and buildings assists the laws of entail in keeping property in the 
t.ands qf landlords who cannot do their duty. by their tenants. These taxes resemble 
tiLXes OIj. \mderfed labourers; they are collected harely once, but they are paid several 
:t.inies. ,. 

3 .. Taies on the tranSft)J:, of any kind of property slightly lower its value even 
.to ,a' willing purchaser; for 'the same reason that, of two stock exchange securities 
;o:p. thE! same l?asis, .that one will sell~or the higher proportionate value which belongs 
,~ the larger Issue. . .' . 

vt-e. 1. Profits, in my opinion, are not an economic entity. They include some 
'interest on capital, some earnings 01' ability and work, and, often, some insurance 
'against risk. But there is no uniformity of practicll in the business worid, and no 
;common agreement among economists as to bow ;much ,of the earnings of work and 
·a.bility shall be reckoned as profits in any particular, case. . 
, ; .. \2': If this difficulty could be overcome, there would remain a more serious one, which 
'would by itself prevent the adaptation of the old broad doctrines about taxes on 
profits to the more refined results of modern analysil!. The elements of wbich profits 
'&re composed obey 'different laws, and they enter in different proportions (whatever 
definition'o{'''profits'' be taken)· in different industries,. in, the same industry in 
'different places, and in large and small businesses even in the same industry and in 
,thlisameplace. It would, for instance" be necessary to discuss on different plans the 
profits of a large joint stock company, where salaries of II thousand a year are not 

'reckolled with profits; and those of ,a small tradesman whose profits include the 
·.$arnings of much manual labour. Some taxes on profits would increase the influx into 
the lea;rned professions, and tend to lower the earnings of medical men. Others would 
illbrease ,the pressure Ot' candidates for apprenticeship to the bricklaying trade. All 
'taxeS 'on; profits would tend. to check the growth of capital and to increase its 
'emigration ; some of them would tend perceptibly to increase the emigration of persons 
and se,on. 
,,~ a,') 'Generally 'speaking, ~he incidence' of taxes. on profits .is widel! and evenly 
diffused; they run over rapidly from one part of a trade to another and from one trade 

.to,"other trades.. And this is one reason why there are very few incomes from 
'moviibill ol;.:peraonalproperty in Engll\nd which ha.ve not helped to bear the burden 
Joli rateS. ' rThs'clliSe of income .deri'Ved from property abroad is' different. 
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VI-f. 1. The old objection to taxes on inheritance that they are paid out of ,capital; 
and that the heir is apt to live up to the full income which he has inherited, SeemB 
to me to have great force ~till. No doubt this question, as well as the' allied qUestion ' 
whether much war expenditure may ·safely be defrayed by loans, has' changed its 
position during the century with the growth of wealth and the development' of 
international markets for capital. But, the, very fact that death duties seem Jess 
inequitable, and to press less hardly on anyone, than other taxes of equal intensity. 
suggestR that they may still affect savings much as our forefathers thought they did. 
On the whole I think no one generation should very much increase them; experiElBC8 
alone can show whether we have outgrown the stage in which the incidence of.slloo 
taxes lies heavily on the springs of prosperity. 

2. Special death duties on anyone kind of property are duties on its compulsory 
transfer and lower its value. Such duties, if' assessed on the" public" value of land, 
would not affect production; if 'assessed also on farm buildings, &c., they would 
be a discriminating duty against a special form of investment of capital, and would 
diminish production and be partly incident on the community. ) 

VII., VIII. 1. It is with the utmost diffidence that I hazard opinions on these,large 
questions. 

2. The scope of local government has changed, is changing, and is likely to change 
faster than ever. Our duty at present is to experiment freely, hut to move cautiously.; 
to abstain equally from any formal recognition of existing customs which might tend 
to stereotype them, and from any organic alteration which might claim, to govern 
future development. We should aim rather at handing down to the eoming generation 
some serviceable experience, together 'with freedom in dealing with the probleili~''ivhich 
have just risen above the horizon, and others that have no~ yet riSen: ' . , 

3. }<'or, indeed, it is possible that the recent changes in' the general rela~Ions 
of .. central" and "local" government will be ,carried much further. ,The governmerit 
of a Swiss canton or an American State seems to ,belong to an interm~diate class which 
may be called .. provincial" standing' betwfl!ln the. c!lntral 'authority and the, local 
authorities properly so called. It seems possible that the London and other County 
Councils may grow in importance and responsibility; a.ndtbat the t~rm ".local ",will 
be generally applied to mmor authorities, subordinate to these provincial authorities. 
I therefore deprecate any attempt to delimit the functions of local govenllnem 
just now. , . , . . " 

4. If much freedom is allowed' to first class local authorities. sOn;J.e a,l'e sure tp 
pioneer new paths, which the wholacountr.v is not yet ready to ,tread. ,They will have 
more initiative, more invention, more willingness to take trouble for the public goo~ 
than is always found in the officials of. a large central department. But other .,loc~l 
authorities will lag behind. The chief work of the central authority should. perhaps 
be, on the one hand, to help the most enlightened local authorities in comparing. 
cri~iilising, and profiting by the experiences of one another; nnd, on the other ~nd. 
to put pressure on the more backward to work up to a high level. 

5. 'I'his requires :;ome approach te uniformity in local work, partly for' statistical 
• purposes. But all power of variation, that is consistent with order and economy of 

administration, is an almost unmixed good. The prospects of progress are increased 
by the multiplicity of parallel experiments, and the inter-communion of ideas between 
mnny people, eRch of whom has some opportunity of testing practically the value of his 
own suggestions. ' 

6. The constructive work of government, and especially of local government, is life 
itself in one of its bighest forms. Taxation is but a means; and in a country which 
has rid herself, as England has now, of all taxes which are in themselves mischievous, 
the reform of taxation should be subordinated to the development of the constructive 
work of government. . 

7. I am opposed to the allocation of central taxes to local purposes. I prefer ~ank 
contributions from the Exch~quer, given in aid of local services,and on the conditions 
of their being efficiently performed. Of course, they shouM not be giveli in aid of 
remunerative rates; but onerous rates are gen~rslly devoted to purposes' of I1!itional 
as well as local importance. e.g., poor relief, asylums, police, education~ When the 
appropriate department at Westminster had satisfied itself tbat local authorities were 
perfllrmil1g any of these dutits with vigour and intelligence, it should abstain ,from 
interferL'llcu exct'pt for urgent cause. But when they are bggard, or behind the 
g~lleral progress of the country, the oepartment should threaten -the· withdrawal 
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or diminution of the grant, should specify the faults which had to be removed, and 
should revert temporariiy to methods of. detailed supervision. 

8. Each first class local authority should have considerable freedom of experiment 
as to methods of raising revenue. It should, however, be prohibited from taxing 
persons on account of property which they own, or income which they earn, outside 
of its area. And since new taxes, and especially new local taxes are apt to be much 
more vexatious, burdensome, and unjust than the same taxes would be if they had 
time to diffu8e themselves and settle, every proposed change in the scheme of taxation 
should be submitted to the central government. Great and sudden changes should be 
discouraged, and especially such as might press with exceptional weight on any 
one class. 

9. The central government should remain the guardian of the ratepayer of the 
future against debts incurred for extravagant expenditure in the present; especially 
because the growth of migratory habits among the people increases the chance that 
those who ba.ve voted for new ventures, partly because they will give additional 
employment to' labour, will not stay in the locality to bE'ar their share of the rates 
involved. It should prohibit wasteful tolls, octroi duties. &c.: but it should recognise 
as prinnd facie reasonable :l. claim of a local authority to assess outlying districts to 
special rates, the expenditure of. which will benefit those districts; and it should 
adjudicate on such claims: or perhaps it should set up gradually more and more 
powerful and extensive provincial authorities for dealing with them. 

10. As regards the supply of water, local intere~ts cannot be isolated. The chief 
sources of water supply should therefore be declared national property; and, after 
compensation to ·private owners, they should be leased, subject to conditions, to local 
authorities. 

11. The same is true of fresh air. The central governmeut should see to it that 
towns and industrial districts do not continue to increase without ample provision for 
that fresh air and wholesome play which are required to maintain the vigour of the 
people and their place among nations; this is, perhaps, the most important public 
financial responsibility which has not yet been faced. We need not only to willen 0111' 

streets and increase the playgrounds in the midst of our towns. We need also to 
prevent one town from growing into another, or into a neighbouring village; we need 
to keep intermediate stretches of country in dairy farms, &c., as well as public 
pleasure grounds. 

IX., X., XI., XIV., XV. 1. I have even greater diffidence in offering suggestious as 
to the practical results to which these principles point, than in submitting the 
principles themselves. My knowledge and experience in these matters are small; 
and I have not even been able to consider the particular questionfj proposed by 
the Commission with the care they require. But by answering them as best I can, 
I may, perhaps, clear up ambiguities in my earlier answers. 

2. As regards rural land, the change most needed in the interest of the community 
is to diminish the burden of those rates which press differentially against the application 
of capital to agriculture (see VI.c. 5.). Some wish that this should be effected 
chiefly by a large subvention, in some form or other, from the Imperial Exchequer. 
laying stress on the repeal of the corn laws and the recent increase in the death 
duties on land. 

3. OLhers regard these as the withdrawsl of special privileges rather than, the 
imposition of special burdens; they dwell on the facts that the English law knows 
nothing of "landoWlJ.ers," and that "laudholdiDg" has never been divorce.d from 
special obligations to the poor, with the conseDt of those immediately concerned, and 

• the approval of economists generally. Resting on these broad facts, more than on 
details in the history of the Poor Law and the Land Tax, they wish the burden of the rates 
to be transferred from man's action in improving and developillg the land to his 
privileges in holding for private use a part of N nture' s free gifts; they do not wish 
much of it transferred to the public exchequer, where it would be borne, in a more 
or less disguised form, chiefly by industry . 

. ~ 4. I do not wish to urge either of these views, though I incline to the latter. But 
. I assume (s8e VII., VIII., 7) that there be contributions from the n!\tional exchequer 

" towards the Poor Rate and some other rates, which may be large or small; I myself 
• ish them to be rather small. And I propose that a preliminary rate for the purpose 

, f poor relief be made of the public value of agricultural land, that is, of its value 
as it stands after deduoting for any buildings on it, and any distinct improvements 
made in. it at private expense duriug, say, the preceding twenty years. This rate might 
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be IIlrge or small. I should prefer it to be considElrable, say a penny In the pound on 
the cal-ital valua of the land, per 8~. I regard this as practically public income 
reserved to the State rather than as a tax. . 

5. As regards land which has a special site value, of which the test might generally 
be that its capital value is more than (say) 3001. per acre, my opinions are moro decided. 
1 think that its site value should be 8S3essed to a rather heavier preliminary poor 
ratAl than I have suggested for rural land ; and in addition to a .. fresh air rate .. to be 
sppnt by local authority under full central control for the purpoRes indicated ab(lve 
(VIL, VIII" 11). This fresh air rate.would not be really a heavy burden on owners, 
most of it would be returned to them in the form of big her values for those building 
sites which remained. There may be ~reat difficulty in IIllocating the betrerments due 
to any particular improvement. But, as it is, the expenditure of such private societies 
as the Metropolitan Public Gardens Association, and much of the rates raised on 
building values for public improvements, is really a free gift of wealth to owners who 
are alreaily fortunate. 

6. For rural and urban dist.ricts alike, after allowiI!g for this preliminary poor rate 
and I.he contributions from tho Imperial Exchequer towards those local services wbich 
lire of national concern, the remainder of the necessary funds should be obtained 
by rates on immovable property, supplemented by some minor local taxed at the 
discretion of the local authorities. These main rates should be graduated somewhat 
after the fashion of the Inhabited House Duty, which should be suppressed; but the 
graduation should proceed gently at first, and should not cease at 60t., as that for the 
Inhabited House Duty does. Those who live in expensive houses are just those who 
now pay less than their fair share to the general expenses of the country; and very 
high rates on their houses would not inflict on them a heavier burden than would be 
inflicted by any other methods that have been proposed for extracting from them their 
fair share. [The standard unit of rating might be at houses rented at 40l. for urban 
districts, and 30l. for rural. Suppose the rates on those houses in any place were 
at 48.; then 48. should be the rate for all trade premises of not less than 401. ill urban, 
01' 30l. in rural districts. There should be lower rates for less .aluablo houses and 
trade premises, and the only higher rates should btl those levied on Inrger h'luEos. 
}'or them the rate might rise gradually from the standard rate of 4s. to, say, 88. for 
200/. houses, and lOB. for the largest houses. Special regulations would be needed for 
expensive lodgings and hotels. Such parks and grounds attached to large houses 
as were open to-the public under reasonable conditions might be wholly or partially 
exemp,tfld from rates.] 

7. The tenant of a farm or any other premises should be at liberty to dedu.;:t a 
portion of the rates from his rent in the salDe way as he deducts Income Tax, Schedule A. 
Perhaps this portion should be a. half in every case, except that of large houses 
(see VIa. 5). 'l'he tenant of a larlle house should deduct only what would be half his 
rates, if he were rated at the standard level. [That; is, where 48. W2S the standard 
rate; if a 001. house were rated at (i8., the tenant should deduct !il., not 131. lOs.] 
The immediate landlord should deduct in proportion from his payments to the superior 
holder next to him, and so on. . 

8. The plan of dividing the rates between tenant and owner i~ simple, and is 
- supported by very high authority. It would diminish the injustice which a sudden 

incl'ease of .rates inflicts on farmers, shopkeepers, and other traders: and the modifica
tion now proposed would further diminish that injustice. It is true that this division 
of the rates is to some extent illusory when a rate has been long unchanged. For then 
nearly the whole of that part which is assessed on public or site value of land will be 
borne by owners; and nearly all the remainder of it will be borne by tenants or their 
customers; and this result will not be materially affected by a law allowing the tenant 
to deduct a half or even the whole of his rates from his rent. I propose to attain 
equity 80 far as olrl rates are concerned, not by this division, but by the special 
assessment of publio or site values. 

The alternative plan of allowing the tenant to deduct all the raws assessed on land 
values, and only (say) a third or a quarter of those assessed on the remaining value 
of the rremises, would have some advantages; hut would be more strange. 

9. 'lues on immovable property have their faults; but so have all taxes. And t~eirs 
are perhaps less than those of any, except the alcohol taxes, the death duties, and the 
income tax. And these are, perhaps, pressed as far as they ought to be pressed 
in time of peace. They are all essentiu.lly war taxes. On the whole, therefore, I think 
that the taxes on immovable property ought not to be diminished, and that if the local 
taxes on it were diminished, Imperial taus on it ought to bEl inoreased. I am. 
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therefore not ,anxious to suggest substitutes. 'I: think 'it better'to try to rliIDovesuch 
Avils as there are in 'local rating; to aid by oontributions from the Exohequer, and 
pflrhaps to make a little more room for ra,tes by w:it4,dra:wing the In?a~ited Ho~s~, Dnty; 
or to u~e that duty as a fund for thE! assistance of specially pqor districts. ..,' 
, 10. But I see no objection to l~cal a~t~ori~es ':haVing the, whol~. ,re~ponsibi1ity, 
subject only to general control from We~~mlOster,of ,tbebeer and Spll'lt ,licenses and 
some others; nor to t~eir jlefray~ng 'the expenseR of ~~e ro~ds by taxes on all vehicles 
and horses, with parbal exemption for thqse beloJ;lgmg, to farms .. ~oc,+l ,taxes.on 
servants and on cr.rriages >lnd pleasure horses would 'bEl often o~ least'use where they 
are most wanted; and. perhaps the same may be said of taxes On advertisements, &c. 

11. With tho great increase in the facilities o~ locomotion which electricity seems 
to promise in the next few yeare" the geographical separation of, rich and poor may 
.become even mOl'e marked; it may become even more true than now that local rates 
are sometimes least product,ive where they' are most wanted .. ' Possibly we should look 
for a remedy, not so much to increased aid and control from the Imperial GoVet;nmeLi'. 
as to the development of three orders of government--,Imperial. Provincial, and Local 
in the narrower sense'; each provincial government having largE!' responsibilities and 
powers over an area wide enough to include rich and poor in fair proportions." " 

.ALFRED MARSHALL . . ". " 

! " 

Answers by Professor Edgeworth, 

1. A classification may be incorrect in two 'ways. It may violate't}le rules of formal 
or those of material logic. For instance, suppose taxes divided into indirect, and thoee 
which are on. commodities; or taxpayor~ divided into those who are at least Eii" foot 
high, and those who are under six foot, The first claRsification is incorrect because the 
classes formed lire not mutually exclusive: the second classification is incorrect because 
it su bserves no purpose of art or science; . . 

'rhe proposed classification, properly interpreted, is not incorrect ineitber SenBe. If 
the terms" incidental to , . " .. . property" and ,,' in respect of ,commodities!! are 
defined so as not to overlap, then the classification may subservethe ptirpose of enabling. 
~he various Items of the national Budget to be held together in thought. ' • 

The classification might be considered incorrect, if it was designed to indicate the 
incidence of taxation. For, certain'ly, it does not fulfil that purpose, as appears 
from the cross-questioning to which the author of the classification was subjected by 
Sir Robert Gift'en," But the classification was not designed to fuifil this purpose, as 
appfJars from the answers given on the occasion referred to.t 
.' 1 cannot suggest, I do not recommend,any alteration of' the proposed classification. 
The object of such an emendation would be, 8.pparently, to render the classification a 
better exponent, of the real incidence. But it may be doubted whether a classification 
which fulfils the first purpose-to afford a comprehensive view of the 'receipts of the 
Exchequer-admits of being amended so as to fulfil the second purpose-to indicate 
the real incidence of taxation. It must be recognised that the points' of primary 
percussion and final incidence are not coincident. There is the 'sort of difference which 
"xists between au ordinary map divided into provinces and counties, and a, miI.p of 
which the d.ivisions are designed to exhibit the variety of geological formations. There 
is, doubtless, a certain correspondence between the two charts, and it is not only in 
Greek that mountains are associated with boundaries. But query ,if it would be worth 
while to alter fllmiliar demarcations-subtracting a district from oneoounty; and 
adding it to another-in order to construct a sort of mongrl'l map, -'which' should 
subserve at once the purposes of ordinary geography and scientifi6 geology. ,. .' 

. .".,' 

2. The questions may be understood to mean: (1.) Do the items,enumerated in the 
proposed Table t.ogether make up the total taxation raised by Parliament 1 (2) Is each 
Item placed in the compartment to which it properly lJelongs?" . 

(1.) To the first question there can be only one answer, ,Tbe only qualification to 
the obvious allirmative is the caution that the amount raised by taxation' is not an, 
accurate measure of the real burden. As . Mill says d a., tax: on newspapers, it is 

• Agl'iculturnl Cornmisoion,'Q. 63,235, and context. ' t Ibid, Q. 63,253; 63,266. 
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"JObjecLionable. :not· so .. much where: it does fall •. as where.it dol'S not." The principle 
has been generalised by Professor Marshall in his theory of " consumers' rent." For 
exampw, if the duties on some consumable articles were raised, the burdon of taxation 
would certainly be increased, but the ordinary pecuniary measure of that burden might 
quite possibly be reduced. : . . 

(2.)· The arrangement of the items appears to me coz:rect enough. I ehould add that 
it might have been widely different, without appearing to me incorrect. For tho term 
.. incidental to" signifying simply" with respect. to "-. and divorced. as I contend that 
it should be, from' its association' with .i'lcidence-is so vague and elaRtic that the 
compartments which it defines may be ma,le to include more or less, at pleasure. Thus 
several of the items under Head 4, e.g., bills of exchange and promissory notes, might 
as welI have ,been. where Sir Alfred Milner was at first disposed to plaoe them,* in the 
category of taxes not inoidental to property, as where they ",re now. Distinctions 
whioh turn upon snoh differenoes seem hardly worth ccmtending for. 

3. What is the best definition of a' tax is an· interminable inquiry. There ill a 
whole literature OD the subject 'on the Continent. It may be trile, 'as 'a French writer 
has observed, that all this· dialeotio never brought an additional frano iuto the Treasury. 
Yet the discussion exercises speCUlative faoulties. which are demanded by some problems 
in taxation. . It will not be expected, however. that this academio exercise should be 
performed here.' . 

For the present purpose we may acoept Professor Bastable's definition of a tax:, and 
understand with him that" whon ordinary profit is exceeded, the monopoly possessed 
" by the [public J office is employed for taxation."t Or, in Professor Sidgwick's words, 
". Government avoids interfering with distribution "-whether in the way of tax or 
bouhty-" if it sells the commodity at the price at whioh it would be sold if 
'$ provided by private industry."t But~· we can only conjecturE" roughly" what that 
price w\>uld havebeen.§ We do not know to' what extent the sElrvice would be 
monopolised iIi the absence of Governmental interference. i'he calculation is further 
complicated by the possibility that, whether in a 1'egime of perfect competition, or 
more or leSt! imperfeot monopoly, there might be' different prices, varying with the 
cost of service in different localities. It has further to be considered that the burden 
imposed on the .publio by the Government monopoly of the post is not to bo measured 
simply bi' the riso in p~ce which it may.occasion,' Professor Marshal.l, ~n a letter to 
"The TImes," of April 6th, 1891, estImated the loss to the publIc 10 the way of 
"consumers' rent," consequent on the prohibition of private· enterprise ID postal 
servioes. as amounting to some' .four . and' a· half· million pounds sterling annually. It 
.seems ,to follow .that the'" net revenue of the Post Office "·is ~ very inacourate· measure 
.of the fisc8.! burden imposed byt,l].e Gov;ernment monopoly. 

4. The equity of any particular tax must be judged by reference to the system of 
whioh it forms part.' That the same tax mayor may not be inequitable, according ae 
the pllyer is,or is 'not o~herwise burdened, is an aoknowledged principle. II We may 
go on then to consider the equity of·a system of taxation. The following is a summary 
of views expressed fully in the" Economio Journal" for December 1897.' 

In considering the oquity of any political system, the test which should be applied 
is the greatest happiness prinoiple.** From this principle it follows that ceteris paribus 
the sum of privatIOn or sacrifice caused by taxation should be a minimum. Therefore, 
if a certain amount of taxation has to be raised (for purp<>ses of which the benefit 
oannot be allocated to' partioular persons), the llTima fade best distribution is that 
the whole amount should be paid by the wealthiest ci~izens. The incomes above a 
certain level should all be reduced to . that level j the incomes below that level should 
be untull0d. the level being determined by the amount which it i~ required to raise.tt 

This levelling prinoiple requires to be corrected by sevllral prudential considerations.tt 
There is the danger of dri ring the rich, or at least their riches, from the country, and 
checking aooumulation; there is the danger of awakening the predatory instinct of 
the poor. and precipitating revolution. When tempered by ordinary prudenoe, the 

• Memorandum, p.64. . f." Public Fioanc.,~· Book II., Ch. T., sec. 4. 
t .. Political Economy," Book III., Ch. VIII. § Note to 1st Ed., loco cit. 

II See Fawcett," Manual of Political Economy," Book IV. Ch. 1. BaslAble, .. Public Fin~nce," 2nd Ed. 
p. 300 and p. 656, note 1. Seligman, .. Progresoi ve Taxation" (CIA the prinei pIe of competuation). ' 

,. "}!ure Theory of 1.'""allon," No. III.) Economic Journal, 'Vol . .vU. (JII97) • 
•• Loc. cit., p. aDO. tt Loc. cit., p, 553. . n Loc, cit., l'p. 554-6. 
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suggested rules of equity deduoed ~om the prin~iple of least sacrifice are ~ot~ in 
practice. very different from t~e rec~lved rules which. are d~duced from the pnnclple 
of equal sacrifice. But there IS an Important theoretICal dllference between the two 
first principles." . . .. . . 

I maintain that the pnnclple of equal sacrifice derIves Its acceptance from Ita 
similarity in conception and dictates to the principle of least sacrifice: that 
the former has no authority independent of the latter. J. S. Mill, the leading 
authority on the subject, confuses the two principles. In the same breath he enounces 
the principle of equal sacrifice and identifies it with that of least sacrifice. .. Whatever 
" sacrifices it [Government] requires of them [persuDs or classes] should be made 
0; to bear as nearly as possible with the same pressure upon all, which, it must be 
.. observed, is the mode by which least sacrifice is occasioned on the whole."'" The 
association in M.ill's thought between equal sacrifice and equality-an inference from 
least ~acri6ce is apparent in his method of advocating the limitation of inheritances,t 
and in tbe juxtaposition noted by Professor Sidgwick,t between the first clause above 
quoted and the dictum in the same section that" the true idea of. distributive justice 
.. consists . .. in redressing the inequalities . . . . of nature." 

Many distinguished foreign authorities also seem to hover between· the two principles, 
having" equal sacrifice" on their lips, but using arguments which are germane to 
" least sacrifioe." 

~'he principle of equal sacrifice has sometimes been clearly distinguished from that 
of utilitarianism pure and simple, and prefel'red to it as being free from tbe dangers 
which, as above admitted, attend the working of the latter principle. But in order 
to deduce any rule of distribution from the principle of equal sacrifice, tbere is needed 
some assumption as to the degree of slowness with which utility tends to increase 
with the increase of means. Upon a very probable assumption as to that slowness, the 
principle of equal sacrifice would lead to a progressive taxation al most as drastic 
as that which has been. ab?ve described. This is admitte~ by ~rofessor Sidgwick 
when he says, "If equalIsatIOn of burden were the sole conSIderatIOn, the equity of a 
" graduated rate of taxation, rapidly increasing as incomes rise, could hardly be 
" denied."§ 

It should set>m therefore t,hat, as a working principle, equal sacrifice has no great 
advantage over least sacrifice. 

For further defence and qualification of the views propounded the 'reader is referred 
to the article already cited. The ma.in result of that investigation is Romewhat to 
weaken the prepossession in favour of taxation proportional to incomes (above a certain 
minimum), and somewhat to strengthen the arguments in favour of progressive 
taxation. ~t n;ra.y be Hdded .that the~e does n?t seem to b~ much weight in the 
common obJectIOn to progressIve taxatIon: that If the proportion payable continually 
increases, it must ultimately reach 100 per cent., or at least a ratio sucb that the 
ta1l:payer would h~ve no interest in inc;e~ing his income. For, first, the point at which 
these consummatIons would be attalDea may well be far above the highest existing 
incomes. as happens in the case of some progressive systems in Switzerland. .And 
secondly, tbe dictate~ of th~ ~east .sacrifice pl'inc~ple .might be approximately satIsfied 
by a law of progresslOn W~ICh uillmately, for hIgh lUcomes, converged to a simply 
proportional rate of taxatIon. If the ultimate ratio was very high, the initial ratio 
might be very low'. 

5. I have elsewhere II suggested four distinotions which may be of assistance in 
. determilling the real iucidence of taxation. 

There is first the distinction between a "i!gime of monopoly and ono of competition. 
'rhe laws of incidence are not the same for these two cases. Thus it is rightly 
argued that rates in respect of railways and canals fall upon the shareholders who 
own the property, while rates in respect of mines and quarries fnll upon the consumers 
of the products~; it being understood that monopoly prevails in the former case 
competition in the latter. A less familiar inference is that, even if a canal or quarry i~ 
monopolised, n ra~e woul~ not fall entil:ely upon the monop!,list, but partly on the 
consumer 1 SUppOSlDg, as IS usual, I beheve, that the rate· IS proportioned to the 
01!tput.'~* . 

• "Political Economy," Book V. Ch. II, !lee. 2. t "Economio Journal." loe cit., p. 56a. 
t .. Political Economy ... nook III, Ch. VllI •• par. 7, 1st. Ed. 

t "l'olitic8," p. 182. Cp." Political Eoollomy," Book lJJ., Ch. VIII., par. 7 .ub. 
II .. Economio J oUI'Pal," Vol. VII. (1897) p •• 6. ' 

'If St. Memorandum by Sir Edward Hamilton, p. 47. 
It S/'~ 1Il6r~bnll, "frill~il·lcs uf EconOll1iee," p •. 1!l2,1I1111 "lllconOlllic JOUI'nalt Vol. VU., p. 22;. 
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The second distinction is between products which obey the law of "diminishing 
returns" and those which do not. This distinction is relevant to the wei!!ht rather 
than the point of incidence. The burden of a tax on products obeying ~the law of 
" increasing returns" is apt to be greater. It may be observed that the articles with 
which the commission is specially concerned, lands and houses,* seem mostly to belong 
to the category of diminishing returns. 

The third distinction is between cases where there exists mobility between different 
industries and cases where this mobility does not exist. One important case of 
immobility is that of capital fixed during a "short period "t as distinguished from 
" the long run." Thus there is an essential difference between the incidence of a new 
house rate, according as it affects the owner of a house already built, or as it enters 
into tho calculation of an intending builder. 

The fourth distinction ill between a tax which varies with the amount of article 
(including money) produced or dealt in, and one which is irrespective of that amount. 
A specific and an ad valorem tax belong to the former category; to the latter, a poll tax 
and a payment for a licence. Consider, for example, different modos which might be 
imagined of taxing the production of barley-I say barley, not corn, to avoid the 
complication attending the taxation of labourers' necessaries.t Mobility between the 
farming and other industries being supposed, a tax proportioned to the amount of 
output falls upon the consumer; since before, as after, the impost the "final" 
inorement of product must just repay the producer.§ By a parity of reasoning a tax 
under the form of a . license to grow barley will presumably fallon the landlord; 
supposing that he has no mobility and m!lst either let his land for the cultivation of 

. barley or not at all. It must be supposod also that he can bear it, that his rent, 
minu8 the license, is a positive quantity. Theoretically it would seem that, in general 
and when the demand for the commodity is not perfectly inelastic, the consumer 
would, in the long run, only be affected when the licence exceeds the rent. Nor eVlJn 
then is the operation of the licence quite so simple as it is sometimes taken for granted 
in the books. II More practical exemplific;Ltions of these theories will be given in 
subsequent r.nswers. 

G. In the answers which follow relating to imposts on houses I shall suppose, when 
the oontrary is not expressed, that the so·called " London leasehold system "'if prevails. 
Statements made with special reference to that system can easily be adapted to other 
circumstances. 

(a.) To determine the incidence of the Inhabited House Duty is a problem so 
oomplicated that it is expedient to break it up by first considering an ideally simplified 
case, then introducing one by one t.he concrete complications. 

(1.) First let liS suppose the inhabitants of a town to deal with the owners of houses 
already built, abstracting the competitive influence exercised by new houses and 
other towns. For periods and circumstances which permit this supposition a tax 
such as the Inhabited House Duty will, theoretically, fall entirely on the owners on the 
expiry of each occupant's lease (that is, on an average, in less than three·and·a-half 

_ ;rears after the imposition of the tax, supposin~ that the term of the occupation-lease 
1S sometimes seven years and sometimes three). For, the supply of houses being 
perfectly inelastio, the owners have no choice bu~ to throw these their wares upon the 
market without a reserve price; they must accept that price which just carries off 
the supply. Since the imposition of the duty· does not increase the demand of the 
oooupants. the payment per house which they can be got to make will not be increased. 
The payment now made by the occupant, consisting of rent plus tax, will be the 

• As to lands. lee Millis U Political Economy n passim j as to houses, Marshnll'zs " Principles of Economics,,
Illb "0("6 "Margin of building," 

t Prof ••• or Marshall'. useful phrase. 
t In this hypothetical analogy the effect of foreign trud. on price may be leEt out of sight as aD incident not 

relevant to the building industry. . 
§ In the ..... of agriculturol produce, as Mill points out (Buok V. Ch. IV. sec. 3, par. I), if the tax 

tliminishesconsumptiou," it to that extent contributes to throw bn.ek ngricult.ure upon more fertile lanu" or les!J 
" costly processes aud to lower the \'Blue and price of corn; which therefore ultimately settles at a price 
&1 increa..otCd not by ,1.18 whole amount of the tax, but lly only a part of its amount." There is, theoretically, 
an analogous diminution of the expensE's, with tho rise of the" margin:' of building (the law ofdimiwshing 
returns prevailing) I hUI it may b. doubted whether this effect is consi,lerable. 

1\ See" Economic JourDal," V ul. VII. p. 59. 
, The .. e is B good d-.iptiou of the .ystom in the linnl report (1892) of the Seloct Committee on Town 

Holdings, p. oi. 
I 98t09. It 
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sama;as the pa.yment made before by him, consisting of rent alone. The payment 
received by the o Wiler will be less than before by the full extent of the tax.* 

(2)' Now· let us take into account the circumstance that houses are not eternal. 
First let u~ suppose the town, or other circumscribed region, to be renewed without 
'being enlarged new houses from time to time being built on old sites, but not on 
new sites. If the average duration of a house is 50 or 100, or generally n years, 
then an n}h part of the total number of houses in the town will be yearly produced, 
and offered for occupation by building ent1·epreneurs. These entrepreneurs, being free 
to apply ·theircapital otherwise. than in buil~ng, will require H:s good profits in ~~at 
industry as in any other not ~ubJect to a speOlal tax. Whe~ce It ~ollows, by famihar 
reasoning, that the duty, bemg an ad valorem tax on the pnce paId for a consumable 
article falls entirely on the consumer-the occupant. The occupants of new houses 
then pay. t~e enti~ duty. But it is. not the?retically. possib~e that, in the sarne 
miuket, sImilar· artIcles should be 0 btalDed for dIfferent prIces: o~d houses for the same 
rent as before the imposition of the tax, new houses for that rent plus the tax. If, 
aa a first approximation, we ignore the difference in the demand for new and for old 
houses, the pressure exercised by the builders of new houses will, in the course of less 
than .seveuyears, 'result in imposing the. taxt on the occupants of the old as well as the 
new houses. l 
. ·(3.).A similar concl.usi~n . is obt.ained when we take into a~count the ci:cumstance 

$at where the populatlOn IS. mcreasmg new houses will be requIred on new sIres as well 
as· . old· . ones; still assuming that new and old houses are exactly similar articles. 
But, of 'Iourse,this is a very inexact assumption. New and old houses are no~ 
interchangeable like sovereigns of different dates; urban and suburban residences are 
not identical articles, but more or less periectsubstitutes for each other. 

(4.) Account being taken of this relation between new !J.nd old houses, we shall find 
that the effect exercised by. the new buildings upon the .house-market is similar in 
kind~ but not in ge~e~a.I equal in, quantit~, to that which WII-~ described und~r 
hetlding (2). In the lImIting case, when the nvalry between the new and old houses IS 
null, the whole tax falls on the owner, as in case (1). In general it may be supposed 
that the case lies between (1) and (2);. that the occupier of an old house pays a part, 
but not the whole, of the tax. But this natural supposition is not quite correct. 
The extra payment imposed on the occupants of old houses in consequence of the tax 
is not limited to the extent of the tax. Zero is, indeed, an inferior limit, but there is 
nodefiIiite superior . limit. The imposition of the tax :tnay so disturb the delicate· 
balance of demand for the rival articles, central and suburban-or, more generally, old 
and new-houses, that in the new eCjuilibrium the occupants of old houses pay a rent 
increased. by more than the tax, the owners of old houses positively gain by the 
tax.t This curiosum in the theory of value seems only to be of importance as it tends 
to. confirm the conclusion that the occupier. will bear a considerable portion of the tax.§ 

.(5.) There is next to be introduced thEi competition between different. towns. 
Residences iJl different places ·.constituting rival commodities, we may. see, by. an 
extension of the analysis above employed. that a uniform tax may so. disturb the 
balance of complex demand ,as to cause a oertain rush of inhabitants to one town from 
another.. The owners of houses already built,. may gain more rent by the increase of 
demand .consequent on such disturbance. than they lose through· that more immediate 
action. of the tax which was indicated under the preoeding head. Conversely, they. may 

.• The Watter i. put more technically in my ~tudy on the Pure Theory of Ta.xation (" Economic j oornal," 
Vol. VII., p. 50). . 

t· The whole tax, if we admit what may be called the classical asswnption that the expenses of building are 
not sensibly altered by the diminution of demand for houses which may I:e caused by the rise of the price paid 
by the consumer-the occupier. (See the penultimate note to Q. 0.) 

t "Economic J ouro81, U loco cit.) p. 63, note. 
~ The eminent Mr. N.· G. Pierson, of Holland, in his noteworthy discussion of this subject (in the second 

odition of his LeerbocA der Staatl.uislwudkunde, eerst. deel, p. 166, et seq.) h.., come to a different conclwion, 
namely, that the occupier of 8 house with a high ground rent, as in .a central region, will, at most, pay only 
lIB much tax as what is paid by the occupier of an exactly similar house with [little or] no ground rent, as in a 
tluburban periphery. Mr. Pierson deduces this conclusion from the assumption that the difference between the 
~ents of the two house. may be expected to be the same after and before the imposition of the tax (or, at least, 
Jlot greater after than before). This 88Sumption would be appropriate if two similar houses dissimilarlvsituated 
r"ttlteB huizen l1an ongelijkB ligging tn alletn daarom in huu'l"tOaarde 1JBrllchillend," loe. cit., p. 178; 'f twee 
" gelij" .. ortige perCfJelen," p. 171] could be regarded as two units of the same commodity, analogous to two 
quarters of barley grown on a bighly rented site and at the margin of cultivation xespectively. But I submit 
that the two hou ... ought ''Ilthep to b. ·regarded asditf .. ,.eflt 'ltJa"titi .. of commodity, analogous to the 
quantities of bo.dey produced by the outlay of the eame capital at tbe margiu and on a highly rented site. 
There i. 1I0 "anomaly" (we. cit .. p. 179) in the supposition tbat the diJIerenee between the prices paid 
fot· those two quantities of produce should be increased by 8 tax. It i. the received theory, ... stared, e.g., by 
Mill (Book V., Ch. IV., sec. 3, pars. 2, 8, 4). 
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lose rent through the competitive action l'eferred to under the present head, As 
regards the distribution of the burden between owner and occupier; the competition 
between towns does not tend, on the whole, to alter the proportions. . 

(6.) Lastly, account is to be taken of .. friction." With respect to the distribution 
of the burden between owner and occupier, friction acts in two opposite ways. It 
obstructs that transference of the tax from the occupier to the owner which was 
indicated under head (1), and that transference from the owner to the occupier which was 
indicated under heads (2), (3), and.(4j. 

In the first case, the process by which the burden tends to be shifted from the 
occupiers to the owners is as follows.-If, before the imposition of the rate, each. 
occupier had as much house accommodation as he wanted at the Qld price (the rent of 
occupation), thereafter he will have more house accommodation than he demands at 
the new price (the rent plus the rate). Accordingly, he will seek to disembarrass 
himself of this superfluous housing by moving, or threatening to move, to less 
extensive premises. But this action is much clogged by friction. The gain in utility 
(or" consumers' rent ") which is eft'ected by taking just as much as he wants at the 
now price may well be overbalanced by the expense and trouble of moving. 

Case (2), at first sight, does not seem to admit of as much friction. As the owner 
of a now house will not pay the rate, the occupier must undertake to pay it; but he 
will not do so while equally good old houses are obtainable at the same rent and less 
rates. As Mr. Cannan says: "Who will stand up and confess that he took 76 ~ 
" Street at 1001. a year, and subject to 201. of rates, when an exactly similar house 
" next door . . . . was to let at 1001. a year, and only 121. of rates !"* However, 
in the case before us, it may well be that the paucity of new houses is a circumstance 
favourable to friction. That n'ht part of the town or region which is yearly renewed 
may not be sufficient, so to speak, to leaven the whole region with the effect, of the 
tax. It is, perhaps, significant of the preponderance of friction-the impotence of 
what may be called the normal forces-in this case, that Mr. Pierson, in his 
discussion of a rate on houses in a circumscribed region, such as The Oity in London,t 
considered . as unaft'ected by the competition of extra-urban houses, has taken no 
account of 1he competitive influence exercised by new Muses witkin tke. region. The 
action of friction in favour of the occupier in case (2) may be enhanced by the 
characteristic of case (4), the imperfect capacity of new houses to act as substitute 
for old ones. 

Case (3) is aft'eeted leMs by the circumstance of paucity, and more ·by the 
circumstance of imperfect substitution. . 

~'he principal forces, normal and frictional, which are at work have now b~en 
analysed. But I have not Bufficiently accnrate knowledge of the facts to determine 
in concrete cases the resultant of all the forces. Doubtless, in virtue of friction, it 
may be expected that more or less of the tax will stick where it hits. But whether 
this expectation is greater when the tax is imposed on the occupier than when it is 
imposed on the owner, I am unable to say.. . 

So far as to the incidence of the Inhabited House Duty on oceupiel's and OW'ilers. 
There is still to be considered its incidence on the ground landlord. This action i~ of 
course, very slow, making itself felt immediately with respect only to the small 

- proportion of sites for which new leases are being created at any time, with respect 
to the average of sites not until after many years~perhaps 40 or 50.§ . 

Theoretically, a house being regarded as a 80rt of product grown upoIlthe land,1i 
a house tax paid by the ocoupier t.ends to diminish the ground rent through the 
diminution of the demand on, the part of building entrepreneurs for sites. The limiting 
case is when the demand for hOllses is quite inelastic. Then the same amount of 
house accommodation is demanded before as after the imposition of the tax. The 
occupier pays the same rent as before pl1t.~ the duty; the builder obtains the same 
profits; the ground landlOl'd the same rent. In goneral, the imposition of the tax 
"!tuseR !t diminution of demand for house acoommodation; intending builders divert 
their enterprise to other investments; the ground landlord suft'ers through slackened 
demand for sites. But what the Exohequer loses through the diminished use of houseil 
is not, in genernl, equal to what the ground landlords lose through the diminution of 
demand for sites., Nor would the equality be of any fiscal significance, since what ill 

• History of 1.0001 Taxation, p. 135. t Ahove, p. 130. t Loc. cit., p. 178. 
§ Hnppo~in~ the 8,,·erag8 t.enn of a. building lense to be 80 or ]00 years. 
11 S ... 8n.w~r to Question 6, last pam,,"1'8pb. Compare Mr. Goschen (" Local Taxation," p. 164):-" The 

inhabitant of the bouse iA, in ~uity., the l'OllSumer of the commodity produced by tho builder." 
,. Comp"" tho formnlm given by tho present writer in tho Arlicle .No. 1 on tho Pur. Theon of MonOp<'ll 

in the" Giornale dogli Economisti" ror 1897. • . ' 
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lost by the ground landlords is not gained by the Exchequer. Indeed, the question 
bas been raised wbether an effect of this sort-detrimental to a c~rtain class, .wi!.hout 
any corresponding benefit to the Excbequer - can properly be descnbed as the t'lUJ'lde'IIIJIJ 

of a tax.* . ' . 'd . 
(b ).-(1.) The principal difference, WIth respect to InOl ence, between the InhabIted 

Hou~e Duty and house rares is that the former is uniform, the latter may varyt from 
lace to place. So far as such variation does not occur, the preceding analysis 

holds good of house rates. WberD one locality is more beavily rated than another, 
the excess Df rates may Dr m~y. nO.t corresp,ond to extr~ Il:dvantages oft~red. 10 
Dccupants. For instance, a mUUlOlpallty may gl~e more serVICe m tbe wa~ of hghtI.ng 
and cleansing :tban others in return for a~ eqUIvalently be~vy rate, or It ma;r glve 
the same serVICe, e.g., in the way of draInage, at a heaVIer rats corresponding to 
disadvantages ?f situation.t . . ' . . 

TD begin wlth the second case, the dll'ferentlal rates WIll tend to dIvert demand 
from the locality, with the following results to occupiers and superiDr interests. The 
Dccupiers who are not driven away suffer the aggravation of rates; the Dccupiers 
who are driven away suffer a loss of 'Utility (or" consumer's rent "). The owners 
during the remainder of their terms, and the grou.nd landlDrds ultimately, suffer a loss 
of rent consequent Dn the slackened demand for hDuses in the locality. 

These results are counteracted when the extra rates correspond to extra benefit. 
If that benefit is immediate, none of the parties need suffer. Dema.nd is nDt slackened; 
rents do not fall. If the benefit is a future result of present outlay, both occupiers and 
Dwners will suffer temporarily in the ways above described. It is nDt true of differential 
rates that the Dccupier bears all the cost; of imprDvements by which the owner is 
ultimately benefited. 

(2.) As pointed Dut by numerous authorities,§ a rate Dn trade premises falls partly 
on the· custDmer, partly on the trader, partly Dn the owner, in prDportions difficult to 
determine: ceteris plJll'ibus, more upon the customer the greater his preference for 
dealing in the particular locality; Dn the trader the greater the IDss incurred by him 
in moving to another place (or business); Dn the D~ner the IDnger his term. The only 
remark nDt quite familiar which occurs to me is that the owner of old premises is not 
quite so defenceless as might be supposed, since he benefits by the competitive actiDn 
which is propagated from new premises in the manner indicated under head (a) 2. 

(c.) According to RicardD, " a tax 011 rent" [in the proper sense Df the term J . . . 
"would fall wholly olllandlords." But" a tax Dn rent, as rent is constituted" [i.e., 
true rent plus" quasi-rent," as we might nDW say J . . . .. would be a tax on the 
.. profits of the landlDrd." "The capital expended on these buildings, &c. [' the 
"buildinge and the improvements which are made by the landlDrd's stDck 'J "must 
" afford the usual profit Df stock; but it would cease to afford this profit on the 
" land last cultivated, if the expenses Df these buildings, etc. did not fall on the tenant, 
" and if they did, the tenant would then cease to make his usual prDfits of stock, 
" unless he could charge them Dn the consumer." 

This general theory must be applied with caution to the present circumstances_ It 
may be doubted whether English landlDrds expect their outlay on their estates to affDrd 
"the usual profit of stock"; the supply of such expenditure follows a special law, 
not that Df tbe general investment-market. MDreover, with respect to produce for 
which there is a wDrld market, such as wheat, the effect Df agricultural rating in Dne 
oountry upon the price must be insensible. From the first incident it is deducible, 
I think, that the landlord will bear some part of the tax Dn the quasi-rent; from the 
secund incident, that he will bear the greater part. On the other hand, as Mr. Blunden 
bas ingeniously observed, II the farmer will not be able to shift Dn to the landlord any 
burden which is common to other industries, in particular that part of the rate which 
falls Dn his dwelling-house, say /) pel' cent. Df the total agricultural :mte. Altogether, 
theory leads to the conclusiDn that the greater part of an agricultur~l rate falls on the 
landlDrd . 

• A dictum carrying the combined wp.ight of Ricardo's and Adam Smitb's authority can be quoted on 
the affirmative side of this vel'bal question. "The payment of this tax, then, would ultimately fallon 
" the occupier and gronnd laudlord, but' in what proportion this final payment would be divided between 
" • them,' says Adam Smith, 'it is' not, perhaps, very easy to ascertain:"_Ricaroo, "Political Economy," 
Ch. XIV. (Taxes ou Houses). . 

t Dudl~y Baxter has pointed out this difference very clearly.-" 'ruation of the Unitetl Kingdom," p. 65. 
t Compare Mr. Cannan's yuluable analysis of the cauSCtl of inequality in 10('081 rntes.-" Economic Journal," 

Vol V., p. 31. 
§ E.g., Professor Sidgwick, "Political Economy," 2nd Ed., p. 575, note; Pmfe"""r Baslable, "Public 

Fil1&nce,'J 2nd Ed" p. 421; Mr. Blu.ndeu, U Local Taxation," p. 55. 
II Local Taxalion, p. q 1. 
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These theoretical tendencies are masked by friction, the action of IV hicb seems to 
vary with the conditions of supply and demand. 'Under the conditions which prevailed 
when Mr. Goschen wrote his classical report on local taxation, it may have been true 
that a farmer could not insist on his landlord's reducing the rent in consequence of 
the imposition of a rate. Dudley Baxter may have been right when he wrote: "On 
" all the evidence that I can collect, I have little doubt, that, although in theory the 
.. rates are paid by the landlord, yet in practice and on the average of tenancies. a 
" portion of the rates does fall upon the tenant."* This portion was estimated by 
him as one-fourth. But under the present conditions, the "pull of t.he market" 
being against ilbe landlord, .. friction" seems to favour the tenant. I know of a case 
in which a set of agricultural tenants, threatened with a school board rate, declined 
to trouble themselves about the matter, averring their confidence that the whole rate 
would virtually have to btl borne by the landlord. I know of many cases in which the 
tithe rentcharge was transferred from the tenant to the landlord, according to the 
Act of 1891, without any concomitant increase of the rent. Friction, as well Ih~ 
theory, seems now to make against the landlord. 

(d.) Taxes on the transfer of property fall indifferently on both parties, now on the 
buyer more, now on the seller. t Adam Smith's dictum that .. taxes upon the sale 
of land fall altogether upon the seller," for that .. the seller is almost always under 
the necessity of selling," cannot be predicted generally of the sale of land including 
·hereditaments.~ But it is true wherever the proprietor has no use for the property 
except to sell it. One import~nt application of this theorem is that a tax on the 
sale of urban sittls, like a tax oil ground rent, falls altogether on the ground landlord. 

(e.) As to the incidence of a tax on trade profits, I have only one remark to add 
to the received theories on the subject. The difficulties which I have' elsewhere 
raised§ as to the mode in which a tax on the profits ofa particular trade is com
pensated by a fiRe in price seem to strengthen the probabilit.y of the tax acting af; a 
preventive to improvements of production which would otherwise have heen adopted. II 

(t.) Adam Smith's dictum that taxes on inheritance "fall finally as well aa 
immediately on the persons to whom the property is transferred" is substantially 
incontrovertible. But there is much to be said for the view'i[ that in propriety of 
speech such taxes fall immediately on the persons from whom the property is trans
ferred. It is they who have the power of evading the tax (by donation to the living); 
it is they who bear the burden of that evasion when they forego the luxury of bequest. 
Nor is Adam Smith's" finally" to be interpreted so strictly, but that this tax, like all 
taxes, will have diffused effects upon accumulation and production."* 

7 & 8. Primti facie some purposes may be distinguished as purposes for which 
taxation should be raised locally, namely, those of which the benefit accrues to the 
inhabitants of the locality exclusively; for instance, ameqities which conduce to pleasure 
rather than efficiency. Conversely the taxation should be raised by the central Govern
ment for certain other purposes, such as national defence. But there is a large 
intermediate class where the benefit cannot be altogether allocated either to the part 

_ or the whole, c.g., local police and education. 
The criterion thus afforded by the proportion in which the benefit is divided between. 

the locality and the nation does not, suffice to determine the proportions in which 
the expenditure should be horne. Where indeed the benefit accrues wholly to the 
locality, perhaps the expenditure should be wholly borne by the locality. But the 
converse does not hold, for it seems to be requisite for the sake of economical 
administration t.hat some expenditure which is chiefly in the interest of the general 
public-for instance, the maiutenance of the poor--should be largely borne by 
particular localities. A fortiol-i, the criterion is not available where the proportions in 
which t.he benefit is divided cannot bo ascertained. 

As Mr. Cannan says, " the expenditure does not fall into two cle!!rly defined classes, 
" and even if it did, the most consummate statesmanship would find it difficult always 

• TIL"altion of tho United Kingdom, 1'. 62. 
t Cf. Professor Bnstable', "Public ~'iDance," p. 547, and the present writer, "Economic J"lJurnal," Vol. VII., 

p. 49, pltr. 2. 

~
+ C.f. Mill, " Politi~n.l Eronomy," Book V., Ch. V., par. I, noto. 

U Economic JOUl'DRJ:' Vol. Y II., p. 59. 
I This preventive Rction i. indic.ted by J. S. Mill," Political Economy," Book,V" Ch. IV., par. 2, sub fillelll. 
'IT A. slIllgeOtro by Sir Robert GilTen in Q. 63,281 of the Royal Commission on Agricultural Depression. 
•• See Professor Bu.~tn.bll\ u Public If'inance,u Book IV., Cb. IX., par. 9; and compare the present writer 

"Economio Journal:' Vol. VII., p. 57, par. 2. ' 
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" .to reconcile the extension of the. area of chargeability with economy in administra
"tion."'" I,am prepared to think that here, as in Bome other subjects, no principl~ ill 
available except the general onew;hich justi:fie~ the method of comparin.g! and in some 
tiVrt, averaging the unanalysable Judgments glVen by competent authorities conversant 
with the circumstances .of each case. 

----------------
9. It is convenient t~ answer this question after Question 10, and along with 

Question 12. 

10. Ground rents should be specially rated, when newly created, in localities where 
a.n "unearned increment" has accrued to landlords. .A. contribution may thus, be 
obtained from a source which would not otherwise be tapped. 

This conclusion is at variance with reasoning which many experts have put before 
the Town Holdings Committees·t It has been argued that a3 a rate on the occupier's 
rent ultimately burdens the ground landlord, so a rate on the ground rent ultimately 
burdens the occupier. This reasoning seems to be incorrect in that it ignores what 
may be called the marginal character of economic transactions. If to each site there 
corresponded abuilding .of a certain invariable cost, then it might be true that, if the 
rate is added to the occupier's payment, an equal amount must be subtracted from the 
ground landlord's receipts; and, if the rate is subtracted from the ground landlord's 
receipts, an equal amount must be added to the occupier's payment-the builder's 
profi.ts being consta~t. But, th)lDretically, in general th? cost ~f the bui.lding on, .each 
site IS not to be conSidered as :fixed before. hand. The bUllder w1l1 push hiS expenUlture 
up to the point at which his last or" marginal" increment of outlay is likely to be 
only just compensated by the increase in the rent which he is to receive from the 
occupier. Accordingly, where there is a virtually ad valorem rate, the addition to the 
rate. due to the last increment of value added to the house must be paid entirely by 
the occupier. Therefore, if we may treat house accommodation as a commodity sold 
in a market,t the rate, not only on the marginal increment but on the whole value of 
the building, will be paid by the occupier. 

It may be objected that if the rate on the ground rent is applied to relieve the 
occupier, then the demand for houses being thereby inoreased, occupier's rents and 
ultimately ground rents will go up; the last ~tate will be no better than the first. 

This objection would have weight if it were proposed to apply the rate on each 
site to relieve the occupiers of that site. This proposal will be considered below as 
a case of division between the occupier and superior interests (see answer to question 
12). But here we are entitled to assume that the proposed ground rate is applied 
to the relief of occupiers generally, or, what comes to the same, to the execution of 
improvements for which otherwise additional rates would have been imposed on the 
occupiers. No doubt the improvements tend to increase demand for residences, and this 
increased demand will tend to increase the occupiers' rents. But this tendency would 
equally have operated if the improvements had' been executed at the occupier's expense, 
and the occupiers are gainers, by having them executed at the expense of the ground 
landlords. No doubt the increased demand for residences will tend to increase ground 
rent; but the occupiers will gain by having these fresh accretions of ground rent 
in part applied to further improvements.§ It would be a strange complaint against a 
newly discovered source that, after it had been tapped, it was apt to be replenished. 

• History of Localll.ates, last page. 
t See Evidence, 1887, Qs. 3,360 and 11,285; 1888, Qs. 2736,2837, 3188, 4442, 9355; 18!1l, Q. 1969 

et s.eq. (particull:l;rly lucid) ; see also Mr. Sargaot's evidenc~ before the Town Ho}dings Committee and his 
" U .. ban Rating," pp. 46-52. 

t Compare Marshall, "Principles of Ec:onomics," 3rd Ed., App. Note XIV. ... . 
§ The theory, as here st._ted, is .Dot touchecl by the exawples which Mr. Snrgant hIlS p<!duceu in his 

"Urban Rating,J (po 47 et seq) to prove that rates fall upon ground rent. His arguments are, perhaps, not 
aimed nt, at any rate they do not hit, t,he R'osition here taken up; that n specini rate on the ground rent faUs 
"ltogetber on the ground landlord. 

A case which hils been confidently appealed to (by the writer of the Digest of Evidence, given before the 
Town Holdings Select' ComlJlittee, Vol. II., p. 200), is adduced by Colonel SRckville West, .., .... nt for Lord 
Penrbyn, in his evidence before tbe Town Holdings Commission (1888, Q. 11,560, et seq.). Of two porisbes in 
the neiehbourhood of the Penrhyn quarries, the rates of cottages were paid in Llandegai parish by the lessor, 
Lord P(mrhyn; in Llandechid parish by the lessees, his workmen i- and the ground rent per house in Llandrgai 
was grellter than the ground rent in Llnndechid by almost exactly the amount of the rate per house, viz., 9,. 
This case is somewhat peculiar, in tIlst the ground landlord appears t(\ have been vh·tulllly a monopolist. 
However, the general principle that taxes on rent are borne by the landlord does not eutirely fail 011 that 
Recount. If the authorities had seen fit to impose a specio,l rate on the ground l'ont in the.se parishes, the 
landlord would probably have had to pay it all in Llandecbid. (Theoretically, indeed, be could shift a port 
of it by restricting tbe amount of land olTered.) In Llandegni, he would certainly have the resource of 
putting tbe ground rent on the .ame footing as that in Llandeebid. But where tbe interests are divided 
by competition there could be nothing analogous to this latter odjustment. 
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While thus holding that the proposal to rate ground rents is theoretically Bound, 
I hesitate in such a matter to follow pure theory veljdar without the support of specific 
experience. Possibly a rate of so .much per cent. on ground rents generally-or on any 
other scale that could practically be employed-would prove ilijflJ'l'ential, in the sense 
which hat; just been explained.· Perhaps the market for· house accommodation is 
not so perfect as the theory requires. Probably there are ser!ous technical difficulties 
in the way of applying the theory. It may be difficult to distinguish true ground 
rent. which is the object of the 'Pr.Pposed rating. from returns which the landlord may 
receive for the execution of improvements preliminary to building-for instance, 
drainage or road-making. It may be difficult to prevent the ground landlord from 
evading the propoHed rate-for instance. by accepting a fine from ·the 'building lessee 
in lieu of a portion of the ground rent. It may be difficult to define the region in 
which ground rents, having received an "unearned increment," are a fit object of 
special taxation. Moreover. the immediate relief to be obtained from this new source 
of contribution is small; since ground rents form only a fraction of occupation rents, 
and new ground rents are created infrequently in the situations where the higher 
ground rents mostly occur, that is, on sites which have already been built on. 
However, the source is likely to become more oonsiderable with the growth of 
population. 

It will be remarked that the special rating of ground values is here based ,solely 
on the presumption that an unearned inorement has aocrued to the landlord. The 
proposal is not applied to " improvements" in the ground. rent due to the landlord's 
outlay. It is not applied to ground rents already created. As pointed out by 
numerous expert witnesses before the Town Holdings Committee, such ground rents 
are fixed charges, which have not experienced any unearned increment. t They' have 
been largely bought by insurance compauies and other prudent investors as speoially 
Bafe securities; and they would seem to be very unsuitable objects for special taxation. 

11. The laws which have been enunoiated in Answer 6, for the imposition of a 
new rate; apply equally to the inorease of an old rate. The laws for the reduction 
or abolition of a rate are given as the negative case of the former. Thechief 
differenoe-beyond the change of sign-between the positive and negative case is due to 
friction. There is some reason for believing that friction resists an increase less than a 
reduction of rates. For one of the chief processes by which a change of rate is 
propagated is the competition between new and old houses, desoribed in sections (2) and 
(3) of heading Ca.) in Answer (6). In the case of a new rate being imposed, intending 
occupiers of new houses bid against aotual oocupiers of old houses whose leases are 
expiring. In case of a rate being reduoed, aotual occupiers of old houses whose leases 
are expiring bid against intending occupiers of new. The competition is naturally 
keener in the former case. A slight difference of rate may decide an intending 
owner to apply for an old rather than a new house. But a considerable difference. of 
rate may be required to determine an actual occupier to incur the trouble and e~pense 
of a move. . 

12. Division of rates between owner and occupier, whether by deduction or otherwise. 
profits little theoretically. If there is a perfect market in any commodity-it may be 
house accommodation, or it may be-tea-the imposition of an ordinary tax (or rate). 
disturbing the balance of demand and supply, resuJt.s in a rise of the price paid hy the 
consumer. But it makes no difference to the result, theoretically. whether the tax 
colleotor takes his share of the price from the hands of the buyer or those of the 
seller. 

The exceptions to this general proposition are principally due to friction. But 
~ere are some. exc~ptions valid even in t~eory. A tax by way of li?ence to produce 
IS, under certam circumstances. borne entirely by the produoer, as pOlllted out in the 
answer to Question 5. If. then, a tax of this sort is commuted in part for an ordinary 
tax on the consumer. the producor will, theoretically gain by the division. A oonsumer's 

• ('f. Answer 12. . 
t I .bould 00 pl'cpn ..... 1 to lIIodift this .tatelllent npon oblflining evidence that the CIIplta) value 0 80ch fixed 

clu\rgo. •• i. gene.'IlUy and nutlerinUy raised by an incrc."" in the value of the houses on which the ground ren~ 
is chnl'J('!d. I am .... urning (I) tlt"t, ... Mr. Snrgant says (Urban Rating, p. -101), «if it [the charge] is 
wt'\1 .<'<11 .... 1. the addition CIUl be but \tiding," and (2) tbot ilg"neraUy i. well _ured. 
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licence presents a similar incident. "In Holland," says Adam Smith, " people pay so 
'much a head for a licence to drink tea." If the licenoe was so muoh, irrespective 
of the quantity of tea drunk, and not large enough to deter many from beooming 
tea-drinkers, then, the "final utility" of tea not being sensibly affeoted, the tax 
would be borne altogether by the oonsumers. Aocordingly. thoy would be permanently 
gainers by the division of the impost with the produoers. 

I do not know that this theory has muoh bearing on house rates in this country . 
.A.broad perhaps, some exemplifications could be found. In Austria the "house
class" tax is proportioned to the number of habitable dwelli!lg-rooms irrespeot~vely of 
the style of architecture. .. The wealthy owner pays no .higher rate of ~axatlon on a 
" marble edifice . • . than the owner of a common brlCk tenement WIth the same 
Of number of rooms."* If this tax was not large enough to caUBe a material reduction 
of the number of rooms inhabited. the burden would stick where it hit; a division 
of the tax between owners and occupiers would be effectual. 

The following theory is more germane to the purpose in hand. If the occupier 
of a new house be entitled to deduct a portion of his rates from the ground rent, then, 
for reasons above aSRigned,t the ground landlord will be unable to shift this charge. 
Thus the oocupier of a new house will experience a real relief whioh will be propagated, 
by the influenoe of competition, to old houses ill the neighbourhood. 'I.'he rents of 
those old houses will be reduced, the rates remaining the same; so that, even without 
division, the burden would, pro tanto, be shifted to the owners. Division, thus fortified, 
would be even theoretioally effectual. 

The nunress thus afforded to the project of division is itself liable to give way. It 
is threatened by the competition with houses on cheaper sites. The ground rent~ in 
lIuoh situations will not be large enough to afford substantial relief to the ocoupiers. 
Intending ocoupiers of such houses will therefore, according to the theory stated in 
Answer 6 (a) (3), press in and compete against the oooupiers who are obtaining 
substantial relief by the deduotion of ground rents. The advantage promised by 
reduction to the oooupiers of houses with expensive sites will thus be shifted baok to 
the owners and, ultimately, the ground landlords. Things will oome round again, after 
muoh wasted trouble, to the status in quo ante.t 

However, it is a tenable suppositiou that residenoes in neighbourhoods where the 
ground rent of new houses is high and those in whioh it is low are very imperfect 
substitutes for eaoh other; that, even in the absenoe of friotion, oompetition between 
them is feeble. Aooordingly, the relief of oooupiers by a oertain percentage, say, 
30 per oent. of the ground rent, though it would amount to different peroentages 
of the oooupiers' rent in different localities, say 12 per oent. in central and 6 per cent. 
in peripheral neighbourhoods, yet would fail to disturb the balanoe of demand for 
houses in those respective situations. On this supposition the division of rates 
between owner and oooupier, buttressed by deduotion from the ground rent in new 
houses with newly oreated ground rents, might stand. As conduoive to the working of 
this arrangement the deduction .of a moderate proportion only, say a third, of the 
occupier's rent may be recommended. Presumably this proportion should be deduoted 
from the owner in the oase of old h011ses, in the oase of new houses with newly 
created ground rents from the ground landlord up to a' oertain proportion of the 
ground rent, say a third, and the remainder from the owner. 

It will be remarked that in this reasoning, as throughout the answers, it is presumed 
that in the case of a new house the owner does not pay the rate, since he expeots 
the ordinary profits on his investment--a circumstanoe whioh removes the case from 
the analogy of the inoome tax lreferred to in Question 12), sinoe the income tax, not 
being special to investment in building, cannot be shifted by the building owner. 

Apart from the speoial arrangement whioh is here propounded us even theoretically 
defensible, I think it probable that in virtue of friction, if im occupier by'whom a 
rate had hitherto been paid (Question 12) were empowered to deduct part of the 
rent from the owner, part of the burden would be thrown on the owner. 

Altogemer ::: am ciisposed to reoommend that "local rates should be divided 
between owners and oooupier." (Question 9) as a means to that end; whioh appears 
to me desirable so far as owners are, or are about to be, in the enjoyment of unearned 
inorement.§ But, before pressing this recommendation, I should require to be 
satisfied that the principle of taxing unearned increment would be fairly applied. 
Pe::haps some sort of court to make allowance for hard oases would be required. 
It should be observed that exemptions granted to individual owners would be 

• O'Meara, Municipal Ta.l·ation. 
t Compare Answer 10, p. 134. 

t See Ans .... r 10. 
§ Cf. above, p. 135. 
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ineffectual, since no individual could stand out for betrer terms than would be 
current in tho neighbourhood. Exemptions could ouly be granted in favour of (the 
owners in) regions or zones practically isolated from external competition. As an . 
additional precaution it might be recommended that the rule should not come into 
force until after the expiry of the occupier's lease; or at least not within some three 
years after the enactment. With these precautions the division could do little harm; 
it might do some good, and seem to do more. What seems may be as important as 
what is for the political purpose of appeasing discontent and getting municipal 
improvements adopted.-

Friction ill most likely to be "ffective when the effect required of it is not very 
great. Friction may resist the force of gravity on a slope of 30 degrees, but fail 
to do so on a slope of 60 degreea. On the score of friction. therefore, as well with 
reference to the special deduction from ground-rent above proposed, it may be 
recommended that the deduction should not be very large; say, a third of the occupiers' 
rent. This proposal may square with the fact that it is difficult to give the owners 
a voice equal fiG that of the occupiers in the imposition of rates. 

L3. (a.) The effect of :l progre88t·ve rate would be to lighten the contribution of 
the poorer householders and thereby probably to make the distribution of fiscal 
burdens more equitable; possibly, to make the working classes more efficient. This 
desirable result is apt to be reduced by friction in the numerous casest in which the 
rates are paid by the owners. ..tI. fortior. if, as testified by some.l the owners of small 
tenements act as monopolists. For in this case the relief of the occupiers will be, even 
theoretically, not indeed null, but probably less than in the case of perfect compe-
tition.§ And practice may lag even further behind theory. • 

(b.) An obvious tendency of rating property differently, according to it.9 character 
and purpose, is to divert demand to the more favoured conditions. But in the more 
important existing cases of such difference, e.g., between agricultural and urban rates, 
between rates on inhabited houses and those on trade premises, I do not suppose 
that this effect iii considerable. 

14 & 15. As to methods of raising revenue for local purposes otherwise than by 
rates, I suggest that accurate information should be collected as to the expedients 
resorted to in foreign municipalities. At the same time, attf\ntion might I>e glven to 
the teachings of experience abroad concerning the incidence of local taxation. 

I express the opinion that, if such :information is worth obtaining, it is worth 
printing legibly. 

F. Y. EDGEWORTH. 

Answers by Professor Bastable . 

• I. 
The classifioation given in l.'able D. may be described as flJ'l"mfllly correct, in8l!much 

a8 it includes the whole tall: revenue and does not count any part of that revenue more 
~han once. Regarded, however, as a scientific or practically instructive arrangement 
It seems to be open to serious objections. 

(1.) It suggests the idea that all taxation can be cut up into two great classes each 
with well-defined common characteristics resulting from, or at all events connected 
with. the presence or absence of the feature of being co incidental to property." An 
inspecti?n. of the table, however, shows that yery different taxes are grouped togetlter, 
while Blmllar taxes are separated. As an mstsnce of the former I may give" The 
Unredeemed Land Tax," and co The Inhabited House Duty;" of the latter" Bankers 

• Mr. Costelloe, among other wito_ before the Town Holdinos Committee, insisted much on tbe 
impossibility.of It"ttibg iloP!"Y"meJlca .dopted-tb. .. deadlock" of tbe present system. Cf. Final Report, 
1~911, p. "XI., "In our oplDlon Ute cbange would do much to remove Ul. seDse of injustice whicb wbiither 
U rightly or wrongly, is DO doubt at preseu\ very widely entertained. I. ' 

t AceoruillK to Mr. ~ant, three-fourtba of all the .... L-T ...... Hoidiag. C_".itt«, Q. 4364. 

t Cf. Mr. Costelloe'. eVldeoce before Ule T ...... Holdiag. Collllllitt«, 1890 Q. 4;;29. 
Cf. .. Economic Jouroal, n Vol. VII., p. 227, par. 1. ' 

I 1840'. 
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Notes" and "Railway Passenger Duty." Such defective grouping cannot be remedied 
by readjustments; it is, I believe, inherent in the classification, and results from the 
natural complexity of the tax system. To take one illustration, the various stamp 
duties (which to a great extent correspond to what are described by writers on public 
finance as "taxes on acts") cannot scientifically or correctly be placed in the same 
category as taxes !mposed directly on th~ yield of land or capit~l. They: are levied on 
wealth in circulatIOn and often affect gams from personal exertIOn or mixed revenues. 
°They have, besides, important resemblances to taxes on commodities. 

(2.) .Another objection arises n:om the vagueness in t~eexpression .. property." ?-,his 
term describes from the legal Side what the economist calls .. wealth," but either 
expression may be confined to material things (the res corporales of Roman law), or may 
be so extended as to include valuable rights which are not directly exercised over 
material objects (res intXYrporales). .Again, property is sometimes used as synonymous 
with" capital" or "reveltUe yielding wealth." It appears from tho inclusion of the 
produce of Schedule C under the. head of .. ~on-rateabloe property" that the widest 
meaning is the one adopted. This at once raises the difficulty that ItS " property .. 
includes all wealth its taxation should include taxation of commodities which are 
indisputably a part of the total stock of wealth. Either from tht' scientific or practical 
"point of view it is hard to perceive the advantage of placing a tax on the commodity 
t. houses" (where, be it noted, the duty is directly levied from the user) under the 
head of .. Taxes incidental to property" while a tax on the commodity" beer" (which 
is taxed in the possession of the producer) is put under the head of .. Taxes not 
incidentnl to property." 

(3.) The probable answer that would be made to the foregoing criticism, viz., that 
the taxes on commodities are really taxes on enjoyment and consumption, and therefore 
not on" property," would not excuse the laxity of terminology, but certainly indicates 
another grave objection-the treatment of the question of incidence. It is admissible 
in taking a preliminary view of a system of taxation to assume for the moment that 
the burden of a tax always remains on the first payer. In making a complete estimate 
of its effects it is important to trace the various shiftings by which the weight is 
finally distributed. It cannot be correct to assume at the outset the existence and 
established operation of some forms of shifting as is . done in the table. Thus it is 
assumed (a) that the whole mass of customs and excise duties is shifted forward 
from producers and dealers to the consumers of the dutiable articles, (b) that the 
excise licences on dealers and manufacturers are similarly shifted, (e) that the Inhabited 
House Duty is shifted backward from the occupier to the owner. Even if all these 
assumptions could 0 be justified by argument, they should not have been made without 
such justification, aud, when established, should have been carried out consistently. 

(4.) By the partial.introduction of the question of incidence it would appear that the 
old division of taxes into "direct" and .. indirect" has had some influence on the 
arrangement under consideration, and this belief is confirmed by the fact that almost 
51,000,0001. out of the 60,000,0001. of tax revenue described as "not incidental to 
property" is taxation of commodities. The balance of 9,000,0001. is obtained by 
taking about one-fourth of the income tax (i.e., the yield of Schedule E. and highly 
conjectural proportions of Schedule B. and part of Schedule D.) supposed to be due to 
.. personal exertions," along with the net post office revenue and some licences. .All 
other taxes are regarded as "incidental to property," but they, with the exception" of 
the" stamp duties" and the Inhabited House Duty are the" direct taxes" of the old 
classification. Weare thus led to regard the arrangement of the table as a slight 
readjustment of the well-known grouping of taxes into either" direct" or " indirect," 
which is now generally regarded as being too loose and imperfect for scientific 
employment. 

From these considerations it follows that the dassification of taxes must be more 
complex than the framers of the table believe it to be. The whole problem of 
classifying public revenues has recently be~n discusse~ ~y writers on finance,~ but 
personally I have seen no reason for altermg my opmlon that the most SUitable 
division from a scientific point of view is "Into primary and secondary. The former 
.. include those on land, on business and capital, on persons and on earnings. General 
" income or property taxes are a combinatioD of these primary forms. The secondary 
" taxes are those: (a) on commodities, tb) on communication and transport, (e) on 

• See Seligman "Classification of Public Revenues." Quarterly ·Tournal of Economics Apr!! 1895 
(Reprinted in Essay" i" TaJJatio". B .. tsbie, Public Fino,.". (2nd Ed.) Book II., Cb. 1 and note, 
Book ill., Chs.l and 4, •. s. 6-12. Flehn," Classification of Publio Finance" Folitical Science Quarterly, 
March 1897. 
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" commerce and legal transactions, (d) on transfer of property, (e) on successions," 
It must be added that heads Cd) and (e) of the secondary taxes have points of. 
affini ty with the primary taxes. 

But whatever be the most suitable or least unsuitable method of theoretical 
arrangements, I would venture to point out that such discussions are unnecessary 
for the purpose of the Commission. 

Its aim is to inquire' into the present system of local taxation, and especially into 
the relative contri butions of real and personal property. It has, further, to decide 
whether equity is at present attained and, if not, to indicate how it can be. 

For the~e objects t,he most important preliminary question is to get a clear view of 
the taxation at present falling on land and houses either immediately or through the 
process of shifting, and the distribution of the charge between the different interests 
concerned. No mere external classification and analysis of Imperial, or of Imperial and 
local taxation combined, will materially further this enquiry. 

Study of Sir E. W. Hamilton's important Memorandum strongly confirms me 
in the view taken above. While apparently accepting the classification of the Table 
(which seems to have been in a measure forced on Sir A. Milner by a resolution of the 
Royal Commission on Agricultural Depression*) the author carefully points out its 
weakness (pp. 37-39) and corrects some of its most misleading features. 

II. 
Several of the items which seem improperly placed even on the principle of the 

Table have been already indicated; such are the Inhabited House Duty, the licences 
on dealers and manufacturers, and the railway passenger duty. 

The apportionments between "rateable" and "non-rateable" property are also 
open to question. I would particularly instance the division of income tax on railways 
into two parts, though the whole is clearly a deduction from dividends and therefore 
falls on the yield of movable property. 

Another more than questionable item is the Unredeemed Land Tax, which is 
regarded as a .. tax on rateable property" instead of being excluded from the Table 
as being a "rentcharge" rather than a "tax." The possibility of capitalising and 
redeeming this so-called .. tax" shows conclusively its real nature. Were it not so, 
the capital value of the redeemed land tax should be counted as a still existing asset 
obtained from the estates redeemed. 

III. 

In respect to the Post Office revenue two different views of almost equal plausibility 
may be taken, viz :-(1) that which treats the Post Office as a State industry obtaining 
a monopoly profit through the economy which monopoly makes possible. We 
may perhaps with justice assume that under private competitive industry postal rates 
would not be lower than at present. Therefore the gain is in a sense" earned" by 
the State. But (2) we may also regard the State as only entitled to ordinary 
profit. on th~ capital it emI;>loys, an? t~en we ~ust hold that the surplus is a kind of 
taxatIOn. If this latter VIew (which IS, I think, the better one) be taken, we must 
"further note that this tax falls not on the whole but on a part of the postal service. 
It does not fall OIl the telegraphs, which do not make a profit, nor on the parcels 
service, which is open to private competition, nor, I would conjecture, on circulars or 
book post, which are carried at low rates. It really falls on letters which might, if 
this surplus were surrendered, be transmitted for a half-penny instead of the present 
penny rate. The charge is, therefore, on the writers of ordinary and commercial 
letters, ,:.6., it is in part, like excise and customs, a tax on enjoyment, in part like the 
stamp duties one on business transactions. 

IV. 
In dualing with (\ tax-system (the equity of any particular tax depends on the other 

taxes that co-exist with it, and the~efore cannot be determined by considering it alone) 
two g;ene~al standar~s may be applied ~s tests of equitable di.stribution, viz :-(1) Is 
taxation IU proportIOn to benefit received! and (2) Is taxation proportioned to the 
ability of the payers! If it were .possible to use the former principle exclusively it 
would be the proper one, but OWlUg to the nature of public services it is out of the 
question to attempt to say how mnch each citizen gains by his pllol'ticipation in the State. 

• See his Evidence 10 that Commission, Report, VoL IV ~ p. 471. 
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Rence the need for employing" ability" 01' "faculty" as the criterion of contribution. 
But the unavoidable limitations on the employment of the " benefit" principle do not 
hinder its use where practicable. Thus the whole system of .. fees" (what the French 
call .. tarr,es," as distinct from imp,sts, and the G!:'rman GebUhren) or, as they might be 
called, .. special taxes," is an example of the application of " contribution according 
to benefit." 

The "benefit" principle is of special importance in relation to local finance for 
(a) the demarcation of local from Imperial taxation is in. great part due to the desire 
to confine taxation to those who benefit, and (b) the servIces rendered by local bodies 
have more of an economic character, and more readily admit of approximate measure. 
ment than is the case with State services. 

It would seem, on the whole, that the distribution of taxation according to benefit 
should be carned as far as is practicable, the principle of" ability" being applied 
only to the remainder of the required revenue. Under actual conditions in the United 
Kingdom this would mean that the benefit principle would be an important, if not the 
preponderating, element in assigning the distribution of local taxlltion, while the 
revenue of the central government would be raised almost entirely in accordance with 
the canon of taxing according to ability, which may most conveniently be regarded 
as measured by amount of income. 

A further condition desirable, in order to make a tax system equitable, is that it 
should be " certain" 01' "stable." Certainty is here used somewhat differently from 
the sense it .bears in the second of Adam Smith's m.axims. It is intended by it to 
mark the fact that the economic arrangements of society are adjusted to the actual 
state of things, and that reasonable expectations are formed which would be disappointed 
by sudden and unexpected changes. This consideration applies with very different degrees 
of force to different taxes. It has little or no weight In the case of most alterations 
of an income tax or of taxes on commodities (though it is evident that a revolutionary 
change, such as the doubling or entire remission of the spirit duties, would cause very 
serious disturbance and los8 to sections of the community). Its force is greatest in 
those cases where contracts for lengthened periods are affected, and in which an old 
and established system has come to be regarded as permanent. 'rhe alteration of 
taxes (including rateR) on land and houses, and the readjustment of tax areas supply 
instances in which this canon needs particularly to be kept in mind. 

The truth contained in (or rather suggested by) the popular maxim that" an old 
tax is no tax," is, I think, fully expr'3ssed in the doctrine of "certainty," as just 
explained. Taken strictly the saying would imply acceptance of a thoroughly unsound 
theory of incidence, that of general diffusion, and might be parodied by the statement 
that "an old grievance is no grievance." The truth is that some old taxes (and 
grievances) are worse by reason of their protracted and accumulated effects, while 
others have their evils reduced by time, and cannot be removed without causing new 
injuries. 

V. 

It is extremely difficult to deal briefly with the subject of incidence. Definite 
propositions stated without the necessary qualifications are certain to prove misleading 
if not positively erroneous. I must therefore guard myself by reference to more detailed 
treatment elsewhere,* in explanation of the following statements:-

(1.) Taxes on commodities tend in the main to fall on the consumers, but 
exceptions exis.t in the case of (a) monopolies, where the monopolist frequently 
boars the burden, (b) of industries with much fixed capital where demand 
contracts with higher prices (is elastic). Here for a long time the producers 
bear the charge, Cc) similarly with very durable commodities, e.g., houses, 
(d) where the tax is a small one, and therefore too slight to lead to 
readjustment. 

(2.) Taxes directly levied on rent or on any differential gain are not shifted, but 
remain on the original payer. . 

(3.) Taxes on fixed capital are shifted with difficulty inasmuch as it takes time to 
reduce the supply of such capital sufficiently to raise its vaJue. 

(4.) Taxes on movable capitlll are generally evaded by migration, or are se partial in 
applioation as to allow of their transference to its users. 

• Bnstable, Public Finance, Book III., Cb. 6, 6, s. 8. Book IV., Cb. I, s. 9, Cb. 2, ss. 5, 12, Cb. 4, s. 10, 
Cb. 6, s. ) 5, Ch. 7, B. 7, Ch. 8, BS. 2, 6, Ch. 9, s. 10. . 

AIBo Seligman, Tile. Sltij'ting and Incidence of Ta.ration, whieb is in genoml agreement with preceding. 
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(5.) Taxes on employers' gains in general are not s¥fted, but special taxes on a 
particular set of gains are, unless (a). there is a monoply, or (b) the capital 
cannot be withdrawn wi~hout loss. 

(6.) A general tax on business profits is not transferred, and even if confined to 
particular kinds of business, its transfer will prove difficult unless there is 
great facili!;y for moving to other businesses. 

(7.) Taxes on commodities consumed by labourers may be passed on by them to 
their employers under fayourahle conditions. 

(8.) Taxas directly imposed on wages mayor may not be transferred. 
lt therefore appears that in dealing with qu,estions of incidence, it is specially 

important to consider,-
(a) the extent to which labour and capital are mobile or fixed, (b) the prestlnce 

or absence of monoply, (c) the existence of differentiaJ returns of which rent is a 
conppicuous instance, (d) the nature of the law of demand in respect to articles affected 
by the taxes under examination. 

VI. 
(a.) Broadly speaking this tax falls finally as well as immediately on the occupier. 

So far as demand for building is reduced by it the jp'ound landlord is affected, but 
this influence must be trifling. The t,ax has been long enough in existence Tor 
building profits to have been adjusted to it, but it is possible that in stationary localities 
its remission might enable house owners to get some more rent, and so far it falls on 
them, but this is also a small matter. 

(b.) The incidence of rates is more complex, owing to (1) their greater amount, 
(2) their inequalities, and (3) the varying applications of their yield. At first the 
charge seems to rest on the occupier, but his demand for house accommodation is 
reduced, leading to a lowering of ground rent and less investment of capital in 
building. Where a locality is stationary the increase of rates falls on tho houso owners, 
who would otherwise get more rent. Where different amounts of rates are levied in 
different parts of the same district, the extra rates are shifted back to the house 
owner, and in the case of new building tend to lower ground rent. A distinction has 
therefore to be drawn between the effect of the amount of rates general over the 
country which resemble the Inhabited House Duty, and the E'xtra amounts charged in 
the more heavily rated localities. It is even possible that owners of houses and building 
gro.und may gain by increases of rates outs~e their districts, which enable them to 
obtain higher rents. 

In specially favoured situationa, where building sites command a high, or what is 
usually called a monopoly, value, the ultimate incidence of rates is clearly on the ground 
owner. The occupier pays a combined sum of rent and rates equal to the value of 
the situation, the house owner regulates his ofter of ground rent by the cost of building 
and the rate of profit, so that ground rent is reduced by the estimated rates. 

The effects of the expenditure of rates must also be taken into account. In so far 
as their outlay is reproductive in adding to the value of the houses in the district, 
they may be said to come out of a fund created by their employment and thus to adapt 
a phrase of J. S. Mill's ro be .. paid by no on~." The." rote" becomes a "fee." 
instead of a" tax," and cannot be counted as a burden In the same way that It 
otherwise would. 

Rates on business premises are further complicated by the possible effect they may 
have on prices to consumers. An equal tax on all business premises in a country would 
be a tax on profits since it oould not be evaded by change, but a rate on such premises 
in a particular locality would appear to be shifted either forward to the consumers in 
higher prices or backward to the ground owners in lower ground rents. Owing. 
however, to modern facilities of communication the former is very difficult, and [ 
am iuclined to believe that in praotice special local rat.es fall mainly on the gains of 
the traders occupying t.he taxed premises who have established a connexion that gives 
them an extra profit. Here, again, tho advantages resulting from a proper expenditure 
of rates may either recompense the traders, or so attract consumers as to allow of higher 
prices being maintained. 

Finally, i~ is essential to take into account the slowness of the shifting process b 
the case of rates, and the diverse interests into which the ground ownership and that 
of the buildings may be cut up. 

(c.) The ultimate incidence of rates on agricultural land is on "rent" i.e., on the 
"return due to the natural powers of ~he soil." But where capital has been per
manen tIy invested in land IIIld has raised its value that portion of rates falls on t.be 
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capital so fixed. On an extreme hypothetical view it might be argued that this portion 
of the burden would" in the long run" be passed on to the consumers of agricultural 
products. Actual conditions clearly prevent this. 

(d.) Th~ expression "prop~rty " in this case also i~ somewhat a:mbiguous. Ordinary 
commoditIes are .. property' and yet a tax on theIr transfp-r IS held to fall on the 
ultimate user. Taking the term in the sense which, I presume is meant, viz., " land 
and capital," the old doctrine of the English economists was that taxes on land transfer 
fell on the seller, who was in need alid therefore had to sell for what he could get. 
Another view, favoured on the Continent, was that such taxes fell on the possessors of 
land at the time they 1C8'T'6 first irrvposed, since the value of the taxed property was reduced .. 
Personally, I believe that the effect is more complicated. In part the owners of land 
suffer, but purohasers also Buffer, as they pay more (the tax included), and so does 
llhe community in the greater immobility of land as an instrument of production by 
which it is kept. in less efficient hands. 

In respect to fixed capital the above considerations are modified by the unwillingness 
of persons to create it without adequate reward, hence a tax on its transfer will 
ultimately pass to the community or, at least to the users of articles made by the taxed 
capit,al. 

(e.) This has been dealt with in answering question 5 (see p.140), but I may add that 
in practice a good deal depends on the form of the tax. The French Patente, the 
various German "business taxes," and Schedule D. of the English Income Tax all 
come under this head, and yet have different effects. 

(f) I see no reBson for departing from the old doctrine that death duties fall 
.; finally as well as immediately on the payer," bearing in mind of course the remote 
possibility that they may be paid out of capital and thus reduce the accumulated 
wealth of the country, raise interest and lower wages. This would be the consequence 
as the particular method of imposition in their case. 

This is the most convenient place to notice two points raised in Sir E. W. Hamilton's 
Mem.oromilwm respecting questions of incidence. Sir E. W. Hamilton holds (1) that" a 
.. large part of the rates of Bond/Street and Oxford Street may be contributed by all 
" of us" (p. 39), since higher prices are charged to purchasers there, (2) that in the 
absence of economic friction the burden of rates on mines and quarries " is borne 
by the consumers of the produce" (p. 47). 

I .would respectfully dissent from 'both. these conclusions. As to (1), I believe that 
the rates fall on the ground landlord, whose rent is produced by reason of the high 
prices and not vice versa. As to (2), it is I think clear that rates like royalties fall to 
by far the largest extent on rent. I cannot see how if we accept in any sense the 
oconom~ctheory of rent we can regard such rates as importantly affecting cost of 
prod uction. 

VII. 

Assuming for the moment, and subject to what is said in the next answer, that the 
criterbn sought is one for distinguishing the duties of central from those of local 
government, it seems that there are certain classes of duties specially suit-able for local 
government, viz., (1) those which exclusively, or mamly, concern the inhabitants 
of the locality; (2) ,those in. which )nore effective,. including more economical manage
ment and, supervision can be attained by local administration; and (3) those in 
which varietyanq flexipility, are, ,required in order to . meet differing conditions. 
Maintenance of roaas, water supply, sanitary,measures may be given as examples of 
the :first class.. The ,poor. la-'ll' (arrangements are the best instance pf the second
'the. Ghief ,arguments against placing the relief of the poor under a central board, 
maintained by Impel'ial funds were derived from this principle. For the third class 
poli~e and education may be taken as examples. 
. It is evident that services at one time proper for local direction, may at another be 
advantageously given to the central government, since they may alter in character, 
,o:r in the area of their benefit.,. '... 

It is also to, be noticed that it.is only the first class that is assigned to local 
government in order to secure just distribution of the' burden. The delegation in 
t,he other classes is founded on genaral advantage. 

There is, accol·djngly. no suoh strong .ground for placing tho whole expense of these 
pervices on the locality concerned. -
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VIII. 
A full answer to this question would involve the introduction of' pdlitical . con" 

siderations as being more important than financial ones. Keeping to the latter;' 
the weight of evidence is in favour of two distinct systems, viz., (1) g'3neral, and 
(2) local, each raising its own revenue. Lord Farrer has forcibly insisted on the 
advantages of this separation. (Mr. G08e'Mn's F'inance, p. 54.) In order to secure 
the full benefits of the division it is, in addition desirable that the taxes to be levied 
by each division shall not overlap, but be as distinct as possible. Recent reforms 
in Prussian local taxation, and the proposals of the best American writers in reference 
to the loeal taxation of the United States are in this direction .. 

The sound principle of separating the two systems does not prohibit the assignment 
of specific parts of the general tax revenue for the assistance of local gov'lrnment. 
It may be necessary to relieve local bodies from undue weight of expenditure inculTed 
for gE'neral advantage, but this' method should be limited .to cases of real and serious 
pressure, and the mode in which the assigned revenue is distributed should be such 
as to secure relief to the proper persons. . . 

IX. 
The division of rates between owner and occupier seems on the whole desirable. 

In the case of agricultural land, it secures at once a portion of that shifting which 
would only come at the expiration of leases. or readjustment of rental. In the case of 
houses also it makes economic friction (so called) work for the occupier rather than 
against him (of course, I assume, as has been so often propo~ed, that the division is 
half and half). But with short tenancies and where competition is effective the 
question of division is a minor one. It also raises the problem of the representation 
of owners, who would otherwise be taxed without having any influence in the 
matter. 

X. 

I cannot see that any important advantage would be gained by the s'eparate rating 
of ground rents. There is, I gather from the opinions. of valuers, a great difficulty 
in making a separation between the value of the buildings and· that of the ground. 
Where the latter has a high value it is really taxed as explained in answer 6 (b). In 
the case of the smaller ground rents they exist under long standing contracts and are 
really rentcharges which frequently change owners. It would, of course, be feasible 
to distribute the rate proportionately over the various interests into which the rent 
may be divided, each payer deducting the amount per pound; 

As to the principle of valuation it should be that of taking" true market value" so 
far as it is disooverable. 

XI. 
Thid question is simply a variant of question 6, (b) and (e). Theoretically, the 

imposition or abolition of a rate, operates just as the increase or reduction of iii rate. 
The only difference will be in the extent to which occupiers neglect variation 'in 
established charges, as contrasted with entirely new ones.' . 

For the reasons already given, I hold that the rent of land tends to be lowered 
by (a) and (b), while it tends to rise under the influence of (e). 

At each new valuation or letting, the average amount of rates is taken into 
account as a deduotion from rent." 

In respect to other rateable property it may be said (in addition to answer 6 (e» that 
the more it approaches the charaoter of land-in Professor Marshall's terminologv the 
more its yield is a quasi-rent-the mOre will the influence of the changes enumerated 
be the same. It is because a proportion (generally a considerable one) of r'dotes restH 
on the occupier that changes are of such importance to him, and, further, (in this, 
like the farmer) he bears the temporary increases. 

XII. 
Like the last question, this is an inquiry as to a dpecial form of the process of 

shifting. The effect under existing contracts would be to place the occupier in 

• 'l'hi. i. borne out by the Poor LarD Report of 1832, which states that farmers preferred to place their 
labourers 00 t.he rates, which would be taken into account in valuing for rent, to paying them highel' W8'!l'.8 
which would not be so taken (pp. 00, 61, t:lvo. ed,) Judicial rents in Ireland are fixed with .. deduction for 
1'8&ea. 
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possession of the advantages that he would have if no contract were in force. In 
all cases too it would bring the influence of "friction" (i.e., custom, inm·tia, 
carelessn~ss 0; ignorance) to tell/or him, not as now, against him. 

XIII. 
I cannot see that this admits of a determiuate answer. The effect of applying 

.. different Bcales of duty" encourages the formation of those classes which are 
favoured, while it discourages the continuance of those that are differentially taxed. 
Higher rating of large prop~rties (i.e., large in value) "!,"ould tend to lower their rent, 
but it would also tend to r818e the rental of propertIes of small value which are, Il0 

hypothesi rated lower than they would otherwise be. . 
In the same way lower rating of property used for special purposes is so far a 

bounty on its employment for those purposes, and enables more rent to be obtained, 
bnt it is pro tanto a tax on the use of property for other purposes and lowers its rent. 

XIV. 
It is right to remark at once, that so far as can be seen, the principal local resource 

must continue to be found in the taxation of land and houses. Any other revenues 
can only be subsidiary. 

In accordance with this principle, I would suggest that (a) the remains of the land 
tax (or rather the rentcharges which bear that name) and (b) the Inhabited House 
Duty should be handed over to local authorities. The transfer of the latter would be 
only the accomplishment of Mr. Goschen's proposal made nearly 30 years ago. 

As subsidiary sources of revenue I would not,ice ;-
(1) Licences on business and communications. The remaining licences in the 

United Kingdom might be surrendered and greater liberty given to the 
lar~er local bodies in their imposition. The" horse and wheel" licences 
which Mr. Goschen failed t{) carry in 1888, would probably be used by local 
bodies. Drink licences also could be made more effective . 

. (2) What American writers describe as" franchises" or rents for special privileges. 
Tramways, water, gas, and electric lighting companies (where those businesses 
have not been taken over by the municipality), may fairly be made to 
contribute specially to local revenues. It is open to question whether the 
contributions of railways to rates might not in principle be treated as 
franchise charges and regulated accordingly. 

(3) Iu the case of important improvements benefiting definite properties, the American 
system of special assessments might he applied, subject, of course, to a 
judicial inquiry in each case as to its propriety. That these assessments 
have been badly used, affords no reason against their employment under due 
restrictions. 

If with these resources local bodies are unable t{) meet their growing expenditure, 
the remaining expedients are either the assignment of parts of the Imperial revenue or 
the transfer of certain items of expenditure from localities to the central government. 
Both have been to some extent tried, but there are grave objections to the extension 
of either. It se13ms plain that Imperial expenditure is on the increase, and circum
stances may at any moment '!rise that would put severe pressure on even so elaHtic 
a revenue system as the British one . 
. Any arrangement therefore which would definitely adjust the relations of central and 

local finance and, especially, force on ratepayers the advisability of economy and 
prudent administration, is eminently desirable. 

Answers by Professor Gonner. 

I.-THE EQUITY OF A TAX OB SYSTBJ.I OF TAXATION. 

Q!testion 4.-In treating of equity, especially in view of existing fiscal conditions, 
it must be obsel'Ved l.hat any tests which can be applied relate to the system of 
taxation, and not to any separate taxes. Taxation is the exaction from the various 
members of the State of contributions towards the common expenditure. To make 
snch equitable, and to prevent evasion, it has been and is necessary to levy different 
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taxes, \Vhieh, in many instances, are complemental, and not mereiyaQditional. This 
doctrine has been so frequently and authoritatively enforced by both fiscal writers al).d 
statesmen that it requires little further emphasis. It is true, indeed, that complaints 
are frequently made as to the equity of particular taxes, but these, when not arising 
out of a general and inexact use bf the term, are due in the main to the belief, either 
that the tax in qUf'stion falls upon and is paid by others than those whom it is designed 
to affect, or that the particular tax, by its imposition, or, if an old tax, by alterations 
brought about by time, occasions illequality in the fiscal system, and overweights it to 
the disadvantage of particular classes. 

To judge correctly of the equity of any system of taxation, we must arrive at some 
conclusion, not. only as to the particular standard or theory on which it is based, but 
a8 to the actual extent to which it conforms to such a standard. The principal 
theories of importance are two. According to the one, the amount of taxation 
contributed by the individual depends upon his" ability"; according to the other, upon 
the services rendered to him by the State, or, in other words, the exbmt of his benefit 
in the com'mon expenditure. This latter theory, which is wholly unrelated to the first, 
represents State expenditure and taxation l"ery much in the light of an ordinary 
mercantile transaction, the State, on its side, perfOl'ming a number of individual 
services on behalf of its various members, and these paying for such services as 
they appropriate and enjoy. Instances of such a relationship between the State and its 
membera occur when industrial functions capable of private management are undertakcn 
by a public body. Far more important with regard to the present question is the case 
where the expenditure in view of which specific taxation is imposed, while undertaken 
for the general good, reRults in additional benefits to particular classeR or individuals. 
This would seem to be more common in 10cs.1 than Imperial taxation. But, despite 
such instances and their obvious importance in the fiscal system of the country, the 
view that taxes are or should be proportioned to the benefits derived by the individual 
from the public expenditure does not seem to furnish an adequate theory of taxation. 
Not only does it ignore the true nature of the bond between the individual citizen and 
the country, and the distinction between the common interesta for which expenditure 
is undertaken and specific services which are, as it chances, more conveniently rendered 
by a publio body than an individual or number of individuals j but it suggests the 
apportionment among individuals of suoh items as the benefit of the naval, military, 
judicial, and civil, establishments. For these reasons it wouid seem that this view 
must be rejected as furnishing & theory of taxation or a standard to which an 
equitable system should tend to conform. Its importance is of another kind. 
It accounts for certain apparent deviations from what may be considered the correct 
theory. This applies mainly to those cases where, as observed above, the benefits 
conferred upon individuals are incidental rather than intentional. Local rRtes, 
for instance, are levied in respect of expenditure much of which enhances the value 
of real property in the district, but such benefit, however much it may serve as a 
reason for the imposition of taxation upon the land, is incidental. The object 
of looal expenditure is the general benefit of the district and not an increase in 
the value of landed property. On the other hand, in cases where public bodies 
perform services directly and intentionally with a view to private benefit, the payment 
made in return by those who enjoy these serVloes, and so made because they enjoy them, 
must not be confused with taxes oontributed in view of the furtherance of the 
common interests of the community. 

The other theory mentioned, that oontributions to taxation should be determined 
by the respeotive .. ability" of the individual, may be regarded as receiving a fairly 
general assent on the part of modern economists and financial writers. We may adopt 
this a8 the standard to whioh the system of taxation in a country should conform, 
always remembering that all taxes must be regarded as falling upon II person, and 
not on either property or commodities, save in so far as these are representative 
of a person. The main fisoal problem is to devise taxes whioh may affect the 
various members of the community in due relation to their .. ability" or fiscal 
oapacity. To achieve this, and to prevent evasion of an equitable burden, different 
methods of taxation are adopted, of which two require particular notice. Persons 
are taxed in their capacity as recipients or owners of income, and in theil' capacity 
al oonsumers of income. Between these two classes a distinction has been oocasionally 
drawn in favour of regarding ta'l:es on commodities which enter into consumption 
as less obligatory in character. It is unnecessary to point out the error of such a 
distinotion from a purely fiscal standpoint. Taxes are placed on commodities 
entering into consumption because, by their means, certain classes are affected 
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,:which . have. hithert~ escaped taxation, alld· other classes made tocontTibute niore 
: largely than would o~herwise .be the, case. ,·It..is true,no doubt, ,that -·theBe taxes 
;QlJ,n be escaped by a refusal to consume the articles in question, but;the possibility. of 
doing this. without serious inconvenience is a lIDark of ,imperfection in ,the 'taX"; 
while ,if such inconvenience is incurred, db is clear' that the individual cObcerned is 

· pellalising himself by not spending' his income in ,the way he desires. The 
meaning ofhi13 income to a man depends on the pleasure, or, to use the technical 

· phrase, .the utility, which he dorivesfrom its consumption; and to aV'oid: a tax by 
sacrificing some part of this pleasure or utility is much the same' as:striving to 
avoid ,the income tax by not receiving an income. Of course where commodities 
aro ,capable of being .substituted for oneano.theI', and are so substitUted with but little 
loss of pleasure, the preference in favour of one over the other being but small, 'great 
· Care .and skill is needed .in' the adjustment of 'different taxes. At the present· time 
considerable dissatisfaction is manifested! on accbunt of alleged inequalities between 
taxes on spirits and on beer, while those to whom alcoholic liquors are distasteful escape 

_ a considerable burden of taxation. . In this latter instance extraneous and non-fiscal 
motives have exerted considerable influence. But notwithstanding the possibility of 
.such escape, such taxes must be viewed in the same light as those levied directly on 
income. They are imposed in order to affect in due proportion the income-owning. and 
consuming person, and aronot to be regarded.as more voluntary in intent than these 

,pt,hers. ~rhose who pay them are as definitely taxed.:as those who contribute in other 
,ways less easy to avoid. 

'l'he thf'ory that taxation should be apportioned according to "ability" requites 
considerable definition before it can be accepted as a test· of the equity of any 
particular system. In the. first place, it must be observed that such apportionment 
aSSumes that the sacrifices or inconvenience undergone in the contributions of 
respective persons are equal, or approximately equal; but this is not necessarily 
nehie.ved by the exaction. from each of ,the ,same proportion of his wealth or 
income. But the question of. graduation., while important in view of the general 
equity of a fiscul system,. is: too slightly· connected with the' particular purposes 
of the present inquiry to deserve argument. 'Two remarks willsuffice.'fhe income 
or wealth of the individual i3 a sum of 'utilities and necessaries, comforts and 
luxuries. ,which such onables him to consume; and inasmuch as· in ·the choice 
of such preference is first given to those more keenly desired,. the deprivation 
actually undergone by different,. individuals, if their contribution towards taxation 

· be proportioned to their wealth or income, is very different in character. The poorer 
the man, the less easily dispensable any portion of the commodities he consumes, 
and the more acutely felt their loss. Secondly, grnduation has been recognised 
in our present system in several instances, as in abatement or exemption under 
the Income Tax; in the Estate Act, and in the Inhabited House Duty. 

If, moreover, fiscal .. ability" be regarded as represented by income·owning 
capacity, a distinction must be drawn according as incomes arise from personal 
e. ertion or property, in view of the smaller liability imposed upon those enjoying the 
latter of making provision for emergencies, for their own future needs, and the 
subsequent requirements of their families. Such inequality is regarded as met by 

· the death duti~s and, t~ som~ extent! by the taxes ~mposed on the ~ransfer of property. 
The foregomg conSIderatIOns raIse two questIons of great Importance, relating 

respectively to taxes on property and to taxes on rateable property :-
(a.) The greater liability of persons owning propeJ·ty, and deriving their income 

from property, to contribute to the revenue of the country as eompared 
with that of those who depend upon incomes due to personal exertion. 

(b.) The liability of owners of rateahle as compared with other property, Owing to 
. their contributions being, in part, due both to hereditary burdens on 

the land, that is, a special liability to yield revenue, and to particular 
benefita conferred by certain expenditure. 

'rhus, in applying the test of contribution according to ability, allowance must be 
made for payments due to the special ciroumstances enumerated. Only after such has 
been done can the theory be regarded as affording any standard of equity. 

There are particular diffi.culties in employing this test under our present system of 
taxation. One of these consists in the large proportion of taxation raised by 
imposts placed upon the consumption of some few commodities. The convenience 
of the customs and excise, so far as collection and administration is concerned, is 
obTious-not so their equity. Putting aside the small number of articles from 

_ which this large revenue i~ raised, and tho possibility of escape by changes in 
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'consumption, and the substitution o( untaxed for taxed commodities, the articles, in 
themselves cannot be regarded as entering .into consumption in any neceBEary relation 
to the respective .. abilIty" of different persons and classes. Owing to the practical 
difficulty ,of proportioning the duty, acoording to value, these taxes probably bear most 
heavily on the le88, wealthy classes. ' Graduation .inother taxes where it exists, 
88 in the income tax, to take the case ,most pertinent in this connexion, counteracts 
the hardships thus involved; but this relief is afforded only within very circumscribed 
limits, and the cl~s just above. the limit at which it stops is severely treated. On 
its expenditure and in comparison· with the classes above it, it is almost certainly 
taxed out of proportion to its" ability," while in direct taxes it obtains no corresponding 
set·off. . 

Again, onerous rates and, taxes on rent of houses and premises, in so far as they fall 
on the occupier or consumer, are levied in respect of expenditure. which does not 
stand in a necessary relation to " ability." " 

Another difficulty arises in distinguishing from other expenditure that which 
results in particular benefits to particular classes. In these cases there is a priM 
facie CBBe for the exaction of special contributions from persons thus affected, and such 
contributions should not really be regarded as taxes. It is worth noting that 
such expenditure is twofold in character, and. in consequence, a. similar distiuction 
attaches to the so-called taxes levied to meet it. The question arises in connexion 
with rates, some .of which are really a payment fOl" specific services rendered, 
while others may be looked on as a payment made because the chameler of the 
expenditure has been such as to enhance tbe value of the property ooncerned. 

It is, I thiuk, clear, that due allowance being made for the points urged above, the' 
system of taxation, with reference to which the question of equity is raised, must 
include local as well as Imperial taxes. 

So far as the correspondence of our existing system of taxation with the standard of 
fiscal ability is concerned, I would suggest the following conclusions as important:~ . 

(a.) Of existing taxes the larger proportion (that .is, 58'7 per cent. of the whole) 
stimd in no necessary relation to the supposed" ability" of the taxpayer. 

(b.) Income tax by itself, and irrespective of the question of graduation, does not 
oonform to the required standard. Under a .scientifically "equitable" system 
the income taxed would be the income available for purposes of liring, and not 

• that which, ill addition, must serve as a, fund ,out of which necesaary 
. provision for the future. must be made. . , 

(e.) In, ,the case, ,of; taxes ~n property, regard must be. had, to the particular 
grounds which may exist for considering, them as rectifying defects in the 
foregoing, or .BB being .of the nature of payment for special services.or 
advuntages. 

1I.-THI~ CLASSIFICATION .oF IMPERJAL TAXES. 

Question L-While agreeing with much that is urged by Sir Edward Hamilton 
in his Memorandum, as to the difficulties of correct and also practicable forms of 
classifying taxes, and especially as to the necessity of distinguishing between 
the questions of classification and ultimate iucideuce, I' rather dissent from his 
conclusion as to the desirability of the form' finally 'adopted.' The object of such 
clsssifio9.tion is, I take it, to exhibit the chief avenues through which Imperial taxation 
approaches the individual, and to do this with particular regard to the taxes imposed 
on property, and those not so imposed. Of course this is irrespeotive of the results 
brought about by the shifting of any such taxation. Here I differ as to the 
desirability of including the income tax with ether taxes levied on property, and 
this I do, in the main, for two reasons. In the first plaee the aim of taxation, as 
I have suggested above, is to catch the individual at his true fiscal value, or" ability." 
'Fhis, as it. seems t~ .me, 'is 'att:empte.dby ~axing him in' his income-Olcning and 
tnc.~-spend,ng cap~C/tIes. By' Itself, lDcome Imp'erfectly. repr~sents the. tru.e fiscal 
abIhty, a defect whICh, so far liS our own system IS concerned, IS largely rectIfied by 
the imposition of other taxes on property. In thiS contention" ability" is taken as the 
test of equitable taxation; and, further, it is 3ssumed tliat the main items in 
our system are capable of being placed in thesll classes, though it is 'not contended 
t~at th~ above have be~n t?e historical. reasons f~r their im,position. N otwithstBlIding 
dlfficnltlt"s as to cert:un Items, I thmk that, lD the moon, the three hp.adings of 
income, prope-rtg, and c01I8Umptitm are suitable for the purpose of classification 
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undt>r our existing system. In the second place I cannot but think that the 
classification in Table D. is somewhat unnecessarily liable to wrong interpretations. 
It suggests, for instance, a ?istincti~n between. taxes levied on income. accruing 
from proper~y, .and those I~Vled on l~cnme denved from per.donal exertion; .a?d, 
again, a simllanty betweenmcome denved from personal exertIon and commodItIes, 
as a basis for taxation. Further, it appears to me undesirable to place certain of the 
stamp duties (namely, 5, 6, 9, 10, 12-those alluded to by Sir A-lfred Milner in his 
Memorandum, p. 64) under tbe &ame heading as taxes derived from property and 
from income on property, whilst separating them from income derived from personal 
exertion. 

The most suitable form of classification would, I think, be as follows :-
I. ~'axes forming part of a general income tax and levied in respect of income 

derived from-
1. Property-a.: Rateable. 

b. Non-rateable. 
2. Personal exertion. 

II. Taxes incidental to the ownership, occupation, and 1 transfer of property, and 
not levied as part of a general income tax-

I. Rateable. 
2. Non-rateable. 

III. ': Taxes levied in respect of commodities, and miscellaneous forms of 
.- consumption--

I. Commodities. 
2. Miscellaneous. 

In any case the tax on incomes derived from personal exertion should be more 
distinctly separated from those imposed on commodities and miscellaneous. Its 
interposition between these is liable to misinterpretation. 

This classification has, I fully recognise, obvious defects. To meet the difficulty of 
local rates, the tax on income has been restricted to the instances where such income 
tax is general and levied on income, and not on income arising from a particular source. 
An income tax imposed on one particular kind of income should be regarded as 
imposed rather on the source of the income than on the income itself. But while 
the defects are obvious, the advantages are equally so. In the first place, taxes 
on income, consumption, and property are distinguished. This is important, not 
only from a scientific standpoint, but by reason of the different relation in which 
'these stand to the standard of. eq uitable taxation. It is, of course. true that final 
correspondence with such a standard is a matter of ultimate· inoidence, and tbat 
clas!!ification does not show tbis; but a system of classification shoulci distinguish 
between taxes which are 'obviously furtber distributed, and those which may 
or may not be shifted; between taxes shifted in one way and those sbifted in 
another; between taxes according to some standard of .. ability" and those justifiable 
in view of the defective working of these former. In the second place, where practical 
use is' made of a system of classification, as on page 43 of Sir Edward Hamilton's 
Memorandum, where the classified taxes of 1868-9 and 1895-6 are compared, it 
is important to know how far the changes which have occurred are due to 
changes in the income accruing on rateable property, on non-rateable property, 
and from personal exertion, or how far these form an index of the changes. The 
inclusion of part of a direct tax, that on incomes derived from personal exertion, 
with indirect. taxed, while. the remainder is separately classified, bas this. obvious 
disadvantage, that a. transfer of taxation from indirect taxes to direot taxes,ilffecting 
incomes, necessarily occasions an apparent increase in the taxes falling on property. 
When this amount of taxation· is levied by an indirect tax, all of this falls under 
the heading of "Taxes not incidental to property," whatever its incidenoe may be, 
but where levied by a direct income tax, a portion will be classified as falling 
on property. This alteration does not take place in any necessary- relation to changes 
in incidence. A particular ground for urging the separate classification of the income 
tax occurs in relation to the portion falling on incume accruing from non-rateable 
property. Much of the increase in the income tax under this heading' is due to 
the substitution of joint stock companies for private traders. The profits arising under 
the two systems are the same in nat.ure, but owing io differences in method, are, in the 
.one case, regarded partly as interest or income on capital, and partly as tradillg profit, 
but in the other case wholly as jncome OD capital. 
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Question 2.-Pas8ing to the distribution of particular taxes in Table D., there are a 
few points which !laem open to criticism. It woula be desirable to mark the close 
connexion between taxes appearing as miscellaneous and tbose on commodities; 
both being in the main levied on consumption. The separation of the dog tax from 
the tax on playing cards, for instance, is purely a matter of form. The same holds 
good in the main of the establishment taxes. In the case of stamp duties, some part 
of the till: levied on contract notes arises on fictitious transfers; but the impossibility 
of correct apportionment, together- with the smallness of the amount affected, is a 
sufficient reason for leaving the tax as it stands. But this does not seem to be 
the case with the other duties specially referred to by Sir Alfred Milner. With the 
exception of those on life and marine insurances, which I should leave where they are 
I agree with Sir Alfred Milner's opinion, that those dutics ought not to be regarded as 
incidental to property. They appear to me to be incidental to certain commercial 
operations which, like all commercial operations, are concerned with either commodities 
or services. i'hey are thus sometimes incurred when property is not only unaffected, 
but not even an incident in the operation. Their connexion with property is not 
essential. The arguments with regard to the peculiar nature of the land tax are too 
well known to require recapitulation. Its place by itRelf, rather as payment for release 
from particular burdens than as a tax, does not affect its position in the classification. 
i'he difficulty which arises in the case of income tax on the income of public 
companies and on income derived from personal exertion, has already been 
referred to. The business profit which is the remuneration for normal risk, as also 
for exceptional risk, in the case of companies stands related to capital, in the case 
of private traders to exertion. 

Question 3.-1 feel no doubt as to the soundness of the decision to regard the net 
revenue of the Post Office as a tax, and to place it under the heading of " Miscellaneous 
taxes not incidental to property." The matter is; it is true, not unattended with 
difficulties. but the most important of these seems to me to arise from a want of clear 
distinotion between the nature of taxes and their inoidence. Taxes are the contributions 
exacted from persons who are members of the State towards its general expenditure. 

If this is so, payments made by the individual to the State in regard of definite 
personal scrvices are taxes, in so far as they are in excess of the cost incurred. The 
mere fact that they are, in the first instance, exacted from persons availing themselvcs 
of these services is not sufficient to deprive them of the character of a tax:. Like any 
other tax, a tax on communication, which this net revenue represents, is open to the 
charge of arbitrariness in its imposition. . 

Many definitions of taxes are offered by various writers. In view of the considerations 
put forward above. I would add one. Taxes are contributions towards the general 
expenditure, Imperial or local, of the State, exacted by it from its members in respect 
of something they possess, or something they do. This definition, which corresponds 
in many ways with that laid down by Sir Edward Ha'lliIton in his Memorandum, if 
rigidly construed, removes from the category of strict taxes payments made to cover 
the cost of personal services rendered by the State. 

lII.-INcIDEliCB OF TAxES. 

Que8tion, 5.-Without a knowledge of the final incidence of the tllxes composing 
the fiscal system, any dAcision as to its equity is obviously impossible. Classification, 
which has already occupied our attention, is, when applied to taxes liS they are levied, 
only of use in so far as it plaCIlS together those which either are capable of similar 
treatment or approach the individual through the same avenue. Even in this 
respect its employment is of doubtful \1S0 since, against its advantages, must be 
plaoed the disadvantage of beginning an examination of facts by grouping together 
items which afterwards will have to be separated. It would be different with a 
classification of taxes liB they affect persons in their ultimate incidence; but then, 
such a classification would m~n the decision of the most difficlllt points before this 
Commission. 

Though incidence in the main must be discussed according to the capacity in which 
persons are affected by any tax or group of taxes (spending, earning, and owning 
capaoities), there are three general points which may be briefly dealt with. 

In the first place, there is the question of taxes on the poorer classes of the 
community. Broadly speaking, the doctrine of many of the more ri~id early economists 
was that taxes imposed upon this class, and not capable of 8VIISlon -88 those placed 
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upon non-necessary commodities are, would be shifted from .their shoulders ~y: rea~,)D 
of actual insufficiency of .means for aught but. bare physICal support. Tills VIew 
depended for its particular vali~ty upon the doctnne that tht! wages of labour, through 
·the eiastic response of populatIOn, not only could be. but actually were, forced down 
to the level of subsistence. The introduction of the theory ofa f)l1/I"iabl6 stand3rd of 
comfort and life. adapted to the particularstage of development in which the community 
found itself, deprived the so-called ~aw . of its rigidity, and so far as the shifting of 
taxation is concerned, of part of Its lmportance. What was once thought to be true 
of taxes on wages only, and wages were taken in the sense of payment for manual 
work,· and not as remuneration for all efforts and exertions;· is now seen to be true of 
wages just as it is true of taxes on profits, salaries, capital., earnings. and, ·in fact, 
on all the shares into which the income of society is divided. If this distribution 
'of wealth is regulated by any definite law. effected .through competition, an undue 
burden of taxation on. the r~muneration of anyone class of agents will lead to 
rectification of the distribution. 

In the second place. the shifting of incidencemust be looked on as arrested:fiscal 
loss. In other words, it occurs when the class immediately affected, by doing 
·something else, or consuming something else, is able, to IIscape· the tax. If a tax be 
.hnposed on a commodity for which .anoth~r can be easily substituted, the. con.sumet, 
BOoner than pay the augmented pl"ICe, wlll take the non-taxed commodIty Instead 
of the taxed commodity. Now, if the producers of ,the commodity thus taxed were 
monopolists, who· had formerly been able to gain more than the ordinary rate of return 
by right of strict monopoly, and this extra gain be larger in amOf\nt than the new tax 
iinposed, it will be to their advantage to pay the tax. The tax will be shifted on to 
thei:r shoulders. In a like manner the imposition of. a tax on incomes and profits 

· derived from a particular business will tend to deter people from entering that business, 
'unlilss the tax can be placed upon the consumer through an increase of price . 

. In the third place, the friction, uncertainty, and time involved in the process of 
" shifting" give definite force and meaning to the remark that" taxes tend to stick 
where they are imposed." 
· Incidence. when more closely approached, should, I think, be considered first with 
regard to taxes on commodities, or consuming .capacities and then with regard to 
taxes on incomes and property. ·Taxeson commodities fall, i.t must be remembered, 
on persons. and affect them by restricting their effective incomes or means of support 
and enjoyment. A man's income is not his , money income, but what he can get with 
it, and anything which increases or decreases the quantity of commodities he obtains 
affects his illcome. So far as production is directly concerned, taxes on cel"tain 

· commodities will finally handicap the particular. industries. Till, however, an 
adjustment of the productive forces takes place, considerable hardship will be inflioted 
on those employed in these directions, as the enhanced price will restrict the market 
for their products. But the incidence· of the tax is not deternrined by saying that it 
will be paid by the consume,s in the :first instance. Their payment of the tax 

· occasions a necessary alteration in their income, and what is important to note, in their 
income as compared with the income of . others. Commodities for our purpose may be 
divided into three classes: those which enter more or less equally into the consumption 
of all, and which may be described. as necessary, or articles customarily consumed; 
those which enter more largely into the consumption of the richer, and are more 
evidently of the nature of luxuries; those which are pure luxuries, and are rather 
· determined by individual choice than assigned by custom to a llarticular class. Now, 
with the exception of taxes imposed on those in the third and last class, taxes on such 
commodities may tend to di~turb the equilibrium previousiy established between .the 
·incomes of different classes. In this case shifting may take place. If, for instance, 
to take an extreme case, an ordinary necessary of life, sllch as bread, were heavily 
taxed, the strict wage-earning class would be more seriously affected than any other; 
and the question of readjustment between profits, interest, and wages would arise. 
Again, if the commodities of the second class taxed were those consumed wholly, or 
almost wholly, by ,profit-receiving classes, a similar queition would arise. If, however, 
they were such that the tax would progressively affect the more wealthy.of all kinds, 
the matter reduces itself to one of graduated taxation; or, again, the tax may be. such 
·as to fall on incomes in simple proportion to their size. So far as taxes 00 commodities 
·of the third class which form the subject. of individual choice are concerned, the final 
incidence of the tax: is on the consumer. But is tl;lis so when the tax is imposed so as 
'to disturb the relations between the incomes of the different classes among which. the 
'incOUle of society is distributed! Of course here it must be noticed that a tax which 
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produces such an effect inay be offset, alid its effects balanced by other t~ieEl. . But this 
does not affect the question of incidence. The countervailing tax is called for by 
reason of the shifting which takes place, or would take place. 

Taxes on commodities, though imposed on persons in their spending capacity, are 
paid out of· income or property, and thus they may be said to be shifted on to their 
income and owning capacities. They must be considered with regard to these. 

All taxes, both those levied directly· and those levied indirectly, either disturb or 
do not disturb the relations otherwise.existing between the incomes of different cla~ses; 
and different groups or ranks in those- classes. The distinction in point of theory is 
important, because when they disturb this relation there are specific grounds for arguing 
that the incidence will be shifted until readjustment takes place, and the equilibrium 
previously existing is re-established. When there is no disturbance taxes will rest 
where they fall, provided that no class is so placed that it is unable to bear the burden 
of taxation. This position was predicated by some writers as that of the wage-receiving 
class; but, for reasons urged above. this view is untenable. 

'l'he above statement is theoretical, and depends for its validity on the accuracy of 
certain hypotheses. Firstly, rents in their pure economic sense are omitted. Secondly. 
it is assumed that tbe incomes of the various classes. and various groups are adjusted 
and held in their place by the action of competitive forces, wberess at all times such 
adjustment is ratber a matter of tendency tban of existing fact. Without doubt 
the working of oompetition tends to bring about some correspondence between 
remuneration and income, and etlort; equally without doubt, in all societies, aud 
especially in a society varying so greatly in its coudition as does ours, there is at 
lany time a great divergence between these. Both tbe abstract theory, and the 
divergence between it and actualoonditions, are important (In account of one conclusion. 
In view of thetbeory, it has sometimes been argued that the mode of imposition of 
taxation is unimportant, inasmuch as the forces of competition will distribute the 
taxes in thfl same way, however impoAed. Such a. conclusion is thoroughly vicivus in 
theory. It is obviously dangerous in praotice since much time must elapse before 
final distribution ta.kes place. ·Even should this occur in the end, there would be a 
long period during which the wrong class or wrong persons would be taxed. Moreover, 
the theory on whioh it is based premises a competition which does not exist and the 
absence of monopolies or combinations which enable those imerested in the monopoly or 
the combination to obtain an income out of proportion to their effort, 'lond unrelated 
to other incomes. When such exist, correct imposition is of the very highest importance. 
Itll8sumes, indeed, that the relations between wages, profits,and rent depend on simple 
competition, an assumption which is, to say tbe least, only approximately correct. 

To return to the distinction between taxes according as they disturb or do not 
disturb the relations between incomes. Such relations are not disturbed by taxes 
which fall on commodities of the third class, that is, luxuries which are a matter of 
individllal, rather than of class or average class, preference. Again, taxes which affect 
the wealthier classes progressively, as also duly graduated taxation of a more dIrect 
character, may be held, for reasons previously suggested, to leave the relations between 
incomes, as represented by their utilities, undisturbed, that is, much as they would be 
were there no taxation. But what if taxes do disturb this relation? Does it matter? 

JI'he point seems to me to be of practical importance with regard to one of the important 
questions necessarily before the Commission, namely, the possibility of taxing property 
and capital; or incomes arising out of sucb, in a higher proportion than incomes derived 
from personal exertion. The possibility of taxing rents will be separately dealt with. 
The imposition of auch taxes is worse than useless if they occasion alterations in tbe 
competitive relations .between the different agents in production, and so are" shifted" 
through an alteration in the proportions in which the income of the society is distributed 
among the various clll8ses. 

It is not questioned that, in a state of competition, a tax laid on the earnings of a 
particular trade will be gradually" sbifted" through a rise in its remuneration, or the 
price of its products, until the l'ate of remuneration current in it and proportioned to 
the efforts involved, will stand in tbe same relation to the earnings of other trades 
which it previously held. In like manner it bas been urged ihat a tax falling out of 
proportion on any particular kind of income as wages, profits, or interest, on the 
.earninglJ of labour, of tbe employer, and of capital, will similarly distribute itself. 
Taxes and a system of taxation which affect each factor equally, thus leaving their 
proportions undisturbed, will not occasion" shifting." Let us take tbe case of mOSb 
practioal importance, that of taxes on all capital_ Here it is argued that such taxes 
·tend to occasion a diminution in the rats of saving, and theroby l'aise the share Qf 
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income in other words the interest. allotted to capital. Put in plain words. this amounts 
to the ~ssertion that taxes on capital are not paid by capital alone. but by oapital and 
labour the latter having to yield a portion of its share to induce sufficient accumulation. 
But the case is not so simple as it seems. FiIr.tly. 1\ tax on incomes derived from 
capital may f~ll very largely on i~comes ~ue .to. m?nopoly rights, which are a~ready 
stra.ined to theIr full extent. In thIS relatl()n It IS ImpOSSIble to pass over, WIthout 
notice. the views sometimes expressed to the effect that some part of the incomes 
received by those representing capital is due to the greater advantages they possess 
over labour in any question of division. It is practically suggested that they take 
what they can get, a.nd would be content with less if they could not get more. 
S6lJ()'TldlJy. it seems to me impossible to regard the contention that accumulation 
depends on the rate of interest as beyond controversy. The accumulation of wealth 
in a community depends on the particular comparison formed in that community, and 
at that time. between the conditions of the present and those of the future. The 
grounds on which such an estimate is based are many, and very various in character, 
and the rate of interest is but Ol1e element among many. ~'O assertfurther that, but for 
II certain rate of interest. capital when saved would remain unemplOYEld. is to ignore 
the conditions which allow of saving. The great mass of saving must take place 
through the employment of capital in some form of productive enterprise. Thirdly. 
it must be remembered that the great argument used in support of the special taxation 
of capital is the relief .o~ inc?me deriv~d from personal ~x~rtion, in view ?f thA necessity 
laid upon those receIvlDg It of savlDg. and thus aIdmg accumnlatIon of capital •. 
Thus, even if the assumption as to the detrimental effect of a fall in interest on 
accumulalation be true, it may be argued that, though the inducement to save is 
diminished, the fund out of which saving takes place is increased, those who possess 
incomes not derived from capital being under a greater impulse to save, and more 
likely to save. than those whose incomes are derived from capital. Such a consideration 
involves matters of difficult computation. 

Next. as to taxes which fallon rents. 'rhe apparently' simple rule that rent, 
being a payment for differences inherent in situation or fertility, taxes imposed on it 
must be borne by the landlord, is complicated in practice by certain circumstances. 
Filrstly, rent is used to describe payments not only differential in character, but by way 
of remuneration for investment of capital. Secondly. the existence of fixed contracts 
must be taken into account, as taxes may be imposed during theil' continuance. 
Thus taxes may be imposed, on the one hand, when the sum payable by the occupier 
to the owner is fixed for a short term of years; again, on the other hand. durin'" 
the course of a building lease, where the payment made to the ground landlord i~ 
determined. Phi/tdly, different scales of taxation prevail in different districts. In the 
main this is due to differences in beneficial rates. and such differences correspond, 
or are held to correspond, to actual differences in advantage. They may be due to 
differences in local management. 

The cases raised in the last sentences may be dealt with first. When differences in 
the scale of taxation. that is. differences in rates, correspond to benefits conferred by 
local expenditure, the occupier or consumer will obviously pay the rate. In addition to 
the usual advantages of a particular kind of house, or of particular land, he enjoys the 
benefits of the district. Such differences in rates are a payment for differences in 
advantages by those who enjoy them. Sometimes. however, these advantages are 
enjoyed hy those who do not pay for them. l'his happens when local expenditure, 
though paid for at the time by rates, resultll in ultimate improvements, the advantage 
of which accrues to the owner, or in the last resort to the ground landlord. .Again. 
at the time, property outside the district in which the expenditure takes place 
participates in the benefit. In this instance, too, an advantage is conferred on the 
owner or landlord. But differences due to local management being better or worse than 
the average. though, in the first instance, they affect the occupier, will, if maintained. 
come to affect the owner. 

n this Cpnnexion the whole question of beneficiall'ates needs some notice. It is 
ar ed thall these. being for services rendered, are paid for by the occupant, and, in 
poin of fact, suph a result is to be anticipated. though the mode in which it is 
attai d is more in,tric,:,te. and requires more precise statement than is thus suggested. 
If thes rates are 'JevIed according to consumption. their incidence on the occupier is 
obvious, ut where levied on rent. the power of the landlord to prevent the occupier 
shifting em may b~ .questioned. The power of the occupier to do so r~sts, of 
course, on he supposition that such rates, by affecting price, alter his position in the 
competition with bis landlord. Now, two things require notice. Firstly, these rates 
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are levied on a scale (i.e., the rent) which is supposed to correspond to the benelit 
enjoyed by the occupier. Secondly, they are levied in respect of expenditure which 
confers advantages either formerly conferred by private services paid for by the 
occupier, or new in character. In neither case do they, granted the COM'ectness of 
the assumptions made under these two headings, affect price, and cl)nsequently the 
position of the occupier is not altered with regard either to the landlord or, whlln 
using the houses or land for trade purposes, to the consumer. When the rent is not 
a corrcct scale some little shifting lIlay take place in process of time. 

Irrespective of alterations arising out of the foregoing, the circumstances enumerated 
under the first and second headings give rise to gr13at variety in the final incidence of 
taxes imposed on rents. There are two general rules. Taxes on pure rents, and under 
conditions of competition, faU upon the ground landlord, whether imposed directly 
upon him or upon the owner. In the latter case, the shifting of' the ~ali: may be slow, 
and, where leases for fixed terms exist, is postponed definitely for the given term. On 
the other hand, ta:8"13S which fall on the capital invested in and on the land, like taxes
on the profit'J on particular trades, will be shifted off the shoulders of the trader and 
borne by the conSllmers. Consumers of houses are like consumers of any other 
necessary commodity. They cannot dispense with the commodity, but they may 
diminish their cOllsumption of it. 

Q1testion 6.-In view of the considerations already laid down, the incidence of the 
different taxes and of the onerous rates may be separately treated. 

(a.) Inhabited House Duty. 

As this is not a local, but an Imperial tax, no considerations of differenoes between 
districts, with the corresponding influence of possible esoape, enrol' into discussion. 
It is levied on a consumable commodity, namely a. house, and thus will fall in the first 
instance on the immediate consumer. The consumer oannot shift i~ on to the owner, 
as in that case the profits of a partillular trade would be specially taxed. But as 
the tax is levied according to the rent, whioh inoludes both house rent and ground rent, 
the point arises as to the partioular incidence of this latter portion. In the long run, 
and ina state of perfectly Iree competitio~, uninterfered with by fixed contracts, this 
portion would fall on the ground la.ndlord but for one oircumstance, namely, that 
the tax only srises when land is put to a particular use. The occupant, who is 
the cause of the land being put to the particular use Buited. to his purpose, will 
consequently have to bear the tax on that part of the ground rent which the landlord 
can obtain if the land is used for cultivation instead of being given over to building. 
'l'he general question as to temporary differences in incidenoe due to leases, &c., will be 
discussed below. Finally, it must be observed that this tax is slightly graduated. 
This will affect the building of houses; and the shifting of a certain portion may occur, 
lmt this point will be discussed below (Question 13). 

(b.) Rate.~ le'vied on Houses and Trado Premises. 

For the moment we may leave on one side the possible shifting of the tax on to 
consumers, due to houses or premises being URE'd for trade purposes, and confine 
oUl'selves to the question of the incidence of taxes and rates as affecting the oocupier, or 
the so-called owner, or the ground landlord. Here we must take into account the 
partioular reasons which prevent the ground landlord from shifting on to others the 
taxes which fall on the ground ront. Under taxes, rates are here included. The 
land is not subject to further increase. and the payment, as its rent, is a payment 
in view of differences between one plot and another. But neither the one nor the other 
circumstance is present in the case of houses. Here rent is paid as a profit on a trade, 
and more houses can be built in partial competition, or existir.g houses enlarO'ed, if 
only it be worth while to build or enlarge them. Of course they will not be"built. 
that is, in the long I'lln, unless tho~o employed in the building trade oan add to the 
price taxes which would otherwise fall on their particular profits. In pure theory, 
and in long periods of time, it may be sai~ then, that the occupier will pay the tax 
which falls on the part of the rent whioh forms the profits of the builder, whether acting 
as owner himself or having transferred his rights to others; while the tax, so far as 
it fllila on the ground rent, will fall I)n the ground lnndlord. But in point of far-t, 
snch taxes are imposed while fixed contracts exist, and it is important to realise how 
far these temporarily interfere wit.h their incidence. Taxes imposed durin'" an 
occupying lense fall obviollsly on the ocoupant till the termination 'of his lease. "But 
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what if taxes be imposed during the owner's lease, that is, after the owner and ground 
landlord have settled the ground rent for a long term of years! In that case, we must 
take 8S distinct that part of the tax which falls on the portion of the rent which is the 
builder's, and through him the owner's profits, and that which falls on the rest of the 
rent. It is, I think, clear that the former portion will fall on the occupier. But what 
of the latter part of the tax! It cannot fall on the ground landlord till the termination . 
of tile ground lease, as the ground rent is fixed, and is fixed in view of the taxes levied 

. at the time when :fixed, and of no others. But for these then levied it might have 
been higher. New taxes, however, will nut ~ffect it. ~ill this part of the .tax fall on 
the occupier or the owner! The assumptIOn llnderlymg the argument IS, we must 
remember, that tbe ground rent is fixed, but h!lre it must be noticed that this is only 
nue of the land on which houses are built, and of some other land. There will be 
land in greater or !Eiss proximity which can be taken in for building purposes. When 
such is done, the ground rent of the land thus taken in, on which new houses are 
constructed, will be fixed in view of existi~g taxes, including, ?f course, those recently 
imposed. Thus, when the houses are built, the owners or bUIlders of the new houses 
will be able to let their houses at a proportionately lower rent than woul d be possible 
if their ground rents had been fixed before the new taxes could be taken into 
account, and thus these houses will tend to be proporbionately cheaper, wholly 
irrespective of differences in rent due to differences in advantage and situation, than 
those the ground rent of which was fiKed prior to the new impositions. In other words 
the owners of the old houses will have to bear that portion which should fall on th~ 
ground rent, and which will do so at the termination of the contract. 

When houses and premises are used for trade purposes, the occupier will be able 
to shift on to the consumer (by an increase in the price of his products) that part 
of the tax which falls on the portion of the rent which forms the ordinary pI'olits of the 
builder and owner. But this would not take place if the profits of all trades were 
equally affected. In practice, such a case is hardly likely to ocour. Throughout it 
must be remembered that· lapse of time, with its changes, may really create a kind of 
~econd ground rent in the possession of the owner, as distinct from the strict earlier 
ground rent. Both are payment for differences in advantage and situation. Taxes 
on the rent, which is a payment for such, cannot be shifted on to the Consumer. 

(c.) Rates levied on Agricultural Land. 

In this consideration, the incidenc~ of rates as affecting farm-houses and premises 
is, I imagine, not involved. These are cases which fall under the foregoing heading; 
farm-houses, however, being buildings partly used for dwelling and partly for trade 
purposes. So far as the rent of agricultural land is differential, or pure economic rent 
it is of the nature of the ground rent_in the case of a house, and taxes levied on it 
fall on the landlord. This is on the assumpt.ion that such rents are rack rents, and that 
the rent is not paid .to encourage or compensate investment of capital in the improvement 
of the land. To such extent as 'one or other of these is the case the tax falls on the 
occupier, and will be shifted by him on to the consumer. To such extent, and to such 
extent only, do they hamper agriculture, by necessitating a rise in the price of its 
products. The tax which falls on the landlord will not be shifted on to the consumer .. 

The tax, so far as it falls on the rent which forms the prolits of the builder or the 
owner of the house, is in the position of a tax on certain profits. All occupations may 
be said to involve outlay of two kinds, the immediate outlay required to fit the 
product for sale, and the preparatory outlay which makes such employments possible 
and prepares the way for their exercise. One part of this preliminary outlay consists in 
the construction of houses, and of some kinds of permanent improvements in land. 
Owing to differences in the amount of sueh preliminary outlay required by different 
trades, and the fact that it is remunerated by a payment included in the'rent, one part 
of a tax on total rents may form a tax on the profita of particular trades. In the 
case of agr,iculture many improvements occur in the ordinary course of cultivation 
and these cannot be sa~d t? have ~e above consequences. Other permanent improve: 
menta are undertaken m ~ew of .lDorea~ed rental. He~e the rental calculated upon is 
proba.bly rental for a penod durlDg which the outla.y IS recouped, and after which 
the improvement, so far as it is unexhausted, may be treated as consolidated with the 
laud. 
, In this connexion it is perhaps useful to remember Ricardo's argument that in 

many cases impl'Ovement in fertility, while beneficial to the nation, would not lead to 
an iIlcrease in the total rental of the country, and might occasion a positive decrease. 
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(d.) Ta.OO8 on the 7'ransfer of Propert!l. 

Taxes levied on the transfer of property of various kinds are an obstacle to free" 
transfer, and must be viewed as taxes on a particular operation whereby a particular 
commodity comes into the possession of a consumer. As such they fall, as a general 
rule, upon the consumer through a rise in price, while, in addition, they may lead 
to a restriction in the consumption of the property concerned. It has been 
maintained that, in the case of re¥ property, taxes on transfer fall on the seller 
or owner of the property, for the reason that the offer of land and real property for 
Rale is occasioned by considerations rather of necessity than of price; and it seems 
obvious that when the supply is fixed, independently o[ the price, such will tend to be 
the case. When the property transferred is purchased in view of trade operations, and 
used by the purchaser to assist him in an industrial capacity and in the production 
of commodities, the tax will tend to be shifted on to the consumers of these 
commodities. 

(e.) Ta.U8 on Profits. 

Some of the questions involved in the consideration of taxes on profits have been 
discussed in the answer to the previous question (Question 5). Like II< tax on income 
arising from capital, or a tax on all capital, a tax on all profits will have a different 
incidence according as profits are determined by competition, or are in part, at any 
rate. the result of a monopoly advantage. 'l'axes on the income of capital have been 
treated of. 

(f.) Death Duties. 

~'hese are. in efFect, a tax on a very particular kind of transfer.' The objection 
1;aken to them on the part of early economists was that, as they were paid out of capital 
and 'not income. they would tend to diminish the stock of capital and thus hamper 
progress. At the present time the objections raised to them are. first, that they are 
easy of escape; and second, their bad effect on accumulation. With regard to the 
first. their rate should be so determined that the tax on transfer at death is not 
sufficient to overcome the great objection felt by possessors of property to relin
quishing control over their possessions during their lifetime. The differential scale, 
Rccording to which property going to distant relatives and strangers is more heavily 
burdened than that devolving on t,hose nearer of kin, really emphasises this. With 
regard to accumulation. the possible effect of such taxes in this direction has, I 
think, been often over-estimated. It seems to me to be slight. Indeed, at the present 
time, practical illustrations are said to exist in increasing numbers of a contrary 
tendency. So far are the taxes from discouraging the rate of accumulation that 
sinking funds and other methods have been adopted to mllet these duties. In these 
caStlS the tax is free from the objeotion urged by early writers. as it falls on income 
and not on capital; and forms, in actual fact, an increased income tax on incomes 
derived from property, and not from personal exertion. Where such methods are not 
adopted it may be looked on as a commutation of such a tax paid in a lump sum; but 

.in this case it may fallon capital, and not on income. 
It must be remembered that in the treatment of these particular cases, as indee';' 

in that of the whole question of inoidence, a state of fairly active competition is 
assumed. Defects in oompetition bring about a corresponding tendency on the part 
of taxes and rates to continue to be borne for a long time by those first affected. 
Hence the" importance where possible of imposing taxes directly on those who, even 
if they are indirectly imposed, would oome to bear them in the process of time. 

It is also assumed in the case of the rent of honses and premises that the 
conditions of the country are such that these are not fixed in number or amonnt, and 
that building. replacement. and repairs. are continually proceeding. When this is 
not the case, when, that is, the supply of houses is fixed, and the demand for them 
or for further accommodation is not increasing. the occupier will be able to force 
the owner or landlord to bear a large portion of the tax which natnrally aff6cts 
him in his house-consuming capacity, and tbis will continue'till tile supply is 
reduced. Such results, even though they may not be widespread. occur in the case t)f 
houses and of large improvements on the land, becanse both of them are durable and 
not capable of withdrawal like some other fonus of capital. 
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IV.-DISTINCTION BETWEEN LOCAL AND IMPERIAL TAXATION. 

Qttestion 7.-The difficulty of furnishing a clear criterion is mainly due to the fact 
that the division between the functions of the central government and local bodies 
in certain instances is determined by simple motives of convenience and administrative 
economy. Still, most of the functions nndertaken by local bodies, and forming 
the ·bulk of local ell1penditure, may be placed under two headings :-

(i.) Cases where the expenditure is undertaken for the particular advantage of the 
distric~, and its benefits appropriated in the main by those dwelling or 
possessmg property in the district. Under this heading comes the expenditure 
met by beneficial rates. 

(ii.) Cases where the need for expenditure is largely or, at any rate, partly 
determined by the administration. The poor law expendHure furnishes an 
illustration of this. 

So far as these are concerned, there seems to be a fairly clear and reasonable 
ground for distinguishing between the purposes for which taxation should be raised 
locally, and those for which it should be ro.ised by the central government. But there 
are cases of another kind. 

(iii.) Cases where functions are delegated to local authorities for purposes of 
administrative convenience and economy. Though economy is effected here 
as well as in the second heading, it is not effected in the same way. In 
this instance the primary need or occasion for expenditure is not so largely 
determined by the mode of administration. 

Question 8.-In order to determine how far, if at all, local expenditure should be 
borne by the central government, that. is, paid for, not by the taxrayer of the 
district, but by ~he taxpayer of the whole country, it is necessary to arrive at 
some sort of decision with regard to two &eparate matters. 

In the first place there is the general question as to the liability of the district, and 
~he liability of the country, in view of the particular purpose. Here 'IV" have to 
consider separately the three classes of expenditure. The first should obviously be 
borne by those who particularly benefit. So far, that is, as beneficial rates are 
concerned, the decision seems easy; they benefit those living in the district, and they 
fall mainly on the occupier. So far as differences in respect of such expenditure exist 
they fall entirely on him. In the ('ase of the' second, local liability seems clear, but 
it is doubtful if the incidence is so equitable. The expenditure involved under the 
third heading, it might be though~. should be borne by the central government. 

In the second place it must be remembered that the apportionment of taxation is 
entirely different in the local, from what it is :in the Imperial system. The larger part 
of Imperial taxation is so levied t.hat it does not necessarily correspond to ability. 
In the local system the correspondence, though not necessarily exact, is probably 
greater. Again, real property is more burdened under local than under Imperial 
taxation. A transfer then from local to Imperial taxes, or ViC6 versa, unless some 
particular adjustment be made, means not merely a transfer from the district to the 
country, but a transfer from one class to another class of taxpayers. In the case 
of expenditure of' the third kind, the right 'People to pay may Beem to be the general 
taxpayers of the country. This is not so in the other two instances. But even in 
the third case, or .indeed whenever change is suggested, attention must bu paid to 
the systllm of taxation as a .whole. That. system includes both local and Imperial 
taxes; and a change from one of these to the other may upset the balaI!.ce attained, 
and thus, though apparently equitable when considered apart, really' result in a 
disturbance of the imposition of taxes according to a standard of equity. 

V.-FORTIIER QUESTIONS. 

Question 9.-Some division of the rates between Owners and occupiers of real 
property is most certainly desirable, on account of the delay which occurs before 
the part falling on pure rent is gradually shifted oil' the occupier on to the owner. 
As has been incidentally pointed out, pure rent often arises not only in the rent 
. due to the ground landlord, to take the case of houses, but in the form of part of 
the rent duEo' to the so-called OWner of houses during the time of the ground lease. 
'1'hat is, the situation and otber advantages of position possessed by the house, 
have improved since the grant of the ground lease aud the fixing of the ground 
rent due under it. '£he aim of division is not to alter the final incidence of the • 
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tax, but to accelerate its establishment. So far as taxes stick where first imposed, 
division is obviously important. The same holds good of the rent of agricultural 
land, in which case the division of rates in the first instance is peculiarly important. 
Rates on agricultural land, to such extent as they fall on the pure rent are, in 
essence, a tax imposed on the landlord; but until they attain their final incidence, 
they fallon the income of the occupant, and thus on the profits on farming. Custom, 
moreover, exerts great influence in the regulation of rents, making them singularly 
irresponsive, and thUI enabling the p'pstponement of this final incidence. 

The proportion in which Buch division should take place is largely a matter of 
practical knowledge. I would suggest, however, that the rates should be levied c:::: 
the owner in a higher proportion when land is concenled than in the case of houses. 
If in the latter case the rates be equally divided, in the fonner the owner should, I 
think, bear two· thirds and the occupier on&-third. 

Questirm 1O.-The separate rating of ground values and rent to local taxation, 
if accompanied by a deduction of the rent (or the rent formed on the estimate of 
ground value) from the rent paid by the occupier, will in one case do nothing more 
than accelerate the shifting of part of taxes imposed during leases on to the ground 
landlord. As we have previously seen, final incidence will not take place till the 
termination of the lease, until when a burden will be laid on the owners of the old 
houses. This view rests on the assumption that the rates levied on the ground rent, 
or the estimated income of the ground value, will be the same as those levied on 
the other rent. In such case separate rating. if practicable, must be viewed as 
a method of securing the rapid shifting of the tax. But if the ground rent or values 
be more heavily charged, or if, what amounts to the same thing, the ground rent 
be taxed twice, once separately and once as forming part of the total rent, other 
considerations enter in. 

The special liability of ground rents and values to taxation, and in particular local 
taxation, has been urged on these grounds. . 

In the first place, the land is said to be subject to hereditary burdens with 
regard to taxation. Objection is taken to the basis on which services which had 
fallen into desuetude were commuted, and in particular to the artificial valuing of 
land in the case of the Land Tax. Further, the early incidence of taxation on the 
land has been alleged as an argument for regarding the land as the main and rightful 
source of revenue. These arguments apply to more than local taxation. With regard 
to the first, moreover, it has been answered that a bargain is a bargain, even though 
after generations may disapprove of the terms on which it was concluded. The 
second argument with reference to the historical incidence of early taxation is not 
conclusive, for it must be remembered that, at one time, the possession of land and a 
frae status were in inevitable connexion; the land was the badge of freedom. 

In the second place, it has been contended that the land is the natural source of 
public revenue, a view which any new community, or nation, or colony, would do 
well to adopt, at any rate in part. 

In the third place, the particular benefits :lccruing to land from public expenditure 
and national growth are given as grounds for a parti'cular liability to taxation.. This 
argument acquires additional force in the case of local taxation, which is raised largeiy 
in view of expenditure which affeots the value of the land. This is increased by the 
growth of population, by the development of various resources, and by improvements 
in the opportunities for leading comfortable lives and earning an adequate living; 
and while all national expenditure may be said to conduce to these, local expenditure, as 
Borne urge, is of such a kind as to be peculiarly effective and immediate in its action. 

In opposition to these views it is urged that special taxation of ground values 
would partake of the nature of confiscation, and in particular cause substantial 
injustice to those who have bou~ht land or ground rents instead of resorting to other 
investments, and in view of the moome they yield. Apart from general grounds this 
contontion would not necessarily be valid if such special taxation were introduced'to 
meet the changes occasioned by relief being given to local taxation from Imperial 
taxation, for suoh relief migh' be intended to lighten the burden on the 10caloccupiE'r 
und not on the land. Speaking generally, the objections urged to such special rating 
and taxation of ground values seem directed not so much against any injustice in this 
r,articular mode of taxation, as against its adoption under existing circumstances. 
They certainly indicate the need of great care in its imposition. But I think they 
are insuffioient to deprive the community of the partioular revenue to be derived 
from a fund so well suited to local taxation, and which owes so much of its present 
extent to general growth and public expenditure. 

ua 
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QuesliM l1.-Given certain conditions, the ren~ rec~ived by the ~wne~ ?f,land or 
ratoable hereditaments will be affected by alteratIons In rates, that IS, dl1nInIshed by 
their imposition or increase, and increaB~d by their ::eduction or aboli~on. . . 

The conditions are as follows :-Flrst, .the eXIstence of an actIve competitIOn; 
sEicond, the absence of custom so strong as to prove an effective check; third, the non
existence of fixed contracts. When these conditions are not present, rent will not 
necessarily be affected, and when these conditions are only partially present, as is 
the. invariable case, a considerable time will elapse before the full effect is produced. 
Even then, rent will not be increased or diminished by the full amount of the rates 
concerned, but only by that part of the rate which is proportioned to the pure 
economic rent, that. is, that rent which expresses the difference betweEou site and site, 
or land and land. So far as the rent is a return calculated upon and received 
on account of expenditure of capital and labour on the land, or in the construction 
.of houses and premises, the tax corresponding to it will fall on the occupier .. 

The theory.thus. stated rests on certain conditions, most imperfectly realised, and, so 
far as. actual practice is concerned, is mainly important as displaying the tendency 
which, but for the renewed interferences, would be realised over long periods of time. 
The creation of new contracts, the constant changes in rates, the influence of 
custom, prevent it from being more than a tendency. The effect of leases has been 
dealt. with in the answer to previous questions (5, 6), and this, together with the other 
interrupting agencies, constitutes a forcible argument for a division of rates. Further, 
it may be added that the rapidity with which the rent is affected by the shifting of 
the tax will largely depend on the respective keenness and competitive strength of t1:.", 
two parties, that is, the tenants and the landlords. Rents do not, as we know, readily 
adapt. themselves to alterations. in price arising from other causes, and it is hardly 
probable that they will prove more elastic when the alteration is due to a tax. 

The power of the occupier to shift part of the tax on to the rent, and of the 
landlord, in case of reduction or abolition, to increase the rent, is due to the cqnnexion 
between price and rent, and its ~ode of operation can be briefly summarised. So 
long as the tax falls on. the occupier, it involves a rise. of price, either, in the case of 
houses. of price to.him as paying both rent and tax, or, in the case of trade premises 
and. agricultural. land, of price of the product he sells; and, in consequence, the 
demand tends to be restricted. So far as the rent which forms the profits OD 

outlay is .concerned, the case is the same as that which occurs when taxes are 
levied on particular commodities. Outlay in that direction will cease unless the 
Ilrdinary rate of profits is assured, or thought to be assured, except, of conrse, in 
·the instance of monopolies. But the effect of that part of the tax which is 
.proportioned to the pure economic rent is different. Here the supply is in the 
hands of owners letting their acres at different rates, and the supply is and will be 
there. It is, 80 to speak, fixed and immovable. If the reduction in demand and price 

.. take place, some land or sites will faU into disuse, being naturally the lower in 
fertility or situation, and rent on those above them will diminish; but the desire to 
let will prevent this reduction, an'd force each landlord to take his rent less by the tax. 
The landlord who refuses will be outbid by those who offer their land at a reduced 

"rental, and thus disproportionately cheaper than his, the respective differences in 
fertility being allowed for. But such a result will be very gradual, and much delayed 
in its attainment. 

The case where a rate is reduced or abolished is the reverse of the above. 

(JuestiM 12.-1n abstract theory, and granted the assumptions enumerated in the 
previous answer, no difference would occur through the change of method suggested 
in the present question. But taking things as they are, and allowing for the 
friction which "is an inevitable element in social conditions, differences may occur 
through one or more of the following causes. The amount to be shifted, if the 
whole. or part of the tax be thus deducted from the. rent, may be altered. If only 
part of the tax be deducted, the amount liable in theory to be shifted would 

. probably be decreased. Again, the power of the landlord to procure a rapid 
adjustment may be greater or less than that of the tenant. And, lastly, the greater 
prominence and definition given to the question of the incidence of the tax by its 
formal deduction may have some influence, and consequently affect the time occupied 
in readjustment. 
,,'On the whole, I am ~nclined to think that the deduction of a part wonld facilitate 
such readjustment, as . occasioning imposition in greater approximation to final 
incidence. Furthermore, at present the whole burden of new rates, until the shifting 
of sl1ch. part as should fall .on others is accomplished, lies on the occupier, who, in 
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addition to the portion of rates falling on. him according to the laws of final 
incidence, is always bearing some other portion in the interval-often the long 
interval--elapsing before readjustment. 

Que8tilm la.-The result of such rating in both instances will differ ar,cording a8 it 
is viewed in its more direct effects under existing circumstances, and those whioh 
may be produced when it has been taken into account in building, improvement, and 
other ways. At the present time, houses have been built, and land improved and 
brought into cultivation, without ref~rence to changes in these directions, and, as 
houses and improvements are very durable, the owners of those houses and of that. 
land more highly and differentially rated would be seriously affected, and their rent 
would tend to be diminished. 1.'here would be a change in the direction of demand on 
the part of occupiers, unless the extra tax on the rent (profits) due to owners, and. due 
under these new circumstances, was paid by the owner .. 

But sllch temporary effects may be put on one side. 
Then, in the first case (a) the tax will be graduated on the total value, and the 

alterations in l"~te must occur with long intervals between. Under these circumstances, 
and especially if the difference in the scale of graduation be marked, there will be a 
tendency to avoid building and improvements which will just transfer the property 
from one class of rates to another class, and a consequent diminution in the total 
rental of the oountry. Further, in the case of house property, and this question is 
mainly important in the case of houses, inasmuch as value is determined by the 
tenement and not by the total value of tenements and ground per acre, there is a 
certain inducement to the ground landlord to build small property. Thus he will in 
all probability be able to force the occupier or consumer to bear the extra tax on 
higher value so far as that is proportioned to the ground rent. The occupier will 
have to bear that in addition to the tax falling on the building profits. If the ground 
value be separately valued, and rated according to acreage, the ground landlord will 
bear the graduated increments as well as the minimum tax. 

In the secopd case (b) the occupier of the property employed for the particular 
purposes more highly rated will have to bear the extra tax, not only on the strict 
house rent, but on the ground rent, except in so far as the ground rent which caD. be 
obtained for that particular purpose is in exoess of that which the landlord can obtain 
if the ground be used for a purpose not liable on the heavier scale. The part of the 
tax falling on this increase of ground rent will tend to be borne by the landlord. 

QU8sticm H.-One marked defect in the sy~tem of local taxation is the escape of 
personal property, owing to the alleged danger of hampering enterprise, and its especial 
mobility. A remedy for this can only be found by a resort to Imperial or central 
taxation, and to supplement local funds out of taxes raised by the central government 
is open to danger and abuse. At present the case appears to be much as follqws. It 
is not desired to tax more heavily the income derived from personal exertion. Again, 
fdal property is taxed together with other property, and by itself in rates. Personal 
property escapes more lightly. If this be the case. and without any minnte investiga
tion and discussion the relative proportions in which taxes should fall on personal 
and real property could not be determined, one of two alternamves presents itself. 
Either to adjust the property taxes in the Imperial system so that they fall ;more 
heavily on porsonal property, or to raise a new revenue by fresh additions to these 
taxes so far as they affect such personal property, such revenue to be kept distinct, 
and to form a fund out of which rates might be supplemented. The fund would 
be raised centrally, but ear-marked for local purposes. The temptation to bad local 
economy would have to be met by making the contributions subsidiary, and never 
allowing: them to bear more than. a oertain .proportion to funCis raised 10c~ly by ~ates~ 

Que.'ltwn I5.-There are two pomte to which I have already drawn attentIOn, whiCh 1 
snould like to emphasise. The one is the importance, in dealing with local taxation, of 
I'omel~bering that it doe~ nO.t form a system of ta~ation by itself. The system is 
co.nstl~uted by the combmution of local and Impel'lal taxes, and the equity of con~ 
tl'lbution ~y .anr clas~ of property own~rs or other l?e~Bon~ can only be judged with 
regard to It 1U Its entirety. The other IS the clear dlstmohon which should be drawn 
between oontributions to the revenue from income and from property. '£he latter 
contributos not only in its income, but as property. 

In conclusion, I append a brief summary of certain of the conclusions arrived 
at in the foregoing answers :-

(l) The 8yste~ of taxation, w.ith regard to which all questions of equity must be 
conSidered, comprises both Impel'lal and local taxes. . . 

U4 
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(2.) Imperial and local taxes affect the various tax-paying clllBses difft'rently, so 
that a transfer from one to the other means not only a change from local to central 
funds and 'Vice 'IIsrsti, but an alteration in the incidence of taxation. 

(3.)' Taxe" levied on (lomm?diti~s do not fall on persons acco!ding to their ability. 
The same is true, though possIbly In a less degree, of that portIOn of the local rates 
which is borne by the occupier of a house. or, in the case of trade premises and 
agricultural land, by the consumers of the products there produced. 

(4.) There are certain grounds for holding .that property is more liable to taxation 
than income. 

(5.) Real property in particular lies under very peculiar liability, which may be met 
by the separate taxation of ground values. 

(5.) The shifting of taxation is attended by very great delay, and in consequence 
the occupier is constantly burde.I\ed by taxes which finally fall on others, but which he 
has to bear until they achieve their final incidence. This gives grave importance to 
the division of the rates along the lines of final incidence. 

(7.) The difficulty of taxing personal property locally can be met by an adjustment 
of the property taxes in Imperial taxation. 

E. C. K. GONNER. 

Answers by Mr. Edwin Cannan. 

1. It is impossible to offer useful criticism of a chLssification without knowing for 
what purpose the classification is intended. In order to discover what this is, I must 
have recourse to the reference to the Commission. 

The reference seems to ignore the commonplace of economists which asserts that 
taxes cannot be defrayed by things,- but must. like all other payments, be defrayed 
by persons. It seems to ignore this commonplace not only, as Sir Edward Hamilton 
observes,* by speaking of property "contributing" to taxation, but also by its 
assumption that there can be equity in taxation as between different kinds of property. 
Now, in spite of Blackstone's phrase, the" rights of things,"t things cannot be wronged 
or Buffer inequitable treatment, whether in regard to taxation or anything else. It is 
necessary. therefore, to "interpret liberally" the terms of the reference, rather in the 
sense in which sacred writings, whether by theologians or economists, are "liberally 
interpreted" by modern teachers who shrink from leaving the shelter of the wings of 
authority. - That is to say, the Commission will have to Flndeavour to answer not the 
question actually put (which is impossible), but the question which would have been 
put if its framers had been advised by someone familiar with the most recent scientific 
discussion of the subject. 

The question which would have been put under those circumstances might, I think, 
have been divided into three branches:-

(1.) Is the present taxation! of persons in respeQt of property equal as between the 
various kinds of property'! 

(2.) Is it equitable as between different persons 1 
t:~.) If it is inequitable, what, if any, alterations In the law would make it more 

equitable 1 
The first two of these inquiries are perfectly distini:lt from one another, since a 

negative answer to the first does not necessarily involve a negative answer to the 
second, nor 'lJice 'IIersti. In my opinion any confounding of the two as they are 
habitually confounded in the press and on the platform would render the labours 
of the Commission, however arduous and- prolonged, wholly nugatory, if not actively 
pernicious. 

Accordingly, it appears to me that the Commissiou's first object in classifying 
national taKes must be to discover how far the present national taxation of persons in 
respect of property is equal as between the variollS kinds of property. For the purpose 
of answering the second question, how far the taxation is equitable as between person~, 
this first classification may be, and probably will be. altogether unsuitable. 

• Memorandum, p. a3. 
t Quoled with the same purpose as here in Bastllble, "Publil' ll'inauce," 2nd Ed., p. 255, note. 
t. I omit the words of the reference H for local pUrp08ei:\ JJ since it is conceivable (and is, 8S B Jnatter of 

{uct., argued) that certain inequalities and appal'ent inequities in the one kind of t:.\x8,ioll are balanced by 
cOrJ'e~pOp.dillg inequa.lities BDd apparent inequities in the other. 
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'l'he first thing to do, in framing the classification, is to divide the various taxes into 
those which are equal and those which are unequal as between the various kinds of 
property. I take it that a tax is equal as b~tween the var;ous kinds of property if 
its abolition would neither benefit the present owner~ of a particular class of property 
more than the present owners of another class of property, nor, by making a particlllar 
class of property a more desirable investment than another class of property, tend to 
increase thl> quantity of the first class in comparison with the quantity of the second 
class. In the shorter but more metaphorical and conseq uen tly daugerous language 
of everyday life, an equal tax in respect of property is one which" lays no peculiar 
burden" on auy particular kind of property. The term" burden" is used because the 
unequal tax, so to speak, weighs or presses down either the clear value to the owner, 
or the quantity produced and maintained in existen~~. 

Without going into minute details further than is done in Table D., we may say that 
the following taxes are obviously unequal as between different classes of property :-

Customs duties. . Playin!!" cards tax. 
Excise duties. Marine insurance tax. 
Railway passenger tax. House tax. 
Telephone tax. Land tax. 
Bankero' notes tax. Patent medicine tax. 

The Customs and Excise dutie~ have the effect of restricting the consumption of 
intoxicating be"erage~, tea, and tobacco. If they were abolished the capital employed 
in the importation and production of these commodities would incresse III comparison 
with other forms of capital. 

The abolition of the railway passenger tax would hoth benefit the present owners of' 
existing railways in comparison with the present owners of other property, and, by 
making rail ways a more profitable form of investment, tend to cause an increase of 
railways in comparison with other forms of capital. 

The ·telephone tax, which is none the less real because it happens to be called a 
"royalty" and to be hidden away in the receipts of the Post Office, is exactly like the 
railway passenger duty. It makes an extension of business on the part of the telephone 
company less profitable than it would otherwise be. Its abolition would both benefit 
the t.elephone company more than the owners of other kind~ of property, and tend to 
increase the proportion of the capital of the country taking the form of telephone wires, 
in~trumants, and exchanges. * 

The abolition of the tax on bankers' notes would disproportionately benefit the 
bankers who retain the old privilege of issning notes. 

The abolition of the tax on playing cards would lead to an increll.sed consumption 
of cards, alld consequently to the investment of a larger proportion of the capital of 
the count.ry in the machinery necessa"ry for the manufacture and distribution of cards. 

Tho abolition of t.he tax on mltl-ine insurance would teud to iucrease the proportion 
vf the capital of the country invested in the form of shipping. The abolition of the 
Inhabited House Duty would disproportionately benefit the owners of the eXdlting stock 
of houses of 201. annual value and upwards for a time, and would eventually tend to 
inrrease the proportion of the capital of the country invested in the form of houses of 
201. annual value and upwards. 

The abolition of the land tax would disproportionately benefit the owners of property 
at present subject to land tax. J t would al~o teud to increase the proportion of the 
capital of the country invested in the form of rateable property on the areas which are 
at present Rubjeot to the tax.t 

'1'he abolition of the tax on patent medicines would disproportionately benefit the 
owners of the patents, and would tend to increase the proportion of the country's 
capital inve3ted in things necessary for the manufacture and distribution of the patent 
medicines. 

The rrmnining taxes are either equal, or so nearly equal, as between different kinds 
of property that their inequality is not worth considering. The various stamp duties, 
doubtless, do not, when taken together, form an absolntely equal tax, but de '/1!inimi.~ non 
tum.! l<:.r. It would be absurd to inquire whether more receipt stamps and cheques are 
used in conue~ion with houses or with shipI'. The income tax and the death duties are 
both professedly ?qual. tax~s on all kinds of property, and in spite. of their n.ecesE>Rry 
and unnecessary Imperfections, the mere fact that Table D. (taken 10 conjunctIOn with 

• 1n sh(\r~ tho TUoihvoy passeugt'r duty And the lPlephone royalty 81'8 both viDgtieml"s, nnd liable to thp 
oh.i~d.i(lns whi('h ha\'e always lJe(>o IURdt" to tithes nnd ot·iJt'r tnxE'S on ~ros.. .. IH'oduf'e. 

t I ac:stlmt~ that roIVI8PI!:mlmt. within n pm'ish d~Rctul\ll.r t.ake plllcc when new mtcublc pro[.f'lty itii crEated 
then', fJ'('fJ br/olC', Question 14, fourth paragraph. . 

I 9&'J~. ]( 
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the estimates of the valull of property furnished to the Royal Commission on 
Agriculture) represents them as unequal as between rateable aud nnrateable property, 
is not nearly sufficient to destroy the presumption in favour of their equality. The 
great inequality indicated by the table in the case of the death duties is presumably 
due to the fact that the changes made in 189-1 have not yet made themselves fully felt 
in Lhe returns. When this has taken place we may expect to see a somewhat higher 
rate in the £ or percentage yielded in respect of rateable property than in respect 
of non-rateable property, since, as a rule, rateable property belongs to richer people, 
whose estates. under the progressive scale, will be chargeable at the higher rates. . The 
inequality indicated by the table in the case of the income tax iii trifling, and probably 
does not really exist. Here, too, we should expect to find a higher rate in respect of 
rateable property, since it is not much held by persons whose incomes are small 
enough to entitle them to exemption or abatement. But inequalities of this kind, 
resulting from progressive taxation, are not inequalities of taxation as between different 
kinds of property, but inequalities as between persons possessing different totals of all 
kinds of property taken together. The abolition ()£ the progression would not make 
anyone more ready to buy or produce any particular kind of property. 

Now in view of the classification in Table D., and the evidence given before the 
Royal Commission on Agriculture, it seems that the next step is to ask whether the 
amounts raised by the unequal taxes can be disintegrated, classified, and Slimmed up 
in such a way as to show whether any inequality, and if so, how much inequality there 
is in taxation as between rateable property and unrateable property, each being taken 
as a whole. I am not prepared to deny that it is conceivable that this might be done 
by an omniscient statistician. He might discover and set down exactly the proportions 
in which the property affected by customs, excise, railway passenger duty, and the 
other unequal taxes, is divided between rateable and non-rateable. But no actual 
statistician approaches near enough omniscience to produce anything worth looking at 
in this direction. Moreover, even if correct figures were obtained, they would be of 
no use for the purposes of the Commission. The fact that one species of rateable 
property is more" burdened" than property in general, is not, and cannot be, counter
balanced by the fact that some species of unrateable property is more" bnrdened '.' 
than property in general. A special tax in respect of ships is no set-off' to a special 
tax in respect of houses. It is not possible to set off against the land tax the fact 
that carriages and dogs render their owners liable to taxation. In addition to all 
this, We have. to remember that the amount of tax collected does not measure the 
magnitude of the burden. The burden surely increases when the tax is marle higher, 
whereas the amount collected does not always increase with the heightening of the tax, 
and seldom increases exactly in proportion to it. A tax on some non-rateable article 
mIght be made heavier and heavier till it finaHy prevented any new capital being 
invested in that form. Then, as soon as the existing stock was consumed or worn out, 
the article would cease to appear in 'l.'able D.; but would this be any "relief" to 
non-rateable property? Obviously not. 

2. The classification in Table D. is valueless for the purposes of the Commission, 
because it overlooks the consiuerations mentioned under Question 1. But it is to be 
condemned for several other reasons. 

In the first place, following, I admit, numerous and high authorities, it distinguishes 
between .. taxes levied in respect of commodities" and .. taxes incidental to the 
ownership, occupation, or transfer of property." But what commodities are not 
property, and what property, with the possible exception of land,.is not composed of 
commodities? I know of no definitions of property and commodities which distinguish 
things into things which are property and things which are commodities.' Tho old 
distinction between taxes on commodities and taxes on property is a merely temporal 
one, i.e., a distinction ba~ed, not on the nature of the thing taxed, but on the time or 
times at which the taxation takes place. .A barrel of beer is taxed ·at the time it is 
produced; therefore the beer tax is called a tax on a commodity. A house is taxed, 
not when it is built, but annually while it remains in existence; therefore it is called 
a tax on property. If the house duty were levied on the builder, we should cai! it a 
tax on a commodity; if the wine merchant or the private epicure were annually taxeu 
on the stock of wine in their cellars, we should call the duties on wine taxes on property. 
j3ut this distinction is of no importance to the present inquiry, and the classification, 
as a matttlr of fact, does not adopt it, since the duties exacted from public-houses 
annually in proportion to their annual value (on a certain arbitrary scale) do not 
appear under" Rateable Property" ta.,es, but are huddled away under" Miscellaneous 
Taxes," the framers of the classificatioll having evidently thought that they were too 
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near akin to the taxes on the gallon of beer and spirits to be classified in the other 
main division of the TablE' as a .. tax incidental to the occnpation of property," 
which they ce!'tainly are. '£he same confusion probably is the cause of the strange 
classification of the carriage tax amI dog tax among" miscellaneous taxes," instead of 
among" non-rateable property" taxes, and to the setting down of the railway passenger 
duty under" Miscellaneous," instead of dividing it between" rateable" and" non
rateable" property. 

If it is once recognised that the 50,~28,0001. classified as .. taxes levied in respect of 
commodities," and a considerable proportion llf the 5,052,OOOl. classified as miscellaneous 
taxes do, as indeed is obvious, affect the interests of the owners of property in diverse 
(legreos according to the nature of their property, and also aBbct the distribution of 
the capital of the community between the various forms of property, it seems almost 
unnecessary to criticise the Table in further netail. I will add, however, that it seems 
vf'ry extraordinary to treat the ll. which I pay to the income tax collector on receiving 
301. for a term's lectures as a" tax levied in respect of income derived from persona) 
exertion," Rnd then to say that the penny stamp I put on the receipt is a .. tax 
on non-rateable property." And how is it that the receipt stamp paid for by my 
landlord when I pay my rent, is a tax on non-rateable property? 

3. Many definitions of the word "tax" have been proposed, bnt I know of none 
which would inolude just so much of the Post Office revenue as happens to be in excess 
of the amount expended in the year and no more. 

1 uelieve that the desire to reckon this amount and no more as a tax, arises from a 
somewhat dim impression that it is the sum which the State exacts in excess of what a 
private company, without any legal or natural monopoly, would have to be satisfied with 
for performing the same services.· But it is not. In the first place, such a private 
company would expect and receive about 3 per cent. on its capital in addition to the 
mere working expenses. We do not know what the capital of the Post Office is, but it 
must be very great, seein~ that all the more important offices are owned in fee simple. 
Seoondly, a company would raise new capital for rew buildings and the purchase of 
more land instead of defraying the expense as if it were current working expenditure. 
'l'j:lirdly, a company would not "encourage thrift" by giving away upwards of 
700,000/. a year to the depositors in the savings bank, by paying 21' per cent. on 
deposits which are invested in a stock which yieldij less than 2 per cent. t Fourthly, 
in all sorts of ways thA Post Office is not conducted as a commercial enterprise would 
be. For example, it spends more than a company would do in the less profitable 
districts. 

The only argument I know of in favour of treating the so-called" net revenue" 
alone as a tax, thus breaks down. If any part of the gross reveL ue is a tax, the 
whole must be. 

Whether the gross reveUlle is called a tax or not, does not strike me as being a 
v/jry important question. The State revenues which are always called taxes do not 
appE'ar to me to be divided by any sharp line from those which are never called 
taxes. If the Crown happens 10 have confiscated Borne pretender's land in the middle 
ages, and still holds that land, no one calls the rent of it a tax. If the Crown 
by the same or similar means happens to possess some manorial right or a rent
charge on some parcel of land, no ODe calls tlIat a tax. But the unredeemed 
portion of the charges on the parishes imposed by Parliament in the seventeenth and 
tixed in the eighteenth century is the .. land tax." Similarly, in local finance, though 
receipts of all kinds are very propArly included in the Annual Local Tax'Llion Retm7l8, 
no one calls the local authority's revenue from lands and houses or even gasworks 
.. taxes" or .. rates." About the revenue from waterworks there is occasionally a little 
he"itation; people are apt to say that the "water rate is not a rate," or something 
absurd of that kind. The revenue levied for the collection of house refuse and the 
disposal of sewage, on the other hand, is always called a rate and regarded as a tax. 

• I think tbis is implied in Sir E. 'Yo Hamilton's remark (Memorandum, p~ 37) thnt "the amount 
actun,lly expended br the State represents direct and immediate S<'r,;ce rendered to those who ,nite letters 
or seud tdeg'l'llms.' It would be nt least equa.lly trne to say that the amount reeeh"ed by the State 
rl'pl~'!'oI('nts direct lu!'r\;ce relldel"~d. If I put a Jetter in the pillor box rntber thun walk half a mile to deliver 
it hy halltJ, it is clear that 1 value tbe service reudert."d at one penny nt Ie-sst, and if its true value is to be takfon 
us Ic)i..!O thllu ,t. p~nny, it 111U~t ~l' a.ssumed thnt someout' would hu.\'£' l'nrrit'd the letter for less thun a peony if 
llH' P08t. Offioo monopoly }lIul bl'HD nbS8nt. nut to dt'at thorou!!hly with this question it would be necessary 
to cntor ou a di~lIssion of tho Au~trian thoory of value Bod Marshall's ('onceptioD of" CODgUmer'~ reut." 

t Ttl!' lo!'OS dons not IIPI)t'ur iu the sl\ving's bunk nccouuts; but that is the fault of the $Ccounts. Tbp 
8nh~itly to depositor:;! is paitl out of the int.t'ntst recci\·ed by the savings bank on a. fund whicb is the result 
of prolilnblo banking in previous years, and on which prt·sent depositol's hs\'e DO ciaim. 

X2 
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Obviously whether a particular form of revenue ill called a tax or not is only a 
question of degree. The water rate is more a tax than the bill for gas, partly because 
it is generally more difficult toO dispense with the public water snpply than with gas, 
and partly because t,he quantity of water taken is not measured, the payment being 
usnally regnlated by various standards iu combination, such as the value of the houea, 
number of water-closets, baths, and garden taps. 

In considering the " ~quity. of taxation." it is not desirable to adopt. any narrow view 
of the meaninu of taxatlOl?, SIDce the actIOn of the Stste must be considered as a whole. 
I should therefore not be inclined to exclude the whole or any part of the Post Office 
gross revenue from the present inquiry. 

I think there is no reason for supposing that Post Office charges affect different 
kinds of property unequally to any extent which can be appreciated or discovered. 
They may, therefor~, be,?l.assified al?ng wit~ the income.tax, death. duties, &? 

4 ... What is eqUIty ~ 18 a que~tion whICh has exerCised the mmds of philosophers 
for many ages, and is likely to do so for many more. It will not be finally settled, it is 
safe to say, by the present or any ot~er Royal.Commission. The ideas of mankind 
(the genus to which, after all, the speclee of phIlosophers belongs) have changed and 
will change, and moreover these changes do not take place at exactly the same dates 
in all portions of the world. But this Commission, fortunately, is not appointed to 
lay down rules of equity.for the taxation of the inhabitants (if any) of Jupiter and 
Saturn, but to point out where the existing system of raising public revenues in the 
United Kingdom is not in accordance with the idea of equity which prevails in the 
United Kingdom at the end of the nineteenth century. 

It will be asked at once, "Is there any' prevailing idea of equity' as to the raisinu 
" of public revenue in the United Kingdom? Are not the opinions of different classe~ 
" and interests so divergent that it is hopeless to expect general agreement in any 
.. conclusions"? It is, doubtless, true that nothing can be laid down on the subject 
which will not be vigorously denied by some philosopher or some professor of economics. 
But there are, I believe, several generalisations which will be agreed to either cheerfully 
or WIth no very great reluctance by at least nine-tenths of those who are capable of 
understanding them. 

(i.) The first of these generalisations is that when a particular means of raisinu 
public revenue, coupled. I£~th ~ partumla~ way of e:C'p~~ng t1",;t revenup, canno~ b~ 
supposed to affect the dIstnbutlOn of wealth between mdlvlduals III the sense of making 
it different from what it would be in the absence of such State action, the qu~stion of 
equity does nut ariee at &ll. 

If, for example, it is found that of three suburban residents Smith pays a private 
individual6d. a week to come and remove his house refuse. Jones pays him 5d. a week, 
and Robinson 3d., and then tbe State, in the person of an· extending .. urban 
district," steps in and takes over the busmess of dust-colleetion, performing it no 
better and no worse than it was performed before, and charging Smith, Jones, and 
Robinson a penny in the £ on their ho.lses, which are rated at 312l., 260l., and 156l., 
then no question of equity can be raised as betweeu Smith, .Tonf's, and Robinson. The 
position of cach compared with that of the others remaills exactly ss it was, and it will 
not occur to t.hem as ordinary per~ons to allege that the fact of the State baying for 
the general convenience taken over a particular business is a reason for alteriug the 
distr·ibution of wealth between them. i'his example is typical of the whole mass of 
expenditure which is now usually called" beneficial," in contradistinction to .. onerous" 
<:Ixpenditure. It is true, of course, that in no one case is what may be called the 
.. private en terprise cost" of a particular service exactly proportionate to the rateable 
values of all the property in the district. It is certain that with regard to uust 
collection, taken apart from other municipal services, rateable value does not form 
anything like an exact standard. But with regard to all the various municipal services 
of a •• beneficial" character taken together, it forms as exact a standard as any which 
can be obtained consistently with performing the services economically. To charge 
accurately for dust collection, a local authority would have to selld round with each 
cart a weighing machine to get the weight, a dry measure to get the bulk, and a 
smellometor to get the offensiveness. 1& would have to keep each person's refuse 
separate, so that acco~nt might be taken of the value of any special articlE'S in it. 
A departmental commIttee of the Lucal Government Board would sit from time to time 
to determine whether pounds avoirdupois should be multiplied by cubic feet or whether 
the cubic root of the pounds should be multiplied by the square root of the feet. 
Minute account keeping of this kind prevailfld in the great houses of the Middle Ages, 
and survives in the kitchens and butteries of some Oxford colleges, where toast and 
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water is charged !a., but ;s totally unsuitable to modern civilisation. Talang the 
variou~" benelicial" services together, the rateable value of the property is a sufficiently 
accurate standard. It was not adopted by any sudden resolution of the legislature on 
the recommendation of a Commission advised by experts, but has been gradually 
adopted all over the country by tho spontaneous desire of the persons chiefly affected. 
In some cases other standards still survive. For example, though in many towns the 
local authority cleans the pavements and ~he Clost is thus borne in proportion to rateable 
value, in others the occupier of each house is expected to clean the piece before his own 
premises, and the cost is thus bjJrne in proportion to length of frontage multiplied 
by liability to splashing from the roadway. 'fhere is no probability that a change 
which has been accomplished so gradually and so universally BS the abandonment of the 
old standards in favour of tho standard of rateable value is regarded by any considerable 
proportion of the persons concerned as inequitable. 

(ii.) The second generalisation is that when a particular molans of raising public 
revenue coupled wHh a particular way of expending that revenue, does affect the 
distribution of wealth between individuals, it will be inequitable if it causes the 
distribution to be more unequal. 

The average or ordinar,r person holds vaguely in his mind three different and wholly 
inconsistent principles with regard to the distribution of wealth. He believes:-

(A.) That incomes should be equal, with some modifications to meet differences of 
need. 

tB.) That incomes should be proportionate to moral merit. 
tc.) That incomes should be proportioned to the value of the services rendered by the 

receiver. 
On some occasions he follows almost exclusively one or other of these three 

conflicting principles. Adrift in a ship's boat on the Atlantic, or in charge of the 
administration of a hospital, he follows thl' first or communist principle. In his 
almsgiving to individuals he follows the second, which we may call the day-nursery 
principle. In his ordinary business transactions he adopts the th,ird principle. But 
in regard to the raising and expending of public revenue ho wavers between the three. 

N ow it happens that a man wavering between these three princi pies is certain to regard 
any action of the State which will increase the existing ineqUality of wealth as 
inequitable. Such action will obviou8ly be inconsistent with the first principle. It will, 
if 'general in its operation, be inconsistent with the second principle, since there is no 
reason at all for believing that the rich as a class are more meritorious in as great a 
degree as they are richer than the poor. Tt will also, if general in its operation, be 
nconsistent with the third principle, because the very rich are very rich as a class, not 

so much in consequence of any services performed by themselves, as in consequence 
of inheriting property. Any action ofthe State, therefore, which increases the existing 
inequality of wealth, except in a very partial and unusual way, will offend the ordinary 
person's conception of elluity in distribution, no matter which of his three principles· 
happens at the time to have most prominence in his mind. 

Whether this is, so far as it goes, It correct account of the origin of the idea that it 
is inequitable to cause greater inequality by State action or not, there is no doubt 
about the fact that State action causing greater inequality is almost universally regarded 
as inequitable. To show that. on certain principles, it would he necessary to tax the 
rich at a lower percentage on income than the poor is considered a reductio ad absuI'dum 
of those principles.-

(iii.) The third generalisation is that State action which reduces inequality of wealth 
will be inelluitable unless the reduction is carried out in a fair and proportionate 
manner. To this generalisation universal assent will be given, except by landnationalisers. 
It means that no inequality of treatment shall be meted out as between individuals 
possessing similar amounts of wealth; to tax Sir Gorgius Midas 10,0001_ specifically 
fl)\' the benefit of Mr. W. Sikes would diminish the inequality of wealth, and yet would 
be flagrantly unjust. This may seem an absurd example, but it is only a strong case_ 
li a more likely one is required, take the proposal of land nationalisers for II special tax 
on a particular form of property, which, in this country, at any rate, is so largely held 
by the wealthy, that a ~pecial tax on it would probably reduce inequality. The 
proposal is by the ordinary person very rightly considered unjust, because it deducts 
unequal amounts fr~m A., who has 10,0001_ worth of land, and from B., who has, say, 
lO,OOOl. worth of shlps. 

(iv.) 'rhe fourth generalisation is one iu which all except revolutionary socialists 
agree. It is that it is inequitable to disappoint legitimate expectations. Of course. 

-------~ -----~-
• llusLuhle, "Public ]'iDtl.U(I'," 11k. nt, Ch. iii., § 2, 2nd. Ed., p. 2H4. 
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the difficulty here is to say whitt are legitimate expectation~,. and it is' qui~ hopeless to 
expect.any two persons to agree absolutely as to where legItImate expectatIOns end and 
illegitimate expectations begin. It is and must remain merely a question of degree. 
But the generalisatiou is not useless.'· It explains to a great extent the otherwise 
curious phenomenon that the ordinary person is so much guided iu his opinion as to the 
equity of new progressive taxation by the nature of the scale chosen. The establish
mentof a slowlv rising scale, which never reaches any very large percentr.ge on any 
actual income 'Or estate, is not considered inequitable· by many persons who would 
consider a quickly rising scale, reaching a. very high percentage, grossly inequitable. 
The truth is that the inequity is measured by the disappointment of the persons made 
subject to the tax. The millionaire, most other people· think, ought not to ha"e 
expected to continue to be taxed only at the same percentage as the man with lO,OOOl., 
but nearly everyone will admit that he might legitimately expect not to be taxed at a 
percentage twenty times as .high. . W~ether it .was legit!mate .o~ illegitim~t? for him 
not to expect to be taxed tWIce as hIgh IS a questIOu on whICh OplDlOns are dIVIded more 
equally. 

There are, then, four tests to be applied in the consideration of the equity of 
alterations in means of raising and ways of spending public revenue ;-

(A.) WilUhe change make any difference in the distribution of wealth? If not, 
whether it should be introduced or not is purely a question of production, not 
of equity. 

(B.) Will the difference in distribution be in the direction of greater or less equality 
in distribution? If in the direction of greater inequality, it is inequitable. 

(c.) Will the greater equality in the distribution of wealth be brought about 
without unfairness as between the various individuals' who lose by the change 
and as between the various individuals who gain by it ~ If not, it is 
inequitable. 

(D.) .Will the greater equality, brought about in a fair and proportionate manner, 
stop short of disappointing what ore regarded as the legitimate expectations 
of the rich? 

A proposal which passes these four cumulative test-s may of course be inexpedient, 
but it will satisfy the public conscience as an equitable measure. 

5. n is usual in economic and financial treatises, as welt' as in parliamentary lind 
royal inquiries, to plunge into the question of the primary and .ultimate incidence of 
taxation, without consideripg at all what is meant by "illcidence." But this is highly 
dangerous.. . 

We do not talk of the" incidence" of the cost of papering and painting houses, or 
of the cost of supplying a family with butcher's meat. If the price of wheat goes up 
owing to a bad season, we do not discuss the incidence of the addition to the price 

• caused by the bad season. But if the cost of sewage disposal is raised (no matter 
whether it is by some new requirement of thb Mersey and 1r",e11.T oint Committee, or 
by an earthquake or some other" act of· God "), or if a frontier war brings about an 
increase of the tax on beer, we immediately find ourselves engaged in foggy discussions 
about incidence. One friend has suggested that the reason why we discuss the incidence 
of taxes, and not the incidence of any other kind of expense" is that, ae taxes can be 
more easily altered by public authority than any other expenses, the question of their 
incidence is of more practical interest than the question of the incidence of a wet 
August or an earthquake, and that the appropriation of a special term for use in 
connexion with taxes is the result of the greater practical interest. Another says that 
the reaRon is that the rain falls alike on the just and the unjust, but thnt legislators 
intend taxes to fall on certain classes of persons, and, as a matter of faet, they always 
fallon other classes. . • 

However this may he, I have no doubt that it is desirable to eschew tile use of the 
term "incidence" of taxation. It unduly restricts inquiries into the justice and 
Elxpediency of taxes, since it is always held that the" real incidence" of a tax is )Ipon 
the persons who ultimately payor provide the money for the tax. But, as I have 
already hinted (Question I), persons who pay a tax are often '1esR injured by its 
imposition than those who pay no portion of it. The man who goes two miles out of 
his way daily to avoid a bridge toll would be more benefited by the freeing of the bridge 
than most of those who pay the toll. It is, therefore, far better to consider the effects 
of taxation. B,Y using this more general term, we shaH find it easier to avoid the 
usual mistake of supposing that'taxes'are subje¢t to an eoonomics'of their own, instead 
of having effects just like any othel' expensE'. We shall also be less likely to JOfe our 
way by attempting to travel by short cuts. 
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The true question then, I take to be, " Can you offer any suggestions which would 
assist the Commission in following out the effects of D\xation " ? 

I would suggest :-
(i.) That the effect of a tax can only be discovered by supposing it either (1) newly" 

imposed or increased, or (2) abolished or reduced. 'I.'his is so obvious that I will not 
argue' it. J only mention it because when the equity of a tax is being considered, 
differences of opinion constantly arise and fail to make themselves understood owing 
to the fact that one side is consid~ng the tax when newly imposed, and the other 
is considering what would happen if it were abolished. '1.'0 take an example, the 
present land tax would be a. most inequitable tax to impose, since it would not treat 
holders of equal· amounts of property equally, and would disappoint legitimate 
expectations; but after it has been imposed for one or two centuries, and both the 
properties subject to it and those not subject to it have been bought and sold over and 
over again, always on the assuniption that it would continue, it would be inequitable to 
abolish it, since the abolition would not treat holders of equal amounts of property 
equally. 

(ii.) That .. strong cases" should always be taken. It is no use to inquire what is the 
effect of adding a ld. in the £ to thtl rates of Oxford. Ask rather what would be the 
effect of raising the rate from 3s. to 88., or what would be the effect if a benevolent 
millionaire presented the city with property which would bring in enough income to 
pay all present expenses and return the ratepayers 18. in the ,t as well. Of course; 
those who have constructed theories about "economic friction" will cry out against 
this course, but they will do so because the shoe pinches. Nothing is more ludicrous 
than the argument that because a drop makes no perceptible difference in a big bucket 
it has produced fio effect.· The little changes which occur in praotioe obviously 
must have just the same effect in kind, though not in degree, as the great changes 
which may be properly and conveniently imagined for the purpose of illustration and. 
argument. . 

(iii.) That as no tax is levied all over the 'World at the same rate, all existing taxation 
is local, i.e., levied in different places on different principles or at different rates. 'rh6 
looal areas differ enormously in size, the United States heing 3,500,000 square miles 
in area, and Furnival's Inn one ncre. The larger the area and the more peculiar the 
language, religion', and manners whioh prevail in it, the more nearly is it safe to ignore 
the local charaoter of its taxation, but in no oase oan it be altogether ignored. The 
areas deal'll with by the Commission are small, and their populations are divided from 
eaoh other in most cases by no differenoes of language, religion, or manners. Conse
quently the local character of the· taxation is fill-important, and any attempt to oonsider 
the etl'eots of the taxes as 'if they were universa.l instead of local can only lead to 
misapprehension and confusion. The pernioious ·practice of taking averages of looal 
rates is to be oondemned on this ground. If ·local rates were all at the average instead • 
of being, as they are, 'Very much lower in some oases, very much higher in others, and 
SUbstantially different in nearly all, then almost everything with regard to the efJe('ts 
of the taxation would be different from what it 'actually is. E"pecially in considering 
the equity of taxation, is it absurd to begin by assuming that people in different plaoes 
are all taxed ·at the same rate, when, as a matter of faot, they are not. 

6. (a to c.) I do not care to acoept the ciassiJication suggested in sub-questions 
(a), (b), and (c.). It is more oonvenient to deal with all these taxes together. In any 
oase it would not be desirable to classify trade premises along with hOllses separately 
from agricultural land, which is the trade premises of the farmer. 

To attempt to take short outs in a matter of this kind only leads to waste of time, 
and I shall therefore approach the end in view in what will appear at first sight an 
unnecessarily roundabout way. 

I shall ask first what is the effect of a uniform and universal ad t'lIlorem tax on all 
kinds of property levied periodically for unproductive purposes either on the true 
capital value or the true annual valne of the property. Let us not trouble ourselves 
with the prllotical question whether such a tax has ever existed or ever can exist; it is 
quito conceivable that it might exist in a world where all were honest, and such & world 
is imaginable, though not likely to be known for some time, at any rate. 

Let us suppose that this tax is now imposed for the first time, and levied directly 
from the (lwners. There appears to be no reason for supposing that they will be able 
at alice to oharge more for the productive contribution (as Wieser calls it) of their 

• The sa,'ants who disputed AS to the l'68Son wh~' the addition of the fi::;h to the bucket of ware r ID8c.!C DO 

dilforence bad .. sprot rather cha.n .. whale in their wind., 
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capital than they could before. Hut immediately one or "PO~tL of two thingR must 
happel!. The cwner~ must curtail either their e~penditure or their savings. If they 
curtail their eXpl'ndlture only, all that happens IS that the State now spends unpro
ductively what they spent before. If, however, they curtail their savings, two results 
will follow, (1) the future produce will be less per head, and (2) the division of that 
lessened produce will be effected on terms 110t so advantageous to the worker. In the 
first case, the Goveznment expenditure, to defray which the tax was levied, would 
damage nobody but the owners of property. In the second case the evil effect would 
be felt by the whole community. As a matter of fact, of course, the owners would 
curtail both their expenditure and their savings; the evil of the expenditure 
would consequently be felt both by them and the rest of the community, but would be 
felt somowhat more lightly by the rest of the community than if it had all been met by 
a curtailment of owners' savings. On the whole, therefore, it seems probable that the 
effect of a universal ad valorem property tax would not pe very substantially different 
from that of a universal income-tax. 

Now let us consider the effect of a universal uniform tax on some one particular class 
of property, the smaller the bAtter, let us say 28. in the £ on the capital value of 
bicycles. Now here, if we think only of the majority of cyclisw who own their own 
machines, WI' will at once declaro that" the incidence ,. of this tax is on the owners 
of bicycles. But when we recollect that large numbers 6f machines are kept for hiring 
out, we begin to question this conclusion. We see that though he would not be able to 
do so at the very first, the cycle-shop man would very soon be able to charge hirers of 
machines more than he could before the im position of the tax, since the relative advantages 
of hiring and purcbase would be altered as soon as the purchaser was made subject to a 
tax which the hirer is not asked to pay directly. We should then alter our previous 
opinion, aad say that" the incidence" of the tax was on, not the owner, at any rate qua 
owner, but upon the consumer, or more accurately, the u~er of bicycles, and the people 
whc benefit (e.g., by having their eITands done cheaper) by the fact that other people 
use bicycles. Then, reflecting a little more, we should see that whatever may be the 
case with the" incidence" of the tax, its effect reaches not only to those who use 
bicycles and benefit because other people use them, but also to those who would have 
used bicycles or would bave benefited by other people using them if the obstI'1lCtion 
of the tax had not intervened. This last class, of course, has kept its money and been 
able to spend it in some other way, but not to so great advantage. 

To take as another example the one mentioned in sub-question (a.), let us suppose 
that there has hitherto been no house tax, and that a universal tax of 58. in the £ for 
unproductive purposes is placed on all dwelling-houses and levied from the occupiers. 
Let us suppoee also that the occupiers are on quarterly tenancies, all of which expire 
between the passing of the Act and its coming into force. The immediate effect must 
be a fall in house rent. All occupiers must restrict either their expeniliture or their 
savings in some direction, and enough of them will try to reduce their expenditure in 
rent-plus-house-tax to make a great diminution in the demand for house room. AFt the 
number of houses has not yet been altered by the tax, the supply remains the same, 
and consequently the price must be reduced. But this reduction of rent, of course, 
reduces the capital value of houses; the capital value being reduced, some professional 
builders retire from the business and others become bankrupt, and the supply of houses 
is consequently reduced. Building stops, or proceeds at a slower rate, until building 
profits are restored to the ordinary level by a rise of house rent and the capital value 
of houses. The occupiers then have to pay more for the same accommodation, or to be 
content with worse accommodation for the same money. lfe" 

It would appear from this that while a tax on all kinds of property' is what is 
sometimeB called .• dilfused" over the whole community, a tax on some one particular 
class of property is damaging to the consumers or enjoyprs of the commodity obtained 
by the use of that kind of property, and not to the owners of it, except, of course, in 
so far as thay are consumers of it. The untrained mind probably often accepts the 
conclusion as it stands, but the more scientific inquirer sees a contradiction. .. If," he 
points out, " this is so, y()u could get a different result by taxing each 'class of property 
.. separately from that which you get by taxing them all together in one operation, 
.. which is absurd." 'fo meet this perfectly sound objection, the statement with regard 
to the effect of a tax on a particular class of property requires amendment. Something 
has been omitted, which, though of trifling importance in the case of 1\ tax on a small 
class of property, becomes of more and more importance as the magnitude of the cll),88 
or the number of the classes taxed increases. l'bis is the fact that a tax which checks 
the investment of Ilapital in any onll form of property necessarily encourages investment 
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in other forms. If less goes into one form, there will be more to put into other forms. 
Now if the amount invested in bicycles is reduced, the ext,ra amount put into other 
forms of property and spread over the whole field will have so trilling an effect that . 
we treat it as inappreciable, and say nothing about it. But the more of the total 
property made liable to the tax. the more important will the increased flow into other 
forms of property becomC'. The extra influx, whether small or great, 'of course tends 
to decrease the return to capital in the untaxed forms of property. Consequently a tax 
on a particular form of property d01!s damage the owners of property in general as 
well as the consumers of the commodity connected with the particular class of property. 

For several reasons unnecessary to mention here,* local taxation in thiB country is 
taxation of immovables, and it is therefore deilirable to consider the particular case 
of the effect of a universal uniform tax on all immovable property. Such a tax must 
difl"er very little in its effect on distribution from a universal uniform tax on all kinds 
of property. It would, of course, have the effect of discouraging the investment of 
capital in immovable, and encouraging investment in movable property, so that if 
there are any consumers who consume a disproportionately large amount of products 
which require for their production the use of disproportionately large amounts of 
immovable as compared with movable property, that class of consumerR would suffer· 
more than others. But there is little evidence of the existence of such a class, BO that 
it may be supposed a universal uniform tax on all immovables for unproductive 
purposes would" diffuse" the burdf'ln of the unproductive expenditure over the whole 
community approximately in proportion to income enjoyed. 

Now let us ask what difference will be occasioned b;. the tax on all immovables being 
local, i.e., levied at different rates in different places between which migration of persons 
and property is possible. Suppose, for example, that the tax instead of being 28. in 
the £ everywhere, is 6d. in one group of districts, 18. in another, 38. in a third, and 
38. 6d. in a fourth group, the total raised being the same as if all were taxed at 28. 

The important fact here is that somehow or other in spite of the difference of rate 
from 3s. 6d. down to 6d., the return to the marginal investment of capital will be the 
same in all these districts. Some people, of course, are fools enough to do anything, 
but there are not enough fools to affect the matter. The action of the people who do 
affect it is guided by common sense, and common sense tells the investor not to invest 
in a place where the return to capital is 3 per cent. less 3s. 6d. in the £, when he can 
invest in a place where the return is 3 per oent. less 6d. in the £; 

How, then, is the equality of return brought about P The first answer that s!lggests 
itself to the rent· paying householder or farmer is that he, the occupier, equalises the 
return to capital by paying more in the highly rated than in the low rated places. 

But this answer 1S obviously absurd. The occupiers do not as a body, move from 
one place to another after the manner of the ancient Israelites. but enough of them do 
01' can move to prevent any such result. 'rhat the result does not actually occur is 
proved by the fact that an acute business man acquainted with every material 
circumstance may think it just as advantageous to occupy premises in some place 
where the rates for unproductive purposes ro;e 3~. 6d., as in some other place where 
they are 6d. in the £. Occupiers are clearly just as well off in places where the rates 
f01" unproductive purposes have long been high as in places where they have long 
been low. 

'1.'he second answer which suggests itself is that the consumers equalise the return 
by paying more for commodities in the high rated than in the low rated places This. 
answer is still more obviously absurd than the last. People nowadays can get many 
commodities from almost anywhere, and will not, therefore, pay more for them if they 
come from a produoer or distributor who carries on his businesB in a high rated district. 
We constantly find people living in low rated districts procuring things by parcel post 
from high rated districts. 

The true answer is that the equalisation of the returns to investment is effected by 
the investment of capital in immovables being stayed a little higher up in the scale in 
the high rated than in the low rated districts. Everywhere the most profitable known 
investments are chosen first, and the more capital there is to invest the lower down in 
the scale of profit will investment necessarily go. Investment in immovables will stop 
a little sooner in the high rated than in the low rated places, so that the return to the 
hst in\"estmeut may be the same everywhere in spite of the difference in the tax. 
'We have, let us say, 10,000 houses in Oxford, where the rates are 38. 8d., and 20,000 of 

• See my .. History of LOCII.I Rates in Engln.d," pp. 132-4 and passim. For the same reasons State taxation. 
in tho United States is tending in the same direction; lee the Report of the M ..... chusetts Commission nn 
T"""tion ju., published (Deoember 1897). 
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the same size in Norwich, where the rates are about 98. Builders make equal profits in: 
the two places si~ply because building i~ carried exact.!-y to that pitch ~here the profits 
are equal, taking Into acc?un.t tha~ the dIireren~ rates WIll have to be paid on the h?uses. 
Similarly in two rural distncts, In one of whICh rates are double what they are m the 
other, the returns to the last investment in agricultural improvement will be the same 
simply because investment in agricultural improvements is carried exactly to that pitch 
in each where the returns are the same after allowing for the difference in taxation. 

Everything which tends to discourage the in vestment of capital in immovable property 
in a district, tends to diminish the demand for "unimproved land '! or space in that 
district, and this diminution in tbe value of space of course mitigates the effect of the 
discourageme,t to investment. 

The consequence then, so far as distribution is concerned, of rates being for 
unproductive purposes higher in one place than another is to cause less creatable 
immovable property to exist in the high rated and more in the low rated, and to make 
the value of the land lower in the high rated and higher in the low rated places than 
would be the case if the rates were equal in all places. 

The effect of inequality of rates for unproductive purposes, so far as production is 
concerned, is to diminish the productiveness of industry by causing an uneconomical 
distribution of capital between the various districts. , 

The effect of rates for productive purposes is the same as the effect of any other 
payment for productive purposes. It is all the same to me whether I pay a "water 
company" or a .. local authority" for my water, and whether I pay a private 
individual or an inspector of nuisances to remove my house refuse, provided tbat I pay 
the same in both cases, and have the work equally well done. It is all tbe same to the 
ratepayers in general if they pay to lenders as much interest as would have been obtained 
by private individualg doing the work under a system of private enterprise. I have 
endeavoured to show, in the" Economic Journal," Vol. V., pp. 31, 32, that any 
equalisation of rates for purposes productive of special benefit to the particular locality 
would be extremely undesirable, from the point of view of production. It would also 
be unjust, inasmuch as there is no reason for benefiting persons who happen to own 
particular localities at the expense of others. If, for example, the cost of sewering and 
sewage disposal were to be paid from a national fund, the creation of towns in situations 
difficult to drain and distant from the sea would be encouraged, and the owners of 
land in these situations benefited, while the creation of towns in situations easy to drain 
and on the sea coast would be discouraged, and the owners of land in these situations 
damaged. , 

(d.) "~'axes on the transfer of property," ad valorem, are too much like "taxes 
on property" to be worth separate discussion. A" tax ou property" is levied at regular 
intervals, a " tax on the transfer of property" at irregular intervals. The regular tax is, 
of course, to be preferred. Taxes on the transfer of property not ad valorem, as. e.g., 
receipt stamps, when the charge is the same, no matter how great the property 
involved (after 2l.), are relics of barbarism, so capricious in their effect that it would 
be a waste of time to consider them seriously, the amount involved being so small. 

(e.) I doubt if I understand this question. A tax on the profits of a particular trade 
would have the same effects as a tax on the particular property used in tbat particular 
trade. .A. tax on all trade profits would be an income tax, or something very like it. 
What is "trade" 1 

(/.) Death duties, again, are taxes on all kinds of property, levied at irregular 
intervals, and their effect is substantially the same as taxes on all kinds of property 
levied at irregular intervals. Perhaps, on account of a certain obvious peculiarity of 
the time at wbich they occur, they discourage accumulation somewhat less than annunl 
taxes, and, consequently, are rather more favourable to the non-propertied class. (See 
Move under a. to c.) If they are graduated, they necessarily tend to cause greater 
equality of wealth. 

7. My views, on this subject will be found at length in the "Economic Journal," 
January, 1895 (pp. 22-34), and the" National Review," November 1896. The gist of 
the matter is that the raiSO'IIB d' etre of local taxation are-

(a.) To secure economical and efficient local administration. 
(h.) To secure economical distribution of population and capitnl. 
Tbe services which should be charged on local taxation for the first only of these 

two reasons, vary from time to time. Tbe central Government of the United Kingdom 
is far more likely now to do better than local authorities in regard to many services 
which in the middle ages were better perfol"IIled by smalllooal authorities. , 
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The services which should be paid for out of local taxation for the second of the 
two reasons, as well as for the first, are all such as tend to increase the value of the 
fixed property in the particular locality where they take place. If these were paid 
for by general taxation, towns would grow up with a disregard of advantageousness of 
situation which would be extremely hampering to the productiveness of industry. (See 
abtnl8 under Question 6, a to c, last paragraph.) 

8. When a service is paid for out of local taxation, merely because of the first of 
the two reasons mentioned in the answer to Question 7, the central government should 
endeavour to secure that no inequalities of rating for it should be allowed to exist, 
except such as are necessary in order to secure good management. Grants from the 
central Government, if made at all, ought to be directed towards reducing the 
inequalities of this portion of local taxation. 

No grant ought to be made for purposes which, when accomplished, and not 
counterbalanced by a rate, raise the value of property . 

.Any grants made ought to be made openly, and not by metaphorical ear-marking, 
which confuses the accounts both of the central and local governments. (See bBl&w, 
Question 14, last paragraph and note.) 

9. Local rates ought not to be divided between owners and occupiers, hut should 
he charged on either the owners or the oocupiers. At present, in oase of low-priced 
houses in towns, it is almost universal to oharge the owner. In all other oases tbe 
occupier is charged. This is a very sensible arrangement. It is better to take the 
rate from the person most immediately and directly affected by its expenditure 
whenever you can get it from that person. This is possible whenever the occupier is 
a" substantial man." When he iR not substantial, you must be content to take it from 
the owner. 

So much of the rates as is raised to pay oft capital expenditure ought, strictly 
speaking, to be paid by the owners, since it is payment for a remote benefit (that of 
being free from the payment of interest on the loan raised for the oapital expenditure). 

In the case of new occupiers, the payment will be allowed for just like any other 
disadvantage, but some injustice is done to old occupiers unable to revise their bargains 
with their landlords if new and unforeseen payments for capital expenditure are saddled 
upon them. The amount involved, however, is so small that it is perhaps scarcely worth 
while to apply the remedy, which is the creation of redeemable rentcharges for the 
payment of mterest on loans for capital expenditure.* 

10. Ground values should not be separately rated. To rate them separately would 
only introduce confusion, with no counterbalancing advantage whatever. 

11. (a.) and (b.) The increase of an old rate, or (which is exactly the same thing), 
the imposition of a new rate, in any particular locality, will diminish rent in that 
locality by making the competition for land and other property which is not moveable 
and not quickly alterable in quantity lesB than it otherwise would be. 

(c.) The reduction or abolition of a rate would have the contrary effect. 

12. If oocupiers were allowed to deduct either rates, or the cost of getting their hair 
• cut, or any other expense, from their rents, then their rents would be that much higher. 

If thev were not allowed to deduct the income tax their rents would be that much 
lower .. 

13. (a.) This system can obviously only be applied where the properties form distinct 
units. I imagine that in practice it is only applied to houses and perhaps other 
buildings. 

Rating the more expensive houses at a higher percentage must discourage to some 
extent the building of such houses. Where such a system has been long in operation, 
the supply of houses of different values will have accommodated itself exactly to the 
demand. 

I do not feel sure whether the difference in the number of houses in each division 
of the pcale could be called " an effect upon rent." 

(b.) When a certain kind of property is partially exempted from the general rate, 
the rent of that kind of property will be higher than it otherwise would be, provided 
thut, and in so far 8S, that kind of property is insusceptible of increase by human 

--------------------
• The ()('cupier receives the bEnefit or the things prol;ded by the capital expenditure till the conclusion or 

hi. term of "'.nancy, and shonld therefore pay the inte .... t on the capital. Bul it is no advantage to him that 
the ""pital should be sunk or written oft". Therefore, let & charge be created which he baa 10 pay during bia 
term and let the owner redeem the charge afterwards. 

Y2 
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exertion. Obviously, if the property is susceptible of increaRe, as, e.g., houses apart 
from sites of houses, the exemption from rating will encourage investment of capital 
in that form of property till competition reduces its value to the landlord. But if the 
property is n~t susc~p.tible of increa~e, .as, e.g., land .considered apart fr?m b~ildings. 
fences, artificIal fertll1ty, and so on, It IS equally ob'V'louS that the exemptIOn will cause 
the rent to be higher than it otherwise would be. 

14. It would be easy to suggest other means of raising revenue for local purposes, 
but it would be difficult to suggest any better means than rates on all kinds of immovable 
property without any exceptions or exemptions. One point which should not be 
overlooked is, that most feasible means of raising revenue locally have very much the 
same effects as rates. .An octroi, for example, will reduce the desirability of a town as 
a place for the investment of capital and a place of residence just as a rate does. 

It is probable that local authorities would often find new and harmless ways of raising 
revenue if it were not for a superstition which prevails in many quarters that it is wicked 
for an authority to make a profit, even up to such an extent as is necessary to pay 
ordinary interest on the capital originally expended. This superstition prevails even at 
the Board of Trade, which interfered a few years ago to prevent the borough of 
Bournemouth from ~aking a profit out of the landing of excursionists on its pier, 
alleging that it was a principle with the Board that local authorities were not to make 
a profit out of "navigation." Thus municipal enterprise is prevented from being 
profitable and then denounced as a fail ure. * 

If the Inhabited House Duty is to be maintained, it should be given to the local 
authorities in place of some of the present subsidies, bllt I should much prefer to see 
it abolished. The advantage it gives to persons who choose to live in lodgings and 
hotels is indefensible, and its scale of graduation makes it a progressive tax on large 
families in the very class from which it is most desirable the population of the country 
should be recruited. 

It is probably unnecessary to argue against the outrageous proposal that the land 
tax should be given to local authorities. They might as well ask for the Crown lands 
which happen to be situate within their jurisdiction. In order to make it clear even to 
the person who has to pay it that the land tax has by prescription (the foundation of all 
property in land) become property of the State, it would be well to put a stop to further 
re-assessments and make the tax a permanent fixed charge on the land. The tax ceased 
to . be re-assessable between parishes more than a century ago, and it is time the final 
step was taken. 

As, I presume, the Commission is considering proposals for economising expenditure 
as well as for raising revenue, it may be desirable here to draw attention to the 
enormous waste which results from the insistence of the 'I.'reasury on utlurious rates of 
interest for loans to. local authorities, and the policy of the Local Governmlmt Board, 
which compels, or at any rate induces, local authorities to borrow money and invest 
it at a lower rate of interest thp.n that which they have to pay. 

Disguise it in the form of paper" terminable annuities" payable from the waistcoat 
pocket to the breeches pocket as best the Treasury may, there is no denying the fact 
that in one way or another (by the Post Office or the Supreme Court of JudicaturA, or 
some other body,) seven millions of consols are bought for the nation every year at 
present at a large premium, which reduces the saving of true annual charge from 
2! to less than 2 per cent. 

At the same time perfectly solvent local authorities are borrowing in the open market 
from the public at above 2l. 13s. per cent. and paying in addition Is. to a bank for 
managemant and Is. for stamp duty composition. In the name of common sense then, 
why cannot the Treasury lend at 2t per cent. or even 2t instead of buying consols, 
and save 148. per cent. to the nation and the local authorities combined ~ Instead of 
doing so, it maintains a scale of ratest which deter all the most solvent borrowers from 
applying to the Public Works Loan Board. 

The policy of the Local Government Board causes local authorities to borrow when it 
would be more profitable for them to part with their invastments, partly in consequence 
of insistence on the absurd ear-marking of different moneys which is required by the 

• In ~'The Slate in relation to 'frll.de," 1883, p. 80, Loru Farrer says that Liverpool, as owner of the 
Liverpool docks," taxed the tra(le of the country tor its own benefit!' But DO one says thnt" Bristol boa 
for many years been onselfishly sUbsidising t.he trade of tho country." 

t The scale embodies a futile attempt to discourage borrowing for long terms. Elective local authorities care 
little for a remote future, and consequently regard nothing but tbe BDDual payment (i.e., interest plus sinking 
fund), and the lower amount charged for intel'est on short loans does not ncarly counterbalance the larger 
.. mount required for sinking fund. Oons.quontly they invariably apply for the longest term they think the 
Local Governm~nt Board i. the leas~ likel;r to disallow. 
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legislation of 1875 and 1888*, and more largely by a method of calculating the amount! 
in sinking funds which discourages rat.e-raising bodies fron:. purchasing their own 01' 

any stock which stands at a premium, The consequence is that local authorities all 
take in each others' washing-they borrow with one hand and invest sinking funds, 
police pension funds, and other funds in a loan to some other authority, usually 
overlooking the fact that the stamp duty composition, the payment for management 
on stock issued, and the income tax on dividends or interest received on stock bought 
or loans made make a difference of 46, per cent. in favour of cancelling their own stock. 
The city of Oxford has, or lately had, ahout 32,OOOl. of consols and about 28,OOOl. 
invested in t.he stock of. or in loans to, Llandudno, Peterborough, Middlesbrough, 
Tynemouth, Wakefield, Thornaby.on-Tees; yet in all probability the city of Oxford 
will shortly issue another 40,0001. of Oxford Corporation stock. Instea.d of encouraging 
this course of conduct the Local Government Board should in every case require the 
local authority which obtains permission to borrow to show good reasons for borrowing 
from the public instead of using (as any private inoi vidual in a similar position would do 
in the absence of special reason to the contrary) their own funds. 

15. My answers to the preceding questions will have shown to anyone who has done 
me the honour of reading them, that I take a very conservative view of the system of 
local taxation which evolved itself in this country down to 1896 without much 
interference from Parliament. I regard the allegations of injustice made by the urban 
occupier on the one hand, and the landed interest on the other, as equally unfounded. 

But approval of the system, of raising what ought to be local expenses by local rates 
on a,ll kinds of immovable property (levied from the occupiers, where the occupiere are 
substantial, and from the owners where' they are not,) by no means commits anyone to 
approval of the whole of the ., present system" of local and (for the: two must be 
considered together) national finance. 

In the first place, supposing no question to arise as to what ought to be looal, and 
what national, expenditure, the present system is unsatisfactory in regard to the absence 
of any impartial authority with the will as well as the power to change the local taxation 
areas whenever equity and expedienc'J require it. That the central portion of a town 
should be in 1.1 local taxation area all by itself is bad enough, but that the various 
suburbs should each be in different taxation areas is much worse. In order to secure 
equity and economy every town should be treated as a whole. What is a town? 
In the vast majority of instances no difficulty arises in deoiding whether a populous 
district is a town or the suburb of another town. No one, except, possibly, 1.1 town 
councillor of West Ham, believes t,hat West Ham is not as integral a part of the 
eoonomio town of London as Fulham or Woolwich. A man might live in Manchester 
for a year, and yet ha.ve antirely erroneous ideas as to what exactly was included in 
Salford without incurring any reproach for stupidity. Salford gets just as much and 
perhaps more benefit from the oanal than Manchester, and pays no Is. Sd. rate for it. 
Nearly every large town is divided into several areas for poor law taxation. Absurdities 
like these ought to be put an end to, whether the local authorities and the ratepayers 
desire a ohange or not. At present the principle of the Local Government Board seems 
to be that no alteration of any magnitude is to be effected unless both parties concerned 

• The most important instance of this system is the separation of the Exchequer contrihutioD account, the 
bOL'OUgh fund, Dnd tbe general district account. There is no reason at aU why the Excheqnel' contribution 
should not bo paid dil'ect into the borough fund, and the chief result of the present arrangement is to make some 
people imagine that the central Government 5till pays half the cost of pay and clothing ot'the police as before 
IHH~. The only renson for keeping tbe borough fund aDd the general district account apart i~ that the borough 
I'ate wo..'4 befot'e the Agricultural Ru.tes Act leY'ialJle on the fun annual value of awicultural land, and is at present 
leviable on 50 Pel' cent. of that \'alue, while the general di .. trict rate is only leviable on 25 per cent, But this is 
in prnctice of little imporlauce. In mtLny towns no borough rate aud in some no general district rate is levied. 
In Oxfol-d, in ordet' to prevent the Dtcessity of a borough l'ste, we keep the waterworks and the market 
(which bring in " .um equol to a rote of 4d. in the £ net) upon the borough fund, and pu, tbe library And 
edIoo} bOIlNl (which cost 2d. in the £) upon tbe Acncml district accouut. Y ct., according to the ,'uIe, the former 
bclon~ t.o the gt'lleruJ. dislri('.t ac('ount, aud the latter to the borougb fund; and the Local Government Board, in 
publishing th~ Annual weal Taxatjon R(·turns w arrnnges them, tbpl'eby mn-kiD!:! our borougb fund nppear to 
h"V8 o.n unuuol defideney of 8,0001. To slltisfy the Locn1 Government Boa.rd we have sometimes actually 
to personify the borough fund. and the general district fund. One of my first duties as a member ofth~ Oxford 
City Council ,vus to Sl'rve on I~ committee which repol'ted that the gl'oeral district fund had built a new town 
Iml1 011 land belonging to the borough fund, and that it was "equiwble" as well us "expedient," that the 
gt'ueml district fund U should be d(~{'mecl to be the Il~s."OO" of the town hall for 50 yearij at a ground rent of 
1,.50ul. per annum, while the borough fund Eohoulrl be the tenant of the general district fund as 1'eO'ards certain 
plU'ts of the building and pay the ~l'nend district fund 800/. a year for tbem. A t the end of the lease the 
borough fund, B8 ground landlord, will take possession of the whole. The difficulty experienced by tho ordinary 
mind in maintaiuing sound finanl'e whtm the accounts are enculubered by such an accumulation of fictitioul! 
paymt'.Dts and l"t'paymentl need not be enlarged UPOD 
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agree to it, and as it nearly always happens tha~ one of the tw? parties will at a~y rate 
ga.in less than the other, the difficulty of securmg a change IS enormous. If It were 
not for the fortunate fact that one political party in a town usually desires to annex 
one suburb and the other party another, the morcellement would be more ridiculous 
than it is. 

Secondly, supposing the question of area settled, the present system is unsatisfactory 
inasmuch as there is no recognition of the raJisons d'tJtre of local taxation in the 
distribution between the various localities of the vast subsidies handed over by the 
national Government to local authorities, among whom, for the prflsent purpose, I 
include voluntary school managers. 

There is no denying the fact that the subsidies have been divided between the 
locali~ies at haphazard. 

Local authorities perform some services, e.g., refuse and sewage removal, the benefit 
of which is almost confined to the locality. They perform other services, e.g., 
the provision of police, which is of primary benefit to the locality, but is also of 
great benefit to 'the rest of the country and world. They perform a third set of 
services, e.g., the provision of a night's board and lodging for vagrants, which are of 
no speciaIbenefit to the locality, but are of benefit to the 'community at large. The 
adnn;inI.,istration of these services is allotted to them by the State, because it is supposed 
that local knowledge and control is necessary for efficiency. The Wu,ty of paying for' 
the administration of services which are of special benefit to the locality is placed upon 
the locality in order to secure the most economical distribution of capital and 
population over the country, as well as to secure economical administration. 
The' duty of paying for the local administration of services which are of no 
special benefit to the locality is placed on' the locality only in order to secure 
economical administration, and it ought only to be placed on the locality to BUCh om, 
extent as is necessary in order to secure BCO'f/,omical administration. 

If this principle were recognised, the subsidies would be distributed so as to 
equalise as far as is possible without removing the local authorities' motive for 
economy, the burden of the expenditure which is for the national benefit and not 
for the special benefit of the locality. In the distribution of the old subsidies before 
1888 the principle was recoguised, and it was attempted to carry it out by paying 
from the Exchequer half the cost of various services, it being hoped that the fact 
that the local authority had to pay the other hal£ would prevent undue increase of 
""xpenditure. It is· said that this hope was disappointed. At any rate, in 1888, 
Mr. Goschen proposed a plan the popular objection to which was that it would 
have made the local authorities too sparing in the administration of poor relief. This 
plan being rejec~d, the present system of division between administrative counties 
plus the counuy boroughs of the ancient county on the basis of the distribution 
which happened to prevail in 1887-8, and of division between each administrative 
county and the county boroughs of the ancient county on the basis of rateable 
value was adopted as a temporary measure, and now threatens to become as permanent 
as the seventeenth century distribution of the land tax.* Since then the condition 
of things has been made still worse by the haphazard distribution of the Agricultural 
Rates Act subsidy (whichmu8t in many cases pay not only for the whole loco-national 
expenditure, but also for a portion of the exclusively local expenditure, e.g., that for 
local highways), and the voluntary schools grant, which is paid most largely to those 
localities where the cost of education is lightest. On the other hand, the principle 
has been again recognised in the elab'orate scale under which the additional grant 
to school boards has been made. 

What steps should be taken to re-establish the correct principle! This is a 
question for others than supposed economic experts. I will only suggest that 
poor relief and education are the particular expenses which it is most desirable to 
equalise so far as that can be done without removing the motives for reasonable 
economr. I cannot believe that it passes the wit of man to re-arrange the apportion
ment of expen~es in such a way as to affect this end. t If the whole of the subsidies, 
including the agricultural rates grant and the recent education grants, could not be 
used in this way, the Chancellor of the Exchequer might very conveniently get rid of 

• It is a land tax upside down, In.tead of the locality paying a fixed sum to the State, the State pays a 
fixed Rum (or, strictly .peaking, a fixed proportion ofa varying sum) to the locality, 

t Population, it should be observed, is not a good basis for the distribution of subsidies, since it inevitably 
leads to the falsification of the census, 88 was illustrated in the. firftt census of London taken under the 
Equalisation of Rates Act (see" Economic Review," Vol, VI. pp, 409-12), and is Well-known \0 take place 
in the United States. 
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the resulting surplus by abolishjng or . reducing as far as was necessa,ry £be. hOUllll tax, 
the railway passenger tax, and some of .he numerous and pernicious taxes, on th" 
transfer of property. 

Answers by Mr.L. L. ;Price . 

• 
Quesflion (1.)-An attempt to establish, on theoretical grounds, an absolute stlondard 

of correctness, by reference to which a classification of, taxes may be approved or 
rejected, is beset by considerable difficulties. Such diffieu lties would present themselves, 
even if the questions, of which the solution. was sought by the aid. of such a 
claRsification, were purE> abstract problems of acadcmic interest; and a cla"sification. 
for instance. of taxes as dil'ect and indirect, which might be suitable for determining 
a hypothetical question on the influence of taxatiQn generally. or of some particular 
species of tax, on, the production of wealth, might easily prove inadequate, to the 
solution of another hypothetical question on the influence of taxation on ,the distl·iltution. 
of wealth, where it became necessary to push the investigation beyqnd broad,. apparent, 
immediate, incidence. When the matter under discussion is ,no longer of mere 
academic importance, but is concerned with the relations of speculative theory to 
actual practice, an attempt to establish and maintain a rigid unvarying standard 
would seem to be, not only impossible, but useless and misleading. 

It would appear, therefore, that the correctness of the classification of Imperial 
taxation indicated in Table D. might be judged with more advantage and certainty by 
examining its relative suitability to the purpose in hand, than by reference to any 
absolute standard, were such standard, in f.act, discoverable in Ilconomic treatises. 
As it is, for the adequate solution of theoretical problems a claHsification may require 
alteration, according to the particular prcblem to be attacked; and a fortiori, when 
dealing with questions of actual practice, which rarely, if ever, admit of being 
brought into exact accord with the nice distinctions of theory, the criterion of a good 
classification can hardly with certainty be said to consist of more than conformity 
to two conditions :-

(a.) That it should be sufficiently broad to avoid, or at least to minimise, the 
difficulties necessarily attending any endeavour to bring the roughness of 
practice into accord with the exactness of theory. 

(b.) That it should be sufficientJy definite and precise to assist in the solution 
of the particular practical question under discussion. 

Tried by these tests, the classification in Table D. may be pronounced "correct," 
so far as it is possible to judge without an intimate acquaintance with the detailed 
processes by which the figures have been collected and arranged. The terms of 
reference to the Commission draw a distinction between "real" and "personal" 
property; but, as Sir Alfred Milner points out in the Memorandum submittlld to the 
Commission on Agriculture. such a distinction rests on a legal technical basis, and 
brings together species of property, which, for the purposes apparently contemplated, 

• though not expressed iisdem 'l:erbis, in the terms of reference, should be kept distinct, 
and on the other hand it separates Bome kinds of property, which should be treated 
together. 

If regard be paid to the past history of the question, as set forth in Sir E. ·W. Hamilton's 
:hIemorandum prepared for the present Commission, and to the immediate occasion of 
the appointment of the Commission itself, it can hardly be doubted that. a distinction 
between taxation on rateable and on nOll-rateable property, (roughly corresponding to 
immalrilia and mobilia), supplemented by taxation which is not .. incidental to property," 
is calculated to assist in the solution of Ii problem. or problems. which have arisen in 
consequence of the claim that the exclusive pressure of local taxation on rateable 
property (or innmobil·ia) demands some compensatory contribution from the Imperial 
Exchequer, drawing its revenues to so large an extent from non-rateable (or 'l/Wlril·ia) as 
well as rateable property (or irnmolrilia). and from taxes wbich apparently are not 
.. incidental to property" at all. In other words, for the purpose of determining 
whether the "rates," to use a compendious description, should be, or be not, 
relieved from the" tBxo:s," the separation of taxation ou rateable property from the 
other classes of ImperIal taxes seems speoially suitable; and it would be difficult 
to find any division of taxes recognised in eoonomic treatises, which would be equally 
adequate. 
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Nor, taking the first requisite o~ II good clas~!~ca~ion, would it be ea~r to sugg~s~ ~ny 
better classification of taxes, whlCh are not InCidental to property, than II dIvIsIon 
into taxes "levied in respect of commodities," taxes .. levied in respect of incomes 
derived from personal exertion," and" miscellaneous taxes." 

But it must be added that the classification only satisfies the condition of suitability 
to the purpose in hau.d, if it be taken for &"I'anted that. that . p~rp~se is the 
determination of broad Issues, and not the establishment of DIce dlstmctlOns. For 
example, while the c!as~ification may be reg~rded as adec.Iuate, s? l.on~ as th.e broad, 
apparent, immediate InCIdence of the tax~s IS alone cO~Bldered, It ~s I~po~~lble, and 
it is misleading, to attempt to determIne the "eqnltable contl'lbutlOn of" all 
Idnds of real and personal property" to "Imperial" or to " local" taxation, unless 
allowance be made for ultimate as well as for apparent incidence; and, in making this 
neceRRary allow~nce, it is h:azardous. to use t~e figures reached in (I broad p:actical 
classification as If they conformed WIth the DIce refinements of theory. The dilemma 
thus nresented may, in actual fact, prove to be more largely apparent than real; but it 
certainly points to the .desira~ility, if not !he ~ecessity, of caution. " . 

Again, Sir Alfre~ ~:l:Jlner hlmse~, both m hIS Memorandum, and. also I~ hIS eVlde~ce 
before the CommISSIOn on Agrlcultnre, lays stress on the difficultIes attendIng 
the actual execution of the classification, and on the approximate character 
of the results obtained; and with these observations it is as impossible for the 
external student to disagree as it is to overrate their pertinence when any departure is 
made, or cont.;mplated, from the consideration of broad issues. 

The criticisms of Sir Robert Giffen in the Interim Report of the same Commission 
undoubtedly tend to emphasise the necessary qualifications, with which the interpretation, 
and translation into practice, of such a classification must be conducted; although 
it may be noted thM tho question of the correctness of the classification does not 
immediately raise the further question, to which a large part of his criticism is 
directed-the mode of computing the values of the different classes of properties or 
incomes on which the burden of taxation falls-even if such computation be necessary 
to the complete solution of the problems before the present Commission. Nor is 
the subdivision 'between land and other kinds of rateable property introduced into 
the present classification, or the disputed point explicitly raised of the nature 
anu incidence of the burden of the redeemed land tax. It may also be noted 
that, according to accepted statistical principles, the figures of such a classification 
may be saft'ly used, as in Sir E. W. Hamilton's Memorandum, for the purpose of 
comparing different periods, and indicating the relative growth or diminution of 
the taxation falling under the respflctive headings, if there is a reasonahle certainty 
that no serious alteration has been made in the classification at each particular period. 

For determining broad issues, then, involving considerations of apparent incidence 
alone, and as the. starting point of further investigation, the classification may 
l,e regarded as correct. But further investigation seems to be necessary to any 
adequate solution of the questions submitted to the Commission, and the figures 
would require readjustment accordingly. The probable ultimate incidence of the 
different taxes would need Bome consideration. The operation of existing" grants in 
aid" from the Imperial Exchequer, and of more recent assignments of the proceeds of 
certain taxes to local authorities, would alter the proportions of the burden of Imperial 
taxation on rateable and on non-rateable property, and on other sources of revenue, 
exhibited by the figures of the Table; and the readjustment of the statistics woulCl be 
attended by the difficulty to which allusion was previously made-the difficulty, namely, 
that the figures have been originally distributed according to a rough convenient practical 
classification, and can only be employed with caution and hazard on the supposition 
that they accord with the nicer disti.nctions of more precise theory. 

Question (2).-While it may be possible for the external critic, with more or less 
accur.acy, to pass judgment on the general principles, and the broad lines of a 
classification, It is difficult, if it is not really impossible, to arrive at any satisfactory 
estimate of its detailed completeness, or of the correct distribution of its several 
items, without the pos8ession of an intimate acquaintance with the particular processes 
by which the data have been originally obtained, and with the precise nature of 
the statistical machinery by which their subsequent arrangel1lent has been effected. 
A personal knowledge of the inner history of the statistics of Table D. would 
alone su~ce to pronounce on the accuracy of its details; but it would appear, both 
from Sir Alfred Milner's Memorandum and from his oral evidence before the Commission 
on Agriculture, that in the case of some items of taxation it had been necessary, in 
defauit of more certain information, to proceed by the method of arbitrary division, 
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and in that of others to extend a distribution,. based upon, more or less definite 
data in particular instances, to cases held to be analogous. The latter of theRe two 
methods is a recognised instrument of statistical investigation, and without recourse to 
it maily useful inquiries, yielding trustworthy results, would become impossible; but 
its legitimacy obviously depends on the closeness of, the analogy, which it is sought; 
to establish, while ihe former method of procedure by arbitrary di,vision can only 
be justified, if the cases, with which it deals, constitute, in com!larison with the 
mass of statistical material handled, 'IMUl q'UlVf!tiU llegligealJ14. ' 

Thus the distribution effected of Schedule B.' of the Income Tax is confessedfy 
arbitrary; but there seems w be no valid reason for disputing the pertinence of 
Sir Alfred Milner's contention that Schedule B. is rapidly becoming of inappreciable 
importanoe, and that, the amollnt· of error involved in" any arbitrary division is 
comparat,ively inconsiderable. Such considerations, however, would hardly apply to 
the distribution of the item'" Trades and Professions," in Schedule D." which is also 
avowedly bssedon an assumption that' can Bearcely be regarded as other than arbitrary, 
if that assumption could.be proved, on, trial, not to correspond with actual fact. 

Nor can it be denied that a large use is made of the other method-· thab of extending 
results, asoertained, with more or less certainty, in the case ,of partioular taxes,to 
analogous instances. For example, under the ·same Sohedule D. of the Inoome Tax, the 
distribution of the item" Railways in the United Kingdom" is thus described by 
Sir Alfred Milner:- ' , 

" We know from the income tax assessments the total profits on which railways are 
charged. We know from the returns ·of local taxation their gross estimated l'ental. 
The tax on so much of the profitsaa is equal· to gross estimated rental, 645,OOOl., 
has been attributed to· 'rateable property '; the tax on the ,balance, 3S8,OODE., to. 
, non-rateable property'." . ' , 

Much of the criticism, passed by Sir Robert Giffen on this distribution intbe 
Interim Report of r,he CommissioRcn Agriculture, seema to be more pertinent to 
the question o.f the ultimate incidence· o.f the taxation, than to. t:4e correctnees of a 
classifioation, which may be taken to ,'aim only ,at tixh~biting .the broad features of 
immediate apparent incidence. But it is certainly not~worthy ,that the, distribution 
thus effected, which confessedly rests to some extent on· hypothesis. i.s extended to the 
analogous instances of '" quarrieR," "mines," ,&c., alld, that in ~he case .ofthe Probate 
Duty, while "cash,"" funds," "foreign. securities," and "household furniture~' fall 
easily inte the category of" non·rateable property," a'certain amount, of the property 
subject to the dnty belongs wholly or in part to the "rateable" 'Glass, and in. the 
distribution, actually effected, of the" shares of publiccomplIonies," whi.ch admittedly 
form a large item of the class, Sir Alfred Milner adopt!!, as his guiding principle 
the division previously reached,in the case of "Railways in the United'Kingdom" 
under Schedule D. of the Income Tax. Having effected, partly by the aid of this 
guiding principle, partly by other more d~finite data, the distribution of the Probate 
Duty as a whole, the proportions thus established are used in !)laking the divisi\l\l of 
"personalty" in the oase of the Estate, Legacy, and Succession Duties. They appear 
again in the distribution of the" stamps on transfers of stocks and shares"; aud ih 
the case of "contract notes" Sir Alfred Milner follows, with some. 'misgivin~~ 
~he distribution ado.pted in that of" stamps on transfers of,/tecks and shares." For 
the purpose.of arriving at broad results, the original division 0 railways under Sch~tile 
D. may be substantially'acourate, and the analogy of the cl!>ses,to which it is exten~d, 
may ho.ld good; but. it iii/ obviollS that the divisicn, once adopted, governs no swall 
number of analogous oases, and that an error of a,nYIllagnitude in the. governing 
instance, or the, failure of . the analogies, which it is., sought· to estab1,)li, I!light 
exercise a oonsider&ble influence on the· general result.' . ., . 

It may also be noted that an apparent discrepanoy exi~ts, 'which might disappear 
on acquaintanoe with the inner histery of the statistics, between the mode i/1 which 
"railways, &c." are treated and companies other than those dealt with Under 
the previous items of Schedule D. In the case of these other cOlllpanie$,' it is 
as~umed that their rateable property is already assessed under Schedule A., and that the 
inoome tax paid by them under Scheduhl D. may be entirely credited to .inon-rateable" 
property; but in tbe case of railways another :assumptionis apparently made. 

On the other hand, there ,are taxes where the data available for effilctinO' the 
distribution are fuller a1id more reliahle, and the distribQtion itself is made cn easi~r and 
more obvious lines. , Such is the csee with the Oustomsand Excise; and'in answerin~ 
this question, .,s in. replying to, the first, it should' be borne in mind that. the issues 
involved in the division between lande and other rateable property, .with' which the 
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Commission on Agriculture was concerned, are not, directly at lenst, raised here. The 
Redeeme!l Land Tax, again, which was entered separately in the last line of the Table, as 
originally presented to the former Commission, is excluded from the present Table; 
and unless account be taken of other taxes imposed in the past, and since removed, by 
f.he 'Le~islature, it is probably safer to exclude the item in framing an estimate of 
the present burden of taxation. 

Que8tion (3).-The academic question of nomenclature, whether the net revenue of 
the Post Office should be called a tax, which may be answered in the affirmative 
or negative, according to the definition of a t,ax which is adopted, and the distinction 
which is drawn between taxation and other forms of revenue, may be distinguished from 
the practical question, whether, in estimating the burden of taxation, the net revenue 
of the Post Office should he treated as a tax. This is no mere problem of nomenclature 
or terminology, and it can hardly be doubted that the monopoly enjoyed by the Post 
Office cnables it to compel those, who avail themselves of its services, (in other words, 
the great mass of the nation), to make the payments, which yield the net revenue. If 
this net revenue were not obtained, the burden of taxation in other forms would have 
to be increased. If it were reduced, or dispensed with, by economy of management, 
or reduction of charges, those, who use the Post Office, would be pro tanto relieved. In 
either case, whether the matter be regarded from the standpoint of the Government 
which receives, or of the individuals constituting the mass of the nation who pay, the 
net revenue of the Post Office seems to fall naturally under the description of taxation 
by monopoly, and is appropriately treated as a. tax in computing the burden of 
taxation. . It does not appear to come appropriately under anyone of the previous 
headings of the table, and any division of it between the different headings would be 
arbitrary. It therefore lIeems to be most conveniently and appropriately classified 
as a "Miscellaneous" tax. 

Question (4).-The ultimate standard, to which, in the last analysis, theoretical 
considerations appear to conduct, as affording the best test of the" equity" of a tax, or 
system of taxation, is its accord with relative" ability to pay." The discussioDs of 
the text books agree in pointing to this general conclusion, which is also dictated by 
plain common sensa. The differences of economic theorists, and the difficulties of fiscal 
practice. arise in the interpretation of the test. 

Where "ability to pay" can be measured by definite specific' benefit received from 
some particular act of administration, and not merely by that vague notion of a 
proportion of the general benefit derived by the citizens of a community from its efficient 
government, which led earlier writel's to propound what is sometimes known as the 
" social dividend" theory of taxation, considerations of equity certainly seem to suggest 
the adjustment of the relative burden of a tax to the proportion of benefit respectively 
received. And it may be noted that, when in the case of a particular tax, or group 
of taxes, such an adjustment has been carried into effect, the equitable arrangement of 
the other parts of a fiscal system may be considered with little, or no, referenca to the 
burden imposed by the tax, or group of taxes. which has thus been treated. 

, In matters of local taxation more opportunity is afforded for the measurement of 
.. ability to pay" by specific benefit received than that presented in the collection of 
the Imperial ,revenue, and recent developments of local administration ha.ve tended in 
a direction favourable to the application of the principle. The discussions, for 
example, which have lately been raised on the question of .. betterment," may perhaps 
indicate a more general extension to this country of the methods of taxation by 
" special assessment" adopted in the United States of America, and theoretical con
siderations may certainly be advanced in support of the equity of such .. special 
DSsessments," although, in actual practice, difficulties may arise, of which theory, from 
its very nature, takes little or no notice. 

Where, however, a definite or approximately definite measurement of specific 
benefit received is impossible, or difficult of application, it becomes necessary to fall 
back on the ultimate test of .. ability to pay," and a rough measure of this is afforded 
by the amount of income or the value of property enjoyed. On the whole, it may be 
said that t.he great practical difficulties of a property tax point to an income tax as the 
more preferable mode of taxation according to .. ability to pay," a.nd it may be noted 
that the occurrence of serious practical difficulty in colleotion is almost certain to lead 
to inequality. Most writers would agree that an income tax is theoretically one of 
the most equitable that can be devised, but that it is beset by certain practical 
difficulties, which, although less serious than those arising in the case of a property 
tax, al'e yet sufficiently important to render it necessary that for the attainment of 
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equity it should be supplemented by other modes of taxation. It depends, almost 
of necessity, to some extent on the honesty of the taxpayer, and it is practically 
impossible, as it is certainly inconvenient and uneconomical, to reach by its means the 
smaller incomes. 

Considerations of equity, again, would, in accord with the results of more recent 
economic speculation, point in the direction of graduation of this as of other taxes. 
But there are no theoretical considerations, by which it is possible to determine in 
practice the pre.ise amount of graduation, which will be perfectly equitable, and somb 
of the most obvious practiC31 difficulties of the income tax are avoided by taxing a 
large amount of income at ita source, such as interest on the Government debt, and 
dividends on shares in public companies, and salaries of officials-a method which is 
incompatible with progressive taxation. By" degressive" taxation, as it is called, by 
allowing partial or total exemptions, that is, in the case of incomes falling below a 
certain level, an amount of graduation may be introduced, without departing from the 
general rule of propcn·tional taxation, and it may be the case, that, supposing higher 
incomes were taxed at a progressive rate, theoretical considerations of equity would 
suggest a relaxation of this rate, or what is known as "regressive" taxation, when a 
certain point had been reached. 

But that precise point theoretical considerations could not determine, and for these, 
8fI for other reasons, considerations of equity seem rather to favour the establishment 
of a mixed system of taxation, in which the income tax would be supplemented by 
other taxes; by taxation on commodities falling-if the approved English method of 
selecting a few commodities of large consumption, and imposing a low specific tax, be 
followed--with inevitably greater weight on the poorer classes, who do not contribute 
to direct taxation; by death duties, which intArcept property as it passes from one 
person,to another, where it is more easily possible, within certain limits, to apply a 
principle of graduation, and by other modes of raising revenue. Theoretically, income 
affords an equitable test of "ability to pay"; practically, an income tax is liable to 
result in inequalities, which are corrected, it may be roughly and imperfElctly, by 
assigning to it a place of importance in a mixed system of taxation. 

In the case of local taxation, the hous6 (or, more correctly, the land or tenements), 
which a man occupies, whether for residence or for business, affords the most available 
indication of .. ability to pay." In no inconsiderable number of cases the hous6 or 
tenement occupied corresponds roughly with specific bsn6fit received; and, historically 
speaking, its unportant place in local taxation seems to be due to 80me confusion 
in the minds of legislators between benefit received and .. ability to pay." It is also 
a rough indication of income, and it admits of the adoption of some amount of 
graduation. But in practice, like income in the case of Imperial taxation, it seems an 
imperfect measure; and, while the income tax is supplemented, and its imperfections 
roughly correctad, by other forms of Imperial taxation, local taxation is confined, 
practically, to the house or businesB premis68 (in urban districts) as the single test of 
.. ability to pay." 

Theoretical considerations of equity, again, undoubtedly show that certainty of 
taxation is a primary desideratum, and, in Adam Smith's language, a small amount 
of uncertainty IS a greater evil than a large degree of inequality, for uncertainty almost 
inevitably results in inequality. But certainty is most easily attained by taxing what 
is visible and tangible. and the house (or land or tenement occupied) is undoubtedly a 
visible tangible test of incom6 and of " ability to pay"; while what is generally known 
as personalty is, comparatively speaking, invisible, and also admits of removal with far 
less difficulty beyond the reach of the local tax·collector. 

The hOUS6 or tBflCmsnt thus suggests itself as an equitable etandard, hut broader 
considerations of equity conduct to the desirability of supplementing its imperfections; 
and, in the absence of any system of mixed taxation, such as that prevailing in the 
Imperial taxes, and in view of the inevitable drawbacks and economic objections 
attending the local taxation of commodities, and of the difficulty of "eaching by any 
machinery o~ lo~al" collecti?n in visible income, consideration~ of equity seem to .point 
to "grams.m.lud, or assignment of the proceeds of certain taxes, or some Similar 
contribution frow the Imperial Exchoquer, as a means of securing an adjustment of 
the burden of local taxation (considered alone) to .. ability to pay." 

Question (5).-ln determining the general question of the real, as distinguished frora 
the primal,!!. apparetlt incidence of taxation it is bardly possible to pass with safety 
bey?nd. the broadest considerations. The possibility, like th~ prob.ability, of ~h.ifting 
the mCldence of a tax undoubtedly depen<1ll on the de~e In which competltlon is 
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present !!nd acti,ve, and the.prOcE'ssis ,as cerjiainly:, IIlTested, orprev~nted,by the, 
existence of "friction/, ' " '" , ' ' , 

On the one hand, there is a considerable measure of truth, and no less' an amount 
of pertinence, in the statement that the burden of a tax is likely to rest where it is 
first, imposed.; ,To shift it requires an effort, which may, or 'IIiaynot, be within. the 
power, and, 1£ :within the power, may! or ,may ~ot" for~part o( th~ aotive desirE'; of 
the person on whom the tax is, prImarily lllld., Repent economljl speculation has 
certainly, tended to emphasise the importance and reality. of economic," friction," 
whichwilr'at leastret!1ord, if it does not prohibit, the 'process of shifting.: ,',' , 

Oli the other J!and"there can be little doubt that, to some extent at le!1ost; the burden 
of taxation" wher~ver, ,the tax, or taxes, are first imposed, will ,be gr!1odually diffused 
throughou~ a cOIl1P!ltitive society. ,The proc,ess, may irideed take a long, 'while to 
accomp~ish ;. ,and here" again, recent ,economic , specul~tiqn, ,w hich , has, broughf.intq a 
new -promi,rience the i'ilteract~on of ': mutu~y, d~teJ;mming i~fl~en.ces,". suggests that 
shifting forwards may occasIOn some amoun,t of co~pens~tory shiftmg backwards. 

Be'tween these two hypotheses of thl) accord, and dls!1ogreement, of primary with 
ultimatIJ incidence, 'cases occur where it is obviou's that some shifting takes place, 'but 
it seems equally obvious t'hat it is confined to a certain distance. It is a generally 
accepted doctrine of economic, ~eatises that the main 'bul'den, at least; or: taxation 
o~ COIpI!lod~ties,falls in ordinary cases on .the, consumers; but it is also possible that 
the conditions of supply and dmpand may be BO aJreoted, by the imposition of. /1 tax, 
or may be of, such a character at, or prior ,to, its in~o~nction. that part of the burden 
maY,fall on the:producers .. To. some extent, /1gam, It seems ;p'robable that.in some 
cases .t4e, bur,denpfold taxation is .. c~pitalised:' and that the new purchaser of 
propAr~y ,p.iscounts,jin thepurchase.money~ the. taxation .imposed on the object of 
purchsts~, ,and, thus,. e~caping its burden for the future, compels the vendor ,to bear 
the whole-weight in .adiminished price. ." . ".. • 

, In judging, then, of the real as distinguished from ,the apparent incidence of taxation, 
the safer plan seems ,to be to s'tartwith the hypothesis, that,ili the absence of distinct 
evidence to the con~ary,. the, main burden, of the tax.will remain where. it is first 
imposed, and tq proceed to argue that in the ordinary ciroumstances of 11' competitive 
80ciety 80me, portion at leas'twill . be diffused, but tha~ at each successive shifting the 
extent. and ,success o~ the mpyement, will- depend on the conditions 'of supply and 
delIland, 01). ~he amount and activity of competition, which is present, on the character 
and: degree ,0(, economic .. friction," which is, operative: These conditions require 
separate sorutiny in .each particular case; but it may· be b]!oadly asserted, on the one 
ha);ld, that, wherever the tax comes in oO!ltact with mOllopoly;there it ,is likely to rest, 
for I¥onopoly, to the extent to which it is effective, is the negative of cqmpetition; and 
on the ,other it may be urged that a distinction should be drawn between that 
commercial competition of dealer with dealer, which is more easily established, and 
calculated to stimulate and permit more .rapid and extensive shifting, and that 
industrial competition of producer with producer, which is at once more sluggish in 
itE /lction, and more liable to be hinqered by economic" friction." , 

Question (6.)-(a:) The primary incidence of the Inhabited House Duty falls on the 
occupier, and it is probable that to a very large degree the real incidence of the tax 
cOITesponds 'with its primary and apparent incidence. Some; at least, of the reasons, 
which may be addy!Csd in support of ' the theory that the burden of looal rates is 
shifted from the occupier, do not apply to tile case of the Inhabited House Duty. The 
occupier is 'unable to remove,: or diminish, the burden, to any practical extent, by 
changing his abode. He cannot move to another district, where the duty is lower, 
for it is an Imperial tax, levied on uniform principles throughout, the country. He 
may also be ,held to be unable to' shift the burden to any material extent by moving 
into 81 house of lower value; for his house accommodation ill, within narrow limits 
of increase or decrease of requirements, a fixed item in his standard of comfort; and 
he will ;probably need a more 'powerful motive than· the payment of a slightly 
diminished" Inhabited House Duty before he takes the unpleasant, and, it may be, 

. difficult, step of changing his· abode or manner of life; and regarding the mass· of 
occupiers as a wholc, it, is 'improb'1-ble that t,he payment of dul,y at an increased rate O!l 
houses of higher value induces an appreciably large number to move into tenements 
exempt from duty altogether, or into those taxed at a lower rate, '1'he more probable 
assumption seems, therefore, that the chief, if not the entire, burden of the Inhabited 
House Duty £nlle on the oucupier, alld that the real coresponds with the primary 
incidence. , 
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(b.) In the, CIII!e of rates levied. ,on houseS" and .on trade prell?-ises, the primary 
incidence also rests, with tl:ie occupier, and' an effort is n,eeded to .shift the. burden. 
But the opportunities are greater in number and easier of achievement. Some amount' 
of movement, at least, is . possible from more. to less highly rated disn-icts, and thus 
the burG en of the 1'8tes may, be partly shifted from the slioulde1'8 of the qccupiers .. 

It is probable 'that this ·movement from dietricno ,district is more oasilyeft'ected 
in the case' of the occupiers. of residential.hous89 than in that of those "bo are 
proseouting 'a businessl?!-"trade.:£oi- in ,their csso' departure from a particular district 
may imply the .surt'ender ,of ~ varuabl~ connexion. and from, this. point of view it 
seems likely: that the burden ohates upon hOll,BlIS ;may.be more rapidly and extensively 
shifted than the burden of rates on blisinees premIses. . 

It can hardly be doubted, again, that, where a choice ia open, the occupier, selecting 
his residence, and.the trader, deciding on his bUlIiness premises, pay some regard to the 
amount of the e:cistilng rates, and accordingly, so fa).' as the rates fallon the grO'Unci on 
which the house or trade premises arebuil('·some part at least of the burden of 
existing rates is then. shifted to the'landloJ;'d; Similar" considerations apply to the 
burden of /u/Jure rates,so far a& they arelikEiI:r. to·~nter into the forecast of the 
average man;' and at the expiration ofJ;'enewal pi- a,tenancy an opportunity is afforded 
for striking a new bargain, the terms of which will be atfected by the amoun~ of the 
rates then actually levied or oonsidered probable.' " , ' . . 

Brit thepert.inence of this reasoning "depend!l. on the activity and reality of the 
oompetitive,forCes which are present.~he choice 'by-the trader of suitable bUSIness 
premises may .be more narrow~y. circumscribed than that, of the. residentialocl,lupier ; 
but, on the other' hand, he' may be' more . awake to' economic considerations,' and 
keener, to take, aq.vantage of favqurable, opportunitiell ~or driving a. bargain. In. any 
event, the' shifting" of thll burden. of taxation. requires an effort which the occupier 
may ,OJ;' may not, be able or desirous .to make; the house or prtlmises may be. held on. 
a lease of some ~uration, during the continu/lnceof whiclino opportunity is offered 
for shifting the burden, of rates newly imposed; and in many urban tenancies a. 
number of stages may separate, and more than. one :' iniddleman" intervene between 
the occupier, on whom 'the rates are primarily levied, and the ground landlord; and, 
while competitive forcea may prove the more poweIful in some of these cases, they.may 
be overcome in {)tlIers by economic frictio~. So far"therefore, as the rates fall on the 
grriuM cib. which the houses or trade premises stand; it js probable that the roal 
iricidenc~ to some extent corresponds with tbe, primary incidence, and that to some 
e:s:tentalso:the .burden. Jsshifted to the immediate, the remoter,and, finally, the 
ultimate landlord; ,but theoretical considerations can. hardly determine a prun'i tho 
precise degree in. which .the burden will be distributed. . ' 

.So far, again, as th.e rates fallon the houses or trade prelllises, as distinct from the 
grO'lJlTUl, ,OD. which they are built, the primary incidence rests on the occupier, and 
according to the keennesll or weakness 'of the demand for building accommodation, ana 
th~ amount of foresight and alertness he himself possesses lind exhibits, he will be able 
to'shift a less or greater part of' the burilen on to. the builder . The builder will in 
ordinarycsses expeot to secure an average profit; and in the Zc,n!l run building 
operations will he contracted, if average profits are not realised, while the continuance 

• of abnormal' profits will ill the long run attract increased competition to the building 
trade. Similarly, the occupier, or n-ader, will in the lcmg run be disp)sed to seek a 
less expensive house, or . less commodiou3 'business premises, if the burden of the 
ratl'S be increased, or to move to a less highly rated district; and thus in the long rzm 
the demand for house or bu,siness accommodation of a certain quality, or in a certain 
locality, will' decline. 'the .conditions of supply and demand may in this way afftlc4 
toe distribution of the burden of the rates, but it is to be noted, on the one hand, that 
houses and' trade' prelnif\es are' commodities which it is not easy to increase or 
clhriinish witlI any rllpidity, and, on the other, as was remarked before, that expenditure 
on hOUSe BCl,lommodation lS, within limits,. elastic, and tbat similar considerations apply 
also to some extent to trade and business premises. 

On the whole, so far as concerns the rates falling on the grl!und on which the hOl1se~ 
or ·trade premises are built, the presumption seems to be that part of the burder. 
will lie shifted, an~ ult~mateli,though indimini~hed quantity, reach and rest with 
the ground lundlol'u, while, so far. DS the rates falling on the buildings themselves ar~ 
cOiICBr1ied, thepresumptioii is ·rather that their real incidence coincides with their 
primaiJ lind apparent ~cidence·." But it does .. not eppear to be probable either that the 
whole,o1' even themam ~ar~ of t,he rates on, the ground are shifted to the ground 
lanalord~ or ~b~t the occupIer I~,nev~r a~le to shIft part of the ratea on the buildings to 
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the shoulders of the builder. T~e onus. of :making the necessary effor: rests primarily 
in either case with the occupier, and IllS success depends on his character and 
circumstances. 

(Il.) The primary incidence of rates levied on agricultural land, like that ~f those 
imposed on urban houses and trade premises, falls on the occupier. But the 
opportunities of readjusting the rent are more numerous where middlemen, like the 
builder, are infrequent, where yearly tenancies are the rule, and leases of even short 
duration are uncommon; and, setting aside his house, to which the considerations 
affectmg urban residencies to some extent apply, the farmer, regarding his land as lin 
insbrument of profit, can hardly fail to recognise that, if the rates form a heavier 
charge, the rent must ceteris paTibu8 take a smaller share. The possibility of shifting 
the burden depends here, as elsewhere, on the varying conditions of supply and 
demand, on ~he ex;tent to which tenant an~ ~andlord ~espectively are influenced by 
pure economiC motIves, and are able and willmg to drive a good bargam. But it 
cel'tainly seema that the presumption inclines in favour of the removal in the main 
of the burden of rates on agricultural land to the landlord, and that the primary 
does not correspond with the ultimate incidence. Where leases of some duration exist 
the process of shifting is suspended during the continuance of the lease. Wher~ 
tenants are not rack·rented, the motive, as the opportunity, for shifting the burden 
is not present. Where tenants are unintelligent, or unarle, or unwilling, for various 
causes, to move to other districts, or, if necessary, to o'her occupations, economic 
"friction" retards, and may even prohibit, the operation of competitive forces; and it 
is on the hypothesis of competition that any presumption of the transfer of the rates is 
foundlld. 

(d.) Taxes on the transfer of proper!,y are PTO tanto an obstacle to the transfer. 
They add to the expense of the transaction, and fall on whichever party may prove 
to be economically weaker. The more probable presumption seems to be that the 
vendor is likely to be more anxious to sell than the purchaser to buy, and that, 
therefore, the former bears, at any rate. in the majority of cases, the larger portion 
of the burden. But the reverse may occur; or the real incidence of the taxes may be 
distributed in varying proportions. 

(e.) Taxes on trade profits may be imposed generally, or on some particular trade. 
They fall primarily on the trader, and an effort on his part is needed to .shift the 
burden. If they are specially levied on some particular business, and that business is 
of the nature of a monopoly, the real incidence of the tax will tend to accord with 
the primary incidence. For the burden can only be shifted by surrendering the 
monopoly, on the assumption that the most advantageous use of their position has 
been previously made by the monopolists. It is possible, indeed, that the imposition 
of the tax may supply the stimulus required to prompt a more profitable policy, and 
that previou~ly the monopolist.s had not been awake to all the advantaglis of their 
position; and in this case part of the burden of the tax may be transferred to the 
consumers or customers. It is also conceivable that the imposition of the tax may 
bring about a manipUlation of the monopoly that will place the consumers in a 
better position than that which they previously occupied. But these consequences 
are more accidental than normal, and the more probable presumption remains that 
the burden of the tax will rest with the monopolists. 

In the case of trades, where competition prevails, the opposite presumption holds 
good. The traders will endeavour, probably with success, to shift part of the burden, 
it may be to consumers, it may be to wage-earners, it may be to those engaged in 
auxiliary industries, which supply the materials used or the machinery employed. 
Of these classes it seems probable that the consumers will be most largely affected; 
though it should be noted that the ultimate effects may differ according to the 
nature of the trade,-whether its productions obey a "law of inlJ'l"easing," or a. "law 
of diminishilng returns." In the latter Cllse, the imposition of a. tax may supply a 
motive for contracting, and in the former, for extending, the scale of production; and 
it is on the varying conditions of supply nnd demand, which would thus be variously 
affected, that the oistri.bution of the rElal incidence of a tax will depend. 

If, lastly, taxes be Imposed generally on t;rade profits, the opportunity of shiftino
to an unLaxed trade will not be present; but it may be noted that it is by no mean~ 
certain, as the older economists would generally have held, that the imposition of an 
uhiform ·tax will produce an uniform effect. Its ultimate results will depend on the 
reaction respectively occasioned by the dillerent circumstances of different industries. 

}'inally, It may be observed that e.xtraordinaTY profits are of the nature of a 
differential advantage, and that taxation tends to rest on the possessors of differential 

, 
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advantages when once it reaches them. So far, indeed, as rates on business premises 
considered in (b) above rest on the trader, they form a burden on profits, whicb. will 
be shifted, or not, in accordance with the presence, or absence, of the conditions just 
examined. 

(f.) Death duties diminish the C<YrpU8 of the inheritance, and claim a share for the 
State. In a Bense they may be regarded as analogous to taxes 011 the transfel' of 
property; but the transferor cannot feel their burden, and the transferee cannot shift 
it to anyone else but himself. Just as 3 purchaser will probably discount a tax 
on the transfer of property in ma'king his bargain, so the amount of an inheritance 
may be discounted by an expectation of death duties. There is some reason fol' 
thinking that they do not so much impose a burden on individuals as embrace a 
favourable opportunity for claiming a portion of wealth for the State. 

Que8tion (7).-It is not easy to frame any criterion for distinguishing the purposes, 
for which taxation should be raised locally, from those, for which it may be more 
appropriately levied by the central Government, which will not involve some cross
division. A large and increasing amount of local expenditure, for exaIDiJle, is 
.. beneficial" rather than" onerous" in character. It is devoted to the execution of 
public improvements, or to the furtherance of objects which directly conduce to the 
public welfare; and, where it is possible to apportion the taxa.tion to the amount 
of specific benefi1; received by particular individuals, or by the dwellers in definite 
districts, it would seem indisputable that the expenditure on such objects should ba 
met by taxation raised locally. The local taxpayers, who in this case are ex hypothesi 
the persons immediately affected by the expendituro, are thus interested in Hecuring 
economy no less and no more than efficiency. 

More doubt, however, arises where the nature of the benefit, and the area affected, 
are less easy to determine. For some local expenditure, which is unmistakeably of a 
.. beneficial" rather than .. onerous" character, may yet be devoted to objects, the 
benefit acoruing from which extends to a larger area than that immediately affected, 
or the efficient execution of which might be hindE'red by the urgent appeal of con
siderations of economy to residents in the actual locality, while the contributors to 
Imperial taxation, realising the pressure less vividly, would be less likely to neglect 
considerations of efficiency. . 

It may, for instance, be the case that the benefit of some public improvement, 
effected in certain poor districts, would be considerable, and, though primarily affecting 
the residents, would indirectly be of real advantage to the community generally, or 
at any rate to a larger area than that directly concerned; and I!imilar considerations 
may apply to cases where no actual "improvement" is contemplated, but merely 
administrative acts or the execution of a policy. In such instances some such arrange
ment as an "equalisation of rates," or some contribution from the resources of the 
central Government, would Beem to be dictated both by considerations of equity and 
by those of practical expediency. Where the area of probable benefit is fairly defined, 
but is larger than that immediately concerned, the former alternative is suggested; 
but, where the benefit exceeds to the whole community, which is interested in 
efficient execution, the latter is recommended by the circumstances of the case. 

Again, it may be expedient, or even necessary, for the attainment of satisfactory 
results from certain public expenditure of a local character, that uniformity of adminis
tration and simultaneity of action should be secured; aIld the most effective mode of 
aohieving this object may be for the central Government to raise the revenue 
required and to direct the expenditure. It may indeed exercise control over expenditure 
without providing the whole, or even a portion, of the revenue; but its powers of 
efficient control are ceteris parilrus likely to vary with the extent of its possession 
of the purse. 

On the other hand, although central control may command a higher standard of 
general administrative ability, and a greater width of experience, and may be com
paratively free from the more petty considerations of economy, and the narrower and 
less enlightened views of the common interest, which may on some matterd of 
more than mere local importance exert an undue influence on the electors, or admims
trators, of looal government, it is, nevertheless, more rigid and uniform. It is unable, 
from its very nature, to make experimental trial, save on rare occasions, and within 
comparatively narrow limits, of the effects of differences of administration in different 
distriots; and it can only adapt its policy to the varying needs of particular localities 
with difficulty and imperfection. It does not possess the local expelience, whioh is 
often needed even to suggest the most suitable and effective policy, and it is not 
aotuated by the immediate personal interest, or amenable to the influence of the 
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intimate personal mo~ives, th~ consta~t1>resence of which mar ~e re<Juired to secure rea 
efficiency and to obtam genmne- e<:<>~omy: Eyen l.ocal· admmIstr~tioJ!. may /luffer from 
unaue routine, but central' admmlStration '.'IS, With 'rare exceptIons, more prone to 
uniformity, and more averse to engage in promising experiments; and, while economy 
of management may sometimes increase with· the, scope 'of ,the underta¥ng'i.w!t~ch 
permits of stricter and more perfect system;......of a more extenSIve and effectIve dIVISIon 
of labour, and a more advantageous purchase and employment of materials and 
machinery-it remains true that, the smaller :the size, of the enterprise, the more real 
and active, the more satisfactory and effectual, is likely to be the personal control of the 
entrepreneWl'. " .. , " . , , 

Whil.." therefore, in ,cases,of,beneficial expenditure, the advantage of which can be 
specifically assigned. <he presumpt,ionis in favour of taxation raised, locally, in cases 
where the benefit is~. ~enerally diffused, a balance must bestruc\ between the need 
of uniformity and the ad" ..,ntage Of variety, between' the prospect of econoniy' prevailing 
over efficiency through the undue influenc6 of' immediate interest, or. of efficiency 
conflicting with economy thrt)ugh the lack of local experience or control,',and between 
the <fegrees, in which the particular locality and the' central Government. are, asa 
matter of. actual.£act, directly concerned. . In such cases the appropriate distribu
tion of the duty of raising the revenue:required may be foune. at any point 'between 
wholly local and entirely central taxation; and in the majority 'of instances, perhaps, 
the balance inclines in the direction of mainly local taxation, supplemented by some 
contribution from the Imperial Exchequer. , 

In the case, lastly, of expenditure, the taxation requisite for which may be described 
mora strictly as .. onerous "-as necessary indeed to the public interest, but not as 
directly conducive.to ~he receipt by the taxpayers, whether individually' or' bollp.c
tive]y, of distinct· advantage---2while'considerations ''of economy and' 'efficrency do -not 
cease to be pertinent, comparisons' of equity, and' of ability to pay,would seem. to 
be more conspicuously'needed.And, owing to the inequalities attending the absence 
of a mixed system of local .taxation, the' presumption appears' clearer' in favour of 
meeting some portion at least. of the expendjture by Imperial taxation. But even here 
the presumption is not of universal application,. and sometimes, if not often, it will 
be the case that the interest chiefly concerned is that of the 10c!!1~ty and pot that of 
the gene!"!!] community, and tqat,. while: tlre latter is involved only to a small extent, 
a great .preponderance of ;"eight .rests with the former.' .' . ,. , 

. . 
Question (8.)-In considermg'in'questiOli (4) the tests tabe applied in determining 

the equity of a tax, or system of taxation; it was seen that in matters of local taxation 
'the house, or building (or, more correctly, ·.the occupation of land and othe,r tenements) 
was. taken as a practical visible test of" ability to pay"; but that the attainment of 

. equity suffered from'the circumstance that this test -(and, in urban districts; in the 
'main the house, or business premises· alone) fc;>rmed, practically speaking". the sole 

. standard of locnl taution, while,. in' the case of the Imperial Taxes, the necessary 
imperfections of the Income Tax were corrected, it might be toughly and im{lerfectly, 
but prob!!oly with substantial justice:, 'by the contributions ·of 'other taxes to ·th!!t 
mixed system of, revenue, of which the-Income'Tax formed one very considerable item. 
'So fl1.r, indeed, as local expenditure is directed to purposes, tho fulfilment of which 
.results in deli-nite, specific. bene~t. the house (or land or· tenement occupied) is a 
good rough test of the proportion of benefit -reaped, but, so far as the' test of ,benefit 
received is inapplicable, and 'it is: necessary .to· : have recourse to the· ultimate test of 
" ability to pay," it seems desirable to supplement tates levied on, houses and: other 
occupancies Py taxation raised from 'somB different source Or soure.es. Th!) ,taxation 
of commodities for local purposes by local authorities . is, " by general admission, 
unElco~o?Iic: '1'he ,dire?t taxation of .invisibl~ p.ersonalt,f f9r l!>cal purpo~es. by !O~al 
authorIties IS, as, experIence, shows,ver, uncertam and. drfficult.The pohcy remams 
of contributing to local expenditure from the. central e;rchequer; and it is a }lolicy, 
which, despite' of cerLain obvious drawbacks, it seems hardly possible to avoid withol!t 
abandoning the. attempt to secure substantial equity. J . 

Question (9.)-In view of the considerations adva,nced in 'anewer to que~tion (6~b.) 
on the real incidence of rates ' levied on houses 'and trade premises,' a division of the 
rates between the owners and occupiers 01 real. propertl~ wPllld appear more. equitable 
than the assessment of ocoupiers alone., ,The arguljlent doe!! not apply wi.th as much 
force to agrilYUltural as to ul·ban. property" but ,it ~snot irrelevant .. In the.caseof 
:urban propl'l"ty, however, it has .very considerable weight. If, as jt is,' the occupiers 
Dear the mflill burden of the rates. considerations of) equity :woulq eertainlX 8uggell~ &11 
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endeavour to elicit some direct contribution from the owners. If, on tho other hand. 
Bome portion at least of the real incidence now falls on the owners. considerations of 
equity do not oppose the suggestion that a portion of the rates should lie explicitly 
demanded. and manifestly levied, from the source which now invisibly. or at least 
obscurely, contributes. In any event. it is certain that to shift the burden of taxation 
requires an effort, and can only be effected as opportunity occurs; and it is therefore 
more probable that the incidence of taution will fall where it is intended. if it 
be directly imposed, than if it be indirectly obtained through the more or less effective 
medium of another party. •• 

Practical difficulties, no doubt, present themselves in distinguishing, as theoretical 
equity might suggest, between occupiers, who are subject to long leases and have had 
less frequent, or no, opportunities for transferring, at the conclusion of a new bargain, 
part. or the whole, of the burden of new or unforeseen rates, and occupiers, who have 
already enjoyed, and embraced, such opportunities, and in dealing with the different 
varieties of tenure, and the less or more numerous "middlemen" who may intervene 
between the immediate occupier and the ultimate owner. In other words, inequity 
may conceivably attend the uniform treatment of so-called " occupiers" and .. owners" ; 
and in some cases, as it is, the immediate owners directly pay the rates. But, setting 
aside particular questions of practical, though by no means unimportant, detail, geneml 
considerations of theoretical equity certainly seem to point to a division of the rates 
between the owners and occupiers of real property. 

Theoretical considerations, however, can scarcely determine the proportions in which 
the rates should be thus divided. On the practical grounds of existing Scotch 
experience, and of simplicity of assessment, an equal division may be suggested; 
but, on the other hand, it. may be tentatively affirmed that, probably in the case 
of urban, and certainly in the case of agricultural land, some portiou of the incidence 
is shifted under existing oircumstances, and that, accordiugly, it would be more 
equitable that the division should, to some extent, incline in favour of the owner. .A. 
differen~ distribution might on such grounds be conceivably recommended in the case 
of agricultura.l land from that adopted in the case of uI'ban real property; but, on 
the other hand, with the longer tenancies of urban property, another consideration. 
favouring the landlord, tells in the opposite direction, for he dOes not derive the same 
immediate advantage from loral administration and expenditure as that secured by the 
occupier. He may possibly enjoy, at the termination of a lease, the results of an 
improvement to the expense of which he has not contributed; but it is also possible 
that, before he enters into the reversion, the chief benefits of the improvement, and not 
the cost of meeting it, may be at an end. For these reasons a division, both in the 
case of urban and in that of agricultura.l real property, in which the part borne by the 
owner is to that borne by the oocupier as one to two, may, theoretically, be more 
equitable than an equal distribution. 

Question (lO).-Similar oonsiderations to those noticed in reply to ~he last question 
would point to the desirability of explicitly and directly imposing a portion of the 
burden of looal taxation on ground values; and they derive some additional strength 
from the argument that these ground values afford a conspicuous illustration of 
.. unearned increments," whioh it is desirable to reach by taxation, wherever it is 
possible. In answer to, or qualification of, the latter contention, it may be urged, with 
no little force, that injustice is involved in selecting for special taxation a particular 
species of .. unearned increment," when other less obvious and tangible, but no less 
real and extensive, varieties are allowed to escape, that in the peculiar case selected 
it is difficult and hazardous to apply the nice theoretical distinction of what is " earned" 
and what is .. unearned" to the rough confusion of practice, and that the present 
possessors of ground values are not necessarily the actual receivers, but only the 
purchasers at a full price, of .. unearned increment." To these theoretical objections 
to a. special tax on ground values as examples of .. unearned increment s" must be 
added the practical difficulty, advanced by experts before thc Town Holdings 
Committee, of separating the value of the ground from that of the building upon 
it; and these considerations appear to turn the SCalA against the separate rating of 
ground values, especially if the owners of such values are reached by a divi&ion of 
the rates between owners and occupiers, according to the method, suggested in 
Question (12), of allowing a deduction, by each successive tenant in turn, of a portion 
of the rates, similar to that at present pursued in the collection of Income Tax under 
Sohedule A. 

I SSfO!l. Aa 
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Question (ll).-The manner, in which the re.nt obtained by an owner ~f lan~,. or 
rateable .hereditaments, would be affected by the l!lcreaseof an old rate, the ImpositIOn 
of a new, or the reduction or abolition of a rate, would depend:-

(1) on the natu~e. of the tenure; .. . . 
(2) on the condItIOns' of supply and demand prevalhng in the. case of land' or rateable 

, hereditaments. 
If the tenancy were for a long term of years, and the change in the rates 

oCllurredduring its continuance, and could not reasonably have been foreseen at its 
commencement, the rent would be left unaffected until its termination . 
. When 'opportunity for a readjustment of rent occurred, the conditions of supply 
and demand would determine the manner in which the rent would be affected. If, as 
is generally the case, the rates were paid by the occupier, and levied primarily upon 
him; with him· also would rest the Onl}S of shifting the burnen, and the first 
option of transferring the boon. If, as is sometimes the case, the owner had previously 
paid the rates, he would bear the brunt of the burden of an increase, and would 
reap the first-fruits of the benefit of a decrease. 
~ut the extent of the ultimate shifting would depend on the conditions of demand 

and supply, and on the economic circumstances and calibre of either party. If the 
oC(lupier were the weaker, he would bear the main part of . the increased burden, and 
lose the greater portion of the relief .. If the owner were the stronger, he would 
succeed in securing a lion's share of the relief, and in transferring a preponderance of 
the burden. . 

The imposition of 'a new rate would probably operate as a 'more powerful motive 
in inducing the occupier to attempt to shift the burden. than the increase of an old 
rate with which he was already familiar. The benefit derived from the reduction of a 
rate would similarly be, in all probability, less eagerly disputed than that obtained by 
its abolition. In this, as in the first case, the change effected would be likely to be greater 
in magnitude, and would less easily escape notice. It would, therefore, seem to be 
more calculated to stimulate the operation of economic motives and competitive forces, 
while the vis inertia! opposing the effort necessary to shifting would be more powerful 
where the change was less in amount, and more readily ",void effective detection. 

Again, it seems more probable that the reduction or abolitioo of a rate would be 
likely 'to Jlroduce less effect on the rent than the increase of an old or the innpOBition 
of a new rate. The removal ·of a burden would not, itt all probability, so powerfully 
stimulate the efforts of the other party to obtain a share of the relief, as its imposition 
would urge the party, on whom it primarily fell, to shift a portion to other shoulders. 
Here, again, the motive prompting to action is keener, and the vis inertia! opposing 
change is less, in the one set' of cases than in the other.' . ' 

But in no case can benefit be reaped, or injury avoided, except on the hypot,hesis of 
economic superiority; and theoretical considerations will not determine whether the 
landlord or the tenant, the owner or the occupier of land, or of rateable hereditaments, 
is, generally' speaking, economically the stronger or the weaker party. Rent is, theoreti
cally described, a payment for a differential advantage, and when once taxation 
has ,reached differential advantages,. it has a tendency to remain; but, to attain this 
result, an'amount of economic activity may be' required, which may prove impossible 
under the circumstances. An examination of the special circumstances of particular 
cases can alone, determine whether or not this amount of activity is present; and, on 
this point, it does not seem to be possible to add anything to the general considerations 
advanced in answer to Question 6 (b and c) above. 

Question (12).-Similar considerations to those advanced in answering the last 
question apply to the determination of this. But it may be noticed in addition that 
the power of deducting the whole, or a portion, of a rate would, during the continuance 
of a tenancy, were the provision applied to existing tenancies, operate entirely for the 
benefit of the tenant, and would be, strictly and really, a deduction from the rent. At 
the close of a tenancy, when ali opportuuity for striking a new bargain occurred, the 
conditions,of demand and supply might enable the owner to shift part of the burden, 
or even, in exceptional cases, to transfer the whole, but the onus of making the necessary 
~ffort would rest with him and not.with the occupier . 

. Question ,(13).-,-(a.) The immediate consequence of rating property on different 
scales of duty according to its value ,would probably be an additional stimulus to the 
occupier to transfer· the burden to the owner. The scale of the duty may rise or fall 
with the increase of value, and the more probable assumption is that it will rise. On 
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the hypothesis of free oompetition the tenant is already paying 110 higher rent for the 
more valuable property, and the occupier of the less valuable is giving a lower rent 
to his landlord. Rent, being theoretically a payment for the use of a differential 
advantage, tends to equalise the economic position of the occupiers of properties of 
different value. A. rate, increasing in scale with the value of the property, is a 
disturbing factor, and presses with more than proportionately greater weight on the 
occupiers of t.he more valuable property. It, therefore, supplies a powerful motive for 
endeavouring to shift the burden. A.ssuming that the occupiers are partly or wholly 
successful in transferring the inciHence of the. rate io the owners, it will form, to 
the "xtent to which they succeed, a deduction from the rent of more than .propor
tionate amount in the case of the.more valuable property, which.6:& kypotnem was yielding 
a proportionately, but not more than proportionately, higher reut. The rate .will, 
therefore, tend to leBBen the differential advantage of the more highly rented. and 
valuable property, and to improve the relative position of the less valuable. 

If the scale of the duty fallR, and does not rise, with the value of the property, 
it will tend to increase the differential advantage of the mOre valuable property, 'and, 
while there will be a less powerful inducement to the occupier of this, to shift the 
rate, the tenant of the less valuable property will feel a yet keener anxiety to transfer 
a burden which falls on him with disproportionate w(light. The rate, as before, will 
be a disturbing factor; and, assuming that its incidence is transfeI'l'ed from occupier 
to owner, it will place the owners already favoured in a yet more advantageous posi~ion, 
not indeed absolutely, but relatively to their less fortunate brethren, who possess the 
loss valuable property. . , 

. (b.) The imposition of scales of duty, differing according to the character of the 
property, or the purposes for which it is used, will tend to induce a diversion of I1roperty 
from the use which is more highly rated to that which is rated loss highly, and it will 
constitute an additional advantage to property of a character whioh is loss, and a new 
disadvantage to property of a character whichis more, onerously rated. ,It can har~ly 
fail to exert. an effect on rent, and will tt.nd to diminish relatively that of the property 
which, whether it be due to its character, or to the purpose to which it is applied, is 
charged with the heavier burden, and to increase relatively that of the more favoured 
property. But in either case, on the hypothesis of competition, the incidence of the' rate 
can hardly fail to fall in the long run on ront; for rent is lit payment for' differential 
advantage, and a rate of this nature introduces a new and obvious differential advantage 
or drawback. ' . 

AJ:lswers by Mr. G. H. Blunden. 

Prefato7'Y Noie. 
In presenting the subjoined answers to the questions submitted to me by the. Royal 

Commission, I wish to mention that they had already been completed, and were being 
copied when SirE. W. Hamilton's Memorandum reached. my hands. fu these 
circumstanoes I have thought it to be the. most convenient course to embody my 
observations upon that document in the form of an appendix. Footnote references to 
this appendix have been attached to the answers where necessary. 

I have thought it desirable to deal with some of the questions at considerable length 
in order to avoid the somewbat inconvenient alternative of referring the Commission to 
passages in my published writings. The subjects were, in these oases, too complex 
to admit of brevity without sacrifice of intelligibility. I have, moreover, considered it 
due to the Commission to explain my answers where t,hey could not be made self. 
explanatory by a simple statement. If, however, I'had received Sir E. W. Hamilton's 
Memorandum in time, I could probably have curtailed some of the answers·without 
disadvantage by signifying roy assent to his reasonings where they ooincided with 
my own. 

If loan further aBBist the Commi~sion, I shall be happy to respond to any intimation 
to that effect. ' 

Q. 1. Is the olassification of Imperial Taxation, indicated in the accompanying 
Table, a oorreot ClsBBification; if not, wbat alterations can you suggest? 

A. The olassifioation adopted in Table D. is, in my judgment, an immense improvement 
upon that adopted in the simil3l.' Table euburitted to the Royal Commission on 

Aa2 
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.Agricultural Depression, as well as upon those in Mr. Goschen's tables and Mr. Paget's 
return. It is almost identical with that in Table VII. of my own series (Statistical 
Journal Vol. LIX., p. 656), and I do not think much further improvement is possible 
at the p;esent time. If it were pORsible,'it would be highly advantageous to show tho 
real or ultimate incidence of the several taxes, as I have attempted to do with regard 
to rates in Table VI. of the series above referred to. Without this it seems impossible 
to break through the misleading association of the house tax with .. property "-an 
associa1;ion which has been a fruitful source of error in the past. The house tax is the 
only item in the list which is, in any r~al. sense, incidental to the occ~pa~~ of property, 
and I am disposed to suggest the omISSIon of t,ha word "occupa.tlOn from the first 
heading, and ~he transference of t~~ y!~ld of the hous~ tax ~ ~he column headed 
" Taxes levied lD respect of CommodItIes. * I shall deal WIth the lDCldence of the house 
tax in my answer to Question 6, and it is only necessary to add here that occupation and· 
consumptiouare, in relation to houses, economically the same thing.t 

Q. 2. Assuming the classification, is it compltlte, and are the several items correctly 
distributed! 

A. Apart from the treatment of the house tax, referred to above, I am of opinion 
that the distribution of the items would btl improved by the following alterations:
(a .. ) The transfer of the railway duty to the .. Property" columns; (b.) l'he tIJtal 
omission of the land tax; (c.) The allocation of a small portion of the income tax on 
quarries, mines, &c. to the .. Personal Exertion" column; and (d.) The omission of 
the Post Office profit. The reasons for these suggestions are :-(a.) The incidence 
of the railway duty appears to be mainly, if not wholly, upon the shareholders; and 
the duty therefore falls into the same category as the income tax on railways. (b.) I 
regard the land tax, as, in Mill's phrase, "a rentcharge in favour of the public."; 
The force of the reasons for classifying 'it as a national property, and not as taxation, 
appears to me overwhelming. The charge is perpetual, and fully secured; one half 
of the original total has been sold by the State on terms which implied a proprietorial 
character, and has been treated as property by the buyers; and the buyers have in 
many cases been persons, other than the owners of the residues of the charged properties, 
who invested in land tax exactly as tbey might have done in ground rents or rectorial 
tithes.§ The true analogy appears to be to the tithe or to a perpetual rentcharge, and 
the receipts from the land tax should no longer be classed with the tax revenues in the 
Budget, but with those from the Crown lands and the Suez Canal shares. II (c.) ,A large 
llroportion of the mines and quarries of the United Kingdom are worked by private 
persons and firms, and.in these cases the assessments inclUde not only the return on the 
capital invested, but also the" wages" of the managing proprietors. Perhaps 50,0001. 
of tax wonld suffice to cover tbis. (d.) 8ee answer to next question. 

Q. 3. In particular should such an item as the net revenue of the Post Office, be 
treated as a tax, and if so, under which of the heads specified in the Table! 

A. The net revenue from the rost Office should not, in my opinion, be classed as 
taxation. The charges do not appear to me to he higher than would be made if the 
business were still in the hands of private persons or corporations, and I regard the 
surplus as profit and not as taxation. Professor Seligman has disoussed this question 
at some length (" Essays in Taxation," p. 295, et seq.), and I am disposed to regard his 
analysis as scientific and his conclusions as sound. I judge that he regards our Post 
Office charges as " prices" aud the surplus as profit., 

Q. 4. In considering the equity of any tax or system of taxation what tests should 
be applied! 

A. Equity in taxation is usuaUy defined in terms denoting equality of sacrifice. ,But 
this does not carry us much farther, the authorities being divided in opinion as to 
whether this involves progressive"taxation or merely a proportional system. In either 
case it is obvious that equality of sacrifice, as applied to individuals, is quite 
unattainable. Such equality is certainly not to be attained by the use of any single 
gauge or measure, such as income, or house rent, and still less by that of consumption. 
But although the pursuit of equality can never be wholly, or even very largely, 

• Thi. ha. been done by Sir E. W. Hamilton on pp. 49-50 of hi. Memorandum. 
t I concur in the views on this point set oUt in Sir E. W. Hnn:ilton's Memorandum, page 38, &c. 
t Principle. of Political Economy (People'. Ed.), p. 494. 
~&e Bourdin'. La"d Tax, 3rd Ed., pp. 67, 77, 80 and 81; ami Pitt'. Speeches, Vol. III., p. 268 et .e'1 .• 

e.peeiully p. 272. 'See at.o App. Ill., Cn. 3. 
\I See anower to Question 6 c. 

, ) ~ 8ee App. I., pal'. 1. 
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'sucoessful, the quest is not therefore to be abandoned. In general taxation for national 
purposes the exaction of contributions im, proportion to aJrility should be aimed at, ability 
being measured, until more perfect criteria can be devised: (1) by the amount of each 
contributor's property; (2) by his income; and (3) by his expenditure on dwelling-house 
accommodation.* Equity demands, as a matter of course, that there shall be no 

. exemptions of, or omissions to tax, particular classes or individuals. In local taxation 
the element of benefit is more conspicuou~, and as the degrees of benefit resulting from 
the expenditure of the monies raise\! by such taxation are more obviously variable, and 
therefore more susceptible of estimation, the apportionment of certain classes of local 
taxation amongst tbe benefited parties appears to be necessary on equitable grounds.t 
The application of these latter observations will be pnrsued in my answers to Questions 9 
and 10. 

Q. 5. Can you oft'er any suggestions which would assist the Commission in determining 
the question of the real incidence of taxation as distinguished from its primary or 
apparent incidence 1 

A. The first point for consideration in this branch of the inquiry is, I think, whether 
the particulnr tax which may be brought under discussion is.a general tax or a special 
impost peouliar to one class of subjects; or, again, one falling somewhere between 
these two categories. Where the payment of a tax is incidental to the occupation of 
land or buildings, the nature of the occupation, i.Il., whether for residence or business 
purposes, is a faetor of absolutely vital importance. The bearing of these primary 
considerations will become apparent as I proceed. 

Q.6. Could you, for example, state your view as to the real incidenoe of:
(a.) The Inhabited House Duty; 
(b.) Rates levied on houses and trade premises'; 
(c.) Rates levied on agrioulturalland; 
(d.) Taxes on the transfer of property; 
(e.) Taxes on trade profits; 
(f.) Death duties. 

A. (a) ~'he Inhabited House Duty :-The real incidenoe of tbis tax is normally and 
generally upon the occupier.t The essentia.ls of the theory may be very briefly stated. 
Houses are (l) oommodities, and (2) necessaries of life. ~'he occupier is the consumer. 
There appears to be no reason for supposing. that he is any better able to shift the tax 
on his house thlln he would be to shift a tax on corn or bread. Adam Smith and Mill 
held the view, sta·ted shortly, that a small portion of the ta~ fell finally upon the 
ground landlord; the rule of incidence governing the case of agricultural land being 
held to apply to so much of the tax as was proportionate to the ground rent or 
ground value. Several living economists have expressed similar views. Ricardo, on 
the contrary, expressed the opinion that .. in ordinary cases the whole tax would be paid 
both immediately and finally by the ocoupier."§ This view appears to have received 
little or no support from succeeding writers until it was re-stated and (for the first time) 
elahorated by me in the Economio Review for October 1891.11 It was, however, at the 
Bame time receiving a fresh and full embodiment in the work on" The Shifting Ilnd 
Incidenoe of 'fllXatlon" whioh Prof. Seligman pnblished in the following year; lind 

• it has likewise bel'n more recently affirmed by Dr. N. G. Pierson., There seems to 
be no valid reason for the supposition that the theory of taxes on agricultural land has 
any relation to a honse tax. The site of a house is, so to speak, absorbed by the 
building, and it appears to exercise no modifying influence npon the character or 
incidence of a house tax. I entirely accept Mill's dictum that a house tax is, in its 
eft'ect upon the occupier, virtually a tax upon income, measured by a particular branch 
of expenditure.** My experience and obsel"Vation lead me to believe that this view is 
largely and increasingly held by the occupiers of private dwelling-houses who are payers 
of ~he Inhabited Hous~ Duty, and that the exaction of the tax has no more influence 
on rent than the income tax has on wages and profits. Shops pure and simple are not 

• I approve aloo the pre.ent oystem of taxation ofluxuries, regardless of ability. 
t See ADswer to Question 9. 
t Set App. I., par. 2. I find myoelf in entiro agreement with Sir E. W. HRmilton upon this very 

imf0rtant matter. 
Principles of Political Economy (Gonne,>. edifion), p. 182. 

I ClilI. Le.lie had however said something .•• ry simil~.. See Essays in Political Economy, 2nd Ed., 
p. 400. Prof"""or Thorold Roge>'8 a180 apprnxllnated to It 111 h,s speech on local taxation in the Houoe of 
Common., M""ch 23rd, 18S6; aud Dr. Fleemiog J cnkin likewise, see App. I., par. 2. 

, S .. App. I., par. 2. -
•• Principl .. of Politi<lBl Economy (People'. Ed.), p. 503. 
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ohargeable to the Inhabited House DutJ':. and those posse~sing residenti~l accoInInodation 
are 'charged at rates of duty one-thIrd lower than the, rates applIcable to private 
dwelling-houses. This reduction of rate is not, in the majority of cases, sufficient to 
wholly exonerate the busines.s portion of the premises from c~arge, and the question 
of real incidence would be of mterest were not the tax so very hght. If all shops were 
taxed the shopkeepers would ~sually be able to . add the tax (except so ~h as might 
be applicable to attl!-Ched reSidences) to the pnces of the goods sold. as In the case of 
locai rates. But as mere shops are exempt the occupiers of combined premises mus/; bear 
the whole tax themselves. In the latter class of cases there is a small measure of 
taxation of. trade. profits. 

6 (b.) .Rates levied on houses and trade premises :-. I hope it will not be oonsi~ered out 
of place if I suggest here, that rates. are not leV1e~ on houses. They are le,!,led, even 
when paid by the owners, upon speCIfied persons, In respect of the occupat'!fJ'n of the 
houses. '1'hey . are Dot payable for periods during whioh the premises are unoccupied, 
RDd if the occupier fails to pay, there is no remedy (except under compositions) against 
the owner or succeeding occupier. No charge whatever rests upon the property in any 
case. *' So far as private 4 welling-houses are concerned, the real incidence of local 
rates is the same as in the case of the Inhabited House Duty, viz., on the occupier.t 
The essential difference between land rates aDd house rates has been well stated by 
Mr. M'N eel-Caird as' follows :-'" Dwelling-houses on the other hand. are not 
" instruments of productiQ'r)., but' necessaries of life. Demand and supply in each 
" locality, determine their rent '; but the question of its amount is not embarrassed by 
" any consideration on the tenant's part of produce to be raised or profit to be made 
" by their, 101Se.''l .An increasingly large number of householders rightly regard the 
rates they pay as a sort of income tax, and )lot as an increase of the rent or price of 
the house. But the theory of incidence here propounded is in no degree dependent 
upon their so doing. Dealing with oOD;lmodities which are also necessaries of life, 
Professor Seligman observes: "Prices- may rise considerably without appreciably 
.. affecting the demand. The demand for absolute necessaries of life is not apt to 
.. diminish much unless the people starve. The effect of a tax on such commodities 
", would rather cause. a diminution in the more elastic demands for comforts, or for the 
',' less, absolute necessaries."§ , When elaborating this point on a former occasion, I 
said :-" In estimat{ing the proportion of occupiers who would remove to inferior houses 
" if the rates wsre Jilubstantially increased we may safely eliminate the majority' 
" of those ,who are able to save any considerable portion of their income, the diminution 
" of the rate or scale of future savings being a smaller evil than the loss of comfort 
" ann, convenience Which would result from, the alternative course. We may" also 
" exclude those whose means enable them to enjoy lu~ries which they value less than 
" the luxury of a good house; and those who, having no luxuries to surrender, yet 
" prefer to give up some other necessary or decency of life in order to retain the use 
" of a, house of the class to which they have become accustomed. The surrender of 
" some pof.1;ion of their customary house accommodation is, for many reasons, repugnant 
" to the feelings of the great majority of householders, and would only be resorted to 
.. under the strongest pressure, and in a small proportion of cases. .Apart from the 
" 10flS, of accommodation ,and amenities involved. the trouble and expense of removal 
" are .not to be overlooked., But a still more powerful deterrent exists in the feeling 
" that removal to an inferior house is II proclamation of poverty to the world. 
" Whatever we may thinl\: of the sentiment, there can be no doubt that it is widely 
" prevalent, and would cause a retrenchment upon privately consumed necessaries, such 
" as food and fuel, to be preferred in many cases where there aro neither luxuries Dor 
" savings to surrender. II There remain .those who have been especially extravagant 
" in the matter of house accommodation, and who naturally turn their thoughts in 
" this direction whenever retrenchment is necessary from any cause; those also who 
" in estimating the value of the comforts and luxuries they enjoy give their extra 
" house accommodation a low place; and those, finally, who are already on the extreme 

• I find this quite clearly and correctly stated in Sir E. W. Hamilton'. Memorandum, p. 37. 
t See App. 1.,. par. 2. 
t Local Government and Tamtion in Scotland: Cobden Club Essay, 1875. 
§ Shifti~g o.nd ~ncidence of TBx&tion,. p. 148. See also App. I., I!"'" 2. 
\I All this was Ignored by Adam SmIth, who also .... um.d a statIonary demand rath.r than a growing one. 

Ricardo, however, breaks away from Smith on this point, observing that "if the tax he moderate, and the 
" circumstances of the country,such that it is either stationary or adva.ncing, there would be little motive for 
" the occupier of a house to content himllelf with o~e of A worse description." C..onner's ~q.itiQDt p. 182. 
lticardo follows Smith in abnormal """os. 
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.. verge of pauperism."· The disturbance of rents by the removal of these sections to 
inferior houses or to the workhouse would not in' any case bl! equal to the rise of rates 
which caused it, and would usually be much less appreciable. But even this effect 
would only be temporary. Low-class houses would probably suffer no deP!6ciation; 
whilst the rents of medium-class and high-class houses would gradually regain their 
original levels through the check or stoppage of building until the demand had, once 
more overtaken the snpply.t It is sometimes assumed that the builder of houses is 
under the necessity of gauging thQ rent-paying capacity of the prospective tenants 
of the houses which he proposes to build. This is surely a gratuitous supposition. Is 
it not more consonant with fact to say that the builder finds that a demand exists for 
houses of certain classes, and that he meets it, just as a butcher or baker meets the 
demaIld for food? He buys land and bricks, just as the baker buys flour; and, 
whilst paying the market price for what he buys, receives the market price for, that 
which he sells. The letting of the land to him, or of the house by' him, instead of its 
purchase or sale, is immaterial, the economic effect being the same in either case. 
'l'here is no rigid limitation of rent-paying capacity. The rents paid by the artizan and 
labouring classes range from a tenth or twelfth to a third of the' entire income, 
according to the locality and other circumstances.+ This' proves the existence of 
considerable elasticity in the case of the poorest classes. But how much more elastic 
must the capacity of the middle and upper classes be when their luxurious expenditure 
and savings are taken into account? High rates and high rents so frequently co-exist 
8.11 to practically disprove the unvarying and indissoluble converse relationship 
sometimes suggested.§ 
, ,There are, of course, exceptions to the general rule laid doWn in J;heforegoing 
passage. These are found to arise from the absence of competitive oonditions, sllch as 
in the cases of (a.) congested areas in tbe central portions of the metropolis, (b.) 
exceptionally advantageous suburban sites, and (D.) stagnant or dwindling towns. In 
the first two exceptions the burden of the rates will ultimately be wholly or partially 
transfen-ed to the owner of the ground value according as his monopoly is . found 
to be relative or absolute; whilst in the third case this result will, depend upon the 
extent and duration of the excessive supply of houses in the particulwr locality. 

The real incidence of the rates on 'shops and ather business premises would appear to 
. be mainly upon the consumers of the goods made or sold therein. So far as the nature 

and circumstanbes of the trades permit, the tax is no doubt re-charged by the traders 
to their customers in the prices of the goods or charges for work done. But the power 
to do this is limited by outside competition,' and the tendElncytowards uniformity. in 
prices consequent thereupon. Unless compensated by local advantages, any excess of 
rates beyond a general average may fall primarily upon the traders and ultimately 
upon the property owners in the affected locality. II In, the case of mills and 
manufactories for the production of goods for export, and in trades subject to severe 
foreign competition, it is probable that the real incidence of rates is to some extent 
upon wages also.~ .. 

6 ~c.) Rates levied on agricultural land :-Subject to the, following qualifications, I 
concur in the general opinion that their real incidence is upon the property. (1.) I 
concur in Mill's dictum, more recently urged by Sir R. Giffen and some others, that the 

• ohler rates on land have assumed the nature of a rentchargein favour of the State 
similar in effect to the Land Tax, Speaking of the Land Tax, Mill says:-" Wherever 
.. and iT;l so fur as income derived from land is prescriptively subject to a deduction for 
.. public purposes, beyond the rate of taxation levied on other incomes, the sU!'plus is 
.. not properly taxation, but a share of the property in the soil, reserved by the State."** 
He proceeds, in a footnote, to apply this observation to the 'local rates on'land, and 
says :-" As much of these burdens as is of old standing ought to be regarded as a 
prescriptive deduction or reservation, for public purposes, of a portion of the rent." 
There seems to be no escape from the conclusion that the remission 'of the poor rate, 

• Local Taxation and Finsnce (G. H. Bluftden), p. 51. 
t Se. App. I., par. 2. In oovancing localiti .. , tbo chook i •• itbor not experiencod, or is so .light as to be 

unobservable. 
t Mr. Spender (The State and Pensions in Old Age, p. 11) states that on .... half is a .. by no moaDS uncommon .. 

proportion amongst tIm very poor in London. 
§ A long .tudy of tbo (acta has led me to conclude that the very high rates in London, and some of the large 

provincial towns, have had absolutely DO elfect in lowering rent.! or preventing th";r rise. 
II Although PI,of .... r llastable doe. nat commit himself upon the question of the incidence of house rates, 'I 

find myoelf in entire agreement with him as regaro. shops, &c. ; See Publ", Finance, 2nd Ed., p. 420. 
,. I believe this opinion b .. been exp~ by Oliffe Leolie, bot I do not remember 10 haYe 188n it eisewhere • 
•• People'. Edition, p. 494 (Principl .. of Politi ..... Economy). 
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or a substantial portion of it, would,· if the other circums~ances rem~ined unchanged 
add -to tbe selling value of the property a sum approaching the capItal value of the 
remitted tax. To effect this at the cost of the payers of general taxation would be 
equivalent to a present by the State to the landowners for the time being of this capital 
SUIll inas'much as they would be able to realize it by selling, and thus appropriate to 
the~selves the entire future advantage. The buyers and their successors would not 
share this advantage, because of its having been discounted in the price. Mr. Edwin 
Cannan has lately expressed his views upon this point in his usual fearlessly vigorous 
fashion. He says :-" No one is brought up in the belief that he is to inherit land or 
" houses free of poor rates.. Noone buys land or houses without knowing that such 
" things exist. The ~an who sells consols ~n~, buys land, ,and then cla.ffi?urs for 
.. remission of rates, IS no better than a thIef. * (2.) In tImes of exceptIonal or 
prolonged disturbance of agricultural prices and rentals, such as that experienced 
in recent years, the process by which the tax is normally transferred from the first 
Dayer to the property is liable to arrest, and the real incidence would be temporarily 
upon the occupier. (3.) There seems to be no reason for supposing that the rule of 
incidence applicable to agricultural land extends to the farln.houses. On the contrary, 
the rule applicable to dwelling houses generally would operate here, as elsewhere, and 
to this extent the rates payable by farmers will usually fall finally upon themselves.t 

6 (d.) 'I-axes on the transfer of property :-I have given less attention to this branch 
of the great subject of incidence than to some other branches. I am, however, 
disposed to agree with Professor Bastable, rather than with Adam Smith and Mill 
in thinking that some portion of the tax will fall on the buyer. Sales are not, as the 
older economijts imply, generally due to the necessity of the seller, but to the expectation 
of advantage by both buyer and seller. It is, therefore, reasollable to assume that they 
will share the attendant disadvantage of a tax on the transaction. 

6. (e.) Taxes on trade profits :-If the tax is assessed on trade profits in common 
with all the other brancbes of income, as in the case of the income tax, it will 
remain where it is first laid. But peculiar taxes on particular trades, such as the 
tobacconist's license duty, will usually fall upon the trader's customers. The element 
of uncertainty attaches to the case where a tax is imposed upon a trade of a more or 
less monopolistic character, such as that of innkeepers. If this trade should now be 
regarded as a monopoly, owing to the extreme reluctance of the mafSistrates to 
grant new licenses, the tax must be regarded as falling upon the profits of the persons 
carrying on the trade.! 

6. (f.) Death duties :-These cannot be shifted. They fall on the property either 
(1) as an exaction of a part of the capital itself, or (2) by diminishing the net income 
for a number of years. 

Q. 7. Is it possible to frame any criterion whereby the purposes for which taxation 
should be raised locally can be distinguishlld from those for which taxation should be 
raised by the centra.! Government! 

A. No single criterion for this purpose can be framed. But there are distinctions 
whioh to some extent may serve as criteria. (I.) Taxation for providing or 
maintaining local advantages or services should be always raised locally. This 
distinction would mark off the paving, cleaming, and lighting of streets, sewerage 
and sewage disposal, refuse removal, water supplies, cemeteries, markets, municipal 
buildings, baths, parks, libraries and museums, and street improvements, as purposes 
for which the taxation should always be loca.!. (2.) Public money which is of necessity 
expended by local authorities and officials, in cases where the results cannot be 
measured or tested by a national authority, should also be raised locally, unless 
overwhelmingly strong evidence of grave injustice can be adduced in opposition. This 
determines the case of poor relief in its various forms. (3.) In the matter of elementary 
education we have the modifying consideration that the results can be tested and, in 
Borne sense, measured; but opposed to this is the element of voluntaryism, permitted 
.. nd even encouraged by law, which would make it unjust§ to throw the whole of the 

. school taxation of the country upon the country as a whole. If voluntary subscriptions 
greatly diminished, there would be no strong reason to oppose to the transfer of the 

• National Review, Novemher 1896. 
t These qualifications appear to have received from Sir E. W. Hamilton a somewhat inadequate degree of 

attention. I ought also to have referred in the text to the view urged by Professors Thorold Rogers and Cliffe 
LesliE', Mr. Purdy, and MI" Palgrnve, that poor rates lower wagel, not rent .. 

t Cf. SeligmlUl'. " Shifting and Incidence of Taxation," pp. 164 and 168. 
§ I mean unjust to those who tax -themselves to a l..ruJy substantial ""lent fat the support of voluntary 

school •• . 
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whole charge for efficient secular elementary edu.cation to the taxes raised by the central 
Government. The whole cost of the local administration of justice, and, perhaps, that 
of the maintenance of the police forces also, might, I think, be charged upon the. 
national revenues without seriouR disadvantage. Security Rhould, of course, be taken 
for efficiency and eoonomy. . 

Q. 8. Should the two kinds of purposes and the expenditure on them be kept distinct 
or should the expenditure for local purposes be partly borne by the central Government! 

..II. The two kinds of purposes and. the expenditure on them should certainly be kept 
distinct, and the expenditure for local purposes should only be partly bUl'ne by the 
central Government after a case has been made out for a departure from the establish"d 
practice. My reasons for this view are already stated in my reply to the previous 
question. 

Q. 9. Should local rates be divided between owners and occupiers of. real property, 
and if 80, in what proportions! 

..II. I am strongly of opinion that all the existing local rates should be equally 
divided between the occupiers and the owners of the rated premises or property. As 
regards agricultural land, I have nevel' heard or read any reply to the numberless 
suggestions whioh have been made that the apparent incidence should, to this extent, 
be made to correspond to the normal real incidence. Scottish experience of this system 
has, I believe, been wholly favourable. As regards urban rates, and those borne by 
householders in rural districts, quite other grounds have to be urged. .. About two
" fifths of the entire sum raised by rates in England and Wales are expended in poor 
.. relief and elementary education. If to these be added the further expenditure out 
.. of the rates on lunatic asylums, hospitals, public health and vaccination, the pro
.. portion will be raised to about one-half of the whole. These expenses, to which 
.. that for police should, perhaps, be added, are incurred in the discharge of moral 
" obligations and public duties, and a considerable portion of the cost is borne by the 
.. general taxation of the country. It follows, therefore, that the local taxation needed 
.. to defray the balance of the cost should be imposed as nearly as possible in con
.. formity with the principles which regulate the distribution of the burden. of the 
.. national taxes.". 'l'his would mean the entire exoneration of the poorest ratepayers, 
and a substantial reduction of the contributions of the less' poor and of the lower 
middle classes, in respect of the local taxation for these purposes. It would also mean 
the exaction of a much larger measure of contribution from some kinds of property 
than is now secured by local taxation. The equal division of the rates for these 
purposes (caUed by Sir .A. Milner" onerous" rates)t would not, of course, effect 0. 

close adjustment between the weight of the burden and the ability to bear it in 
individual cases, or even as aftecting large classes; but it would, if made effectual, 
oontribute subijtantiaJ.ly to the removal of that" over-burdening of the poorer classes" 
of which Prof. Seligman, a warm admirer of the British national fiscal system, has 
spoken,: as resulting from our system of local taxation.§ 

In, Scotland, the poor, school, and highway rates are equally divided between owners 
and occupiers, and the system appears to give general satisfaction. As recently as 
1889, the method of equal division received fresh legislative sanction, the Scotch Local 

• Government Aot of that year enacling that county rates for new purposes and increases 
in the old ones beyond the average of the previous ten years shall be equally divided. 

Turning to those rates which are more largely in the nature of paymenis for services 
rendered and adl'antages conferred, we enter a region in which the" benefit" theory 
becomes much more generally applicable than in relation to the" onerous" rates. The 
rates of which I am now speaking are mainly urban, those for rural highways being 
the most important exception. The great advantage these latter confer upon the owners 
of the estates served by them is sufficiently obvious, but the case is largely cov~red by 
my earlier observations as to rates on agricultural land. (See Q. 6 (c.).) 

The heaviest of the non-" onerous" rates are those for the paving, cleansing, and 
lighting of the streets, sewerage and sewage disposal, and public improvements. A 
very large proportion of the expenditure for these purposes takes the form of payments 

• Local Taxation ond Finance, p. 7 .~. 
t I lind this is Mr. G. H. Murray's phrase. I bad forgotten it. or4:io. 
t Economic Journal, December 1894. See alro Cliffe L.slie·s Essays, 2nd Ed., pp. 404-S; and Jevon.' 

.. Match Tax,» p. 4". 
§ Tbis .. over-burdening" i. aggravated by the circumstance that rental bas ceased to dOM a """""nably 

accurate measure c4 ehh"r "ability" or " benefit," 'Ihe poor pay away a far higber proportion ot" their income 
in rent than the upper and middle cIasseo, although they too otl<m live in .Ium. wbich would be coDllid •• 'Cd 
untit for the domeotio animal. of the olher oIasses. 

I 180608. Bb 
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in respect of principal and interest of loans, or, in other words, of capital outlay. It has' 
long been regarded as a flagrant injus~ice that a si~~le generation of occupiers should' 
not only bear the whole charge for mamtenance and mterest but that also for repayment" 
of principal; whilst the property-o~~ers, who a.lone are permanently be~efited by the 
outlay, escape scot free. The prOVISI?n of maIn se:we~s' and sewage dIspoSal w?l'ks 
especially is as much a part of the laymg out of a buIldmg estate as that of the mlllor 
sewers which are a recognised charge on the owners. Whether a town consists of one 
estate or many is immaterial, the character of the outlay' being the essential point. 
Apart from capital expenditu~e, considerable outlay is inc~red in sewerage. work which 
~ in. the nature of estate mamtenance, and t.he rates for Interest and maIntenance, as 
well as that for repayment of principal, should, I submit, be wholly borne by the owners. 
The public outlay on the lighting, paving, and cleansing of the streets, not only add" 
to the comfort of the occupiers of the houses, but also raises the letting and selling 
values of the adjacent land and buildings. Were the work not done at all, the houses 
would not command equally high rents, and there seems to be little room for doubt 
tb.at under t.he existing system the tenants are twice taxed for these developments of 
civilization, first to meet the outlay of the public authority, and secondly in extra rent 
upon their own improvements. - The cases of street improvements, the building, 
freeing and maintaining of bridges, and such works as the Thames Embankment are, 
so far as they cannot be met by " betterment" assessments, still more clearly advan
tageous to the owners of property, and such as to call for the application of the 
principle of division of the rates. 

In none of the foregoing cases is it possible to work out the just proportions in 
which the division should be made whh any degree of precision; but I am persuaded 
that if, in order to secure simplicity, the division is to apply uniformly to all rates, 
nothing less than an equal division will meet the equitable claims of the occupiers. 

Q. 10. Should ground values be separately rated for local purposes, and if so, on 
what principles ~ 

.LI._ The separate rating of ground values is, in my opinion, extremely desirable, 
provided that the practical difficulties can be sufficiently overcome to allow of successful 
administration. I am not one of those who think that this development of our rating 
system would prove no more difficult and costly in practice than tbe portions now 
applicable to houseR inclusive of their sites. The invaluable criterion of rental, 
adjusted by competition to the true annual value, which alone makes the present 
system workable, would be absent from a site-tax system. If sales of sites, with or 
without buildings, were suffioiently frequent and suffioiently distributed as to looality 
to afford a good basis of fact in arriving at the capital values of all sites at all times, 
there would be no need to object to a selling value basis for the new tax. But I am 
bound to say that I do not believe these conditions anywhere exist, and that they are 
distinctly absent in London and other leasehold towns. The alternative of hypothetical 
valuations by experts appears to me inadmissible, having regard to the astounding 
disparities constantly revealed iIi evidence of this class in the law courts and elsewhere, 
and in view of ·the costliness of such a method. I am, however, not without hope that 
some way out of the difficruty may be found whioh is not at present apparent to me. 
Failing this, I am disposed to recommend that the taxation of ground values shorud 
be effected by (1) giving occupiers who are tenants for short terms the right to deduct 
.one-half of the rates from the rents; and (2), in cases of leaseholds and perpetual chief 
rents and feu duties, by giving a similar right of deduction to the holders of inter
.mediate interests. I would snggest that the proportion of the total rate or rates to be 
deducted by these persons should be that (not exoeeding one-half) borne by the lease 
or .chief rent to the rateable value of the whole property. . 

May I state here my views as to the theory applicable to the taxation of ground 
values t (1.) I am of opinion that this class of property at prtlsent escapes, in the 
great majority of oases, all share of contribution to local taxation. This exemption 
appears to be unintentional and acoidental, as well as inexpedient and unjust, and 
therefore to require revooation. (2.) The reasoning of my answer to Question 9, as to 
" onerous" rates, of course, applies to urban land, but I think there are speoial reasons 
for making the contribution to be exacted from this class of property a substantial one. 

• P.lgrav. (Local Taxation of Great Britain, p. 67) says on this point :_" Thu. the improvement of the 
locality would be effected with the tenant'. mon.y, to hi. imm.diate as w.1I &II abiding prejudic.... H. 
considers t~t the' taxation of occupiers for general district, sewerage, dminage, town improvement, roads and 
bridges, paving and lighthing, and sanita1'Y purposes infliots great injustic., and he approv.. the suggestion 
that the rates for these purposes should b. equally divided, Ibid., pp. 13, 24, and 60l et seq. 
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I need not dwell on the arguments which have become familiar in relation to 
"unearned increment." But I would like to suggest tbat a very considerable portion 
of the increase of value usually referred to under this description is directly due to tbe . 
expenditure of local public funds J'aised by rates. This happens in two ways: (a.) 
Wben a building site in a town or its suburbs is sold or leased, it is sold or let with 
an endowment of advantages and improvements created by successive generations of 
inhabitants. acting as an organised society, at great cost. This cost bas been borne 
by a long succession of occmpiers, bllt the advantage largely accrues to the owners, 
who have contributed nothing. The endowment consists of some or all of tbe 
following items: street improvements, bridges and approaches, fElrries, open spaces and 
parks, sewers and sewage disposal works, waterworks and gasworks for public purposes, 
markets, municipal buildings and estates, museums, art galleries, libraries, schools, 
batbs, fire stations and equipment, and cemeteries and streets repaired, improved, and 
lighted since their first formation. (b.) The site is sold at a price which also includes 
the value of tbe expectation that all tbese advantages will be maintained at the public 
cost for ever. The argument is grealty simplified by supposing that a town is built 
entirely on one estate. It is evident that if the estate or any part of it be sold or 
leased the seller or lessor will realise and appropriate the value imparted to the 
property by both the accumulated publicly-acquired advantages and the expectation of 
maintenance and further improvement at the public expense which the existing laws 
cast upon the occupiers. The money value of all this mnst, of course, vary in different 
towns, and will be difficult to calculate. But that it exists, and is realisable, hardly 
admits of doubt. If the rulers of the town had the legal power, and it were practicable, 
to treat with the landowner on equal terms, and to bargain with him for the use by 
the occupiers of his land of everything created by the townspeople acting as an 
organised society, Bnd for the maintenance in the future of such advantages thus 
conveyed as involve continuous or recurrent expense, there can be no reasonable doubt 
that the landowner would be glad to compound for the enfranchisement of his land 
by the payment of a share of the enhancement of value 01' rental to the town. 

If I am right in believing that a considerable portion of the great jump in the 
rent or vnlue of urban and suburban land which results from its conversion from 
agricultural to residential uees is to be thus acoounted for, the Bcale of contribution 
suggested above,* which might appear at first sight to be unreasonably high, will not 
be found inequi table. It is, I think, unfortunate that the definition of t4e term" private 
improvement works" should have been so narrowly restricted, and that the local 
authorities should be unprovided with other means of recovering outlays and levying 
contributions beside those of the general district rate and the so-called private improve
ment rate. Were the 5cope of the latter enlarged. BO as to cover all sewerage and 
sewage disposal works and public water Bupplies,t the necessity for so bigh a scale of 
deduction from ground rent would partly disappear. But this would not suffice by 
itself. Equity would still require that the owner of each new building estate should 
pay a composition to the local authority for participation in the endowment of 
improvements and advantages created and maintained .at the publio expense. If thi", 
were partly in the nature of a capital payment at the outset, the character of the 
payment would be better understood, and the odium attaching to the levying of a 

• high rate of taxation would be avoided. 

Q. 11. Under what conditions and in what manner would the rent which could be 
obtained by an owner of land or rateable hereditaments be affected, if at all, by

(a.) The increase of an old rate. 
(b.) The iUlposition of a new rate. 
(c.) The reduction or abolition of a rate. 

A. This question is partly answered in my replies to Questions 6b and 6c. It is 
necessary to distinguish the cases of (a) agricultural land; (b) houses; and (c) shops 
and other business premises. The rent of land would, in normal circumstances, be 
lowered by either the increase of an old rate or the imposition of a new one, and 
would be raised by the redllction or abolition of a rate. The rent of a dwelling-house 
would, in normal ciroumstances, be unaffected by either cil'()umstance. The rent of a 
shop might be somewbat affected, upward by the laet, and downward by either of the 
othors. In the first and third cases the effect would probably not be immediate, and 
might, owing to oiher circumstances, not be very noticeable when it did occur. 

• Sre answer to Question 10, last sentence of par. 1. 
t There ...... precedents f~r charg;ng """' .... with the co..t of public waler supplies in the private Acts in 

force in Liverpool, N.w ..... tI .. GIld Bury (Lau .... ); aod possibly iu olher cases. 
Bb2 
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-Q. 12. Under what conditions -and in what manner would the rent which could be 
obtained by an owner of land or rateable hereditaments be affected, if at all, if an 
occupier _by whom a rate had hithe~to been paid were empowe~ed to ded~ct the who~e 
or a portion thereof from the rent In the same manner as he IS now entatled to do III 

the case of Income Tax (Schedule .A.) 1 
A. If land rents were nicely adjusted at the time of the grant of a right of deduction 

to the occupier, the change would cause them to rise, but under present conditions 
such a result would probably not be very general. House rents would not be 
permanently affected by such a change, provided that the house owner, when not the 
freeholder, had a corresponding right of deduction. In towns possessing an ample 
supply of houses the temporary effect would be very slight, if felt at ali; in towns 
inadequately supplied the effect might be to cause a more prolonged rise of rents. 
Shop rents would probably be similarly governed by the state of supply aud demand, 
"but might permanently rise to some slight extent. This rise would,if experienced at 
all, probably not be general. 

Q.13. What is the effect, if any, upon rent of rating property:-
(a.) On different scales of duty according to the value of the property. 
(b.) On different scales of duty according to the character of'the property or the 

purposes for which it is used. 
A. (a.) The effect of charging different scales of duty according to the value of the 

proJ?erty would be, if the differences were considlJ'l"ahle, to induce some occupiers to endure 
an Inferior class of houses. For a time low-class houses would be appreciated, and 
high-class houses depreciated, but this effect would gradually disappear. The plan 
suggested is already in operation in the case of the Inhabited House Duty and in 
that of rates on houses of values below the compounding limits. The effect is scarcely 
perceptible in the former case owing to the lowness of the scales of duty. 
_ (b.) The Scotch plan of "classification" is of little effect in areas in which the 
holdings are chiefly of one class. But where operative, the effect would be to raise 
farm rents and possibly shop rents also; the rise being at the expense of the 
occupiers of private dwelling-houses. In Scotland, the method only applies to the 
occupier's half of the parochial ratl's, the owners paying the other half according to 
a uniform scale. This limitation gives the method a justification which it would not 
otherwise possess. ' 

Q. 14. Can you make suggestions to the Commission as to any methods of raising 
revenue for local purposes, otherwise than by means of rates 1 

A. After -many years' careful consideration of this question from many points of 
'view, I have come to the conclusion that the best method of raising revenue for local 
purposes, otherwise than by means of rates, would be the creation of a new tax which 
should fall equally upon the income or annual value of every description of income
yielding property, whether personal 01' real, visible or invisible. Shortly before I 
received the list of printed questions from the Secretnry to the Royal Commission, I 
'completed an essay in which this course was proposed and the outlines of the con
templated fiscal machine were drawn. This essay was submitted to the Editor of the 
•• Economic Journal," and at once .accepted for publication in the December number 
of that organ. It will, I hope, appear in time for submission to the Royal Commission, 
and I need not, therefore, enter into details here. It will be observed that the 
suggestion is to tax the annual product, and not the capital value; and the scheme 
follows the income tax model as far as possible. Assuming that the exemptions, 
abatements, and deductions now operative in the case of the income tax, were extended 
to the suggested new tax, a r!lte of sixpence in the £ might be expected to yield a 
revenue of ten millions a year. * 
_ Another suggestion may be thought deserving of consideration, viz., that the money 
value of all new liquor licenses should be secured to the local authorities at the time 
of the grants. At present, the grant of a new full license is equal to a gift of, in many 
cases, from 5,OOOl. to lO,OOOl., which can be at once realised by the sale of the premises 
to which the license attaches. This value, created by the act of a public authority, 
,should clearly be retained by that authority for the public use. Perhaps it would be 
advisable to secure the annual value rather than the capital value, in order to avoid 
complications in the event of the license being subsequently withdrawn. It would be 
as easy to obtain tenders expressed in terms of annual value as in terms of capital 
value. 

• See Appendix 3. 
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I have already, in my answer to Question 10, suggested that future sewerage and 
sewage disposal works should be charged for as private improvements; and that mw 
building sites should be charged with a composition for pre-existing improvements 
and advantages created at the public expense. Another mode of relieving the publio 
rates will be suggested in the answer to the next question. 

Q. 15. Does any point not included under any of the foregoing questions occur to 
you on which having regard to the terms of reference to the Commission you wish 
to express an opinion t ' • 

.A. I am of opinion that a very serious and wholly unnecessary waste of locuJ. revenue 
is at present going on owing to the imperfections of ,the legislation governing 
compounding for rates. It appears to me to be perfectly just and reasonable that, if 
the public interest requires the payment of the rates on hOllses and other tenements 
\>f small value by the owners, the latter should perform the duty without reward, as' 
is done by the importers of tea, spirits, wine, &c. ; by British brewers and distillers; 
and by tenants of houses, lands, &c., in the case of. the property tax (Income Tax 
Schedule A.). As a matter of fact, small houses let much better when the rates and 
water rent are included in the weekly or fortnightly rent, and the system is advantageous 
to the owners, even without any compounding allowance beyond a deduction for empties 
and lost rents. I submit that the maximum allowance for all purposes, under both 
the Poor Rate Assessment and Collection Act of 1869 and the Public Health Act of 
1875, should be cut down to 15 per cent., but that the owner should have the option of 
electing in advance to forego the composition and to claim instead an allowance on the 
actual empties. In Gateshead, where the Corporation raised 60,252t. by means of 
rates in 1895-96, and notwithstanding that the Corporation induced the owners of 
compounded property to accept an allowance of one-third instead of one-half under 
the Public Health Act, 1875, the loss by compositions (exclusive of poor rates) 
amounted to 6,603Z. I judge that not more than one·fourth or one-fifth of this sum 
was properly applicable to empties, and that the' remainder was a gratuity to the 
compounding owners at the expense of the non.compounding ratepayers. I am informed 
that judicial decisions have converted the word" may" in the proviso to section 211 of 
the Public Health Act, 1875, into "must," and that the compounding owners in 
Gateshead could have insisted upon their legal right to a deduction of one-half had they 
been so minded. As it was, the gratuity (taking it at 4,500l.) was equal to the produce 
of a rate of 4d. in the £ ovel' the whole borough. 

The only other matter upon which I propose to offer an opinion is the urgent need 
of a Provincial Valuation Act, framed mainly upon the lines of the Metropolis Valuation 
Act. The absence of such an Act makes the actual levy of the rates operatl) most 
unjustly upon certain classes of the ratepayers in many localities. The chief sufferers 
in recent yoars were the occupiers and owners of land, but the Agricultural Rates Act 
has now made their case less important. The co-operation of the surveyors of taxes 
would now be welcomed by most of the overseers and assessment committees, as 
caloulated to strengthen their hands and to secure uniformity. The position assigned 
to this officer under the Metropolitan Act should not be weakened in the Provincial 
Act, 8.1! 'proposed in Mr. Sclater Booth's latest Bill, the need for a strong official being 
greater 1D the provinces than in London. - I could give illustrations of the injustice 
of the present system due to this le!1;islative failure, if desired. I enclose a copy of a 
leading article on this subject contrihuted by me to the .. Manchester Guardian" of 
January 7th, 1890.t 

G. H. BLUNDEN • 

.APPENDIX 1. 

OBSERVATIONS upon Sir E. W. HAMILTON'S MEMORANDUM on LOCAL TAXATION. 
The points upon whioh I find myself in agreement with the writer of this extremely 

able offioial paper are 80 numerous that it would be t"dious to go over them seriatim. 
I am able to give my unqualified assent to the great bulk of his statements and con
clusions, and I trust thBt the spirit of my observations may not be misunderstood if I 
contine them to those points as to which the agreement is not oomplete. 

• Mr. Albert Poll strongly urge. Ihis vie IT in Ihe" Journal of tb. Reyal Agricultural Soci.ty," 1995, 
pp. 631 and SM. If I remember arigbt, h. opposod it tin company .. ith Mr. C. S. Read) 20 years ago. 

t Appondi" 2. 
Db3 
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1. Post Office Surplus.-1 am unable to discover an:y essential difference of character 
by which the charges of the' Post Offioe for the oa:r:nage of parcels and for telephone 
servioes may be distinguished from those of the r~llw~y and telephone oompani~s for 
the like services. I regard these charges as fallrog roto the same olass as railway 
and steamship companies' oharges for the oarriage of passengers, freight, and mails ;. 
and I think the Post Offioe oharges for the oarriage of letters and the transmission 
of telegrams must be similarly olassified. The oharges of those looal authorities 
which possess waterworks and gasworks, for domestio and trade supplies of these 
commodities, are not officially classified as rates or taxes, although, in the case of 
water, the charge is not proportioned to the oonsumption. Influenced by the latter. 
fact and by the monopolistic character of Governmental postal, telegraph, and water 
,.IDd~rtakings, Professor Seligman originally classified the charges in these cases as 
taxes (SBe "Quarterly Journal of Economios," April 1893). But he has since changed 
his :views upon the subject, and now classifies them as prices (SBe my answer to 
Question 3). 

2. The Incidence of the Inhabited House Duty, and of the Local House Rates. -I think 
it a matter for congratulation that this subject has been so largely and successfully 
freed by Sir E. W. Hamilton from the state of complexity and confusion into whioh it 
had fallen in reoent years. Much of the confusion was caused by the disregard of the 
fundamental and vital distinction of house rates from land rates, whioh all the older 
economists had been careful to emphasise. More confusion was oreated by the 
careless (not to say reckless) description and classifioation of these imposts as "taxes on 
real property." Sir E. W. Hamilton not only avoids these errors but strongly 
emphasises the necessity for a more careful discrimination in these respects. But I 
hope he will allow me to say that, after his clear recognition of the close analogy between 
the house duty and the local house rates, and of the fact that these imposts "are taxes 
not differing economically from the duties in respect of consumable articles,"· I am 
a little disappointed to find him, further on, placing only one·half of the house rates 
under the heading of "taxes in respect of oommodities."t These rates being "a tax 
in respect of a commodity which is a necessary of life,"t and being also payable by 
the occupiers in the first instance without any legal right of recovery, I find it very 
difficult to discover how, in normal circumstances, the occupier can shift any portion 
of the burden whatever. The former duty on corn in this country, and all such taxes 
on oommodities which are necessaries of life (other than houses) elsewhere, have 
invariably been held by economists to fall wholly upon the consumers. I am, therefore, 
at a loss to understand why, assuming a normal demand, any exception should be made 
in the case of houses. I have always been careful to allow that under abnormal 
conditions the incidence may be partly, or even wholly, upon the owners; and I 
have similarly insisted on the necessity of distingnishing the case of shops and other 
business premises from that of private dwelling-houses. Sir E. W. Hamilton is himself 
led by the course of his argument to say (page 39) :-" It would seem, therefore, to 
follow that such rates must fall on the occupiers"; and although he proceeds to say 
that "this is not a necessary consequence," the reason given relates only to shops, 
regarding which I am in substantial agreement with him. Two reasons are given 
on page 38, which appear to me to have more validity in relation to dwelling·houses. In 
these the rates are contrasted with the Inhabited House Duty by reason of (1) their 
variability, and (2) their effect when the rate in the pound is nnusually high. The 
first of these reasons will be found, on examination, to merge into the second; and 
this, in its turn, may be quite fairly said to relate, as pointed out by Ricardo, 
to an exceptional oondition of affairs in particular localities. Happily, high rates do 
not, in the great majority of British towns, prevent the rapid growth of population and 
wealth, or the maintenance of an active demand for new houses.§ I have, therefore, 
felt justified in regarding the existenoe of a steady demand as the normal ruling factor 
in working out my theoretic views upon the subject: As the result of a long andclose 
consideration of this question, I have arrived at the conclusion that .the difference 
(generally only slight) between my views and those of Adam Smith, J. S. Mill, and 
Professor Bastable is mainly due to my having taken a condition of growth and 
advance as the pormal one, whilst they have apparently assumed a stationary or decaying 
condition as the basis of their arguments. Professor Bastable, it is true, says: "Even 
" in an advanclng locality the shifting may be on the ground rent.-·The increase of 
" house rent that checks building thereby reduces the demand for building ground. 
" and consequently lowers its value."1! But this rising of both rent aud rates has been 

• p. 88. t p. 46. t p. 53. § See answer to Question 66. 
II Public Finance, 2nd Ed., p. 420. 
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going on for many yearS in nearly all·. the larger British towns arid urban districts' 
without the resulting check to building which he assumes as a necessary consequence" 
Instead of lowering ground values, these have continued to rise, even in the most 
heavily rated towns, in a persistent fashion strongly indicative of freedom from fiscal 
hindrances. Professor Edgeworth (" Economic Journal," March 1897) agrees that; 
"dwelling-houses belong to the general category of consumable products";· but he 
dissents from the opinion that they are "absolute necessaries of life" of which it can 
properly be said that "prices may »ise considerably without appreciably affecting the 
demand."t As, however, he allows that this view is correct" in the case of the dwelling
houses of the labouring classes in certain localities";t that" the occupant in the 
" suburbs has in general to pay the entire tax";~ j,hat "when the demand of the 
.. consumer, the occupier, is perfectly inelastic, he will bear the whole tax";§ that 
.. there is an essential difference between the effects of a tax on ground rent and a tax 
.. on occupation rent";11 and, finally, that "taxes are very apt to rest where they 
strike ";' it would appear that the difference between his views and my own arises from 
his disposition to regard as exceptional the conditions which I regard as normal or 
actually prevalent in a preponderating degree. I am content to accept his dictum that 
.. tbe law of value for house accommodation is (for long periods) essentially tbe saine 
" as for corn."·. 

I am disposed to think that even if the views of Adam Smith, J. S. Mill, ProfessoI'> 
Bastable, and Professor Edgeworth are to prevail over those of Ricardo, Professo!: 
Seligman, and Dr. N. G. Piel'sontt (with which my own substantially agree), the 
resulting apportionment of the local rates between owners and occupiers would still 
place more than one-half of the final burden on the occupiers; probably not less than 
three-fourths. Whilst thinking it right to dwell upon this subject at some length with 
the object of assisting in the work of accurate tabulation so courageously undertaken 
by Sir E. W. Hamilton, I am prepared to agree in recommending the equal division of 
all rates as a fair and reasonable working arrangement. 

3. Tbe Tables on pages 44 to 51.-As the Table on page 45 is not used as a 
ste!, in the series of calculations, and as it conflicts with the facts, it might be advisable 
to omit it from any reprint for public use. Similarly, tbe whole of the figures on 
page 46 proper are so considerably upset by those in the footnote as to make· it worth 
while to reconstruct the wholt> of the calculations based upon them. Sir E. W. Hamilton 
has anticipated my objection to the classification of the house duty as a tax on property; 
and, if my answers to Questions 2 and 3 are admitted to be correct, the elimination of 
the Land Tax and tae Post Office surplus will also be necessary. Finally, I am hopeful 
that fuller consideration will bring hoth Sir E. W. Hamilton and the Commission as 
a whole to the conclusion that at least three-fourths of the rates on houses sllOuld be 
treated as at present a charge on the occupiers as urged above. Allowing for differences 
of area, these points largely explain the divergent results shown in Table J. (page47) 
and Table Vl. of my own series (U Statistical Journal," December 1896); and those 
also revealed by a comparison of Table N. (page 50) with my Table VII. The mode of 
calculation pursued in working out my Tables will be found explained in chapters 
2 and 3 of the paper to which they are appended. . 

4. Conoluding Remarks.-Paragraph. 5, p. 52, appears to me to need a slight 
• emendation. For four centuries the ancient English system of distributing local 
taxation was based on .. ability measured by property."H In the seventeenth century 
this was modified by the substitution of taxes on housebolders proportioned to rental 
or annual value for taxation of personal property.§§ The non-asseRsment of stock. 
in-trade under this new rule was much more probably deliberate, and les8 the result of 
accident, tban is generally supposed. It was the necessary complement of the exonera
tion of the farmer's cattle and crops. Instead of the words, "Hence annual value 
of visible property displaoed • ability' as the measure of contribution," I suggest 
that it would be more correct to Hay that, .. annual value became tbe standard by 
wbich the • ability' of householders was to be measured." i'he next paragraph 
is also a little too wide. The exemption of stock on lands ·from chargeability to the 

• Op. Cit. P. 66. t p. 62. f p. 62. § p. 64. II P. 67, note and text. 
~p.~ "~~ 

tt Stl!, as to Dr. Pi.....,n, " Economic Journal," Vol. 6, p. 435. I haTe BSCert&ined that the figure 3 on p. 436. 
lin. 10, should b. (u the oontext shows) .2. S"" aho .. Economic .Journal," Vol. 7, p. 62 and p. 61, not.6. I 
may a1BO mention tbe lara Dr. Fleemine Jenkin &8 one Qf the autbori.i ....... bo held tbe same views on tbia 
subject All Profes.'IOr Seligman and myself. See Papers. Vol. 2, pp. 116 and 117. 

ft Cf. DoweU·. History of Taxation, Vol. 1, pp. 69 ., "'I and 130; and Seligman's Essays in Taxation, p.44 • 
. §§ Cannan', History of Local Rates, p. 60 d "'I' 
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land tax l-emoved what was • then ,much the largest ,class of personal property 
outside the area of assessment. Apart from this, the paragraph is a weloome contras~ 
in the matter of acouracy to some previous official documents and utterances on the 
subjeot of the land tax. I desire also to express my ooncurrence in the observations 
in the succeeding paragraph, but with the reservation as to the Land Tax contained in 
my answer to .Question 2. . . . . . . 

The foregolllg' observatlOns are offered, not as CritICIsm, but as a contnbutlOn to 
the discussion of the extremely difficult problems reviewed in Sir E. W. Hamilton's 
Memorandum. I should like to be allowed to add that I consider the memorandum to 
be one of the ablest official papers ever written on the subject of local taxation. ' 

G. H. ELUNDEN. 

APPENDIX 2. 

ARTICLE contributed to "THE MANCliEsm GUARDIAN," Tuesday, January 7th, 1890. 

When the Metropolis Valuation Act was passed, 20 years ago, it was ,the intention 
of the Government, to proceed without delay to extend its operations, subject to 8uch 
modifications as might be necessary, to the remainder of England ·and Wales. But 
nothing whatever has been done, and that chaos of rates, authorities, and areas of 
taxation, 80 forcibly described by Mr. Goschen in his speeches as President of the Poor 
Law Board, remains still unsubdued. into anything resembling an. ordered system. 
So long a period has elapsed since the question was prominently before the public, 
that it may be worth while to recall the main points in respect of which reform is 
required. In order that a system of valuation may be just and fair, it.is absolutely 
essential that there shall be uniformity of method and equality of treatment: (I) as 
between one person and another in the same parish; (2) as between parish and parish 
in the same union; 'and (3) as between union and union iii the same county. U Illess 
these fundamental principles be secured, it is obvious not only that any ratepayer 
may be required to pay more than his fair share of the rates levied in his parish, 
but that the parishes in any union may be. contributing in unfair proportions to the 
common charges of the union, and that the unions may in like manner be required to 
contribute too large or too small a quota of the county rate. Now, as a matter of 
fact too notorious to need proof, these necessary and inevitable results of the absence 
of uniformity and equality do actually follow iI! a large proportion of the parishes 
of England and Wales outside the capital, and in a lessel' degree in the bulk of the 
remainder. That this should be so will occasion no surprise, when it is stated that the 
overseers ,(to whom the preparation of the parochial valuation list is confided) have no 
means whatever of ascertaining at .first ha.nd what rents are paid for the properties 
they are required to value. Very rarely, indeed, professional valuers are called in, but 
then only to deal with· special classes of property, such as railways, mines,. and 

. mansions, it being no essier for the valuer to asoertain the rents of houses and lands 
than it is for the overseers. In some of the larger towns this defect is remedied by 
procuring copies of the triennial property-tax valuations. . The latter are based upon 
the actual rents in all cases of borui,..fide annual tenancies at rack-ren t, the amounts being 
returnable by the individual occupiers, under penalties for fraud or evasion. Where 
these copies are regularly prooured and acted upon there is seldom much room for 
criticism of the resulting valuation list, but even in these oases there 8.!.·e a sufficiently 
large number of holdings not rented at rack-rents or not rented at all to furnish 
. considerable scope for difference of opinion between the valuing anthorities for local and 
for Imperial purposes. In the great majority of provincial parishes no regular system 
of ascertaining the rents is attempted by the overseers. ,. 

The inequality of the assessments of individual ratepayers is, however, by no means 
the only matter needing attention. It not un frequently happens that in a union where 
the majority of the pari~h valuations are fairly well made one parish will be a flagrant 
exception, and, by the undervaluation of the property within it, will shift a portion 
of its burdens to the shoulders of the ratepayers in the other parishes of the union. 
A further difficulty arises from the absence of a uniform soale of deductions from gross 
vaiue for the purpcb'e of arriving at the rateable value. F'rom these causes it h8s 
come about that the County Rate Basis Committees all over the country have declined 
to acoept either the gross or net value' column of the poor-rate assessments as the 
'basis for apportioning the county rates a.mongst the several unions in the respective 
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counties, but have instead adopted the property-tax assessment!! as the basis for this 
purpose. A good deal of friction and inconvenience also results from the existencl' of 
two independent valuations with distinct revising authorities, double appeals being 
necessary in order to secure a rectification of rates and taxes in cases of reduction of 
rent, with sometimes a conflict of judgment in the end. The whole of these defects 
are met, and in the main overcome, so far as London is concerned, by the provi~ions 
of the Metropolis Valuation Act, which amalgamates the proceedings of the overseers 
for preparing the valuation list with those of thtl surveyor of taxes in the preparation 
of the property tax asspssment, and. the valuation thus jointly produced stands good. 
subject to appeal, for all rates and taxes, whether local or Imperial. It may be asked 
why the benefits of this measure have not been extended to the provinces, and the 
answer appears to be that the delay is chiefly due to the objection of provincial rating 
authorities to the position 3Esigned in the Metropolitan Act to the surveyor of taxes. 
'l'he point is ODe which only arises in connexion with holdings for which no rack
rent is paid, inasmuch as the rent is in all other cases the basis of valuation, ann is 
binding on all parties. In those cases where the occupier is also the ownpr, or is a 
beneficial occupier under a lea~e, provision for a difference of opinion is necessary, and 
in the Metropolitan Act this is ~ecured by giving the surveyor of taxes an effectual 
right of objection to the figures of the overseers, with the l'0wer to substitute other 
figures, subject to appeal. This appeal may either be made by the overseers or the 
ratepayer, or by both; but the overseers claim that the position should be reversed, 
and that the surveyor of taxes should be required to appeal, and produce evidence 
for all objections made by him to their lists. In the last of Mr. Sclater-Booth's 
abortive Valuation Bills this point was concedtld, but as the Bill was not proceederl 
with, it would appear that this WII!I in other quarters considered too great a sacrifice of 
existing Crown l"ights of taxation. It would, indeed, be a very serious innovation 
to transfer the onus of proof from the person taxed (upon whom it rests at 
present) to the taxing authority, and it may fairly be said that while it is comparatively 
easy for the former to prove an overcharge, it would often be very difficult for the 
latter to produce evidence of under-assessment. To some extent such a chacge would 
nol only jeopardise the Imperial revenues from the property tax and house duty, 
but also that from publicans and beersellers' licences, by placing them mainly under 
the control of officers owning no responsibility to the Crown. 

Lest this statement should appear to cast any reflection upon gentlemen such 
8S those who in Manchester and the other large towns fill the office of overseer 
with credit, it must be pointed out that in the small towns and toural districts the 
overseers are necessarily drawn from a very much less independent class of persons. 
In many small towns, favour and discrimination are by no means unknown, and ill 
rural districts, where the overseers are chiefly drawn from the farming class, the 
influence of the squire is necessarily more or less felt. The overseers are an 
unpaid body, often changed YE'ar by year, and having no special training for their 
duties; and when an a8sistant overseer is elected by the ratepayers and paid out of 
the rates, the fear of giving offence is frequently more potent than the desire to be 
impartial in determining his attitude in particular cases. Whilst it must be admitted 
that the surveyor of taxes is prone' to take a .. prerogative view" of his duties, 
he has the advantage of being entirely independent and free from the fear of his 
more powerful neighbours, whilst he rarely remains sufficiently long in one place to 
acquire any strong prejudices against or preferences for particular individuals. 
Probably less objection would be f'ntertained to his acting as the official assessor 
if the tribunal for hearing appeals were a representative instead of a nominated 
authority, as in the case of the present local commissioners of taxes. In Scotland, 
where the county and borough authoritIes appoint the official assessors, their choice 
almost invariably falls lIpon the surveyoT of taxes, and arrangements are made 
with the Board of Inland Revenue for the devotion of a portion of his time to 
the performance of the duties of the office. This plan works extremely well, and 
has rpceived the approval of many authorities upon the subject; but it ia possible 
that the responsibilIty felt by the assessor to his local employers somewhat mitigates 
the rigour with which he discharges his duties to the Crown in his other capacity of 
surveyor of taxes. However that may he, hIS special training and official advantages 
will probably always carry considerable weight. In London the officer of the Crown is 
placed at 'a considerable disadvantage, as compared with his present position in the 
provinces, in having to submit to the adjudication of the assessment committees of the 
unions upon all appeals in matters of value; and the objection on the part of the Inland 
Revenue Dopartment to the applic:ttion of this portion of the Metropolitan plan to the 
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provinces nould be as great as' th~t of th.e oversee!s to thepredomin~n.ce 0.£ 'tho 
Crown surveyor in the preparation of the hst. Posslbl.y the County CounCIls W:Ill be 
calleu upon to undertake the hearing of valuation appeals by means of loc~l ~omml~tecs, 
and if the continued existence of the present bodies of local tax commlSSlOnera III an 
age of representatiV(l imtitutions is not, found desirabl.e, ~o b~tte:. trib~nal than t~e 
County Council,eould be£ound to replace them. Mr. Rltc~le ":111, In dealmg wl~h thiS 
subject, have the assistance of. a most competent"author~ty, III the I:ers~.n of hiS new 
private E:)cretary, Mr. T. H. EllIOtt, whose paper on TaxatIOn ~ndRa.tm~, read bef?re 
the Manchester Statistical Society -in February. 1888, may still be III the recollectIOn 
of some of our readers., After :!Oyears' experience of the worki~g of the London 
Act, there should be no great difficulty in framing a tb.oroug~y satrsfac~ory measure 
for the provinces, which would put an end toa state of thIDgS. now lIt,tle short of 
scan dalous. 

,APPENDIX 3. 

Article contributed to the "Economic Journal," December 1897 . 

. A NEW PROPERTY TAX. 

1.-INmoDUCTlON. 
The directt:lxation qfproperty, fo; nation iLl and local purposes alike" bas been 

largely and constantly resorted to in this 'country from a very early period. Wl;lilst 
it was, fol' nlltionalpurposes, supplementodby tbe custom~. the feudal revcnues, and 
the. Crown. lands, "the:' property tax rflmained for centuries. the sole local tax."" 
DUl"lllg the ~3tb. 14th and 15th centuries the assessments usually took the form of 
rough, valuations of .farm 'stock, crops, and other movables, altbough rents were 
sometimes incillded.t In. tbe 16th century lands were gradually added,t and, in tbat 
which followed, the' rating or. householders in respect of the:r dwelling-house~ very 
largely took the place of assessments of, "goods." § The growing multiplicitJ' ami 
diversUyof ,the forms of ,personal property made its direct assessment exceedingly 
difficult, a~d the' prac~ice of, inclmlingit in the valuations fell into almost complete 
disuse. In 1660 the excise was. l!ltroduced into the national revenue system; and 
numerous other novel,liscal expedients were subsequently brought into requisition. 
Prior to, the imposition of Pi'tt's. ., triple aSEessment" in 179$,. the taxa.tion of property 
for national purposes' had fallen off considerably' from the scale of earlier times. and 
tbe intention' il! this measure was to lay" a general tax on persons possessed of 
prolJerty, commensurate as far as practicable with their means." II rhe" shameless 
evasion" of this assessment compelled Pitt to have recourse, in the following ye:lr, 
to 8u,income tax, and he drew up a list of the cbiefbranchl's of incoine to b~ taxed. 
In thiS hst tbe profits of" skill and industry" occupy the last place, as an adaendum 
to the" profits of capital employed in domestic trade."'\[ It appear~ to have formed 
n? part of Pitt's original illtention to tax tbe earnings of industry and skill, but the 
difficulty of separating these from interest of capital in the case of persons engaged in 
trade seems to have led to their ultimate inclusion. In spite, howewr, of the fact that 
.. wages" h:l.ve been charged to the income tax for the greater part of a century, it 
still remains the fact tbat tbo grcau majority of the taxpayers, even where these are 
tbem._ches owners .of pro;perty, refuse to 'accept the equal taxation of. incomes from 
earmICgs and from property as just or 'reasonable. It must be said that so long as 
,nearly three-fifths of the. Imperial tax revenue are raised by customs and excise duties, 
the sentiment of aversion felt for tbe direct taxation of earnings will continue to 
possess a solid foundation of reasonable justification. . ,. 

A new tax, wbich shall be largely productive and yet not burdens~me to the poorer 
classe~, is one of the most' pressing .needs of tho prestlnt time in the region of public 
finance. N otwithstandirig tbe great reforms of our revenue system effected within 

'-- ~.~.~ ~~.-~ .. ---_. __ .... -~~-.. ----.~--------~-.-.. 

• Seligman's" General I'roperty,Tax," reprinte{l in "Essays in To:~ation," p. 44. 
t Dowell'." History of Taxation," Vol. i., p. 59, &c. 
:1: Ibid .. p. 130. ". 
§ Cn.nnDn~s ri Histol"Y of Local Raw.tJ," p. 50, et seq. 

, II Pitt'. speeghes, 'p,oted .in "Dowell'. lli.to,ry of Taxntion " Vol., ii., \'. 221,. . 
~ IbId, p. 2.0,' . 
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the last bali century, much yet remains to be, done. In, the department of Imperinl 
taxation, two defects stand out with especial prominence ; these are; (1) the high rate 
and unequal incidence of the income tax, and (2) the continued. existence of the 
breakfast-table duties. ~'he recent inquiry into the financial relations of Greit 
Britain and Ireland has had one imporhnt result in secUl~jng the practically 1)nanimous 
assent of a11 partieR to t.he proposition that the Imperial taxes . leviable throughout 
the whole of the United Kingdom nre unduly burdensome to the ,poorest claEses of 
the people.* The trend of opinion points to the probability that .an effort will be 
made before long to remedy, or at lrast alleviate, this condition o.f fiscl\l affair~; and it 
certainly appears that the first step to be taken in order to attain tbat end is the repeal 
of the dutie8 on iea, coffee, cocoa, nnd dried fruits. The .1)1aterial reduotion of tbe 
rate of tho income tax at an early date is not less urgentlyneaded, and is only hindered 
by the feeling that this tax affords the only sure means of obtaining. a' substantial 
contribution from the well-to· do seotions of the community. The severity with which 
it bears npon the middle, and especially upon theprofcBsional, classes. has been 
admitted alike by the chief modern economists and by the greatest finimcial expertB.t 
Since 1894, moreover, it has been no longer possible to excuse the continuance of the 
oppressive inc.idence of the tax upon precarious inoomes by referllnce to.the MSf'SSment 
of real property on the gross value. The allowance of a liberal scale of deductions 
for repaIrs bas quite rightly removed this old-standing grievance'; but it has, at the 
same time, taken away the last vestige of excuse for the cOl~tinued' assessment of 
incomes from personal exertion on, the gross amount. So long as the income tax was 
regarded as a temporary impost, and was charged at Ii low rate in time of peace, the 
hardships and anomalies arising from its operations were endured with tolera'ble 
patience. Since, however, tbe tax has assumed a position of permanence in our fiscal 
system, tbewisest policy woulel appear to bo to endeavour to remedy the more glaring 
and moet oppr~ssive deft!'cts in its structure. The necessity for a reduct.ion of tbe rat!) 
of tbe tax does not rest solely, or even mainly, upon the ground of the excessive 
weight orits pressure upon the middle cla$ses. Considerations of. high nationa.! policy 
point to the advisability of reserving 1\ WIde margin of expansivcnes. for time of war 
or oth£r serious and un provided for emergency. ; This margin has, in recent years, 
been perilously encroacbed upon, and is at present curtailed of its proper amplitude. 

If we turn to the department of local taxation, we find t.he need for new sources of 
revenue even more urgent stilJ.Professor Seligman, whose admiI'ation for British 
fi8cal progress is such as to make him ofil1extremely friendly witness, speak~ of this 
l)ranch of our revenuo system as follows :-" Even in England, where so many reforms 
.. have been made in the national reveuue, the whole syst .. m of local tax9tion. with its 
" absenco of special assessments,§ its exemption of non-productive realty or land held 
" for spEculative purposes. and its imposition in the first instance on the occupier, 
.. means the relative cverburdening of the poorer claRses."1I The claims of the 
ngricl1ltnral interests for relief of local taxatIOn having been fully conceded, it is 
unnecessary to mllke mom tban a passing reference to this aspect of the question. 
'l'he mntter which now df\mand~ attention is tbe crushing burden upon the occupiers 
of houses ill London and the large prol'inc:al towns. 'I'his will, it moy be hoped, be 
partially remedied in the course of a few years by measures for the taxation of /T.round 
values, for betterment as~essmt)nts, and for the equitable division of the rates 
betwoen occupiers and owners. But 80metbing more than these measures appears to 
bo required. 'l'h(ll'e' bas lon~ b~en, nnd still iB, a widely-felt desire that those 
descriptions of personnl propert.v which now escape local tax'ltion .should be laid .under 
contribution;'- and. although there is much to be said in opposltion to the mggestion. 
many proposals llUvo been made for carrying it into eHect. ~rhese ba,"o all proved 
imprll.cticable, except so far GS the transfers effected in 1888 aud subsequently have 
t.hrown local charges upon tile income taxpHyel's.*$ If invisible personalty is to be 
reqnired to contribute to the funds of tbe local autborities, it is fllninellLly desirable 
t.hat the taxation to be imposed for this purpose shall be direct and specific, and that 
it shall be imposed equally upon every cla~s of income-yielding property. Any 

• Seet gcnemUy, the lll'bnh'l" in t.he Honse of COinlilon~ on Finnnr.ial Relationlt and Budget, Um7. 
t ::;f'f" ~mougst 01 hpl' ft·fl·l·l'lll,{,~, M ill'~ ., Prihci!)ies " (People's edition), p. 491; ~1r. Glndstone'~ u Fina1tcinl 

Sinttoml'nhl ," 1)1" 50 and -132; nnd Mr. G-o~ch('n's llull::ct "peeche~, l~~~ and 18tm. 
t l'f. Mr. Lolullstllno's Uudget to>peet.:h, Hl5:J i "nd Mr. Gosl'hpu's ditto, 1~88 ood 18S!). 
~ i.t'., fur \Wl(C'rn1l'ut. 
11 ,. Economic Journul." Yol. h'ot p. 639. S('e ul~o Cliffe Leslie's E~s!ly~, 2uc"1 ElL, pp. 401,403. 
~i CJ: Mr. Gosclu'n'~ Budget l'\peedl,.l~:-3S. 
4" 'l'hi~ lotte .. point. i& denlt with ut :-ome IC'ngth in m~' pnper on ",The Distribution Rnal Incidem,'c of i:atcs 

lind TII:~H'~'" in the" Statistirnl Journn!" for j)l'('lIlUbl~r IH9ti. 
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further allocation of the death duties or the beer and spirit duties to local uses, which 
is unaccompanied by an increase of the rate of the transferred tax or taxes, will almost 
certainly not fall upon the payers of this taxation, but upon the payers of the income 
tax and the breakfast-table duties.'" It is only by tho imposition of a new tax, or an 
increase of the rate of an old one, and the specific application of the proceeds to tho 
purpose in view, that the actual ultimate destination of the transferred charge can be 
traced and determined. The suggestion contained in the title of this paper, by which 
the reform of both local and Imperial taxation may be secured with perfect certainty 
as to the ultimate effect, will be more fully elaborated in the next chapter. 

II.-DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED NEW i'AX. 

A very brief study of the subject will, it is believed, suffice to convince an 
unprejudiced inquirer that any new taxation by which it is sought to raise a large 
additional revenue in the United Kingdom must necessarily take the form of property 
taxation. Death duties at once suggest themselves, but only to be dismissed from 
consideration. Apart from the fact that this form of property taxation has been 
lately brought into requisition, and utilised to the full extent for which public opinion 
is at present prepared, it should be remembered that these duties are less scientific, 
less certain, and less just in their operation than a property tax such as that which at 
present forms a part of the fabric of the income tax. The death duties may be, and 
often are, legally evaded. They are also unequal in their incidence, owing to the 
irregularity of the periods at which they fall due. A series of successions at short 
intel'Yals may easily cause the duties to operate harshly and oppressively. The plan 
of taxing the property in proportion to the annual income which it produces, or is 
capable of producing, secures the highly important elements of certainty as to amount, 
regularity as to time of payment, and equality of incidence.- 'l'he income tax, so far 
as it fails on property, possesstls these merits, but the structure of the tax is such that 
it call1l.ot be applied to property alone. i'he necessity of charging the earninO's of 
personal exertion (wages) along with income from property (rent and interest)~ has 
restricted the use of the tax within the limits applicable to the nrst-named cl/lsS of 
incomes. Suggestiollij have been made with the object of confining the application of 
the income tax to incomes from property. But the !(reat present, and still greater 
potential, value of the tax in its existing shape has rightly prevented their adoption.t 
The proposal submitted in this paper is for the creation and imposition of a new tax 
on rent and interest, using the terms in their full economic Sl;'nse. The design of the 
proposed new tax follows, as far and as closely as possible, the lines of the income 
tax, in order to secure the maximum of unity and corresponden('e in the administration 
of both. The chief deviations from the incomc "tax model are: (1) the omission of 
the whole of Schedule E. (salaries and pensions of officers of the Crown, public bodies 
and puhlic companies) ; (2) the omission of professional incomes, salaries of employes 
and other personal earnings from Schedule D.; (3) the division of the incomes of 
private traders, merchants, manufacturers, mine owners,ship owners, &c. into two 
parts, and the inclusion of that part' only in Schedule D. which represents interest on 
capital; and (4) the similar treatment of the incomes of farmers, nurserymen, and 
other occupiers of land assessed under Schedule B. The one really serious difficulty 
to be surmountfld in the filling in of this outline and giving it an effective character 
centres in the third of these deviations, and it is probably due to its existence that no 
effort to frame a tax of the kind herein suggested has ever before been made. It will 
undoubtedly be a delicate administrative function to assess to the new tax those 
persons who fall into the category there set out. But the difficulty does not extend 
to tbose concerns which are carried on by limited companies, railway companies, 
joint stock banking and other companies, and similar bodies and corporations. In 
all these cases the remuneration of those charO'sd with the direction aud manaaement 
of the business is already distinguished from C the profits applicable to the p~yment 
of dividends and interest. The rapid absorption of private businesses by limited 
companies has olready narrowed the area of the difficuhy, and the diminution may be 
expected to continue still morEl rapidly in the future. A large measure of guidance ill 
the assessment of private traders to the new tax would moreover be afforded by the 
income tax returns and assessments, it being assumed that the management of both 
taxes would be conducted side by side by the existing officials /lnd commissioners . 

• This latter point js dealt with at some Itmgth in my paper on (e The Distribution and Incidence of Rates 
and Taxes," in the" Statistical Jo~rnal» for 'December 1896. 

tRee my article on .. Th~ Position a04 function of tb. Income Tax in the British Fiscal Syotelll," .. Economic 
Journal," Vol. ii., p. ti!i7. 
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It would probably be necessary to resort to rule-of-thumb methods of calculation to 
some ex.tent at first; but such a method is already in use in the assessment of incomes 
from farming, and is found to be very little objected to by those affected. 

Assuming t,hat the exemptions, abatements, and deductions now operative in the· 
case of the Income 'fax were extended to the New Property 'fax, the amount of the net 
assessable income or annual value might be expeoted to work out as follows :-

TABLE No.1. 

Estimate of Assessment to the New Tam. 

Income Tax Schedule 

. Sched ule A. 
Schedule B. 
Schedule C. 
Schedule D., Part I. 
Sohedule D., Part II. 

Total • 

Net As.'JeS3ll1GDt~, 
Year 1894-95. 

£ 
- 159,203,019 

3,675,450 
38,644,997 
21,600,000 

- 162,000,000 

- 385,123,466 

Add, for growth sinoe 1894 and for minor adjustments, say 14,876,534 

Estimated net sum assessable to new tax - - £400,000,000 

A comparison of these figures with those given on pp. 109 and 123 of the Inland 
Revenue Blue-book for 1895-96 will show that uuder Schedules A. and C. they exactly 
agree, the needful adjustments being of a minor character. Under Schedule B. it is 
necessary to CO!llpute the income by a calculation from the duty at the rate of 8d. in 
the £. For the new tax it is here assumed that one half of this income should be 
assessed as interest on capital. Under Schedule D. a deduction of about 3,000,000/. is 
made in Part II. to cover the remuneration of personal services in the management of 
privately-owned mines. &c., and incomes not derived from property included under 
the head of .. Other Profits." The greater portion of Schedule D., Part r., and the 
whole of Schedule E., as assE'ssed to the income tax, relate to " wages," as distinguished 
from .. rent" and "intorest "; b'lt there is at present no statistical information 
available from which the proportions may be ascertained in the former case. Recourse 
has therefore been had to an estimate quoted by the present writer in an article on 
" l'he Income Tax" which nppeared in the" Economic J oumal" for December, 1892 
(p. 646). This placed the interest on capital employed in private businesses (exclusive 
of mines, &c.) at 2l,600,OOOl., a sum probably well within the Illark when the estimate 
was framed, 10 years ago, and not less so at the present time. The total thus arrived 
at for the new tax would probably be somewhat enlarged by the necessary minor 
adjustments and by the withholding of the allowance in respect of life insurance 
premiums. It would be still more largely augmented by the growth of taxable 
incomes since 1894. There is little room for doubt that the net income assessable to the 

_ new tax would, if the lines here laid down were substantially adhered to, reach a total 
of 400,OOO,OOOl.; and that a rate of 5 per cent., or 1 s. in the £, would yield a revenue 
of 20,OOO,OOOl. a year. But if the imposition of such a tax were to be decided upon 
and undertaken at the 5 per cent. rate, it should be accompanied by a substantial, 
diminution of the rate of the income tax, say to 3d. in the £, which would reduce the 
actual addition to the taxation of property to 7 d. in the £, or about 3 per cont. If a 
further portion of the proceeds of t,he new tax were applied to thl3 reductioo of local 
taxation, it is probable that property would share in this relief likewise, although the 
extent of the relief so obtained cannot be estimated in advanCle. 

One of the advantages which the imposition of the new tax: would afford would be 
the opportunity for the release of the estate duty and the beer and spirit duties from 
the existing partial allocation to local uses. The application thereto of an equivalent 
portion of the new tax would be attended by several advantages. viz., (1) the mana!!erl! 
of the imperial finances, would no longer be embarra~sed in the manipulation of-ths 
fiscal resources of the nation by the existence of the local lien ; (2) the taxes now 
partially allocated are such as from their nature it is desirable the Imperial Government 
should retain entirely in its own hands, and the proposed new tax is, owing to its 
character, much more suitable for the purpose of meeting local needs; (3) the existing 
doubt as to the classes of taxpayers by whom the cost of relieving local taxation is 
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borne would be removed; and (4) the' local authorities would secure a ·regular and 
reliable augmentation of their revenue in .place of fluctuations imd uncertainty. This 
suggested transfer of the local lien from the e,tate, beer and spirit duties to the new 
tax, -Would not affect the amouut available for .the remission of taxation as the result 
of the imposition of the new tax .. Putting this at 20,000,OOOl., it would be po:;sible to 
lower tbe rate of the income ta:x ,to 3d. at a cost of tAn and a half millions; to abolish 
the duties on tea, coffee, cocoa, and dried fruits, at a cost of four and a half millions; 
and to devote. a further sum of five millions to the relief of Idcal taxation. 
This hypothetical disposition of the proceeds is. formulated: as a graphic means of 
indicating .. how large a readjustment of our fiscal system might be effected by this 
means at the cost of an additional contribution of 2~ 01' ::l per. cent. from the annual 
product of property possessed by persons whose incomes exceed 5001. a year, and still 
smaller payments by those whose mccmes range downwards. from tJ:iis point tc 160l. a 
year.* It will be .seen that we have here,-in outline, the deaign of 8i new tax of great 

·productive capacity which, without touching the poorer classes, would b~ so WIdely 
and so equitably spread over -the realised wealth_ of the. country that the ratio of 
burden wonld be very ligh.t. As .th& whole of the necessary machinery for its 
administration is already in active operation, and the present processes for the assess
ment and collection. of the income tax. would la.t'gely suffice for both, the initial 
difficulties would be reduced to a minimum, and the percentage of cost of 
administration would certainly be extraordinarily smaU .. 

III.-THE TAXATION OF l'nOP)!R~Y IN .TH.EUNITED KINGDOM. 

It has been for many years a widely desired object that the taxation" borne by" 
or "falling upon" property, and especially real property,. should ·b~ tabulated 
aud set out in statistical form.. Several.attempts have been made to comply with 
this desire, but the difficulties of the undertaking have not, in either case been 
Overcome, and the results have been extremely .unfortunate.Mr, Goschen's Report on 
Local Taxation, 1870 (Honse of. Commons, Paper 470 of 1870), is, perhaps, the most 
important of these compilations, and clearly iUustrates the point. In the body of the 
report (p. 30 of folio reprint, No. 201 of 1893), we find a statement of the imperial 
taxes .. falling on real property" in England and Wales, the total amounting to 
5,677,000t. ·But in this total is included land tax, ·1,01<2,OOOl., aJ,ld house tax, 
1,062,OOOl., neither of which falls. on real property or any other kind of property. 
The percentage of imperial taxation" borne by real property" is putat 12 '17, but if 
t,hese two items are omitted, the percentage is reduced to 7 . 57. The land tax is not 
in any real sense a tax at all, but is itself a property. The true analogy is to the 
tithe, or to a perpetual rentcharge. This has been quite. c16ar;y pointed out by Mill,t 
and, morEl recently, by Sir R. Giffen;t but it. is not generally known that the land tax 
was from 1802 till 185:1 saleable by the Crown, not merely to the owners of thE! residues 
of the charged propertie~ but also to strangers. There were 2,073 Ruch sales to 
strangers, the land tax beillg converted into fee.farm rents payable out of the charged 
estates; but it is probable that some of these chargEls have since been bonght out by 
the OWllel'S of the residues. 'I'here are also 247 cases in which the land tax has been 
sold by the Crown to persons interested in the charged properties; but by request of 
the purchasers the taxis still collected and paid over to them or their representatives 
or aFsignees. J n both of the above sets of cases the charges created are still freely 
saleable. There are,. moreover, other cases of land t.ax conv"rted into· rentcharges, but 

, their number is not known. TMse features stamp the land tax with the character of 
property in a manner which appears to admit of no dispute. The honse tax falls 
almost wholly, if not entirely, upon the occupiers .of the houses, and is of the nature of 
a tax upon their incolJ,les.'l'his view has. been uniformly held by all the economists 
wh') have referred to the subject, and can hardly b:l said to be disputed. Similarly, in 
dealing with local taxation, .the whole amount of the "rates" is des"ribed in Mr. 
Goscben's report as "taxes on real property."§ But on reaching:. this portion it 
becomes apparent that, although the expressions .. falling on" and" borne by" are 
used in the headings of the Tables witnout qualification, they are not to be understood 
to mEl an that the rates and taxes in question are paid or ultimately borne by the 
·owners, but that they are measured out to the payers in proportion to the a.nnual value 
of the premises occupied by them, without regard to the problems of ultimate 

~ The property of persons whose tqtnl incomes do not exceed 160t. a year would be exempt from the t~x . 
. t "Principl .... (Peoplo'.editioq), p. 494. 
t Agricultural COlO mission, Second Heport, p. "!7; see also his 'u Essays in li'inaore." 

'§ l'lIge 81. . . . · 
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: incidence. Reftlrring to the figures of local taxation, the report proceeds :-, .. It should 
Of not be forgotten in this comp!lrison that the amount of taxation borne by real 
.. property is overstated. The profits of railways, canals, &0. are rated. and supply a 
" very cOD!;iderable sum, which ought not to have been included' in the, amount 
.. derived from taxes on real property; and, further, it has been conclusively proved 
.. that a great proportion of the rates, e5pecially in towns, does not fall.upon.the 
" owner, but is paid by the occupier, i.e, the consumer of the houses." This observa
tion is equally applicable to the house tax, and explains the method of compilation 
applied to Imperial Rnd local taxatioli alike. Sir Alfred Milner explained his adoption 
of the same method of compilation in a series of tables prepared by him last year as 
follows: .. I do not tIl ink that in these tables we were looking at the person out of whose 
" pockets the tax came, but at the kind of property on which the taxation was levied."* 
If the word .. measured" is substituted for "levied," as is evidently meant, the 
limitations of the value of the statistics 80 compiled will be apparent to those who have 
given the subject of the incidence of taxation some attention. Similar errors of 
description and computation were made in a return called for by Mr. Richard Paget 
and presented to the House of Commons in 1885t; but in this case, as in the case .of 
Mr. Goschen's report, the subsequent raising of the rate of the income tax has brought 
up the total of imperial taxation of visible property to a figure equalling or exceeding 
that el'l'oneously stated in the return. -As regards local taxation, thE' situation is 
reversed, and the overstatement is now greater than before. In a Table appended to a 
paper read before the British Association last year,t the present writer endeavoured to 
show the actual distribution of the burden of the imperial taxes under certain heads. 
It therein appeared that for the year 1894-95 the per-centages were: on land, 3; on 
other rateable property, 10' 4 ; on non-rateable property, 16' 2; on consumers' income, 
64' 9; and on the earnings of personal ex.ulion, 5' 5. The total contribution from 
property amounted to 29 . 6 per cent, but as the new death duties had not then taken 
full effect the present proportion will probably reach 32 per cent. In another Table of 
the same series, the ultimate incidence of the local rates in England was worked out 
thus: real property, 12' 6 per cent.; personal property, 12·1 per cont.; and on 
occupiers' and consumers' income 'i5 . 3 per cent. The Agricultural Rates Act has now 
reduced the contribution from real estate to less than 8'0 per cent., and from real and 
personal property together to -tlbout 20' 0 per cent. Of the total taxation of the 
country,local and Imp~rial, the proportion borne hy property would appear to be about 
30' 0 per cent. It must, however, be 1'emembered that' although these figures are 
believed to represent quite fairly the proportion of the taxation of the country which 
falls upon property as such, a portion of the taxation falling upon consumers and 
occupiers will also descend upon incomes derived from property. HOI\" much this may 
amount to there is no means of estimating, and the inquiry must therefore remain 
incomplete in this particular direction. 

IV.-TnE NATIONAL INCOME. 

Turning back to the income tax statistics, and taking up another thread of the 
inquiry, some interesting comparisons may be drawn from the materials there placed at 
our disposal. In 189~95 the total mt income charged with tax in the United 

• Kingdom (after making the necessary adjustment under Schedule B.) was 525,689,8201.; 
and of this sum no less than 385,123,4661. was, as we have seen, of the nature of 
.. rent" and .. interest," and 140,566,354:l. of the nature of "wages." Property, 
therefore, furnished nearly three fourths of the aggregate income actually charged with 
income tax. Proceeding a step further we get:-

TABLE No.2. 

Amount of Income cTiar!!ed tI,itT! Income Taro (illelltdin!! Abatem,ents)

Total net assessments, 1894-iJ5 
Statutory abatements after adjustment, Schedule B. -
Life insurance allownnces - - • 

Total income of persons liable to tax 

• 

£ 
• 525,689,820 

60,829,621 
3,085,302 

- £589,604,743 

• Royal Commission on Agricultural Dep ..... ioD; reply to Q. 63,253. 
t H. of C. Pap .. , No. 345. 
f &e" Statistical Joum.I" December 1896. 
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The net asSeSsment of property bears to this total the proportion of 65 pet" Mnt. : 
out it is necessary to add to the former a corresponding sum for abatements and life 
insurance, and although this can only be guessed at, it will probably bring uP. 
the proportion to two-thirds. It thus appears ,that property yielded two-thirds of the 
income of the persons assessed to the iucome tax, and paid nearly three-fourths of the 
tax actually charged. No doubt the application of the method of .. stoppage-at-the
source" renders it necessary for many property owners to claim repayment,' aud a' 
slight lowering of these proportions is required on this account. • 

In order to find the aggregate income of the nation it is necessary to make a 
calculation of which some important elements must necessarily be based to some extent 
upon conjecture: The following figures are offered with this reservation :.-

TABLE No.3. 

Tile Aggregate Income of tile Nation_ Year 1894-95. 

Total income of persons liable to income tax (Table No.2) 
Add exemptions, Schedule A. • 

" " 
B. 

" ,. c. .. 
Untaxed interest from foreign investments 
Manual labour wages (Sir R. Giffen's estimate)
Ot-her incomes exempt from tax ( ditto )t 

£ 
- 589,604,743 

13,178,103 
9,504,158 

• 2,000,000 
30,000,000 

- 633,000,000 
- 100,000,000 

Total - £1,377,287,004 

TABLE No.4. 

Aggregate Income of tile Nation from Property. 

Net assessments, 1894-95, as in Table No.1 
Add exemptions and abatements, Schedule A. 

n . "B. 
" u c. 
" " D. • 

Income of non-income tax-paying classes derived from 
capital and not accounted for above 

Untaxed interest from foreign investments 

£ 
385,123,466 

14,669,001 
5,715,000 
2,000;000 
8,000,000 

30,000.000 
30,000,000 

Total - £475,507,467 

This total will, it is believe~, be found smaller than any similar total compiled in 
recent years, the net income tax assessments baing takel!. as the basis instead of the 
gross as in other calculations, and the income falling under Schedule B. being here 
properly worked out. The last item but one is here taken at one half the amount of 
8ir R. Giffen's estimate of 1878, which was followed in the return of 1885. Notwith. 
standing the growth of capital ~ince 1878, and the raising of the limit of exemption 
from income tax, the present writer is unable to follow these authorities in adopting 
80 high an 6Rtimate. '1'he income from foreign investments which eludes the income 
tax: waR estimated by Sir R. (jiffen in 1878 to amount to 40,ooO,000l., and by 
Mr. Bowiey at 46,000,uOOl. for 1891.t In the return of 1885, this item is placed at 
30,OOO,OOOl., and this figure has been adopted in this paper. ' 

Y.-CONCLUSION. 

It is now apparent that, taking these figures as correct, the proportion which the 
income of the nation from property bears to the whole national income is 34' 5 per 
cent. We have previously mnde out the prop)rtion of the total taxation of the 
~ountry, Imperial and locai, which falls upon- property, as such, to be 30 . 0 per cent. 
Whilst the taxntion of property, and especially of realty, has been greatly overstated 
in previous computations, owing to the practice of including the local rates, the house 

• Labour Commission Evidence (whole Commission), p ... 72. 
t Quoted by Mr. Bowley, "Statistical Journal," 1895, p. 247. 
t "Statistical Journal," 1895, p. 2-18. 
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, duty, and the land talt alnongst the taxes falling thereupon, the fact that some part of 
the customs and excise ta:"ation falls upon incomes from property has hitherto passed _ 
unnoticed. It does not, however, Buffice to compare the proportions of income al;lci;. 
taxation; it is necessary alRo to consider' the taxable capacity or ability represented. 
The bulk of the property of tbe country is owned by persons of the income tax-paying 

• classes, and a very large part of it by those whose incomes exceed 500l. a year.* On
the other hand, 59 per cent. of the adUlt male labour wages in the United Kingdom 
do not exceed 25,. a week, and: the'bulk of the wages of women and young people may 
p!'oba!)ly be taken to possess an equally restricted taxable capacity. Without labouring 
t,he point, it is submitted that, having> regard to the relatively high degree of taxable 
capacity possessed by the bulk of the income from property, the existing fiscal 
arrangements of this country favour realised wealth at the expense of earnings. If to 
the 30 per cent. falling -upon property, 12 or 15 per cent. were added to cover the 
taxes on consumption and occupancy payable out of the income from property, the 
resulting propor~ion would still leave some room for a readjustment in favour of 
earnings. 

In the description of the proposed new tax, a 5 per cent. rate was uStld to illustrate 
the great possibilities realisable by its adoption, but neither this rate, nor the suggested 
disposition is in any way essential. The new tax cOllld be quite appropriately levied 
at a lower rate to provide for the relief of local taxation, or either of the other 
suggested ends, singly. If used, in the first instance, solely for the reduction of the 
rate of the income tax, it would be found that a remission of 5d. in the latter could 
almost be provided for by the imposition of a 6d. property tax. 

It is recognised that the proposed new tax is, like every fiscal expedient yet 
invented, open to objection. The <1ifficulty of accurately charging the interest on the 
capital employed by private traders must be fully admitted. Its existence would make 
it necessary to apply the new tax to this class of income somewhat leniently, and to 
provide ample means of appeal. But this class is, after all, not an important one from 
the fisclIl point of view, the estimated assessment amounting to only 21,600,00ot. out 
of a total of 400,000,0001. The advantages which it is believed may be gaintld by the 
adoption of such a tax are, however, so great as to entirely outweigh this defect. 
It is also claimed that t,he design of the suggested impost is drawn on lines which are 
both theoretically conformable with the demands of economic Rcience and capable of 
practical application by means of the most perfect portions of the fiscal machinery of 
the nation. t 

G. H. BLUNDEN. 

Answers by Mr. C. H. Sargant. 

A.NSlI'El\ TO QUESTION 5. (Suggestions as to real incidence of local taxation.) 

In endeavouring to supply answers to certllin of the particular cases put in Questions a 
to 13, inolusive, I found that it ~ was necessary to perpetually refer to, and bring the 

• particular cllses within, oertain general prinoiples or propositions as to the incidence 
of Imperial or loonl. taxation which appea.r to have met with more or 16ss general 
acceptance in discussions of this nature, but never to have been <1efinitely formUlated. 
It was at once unsatisfactory to IIssume in each case the validity of one or more of these 
propositions without any definite statement of them, and at the same time impossible 
even to state, still less to attempt to prove, the propositions in question on each occasion 
when they were used. I have accordingly endeavoured to formulate certain propositions 
or assumptions as to the incidenoe of taxation, which I found that I was from time to 
,time using; and the remainder of the answer to this question is the result. 

I t will be noticed that in some cases a statement of the problem in question. and some 
attempt at a proof, form part of the proposition; and I am fully conscious of the 
incompleteness of these propositions with regard both to matter lind to form. But I 
have, in fact, found that the attempt to express definitely under general heads the 
ar~uments t,hat I was impliedly using in various paJ·tioular cases has been useful to me 
inqividually by wily both of suggestion and elucidation. And Ihave therefore the less 
scruple in submitting the resUlt to the Co=ission. 

• See abu ... , Ch. iv., para. 1 and 2. 
t See my artiel .. on .. The posilion and function of the Income Tu it;. the British fiscal By.wm," 

.. ECOIlomic Journal," December 1892; and" A Progressive Income Tax," ibid., December 1895. 
I 08400. D d 
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1. In the case of existing property incapable of free increase (land for example) 
the burden of any taxation thereon necessarily falls on the owner of such property at 
the time when the taxation is imposed or anticipated. This is obviously so if he retains 
the property. And it is no less clearly so if he disposes of the property, since any 
purchaser or lessee w~l, to the extent of the burden ~ast on. the property, give a 
correspondingly less prICe or rent than he would have gIven prl?r to .the date of the 
imposition or anticipation. (It Tfla., here be ~ema!ked that In U~lDg the l?~ase 
.. imposed or anticipated," or any similar phrase, ill this and the followmg propOSitions, 
it is intended to denote that one of the two dates which is the earlier.) 

2. In the case of property yet to be producjld, and which can be producfld under 
circumstances of free oompetition* (new wearing apparel, for example), the burden of 
any taxation falls aD: the person who after the .imposition or anti?ipation o~ the taxation 
requires the produotIOn of the property, that, IS the consumer; mdeed, this person may 
be regarded as the" owner" of the property the production of which he requires. But 
of courRe the taxation may prevent the production of the article. 

3. In the case of property coming partly under the first head and partly under the 
second, i.e., property much of which already exists, but which is from time to time 
consumed, and the consumption of which is or has to be from time to time replaced (the 
structures of houses, for example, or food s1lpplies, of which there are large stocks in 
hand which can be identifieg. and taxed), the burden of any taxation that may be 
imposed falls on the owners of stocks existing at the date of the imposition or 
anticipation of the taxation, if or so long as the taxation prevents production. But if 
production is not prevented at all, or when production has ceased to be prevented, then 
inasmuch as the price of. the ,property to be produced will have risen to the extent of 
the taxation, the price of existing property of' the same kind will be similarly 
enhanced also, and the tax,will be shifted from the owner of the already existing stock 
to the subsequent ultimate purchaser or consumer. , 

So far the cases considered have been kept comparatively siIl)ple byassu!1ling (a) 
one single absolute owner of any particular property, in the case, for instance, of land 
or houses an absolute fee simple oWDer; (b) taxation at a single definite moment, 
and not, as is in general the case, recurrent taxation at successive annual, semi-annual, 
or other periods; Bnd (e) uniform taxation over the whole of a State, between which and 
any adjoining State there is little, if any, free competition, not las is often the case) 
special 100lJ. taxation 01' rating over Ii comparatively small area, with which other 
adjoining or similar areas are in more or'less complete competition. One or two of 
the chief, alterations and complications of result arising from (a) the division of the 
intereBts in land and houses, (b) the recurrent character of Imperial and local taxation, 
and (e) the variable character of local taxation, will now be stated. 

4. By virtue of mortgages, charges, grants of l·entcharges Rnd the like, all sorts of 
charges on, and more or less secured interests in, land and houses (meaning by a house, 
both site and structure) are from time to time created and are operating at the same 
time, tha~ is affecting ~he disposition of the income thereof in any single year. None 
of the owners of these interests can properly be regarded as the owner of the land or 
house in question for the purposes of taxation. The owner of land or houses for 
these purposes is the person ,entitled (subject to any such partial interests) to enjoy or 
dispose of the occupation and beneficial user thereof, and enjoying the full amount of 
any gain, and bearing the full amount of any loss, in fact ths owner oj the margin. 

5. By virtue of wills, settlements, leases for lives and years and the like the right to 
enjoy and dispose of the occupation and beneficial user of land and houses often becomes 
vested at anyone time in different persons Jar different 8'UCC68siv8 period.~. In auy such 
case the owners of any land or house are the persons so entitled in successioD, each 
such, 'person being the owner thereof either at the time or in anticipation:for the period 
for which he has or will have the right (whether subject or not as stated in Proposition 4 
to any capital or 'annual mortgage money, interest, rentcharge, rent or the like) to 
enjoy and dispose of the occupation and beneficial user of the land or house; and will, 
therefore, for the period in question, eiijoy the full amount of any gain, and beal" the 
full,amount of any loss. ,In fact, the owners' are the successive owners of the margin for 
the time being for the periods for which. they will :so 'Onjoy such margin. For instance 
if a house has, been let by a fee' simple 'owner on lease for' 21 yeal'S either at a rack
rent, or (in 'consideration of a ,premium) at les9 than a rack-rent, the lessee is jor, the 
period oj the lease the true owner of the house, having for that time the right to occupy 
and use it, 01' to dispose of the occupation and user thereof, lind would by a sudden 

• TlIXation on 1\ patented or iuonopolised product would app ..... 'to faU on the owner of the patent or ~Qnopoly. 
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appreciation or depreciation of· property in the loc~lity have. his lease made eitb.er 
a beneficial or onerous one; while the le~sor has dunng the penod of the lease merely. 
the right to receive a fixed rent, together with the expeotation or vested right of 
becoming the owner again at the end of the lease. 

6. Imperial and local taxation are, as 0. rule,· imposed not in one lump sum, 
but by annnal or other periodic instalments. . N everth;el.eBB, 80 ~oon as an Imperial or 
local tax has been once Imposed (or once defimt!lly anticIpated) Its recurrence at least, 
and often its increase, are in all ordinary cases anticipated. It is obvious, therefore, 
that in the case of a fee simple own~r, the result of the imposition of the taxation is to 
cast on him a burden equal to the capitalised present value of the whole annual 
taxation, if he is an owner of land only, or of that part of the taxation attributable to 
the site at least (the taxation on the structure may be thrown on the ocoupier as 
consume!', Bee proposition 2), if he is the owner of a house. In the case of persons 
who at the date of the imposition or anticipation of the taxation have vested interests 
in succession in the ownership thereof as herein-before defined, a burden is cast equal to 
the capitalised present value of the annual taxation during the successive periods for 
which they are respectively 80 entitled at the date of the imposition or anticipation. 
And where the recurrent taxation is hased on annual value for the time being, and (as 
is generally the case in letting for building purposes) a progressive increase in annual 
value is anticipated, the burden cast on the owner or succeBBive owners at th~ time whe~ 
the property comes to be disposed of, and in respect of which a deduction will be made 
by a purchaser or lessee, will be in respect of a progressively increasing taxation. For 
the purchaser or lessee will receive a part only. instead of the whole. of the increase in 
annual value that might otherwise have been anticipated. or in other words the 
progressive net rental that will be payable by a tenant who has to bear the progressively 
lDfll'easing tax will be less than he would pay if the tax remained stationary. 

7. In the partioularbut very general"case 'of short ocoupation tenancies, such as 
annual tenancies, the annual tenant (though ordinarily spoken of as the occupier as 
distinguished from the permanent owner) must, in fact. be regarded as the temporary 
owner for the duration of his ten~ncy, that is, till the expiration of the year or so at the 
end of whioh either pal'ty can terminate the tenancy and so obtain an adjustment of the 
terms of tenancy; and the lessor must be regarded as the owner only from and after 
that time. Many persons. notably Mr. Goschen in his Draft Report on local taxation, 
have laid great stre~s on the disinclination of either party to take the initiative in 
revising the terms of tenancy. and so. on the tendency of any fresh burden on, or benefit 
to, the actual occupier to stick where it is imposed or conferred beyond the year or so 
for whioh, according to the above view, the occupier is to be regarded as owner. But 
for variolls reasons, itlto which it would be impossible to go here, there appears to be, 
aL any rate at the present time, a much readier adjustment of burden and benefit between 
occupiE'r and permanent owneJ', even in the case of agricultural tenancies, thall 
Mr. Goschen supposed. And in the case of town tenancies (with which I am mainly 
concerned) the main reasons which tend in the case of agricultural tenancies to retard 
this adjustment do not appear to exi~t. In my view, annual occupiers must, like lessees, 
be considered for purposes of taxation as owners for the currency of their annual 
tenancies and for that period only. 

B. The case has now to be considered, not of constant taxation over the whole 
al'ea of a State. but of varying local taxation or I'ating over distinct local areas within 
the same State, aud in competition. Assume that at the various prices or rents asked 
for land in these dil!tricts there is a practical equilibrium at anyone time, that is, that 
there is an equal demand in each district, and then assume a. sudden increase of local 
taxation (without . equivalent return) in one of these districts. It is obvious that the 
effect of this increase will be to throw an extra burden on the successive owners of 
land in the district in question. and that intending purchasers and intending lessees 
(intending to take on the usual terms, viz., that they are to pay rates) will deal after the 
inorease only upon the terms of paying a price or rent lessened to the equiValent of 
the increase. And, in the particular case of land to be developed for building purposes 
the inorease of prospective rate for which these purchasers or lessees will have to b~ 
compensated, will be the increase of the prospective rate, measured, not only on the 
rent,al value of the land, but on the rental value of the structure also. In other words 
.. diffel'ential .. rates (which may be defined as the excess of local taxation, or, perhap; 
more correctly, of the burden of looal taxation in heavily or averagely rated districts 
over .. constant" I'ates, that is, the local taxation or the burden of lccal taxation in th~ 
most lightly rated districts). so far as imposed or anticipated at the time when land is 
about to be developed for building purposes, and to the extent of the rental or rateable 
value not merely of the sits but also of the intended structure, are thrown by anticipatiol! 

Dd2 
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on, Bnd operate in diininution of, the price or rent that can be bbtained by the· owner 
of the site.· d· h f .. d· . . 

For simplicity's sake it has been assume m t e oregomg ISCUSSIon, and it will be 
assumed in general, that. the rate~. considered are (as is undoubt.edly the case to a greater 
or less extent with InhabIted House Duty, poor rates, and educatIOn rates) merely onerous, 
and not in an" degree remunerative. In fact, however, many rates are merely payments 
for Borvices r'endered, and may be r~munerative to an extent much exceeding the 
amount ac~any contri~u~ed. It is obvious that the same considerations t.ha~ govern the 
determination of the IDCldence of ·an onerous rate govern that of the IncIdence of a 
remunerative rate, and the following rule easily follows :-9. So far as any benefits 
result froni the expenditure of any ratee, these benefits go in general to the Ilame persons 
on whom the burden falls, and either, (a) if less than the burden, diminish the 
burden to that extent, (0) if equal to the burden, cancel it and leave everyone in the 
same position as if there had been no rates, or (e) if greater than the burden, confer 
the excess of benefit on the same persons and to the like extent on whom and to 
which the ultimate burden would have fallen had there been one. Of course, in cases 
where there are successive owners, and the benefit of rates results over a perioil 
longer than, or different from, that during which they were raised, this rule may have 
to be modified, as in the case of a sinking fund to def.ray the capital expenditure on a 
permanent~mprovement. But these ,cases can be conSIdered separately. 

ANSW]!:R TO QUESTION 6. (The real incidence of certain partioular taxation.) 

(a.) Inhabited Hoose Duty. 
This (though in form a tax) is practically a "constant rate" and a purely onerous 

rate. 
The only case which has practically to be considered at the present day is . the 

application of land for building purposes since the imposition of the duty. 
In thia case the duty, so far as levied on the annual value from time to time of the 

site, is thrown by anticipation on the person or persons being at the time when 
the site was disposed of for building purposes, the owner or successive owners of the 
site, and operates by way of diminution of the price or rent he or they will obtain. 

So far as levied on the Bnnual value of the structure, the duty is thrown on the 
succefl~ivo inhabitants of the house a!l the "consumers" of the house, and operates by 
way of increase of the rent payable by them. 

The incidence would also appear to be the same in the case (which is rather an 
unpractical one with regard to this particular tax) of houses built before the imposition 
or anticipation of the duty, at any rate by the time (which would not be long deferred) 
when any check that the imposition of the tax might have caused to the production of 
new houses had been removed by the rise of the gross rents of structures to an 
extent equal to the burden of the tax, so that the net rent earned by a structure would 
be the same as before. . 

In the above answer no account has been taken of three comparatively unimportant 
tendencies of the Inhabited House Duty, the first two of which certainly, and the last 
of which probably, tend to throw by anticipation a small part of the constant rates, 
even in respect of the structure of houses, on to the owners of the sites. These are (1) the 
tendency of the tax to make occupiers inhabit smaller houses or tenements, (2) the 
tendency of the tax to make the !Dare roving classes live abroad, and (3) the tendency 
of the tax to promote the building of shops or professional chambers or offices rather 
than residential houses in places where these purposes compete, and so on the whole to 
interfere ·with what might otherwise be the most advantageous development of land. 
So far as they go, it appears to me that the first two of these tendencies certainly, and 
the last of them probably, operate to diminish the prices or rents that can be obtained for 
building sites. But the conjoint operation of these causes is probably very small, 
and certllinly almost incapable of accurate estimation. And I have accordingly 
neglected them in the above answer, and propose to neglect them, and any other small 
similar tendencies of the kind, in my subsequent answers. 

(b.) Rates levied on Hooses and Trade Premises • 
.. Oonstant Rates" on houses and trade premises, so far as onerous, have an incidence 

similar to that of Inhabited House Duty; that is, so much thereof as is levied on the 
annual value from time to time of the site is thrown by anticipation on the owner 01' 
owners of the site at the time when it was developed, and BO much thereof as is levied 
on th" annual value of the struoture is thrown on the .. consumers" of .the house or 
trade primises. 
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It must be noticed, however, that, while the" consumers" of a house are the successive 
occupiers thereof, the consumers of trade premises are the persons demanding the goods 
for the production or distribution whereof the trade premi8es are built and used. 

The above incidence of constant ratel! seems, as in· the analogous case of Inhabited· 
House Duty to be the same whether the constant rates were imposed or anticipated 
before or after the development of the site for building. For, as these constant rates 
apply equally to every site in the kingdom, future houses and trade premises will 
have to baar them wherever built, and gross rents for structures will be forced up 
till net rents are the same as befeJe the imposition or anticipation of the const.ant 
rates. Inasmuch, however, as there is probably a more effective competition between 
different countries in respect of trade premises than in respect of dwelling-houses, the 
slight tendency noticed in the case of Inhabited House Duty to throw a portion of it 
even in respect of structures on the owners of building land may be more accentuated 
in the case of land adapted for development for the purpose of trade premises . 

.. Differential Rate8," so far as onerous, and so far as existing or anticipated at the 
date of the development of land for houses or tmde premises, are in respect of both 
site and structure thrown by anticipation on the owner or successive owners of the 
land at the time when it comes to be developed, and operate by way of diminution of 
t.he price or rent obtained by him or them. 

Differential Rates, so far as onerous, and as first imposed or anticipated· after the 
building of houses. or trade premises, fall on the owners or successive owners of the 
house or tralte premises (i.e., of the property comprising both site and structure) at 
the time when these rates are first so imposed. There is nothing to enable the 
then owner or owners of the house or trade premises to get rid of the differen~ial rates 
so imposed even as regards the structure. For, unlike the case of constant rates, 
structures can be built in other neighbourhoods to escape the differential rates, and 
in the same neighbourhood sites which are, still uncovered and compete with the 
covered sites on equal terms are, as has just been seen, lowered in value to the extent 
of the differential rates so imposed or anticipated on the value both of the sites and 
of the structures intended to be built thereon. 

(c.) Rates Ze'lJ'ied on Ag1'icultural Land. 

These appear to me to fall practically exclusively on the owner or successive owners 
of the land at the time when they are iirst imposed or anticipated. 

As regards rates of the nature of hereditary burdens, or even rates to the amount 
existing or reasonably anticipated at the date of the last letting, this is almost obviously 
so. The intending occupier or lessee can give so much in all, and to the extent to 
which he will have to pay rates i!il unable to pay rent also. 

As regards rates imposed during an existing occupation, the occupier (or temporary 
owner fOl' the term of his occupation) has undoubtedly to bear them down to the time 
when his occupation terminates or is terminable. The only question appears to be 
how soon after that period these fr~sh rates are, if the occupation still in fact 
continues, shifted on to the landlord or permanent owner. Mr. Goschen, in his Draft 
Report, expressed the vie\V' that this shifting WBS a matter of difficulty, and evidently 
thou ght that it would take a long time. I am inclined to think that, at any rate 
at the present time, the difficulty is much less Bnd the time much shorter than 
Mr. Goschen thought, and that even in the case of agricultural land. 

The view expressed in the first paragraph of this answer is (having regard to the 
definition previously given of ownership as including occupation for the term certain 
of that occupation and no more) that fresh rates are shifted immediately occupation 
may be, though it is not in fact, terminated. This view is probably quite correct as a 
statement of tendenoy-as a statement of what actually occurs it may need more 
or less correction with regard to fresh rates, as Mr. Goschen's view is more or less 
completely accepted. 

In the above remarks no account has so far been taken of the incidence of the rates 
in respect of BO much of the rental or rateable value of agricultural land as may be due 
to the expenditure of money on permanent improvements, a question very analogous to 
that of the incidence of the rates in respect of the annual value of the structure or trade 
premises. It is clear that the differential rates on these permanent improvements must, 
like the differential rates on the structure of trade premises, fall by anticipation on the 
owner of the land at the time when these improvements were made. But are the 
comtant rates on these permanent improvements,like tbe constant rates on the structure 
of trade premises. entirely ormainly thrown fromlhe landowner on to the consumer, 

Un3 
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i.e.; the purchase~ of the agricultu~al produoe! I am inclined to think that forei~n 
competition in agrIcu~tural produ~ IS SO much keener. and more real tha~ that wIth 
regard to trade premIses, and still 'more than that wIth regard to dwellIng-houses, 
that even these constant rates practically bMome differential for this purpose, and 
cannot be shifted from the landowner to the consumer to any considerable extent. 

( d.) TIU1Je3 on the Transfer of Property. 

These fall on the owner or successive owners of the propertY.at the time when 
they are first imposed or anticipated. There appears to be no method by which they 
can be shif"ted on to anyone else: Their burden will, of course, vary in proportion 
~o (1) the rate per cent., and (2) the average frequency of transfer of the property. 

That they do, in fact, fall on existing owners at the ~ate of imposition or anticipation 
seems to be recognised by the practice of many companies or borrowers, who pay a 
lump sum by way of composition of such duties. This' would not be done if the 
burdlln could be thrown on an unascertained class of futur~ purchasers. 

I cannot think that, as suggested by Professor Sidgwick," any. considerable part 
of taxes on thfl "transfer of property falls with more weight Oll traders as such, 
and so may be regarded as a taX on trade or production, in which case the part in 
question would .be thrown on the consumer. 

(e.) Taus on Trade Profits. 
• 

Th!)se taxes, if imposed' on trade profits alone, and not on all kinds of income also, 
would appear clearly to fall on the ultimate purchaser or customer. 

If imposed on trade profits together with all other kinds of income these taxes 
would appear to fall wholly or mainly on the owners of property. 

There are, however, ma~y oth~r ~onsiderations to be taken int~ account, which might, 
more or less, alter the ultimate mCIdence of these taxes, as, for mstance, (1) the extent 
to which trade on either of the above suppositions might leave the country, in which 
case some burden, but not necessarily a burden equivalent to the tax, might fall on the 
consumer obtaining the products of trade under hampered conditions; or (2) the extent 
to which ~aving might .be a~acted. by these taxes, and the creation hi.ndered of capital 
for <:'xtenslOn of trade, ill whIch case also there would probably be an mcrease of prices 
to consumers. 

'(f.) Death Duties. 
These. taxes fall directly and immediately on the oWners of property, and there 

seems to be no method by which they can be shifted On to anyone else. 
All classes may, however, ultimately be more or less affected by them, if they 

result in any discouragement of the accumulation of capital by saving. 

ANSWER TO QUESTION 7. (Criterion for distinguishing purposes for which taxation should 
,be raised locally.) 

T here is not, I think, any senous difference of opinion that taxation should be 
raised locally for local pU1'P0ses, and for local purposes only, that is, for purposes which 
are for the b~fit of present and future inhabitants . of the locality as such. And, if all 
purposes for which taxation is levied could be definitely divided and classified either 
as .. local" or "Imperial," there would not, I think, be any dispute (apart from any 
question of hereditary burdens which it is impossible to deal with within the compass 
of this answer) that the whole of.the former class cf purposes should be met by local 
taxation, that is, by the taxation of .the present and future inhabitants of the locality as 
such; . and the whole of the latter class of purposes should be met by Imperial taxation. 
But, in fact, many works and services, such as main roads and bridges, criminal 
prosecutions, 'police protection. and the like are performed for the benefit, partly of the 
inhabitants of the localities, and partly of the nation at large. And in otlJer cases, 
particularly those where serv~ceR ~ave to be ,provided by the inhabi:ants of a locality 
as a hody for part of those IDhabitants, as ID the case of educatIOn or poor relief, 
the services though rendered exclusively to inhabitants may eitlJer not be limited in 
rAsult to those localities (since educated children lDay spread themselves over the 
Empire at large) or may for the credit of tlJe nation at large (which is a kind of 
naticmal benefit or purpose) be fixed, as in the case both of education and of pOOl' 

I'elief, ",t a higher and more expensive standard than the inhabitants of localities would 
by themsel vas be prepared to adopt. 

• Principle. of Political Economy (1883), Book HI., Ch. 8, p. 672, 
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In all these cases (and I think that all the cases mentioned on pages ,24, 25 and 26 
of Sir Edward Hamilton's recent Memorandum, are cases in which the relief of local 
taxation from Imperial resources is justified by considerations of the above nature) i~ 
seems right that local taxation should be aided from general 01' national taxation, 
and the only question is the extent to which this aid should go. This question is 
(apart from the consideration of hereditary burdens) ODe depending on proEortionate 
degree of benefit, and is one of detail and administration, as to which I am not 
competent to express an opinion. ., 

ANSWER TO QUESTION 8. (The expediency of keeping expenditure for local and national 
purposes distinct.) 

It would seem quite impossible in the nature of things to keep the expenditure 
for many local purposes quite distinct from that for national purposes, as many works 
and services subserve both purposes. In these cases, therefore, a contribution by the 
central Government, and, (in most cases) an expenditure by the ,local authority of the 
aggregate fund, subject to such supervision by the central Government as may be 
necessary, appear to be the only practical methods of supply and expenditure. 

Where local purposes are clearly distinguishable from national purpost!s, there it 
would in general appear to be advisable that both the supply and the expenditure of 
the ~unds raised for these purposes should be in the bands of the local authority, that is, 
that they should transact their own business. Indeed, it is in general f61' the transaction 
of this business that they are created. 

ANSWER TO QUllSTION 9. (The division of rates between owner and occupier.) 

I take a very definite view. that in tolO'1I8, and particularly in large towns, such as 
London, where there are oftep several interests in each house, rates should not be 
divided between ow~er and occupier (or, as I should p'refer to call them for this purpose, 
.. permanent owner' and" temporary OWIler "), but should, as at present, be entirely 
paid by the occupier, except in those very numerous cases (such as furnished houses, 
fiats, weekly or monthly tenancies, and small tenements) where the difficulties of 
collection from the actual occupiers make it convenient for the local authority to 
treat the landlord as the actual occupier and to rate him solely or primarily. 

My main reasons for entertaining this view may be briefly ~ummarised as follows:
(1.) The ultimate incidence of rates is the sa me whether the occupier pays or the 

owner or both. The question who should berated is, therefore, mainly one 
of convenience. 

(~.) It is inconvenient that both owner ~nd ocoupier should be troubled with the 
ascertainment and payment of rates. This' is particularly the case where 
there are several interests in houses, between each of which payments or 
allowances in respect of rates would have to be made: ftir every plan for 
dividing rates divides them not meI'ely between the actual occupier and his 
landlord, but between the parties to all ,superior tenancies, though I doubt 
whether this is so in large Scotch towns; such as Glasgow, Edinburgh, &0. 

(3.) If one person only should pay, then (except in the excepted cases above referred 
to, where convenience of collection prescribes the contrary) that person 
should be the annual occupier or temporary owner. For it is for his benefit, 
88, the inhabitant for the time being~ that the great bulk of the rates is 
expended for purposes as recurrent and temporary as his own occupation or 
temporary· ownership. And there is no apparent hardship in this, even should 
he be thought to actually bear the rates, since there is nothing unjust or 
unscientific in taxation on expenditure as measured by style of living. 

(4.) If, where there are several interests in houses, a proportion of the rates in the £ 
is to, be deducted on each payment between successive interests, the effect will 
be to rate mere anlluitants or rent chargers, and to relieve to this extent the 
reul owners, i.e., the OU'Mrs of the margin. 

(5.) The result of the proposal mentioned in the last head wonld be to .make every 
rent received in respect of every interest in housAs a variable one, and so 
to drive cheap or trust capital out of houses as an investment, and to 
necessarily raise rents. , 

(6.) If any division of rates between owner and occupier is to be applied to existing 
contracts (and all proposals that I have seen on the subject contemplate this) 
the~e will necessarily be much hardship an~ los" inflicted on a prudent class 
of Investors. 

l>di 
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In country districts also I consider that the present system is the fairest and best, 
and that the whole of the rates should bfl borne by the oocupier or temporary owner 
rather than by the landlord or permanent owner. But obviously some of the reasons 
given above do not apply at all to country districts, and others apply with less force 
to country districts than to town districts. 

I should add that in this answer I am dealing merely with the payment by owner 
and occupier of such part of the taxation for local or kindred purposes as has to 
be raised and met out of the rates, whatever .that.part may be. The part that has 
to be paid out of national taxation or national funds is paid neither by owner nor 
occupier as such. 

I should also add that the foregoing part of this answer does not apply to that 
comparatively small part of the rates which goes to pay the sinking fund for the 
repayment of' capital borrowed for permanent improvements. Theoretically, and in 
default of contract to the contrary, I consider that whatever its ultimate incidence, 
this small part of the rates should be primarily imposed on the persons to benefit, 
that is, the persons who will by virtue of their present and future right to enjoy or 
dispose of the occupation, reap the benefit of the permanent improvement. But, 
practically, this part of the rates is so small, and would be so extremely difficult to 
calculate, that (as is done now in the case of the Hewers rate) occupiers would in all 
cases where they agree to pay the bulk of the general rates, agree to pay this part 
also; and, this being so, I see no reason for any statutory interference with· an 
arrangement for the mutual convenience of landlords and tenants. 

ANSWER TO QUESTION 10. (The separate rating of ground values.) 

The only proposals with which I am acquainted for rating ground values are (1) thoso 
propounded by Mr. Fletcher Moulton in the autumn of 1889, and (2) those embodied 
in certain recent resolutions of the London County Council, and about to be laid before 
the Royal Commission. Both these sets of proposals appear to me to be open to the 
f.ollowing fatal objections :-

(1.) They would rate owners of fixed rents in respect of an expenditure, the benefit 
of which accrues primarily to the owners of marginal rents, or in other 
words, to the persons having the right to the actual beneficial occupation 
and enjoyment of the property rated. They would in fact rate the wrong man. 

(2.) 'I.'hey would be most difficult to work in practice, for while the annual value 
of a house site and structure together is easily ascertainable with reasonable 
precision, there would be great difficulty in ascertaining the annual values of 
the Hite and structure separately, particularly if (as would rather appe"ar to 
be the case) the annual value of the site is to be ascertained, not with reference 
to its use in connexion with the building actually on it, but with reference 
to the use to which it might be put if vacant. 

(3.) They would prevent secured interests in houses from being arranged so as 
to yield a fixed income, and so would drive cheap or trust capital out of 
house property and raise rents. 

(4.) As a'pp~ied .to future contracts, ther would fail of their purpose and h~mper 
buildmg, lllasmuch as they would lmpose on developers of land for bulldinoo 
purposes, and builders and the persons claiming under them, a prospectiv~ 
liability in respect of the rents forming the reward for development and 
building, with the result that such rents would rise and the rate be ultimately 
thrown on the occupier, if (as I presume will be the case) the rate is to be a 
constant one, i.e., applying to the whole kingdom. 

(5.) As applied to existing contracts, they are markedly confiscatory. 
And the recent proposals of the London County Council appear to be open to this 

further very serious objection (which is one not as between the different owners of a 
single house, but as between the different sets of owners of different houses), namely,-

(6.) As between two houses of the same rateable value, but one of which comprises 
a small structure on a valuable site while the other comprises a large 
structure on a much less valuable site, an excess of rating will be thrown 
on the owners and occupiers of the smaller house in relief of that thrown on 
the owner and occupiers of t~e larger house, although in most cases it would 
be the inhabitants of the larger house that would derive the greater benefit 

'from tho ratc~. 
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AlIsWEIl to QUESTION 11. (How far rent is a1l'ected by the increase, decrease, or 
imposition of a rate ~) 

217 

The answer to this question is obfiously covered by the answers t h3.ve already 
given to Question 6 (a), (b), and (0) • 

.As regal'dt, llO'UBee and tmae Jl1'emises, the increase or imposition of a "constant rate," 
so fllr as such increase or imposition is onerous, reduces the net rent otherwise 
obtainable from a tenant who is to pay the rates (1) permanently to the extent of the 
extra burden in respect of the annual value of the site, and (2) temporarily, while 
building is checked and the annnal value of structure3 is rising to meet the extrll 
burden on the annual value of .the structnre, to the extent of a gradually diminishing 
part of this extra bnrden; and perhaps permanently to the extent of some small portion 
of this extra bnrden . 

.ds regal·di; houses and t)'ada premisB8, the increase or imposition of a" differential" 
rate, so far as sucb. increase or imposition is onerous, reduces the net rent otherwise 
obtainable from a tenant who is to pay the rates, to the extent of the extra burden in 
respect of the annnal value of both site and structure . 

.As regards building land, the increase or imposition of a rate, whether constant 
or differential, so far as sllch increase or imposition is onerous, reduces the net rent 
otherwise obtainable from a building tenant as stated in the two foregoing formulre, 
but substituting for" structure," .. anticipated structure." 

.As regard8 agricultw·Q.lland, the increase or imposition of a rate, whether constant 
or differential, so far as such increase or imposition is onerous, reduces the rent 
otherwise obtainable from a tenant who is to pay the rates to the full extent of the 
burden. 

As regards all the above kinds of property the reduction or abolition of a rate, so 
far as such reduction or abolition is beneficial (i.e., does not involve the loss of an equal 
or greater benefit), operates in exactly the contrary way to thllt above stated; that is, 
increases the rent otherwise obtainable from a tenant who is to pay t.he rates to the like 
extent to which that rent would have been decreased by a corresponding increase or 
imposition of the rate so far as onerous. 

ANSWER TO QUESTION 12. (How rent would be affected by occupiers l:eing allowed to 
ded uct rates.) 

A deduction by the occupier of the whole or a portion of the rates would not of 
course be quite equivalent to a reduction of rates to that extent, since the total rates 
levied in respect of the property generally would remain the same, and the only 
alteration would be in the primary inoidence of these rates. 

In my opinion, this alteration in the primary inciil6nce would not make any 
alteration in the ultimate incidence, except so far as existing contracts were disturbed 
without appropriate compensation. Rents would, I think, rise to the extent to which 
the la.ndlord paid rates instead of the tenant. Indeed, as before pointed out, in towns, 
and assuming that the process of deduction were carried out between all successive 
interests, ground rents, improved rents, and other secured rents would in future 
building riSG in order to compensate for their not yielding a fixed income, and so 
being worth a smaller number of year.' purchase; and so rack rents would be increased 
beyond the amount of rates of which tenants would be nominally relieved. 

Perhaps I should add that the phrase in the question .. under what conditions" 
seems to suggest a reference to the view sometimes entertained that a benefit of this 
kind to the tenant could or could not be appropriated by the landlord according to 
whethor there was or was not a brisk demand for houses, or that the incidence of an 
increase 01' decrease of rates is determined by the state of supply lind demand in 
the market for houses (see, for instance, Mr. Goschen's Draft Report, p. 168 of his 
collected reports and speeches on local taxation). This view does not appear to me to 
be sound. If a brisk demand for houses enables a landlord to throw an increase of 
rates on a tenant and still to obtain the same rent as befere, he could presumably 
have obtained an extra rAnt had rates remained stationary; and tha loss of this 
extra. rent involves the extra rat~s being thrown on the landlord as clearly (though he 
may not feel it so much) as if he had had to submit to a. reduction of rent where, 
but for the increase in rates, he might have obtained the same rent. And if a 
slackness in the demand for houses enables a. tenant, who is b,l' an alteration in the law 
empowered to deduct a portion of the rates, to make a fresh bargain at the same rent 
as -before, this tenant could presumably have obtaiMd his house at a lower rent than 
before, had he not been empowered to deduct any part of the rates; and the 1085 

• 18409. Ee 
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involveu in not obtaining a reduction in rent exactly counterbalances the gain in being 
at liberty to deduct part of the rates, so that though the tenant is a gainer, it is by 
virtue of rents falling through a slackness in the demand for houses, not by virtue of 
the alteration in the law enabling him to throw on the landlord what he previously 
bore himself. 

The state of the market for houses or land produces effeots of its own whiGh ar(l quite 
independent of the effects produced by an increase or diminution of rates. All that can 
fairly be said is that the effects produced by the state of the market may be in the 
contrary direction to, and so disguise or cancel, those produced by an alteration in rates. 
But, on the other hand, the two sets of' effects may tend ill the same direction, and 
may aggravate each other. 

ANSWER TO QUESTION 13. (Effect on rent of rating property on different scales.) 
The general effect of rating property on different scales according to value, character. 

or user will obviously be to encourage the productiou of property of the value and 
class and the user of property in the manner in respect of which the rating is light, 
and to discourage the production of property of the ' value and class and the user 
of property in the manner in respect of which the rating is heavy. But the effect 
upon rent is difficult to state with anything like precision, unless a great many other 
conditions of the problem are first fixed. 

:rerhapa the hest practical answer to the question can be given by assuming certain 
fixed conditions in a particular case. 

Assume that the revenue that has to be raised for Imperial purpose. by some tax or 
other on buildings is such as can be and is raised by a tax of 4d. in the :I:: on the rental 
value of all occupied buildings, whether trade premises or inhabited houseM, and 
that trade premises and houses throughout the country are occupied and have their 
rents fixed upon the basis of this condition amongst other existing conditions. And 
then assume that the law on this point is altered in the following manner, viz., (a) 
by the increase of ·the duty on inhabited houses of 501. annual value and upwards to 
9d.; (b) by the diminution of the duty on inhabited houses under 501. annnal value 
to 3d.; and (c) by the entire abolition ~f the duty as regards trade premises. 
What will be the effect on the net rent to be obtained forthesA several classes of 
property from tenants who pay rates and taxes? 

Take, first, the case of trade premises, and assume (what is no doubt nearly the 
case) that foreign competition does net operate, and that there must, in spite of the 
change in taxation. be practically the same proportion intbe future between trade 
premises and inhabiteu hou8es that there has been in the past. Then, when .fresh trade 
premises come to be built (and it is by this that the rents of existing trade premises 
will be regulated), on the principles already stated, the builder will be content with the 
same net rent as before in respect of the structure. nnd this net rent will not .be 
altered, the relief from the reduction of the tax in respect of the annual value of the 
structure going into the pocket" of the "consumer" of the structure, that is, the 
ultimate purchaser of the goods produced or distributed on the trade premises. 

Tbe effect on that part of the rent of trade premises which represents the annual 
value of the site is equally clear. The superiority of position for which site-rent is paid 
continues the same as before, and a tenant having less to pay in the shape of taxation 
for that superiority; willlbil willing to pay an excess of rent equal to the relief. 
Rents of trade premises will, therefore, rise on this account to an extent equal to the 
relief from the reduction of~tax in respect of the annual value of their sites. 

Take next the case of dwelling-houses of 501. annual value and upwards. Here. 
if the existence of dwelling-houses of under that value is for the moment disregarded. 
"nd attention paid to the alteration in taxation between dwelling-houses and trade 
premises only, the result will clearly be analogous to that with regard to trade 
premises. The result will, in fact, be that net rents, so far as representing structures. 
will remain constant after some short interval of possible depression, with the result 
that the extra burden on the nnnual value of tbe structures will be thrown on occupiers 
as a class; and that net rents, so far aM representing site values. will diminish to the 
extent of the extra burden on the annual value of the sites, with the result that 
this part of the burden will be thrown on the owner or successive owners, as herein
before defined, of the dwelling-houses (which include both sites and structures). But 
now, if the existence of houses under 50l. annllal value is again regarded, then, 
in~much a~ there will probably be a real competition between houses of 501. annual 
valjIe and just over on the one hand, and houses of under 501. (which can, of 
course. be produced to any extent) on t.hll other hand, it may well be that the interval 
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during which the net rents for existing structures will be lowered will be a very con
siderable Ol!e, and that such rents may even to some ext~nt be lowered permanently. 

'I'ake, thirdly, the case of dwelling-houses of less than 50l. annual value. It is 
pretty clear that the effect of the change will, in this' case, be to leave unaltered the 
nct rent in respect of structures, the benefit thus going to occupiers; but to increase 
tho not ront in respect of sites, the benefit thus going to the owners of the houses. 

Lastly, .thero has to be considered the effect of the alteration in the prospective 
rents of uncovtlred building sites in general. The change would obviously increase the 
rents that would be obtained for sites for trade premisl's or small houses, and decrease 
t.he rents that could be obtained for sites for largel' houses. On the whole, probably 
the effeot would be to very slightly diminish the total rent of all sites for aU these 
purposes, since the freo operation vf supply and demand would be somewhat more 
inteIfered with than before. 

6th January 1898. eHAS. H. SARGANT. 

Answers by Mr. T. Mackay. 

I.-CLASSIFICATION. 

Taxes on commodities are distinguishable in many ways from the other taxes 
enumerated in the Table, but I cannot follow the reasoning which distinguishes 
them on the ground that commodities are not property. Nol' does it appear to Die 
scientific to say that "taxes levied in respect of incomes derived from personal 
exertion" are "taxes, not incidental to property." An income is a property, 
and so are the services by which that income is earned. Personal skill or labour 
is. of course, a less permanent source of income than an investment in the funds, 
but in many cases the goodwill of a pl'ofessional or trade income can be sold or 
bequeathed, and, in any case, the distinction does not rest on the fact that one 
source is property and the other not property. 

By reason of this objection, which may appear hypercritical, and of the great 
difficulty of the question of real incidence, I doubt the possibility of making anything 
in the nature of a scientific classification of taxes. Tbe most that can be done is to 
supply a catalogue. For the purpose in hand, such catalogue should divide taxe~ into 
those which are levied on property which is also rateable, and those which are levied 
on property which is not rateable. The quest,ion of equity, which must naturally 
engage mLich attention, is to be decided, not by the relative amount of burden 
borne by different classes of property, but by the taxable ability of the persons who 
own that property, which, I submit, is a totally different thing. 

I do not feol justified in setting out my views on a technical question of this nature, 
at any length, but the following illustl'3tion wiJI, I hope, explain my meaning. Taxes 
on food, like the old corn laws, are generally held to be inequitable, not, I submit, 
because, thoy are not t.axes on property, but because they press heavily on a class 
whQse property often extendd very little beyond its daily bread. Conversely, taxes on 
ground rents are sometimes advocated because it is assumed that the owners are 
persons of taxable ability. '1.'his is a question of fact. Having regard to the large 
amount of ground rents held by working class insurance and friendly "ociety 
associations. and the probability that the private investment of th('l moro successful 
members of this class folloWR the example of their public investment, I should not 
be surprised to find that gronnd rents form a Jarger proportion of the whole invest
ments of the poorer class than they do of the whole property of any other class. 
, What appears to me to be wanted in the present connexion is (1) "' list of the taxes 
lovied on ra1;eable and non-rateable property, (2) some ~ort of estimate as to the ability 
of the persoils who own eaoh diflerellt class of property. This. of course, is not a 
c1n~si fication in the scientific sense of the term. 

Such a catlllogue would throw some light on the preliminary question as to how far 
th., exemption of certain forms of property from local burdens has been equalised by 
their ,ljreater liability to Imperial taxation. The equity of the situation, however, 
nlU"t be. decided with a reference to persons, not to things. An equal division of 
all taxatlOn between real and pereonal property would not, of necessity, be an equitable 
division as between persons. 

Ee2 
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H.-THE NET REVENUE OP THE POST OFPICE. 

The usual objection to monopolies is that they prevent the pUblio from getting a 
cheap and efficient supply. The Post Office would seem to be no exception to the rule. 
[n those departments where private competition is permitted, it has, more or less, 
been beaten out of the field. In the last report of the Postmaster General, he exprl3sses 
'some surprise at the decreased number of newspapers which he has to carry, and he 
oongratulates himself, on the assumed explanation that private enterprise bad taken 

'away a branch of work which in Post Office hands has been unprofitable. It is to 
be presumed that the private enterprise which now distributes newspapers does it 
more efficiently, and at a remunerative rate., In London the different corps of 
messenger boys pay a heavy license to the Post Office for leave to ply their trade, and 
yet, even so burdened, they compete successfully witll the messenger service of the 
Post Office, which has, practically, proved still-born. Its insurance business is 
infinitesimal, and bas been entirely distanced by private enterprise. Its banking was 
last year conuucted at a loss, and the constitution of this department is a grave 
source of anxiety to those responsible for our public finance. In many of its 
departments the Post Office makes a loss; if, therefore, the net result is a profit of 
three million~, it is obvious that this must be obtained by excessive profits in other 
departments. 

It might plausibly be argued that the monopoly of the Pest Office (granted for 
what may he good and sufficient reasons) is in itself a tax. 'fhere can, I think, be no 
doubt that any profit which it makes is a tax, and that it is levied on the property 
of those who have to pay excessively for its services. 

IlI.-TESTS OF THE EQUITY OF TAXATION. 

The following is abbreviated from the work of M. P. Leroy Beaulieu, and is 
obviously based on the well-known canons laid down by Adam Smith. I reproduce it 
rather for the sake of the comment appcnded by the author than because of any 
belief that such maxims will prove of much practical use. 

~axes sho~ld bA in pr!lportion t~ ability:; should, be easily calculated and intelligible; 
~leJr collectIOn should De convenIent and economICal; they should, as far as possible, 

exercise no disturbing infiuelJcf> on the development of agricultural industry and 
commerce. The author then remarks that no State can attain this ideal. There is a 
certain irreducible element of injustice, arbitrilriness and vexation in every tax. '1'''8 
ideal raT, be most nearly reached in those states aud loealities whosB wants are mod/wale, 
and it is most ~cia.ely departed 11·0,?",. in p~aces wlterp- such clt1111'ge~ a1'e hea1J,/I. Equity is 
much more promoted by good admmistratlOn than by any conceIvable readjustment of 
taxation. , 

This consideratiQn, and the wide diffusion of burden which I believe to be 
characteristic of all taxation, suggest that we may exaggerate the importance of 
" equity" ao; a principle to be observed in readjustments of taxation. 

To begin with. too closo a regard to equit,y would deprive a government of 
Tllany productive forms of revenue. The experience of progressive taxation is that 
though it mny be very equitable, it is not productive. The taxpayer also can contraot 
himself out of ta~es or;r luxuries by: furegoing t~em, and it is generally recognised' 
that. after a certaIn pomt, the taxatIOn of luxurieS ceases to be productive. In a 
country where a large revenue is required for local and Imperial purposes, it is 
impossible to avoid placing taxe3 on objects of common and general use. This 
obviously bears heavily un the poorer classes, and is inequitable and inevitable. 

In discussing, later on, the question of incidence, it is suggested that there is a 
certain readjustment of taxation according to ability going on automatically, more 
particularly in regard to old taxes, and to taxes on commodities which are finally 
brought into the market a~ter a .long series of ex:changes. i'hus it is recognised 
that no one but a comparatIvely rich man can afford to be a landowner. Generally 
also at every sale of a taxed commodity the purchaser's ability to pay the tax is more 
or less guaranteed by the fact of his willingness to buy. An exception to this 
ten,c~encJ is the c~se of taxes on. nec?ssit,ies~ a.nd ,it i~ o~e of the utn~ost importance. 
ThIS, however, IS part of the IneVItable InJustIce mCldent to all tuxation. The 
revenues of public bodies spending largely cannot be raised solely by taxes on luxuries. 
The revenue will be deficiunt, unloss recourse is had to a taxation which cannot be 
evaded, i.e., on objects more or lesB of necessity. The only remedy for this is better 
and more economical administration. 
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In view of the great rise of urban rates in recent years, it seems to me probable 

that we sh~ll see, if we have not already seen, some shifting of the centres of industry. 
Just as in medireval times trade forsook the old chartered towns because of the 
restrictions imposed on it, so in modern times trade will show a disposition to leave 
the towns which are most heavily burdened by rates, and if this is true of towns it is 
alpo true of countries. A mannfaoturer proposing to open works, say, at Preston, is met 
by the fact that he has to pay a rate of 28. 3d. in the pound for an unsuccessful 
speculation in docks. To avoid such infected areas is an equitable remedy open to 
labour and to capital, which can beoexercised in so far as these values are not adscl'ipta 
gleb(l!. It leaves, however, a burden, which in time might actually extinguish, as in 
the famous caEe of Cholesbury, the value of immobilia altogether. 

The remedy for this state of things is not a readjustment, which must be 
ineq~itable tolersons brought in to s.hare the los~, but better administration. . . 

Wlth regar to the form of readJustment whICh has been largely adopted III thIS 
country, namely, subventions in one shape or another from the Imperial Exchequer 
t.o local authorities, it is to be observed first that taxpayers and ratepayers are not two 
mutually exclusive divisions. Very little general satisfaction will result from taking 
money out of une pocket to put it into another. And if the result of these Imperial 
subventions is universally the same liS that which, I have little doubt, has arrived in 
the case of poor law administration, it seems very probable that the divided financial 
responsibility tends to increase the expenditul'e both of rates and taxes. The mcney 
drawn from the Imperial Exchequer is spent with the proyerbial profusion characteristic 
of a body spending a fund for which it is not responsible, and the temporary relief to 
the local rate relaxes and disarms the vigilance of the ratepayer. * 

The general conclusion which I draw from these considerations is tha.t equitable 
relief will mainly be obtained by better administration; that divided finILncialresponsi
hility will not tend in that direction; that financial and administl'ative responsibility 
should be cloEely connected, or that, if they be separated, it must be done under 
safeguards more effective than at present exist. 

The argument further appears to me to tell in favour of putting up with the 
Btatu8 quo, notwithstanding its anomalies and irreducible minimum of injustice, rather 
than reso~t to large and revolutionary meaEures of readjustment. Even if we admit 
that excessive taxation is preventing the development of one trade more than another, 
if fa; hypothesi there is an absolute necessity for a taxation of objects of general and 
common use, it is difficult to see what advantage will be gained by transferring the 
heavier burden from one t;'ade whioh has grown accustomed to it to another which is 
not likely to prove patient under the irritating influence of a new tax. 

The one thing certain about all readjustment is that the number of those who fancy 
themselves injured will always be more numerous and mOle clamorous than those 
who admit that they have profited. 

Generaliy, I submit that no readjustment will be equitable or satisfactory which 
doos not provide for an improved and more economical admillistration. . 

IV.-TBE REAL INCIDENCE OF TAXATION. 

Any generalisation as to real incidenoe of taxation should, I submit, he applicable to 
all forms of taxation. 'ro say, for instance, that the incidence of taxation levied on 
the ocoupier of agriculturalland follows one law, and the taxation levied on commodities 
a different law, and then to dispute whether taxes 011 dwelling houses conform to the 
first or the second law. seems to me eminently unsatisfaotory. A proposit.ion which 
aspires to the dignity of a scientific law should admit of no exceptions. If a generalisa
tion is shown to bo inapplicable in a. single oase, it conses at onoe to be soientifieally 
valid. Such a law oeasl's to be of any use to the practical man, who is thrown back 
on purely empirioal methods of inquiry. It may, of course, be found that no general 
la~ ~all be laid down, and that the subject must be studied in an entirely empirical 
£asluon. 

The problem may, I think, be conveniently considered in two stages, which I venture 
to distinguish 8S inoidence proper and "epercu8sion. 

I.-A tax is levied on a person in respect of his property. The term property must 
be held t() covel' not only material property but services or labour. If the ttlx is levied 
on a temporary owner (e.g., an occupier) or on a oonsumer, it is obvious that, dUl'ing 
the temporary ownerslnp, the burden will remain on the occupier, or, in respect of his 

• I haro gone inlo this l),u"liolilDore fulll in a 'l'emorandum OD the Poor Law in aDswer to questiou 15. 
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store of the particular commodity on which he has had to pay the tax,. on the 
consumer . 
. At the end of the temporary ownership or lease, the property vests again in the 

superior owner burdened with the liability of a tax, and ita value is diminished to a 
corresponding' extent. This condition must continue till a new contract is concluded. 

Similarly the consumer, when he has finished his store of the taxed commodity is free 
from liability till he decides to purchase again. The burden themfore, for the moment, 
at all events, must rest on the owner. The owner in this case will, I apprehend, include 
ali who have stocks of the manufactured ·commodity, as well as those who own 
the component labour and material, which the entrepreneur combines for tile purpose of 
production. The entrepreneur, of course, is in a sense a consumer, and at the 
conclusion of cnrrent operations. he may desist from further opemtions. Ultimately, 
therefore, the burden, till the occupier or consumer decides to purchll-se agaln, must sink 
down to a bed rock of owne1'l!hip where it cannot be further subdivided. This being so, 
I fmbmit that, prima jam .. , the incidence of taxation is on the owner .. Tllis, of course, 
is a, very small part of the general problem, but up to this point the analysis 
seems to show that the first· effect of a tax is to increase the cost of production as 
against the producers of the object of taxation. In ()ther words a' barrier has been 
imposed, in the shape of a tax, between the owner of the object taxed and the mark~t 
for his commodity. '. . 

We now direct our attention to what happens when the consumer decides (as, of 
course, in most cases he will decide) to purchase all'ain, the tax notwithstanding. 

II.-Here the problem assumes a larger aspect, and ceases to be one of taxation .. 
Our inquiry now will be: What is the effect on Price of an incroase of the Cost of 
Production? Will the owner (i.e., the constituent owners) l)ear the burden, or will 
the purchaser or subsequent owoer assume the burden by paying a higher price? 

The answer may be indicated at once. An increase in the cost of production, 
Whether it be caused by taxation, or any other cause, will not of necessity cause a rise 
of price .. If an increased cost 'of production obliges a mine owner to spend 30s. 
instead of 15s. in raising a sovereign weight of gold, that particuiar sovereign does not 
become worth 308. The additional cost of p:oodnction does not pass into price, but remains 
on the mine owner, in so far as he does not shift the burden downwards to those I have 
termed the C'onstituent owners, i.e., the owners of the lr;bourand m~terial employed in 
the. mine. Similarly, a tax put on English-grown wheat would not, under existinO' 
conditions, affect the price of wheat, except in an infinitesimal manner. The price of 
wheat is regulated by the· relation of demand and supply, and any shrinkage in the 
supply of English wheat would be readily made up by increased supply from abroad. 
This last illustration. with the above comment thereon, indicates the rule. ' Changes in 
the Cost of Productiou will influence Price only in so far as they alter the relation of 
Demand to Supply. There is nothing in the nature of 1J0stof Production, or of taxation 
as ·an element in cost of production, to oblige a purchaser to pay an increased price. 
This aspect of the question is illustrated by the instances given above. If snpply 
is not thereby restricted, or if demand is not thereby increased, an increase ill the cost 
of production will not raise price. 

In most cases, however, a restriction of supply does follow an increase of the cost of 
production, and for obvious reasons. An increased cost of production is an additional 
impediment placed between the producer and his market, and, unless the purchaser or 
consumer can draw his necessary supply from a source not affected by the tax or 
other increase in tho cost of production, he must, in order to insure a regular supplv, 
give ·a sufficient price to make it. worth while for the producer to continue his 
enterprise. Obviously the supply of such things as land and labour is not so readily 
rest.ricted as the supply of manufactured commodities. The application of the rule 
here sug?este~ as it affects di~erent forms of value "ill be more easily understood by 
the conslderatlOn of a few typICal cases., 

Let us take first what appeari! to be the .least complex case, a rate or tax on 
itgriculturalland. ' , 

Authoritie.s seem to be more or less unanimous in holding t.hat a tax on the occupier 
'is transferred back to the owner at the expiration of existing contracts. . 

In passin.g, it may be remarked that the occupier. cannot s~ift the.li~bility of paying 
and collectmg the tax, or the burdensome exertlOn lDvolvedm ., shlftmg." A certain 
burden, therefore, will stick. This does not appear to me to be any exception to the 
rule "1'he levy on the occupier is R<Jonfiscation of ,his time and his credit, and, although 

. the' pecuniary burden may be shifted to the landlord, the occupier's ownership of his own 
time and credit is affected by the new liability thrQwn on him. 
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Let ·us pass on, and suppose that at the end of a lease, a farm is put on the market. 
Ob"iously it is stricken withsteriIity to the extent of the new tax, and, unless some 
restriction of. supply or additional demand has supervened, a tenant will only pay for 
the farm on the same basis as in former year!!, i.e., he will only pay the same sum for 
free occupation as before. Part of that payment will now go to the tax collector, 
leaving a diminished amount for the landowner. 

We are here considering the first stage of the inquiry, lIamely: What shifting (if 
any) can the owner make to .other subsidiary OWners (if such there be) of the 
burden? In so far as a person popularly known as "the owner" can do this, he is 
really iii the position of an occupier or entrep?·eneur. . 

Now, an English landlord is not a mere rent charger, he is in a sense an entl·eprenelw. 
B;e has to pub on the market a farm with its full complement of buildings and labourers' 
cottages, and he is' responsible for the making and up-keep of certain permanent 
improvements. He is, in fact, an occupier in respect of a great deal of labour and 
material. The ability of the landlord to purchase the labour and material incidental 
to his share in the agricultural partnership constituteR the demand for that material 
and labour, and in fact is one of the elements which confer value on tbem. 
It will appear, moreover, t4at material can, as a rule. be analysed and resolved into 
more simple constituent elements, on each occasion bringing in a wider circle of 
the owners of labour to share in the burden. 

If a landlord's'receipts- from his tenant dip1inish. he has no option; he cannot .buy 
so much labour and materi!ij .. Many persons, it is true, pUl'chase and manage land 
regarding it as a luxury conferring social position, and not as part of the raw material 
of the agricultural industry. Still, the willingness of rich men to act in this way must 
be more or less proportionate to tbe revenue bearing character of the investment. 
Increasing burden will impair the ability of even the richest. 

J n this way, through the restricted ability of "the landlord to spend, some of the 
loss percolates downwards, and rests, momentarily at all events, on those whom I have 
termp.d the constitul'nt owners. , 

We next come to what is, perhaps, the mpst important aspect of the question, 
viz., the ?·el'c'rwH.~ion of taxation against those who subnequently acquire ownership 
in the various properties concerned; in other words, what alDount of the burdeu 
can these constituent owners, on whom in the first instance the deLriment must 
rest., throw back on the consumer? . . 

I have argued above that, in ,respect of the labour and material expended on the 
up-keep of his farms, the lanillord is a consumer or occupier. The farmer again is 
occupier or consumer. in respect of the labour ile employs, and the land which herures. 
He is owner in respect of his own services and skill. The labourer is owner of II 

property whioh, though it mllY be turned to other purposes, cannot be resolved into 
simpler constituentd. The consumer (i.e., the ~eneral public), who ultimately assumes 
ownership of the products of agriculture, has 8S yet no interest. Our problem is, on 
what terms will be assume an interest, and what is the result to the other factors ill the 
long series of exchanges. 

It appears to me that in this, as well as in other cases,. the various parties will take 
?etriment from taxation in proportion to tbe permanence aud necessity of their 
mtercst as owners. 

Let Ud take first the cuse of the labourer, whicb, on a superficial view of the facts, 
might be made to appear an excepti'.ln. EJ! hypothesi, in respect of the fact that his 
interest is inalienable, he might be expected. to Buffer most from the rise of rates 
and agricultural depression; but in view of the undoubted rise of agricultural 
wages, and the fall in the price of necessaries, bis position is clearly better than it 
was, though that does not proye that he has not been the greatest loser. If his 
condition is now better than it was, thl're must have been, fl"fJm otit"'I" caU8es, more than 
an equivall'nt compensation. '1'hat this is so can, I think, be easily shown. 

l'rom a variety of causes, in tel" aria inereasillO" taxatiou. "he cost of production 
has been raised against the landlord aud the f~'mcr relatively to the prices to be 
obtained for their product. This bas brought about a weaker demand for agricultural 
labour. lioHily, however, the labourer has been able to evade the depression 
which would have forced him to accept lower wao-es. He has carried his services to 
other markets, and in this way has decreased the ':.upply of a~icultural labour to an 
l'xtent more than proportionate to the decreaseil demand. The injury done to him is 
not, of course, cancelled. A market for his lElbour, wrucb. wonld have given him 
hflalthy and agreeable employment, is destroyed. His employer has been unable to give 
him the wages which would keep bim from migrating to the town, The town, therefore, 
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buys his services at lower wages than it would otherwise be obliged to offer, anu lower 
wages all round is the result. W if, may sum the ma~te~ up: the labour~r, .tho?gh he 
cannot contract himself out of loss caused by a depreCIation of labour, "hIS mahenable. 
property," is not bound to 0!le form of labour, is not,. in fa~t, adacrip,tus gleb{f!. ¥e 
migrates to fields of enterpnse where the raw matenal of Industry IS less heavily 
burdened. Thus, though not escaping detriment, the labourer leaves the more tangible 
share of the burden to be borne ·by the landlord, the farmer, and, if he can be made 
to undergo the yoke, the consumer.. .. . 

The landlord being unable to decrease hIS cost of productIOn by glvmg lower wages 
to the labourer, and unable to get a. higher rent from the farmer, inevitabiy is obliged 
to put a worse article on the market. Repairs aud improvements will be leRs 
liberally done, and inferior land may even go out of cultivation. In other words, 
there will be a deterioration or restriction of supply. The farmer, if he is to continue 
farmer, cannot go elsewhere, and he will therefore obtain an inferior instrument in 
exchange for his rent. This loss, in so far as the landlord can communicate it to the 
tenant, the tenant, in all probability, cannot pass on to the consumer who purchases 
from him. The grain dealer and the consumer generally can obtain their supply 
elsewhere.: The tax has brought about no change in the relation of demand and supply, 
and there will be no change of price. 

The detriment of taxation on agricultural land would thus appear to be shut 01I from 
the general public and confined to the agricultural interest. 

To sum the matter up, comparatively little of the burden, I apprehend, is recovered 
in increased price from the consumer. The result has been a great shrinkage in 
the value of agricultural land, an exodus, still going on, of owners of land, their place 
being taken by a class which buys land as a luxury and a means of acquiring social 
position, and which often pays the charges and necessary improvements out of income 
derived from personal property. The exodus of the labourer has already been 
mentioned. The farmer or occupier has been probably less affected by agricultural 
depression than the landowner. His ownership in the agricultural interest is more 
temporary and fugitive. Hia capital as a rule is more easily withdrawn, and 
he is, therefore, better able to shake off the burden. If the farmer is not lJOW 
making the normal profits of industry, a matter on which I 'do not feel competent 
to form an opinion, there can be no doubt that rents must submit to a further 
reduction. If this has not already happened, it must tci some extent be ascribed 
to the fact that farming and landowning are much influenced by personal and 
semi-feudal considerations which tend to remove them from the cognisance of economic 
speculation. 

The 1'ep(J'J'cu8Sio1b which, if We are correct, is not able to throw an increased burden 
on the consumer, recoils on the agricultural interest, but its force is by no means spent, 
for of course the impoverishment of the agricultural interest reacts on every other 
interest. If the productive efforts of any class are struck with an artificial sterility, we 
know that, such is the sensitive character of thl11o.ws which govern exchange, decreased 
production in one place means' decreased production in another. Deduction made 
for the purposes of taxation from the produce put on the free market means deduction 
from the dividend which gO!!!! to each producer. It is therefore difficult to limit the 
range of an inquiry into the incidence of taxation. The valuation of a tax in terms of 
money, and an indication of the persons who pay to the exchequer, tell us very little. 
We have to realise that, in taking what appears to be A's supply, we are also operating 
on the demand which enables B to live by his industry. We must trace the l'esult as 
it manifests itself, sometimes in higher prices, at others in depreciated values, and, 
finally, in a community impoverished by a diminished ability for Exchange. 

The amount of each man's demand or effective claim on the common market of 
industry is strictly limited by his power to produce supply. It is a superficial view to 
regard the consumer as merely the person who comes with money in his hand. 
That money is merely a counter representing his produce. If his productivity 
is decreased, his demand on other producers is likewise decreased, ·o.nd thus the whole 
market, and the dividend which each obtains from it, shrink. 

As Adam Smith long ago pointed out, every exchange gives a benefit to both parties. 
Exchange, therefore, not only lubricates the machinery of industry, but, by distributing 
profit on all sides as it goes, converts the inexhaustible latent powers of consumption 
mherent in human kind jnto effective demand. It is not only a conservation, hut a 
reduplicating source of in.dustrie.l energy. Values subtracted by the hand of the tax 
collector from this living and vibrating organism are a withdrawal of vital energy, and 
act [;IS an impediment to the expansion of effective demand. To vary the metaphor, 
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the imposition of taxes and the subsequent inquiry as to their incidence is like putting 
a bagful of Band into a ,complicated piece of machinery and then pausing to 
'Wonder on which wheel of, the machine the friction and strain will press most 
heavily. The expression, the" shifting" of taxation, which has obtained conside~ble 
cUITency, it may here be remarked in passing, is not altogether an appropnate 
metaphor. The interdependt'nce and mutuality of industrial life is so close and 
penetrating that it is impossible to say that a burden imposed on one member 
can be .. shifted" or cancelled. If the language of metaphor must be employed, the 
operation will be more correctly described as the communication of a certain contagion 
of infertility throughout the whole industrial membership. 

These considerations,which seem to warrant a belief that the diffusion of the burdAn 
of taxation is very general and far-reaching, have been introduced in the discussion of 
one illustration, but they are equally relevant to the whole question of taxation. 

We may consider next the case of taxation of commodities. 
The proposition which I am endeavourin~ to establish is that all taxation falls, in the 

first instance, on the owners of the obJect of taxation, and that their power of 
transmitting the burden to purchasers or consumers will depend on the extent 
to·which the taxation aHects the relation between demand and supply. 

We saw, in regard to agricultural land, that the burden of taxation showed a 
tendency to settle on the fixed capitals, B.g., land and labour; that the occupier, as 
owner of a capital free to seek other employment, or, in the last resort, to be hoarded 
or spent, could (as far as the question is governed by economic considerations) shift the 
burden down to constituent owners; and that, though part of the burden was returned 
to him in the shape of a restricted or deteriorated supply, he could not pass the whole 
of this forward again to consumers who were free to buy in the foreign market. 

Precisely the same rule seems to me to govern the case of taxes on what are called 
commodities. The consumer will not pay a farthing more for his supply because 
of a tax or any other increased cost of production. He will and must pay more, 
however, if the increased cost of bringing into the market, being laid on all 
supply, tended, as undoubtedly it would, to restrict supply. The cntrep1'eneur 
in this case is much more independent than the farmer. Exoept as regards existing 
stocks, his capital is comparatively free. He will not habitually take steps to 
replenish the market unless the consumer will pay him such a price as will give him 
the normal profits of trade. 

The instantaneousness and apparent completeness of the 1'ep81'cusBion, in the case 
of commodities where the whole supply is affected by a tax, is very remarkable. It 
contrasts forcibly with the more lethargic movement of repe1'clusion when operating 

~mong the encumbered tenures of real property. 
, Taxation is a burden from which everyone tries to run. The most temporary 

ownerships break loose first. Circulating capital and labour--the last a permanent, 
but convertible 'form of property-go elsewhere. Land, on the other hand, is less 
mobile, it does not easily lend itself to other uses, while the cumbrous nature of 
land transfer and other causes make land sales infrequent. Thus the opportunities 
for a rapid diffusion are not so numerous. In the case of commodities, the restriction 
of supply, or even the prospect of it, instantaneously carries the whole burden of a 
tax and places it on the consumer. There is probably some detriment occasioned to 
the producers, but the tax appears to attain its maximum effect on the consumer. A 
further diffusion of the burden is brought about by the fact that the demand of 
the consumer, being elastic in its nature, has been stretched in one direction in order 
to cover the extra cost of the taxed commodity, and contracted in another direction, 
diminishing his effective demand for all other commodities. To take an instance: 
if the British public has to purchase what it considers its necessary supply of spirits 
under a tax of several hundred per cent. ad '/Iala-rem, it stands to reason that its 
purchasing power elsewhere is proportionately contracted. , 

Effective demand, it may be pointed out, is really a power of purchnse which the 
con~umer distributes at ~is fancy. The ,:omplaint is eom~times made against the spirit 
duties that they are an lmpost, out of whlCh many men wIll contract themRelves. 'fhis 
is true of all taxes on luxury. The restricted supply consequent on a tax may, in the 
case of commodities not of absolute necessity, be met by a weaker demand. It 
follows, therefore, that the incidence of a tax on necessaries will more certainly exercise 
an effect on consumers than a tax on superfluities. Out of this last many persons 
will contraot themselves, leaving a larger share of the burden on the producers. It 
is this consideration which, after a certain point is reached, renders a tax on luxuries 
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unproductive. and obliges a .country. wh~re public expenditure and. de'Qt ~re ~~crEl~~g, 
'to, contiDue impolitic taxes,on ra~ material (e.g .•. agrlCulturalla~d) •. a~,d OIl, nec~ssarleB 
(e.g •• houses. tea. coffee, &c.). Thus. the heaViest bur~en of ~ncid6'llCll P?'ope'!' ~e,ems 
to attach itself to the owners of labour, and the heaViest burden of rep/j'I'CU88Wn to 
those whose demand power is more. or l.ess fully exhausted in the. purchase of ne~essaries. 
i.e. the poor. This seems the; lneVitable' result. levy taxation how we will. The 
bu;den of a tax in this connexion is not to be identified with a mere specific payment 
of money. It, is rather a general economic result manifesting itself sometimes in the 
necessity of paying a higher price. or of selling a smaller amount of produce. 
sometimes in the necessity of foregoing a luxury and submitting to a stinted use of 
ordinary articles of consumption; and sometimes in pxperiencing a ~hrinkage in the value 
of property owned. The sum of these various manifes~tions .is a di.minished ability 
to exchange. widely diffused throughout the whole of an mdustnal society. 

The foregoing remarks may now be applied to the intermediate case of urban rates. 
/::lome writers on the subject appeal' to find. a difficulty in. the fact that rising 

rates and rising rents sometimes go together. J~. as is alleged. the burden of the rate 
leads as a principal effect to a deprEl(,liation 9f the owner's property. an increasing 
rate ought to be accompanied by a falling rent .. The argument is obviously fallacious. 
Rent depends on demand and supply. and there are many other thingS besides taxatipn 
which cause the relation between these to vary. It remains that demand, in the 
case of supply which cannot be drawn from an area outside the range of taxation. has 
to meet both rent and taxes before ,it can enter into possession. Rent plus taxes is the 
rack price that demand. is able to, give for possession, and it seems to be immaterial, 
whether this is paid toone or to more persons. If rates are higher, rent must he less. 
Conversely. if an area could be made sanctuary against rates. obviously the owners of 
land and houses so situated, would receive a higher rent than could be obtained in 
a contiguous and similar area liable to rates. .. . .. . 

The important point for consideration. therefore. here. as in . the other cases, is the 
rlpe~'cua8ion which beging to act when the tax ha~, in, the first instance, settled doWIl to 
the constituent owners. . , 

To what el[tent and how. will thisrepe'rcu8~ion affect the relation of demand and 
supply? It was pointed out that even the agricultural landlord was not a mere rent 
charger. but an ent?yp?'eneur providing a manufactured commodity; the remark 
applies with even greater fOl'ceto the urban landlord. I apprehend that what'happens 
is somewhat as follows: We may take the case of the landlord of artisans'dwellings. 
who pays his tenants' rates under a discount as permitted by tho compounding Acts. 
To my own knowledge landlords of this class of property have occasionally demanded 
a higher rent on the expressed 'f"lea that rates had risen. Their success, as far as my 
information goes. was varied. Those who did obtain an increase of rent only did so 
because, quite apart from taxation. the state of the market warranted it. Theywould 
have obtained the increase if they had pressed for it, even if no additional. tax had 
been imposed. Those? _ on .the ,other .~and, W!lO did nO.t. lI"et a higher reht. Jailed 
because the market did. not warrant ,It. Those who did ·not ask. or who, askmg, 
failed to obtain an lDcreaseof ·rent. in all probability recouped their loss to some 
extent in other ways. .Thus they were' of. course less ready to repair their houses, or, 
if they built new houses. they built inferior houses. or possibly tbey went out of thll 
business. and built 011 caused to be built no niore houses at all. There, is' only ·one 
market for capital arid enterprise. and, if the business of house-building is to go on; it 
must giv,e the norp:ml rat,e of. profit to those engag:ed in it .. The pr?ducer may evade 
the loss Involved.lD tbe lDcreased cost of productIOn (1) by chargmg more for the 
same house (i.e., by a keener higgle). (2) by limiting supply till increased demand ra,ises 
the price. or (3) by :estrioting repairs,. or bui~ding ~n i;nferior house. he ,.may obtain 
the same rent for hIS now reduced outlay. I am lDchned to believe that successful 
resort is had to all these three expedieI\ts. more particularly the two last. alld further 
that the unsatisfactory' condition of tlie dwellings of. the. poor is in part due to an 
excessive burden of taxation; . I amcorifil'med in this opinion. by observing that peTl!OllS 
~and I ~~ve known sev~ral) who', from phil~thropic motives. hav~ made experiments 
1U OWUlng and managmg property of thiS class, mrely succeed lD earning anything 
approaching a commercial profit., Further,the great ,artisan dwellings companies, 
a,lthough they pay a steady 5. pe~ c~nt.! do not, earn what may b~ called the norma} 
profits of trade .. They supply a hmlted number of excellent dwellmgs, but the great 
JDajority of,' the poorer ~litss, ,are accommodated in dwellings built, and, owned by 
tra~esmen. who expect to ge~ the normal rate of profit. Various causes, ap. tending 
to l1lcreased" cost. of productIon., and among them by. no means ,the. ,least un,po.rtant 



himvyA:lI.xation, have proved most, injurious to' ~s. industry. "The MUlIe-jobber hIlS an 
evil reputation, but he is very much what circumstances have made him. I blilie,'veit 
to be almost iDipossible for an 'OWller, of. this' class in a heavily rated urban distriat to 
put a'really good house on the market and, at the same time, to' retain, what he is 
entitled to retain, a normal commercial profit. The price which the lower grade of 
labourer is able to offer is not sufficient to enable the purveyor of working elass 
dwellings to pay rates to the extent of some 25 or 30 per cent. of their yearly value, 
and, at the same time, give a good article. Yet the workman's ability to pay rent is 
stretched to the utmost extent: The rent of the London labouring class absorbs 
probably not leBs thana quarter of their income. The consequence is that. the relation 
between tradesman· and customer seems in the matter of houses of this class to be 
entirely reversed. In other industries we find a.n enterprising tradesman eager to 
attract custom by offering the best possible value. Here there is nothing of the kind, 
and the trade is assimilated to that .of the lower class of lIsury .. The risks and the 
conditions are such as to repel the enterprise .of the better class of tradesman, and 
their place is not adequately filled by the semi-philanthropic house builder. 

It will be said that some of these unfortunate consequences would be avoided if 
the incidence of rates could be in some way confined to the ground landlord. The 
answer to this appears to me to be that .the ground landlord's interest has been taxed 
when he made his contract with the leaseholder. If his contract a.bsolved him from 
-liability for rates, he obviously received a smaller rent than if he had agreed to pay 
rates. To deprive him of the benefit of this contract is not a permanent shifting ofa 
burden, but merely an arbitrary revision of an existing contract, and, as I have pointed 
out.above, to a large extent it would be a confiscation of th'e property of the poor. 

If the tax is confined to old leases renewed and to new leases created, the bargain 
between landlord and tenant will obviously take into account the. fact that one of the 
parties is, by agreement or statute, required to pay the rates. The intending occupier, 
as at present, will pay the rack price, and it appears to be immaterial whether he pays 
this in one sum under the name of rent, or, as at present, in two sums under the separate 
headings of rent and rates. In every. conceivable case, aaitappears to me, the incidence 
sooner or later wilJ fall on the owner. The owner's power to evade the loss by driving 
a harder bargain, or by putting an inferior article on the market is a separate question. 
The objection, as I understand it, to placing the first incidence of the rate on the owner, 
on whom, both prospectively at the beginning of the lease and ultimately lOt the end of 
the lease, tho whole burdon tends to fall, is (1) that the rate is expended by the occupier 
vot£', (2) the change would revolutionise and throw into disorder the custom and 
practioe of· one of the most important industries of the country. Unless it is accompanied 
by a remission of taxation, no one would be a jot the better for it . 
. The high annual price (i.e., rent plus rates) paid for urban dwellings is due to the 

concentration of demand on a limIted and inferior supply. If, contracts notwith
standing, the property of the ground landlord is taken and applied to the relief of the 
occupier for the time being, it is a gift to that occupier, but not to the occupying class 
generally. The only circumstance that can give relief to the occupying class, both 
preRont and future (a class whose demand will probably increase rather than diminish), 
lS an increase or improvement of supply. That a remission of ·taxation would, to 
Borne eitent, affect this, there can be no doubt. The first effect would be to incmase 
the valne and the profits of house-property and bUilding land, the next would be that 
building land and new houses would be pressed into the market to share in the profit 
rel(lased by the remission of taxation. At the present time, ill view of the increasing 
facilities of locomotjon, tharll is a considerable amount of building land which a 
fr.vourable turn 01' the market would at once bring into use. Having regard, however, 
to the enthusiasm with which the public urges on expenditure by public bodies, it is, 
I fear, idle to talk of remission. Ohviously, a country cannot enjoy the advantages of 
free trade when its public expenditure and indebtedness is increasing by leaps and 
bounds. The questIon of t,he housing of the working classes seems to me to be 
suffering from exactJy the same mistaken fiscal policy which affected their food supply 
before the repeal of the corn laws. A total remission of taxation on the raw material 
of shelter, 1\ prime necessity of life, would, for the first time in the history of this 
country. allow the house-supply industry to be organised under healthy conditions. 
The result (altogether unattainable, I fear, in the present temper of the times) would 
be an abundam and improving supply, closdy waiting on, but never overtaken by 
demand, 1\ gradually diminishing price, and to al! industrially concerned the normal 
rate of,reward. 
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The inoidence of a rate on trade premises does not appear to me to differ from that 
on houses. 

A part of it will probably co~e back in one form .or another from th~ .owner ~o the 
first consumer, i.e, the occupIer, and, of course, mcreases of rate arisIng dunng a 
tenancy will, for the time being, rest on the occupier. 

The question then is, can an occupier for trading purpoHes, throw forward a part of 
the burden on his cu~tomers ? As in the cases already considered, this appears to me 
to depend on whether the demand is sufficiently elastic not to be deterred by the 
increased price which the highly-rated tradesmen will undouhtedly be inclined to ask. 
To take an instance, the reason that a Bond Street shopkeeper probably charges more 
than a tradesman in an unfashionable neighbourhood is not because his rent and taxes 
are high, but because a demand of a very special character, the demand of the fashionable 
world, concentrates itself on the articles to be sold in Bond Street shops. There is a 
point, however, at which customers will be deterred and driven to meaner streets; they 
are free, so to speak, to buy abroad. The tradesman is already getting the full or 
"rack" price for articles brought into that particular market. He has already put his 
priceD as high as he 'thinks prudent, having regard to the character of his cZitm,ttJle. 
There is no reaSOll why a Bond Street shop should not convert itself into a cheap store 
and endeavour, by mUltiplicity of customers, to obtain a better profit than is to be 
obtained by larger profits, and a smaller and more select class of customers. A 
tradesman's rent and taxes have no effect whatsoever on his customers' demand, but 
the nature and extent of his customers' demand make it possibl.3 for him and worth his 
while to pay high rates and rent. 

A general rise of raws would increase the number of bankruptcies among the weaker 
traders, ,and cause some prudent and solvent traders to withdraw, and thus, by 
diminishing supply, would bring round an increase of price to the purchaser, and so on, 
through the whole series of exchanges which we have already considered. This, 
however, as already remarked, is a separate questiun. 

Death D'uties are a tax on the inevitable transfer of property which takes place on the 
death of its (Jwner. Their imposition, though certain to occur once on all owners of 
property, is extremely uncertain, both as regards the property affected, the persons 
inheriting, and the time at which they become payable. 

To the testator they present themselves as an optional tax which he may entirely 
evade. On the other hand, if he so chooses, he may insure his heirs against loss by 
burdening himself with saving or insurance. Such a course will naturally diminish 
his effective demand for other things, and the incidence will be diffused hither and 
thither as in other cases. If the initial burden is left to fallon the inheritor, it 
becomes payable, in many cases, at a vcry inconvenient time, when the family income 
has perhaps been suddenly and largely reduced, and being levied progressively in respect 
of the wealth of its late owner, it often bears hardly on its present owner. Its incidence 
also will be very unequal as between realty and personalty. An inheritor of personalty 
finds it comparatively simple to sell a fraction of his inheri tance, but the heir to realty 
very often finds it impossible to sell a portion without destroying the value of the 
remainder. He is obliged, then, to make large economies which often press hardly, 
not only on him, but on those who are dependent on him. There is nothing in the 
oase of death duties to prevent the same wide diffusion of the burden whic,h appears 
to me characteristic of all taxation. 

V.-TAXATION FOR LOCAL AND IMPERIAL PURPOSES. 

Revenue to meet expenditure which only concerns the locality should be raised locally. 
The only justification for any departure from this is to be found in those local servicos 
which can be more efficiently performed by Imperial administration. There are grave 
and obvious objections to local bodies administering Imperial funds, but there does not 
seem to me to be the same objection to a body of experts responsible to a central 
authority spending funds raised locally. [For an instance, see answer to Question 15.] 

It has been suggested, that local expenditure is in part onerous, and in part beneficial 
to the ratepayers, and that onerous expenditure is better entitled on equitable grounds 
to Imperial subvention. I do not think that the question of equity should prevail 
against considerations of administration. For instance, if I am correct in arguinO' that 
the divided financial responsibility with regard to the poor law has deteri~rated 
administration, I do 11.ot think the argument as to its onerous character should prevail. 
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On the other hand, if a transference of administrative as well as financial responsibility 
is practicable, tho argument based on the suggested distinction would, no doubl, give 
additional support to Buch II policy. . 

With reference to the term "boneficial" rate, I do not think that a consistent free 
trader can admit that any taxation is beneficial. The mere withdrawal of any service 
from the economisin~ and improving influence of the open market is a misfortune. In 
this caSA science will support the popular feeling that a heavy rate is an onerous rate. 
There are some misfortunes whioh are ioseparable from aSHociated life, and the necessity 
of rating is one of them. Nor do I think that the distinction between onerous and 
benefioial can be sustained. The poor rate, whi!l;h will probably be named as one of 
the most obvious instances of an onerous tax, is, cJr is intended to be, a ben!lficial tax 
(1) to the pauper; (2) to the relatives and others morally liable for the support of the 
particular poor person; (3) to the general community, which thus relieves itself of the 
duty of caring for the poor, a duty which, properly performed, is just as solid a source 
of satisfaction or benafit as a well contrived system of sewers. 

On the other hand, a main sewer rate might fairly be cited as a beneficial rate. Yet 
an oooupier living in a jerry-built house, with a leaky house drain-a condition of 
things which he rightly or WTongly attributes to the fact that he and bis landlord 
between them have to pay a rate of about 30 per cent. ad valorem on yearly value of 
his house-may be excused, if he is sceptical about thE.' beneficial nature of the impost. 

A knowledge of the evils of the old poor law, and the warning which it affords, has 
made the educated philant,hropist disposed to be careful about extensions of the poor 
law; but there is still a mass of uninstructed opinion which, on every opportU1lity 
offered, vaWs with the utmost enthusiasm for increased expenditure in this direction. 
The number of persons who belie·ve that taxation is beneficial is, of course, much larger 
when their opinion is asked about the education rate, another so-called onerous rate. 
A considerable section of the rate·paying public, not only those who make personal 
use of the education provided at the public charge, but those who merely pay the rate, 
regaros the school rate as a benefit. 

Generally, I submit, the distinction drawn between what is ORerous and what is 
beneficial, must always turn on matters of opinion, and should not weigh in the decision 
against the much more important consideration of administration. 

VI.-OCCUPIER AND OWNElt. 

A division of rates between occupier and owner would, I think, be an advantage, 
for whatever the truth be as to incidence, the plain ratepayer is influenced largely by 
the actual payment. Tho system, also, is equitable as regards a decreasing or increasing 
rate. The policy, of course, should apply to future contracts only, and should include 
a direct a.nd separate representation of the owner, jroportionate to the share of the 
rate paid by him. Without this safeguard it woul be a great injustice. At present 
the i~terests of economy are, to some slight extent, protected by the fact that. whatever 
the real incidence may be, the actual ratepayer feels the first weight of the rate. If 
half, or any other large fraction of the rate, is nominally shifted to the owner while 
tho financial control remains with the occupier, the very slight protection now given by 

.. the" vigilance" of the ratepayer would become more and more inoperative. 

VII.-TBE POOR LAw AND CENTRAL ADMINISTRATION. 

I avail myself of the general character of Question 15 to append a note on certain 
financial and administrative aspects of the poor law. 

I have argued above that relief of local taxation, brought about by transference of 
whole or part of the burden to the Imperial Exchequer, ought to be accompanied by 
safeguards, which, if they do not improve administration, should at least prevent the 
relief so given becoming an incitement to extravagance. 

This cauti~n seems to be p.~ticul~ly necessary with reg.ard to the. poor law; for in 
respect of thIS branch of admml.Stration I must demur to SIr E. HamIlton's contention 
t~at econom1 is ~e most popular platform on which a candidate can take his stand (88~ 
SIr E. HamIlton s Memorandum, ~. 52). "Economy and Efficiency" is, of course, a 
sto?k phrase used by every c~dldate for every k~nd of election, but a line of policy 
whICh really tends to economy lD poor law matters l.Snot popular. A large section of 
the electors do not pay their rates direct, and a still largel' section regards the poor 
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rate: u,Sa ch~ri~able fund, and profusion: in relief a merit. . It is quite true that poor 
law llIectlons, in many cases, turn on matters which have absolutely nothing to do with 
the poor. law. It i~ true, also, ~hat in absence of ~nyorgilnised agitation, u, strict and 
etJonomicill. administration, once established, is contentedly accepted ·by thel population, 
u,iIdthat s6veralbbardS seriously devoted to an aqministration of this character have 
been allowed to continue in' office for periods of a quu,rter of aoentury •. The fact 
confirms the· vil'w oftnose who maintain tnata strict administration does bot produce 
any intolerable hardship;bufdoes not prove that such an u,dministru,tion is popular, in 
the sense that a poor .law electorate will deliberately prefe!' it tu a policy of profusion. 

~hese admissions notwithstanding, it is perfectly cortain thu,t u, strictu,dministration 
has no ehancElagai;nst fLO organised agitation in favour of a profuso . system, and in 
elections which turn, not. on gelleral ·politics,but on poor]aw' policy, promises of 
profusion are more likely to enrry II candidate than promises of ·economy . 
. With regard to the poor law, this is nothing new. If space permitted, it might be 

shown ho,)" fr.om the days of Elizabeth onwards, every' single local authority entrusted 
with'\he administration of tlie poor law, has ·sllccumbed. more 01' less, to this prevalent 
motiv~, ·andthat eveh tM authorities whose· aid wal>, at different. crises, invoked to 
check abUses (e.g., vestrie~ and magistrates), in their turn fell victims to the passiou 
for Ia'vish expf)ndit~re. It .waS: their recognition of this tendency, resulting in the 
utter incompetence'Of .local ·bodies, as far as the ponr law is concerned, which induced 
the Royal Commissioners of 1832-4 to in~ist upon the appointment of a non-elective 
central board of conta-oLThe legislation of .1834 introduced a dual administrative 
responsibility, repreSented by the control of what is now the Local Government Board, 
and further! emphasised by the fact that the principal union officers are the servants, 
not of the union, but of the central authority. To this dual administrative responsibility 
there has been added, from time to time, a divided financial responsibility. This has 
been effected by it system of subventions- paid to the local authorities from the Imperial 
Excheque~ . 

The question to which :r desire to' graw attention is the effect of such grants, from 
whatever sourc~ they come, upon an administration liable to· this excessive desire to 
spend. .... . 

The Metropolitan Common POOl' Fund, which dates ~rom 1867, affords a better 
object lesson than the county contributions settled by the Local Government Act of 
1888, which have been, comparatively, a short time in operation. The common poor 
fund is raised by a rate over aU London, anq not by a tax on the whole kingdom, but 
its effect" I apprehend, w,ill,not be different. CritiCIsm which touches a local common 
fund will, apply a fortiori to an Imperial common fund . 
. The object -of the fund was, presumably, t'Yofold, (1) an equalisation of rates over 

London, (2) an improvement of administration oil the lines laid down by the report 
of 1834. The following. charges are payable out of the common poor fund to the 
relief of the loc\11 unions :-Maintenance of lunatics in asylums, fever and small-pox: 
patients in special hospitals, .pauper children in· separate schools and boarded out 
orphan and deserted children, casual paupers, expenses of medical relief, salariestand 
.rations ·of officers, and al). allowance of 5a. pel' diem for ·adult indoor paupers. 
Practically, th.e whole current expense of institutional ad ministration, and all but a 
small fraction of the institutional relief, falls on the' common fund. Outdoor relief 
only is left entirely on the local rate. By the 43rd section of· the Local Government 
Act of 1888, the London County Council pays from the Exchequer Contribution Account 
an additional sum of 4a. per diem for indoor paupers. This, however, is paid on the 
average num ber.of indoor paupers for the l).ve years next before the passing of the Act. 
There are other sums payable from the same Boureti for lunatics, teachers' salaries, &c., 
but· as these items a.t'eaiready thrown· on the Metropolitan Common' Poor Fund, none 
of them can have much influence, one .way or another, on administration. 

The general. effect of these financial arrangements might have been expected to be 
that guardians would incline towards mstitutional methods of relief, of which practically 
the' wholll charge.was taken ·off the local rate. T.he initial spending part of the policy 
thus recommended by the Local Government-Board was easily learnt. A great impetus 
was given to increasing tbe costliness of the indoor establishments. Separate schools, 
infirmaries, and. better workhouse acoommodation have been, provided, and a large 
and adequately .paidstalf of officials, 'nurses, &q. hasb"1en engaged, with the usual 
arrangement fOf"inorements: of salary, '&c. - So; far .the purpose .of these financial 
arrangements has been fulfilled, and probably'more thanJulfilled... . -
L·An e::qJensivG series of;institutionsls no.t,. however. the whole of the policy pressed 

Oll the-looal administratiol).,.The .object Wid justification of ,!luch :institutions is that 
" j ~ 
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they shall be used as a test of destitution. Adequate, hUl:nane, iln~ appropriate forms 
of relief were to be placed at the disposal of a.!l., guarded only by the discipline 
necessary t<> make the lo~ of the pauper, on the :whole, less eligjble than that.of the 
independ«mt •. With the exception of some three or four unions, this side of the policy' 
has beeti entirely n .. glect.ed, and with a result which is not a. little curiou~. The 
exceptioual unions above ¥!entioned, whicll. havs\l.dopted the whole.policy of the Poor 
Law CommisBioncr~, ,and their recommend·ation of institutiona.! rlllief, have not bfjf1n 
influenced 'by these· finanCial' considerations. 'Tlle determining ~actor i.n the, mi)ld 'of 
those who are principally responsible Jms beouthe belief that on philanthropic groun4s 
the strict p~licy is best .. ~f, as,is sometimes allegerl.thEl' stric~ Ii'0licyhas bee~ ~riJat«:d 
by these brIbes 'to adllllntst,ratlOn, the effect would ha~e been more general. ,TheIr 
influence really hasbeeil in the opposite direction, A lavish administration of oiItdoor 
relief has been accom'panied by a' lavish administration of indoor relief' and such' a 
relaxation of'discipline that the nnmber' of" paupers who' prefer indoor reliel is'. in 
sbme unions, greater than that of those" who prefer outdoor relief." " , , 

This last proposition can, I thin!!:. bl! established with considerable certl\intf' ifhat 
London shows a larger propbrtion ',of indoor a~' compared with, outdoor"jlauperlsm 
than the rest of thecouut'ry isfi'ue,;btit thatt~i8·i8 the result of'pressure brought to 
bear hy the Guardians is,l believ~, a fallacious conClusion .. ',' :'. ' ,',',. 

In an article in the" Qontemp9rary'Rmjew," Dr: Hunter, lately Member for 
Aberdeen, divided the London unions into what he called outdoor and, indoor unions. 
This division he based on some 'statistical computation of the 'policy wllich actually 
provailed in such unions. Ainong his ~ndoor unions, appeared several whicli were well 
known to follow a profuse outdoor relief policy." This :fhiding' was, at £rst sight, 
very puzzling, but the' explanatioti is comparatively·simple. I was enabled tosEle a 
clas~ified list of the ~dinission ord,era by means~f wliich ay,pIicll;nts, fo,r :elief,obta~n~d 
admittance to the ,mdoar establishments of oile cfft'be Unions m' questIOn: The list 
covered ab?ut: 19 cons60!Itive' ~~eks,:and,:ir()minHil:rie~ .nia.a~,el~~where, I)eii~y'ej~at 
the facts disclosed a.re fauly' typl6al. ' .' , , . . " , I , , "", , 

During the period in questibh· 1\7QY'. 'admissions 'were recorded:,' Of,lle'se',mily 
162 went in on orders made by a relief, eommi~tee of 'the' board'; whether theyask~d 
fOI' outdoor relillfor not il! :!lot sMted,'bllt they.n'tayllult~, 'The· re~-'-'-1',605-' applied 
direct to, the relieving , officer 01' to the ' n;til~teI'; and', beea,me' indo'or patiper~ 'by- their 
own choice. The PI'a,oti()e of the ~lDio~ w ail ~ Bilcli.tha~ 'Persqns not homeless an4' not 
legally disql1alified would have had no ~ifficuJty iii, (lblainingoutooor r~lief' if,they 
had preflll'1'eii it. ,',' .'.' : '. , ., " , ,', I, " ", . 

, The rea.! rosuli(; :of. these common fund subv'el)t\one ~sthat 'a "costly and' aami,a'hIe 
instrUIDElnt of dispauperisation has ,be~n put .int9 the '"hands of bodies which do not 
or 'will not understand its use, ,'Fa.r frOID, being used as a means of dispauperisation, 
the 'London· ii:1dbo'r 'estnblishiuents, Ii~ they are generally managed; have helped to 
create the large aud' more or less homeless clas"s known as the ins and outs. The 
result has been wli.ste in every direetion, a costly machine wasted because not handled 
by persous who understand its use, its mjsapplication producing a new kood of 
pauperism; all, this tending to increase the drain on the common funds, while Hie 
local fund is left even mOl'S unproteoted than before, to be spent on a lavish outd09r 
relief policy. ' To speak metaphorically, the candle. of, extrllvagant expense has bllen 

" lighted at both endB.· " , 
While readily admitting that ,muoh of the ~ncrea~ed expens~ is legitimate, and only 

illegitimate when used for pauperising, arid not for dispall'perisillg purpQses, I think 
the following figures will appolll' somewhat startling. " . ' 

The total relief tG the poor in London WaB-
£' £ L 

.' 1871 - ' 1,646,103, '"" 10 1'3 per head, 
In 1861 832,155, equal to ,5 1l'2} 

" 1881 1,907,155,.. 9 11'9 . of population. 
" 1891 2,435,164,.. 11 ,6'7 

The cost of' in-maintenancE." h811 ri~en from ,275,4221. 'in 1861 to, 728,158/.iI\ 1891. 
while the decrease of the cost of outdoor relief has been iuconsiderable-208,674l. in 
1861 to 184,118/. in 1891. . Salaries have risen 93,460/. in 18bl to S08,1781. ill :t891. 
The county of Lancaster follows LondoJl. most closely in ebowing a ,reduction in ,its 
outdoor relief, but its expenditure does not ~how. lion increase in anything like the ~ame 
extent. Administration in Lancashire has not been .llnder the infiqence of a common 
poor fund. anil, though adopting the $ame policy as London, B,Ppeal'lI to have done 
so at a much lower cost. 
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The total cost of relief in Lancashire ~as-
£ 

In 1861 - 429,616, equal to 
" 1871 - 683,625, " 
" 1881 782,766, " 
" 1891 - 811,204, .. 

£ 
- 3 
• 4 
- 4 
- 4 

The expenditura charged on the Metropolitan Common 
540,876Z. in 1871 to l,175,209l. in 1895. 

R. 

5'8} 9'5 
5'8 
1"1 

per head 
of population. 

Poor Fund has risen from 

The basis on which the subventions from the county contribution are paid is not 
always satisfactory. Thus in 1874, and later in the rAarrangement in 1888. a grant 
of 48. per head has been given for pauper lunatics maintained in ssylums. This sum 
was supposed to represent the difference between the bare maintenance cost of lunatics 
in the workhouse and in asylums. The cost, however, has been much reduced since 
that date, snd as a consequence 48. often represents a good deal more than the 
difference. 

A.s originally fixed, this grant was not supposed to influence the administratiou at all; 
now, however, there is often a financial advantage to be gained by the locality if it can 
get its feeble, weak-minded, and senile paupers classed as lunatics. The result, it is 
alleged, has been an otherwise unaccountable increase in lunacy. 

Dr. Campbell, superintendent of the Cumberland and Westmorland A.sylum, read a 
paper at the Northern District Poor Law Conference in 1894 "On the operation 
of the four-shilling grant for pauper lunatics," in whioh he argues that the grant 
has been the occasion of considerable abuse. He quotes Dr. Maudesley (U Journal_of 
Mental Science," A.priI1877), a well known expert on lunacy, as remarking in 1877:-

.. The effect has been t.o empty the workhouses of all the cases which it was possible 
by any device to send to the asylum, and to remove the last vestige of desire which 
there might be to retain a pauper lunatic under any sort of care outside an asylum. 
The Government has in effect said to the parish officials, ' We will pay YOI1 a premium 
, of 48. a head on every pauper whom you can, by hook or crook, make out to be a 
, lunatic, and send into the asylum . . • .' ," 

It is, of course, desirable that considerations of expense should not prevent a poor 
man from being treated as a lunatic, if that is the right course to pursue, but most 
people will agree with Dr. Campbell that it is a distinct hardship to send an old man 
away to an asylum, when he is merely failing through the ordinary decay of age, and 
cannot possibly be cured. "Ordinary feedin~, nursing, and attention are what he 
" requires, and why should he not get this In the workhouse of his district if his 
" relatives will not take care of him ! " 

One other anomalous result of the basis on which the London county contribution 
is calculated is worth notice, not so much because of i~ intrinsic importance, but 
merel! for the sake of showing how a scheme, which was no doubt carefully considered, 
may be turned to penalise successful administration. The grant of 4d. per diem for 
each indoor pauper is calculated on the average of the five years preceding the 
A.ct of 1888. The London County Council has recently been suggesting to the different 
Boards of Guardians that the time for a revision has come, and, as before, it is proposed 
that it should be based on the last five years. Since 1883-88 the pauperism ilf 
St. George-in-the-East has largely decreased, amI the grant based on the years prevjous 
to 1888 brought in to the local authorities a much larger sum than if it had been 
based on the current indoor pauperism. They received in fact an allowance for an 
average of about 1,500, while their current average had dropped to about 1,000. 
Having thus gained unduly, the St. George's ratepayers will now suffer unduly. I am 
credibly informed that the new arrangement, if carried out, will cost the local ratepayer 
a 31d. rate. The advantage under the rearrangement will be given to those unions 
where indoor pauperism has increased-a result which has been brought about in many 
cases by bad management and nothing else. 

The information at my dJBposal dOllS not enabJe me to say whether the di1ferent 
method of allocating the county contributions outside the metropolis has prevented 
these anomalies. The argument about the 48. lunatic grant, of course, applies to the 
country, but the indoor pauper grant is peculiar to London. 

The general Bitua~ion with regard to the whole country is summed up on page lxvii 
of the Report of the Local Government Board for 1895-6 ;-

" It will be seen from the above table that not only has the gross expenditure on 
the relief of the poor increased year by year since 1889, but that the net expenditure 
in relief borne by the rates was larger in 1895 than in any of the preceding years, 
notwithstanding theoperaflion of sections 26 and 43 of the Local GovernmentA.ct, 1888, 
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under which Boards of Guardians have, since that Act came into foroo,-received grants 
from the county and borough councils in respect of the maintenance of the indoor poor 
in London, and of the cost of union officers and other expenditure in the country." . 

If I may now assume that my contention is established, viz., that local administration, 
combined with central chargeability, does ilot work well, the problem is narrowed down 
to the question: Is it p088'ible to t?·O/I'!.'ifm· the· administ?'lztiv8 a8 well as the ji'TlOllUJial 
"ellJlonsibil-ity to a ceutml autll(YJ-ity 1 

The Commissioners of 1834 describe a national poor law as a plan which" nothing 
.. but the certainty that a parochio.l system is unsusceptible of real improvement, and 
" that a national system is the only alternative against immediate ruin, the only 
.. plank in the shipwreck, could induce us to embrace." The language in which they 
proceed to state their objections is not a little remarkable. At the outset, such a 
change would probably work well; there would be" a vigilant; and uniform adminis
" tration, a reduction of expenditure, a diminution of pauperislll, an improvement of 
.. the industry and morality of the labourers, and an increase of agricultural profit 
.. and rent. But in this case, as in many others, what was beneficial as a remedy 
" might becoml'l fatal as a regimen. I.t is to be feared that, in time, the vigilance and 
.. economy, unstimulated by any private interest, would be relaxed; that the workhouses 
" would be allowed to breed an hereditary workhouse population, and would cease to be 
.. objects of terror; that the consequent difficulty of receiving in them all the applicants 
" would occasion a recurrence to relief at home; that candidates for political power 
" would bid for popularity by promising til be good to the poor; and that we shonld 
" run through the same cycle as was experienced in the last century, which began by 
.. law!! prohibiting relief without the sanction of the magistrates; commanding those 
.. relieved to wear barlges, and denying relief out of the workhouse; and when, 
.. by these restrictions, the immediate pressure on the rates had been relieved, turned 
II round, and by statutes with preambles reciting the oppressiveness of the former 
.. enactment, not only undid all the good that had been done, but opened the flood
" gates of the cruamities which we are now experiencing." 

It will be admitted that, by the legislation of 1834, a parochial system has been 
shown" susceptible of improvement." At the same time, as I have endeavoured to 
show, it can be plausibly argued that the improvement, though" real," is still very 
limited; that, under the present division of authority, workhouses are breeding a 
workhonse population whioh, though not hereditary, is a.rtificially created and fostered; 
that they are ceasing to be used as tests of destitution; that the local administrator 
is not above bidding for popularity by promises of profusion; and that vigilance and 
economy "unstimulated by private interest" are relaxed. In a word, the partial 
system of oentralisation introduced by the Act of 1834, and the subsequent readjust
ments of financial responsibility, have prodl1ced some of the evils which the Com
missioners pointed out as inseparable from a national poor law. 

As against national chargeabilitv and local administration, the argument of the 
Commissioners seems to me unansW'erable. It is not, however, equally conclusive (and 
in view of the large qualifications introdnced, I do not think it was intended to be so) 
against a change of chargeability accompanied by a change of administration. Indeed, 
it is well known that some of the Commissioners, notably Mr. (afterwards Sir) 
E .. Chadwick, were in favour of pushing centralisation of administration very much 
further than subsequent events ever permitted. Sir E. Chadwick derived his ideas 
from Bentham, whose plans of pauper and prison management receh-ed great encourage
ment from Pitt's government. One of them, indeed, was only prevented from being 
carried into effect by the veto of George fiI. 

The principal features of Bentham's plan were (1) management by salaried experts 
through the intervention of a contractor. Bentham, himself, actually proposed to be 
the first contractor; (2) management on a large scrue and consequent economy; 
(3) improved classification summed up in the phrase" aggregation for the purpose of 
segregation." He dOllS not appear, however, to have contemplated anything but local 
chargeability. Mr. Chadwick lived in the house of Bentham during the last years 
of the philosopher's life, and through him many of these ideas, couched sometimes in 
identical terms, found their way into the reports and administration of the Commission 
of whi?h Mr. Chadwick was the, first Secretary. 

Durmg the last years of Sir E. Chadwick's life I had more than one opportunity 
of he~ril!g his views. He complained that the policy intended by the Poor Law 
CommISSIoners, as he, at all events, understood it, was not carried out. His maxims 
were: (1.). M~nag~ment by sruaried experts responsible to a central bod;. A great 
step ill thIS dIrectIOn hIId been taken. The unioll officers are the officera 0 the Local 
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Government:Bpard, !:lut the,~ucoes!i of: ~heiJ; management is altogether i~pairedby the, 
cQntinued-irruption o~. 10eal empirics.in the .shap~ ()f Boards of Guard~anB. (2.) He 
entertained strong and possibly exaggerated opimons as·to the oorruptlOn of a local 
system ()f contracts, and dwelt on th~ eco~omy of large ~ont~aots and expert.knowled.ge. 
an9 ;the possibilities ~f better classIfioatlOn, . T~e . legIslatIOn of 1834: by mtro.du?mg 
nnion instead of, parIsh management had; he' saId; already approved of the prmOlple. 
(3.)' The revolutionary part of his ideas. entertained;. 4eseemed to think. by some 
at all events of his colleagues, was (a)·the reduction' of Boards of Guardians to the 
position. of visiting jus~~ces of prisons ; (b) the, supersession. of domiciliary.r~eF 
of the, poor 1:>y. institlltional ·relief. ,.The. :lirS~ilS. generally .madequate •. arbltra~y 
dispensed. and sometimes a frandupon the ratepayer.; the last 18 adequate, appropI'late 
to each form: of destitution, and. if .judicially. managed, it ,acts·' automati.oally~and 
without undue severity. as a test of destitution.. '. i " "','. " , .. ' 

· . The practical'question to which this prelude is .intended to lead is : Is it practicaj>le 
(1t the pres!'nt day. to, revive and obt!loin,a hearing for ' these views? ..' ~ " 

If.they were: llrguable ~hen no suggestion of a central chargeabihty h~~ been 
made. the, case' in. their favour is now much stronger, when the chargeablhty has 
alr!lady1?e~n, to.som~. e:x:te~t,.and may be :still:further removed from the local area 
of taxatio:q. . _.' _ -- . - " . _ -

· There iss great objection . in this country to centralisation, and in· some .quarters 
the mere, name. carries oondemnation. ·It was pointed out; however, by many able 
writers in defence of .the·new poon law. among others by John Austin. that centralisation 
was' not, 'to. be" identified _ With' over-gove!llIDent, As. a'.system of .administration, 
cantr.alisation must be judged on its own. merits in each' case. When any' given form 
of J:lervice or respoJ).s'ibility is removed from priv:ate initiative and made the prerogative 
of the. State.'it is ani open question whether the duties so assumed are bes~ discharged 
by local or centralised management. ,Up to 1834 the relief of the poor had been 8 

purely local l'esponsilJility. This resulted in,. ower-government i of a most ruinous 
description. Vestries, magistrate!>, oV,erseers,seemed to be competing wildly in using 
~heir legally oreated _ authority for,the demoralisation of the, poor and the deatmction 
of the property of the nation. A limited, measure of. centralisation was introduced to 
cur1!these' excesses. Its partial success might embolden a survivor of the school of 
lJen$am and Chadwick to argue tha~ a further advance in that direction was desirable. 
_ It is no disparagement to representative government to say that.. there· are some 
matters of public: administration 'which cannot be conveniently transacted within 
hearing ,of the hustings. Popular government h8!! Tecognised . this in. regard, to 
ourr:ency. military disc;ipline, the appointment-of the judicial ,bench, the management 
of the police;"and I submit that the tiJne may now have arrived when it may be 
willmgAofele.gatethe question of, poor law, administration to the' same' sphere. 
The work of a guardian is or ought to be a judicial office; it requires also expert and 
appropriate knowledge just as much' as the-.work of the physician. or the surgeon . 
. . ,Thepl'oposal to hand over .the poor-law establishments 'now managed by numerous 

:Boards of Guardians to some' more centralised and judicially independent body is' not 
Buch,.a; revolutionary measure as might at· ' first sight appear. ,I, have no hesitation 
in· saying that the best managed unions are ,those where the' servioes' of capable 
officials have been secured. and where the work of the board is confined: t,o' supervision, 
and in the'main to· acquiescence ,in the acts of the 'permanent ·staff. ,Ocoasionally, of 
course, the moving spirit ,is the chairman or an individual guardian, but under the 
prOposed change, the services of such meJ;l' need' not be lost. ' Some' nomination 
of visitors to workhollBe, schools, and infil'maries, would be a necessary part -of the 
new plan. At present, also, there is a most elaborate and cumbtous system of 
supervision exercised by the Local Government Board, which would bemuohfacilitated 
and simplified if it was dealing with its own servants direct.· Now it,is dealing 
with a fluctuating body, some of whom 'lire' always new to the' work and· others 
oonstitutionally incapacitated for judicial duties. . _ ' . 
. . The Teal difficulty ,in the proposal is·the administion of outdoOi" relief. It may be 

superable if it is boldly grasped.' certainly: not otherwise. How far a'boldtreatmeut 
of the: difficulty is practicable,. it is:not fop me to say. One or' two remarks on the 
subjeot I may venture to make; . .": ", " ., . ' 

· Obviously, II body of salaried offioials could not administer outdoor relief. _ If -they 
were to attempt it. it could only be on definite and literally oonstrued rules. Rules bf 
such. a character would amount to conferring on 'certain classes of paupers a statutory 
right t9 outdoorrelief,than' whichnothi)lg could be'more detrimental to the ·best 
interests 0.£ the poor· 
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. It; remains then. that if, th~re is to be outdoor relief; it must:-be, given by II 10cm 
body. I do not see why a committee of the district council should I).ot be nominated 
for t.his purpose. They should be put i1;l possession of the dole charities. of .the 
district and of such. voluntary fundsai! might be entrusted to them. If thel'6 IS to· be 
a rate, it ought;to be like the library rate. optional and limited. These precautions 
are, I think, necessary in view of the fact that relief to the rates in the past, by 
disarming the. vigilllnce of the ratepayer. has been apt to set loose the' too'powerful 
inilue»ces which make for ,proftision and 'mismanagement. Such rate as may be 
deemed necessary should, I think, be levied on the parish for .the· :relief. of its oWn. 
poor, while··the administration should be in the hands of a body representing. ~ome 
larger local area. The idea that the smaller the area of administration the more careful 
and vigilant it is,as far as poor law matters, are concerned, has peen proved a'complete 
delusion. It was shown conclusively: in the report of 1834 that corruption and 
m4lmanagement were most rife in the smaller parishes. .' . 
'. With regard to the outdoor relief question generallythete are, of course, many 
combinations which could be made. I may, perhaps, be"permitted to adcl that' the 
relief to .the .ra~paye~ by a. transference of .the poor rate seems to me, to 1!e, of 
eomparatlvely slight Importance compared WIth the benefit to the poor and' the 
addition to the wealth of the country which would result from a firmer and more 
consistent administration of the poor law. Whether greater firmness and continuity 
of. policy would result from the change suggested is a lJ\atter which must depend 
largely on the details of the measure by Which it is proposed to car:ry it out. I jio not 
think that such 8-. change would necllssariIy be incompatible with aI)., imprO'l'ement in 
IIdministration. . ..' , . . . 

At the same time, I do not venture to recoml1lend s~ch ~ reorganisation., ,;rersonally. 
I prefer the present system-mischievous and ill-cqnsid.ered as, il;1, many respects, 
I believe it to be-to any half measures. The whole principle of 'the poor law is 
so dangerous that only the most drastic precautions can avail .against the inroad of 
abuse; and unless pl'tlCautiolls, such as I. indicate ·cali be adopted, I would deprecate 
anynationalisation of either· the chargeability. or administration· of the poor taw. 

The ,conclusioll which I'desire to press on the Commission is (I) that· the severance 
of financial and administrative responsibility has not answered well in the past, and 
there is, no reason tosuPIJose thai;,' further. el(Lensions of. ,it .in.the future will give a 
different l'eBult. (2) that, if it, is dete'l'Ini11ed·· to give the ratepayer, relief in :respect 
.of this ",onerous" oha:rge, thedifficultytnust be faced of transfelll'ing the administration 
as well as the charge to some more centralised,authority. 

., ,I I 

Answers' by Mr. G. :L. Gomm& 

[As 1 have,given evidence before the,Commission on l>el;J,a)t~f' t~e:Lolldo~ County 
• Council. I must note that. these questions were, addressed .to me. personally, and 

are answered' oD, my own responsibility as a student of .economics,] 

Question I.-As far as the classification goes I think it is correCt in principle. but as 
a matter of briticism, two . rather important questions occur· to me as essential to the 
inquiry before the' Commission: first; that the Table 'should' :be divided bet'Ween 
the tues' devoted to Imperial, purposes and' the' taxeS devoted to' ,local' purposes; 
secondly, that the use of the '\'Jords "rateable prope:rty'" for column '1 prejudges 
the question as to whether buildings ou the land are as a matter of 'fact· fated. In 
reply to a later question. I ~hall advance. the p~positionthat buildings do. n.ot 
at present bear any proportIon of local taxation, and It therefore seems to ;me, essential. 
that column 1 'should be divided between land and buildings thereon. I am aware of 
the difficultieS· in the way of . such a division, as pointed out by Sir Alfred Milner at 
p. 577 'of the Agricultural 'CommiSsion, Vol. IV., but until we get that division 
approximatelr stated I think theclassifi'cation of Table D. dOes not present .to 
the Commis81on the real figures which' the Commission must have before it in the 
determination o~ the qliestioll;'! at' issue. . .' 

Qu&twn 2.-!l'he; items which. seem M .me to require reconsideration in vi"", 
of my answer to QuestiQn 1 are-the death,7dnties, which are levied partly upon lands 
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and partly upon buildings thereon; the stamp duties which relate to properties partly 
land and partly buildings; the Inhabited House Duty, which is levied on the basis 
of the value of land and houses, but which, as I shall discuss under a later question, 
must really fall in one of two ways, either upon the owners of land or upon the 
income of the occupier, that is to say, in no sense upon the buildings; the income tax 
which is charged on rent derived from lands and buildings. 

It would be convenient, and, I think, more correct, to fully classify the taxes 
included under the heading of miscellaneous taxes. They are capable of classification, 
and what is needed in these matters above all things is correct classification. The 
licence duties, other than those falling on consumable articles are, I presume, the taxes 
on businesses, for the purpose of regulating such businesses, or, in the cases of 
establishment licences, gun licences, licences for killing game, "nd dog licences, 
are taxation of luxuries, which really falls upon the incomes of the persons taxed, 
although such incomes do not form the basis of taxation. 'I.'hese are two distinct 
classes of taxation, and yet they are included together in the same column as if they 
were analogous in character. 

The railway passenger duty I would classify as a tax on the commodity, under 
heading 1. The licences and certificates are presumably the stamp duties on certain 
professions and businesses, and should be classed under the same heading as the 
licence duties. I deal with the Post Office revenue in the next answer. 

Question 3.-The net revenue of the Post Office is in my judgment, correctly treated 
as a tax, and I think it migbt just as properly be classed under the heading of 
.. Taxes levied in respect of commodities" as under the present rather unmeaning 
heading of "Miscellaneous taxes." It is a tax upon the persons using the letter-
carry.ing industry performed by the Government. . 

Question 4.-The tests that I would apply in considering the equity of any tax or 
system of taxation are--

that the tax should be regulative, having the following characteristic :-
(1) That it be levied as a system of regulation of any business or industry which, 

but fOr taxation, would be carried on injuriously to the community, e.g., beer, 
spirits, tobacco, &c. 

that the tax be levied upon luxuries, having the following characteristics:-
(2) That the luxury in respect of which the tax is levied be not a general desire· 

of the community but only of classes with perfect liberty of action, e.g., 
plate, armorial bearin gs, &c. 

that the tax should be administrative, having the following characteristics :-
(3) That it be levied for the express purpose of meeting expenditure upon 

a service administered for the benefit of the community by the Imperial 
Government or by a local government. 

(4) Th~t the extent of t:hetax (tba.t is, ~he aggregate of persons, property, and 
Interests upon whICh the tax IS leVIed) should be the same as the locality 
of the tax (that is, the aggregate of persons, property, and interests 
benefited by the tax). 

(5) That the kind of tax imposed should be such that it should be paid directly 
by the persons, property, or interests which are intended to be taxed; or, 
if this is not po~sible, that its final incidenctl should fall upon such 
persons, property, or interests. 

Th~se tests apply mor~ par~icularly to local ta;xati.on, as it frequently happens in 
practIce that the expenditure Incurred for a lOCalIty IS met by a tax extending over a 
different set of taxpayers than those benefited by the expenditure. In short, I think 
that every tax should have a definite relationship to the service for which it is incurred, 
but especially this rule should apply to local taxation. 

Question 5.-1 think t~e. incidence of all indirect taxation is to. fall. upon the 
consumers of the commodItIes taxed. But I presume that the question IS directed 
\:nore particularly to the vexed probleni of the local tax upon rental value, and 
I shall direct my answer to this. In order to answer the problem, I start with the 
prop~sition that expe~diture. for loca~ purposes, so long as it is not extravagant 
and Iml?l'oper. expendIture, IS expendIture that benefit·s property. This proposition 
is admItted In respect of the greater number of local services, but it is not 
generally admitted WIth respect to such services as pOOl' law. Without wishing to go 
over the whole of this question in detail, I would submit that it is at the root of the 
consideration of the incidence of local taxation, and I might perhaps venture to refer 
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the Commission to what I have said as to poor law in my recently published book on 
the P'l'itwipies of Local G01Iernment, pp. 17U-86. . 

Assuming that my conclusions as to the benefits derived from local expenditure are 
accepted, I will proceed as shortly as possible to indicate the suggestions which occur 
to me in answer to the Commissioners' question. 

If a tax falls in exact, proportion to the benefit conferred in respect of such tax there 
is no incidence of taxation in the strictest sense, because taxation has not occurred. 
Payment for services rendered htfi occurred and nothing else. This point is generally 
losi sight of. If local authorities could charge according to services rendered, as they 
do for gas and for water for trade purposes, the incidence of taxation would not arise. 
It is only because services rendered are charged upon a basis of assumed equality of 
benefit, and that rental value is taken to be the measure of the assumed equality, that 
the question of incidence arises. But it is clear that these two fundamental assumptions 
of local taxation represent 'by no means correlative elements. Equality of bonefit is 
one thing; rental value is another thing. They may equate, but they do not necessarily 
do so. It is indeed the antagonism hetween equality of benefit and the basis by which 
this equality is measured which produces taxation. Because taxation pure and simple 
only occurs where the charge falls (1) in no relationship to the. benefit conferred, (2) 
where it is in excess of the benefit conferred. 

The elements of the problem as regards the direct tax are as follows: first, the nature 
of the tenancy; secondly, the value of the premises; thirdly, the position of the tax. 

The tenancy is of two kinds, sgricultural and urban. The agricultural tenancy 
consists generally of a single item, nsmely, rack-rent for a term of years to the ground 
landlord. The urban tenancy consists always of three items, oftentimes of many more. 
The two principal cases of urban tenancy may be separately stated. 

First we have-
(1) ground rent, 
(2) building rent, 
(3) tenant's rent, 

Secondly we have
(1) ground rent, 
(2) building rent, 
(3) improved rents, held by one or more leaseholders, 
(4) tenant's rent. 

The tenant's rent in each case is the sum of the preceding items. 
Secondly, the tlal'Ue of the premises is what the premises are worth to the tenant. 

The tenant in competition with other tenants takes premises at their competition 
value to him- that is at the rent plus thE' taxes assessed on the rent. Rent alone 
is not value, and it is the failure to see this which has caused so much difficulty in 
perceiving the incidence of direct taxes. Rent plus taxes is the value at the time 
of taking the premises. But there is something beyond this. There is the 
tenant's value. This is created in several ways. By sentiment, that is, attachment to 
premises long occupied, or dislike to change as a matter of expense. By trade, that ill 
by t·he establishment of a partic.ulru· business in particular premises, which creates for 
the tenant alone a value to him whioh might not be transferable to any other tenant, 

_ or whicb on the contrary, might be a valuable asset to transfer to another tenant. So 
tbat value may be expressed in the two cases to consist of the following separate 
items-

and-

(1} ground rent, 
(2 building rent, 
(3 rates, 

(1) ground rent, 
(2) building rent, 
(3) improved rent or rents, 
(4) tenant's value, 
(5) rates. 

Finally, we have the elements of taxat'ion, namely
(1) rat~s levied on rental value, 
(2) rates or taxes levied by other means, 
(3) beneficial local expenditure met out of municipal property;; 
(4) local expenditure. not beneficial., met out of rates; . 

the total of the first th ree being the potential benefit, conferred upon property, the net 
total of all four being the act.ual benefit conferred. 
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The by-not& of· the whole question is" I think,ithe definition' 0:1'. valnei"s9 including 
rent and taxes combined. " .. ,t,'"" ,'i,'· '.;. ",,", .:' 

, ;If this definition· is Inot'correct, .it means that rent is really the eqUIvalent of, ·value, 
and ,:that: ·the oocupier paylilooa1-ta~es Ollt of :~s ineo~e;; that is, pays a .~ocali liE! well 
as a national, income tax. But thIS SUPPOSition carrIes' on the face of It, too much. 
It means, if itmeans anything; t,hat the occupier pays in the first place; in the .shape 
of Tent, ,the· full value of:' his 'prenlises, which, includes the value of the local services, 
and in 'addition I to. this .valul! ;he . :pays a tax. upon hiS .private reso.urces,' his. income, 
'in fact, in the shape o.f the annual amount oiLthe assessed rateS\. .. , '. '" . 
, But: there' is more behind this elementary' objeatioh ,:than appears on .the face' of it. 

The facts of local taxation. 'will help us to' I!ealiseho.w diffio.ultit is to. conceive that 
the' o.ccupier allo.ws himself, to"be taxed withLhe whole, costo£ local e:xpenditure . 
. 1L'0 appeal to these "facts I will take the caBe of London. .,' , ". 

In .' London thlLrates of a very large, ,amount· ,of property aTe' actually' paId by 
·the,oWllers, This,means that this property is let to'tenants lir held i by the owners 'at 
,its economic value, not at itsrental·value; . Now; ,if we'· consider ·to' what extent :in 
L\>ndon property is held at this 'ecOIiomio'value,;'we fud that c.this is the 'case with 
\px:opertybelow ,2Dl. rateable, value, property let lOut in tenemenm or fiats, all public 
property, railway, gas, water, docks, anel ~imilar property;'ail large warehouses, banks, 
insurance offices, and general business premises in the ,City and immediate neighbourhood, 
all highly rented residential property. This, then, leaves for other consideration only 
the smaller property let on ,three years' agreements, ranging from 2U.to 60l. or 801., 
and the larger 'property let for':occupation on 7, 14, 01.'.21 years~ leases. " 

, Roughly speaking, I would estimate ,these, twoiclas~es of property .asiollowB:':"':' 
Property which .isJet!lr held at economi,?value, that is rentplus:r!rlee--22 D,lillion 
pounds.--"', .' , '". 

Property which is let at rental value, that is, rent exclusive,af:rates-.-I3t million 
pounds. _". -~, ,. ~=\ 

Now this introduces an important factor in this question, • namel:Yi' 'that i.there are 
two classes of property; one class let or held at economic-vallIe, that" is, rimn plus 
rates; a second class, let at rental value, that is, rent exclusive':Off'rates;. : Alnd it is 
inconceivable that the same law should not govern the incideiiCi)'.of 'rotes'bn both 
these classes of property. "To stiggest otherwise woUld 'iil-tolve'tbe"cOnliitioiuJ that the 
owners of' 62 per cent, of London ,property are .only able! ti'ifget'· econolllic value 
for their property, ,while the owners of 38 percent. 'ofLoildon property are able to 
,get much more than-economic "Value by the mere procesfl()f'iihi~tlng'the taXation off their 
ow-ti.shouldeMion to those' of the· oilcupiers. ' , ' . ':i," , " 'I' "",' , 

, If these considerations are'worth anything it'lleemsthat the occupier does not bear 
the, incidence 0f taxation-he pilys for value received; , . , '. ',. ' 

'There is next the builder., He receives for his 'building the profits of the building 
trade, and any infringement· upon these profits would cause a' cessation of building 
and hence a rise iIi the rent of buildings until again the norlllal profits of the building 
trade were realised. 'Building-rent; that is; the equivalent of the bnilders profits, does 
'not; therefore\ bear any part ofthEi. taxes assessed an rent, ," -, ". , , . 

If' the builder does not, anil 'the'ocCtipier dbes 'not, 'bear 'the' incidence'of'taxation, of 
course' it IIlUllt' falll1pon' the 'Owner, or oirners; of' land: values. '1 willl atte¥1pt now 
to state the problelll'In termS'\vhlch~wilr alloW' ittc'l'bedisculllled'-i'n lhe' ea~iest' fasliion. 

First, the elements of the problem: , ' --, 
(1.) Municipal expenditure, so far as it is proper and efficie~~,~~!lit~~ benefits 

the total property of the locality at least to the extent of ~hej6fPflllditure. 
(2,) The benefit obtained from municipal expenditure accrues to individual property 

in exact accordance with the value of services renqered"PQlice protection, 
drainage, fire protection, lighting, road maintenance, poQi' re4ef w.ould be 
of higher value to property in St. James's, Westminster, th8ll. to property 
in Poplar; while education, sanitation, public liQIlari!:)s, ,batful. ·would be of 
higher. value to property in Poplar than to property.,iII. St;, James's, 
Westmmster. - .. ' \ ,'\1 .-'. "'I 1 • , '. ",fJ t, J;! ,,'. ,.: . 

(3.) The value. of the property is ~ffected .not'only,by(a) municipale;xpenditure, 
but also by (b) the general Improvement or deterioratioDiof the neighbour
hoo~, (c) ~he ,impro:vement, or deterioration cl the busines8 conditions, (d) 
speCial causes, suoh as proximity to certain classes of business,pu blic-houses, 
laundry works, noxious trades, &c .. or position in a bUBiness or residential 
thoroughfare. ., " 
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I ,(jl.)"T:ije,vlIlue ,Qfd-,he prope;rGy as, determine<i.b,y ,all these causes is what the 
tenant. pays for. . , ,. '. .. . . 

(5.) This value is the amount of the rent and the amount of the· rates ,and·taxes 
calculated on the rent; for thQ tenant pay'll both these amonnts from the same 
fund; that is, .the gl'QSS ppofi~of' his business if· the premises are nsed for 
business. purposes; ·the ··net. 'profits ·erp.ersonal income, if the. premises 
Bre u8e~fql/. residenQe'. 

(6.)'1'1& paYJ;llent by thet~~n~fortbepremises is in. accord.with,the benefit or 
:value received, nlLlillely,valile of the premises .per 88 and l'slue of the 

· , ·benefits· attaohed to the <premiees from municipal expenditure. Mldl as >it is 
made out of, the same 'fund as payments fQr other commodities· of value, 

. ,so soon BS'8uch fund is diminished or increased. by personal! affairs the 
tenant moves either, to pl'OPlll'ty oil less value or to propeny .of greaten value, 

'. thl~screating aCQmpetition yalue for property.. . 
(7.). PaymelJ.i;fpr the benefits accruing to proplll'ty from municipal expenditure 1s 

J!,ot, inacoor9 with .the amount of. benefit, but in accord with the' rental 
. valull of property. 

The first 'very important concll)slou·to be: drawn front theS& facts is.thall'one' set 
of conditions (NOB. I,· 2, and 3) detetininilS the value of property, and Ii 'totally different 
condition (No~ 7) determines the method by which the benefit accruing to 'property 
from m~nicipal expenditure is paad:£or;:! " ,r" '. ;.., ... ,',' . 

The second ilCitIClusion is that the'tenant gets equivillentvaluEi'for 'liis :money (Nos. 4, 
5, and 6). . . : ,;.... . .. . 

I wiU now \ illustrate these propositions by examples; 1Lndwill 'tg,ke . fiwo eases of 
property, valued originally 'at, tiay, 100l, per annum.' ,tnr;thil' ~me ea,ssthe"conditions 
assumed are- , 

Municipal expenditure increases th~.value (jf the proPerly from' '1001. to (say) pOI. 
· per:' annum;· general, rise of· property" in ' the· ne!ghbourhoodresulting . from . the 
rebuilding of property and the consequent exodus of ponrpeople further increases 
it to (Bay) 14Ol.; special causea-, -Buch .at! the· development of, a' new QusinesB 

I .centrel further increase·!t to .(say)"lOOl, '1'herefore· the tenant''8t''compstition 
· value .is .• willing·to stand charged. al! 1501. for the 'property; ,that' is; 150l. for 
value of premises:per '86 and for value of miln~cipSI expenditure; . .' 

In the second case the conditions aI!Bunied'ar~' , , .". ,. 
Municipatexpend'iiiure iitcreases'~M: vallie of tlie ~toperty frdm: 'l001! 'tol20l.'· per 
'annum; genet-af fall' of propertY;'owlngtb'b'ad~uild~ngand',c6'n~llquEmt decay of 

nliighbourhood and influx of poor'people dtloreases it to 9C>l.·;' s'pecialcanses, such as 
laundries o't o'tliero'bjectionable . bUsinesslls being"erected' nelir itfurtlie'r decrease 
·it·to' 70~.Tberefore the tenatit. 'at iibmpetitio'b. "Value, is, willing- t\'! stalid charged 
at'70r.foi' the "property; that is;' 701:' for"'value of''premisei:f per Ae and for 
'Value' df mllnicipal expenditUre:', I. ,., . ....... ' • ". 

, In the firs~. case th~ rise is frOlJ1 the, orig~nat 1. 201. to 150l. In the seqon~ case 
the fl1:lI)s orrom 'the original 1001. I~O. ~qi. :But. III .~oth ,cases. ~he b~nefit from 
muniOlpal Elxpel;\ditu~ of 101. Bnd ~bl., pel' a.nnul11 respe.ctively lBcontaIDe.d l.n the value 
of the property. .' . . ' " . 

~ Iflll1orde~. to se~ exactly.wha.t happens it i~ ~est 'to. put the e~amples intot.a:bu.lar form, 
as 0 ows:- I, 

I' ,I. " , , 

, Increase by Etre.. at Effect of Geneml· - , . OrigillAl Val.e. 'Yunil'ipal 
·CooditiOlll'Of' 

Special 
I!xpebW''''', Property. 

~ Cau8ei. ' 

. '! pu,..C"'imad.' e for Value. 
" T-otal Value'.. . I " 

" , 4~t;redt._" ~." HateM at Sa. in' j Reo. 
,. . '. .', the.&: . '! \ Received. 

£ 
I' i £ £' £ £ £ 

IJ 100 , ,'+10 
" 

,+30· +10 :;150 . '30 ., 120 
, 

b . 100 +20 -30 -20 , 70 14 &Ii 
, , . . ,. 

" "" j '-. '.' 

I will, first show:the course o~;event\l8S regards the tenant,:- , .. 
In: each case the. tenant pllYs-only f<>r'what .he.actualIYreceives in return, na:mmy;:in 

caa& (a) a. house andeite, ,worth 1401. and JIlunioipal services worth lOl.,together 
ISO/.. ;, but he pays for this in two· S11J1lS of, 1201. as rent; and 30/. as rates; and in 

Ggi 
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case (h) the tenant gets a house and site worth 501. and municipal services worth 
20/.; but he pays for this in two sums of 561. rent, and 141. rates. ' 

Then as to the owner:- . , 
In the first case, (a.) the owner should receive the total value, 1501., less 1m. 

cost .of the benefit to his property by municipal expenditure, or 1401.; but 
he only receives 12m. Therefore he pays 10l. in payment for municipal services, 
and 20l. as the result of those services being paid for by equal rating; that is to 
say, his true tax is 201. In the second case, (b), the owner should receive the total 
value 701. less 201., the cost of the benefit to his property by municipal 
expenditure, or 501., but he actually receives 561. Therefore he pays 201., in 
payment for municipal services, and receives, by the taxation of other owners, 61. 
as a contribution to such payment, making his net payment for services, 141. 

lt seems clear from these two cases that the point turns upon which party, owner 
or occupier, feels the result of taxation, has, in other words, to pay for a service at 
taxation value, and' not at economic value. The examples show that the movements 
caused by taxation take place in the transactions relating to ownership, and not in the 
transactions relating to occupancy, and that, therefore, the effect of charging benefits 
according to taxation falla upon the owner and not upon the occupier. . 

An analysis of the conditions attached to rent and to assessed rates may be given as 
follows :-

(a.) The economic value of premises is paid by the occupying tenant, that is, he pays 
the amount of the economic value of the premises for the user thereof, and in 
return for the value of the premises to him. 

(h.) The eoonomic value coneists of two elements, vil!:., rates or· taxes Pllid to 
municipalities or the State, and rent paid to the owner. 

(G.) Rent consists of two elements, namely, the profit on the building and the 
balance left after allowing for this profit. 

(d.) The profit on the capital cost of building is governed by ordinary economic 
laws, and remains at a reasonably fixed amount according to the profits of 
t,he buildine- trade in relation to other trades. 

(e.) The amount of the sitevalue is determined by circumstances which are frequently 
changing, being affected by questions of neighbourhood, health, municipal 
operations, &c., but the amount of the site value included in the rent 
is fixed from time to time by lease or agreement. 

(I.) The total amount of the combined elements (taxes, building profit, and site value 
rent) included in economic value must be limited by the bounds determined by 
economic value. But of this total amount, rates and taxes are determined 
arbitrarily according to the requirements of the muncipality or the State, and 
not according to the economic value of premises; building rent is fixed 
according to economic conditions (see d.) ; and site value therefore remains 
as the only fluid element to give way to the pressure of the two elements 
above it. 

(g.) Site value included in the rent. therefore, is affected bv the pressure of increased 
rates and taxes or by the relief from decreased rates and taxes, as one of 
the changing circumstances which determine its amount (see 8.), and it must 
equally have been affected by the original imposition of rates and taxes. 

(n.) AA the municipality or State intercepts from economic value the amount of the 
rates and taxes, and therefore leaves only the balance as rent for the landlord, 
the whole of the economic value. does not go and has never gone to the 
landlord. • 

(i.) The expenditure by the municipality or State improves property, and the rates 
and taxes intercepted from economic value are the cost of such improvement 
properly falling upon owners. 

(j.) The amount so falling upon owners is not a measure of a loss incurred by the 
owners, but of a charge incurred by tbe municipality or State on behalf of 
owners, which has the effect of increasing the value of the property. 

This analysis of the relationship between rent and assessed fates shows that the 
occupying tenant pays both rent and rates from the same fund, but pays them in 
return for value received. So long as he receives value in return for his money 
he is not charged with a tax, but with a payment for value. The incidence of the 
rates, therefore, as rates, is entirely clear of the occupying tenant. The analysis next 
shows that rates are intercepted from economic value in return for services rendered 

,to propel'ty. That these services are real services is shown by the fact that in spite of 
. increased rates ,the value of property is raised. This is true. equally of town and 
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rural property. The rise in value shows itself openly in town property. In the case 
of rural property it is a set·off against deterioration from other causes; property 
tbat was not drained, where sanitation and police and roads were not attended to, 
would fall in value to lower depths than property which had benefited from all these 
causes, and in discussing the fall iu value of rural property, care must be taken to 
examine the fall after taking into due consideration the rise which iog too often 
neglected. The services rendered to property by tho expenditure of local authorities 
are therefore rightly charged upon· property , and the particular element in rent which 
bears the charge is that element which is most easily affected by influences-namely, 
site value. 

The reason that taxation falls upon owners of site value is that site value attaches 
to itself all the benefits which arise from local expenditure, aU the benefits, therefore, 
which an occupier is willing to pay for in connexion with his habitat. In this way 
site value and the value of municipal services become practically undistinguishable one 
from the other, and accrue to the benefit. of the owner of property before they are 
redistributed to the occupier of property. When a person takes a house, whether for 
residential or for business purposes, he takes it with certain rights attached to it-
rights of sanitation, fire protection, water supply, public lighting, police protection, 
protection frOID indigent poor and the insane, rights of public education, rights of 
intercommunication, and so on. He wants all these l'ights for the benefit of his 
person, of the persons of his family, and of his property; but he can only obtain 
them as an occupier. As a mere personality he does not exist in respect of local 
government. He must be encased, as it were, in a habitat, and thus the habitat is 
not merely a plot of ground with a building thereon, but a plot of ground, p/iu,s a 
building, pluB various attached services which tend. to make the habitat what it is. 
Thus the services are local services in a special sense. They can only be used locallv. 
They are only of value locally. When a person ceases to be a resident of a locality 
he ceases to benefit from the local services of that locality, and receives the benefit 
from the local services of another locality. Wherever he may be he is protected by 

. the State laws of his country, but the State cannot secure for him the benefit of its 

. own system of local services if he chooses to reside in a distant country. While 
State government confers pE'rsonal benefit without regard to place of residence, local 
government can only confer perRonal benefit by means of place of residence. Of 
course the fact that in all civilized countries the services administered by localities 
are administered pretty equally all over the country tends to produce a certain sense 
of general personal benelits, apart from residence in a particular locality. But the 
actual personal ,benefit thus conferred is not a measurable quantity. What is measur
able to some extent is the benefit conferred upon property through it being the only 
medium by which the benefits of local services reach the person. It is the aggregate 
of properties with which local taxation has to deal, not with the aggregate of 
persons-with the tangible visible object of taxation, as it has come to be styled
and it is upon the properties that the taxation is charged, upon the assumption that 
they benefit from expenditure out of looal taxation in proportion to their rental value. 
But the benefits are paid for by the occupier, not according to the amount charged 
upon the property, but according to the benefits actually conferred upon the property, 

• partly in rates paid to the governing authority and partly in the balance of value 
(namely, rent) paid to the owner of the property. The occupier pays for local 
services at the value of the benefit to him; the owner pays for local services at the 
taxation charge on his property. 

'£his theory does not apply to any increase or decrease in rates which takes place 
while a tenancy agreement is in force. When rent is fixed for a period of years, any 
altera tion in rates oannot, of courSB, affect the owner. An increase falls, for the time 
being, upon the tenant, or a decrease goes to his relief, but as soon as the lease falls 
in, the new level of the rates is taken into account in fixing the rent for the new 
period. 

Que6tion 6,-(a.) I confess that the incidence of the Inhabited House Duty has always 
oocurred to me to be a problem of considerable difficulty, but on the whole I am 
inclined to think that, inasmuch as local rates fOl' local services are taken into account 
when the value of premises to the occupier is being ascertained, the fact of there 
being another tax, although not for local purposes, levied upon rental value, to be 
paid by the occupil1r (and, in direct contrast to the Imperial income tax, levied at 
the same time and by means of the same demand note, not to be charged back upon 
the owner) causes the house duty to fall upon the owner rather than upon the 
ocoupier. I put this as a general proposition, with the qualifying remark that 

I V840V. H h 

• 
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individual circumstances may affect this general rule and cause the Inha.bited House 
Duty to be the ma.rginal tax within 'Yhich 0W?er an~ occupier g.ive and take ~s t~e 
question of value comes up from tIme to tIme, Without causmg an alteratIon In 

conditions of tenancy. 
(b.) I think tha.t rates levied on houses a.nd trade premises fall upon the owners of 

site values in accordance with my answer to No.5. 
(c.) I think tha.t rates on agricultural land fall upon owners of site value. 
(d.) I think that taxes on transfer of property fall upon the person from whom 

the transfer is made. 
(e.) I think that a tax on trade profits would fall principally upon the income of the 

trader, who would be able to shift a proportion, varying under different circumstances, 
upon the consumers who are his customers. 

(f.) I think that the dea.th duties fall upon the property of the dead owner, and 
thereby decrease the value of the property coming to his successors, by inheritance or 
by legacy. 

Questiorb 7.-1 have practically answered this question on page 241, "When a persoll 
takes a house. . . . apart from residence in a particular locality," the criterion 
heing that the purposes for 'Yhich taxation sho~ld be raised locally should be services 
which can only be made avaIlable through reSIdence, and hence confer benefit upon 
property in the several localities in which the services are administered, while, on the 
other hand, the purposes for which taxation should be !'aised by the central government 
should be services which are available through the person of the subject wherever he 
may reside. 

Question 8.-1 think that the two kinds of purposes should be kept entirely distinct, 
and that taxation and administration should be in the same hands; and I am strongly 
of opinion that in no case should expenditure for local purposes be partly borne by 
the central government. But, on the other hand, I think that the development of local 
services may approaoh the stage when such servioes become Imperial instead of local. 
I would instance, for example, the maintenance of prisons, which was a local service 
until the Act of 1877 was passed. The clauses of this Act set forth in a singularly 
clear way the transition from local to Imperial purposes (see Principle.~ of Local 
GO'/Jernment, pp. 199-200). In the same manner I am inclined to believe that the 
three important services of poor Ia.w, education, a.nd police are gradually becoming, if 
they have not already become, Imperial services. Whenever the stage of development 
from local to Imperial service ha.s been reached the transfer should be made to 
Imperial taxat.ion and administration. 

Questilm 9.-1 do not think that local rates should be divided between owners and 
occupiers of real property, but that the whole of loca.! expenditure should be charged 
upon the owners of site values. . 

Question 10.-1 think that ground values should be rated directly for all local 
services, and for this purpose the· valua.tion lists should contain only the site value 
of each property, together with the names of the owners of such site value and the 
amount held by each owner, so that the taxation should fall upon each owner in 
proportion to the amount held by him. 

Questiorb 11.-1 think that the rent which could be obtained by an owner of land or 
other hereditaments would be decreased by an increase in an old rate and by the 
imposition of a new· rate, and increased by the reduction or abolition of a rate, 
on the following condition: that the increase or decrea.se of rent would take place 
when old conditions of tenancy were being revised and new conditions of tenancy 
entered into. 

Rent, according to my theory, represents a portion of the value of property, the 
entire value of the property being dependent upon many considerations which are 
outside the question of the incidence of local taxation. . 

Question 12.-If the occupier were allowed to dedllct taxation from rent the amount 
of the rent, when a revision of the tenancy took place, would be increased to the 
amount of the economic value of the premises, if the whole amount of taxation were 
deducted and proportionately if only a portion of taxation were deducted; Assuming 
that no other element of value a.fI'ected the matter it may be shortly stated that if 
taxation were dedncted from rent, rent would increase by the amount of taxation 
deducted. 
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Question 13.-1 think t.he differential treatment of different classes of property is 
simply a. ba.d attempt to remedy the evils of the present system of valuatioI\ of property, 
whereby owners of property in 1I00r neigbbourhoods, where no increment of value 
has taken place, are rated upon the same basis as OWllers of propel·ty where large 
increments have taken place. Rateable value, upon which tbe rating is based, is 
a.rrived a.t by taking rental value of bot.h la.nd and building and deduct.ing a uniform 
percentage from tbe total" On account of repairs." But repairs are only possible to 
the structure and not to the site.· Wbere the proportion of value bel ween structure 
and site is the same in every part of the locality, as it may be, per!:aps, in rural and 
undeveloped districts, no great harm is done by making a uniform reduction nIl 
the way l'ound. But where, as in towns aud great developing centres, the proportion 
of value between structure and site is very different, very great injustice is done. 
For example, the land value of the City of London may be estimated at 3,923,OOOl., 
aud the building value at 1,500,0001. The deductions for repairs IIccording to the 
lega.J. standard amount to 927,0001., but if deducted from buildings only would amount 
to 25i·,OOOl.; in other words the City of London is assessed at 670,0001. too little. 
The land value of ~t.James's, Westminster, may be estimated at 424,OOQl., and the 
building value at 540,OOOl. The deductions for l'epairs amount to 162,OOOl., whereas 
they should amount to 91,000l. These are two of the most valuable sites in London, 
end I will contrast them with two of the poorest-Poplar and Mile End. The laud 
value of Poplar may be estimated at 88,500l., and the building value at 394,OOOl. The 
deduotions for repairs amount to 147,OOOl., whereas they should be 120,000l. In 
Mile End the land value may be estimated at 95,000/., and the building value at 
398,0001. The deductions for repairs are 94,0001., whereas they should be 74,0001. 
The following Table shows these facts in concise form :--

I 
, , 

I AmouDt Excess Rates which Percentage 
I Amount of excess - Site Value. 

Building deducted for which ought Deductions Site Valuel Deductions 
Value. ltepaira. to be from Site thus ':Ieape to Total deducted. V"lue. pa)"lOg. Value. 

, , 
£ £ £, £ £ £ 

City " " " 3,928,000 1,600,000 927,000 257,000 670,000 167,500 12 
St. James'. . · 424,000 540,000 162,000 91,000 71,000 14,200 7 
J'oplar · " 88,500 894,000 147,000 120,000 27,000 10,800 " Mile End" " " 95,000 39B,OOO 94,000 74,000 20,000 7,000 i 4 

-~--- -.---~-

It will be seen that the site value of the City is greater than the building value, 
that the site value of St. James's is 80 per cent. of the building value, of Poplar, 22 per 
cent., and of Mile End, 24 per ceut. The excess deductions for repairs become 
deductions from site "aIue, and represent the amount of site value which escapes 
taxation altogether. This causes injustice all round. It relieves the City from 52,0001. 
which it ought to p~y to the county authorities, and St. James's from 2,500l.; while 
this relief to the wealthy centl'es causes an increased burden upon the poorer centres, 

• Poplar having to pay 500l. in excess of its fair quota and Mile End 2,OOOl. 
This, I think, is one of the great inequalities of the present system. It is an 

inequality which operates chiefly between the rating units. But there is an inequality 
in the present system which operates upon individual properties. I will give an 
example, as follows :-

-

loro.ad 
, I 

Ywr. lmprond BoUding 
, Total Value Site Value. 

lteut. nent. I Rent. I Total Rent. Tnntion. of l>remises. , 
I 

I I 
I .. £ £, £ £, s. i £ £ w 

)81S · · " 20 - 120 140 Hi 0 155 35 
1t!43 . · · · 20 I 15 120 )50 18 0 , 17:3 53 
I~St1 " · · 20 ! 260 120 400 60 0 460 i 340 
1870 " · · 20 I 360 120 600 8710 i 587 ! 467 
18SS · · · 20 460 120 600 125 0 , 79 " 60.~ 

I 
-;) 

I 
1890 · • · 20 510 120 650 160 0 810 690 
1~96 · · " 20 510 120 61i0 184 O· 810 600 

• I .. '. of tbis. that itlo. the incl'fftle of '8t('1I, ill "nitl hy the le-bRnt, l\l)d i~ pot rerlt't't'ntro hy wlul'. 
I 'Mes. I i 
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The total taxation in. this case is 1841. 
Of this 151. falls upon ground rent (ground rent having been fixed when rates upon 

the premises were 15l.) ,; 145l. upon site value (that is, in 1890, when site rent was 
last fixerl by leasoj; and 24/. upon the tenant's income (that is, the increase of rates 
since 1890, when rent was last fixed). 

The proportions of taxation falling upon the several intsrests concerned are therefore 
as follows :-

(a .. ) On the original grounil value of :35l., a tax of 151. = 88. 7d. in the pound. 
(b.) On tho improved site value of 6.551., Ii tax of 145l. = 48. 5,z. in the ponnd. 
(c.) On the tenant's'income, a tax of 241., for which he r.eceives no equivalent. 
Inequalities are here patent. The taxation of the original ground value may be 

accepted as the price the owner was willing to pay for the deferred value which would 
accrue to him .at the falling in of t,he lease. But the taxation of the improved site 
value not only escapes its legitimate burden of increased taxation, which falls upon 
the tenant, hut doe~ not bear its due proportion of the total taxation, but 01) Iy sl~ch 
a proportion as happens to fall upon it after assessing taxatioil upon the false basis 
of including building value with site value, and after allowing all sorts of relief to 
taxation of site values by other systems of taxation, namely, indirec~ taxati:>n and 
appropriations from Imperial taxation. 

There 1S another important aspee~ in which the present system tells against the 
tenant. Pr,)perty is taxed so unequally that it is allowed to stand for ocoupltion in 
any \londition. Owners of pOOl' or slum property and owners of ordinary villa property 
shirk their responsibilities to an enormous extent. The value which the tenants pay 
for is in respect of a theoretically perfect article; they receive in return a demonstrably 
bad article,· and the excessiye burden of taxation which falls upon site valnes of 
unimproving property is thus shared partly by the owner and partly by inroads upon 
the standard of comfort adopted by tbe tenants. These inroads upon the standard 
of comfort increase until they produce not only strJIcturally bad property but sanitarily 
bad property, and in order to correct this state of things additional taxation is imposed 
under the Public Health Acts; in fact, the proces!! is to throw off legitimate olvners' 
charges at the poorest end of occupied property and re-impose it as a tax upon the 
richer end. This tax would be altogether obviated if site values were properly 
assessed, because owners could then be compelled to let for occupation fit and proper 
houses. 

Question 14.-1 think there are no other proper met,bods of raising taxation for 
local purpose; than by rates on site values. 

Question 15.-The only additional . .observation which I have to make is that the 
question of iucidence of taxation becomes a comparatively simple matter so soon 
as it is recognised that local taxation is the legitimate burden upon site value 
imposed in return for benefits rc.ceived. It is from this point that the consideration of 
the incidence of Impt'rial taxatiOli should stal't. It should not include the iucidence 
of local taxation as a part of th" question. Imperial taxation may be made to fall 
upon the several intere.ts in any manner that is deemed fair and proper without 
having regard to the fact that site value already bears the burden of local taxation. 

Answers by Mr. J. W. S. Callie. 

No. l..-The classification seems a good one as a basis, though it may require to 
be altered, as in Sir Edward Hamilton's Memorandum, in order to find the real 
incidence of the various taxe. upon individuals. 

No. 2.-So far as I can jhr1ge, it is complete. 

No.3.-Yes. I think it is correctly p1ilced. 

• 

No. 4.-~'1.'he Second, Third, and Fourth Canons of Adam Smith are good, but I 
do not think the first has, nece3saI'ily, connexion with justice iu Taxation.· I prefer 
ihe test laid down in Montesquieu's .. Spirit of Laws," Book XIII., Chapter 1, 'Viz., 
" The public revenues are not to be measured by what the people are able, but by what 
they ought to give." 
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, No. 5.-, In regard to this Question, and also to Nos. 6,11, and 12, I agree generally 
With thl\ views laid down in Sir Edward Hamilton's Memorandum as to the incidence 
of taxation. I do not agree, however, with his remarks upon page 52. in regard 
to Imperial Taxation not inflicting any strain upon the community. The Report 
,of the Commissioners upon the financial relations betwoen Great Britain and Ireland, 
while confined to the discussion of the incidence of taxation upon the two countries now 
as compared with what was intended by the Act of Union, proves conclusively, in my 
opinion, that the incidence of th.e.lmporial taxes is most unjust as between dass and 
CluSB. and not merely between country and country. This is owing to the large amount 
raist)d in customs and excise duLies, and'it is only because the people who pay do not 
know that they are paying that it is not more generally objeoted to. Direct taxes 
are grumbled at. The income tax is as keenly felt as' the estate duty. Nor do I 
agree that .. the ratepayers are always demanding to be relieved at the expense of 
thl:! taxpayers." It is more the demand of a small but noisy section than of any 
oonsiderable body of the people. 

No. 6.-(a.) I think the Inhabited House Duty practically falls upon the occupier of 
the house. , 

(b.) It is impossible to say upon whom these fall. It all depends upon the circum
stances. When anyone takes a house or shop he will add the amount of rates to 
the rent in order to find out how much he will have to pay altogether. When, 
however, he has formed a connexion in his busiue3s, he cannot afford to remove 
unless under great pressure, and the increase of rates would need to be very heavy to 
cause him to give notice that he would remove unless the rent were correspondingly 
reduced. The same applies, though in a lesser degree. to the occupier of a private 
house. The higher the ratbs are in any locality, the less people can afford to pay in 
rent, but, when once a district gets inhabited, any increase of rates will be almost 
entirely paid by the occupiers. 

'1'he close connexion between rates and rent and their reaction upon each other, 
hns caused thtl Bureau of Labor Statistics of Illinois, in their Report on "1.'n.xation," 
to clnss groun,j rents-in the American" relit for site," not the restricted Dritish. 
~ense of ~the term-BS "Private Taxes," 'While we may disput.e as to the am!lunt 
of rat~8 that fell upon landowner and tenant, respecth'ely, in any particular place. it 
cannot be disputed that wero any millionaire to pay the whole of the rates of any 
town, provide it with parks, &c., and do all in his power to make it a pleasant place 
to live in, the landowners, as Boon a.q the arrangements with their tenants could be 
ended, would be able to appropriate the whole benefit, in the shape of increased ren tals. 

(c.) I agree with what Mr. Chaplin said, in the House of Commons, on February 27th, 
1891,-" The effect on the (Jand)owner is that if rates are high he gets less rent, and 
if they are low he gets more rent." It is in this EtlnSe only that tho lando'wner can 
be said to bear the burden of rates. 

(d.) These fall upon the owner transferring the property. 
(e.) These fall upon the trader. 
(f.) These fall on the heir of tbe property taxed. 

o No. 7.-Gol1era11y speaking, wbere money is expended in a locality for the 
benefit of tbat locality as such, the taxation ought to he raised for such expenditure 
from that locality; while money expended for the benefit of the nation at large, and 
not for the inhabitants of any locality in particulnr, ought to be collected over the 
whole nation. 'l'hus wat9r. sewers. &c .. are required for the inhabitants of localities 
as such, and the cost ought to be defrayed- from local taxes, while expenditure 
such as for education ought to be a national charge, since the children are educated, 
not because they live in any special locality, but because they are the citizenR of 
the future. and it is to t,he benefit or the nation that its citizens should be t"ducated. 
'1'ho line between the two exppnditures, while dislin(lt at any prticular time, is not 
rigidly fixed. for. with progress the classification may alter. Thus the poor mte 
is a local tnx. but Rhould old age pensions oome into operation, they would, to a 
large extent. supersede Ihe poor rl:!lief. and yct the~e would, in all probability, be 
a nat,ional taX. • 

No. B.-Yes. as far as po~sible, but administrative economy may render it advisable. 
sometimes, th.lt, the expenditure of money for" national" purposes, as defined above 
be left in the hands of the local authoriLies. ' 

No. 9.-(Sec answer to Question 10.) 
1 i 2 
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No.IO.-Yl;ls. Personally, I would make land values the BOUl'Cll of local revenue. I 
would do so becaUse land is different from every othAl' form of property, if indeed, it
any more than the possession of slaves-can be right,ly termed" pI·operty." It is the 
oniy source from which wealth can be produced, and, from whatever roint of vielV 
we look at it, is clearly intended for the use of all, and not mert'ly to be a rent· 
yielding mallhine for a privileged few. By refraining from taxing la~d value3,.we 
allow a landowner, if he trunks fit, to prevent the people having access to the usc of 
" his land." 

The full case for the taxation of land values cannot be gone into in.connexion with 
taxation alone, for the social results are as great a.s the fiscal ones. Bllt, even from 1he 
taxation point of view, land values seem the natural source from whicllto raise the 
revenue for the public needs. ,Especially is this the case in regard to local taxation, 
since this local expenditure, in almost all cases, increases the value of the land in the 
locality. 

The need for local taxation only aIises with the growth of population. The greater 
that growth, the 'greater the need for local revenues. But as that growih increases so, 
step by step, the value of the land increases also. N or is this value caused by the owner 
of the land. If it were, it would not be fair to tax it especially.lt is created solely 
by the presence and industry or the people,and would exist even though there were no 
landowner, as such, in existence. Take away the landowner; still the land value 
remains; but take away the population and leave the landowner, and the value has gone. 
Therefore, in taxing land values, we are not taking away from the landowner anything 
that he has produced. We are inflicting no harm upon him. . 

But, when the representatives of the community refrain from taking for the communal. 
needs the value created by the community that attaches to the land, they are, thereby, 
inflicting a grievous wrong upon all, especially upon the poorest classes. The people are 
doubly taxed; first, they pay to the landowner that which would pay all their local 
needs, and, secondly, they have to pay another tax to the local anthority .. 

The desirability of taxing land values is now being urged by a large section of 
the people, and feeling that the Members of the Royal Commission on Local Taxation 
would like to have the best exposition of the grounds upon which it. is urged, I 
lmV'e respectfully taken the liberty of appending the following summary of reasons, from 
the pen of one who has been the leader in thiR agitation; I refer 1;0 the late 
Mr. Henry George. It wall written for the" Financial Reform Almanack" by him .in 
response too. request for a definitestatemeni of his reasons for urging this tax. 
Pdrsonlllly, I entirely agree with these reasons, nor have I seen in the criticisms of 
Professor Seligman, the late Profess"r Thorold Rogers; or any of the opponents of this 
method of taxation-though Professor Thorold .Rogers can hardly be said to be an 
opponent of Mr. George's views-anything to shake my belief in its justice or 
advisability. 

I would point out that the Financial Reform Association, of which I am Secl'etary, 
though in favonr of the principltl "of the taxation of land values and of opinion that 
it should be immediately applied for local purposes, in place of the vicious system of 
grants-in· aid, is not in any way committed to that or any other form of taxation being 
the sole source of revenue. 

The remaining questions are, I think, dealt with, as far as I can, in the reply to 
No.5. 

J. W. S. CALLIE. 

EXTRACT referred to in No. 10 . 

. I shall briefly state to the readers of the" Financial Reform Almanack" the 
fundamental principles of what we who advocat!l it call the single tax. 

We propose to abolish all taxes save one single tax levied on the valua of land, 
irrespective of the value of improvements in or on it. 

Whnt we propose is not a tax un real- estate, for real estate includes improvements. 
Nor is it a tax on land, for we would Dot. tax all land, but only land having a value 
irre,~pective of its improvements, and would tax that in proportion to that value. 

Our plan involves the imposition of no new tax, since we already tax land values in 
taxing real eatate. To carry it out we have only to abolish all taxes save the tax all 
real estate, and to abolish all· of that which now falls on huildings or improvements, 
leaving only that .part of iP which now 1al~ all ~he value of the bare land. This we : 
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would increase so as to take M nearly as may be the whole of the economic rent, 
or what is sometimes styled the" unearned increment of land values." . 

That the value of the land alone would suffico to provide all needed public revenues 
-municipal, county, and national-there is no doubt. 

From the single tax we may expect these advantages;-
1. It would dispense with a wbole army of tax-gatherers and other officials which 

present taxes require, and place in the treas11l'y a much larger' proportion of what 
IS taken from the people, while, b1making government simpler and cheaper, it would 
tend to make it purer. It would get rid of w,xel< which necessarily prc.mote fraud, 
perjury, bribery; aud corruption, which lead· men into temptation, and which tax what 
the nation clln least ·atrord to spare, honesty and conscience. Since land lies out of 
doors, and cannot be removed,und its value is the most readily ascertaine.i of all 
values, the tsxto which we would resort can be collected with the minimum of 
cost, and the least strain on public morals. 

2. It would enormously increase ,he production of wealth-
(a.) By the removal of the burdens that now weigh upon industry and thrift. 

If we tax houses, there will be fewer and poorer houses; if we tax machinery, 
there will be less machinery; if we tax trade, there will be less trade; if we 
tax capital, there will be less capital; if we tax savings, there will be less 
saving. All the taxes, therefore, that we would abolish, are taxes that repress 
industry and lessen wealth. But if we 1ax land va.lues there will be no less 
land. 

(b.). On the contrary, the taxation of land values has the etrect of making land more 
easily available by industry, since it makes it more difficult for owners of 
valuable land. which they themselves do not care to use, to hold it idle for a 
larger future price. While the abolition ·of taxe!! 011 labour and the products 
of labour would free the active element of production, the taking of land 
values in taxation would free the passive element by destroying speculative 
land values, and preventing the holding out of use of land needed for use. 
If anyone will but look around to-day, and see the unused or but half-used 
land. the idle labour, the unemployed or poorly employe<l capital, he will get 
some idea of how enOl'mous would be the'production of wealth were all Jihe 
forces of production free to engage. 

(c.) The taxation of the processes Bnd products of labour on the one hand, and the 
. insufficient taxation of land values on the other, produces an unjust distribu

tion of wealth whioh is building up in the hands of ·a few fortunes more 
monstrous than the world has ever before seen, while the masses of our 
people are steadily becoming relatively poorer. i'hese taxes nece~sarily fall on 
the poor more heavily than on the rich; by increasing prices, they necessitate 
larger capital in all businesses, and, consequently, give an advantage to large 
capitals; and they give. Bnd in some cases are designed to give, special 
advantages and monopolies to combinations and trusts. On the oth,,}' hand, 
the insufficient taxation of land values enables men tq make large fortunes by 
land speCUlation and the increase in ground values-fortunes which do not 
represent any addition by them to the general wealth of the community,. but 
merely the appropriation by some of what the labour of otherij creates. 

This unjust distribution of wealth develops on the one hand a class idle and 
wasteful beoause they are too rich, and on the other hand a class idle and 
wasteful because they are too poor; it deprives men of capital and oppor
tunities which would make them more efficient producers. It thus greatly 
diminishes production. 

(d.) The unjust distribution which is giving us the hundred-fold millionaire on 
the one side and the tramp am} pauper on the other, generates thieves, 
gamblers, social parasites of all kinds, and requires large expenditure of 
money and energy in watchmen, policemen,. courts, prisons, and other means 
of defence lind repreesion. It kindles a greed of gain and a worship of 
wealth, and produces a bitter struggle for existence which fosters drunkenness, 
incl'Cases insanity, and causes men whose energies ought to be devoted to 
bonest production. to spend th .. ir time and strength in cheating .and grabbing 
i'rom each other. Besides tile moral loss, all this involves an euormous 
economic loss which the single tax would save. 

(e.) The taxes we would abolish fall most heavily on the poorer agricultural distriots, 
and thus tend to drive popUlation aud wealth from them to the great cities. 
The tax we would increase would destroy. that monopoly of mnd which is the 

Ii 3 
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great cause of 'that distribution of population which ·is crowding peqple too 
closely togEl~e~ in. some, places and scatter~ng . t~em too far apart in other 
places. , FamIlies hve on ~op of one another III CItIes because of ,the ~nql'mous 
speculative prices at whICh vacant IC?ts are held. In the country they are 
scattered too far apart for' social intercourse and convenience, because, instead 
of each taking what laud he can use, everyone who can grabs al1 he can get, 
in the hope of profiting hy the increase of value, aucl the next man must d)ass 
,farther on. Thus we have scores of families living under a single roof, 
and other families living in dug-onts on the prairies afar from neighbours
some living too close to each other for moral, mental, or physical health, 'a~d 
others too far separated for' the stimulating and, refining influences of' 
society. The wastes in health, in mental vigour, and in' nnnecessary 
transportation result in great economic losses which the single tax would save. 

Answers by Mr. C. P. Sanger. 

AnsWe1' to Questions 1, 2, 3.-. Before ,proceeding to classify Imperial taxation, it 
would be well, in the first place, to define what ,til meant by taxation, and, in the second 
place, to determine what items of the Imperial revenue fall within this definition. We 
shall tben have a list of items of Imporial taxation which we wish to classify. 

At the outset we are met with a difficulty in the·use, of the words ".taxati«;m'" and 
" tax." They are used in both a broad and a narrower sense. Sometimes the word 
tax is used in contradistinctioI! to the words" rate," " duty," " Government profit," and 
the like, and such distinction has hail considerable historical importance; on the other 
hand, as in the expression" Imperial taxation," the word tttjtstion is used to cover, not 
only taxes, but aiso duties aud other exactions of the Imperial Government. It would 
therefore, I th'ink, be convenier.t to have some word other than" tax" when we mean 
to use it in an extended sense; and, with great diffidence, I venture to suggest 
the, expression" Public burden." The phrase is an awkward one, but it'is useful in so 
far as it reminds US that a tax, rate or duty is essentially a burden, and tbat, in so far 
as it is not a burden, it should be omitted from our classitication. It also is wide enough 
to sweep in such, items as the large profit the Govel'Dment makes by ihe Postal 
monopoly, which' is not conveniently called a tax,and yet is burdensome. Further, 
it would be well to restri.ct our inquiries to those burdens whose incidence is on the 
inhabitants of the United Kingdom, and also to exclude froUl our consideration, so far 
as possible, those burdens which are nob really burdens, but fees for services rendered, 

Public burdens are called Imperial when the.v fall on the inhabitauts of the U'nited 
Kingdom,,And are collecied by a central authority. This use of the word Imperial is 
most curIous, but appears to be sanctioned by usage. They are called local if exacted 
only from a portion of thli United Kingdom. ' , 

The first question to be settled is, " What are the Imperial public burdens in a given 
year ~ " To answer this we turn to the public accounts. It is practically certain that 
the items of rcc~ipt umler the heads of Customs, Excise, Death Duties, Stamps, House 
Duty, Property and Income Tax represent public burdens; and that, on the other hand, 
the receipts fI'ODl Crown lands and Suez Canal shnres, do not. 'The difficulties begin 
when we consider the Land 't'ax, the Post OfficQ profits, an,t the miscellaneous items. 
There are also the appropriated items, In Sir A. Milner's Memorandum the 
appropriated and miscellaneous items are neglected. It is very hard to say bow far 
this is correct: That it is not strictly correct is, I think, obvious; but after considering 
the details, I find that, in my 'opinion, mnstor these items are not public burdens, 
and therefore I agree in omitting th~m. I cannot help thinking, however, that it is 
a stop which should not be taken Ilxcept after the wost ·careful consideration. 

WIth regard to the Postal profits, they are most clearly a burden. 1£ the Post Office 
was csrri~d on i~ such a way that it only just made a profit, I do not see that anyone 
could feel aggrIeved. The Government, however, use their monopoly to make an 
enormous profit; this profit is a burden. 

With regard to the Unredeemed Land Tax, I cllnnot seo how it can possibly be 
considered a burden. When land is convoyed, enquiries are always made as to the Land 
~'ax:; and the purchaser knows that he is buying the land subject to it (if it is 
u1l'I'edeemed). If the Unredeemed Land '1'ax is included, I canuot see why, on the one 
band, anyone who bas obtained money under a residuary bequest from a person who 
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in his lifetime redeemed' some land tax, should not be now considered to' pay land tax; 
or why, on the other hand, any rentcharge issuing out of l:l.lld should not be considered 
to bE! a public burden. 

I therefore propose to amend Sir A. Milner's list of Imperial public burdens by 
omitting the item of Land Tax. 

It is useless to discuss. the classification given in Table D. in an abstract way. The 
object of it is presumably to ascertain what proportion of the Imperial public burdens 
are levied iii respect of rateable property. If this is the sole object, it would be 
simpler to classify Imperial public burdens merely into those in respect of rateable 
property, and I,hose which are not. 'I'hat is, I should keep column (1) as it is, and add 
the second, fourth, fifth, and sixth columns together, omitting the third column. This 
would simplify the Table, and avoid many subtleties. If, however, the Table has some 
further object beyond the one I have supposed, I cannot think that the classification is 
a very useful or happy one. No doubt it is easy to criticise any form of classification 
for our Imperial public burdens, yet I cannut but think that the classification proposed 
is open to at least as much criticism as any that has heen suggested. SlIppose, for 
instance, we are discussing the equity of our public burdens, it would be most important 
to disting;)ish betw~en taxes on transferring property-that is, in carrying on a business, 
and taxing people for owning property- that is, because they are rich. This distinction 
is lost sight of in Table D. Or, again, what is property? Dntil we have distin
guished property frQm commodities, the distinction between." incidental to property" 
and" ill respect of commodities" is likely to be no distinct,ion. As, however, the terms 
of reference of the Commission do not refer to the equity of our system of Imperial 
public burdens, except in f!0 far as the receipts ar6 paid over to local authorities and 
for local purposes, no good can be done by insist.ing on the difficulties incidental to the 
proposed classifioation. Nor, again, is it worth while to criticise the detailed figures 
until the precise meanings of the headings of the differunt columns are settled . 

. A'I'"swer to Question 4.-In the first place, I think it bette; to consider the system 
of taxation as a whole, and not to discuss in too great <letail the fairness of each 
individual. tax. Then, taking the system as a whole, we should aim at securing that 
classes of people of about the same income sltould pay about the same amount of taxes 
irrespective of their local position, their sex, the kind of property they possess, and, 
within certain limits, their general habitll. TheIl people with different incomes should 
be taxed so as to make the sacrifice of each about the same. In our present state of 
knowledge W6 cannot lay down any certain rules for this, and therefore it is better to 
tuko the lJrinciple of Adam Smith and Bcrnonilli that (subject to a possible deduction 
fro~n all incomes) the taxation should bll proportional to the income. ]3ut one further 
proviso shoull!, I think, be ·made that not the actual income .carned, but the capitalised 
value of the probable income is a better measure of taxable capacity. In so far as 
certain taxes are put on for moral, and not financial, reasons, they should be considered 
af! fines, and not taxes. It is however, I think, of the utmost importance to consider in 
the first place what taxes are re~y burdens, and to apply the above tests to snch 
bnrdens only. ·rhose taxes or duties which are either in the 'IIatnre of fees for f!pecial 
services rendered, 01' are in the nature of tines, Dlust be tested by other considerations. 
In considering the equity of fees for special services I'endered, I think the State should 
act as if it were a pnblic company dealing..in the commodities or sArvices sold and 
subject to competition from similar public companies. Taxes in the nature of fines 
should be judged by the same principles ~if any) as the other forms of punishment 
CUITent in the country. 

An,.weT to Question.~ 7 and B.-The difficulty in deciding whether a public burden 
Hhould be local or Imperial is not, I think, so much one of laying down a criterion, 
but of applying any criterion that we may adopt. In a few cases there is no difficulty .. 
Probably everyone wonld admit that the cost of tho Army and Navy should be an 
Imperial public burden, and that, on the other hand, tho cost of (say) lighting the streets 
of a town should be a local public burden; but most of the cases that occur are 
intermediate ones. If a matter is really local, I think that the policy of giving Imperial 
grants-in·aid of it is most dangerous and objectionable. If, on the other hand, it is 
Imperial !'ather more than local, as education, there is, I think, much to be said in 
favour of Imperial grants supplemented by local public burdens and managed by local 
management. 'fhe besL test in these cases appears to me to be one merely of adminis
trative efficiency, and not of thE' equity of the burden 8S between the Imperial and 
local funds. Many matters are practically matters of Imperial interest, and yet are 
clearly bettor administered locally. In these cases local management with no local 
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burden .mlght 1ead to wasteful. expenditure, ··and therefore soIileparl of the burden 
should be borne locally. How much is to he deterJll,ined by experience. If an increase 
of the local burden wonld create a more efficient'maiJagement, I should say that the 
local burden should be increased; if not, that t.he local burden is sufficient. 

Broadly speaking, therefore, the present sY5teni of Imperial doles must be continued; 
but the local and Imperial contributions to any undertaking should be most·carefully 
slIparat.ed, and the question oftha relative amounts of t.he local and Imperial contributions 
should be fixed in each case so aa to obtain all much efficiency in management as 
possible. 

Answer to Question 14.-Possibly the Inhabited House ]Juty could be mado a local 
·burden. . . 

. .Answer to Question I5.-Referring to page 37 of'Sir E. W. Hamilton's Memorandum, 
I doubt whether the distinction he draws between .. onerous" and" beneficial" rates is 
a very useful one. If the I)e!:.efit is one not obtained by a special person or persons, 
but by the locality generally-such as lighting the streets-it may be beneficial, and 
yet be properly called a local burden.' . 

In England the receipts of the local authorities may be classified 8s follows:-
1. Public rates.' . .' '. 
2. Government contributions (including receipts from local taxation account). 
3. Tolls; duties, and dues. . 
4. Receipts from property and sales of property. 
5. Fines, fees, and licences. 
6. Revenue from waterworks, gasworks, markets, &c. 
7. Repayments from private improvement works. 

We want to know which of these items are burdens, and I think that sufficient 
accuracy is obtained if we say that itetn 1 is a local public burden, item 2 an Impedal 
public burden, items 3-7 not burden8 at all, but fees for special services rendered. 
Again, in Ireland the receipts from rates may be classified thus :- . 

1. Grand jury cess. 
2. Poor rate. 
3. Town taxes. 
4. Belfast water ra teo 
5 .. :Rutland Square tax. 
6. Dublin Police taxes. 
7 •. Dublin Port and Docks Board taxes. 

Of these, I think, we may take 1, 2, 3, and 6 to be burdens; 4, 5, a~d 7 not to be 
burdens. • 

C. P. SANGER .. 

• 
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